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This appendix describes agency, tribal, and public outreach and involvement that has occurred 

since the start of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process in 2016. 

 

1.0 Scoping 
Reclamation and the Corps have undertaken the preparation of an EIS under the requirements of 

NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.; 43 CFR 1500-1508; 43 CFR 46). The implementation regulations 

of NEPA and the lead agencies require a formal scoping process when initiating an EIS process. 

The lead agencies use scoping to involve other federal agencies, state, local and tribal 

governments, stakeholders, and the public in a) providing input on the purpose and need for the 

project, b) identifying issues of concern, and c) providing input on the range of alternatives to be 

analyzed in the EIS.  

 

Reclamation and the Corps have undertaken a robust outreach effort as part of scoping to engage 

the public in the EIS process. The outreach efforts consisted of several parts. A federal Notice of 

Intent and Scoping Notice was published in the Federal Register on January 4, 2016. The Notice 

of Intent discussed the project’s purpose, project location, regulatory background, and 

environmental process to date, and provides information on the scoping comment period and 

public meeting.  

 

A postcard announcing the scoping process and scoping meeting was mailed to the entire 

stakeholder list. The Corps issued a press release on January 7, 2016 and distributed it to local 

and regional media. The news release was also posted on the Corps and Reclamation websites. 

Reclamation and the Corps held a public scoping meeting and invited agencies, tribes, non-

governmental organizations, and the public to participate in an open exchange of information and 

to provide comments on the proposed scope of the EIS.  

 

A project website, established by Reclamation, was updated to include the Notice of Intent, the 

Press Release, the posters used at the scoping meeting, the handout on alternatives, a NEPA 

handout, and a public comment form. The website is found at: 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/. 

 

Reclamation and the Corps held a public scoping meeting and invited agencies, tribes, non-

governmental organizations, and the public to participate in an open exchange of information and 

to provide comments on the proposed scope of the EIS. The public scoping meeting was held in 

Glendive, Montana on January 21, 2016 at the Dawson County High School Auditorium to 

provide information to the public as to the alternatives being considered and issues to be 

addressed in the EIS and to answer questions. The meeting ran from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and was 

attended by 65 people plus representatives of the two lead agencies and the consultant team. 

Scoping poster boards were prepared and used at the scoping meeting to provide information on 

the project’s purpose, alternatives under consideration, and the NEPA process. Handouts 

discussing the process and alternatives were handed out at the scoping meeting. 

 

As part of the scoping process, the public was given the opportunity to provide written comments 

during the scoping period (January 4 through February 18, 2016) to identify issues and effects 
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that should be addressed in the EIS, as well as reasonable alternatives to improve fish passage at 

the Intake Diversion Dam. 

 

A total of 89 individuals 14 agencies/organizations, and six elected officials submitted scoping 

comments on the project.  Public scoping is not intended to serve as a voting process; rather it is 

a means to involve the public in identifying issues, data, or substantive comments that should be 

considered in the NEPA process. An issue or comment that may have been raised in one 

comment letter is given the same consideration as an issue that may have been raised by several 

commenters. 

 

The agencies and organizations that submitted comments were: 

 United States Environmental Protection Agency 

 Izaak Walton League of America 

 Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 

 American Fisheries Society, Montana Chapter 

 Our Montana, Inc. 

 Defenders of Wildlife & National Resources Defense Council 

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (by WWC Engineering) 

 Sidney Water Users Irrigation District 

 North Dakota State University, Williston Research Extension Center 

 Montana Trout Unlimited 

 American Rivers 

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project District 1 

 Missouri River Grassroots Network – Sierra Club 

 

Elected officials submitting comments were: 

 Steve Daines, U.S. Senator, Montana 

 Jon Tester, U.S. Senator, Montana 

 Shane Gorder, Richland County Commissioner 

 Loren Young, Richland County Commissioner 

 Duane Mitchell, Richland County Commissioner 

 Scott Buxbaum, Yellowstone Township Supervisor 

 

Comments were sorted by category as shown in Table 1-1. Comments on alternatives, whether 

supporting a given alternative, objecting to a given alternative, or offering a new alternative, 

were the most common, accounting for over half of the total comments. Comments voicing 

concern about the pallid sturgeon and other threatened or endangered species were next, 

followed immediately by comments voicing economic concerns, centering on the need to 

continue providing irrigation for the area’s farmers and ranchers. The project’s Scoping 

Summary Report provides additional information on the scoping process and includes a copy of 

all scoping comments. 
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Table 1-1 Scoping Comments by Category 

Category Number of Comments Category Number of Comments 

Alternatives  130 Mitigation  11 

Aquatic Communities  5 Project Cost  12 

Climate  2 Project Process  16 

Cumulative Effects  2 Purpose and Need  7 

Economics  38 Recreation  4 

Energy  3 Transportation  1 

Threatened and 

Endangered Species  
41 Utilities 2 

General  6 Visual Resources  2 

Geomorphology  8 Water Quality  7 

Hazardous Materials  1 Water Rights  11 

Lands and Vegetation  2 Wildlife  8 

 

Several commenters proposed alternatives that would include removal of the existing weir. One 

such alternative consists of 10 components: 1) water conservation check structures; 2) water 

conservation flow measuring devices; 3) convert laterals from ditches to pipes; 4) convert fields 

from flood irrigation to sprinklers; 5) line open canals; 6) control overchecking; 7) water 

pumping from a source other than the Yellowstone River; 8) pumping stations along the river; 9) 

use of existing headworks; and 10) renewable energy resources. 

 

A similar alternative was also proposed allowing for removal of the existing weir. This would 

include 1) using gravity flow into the existing headworks when river flow allows; 2) using 

pumps, either in the river or in the alluvium, during period of low flows; 3) reducing diversion 

volumes by investing in conservation measures in the canal, at turnouts, and in laterals (lining, 

piping, possibly sprinkler conversion, improving headgate efficiency, etc.); 4) employing 

groundwater pumps in appropriate locations within the irrigation project area, as a backup as 

necessary; 5) providing power for pumps using a wind generator, or, if feasible, low-head hydro 

in the Main Canals; and 6) if power cannot be produced on site, establish a trust fund dedicated 

to purchasing power, and possibly fund operation and maintenance for the pump system. 

 

Other commenters urged consideration of the removal of the existing weir, though with less 

detail. 

 

Three other alternatives were proposed. The first suggested installing a bypass channel just south 

of the existing weir that would be approximately 100 feet wide, about 2,000 feet long and with 

various flow restrictions for sturgeon rest areas as natural flows. The commenter stated that the 

elevation change in a 2,000-foot run is not any more than some riffles in the Yellowstone River 

where the sturgeon are able to pass. 

 

The second suggested alternative is to have the MFWP relocate all the sturgeon that they catch 

below the weir to above the weir each year during their annual survey and undertake a ten-year 

study to see if the numbers increase or decrease. In the commenter’s opinion, if the number of 

caught sturgeon increases it would mean the sturgeon are spawning and coming downstream. If 

the number of caught sturgeon decreases, it would mean the sturgeon are going upstream and 

staying there. 
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A third suggestion is to move the point of diversion for the canal upstream far enough to allow 

diversions of water into the canal without a weir. The water delivery canal with inlet and outlet 

gates, constructed parallel to the BNSF railroad, could provide flood control to the 100-year level 

for the railroad and the screen structures. The removal of the Intake Diversion Dam would then 

provide a natural river for fish migration. The rocks removed from the weir could be used as 

stream bank protection for the new canal. 

 
Following the public release of the Draft EIS, it was realized that 12 comment letters submitted 

during the scoping period were not forwarded to the interdisciplinary team responsible for analysis in 

the Draft EIS. The majority of substantive comments (i.e., suggested alternatives, studies, and data) 

in the 12 comment letters were also identified in other comment letters and are already addressed in 

the Draft EIS. However, the comments did include additional variations on alternatives not 

previously considered. This addendum provides the evaluation of substantive comments not 

considered or analyzed in the Draft EIS and was posted to the project website 

(http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/EIS/addendum_eis.pdf).   

 
One commenter suggested that a short weir could prolong the ability to divert irrigation water 

through the current headworks, thereby reducing pumping demands while still allowing fish passage. 

 
One commenter proposed that retractable or inflatable gates should be re-evaluated as a means to 

keep the river open most of the year. The author stated that there are many designs of gated weirs 

that may work at Intake. 

 

One commenter recommended that under the Crow Tribe Water Rights Settlement Act of 2010 there 

are 50,000 acre-feet of water in Bighorn Reservoir available for purchase. The recommendation was 

to enter into a water service contract with the Crow Tribe and release that water over 2-3 weeks 

during the peak of the Yellowstone hydrograph to support pallid sturgeon passage at Intake 

Diversion Dam via the existing side channel. 

 

A commenter suggested that dam removal and pumping alternatives considered during scoping do 

not include reference to what the commenter considers the best practicable technology. It was 

recommended that hydraulic ram pumps requiring low hydraulic head pressure, no electrical supply, 

and minimal maintenance should be considered as an alternative pump technology. 
 

A meeting with interested agencies was held on the same day as the scoping meeting (January 

21, 2016) at the Dawson County Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture in Glendive. Interested 

agencies were given the opportunity to provide written comments during the scoping period to 

identify issues and effects that should be addressed in the EIS, as well as reasonable alternatives 

to improve fish passage at the Intake Diversion Dam. Formal scoping comments were received 

from the following agencies:  

 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  

 Lower Yellowstone Project Board of Control  

 Sidney Water Users Irrigation District.  

 

The agency meeting in January was attended by representatives from the Corps, Reclamation, 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and the LYP Board of Control.  

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/EIS/addendum_eis.pdf
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2.0 Tribal Involvement 
The relationship between the federal government and tribes is defined in the U.S. Constitution. 

Article 1, Section 8 gives Congress the authority to regulate “commerce with foreign nations, 

and among the several states, and with the Indian tribes.” Until 1871, this relationship with 

individual tribes was enumerated through treaties, from which the concept of the “trust 

relationship” originated. According to the Supreme Court decision in Cherokee Nation v. 

Georgia (1831), Indian tribes are considered to constitute “domestic, dependent nations” whose 

“relationship to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian.” This decision 

established the doctrine of federal trusteeship — the trust relationship — in Indian affairs. 

 

All federal agencies, including Reclamation and the Corps, have a government-to-government 

relationship with tribes. Federally recognized tribes are to be respected as sovereign governments 

and federal agencies have a trust responsibility to respect this sovereignty by protecting and 

maintaining rights reserved by or granted to tribes or individual Indians by treaties, federal court 

decisions, statutes, and executive orders. The sovereignty of tribes and this trust relationship 

have been affirmed through treaties, court decisions, legislation, regulations, and policies. The 

result is that federal agencies are to assess the impacts of their activities on Indian Trust Assets 

(ITA), to protect and conserve ITAs to the extent possible. The ITAs are discussed in Chapter 3 

and 4 of this EIS.  

 

In furtherance of the government to government relationship, the Corps and Reclamation reached 

out to each tribe along the Lower Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, seeking their input on 

concerns “that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the project.” Specifically, 

information on ITAs, Traditional Cultural Properties, and other resources of tribal concern was 

requested. Attachment 1 includes the correspondence distributed, and Attachment 2 the one 

response letter.  The tribes that were contacted are:  

 

 Apsaalooke (Crow) Nation  

 Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck  

 Blackfeet Tribe  

 Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe  

 Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy’s 

 Crow Creek Sioux Tribe  

 Eastern Shoshone Tribe  

 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe  

 Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes of Fort Belknap  

 Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska  

 Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas  

 Lower Brule Sioux Tribe  

 Northern Arapaho Tribe  

 Northern Cheyenne Tribe  

 Oglala Sioux Tribe  

 Omaha Tribe of Nebraska  

 Ponca Tribe of Nebraska  
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 Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation  

 Rosebud Sioux Tribe  

 Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska  

 Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska  

 Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate  

 Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe  

 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe  

 Three Affiliated Tribes  

 Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians  

 Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska  

 Yankton Sioux Tribe 
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3.0 Cooperating Agencies 
As part of an earlier environmental review process, which resulted in the issuance of an EA in 

2010, Reclamation and the Corps established a Cooperating Agency Team to facilitate 

communication among state and federal agencies. The team met and exchanged information 

throughout the NEPA process. Cooperating agencies provided information based upon their 

special expertise or jurisdiction related to the Intake Project, assisted with analyses, and reviewed 

draft documents and analyses.  

 

With the decision to prepare an EIS, the lead agencies again sent out requests to appropriate 

agencies to participate in the NEPA process as a cooperating agency. The following agencies 

have agreed to participate in the EIS effort as cooperating agencies:  

 Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks  

 Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation  

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project  

 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  

 Western Area Power Administration  

 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, while declining to be a cooperating agency, 

expressed a desire to remain involved where possible. 

 

Scoping 

A meeting with interested agencies was held on the same day as the scoping meeting 

(January 21, 2016) at the Dawson County Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture in Glendive. 

Interested agencies were given the opportunity to provide written comments during the scoping 

period to identify issues and effects that should be addressed in the EIS, as well as reasonable 

alternatives to improve fish passage at the Intake Diversion Dam. Formal scoping comments 

were received from the following agencies: 

 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project Board of Control 

 Sidney Water Users Irrigation District 

 

The agency meeting in January was attended by representatives from the Corps, Reclamation, 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and the LYP Board of Control. 

 

DEIS  

A meeting with interested agencies was held in Glendive, MT on June 29, 2016. The meeting 

included an overview of the presentation that was given at each of the 3 public meetings.  

Agencies participating in that meeting included representatives from the Corps, Reclamation, 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, 

WAPA, and the LYP Board of Control. 
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4.0 DEIS Review Period 
The Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Draft EIS was published in the Federal Register on 

June 3, 2016. A Notice of Additional Public Meeting was issued in the Federal Register of June 

14, 2016, adding the Billings public meeting. The 45-day public review and comment period on 

the EIS ran from June 3, 2016 to July 18, 2016, and was later extended to July 28, 2016. Three 

public meetings were held at which time verbal comments were accepted. The first was held at 

the Richland County Fair Event Center, Sidney, MT, on Tuesday, June 28. The second was held 

the following evening, June 29, at the Dawson County High School Auditorium, 900 N. Merrill 

Avenue, Glendive, MT. The third meeting was held on June 30 at the Lincoln Center, 415 N. 

30th Street in Billings, MT. Written comments were accepted at all three meetings.  

 

In addition, written comments were submitted at the meetings or via e-mail, sent to cenwo-

planning@usace.army.mil, or via regular mail sent to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha 

District, ATTN: CENWO-PM, AA, 1616 Capitol Avenue, Omaha, NE 68102. 

 

The public meetings included sign-in tables, display boards staffed by Corps and Reclamation 

staff, a thirty-minute presentation by Corps and Reclamation staff, and then a period for public 

testimony. A court reporter was present at all three meetings to record public comments. The 

Sidney, MT public meeting on June 28 was attended by 484 persons (462 signed-in and 22 did 

not). Thirteen persons testified at this meeting. At the Glendive, MT meeting on June 29, 194 

persons attended (189 signed-in; 5 did not). Thirteen persons testified at that meeting. Finally, in 

Billings on June 30, 426 persons attended (420 signed-in; 6 did not), with 61 persons testifying. 

Attendees included elected officials, local agency staff, representatives of non-profit 

organizations, local businesses, and private citizens. 

 

A total of 13,258 elected officials, agency staff, business representatives, organization 

representatives, and individuals provided comments during the DEIS comment period. The 

Distribution List is included as Attachment 5 to this appendix.   

 

Elected officials submitting comments were: 

 Shane Gorder, Richland County Commissioner 

 Duane Mitchell, Richland County Commissioner 

 R. Cayko, McKenzie County Commissioner  

 Taylor Brown, Montana State Senator 

 Brad Tschida, Montana State Representative 

 S. Staffanson, Montana State Representative 

 M. Rosendale, Montana State Senator 

 

The agencies and organizations that submitted comments were: 

 United States Environmental Protection Agency 

 Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 

 American Fisheries Society, Montana Chapter 

 Our Montana, Inc. 

 Defenders of Wildlife & National Resources Defense Council 

mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
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 Montana River Action 

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (by WWC Engineering) 

 Montana Trout Unlimited 

 American Rivers 

 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 

 Montana Water Resources Association 

 Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District #2 

 Walleyes Unlimited of Montana 

 Dawson County Economic Development 

 Richland County Economic Development 

 Richland County Conservation District 

 Richland County Public Works  

 Ocean Defenders Alliance 

 Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 

 Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 

 Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative 

 Montana Stockgrowers Association 

 City of Sidney Utilities  

 Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society  

 Garrison Diversion Conservancy District 

 

As can be seen in Table 4-1, comments on the DEIS covered a wide variety of topics. Most 

comments did not ask specific question but rather stated a preference and provided a general 

statement. Not surprisingly, the greatest number of specific comments dealt with the pallid 

sturgeon and other threatened or listed species. Other frequent comments addressed costs (both 

capital and operations and maintenance) and funding, questions on the project description, and 

the overall environmental and permitting process. It should be noted that all comments were 

reviewed by the Corps and Reclamation.    Comments received are included in Attachment 3, 

and responses to those comments Attachment 4.   

Table 4-1 DEIS Comments by Category 

Category  Number of Comments Category  Number of Comments 

Preference for Bypass Channel 

Alternative 
243 

Geomorphology/ 

Hydrology 
19 

Preference for Dam Removal 

Alternatives 
117* 

Mitigation/Adaptive 

Management 
43 

Preference for Other 

Alternatives 
9 

Project Cost and 

Funding 
65 

Project Description, 

Corrections, etc. 
82 

Project Process, NEPA, 

Purpose & Need 
65 

Climate 9 Recreation 5 

Economics/Social 43 Transportation 2 

Energy 9 Visual Resources 2 

General 197 Water Quality 6 

Land & Vegetation 9 Water Rights 6 

Noise/Air 6 Wildlife 15 

Threatened and Endangered 

Species  
162 

*In addition, 12,144 form letters were received in 

support of Dam Removal Alternatives 
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5.0 Final EIS Review Period 
The public, including elected officials, agencies, and other interested parties, were notified of the 

availability of the Final EIS. There is a 30-day public review period following release of the 

Final EIS and before the Record of Decision is signed and published. The ROD would be issued 

no earlier than thirty days after the start of the 30-day review period. Notices of availability for 

the Final EIS and the ROD will be sent to all agencies, tribes, and individuals who submitted 

comments on the Draft EIS. 

 

The public involvement process for this EIS has been completed in accordance with regulations 

implementing NEPA. Agencies and the public were notified of the scoping process, the 

availability of the DEIS and FEIS and invited to public meetings on the DEIS. The public was 

given opportunity to comment during the 45 day scoping period and the 55 day DEIS comment 

period through various means (public meeting, email, and postal mail). 
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Attachment 1 
Correspondence Distributed





 

 

DEPARTM ENT OF THE A RMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Lester Randall, Chairman 
Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas 
PO Box 271 
1107 Goldfinch Road 
Horton, Kansas 66439 

Dear Chairman Randall: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage whi le continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives.  The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 

 
Printed on  Recycled Paper 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www .usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; additionally, 
we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in communications with 
the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study progresses toward actions 
and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager , at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government -to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Liana Onnen, Chairman 
Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation 
16281 Q Road 
Mayetta, Kansas 66509 

Dear Chairman Onnen: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal fo r irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field . Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Divers ion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; additionally, 
we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in communications with 
the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study progresses toward actions 
and alternatives. 
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If you have comments , any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 

contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine .j.warren@usace .army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process . If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joe l.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 

mailto:rren@usace.army.mil


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Darrin Old Coyote, Chairman, Crow Tribal Council 
Apsaalooke (Crow) Nation 
P.O. Box 159 
Bacheeitche Avenue 
Crow Agency, Montana 59022 

Dear Chairman Old Coyote: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive , Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam.  Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015.  In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : .Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government -to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 

 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. George Reed, Cultural Resource Director 
Apsaalooke (Crow) Nation 
P.O. Box 159 
Crow Agency, Montana 59022 

 
Mr. Emerson Bull Chief, THPO 
Apsaalooke (Crow) Nation 
P.O. Box 159 
Crow Agency, Montana 59022 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Harry Barnes, Chairman, Blackfeet Tribal Business Council 
Blackfeet Tribe 
P.O. Box 850 
Blackfeet Tribe Agency Square 
Browning, Montana 59417 

 
Dear Chairman Barnes: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage.  Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j warren@usace.army .mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames , 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 

 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Ms. Gayle Skunkcap Jr., Director, Fish & Wildlife Department 
Blackfeet Tribe 
P.O. Box 850 
101 Popimi Street 
Browning , Montana 59417 

 
Mr. John Murray, Planning Department, THPO 
Blackfeet Tribe 
Box 850 
620 All Chief Road 
Browning, Montana 59417 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Ken St. Marks, Acting Chairman, Chippewa Cree Business Committee 
Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy's 
P.O. Box 544 
31 Agency Square 
Box Elder, Montana 5952 1 

Dear Chairman St. Marks: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www .usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultat ion, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Curtis Monteau, Director of Natural Resources 
Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy's 
RR 1, Box 542 
Box Elder, Montana 59521 

 
Mr. Alvin Windy Boy, Sr., THPO 
Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy's 
P.O. Box 230 
Box Elder, Montana 59521 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Darwin St. Clair, Jr., Chairman, Shoshone Business Council 
Eastern Shoshone Tribe 
P.O. Box 538 
15 N. Fork Rd 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 82514 

Dear Chairman St. Clair, Jr.: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation . Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Original ly proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace .army.mil or Cathi Warren , Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultat ion, please contact Mr. Joel Ames , 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Mr. Baptiste Weed, Fish & Wildlife, Natural Resources, Joint Tribal Water Engineer 
Eastern Shoshone Tribe 
PO Box 217 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 82514 

 
Mr. Wilfred Ferris, THPO 
Eastern Shoshone Tribe 
PO Box 538 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 82514 

mailto:.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil


 

 

 

DEPARTM ENT OF THE ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Timothy Rhodd, Chairman 
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 
3345 8 Thrasher Rd. 
White Cloud, Kansas 66094 

Dear Chairman Rhodd: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally , we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www.usbr.gov/gpl
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Mr. Lance Foster, THPO 
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 
3345 Thrasher Road 
White Cloud, Kansas 66094 

 
Mr. Alan Kelley, Vice Chairman 
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 
3345 B Thrasher Road 
White Cloud, Kansas 66094 

mailto:.k.vanosdall@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Llevando Fisher, President, Tribal Council 
Northern Cheyenne Tribe 
P.O. Box 128 
600 S. Cheyenne Ave. 
Lame Deer, Montana 59043 

Dear President Fisher: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015.  In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel : Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 
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If you have comments, any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j .warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process . If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Allen Clubfoot, Director, Natural Resources Department 
Northern Cheyenne Tribe 
P.O. Box 128 
104 Little Coyote Drive 
Lame Deer, Montana 59043 

 
Ms. Teanna Limpy, THPO 
Northern Cheyenne Tribe 
P.O. Box 128 
Lame Deer, Montana 59043 



 

 

 

DEPARTM ENT OF THE ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Edmore Green, Chairman 
Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska 
305 N. Main Street 
Reserve, Kansas 66434 

Dear Chairman Green: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive , Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand , implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager , at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995:-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultat ion at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Ms. Sandra Massey, Historic Preservation Officer 
Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska 
305 N. Main Street 
Reserve, Kansas 66434 

 
Ms. Lisa Montgomery, Director, Environmental Department 
Sac and Fox Nation in Kansas and Missouri 
305 N. Main Street 
Reserve, Kansas 66434 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Dave Archambault, II, Chairman, Tribal Council 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box D 
Block 1 North Standing Rock Ave . 
Fort Yates , North Dakota 58538 

 
Dear Chairman Archambault, II: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construct ion of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive , Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identificat ion of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www. usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
addit ionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government   responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Kelly Morgan, Tribal Archeologist 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box D 
Fort Yates, North Dakota 58538 

 
Mr. Jon Eagle, THPO 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
PO Box D 
Fort Yates, North Dakota 58538 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Ms. Darla Lapointe, Chairperson 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 687 
100 Bluff Street 
Winnebago, Nebraska 68071 

Dear Chairperson Lapointe : 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County , Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel : Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobb le rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand , implement pumping 
to provide wate r source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Henry Payer, THPO Office 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
PO Box 687 
Winnebago, Nebraska 68071 

 
Mr. Vince Bass, Vice Chairman 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
PO Box 687 
Winnebago, Nebraska 68071 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
Apr il 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. AT Rusty Stafne, Chairman 
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck 
P.O. Box 1027 
501 Medicine Bear 
Road Poplar, Montana 
59255 

 
Dear Chairman Stafne: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternat ives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly prepar ing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren , Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Arnold (Arnie) Big Horn, Administrator, Water Resource Department 
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck 
P.O. Box 1027 
5353 BIA Route 14 
Poplar, Montana 59255 

 
Ms. Deb Madison, Environmental Program Manager, Office of Environmental Protection 
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck 
603 Court Avenue 
Box 1027 
Poplar, Montana 59255 

 
Mr. Darrell Youppe, THPO 
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck 
P.O. Box 1027 
501 Medicine Bear Road 
Poplar, Montana 59255 

mailto:.k.vanosdall@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Mark Azure, President, Fort Belknap Community Council 
Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes of Fort Belknap 
656 Agency Main Street 
Harlem, Montana 59526 

 
Dear President Azure: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Divers ion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County , Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River . Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Divers ion 
Dam is located approx imately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glend ive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditiona l Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives.  The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr .gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at cather ine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. John Allen, Council Member 
Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes of Fort Belknap 
656 Agency Main Street 
Harlem, Montana 59526 

 
Mr. Dennis LongKnife, Environmental Compliance Officer, Environmental Dept. 
Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes of Fort Belknap 
656 Agency Main Street 
P.O. Box 983 
Harlem, Montana 59526 

 
Mr. Morris Belgard, THPO 
Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes of Fort Belknap 
656 Agency Main Street 
Harlem, Montana 59526 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Mark Fox, Chairman 
Three Affiliated Tribes 
404 Frontage Rd 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

Dear Chairman Fox: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/lowerye/lowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Carson Hood, Director, Natural Resources 
Three Affiliated Tribes 
404 Frontage Rd 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

 
Mr. Antoine Fettig-Smith, Director , Fish and Wildlife Division 
Three Affiliated Tribes 
404 Frontage Road 
P.O. Box 1818 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

 
Mr. Elgin Crow's Breast, THPO 
Three Affiliated Tribes 
404 Frontage Rd 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

mailto:tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army
mailto:.ames@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. John Yellow Bird Steele, President, Tribal Council 
Oglala Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 2070 
Hwy 8 Main Street 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota 57770 

Dear President Yellow Bird Steele: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River . Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation . Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing. 4-mile-long high f low channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army .mil. 

 
We recognize our Government -to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Ms. Trina Lone Hill, THPO Office 
Oglala Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 419 
Red Cloud Building, Main Street 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota 57770 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Clifford Wolfe, Chairman , Tribal Council 
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 368 
100 Main Street 
Macy, Nebraska 68039 

Dear Chairman Wolfe : 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply suff icient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 20 15. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analys is of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o. ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Thomas Parker, THPO 
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 368 
Macy, Nebraska 68039 

mailto:.warren@usace.army.mil
mailto:.warren@usace.army.mil


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Larry Wright, Chairman 
Ponca Tribe of Nebraska 
252-1 Spruce 
PO Box 288 
Niobrara, Nebraska 68760 

Dear Chairman Wright: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River . Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine .j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process . If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Shannon Wright, Director of Cultural Affairs 
Ponca Tribe of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 288 
2548 Park Ave . 
Niobrara, Nebraska 68760 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. William Kindle, President, Tribal Council 
Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 430 
11 Legand Ave. 
Rosebud, South Dakota 57570 

Dear President Kindle: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www. usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army .mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Russell Eagle Bear, THPO 
Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
PO Box 809 
Rosebud, South Dakota 57570 

mailto:catherine.j.warren@usace.army


 

 

 

DEPARTM ENT OF THE A RMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Roger Trudell, Chairman 
Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska 
108 Spirit Lake Ave. West 
Niobrara, Nebraska 68760 

 
Dear Chairman Trudell: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined . 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high f low channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www .usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments , any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation , please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Rick Thomas , THPO 
Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska 
52948 Highway 12 
Niobrara, Nebraska 68760 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. David Flute, Chairman 
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate 
P.O. Box 509 
100 Veterns Memorial Drive 
Agency Village, South Dakota 57262 

Dear Chairman Flute: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsib ilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Ms. Dianne Desrosiers, THPO 
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate 
PO Box 907 
205 Oak St. E. Ste 121 
Sisseton, South Dakota 57262 

mailto:.ames@usace.army.mi


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Ms. Myra Pearson, Chairwoman, Tribal Council 
Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 359 
816 3rd Avenue North, Tribal Adm Blgd. 
Fort Totten, North Dakota 58335 

 
Dear Chairperson Pearson: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015.  In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryel/owstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished : 

 
Mr. Darrell Smith, THPO 
Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 359 
Fort Totten, North Dakota 58335 

mailto:.warren@usace.army.mil
mailto:.warren@usace.army.mil
mailto:.ames@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Richard McCloud , Chairman, Turtle Mountain Band 
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians 
P.O. Box 900 
4180 Hwy 281 
Belcourt, North Dakota 58316 

Dear Chairman McCloud: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking ) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project. Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with ·Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam 
and operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Bruce Nedeau, Director, Natural Resources, THPO 
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians 
P.O. Box 900 
Belcourt, North Dakota 58316 



 

 

 

DEPA RTM ENT OF THE AR MY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA D ISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Robert Flying Hawk, Chairman 
Yankton Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 1153 
800 Main Avenue SW 
Wagner, South Dakota 57380 

 
Dear Chairman Flying Hawk: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River . Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Mr. Perry Little, THPO 
Yankton Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 1153 
800 Main Avenue SW 
Wagner, South Dakota 57380 

mailto:.k.vanosdall@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Harold Frazier, Chairman 
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 590 
2001 Main Street 
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 57625 

Dear Chairman Frazier: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives . The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks . 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver wate r to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered.  The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks , and 
power this alternative with wind power . 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally , we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments , any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting , please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultat ion 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process.  If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Mr. Steve Vance , THPO 
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 590 
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 57625 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Ms. Roxanne Sazue, Chairperson 
Crow Creek Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 50 
100 Drifting Goose Street 
Fort Thompson, South Dakota 57339 

Dear Chairperson Sazue: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation. Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs}, Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation , the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional , newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand , implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www.usbr.gov/gpl
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist , at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government -to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Darrell Zephier, THPO 
Crow Creek Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 50 
Fort Thompson, South Dakota 57339 



 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Anthony Reider, President, Executive Committee 
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 283 
603 West Broad Avenue 
Flandreau, South Dakota 57028 

 
Dear President Reider: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015.  In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field.  Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected ; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions, or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process . If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Ms. Elizabeth Wakeman, Tribal Response Program Coordinator/Brownsfield Program 
Director 
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 
219 Owancaya Duta Drive 
Flandreau, South Dakota 57028 

mailto:.vanosdall@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 

1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE 68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 

District Commander 
 
 

Mr. Kevin Wright, Chairman, Tribal Council 
Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 187 
187 Oyate Circle 
Lower Brule, South Dakota 57548 

Dear Chairman Wright: 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive , Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility , the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time.  The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA.  Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project. Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures: Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives . 

http://www/
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If you have comments , any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 
contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army.mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to-Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 
Copy Furnished: 

 
Mr. Scott Jones, Cultural Resource Director 
Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
P.O. Box 187 
Lower Brule, South Dakota 57548 

mailto:.k.vanosdall@usace.army


 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS, OMAHA DISTRICT 
1616 CAPITOL AVENUE 
OMAHA NE  68102-4901 

 
April 5, 2016 

 
District Commander 

 
 

Mr. Dean Goggles, Chairman , Arapaho Business Committee 
Northern Arapaho Tribe 
P.O. Box 396 
533 Ethete, Ethete, Wyoming 82520 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 82514 

 
Dear Chairman Goggles: 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Bureau of Reclamation 

(Reclamation) invite your Tribe to comment on the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project (Project or undertaking) on the Lower Yellowstone River at Intake in 
Dawson County, Montana (see enclosed location map). The Project has been 
proposed to improve pallid sturgeon passage while continuing viable and effective 
operation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project was authorized by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904 in order to 
provide a dependable water supply sufficient to irrigate dry agricultural lands on the 
west bank of the Yellowstone River. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project began in 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone 
River Diversion Dam)-a 12-foot high wood and stone diversion dam that spans the 
Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for irrigation.  Intake Diversion 
Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the confluence of the Yellowstone 
and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. 

 
As part of our Federal Tribal Trust responsibility, the Corps and Reclamation are 

seeking input on concerns that uniquely or significantly affect your Tribe, related to the 
project.  Early identification of Tribal concerns will allow the agencies and tribes to 
cooperatively identify ways to avoid and minimize potential adverse impacts to Indian 
Trust Assets (ITAs), Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs), and other resources of 
tribal concern as project planning and alternatives are developed and refined. 

 
The proposed Federal action is to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon 

and other native fish at Intake Diversion Dam. Reclamation previously consulted with 
your Tribe in 2008 regarding the proposed Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
and in support of preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) published in 2010 
in compliance with NEPA and a supplemental EA published in 2015. In response to 
litigation, the Corps and Reclamation are now jointly preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that will provide more detailed analysis of the Proposed Action 
and additional, newly proposed alternatives. The Corps will serve as administrative 
lead for NEPA-compliance activities during preparation of the EIS. 
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The design of the Proposed Action being addressed in the EIS is not finalized at this 
time. The EIS will include consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed Federal action that meet the purpose and need of improving pallid sturgeon 
passage while continuing a viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  In general, alternatives currently being discussed include: 

 
• Bypass Channel: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Construct a 

bypass channel from the inlet of the existing high flow chute to just downstream 
of the existing dam and rubble field. Replace Intake Diversion Dam with a 
concrete weir to ensure adequate surface elevations in the river at the upstream 
bypass channel entrance as well as to ensure desired flow split at the irrigation 
headworks. 

• Rock Ramp: Originally proposed in the 2015 Supplemental EA. Replace Intake 
Diversion Dam with a concrete weir and boulder and cobble rock ramp to ensure 
adequate surface elevations in the river upstream of the weir at the headworks 
for diversion into the main canal. 

• Multiple Pumping Stations : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and construct 
seven pumping stations on the Yellowstone River to deliver water to the Lower 
Yellowstone Project.  Locations of the pumping stations are conceptual at this 
time. Since the Lower Yellowstone Project was designed for gravity flow of 
water primarily from a single water source at Intake, this alternative would 
require some restructuring of the Lower Yellowstone Project canal system to 
accommodate a water supply from multiple points along the canal. 

• High Flow Channel: Excavate the existing 4-mile-long high flow channel to 
provide appropriate habitat conditions for pallid sturgeon passage. Parameters 
related to depth, velocity, and timing need to be considered. The high flow 
channel is located on the right descending bank. 

• Pumping with Conservation Measures : Remove the Intake Diversion Dam and 
operate the headworks when there is sufficient flow in the river to do so. 
Implement conservation measures to reduce water demand, implement pumping 
to provide water source when it cannot be obtained via the headworks, and 
power this alternative with wind power. 

 
Both current and past project information and analyses can be accessed online at 

http://www. usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
 

The Corps and Reclamation understand the unique relationship your Tribe has to the 
Yellowstone River and we want to ensure that this relationship is respected; 
additionally, we want to ensure that your Tribe has an opportunity to engage in 
communications with the Corps and Reclamation and provide inputs as this study 
progresses toward actions and alternatives. 

http://www/
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If you have comments, any questions , or would like to schedule a meeting, please 

contact Tiffany Vanosdall, Project Manager, at 402-995-2695 or email at 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil or Cathi Warren, Native American Consultation 
Specialist, at 402-995-2684 or email at catherine.j.warren@usace.army .mil. 

 
We recognize our Government-to-Government responsibilities and will work to meet 

with you and your staff for consultation at any time during this process. If your Tribe is 
interested in Government-to -Government consultation, please contact Mr. Joel Ames, 
Tribal Liaison, at (402) 995-2909 or email at joel.o.ames@usace.army.mil. 

 

 
 
 

Copy Furnished: 
 

Ms. Yufna SoliderWolf, Director THPO 
Northern Arapaho Tribe 
P.O. Box 67 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 82514 
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CROW TRIBAL CULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
 

Department Of The Army       April 19, 2016 
 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS OHAHA DISTRICT 
 

1   816 Capital Avenue 
 

Omaha, NE 68102 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 

 
I received correspondence from the chairman's office on Apr il 1 2, 2016, concerning the Proposed 
Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project. Although the Bureau of Reclamation has contacted us in 
2008, there was really no information shared. I, director of the culture department and chairman of 
the Preservation Board/Culture Committee, am only one person who doesn't even have a vote but I 
will present the correspondence to the board for their consideration and comments. 

 
The Apsaalooke Nation does have an unique relationship with the Elk River, the confluence of the Elk 
River is a boundary of the territorial homeland of the Apsaalooke. At dawn of September 29, 1    851, 
our great leader and statesman, Blackfoot, revealed his sacred bundle, a swan, he painted the bill 
blue and placed it facing the rising sun. He offered his pipe in prayer, he was asking for guidance for 
what he was to undertake later that day. In his prayer he designated the homeland of the 
Apsaalooke,"where my four base tepee poles set on the ground is mine, as long as there is even just 
one Apsaalooke left, I want that one Apsaalooke to have a place to come home to. Whoever 
interferes with what I have done, I want something to happen to them and if they are persistent I 
want them to be gone. This is an unwritten code of the Apsaa looke that can never be changed. 

 
The confluence of the Elk River, although it has meandered since that time, the highest peak in the 
Big Saddle in the Black Hills, Sinks Canyon in the Wind Hills, along the ridge, Continental Divide, to 
the headwaters of the Big River, Three Forks. These four geographical landmarks are all abstract, 
they can never be changed or altered and there are no other places in the world like these four 
geographical sites. Farther Desmet, a Catholic priest who did not speak the 
Apsaalooke language nor did he know the topography of the land interpreted Blackfoot's prayer at 
the treaty conference at Horse Creek. That misinterpretation designated the 38.5 million acre 
territorial homeland of the Apsaalooke. 

 
This is just a synopsis of why we are concerned about our territorial home land, within this vast area we 
are concerned about our historical and sacred sites which have been disturbed, destroyed and 
desecrated by other Indigenous Nations, who know nothing about these sites, the irony of the matter 
is that the United States government allows them. 
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 1               THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2016
  

 2            MS. ECKERT-UPTMORE:  Good evening.  We're
  

 3   ready to start and for people to find their seats.
  

 4   We'll give it a few seconds.  I'm getting a
  

 5   gesture from the back that you cannot hear me.
  

 6   Can I see a thumbs up.  Super.  All right.
  

 7            Good evening and welcome.  My name is
  

 8   Kayla Eckert-Uptmore and I'm the Chief of Civil
  

 9   Works for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha
  

10   District.  If you are wondering why the U.S. Army
  

11   Corps of Engineers has sent a team of folks all
  

12   the way from Omaha, Nebraska to Montana to hold
  

13   this meeting, there is a reasonable answer.  The
  

14   Corps of Civil Works program boundaries are based
  

15   on watersheds, and its military program boundaries
  

16   are based on state boundaries.
  

17            As you well know, the Yellowstone River
  

18   is a tributary to the Missouri River.  So as the
  

19   Missouri River and its tributaries flow from
  

20   Montana to the confluence with the Mississippi
  

21   River, Omaha District is responsible from the
  

22   headwaters of Montana to just around Burwell,
  

23   Nebraska.  That's an eight state region.  The
  

24   largest geographical footprint of any Corps
  

25   district in the nation.
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 1            The Corps staff here today are from the
  

 2   Omaha District.  Closer to home for many of you,
  

 3   though, who live in Montana is the Bureau of
  

 4   Reclamation represented by staff from the Montana
  

 5   area office here in Billings.
  

 6            Together we have made available, for
  

 7   public review and comment, the Lower Yellowstone
  

 8   Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Draft
  

 9   Environmental Impact Statement, or the Draft EIS,
  

10   as you'll hear a lot of folks call it.
  

11            This is the third of the three public
  

12   meetings.  We held one on June 28th in Sidney,
  

13   Montana; June 29th in Glendive, Montana; and today
  

14   is our last during the public comment period.
  

15            The purpose of this meeting is to hear
  

16   from you.  We have two highly qualified project
  

17   managers from both agencies here today who have
  

18   been meeting with multiple technical teams to
  

19   complete this Draft EIS.  They will provide a
  

20   brief overview of the work that's been done to
  

21   date.  We will then offer a public comment period
  

22   for you to share your perspectives and your
  

23   opinions.  We will not be answering questions
  

24   directly during the comment session, but we will
  

25   be here after the comment period throughout the
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 1   front corridor there to answer directly any
  

 2   questions you may have.  Our intent is to ensure
  

 3   that there's ample opportunity for all
  

 4   perspectives to be heard.  We will be here as long
  

 5   as it takes this evening to accomplish that.
  

 6            But before we begin, I would like to
  

 7   introduce the staff that we have here.  From the
  

 8   Corps of Engineers in the front we have Eric Laux,
  

 9   the Omaha District Chief of Environmental
  

10   Resources.  We have Curtis Miller, the Omaha
  

11   District, Chief of the Hydraulic Engineering
  

12   Section.  We have Sage Joyce from the Omaha
  

13   District, but she's here local at the Montana
  

14   regulatory office here in Billings.  Tiffany
  

15   Vanosdall, the Yellowstone Intake EIS project
  

16   manager.
  

17            From the Bureau of Reclamation, we have
  

18   Steve Davies, the Montana area office manager.
  

19   Jerry Benock, the Montana area office manager of
  

20   planning.  And David Trimpe, the Montana area
  

21   office, Yellowstone Intake EIS project manager.
  

22            Between all of these followings,
  

23   hopefully we have the right personnel into here to
  

24   be able to answer questions that you might have.
  

25   Again, we are here this evening as long as you

Public Hearing
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 1   need us to ensure that your questions are
  

 2   answered.
  

 3            Now, for the formal public session, I
  

 4   would like to review the meeting guidelines.
  

 5   First, I ask that we offer all speakers courtesy
  

 6   and respect.  As highlighted in your handout, the
  

 7   meeting guidelines -- hopefully everyone was able
  

 8   to grab a meeting guidelines form when they came
  

 9   in -- in review, we encourage everyone to sign up
  

10   at the front table, regardless if you want to
  

11   speak or not, so we have a proper accounting of
  

12   attendance.
  

13            If you do want to speak, there was also
  

14   an opportunity to sign in on the sheet there, but
  

15   you're not limited to speaking, you're still able
  

16   to speak if you haven't signed in at this point.
  

17   You will be invited to speak in the order of the
  

18   sign-in sheet.
  

19            When you come to the mic, please state
  

20   your name clearly and who you represent.  And so
  

21   that we can afford an opportunity for everyone to
  

22   speak, we ask that you limit your comments to
  

23   three minutes.
  

24            Once everyone who signed up to speak has
  

25   spoken, the mic will remain available for those of
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 1   you who want to speak but hadn't signed up.  All
  

 2   will be held to the three-minute rule.  I will
  

 3   hold up a pink card with a No. 1.  So if you
  

 4   kindly keep an eye on me over at the table over
  

 5   here.  That will signify that you have one minute
  

 6   remaining.  If you do not finish your remarks in
  

 7   three minutes, you're welcome to take place in the
  

 8   line again.  When at the mic, just introduce
  

 9   yourself again, please.
  

10            The meeting and the public comments will
  

11   be recorded by our certified court reporter for
  

12   the official meeting documents.  In all the
  

13   meetings to date, the majority of the speakers
  

14   have easily finished in three minutes or less.
  

15            Again, we ask that you be respectful to
  

16   all speakers.  That you refrain from profanity and
  

17   you be courteous to the audience and other
  

18   speakers by holding to the stop bell.  A little
  

19   bit different than those of you who have been at
  

20   the past meetings, tonight we'll still do the pink
  

21   card, but we have a bell that will come over the
  

22   microphone to tell you that your full three
  

23   minutes is up.
  

24            Again, we will have plenty of comments
  

25   again.  Please place yourself in line again when
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 1   you hear the bell.
  

 2            So with that, I ask you to please turn
  

 3   your attention to the project managers.  David
  

 4   will be starting for the review.  And, again, I
  

 5   just can't emphasize enough to offer all speakers
  

 6   courtesy and respect this evening.  Thank you for
  

 7   being here.  We look forward to hearing your
  

 8   comments.
  

 9            MR. TRIMPE:  So just a little history
  

10   about the Lower Yellowstone Project.  It was
  

11   authorized under the Reclamation Act of 1902 as a
  

12   single purpose irrigation project.  That means all
  

13   costs are incurred by the individual water users.
  

14   Construction occurred from 1905 to 1908 by
  

15   Reclamation.  The first water delivered to the
  

16   main canal was approximately 1909.
  

17            As you can see on the left, the project
  

18   does encompass four irrigation districts:  Intake,
  

19   Savage, Lower Yellowstone I and II.  Other
  

20   facilities include the Intake diversion dam, the
  

21   headworks and fish streams, 72-mile-long main
  

22   canal, 225 miles of laterals, three pumping
  

23   stations, and it encompasses about 58,000 acres.
  

24            Operation is performed by the Lower
  

25   Yellowstone Irrigation Project Board of Control,
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 1   and the diversion rate is approximately 1374 cfs,
  

 2   which is also the full water right.
  

 3            So the pallid sturgeon, which is also the
  

 4   reason why we are here, was listed by the Fish
  

 5   & Wildlife Service in 1990.  It is considered
  

 6   endangered throughout this entire range and it is
  

 7   native to both Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers.
  

 8            Some primary threats to the pallid
  

 9   sturgeon include construction of dams, bank
  

10   stabilization, entrainment, disease and predation,
  

11   as well as commercial fishing.
  

12            So currently the pallid sturgeon can be
  

13   found mostly downstream of Intake Diversion Dam
  

14   down to the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea.
  

15   Historically, it was found up above Cartersville,
  

16   as well as in the Tongue and Powder Rivers.
  

17            So if we provide a fish passage at Intake
  

18   Diversion Dam, it would open up approximately 165
  

19   miles of spawning, rearing, and drifting habitat.
  

20   The next likely impediment would be Cartersville
  

21   Dam, which is approximately river mile 237.
  

22            So shortly after the pallid sturgeon was
  

23   listed in 1990, Reclamation decided to look at the
  

24   effects of the Lower Yellowstone Project on the
  

25   species.  Based on best available science, there
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 1   is very limited passage past the diversion dam,
  

 2   and there was entrainment into the main canal
  

 3   prior to the new headworks and streams.
  

 4            2005 was a big milestone for the project.
  

 5   That's when Reclamation, Army Corps of Engineers,
  

 6   Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, the Nature
  

 7   Conservancy, as well as the Service did a value
  

 8   planning study that looked at 110 alternatives to
  

 9   provide passage and entrainment protection of the
  

10   project.
  

11            In 2007 under the Water Resources and
  

12   Development Act, the Corps received authorization
  

13   to design, construct, and implement a project at
  

14   Intake.
  

15            So we have been through a couple
  

16   environmental analyses.  So briefly, the first one
  

17   in 2010 was the first environmental assessment.
  

18   The agencies identified the rock ramp and the
  

19   screened headworks as the preferred alternative.
  

20            In 2012 that new screened headworks was
  

21   put into operation.  And then in 2015, the
  

22   agencies released the supplemental environmental
  

23   assessment that identified the bypass channel as a
  

24   preferred alternative.
  

25            Today, here and now in 2016, we are
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 1   undertaking an environmental impact statement.  So
  

 2   the Notice of Availability was published in the
  

 3   Federal Register on June 3rd.  That was the
  

 4   official start of the comment period.  Shortly
  

 5   after the release of the Draft EIS, the agencies
  

 6   published an addendum addressing four new
  

 7   alternatives that were not addressed in the Draft
  

 8   EIS.  Because of that addendum, the public comment
  

 9   period has been extended to July 28th.  The Draft
  

10   EIS does analyze six alternatives, one of them
  

11   being the no action.
  

12            So the purpose and need of the project,
  

13   which has not changed, is to improve passage for
  

14   pallid sturgeon, as well as native species,
  

15   continue the viable and effective operation of the
  

16   Lower Yellowstone Project, as well as contribute
  

17   to ecosystem restoration.
  

18            Prior to the release of the Draft EIS, we
  

19   did go through a public scoping period.  That
  

20   occurred from January 4th to February 18th.  We
  

21   did hold one public scoping meeting January 21st
  

22   in Glendive.  On the right is just a rough
  

23   breakdown of the comments that the agencies
  

24   received during scoping.  The majority of them
  

25   centered around alternatives, economics, and
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 1   threatened endangered species.
  

 2            We also received several alternatives as
  

 3   part of scoping.  Just a couple of them were dam
  

 4   removal with pumping, implementation of wind power
  

 5   or conservation measures, and just physically
  

 6   relocating pallid sturgeon upstream of the dam.
  

 7            So the alternatives that we're going to
  

 8   talk about tonight, as well, they are in the Draft
  

 9   EIS, is the no action, the rock ramp, and the
  

10   bypass channel, the modified side channel, and
  

11   then our two pumping options, the multiple pump
  

12   stations, as well as multiple pumps with
  

13   conservation measures.
  

14            So the no action, which is also
  

15   considered the baseline, which you measure
  

16   benefits and impacts from, would be the continued
  

17   operation of maintenance of the project as
  

18   currently occurs.  This does include the annual
  

19   placement of rock on the diversion dam.  And
  

20   because no fish passage would be provided at the
  

21   site, Reclamation or the Corps would likely be
  

22   required to consult with the Fish & Wildlife
  

23   Service.
  

24            There is no construction cost associated
  

25   with this alternative.  Annual O&M would be around
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 1   2.6 million dollars and then a per acre cost would
  

 2   be $46.53.  So the annual O&M, as well as the cost
  

 3   per acre would be the cost to the water users.
  

 4            I want to caution that these numbers are
  

 5   just estimates.  This would be not be your exact
  

 6   assessment.  This is just for planning purposes
  

 7   only.
  

 8            So the rock ramp, which was also analyzed
  

 9   in 2010 and 2015, does include a new concrete weir
  

10   approximately 40 feet upstream of the existing
  

11   dam.  It does include a 1500 foot shallowed-sloped
  

12   boulder and cobble walk ramp.  This alternative
  

13   does allow the District to divert their full water
  

14   right down to 3,000 cfs from the Yellowstone
  

15   River.  The rock ramp does cut off the boat ramp
  

16   that currently exists at the fishing access site.
  

17   So that would likely have to be moved downstream
  

18   of the new rock ramp.
  

19            Construction is estimated at
  

20   approximately 90.4 million dollars.  Annual O&M is
  

21   about 2.8.  And then a cost per acre of $50, which
  

22   is approximately 7.5 percent greater than the no
  

23   action alternative.
  

24            So the bypass channel, which is also the
  

25   agencies' preferred alternative, includes an
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 1   11,150 foot bypass channel.  The entrance would
  

 2   come in just downstream of the existing dam and
  

 3   rubble field, and it does include the construction
  

 4   of a new concrete weir that does allow for the
  

 5   diversion of the full water right down to 3,000
  

 6   cfs from the Yellowstone River.
  

 7            All the fill that is excavated from the
  

 8   bypass channel would be placed in the existing
  

 9   side channel that does help stabilize that
  

10   upstream entrance area.  Construction is estimated
  

11   at approximately 57 million dollars.  Annual O&M
  

12   of 2.8, and a cost per acre of $49.27, or
  

13   approximately 5.9 percent increase from no action.
  

14            So these are the alternatives that we
  

15   have previously analyzed.  So we do have three new
  

16   alternatives that we are fully analyzing this
  

17   time.  So with that, I'll turn it over to Tiffany.
  

18            MS. VANOSDALL:  So we looked at several,
  

19   or a few new alternatives in this EIS in response
  

20   to comments that we had gotten during scoping,
  

21   comments that we had gotten based on the
  

22   finalization of the 2015 EA.
  

23            One of those alternatives is the modified
  

24   side channel.  We developed this alternative in
  

25   response to the fact that there had been a few
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 1   pallids that used the existing side channel that's
  

 2   out there right now.  We would excavate that
  

 3   channel in order to allow that channel to flow
  

 4   more frequently, as frequently as we designed the
  

 5   bypass channel to flow.
  

 6            The reason that we did that is it would
  

 7   meet the criteria that we were given by the
  

 8   biological review team in what pallids need in
  

 9   order to pass.  So we would excavate that existing
  

10   channel to meet that criteria.
  

11            Another thing that we heard is there were
  

12   people that didn't want to replace the existing
  

13   weir.  So this alternative utilizes the existing
  

14   weir that's out there.  It would require continued
  

15   rocking of that structure for long-term O&M.
  

16            There would be a bridge across the side
  

17   channel in order to access the existing weir so
  

18   that the rock could be placed.  It's approximately
  

19   four and a half miles long and the entrance of it
  

20   for the fish is pretty far downstream from the
  

21   existing weir.
  

22            One of the features of this that makes it
  

23   more difficult for the pallid is generally in fish
  

24   passage you want your outlet to be as close to the
  

25   obstruction as possible, so that when they're
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 1   streaming upstream, they come to the obstruction
  

 2   and your passage is right there.  So that is the
  

 3   downfall of this alternative.  However, it does
  

 4   utilize an existing route that pallids have used.
  

 5            Construction is a little over 54 million.
  

 6   Annual O&M is about 2.9 million, which is, per
  

 7   acre, about a $51.19.  In general, that's a 10
  

 8   percent increase for the water user from the no
  

 9   action.
  

10            The multiple pump stations was an
  

11   alternative that was looked at as an alternative
  

12   that removes the existing weir.  In response to
  

13   some comments that we had heard that we needed to
  

14   look at an alternative that does not include a
  

15   weir.  So this alternative would remove the
  

16   existing diversion dam.  It would construct five
  

17   pumping stations along the Yellowstone with four
  

18   pumps at each station, which that would be a total
  

19   of 20 pumps.  And those pumps would deliver the
  

20   full capacity of 1374 cfs.
  

21            It would require an upgrade of the
  

22   existing power system.  The pumps would require
  

23   more power than the power system that's out there
  

24   can handle, so it does involve an upgrade of those
  

25   systems.
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 1            There would be construction of fish
  

 2   screens.  So the pumps would be located off the
  

 3   channel, there would be a canal to those pumps.
  

 4   Within that canal would be a fish screen so that
  

 5   the fish aren't entrained in those pumps.
  

 6            You could use the existing headworks for
  

 7   gravity diversion about 17 percent of the time the
  

 8   main river is above 30,000 cfs.  The rest of the
  

 9   time we would have to use the pumping.  The reason
  

10   that we included the gravity diversions is during
  

11   those times, you could reduce the O&M by not
  

12   running the pumps.
  

13            It would include the relocation of the
  

14   Intake fishing access site, because the very first
  

15   pump would need to be located at that site.
  

16            Construction of this alternative is about
  

17   132 million dollars.  Annual O&M is a little over
  

18   5 million dollars.  And the annual O&M per acre is
  

19   a little over $88.  So that's an increase for the
  

20   water user of about 19 percent in O&M.
  

21            This is just a schematic of the pump
  

22   stations.  And I know you can't see them, but it
  

23   does include how the canal to the pump stations
  

24   were and what the fish screens and site canal
  

25   would look like.  This is in the EIS if people are
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 1   interested.
  

 2            So a lot of people have asked, I don't
  

 3   necessarily understand what these pumps would look
  

 4   like.  I know there's pumps out there right now.
  

 5   I want to make a comparison to what is existing.
  

 6   A lot of people are familiar with the Savage
  

 7   pumping plant.  That pumping plant pumps about 60
  

 8   cfs or 38 million gallons per day.  The
  

 9   Yellowstone requirement is 888 million gallon per
  

10   day.  So the Savage pumping plant can produce
  

11   about 4 percent of that requirement.
  

12            So it would require about 20 stations of
  

13   this size to deliver the full water right.
  

14   Keeping in mind that the Savage pumping plant is
  

15   not screened, so in actuality, you would actually
  

16   probably have to have those pumps a little bit
  

17   bigger.
  

18            The other alternative that includes the
  

19   existing weir is multiple pumps with conservation
  

20   measures.  It includes removing the Intake dam.
  

21   It also includes delivering about half of the
  

22   existing water right of 608 cfs and making up the
  

23   difference with conservation measures, both on
  

24   farm and in the existing canal.
  

25            Delivery of the water would occur with
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 1   Ranney Wells.  There would be construction of
  

 2   seven pump sites with six Ranney Wells at each
  

 3   site.  It would also include upgrading of the
  

 4   existing power system.  We looked at buying into
  

 5   or constructing wind power, because we had heard
  

 6   that there were people that wanted us to look into
  

 7   alternative energy sources.  So we did wind power
  

 8   as the source of power for this alternative.  You
  

 9   could do gravity diversion with a combination of
  

10   pumping about 60 percent of the time to help
  

11   reduce the O&M and the pumping cost.  About 40
  

12   percent of time you could only do pumping.
  

13            This includes implementation of water
  

14   conservation measures, which I'll talk a little
  

15   bit on the next slide, and it would require
  

16   redesign of the main canal.  The existing canal is
  

17   designed to run up to 1374 cfs.  To only run 608
  

18   cfs, there would have to be some redesign of that
  

19   canal.
  

20            This alternative would also include
  

21   relocation of the Intake fishing access, because,
  

22   again, the Ranney Wells would be -- the first set
  

23   of pumps would need to occur at that site.
  

24            Construction of this alternative is
  

25   approximately 478 million dollars.  Annual O&M
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 1   would be about 4.4 million dollars, for a per acre
  

 2   cost of a little over $77.  And that's about a 66
  

 3   percent increase in O&M for the water user.
  

 4            So some of the conservation measures that
  

 5   were proposed that could potentially be
  

 6   implemented both on farms and within the canal
  

 7   itself include check structures, flow measuring
  

 8   devices, converting some of the laterals to pipe,
  

 9   using sprinklers, lining the main canal and some
  

10   of the remaining laterals, controlling
  

11   overchecking, and groundwater pumping.
  

12            I do want to note that we looked at
  

13   whether the 608 cfs, even with conservation
  

14   measures, would be able to deliver the water
  

15   needed for the pumps that are out there and we
  

16   determined that it would not.
  

17            This is simply a schematic of what a
  

18   Ranney Well looks like and that, too, is in the
  

19   Draft EIS, if someone wants to look at it.  And
  

20   basically it's a lateral pipe that pulls in water
  

21   from the alluvium, or kind of the groundwater of
  

22   the river, and utilizes that source of water
  

23   instead of the river surface water.
  

24            So I went over the cost estimates
  

25   individually, but here it's on -- it's in
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 1   comparison to each other side by side.  And when
  

 2   we're looking at cost estimates, we look at
  

 3   several factors other than just construction
  

 4   costs.
  

 5            So for each alternatives you look at what
  

 6   it costs to construct it.  You look at how long it
  

 7   takes to construct it.  Because if an alternative
  

 8   takes a really long time to construct for an
  

 9   ecosystem project, then you're delaying receiving
  

10   your benefits for that long as well.
  

11            We look at the cost of design.  We add
  

12   that in.  Construction management.  And generally,
  

13   the more complicated the project, which is
  

14   generally a higher cost project, the higher your
  

15   construction management estimate is, so we
  

16   generally just take a percentage of construction
  

17   cost.
  

18            We looked at -- we added real estate.
  

19   The rock ramp and the bypass channel are all on
  

20   federal land, so there's no real estate
  

21   requirements.  The modified side channel, the
  

22   multiple pumps, and the pumps with conservation
  

23   measures all would require acquisition of some
  

24   private land.
  

25            So that gives you what we call a total
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 1   first cost.  Then we look at the annual O&M.  And
  

 2   what we do is we take the construction costs and
  

 3   we analyze it over a 50-year period.  The reason
  

 4   that we do that is to make sure that each
  

 5   alternative is kind of an apples to apples
  

 6   comparison.  Because you want to know if an
  

 7   alternative has an extremely high construction
  

 8   cost but very low O&M cost, you want to make sure
  

 9   that you're factoring that in and comparing it
  

10   right against a project that has maybe a very low
  

11   construction cost and has a really high O&M cost.
  

12   So that you're getting a good feel and comparing
  

13   it with what the true costs are in an alternative.
  

14            So like I said, we take those costs and
  

15   we analyze it over 50 years.  And then what the
  

16   Corps is required to do is called a cost effective
  

17   incremental cost analysis.  When we invest in
  

18   projects, generally you have to show that the
  

19   benefits of a project outweigh the costs.
  

20            For ecosystems, there isn't really a
  

21   monetary value that's assigned to an ecosystem.
  

22   So what we do is we look at how many habitat you
  

23   can get or how many habitat benefits you can get
  

24   from an alternative and at what cost.  And then
  

25   you compare those against each other and you look
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 1   for alternatives that give you the most habitat
  

 2   for a lower cost.  So you compare all the
  

 3   alternatives against each other and you kind of
  

 4   rule out those alternatives that give you less
  

 5   benefit for more cost.
  

 6            In going through that analysis -- and I'm
  

 7   not going to get into detail.  If anybody wants to
  

 8   talk to me afterwards, I'm happy to explain it.
  

 9   But through that process, you get to the bypass
  

10   channel and the multiple pumping station as both
  

11   cost effective alternatives.
  

12            At that point we look at what it takes to
  

13   get the benefits that you're getting.  The bypass
  

14   channel gives you almost 70 percent of your
  

15   benefits at a lower cost.  That additional 30
  

16   percent of benefits that the multiple pumps give
  

17   you is at a much higher cost.  So you can get your
  

18   benefits from the bypass channel at about $727 per
  

19   unit of habitat.  To get the additional benefit in
  

20   the multiple pumping, it costs you an additional
  

21   $1,400 per habitat unit.  And so that's the
  

22   information that the decision-maker uses in order
  

23   to determine which alternatives are most cost
  

24   effective.
  

25            So this is a summary of the impacts from
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 1   the EIS.  I'm not going to go into any detail,
  

 2   they are in the EIS, if you want to talk to us
  

 3   about a specific resource that interests you we
  

 4   haven't talked about what the impacts are.
  

 5            In summary, we looked at surface water,
  

 6   hydrology hydraulics, groundwater hydrology,
  

 7   geomorphology, aquatic community, federally listed
  

 8   species and state listed species of concern, lands
  

 9   and vegetation, recreation, noise, social and
  

10   economic conditions and historic properties.
  

11            And we determined that none of the
  

12   alternatives have significant negative impacts to
  

13   the environment or any of those resources.  Many
  

14   of them have beneficial impacts.
  

15            So the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau
  

16   of Reclamation in coordination with the Fish &
  

17   Wildlife Service have determined that the bypass
  

18   channel is the preferred alternative.  The reason
  

19   for that is the three agencies are confident that
  

20   it does meet the physical and biological
  

21   requirements in order for the passage to meet our
  

22   Endangered Species Act needs.
  

23            It is a cost effective means of providing
  

24   a fish passage.  It's expected to have the lowest
  

25   annual O&M.  And it would not result in
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 1   significant long-term adverse environmental
  

 2   impacts.
  

 3            So that gets us to where what your role
  

 4   is in this, and that's how to comment.  Tonight
  

 5   you can either give spoken or written comment.
  

 6   There are comment cards.  You can hand those to us
  

 7   at any point.  You can also sign up to speak.  We
  

 8   will go through all those names.  If you didn't
  

 9   sign up, you can still get up and speak.  You can
  

10   mail us comments, and the address is up there.
  

11   It's also out in the hall.  You won't get a
  

12   response to those mailed-in comments.  We won't
  

13   say, Hey, we got those, but you can send those
  

14   certified mail if you want.  You can e-mail us.
  

15   You will get a response to that that says, Hey, I
  

16   got your comment and I forwarded it to the project
  

17   manager.
  

18            The due date for all comments is they
  

19   must be postmarked, if they're by mail, by July
  

20   28th.  They must be received, if they're e-mailed,
  

21   by July 28th.  And then for any additional
  

22   information on the analysis we did, the
  

23   alternatives we looked at, or anything else, both
  

24   David and my contact information is up here.  And
  

25   so this presentation will be posted to Montana
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 1   area office's Web site.  So you can access it
  

 2   there, or you can get our information out of here.
  

 3   The project Web site can be accessed, and that's
  

 4   up here as well.  It's also out in the hall.
  

 5            So we're ready to move into the spoken
  

 6   comment period.  Kayla kind of went over the
  

 7   ground rules for that.  All of the comments will
  

 8   be recorded by the court reporter.  I will call
  

 9   people up in groups of four, generally.  It will
  

10   be great if you can come up to the mic in the
  

11   group that you're called in.  You can sit down in
  

12   the chairs while you're waiting for others to
  

13   speak.  You'll be called in the order that you
  

14   signed in.
  

15            We will be available following the
  

16   meeting for any questions.  If there are any of
  

17   you that don't want to speak to the larger group,
  

18   feel free to come out and talk to us later.  You
  

19   can have the court reporter get your comments not
  

20   in front of the group, but just more private if
  

21   you like.  We're not going to respond to oral
  

22   comments from up here.  And all of the comments
  

23   that you give us tonight through the comment
  

24   period will be used in order to finalize the EIS.
  

25            So I'm going to go ahead and grab the
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 1   commenters.  And again, you'll have three minutes
  

 2   to speak.  Kayla will let you know when you have a
  

 3   minute left.  We ask you to please be respectful
  

 4   of everyone else that needs to speak.  We will let
  

 5   you finish, but we would like to let everyone
  

 6   through, and then you can come up and add the rest
  

 7   of your comments.
  

 8            Okay.  To start out, we have Duane
  

 9   Mitchell, Taylor Brown and Scott Staffanson.
  

10            MR. MITCHELL:  My name is Duane Mitchell.
  

11   I'm a Richland County Commissioner, and I would
  

12   like to thank everybody for coming, even those
  

13   that just came across town or across the state.
  

14            Genesis 1:28, God blessed them and God
  

15   said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply and
  

16   replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have
  

17   dominion over the fish of the sea, over the fowl
  

18   of the air, and over every living thing that
  

19   moveth upon the earth.
  

20            I just have a couple questions and then a
  

21   couple of comments.  This past Sunday after church
  

22   my wife was asked by a young girl, a college
  

23   freshman, If the Intake Diversion Dam has been in
  

24   operation for over a hundred years, why isn't the
  

25   pallid sturgeon extinct?  They must have --
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 1            (Whereupon, Mr. Mitchell was asked to
  

 2   speak up.)
  

 3            MR. MITCHELL:  Is that better?  This
  

 4   young lady asked my wife, If the Intake Diversion
  

 5   Dam has been working for a hundred years, why are
  

 6   the pallid sturgeon not extinct?  They must be
  

 7   doing something correct to have been able to live
  

 8   this long.
  

 9            With this perceived threat of climate
  

10   change, global warming, and carbon print, how much
  

11   of a carbon print has the Lower Yellowstone
  

12   Irrigation Project created over the last 107 years
  

13   it has been providing water to the valley?
  

14            Today Sidney Sugars employs 130 full-time
  

15   employees.  During the campaign, they have over
  

16   300 employees with an annual payroll of about 10
  

17   million dollars.  According to the Chamber of
  

18   Commerce, each paycheck that is earned in the
  

19   community turns six to seven times in that
  

20   community.
  

21            Now, add the 70 million dollars of
  

22   operating expense that Sidney Sugars pays into our
  

23   economy annually, and you are now talking about a
  

24   serious impact to our city, county, and state.
  

25   This will not affect only Sidney, but the other
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 1   cities and counties around Sidney.
  

 2            I called the Montana Department of
  

 3   Revenue to see how much this could affect the tax
  

 4   base for Richland County.  The appraisal value of
  

 5   one acre of irrigated ground in Richland County is
  

 6   $664.62; one acre of wild hay land is $175.98; one
  

 7   acre of grazing land is $39.30.
  

 8            The taxable value on one acre of
  

 9   irrigated land is $14.34; one acre of wild hay
  

10   land is $3.80; one acre of grazing land is 84
  

11   cents.
  

12            Many years ago Congressman Pat Williams,
  

13   our Representative to Washington, DC, said, If you
  

14   want to find the source of the problem, follow the
  

15   money.
  

16            I have been following the money that is
  

17   being invested by the government through the
  

18   Corps, Lower Yellowstone, the many businesses in
  

19   Sidney that are continually fighting this, and all
  

20   we're trying to do is preserve our economy and the
  

21   future of our valley and for the our future
  

22   generations.  However, last night Steve and Matt
  

23   both said that they were seeking a win/win
  

24   situation --
  

25            (End of time signal ringing.)
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 1            MR. MITCHELL:  Am I done?  Okay.
  

 2            MR. BROWN:  Good evening.  My name is
  

 3   Taylor Brown.  I'm currently serving as a State
  

 4   Senator in Senate District 28, which is located
  

 5   here in Yellowstone County.  And I want to thank
  

 6   you for coming to Montana this evening to hear our
  

 7   comments.  I'll try to keep my remarks brief so
  

 8   that those who have traveled for hundreds of miles
  

 9   can also speak, like the one that's going to
  

10   follow me came an awfully long way.
  

11            As a Montana State Senator in a District
  

12   to improve a portion of the Yellowstone River
  

13   Valley, I stand today in strong support of the
  

14   environmental impact study that shows the bypass
  

15   channel to be the best alternative for both
  

16   agriculture and for aquatic species.
  

17            At the outset of my remarks, however, I
  

18   would like to register my objection to the
  

19   location and the scheduling of this particular
  

20   meeting in Billings, Montana, on the evening of
  

21   June 30th.  I think we all know why this meeting
  

22   was scheduled tonight.
  

23            (Applause.)
  

24            MR. BROWN:  I think we know why this
  

25   meeting was scheduled tonight.  I don't want to
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 1   question your authority to do so.  I only would
  

 2   like to register my complaint that, first, if you
  

 3   had scheduled such an important meeting over 200
  

 4   miles away from the location in question; and
  

 5   second, that you schedule it at one of the very
  

 6   worst times of the year for irrigators to try to
  

 7   attend.
  

 8            (Applause.)
  

 9            MR. BROWN:  Please don't count this in my
  

10   three minutes, but I would suggest that you hold
  

11   your applause, because I've done a lot of this
  

12   kind of testimony myself and applause just slows
  

13   the evening down.  Thank you for your applause,
  

14   but I think we should all refrain from applause
  

15   tonight if we can.
  

16            To continue, I think the nature of this
  

17   location is precisely why you're going to hear
  

18   tonight a bunch of different kind of testimony
  

19   than you've heard the past two nights from people
  

20   who actually live and work in the affected area.
  

21            The sacrifices that were made by many in
  

22   this crowd to travel to be here tonight were
  

23   immense.  Please give significant weight to their
  

24   comments.  Because I fear that there are many here
  

25   tonight that couldn't even point to the Intake
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 1   weir on a map a week ago.
  

 2            My comment is this:  That the proposed
  

 3   EIS had used real science and sound reasoning to
  

 4   arrive at the right solution.  Our State's two
  

 5   biggest industries, agriculture and travel/tourism
  

 6   desperately needs you to get this decision right.
  

 7   I believe you have done that with this proposed
  

 8   alternative through the bypass channel.  Please do
  

 9   the right thing and trust the process in which we
  

10   have all spent, or many of us, have spent so many
  

11   months.  Our state's economy cannot afford
  

12   continued uncertainty about this critical issue.
  

13   Thank you for your time this year and I would have
  

14   a written comment that I would like to submit, if
  

15   I may.
  

16            MR. STAFFANSON:  My name is Scott
  

17   Staffanson.  I am the Representative from House
  

18   District 35, which encompasses most of the land
  

19   that is irrigated by this project.  I am in full
  

20   support of this bypass channel option to keep our
  

21   irrigation project viable.  I am a farmer and
  

22   rancher.  I irrigate in the heart of this project.
  

23   The canal runs through our place, and I am an
  

24   environmentalist.  I have spent my life making
  

25   decisions that, No. 1, provide for the viability
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 1   of the farm that I have been entrusted with.  To
  

 2   do that, you must make sure that you're looking
  

 3   out for the long-term viability of that operation.
  

 4   Irrigation is a very important part of this
  

 5   operation.  Right now my daughter, Jessie, is at
  

 6   home and she's taking care of the water so I can
  

 7   be here.
  

 8            I guess I think there are many positive
  

 9   environmental impacts that are provided by this
  

10   irrigation project.  And I think to change it to
  

11   add the pumps definitely will be a negative to the
  

12   environmental impact.  I think the way the project
  

13   is it needs some improvements with the new
  

14   improved weir.  The main reason that needs to be
  

15   changed is because of the addition of the fish
  

16   screens that were put in that -- this is the
  

17   second phase of that and I think it needs to be
  

18   there to keep the project viable.  And the bypass
  

19   channel is a very good way to allow the pallid
  

20   sturgeon to get up the channel, as far as I can
  

21   see.
  

22            I also have a letter from a constituent
  

23   that I will read later on, but I encourage the
  

24   Corps to go forward with this.  We have delayed it
  

25   enough.  We have studied it enough and it needs to
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 1   happen.  Thank you.
  

 2            MS. VANOSDALL:  Jeremy Morgret and Ron
  

 3   Etzel.
  

 4            MR. MORGRET:  I'm Jeremy Morgret.  I
  

 5   represent Stockman Bank.  I'm here in support of
  

 6   the bypass channel as well.  It's a solution that
  

 7   meets all of the needs of the environment and the
  

 8   fish, but it also still retains the economic
  

 9   viability of the region.  So therefore, I ask you
  

10   to please move forward with it in support of it.
  

11   Thank you.
  

12            MR. ETZEL:  My name is Ron Etzel.  I'm a
  

13   current operator for the Lower Yellowstone
  

14   Irrigation Project.  I grew up off the project on
  

15   a dryland farm, the same farm my grandfather and
  

16   grandmother raised 12 kids.  And my parents raised
  

17   five kids.  And I had to go to work for the
  

18   irrigation project because I couldn't support my
  

19   two kids on an income of that.  And the same thing
  

20   is happening to the irrigating farmers, and
  

21   putting pumps in would put an undue burden.  And,
  

22   I don't know, if they keep squeezing the farmer
  

23   out, what are we going to eat?  Thank you.
  

24            MS. VANOSDALL:  Sean and Melissa
  

25   Appelberg, Samree Reynolds, Denise Lang and Butch
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 1   Bratsky.
  

 2            MR. APPELBERG:  Sean Appelberg.  This is
  

 3   my wife, Melissa Appelberg.  We've been living in
  

 4   the Sidney area for the last seven years.
  

 5            (Whereupon, Mr. Appelberg was asked to
  

 6   speak up.)
  

 7            MR. APPELBERG:  We've been living in the
  

 8   Sidney area for the last seven years.  I work for
  

 9   the South 40 Restaurant.  Lola and Arnold Hansen
  

10   has the restaurant and a farm and they're one of
  

11   the larger employers, and this bypass project
  

12   needs to go through.  The other alternatives I've
  

13   seen just are entirely too expensive.  These
  

14   ranchers and farmers depend on the irrigation and
  

15   the pumping process just isn't going to work, so
  

16   please go forward with this bypass project.
  

17            MS. REYNOLDS:  Hi, I'm Samree Reynolds
  

18   and I work at Sidney Sugars.  Thank you, again,
  

19   for this opportunity to be heard.  At the first
  

20   meeting I spoke about not saving one species from
  

21   becoming extinct at the cost of another, more
  

22   important, species.
  

23            Last night I spoke about the delays of
  

24   endangering the pallid sturgeon even further.
  

25   Both times I voiced my support of the bypass
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 1   channel as the most viable, cost effective,
  

 2   environmentally safe alternative.
  

 3            At these two meetings everyone who had
  

 4   come up to speak all had been born and raised
  

 5   here, grew up here, with lots of history and
  

 6   family here.  I'm not from around here.  I'm a
  

 7   city girl.  I was not born and raised here, so I
  

 8   knew nothing about farm life and irrigation.  But
  

 9   since having worked at the Sidney sugar factory
  

10   for going on 19 years now, I do know the concept
  

11   of how the pumps are supposed to work.  I know it
  

12   takes a lot of time and money to maintain them.
  

13   When you compare the cost of the bypass channel at
  

14   57 million to the multiple pumps at 478 million,
  

15   it is a no-brainer which one is the best solution.
  

16   If a simple city girl like me can see that, I pray
  

17   that powers that be who make the decision on this
  

18   can see it, too.
  

19            So I believe that supporting the bypass
  

20   channel, along with keeping the division dam, or
  

21   underwater speed bump as James Brower calls it,
  

22   will be a win/win for all of us, fish and humans
  

23   alike.  Thank you so much.
  

24            MS. LANG:  Hi, my name is Denise Lang.
  

25   I'm also with Sidney Sugars.  I want to thank you
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 1   all for sharing all of the information on this
  

 2   project and allowing us, the community, to voice
  

 3   our concerns and opinions.
  

 4            Through a friend of mine during a
  

 5   conversation we had the other day with her and her
  

 6   support, I have the courage to speak up and I
  

 7   encourage others to do the same.
  

 8            Growing up in Sidney I didn't know much
  

 9   about the canal, except that the fish, the
  

10   farmers, and the entire community were supported
  

11   by it.  The job I have at Sidney Sugars is due to
  

12   the farmers' ability to grow sugar beets and has
  

13   given me and many others stable employment.
  

14            Without the water, farmers will no longer
  

15   be able to grow the beets, workers will lose their
  

16   jobs, and the factory and businesses will close.
  

17   People will be forced to relocate.  And as a
  

18   result, will have to sell their homes possibly,
  

19   foreclose on their loans and start from scratch.
  

20   You get the trickle-down effect.
  

21            People chose to live here for a reason.
  

22   The canal, to survive, the water will need to
  

23   change what once was the Lone Tree Creek to plush
  

24   foliage and improve the wildlife habitat
  

25   immensely.
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 1            If the water goes, so will the human life
  

 2   and the abundant wildlife future for which the
  

 3   Intake Diversion was built.  A hundred plus years
  

 4   this gravity system has worked.  I just don't
  

 5   think it takes a rocket scientist to figure out
  

 6   that the bypass channel is the best option and I
  

 7   support it a hundred percent.  I think I speak for
  

 8   the majority in saying, We don't want no stinking
  

 9   pumps.  Thank you.
  

10            MR. BRATSKY:  Good evening.  Butch
  

11   Bratsky is my name, and I am a Billings native
  

12   here currently working at Stockman Bank.  First of
  

13   all, I would like to thank you for giving us this
  

14   opportunity to voice our opinions on what has
  

15   taken place.  And I would like to thank all of the
  

16   folks that did show up here.
  

17            You know, farming and the agriculture in
  

18   general is a high-end cost input event, and we
  

19   really can't afford a lot more expenses.  And
  

20   therefore, we feel and urge you to go with your
  

21   preferred method, which is the bypass channel.
  

22            You know, at our bank we currently have
  

23   750 to 800 million dollars in ag loans, and we're
  

24   proud to say we finance agriculture.  And when
  

25   they hurt out in the country, everyone hurts.  It
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 1   rolls down to the city.  So we hope that you are
  

 2   very diligent in making the decision that truly
  

 3   does make the most sense, and I urge you to follow
  

 4   the preferred bypass channel option.  Thank you.
  

 5            MS. VANOSDALL:  Wayne Denowh, Garth
  

 6   Kallevig, Barry Rakes, Steve Pest -- Post -- Pust.
  

 7            MR. DENOWH:  That would be Pust.  I'm
  

 8   Wayne Denowh.  I'm a retired businessman from
  

 9   Miles City.  I was in the irrigation supply
  

10   business.  One of the things that I did and helped
  

11   with my customers was irrigation water rights.
  

12   And you got a big problem moving a water right
  

13   downstream.  The water right is designed
  

14   site-specific, meaning, you ain't going to move
  

15   it.
  

16            So when you move those pumps in
  

17   downstream, you go to the back of the line for
  

18   your water.  Unless the government can do what the
  

19   common, ordinary man can't do, that's a no-brainer
  

20   to me.
  

21            One of the things I did was I got on the
  

22   Internet and I thought, Well, I better Google this
  

23   thing and find something out.  I see in the
  

24   Bismarck Tribune in 2009 an article that says that
  

25   there is less than 200 pallid sturgeon left.  And
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 1   in some of the information here, the current
  

 2   numbers, they're saying about 125.  So we're
  

 3   losing nine to ten -- about nine or ten a year.
  

 4   So if this thing goes into court, we got a couple
  

 5   of years and we're going to lose 20, and then ten
  

 6   every year since.  It's not a good idea.
  

 7            Also, one of the things that's in the
  

 8   Miles City area was the T&Y put in a fish bypass.
  

 9   And if you do a little bit of Googling, you can
  

10   find the articles.  It's a project Montana Fish,
  

11   Wildlife & Parks project, also.  And it's a
  

12   roaring success.
  

13            So you have something that is proven
  

14   locally by the local people that's doing it and
  

15   it's successful.  And now your preferred option is
  

16   basically what they have already proven that it's
  

17   going to work.
  

18            I would suggest that you get -- one of
  

19   the things that my customers, in the little
  

20   mailing, they said, Do it now.  So that's what I
  

21   say, Do it now.  Thank you.
  

22            MR. KALLEVIG:  My name is Garth Kallevig.
  

23   I'm from Sidney.  I've lived in the area for 63
  

24   years and worked there.  I'm currently a banker at
  

25   Stockman Bank for the last 35 years.
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 1            First of all, as a banker, I would like
  

 2   to say is I get to see balance sheets and
  

 3   projections for these ag businesses in the valley.
  

 4   I get to see them firsthand.  And there just is
  

 5   not room on their balance sheets for additional
  

 6   debt for additional pump costs.
  

 7            Something that's going to be an added
  

 8   cost to their production is going to make it just
  

 9   tough.  They've got enough difficulties out there
  

10   now making a profit.  So added cost is just going
  

11   to make it tougher.  So as a banker for the ag
  

12   customers and someone else mentioned the
  

13   trickle-down effect on our local economy, I don't
  

14   think anybody would be untouched if we add
  

15   expenses and jeopardize our ag valley farmers who
  

16   irrigate in this district.
  

17            And then speaking a little different
  

18   curve here.  You know, as a father, as a parent,
  

19   I've done that for 39 years and a grandparent for
  

20   19 years, we all try our best raising our kids to
  

21   teach them right and wrong.  And sometimes, you
  

22   know, it's black and white and it actually worked.
  

23   And other times, it was gray areas and maybe it
  

24   worked, maybe it didn't work.  There is several
  

25   times when it absolutely, right and wrong, just
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 1   kind of went out the window, and it isn't fair and
  

 2   your child would say, Gee, this isn't fair, Dad.
  

 3   And you would come back in and say, Well, life
  

 4   isn't fair.
  

 5            And in this instance I think we have an
  

 6   opportunity to hit the fair button.  Fair to the
  

 7   fish and the other species that would benefit from
  

 8   this EIS study that this fish bypass that the
  

 9   Corps has come up with and the Bureau has
  

10   endorsed.  We have a chance to hit the fair button
  

11   for the ag businesses, for the communities, for
  

12   everybody.  And so how often do you get that
  

13   opportunity to hit the fair button?  Let's hit the
  

14   fair button and let's get it done.  Thank you.
  

15            MR. RAKES:  Hello, my name is Barry
  

16   Rakes.  I'm from Fallon, Montana, and I'm the
  

17   president of Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District
  

18   No. 2 in Terry.  And I live at Fallon.
  

19            We have pumps.  Pumps are expensive to
  

20   maintain.  Our average yearly pump fee for our
  

21   little district, which is 11,531 acres, runs
  

22   $74,000 a year just for pump maintenance.  And
  

23   that's not the labor cost of taking the pumps in
  

24   and out.
  

25            This fish bypass makes common sense.  And
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 1   I'm afraid our world has lost common sense.  I
  

 2   come in support of Sidney because it affects me,
  

 3   too.  I raise sugar beets and I raise malt barley,
  

 4   and it's trucked to Sidney, Montana.  And it comes
  

 5   down to that, it's going to affect the whole
  

 6   Yellowstone River Valley.
  

 7            Pumps is not an alternative.  It takes --
  

 8   you get a power glitch, your pumps go off.
  

 9   There's a ditch across the river, it takes two
  

10   days to get the water back to the other end.
  

11   That's what happens.
  

12            I've asked the guys here from Sidney, I
  

13   said, What's it take to get from your ditch back
  

14   to the other end?  He said, Three days.  Okay.
  

15   You get storms multiple nights, and you can
  

16   literally start the pumps, they kick off again.
  

17   How long is the power out?  It's -- there's three
  

18   days of irrigating.  And you can lose a crop in
  

19   our area in the time.
  

20            So I drove up here today just to support
  

21   these guys.  It's good for the fish, as well, and
  

22   I think the fish will learn how to go to the
  

23   bypass.
  

24            There's a deer underpass between Miles
  

25   City and Terry.  And they said, How are the deer
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 1   going to get to the other side?  Well, they found
  

 2   out.  They went to the underpass and the deer are
  

 3   getting back and forth to the other side.  So the
  

 4   fish will find its way around the bypass, too.
  

 5   And that's my comments.  Thank you very much.
  

 6            MR. PUST:  It is Pust.  I represent the
  

 7   Savage Irrigation --
  

 8            (Whereupon, the reporter asked Mr. Pust
  

 9   to speak up.)
  

10            MR. PUST:  I'm Steve Pust.  I'm chairman
  

11   of the Savage Irrigation.  I have been down there
  

12   for 15-plus years and working in that corridor for
  

13   25-plus years.
  

14            I do commend the Corps and the Bureau for
  

15   the meetings that I was involved with.  In the
  

16   scoping phase and in the development of some of
  

17   these alternatives and going through what seemed
  

18   like hundreds of other alternatives.  I found the
  

19   processes to be fair in the sense that we have
  

20   lots of expert opinions from fish biologists to
  

21   other experts, as well as the environmentalists
  

22   have input.  And I figured that was a time when I
  

23   had to bite my tongue and hold my temper.  But it
  

24   is understandable that all the opinions were
  

25   important.  And I think what we have seen here is
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 1   maybe not a total meeting of the minds that is
  

 2   happening for everybody, but that we have found
  

 3   something that should work.
  

 4            What I'm concerned about, also, is the
  

 5   funding for this in the end.  And as part of my
  

 6   comments, I wanted to point out that in 1953 the
  

 7   Garrison Diversion came full blown.  What the
  

 8   biologists say are that our fish are approximately
  

 9   that old.  We wouldn't consider kicking Garrison
  

10   Dam out to get the fish their passage again.  It
  

11   is not economically or financially feasible.  But
  

12   the people of the United States have decided what
  

13   is important.  I believe that that should also be
  

14   time for that.
  

15            In closing I would say this, I believe
  

16   this is a good project because it costs the
  

17   taxpayers the minimum.  The cost to us as
  

18   landowners in the project is also where it needs
  

19   to be.
  

20            And then the other reason is I believe
  

21   No. 36, the female sturgeon, knew what she was
  

22   doing, and the bypass channel is the preferred
  

23   alternative.  Thank you.
  

24            MS. VANOSDALL:  Tim Koffkey, Raleigh G.
  

25   Geck, Mike Murphy, and Kathleen Walter.
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 1            MR. KOFFKEY:  My name is Tim Koffkey and
  

 2   I'm the ditch rider for the Lower Yellowstone
  

 3   Irrigation Project, District 1.  I'm also known as
  

 4   the preacher of the project; irrigation project,
  

 5   that is.
  

 6            For the past 22 and a half years, I've
  

 7   been a pastor.  Sometimes pastors are known as
  

 8   shepherds.  And we envision Him as a shepherd with
  

 9   a staff, but we forget about the fact that the
  

10   shepherd also carries a rod, which is used to
  

11   protect and to defend.  So I'm here as a shepherd
  

12   with his rod here to protect and defend the
  

13   community that I serve.
  

14            I speak in support of the fish bypass
  

15   channel.  But before I speak to my support for
  

16   that, I would like to address some concerns I have
  

17   for this process and the agenda of the
  

18   environmentalists.  As was stated earlier, I would
  

19   like to state my objection to the fact that we are
  

20   here in Billings on this day and this time.  To
  

21   accommodate the environmentalists, I would
  

22   challenge you that perhaps you should have made a
  

23   trip out two days earlier and got yourselves into
  

24   Sidney.  The fact that you would not travel to
  

25   Sidney is an act of cowardness.  That's just
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 1   beyond me.  Look into the eyes, see the community
  

 2   which you seek to destroy, because that is what
  

 3   will happen.  But I suppose that it is easier to
  

 4   not come face-to-face with that reality.
  

 5            Secondly, you environmentalists state
  

 6   that the pallid sturgeon has been around for
  

 7   millions of years, which leads me to think that
  

 8   you believe in Darwin's hypothesis of evolution.
  

 9   If that is the case, then according to Darwin's
  

10   system, natural selection is the law of the land
  

11   and only the strong will survive.  If the pallid
  

12   sturgeon has not managed to evolve to adapt to the
  

13   changes, perhaps it is not meant to live according
  

14   to the natural selection process.  That is not my
  

15   theory.  That's a Charles Darwin G2.   I was going
  

16   propose that we consider to exert our superior
  

17   strength over the sturgeon and have a giant
  

18   community fish fry.
  

19            Thirdly, it has been stated that the fish
  

20   do not like and will not use the man-made bypass
  

21   to get upstream.  I would recommend that each of
  

22   you to take a trip to Ballard, Washington to the
  

23   Hiram M. Chittenden Locks located there and to see
  

24   the man-made salmon fish ladder.  I have been
  

25   there, I grew up in that area.  And you see the
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 1   salmon jump from one level of the ladder to the
  

 2   next.  A man-made process, and yet somehow these
  

 3   salmon figured it out.  You know why they figured
  

 4   it out?  Because the fish, as God created them,
  

 5   are actually very intelligent and able to adapt.
  

 6   I'll be back again.
  

 7            MR. GECK:  My name is Raleigh Geck.  I'm
  

 8   a businessman from Sidney, Montana.  I run a small
  

 9   electronics store.  Most people have covered a lot
  

10   of stuff I was going to cover.  I just got to say,
  

11   again, and I find it very interesting how we had
  

12   the meetings farther and farther from ground zero.
  

13   We get now closer to a bigger airport where these
  

14   environmentalists can fly in easier and get out.
  

15   We had the meetings in the summertime when it's
  

16   harder for the farmers to get to because they are
  

17   farming, irrigating.  Not like these liberal
  

18   professors from out East that want to come here
  

19   and tell us how to run our lives.  You know they
  

20   have all summer to do this stuff.
  

21            But you could tell that I'm not a
  

22   professional speaker, so some of my thoughts might
  

23   be very random.  I heard from the gentleman last
  

24   night, the gentleman from the Defenders of
  

25   Wildlife, some of the things he said.  They could
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 1   not find a biologist in Montana that would say the
  

 2   fish would find this weir -- or the fish passage.
  

 3   You proved two years ago that it's the best
  

 4   option.  Again, you have proved it this time that
  

 5   it is the best option.
  

 6            I am here now representing the
  

 7   responsible taxpayer:  The cost involved for the
  

 8   other options are absolutely ridiculous.  You want
  

 9   to double these guys' costs?  That doesn't make
  

10   any sense.  All these guys that showed up here,
  

11   they take care of their land every day.
  

12            The environmentalists, these other guys,
  

13   got nothing.  Don't allow the radical extremists
  

14   delaying all this stuff.  And as Mr. Denowh said
  

15   earlier, If you delay, the fish are dying.  But I
  

16   know other people that fish this river.  They
  

17   catch these fish.  And it seems like recently the
  

18   fish they're catching, they're not very big when
  

19   they catch them, so they seem to be reproducing.
  

20            You have documented proof.  Fish have
  

21   gone over the diversion.  It is not a dam.  It is
  

22   a diversion.  You also have documented proof these
  

23   fish have gone around it through the slough.  You
  

24   have documented that.  They do that every year.
  

25   So what they are saying is not true.
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 1            The gentleman from the Defenders of
  

 2   Wildlife also said they won't find it, they won't
  

 3   find that bypass channel.  I believe they will.
  

 4   Your document is about that thick from what I
  

 5   hear.  You used biologists to come up with it.
  

 6   They say that this is the best option.  It's
  

 7   common sense.
  

 8            To come up with these pumps isn't.  The
  

 9   gentleman from Buffalo Rapids, he said you don't
  

10   want pumps.  They have them, you know.  Okay.
  

11   They break down and fill with junk.  The cost
  

12   involves a half a billion dollars of taxpayer
  

13   money?  Let's be responsible.  If you can do this
  

14   for million dollars -- thank you.
  

15            MR. MURPHY:  Good evening and thank you
  

16   for the opportunity to be here.  I'm Mike Murphy,
  

17   Executive Director for the Montana Water Resource
  

18   Association.  I'm also a rancher from the Wolf
  

19   Creek, Montana area and an irrigator out in the
  

20   Lower Valley.
  

21            These comments are provided on behalf of
  

22   the Montana Water Resources Association, the
  

23   member irrigation districts, the irrigation
  

24   associations, and private ditch companies, and the
  

25   respective several thousand farm and ranch
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 1   families from throughout Montana, including those
  

 2   located on the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation
  

 3   Project.  In providing these comments, MWRA stands
  

 4   in strong support of the Lower Yellowstone
  

 5   irrigators and the century old Intake Diversion,
  

 6   paramount to the economic viability of the
  

 7   agricultural community, property values,
  

 8   businesses and the rural cities and towns in
  

 9   Eastern Montana.
  

10            MWRA stands in strong support of the 100
  

11   percent design-complete, shovel-ready and
  

12   twice-determined preferred alternative concrete
  

13   weir and fish friendly bypass.  The preferred
  

14   alternative is scientifically determined to be the
  

15   best environmental and economic alternative to
  

16   provide a balanced win/win result.
  

17            The improved concrete weir and fish
  

18   bypass provide for a continued viable and cost
  

19   effective water delivery system for the irrigation
  

20   community and provides the endangered pallid
  

21   sturgeon with the best opportunity for survival
  

22   while benefitting all Lower Yellowstone fisheries.
  

23            Other alternatives, such as removing the
  

24   existing dam and forcing the irrigators to pump
  

25   their water from the river and assume an extremely
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 1   expensive and far less reliable power-dependent
  

 2   pumping process would also result in adverse
  

 3   environmental impacts.
  

 4            The proposed preferred alternative,
  

 5   concrete weir and fish bypass, is based upon an
  

 6   extensive and thorough scientific evaluation of
  

 7   impacts that culminate with an opportunity to
  

 8   enhance the long-term viability and stability of
  

 9   the farm and ranch community,
  

10   agriculture-dependent businesses, and rural
  

11   communities while addressing the needs of the
  

12   pallid sturgeon and other fisheries and wildlife
  

13   in the Lower Yellowstone.
  

14            Legal maneuvering to oppose the
  

15   economically viable and environmentally friendly
  

16   preferred alternative leaves the fate of the
  

17   pallid sturgeon in jeopardy and is clearly a
  

18   costly effort by some environmental groups to push
  

19   a much broader and disturbing agenda supporting
  

20   removal/elimination of dams or diversions from our
  

21   rivers.  The agenda promoted irrespective of the
  

22   cost or impact to agriculture, local communities,
  

23   or even fish and wildlife dependent sportsmen and
  

24   women, and ignores other adverse environmental
  

25   impacts.
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 1            Finally, we extend our appreciation to
  

 2   the Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of
  

 3   Reclamation for all of their hard work and
  

 4   diligent assessment of the possible alternatives
  

 5   and a win-win situation.  Again, thank you.  I'll
  

 6   provide these written comments.
  

 7            MS. WALTER:  Hello, my name is Kathleen
  

 8   Walter and this is Sean Christensen.  I'm from
  

 9   Medicine Lake, Montana.  I no longer live in
  

10   Sidney.  But I grew up there and my dad worked at
  

11   Sidney Sugars for 25 years.  Raised six children
  

12   on his salary from Sidney Sugars, and we've all
  

13   become productive, tax-paying members in the
  

14   United States, several of us in Montana.
  

15            This is Sean Christensen.  His dad now
  

16   works for Sidney Sugars.  And if you want a face
  

17   to put on the impact, this young man's face is
  

18   here for you.  Sean's three brothers, his mother,
  

19   and his dad depend on Sidney Sugars for their
  

20   livelihood.
  

21            We are obviously for the bypass.  And for
  

22   that reason and for many other reasons.  One of
  

23   the other reasons, you being from Omaha, Nebraska
  

24   know all about the Ogallala Aquifer.  You know
  

25   about the fact that in Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma,
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 1   where they're pumping water out of the ground, it
  

 2   goes away.  It's no longer there and they're
  

 3   having a heck of a time irrigating there.  We need
  

 4   that irrigation to support the economy in Sidney,
  

 5   Sidney Sugars especially, and this young man's
  

 6   family.  Thank you.
  

 7            MS. VANOSDALL:  Blaine A. Gifford, David
  

 8   Garland, Pat Roberts and Jack Jennaway.
  

 9            MR. GIFFORD:  I brought my own stopwatch.
  

10   My name is Blaine Gifford.  I'm a more commonly
  

11   known as Chip.  I'm one of the owners of Johnson
  

12   Hardware, which is 101 years old in Sidney, and my
  

13   wife is third generation.
  

14            Last night I couldn't put my head around
  

15   what the Defenders of Wildlife were talking about,
  

16   why they wanted to pump.  The pumps are -- you
  

17   have to use fossil fuels; you have to use power,
  

18   which is usually provided by some sort of fossil
  

19   fuels or windmills, which would damage the
  

20   endangered species, which we do have whooping
  

21   cranes and we do have bald eagles.  I couldn't
  

22   really figure out why they don't like us.  So I
  

23   thought I can go look on their Web site.  And I'm
  

24   thinking, well, they do like the sturgeon, but I
  

25   wasn't sure.
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 1            But then when I thought about it, what I
  

 2   realized is they aren't afraid this won't work,
  

 3   they're afraid it will.  Because they have the
  

 4   scientists, they know that this has a very high
  

 5   percentage of working, and they are trying to
  

 6   eliminate this structure out of the river.  They
  

 7   are trying to have a free-flowing river.  And
  

 8   they're going to be attacking this and all the
  

 9   other inputs and similar structures from Billings
  

10   down to Intake.  So everyone in Eastern Montana
  

11   needs to keep an eye on this.
  

12            Just for your information, $350,000,000
  

13   is their budget, Defenders of Wildlife.  As of a
  

14   few years ago, they have people that make $300,000
  

15   based out of Washington.  These people sit back in
  

16   their posh houses and expect us to try to scrape
  

17   out life when they take our water away.  And they
  

18   have high-dollar lawyers.  We're the Davids.
  

19   They're the Goliaths.  They're the big
  

20   corporations.
  

21            It's probably less than 5 percent of
  

22   historical habitat of how the sturgeons will be
  

23   saved, but we're all for it.  But we're all for
  

24   the bypass and we're for this program that is the
  

25   best that has come.
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 1            All the alternatives will cost money or
  

 2   will be environmentally unfriendly.  So therefore,
  

 3   we're supporting the bypass channel.  The
  

 4   preferred reason, they're smart scientists, smart
  

 5   people, engineers, that have put this together.
  

 6   This is the most viable solution and it's a
  

 7   working solution.  Thank you.
  

 8            MR. GARLAND:  My name is David Garland.
  

 9   I'm the proud manager of Sidney Sugars.  Since the
  

10   1830's, there's been 181 sugar beet factories that
  

11   have been constructed in the United States and
  

12   operated.  Billings' Western Sugar factory was
  

13   built, I believe, in 1906.  And Sidney Sugars
  

14   began hauling sugar to Billings in 1925.
  

15            Today only 12 sugar beet factories are
  

16   operating in the United States.  So it makes me
  

17   wonder, why does my factory continue to operate?
  

18   Is it built stronger, better than any other
  

19   factory?  No.  We are just like any other factory.
  

20   Do we operate efficiently?  Do we have the secrets
  

21   that make us profitable and keeps us open?  No.
  

22   So what is the reason that it keeps operating?
  

23   And it comes down to reliable water.
  

24            The construction of the factory was built
  

25   as a result of the irrigation canal.  And with the
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 1   wooden structure, we have had reliable water since
  

 2   its construction.
  

 3            The concrete weir will do the same.  It's
  

 4   one of the only guarantees.  Experts have talked
  

 5   about the unreliableness of the pumps.  We know
  

 6   the concrete weir will work.
  

 7            Last night the only argument I heard from
  

 8   the environmentalists was that they weren't sure
  

 9   if the process or if the bypass would work.  It's
  

10   going to be wide enough.  It's going to be deep
  

11   enough.  It's part of the river.  It will work.
  

12            When the river changes courses over time,
  

13   the fish seem to find their way up anyway.  And
  

14   it's my feeling that the fish will use that
  

15   bypass.
  

16            With that, I want to continue being an
  

17   operating factory.  We need the water.  The fish
  

18   need the bypass channel.  It's time to put the
  

19   shovels to the ground and get it done.
  

20            MS. ROBERTS:  My name is Pat Roberts and
  

21   my husband and I own Mon-Kota Fertilizers &
  

22   Irrigation, irrigation being our main source of
  

23   income.  Without the water, we have no income.
  

24            After the Sidney meeting, one of our
  

25   customers came to me and said, Without water,
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 1   you're done.  Yes, we are done.  And by being
  

 2   "done," that means there are five families going
  

 3   to lose their total income.  Three of those happen
  

 4   to be in their 20's and they can surely go on and
  

 5   find something more to do.  Four of our employees
  

 6   are nearing retirement.  We're too old to start
  

 7   over.  We don't have -- if we can't sell our
  

 8   business to get money to retire, we're done.
  

 9   We're totally done.  There's nothing we can do to
  

10   keep going.
  

11            As Dave said earlier about the number of
  

12   employees at Sidney Sugars, I know many of those
  

13   young men personally.  They're young men, buying
  

14   homes, raising families.  We need them in our
  

15   community.  We need more people to stay there, to
  

16   make it home.  I think what the environmentalists
  

17   sometimes forget is where does your product at the
  

18   grocery store come from?  We have to grow the
  

19   commodities to make the products that you buy.
  

20   Years and years ago one of my sons said to me on
  

21   our way back home after having visited his
  

22   grandparents on a farm, Mom, does Grandma's
  

23   grocery store not have eggs?  I had to have a
  

24   little discussion of where eggs come from and why
  

25   we had to go to the grocery store to buy our eggs
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 1   and Grandma didn't.  So my store survived the
  

 2   irrigation solely from the bypass alternative.
  

 3   Thank you.
  

 4            MR. JENNAWAY:  My name is Jack Jennaway.
  

 5   I'm here representing my family's ranch, and I'm a
  

 6   student up on the road at Rocky Mountain College.
  

 7   I would just like to speak more generally tonight.
  

 8   With our growing population and the fact that
  

 9   natural resources, such as land and water, are not
  

10   going to increase anytime soon, we need to be
  

11   smart about the way we use our resources.  And
  

12   with irrigation, with regard to water needs to be
  

13   the first priority.  Not just because of all of
  

14   the people in here that depend on it, but because
  

15   of the impact that it has on our local economy.
  

16            The ability for these farmers and
  

17   ranchers to operate in this area has a wider
  

18   impact on other industries, such as retail and
  

19   banking and finance.  Candidly, I'm a 20-year-old
  

20   college student and I'm not an economist and I can
  

21   figure that out.  But we also should not abandon
  

22   our environmental interest, as well.  Of course,
  

23   we should be good stewards of the rivers and the
  

24   fish.  And in the current environment, where
  

25   people tend to be so divided and we tend to
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 1   look -- when we're looking for answers, we are
  

 2   often willing to substitute hurting our opponent
  

 3   for helping ourselves.  Any win/win is a good
  

 4   thing and that's exactly what this bypass channel
  

 5   is.  It's a win/win.  So, obviously, we should do
  

 6   it.
  

 7            When the gentleman here said that he was
  

 8   a farmer and an environmentalist and he's for the
  

 9   bypass channel, I listen to that.
  

10            And just as another remark, since I have
  

11   a little bit of time left, it seems as though,
  

12   based on the testimony we've heard so far, we have
  

13   reached a consensus, the bypass channel is the
  

14   clear path forward and I am in strong favor of us
  

15   moving forward with this project.  Thank you.
  

16            MS. VANOSDALL:  Next up is Tom Erskine,
  

17   Tami Christenen, Bruce Farling and Scott Bosse.
  

18            MR. ERSKINE:  My name is Tom Erskine.
  

19   I'm with Interstate Engineering in Billings and
  

20   Sidney.  I'm also a retired ag loan officer.  I
  

21   did that for 35 years.  And I'm a taxpayer.  I
  

22   live in Billings.  I like to eat.  And I'm also a
  

23   sportsman.
  

24            I feel both of the alternatives are out.
  

25   I don't know how on the one side of the mouth we
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 1   can talk about energy conservation, and then on
  

 2   the other side of our mouth say we want to put a
  

 3   bunch of pumps in the river that we don't even
  

 4   have the power to take care of.  So I don't think
  

 5   they can be considered.  I believe the preferred
  

 6   alternative, the bypass channel, is the best
  

 7   alternative, not only for farming, but for the
  

 8   communities, for the people and jobs, and for the
  

 9   pallid sturgeon.  Thank you.
  

10            MS. CHRISTENSEN:  Good evening.  I'm Tami
  

11   Christenen.  I'm a business owner in Sidney,
  

12   Montana.  I own the Case IH dealership there.  Our
  

13   family has been in Sidney for about 29 years.
  

14            And I'm going to change my speech a
  

15   little bit from last night.  You know, I think
  

16   back, and our irrigation project has been there
  

17   for a hundred years and there haven't been any
  

18   issues with it.  The diversion dam is reliable.
  

19   It doesn't create any pollution.  It's
  

20   environmentally friendly.  It's been brought to my
  

21   attention that there are more pallid sturgeon in
  

22   the Missouri River and there's a bigger problem
  

23   there than there is on the Yellowstone River, so
  

24   I'm not quite sure why we're continuing to have
  

25   this discussion.  We need to move forward with
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 1   this weir and bypass, just as the before when the
  

 2   Bureau had decided it over two years ago.
  

 3            We did some checking today and we found
  

 4   it interesting the Defenders of Wildlife people
  

 5   spoke last night about how they're in favor of the
  

 6   pumps.  And yet, they went out on record in 2015
  

 7   against the wind energy turbines for killing
  

 8   eagles per their spring magazine in 2014.
  

 9            The pumps would cause pollution in our
  

10   area in the air, as well as noise pollution.  They
  

11   would disturb the fish by putting metal into the
  

12   water and creating noise and vibration.  And the
  

13   overall economy of Sidney would be gone if we
  

14   don't have irrigation.  It would affect the whole
  

15   town.
  

16            I also represent the city council and our
  

17   water supply needs irrigation to put water in our
  

18   wells.  It would be cost prohibitive if irrigation
  

19   is gone and we have to add more wells to supply
  

20   the City of Sidney with water.
  

21            The irrigated crops in Sidney also go to
  

22   feedlots.  They go out to the dryland.  It would
  

23   be cost prohibitive for the nonirrigated farmers
  

24   to as well.
  

25            And with that, I'll do the same thing I
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 1   did last night although we're going to do it a
  

 2   little different.  I would like everybody in the
  

 3   audience who is in favor of this bypass to please
  

 4   stand up, and I would like this on record.
  

 5            (The majority of the audience stands up.)
  

 6            MS. CHRISTENSEN:  And now I would like
  

 7   the people who aren't for it to stand up.
  

 8            (A few people in the audience stand up.)
  

 9            MS. CHRISTENSEN:  And for the record, I
  

10   feel that the majority of the people in this room
  

11   are for this bypass and we need to go forward with
  

12   it.
  

13            MR. FARLING:  Good evening.  I'm Bruce
  

14   Farling.  I'm the executive director of Montana
  

15   Trout Unlimited and I really appreciate the
  

16   opportunity to speak tonight.  I will be
  

17   submitting some detailed comments, but tonight I
  

18   just want to hit a few general points.  I really
  

19   want to make it clear to the agencies and everyone
  

20   in the audience here, there's no one in my
  

21   organization, there's no one I know of in the
  

22   conservation community that I've talked to, and
  

23   others, who wants to put irrigators out of
  

24   business, who wants to stop irrigating on the
  

25   Lower Yellowstone, or who wants to put Sidney
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 1   Sugars out of business.  That is not anybody's
  

 2   goal.
  

 3            I represent 4200 Montanans.  We have
  

 4   members in every single county, except one.  I
  

 5   can't remember which one it is.  I think it's
  

 6   Roosevelt.  I drove 350 miles to be here, and I
  

 7   did not get on a jet plane.  I'm very familiar
  

 8   with Intake.  I've worked with agriculture and
  

 9   I've worked identifying zones of agreement to
  

10   bring in with irrigators all over Western Montana,
  

11   and also up in the Legislature on policy.
  

12            My friend, Mike Murphy, from the Water
  

13   Resources Association can attest to that.  Sort of
  

14   putting him on the spot, but I think Mike would
  

15   actually back that up.
  

16            So a few things, and maybe I could sort
  

17   of respond to Senator Brown's comments about why
  

18   in Billings and a few other people.  Why in
  

19   Billings?  It's because the Yellowstone River is a
  

20   national treasure.  People love it all over the
  

21   country.  It's beloved in Montana and it's beloved
  

22   by my members.
  

23            We're in business with that and we're
  

24   looking at the business of that, and my members
  

25   say, There needs to be some advocates for fish
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 1   here, too, and advocates that are sensitive to
  

 2   agriculture.
  

 3            The other reason is, basically, that we
  

 4   are looking to find an agreement where we can
  

 5   leave the irrigators whole and also give these
  

 6   fish the highest probability of success, which I
  

 7   think everybody in this room agrees with.  The
  

 8   problem is -- I guess it's the problem.  I'm a
  

 9   scientist with fisheries and hydrology background.
  

10   I work with fisheries and biologists all over the
  

11   state.  There's a strong consensus among the
  

12   biologists in this state that the bypass
  

13   alternative does not give the fish the highest
  

14   opportunity for the success.  And so that's why
  

15   we've asked that you take a stronger look,
  

16   sharpened pencil, elaborate a little bit more,
  

17   study more alternatives, more options, they're
  

18   going to get thrown around, to make sure we're
  

19   comfortable with the decision we make here is the
  

20   absolute correct decision for the people on the
  

21   Lower Yellowstone, for the people who love the
  

22   fish, and the people who love the river, and for
  

23   pallid sturgeon.  Thanks for the opportunity to
  

24   comment.
  

25            MR. BOSSE:  Good evening.  My name is
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 1   Scott Bosse.  I'm the Northern Rockies Director
  

 2   for American Rivers.  We're a national river
  

 3   conservation group with a Northern Rockies office
  

 4   based in Bozeman.
  

 5            I would like to echo one thing that
  

 6   Mr. Farling just said.  I appreciate the fact that
  

 7   the Corps and Bureau agreed to host this public
  

 8   meeting in Billings.
  

 9            The Yellowstone is my home river and I
  

10   spend time on it almost every week during the
  

11   snow-free months.  It's also Montana's river.
  

12   Billings is the midway point of the Yellowstone
  

13   River, and I think it's important to give
  

14   Montanans from across the state an opportunity to
  

15   comment on this issue.
  

16            Before I get into the comments on our
  

17   preferred alternative, I want to shed a little
  

18   light on my background.  I'm a fishery biologist,
  

19   a former fishing guide, and in my younger days, I
  

20   made my living working as a commercial fisherman
  

21   in Alaska.  The family for whom I fished for four
  

22   years lost their way of life due to the Exxon
  

23   Valdez oil spill when I was there, so I understand
  

24   what it's like to make your living off of the land
  

25   and then have it all taken away.  We at American
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 1   Rivers understand how important it is not just to
  

 2   take care of the fish, but also to take care of
  

 3   the people who make their living from farming
  

 4   along the Lower Yellowstone River.
  

 5            When we viewed this draft environmental
  

 6   impact statement, we asked ourselves a couple of
  

 7   questions in trying to determine which alternative
  

 8   made the most sense to us.
  

 9            The first question was what is going to
  

10   work for the fish, because that's the primary
  

11   purpose of this project.  If it doesn't work for
  

12   the fish, it doesn't work.  And we're not just
  

13   talking about pallid sturgeon.  There are 52 fish
  

14   species in the Lower Yellowstone River; 32 of them
  

15   are native.  There's seven fish species of special
  

16   concern.  So this isn't just about restoring the
  

17   pallid sturgeon.
  

18            Allow me to explain how we determined
  

19   that this project probably won't work for fish.
  

20   We've reviewed the scientific literature, looked
  

21   for examples of similar projects across the
  

22   country, and found that there's never been a fish
  

23   passage facility built that's been shown to pass
  

24   pallid sturgeon, or shovelnose sturgeon, which is
  

25   a close relative to the pallid.
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 1            A lot of people here tonight talked about
  

 2   the Tongue River Bypass, which is a fantastic
  

 3   project.  But the truth is it's never passed
  

 4   pallid sturgeon.  It's been successful at
  

 5   providing passage for lots of other species of
  

 6   fish, but not for pallid sturgeon, and that's the
  

 7   focal species we're trying to help get past the
  

 8   Intake Diversion Dam.
  

 9            The other question we asked ourselves is
  

10   which alternative can succeed in passing fish
  

11   while also keeping farmers in the Lower
  

12   Yellowstone Project whole.  Our organization has
  

13   been involved in approximately 200 dam project
  

14   issues across the country over the past 20 years.
  

15   If you want to look at a successful project after
  

16   which this one can be modeled, you can look at the
  

17   removal of the Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue
  

18   River in Oregon.  It's a very similar case to what
  

19   we face at Intake Diversion Dam.  It involved
  

20   federally listed fish species, and the Bureau of
  

21   Reclamation was involved in removing the dam and
  

22   replacing its function with a pump system.  Thus
  

23   far, it seems to have worked well for fish and
  

24   farmers.  So I think there's some good models out
  

25   there.
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 1            There's one final issue I would like to
  

 2   address, and that is the vulnerability of the
  

 3   proposed bypass canal to extreme floods and ice
  

 4   jam events on the Lower Yellowstone River, both of
  

 5   which are very common.  Flows on the Lower
  

 6   Yellowstone River can reach 70,000 cfs, sometimes
  

 7   even 100,000 cfs.  When that happens, we have
  

 8   genuine concerns about the structural integrity of
  

 9   the bypass.  Riprap and levees along the
  

10   Yellowstone River fail all the time and need to be
  

11   repaired on a regular basis.  If the bypass canal
  

12   fails in a major flood or ice jam event, pallid
  

13   sturgeon will have no effective means of getting
  

14   above Intake Diversion Dam.
  

15            In closing, American Rivers supports an
  

16   open river alternative that involves removing
  

17   Intake Diversion Dam and replacing its function
  

18   with a pump system, and the absolute worst thing
  

19   we can do is throw 57 million dollars at a
  

20   solution that won't work for fish or farmers and
  

21   could, in fact, make the situation worse than it
  

22   is today.
  

23            MS. VANOSDALL:  Okay.  Next up is Walt
  

24   McNutt, Dave Kelsey, Steve Forrest, and Richard
  

25   Cayko.
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 1            MR. MCNUTT:  For the record my name is
  

 2   Walt McNutt.  I am part owner of Tri County
  

 3   Implement in Sidney and I spent 16 years of my
  

 4   life in the State Legislature.  While there, I
  

 5   worked for the eagle, water issues, and natural
  

 6   resource issues and had a great deal of
  

 7   interaction with many environmentalists and with
  

 8   people who depend on agriculture and economics in
  

 9   this state to survive.
  

10            One thing that I have come to realize,
  

11   and we heard last night, if I may make a comment
  

12   about, one of the gentlemen said that we want a
  

13   win/win.  Well, there's no win/win.  Their win/win
  

14   is the only way this is going to work is taking
  

15   out that ag.  You just heard it from the previous
  

16   speaker.  That's the only viable way they're going
  

17   to accept anything you propose.  And I got to tell
  

18   you, these people are not stupid and they are well
  

19   funded and it isn't from Montana.
  

20            Now, I've finally gotten to a point that
  

21   I'm tired of people coming into our state and
  

22   telling us what to do for us when we are the best
  

23   stewards of this land.  We are the best stewards
  

24   of the cropland involved in this project.  And we
  

25   have studied and studied about the bypass and the
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 1   weir that the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of
  

 2   Reclamation and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife says will
  

 3   work.
  

 4            Why do we constantly have to say we want
  

 5   to protect the farmer, but these pallid sturgeon
  

 6   is the most important thing here.  I don't agree
  

 7   with that.  Human life and culture and economy is
  

 8   what's going to pay for what's done to try to
  

 9   preserve these sturgeon.  And if you think these
  

10   people are going to change their mind, don't you
  

11   believe it, because they're not.  And when this is
  

12   all done, and I assume this has to go back to the
  

13   Judge, and they're going to be in there just like
  

14   the two that filed suit, tooth and nail fighting
  

15   every step of the way.  They are not going away.
  

16            If they're so committed to the viability
  

17   of farmers, why don't they put their efforts in a
  

18   fundraising campaign to establish a trust fund to
  

19   pay for the O&M for the duration of the project.
  

20   You're not going to see them do that.  Thank you.
  

21            MR. KELSEY:  Hi.  My name is Dave Kelsey.
  

22   I farm and ranch out at Molt just northwest of
  

23   town here.  And I also operate a small irrigated
  

24   operation south of Bridger that's fed from a
  

25   diversion dam off of Clarks Fork.
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 1            I guess I am somewhat happy that the
  

 2   media is here in support our neighbors to the
  

 3   east.
  

 4            And I'm a member of the Billings Chamber
  

 5   Committee and a Director of Yellowstone Valley
  

 6   Electric Cooperative.  We know the importance of
  

 7   agriculture.  Agriculture is the No. 1 industry in
  

 8   this state.  And we should not take a second seat
  

 9   to anybody with regard to that.
  

10            Our operation at Bridger, without the
  

11   diversion dam and the irrigation project that it
  

12   supplies, would be pretty much over.  So it is
  

13   critical that we support this bypass channel
  

14   effort.
  

15            And I guess the thing that bothers me
  

16   about this whole deal, these folks are not happy,
  

17   these environmental folks are not happy meeting a
  

18   happy medium.  They want to move from that bypass
  

19   channel and that diversion dam in Glendive on up
  

20   the Yellowstone and take everything out along the
  

21   way.
  

22            This is nonsense, folks.  This is total
  

23   nonsense.  We cannot allow this.  We have a high
  

24   percentage of our membership in Yellowstone Valley
  

25   Electric and the folks around Billings and all up
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 1   and down the Yellowstone that are dependent on
  

 2   these rivers for survival.  If you went down there
  

 3   and you didn't have these rivers along the way,
  

 4   there would not be these communities.  These
  

 5   communities develop because that river was there,
  

 6   and the irrigation project that it provided.  We
  

 7   cannot forget that.
  

 8            And I'll tell you another thing.  We've
  

 9   got to start outweighing these folks.  They're
  

10   driving our energy through the roof and they're
  

11   trying to take control of our waters.  It's just
  

12   time.  Enough is enough.
  

13            MR. FORREST:  Steve Forrest, Defenders of
  

14   Wildlife.  I want to thank you again for coming to
  

15   Montana.  I value the knowledge of the folks that
  

16   did drive hundreds of miles to get here.  I think
  

17   that's an incredible effort.
  

18            It's not a win/win situation if one side
  

19   doesn't win.  And the problem we have with the
  

20   preferred alternative is that we don't think it's
  

21   going to work.  It's not going to provide passage
  

22   for sturgeon.  Your own EIS makes it pretty clear,
  

23   it acknowledges that the open river alternative is
  

24   going to give the sturgeon the best chance
  

25   possible.  That is the best science we have on
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 1   this issue.  All the rest of it is guesswork for
  

 2   putting down a 60 million dollar bet on an unknown
  

 3   chance.  We could put down a hundred million
  

 4   dollar bet on a sure thing.  I don't bet,
  

 5   necessarily, all the time, but that seems like
  

 6   better odds to me that's worth the extra
  

 7   investment.
  

 8            And as I said last night, my organization
  

 9   and the other organizations who are here tonight
  

10   are willing to look for that money elsewhere to
  

11   make up that difference.  Let's do this right the
  

12   first time.
  

13            And just one other thing, given all this
  

14   uncertainty around the bypass configuration,
  

15   whether the sturgeon are going to find it and use
  

16   it, whether they will use it in numbers; and if
  

17   they do use it, are the numbers sufficient to
  

18   accommodate their rather unusual spawning regime.
  

19   All that remains to be seen.  And we've got a
  

20   great deal of uncertainty.  I think that behooves
  

21   the Corps to be held accountable until passage is
  

22   achieved.  The Bureau is going to stay.  They're
  

23   stuck.  And the irrigators are stuck, if this
  

24   doesn't work.  But I would like to see the Corps,
  

25   who's getting off on a pretty good deal on this
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 1   river to stay involved until, in fact, we have
  

 2   shown that sturgeon are moving up river in
  

 3   sufficient numbers to spawn, so that's my
  

 4   last point and I think we're going to push that
  

 5   pretty hard, is that we would like to see you guys
  

 6   hang in there until at least the project is
  

 7   completed.  Thank you.
  

 8            MR. CAYKO:  Good evening.  My name is
  

 9   Richard Cayko.  I'm the Chairman of the Board of
  

10   Control of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation
  

11   Project.  And I'm also the Chairman of McKenzie
  

12   County Commissioners in North Dakota.  And I bring
  

13   that up because part of this project is in North
  

14   Dakota, also.  So there's two states involved here
  

15   and two sets of districts.
  

16            As elected officials, we have a
  

17   responsibility, and I've been on these boards for
  

18   many years, to do the best with the tax dollars
  

19   that we are charged with.  If you wanted to spend
  

20   a half a billion dollars putting some pumps in
  

21   this river system that aren't going to work, that
  

22   ain't going to fly.  We can take the money -- and
  

23   57 million is a lot of money -- to do what we're
  

24   going to do, but at least it's going to work.  And
  

25   the reason it's going to work is because it's the
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 1   most environmentally and economical way to go.
  

 2            If you think back, I grew up right on
  

 3   that river right where the pallid sturgeon and the
  

 4   shovelnose sturgeon are.  The dam was built and in
  

 5   operation for over a hundred years, right?  When
  

 6   we were growing up, our irrigation ditches were
  

 7   full of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon.  The
  

 8   question is:  How did they get in there if they
  

 9   didn't get above the dam?  I mean they had to get
  

10   across there somehow.
  

11            The dam, or the weir that we call it, and
  

12   James has called it a speed bump, when we get the
  

13   new weir in here, concrete weir strong enough to
  

14   survive the ice flows, we won't have to -- picture
  

15   the low water and all those rocks sticking up, we
  

16   won't have to worry about that because they won't
  

17   have the rock.  There'll be a level -- there'll be
  

18   an elevation to get the water right and the
  

19   irrigation that holds constantly water in it.
  

20            The bypass channel will take 15 percent
  

21   of the Yellowstone River down, 30,000 cfs, take 15
  

22   percent, you got about 4500 cfs going through that
  

23   channel.  If them fish can't swim through there, I
  

24   don't know where they're going to go because the
  

25   canal is only 1574 cfs, and 4500 is about three
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 1   and a half times bigger.  And that's large and
  

 2   that will be enough.  Thank you.
  

 3            MS. VANOSDALL:  Next up is Becky Reidle,
  

 4   Shelby Reidle and Justin Kucera.
  

 5            SHELBY & BECKY REIDLE:  Hello.  My name
  

 6   is Shelby Reidle.  And my name is Becky Reidle.
  

 7   And we signed up individually but we have a
  

 8   cooperative statement that we would like to give
  

 9   time for six minutes.
  

10            I am proudly both a farmer's daughter and
  

11   a farmer's wife.  My family, I'm a mom of six, is
  

12   in the third generation of farmers in the Lower
  

13   Yellowstone Valley.  And my husband's family, he's
  

14   in the fourth generation to farm and live in the
  

15   Lower Yellowstone Valley.
  

16            We are in favor of the bypass tonight.
  

17   This option has been studied repeatedly three
  

18   times in 15 years, and it is the preferred option
  

19   of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the
  

20   Department of Interior, and the Fish & Wildlife.
  

21   Furthermore, the results of earlier Corps studies
  

22   have now been verified by an independent
  

23   contractor.
  

24            We feel that the opposition is using a
  

25   double standard claiming that the bypass channel
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 1   option requires even more study when they're
  

 2   proposing for removing the weir altogether has
  

 3   only been studied for six months.
  

 4            By creating the bypass, not only will the
  

 5   pallid sturgeon have an easier journey north, so
  

 6   will many other aquatic species.  If the
  

 7   opposition is truly concerned with the
  

 8   environment, they would not support removal of the
  

 9   weir in favor of installing numerous pumping
  

10   stations.  Installing pump sites across the river
  

11   would require dredging, both initially and for
  

12   routine maintenance.
  

13            In addition, the electrical
  

14   infrastructure needed to operate these many pumps
  

15   would be continually detrimental to wildlife,
  

16   including, but not limbed to, whooping cranes and
  

17   long-eared bats, which are also endangered
  

18   species.  The necessary power lines would
  

19   interfere with the whooping crane flight patterns
  

20   and the noise pollution created by the pumps would
  

21   disrupt the bats' sonar.
  

22            For these reasons, we support the bypass
  

23   channel and believe it is time to move ahead with
  

24   it.  It is the best choice for the wildlife,
  

25   agriculture and overall quality of life in the
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 1   Lower Yellowstone Valley.
  

 2            I do have one question to leave with the
  

 3   members of the obstructionists, opposition, Did
  

 4   you eat today?  Whether you are vegan, vegetarian,
  

 5   or carnivore like me, if you drink soy milk or
  

 6   dairy it doesn't matter, a farmer put that on your
  

 7   table, a farmer feeds you three times a day.  On
  

 8   behalf of the farmers here and across the country,
  

 9   you're welcome.  We don't need your gratitude but
  

10   we deserve your consideration and your respect.
  

11            MR. KUCERA:  Hi.  I'm Justin Kucera.  I'm
  

12   a fourth generation Montanan.  I appreciate
  

13   farmers and ranchers.  Irrigation is No. 1.
  

14   Recreation is No. 2.  Both very important to the
  

15   economy and well-being in Montana.  And I guess
  

16   I'm here in defense of recreation and things that
  

17   are wild.
  

18            I support the purpose of this pallid
  

19   sturgeon passage, but we need to keep the farmers
  

20   farming.  There's no doubt about that.
  

21            I don't understand why we have to put the
  

22   bypass channel into an existing side channel, it
  

23   already works for pallid sturgeon.  I don't
  

24   understand why we can't move the water
  

25   entrance/fish exit of the preferred alternative
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 1   downstream and leave the existing side channel to
  

 2   function as a wild connection.  It's more than
  

 3   fish or farmers when you're from here and you love
  

 4   that river and you want to see it come out of its
  

 5   banks and be wild sometimes.  I just feel that I
  

 6   can't support a bypass channel that destroys a
  

 7   national treasure, which is the freedom of the
  

 8   Yellowstone River.  It just makes no sense to me.
  

 9            I think there are other alternatives.  I
  

10   haven't seen any EIS.  I asked for it a few months
  

11   ago and it never showed up at my door.
  

12            I get nervous.  I don't really do this
  

13   ever.
  

14            The Yellowstone River is where I live.
  

15   It's where I raise my children.  I drink from it,
  

16   and I just spent a week on it.  I love it.  The
  

17   Lower Yellowstone Valley, the irrigator, the
  

18   agriculture, that means we've got the croplands,
  

19   we've got the river between, the riparian areas,
  

20   the flora, the fauna and it's amazing.  It's the
  

21   greatest place in the world and I just don't think
  

22   this alternative is the best one for here in
  

23   Montana, or the pallid sturgeon or the farmer or
  

24   for recreation.
  

25            I'm shocked that it's at 2.9 million
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 1   dollars for O&M.  I can't imagine the rock in that
  

 2   diversion -- I could be wrong, but I can't imagine
  

 3   that takes 2.9 million dollars.
  

 4            We should look at other alteratives
  

 5   including off-stream storage, such as that at
  

 6   Nelson and Deadman's Basin reservoirs.  Look at
  

 7   water re-use and water conservation.  Take less
  

 8   water out of the river, catch and store the
  

 9   nutrient-loaded return flows from the irrigated
  

10   fields.
  

11            I don't know, I'm just one guy, but
  

12   there's got to be other alternatives that don't
  

13   plug the one way the pallids get up and down the
  

14   river and don't destroy one of the last wild
  

15   rivers we have.  Thank you.
  

16            MS. VANOSDALL:  Next up is Dale Rambur,
  

17   Stephanie Schlothauer and James Brower.
  

18            MR. BROWER:  They said I could have their
  

19   three minutes each.  I'm just teasing.  I'm
  

20   waiting for them to come down.
  

21            MS. VANOSDALL:  Dale?  And it's possible
  

22   that I'm ruining the names, so if you signed up to
  

23   speak, we are at the last few that are signed up,
  

24   so just step out.  I have Dale Rambur, Stephanie
  

25   Schlothauer and James.
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 1            MS. SCHLOTHAUER:  Good evening.  My name
  

 2   is Stephanie Schlothauer and I'm married to a
  

 3   farmer and this is my family.  All here.  They're
  

 4   all wearing yellow shirts.  We are a big, big
  

 5   family.
  

 6            First of all, let me say that I am one of
  

 7   the many that is so impressed with the engineering
  

 8   skills of the people who designed the original
  

 9   gravity flow canal and lateral system of the
  

10   Yellowstone Irrigation District over one hundred
  

11   years ago.  They built this canal system and it
  

12   has worked successfully and dependably to support
  

13   food and feed and business for thousands of human
  

14   beings and for wildlife.  And I believe we can
  

15   support the bypass project, because it is the one
  

16   that is most acceptable.
  

17            The point that I would like to make is a
  

18   scientific one.  And that is, that there has been
  

19   DNA testing, and I quote, "to determine the rates
  

20   of hybridization between pallid and shovelnose
  

21   sturgeon, and based on the genetic markers
  

22   assessed, the DNA markers for the pallid sturgeon
  

23   were genetically indistinguishable from the more
  

24   common shovelnose sturgeon.  Their ability to
  

25   hybridize, and thus evolve comes about when the
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 1   shovelnose fertilizes the eggs of the pallid
  

 2   sturgeon.  Because of this ability of two species
  

 3   to hybridize, some biologists have expressed
  

 4   concern that it is a violation of the Endangered
  

 5   Species Act to protect one species that may not be
  

 6   genetically isolated from another."  I think that
  

 7   is a very important fact to bring out.  So it
  

 8   almost substantiates the fact that the pallid
  

 9   sturgeon is evolving and it is being helped to
  

10   evolve.  So thank you, and thank you, all my
  

11   family.  I'm so glad that we're all here to show
  

12   you what a big family we are.
  

13            MR. BROWER:  Is Dale Rambur here?  Does
  

14   he want to speak?  Okay.  Hopefully he comes in by
  

15   the time I'm done.  I'll try and take up some
  

16   extra time for you.  All right.
  

17            Hi.  I want to thank everybody that took
  

18   the time to travel so far to get here so that your
  

19   comments could be heard and things could be
  

20   weighed and we could see how we can work together
  

21   to find the best solution for the fish while
  

22   keeping the reliability that the irrigation
  

23   project has had for 107 years.
  

24            I want to reiterate that the bypass
  

25   channel has been studied several times since 2005
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 1   and that removal of the dam has been studied for,
  

 2   I assume, six months.  That, in itself, raises the
  

 3   argument that our friends who love the fish have
  

 4   made that there is no certainty in 15 years of
  

 5   study or not enough certainty of 15 years of study
  

 6   on the bypass.  And I disagree with that.  It's
  

 7   been studied for 15 years.  In fact, I have seen
  

 8   several news articles that talked about how many
  

 9   tens of millions of dollars have been spent
  

10   studying the pallid sturgeon.
  

11            And I want to reiterate that the
  

12   contractor who bid the job to build the bypass
  

13   channel and construct the concrete weir with its
  

14   notch that will pass water over the top of it 170
  

15   years instead of the stacked rock we have now,
  

16   which will ruin fish passage, but the contractor
  

17   bid it for 28 million dollars to do the
  

18   construction of the bypass channel, not the 57
  

19   million you're hearing from people who have only
  

20   been involved for less than a year.
  

21            First concern I have, you remove the dam
  

22   and you are going to dry up several legitimate
  

23   water right holding pump stations above the dam,
  

24   because you will lower the water level of the
  

25   river seven feet.  By lowering the water level of
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 1   the river seven feet, you will dry up two existing
  

 2   side channels that have been there over a hundred
  

 3   years and supports a lot of aquatic wildlife.  So
  

 4   removing the dam is not a hundred percent win/win
  

 5   for every fish or every side channel in the
  

 6   Yellowstone River, because there was a scientific
  

 7   paper finished by MSU talking about the importance
  

 8   of the side channels and how there's a very
  

 9   limited number of side channels in the Yellowstone
  

10   River.  And they're important because they support
  

11   a broad variety of fish in the side channels and
  

12   out of the side channels and they give the small
  

13   fish someplace to live and hide from their
  

14   predators.
  

15            So removing the dam has a lot of
  

16   unintended consequences, including the
  

17   installation of pumps, which create a lot of noise
  

18   and vibration and will be placed all along about a
  

19   thousand feet of the Yellowstone River where some
  

20   of the prime habitat, thousands of acres, has been
  

21   generated in 107 years of flood irrigation that
  

22   support the northern long-eared bat and the
  

23   whooping crane.  You really need to make a
  

24   decision soon enough to say --
  

25            MS. ECKERT-UPTMORE:  We will bring you
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 1   back up as soon as we get through the list.  Thank
  

 2   you.
  

 3            MS. VANOSDALL:  So that's the list of
  

 4   everyone that had signed up.  We invite anyone
  

 5   that didn't sign up to come forward and make a
  

 6   statement.  If you did sign up and didn't finish,
  

 7   we invite you to finish your statement.  We will
  

 8   still hold you to the three minutes.  This time we
  

 9   ask that you state your name and who you represent
  

10   and make sure you do that clearly for the court
  

11   reporter.
  

12            MR. LINDE:  Hello.  I'm Dave --
  

13            (Whereupon, the court reporter asked the
  

14   commenter to speak up.)
  

15            MR. LINDE:  I wasn't going to say
  

16   anything, but this guy over here was proud of
  

17   closing or taking out 200 dams.  I would be
  

18   ashamed to say that.  This is the taking down of
  

19   America, a little bit at a time.  Do the bypass.
  

20   Do the right thing.
  

21            MR. SCHMIERER:  I'm Lee Roy Schmierer,
  

22   along with my brother and my wife and his wife,
  

23   Dennis and Karen, and my wife, Charity.  We're
  

24   second generation farmers in the Savage area.  We
  

25   are now four generations of us living in that area
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 1   there now.
  

 2            I will say that we are very proud to be
  

 3   environmentalists.  We're not just mere farmers,
  

 4   we're caretakers of the land and the river.  God
  

 5   has entrusted me with that, and I take it
  

 6   seriously.
  

 7            We are not wannabes like some people are
  

 8   here.  They have nothing invested.  It will cost
  

 9   them nothing when it's done, but yet they're here
  

10   with their opinions.
  

11            We're happy hunters and fishermen.  We
  

12   love the land, we love the river, we love the
  

13   wildlife.  Just as dad did, it's really just who
  

14   we are, what I want, and what I have been
  

15   privileged to have and want to hand down to my
  

16   children and my grandchildren.  And therefore, I
  

17   support the fish bypass because it's best for the
  

18   river, the land, the wildlife, and the people that
  

19   are vested in it and carefully care for it.
  

20            I want to say to our opponents, you do
  

21   have a privilege here to come and speak, but you
  

22   don't have a right.
  

23            MS. PETERSON:  Lynne Peterson.  I am
  

24   Superintendent of Savage Schools, and I would like
  

25   to thank all the people here for passing the mill
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 1   levies for the public education.  You are looking
  

 2   at the people who pass mill levies to get us new
  

 3   schools and they deserve a round of applause.
  

 4            And I represent Savage, Montana and my
  

 5   dad is a sugar beet farmer.  What I would like is
  

 6   450 million dollars to support my 126 students.
  

 7   We need to put that into education, so we can have
  

 8   better stewards of the land, so we can have people
  

 9   who come from our area, who know the area, invest
  

10   in it, and return to make it a better place.
  

11            I think we're focusing on a really small
  

12   piece of the puzzle.  We have bigger environmental
  

13   challenges coming at us.  We need to be prepared.
  

14            And I understand how you want to save the
  

15   pallid sturgeon.  And I say to those
  

16   environmentalists what we are told in education
  

17   when we're faced with a cost that we don't know
  

18   how to cover.  Hold a bake sale.  Don't put it on
  

19   the farmers.
  

20            MR. MITCHELL:  Duane Mitchell.  I wasn't
  

21   aware that I could speak for three minutes at one
  

22   time.  I'm going to finish what I was starting to
  

23   speak about.
  

24            Congressman Pat Williams said, Just
  

25   follow the money.  Just a little bit ago, you
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 1   know, I -- last night we heard about this win/win
  

 2   situation that we're looking for.  And I prayed to
  

 3   God and I asked God to give me some wisdom and
  

 4   tell me how you can do -- take the diversion dam
  

 5   out and replace it with some pumps and that's
  

 6   going to be good for the farmer.
  

 7            But then a little bit ago Steve said he
  

 8   would rather bet a hundred million dollars to
  

 9   remove the dam to save the fish and basically you
  

10   farmers are going to be on your own.  And I think
  

11   that's going about, follow the money.  But I would
  

12   like it to be known that the County Commissioners
  

13   in Richland County, all of them, all support the
  

14   bypass channel.  Thank you.
  

15            MR. WYRWAS:  My name is Danny Wyrwas,
  

16   W-Y-R-W-A-S.  Hi, thank you for your
  

17   consideration.  Your decision isn't easy as you
  

18   weigh nature versus man.  In my opinion, Montana
  

19   is the most beautiful state in the freest country
  

20   in the world.  We are just over 1,000,000 people.
  

21   Based on population, Montana is a small city.
  

22   However, we are the fourth largest land mass state
  

23   with an immensely diverse landscape.  Residents
  

24   across this state are family and friends. My
  

25   brother, by another mother, Shane Gorder, who was
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 1   born and raised in Sidney, asked me to share a few
  

 2   words.
  

 3            I understand that saving the pallid
  

 4   sturgeon is vital.  I am an avid fisher, hunter
  

 5   and outdoorsman, with an understanding of
  

 6   ecosystems and nature.  Conservation is how I am
  

 7   able to fill my freezer and eat.  I also
  

 8   understand that my family and friends' lives may
  

 9   be impacted by an impulsive decision.
  

10            Salmon on either coast of this great
  

11   country have been decimated in years past by a
  

12   variety of factors; one being dams.  In the
  

13   Pacific Northwest their reclamation efforts are
  

14   actually paying off.  Yes, dams were a big factor
  

15   in the decline of salmon; and, yes, the removal of
  

16   many dams, especially along the Columbia have
  

17   helped boost their numbers, but those dams were
  

18   turbine power generating dams, which killed the
  

19   fingerings by the thousands.  This dam does not
  

20   have the destructive nature as those ones.  This
  

21   is a 100 percent natural irrigation system.
  

22            Upon looking at the combined efforts of
  

23   those involved to save the salmon, both government
  

24   and non-government, it has been widely documented
  

25   that ladders or weirs have played a huge role in
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 1   the success of the salmon.  The Pacific Northwest
  

 2   and all the ecosystems that were affected continue
  

 3   to show promise as salmon populations are moving
  

 4   up and to the right.  Those involved are seeing
  

 5   that it is both complicated and quite simple. The
  

 6   simplicity came when they created a passage for
  

 7   the salmon.  This project also has a passage
  

 8   system in place.
  

 9            The complexity came because as societies
  

10   try to solve problems, they create bigger and
  

11   worse problems.  An example from the salmon:  Over
  

12   fishing is also a culprit, so farmed fishing
  

13   started to become an option.  Sadly, as
  

14   researchers studied their effects, they found that
  

15   feeding farmed fish wild sardines, mackerel, and
  

16   herring actually competed with and caused wild
  

17   fish to starve.  Also, it was found that it was
  

18   taking six pounds of fish to get one pound of
  

19   flesh.  Our efforts to help actually hurt.
  

20            Montana is home to more Superfund Sites
  

21   than any other state in the country, as we have
  

22   allowed big companies to come exploit our lands
  

23   then leave us with a mess.  We are land and
  

24   resources.  We know that they are not expendable.
  

25            Fish & Game have documented sturgeon
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 1   above the dam.  We have a proven ladder system
  

 2   that can be installed.  We have a zero emission,
  

 3   zero maintenance irrigation system in place.
  

 4            So I have to ask:  Why would we create
  

 5   waste by putting in a fuel-eating pump system that
  

 6   could cause problems that could resemble those of
  

 7   the City of Laurel when flows are less then
  

 8   normal?  Why would we put ourselves at risk of a
  

 9   disaster that could happen to the Yellowstone
  

10   River like that which happened as one of our
  

11   refineries had a pipe leak thousands of gallons of
  

12   fuel into the river?  Why would we create expense
  

13   when we Montanans are known for being
  

14   conservative?  Look into the audience, these are
  

15   primarily farmers from Glendive to Fairview.  They
  

16   are innovators and creators.  In my opinion, they
  

17   could build the bypass better and at half the cost
  

18   of the government.  That statement isn't meant to
  

19   be disrespectful.  These people know that
  

20   preserving waterways, game, fish and land directly
  

21   dictate their lives.  They know how to rub two
  

22   sugar beets together and make a dollar.
  

23            My brother from another mother, Kevin
  

24   Murphy, who lives in Colstrip, may be out of a job
  

25   in the near future as the EPA restricts CO2 output
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 1   by coal-fired power, yet the solution here is to
  

 2   put in a CO2-creating pump.  This doesn't make
  

 3   sense, just like New Orleans doesn't make sense,
  

 4   yet we taxpayers pay to keep that town above
  

 5   water, even though it was built on the coast 20
  

 6   feet below sea level.  Why are we creating a
  

 7   problem where there is no problem?
  

 8            One last thing.  As you weigh this,
  

 9   please remove bias, the inability to see the other
  

10   person's point of view and release wisdom.
  

11            MS. ECKERT-UPTMORE:  That's time.  You're
  

12   welcome to come back.
  

13            MR. PASCHKE:  My name is Ted Paschke.
  

14   That's P-A-S-C-H-K-E.  I did not know about this
  

15   until two nights ago.  I have lived in five
  

16   countries, traveled to 13, and I have had two
  

17   international marriages.  I've seen a few things.
  

18            When I was called about this two nights
  

19   ago, I was angry immediately.  And then I was
  

20   saddened.  And I'm still angry.  And I have not
  

21   figured out why we are here tonight.  I have
  

22   listened.
  

23            First of all, this young man right in the
  

24   back briefly said, If you want to save the fish,
  

25   one of the options is transplant them, seed them
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 1   above the Intake facility.  That's been done all
  

 2   over the United States with success.  Why not do
  

 3   that?  If you really want to save the fish, that
  

 4   will do it.
  

 5            The other thing is my first marriage,
  

 6   wife deceased, was thrilled when she saw the
  

 7   salmon run in Washington state.  Fish can do it.
  

 8   Salmon jump.
  

 9            But I want to talk to the people from
  

10   Glendive, Fairview, Sidney, Montana.  You know,
  

11   you hold your anecdotes.  I grew up in the Lower
  

12   Yellowstone Valley, beautiful life.  But these
  

13   people, and I believe, they don't care.  I don't
  

14   know how you're going to fight them, but they're
  

15   not going to go away.
  

16            It's not geology.  It's a world view.
  

17   And their view is not important.  We have the
  

18   win/win solution here.  I knew nothing until two
  

19   days ago.  And when you hold up the one, shout at
  

20   me so I hear you.  I don't know what we're here
  

21   for.  You have government studies that say this
  

22   will work.  What are we here for?  Do it.
  

23            And if you don't want to do it,
  

24   transplant all the fish upstream.  Why are we
  

25   here?  And this is the danger, friends, part of
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 1   these people that are going to destroy you won't
  

 2   care.  They will destroy the country.  They don't
  

 3   care.  Personal vested interest.  They are not
  

 4   going away.  So I just say, Shame on you.  Shame
  

 5   on you.  Cease and desist the destruction.
  

 6            MR. STEINBEISSER:  My name is Jim
  

 7   Steinbeisser, S-T-E-I-N-B-E-I-S-S-E-R.
  

 8            First of all, I would like to thank the
  

 9   Bureau for all the work they have done to prepare
  

10   for this.  I do stand in support of the bypass
  

11   channel.  I think it's by far the most viable
  

12   option.  There's been a lot of points said to
  

13   tonight, and I don't want to repeat all those.
  

14   But, one, I would suspect that a sustainability
  

15   analysis was done comparing the fish bypass
  

16   channel, or alternative, to one of the pumping
  

17   plants.  The pumping plant would no way even
  

18   compare, so its sustainability needs to be a part
  

19   of this and should be considered.
  

20            Just a one other thing I would like to
  

21   mention.  The other day I had a French
  

22   photographer follow me around for a day.  For
  

23   those of you who might be wondering why would a
  

24   photographer follow me around.  I was wondering
  

25   that, too.  But anyway, I told him that I had a
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 1   meeting in Sidney that night and it was about the
  

 2   pallid sturgeon and what we were going to do about
  

 3   the sturgeon's viability and talk about the fish
  

 4   bypass.  And he looked at me kind of silly and he
  

 5   said, Well, in France, we have them all over the
  

 6   place.  Fish bypasses, they work excellent.  If
  

 7   the pallid sturgeon has been around for 70-plus
  

 8   million years, I think it's going to figure out
  

 9   the fish bypass.  Thank you.
  

10            MR. REKDAL:  Hi, my name is Seth Rekdal,
  

11   R-E-K-D-A-L, and this is Dalton Lemburg,
  

12   L-E-M-B-U-R-G.  We are representing the FFA.  So
  

13   we're representing FFA, more specifically the
  

14   Shepherd FFA.
  

15            I was never raised around agriculture.  I
  

16   was basically a city kid growing up.  And in
  

17   seventh grade, I joined the FFA organization,
  

18   which stands for Future Farmers of America.  I
  

19   joined the FFA and I didn't know much about
  

20   agriculture or about the agricultural industry.
  

21   And I began in my seventh grade year and through
  

22   my senior year, so six total years in the
  

23   organization.  I have learned quite a bit about
  

24   the industry and agriculture, as well.
  

25            I'm know it is on the decline,
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 1   agriculture, as with every industry in the nation
  

 2   in the world.  And I can remember like in my 8th
  

 3   grade history class our teacher told us that to
  

 4   build a civilization, you're building a community,
  

 5   the first thing you need is people and the second
  

 6   thing you need is agriculture.  So a decision like
  

 7   this should be based on something like
  

 8   agriculture, something that's the basis of the
  

 9   community and the people.
  

10            MR. LEMBURG:  Again, I'm Dalton Lemburg.
  

11   I'm with the Shepherd FFA.  One thing that I
  

12   personally have learned in my few years in the
  

13   FFA, I don't know if all of you may know this, but
  

14   less than 2 percent, 2 percent of the whole
  

15   United States population, the freest country in
  

16   the world are directly involved in production of
  

17   agriculture.  And first off, I would like all of
  

18   you to give yourself a hand, applause, for being a
  

19   part of that.
  

20            Secondly, it gives me a bad feeling in my
  

21   stomach when somebody, a part of the 98 percent,
  

22   comes after the less than 2 that put food three
  

23   times a day on the table and still can create a
  

24   surplus for the freest country in the world.
  

25            Now, what I would also like to say is
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 1   that I believe in the future of agriculture.  You
  

 2   are agriculture.  I believe in your future.  And I
  

 3   believe that you should stand by and keep doing
  

 4   what you're doing, Sidney, and your surrounding
  

 5   area.  You're doing a heck of a job.
  

 6            MS. STAFFANSON:  So many hard acts to
  

 7   follow.  My name is Gail Staffanson,
  

 8   S-T-A-F-F-A-N-S-O-N.  And I'm just here to read a
  

 9   letter from Rita Steinbeisser,
  

10   S-T-E-I-N-B-E-I-S-S-E-R.
  

11            To whom it may concern:  I am writing in
  

12   support of the bypass channel for the Intake dam
  

13   to help out not only the pallid sturgeon, but
  

14   every other aquatic species in the river.  The
  

15   bypass channel is the best chance to help the
  

16   endangered species while still keeping the
  

17   irrigation project, Sidney Sugars, and agriculture
  

18   and the research stations viable.
  

19            As a wife and mother of farmers living
  

20   and working in Richland County, I am frustrated
  

21   that the viable solution is not being utilized.
  

22   We continue to waste money in the court, when a
  

23   solution to the problem has been identified.  It
  

24   benefits the pallid sturgeon, it sustains the
  

25   local economy of the Mon-Dak Region with the
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 1   installation of a bypass channel.
  

 2            To my understanding there's now a
  

 3   recommendation to install pumps.  This appears to
  

 4   be cost prohibitive from an economic standpoint,
  

 5   as well as disruptive to the environment.  The
  

 6   pump solution runs the risk of disrupting other
  

 7   wildlife, possibly creating a Sidney water
  

 8   problem, and affecting the livelihood of the
  

 9   people living and working in Mon-Dak Region.
  

10            If you are not concerned about the 58,000
  

11   acres of irrigated farming land, I urge you to
  

12   think about all the businesses in our community
  

13   that rely on agriculture to sustain the economy
  

14   through the oil booms and busts.  Agriculture has
  

15   thrived for more than a hundred years thanks to
  

16   the innovative irrigation project that was built
  

17   with the land and environment in mind.
  

18            I feel the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation
  

19   Project has done their due diligence to find a
  

20   solution that is mindful of fish habitat.
  

21            Now I encourage you to do the same and
  

22   consider the economic welfare of agriculture in
  

23   the Mon-Dak Region, as well as the ample water
  

24   supply for residents living in this area.  Best
  

25   regards, Rita Steinbeisser.  Thanks.
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 1            I support the bypass.
  

 2            MR. BROWER:  My name is James Brower.  I
  

 3   spoke earlier and didn't say my name.  That's
  

 4   B-R-O-W-E-R.
  

 5            First of all, thank you to those that
  

 6   have traveled all these miles to get here.  I want
  

 7   to go back to what I was trying to say about the
  

 8   pump solution, no matter how you power it.  I have
  

 9   been in design irrigation and working with
  

10   irrigation systems in three different states, on
  

11   three different major rivers, national treasures.
  

12   And it's funny, the cycle that we go through.
  

13   They want to remove dams.  And I believe the
  

14   people who take pride in removing dams are afraid
  

15   that the bypass channel will work, because if the
  

16   bypass channel works, it will solve problems
  

17   without removing dams all over the country.  It
  

18   will benefit the fish all over the country without
  

19   having to make a choice between people or the
  

20   fish.  I know these people here don't want to hurt
  

21   the farms, but they don't have experience on the
  

22   farms with pumps.  They don't realize that with
  

23   pumps you have to rebuild them every three to five
  

24   years for hundreds of thousands of dollars.  With
  

25   the motors, you have to rebuild them every seven
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 1   to ten years worth more than the pumps, hundreds
  

 2   of thousands of dollars.  So if these people don't
  

 3   like the preferred alternative that's been
  

 4   analyzed three times and they don't want that paid
  

 5   for, these people themselves need to personally
  

 6   pay for the O&M cost that would otherwise be
  

 7   hoisted upon the local farmers, which is a 2
  

 8   percent minority.  And I believe in the
  

 9   United States it's against the law to pick on a
  

10   minority.  Let's not make the American farmer the
  

11   next listed endangered species that you need to
  

12   protect.
  

13            Let's not delay any longer the
  

14   construction of a viable solution that will help
  

15   all fish in the river.  And if it doesn't help
  

16   them, the Corps and the Bureau, and the federal
  

17   government and the project are legally obligated
  

18   to create a fish passage, so fish passage
  

19   solutions will continue to be implemented until it
  

20   works.  But after 15 years of study, we are
  

21   confident the fish passage will work.  But if you
  

22   want the dam removed, pay the O&M costs yourself.
  

23   Otherwise, you don't really care.  Thank you.
  

24            MS. SEDER:  My name Pat Seder.  I am here
  

25   as a tax-paying construction worker who supports
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 1   ag in our Yellowstone County and in our state.
  

 2            I am came here tonight to kind of figure
  

 3   out what was going on, and I appreciate all the
  

 4   folks that came from Sidney.  And I want to say
  

 5   I'm glad they're having a meeting here tonight
  

 6   because it gives me an opportunity to speak in
  

 7   their support.  Also, I want to support myself
  

 8   here.  I live in Huntley.  I have a small
  

 9   irrigated place and I have a lot of neighbors who
  

10   have irrigated places.  And I'm afraid that if you
  

11   give these folks an inch, they're going to think
  

12   it over, and they're going to start, like they
  

13   can, and they're going to move all the way
  

14   upstream every chance they get.  And I think
  

15   that -- I don't know, the direction of our country
  

16   is scary to me already and it's kind of gone
  

17   viral, and I think at some point we need to shut
  

18   down some of these people and bring some common
  

19   sense back into the way you make decisions.
  

20            And on a side note, I've been an
  

21   electrician.  I've been an electrician for 35
  

22   years, and there's some other issues involving
  

23   motors and pumps and water.  They have already
  

24   proven that water and badly powered equipment in
  

25   boats kill people in the water.  What do you think
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 1   is going to happen if there's faults and leakage?
  

 2   There's more than a sturgeon that's going to get
  

 3   killed.  The electrical current is a very
  

 4   dangerous thing to be messing around with in
  

 5   water.  I think that's a very poor alternative.
  

 6            So aside from that, I just want to say I
  

 7   support the bypass.  I think it's a viable
  

 8   alternative for everybody and I think that the
  

 9   common sense needs to come back into our country.
  

10            And I also want to commend these kids
  

11   from Shepherd.  I've been working in the real
  

12   world and I think our ag community brings out the
  

13   best in our young people, and with the work ethic
  

14   that our country needs desperately.  And these
  

15   kids come out here and were very vocal and very
  

16   responsible about the way that they presented
  

17   themselves and we need more of these kids.  And
  

18   thank you, farmers, for producing them.  They are
  

19   our future and they are the best of all of us.
  

20            MR. BROOKS:  My name is David Brooks.
  

21   I'm with the Montana Trout Unlimited.  And I just
  

22   wanted to clarify that I'm also from Montana, I
  

23   drove here.  I didn't fly here tonight.  I'm not a
  

24   university professor.  And I don't have some --
  

25   and you can talk to my boss about this -- what a
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 1   environmentalist is supposed to have, but
  

 2   seriously, I appreciate everybody coming tonight
  

 3   and offering comment.  And I, of course, care
  

 4   about the pallid sturgeon and want to see the fish
  

 5   passage work and these fish be recovered here.
  

 6   And so, yes, it scares me that there's a huge risk
  

 7   that the bypass channel will not work and that's
  

 8   even stated in the EIS that there's zero examples
  

 9   of bypass channels working on this plan.  So that
  

10   scares me.
  

11            But the thing that scares me equally is
  

12   the cost here.  57 million dollars is a lot of
  

13   money.  Yeah, the EIS states that after one year
  

14   of implementation of any of these alternatives,
  

15   the Corps of Engineers will be gone and the Bureau
  

16   of Reclamation, that's not bringing any money to
  

17   the table for this project, will likely not have
  

18   money to support an alternative or improvements
  

19   and will scrap the whole thing.
  

20            If we take a minute and consider that
  

21   this alternative, the bypass channel, might not
  

22   work, who is going to be on the hook if it
  

23   doesn't.  It's likely to be us as taxpayers, the
  

24   State of Montana, and possibly the irrigation
  

25   district for recovering these pallid sturgeon.
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 1   And so, yes, the money issue is important.  We
  

 2   need to look really hard at spending 57 million
  

 3   dollars in a solution that can be bust and we will
  

 4   not have any agencies around to help find Plan B
  

 5   when we're back to the drawing board to consider
  

 6   one of these other options.
  

 7            Meanwhile, I have read the entire EIS.
  

 8   It's long and tedious.  And even I can see in this
  

 9   EIS that the numbers, the financials, on many of
  

10   these alternatives are grossly inflated.  Let me
  

11   give you one example that I think someone here in
  

12   the crowd can probably speak to.  For the open
  

13   river alternatives, one of the expenses being
  

14   charged is for a ditch rider.  We have a ditch
  

15   rider.  And I think he introduced himself as
  

16   Mr. Koffkey.  They have budgeted per year for a
  

17   ditch rider on an open river alternative half a
  

18   million dollars.  So maybe that's every year as a
  

19   ditch rider, but I would offer that that's
  

20   probably an inflated cost, and there are many
  

21   others like this that I see in the EIS for the
  

22   other alternatives.  So I would say we need to
  

23   sharpen our pencils, we need to go back and look
  

24   at this with a real concern over the money being
  

25   spent here, and I believe us as taxpayers and the
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 1   irrigators run a huge risk if the bypass channel
  

 2   does not work.
  

 3            MS. MESSER:  Good evening.  And I have
  

 4   spoke in the two previous meetings on the economy
  

 5   and the economics and how devastating the loss of
  

 6   the weir would be to our entire economy.
  

 7            I have looked at the EIS and there is a
  

 8   portion of it that talks about a monitoring where
  

 9   we could actually take a look at alternatives if
  

10   the bypass doesn't work.  For the
  

11   conservationists, the obstructionists, whatever,
  

12   if that is what your uncertainty is about, if it
  

13   isn't going to work and they're willing to help us
  

14   figure it out, why don't you bring the money to
  

15   the table and help us really find a solution to
  

16   work together to truly care about the fish and the
  

17   lives of these people and all of the economies
  

18   that support our state and our nation.  And why
  

19   don't we actually get this thing started.  I fully
  

20   support the bypass channel.
  

21            MR. KOFFKEY:  Tim Koffkey, K-O-F-F-K-E-Y,
  

22   Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project, proud to be
  

23   a ditch rider.  I love my job.  I love the
  

24   opportunity that I have to serve the farmers and
  

25   to be a part of that 2 percent that take care of
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 1   our great nation and those around the world.
  

 2            I have some issues.  Sorry.  Last night
  

 3   they say you want to work toward a win/win
  

 4   possibility.  Really?  When you want the most
  

 5   expensive option out there?  You say, Why waste 57
  

 6   million dollars?  I say to you, What is 57 million
  

 7   in comparison to 132 million or a half billion
  

 8   dollars?
  

 9            You say, It won't work.  Why can't you be
  

10   an optimist and say, It just might for a fraction
  

11   of the cost.  Not only that, the pumping stations
  

12   are a minimum of five, possibly seven.  As stated
  

13   in the EIS, one of the things that affects the
  

14   pallid sturgeon is the bank stabilization of the
  

15   river.  You will have to stabilize five to seven
  

16   banks wherever you put these pumps at because the
  

17   river doesn't know.  She's beautiful and she flows
  

18   where she wants and she takes the land that she
  

19   wants.  So in order to protect those pumping
  

20   stations, you're going to have to stabilize the
  

21   area around it, which will further challenge the
  

22   pallid sturgeon, according to the EIS study.
  

23            What about some other EIS studies besides
  

24   the environment impact study?  What about the
  

25   economic impact, not just for Richland County or
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 1   Dawson County.  Maybe the people that live in
  

 2   Richland and Dawson come here to Yellowstone
  

 3   County to do their shopping.  I've been here
  

 4   multiple times and many times I see license plate
  

 5   numbers with the No. 27 and 16.  So we're not just
  

 6   talking about the economic impact of Richland and
  

 7   Dawson County.  It's state-wide.
  

 8            What about the agricultural impact?  The
  

 9   solution that you suggest, these pumping stations,
  

10   the farmers could never afford the O&M.  Never.
  

11   They have said that they will go under.  If we
  

12   have to go to the pumping stations because they
  

13   can't afford it, third and fourth generation
  

14   farmers will be gone.  Thank you.
  

15            MR. STEINBEISSER:  I'm Don Steinbeisser,
  

16   S-T-E-I-N-B-E-I-S-S-E-R.  I'm an irrigator in
  

17   Sidney.  And I want to thank the Bureau of
  

18   Reclamation for all the work you've done on this.
  

19   The bypass channel is the best option and I just
  

20   want to say, as a former Legislator, I spent 12
  

21   years in the Legislature, I dealt with Trout
  

22   Unlimited numerous times and they tend to be
  

23   obstructionists.  And the environmental groups
  

24   here today, that's their purpose.
  

25            When President Nixon signed the
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 1   Endangered Species Act in 1973, he said, We're
  

 2   going to work together to save the species.  These
  

 3   guys are not working together.  They're trying but
  

 4   they're not.  And I know how they are because I've
  

 5   dealt with them in the Legislature.  They're
  

 6   obstructionists.  So I want to thank you very
  

 7   much.
  

 8            MS. MCFARLAND:  Good evening.  My name is
  

 9   Lisa McFarland, M-C-F-A-R-L-A-N-D.  My husband is
  

10   a fifth generation farmer.  I'm a fourth
  

11   generation farmer here in Yellowstone County.  And
  

12   I'm also the President of Yellowstone County Farm
  

13   Bureau.  And I just want to say that I believe the
  

14   people in Yellowstone County are in support of
  

15   these good people from Sidney and the bypass,
  

16   because eventually it's going to work its way up
  

17   the river and affect us here.  And the biggest
  

18   issue and the reason why we need you to support
  

19   these people is because a service is to all.
  

20   Billings is being eaten up by people who want a
  

21   half-million-dollar home on a little spot.
  

22   Eventually, we're no longer going to be able to
  

23   farm here.  Our families are going to be pushed
  

24   out, and we're going to have to rely on the
  

25   farmers and ranchers in the small communities.
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 1            So I ask you to support the bypass, and I
  

 2   appreciate all of my neighbors and friends from
  

 3   Sidney.
  

 4            And Trout Unlimited has 4200 members in
  

 5   the state of Montana.  One organization that I'm
  

 6   involved in, the Montana Farm Bureau Federation
  

 7   has over 20,000 members.  So that just puts in
  

 8   perspective where the people in our state are
  

 9   supported.  Thank you.
  

10            MR. ASBECK:  I'm Hugo Asbeck.  I'm 79
  

11   years old.  Nobody told me I had to be 16 or older
  

12   to go to work.  I can tell you one thing, water
  

13   flows downhill a hell of a lot better than it does
  

14   uphill with a pump.
  

15            There's been all my friends, farmers and
  

16   ranchers and business people, there's been a lot
  

17   of sweat and blood went into this farming
  

18   operation and irrigation project, way more than
  

19   any environmentalists have ever thought of putting
  

20   out.  Thank you.
  

21            MR. BLOESSER:  My name is Trey Bloesser.
  

22   I'm just graduated from Savage and I'm going to go
  

23   to college in Bozeman this year and get a degree
  

24   in animal science, livestock production.  I guess
  

25   I would just like to say that farmers and ranchers
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 1   are true conservationists.  My cat just brought a
  

 2   baby bunny yesterday and we tried nursing that
  

 3   back to health.  It died, but it just shows that
  

 4   we truly care more than any of those people
  

 5   sitting over there.
  

 6            My sister, she has five kids, and she
  

 7   brought home four baby pheasants, and she put them
  

 8   in her house when their mom died.  That stuff
  

 9   happens all the time.  I'm sure everyone in this
  

10   room has stories like that.  And those
  

11   conservationists have no idea, they do not know
  

12   what they're talking about.
  

13            I would also like to say I am a young up
  

14   and coming rancher and farmer.  Between the
  

15   government regulations, climate change,
  

16   environmentalists, and population growth, it's
  

17   going to be hard to feed the world in a few years.
  

18   And by 2050, in 34 years, the world is going to
  

19   grow by 2 billion people to 9 billion.  And I
  

20   guess I don't know how we'll feed all those
  

21   people, except to not feed the environmentalists.
  

22            But in all reality, I guess we will feed
  

23   them.  But I know for a fact that their taking
  

24   away 58,000 acres of irrigated farmland is not
  

25   going to help the world feed itself.  Thank you.
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 1            MR. KOFFKEY:  Tim Koffkey, third verse,
  

 2   same as the first.  As I said, the third
  

 3   environmental impact statement, when you take away
  

 4   the livelihood of somebody that that's all they
  

 5   have known all their lives for three or four
  

 6   generations -- that's what's going to happen.  And
  

 7   don't sit there smugly.  Sorry.
  

 8            When you have the heart and soul of an
  

 9   individual, a human being created in the image of
  

10   God.  Someone who's been given dominion over the
  

11   earth and the animals, and they are greatest
  

12   environmentalists around.  But you will destroy
  

13   that person when you take away that, because that
  

14   is what's going to happen if the environmentalists
  

15   look at standing up in that courtroom and declare
  

16   a moratorium.  Your intent is not to save the
  

17   fish -- I said this last night -- you have an
  

18   agenda that has far greater impacts.  It begins
  

19   with the dehumanization of people.
  

20            The President of PETA once said, A rat is
  

21   a pig is a dog is a boy.  Essentially saying,
  

22   You're all the same.  Humans are not going to be
  

23   (indiscernible) exists around the earth.  Once you
  

24   dehumanize it, it becomes easier to kill.
  

25            Since party activists tend to go to the
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 1   quotes, there is one that goes so far as to say
  

 2   that he has more sympathy for threatened insect
  

 3   species than for children dying of hunger in
  

 4   Africa.
  

 5            David Brown, the former head of the
  

 6   Sierra Club said, While the death of young men in
  

 7   war is unfortunate, it is no more serious than the
  

 8   touching of mountains in wilderness area by
  

 9   humankind.
  

10            I find those statements to be revolting
  

11   and disgusting and despicable.  They are inhumane.
  

12   And that's what happens when you have an agenda
  

13   and a mind-set that begins with, We're nothing
  

14   special, we're no better than an animal.
  

15            You would rather destroy our communities
  

16   than to see us live peacefully and respectfully
  

17   taking care of the environment that exists in
  

18   Montana.  To you, the environmentalists, Enough is
  

19   never enough.  We give you an inch and you take a
  

20   mile.  We give you a mile and you take a thousand.
  

21            In 1980's there was a move to plastic
  

22   bags to save a tree.  Trees that were planted for
  

23   that sole purpose.  (Indiscernible.)  That's what
  

24   my dad did.  Save the tree.  Buy plastic.  So we
  

25   were asked paper or plastic when we went to the
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 1   grocery stores.  But no paper.  Now paper -- or
  

 2   the plastic, I'm sorry, is ruining the
  

 3   environment.  Hello.  We all knew that back in the
  

 4   1980's.  The paper was a renewable resource, but
  

 5   we gave in to it.  And now it's not good enough.
  

 6            MS. TRUSHEL:  Hello.  My name is Brittany
  

 7   Trushel.  B-R-I-T-T-A-N-Y, T-R-U-S-H-E-L.  So I'll
  

 8   start out, I represent myself.  What bothers me is
  

 9   that we have scientific data that show the pallid
  

10   sturgeon do not really use the Yellowstone River.
  

11   David, in our meetings, you know this.  And so
  

12   this whole smoke and mirrors thing focusing on the
  

13   Yellowstone River and trying to make these farmers
  

14   that put food on our table responsible for the
  

15   demise of a species, what remains in some dams on
  

16   the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers?  I mean
  

17   that's the reason the pallid sturgeon is in
  

18   danger -- or isn't extinct after the hundred years
  

19   because they don't use the river.  That's why the
  

20   biologists don't think they'll use this passage.
  

21   Because they're not in the Yellowstone River.
  

22   They're in the Missouri River.  They're a large
  

23   river fish.
  

24            And so all of this here and all of this
  

25   traveling here is moot.  This is all a smoke and
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 1   mirrors show trying to put something on a people
  

 2   that are hardworking.  I worked in Sidney for
  

 3   years, and I worked on pallid sturgeon for years.
  

 4   And it's really sad that we do not have the basic
  

 5   biology information to make a choice, all of us
  

 6   make this choice, because that's what we're doing.
  

 7   We're putting this on the backs of people, putting
  

 8   this, all the management and operational costs,
  

 9   when these animals are probably not going to use
  

10   this fish passage.  And they never used it last
  

11   year, a high water year, they lived up in this top
  

12   where they spawned.  Still not enough water
  

13   (indiscernible) and they died.
  

14            And so I would just like to say that
  

15   because there's basic science that's not here, and
  

16   I think it's really truly sad that we all
  

17   (indiscernible) making the decision and, that is,
  

18   some small dam's fault, where people have lived
  

19   there for generations and farmed when it's not.
  

20   It's about people, Mississippi River states and
  

21   the barge traffic down there, and that we want to
  

22   hold water back.  So thank you.
  

23            MR. QUINNELL:  Wayne Quinnell,
  

24   Q-U-I-N-N-E-L-L.  I'm an electrician from Fallon,
  

25   Montana, and we're all gathered here today to try
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 1   and save an endangered species from possible
  

 2   extinction.  On one side of the line is the
  

 3   environmentalists.  They're the endangered
  

 4   species, they're backing the pallid sturgeon.  On
  

 5   the other side of the line is us, the locals.  We
  

 6   also want to save the pallid sturgeon; but,
  

 7   however, we are here to save the endangered
  

 8   species of the small American farmer.  The farmer
  

 9   has plenty of obstacles standing in his or her way
  

10   in this day and age.  Fuel costs, labor costs, the
  

11   war on GMO crops, low commodity prices, and now
  

12   the uncertainty of the future of affordable,
  

13   viable water for irrigation.
  

14            Without the LYIP, many of these 350 farm
  

15   families will have to sell out and move on because
  

16   they won't be able to afford to keep the farms,
  

17   farms that have been in their families for
  

18   generations.  Sell the lands that have been worked
  

19   for three, four, even five generations.  Grandkids
  

20   next to their grandparents.  Calloused hands, sore
  

21   backs, scarred knuckles.  All earned from years of
  

22   hard work carving out a living and all of that
  

23   heritage could be gone with the blink of an eye.
  

24            So I talked to a few of my friends who
  

25   are farmers from Intake all the way down to
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 1   Fairview and got some input about what their
  

 2   yields are on average.  So this is just a little
  

 3   look at what these 58,000 acres could produce for
  

 4   the world.  So if all 58,000 acres were planted in
  

 5   wheat, that wheat could produce enough flour to
  

 6   make 418 and a half million loaves of bread.
  

 7            If all of that was planted in corn, it
  

 8   would produce enough corn to make 3.72 billion
  

 9   corn tortillas.
  

10            If all of that land was planted in
  

11   barley, you could take that barley, malt it, and
  

12   make 350 million gallons of beer.
  

13            If you took all this land and planted it
  

14   in sugar beets, it could produce 350,000 tons of
  

15   sugar.  That is 700 million pounds of sugar.
  

16            So this is just a few of the reasons why
  

17   I believe we should all support the fish bypass.
  

18   And I'll have a more to say about the electrical
  

19   side in a little bit.
  

20            MR. GRIFFIN:  Good evening and thank you
  

21   for the opportunity to speak.  My name is Brad
  

22   Griffin, and I live here in Billings.  I'm a
  

23   lobbyist for the Montana Equipment Dealers
  

24   Association.  I represent over 50 businesses
  

25   across the state of Montana that provide farm
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 1   equipment services to Montana's ranchers and
  

 2   farmers.  I stand here in support of the diversion
  

 3   of the channel.  And I have been a lobbyist for 23
  

 4   years up in Helena, and back and forth where the
  

 5   political discourse became so poisoned by
  

 6   obstructionists.  We used to look for
  

 7   middle-of-the-road solutions, like the one you
  

 8   have before you.  And I urge you to not give the
  

 9   opponents a precedence.  That's an important word
  

10   to remember because if they get -- if they win
  

11   this precedence, they'll take it up and down every
  

12   river wherever they want to go to take out dams
  

13   and diversions.  I think it's important that we
  

14   honor the 15 years of study that has gone into
  

15   this, and I would urge you to adopt and support
  

16   the middle-of-the-road solution that you have
  

17   before you.  Thank you very much.
  

18            MR. PASCHKE:  Ted Paschke.  Montana would
  

19   say, Keep the power dry.  I'm a little emotional.
  

20   Again, I want to ask a question:  What are we here
  

21   for tonight?  I'm asking you.  I have heard
  

22   tonight years of study, millions of dollars spent
  

23   already on those studies.  It is time for you to
  

24   act.  It is time for you to do it.  You need this
  

25   bypass channel.  That is the record of many bodies
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 1   that have reviewed this already.  It is time for
  

 2   you -- these people have been giving their
  

 3   lifetime stories here.  Let's forget all of the
  

 4   stories.  You have the study that defined and the
  

 5   recommended solution is the bypass channel.  Do
  

 6   it.  Just do it.
  

 7            And I believe I owe an apology to someone
  

 8   in this general area.  I'm not sure who this
  

 9   gentleman is even with.  He hasn't spoken.  I
  

10   talked about shame.  Well, maybe I should have
  

11   been looking to the three gentlemen that spoke
  

12   previously.  So I apologize.  If you're on their
  

13   team, then I say, Shame to you.
  

14            But I just reiterate that it is time for
  

15   you to move.  No more meetings, no more studies,
  

16   no more la pelea -- that's Spanish --
  

17   confrontation.  Just do it.  Okay.
  

18            MR. KOFFKEY:  I promise this will be my
  

19   last time.  Tim Koffkey, K-O-F-F-K-E-Y.  This will
  

20   be my last statement.
  

21            People traveling to San Diego visiting
  

22   the Swallows or to San Juan Capistrano.  I want to
  

23   invite you all to look down to the Willow Bridge
  

24   (phonetic) at about 6:00 in the morning to see the
  

25   swallows under the bridge.  Hundreds of swallows
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 1   that feed off what is around there.  And they're
  

 2   there because it is their habitat.
  

 3            What about the geese and the ducks that
  

 4   raise their young in the canal?  Every day I drive
  

 5   that canal twice a day, over 20 miles up and down
  

 6   and I see these geese and these ducks raise their
  

 7   young on the canal.  That's their habitat, their
  

 8   land and we need to protect that, not only the
  

 9   numerous wildlife that live and thrive because of
  

10   the canal and its drainage.
  

11            Our farmers and irrigators and employees
  

12   put in long hours so people can enjoy the
  

13   convenience of buying food in the grocery store.
  

14   They do it not for personal recognition or to make
  

15   tons of money.  They do it for the love of the
  

16   outdoors and the love of the land, the love of the
  

17   animals, the love of the environment.  They do it
  

18   for the love of what they are doing for the
  

19   opportunity to serve their community.  This is why
  

20   I support our farmers, our community, our schools.
  

21   And I support the bypass channel and I support
  

22   this limited species, the hardworking farmer,
  

23   before they, too, become extinct.
  

24            So to you, environmentalists, as I said
  

25   last night and I say it again, I want to suggest
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 1   that you come up to Richland County, put in the
  

 2   hardworking hours of the farmers, walk in their
  

 3   shoes.  Don't just live in our area, come work it,
  

 4   come work the fields.  Come with the ditch rider,
  

 5   do my job.  Come home with numb hands from
  

 6   operating a weed-eater.  Come home after 13, 15
  

 7   hours days and go back out at 11:30 at night when
  

 8   the power goes off.  Do my job, and then come and
  

 9   tell me what you want to do.  Then perhaps you
  

10   would have a greater appreciation for what it is
  

11   that we do and what you are looking to destroy and
  

12   take away.
  

13            So to our farmers and all those that
  

14   traveled here, thank you.  We love you.  We
  

15   appreciate your hard work.  I have deep and
  

16   profound appreciation for all the work you do.
  

17   God bless.
  

18            MR. BUXBAUM:  Scott Buxbaum,
  

19   B-U-X-B-A-U-M.  I'm an irrigator and farmer from
  

20   the Fairview area.  I live on the North Dakota
  

21   side.  I just have some numbers to show that I
  

22   wanted in the comments, that if we do the pumping
  

23   situation like you're proposing, these numbers are
  

24   go up and this is going to be an additional
  

25   expense on my farm.  I raise 550 acres of sugar
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 1   beets on my farm.  My taxes would go up by at
  

 2   least 42,000 per year.
  

 3            My loss in production, my sugar beets
  

 4   will grow -- in the heat of July and August, my
  

 5   sugar beets will grow anywhere from two and a half
  

 6   to three ton per week.  I figure two and a half
  

 7   ton, and my loss in production is $68,000.  Just
  

 8   on my farm alone it's going to cost me $111,000
  

 9   if we do pumps.
  

10            If they have that loss in the middle of
  

11   July when the beets need that crucial water, we
  

12   will lose that production.  And that will, in
  

13   turn, be a loss of production, a loss of income.
  

14   And then on the other hand, you have an increase
  

15   of taxes because those pumps take a lot of O&M.
  

16   It's costing more money for the upkeep and O&M.
  

17   Thank you.
  

18            MR. DEHERRERA:  My name is James
  

19   Deherrera.  D-E-H-E-R-R-E-R-A.  At this point, I
  

20   just wanted to bring -- we had one lady tonight
  

21   that said that she was a scientist and that the
  

22   pallid sturgeon aren't native to the Yellowstone
  

23   River.  If you want to, go to and Google
  

24   Comprehensive Sturgeon Research Project.
  

25            She stated that -- again, she stated that
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 1   the pallid sturgeon aren't native to the
  

 2   Yellowstone River.  If they weren't native to the
  

 3   Yellowstone River, why didn't they just do a big
  

 4   release of 700,000 eggs?  This was on Monday, June
  

 5   27th that they released 700,000 eggs in the Upper
  

 6   Missouri River, one and a half miles east of the
  

 7   Milk River, which would be west of Frazer, Montana
  

 8   and just a little bit southeast of Nashua,
  

 9   Montana.
  

10            And so they released 700,000 baby fish
  

11   June 27th, the collaborating scientists of the
  

12   Missouri River Pallid Sturgeon Drift Study
  

13   released over 700,000 one-day post hatch pallid
  

14   sturgeon to the Upper Missouri River.
  

15            And I just wanted everyone to understand
  

16   that when she come up and she said that they
  

17   weren't a native fish, that aren't in the
  

18   Yellowstone River, that that is now documented,
  

19   their release into the Upper Missouri River.  And
  

20   I am for the bypass channel.  Thank you.
  

21            MS. TRUSHEL:  Brittany Trushel.
  

22   T-R-U-S-H-E-L.
  

23            Pallid sturgeon are absolutely native to
  

24   the Yellowstone River and to Montana.  They are a
  

25   large river fish that is in the Missouri River.  5
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 1   percent of radio-tagged pallid sturgeon have moved
  

 2   up the Yellowstone River.  5 percent.  We are
  

 3   putting all of our eggs into 5 percent.
  

 4            Missouri River, absolutely.  And they're
  

 5   absolutely native to Montana.  And they absolutely
  

 6   use the Lower Yellowstone River.  In fact, one of
  

 7   their spawning habitats is seven miles up the
  

 8   Yellowstone River right below the Fairview Bridge.
  

 9   And it's actually called Crapper's Corner, because
  

10   there used to be an old house there.
  

11            Every year these pallid sturgeon go there
  

12   and spawn, and then their eggs and larvae go
  

13   straight down the links to Sakakawea usually into
  

14   the area where they hatch their eggs and they die.
  

15            So they might use -- the 5 percent, they
  

16   come up and they use the Yellowstone River, but
  

17   they are large river turbid fish that reside in
  

18   the Missouri and Michigan Rivers.
  

19            MR. QUINNELL:  Wayne Quinnell,
  

20   Q-U-I-N-N-E-L-L.  So one of the matter of the
  

21   diversion dam, the environmentalists' groups say
  

22   they want to work with us on, so long as it's
  

23   taken out and replaced with the electric pumps.
  

24   Oh, yes, the electric pumps that we are all told
  

25   will still reliably deliver the full water right.
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 1            But in reality, though, there is nothing
  

 2   more reliable and economical than gravity.  Pumps
  

 3   are kind of like a new sports car full of computer
  

 4   technology.  I'm sure they work great at first.
  

 5   Then you have programming glitches and they break
  

 6   down, and it takes three engineering degrees to
  

 7   find out what the problem is.
  

 8            Gravity irrigation is like that old 1994
  

 9   Dodge diesel pickup.  It's not fancy.  It doesn't
  

10   have all the bells and whistles, but when you turn
  

11   the key, it's going to fire right up and it's
  

12   going to go to work for a long, long time.  Simple
  

13   to fix, after all, water flows downhill.
  

14            Now, back to the electric pumps.  The
  

15   company that I work for does all the maintenance
  

16   on the electrical systems for the LYIP, so I have
  

17   a little insight on this subject.  As you heard
  

18   earlier, it would take over 20 times the pumping
  

19   capacity of the pumps that currently supply the
  

20   Savage Irrigation District from the Savage Pumping
  

21   Station.
  

22            When the pumps that are at the SID
  

23   station are no little run-of-the-mill water pumps.
  

24   Each of the three electric motors puts out more
  

25   horsepower than the average American car.  The
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 1   amount of power they consume is mind boggling.
  

 2   They operate on a 2400-volt system, that's 20
  

 3   times more power than in your home.  And when
  

 4   things go wrong, in a 2400-volt system, you don't
  

 5   just go to the electrical panel and reset the
  

 6   tripped breaker.  You can't just go to the local
  

 7   supply store and get a $26 part and fix the
  

 8   problem.
  

 9            A couple of years ago two fuses at SID
  

10   blew, and they had to be special ordered and built
  

11   at the cost of $3,000 per fuse, and it took over a
  

12   month to get them back up and running.
  

13            So what happens when the pumps fail and
  

14   the farmers lose their ability to irrigate their
  

15   land?  That was all.  Thank you.
  

16            MR. DAVIES:  Not seeing anybody else
  

17   coming forward, my name is Steve Davies.  I'm with
  

18   the Bureau of Reclamation.  We're going to be
  

19   closing here shortly.  How about that?  Okay.
  

20            I'm Steve Davies with the Bureau of
  

21   Reclamation.  On behalf of the Bureau of
  

22   Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers, I want to
  

23   thank everybody for showing up tonight.  A lot of
  

24   you drove long distances.  Thanks, everybody, for
  

25   making your comments tonight.  Your comments,
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 1   whether verbal or written, are critical for us to
  

 2   make an informed decision.  The turnout at each of
  

 3   these meetings, and this is the third and final
  

 4   meeting that we're going to conduct publicly, has
  

 5   been phenomenal.  We had about 500 people show up
  

 6   at Sidney.  We had about 175 in Glendive.  I
  

 7   haven't heard a number tonight, but we're probably
  

 8   around 200.  That's about 900 people or so.  The
  

 9   final numbers for the count of this will show up
  

10   in the final EIS about who showed up at each of
  

11   the meetings.
  

12            Thank you, David and Tiffany for making
  

13   presentations tonight.  Thank you to the staff of
  

14   the Lincoln Center for making this facility
  

15   available for us tonight.  Thank you very much for
  

16   our recorder.  It's very critical.  We took some
  

17   timeouts on a couple of occasions tonight,
  

18   probably several occasions tonight to make sure
  

19   that the words that everybody spoke here tonight
  

20   were accurately recorded.  Thank you for our law
  

21   enforcement.  We had law enforcement presence here
  

22   for most of the night.  I truly thank them for
  

23   showing up tonight.
  

24            How to comment.  So this doesn't end our
  

25   comment period.  Maybe we could put the slide back
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 1   up here.  So all the spoken and written comments
  

 2   tonight will become part of the record.  There's
  

 3   still opportunity to provide comments.  You can
  

 4   mail comments to the U. S. Army Corps of
  

 5   Engineers.  The address is there.  The due date
  

 6   for comments, if you're mailing these, they must
  

 7   be postmarked by July 28th.  The environment
  

 8   impact statement, all documents are posted on our
  

 9   Web site, our project Web site, the Bureau of
  

10   Reclamation, Montana area office Web site listed
  

11   at the bottom.  Don't hesitate to contact us for
  

12   any questions for this.
  

13            This presentation will be made available
  

14   on this Web site.  I want to also say that there
  

15   are hard copies of the environmental impact
  

16   statements at the libraries of Sidney, Glendive,
  

17   and Billings.  I believe there's one copy at each
  

18   of those.
  

19            Thanks, everybody, for coming tonight.
  

20   Great turnout.  Again, we're going to be
  

21   recording -- or responding to all of these
  

22   comments.  A lot of you came a long distance
  

23   tonight and you're probably traveling back
  

24   tonight.  Please drive safely and thanks again for
  

25   coming.
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 1            If anybody read from statements tonight,
  

 2   the reporter would appreciate those copies.  Thank
  

 3   you.
  

 4            (Whereupon, the proceedings duly ended at
  

 5   9:08 p.m.)
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 6   Court Reporter for the State of Montana, residing
  

 7   in Billings, Montana, do hereby certify:
  

 8            That I was duly authorized to and did
  

 9   report the proceedings in the above-entitled
  

10   cause;
  

11            I further certify that the foregoing 128
  

12   pages of this transcript represent a true and
  

13   accurate transcription of my stenotype notes to
  

14   the best of my ability.
  

15
  

16            DATED this, the       day of          ,
  

17   2016.
  

18
  

19
  

20                     /s/ Sharon L. Gaughan
                  Sharon L. Gaughan, RDR, CRR, CRC

21
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    4:12;11:9;25:20,
    21;128:7
29 (1)
    61:13
29th (1)
    4:13

3

3,000 (2)
    13:14;14:5
3.72 (1)
    117:8
30 (3)
    1:9;3:1;23:15
30,000 (2)
    17:8;76:21
300 (1)
    28:16
30th (1)
    30:21
32 (1)
    67:14
34 (1)
    111:18
35 (4)
    32:18;40:25;60:21;
    102:21
350 (3)
    64:6;116:14;
    117:12
350,000 (1)
    117:14
36 (1)
    45:21
38 (1)
    18:8
39 (1)
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    41:19
3rd (1)
    11:3

4

4 (1)
    18:11
4.4 (1)
    20:1
40 (3)
    13:10;19:11;35:9
418 (1)
    117:6
42,000 (1)
    122:2
4200 (2)
    64:3;110:4
450 (1)
    88:6
4500 (2)
    76:22,25
478 (2)
    19:25;36:14
4th (1)
    11:20

5

5 (6)
    17:18;55:21;
    123:25;124:2,3,15
5.9 (1)
    14:13
50 (2)
    22:15;117:24
500 (1)
    127:5
50-year (1)
    22:3
52 (1)
    67:13
54 (1)
    16:5
550 (1)
    121:25
57 (9)
    14:11;36:14;69:19;
    75:23;84:18;104:12;
    105:2;107:5,6
58,000 (5)
    8:23;99:10;111:24;
    117:3,4

6

6:00 (1)
    119:24
60 (3)
    18:7;19:10;74:2
608 (3)
    18:22;19:17;20:13
63 (1)

    40:23
66 (1)
    20:2

7

7.5 (1)
    13:22
70 (2)
    23:14;28:21
70,000 (1)
    69:6
700 (1)
    117:15
700,000 (4)
    123:4,5,10,13
70-plus (1)
    96:7
72-mile-long (1)
    8:21
750 (1)
    38:23
79 (1)
    110:10

8

800 (1)
    38:23
84 (1)
    29:10
888 (1)
    18:9
8th (1)
    97:2

9

9 (1)
    111:19
9:08 (1)
    129:5
90.4 (1)
    13:20
900 (1)
    127:8
98 (1)
    97:21

Min-U-Script® Charles Fisher Court Reporting
442 East Mendenhall, Bozeman MT  59715, (406) 587-9016
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KAYLA ECKERT UPTMOR: Good evening. The U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation welcomes

everybody this evening to the public meeting. My name is Kayla

Eckert Uptmor. I am the Chief of Civil Works for the Omaha

District.

There are a number of staff that you will see

tonight. We represent the Omaha District. Our district

headquarters is the largest geographical boundary, Montana

following the Missouri River Basin down to just south of Omaha,

Nebraska. There is a number of us who traveled out today. We

appreciate seeing such is great turnout tonight. We are really

looking forward to hearing from everybody.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of

Reclamation as joint lead agencies have made available for public

review and comment the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish

Passage Draft Environmental Impact Statement, or an EIS, as many

of you have heard it called. This is the first of three public

meetings that we are holding. The second one will be June 29,

tomorrow, in Glendive; and the third will be June 30th in

Billings, Montana.

The purpose of the meeting is to hear from you.

We will not be answering the majority of the questions directly.

Our intent is to ensure that there is enough time and opportunity

for as many folks from the public to be heard as possible.

We have a transcriber who will be recording
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everything this evening for the record. And we ask that you do

take time to sign in this evening if you haven't already, if you

didn't have the opportunity when you came in.

I'd like to take a quick moment, as I mentioned,

we have a few folks from Omaha District staff. It's a local state

Bureau of Reclamation office. Major Arlo Reece, the Omaha

District Deputy Commander; Tiffany Vanosdall, the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers Yellowstone Intake Project Manager; Eric Laux, the

Omaha District Chief of Environmental, way in the back in the

yellow shirt; Curtis Miller, the Omaha District Chief of

Hydraulics, for the Hydraulic Engineering Section; For the Bureau

of Reclamation, we have Steve Davies, the Montana Area Office

Manager; Gerry Benock, the Bureau of Reclamation Area Office

Manager of Planning; and David Trimpe, the Montana Area Office

Yellowstone Intake PM.

So again, we are here to hear from you tonight.

Hopefully, everybody was able to pick up this sheet on the meeting

guidelines and I just want to review that real quick. Again, if

you plan to speak tonight, at the table back here, we had sign-in.

If, as the evening progresses, we get through the folks that have

signed in, you folks that also want to stand and speak, there is

certainly going to be opportunity. We are here to listen until

the last person who wants to speak has spoken.

If you do plan to speak, we will be speaking in

the order of the sign-in sheet to start with. When you come to
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the microphone, there is two microphones in the front. When you

are called up--Tiffany will be calling folks up--please state your

name clearly and who you represent or if you are just general

public so the transcriber can get that.

We are going ask that you please, in this initial

round, limit your comments to three minutes. I have a hot pink

sheet here with a number one that tells you when you are down to

one minute. If you wish to speak again, there is certainly going

to be opportunity. So the three minutes again is just to go

through one round to make sure that we get everybody heard, and

then if you need additional time or have additional thoughts,

certainly there is going to be opportunity to come back up. And

again, as I mentioned, the meeting and public comments will be

recorded by our certified court reporter for the official meetings

documents.

So again, we are happy to be here. We are happy

to be here to hear your views on the project. We value your

input. We value your opinion. So with that, I will turn it over

to David and Tiffany, and we will get started.

Thank you.

DAVID TRIMPE: Thank you, Kayla.

All right, so just kind of a brief history of the

Lower Yellowstone Project. It was authorized under the

Reclamation Act of 1902 as a single-purpose project. That means

that any funding that Reclamation spends on this project, the
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Irrigation District water users have to reimburse. They also pay

for the O&M.

The project was constructed from 1905 to 1908 by

Reclamation, with the first water being delivered in 1909. As you

can see on the left, the Project does have four Irrigation

Districts: Intake, Savage, Lower Yellowstone Districts 1 and 2.

Facilities include the Intake Diversion Dam, the headworks and

fish screens, the 72-mile-long Main Canal, 225 miles of laterals,

three pumping stations, and the Project does cover about 58,000

acres. Operation is controlled by the Lower Yellowstone

Irrigation Project Board of Control and diversion rate is

1,374 cfs, which is the water right.

So the pallid sturgeon, which is the reason why we

are here, was listed in 1990 by the Fish & Wildlife Service. It

is considered endangered throughout this entire range. It is,

however, native to both Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. Primary

threats are construction of dams, bank stabilization, entrainment,

disease and predation, as well as commercial fishing.

So currently, pallid sturgeon are mostly found

below the Intake Diversion Dam down to the headwaters of Lake

Sakakawea. But historically, they were found upstream of

Cartersville and also used the Tongue and Powder Rivers. So the

reason why we are here is that we provide fish passage at Intake

Diversion Dam that would provide 165 miles of additional spawning,

rearing and drift distance. The next likely impediment could be
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Cartersville at River Mile 237.

So shortly after the pallid sturgeon was listed in

the 1990s, Reclamation decided to start studying the pallid

sturgeon and identifying any effects that the Lower Yellowstone

Project may have on the pallid sturgeon. Best available science

says that there is limited passage past the dam, mostly through

the existing side channel around Joe's Island. And we did have

entrainment into the main canals, especially when they were

stocking them upstream.

2005 was a big milestone for the Project. We did

a big Value Planning Study where 110 alternatives were identified

for fish passage and screening. In 2007, the Water Resource &

Development Act authorized the Corps of Engineers to assist

Reclamation with construction and implementation of the Project at

Intake Diversion Dam.

So we have been through several environmental

assessments. The first one was back in 2010, where the Corps and

Reclamation identified the Rock Ramp as well as the Screened

Headworks as a preferred alternative. In 2012, the new headworks

and screen insertion was completed. In 2015, the Supplemental

Environmental Assessment was released identifying the Bypass

Channel as the new preferred alternative.

And then in 2016, we are currently undertaking

this Environmental Impact Statement. So the Draft EIS was

announced in the June 3rd publication of the Notice of
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Availability. Shortly after the Draft EIS hit the street,

Reclamation and the Corps released an Addendum discussing and

disclosing four alternatives that were not discussed in that

initial Draft EIS. Because of that Addendum, the public comment

period has been extended to July 28th. The Draft EIS does look at

six alternatives, one of them being No Action.

So the purpose and need of this Project is to

improve passage for pallid sturgeon and other native species, as

well as continue the viable and effective operation of the Lower

Yellowstone Project, as well as contributing to ecosystem

restoration. Prior to the Draft EIS, we did go through a public

scoping period, which occurred from January 4th through

February 18th. We did hold one scoping meeting in Glendive on the

21st.

There on the right, you will see a summary of the

comments that the agency had received. Most of them were

considering alternatives to threatened endangered species as well

as economics. Also during scoping, we had several alternatives

that were proposed. Just a couple of them were Dam Removal with

Pumping Implementation of Wind Power, a Trust Fund, a Low-head

Hydro Project and Physically Relocating the Pallid Sturgeon

Upstream of the Dam without providing a passage avenue.

So the alternatives that we are going to talk

about tonight that are also in the Draft EIS include the No

Action, the Rock Ramp, the Bypass Channel, the Modified Side
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Channel, the Multiple Pump Stations and Multiple Pumps Stations

with Conservation Measures.

So the No Action, which is also considered the

baseline which you measure benefits and impacts of the action

alternatives to would include the continued operation and

maintenance of the districts as currently occurs. This does

include the annual placement of rocks on the dam to check water.

And because no passage would be provided at the Project,

Reclamation and the Corps would likely have to consult with the

Fish & Wildlife Service.

Annual O&Ms for No Action is about $2.6 million

and the per acre cost is $46.53. This is higher than current

assessments because this does account for rehab of the rocking

structure, as well as the monitoring requirements out of an

endangered species consultation.

So the Rock Ramp, just like was analyzed in the

2010 and 2015 EAs, does have a new concrete weir just upstream of

the existing diversion dam. Many people have said that this

concrete dam would be higher, but it is actually the same

elevation as the current rock that is placed on the existing dam.

This does include the 1500-foot shallow-sloped boulder and cobble

rock ramp, and this does provide the Irrigation District with

their full water right down to flows of 3,000 cfs in the

Yellowstone River.

The Rock Ramp does cross across the boat ramp so
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the boat ramp would have to be relocated downstream. Construction

is estimated at about 90.4 million, annual O&M about 2.8 and then

a per-acre cost of $50, which is approximately 7.5 percent higher

than the No Action.

The Bypass Channel, which is also the agency

preferred alternative, includes an 11,150-foot bypass channel.

The entrance would be located just downstream of the existing dam

and rubble field. This does, like the rock ramp, include the

construction of a new concrete weir that does provide for the full

water right down to 3,000 cfs.

All the material that is excavated from the bypass

channel will be placed into the existing side channel to help

stabilize the upstream entrance of the bypass channel.

Construction is estimated at $57 million, annual O&M of

2.8 million and then a cost per acre of $49.27, which is

approximately 5.9 percent.

So now we have three alternatives that were not

previously analyzed. And with that, I will turn it over to

Tiffany.

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So as David said, there were a

few alternatives that were proposed during scoping and in some

comments that we received that were either previously analyzed and

dismissed, or had never been analyzed in documents before.

One of those is the Modified Side Channel.

Essentially what that is is the existing side channel that is out
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there would be excavated so that it would flow more frequently.

A few pallid sturgeon have been documented to pass through the

existing channel. And the purpose of this would be to excavate it

to a level that they could pass more frequently. It would not

include a new weir structure. It would include maintenance of the

existing structure that's there right now. So there would be a

bridge put in over the channel to provide for that ability to O&M

the existing weir.

The entrance of this side channel is about a mile

and a half downstream of the existing weir. The bypass channel is

right at the weir. So if you looked at an EIS, generally fish

biologists prefer for a fish bypass to be closer to the

obstruction. So that's one downfall of this alternative; the exit

to it is quite a bit downstream. But it does take advantage of

the side channel that's already there.

Construction on this alternative is approximately

54 million, annual O&M is about 2.9 million so O&M per acre is

about $51.18 per acre, which is an increase of around 10 percent.

Another alternative that's considered in detail in

the EIS is a Multiple Pump Stations. Basically, that is removal

of the existing dam, construction of five pumping stations that

include four pumps at each station. The pumping would deliver the

full water right.

We would have to upgrade the existing power

structure in order to get enough power out there to run the pumps.
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The existing headworks that was constructed in 2012 would be used

when river flows are high enough for the gravity diversion, which

is anything pretty much over 30,000 cfs in the main river, which

is about 17 percent of the irrigation season. The rest of the

time it would be pumped through those pumps so you could save on

some O&M of pumping when it could be diverted through the existing

headworks. It would require some alterations to the intake FAS

because one of those pump sites would need to be placed at that

location.

Construction is about $132 million, annual O&M is

a little over 5 million, which is an annual O&M per-acre cost of a

little over $88, and that is a 90 percent increase from existing

O&M.

This chart is a schematic of how the pump stations

would work. They would actually--there would be an intake off the

river so the pumps would not be right on the river's bank. There

would be an intake canal that would lead to the structure, and

there would actually be fish screens constructed within those

canals. And then there would be a pump that would remove those

smaller fish from that canal and put them back into the river.

To give people an idea of what that pumping would

look like, a lot of people have asked us, "Well, aren't there

existing pumps and how would they compare to the pumps for other

irrigation districts?"

The Lower Yellowstone Project peak demand is about
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1,000 per unit. That, of course, is cfs, which is 888 million

gallons per day. Some of you might be familiar with the Savage

Pumping Plant. That has an intake of 60 cubic feet per second so

that's 38 million gallons per day, which is only about four

percent of what the need of the Lower Yellowstone need is. So you

would require 20 stations that are the same size as what the

Savage Pumping Plant is.

The last alternative that's considered in detail

in the EIS is Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures. And the

idea behind that is that you could implement conservation measures

both on the irrigation canal and on the farms that would

theoretically lower the need of withdrawal. So in this case, you

would remove the Intake Diversion Dam. You would construct seven

pump sites, which would have six Ranney Wells at each site.

And a Ranney Well is basically--it's not a surface

water diversion. It's for a ground water diversion so it actually

pulls water from the alluvium of the river, which is kind of the

ground water that exists around the river. We would have to again

upgrade the existing pumping system.

We have looked at wind power to use for that

pumping, and we would potentially be able to bank the wind power

that's created when the Irrigation District didn't need power, and

it would offset some of those costs. You could gravity divert out

of the existing headworks at least part of the cfs that's required

for 60 percent of the time. Forty percent of the time, you would
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have to do pumping only.

It would require implementation of conservation

measures that would reduce the capacity of withdrawal to about

680 cfs. So you would have to do conservation measures throughout

the system that would reduce pretty much the requirement to about

half of what it is.

It would require a redesign of the Main Canal

because, as you know, the canal right now transports 1,374. It

would have to be redesigned to transfer about half of that through

it. And it would also require relocation of the intake FAS

because one of the Ranney Well sites would need to be located at

that spot.

Construction of that alternative is about

$477 million. Annual O&M is about 4.4 million per acre. That's

about $77, which is an increase of about 66 percent over your

existing condition.

So some of the conservation measures that were

proposed in scoping to go along with this alternative, including

additional check structures in the Main Canal, flow measuring

devices installed at the canals, convert some of the laterals to

pipe, installing center pivot sprinklers, lining the Main Canal

and the laterals, control over checking, which is an operational

change for the water levels, and then ground water pumping and

installing some ground water pumps.

If you read the analysis in the EIS, you will
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notice that there is a lot of analysis that goes into whether it's

even feasible to reduce it this amount and still deliver the

amount of water that the Irrigation District needs. And the

conclusion is you can't bring it that low and still deliver that

water that is needed throughout those acres. But it is analyzed

in detail in the documents.

And this is just a schematic of a Ranney Well. It

shows how it has a screened lateral pipe in the ground water that

pulls water into the pumping station.

So this is an overall comparison of cost estimates

between the alternatives. The first line is construction costs.

The second line is the duration of construction. One of the

things you have to consider is how long an alternative takes to

construct if you are looking for benefits for pallid sturgeon

passage. If an alternative takes a long time, such as the

Multiple Pumping with Conservation Measures, which takes 90

months, you are actually going quite a while before you are

getting benefits for that alternative.

So we do look at how long it takes a construction

alternative when we are considering implementation. There is cost

of design that's associated with each alternative. And generally,

the more expensive the alternative, the more expensive the design

costs. The same with construction management; a more expensive,

more complicated alternative has a higher construction management

cost.
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There are real estate costs associated with the

Modified Side Channel, the Multiple Pump and the Multiple Pump

with Conservation Measures. The Rock Ramp and the Bypass Channel

are both constructed on existing federal land. The others would

require some acquisition of private property in order to construct

them.

So that gets us to what we call the total first

costs, and that adds up all of those costs together and has a

total cost that we consider when we are trying to decide on an

alternative to implement. Then we look at annual O,M&R, and that

is listed across the bottom and I talked about those before.

And then we take all of those and we actually

annualize the costs over 50 years. So we try and make it a fair

comparison so if something is extremely expensive to construct but

then has a really low O&M, it can compete against something that

has low construction costs but an extremely high O&M. We want to

make sure you are taking all that into consideration.

And so when you are trying to make a decision on

ecosystem restoration, essentially when the government constructs

a project, we try and look at cost/benefit ratios. Are the

benefits that you are getting out of a project worth the cost that

it is going to take to build the project?

When you are doing ecosystem restoration, it's

hard to assign a monetary value to what the ecosystem is worth.

And so what the Corps of Engineers does and what we are required
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in our analysis is called cost effectiveness. And essentially

what that does--and I am not going to get into the details of

it--is if somebody is actually really interested in how this

process works, you can catch me after the meeting, and I will walk

you through every step of it. But I have a feeling it would

completely bore everyone in here.

But essentially what you do is you look at each

alternative and you say does this alternative provide more benefit

for less cost than the other alternatives? And it's kind of a

rating system. And after you do that, you say yes, it's cost-

effective if it has a higher benefit for a lower cost than other

alternatives.

So from that analysis, you show the No Action is

always cost effective. The Modified Side Channel shows up as cost

effective because the net benefits are higher than the Rock Ramp,

which is the next one below it, at a lower cost. And the Bypass

Channel is cost effective, and the Multiple Pumps are cost

effective because the Multiple Pumps, based on the modeling, has a

higher benefit than the Bypass Channel, even though the cost is

quite a bit more, it shows up as being cost effective because it

has a higher benefit.

Then you do what we call income-out cost analysis.

And that basically says for each habitat unit that these

alternatives deliver, what am I paying for each one of those

habitat units? And then the two that we analyze, the Bypass
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Channel and the Multiple Pump Stations, the Bypass Channel gets

you about 70 percent of your benefits at a price of $727 per

habitat unit. To get the additional benefits that you get from a

pumping station, you pay an additional almost $1,400 per habit

unit. And the decision that you have to make is are the

additional habitat units worth that additional cost? And so

that's the process that goes into the decision-making of what

alternatives are cost-effective and what you are going to select.

So a summary of the impacts that are in the EIS, I

am not going to go through each one of these, but basically it's

just a comparison of the major resources: hydrology and hydraulic,

ground water hydrology, geomorphology, communities, listed

species, lands and vegetation, recreation, noise, socioeconomics

and historic properties. And each of the alternatives is compared

against the baseline to show what the major impacts are going to

be, and all of that is within the EIS.

In several instances, the impacts are beneficial.

In most, they are fairly minor. Some things like historic

properties, all of the alternatives have major impacts because the

irrigation, the features out there are all historic property. So

there is some impact of historic property no matter what

alternative you implement. So all of this is in the EIS, and we

can talk about any of the specifics if people want later.

So the preferred alternative of the Corps of

Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation as identified in the Draft EIS
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is the Bypass Channel. The reasoning for that is the Bypass

Channel, in coordination with the Fish & Wildlife Service, meets

the needs of the pallid sturgeon and is expected to pass enough

pallid sturgeon in order to meet our biological requirements. It

is a cost-effective means of providing that fish passage and

meeting those biological requirements. It's expected to have the

lowest O&M for the Irrigation District, and it does not result in

any significant long-term environmental impact.

So that brings us to what you guys are here for,

and that's how you can comment on the EIS. Tonight we will take

any spoken or written comments. Your spoken comments will be

recorded. Your written comments you can either hand to one of us

or you can send them in later. You can also send them by mail.

You will not get a response that says, "Hey, we got your comments

by mail," but you can send it certified if you like. You can also

e-mail the e-mail address up there. If you e-mail it, you will

get a nice little e-mail back from Jennifer Salak saying, "Hey, we

got your comments. It's been forwarded on to the PM."

The due dates, all comments must be postmarked or

received by July 28th in order to be considered in the Final EIS.

And then if you need any additional information on anything, if

you have any questions about the EIS or the process or whatever,

you can actually contact either David or myself. Our contact

information is up there. Just give us a call and we will talk

about any of your concerns.
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And then that also gives the Project website. It

is Bureau of Reclamation. If you Google Intake Fish Passage, it

would probably come up as well.

So we are going to move into the spoken comment

portion of this meeting. Again, if you haven't signed up to

speak, I would encourage you to go sign up. We are going to call

out all of those names first. I am going to call out four names

at a time, and we would ask you to just come up to the

microphones, and when those four get done speaking, I will have

four more come up.

Kayla will hold up that little pink sheet when you

have a minute left. The only reason we do that is we want to make

sure--there is a huge number of people here. We want to make sure

everybody has an opportunity to at least get up to the microphone.

Once we get through everyone, if you don't feel like you have had

enough time to say everything you needed to say, you are welcome

to come back up and make more comments.

We will be available following the meeting in the

back if you want to talk to one of us, if you just have a question

that you want answered on the spot. We are not going to answer

any questions in this larger venue right now, but we are more than

willing to talk at the back of the room. And all comments that

you give will be part of the Final EIS so they will be published

with the EIS itself.

All right. So we are going to start off with the
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elected officials and first off: Duane Mitchell, Richard Cayko,

and that's it for elected officials. If anyone else is an elected

official and they want to speak right now, this would be the time

to step up to a microphone.

DUANE MITCHELL: I would like to thank everybody

for coming tonight. And you know it's written in the Bible in the

Book of Genesis, Chapter 1:28, "God blessed them and God said unto

them be fruitful and multiply, replenish the earth and subdue it

and have dominion over fish of the sea and over the fowl of the

air and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth."

Last Sunday, a young lady asked my wife in church,

"How is it that this dam has been operating for 107 years and the

pallid sturgeon aren't extinct yet? They must have figured out

some way to get around this diversion dam."

The other question I have is everybody is

concerned about global warming and the carbon print. My question

is how much carbon print has this dam created in the last 107

years of operation? And then as a county commissioner, I made

some calls the other day. And there is 130 employees that work at

Sidney Sugar that produce about $4 million in wages in this

community. And according to the Chamber of Commerce, them wages

are spent six times in the community so that's a $24 million hit

just from the factory.

And then as a commissioner, I am really worried

about the tax base so I called Helena, Montana Department of
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Revenue. And one irrigated ground appraised value is $664.62.

A wild hay acre is $175.98, and a grazing acre is $39.30. So when

we go to start figuring out our tax values, that irrigated

property is worth $14.34, the hay ground is worth $3.80, and the

grazing land is worth 84 cents.

If you do anything to that dam, you are going to

kill this county. There is 55, 58,000 acres, and that tax base

would disappear. And we know what happens when taxes go down. So

please think about that.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: And I didn't say it earlier

but I want to remind you to say your name and if you are

representing anybody.

RICHARD CAYKO: My name is Rich Cayko. And

that's spelled C-A-Y-K-O; it's not P-S-Y-C-H-O.

(Laughter.)

I represent the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation

Project as the Chairman of the District 2, which is the North

Dakota side and also as the Chairman of the Board of Control. I

also am a County Commissioner from Kinsey County, North Dakota,

and I serve as Chairman of that group at this time. I am also a

Director of the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District in North

Dakota, which deals with the Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of

Reclamation with many projects.
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I am just going to make a statement that says

that we believe that the weir and the fish bypass would be the

best alternative. As you all know, we studied this back in 2009

when we had all these public meetings. I was involved with this.

I was at many meetings with many of you folks. And we studied it,

I think, very, very thoroughly.

The other alternatives were looked at and most of

them, you know, was the cost factor. The farmers here, they etch

out a little living here and they do a good job. But there are

four and five generations that have been here for a long, long

time. We want to keep it that way.

The Project itself does a lot for the community,

does a lot for the environment, it does a lot for the habitat of

these endangered species. Not only the pallid sturgeon, there are

other ones around here too. And I don't want to put the farmer on

that endangered species list. So with that, that's all I have to

say for now. The rest of them can get on the hot topics.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: All right. I am going to

call four more up. If you guys would all come up and just get in

line and make sure you state your name. Samree Reynolds, Marcy

Hamburg, Ron Etzel and Bob Gilbert.

SAMREE REYNOLDS: Hello. My name is Samree

Reynolds and I am with Sidney Sugars. And I spoke up two years
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ago about this in Glendive. And back then, I didn't have any

information and no education. Well, this time around, I'm a

little better educated and little bit more informed.

But I am still not understanding why we are even

going through this when you have shown that the bypass is the

answer to our problems. We are saving the fish and saving the

farmers. I guess my question is why are we saving one species

from being extinct while making another species extinct, the

farmers? We need them. So I say let's go for it.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

MARCY HAMBURG: My name is Marcy Hamburg. I have

had the privilege of being married to my wonderful husband for

35 years and been living in this community since then. He has

worked for the Irrigation Project for the past 45-some years and I

have known many of the men and workers who worked for the

Irrigation Project. I have gotten to know several of the farmers

in the community.

Our Commissioner Mitchell made the comment that

if the Irrigation Project is not here, the dam, the bypass is

probably the best option for our community so that we can maintain

the business and the properties that our communities have had over

these several years.

I am also the County Planner for Richland County.

Over the years, the last probably seven years with the oil
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industry, some people might say that we have enough money to

maintain our community with the oil money. That is not true. Our

community is an agricultural-based community. It has been for a

hundred years and will continue to do so when the oil is no longer

a viable source for Richland County like it was 30-some years ago

when we had not enough revenue, even to maintain our county with

the roads and everything that's going on in our communities with

the impact from the oil industry.

So I would like to show my support in saying

please, get this project done.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

RON ETZEL: My name is Ron Etzel. I am an

equipment operator for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project.

And I know first-hand that these pumps are expensive to maintain

and they break down a lot. And I am sure the board members would

say, too, that the bills are expense for them; and when they are

broke down, you don't have any water.

I am sure if you have been hearing about Buffalo

Rapids, they were without water for about a month on one of their

pumping stations. And I think that we need to have the Bypass;

it's probably the best option for the farmers, the Irrigation

Project and for the fish.

Thank you.

(Applause.)
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BOB GILBERT: Good evening. My name is Bob

Gilbert. I am the Executive Director of Walleyes Unlimited of

Montana, which is a 3,000-member 501(c)(3) non-profit group.

We strongly support more and more fishing and

having more and more fish in the State of Montana. However, we

also support the preferred alternative on the Intake Diversion.

It will work. It will be cost effective.

I looked at the--I try to be nice but sometimes I

have a little difficulty. The opponents to the preferred

alternative told the judge, and he agreed, that there is no

guarantee the fish will use this bypass.

But the other question is: Is there any guarantee

that the fish won't use it? It's a two-way street. We have to do

the best we can. People come first.

You may not like it; you may not be happy about

it, but people come first. We will try to do what we can to save

these endangered species. But every day in this world, numerous

specious go extinct. That's the way it is. If it hadn't

happened, we'd have T. Rex's running around here and all sorts of

things. It just doesn't work that way.

So our organization, 3,000 members, we support

the preferred alternative. We will be appearing in Glendive

tomorrow night, and if I can get somebody to do that, another one

in Billings. Billings is--Billings reminds me--having a meeting

on the Intake Diversion Dam in Billings reminds me of the
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Administration for the United States having coal royalty hearings

in the State of Washington that doesn't have any coal.

(Applause.)

And the opponents can--I spent 10 years in the

Montana Legislature and I've been lobbying in the Legislature for

22 years now. I don't call them environmentalists anymore. The

majority of them, they are obstructionists, and that's what's

happening.

(Applause.)

Again, we support the preferred alternative. I

urge you to do it and we will continue talking to you and not

about you.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So the next four, Gerry

Entzel, Garth Kellesig, David Garland and James Brower.

GARTH KELLESIG: My name is Garth Kellesig. I

have lived and worked in the area for about 63 years.

When can you ever remember having three

government agencies that agree on the same thing? The Army Corps

of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, Fish, Wildlife, and they all

three agree that the Fish Bypass is the best option and I think

that probably the majority of the people here agree with that as

well. It's the best solution for our community as a whole,

especially for our ag producers and all of our businesses that
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would be affected, our local environment, and last but not least,

the pallid sturgeon. I strongly support the Fish Bypass Project.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

GERRY ENTZEL: I am Gerry Entzel. I was born and

raised in Sidney. I don't farm but I support our local

agriculture community.

There is no proof about this. It says, "the

Intake Diversion Dam has likely impeded upstream," which means

perhaps it hasn't either.

A VOICE: We can't hear you.

GERRY ENTZEL: So I support the farmers. I don't

know where the proof is. I think the pallid must be kind of lazy

because there is lots of shovelnose sturgeon in--and I don't know

how many people know the difference between a pallid sturgeon and

a shovelnose unless you have one on your fishing rod. They look a

lot alike. But there are lots of other bottom feeders like the

carp and the buffalo fish.

And I agree with Duane Mitchell about the carbon

footprint of our Diversion Dam. And I also had someone ask me

about are there other diversion dams on the Yellowstone. And do

the people that oppose the Diversion Dam really know how it works,

like with gravity and so on.

But I think our farmers are good stewards of the

land; they take good care of our ecosystem. They know what they
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are doing. And I just think we need to support them and they are

the ones that are using this and this is our county. This is our

part of the river and the major set of the people that use it and

take care of it because--they take good care of it because that's

their livelihood. I think we need to do what's best for our

agriculture program here.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

DAVID GARLAND: My name David Garland. I am the

General Manager for Sidney Sugars. I don't want to put you on the

spot, Duane, but your numbers are a little low. Wages are along

about 10 million a year with benefits added on top of that. But

the point is the economic impact is significant that Sidney

provides.

Looking back at the history of sugar beet

processing from the 1830s on, there has been 181 sugar beet

factories in the United States. Today Sidney Sugars that Holly

built in 1925 because of the Irrigation Canal Project, of those

181 factories, only 12 are still remaining in the United States.

So I am kind of asking why Sidney is still

operating. Many factories built after our plant are now closed.

So the question is is it built better? No, it's just brick and

mortar. Do we operate differently? And no, we operate the same

as any other beet factory. So what's the reason that we are still

in operation and it comes back to reliable water. Reliable water
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grows a reliable crop and we are able to process year after year.

For that reason, Sidney Sugars supports the

preferred alternative, and I would encourage everybody to comment.

Thanks.

(Applause.)

JAMES BROWER: My name is James Brower. I am

with the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project, and I am not sure

if you guys know which alternative I prefer.

(Laughter.)

I wanted to make sure I got my statement correct

so I wore it on my shirt. By the way, these shirts are available

for people who are going to the Billings meeting. Stop by the

Irrigation Project office, and if this is the alternative they

prefer, these shirts are all available.

The first thing I wanted to say is I have been

talking with people in the community for the previous two years

about these different options, about the help we have been getting

from the Corps of Engineers, the help we are getting from the

Bureau of Reclamation, the careful engineering that's done, the

science, the studies.

A lot of these government agencies, including

Montana Fish & Wildlife and others, the DNRC, have put a lot of

work into analyzing over 130 different alternatives that were

suggested in the public comments last time. And twice in a row

through two different environmental studies, one Environmental
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Assessment and one Environmental Impact Statement, the preferred

alternative that secures a viable passage for the pallid sturgeon

is the Bypass Channel.

The Bypass Channel has its opening in the best

spots that the scientists and the engineers can predict for the

fish to find the bypass channel. And it provides significant

water depth all year long and it provides the right velocities for

the fish to be able to make it up the river.

What is really unique about this option is with

the cooperation of several governmental agencies and their

employees, we have found an alternative that's going to save the

fish at the same time as it saves the farmer. And as the farmer

supports the communities around it since 1905, if anybody is

counting, that's the Great Depression, a couple great recessions,

the Dust Bowl Era in the 1930s. It's something Teddy Roosevelt

supported and something that has created over 10,000 acres of

wildlife habitat now and some of the greatest wildlife densities.

So why risk six communities and thousands of

acres of wildlife habitat by removing the dam which could create

all kinds of unintended consequences, perhaps making it easier for

invasive species to move up the Yellowstone River and the rest of

Montana, perhaps drying out two side channels that previous

scientific studies have proven are important to the fish species

of the Yellowstone River.

So right now, we have got one viable alternative
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that's good for the farmer, good for the fish and good for the

rest of the habitat. And let's not risk that by removing the dam

and getting five new pump stations with 20 pumps that could have

failures like Buffalo Rapids has been suffering through for over a

month and a half and adversely affecting their crops.

Thank you very much.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So I have one more name of

people that signed up. If you want to make a comment and you

didn't sign up, please feel free to also come up to the mike.

Please be sure to say your name so that we have it on the record.

But Les Miller the is final name that I have.

KENNETH CRAIG MOEN: Actually, it's a pseudonym.

My real name is Kenneth Craig Moen. I was born in Sidney, moved

to Williston for a lot of years, am back now.

I fail to understand a lot of the hyperbole and

the fact that so much of our world right now, there is a lot of

double talk and a lot of things that take precedence over people.

To spend that many of hundreds of millions of dollars on some

pumps and decrease the flow of the water by 260 million cfs will

choke us. It will suck the life blood out of our community and

our region.

As a result of that, our ground water will

dissipate, the drinking water for the people, the cattle, the

plants. So why don't you just save your $600 million and just
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choke the life blood out of us and or puree us and feed us to them

damn fish and then you will have your fish taken care of.

I have always been--I have been environmentally

sound-minded way before you ever were born. I picked up garbage

before the Indian put hides on the teepees. As a little kid I

never liked it.

(Phone ringing. Laughter.)

That's one of my friends in life I just love. He

is helping on a project. He does it of his own free will because

I have limitations, like all of you.

If it's not broke, don't fix it. There is pallid

sturgeon all over this region. Otherwise, just turn this place

back into the buffalo commons and that will be the end of it.

I think of the alternatives. I'd love to leave

it as is but as I look at the alternatives--the bypass is most

viable for us--the pumps are too problematic. That's a manmade

machine that is going to just give us a hassle like anything made

by man. That's all I got.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: Was there anyone else who

would like to take the opportunity to come up and speak?

RAQUEL SHIPMAN: Hello. My name is Raquel

Shipman. I am just representing the general public.

I grew up in Sidney, Montana, left here in 1988,
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was gone for 11 years. And I have lived all over the state of

Montana, Wyoming, ranching-farming areas. And it's something that

I have always been proud of to be from Sidney, Montana. You drive

into this valley and people make fun of, 'Oh, you are from that

side of Montana.' Well, I think this side of Montana is just as

pretty.

My family has a place out on 350, and for, what,

the two years, I drive out to water every morning. We are not

irrigators. I just have a garden out there that I take care of.

And when you get on top of 350 past the old dump grounds and you

look down into this valley to the south, and if you get out of

your vehicle and walk out and you look to the north, you wouldn't

believe the beauty that we have here. And it's because of our

irrigation system. And it's not just beauty; it's farmland. It's

what's feeding our families; not just beet crops. It's hay crops.

My husband works for the feed lot. It's putting hay into the feed

lot, corn, you name it.

And these farmers are stewards of the land. They

are true environmentalists. They are the backbone to our

community here. They are what has economically sustained us for

long before we had the oil and continue to support us when the oil

is not here.

And to put in windmills and pumps, I myself

question how the pumps and the windmills are going to work. I am

very concerned for a carbon footprint when we have lots of
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wildlife, birds, you name it, that are sustained off of the

Yellowstone Irrigation District. And I think when we start

changing things, I think we are going to have problems. I don't

feel like this is a problem now. I think it's working but I think

studies need to be done more extensively.

I have tons of people that I know that are

fishermen. My family fishes and they are catching these fish.

They are seeing them there. They have taken pictures.

I just think we need to really do our homework

with this. I feel like this bypass is the best option, and I want

our economy to stay strong here in Richland County. It's what's

fed me and my family since I have been born here.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

SCOTT BUXBAUM: I am Scott Buxbaum. I am from

Fairview. I am an irrigated farmer.

I raise sugar beets and small grains. I have got

three or four grandsons that look like they want to be farmers.

And so when we look at this thing, we look at the viability of it.

My grandsons are going to be the fourth generation of farmers in

the lower Yellowstone valley, hopefully. We don't want to put

them into a problem where they are going to have some issues

trying to come up with the money to pay the taxes to have the

water for our farm. And I hate to have to have them go through

that.
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So I am really in favor of this Bypass Preferred

Alternative. And just so let's keep this in mind: we are not here

just for ourselves. We are here for the future generations that

are going to run this valley and keep this community viable and

running.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: Is there anyone else that

would like to speak?

Steve is going to say a few words closing. Just

a reminder, we will be standing around the back if you want to

come and talk to any of the agency folks and ask any questions.

Thanks.

STEVE DAVIES: Hi. My name is Steve Davies. I

am the Area Manager for the Bureau of Reclamation.

First, thank you for a fantastic turnout tonight.

It's very indicative of the importance and interest of this

Project to this community. I want to thank everyone who spoke

tonight. It's not an easy thing getting up in front of a crowd

this big so thank you for that. Your voice is very important to

this process.

Thank you, David and Tiffany, for drawing the

short straws for presenting this information tonight. There's

many members of our law enforcement community here tonight. I

want to thank you for showing up tonight as well.
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As Tiffany just said, the staff from Reclamation

and the Corps and Tetra Tech Engineering, there are several poster

boards out in the back that go through each of the alternatives.

We are going to remain for as long as anybody wants to talk about

this tonight if anybody has any questions about these

alternatives.

I asked for this slide to be put up because I

wanted to highlight the website at the bottom. The Environmental

Impact Statement and all the appendices and documentation and

analyses are all available at that website. They are fairly large

documents. They are broken up into several; but for anybody who

wants to read the actual Environmental Impact Statement and the

alternatives and processes presented, they are all available at

this website.

Tomorrow night, we are going to repeat this exact

same format in Glendive at the high school and then on Thursday

night in Billings at the Lincoln Center, which is in downtown

Billings. It will be the same format, same content. Anybody can

get up and talk so there won't be anything different that's

presented at any of these meetings. Doors and the timeframes are

the same. We open at 5:30 for doors and the presentations will go

at 6:00 o'clock, and then we will go as long as people want to

talk.

July 28th is a key date. Comments are due for

this. That's going to essentially--comments need to be postmarked
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by that date for any written comments so that if there are any

remaining comments and anybody wants to do, if you want to read

the documents or send in comments, there is a process for that.

I'd encourage you to do so by July 28th.

With that, we are going to close out any

discussion on this and we will remain in the back of the room for

anybody that wants to talk about this.

Thanks everybody again for coming out to the

support meeting.

(Applause.)

(End of Public Proceedings.)
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WRITTEN COMMENTS

To Whom it may Concern:

I am writing this letter in support of the proposed bypass channel

for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation project at Intake, MT. The

pallid sturgeon has survived in the river for the entire 100 plus

years the irrigation system has been in place. Hundreds of Lower

Yellowstone Valley farmers, as well as the communities of

Glendive, Savage, Sidney and Fairview are dependent on the

delivery of water from the Yellowstone River for their livelihood.

The elimination of the irrigation system would result in the

bankruptcy of approximately 300 family farms and the closure of

countless businesses dependent on agriculture, as well as the loss

of hundreds of other jobs related to the agriculture sector.

Sidney Sugars, which provides approximately 150 full-time jobs and

another 150 part-time jobs, would close forever. My family

business, Johnson Hardware and Furniture in Sidney, MT., was

founded by my great uncles in 1915. There is no doubt in my mind

that our family business, which currently employs more than

20 people, would not have survived for the past 101 years in

Sidney without the consistent, stable presence of irrigated farm

land in the valley. My family's business has survived two World

Wars, the Great Depression, numerous recessions, fires, droughts

and floods, and not one or two but three oil booms and busts. The
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reason my business, and all the valley residents, have survived

here is because of the stable presence of irrigated farms in the

Lower Yellowstone Valley. I am in support of the continuation of

the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and strongly urge the

court to rule in favor of the proposed bypass channel and the

long-term viability of irrigated farming in this valley.

Sincerely,

Philip C Johnson

Johnson Hardware & Furniture

111 South Central Avenue

Sidney, MT 59270

To whom it may concern:

My name is Jeannie Dunn and I live and work in Sidney, Mt. My

husband, Pat, has been an employee at Holly Sugar/Sidney Sugars

for more than 30 years. The sugar industry has provided my family

with the ability to own a home and raise a family. If the

irrigation canal is shut down, or changed to an economically

unsustainable pump system, Sidney Sugars will close and my family

will lose our home. I am not alone in this. Hundreds of farmers

and town people in our area face bankruptcy if irrigated farming

were to leave the valley. Untold businesses and their employees

would be affected. I understand that the pallid sturgeon is an

endangered species but at what point do people come into the
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equation. We won't lose our lives but we will lose everything we

have worked for in our lives. When do people matter? Please,

please make the right decision and rule in favor of the proposed

bypass channel for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and

long-term survival of all the communities tied to it. Thank you

for taking the time to read my letter and God bless you.

Jeannie Dunn

Sidney, MT

To whom it may concern:

My name is Bernadette Barbula and I am writing to offer my support

for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project's proposed bypass

channel. I have lived and worked in Sidney, MT for decades and my

job at a local Sidney business is in severe jeopardy if the court

rules against the bypass. All the other options for the LYIP are

economically unsustainable and would result in the closure of

Sidney Sugars and the loss of countless jobs. Farms, businesses

and families in all the valley communities would be facing

bankruptcy and foreclosure. An economic disaster would occur! We

will lose our home! We will be forced to uproot our family and

move to somewhere else and leave the place we have chosen to live

our lives. At what point do people matter in the decision facing

the court? I would argue that people are more important than a

ancient fish that not only exists in the Missouri River, but also
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in the Mississippi River. The pallid sturgeon will survive

whether or not the Lower Yellowstone Valley Irrigation project

continues - but the communities in this valley will not. I beg

you to rule in favor of the proposed bypass channel for the Lower

Yellowstone Irrigation Project.

B. Barbula

Sidney, MT

Use bypass channel.

Lynell Odenbach

Irrigated Farm Land Owner

604 Rock Spring Road

Naperville, IL

I'm still not convinced changing the dam is worth saving the fish.

The farmers are worth more than the fish. If the fish are truly

worth improving the dam, build the bypass.

Randi Hass

PO Box 172

Sidney, MT 59270

Bypass channel as recommended with this EIS as well as past,
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should be clear to be the best option as the preferred

alternative.

Gene Buxcel

BLS Inc.

34494 County Road 110

Savage, MT 59262

Bypass channel, the preferred alternative.

Seth Buxcel

10499 County Road 340

Savage, MT 59262

The best factory cannot survive on less water or lower sugar beet

production. Conservation measures suck as wind turbines will have

very high maintenance cost. Overall economy will take a downturn

without ample crop production.

Ken Buckles

Sidney Sugars

402 7th Avenue SE

Sidney MT 59270

We need to keep the dam and build the fish bypass. Our community
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depends on it. Thousands of lives depend on it. Human Lives

matter too!!!

Ross Rosaaen

Niehenke Welding

312 North Central Avenue

Sidney, MT 59270

Any alternative to the present system that makes farming either

impossible or unaffordable is not acceptable! The fish go before

the lower Yellowstone valley.

William Nankind

Landowner

13107 Highway 200

Fairview, MT 59221

Use bypass channel.

Char Jonsson

Jonsson Farms

34494 County Road 110

Savage, MT 59262
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Use the bypass channel.

Leonard Odenbach

Retired farmer

11051 County Road 344

Savage, MT 59262

We suggest the no action. We use the irrigation water and need

it.

Elaine and Harold Emly

34992 Hwy 23

Sidney, MT 59270
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KAYLA ECKERT UPTMOR: Good evening. Good

evening and welcome. Thank you everybody for taking the time to

come out this evening. My name is Kayla Eckert Uptmor, and I am

the Chief of Civil Works for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Omaha District.

So if you are wondering why the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers would send a team of folks all the way from

Omaha, Nebraska to Montana to hold this meeting, there is a

reasonable answer. The Corps' Civil Works Program boundaries are

established based on watersheds and its Military Program

boundaries are based on state boundaries.

As all of you know, the Yellowstone River is

a tributary to the Missouri River so as the Missouri River and its

tributaries flow from Montana to the confluence with the

Mississippi, Omaha District is responsible for everything from

Montana down to Omaha, Nebraska. The Omaha District is

responsible for an eight-state region, the largest geographical

footprint of the Army Corps districts in the nation.

The Corps staff here today are all from the

Omaha District. But closer to home, many of you who live in

Montana, the Bureau of Reclamation is represented by staff from

its Montana area office in Billings.

Together, we have made available for public

review and comment the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish
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Passage Draft Environmental Impact Statement, or as many people

refer to it, the Draft EIS. This is the second of three public

meetings. We had one last night in Sidney; this evening in

Glendive; and then tomorrow in Billings, Montana.

So the purpose of this meeting is to hear

from you. We have two highly qualified project managers from both

agencies here today who have been leading multiple technical teams

to complete this Draft EIS. They will provide a brief overview of

the work that's been done to date.

We will then offer a comment opportunity for

you to share your perspectives and your opinions. We will not be

answering questions directly during the comment session but will

be here after the comment period throughout the lobby to answer

them directly and any questions that you have might have. Our

intent is to be sure there is ample opportunity for all

perspectives to be heard. We will be here as long as that takes.

But before we begin, I would like to

introduce the staff that we have here today. On behalf of Colonel

John Henderson, the Omaha District Commander, we have Major Arlo

Reece, the Deputy District Commander; Eric Laux, if you don't mind

standing please, Eric, Omaha District Chief of Environmental

Resources Section; Curtis Miller, the Omaha District Chief of the

Hydraulic Engineering Section; Sage Joyce from the Omaha District

Montana Regulatory Office out of Billings; Tiffany Vanosdall, the

Yellowstone Intake EIS Project Manager for the Bureau of
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Reclamation; Steve Davies, the Montana Area Office Manager; Gerry

Benock, the Montana Area Office Manager of Planning; and David

Trimpe, the Montana Area Office Yellowstone Intake EIS Project

Manager.

Again, we are all here this evening as long

as it takes to ensure that all your questions are answered and

your statements are heard.

Now, for the formal public comment session,

I would like to review the meeting guidelines that you all picked

up when you came in. First, I ask that we offer all speakers

courtesy and respect. As highlighted in your handout on the

meeting guidelines that we will review quickly, we encourage

everyone to sign in at the front tables, regardless if you want to

speak or not. And if you do want to speak, please sign in at the

table that signifies that. And we have that list up front so if

you didn't sign up and you wanted to, you could go back.

You will be invited to speak in the order of

the sign-in sheet. When you come to the mike, please remember to

state your name and who you are representing. So that we can

afford the opportunity for everyone to speak, we will ask that you

limit your comments to three minutes. Once everyone who has

signed up to speak has spoken, the mike will remain available for

those who want to speak but hadn't signed up or those who have

additional comments.

All will be held to the three-minute rule.
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I will hold up this hot pink card with the number one signifying

that you have one minute remaining. If you do not finish your

remarks in three minutes, you are welcome to take place in line

again. But again when at the mike, please introduce yourself

again for our record. The meeting and the public comments will be

recorded by our certified court reporter for the official meeting

documents.

So the ground rules laid, again please I ask

you now to please turn your attention to the Intake Project

Managers for the overview. But again, I ask that we offer all

speakers today courtesy and respect. Thank you.

David.

MR. TRIMPE: All right. This is a little

history of the Lower Yellowstone Project. It was authorized with

the Reclamation Act of 1902. It was a single-purpose irrigation

project, meaning that all the water users pay for the O&M of the

District. Construction occurred from 1905 to 1908 by reclamation

and the first water was delivered using the Main Canal in 1909.

As you can see on the left, the Project does

encompass four Irrigations Districts: Intake, Savage, Lower

Yellowstone Districts 1 and 2. The facilities include the Intake

Diversion Dam, the new screened headwaters, 72 miles of Main

Canal, 225 miles of laterals, three pumping stations and the

Project covers about 58,000 acres.

All the O&M is performed by the Lower
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Yellowstone Board of Control and the diversion rate is 1,374 cfs,

which is also the full water right.

So the pallid sturgeon, which is the reason

why we are here tonight, was listed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Service in 1990. It is considered endangered through its entire

range. It is native to both the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers.

Primary threats include construction of dams, bank stabilization

projects, entrainment at the water intakes, disease and predation

as well as commercial fishing.

So in the Yellowstone River, the majority of

the pallid sturgeon are found just below Intake Diversion Dam.

But historically, they were found to go upstream of Cartersville

and they also have been known to use Tongue and Powder Rivers. So

if we provide fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam, that will

provide approximately 165 miles of spawning, rearing and drift

habitat.

The next likely impediment to pallid

sturgeon may be Cartersville Dam, which is located on River Miles

237. There are a total of six diversion dams on Yellowstone

River, Billings Big Ditch Dam being the most upstream and Intake

Diversion Dam being the most downstream.

So shortly after the pallid sturgeon was

listed in 1990, Reclamation started studying the effects of the

Lower Yellowstone Project on pallid sturgeon. Best available

science says that there is a lack of passage over the existing
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dam, and there was entrainment into the Main Canal, which has

since been fixed with the new screened headworks.

2005 is a big milestone for this Project, as

a big Value Planning Study was completed and 110 alternatives were

looked at for providing fish passage and entrainment protection.

In 2007, the Water Resources Development Act authorized the Corps

to assist Reclamation with design and implementation of the Lower

Yellowstone Project.

So we have been through a couple

environmental studies. The first one was back in 2010 with the

initial Environmental Assessment. In that assessment, the

agencies identified the Rock Ramp and the Screened Headworks as

the preferred alternatives. In 2012, the new screened headworks

was put into operation and then in 2015, the agency released a

Supplemental Environmental Assessment identifying the Bypass

Channel as the preferred alternative.

In 2016, which is today, we are currently

undertaking a new Environmental Impact Statement. So the Draft

EIS, there was a Notice of Availability published in the Federal

Register on June 3rd. Shortly after the release of the Draft EIS,

the agencies released a Technical Addendum that did address four

alternatives that were not identified in the Draft EIS. Because

of that Addendum, the public comment period has been expended to

July 28th.

The Draft EIS does look at six alternatives,
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one of them being the No Action. So the purpose of the Project is

to improve passage for pallid sturgeon and other native species,

as well as the continued viable and effective operation of the

Lower Yellowstone Project and also to contribute to the ecosystem

restoration.

Prior to the release of the Draft EIS, we

did go through a public scoping period, which occurred from

January 4th to February 18th. We did hold one public scoping

meeting here in Glendive on the 21st.

There on the right is just a breakdown of

the comments that we did receive and the majority of them were

concerning the alternatives, economics, as well as threatened

endangered species.

Also part of the scoping period, we did

receive several alternatives. Just a couple of them were Remove

Dam with Pumping, Implementation of Conservation Measures, Wind

Power, Utilizing the Trust Fund, Low Hydropower as well as

physically relocating the sturgeon upstream with a diversion dam.

So the alternatives that we have chosen to

carry forward in the Analysis are the No Action, Rock Ramp and

Bypass Channel, which have been previously analyzed. And then we

added three new ones: The Modified Side Channel, the Multiple

Pump Stations and the Multiple Pumps with Conservations Measures.

So the No Action, which is also considered

the baseline from which to measure benefits and impact, would be
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the continued operation and maintenance of the project as occurs

today. This would include the annual placement of rock on the dam

crest. And because no passage would be provided under this

alternative, the federal agencies would be required to consult

with the Fish & Wildlife Service.

Construction costs would be zero because

there would be no construction under this alternative. The annual

O&M for the the Lower Yellowstone District, the total O&M costs

for that year would be 2.6 million and an annual O&M per acre

would be $46.53. This is higher than current assessments because

this does take under consideration replacement of the rock

trollies as well as Endangered Species Act monitoring for passage

over the dam. That annual O&M per acre of $46.53 would be paid by

each individual farmer.

Now it's important to remember that these

are just estimates and not actual costs. So just keep in mind

that's estimated and not what assessments would actually be.

So the Rock Ramp was looked at in 2010

and 2015. It does include the construction of a new concrete weir

just upstream of the existing diversion dam. It does incorporate

a 1500-foot shallow-sloped boulder and cobble rock ramp. The

Diversion Dam does allow the District to divert their full water

right of 1,374 cfs down to Yellowstone River flows of 3,000 cfs.

Because the Rock Ramp does cut off the existing boat ramp, the

boat ramp would likely have to be relocated downstream.
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Construction is estimated at about

$90.4 million, annual O&M for the District would be about 2.8 and

then a cost per acre of about $50 or 7.5 percent greater than the

No Action cost.

The Bypass Channel, which is also the

agency's preferred alternative, includes an 11,100-foot-long

Bypass Channel. The entrance would be located just downstream of

the existing Diversion Dam. This alternative does also include a

new concrete weir that would allow the District to divert their

full water right down to 3,000 cfs. All excavated material from

the Bypass Channel would be placed in the existing side channel to

help stabilize that upstream entrance.

Construction costs are estimated at about

$57 million and annual O&M cost of $2.8 million and a per-acre

cost of $49.27 or about 5.9 percent greater than the No Action.

So these are the alternatives we have

previously analyzed and are analyzing again. So for the new

alternatives, I will turn it over to Tiffany.

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So one of the new

alternatives that was considered in this EIS was based on some

feedback that we had gotten associated with the fact that we have

gotten some passage by a few fish in the existing side channel

that's out at Intake, as well as some people who wondered why we

weren't looking at anything that maybe didn't replace the existing

weir.
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So the Modified Side Channel is one way to

address some of those concerns. What it is is an existing side

channel would be excavated so that it would flow to meet the

velocities and depths for pallid sturgeon, the same flow split as

the Bypass Channel.

So about 15 percent of the main river flow

would now go down the existing side channel, but it would be

modified so that it could take that much flow. So in essence, it

would flow a lot more of the year and it would provide passage

opportunities all throughout the year for the pallid sturgeon.

It would not replace the existing weir. The

Irrigation District would continue to rock that weir. In order to

facilitate that, there would be a span bridge over the high flow

channel so that they could get out there and do that annual

rocking that they do.

The entrance for the fish to this

alternative is down where it is right now so it's about a mile and

a half downstream of the existing dam. And the reason that the

Bypass Channel is right at the dam is that a lot of research

indicates that it's easier for a fish to find its passage route if

it's right at the obstruction. So this one is further down so

that it is less for this alternative but it does utilize a route

that some pallids have taken already.

Construction of this alternative is about

$54 million. Annual O&M is a little over 2.9 million so that's a
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per-acre cost for the Irrigation District of about $51 per acre.

That's around 10 percent over the No Action Alternative.

So another alternative that's new to this

EIS is the Multiple Pump Stations. This alternative would remove

the existing intake weir and would construct five pumping stations

along the Yellowstone River with four pumps at each site, which is

a total of 20 pumps. The total capacity of this alternative would

deliver the full water right to the Irrigation District.

We would need to upgrade the existing power

structure. We have met with the Montana utilities and worked with

them to come up with cost estimates for upgrading the

infrastructure for that electricity in order to run those pumps.

The pumps themselves would be set off the

river with a canal that goes to them, and inside the canal would

be a fish screen to deal with a lot of the fish that might get

into that canal and ensure that they don't get entrained into

these pumps.

There would be gravity diversion from the

existing headworks about 17 percent of the time when the river is

above 30,000 cfs. That would offset some of the O&M costs of

running a pump. So sometimes you could divert from the existing

headworks into that newly-constructed headworks, and then the rest

of the time, about 83 percent of the time, you would have to run

the pumps.

It would require relocation of the Intake
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Fishing Access site, which is that state-run facility, because one

of the pumping stations likely would have to be located at that

location.

Construction of that alternative is around

$132 million. Annual O&M is a little over 5 million for an annual

O&M per acre of $88, which is an increase of about 90 percent over

the No Action.

We have some schematics of the Multiple Pump

Stations that show the canal that goes through the pump, the

V-shaped fish screens that will be utilized within the canal, and

those are in the documents if anybody wants to check them out

closer.

So one of the things people ask us is we

don't really understand what these pumping stations might look

like, how big they might be. And in comparison, some of you might

be familiar with the Savage Pumping Plant that exists. That has a

capacity of 60 cfs so that's 38 million gallons per day.

The Intake withdrawal right now is

888 million gallons per day so Savage delivers about four percent

of what the Intake facilities would need to deliver so it would

require about 20 stations of the size of the Savage Pumping Plant.

In addition, the Savage Plant doesn't have

the same screening requirements and so it would likely have to be

a little bit bigger. So the comparison isn't quite

apples-to-apples but it gives you the idea of the size of those
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facilities.

So the last alternative that's in the EIS is

Multiple Pumping with Conservation Measures. This also would

remove the existing weir facility, construction of seven pump

sites with six Ranney Wells at each site. Total capacity is

608 cfs. So that is around half, a little bit below half of the

existing water right that's withdrawn.

And to make up for that change, there would

be conservation measures that would be established within the

Irrigation District, both on farm and as part of the Main Canal

system. You could utilize gravity diversion with a combination of

pumping about 60 percent of the time so you would still utilize

the existing headworks as much as possible to offset the amount of

time you have to run the pumps. But 40 percent of the time would

be pumping only.

It does include implementation of

conservation measures, and I have the next slide to talk about

what those would be. It does require a redesign of the Main Canal

since the Main Canal was designed to carry 1,374 cfs. It would

have to be redesigned in order to function at that lower

withdrawal rate.

It also includes relocation of the Intake

Fishing Access Site. One of the Ranney Well facilities would need

to be located at that location. Construction of this alternative

is around 477 million. Annual O&M is about 4.4 million, which is
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a per acre cost of $77 approximately for the Irrigation District,

and that's an increase of about 66 percent.

So some of the conservation measures that

would be considered to be implemented with this lower withdrawal

is additional check structures within the canal, flow measuring

devices, converting some of the laterals to pipes, sprinkler

systems, lining the Main Canal in some of the laterals, control

over-checking and ground water pumping.

If you have read the document, you will see

that there has been a determination that even if we were able to

save this much water with conservation measures that it likely

could not deliver the Irrigation District's need with only that

608 cfs. If you look at the crop requirements, 608 would not be

enough for that crop requirement. But that is in the document for

you to look at.

This is a schematic of the Multiple Pumps

with Conservation Measures that utilizes Ranney Wells. If you

know anything about Ranney Wells, they are essentially kind of a,

more of a ground water withdrawal of the alluvium of the river so

you can see there is kind of a lateral pipe at the bottom part.

You can't actually see it from where you are sitting but there is

a lateral pipe at the bottom of the pump that withdraws some of

the alluvium from the bottom of the river.

So cost estimates for all the alternatives,

we kind of went over them. This just shows some of the things
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that actually go into the cost estimates themselves. There is the

construction costs. We also take into consideration how long a

given alternative takes to construct but they are looking for

ecosystem benefits.

If an alternative takes 10 years to

construct, you are waiting that long before you are actually

getting benefits from that alternative; if it takes two years, you

are getting benefits earlier. So we do take things like that into

consideration.

The design of the alternative is part of the

cost estimate. Construction management is part of the cost

estimate. We usually just use percentages because in general, a

more expensive alternative costs equivalently more to design, more

to do construction management.

Real estate, the Rock Ramp and the Bypass

Channel are all on federally-owned land. The Modified Side

Channel, Multiple Pump and Multiple Pump with Construction

Measures would require some private land acquisition in order to

implement.

And that completes what we call the total

first costs, which is kind of what costs you might be looking at

for implementation. We also factor in the annual O&M costs, and

we take the total cost estimate of construction and we annualize

that with an annual O&M cost.

And the reason that we do that is to make an
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apples-to-apples comparison so that if a project has a really high

construction cost and reasonably low O&M versus a project that has

a really low construction cost and really high O&M, you want to

make sure that you are taking that into consideration, as opposed

to just the initial construction cost.

So we analyze those, the cost of each

alternative over a 50-year period because that's what we call our

planning window. We analyze those costs and the Corps is required

to do an analysis called Cost Effectiveness Incremental Cost

Analysis.

And the purpose of that is when we do things

like flood projects, there are monetary benefits that we can

measure. And in general, you don't invest in a project unless the

benefits outweigh the costs. When you do an ecosystem project,

it's hard to monetize the benefits that you get out of the

ecosystem.

So what we do is we do an analysis of how

cost-effective the habitat we are getting is. And I am not going

to get into how the analysis works. If somebody wants to catch me

afterwards, I will absolutely talk through it with you.

But in essence, what it does is it looks at

all the alternatives and it says if I can get the same or more

habitat for less cost than a different alternative, that

alternative gets eliminated, and I don't consider it anymore.

And through that analysis, you get two
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alternatives at the end that you need to compare their costs per

habitat unit. And that's the Bypass Channel and the Multiple

Pumping.

And what the CEIC gives you is it says for

the Bypass Channel, you can get about 70 percent of your benefits

for around $700 per habitat unit. To get the rest of your

benefits, which is another 30 percent through the Multiple

Pumping, it costs you approximately $1,400 per habitat unit. So

the question that gets before the decision maker is is that $1,400

per habit unit worth enough to spend these additional funds? So

that is the decision that gets in front of the decision maker.

Just in summary, the impact from the

Environmental Impact Statement, we looked at major resources of

hydrology and hydraulics, ground water hydrology, geomorphology,

aquatic communities, federally-listed species and state species of

concern, lands and vegetation, recreation, noise, social and

economic conditions, and historic properties.

I am not going to go over the impact of

each. It's in the document. What I can say is none of the

alternatives had any significant negative long-term impact on the

environment. If anybody wants to talk about any of these special

things, we can talk about it outside what the impacts were.

So the preferred alternative determined by

the Bureau of Reclamation, Corps of Engineers, in coordination

with Fish & Wildlife Service is the Bypass Channel. It does meet
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the requirements, the physical and biological requirements that we

were given by Fish & Wildlife Service and all of the agencies are

comfortable that it will pass fish.

It's a cost-effect of means of providing

fish passage. It's expected to have the lowest annual O&M of all

the alternatives considered and it would not result in significant

long-term adverse environmental impacts.

So that leads us to your role in what we are

doing here and that's how you can comment. We are taking spoken

or written comments tonight. If you step up to the mike, if you

signed up, the court reporter will record all of your comments and

they will be made part of the Project record.

If you want to fill out one of the comment

cards, you can come up and hand it to any one of us afterwards.

You can also mail those comments, either from the comment sheet or

one that you write out or type out yourself and it goes to that

address up there, and I know that address is out in the hall as

well.

You won't get a response that says hey, we

got your comment if you sent it in the mail. If you want that,

you can send it certified. There is also an e-mail address that

you can e-mail your comment, and you will get a response from

Jennifer Salak. She will respond and say, 'Hey, we got your

comment and I am forwarding it to the PM.'

The due date for comments, they must be
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postmarked or received by July 28th so if you e-mail them, we have

to get them by July 28th. If you send them through the mail, they

can be postmarked by July 28th. If you need any additional

information, if you have any questions, if you want to talk about

the project, you can contact either David or myself. We have our

phone numbers and our e-mail addresses, and this presentation will

be posted so you can get them off of there if you need to.

This is also the Project website where you

can access all of the documents from this EIS, as well as the

previous EAs because some of those documents are referenced within

this one. So you can go and look at all of those documents as

well.

So we are ready to move into spoken comments

by you all. Just a reminder, we will call people up. I will call

four at a time so you can go to whichever microphone is more

convenient. When we get through those four, I will call the next

four just to try to make it most efficient.

Try and limit comments to three minutes.

Kayla will hold up a sheet that says "1", and you will have one

minute left, if you can try and wrap up your comment within a

minute. You will be allowed, once everyone has spoken, to come

back up and have more comments. But we just want to make sure

that everyone is heard from.

The court reporter will keep track of all

the comments and will record them and the agency staff will be
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available after the meetings to answer any questions that you

might have or if you want to talk further. And then all comments

received both verbal, written, e-mail, however you get them to us,

will be considered by the agencies in finalizing the EIS and will

be made part of the Final EIS.

And we will go ahead and call the first

group of people and we will start with elected officials. So

first up is Senator Matt Rosendale, Duane Mitchell and Scott

Staffanson. Before you step up to the mike, make sure that you

state your name and then who you represent.

MATT ROSENDALE: Good evening. Senator Matt

Rosendale. I represent Senate District 18 for the State of

Montana that falls in Richland and Wibaux Counties and I am also

on the Board of Directors for the Intake Irrigation Project.

I would like to make a couple comments.

First of all, that we need to keep in mind as we go through this

process that first of all, the farmers did not request a single

alternative or upgrade to this entire facility. I just want to

make sure that the Corps keeps in mind, while I know that you are

aware of it, so it's reflected in the public record that the

public knows that these farmers did not ask for a single

alternative or upgrade of this facility. This is all as a direct

result of the Endanger Species Act as you guys are aware.

That being said, Congress passed the

Endangered Species Act and the people of this nation feel this
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fish is worth preserving. Then the people of this nation have got

to absorb the expense associated with it, not 350 farmers and

their families and the communities that they support in eastern

Montana. The people of this nation have to support those costs

associated with preserving this fish and that also includes the

extensive operation and maintenance of the facilities as we go

forward.

The next thing I would like to say is that

when the new head gates were installed three years ago, this

community was sold a bill of goods and that bill of goods included

the rock ramp. They were not just sold and went through hearings

to approve the new head gates and screens that were placed in

front of them. As part of that project, they were supposed to

have the Rock Ramp alternative constructed within the next year

after the head gates were. And then we were told that that had

fallen out of the equation because of the cost associated with it.

So there is already a lot of folks walking around feeling like

they were sold a bill of goods.

The next thing I would like to say is that

the Multiple Pump Stations are unrealistic. Right now our small

Irrigation Project provides water to about 900 acres and there is

two small pumps, as you can image, to provide that water and there

is not enough reliable electricity to even run those pumps. We

just had those voltages on those turned down so that we can

actually make them function throughout the season.
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The only realistic and reliable method for

delivering this water is by gravity flow assisted by the diversion

and the Bypass Channel so they can provide the fish passage. So I

would like to go on record and say that I support the Bypass

Channel alternative.

Thank you very much for coming out.

(Applause.)

DUANE MITCHELL: I am Duane Mitchell. I am

a Richland County Commissioner from Sidney. I want to thank

everybody for being here, especially for you people being here

working on this.

Genesis 1:28 says, "God blessed them and

said unto them be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth

and subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the

fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the

earth."

I have a couple of questions and then a

couple comments. This past Sunday after church, my wife was asked

by a young lady, a college freshman, if the Intake Diversion Dam

has been in operation over a hundred years, why are the pallid

sturgeon not extinct? They must be doing something correct if

they have been able to last this long.

And with this perceived threat of climate

change, global warming and carbon print, how much of a carbon

print has the Lower Yellowstone Project created over the last
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107 years that has been providing water that the valley.

Today Sidney Sugars employs 130 full-time

employees and during the campaign of around 300 employees for an

annual payroll of around $10 million. And according to the

Chamber of Commerce, every dollar that's earned in the community

is retuned six to seven times. Now, add the $7 million of

operating expense that Sidney Sugars pays through our economy

annually and you now are talking about a serious impact to our

city, county and state. That will not only affect Sidney but the

other cities and counties around Sidney.

I called the Montana Department of Revenue

to see how much this could affect the tax base of Richland County.

The appraisal value for one acre of irrigated land is $664.62, one

acre of wild hay land is $175.98, one acre of grazing land is

$39.30. The taxable value--and this is what the other

commissioners and I worry about--one acre of irrigated land is

$14.34, one acre of wild hay land is $2.80 and one acre of grazing

land is 84 cents.

Let it be known that the Richland County

Commissioners Shane Gorder, Loren Young and Duane Mitchell agree

that the Bypass Channel is the best solution to keep our farmers

and the fish living on and in the Yellowstone River.

Thank you.

SCOTT STAFFANSON: Scott Staffanson; I am

Representative for Montana's House District 35, which encompasses
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Richland County and also encompasses the majority of the acres

that are irrigated by this project.

We live on one side of the canal and we

irrigate on both sides of the canal. There is about a half mile

of canal--or a little more than that, three-fourths of a mile runs

through our property and provides habitat, it turn, so it turns

the section of land into sub-irrigated hay land that otherwise

would, would be dry pasture land and provides a lot of habitat for

everything from pheasants to grouse to sandhill cranes that nest

on the place.

I have got 140 acres that I irrigate out of

the well. That well would probably not be near as productive if

it weren't for the canal raising the ground water so that I have

water through my pivot.

Looking forward, I think this project needs

to stay in place. It's already there. It's very efficient.

There is nothing more efficient than gravity irrigation when it

comes to expanse and the water is, none of us wastes it. I mean,

you talk about wasting water but it goes back into the ground

water, it goes back into the river and it provides so many things

for this community between hunting and agriculture and a place to

raise a family.

I am the third generation that's irrigated

on that farm where we live and got two more generations living

there now but I hope will continue to shovel mud and make water
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run downhill on our land.

Chelsea, my daughter, is home irrigating

right now while I am here. And I'd just like to say I am in favor

of the Bypass. I think it's the best alternative to keep our

Irrigation Project in place. And from what I studied, I believe

it will do a great job of preserving the habitat and in increasing

the habitat for the pallid sturgeon.

Thank you.

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So next up, Cathy,

Kirkpatrick, Art Gehnert, Max Schwartz, William Hier and Leon

Stevenson, and Ron Etzel.

CATHY KIRKPATRICK: Good evening. Thank you

for being here this evening and for your very good study that you

provided for us. I am here as a representative of Dawson County

Economic Development, Cathy Kirkpatrick, Executive Director.

The Lower Yellowstone Project was authorized

by the Secretary of the Interior on May 10, 1904. The Project was

designed to provide a dependable supply of irrigation water to

support approximately 54,000 acres of land located on the west

side of the Yellowstone River, approximately two-thirds of the

irrigated land in Montana with the remaining lands located in

North Dakota.

Construction of the Project Dam began in

1905, which includes Intake Diversion Dam, also known as the

Yellowstone River Diversion Dam, a wood and stone diversion dam
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that spans the Yellowstone River and is submerged under water year

round.

The U.S. Fish, Wildlife & Parks Service

listed the pallid sturgeon as endangered under the Endangered

Species Act in 1990. The best available science suggested that

the Intake Diversion Dam impedes upstream migration of pallid

sturgeon and their access to the potential spawning and larval

drift habitat. The Lower Yellowstone River is considered to be

one of the best opportunities for recovery of the pallid sturgeon.

The Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan was

identified providing passage at Intake Diversion Dam to protect

and restore pallid sturgeon populations. By providing passage at

Intake Diversion Dam, approximately 165 river miles of potential

spawning and larval drift habitat would become available in the

Yellowstone River.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and

Reclamation as joint lead agencies have made available for public

review and comment the Lower Yellowstone River Intake Diversion

Dam Project Draft. The Draft EIS analyzes and discloses potential

effects associated with the proposed federal action to improve

passage for endangered pallid sturgeon and other native fish at

Intake Diversion Dam in the Lower Yellowstone River while

continuing to affect viable opportunities of the Lower Yellowstone

River Project.

Dawson County Economic Development stands
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today to support the Bypass Channel Alternative, the preferred

alternative, which includes abandonment of the existing concrete

weir; construction, operation and maintenance of a two-mile long

bypass channel for fish passage along the weir; placement of fill

in the upstream portion of the existing side channels for

stabilization; continued diversion of 1,374 cfs through the

screened headwaters; and continued operation and maintenance of

the irrigation distribution facilities and pumps.

It is the opinion of Dawson County Economic

Development Board of Directors that the removal of the Intake Dam

will create an economic impact, adverse economic impact on

communities in eastern Montana and ultimately, the entire State of

Montana. Agriculture is the foremost business in Dawson County

and Richland County. If the ability to irrigate the Lower

Yellowstone River is compromised, businesses will be lost, leaving

the residents' lives in turmoil.

In closing, we support the conclusion that

the Endangered Species Act passed by the U.S. Congress in 1973 was

never intended to put people out of business. It was intended to

save the species.

Respectfully submitted, Cathy Kirkpatrick,

Executive Director, Dawson County Economic Development.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

ART GEHNERT: Good evening. My name is Art
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Gehnert. I have been a resident of Dawson County for 77 years. I

have lived on the Yellowstone River all those years.

I've boated on the river, I've played on the

river and I have fought the river. The river is a natural being

thing. It's living; it moves. It's there for everyone to see and

to enjoy and to utilize; not to misuse, not to harm, and not to

desecrate.

We have enlisted the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers to conduct an Irrigation Study. In Dr. Tuthill's book,

he writes very clearly the Lower Yellowstone River in the Glendive

area is probably the most dangerous, life-threatening river in the

United States of America.

The ice jam conditions alone are enough to

make your hair stand on end. Ice flows can changed within

15 seconds of being okay or bad. And if it goes bad, you have to

run, and run in the right direction or you will be killed.

There has been loss of life in Dawson County right in my

neighborhood. There were people playing at the red barn. They

were killed trying to leave the red barn to get back to Glendive.

The slope of the land because of natural

river secretion, the channel is actually higher than the

surrounding land. They ran toward town, ran into the deeper

water. It took the poor ladies that were with them. Other ladies

were left in the trees and used suspenders to tie themselves into

the trees. They died. Those people there were deaths in Dawson
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County. Nobody remembers these bad things.

In 1936, we had a horrible flood in Dawson

County. Ice jam conditions just as recently as 2014 caused things

that I never expected to see happen. A natural river left its

natural channel and migrated over next to railroad track and

covered a highway for three solid days. The ice flow and water

that crossed into my property caused extensive damage and I had no

control.

Anyone that thinks they can build something

in the Yellowstone River and have no maintenance or have no

responsibility needs to take a second look at nature. Nature is

what we live in and the history of this river is emphatically very

dangerous and hard to cope with.

If you are going to build something in the

river, to maintain that project alone is your responsibility and

no one else's. If you are going to do it, you better have

property values that exceed the value of the project you are

building.

And I don't know, the maintenance on this

project is understated because of the lack of knowledge of the

Yellowstone River's natural characteristics. And I do pray that

you some day will be able to understand that the river is there

for us to enjoy and share with nature. And history shows that we

have mismanaged the river at Intake because everything at Intake

has been destroyed and is continuously having to be rebuilt almost
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every year to accomplish--you can't go fishing there without

crossing that slough, you can't hunt down there--that's time.

Thank you for your time so much.

(Applause.)

MAXWELL SCHWARTZ: My name Maxwell Schwartz.

I am a ditch rider in District 6 for the Lower Yellowstone

Irrigation Project.

First off, I would like to say it's amazing

how openly people voice their opinions on things that have very

little to do with their lives or very little impact or adversely

affect their livelihood.

Every day I drive this ditch line and I have

been all over the eastern side of the state, the western side of

North Dakota. And there is nowhere else in this region that I

have seen such wildlife and it's all created by the canal system.

And, I mean, to obstruct that or change it in any way and divert

water, you are creating another wildlife issue. I mean there is

an entire ecosystem that runs off this canal system.

So to say you are changing this for wildlife

is completely incorrect because you will be adversely affecting

other wildlife in the same area. So I am in favor of the Bypass

Channel and that's about all I have to say.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

RON ETZEL: My name is Ron Etzel and I have
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been with the Project for many years. I am an equipment operator.

But tonight I am reading a letter from a local Sidney business

owner, Ross Rosaaen, owner of Niehenke Welding.

And his letter goes: "To the people who

want to destroy a community: I am a business owner in Sidney,

Montana. My company was established in 1921 because of the

Irrigation Project. It supplied water for a large number of farms

in the valley.

My company is an agriculture welding and

repair shop. My livelihood for my wife and three kids is

dependent on the agriculture community. That is one of the

reasons why I had to write a letter because I couldn't come to the

meetings. I have a family and business to run.

My business relies on the survival of the

farms and the survival of Sidney so I bet most of you

environmentalists are thinking we have the oil to keep us going.

Wrong. The farmers were here before the oil and they will be here

after the oil. This is why I never chased the oil field.

Farmers come first in my welding shop. When they break down, I

am there to get them fixed so they can harvest the food everyone

needs.

Montana and North Dakota are one of the

leading producers of wheat, corn, sugar and barley. Our food just

doesn't magically appear in the stores. It has to be planted. It

needs water to grow and lots of it. Because of this irrigation,
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we produce some of the best crops.

If the dam is taken out, the water table in

Sidney will drop and the town will have to go on restrictions of

use. The animals that flourish in our area like deer, sage

grouse, pheasants and the birds all can survive because of our

irrigation.

This fight doesn't just affect the farmers.

It affects the entire Yellowstone Valley from Williston, North

Dakota to Billings, Montana. Thousands of people will be

affected. Land value will drop and people will have to leave.

This irrigation is the lifeblood of the

entire economy and life in our area. When did human life stop

mattering?

I understand we need to work together and I

have been told that the people that want our dam gone don't care

about the people's survival. All they care about is the fish. We

have more conservation in our state than most of the rest of the

country. Come on, let's have some common sense. Human lives

matter.

So I want people fighting our Irrigation

Project to think and not just jump on a bandwagon because it looks

good or they want money to back them for further fights. So are

you going to tell my wife and three children that we have to close

up and leave their homes and change their lives? No, I won't.

I have to do it because what I gather is
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that you don't care about us. This is just a game to you so I am

going to tell you I will fight you tooth and nail. I will fight

anyone that gets in the way of my livelihood and my family and

right now, you environmentalists are--we all need to work together

and that is what we have been trying to do from the beginning.

Let the Fish Bypass get built so the fish

survive. So do the people. Again, human lives matter.

Ross Rosaaen, Niehenke Welding."

(Applause.)

Also for myself that--

KAYLA ECKERT UPTMOR: Sir, it's time.

RON ENTZEL: Okay.

KAYLA ECKERT UPTMOR: Thank you. Feel free

to come back up though.

WILLIAM HIER: My name is William Hier and I

am here with Leon Stevenson and I will be reading a comment that

he has prepared.

"I am a life-long resident of this area and

have lived on the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project all of my

life except for the time in the Army. I only irrigated the

farmland above the Main Canal that is supplied by secondary water

right.

Currently, farming this land and the

irrigation is essential to my livelihood. Having made my living

as a machinist as a owner-operator for over 30 years, I do machine
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work for Sidney Water Users Project on the east side of the

Yellowstone River on machine parts for the pumps on that project

that are taking water directly out of the river to irrigate about

5,000 acres.

Maintaining these pumps in the river has

developed many problems from the silt, trash and gravel that is

inducted into the pumps from the river coming in through the

intakes and causes many problems in the pump housing and drive

system. The cost of the machine work to fix these pumps and the

fact that not all local machine shops are willing to deal with

this type of machinery causes a problem. At one point in the

summer, we had three different machine shops working on the pumps

for the Sidney water users and there still wasn't enough people to

go around.

The current gravity flow system has served

the water users on the Lower Yellowstone Project for over a

hundred years now. With the exception of two pumping stations,

the majority of the land is under irrigation delivered by gravity

and works quite well considering the age of the system, and it

would be a disservice to the farmers to replace this system with

unreliable electrically-driven pumps.

I am in favor of the current Bypass Channel

preferred alternative to save both the farmers and the pallid

sturgeon."

Thank you.
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LEON STEVENSON: I think you really

underestimated the cost of pumping out of that river just from my

experience of trying to keep their pumps running. They are

fighting it right now even while this is going on trying to get

water to just 5,000 acres.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: Next is Samree Reynolds,

Leslie Messer and Richard Cayko.

SAMREE REYNOLDS: Hi. I am Samree Reynolds

and I work at Sidney Sugars. And I thank you so much for the hard

work and for all of your dedication in finding a single way to

save our fish and our community.

With your presentation that you guys had

last night and tonight, you have shown us that there is a way to

save the fish and a solution that will work for everybody. You

have also shown us that because of the Irrigation Diversion Dam,

we have a community that is thriving and growing and continues to

do so.

I really highly strongly support this Bypass

Channel and I just hope that you guys put this through and just

not delay it because I think that with this delay--this is all

about saving the pallid sturgeon and I am thinking with this

delay, we are endangering them further by doing this so I think we

have got a perfect solution so let's please support the Bypass
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Channel and get this through and get it going.

Thank you so much.

(Applause.)

LESLIE MESSER: Good evening. My name

Leslie Messer and I am the Executive Director of the Richland

Economic Development in Richland County.

And I want to say thank you to these

agencies for all the hard work and the expedited work that you did

to get this EIS done so we could look at it. So I want to thank

you for all of your work.

In consideration of why we are all here

tonight, the Intake Project is one example where the government

came in to help and it actually worked. The thoughtful investment

from the Teddy Roosevelt era provided the money to construct this

structure to make this vast dry area bloom.

The results over the past century have

created stability in our economies, the production of our crops

being grown for the state, the nation, and the world, the

increasing wildlife and aquatic populations as well as the

preservation of our heritage and our culture.

Over the past century, generations of LYIP

Board of Control members have reliably delivered affordable and

equitable irrigation water to address the Endangered Species Act.

They have also taken measures to try to save the pallid sturgeon.

They have made modifications to the system to improve the fish
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passage and to deter the fish entrainment. They have demonstrated

that they have been good stewards with our precious resources, the

fish and the water and they will continue to do so.

The EIS does an amazing job of giving us

projections of the six alternatives' cost of construction, the

annual operation and maintenance and the annual O&M per acre to

get that water to the fields. But I ask that you also take into

consideration the other costs that every grower must bear given

the current expenses of seed, fuel, equipment, fertilizer, labor,

transportation to the markets. The local farms are struggling to

break even.

If the cost to get this water increases

anywhere from 10 to 60 percent, farming in this Mondak Region will

cease to exist. And in addition, the annual property taxes that

will no longer be generated in the Mondak will no longer be

injected into our communities and will negatively impact our

cities, counties, schools, states, budgets and services provided.

The removal of the weir and implementation

of the pumps would likely cause disruption and disturbances all

along the canal system, could ruin habitats, harm aquatic wildlife

populations, could significantly reduce drinking water levels and

cause unprecedented hardship or the complete extinction of our

family farms.

We have been told that the mature wild

sturgeon have a time deadline to be considerate of. The further
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and deliberate delays by the environmental groups with copious

funding resources of this construction, the delays of the

construction in modifications to the weir and the Bypass Channel

to provide passage for the sturgeon will cause them more harm than

good.

Furthermore, all of the work that the many

North Dakota and Montana congressional leaders did to keep and

maintain the federal funding for the Intake Project has been a

historic event like none other.

We support and agree with the agency's

recommendation of the Bypass Channel and the weir as the best

solution to preserve the sturgeon and other fish species, the

wildlife and the habitats, the economies in the Mondak Region and

the generations of families who live, work, play, conserve and

protect our precious resources for the future.

Invest that money now, let the construction

begin. Let's save the fish, let's save the farmers and let's safe

the habitat.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

RICHARD CAYKO: I am Richard Cayko. I am

the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project Board of Control Chairman

and also I am the Chairman of the MacKenzie County, North Dakota

County Commissioners.

I have a little different saying tonight
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than I did last night. I want to talk a little bit different. My

family and I have benefited from the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation

Project since 1929. My family came here from Colorado to raise

sugar beets for Holly Sugar. Lots of families were brought here

for that reason. Each family had 160 acres so the valley was very

populated from Intake to Nohly. Many businesses started up in all

the little towns along the Yellowstone River. Supply and demand

trimmed the population and the businesses to a sustainable level,

and we are there now.

The Irrigation Project must be allowed to

function with an elevation level of water that will gravity flow

through our canal and lateral systems. The Bypass Channel will

allow the pallid sturgeon and other specious to travel upstream.

This would be the most efficient and cost-effective alternative.

Thank you for your time.

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: The next group is Steve

Forrest, Tim Koffkey, and Matt Skoglund.

STEVE FORREST: Steve Forrest, Defenders of

Wildlife. I will be submitting detailed comments on the EIS so

anything I say here tonight will just be in addition.

I want to say that thank you for coming to

Montana. Good to see you here. I want to say I agree with pretty

much everything I have heard tonight. I don't think anybody wants

to see irrigation stop on the lower Yellowstone.

We think this is a chance for a win-win in
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the truest sense. we can save the fish; we can get the water to

the crops.

But I want to go back to something that

Senator Rosendale said about the Rock Ramp and being sold a

goods--a bill of goods. That's our opinion about this Bypass

Channel. We just don't think it's going to work.

We are supported in that view by the Montana

Fisheries Association. It's a professional organization of all

the fishery biologists in the State of Montana, both agency

biologists, academics and private consultants.

They agree. They think the uncertainties

with this Bypass Channel are so great that it's unlikely to work.

And if it does work, it's probably not going to work in the way

that we are all hoping it might work.

But who is going to bear the cost of failure

in this case? I don't think the Corps is intending to bear the

cost of failure. It's going to fall on the Irrigation District.

We want to make sure that if we are going to spend the millions of

dollars--and I agree again with Senator Rosendale--I think this is

a question for the American people.

I think we need the time to find those

additional resources to make up that gap. If it's a little more

expensive, let's find the funds. Let's do the project right.

Let's provide secure electric supply sources, if it's pumps.

Let's upgrade systems as needed. Let's get renewable energy to
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drive the Project. But let's find that money. Let's not, let's

not rush into a solution that's, that's likely to fail.

I think that we have heard a lot of things

about delay. Our organizations and other organizations that I

have worked with who have concerns about this alternative share

your views and concerns that the sturgeon is perhaps on its last

days. We don't want to say delay either but we don't want to see

a project done that's not going to do the job and be a waste of

taxpayer money.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

TIM KOFFKEY: My name is Tim Koffkey. I am

a ditch rider for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

District 1.

And for the record, I spent the last

22 1/2 years as a pastor so I am not good at following time

limits. I am here to speak in favor of the Fish Bypass Channel.

However, I would also like to address some concerns that I have

with this process and the agenda of the environmentalists.

First of all, I would like to say having a

meeting in Billings to avoid a larger face-to-face interaction

with the farmers on the environmentalists is an act of cowardice.

I would like to challenge each of you, while I commend you for

coming here to Glendive, where were you last night in Sidney?

(Applause.)
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Come to the community that you are desiring

to destroy. Come to us and meet us face to face.

Secondly, you environmentalists state that

the pallid sturgeon has been around for millions of years, which

leads me to think that you believe in Darwin's hypothesis of

evolution.

If that is the case, then according to Darwin's system, natural

selection is the law of the land that only the strong will

survive. If the pallid sturgeon has not managed to evolve to

adapt to the changes, perhaps it is not meant to live according to

the natural selection process.

I would then propose we exert our superior

strength and dominion over the sturgeon and have a giant

community-wide fish fry and end this discussion's problem

altogether.

(Applause and laughter.)

Sorry, I like joking around a little bit.

Thirdly, it's been stated that the fish do

not like or will not use manmade bypasses to get upstream. I

would like to suggest you take a look at the Hiram M. Chittenden

Locks located in Ballard, Washington, a manmade concrete structure

for a salmon fish ladder, which the salmon thrive and bypass and

get through from Lake Washington out to the Puget Sound and back

and forth.

(Applause.)
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This leads me to ask the very fundamental

question: What is this really all about? Is it really about the

pallid sturgeon? I don't believe so. I believe that there is

more to it and it all begins with the dehumanization of people.

Ingrid Newkirk, the president of PETA once

said, "A rat is a pig is a dog is a boy," essentially saying we

are all the same. Humans are not any better than any other animal

that exists on the earth.

Finnish Green Party activist Pentti Linkola

goes so far as to say he has more sympathy for failing insect

species than for children dying of hunger in Africa.

For the environmentalists, enough is never

enough. Go back to the 80's, paper versus plastic at the grocery

store. We moved to plastic for the sake of the environmentalists

but now for the environmentalists, that's not good enough.

So is this really going to be enough or is

there more to this? You would rather destroy our communities than

to see us live peacefully and respectfully, taking care of the

environment of eastern Montana.

On a side note, the proposed wind energy to

power the pump stations is an environmental joke as wind turbines

have long been shown to kill thousands of birds, as well as bald

eagles, which happen to be in the Endangered Species Act as a

protected wildlife animal. Yet the wind turbine companies do not

face any fine if they kill a bald eagle. And we have lots of bald
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eagles. I have seen them just about every day on my run.

I guess it goes to show the hypocrisy of the

environmentalist agenda. Scientific facts are valid as long as

they will fit within the framework of their agenda.

I support the Bypass Channel as it will

allow our communities, schools, local businesses and farmers to

continue to thrive. Our farmers and irrigation employees are hard

workers who put in long hours so that people can enjoy the

convenience of buying food in a grocery store.

They do not do it for personal recognition

or for any amounts of money. They do it for the love of the

outdoors and a love of what they are doing and for the opportunity

to serve their community.

This is why I support the protection of this

endanger species, the hard-working farmer before they too become

extinct.

(Applause.)

To you environmentalists, I would like to

suggest that you come and put in the hard work and hours of the

farmers and ditch riders and walk in our shoes for one year. Not

one day, not one week, not one month. One year; put in your time.

Then perhaps you might have a greater appreciation for what we do.

Thank you and God bless our farmers and God

bless Richland and Dawson County.

(Standing ovation.)
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MATT SKOGLUND: Good evening. My name is

Matt Skoglund. I am here on behalf of the Natural Resources

Defense Council.

And first, thank you for the opportunity to

comment and thank you for the presentation, in sitting up there,

listening to comments tonight, and I really appreciate the

comments.

I have listened closely and would

acknowledge that what folks have said and just appreciate hearing

everything I have heard. We will also be submitting detailed

written comments with the Defenders of Wildlife and I'll keep it

brief but I would like to highlight a few key points.

Our goal is for a win-win solution that

accomplishes two things: one, providing farmers of the Lower

Yellowstone Irrigation Project with the water that they need; and

removing the existing dam and opening up the river for fish

passage of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish. We do not

see this as an either or choice between fish and irrigation. We

really believe a viable win-win solution is achievable here.

We are also not wedded to any specific plan. So long as the

irrigators get their water, the river stays open, we will support

it. We need to think creatively here, both for the river and for

funding options in finding a way to achieve that win-win solution

we so desperately want for the river and this part of Montana.

You know, given the great uncertainty of an
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artificial Bypass Channel, investing the resources now and finding

those funding options to open the river up, it makes the most

sense in the long run for everyone. You know, what happens if we

spend the money, build a new Bypass Channel and it doesn't work,

which could so easily be the case? Where does that leave us in a

few years?

I don't--I think it's really, really,

really, it could be a bad situation for everyone. So I just think

what's the prudent thing now? What is the best win-win solution

to keep the river open, provide the water for irrigation? I

generally think it's the best, most sensible long-term decision we

can make that really would be the best for everyone.

But thanks again for the opportunity to comment.

(Applause.)

TIFFANY VANOSDALL: Next is David Garland,

James Brower and Mike Newton.

DAVID GARLAND: My name is David Garland. I

am the General Manager for Sidney Sugars.

I was going to come up and speak on kind of

the same theme I did last night in Sidney. I kind of would like

to shift my thoughts now to the last few comments from those that

I guess we consider environmentalists.

I am not here to judge but I fully support--

Sidney Sugars fully supports the Bypass Channel. When you look at

things that migrate, things that both come to mind are the monarch
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butterfly. It travels thousands of miles, I believe, down to

Mexico. I may not have all the facts but it is a very delicate

animal. If it was up to man to make sure that every monarch

butterfly made it to Mexico, I don't think one would make it

there. God has put it into that particular animal to make that

migration, to know how to manifest, how to get down there on its

own.

Providing this bypass, to me, it is just an

extension of the river and I believe it is fully wide enough, it's

deep enough. It's my opinion that the pallid sturgeon will see

that's the route it needs to take to get around the diversion

weir.

I will just leave it at that. Thanks.

(Applause.)

JAMES BROWER: My name is James Brower, and

I hate to admit it, for the first time in a long time I feel

speechless. Those last few comments were very insightful, very

optimistic, and I feel they deal with the passions of those

people's heart.

You are saying you are looking for a win-win

situation and that you don't want an option that's only been

studied for a couple years. But the truth is that the Fish Bypass

Channel has been thought about, studied, analyzed three different

times, in, I believe, the last 15 years.

But the important part is part of your
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suggested options, all of your suggested options involve removing

the dam. And that, I want to ask, what is your scientific

evidence that removing a dam has ever helped a pallid sturgeon

before?

The other part of removing the dam is the

only way I know of, after 25 years of designing irrigation in

three different states of bringing water into the Irrigation

District without a dam, and these aren't real dams. Most people

think of concrete structures that stick above the water. I

believe that's what you thought before you came to Intake, if you

have visited Intake and seen our dam.

But the truth of the matter is a diversion

dam is below the water 90 percent of the year. The nice thing

about this concrete structure that is going to be added to an

existing dam that's been in the river for 108 years is that it is

an improvement to an existing dam that is only under water

90 percent of the year.

And by adding that concrete weir to raise

the elevation just enough to deliver water to the Fish Bypass so

that the Fish Bypass will have 15 percent of the Yellowstone River

flowing though it to attract the fish, it also raises it just

enough to add water. And the purpose for it to add water into the

irrigation canal is so farmers still have water without the need

to add rock to the river.

Because some of the pictures you see on the
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internet were taken during a historically low flow in August 2012,

and they show the rock above the river, and I have to admit when I

saw it, I could admit those rocks look like it would hold me from

migrating upstream.

(Laughter.)

But I know that fish do swim a hell of a lot

better than I do. But here we have an opportunity by adding this

fish-friendly concrete weir that has a fish notch in it at the

lower elevation so that that fish notch will have water in it even

when the Irrigation Project is having less water.

That fish notch and the concrete forces all

the water up above the existing weir. And with that concrete, all

the water going up above the concrete so it's submerged 100

percent of the year will keep--we no longer have to have the rocks

stacked on top of the wooden structure. So the rock will be

placed into a short and steep rock ramp that guides the water and

the fish up over the concrete.

But the point of the matter is that by

installing the concrete weir in itself, it forces all the water

above the wood. No longer are there going to be exposed boulders,

and that in itself improves fish passage for other fish species.

And because pallid sturgeon can't take the

velocities, according to human research, because they can't take

the shallow depths that might be above that concrete during the

low flow time of the year when the pallid sturgeon aren't usually
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in our part of the river, we have designed--I am sorry, the Corps

of Engineers designed, and I have helped review and the Bureau of

Reclamation has designed, a Fish Bypass Channel mimicking, with

the help of Montana Fish & Wildlife's recommendations a couple

years ago studying the existing Bypass Channels that the pallid

sturgeon seem to use.

This artificial channel that's proposed now

mimics natural channels that are proven the pallid sturgeon

already use. The point of the matter is we have got a win-win

situation.

Right now, less than 25 miles away, Buffalo

Rapids has two pumping stations. Both of those pumping stations

have either one-third of their pumps down to mechanical failure or

half their pumps down to mechanical failure.

The Fallon Pumping Station has been out this

entire season and we are about to trip into July. There are crops

that have been lost and there is a significant amount of crops

that are damaged and they are going into rationing, which is a

word that scares many farmers, in order to survive with their

electrical pumps designed by engineers.

And what we have now has been reliable for

108 years. And when there has been a failure, every 20 or so

years, our guys know how to fix it and it's repaired by locals and

it's done quickly, okay. Why trade in the reliability of a system

that Teddy Roosevelt dreamed up, our greatest conservationist, why
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trade in that reliability for pumps that are proven to fail all

over the nation?

Thank you very much.

(Applause.)

MIKE NEWTON: Good evening. My name is Mike

Newton. I am here on behalf of Fisher Sand and Gravel Company

located here in Glendive, Walleyes Unlimited of Montana, and I sit

as the President of the Montana Contractors Association.

This Bypass Channel to us, to the F.W.P. and

the F.W.P. has proven this by tracking pallids up the slough for

those of us in this group that know about the slough, they have

tracked them all way to the Powder River. This Bypass Channel, I

have walked it. I have been involved with it directly or

indirectly for the past six to seven years. I have visited with

the Corps about it. I have talked to Lower Yellowstone about it,

the county commissioners, our state legislators, our senators, and

our Congressmen.

One of our biggest questions is these

environmental groups come forward and they--I won't get into the

environmental groups in Montana. I have done battle with them for

many, many years. But these two groups that came in unheard of,

unknown of, claim all this support from other groups that

originate on the east coast. They know absolutely nothing about

the Yellowstone River. They know nothing about fish.

The pallid sturgeon, yes, they need to be
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saved. I agree with that 100 percent. Bottom line, I was

fortunate enough to grow up here in eastern Montana farming and

ranching. I know most of these people that irrigate.

A food supply is way more important than a

fish. This bypass and where it's located at and the way it works

and the way it is built, the guarding and everything about it,

says it will work. If they will use that slough, they will use

this bypass. But it won't just be pallid sturgeon; it will be

many others.

And where they begin to come in at this, at

the mouth of it, and I have walked this project, we were a huge

contributor with Ames Construction on this project. The money is

there. The EAs have been done three different times, as

Mr. Brower said. The Corps is not at fault here; the judge in

Great Falls is.

You need to look at the big picture here.

Get this thing done, get it built, help the fish, put a bunch of

Montana people to work in eastern Montana for a little while, two

years approximately, and develop our counties and our communities

in eastern Montana. We need this.

I know you guys support it. To heck with

environmental groups in eastern Montana or any other part of

Montana. We need this here now.

Thank you very much for your time.

(Applause.)
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TIFFANY VANOSDALL: So that's everyone that

has signed up on the sheets. If you did not sign up and you would

like to make a comment, feel free to step up to one of the mikes

or if you made your comment and have more comments, feel free to

step up to the mike. We will step back for a few minutes and let

anyone that wants to step forward.

Make sure you give your name and who you

represent so that the court reporter can get it.

BLAINE GIFFORD: My name is Blaine Gifford,

more commonly known as Chip. I am one of the owners of Johnson

Hardware & Furniture in Sidney. It's a business that's been there

101 years. My wife is third generation. It's there so you can

see the time frame of it. With the Irrigation Project, the area

grew and financially. If we lose, if we lose any of this

irrigation, it will cripple, it will cripple the economy, put

people out of work.

But one of the things that I did want to

comment, since this is really a comment on the Environmental

Impact Statement, is probably the most environmentally-friendly

system is a gravity system. There is no carbon footprint to speak

of.

The multiple pumps will have to be powered

somehow. That will either be a carbon footprint from fossil fuels

that have to supply power or if you try wind turbine and wind

turbine--I was actually just driving down here. We are in a
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scenic corridor. If you come down the Yellowstone Valley, you

would have visual pollution. That's a consideration that's always

been taken into an Environmental Impact Statement also. So wind

turbines will be, again, sad.

As far as this being just considered for a

couple of years, back in 1990 when the pallid sturgeon were put on

the list as endangered, one of the things that they have in that

original document is a bypass around some of the dams. So it's

been thought of for the last 25 years. This is not something new.

And you see it repeatedly in many of the literature by scientists

and others.

In fact, I question about that every

biologist in Montana supports saying the bypass wouldn't work. I

don't have his name, I need to write it down, but in 2013, the

head of the Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Program actually specifically

mentioned the bypass and said that this was a good way for the

pallid sturgeon to help them recuperate so they could go up the

river. And he seemed to have the opinion that this would work.

So I argue with some of the statistics that have been mentioned

here.

But again, I am in favor of the bypass

system. It is a weir and water flows over it. People are

picturing this as a dam. It's not literally a dam; it's a weir.

That's all I've got to say.

Thanks. Bye.
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(Applause.)

TAMI CHRISTENSEN: Good evening. Thanks for

being here. I am Tami Christensen. I am a co-owner of Tri-County

Implement in Sidney, Montana.

I have been in the ag business for almost

40 years. I'm going to date myself a little bit here. My family

moved here almost 30 years ago, started a business, learned about

irrigation. I am a second generation business owner. We now have

the third generation in our business. Hopefully, some day, we

will have the fourth generation.

We are here because we definitely support

the bypass and the weir. And like some other groups that serve on

the State, I do not see why having pump stations, it is not going

to look nice. It's going to leave a carbon footprint. The

pollution is going to be worse and we need to go forward with this

bypass and get this project done.

We talked about spending way too much money.

We have spent way too much money studying this. But I think we

missed an opportunity last night, and I would like everybody in

this room, and I would like this on the record with the--I notice

the photographer is in here somewhere. How many people in this

room, please stand up if you are in favor of this bypass.

(Majority stand. Applause.)

And on the same--other hand, I would like

all the people who are against this bypass to please stand up and
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I'd also like that on the record.

(Two attendees stand.)

And that will be it. Thanks.

(Applause.)

KAYLA ECKERT UPTMOR: I'd just like to say

I'm not trying to be a drill sergeant on the time but we need to

keep it moving and so we kind of have to monitor the statements.

But I did stop Ron so if you still had a few comments you wanted

to add, please come right back up.

Thanks.

JERRIT SCHMIERER: My name is Jerrit

Schmierer. I am a--my parents farm in Savage. I am a mechanical

engineer for the natural gas company here in Glendive.

I just wanted to address the couple

gentleman that were from the environmental groups. Their big

point here tonight is what if it doesn't work? What if it doesn't

work, who does it fall on? Where do we go from there? My comment

is what if it does work?

(Applause.)

If this works, it's a template for every

compromise of dam and fish everywhere. If this works, it's a

solution for the next hundred years. If it works, this is going

to be a great thing for fish everywhere and for farmers and

electric power everywhere. If this works, this is going to be a

much greater victory than failure if it doesn't.
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Thank you.

BARRY RAKES: I am Barry Rakes with the

Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District 2 in Terry. I am president of

the Board.

You don't want pumps. We have 11 of them.

(Laughter and applause.)

They break down for any reason. Rock in the

the impellers, low water, um, and you have moss that gets into the

pumps and tear the pump's impellers up. I wish I could have a

natural inflow of water without pumps.

And we have cheaper power and we are

still--we just went to $46 an acre on 11,000 acres is all we farm

in our district, eleven five. And believe me, pumps would be a

nightmare for you people.

And wherever they got that you could run

Sidney Sugars or the Irrigation Project on 600 acre feet of water

in that many acres, it's common sense you are not going to. I

mean, I don't know who come up with that but it ain't going to

work.

I am in favor of this bypass. You can't

tell me fish are that stupid, they are not going to go down in

there. Really.

(Laughter and applause.)

We'll just have to stop them right there and

tell them to turn left.
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That's the end of my comments.

(Applause.)

RON ETZEL: Ron Etzel for the Lower

Yellowstone Irrigation Project. I just wanted to reiterate what

Mr. Rakes said about pumps. They are expensive. They are a pain

in the butt to work on and we don't have as many pumps as they do

or as much capacity but we are working on them a lot for what we

do.

And I do feel sorry for Buffalo Rapids that

they have to pump like that. I mean we--our costs are high but

it's because we got a little better equipment than they do. We

spend a lot of money on our machinery and even on the labor.

We had a lot of issues with labor during the

oil boom and that--we are, right now we are running shorthanded.

I mean, it's hard to get people sometimes. You know, there is

always other jobs that look better to people and they jump over

there so--but I agree. Like I said, pumps are expense. Gravity

still works and it doesn't break down.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

WALT MCNUTT: I am Walt McNutt from Sidney.

I am retired from the implement dealership. My daughter just

spoke a little bit ago.

I spent sixteen years of my life in the

State Legislature. And in that timeframe, I did a lot of work on
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water issues and natural resource issues, chaired the Water Policy

Committee, that sort of thing.

The one thing that has always bothered me

when we had an issue and we have our own environmental groups in

this state, and they are welcome to their opinion. We live in

America and everybody is welcome to that.

But the solutions often paralleled the

comment that was made tonight. I want a win-win situation as long

as you take the dam out. This is what we get all the time. We

are going to play ball with you if you do it according to us. Not

what you want, not what you need, not what you live with and not

what you built in this system that has worked for over a hundred

years but we want a win-win--I want you to listen to that--as long

as you take the dam out.

Now that doesn't sound to me like we want to

work together at all. We are either going to play their ball game

or they are not going to play.

(Applause.)

MIKE RUDDY: Yes. I am Mike Ruddy. I am a

candidate, Democratic side, for the District 36.

I am an environmentalist and I am also an

evolutionist. But I support this Project. I support this dam.

A lot of times, we are taking a lot of bad

hits here: Democrats, environmentalists and it's not what they say

it is. I believe this is a good project. It's the only
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common-sense solution to the problem. People say that we've got

to study. There are some environmentalists I know their favorite

game is to delay the project. I will tell you, in my life, no

decision is worse than wrong decisions. You have got to make the

commitment and find out you are wrong.

If it doesn't work, the Corps of Engineers,

the Bureau of Rec, they will soon recognize it real quick and we

will get it modified or we can change it to do something else.

But we have to make a decision. We have to go forward.

A lot of these people that say, well, we

have got to do more studying, that's their game. They just like

to play that game. They make study after study after study and

that's what they do for a living.

The trouble in Montana, we have too many

intense bureaucrats that don't want to make a decision that

want--delay on a railroad. I used to work on the railroad. We

had a tool house built. People that go to the tool house, they

can talk about how much time they put in or how many rail they

laid.

But in all reality, they never got the motor

car on the track. We need to get the motor car on the track. We

got to unload the steel. We have got to put in the time. We

can't just keep talking about it. I don't care how many engineers

you send out to tell us this way or that way.

This is the best alternative. If it's
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wrong, I know it's probably going to be a little bit ineffective.

Some of the pallids still ain't going to make it. But for the

majority; and the greatest percentage of them will and they will

be able to survive.

That's it for me. Thank you.

(Applause.)

ART GEHNERT: I am Art Gehnert and I'd like

to speak once again.

I have spoke about the nature of the project

and now I'd like to speak about the history of the project. And

the history of the project is that it has worked.

it's worked for all these years with quite

extensive maintenance and quite a loss of river in the valley

because of the Rock Ramp being in there, the fish cannot go

upstream as they would like to do.

And the first proposal that we had when I

first attended meetings on this Intake Project, which was about

20-plus years ago, is that we would build a Bypass Channel from

upstream to deliver water at the required 1500 cfs for the

complete irrigation system to have and that Bypass Channel would

bring water from five river miles upstream, which gives it enough

head to operate the screen structure as presently constructed.

It could operate. It could work to protect

some people's property, including the railroad and the highway

system that's in there. It could work to bring water to the
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irrigators and return the larval drift that will occur if the

spawning does occur upstream of Intake.

The larval drift needs to be accounted for.

They would go by the screens and a portion of the water that we

took out upstream would go past the screens and carry the larval

drift back into the river. Any other fish would be in the

remaining 85 percent of the river at normal pull rate.

Now, if we take 1500 cfs out when we are

trying to build a dam, they are trying to build a bypass

structure, when we do all this work on dry land and build this

levy alongside the railroad track and the highway system and some

personal property to protect those properties and deliver the

water to the irrigators with one head gate at the bottom end and

one head gate at the top end, one to control the flow at the

screens to allow the larval drift to pass underneath that head

gate and another head gate upstream to control the flow into the

canal, it would work. It was one of our very first proposals on

fixing Intake and I was there. I made that proposal. And it's

still has not ever been scientifically studied or engineer-wise

studied.

Thank you for your time again. I appreciate

it.

(Applause.)

MAXWELL SCHWARTZ: My name is Max Schwartz.

I spoke earlier.
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one of the negative comments that I heard

earlier was what if we do do this and it doesn't work? Okay, so

how about another what-if? We put in the pumps, we tear out the

dam and how about that doesn't work?

A VOICE: Yeah.

MAXWELL SCHWARTZ: What happens then? You

just wash your hands and say, "Oh well, I tried," but what about

the people that negatively affects, that ruins their life and

their livelihood? Where do you go from there when you just washed

your hands and said, "Well, that's it for me. I will go back to

my regular life like I always do," and just leave the farmer out

there with nothing?

That's it.

(Applause.)

SAMREE REYNOLDS: My name is Samree

Reynolds. I talked earlier.

My thing, I guess, is the time and the

study. You spend more time studying this and more money studying

this, by the time you get done, there may not be any pallid

sturgeon to worry about. So I think we need to support something

that we know is going to work, that has already been proven, that

is already there. Let's go ahead and go with it. And yeah, what

if it does work? Let's just go with it.

Thank you.

(Applause.)
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TIFFANY VANOSDALL: Is there anybody else

that would like to comment?

Steve is going to take a few minutes to give

you some closing comments. The agency staff will be out in the

hall if you would like to talk to any of us.

STEVE DAVIES: Hi. My name is Steve Davies

with the Bureau of Reclamation.

On behalf of the Bureau of Reclamation and

the Corps, thank you everybody for showing up tonight, taking the

time to come and speak to all of us your input, your comments,

your verbalizing these or provided comments on any of these

matters. Any of these meetings are critical for us to make an

informed decision.

Thanks, Tiffany and David, for making this

presentations tonight and standing for the whole time while

everybody was doing that. Thank you.

Thanks to our recorder recording every word

that's been spoken tonight.

Last but not least, thank you for the staff

of this wonderful facility for setting this facility up. The

lighting, the acoustics, everything. We really appreciate being

able to come into a facility like this and conduct a meeting like

this.

As Tiffany said, we are going to remain as

long as necessary. If anybody has any questions, we are going to
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be hanging around outside for a while.

This is the second of three meetings.

Tomorrow night we have a meeting in Billings, Montana. That will

be our third and final meeting. That's in the Lincoln Center in

downtown Billings. The format is exactly the same as it was

tonight, as it was in Sidney last night. It will be the same

presentation, the same opportunities for people to come up and

talk.

How to comment, I really want to stress we

have recorded every word that everybody has said tonight. You can

mail comments. You can e-mail comments. Please have these in or

at least postmarked, if you are mailing in, by July 28th; really

critical.

The documents are all available on the

Montana area office website. This is the Project website that's

listed at the bottom of this slide. This presentation will also

be there. The entire Draft Environmental Impact Statement and all

associated, all supporting documentation and Appendices are all

posted there.

We do have a limited number of CDs available

should anybody want one with those documents on it. Please see

Mr. David Trimpe or ask any one of us and we will try to get you

one. We don't have enough for everybody and I apologize for that.

But again, these are available online.

With that, I am going to conclude our
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comments tonight. Thanks again everyone for coming. Your

participation in this is really indicative of the interest and

importance of this project.

So thanks everybody.

(Applause.)

(End of Public Proceedings.)
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WRITTEN COMMENTS

I support the by-pass channel plan. This plan, devised by the

Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation, will work

for the farmers, area businesses, local water wells, & all plants

& animals who depend on a reliable water source, as well as the

pallid sturgeon to use the Yellowstone River if the fish chooses

to. This river diversion weir at Intake has been in existence and

operational for over 100 years. Yet, the fish survives. Humans,

plants, animals & fish need the water for life!

Linda Nelson

Valley Garage Inc.

PO Box 177

Savage, MT 59262

The bypass channel will allow fish to navigate the river (as they

have done for the 100+ years Intake diversion dam has been

operational. The livelihood of citizens in this Yellowstone River

valley depends on the reliable water source not only for

irrigation of crops, but all ag related businesses that feed the

local economy. Please don't underestimate the catastrophic

effects on people, plants & wildlife if our beautiful valley is

forced to become a dry prairie with very little life being able to

exist. The irrigation project allows our area to be productive.
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Our area contributes to the State and federal finds, through

taxes. Take the irrigation away and government programs will have

less cash to operate. We, the people, the taxpayers of this area

support the bypass channel.

Gary Nelson

Business owner, Valley Garage Inc.

PO Box 177

Savage, MT 59262
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

I, JOSLYN CUMMINGS, Official Court Reporter,

Do hereby certify that I reported in machine shorthand

the foregoing proceedings at the time, place and with the

appearances hereinbefore noted.

I further certify that the transcript transcribed from

my original shorthand notes by means of computer-assisted

transcription, is a full, true, and correct transcript of the

oral statements adduced therein, to the best of my ability.

I further certify that I am not of counsel for, nor in

any way related to, any of the parties in this matter, nor am I in

any way interested in the outcome thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

this 18th day of July, 2016.

_______________________
JOSLYN CUMMINGS

Official Court Reporter



Trimpe, David <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>

Fwd: Comment for Reclamation 
1 message

Conner, John (Jack) <jconner@usbr.gov> Fri, Jun 3, 2016 at 11:20 AM
To: David Trimpe <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>, Gerald Benock <gbenock@usbr.gov>

David/Jerry  please see below comment regarding Intake.  Collection for these; how should/do we do this?  Jack
 Forwarded message 
From: Johnson, Tyler <tjohnson@usbr.gov> 
Date: Wed, Jun 1, 2016 at 9:07 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Comment for Reclamation
To: "John (Jack) Conner" <jconner@usbr.gov> 

Jack,

Here is a Lower Yellowstone comment that came in from the national site.

Thanks,

Tyler
 Forwarded message 
From: Soeth, Peter <psoeth@usbr.gov> 
Date: Wed, Jun 1, 2016 at 9:03 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Comment for Reclamation
To: Tyler Johnson <TJohnson@usbr.gov> 

Here is another one.

Peter Soeth | Public Affairs | Commissioner's Office | Bureau of Reclamation | 3034453615 (o) | 3039107473 (c)

 Forwarded message 
From: <Immabba@wao.com>
Date: Tue, May 31, 2016 at 7:46 PM 
Subject: Comment for Reclamation
To: lmeredith@usbr.gov, rgabour@usbr.gov, psoeth@usbr.gov 

From Elana & Avner Levy (Immabba@wao.com) on 05/31/2016 at 07:05:15MSGBODY: 
People an their planned, engineered projects are clearly far more flexible than the 78mil. Year Sturgeon  they are also
much more creative in finding solutions, hitherto unthought of  or tried.
we would not give our consent to spending 60 mil dollars to exacerbate the problem!
The annual loss of 2/3 reds of the water sucked up from the river is another  indication of either tightness usage or
primitive ingineering, which should be addressed promptly  seems clear to us.
Thar matters of importance are "decided" by sufferance, acceding to lobby pressures (which fish  no matter how old 
cannot put together.... Is patently wrong  ether coming generations will suffer the unthinkable results,,, 
please help prevent the farther abuse of habitat and those creatures living in its watery environs.

Previous Page: http://www.usbr.gov/main/comments.cfm 

 
Tyler Johnson
Bureau of Reclamation

mailto:tjohnson@usbr.gov
mailto:jconner@usbr.gov
mailto:psoeth@usbr.gov
mailto:TJohnson@usbr.gov
mailto:Immabba@wao.com
mailto:lmeredith@usbr.gov
mailto:rgabour@usbr.gov
mailto:psoeth@usbr.gov
mailto:Immabba@wao.com
http://www.usbr.gov/main/comments.cfm
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Jack Conner
Administrative Officer
Bureau of Reclamation
Montana Area Office
U.S. Department of Interior
tele: (406) 2477300, cell: (406) 6703778
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:45 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Fw:PUBLIC  comment ON FEDERAL REGISTER

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Jean Public [mailto:jeanpublic1@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 3:23 PM 
To: TIFFANY.K.VANOSDAL@USACE.ARMY.MIL 
Cc: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil>; INFO@TAXPAYER.NET 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fw:PUBLIC comment ON FEDERAL REGISTER 
 
ITS TOO LATE TO CHANGE WHAT THE STURGEON WILL DO. ITS BEEN TOO LONG WITH THE DAMN THERE. I OBJECT 
STRENUOUSLY FOR THE TAXPAEYRS TO PAY FOR THIS EXPENSIVE WORK. THE USACE HAS BEEN CALLED INTO NJ TO 
DOTHE SAME THING. OBVIOUSLY THIS IS ANOTHER MAKE WORK PROJECT FOR OUR FEDERAL AGENCIES ALL OVER THIS 
COUNTRY WHERE ALL OF A SUDDEN SOME MUKY MUK THINKS THEY CAN TAKE AWAY 200  YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESTRUCTION AND DAMAGE BY TAKING DOWN A DAM. IT WONT WORK. ITS STUPID THINKING. ITS MAKE WORK. ITS 
GOUGING THE AMERICAN TAXPAYER FOR SOMETHIGN NOT WORTH DOING. THIS IS OUTRAGEOUS. WHO IS PUSHING 
THIS ‐NATURE CONSERVANCY AND THE GOVT AGENCY FALLS FOR IT SO NATURE CAN MAKE SOME MNONEY?  
SOMETHING IS STRANGE AND CORRUPT ABOUT THIS ALL OF A SUDDEN. I THINK IT MAKES NO SENSE ACROSS THIS 
NATION. WE HAVE GONE TOO FAR IN WIPING OUT STURGEON TO THINK THEY WILL COME BACK. TOO MANY PEOPLE, 
TOO MUCH HUMAN DESTRUCTION. YOU NEED TO START BY SAVING THE LAND FIRST. THAT WOULD MAKE MORE SENSE 
INSTEAD OF CONTINUING TO LET MORE AND MORE LAND BE LOST TO DEVELOPMENT. THAT WOULD BE GOOD USE OF 
OUR TAX DOLLARS, NOT THIS STUPIDITY.THIS CMOEMNT IS FOR THE PUBILC RECORD. THIS IS NOTHING BUT PURE 
WASTE. THIS COMMENT IS FOR THE PUBLIC RECORD. PLEASE RECEIPT. JEAN PUBLIEE JEANPUBLIC12YAHOO.COM 
 
‐ 
> Federal Register Volume 81, Number 
> 107 (Friday, June 3, 2016)] 
> [Notices] 
> [Pages 35754‐35756] 
> From the Federal Register Online via the Government 
> Publishing Office [Blockedwww.gpo.gov] 
> [FR Doc No: 2016‐13079] 
>  
>  
> ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
>  
> DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
>  
> Department of the Army, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
>  
> DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
>  
> Bureau of Reclamation 
>  
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>  
> Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Impact  
> Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam 
> Fish Passage  
> Project, Dawson County, Montana 
>  
> AGENCIES: Department of the Army, U.S. Army Corps of 
> Engineers, DoD;  
> Bureau of Reclamation, Interior. 
>  
> ACTION: Notice. 
>  
> ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
>  
> SUMMARY: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and 
> Reclamation, as  
> joint lead agencies, have made available for public review 
> and comment  
> the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage 
> Project Draft  
> Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS). The Draft EIS 
> analyzes and  
> discloses potential effects associated with the proposed 
> Federal action  
> to improve passage for endangered pallid sturgeon and other 
> native fish  
> at Intake Diversion Dam in the lower Yellowstone River while 
> continuing  
> the effective and viable operation of the Lower Yellowstone 
> Project. 
>  
> DATES: Submit written comments on the Draft EIS on or before 
> July 18,  
> 2016. 
>     Two public meetings to share information and for the 
> public to  
> provide oral or written comments will be held on: 
>      Tuesday, June 28, 2016, 5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., in 
> Sidney,  
> MT and 
>      Wednesday, June 29, 2016, 5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., in  
> Glendive, MT. 
>  
> Each meeting will begin with an open house at 5:30 p.m. 
> followed by a  
> formal presentation at 6:00 p.m. 
>  
> ADDRESSES: Send written comments, requests to be added to 
> the mailing  
> list, or requests for sign language interpretation for the 
> hearing  
> impaired or other special assistance needs to U.S. Army 
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> Corps of  
> Engineers Omaha District, ATTN: CENWO‐PM‐AA, 1616 Capitol 
> Ave, Omaha,  
> NE 68102; or email to cenwo‐planning@usace.army.mil. 
>     The public meetings will be held at the following 
> locations: 
>      Richland County Fair Event Center, 5th Street SW., 
> Sidney,  
> MT. 
>      Dawson County High School Auditorium, 900 N. Merrill 
> Ave.,  
> Glendive, MT. 
>  
> FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms. Tiffany Vanosdall, U.S. 
> Army Corps  
> of Engineers, 1616 Capitol Ave, Omaha, NE 68102, or  
> tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil. 
>  
> SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Corps and Reclamation are 
> issuing this  
> notice pursuant to section 102(2)(c) of the National 
> Environmental  
> Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et 
> seq.; the  
> Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ) regulations for 
> implementing  
> the procedural provisions of NEPA, 43 CFR parts 1500 through 
> 1508; the  
> Department of the Interior's NEPA regulations, 43 CFR 
> part 46. 
>     Background Information. Reclamation's Lower 
> Yellowstone Project is  
> located in eastern Montana and western North Dakota. Intake 
> Diversion  
> Dam is located approximately 70 miles upstream of the 
> confluence of the  
> Yellowstone and Missouri rivers near Glendive, Montana. The 
> Lower  
> Yellowstone Project was authorized by the Secretary of the 
> Interior on  
> May 10, 1904. Construction of the Lower Yellowstone Project 
> began in  
> 1905 and included Intake Diversion Dam (also known as 
> Yellowstone River  
> Diversion Dam)‐‐a wood and stone diversion dam that spans 
> the  
> Yellowstone River and diverts water into the Main Canal for 
> irrigation.  
> The Lower Yellowstone Project was authorized to provide a 
> dependable  
> water supply sufficient to irrigate approximately 54,000 
> acres of land  
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> on the benches above the west bank of the Yellowstone River. 
> Water is  
> also supplied to irrigate approximately 830 acres in the 
> Intake  
> Irrigation Project and 2,200 acres in the Savage Unit. The 
> average  
> annual volume of water diverted for these projects is 
> 327,046 acre‐ 
> feet. 
>     The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) listed the 
> pallid  
> sturgeon as endangered under the Endangered Species Act 
> (ESA) in 1990.  
> The best available science suggests Intake Diversion Dam 
> impedes  
> upstream migration of pallid sturgeon and their access to 
> spawning and  
> larval drift habitats. The lower Yellowstone River is 
> considered by the  
> Service to provide one of the best opportunities for 
> recovery of pallid  
> sturgeon. 
>     Section 7(a)(2) requires each Federal agency to consult 
> on any  
> action authorized, funded, or carried out by the agency to 
> ensure it  
> does not jeopardize the continued existence of any 
>  
> [[Page 35755]] 
>  
> endangered or threatened species. Reclamation has been in 
> formal  
> consultation with the Service to identify potential 
> conservation  
> measures to minimize adverse effects to pallid sturgeon 
> associated with  
> continued operation of the Lower Yellowstone Project. The 
> Pallid  
> Sturgeon Recovery Plan specifically identifies providing 
> passage at  
> Intake Diversion Dam to protect and restore pallid sturgeon  
> populations. By providing passage at Intake Diversion Dam,  
> approximately 165 river miles of spawning and larval drift 
> habitat  
> would become accessible in the Yellowstone River. 
>     Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources Development Act 
> authorizes  
> the Corps to use funding from the Missouri River Recovery 
> and  
> Mitigation Program to assist Reclamation in the design and 
> construction  
> of Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, 
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> Montana for the  
> purpose of ecosystem restoration. Planning and construction 
> of the  
> Intake Project is a Reasonable and Prudent Alternative for 
> the Corps in  
> the 2003 Missouri River Amended Biological Opinion as 
> amended by letter  
> exchange in 2009, 2010, and 2013. The Reclamation 
> Act/Newlands Act of  
> 1902 (Pub. L. 161) authorizes Reclamation to construct and 
> maintain the  
> facilities associated with the Lower Yellowstone Project, 
> which  
> includes actions or modifications necessary to comply with 
> Federal law  
> such as the ESA. 
>     This notice announces the availability of the Draft EIS 
> for the  
> Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
> and begins  
> a 45‐day public comment period on the range of alternatives 
> and effects  
> analysis. Analysis in the Draft EIS will support a decision 
> on the  
> selection of an alternative. Current and past project 
> information and  
> analyses can be accessed at: Blockedwww.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone. 
>     The Corps and Reclamation are serving as joint lead 
> Federal  
> agencies for the NEPA analysis process and preparation of 
> the Draft  
> EIS. The Corps is the administrative lead for NEPA 
> compliance  
> activities during the preparation of the Draft EIS. State, 
> Federal, and  
> local agencies with specialized expertise or jurisdictional  
> responsibilities are participating as cooperating agencies. 
> Cooperating  
> agencies include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; Western 
> Area Power  
> Administration; Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks; Montana 
> Department of  
> Natural Resources and Conservation; and the Lower 
> Yellowstone  
> Irrigation Project. 
>     The purpose of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion 
> Dam Fish  
> Passage Project is to improve passage for the endangered 
> pallid  
> sturgeon while continuing the effective and viable operation 
> of the  
> Lower Yellowstone Project. The Draft EIS analyzes six 
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> alternatives  
> which includes a No Action Alternative. 
>     The No Action Alternative would continue the ongoing 
> operations,  
> maintenance, and rehabilitation of the Lower Yellowstone 
> Project  
> including diversion up to 1,374 cubic feet per second (cfs) 
> of water  
> through the screened headworks; rocking of the weir as 
> needed to  
> continue diversions during low flow periods; routine 
> maintenance of the  
> headworks, weir, and irrigation distribution facilities and 
> pumps;  
> rehabilitation of the trolley; and associated activities to 
> comply with  
> state and Federal law. 
>     The Rock Ramp Alternative includes abandonment of the 
> existing  
> weir; construction of a new concrete weir and shallow sloped 
> rock ramp  
> to improve instream fish passage; maintenance of the new 
> weir and rock  
> ramp, continued diversion up to 1,374 cfs through the 
> screened  
> headworks; and continued operation and maintenance of the 
> irrigation  
> distribution facilities and pumps. 
>     The Bypass Channel Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
> includes  
> abandonment of the existing weir; construction of a new 
> concrete weir;  
> construction, operation, and maintenance of a two‐mile long 
> bypass  
> channel for fish passage around the weir; placement of fill 
> in the  
> upstream portion of existing side channel for stabilization; 
> continued  
> diversion up to 1,374 cfs through the screened headworks; 
> and continued  
> operation and maintenance of the irrigation distribution 
> facilities and  
> pumps. 
>     The Modified Side Channel Alternative includes 
> operation,  
> maintenance, and rehabilitation of the existing weir and 
> trolley;  
> construction, operation, and maintenance of a 4.5‐mile long 
> bypass  
> channel created by modifying the existing high‐flow channel 
> for fish  
> passage around the weir; continued diversion up to 1,374 cfs 
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> through  
> the screened headworks; construction, operation, and 
> maintenance of an  
> access bridge spanning the high‐flow bypass channel; and 
> continued  
> operation and maintenance of the irrigation distribution 
> facilities and  
> pumps. 
>     The Multiple Pump Alternative includes the construction, 
> operation,  
> and maintenance of 5 screened surface pumping stations; 
> removal of the  
> existing weir; improved power infrastructure to increase 
> capacity; land  
> acquisition as necessary for power infrastructure and pump 
> stations;  
> continued diversion up to 1,374 cfs through the screened 
> headworks; and  
> continued operation and maintenance of the irrigation 
> distribution  
> facilities and existing pumps. 
>     The Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
> Alternative includes  
> the construction, operation, and maintenance of seven 
> pumping stations  
> each with six Ranney Wells (total of 42 Ranney Wells); 
> removal of the  
> existing weir; construction, operation, and maintenance of 
> wind  
> turbines and infrastructure to provide power to pumping 
> stations; land  
> acquisition as necessary for power infrastructure and pump 
> stations;  
> diversion up to 608 cfs through the screened headworks or by 
> pumping  
> depending upon river flow; reconstruction of the Main Canal; 
>  
> installation of water conservation measures such as 
> conversion of flood  
> irrigation to sprinkler, lining canals, and piping laterals; 
> and  
> continued operation and maintenance of the irrigation 
> distribution  
> facilities and existing pumps. 
>     The Draft EIS evaluates the potential effects on the 
> human  
> environmental associated with each of the alternatives. 
> Issues  
> addressed include: Land use and vegetation; social and 
> economic  
> conditions; recreation; visual resources; water resources; 
> air quality;  
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> climate change; biological resources; cultural resources;  
> geomorphology; utilities and infrastructure; noise; Indian 
> trust  
> assets; and environmental justice. 
>     Schedule. A 45‐day public comment period will begin June 
> 3, 2016.  
> Comments on the Draft EIS must be received by July 18, 2016. 
> The Corps  
> and Reclamation will consider and respond to all comments 
> received on  
> the Draft EIS when preparing the Final EIS. The Corps and 
> Reclamation  
> expect to issue the Final EIS in fall 2016, at which time a 
> Notice of  
> Availability will be published in the Federal Register. A 
> Record of  
> Decision is expected in winter 2016. 
>     The public meeting date or location may change based on 
> inclement  
> weather or exceptional circumstances. If the meeting date or 
> location  
> is changed, the Corps and Reclamation will issue a press 
> release and  
> post it on the web at Blockedwww.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone 
> to announce  
> the updated meeting details. 
>     Special Assistance for Public Meeting. The meeting 
> facility is  
> physically accessible to people with disabilities. People 
> needing  
> special assistance to attend and/or participate in the 
> meeting 
>  
> [[Page 35756]] 
>  
> should contact: U.S. Army Corp of Engineers Omaha District, 
> ATTN:  
> CENWO‐PM‐AA, 1616 Capitol Ave, Omaha, NE 68102; or email to 
> cenwo‐planning@usace.army.mil. 
> To allow sufficient time to process special  
> requests, please contact no later than one week before the 
> public  
> meeting. 
>     Public Disclosure Statement. If you wish to comment, you 
> may mail  
> or email your comments as indicated under the ADDRESSES 
> section of this  
> notice. Before including your address, phone number, email 
> address, or  
> any other personal identifying information in your comment, 
> you should  
> be aware that your entire comment‐‐including your personal 
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> identifying  
> information‐‐may be made available to the public at any 
> time. While you  
> can request in your comment for us to withhold your personal 
>  
> identifying information from public review, we cannot 
> guarantee that we  
> will be able to do so. 
>  
> Arlo J. Reese, 
> Major, Corps of Engineers, Deputy District Commander. 
> John F. Soucy, 
> Deputy Regional Director, Great Plains Region, Bureau of 
> Reclamation. 
> [FR Doc. 2016‐13079 Filed 6‐2‐16; 8:45 am] 
>  BILLING CODE 3720‐58‐P 
>  
>  
> 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 8:57 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Yellowston Intake Diversion Fish-Bypass project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Garth Kallevig [mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 3:29 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowston Intake Diversion Fish‐Bypass project 
 
Dear Sirs, I am writing to voice my 100% support to keep the Intake Dam Diversion in place for the benefit of the Lower 
Yellowstone Irrigation participants. I have read/studied the proposed By‐Pass proposal to allow the Pallid Sturgeon safe 
passage up‐stream and think this is the best option for all concerned. 
 
  
 
Thank you, 
 
  
 
Garth N. Kallevig  (resident of Sidney, Montana and President of Stockman Bank)  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 8:57 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: LYIP

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Lyle Peters [mailto:lpeters@horizonresources.coop]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 2:36 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP 
 
To whom it may concern:  
 
I would like to voice my support for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project in the prompt installation of the fish 
friendly weir and bypass channel. Our area is dependent upon the water that is supplied by the project not only for 
raising some of the safest and finest food but for recharging rural water systems and maintain a diverse ecosystem that 
has become dependent upon the irrigation. This project needs to be started and completed as soon as possible so we 
can ensure a safe and reliable form of water for our areas producers.  
 
  
 
Lyle Peters 
 
Agronomist  
 
Horizon Resources Agronomy 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2016 7:20 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam - Glendive, Montana

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Ken Martin [mailto:km12724@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Sunday, June 19, 2016 11:28 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam ‐ Glendive, Montana 
 
cenwo‐planning@usace.army.mil 
US Army Engineer District, Omaha 
Planning 
  
Subject: Intake, Montana ‐ Intake Dam EIS 
  
I take this opportunity to voice my concern about the impending decision that may conclude with the decision to 
remove the Irrigation weir on the Yellowstone River above Glendive, Montana.  I was born in Sidney, Montana in 1949 
and grew up in the Lower Yellowstone Valley at the confluence.  My family still farms irrigated land there. 
  
I reference National Environmental Policy Act ‐ NEPA excerpt: 
" If no significant impacts to the environment or human health and welfare are anticipated as a result of a federal action, 
then an Environmental Assessment is completed and a Finding of No Significant Impact is used to document findings."  
Note the words "human health and welfare" in the NEPA statement. 
 
The COE and BOR have produced a very thick visually impressive report that discusses pretty much only fish, with fancy  
computer generated maps, satellite photos, and reams of numbers.  I forced myself to read it with great boredom and 
ad nauseum.  It seems the huge volume is intentionally created to do this so that the average layman cannot understand 
a bit of it.  I have helped create these types of reports.  The first rule of Engineering is to document so that the average 
layman "can" understand it.  In this report I did not see an equal amount of analysis of the people of the area, the 
history, their way of life, the condition of the land prior to irrigation, what it will be like after irrigation, what are 
alternate water sources available for these people, no analysis of the economics of the area,  supported businesses,  
(including the constant oil production boom and bust).  There is  no discussion on historic water tables and the effect on 
them of irrigation water.  No discussion on alternate river pumping problems such as ice, channel fluctuation, and level.  
Will pumping be allowed? Will permits be granted or will this be a lever to kill off the whole irrigation project? What are 
the condition and level history of ground water?  Will pumping ground water support crops?  With such a huge and 
national decision, maybe a group of Sociologists should have been employed to visit the area and document human life 
there and the impact you are proposing to happen.  Consideration should also have been given to the way this land was 
prior to the implementation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District.  It was very arid sagebrush‐strewn ranching 
area.  How can an informed unbiased decision be made without all this information? 
  
I see no pictures of what the area looked like prior to irrigation, no description of human life then and now.  There are 
pictures, paintings, and history available if one researched. Have there been agricultural studies done on what crops will 
work on these acres without irrigation? Are there alternate crops.  Where is the Agricultural Department and it's 
Experiment Stations in this decision?  I see no report from the Sidney Montana Station. 
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There is media news of global climate change and addition of Co2 to the atmosphere.  Yet, these acres have probably 
increased the surface area of Co2 consuming greenery by thousands of times due to irrigation.  No study or discussion 
was presented of this. 
  
The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation project most surely recharges shallow groundwater wells in the area.  What will be the 
effect on city water supplies, farm wells? The area has always had really bad alkali soil.  Many, many farmers have 
installed surface water drainage systems (called tiling) to remove excess irrigation seepage and thus control the alkali.  
What effect will not irrigating have on these farms and the alkali content of the soil? 
 
 
I must tell you of growing up as a young teenager helping my father farm his small 160‐acre farm.  I can remember very 
large fish, including the paddlefish, gold eye fish, bullheads, AND the sturgeon coming down the field irrigation ditches 
and shutting off irrigation tubes. This was usually a very rare occasion.  I'm sure many of the fish proceeded past the 
field laterals and ended up going back into the river at the end of the main canal.   I see no interviews or studies 
concerning how in the past fish survived and exist to this day. Could it be that no one knows?  Could it be that the 
increased advertising and the influx of city people fishing on the Yellowstone could possibly be adversely affecting 
perceived fish numbers?  How many actually poach and remove sturgeons for trophies?  I see no studies on this.   
  
I urge the US Army Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation. The EPA  and all parties to reconsider this poorly 
slanted idea of removing one of our nation's oldest and most vibrant agricultural enhanced areas of the country by 
closing down its water source to possibly affect a couple of fish species.  Will Garrison Dam be next?  We must plan for a 
nation with a doubled population in the not so far future.  The earth, its resources, and its life are going to change 
drastically with massive human population expansion and domination of all other species.  There is not much we can do 
about it until we control population. It is inevitable.  
  
I again urge you to not approve the removal of the Intake Dam.  A fish passage structure will surely suffice and balance 
both sides of this debate as previously approved. 
  
Ken Martin 
Retired ‐ US Army Corps of Engineers 
PO Box 117 
Chinook, Montana 
km12724@yahoo.com 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 6:47 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kathryn Garland [mailto:colven2@hutchtel.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 3:48 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Channel 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
  
My name is Herbert Garland. I live in Litchfield, MN and would like to express my support for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative. This project would be a win for both the growers that rely on the irrigation waters and a win for the pallid 
sturgeon, by providing them with a passage around the diversion dam. 
  
Sincerely, 
Herbert Garland 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 6:49 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] bypass channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kathryn Garland [mailto:colven2@hutchtel.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 6:31 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] bypass channel 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
  
My name is Kathryn Garland. I live in Litchfield, MN and would like to express my support for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative. This project would be a win for both the growers that rely on the irrigation waters and a win for the pallid 
sturgeon, by providing them with a passage around the diversion dam. 
  
Sincerely, 
Kathryn Garland 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:31 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Intake Fish Passage

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Don Badt [mailto:dbadt@crystalsugar.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 2:27 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Fish Passage 
 
To whom it may concern:  My name is Don Badt.  I am a lifelong resident of Montana and Richland County.  I have been 
employed at Sidney Sugars for 45 years and currently serve as the Safety/Training Manager.  Having been born and 
raised in the Sidney community and growing up on a farm, I am well aware of the benefits of the life giving and 
sustaining qualities of the water from the Lower Yellowstone river.  Each year these waters provide the life blood to this 
area and provides an abundance of opportunities to all people either being a farmer, sportsman or community business 
leader.  I fully support the fish bypass channel that is proposed at the Intake Diversion Dam.  Farmers, sportsman and 
fish have formed a partnership among themselves that only God fully understands.  Any interruption of his life plan can 
only bring about devastating circumstances that will continue to have adverse effects to the generations of people that 
will make this community their own little piece of heaven.  Other alternatives that are being considered will eventually 
impact EVERYONE, not only financially but also by upsetting the natural course that has been laid out before us as God’s 
people.  I am asking that your involvement in this decision regarding the bypass channel ultimately involves a great deal 
of thought and attention to not creating another endangered species, God’s PEOPLE.     Thank You for your time and 
attention. 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:30 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: In Favor of the Intake Dam Diversion Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: SidneyService [mailto:SidneyService@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 1:37 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] In Favor of the Intake Dam Diversion Project 
 
I am writing this letter to defend the diversion project for the Intake Dam on the Yellowstone River.  I have grown up in 
Sidney and know this area WOULD be affected by the removal of this dam.  This area’s economy would deteriorate, jobs 
lost, businesses failed, farmers gone.  It is sad to think that a group of so called environmentalists would even consider 
not doing the diversion project.  One of the letters from the people pursing this law suit said that they come to visit the 
area it wouldn’t be the same.  Well my nieces and nephews that come back every summer to this are, their visits 
wouldn’t be the same without the dam.  Their families still live, breath and die here.  Please, do not let a few ruin the 
lives of many, vote for the diversion project. 
 
  
 
Luann Cooley 
 
2085 Crocus Dr 
 
Sidney, MT 59270 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:28 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Pallis Sturgeon

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Frank Cundiff [mailto:fcundiff@crystalsugar.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 12:52 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Cc: Frank Cundiff <fcundiff@crystalsugar.com> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallis Sturgeon 
 
I am Frank Cundiff and I live in Sidney, Montana and I am in favor of the Bypass Channel option at Intake, The Pallid 
sturgeon will prosper with this improvement and the crop land to the north will receive plentiful amounts of moisture to 
grow their crops.  
 
The sugar Beet Factory in Sidney, will not survive with a reduction in the amount of water in the canal. 
 
  
 
Thank You. 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:41 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone diversion dam at Intake Mt

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Dale Danielson [mailto:daled5333@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Sunday, June 26, 2016 3:34 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone diversion dam at Intake Mt 
 
As an Irrigation farmer for fifty‐eight years and board member of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project I am strongly 
in favor of replacing the dam and adding a fish bypass channel.  
The idea of pumping the water for Irrigation would be so costly the farmers  could not afford to continue farming. 
 
Pumps  that pump the silt laden water of the Yellowstone must be rebuilt every several years at great cost. 
This year Pumps at another irrigation project on the Yellowstone River have been down for unexpected repairs and 
many acres of crops have suffered. 
With the ever changing channels and large ice jams that occur on the Yellowstone River,  pump sites would be costly to 
maintain. 
The COE and BOR have a very impressive Environmental report that discusses the fish and I would hope that the many 
farmers and all people in the are also taken into consideration. 
Without Irrigation this semi arid region of MT and ND  would suffer to the extent that many farms and business would 
be lost. 
 
 
D Danielson 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:29 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] LYIP Fish Passage EIS

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Rita Hoch [mailto:darihoch@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 12:59 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP Fish Passage EIS 
 
Attn: CENWO‐PM‐AA: 
 
I have seen posts on facebook with a picture of a Sturgeon saying “Kill the dam, save the fish” and  many people have 
followed their instructions and signed and shared this post. I believe that these people mean well but have no idea what 
they are really asking for. There has to be a way to save the fish but also save the dam which in turn keeps the factory, 
the irrigated farms and in turn the businesses and the entire community. I do NOT believe it is necessary to kill the dam 
to save the fish. 
 
  
 
Rita Hoch 
 
35448 County Road 131 
 
Fairview, MT 59221 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:32 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Garth Kallevig [mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 4:15 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
 
  
 
Dear Sirs: I have been researching and attending meetings with regards to the subject of the Pallid Sturgeon 
Endangerment and the proposed Fish By‐Pass.  
 
  
 
My comment today is this: It seems to me that the best possible solution for the fish, the Irrigation Project and the 
communities, farms, and business that will be impacted, is a solution that has a high percentage of succeeding, and is 
cost effective—the research and information that I have read indicates to me that the Fish By‐Pass solution fits this 
description. The really great thing about this solution is that once it is in place, it can be closely monitored to prove that 
it is working as designed. 
 
  
 
Thank you for considering these comments. 
 
  
 
Garth N. Kallevig 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:34 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Garth Kallevig [mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 9:03 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
 
Dear Sirs: First a comment and followed by a concern: 1. (Comment) With the EIS completed and supported by the Corp. 
and Bureau of Reclamation it makes sense to me that the proposed Fish By‐Pass option is the best option.  
 
  
 
2. (Concern) If the method of getting water to our farmers changes to pumps, the increased costs will be an 
unsustainable hardship and will cause the majority of our farmers to go out of business. 
 
  
 
Thank you, 
 
garth 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:52 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowston Irrigation Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Garth Kallevig [mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:43 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowston Irrigation Project 
 
Dear Sirs: I have a question with regards to the environmentalists proposing to take out the Intake Diversion Dam and 
replace it with pumps. My question is if they have done a thorough EIS? Other research indicates that the there will be 
negative consequences: 
 
  
 
1.     Removal of the Intake Diversion Dam will drop the river by several feet drying up two (2) significant water side 
channels that scientific study has proven are important to Yellowstone Fish species. 
 
2.     The City of Sidney relies on the irrigation project each year to supply it’s “shallow aquifer” which is a major source 
of water for drinking wells and would be an added expense and burden to the community   
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:33 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: LYIP Fish Passage 

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Joslin Steppe,Theresa L [mailto:Theresa.JoslinSteppe@edwardjones.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 4:37 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP Fish Passage  
 
I believe we need the fish passage at intake. I think both the fish and human lively hood are important. We should not 
exclude either. 
 
  
 
I hope you are having a great day! 
Theresa JoslinSteppe 
  
  
________________________________ 
 
Theresa Joslin Steppe 
Senior Branch Office Administrator 
Edward Jones 
611a S Central Ave 
Sidney, MT 59270 
(406) 433‐3600 
Blockedwww.edwardjones.com 
  
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this message (including attachments) or if you have received this message in 
error, immediately notify us and delete it and any attachments. 
 
If you do not wish to receive any email messages from Edward Jones, excluding administrative communications, please 
email this request to Opt‐Out@edwardjones.com <mailto:Opt‐Out@edwardjones.com>  from the email address you 
wish to unsubscribe. 
 
For important additional information related to this email, visit Blockedwww.edwardjones.com/disclosures/email.html 
<Blockedhttp://www.edwardjones.com/disclosures/email.html> . Edward D. Jones & Co., L.P. d/b/a Edward Jones, 
12555 Manchester Road, St. Louis, MO 63131 © Edward Jones. All rights reserved. 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:40 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] LYIP

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Cory Wheeler [mailto:wheeler@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 11:52 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP 
 
I think it is ridiculously audacious what is happening to the irrigation district, a foundation that built a community, 
wealth, and prosperity for over a century is under attack.  This organization and construction should be considered a 
historic point of interest rather than a nuisance to the environment.  Because of the irrigation district, habitats have 
been created throughout the valley for various types of wildlife.  The Irrigation District provides various habitats for 
various types of wildlife, such as wetlands, wooded areas for shelter, better grasses for protection, not to mention the 
access to water for all types of wildlife.   
 
  
 
Please, take a drive through the valley during the fall or winter months, and also again in the Spring or Summer months.  
When driving, take note of the wildlife that is dead on the side of the road.  Generally speaking, there are fewer deer 
crossing incidents in the spring and summer months while the canal is being utilized.  For a good portion of the valley, 
the canal runs on the west side of Highway 16. I contend that the reason there are fewer deer incidents is that while the 
irrigation is in operation, the wildlife is not required to cross the busy highway in order access water.   
 
  
 
I also have concerns about the reliability of irrigation pumps and wind powered generators.  Both of these methods are 
historically known to be unreliable.  Without reliability, the risk of farming increases exponentially.  As such, many cost 
intensive crops will not be as enticing.  This is going to create a scenario whereby many things will happen.  First, 
incomes will decrease, reducing the availability to the state for income tax purposes.  As incomes reduce, so will 
purchases, destroying the local economies.  Additionally, land values within the area will plummet.  Farmers in the area 
have always prided themselves with the idea that they are cash poor and asset rich.  The drop in property values will 
make them cash poor and asset poor; annihilating their retirement prospects.   
 
  
 
So, at this point, we have destroyed the wildlife, damaged the economy, and destroyed the retirements form hundreds 
of individuals.  What we haven’t discussed are the defaults to banks.  Many loans were issued with the current prices of 
land, equipment, and crop production.  By single‐handedly destroying all three of those means for repayment, bank 
defaults will increase drastically.  This will impact every business in the area.  There are two industries that keep this 
area operating; Oil production and agriculture.  Agriculture is the only reliable industry throughout the valley, and it, too, 
is now at risk.   
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I strongly encourage the Bypass Channel as a means to live in harmony with nature, while still providing for  a living.   
 
  
 
C Wheeler 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 8:36 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Fish Passage Draft EIS and Public Meetings

Importance: High

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Lisa Ziler [mailto:lziler@crystalsugar.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 10:43 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Fish Passage Draft EIS and Public Meetings 
Importance: High 
 
  
 
As an employee of Sidney Sugars and Holly Sugar for the past 20 years, I feel that removing the damn would be very 
detrimental for our community. Our entire town is built on the livelihood of the farming community. Without the 
irrigation system, this entire area would become a ghost town.  Everything would dry up, the factory would close and 
the community of Sidney would be in a world of hurt.  This would not only hurt the farmers, and the employees of 
Sidney Sugars but also all the business owners that depend on those people living and raising their families in this 
community. The Yellowstone Valley  Farmers have irrigated the farm land in our community for over 100 years.   
 
  
 
I vote for the bypass that would help both the farmers, the community, the employees that depend on the crops to be 
harvested and processed each and every year. 
 
  
 
Please vote to keep our community alive, profitable and a place where people can continue to live and raise their 
children and be proud of our heritage. 
 
  
 
  
 
 
<Blockedhttp://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjKrL
ej1s_MAhUJw4MKHU25AqwQjRwIBw&url=http://www.firstcovers.com/user/991996/thyroid+cancer+butterfly+ribbon.
html&bvm=bv.121421273,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNHdJtT3TpjMDYseG4‐i‐AgsEODtQQ&ust=1462975409405685>  
 
  
 
Thank you, 
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Lisa Ziler, Production Planner/Tech Writer 
 
Sidney Sugars Inc. 
 
406‐433‐9352 
 
406‐433‐4133 –fax 
 
  
 



Trimpe, David <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>

Fwd: Comment for Reclamation 
1 message

Johnson, Tyler <tjohnson@usbr.gov> Tue, Jul 5, 2016 at 7:00 AM
To: David Trimpe <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>

 Forwarded message 
From: Soeth, Peter <psoeth@usbr.gov> 
Date: Fri, Jul 1, 2016 at 12:04 PM
Subject: Fwd: Comment for Reclamation
To: Tyler Johnson <TJohnson@usbr.gov>, Buck Feist <BFEIST@usbr.gov> 

fYI.

Peter Soeth | Public Affairs | Commissioner's Office | Bureau of 
Reclamation | 3034453615 (o) | 3039107473 (c)

 Forwarded message 
From: <butchr13@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 30, 2016 at 10:14 PM
Subject: Comment for Reclamation
To: lmeredith@usbr.gov, rgabour@usbr.gov, psoeth@usbr.gov 

From William (Butch) Renders (butchr13@gmail.com) on 06/30/2016 at
10:06:21MSGBODY: 
Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
1 message
Butch Renders <butchr13@gmail.com>      Thu, Jun 30, 2016 at 10:12 PM
To: cenwoplanning@usace.army.mil 
I am writing this in support of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion 
Dam Fish Passage Project
As a life long (69 years) resident of Richland County and fisherman of
the Missouri & Yellowstone rivers, I urge you to PLEASE go ahead with 
the fish passage project and leave the weir in place for the use of
the area farmers and the continued infusion of our ground water
supply. 
This is a decision that was reached by a group of much better educated
and much smarter persons than me, BUT it does make sense. and most of
all QUIT delaying this project just because people keep coming up with

mailto:psoeth@usbr.gov
mailto:TJohnson@usbr.gov
mailto:BFEIST@usbr.gov
mailto:butchr13@gmail.com
mailto:lmeredith@usbr.gov
mailto:rgabour@usbr.gov
mailto:psoeth@usbr.gov
mailto:butchr13@gmail.com
mailto:butchr13@gmail.com
mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
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more questions. I have to believe we could question this forever and
the only thing we would accomplish is to kill more fish IF that is
really happening. I would think we would be trying to get this
solution in place sooner than later?
Thank you

William C. Renders
1311  S Central Ave 
Sidney, Mt. 59270 

FYI
Emailed 063016

Previous Page: http://www.usbr.gov/main/comments.cfm 


Tyler Johnson 
Bureau of Reclamation
Great Plains
Public Affairs 
(406) 2477609

http://www.usbr.gov/main/comments.cfm
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 7:58 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Irrigation Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Bryce Baker [mailto:goldenprairieinn@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 3:57 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
  
 
I appreciate the ability to voice my opinion in this matter. 
 
  
 
A few points I would like to make in my support for the continuation of the Yellowstone Irrigation Project and the 
continuation of the dam: 
 
  
 
1.       Increased cost of Maintaining pumps will drive farmers, Sidney Sugars plant, Anheuser Busch out of business and 
hurt the businesses that are supported by them and their employees.  This will significantly reduce city and county tax 
income that pays for necessary government services like police, fire departments, ambulances, road repair, and city 
sewer repair.  This is a vital business in Sidney and will further damage an area that has already seen a drastic shift in 
business due to the bakken and oil prices.  I urge you to remember all of the families that will be negatively impacted by 
this. 
 
2.      Increased cost of Maintaining and operating large pumps will drive farmers out of business and the LYIP will no 
longer be able to maintain and operate the expensive pumps. This will stop the existing irrigation of 58,000 acres which 
will stop the irrigation recharge of the shallow aquifers that supports the stream, riparian habitat, and wetlands that 
support a lot of important species of concern and Recharge local drinking wells including the cities. 
 
  
 
The items listed above are 2 of the 15 that I could list.  I sincerely hope you will make the decision to great a by‐way 
around the damn for the fish to move along while the dam is fixed and replaced.  This by‐way has been proven to be 
successful in the last several projects like these.   
 
  
 
Again I sincerely appreciate the ability to have my opinion heard and thank you for your time. 
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Bryce Baker 
 
General Manager/Vice President of Operations – Eastern Region 
 
BEST WESTERN Golden Prairie Inn and Suites 
 
Richland Inn & Suites 
 
Lone Tree Inn 
 
TapHouse Bar & Grill 
 
Sidney, MT 59270 
 
406.868.6586 (Cell) 
 
406.433.4560 (Office) 
 
  
 



6‐29‐16 
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall, 
 
I am writing to you regarding the weir and fish bypass at Intake MT.  The bypass channel is the 
best option for the endangered species and the people of Montana and North Dakota.  This 
decision affects many jobs and industries such as Sidney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, our Research 
Stations and the Irrigation Project. These entities provide many jobs for the people in our area 
and therefore forward tax money to the State of Montana. Any other decision will also hurt the 
agricultural industry. This water is necessary for the irrigation of crops. Agriculture is a large 
part of our economy in this area of Montana and is important to many more people around the 
state, country, and world. The Environmental Impact Study agrees that the Bypass Channel is 
the best alternative. When you make the decision, please remember the thousands of people 
and jobs affected, not the wishes of an out of state special interest group. 
 
Thank you, 
Duane and Nikki Berube 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 11:03 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowstone River Intake Diversion Fish Passage

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Butch Bratsky [mailto:BBratsky@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:53 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone River Intake Diversion Fish Passage 
 
            Farming and Agriculture in general CAN NOT afford any increased expenses and the recommended BYPASS 
CHANNELS option appears to be the BEST alternative not only to help the Pallid Sturgeon and other fish species, but also 
keeps the costs to a manageable level for production agriculture.. Please follow the recommendations made by the 
Army Corp of Engineers and do the right thing!! If you choose to do what the Environmentalists want and propose, the 
costs are escalated greatly to agriculture and irrigated farming will most certainly be hurt!! And in the end, farming and 
farmers could easily be the next on the Endangered Species List!! Thank you.. 
 
  
 
  
 
B. Bratsky 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:12 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] By pass channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Brian [mailto:btbuxbaum@msn.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 4:13 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] By pass channel 
 
 
I would like to express my concern for the removal of the intake weir. I am a young farmer and could not bear the 
financial stress from losing irrigation on my farm or the increased cost of a pumping alternative. It seems the by pass 
channel would be the best solution for all parties involved in this matter.  Thank you,  Brian Buxbaum 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 2:02 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Comment

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Raymond Carlson [mailto:raymond‐carlson@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 10:55 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Comment 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
 
 
 
I have reviewed the Draft Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project EIS and have concluded that 
Bypass Channel option best fullfills the needs of the pallid sturgeon and guarantees the availability of irrigation water for
growers.  The Multiple Pump option is not economically viable in my opinion and does not provide enough water to 
sustain the habitat that has evolved with the irrigation system to include many species of animals and birds, some of 
which are endangered as well.  The concept of the Bypass Channel providing fish passage is proven with the fact that 
pallid sturgeon have been observed in the existing side channel at higher river flows.  The Multiple Pump option would 
require a lot of energy and long term cost to the area in either purchasing power or maintaining wind turbines to 
produce the electricity, not to mention the expense of maintaining the pumps themselves to make sure there isn't a loss 
for the growers.  The weir provides the same result without wasting a lot of resources and the Bypass Channel ensures 
that the pallid sturgeon can safely move further upstream. 
 
 
 
 
I feel the EIS was thorough which led me to this conclusion. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Raymond Carlson 
 
2338 3rd Street NW 
 
Sidney, MT  59270 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:01 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Intake diversion dam

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Terry Cayko [mailto:tcayko@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 5:18 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake diversion dam 
 
Dear Sirs: 
 
  
 
I’m in support of the original alternative that I felt was approved previously twice. This has been studied and gone over 
and the best alternative was agreed upon that the cement weir for the pallad sturgeon and all fish species in the 
Yellowstone River would work. I’m a life time resident of 64 years and I live next to the Yellowstone River near the 
confluence with the Missouri River. Our farmers in this irrigated valley will not survive with taking the Intake Dam out 
and putting in pumps would be so costly we couldn’t afford it. This effects the whole community don’t make us extinct. 
We live to pass on our farms to our children and their children. The people who want to take the dam out are not 
effected economically. 
 
  
 
Farmers are the best environmentalist out there. We aren’t going to do anything that harms our land or environment. 
This dam has been in for over a hundred years and has done more for the environment in this area than imaginable. 
 
  
 
Terry Cayko 
 
15852 36th St NW 
 
Fairview, MT 59221 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 7:10 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Lower yellowstone irrigation project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: conststeve1952@comcast.net [mailto:conststeve1952@comcast.net]  
Sent: Monday, July 04, 2016 9:05 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower yellowstone irrigation project 
 
I was born and raised in Sidney Montana, married a farm girl from there and started our family there. Please help me 
understand how after 100 years of the placid sturgeon being extinct how is it still thriving?? Does it make sense to 
destroy farming and make them extinct? I think our priorities need to be food and shelter. Please consider the diversion 
plan for irrigation and saving the sturgeon, nothing is perfect but compromise is important.  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:15 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] (no subject)

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: ELLISPAUL4@aol.com [mailto:ELLISPAUL4@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 7:06 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] (no subject) 
 
I am in full support of the US Corps of Engineers' preferred plan to construct new weir similar to the existing weir.   
  
 
Paul Ellis 
8345 Camp Creek Road 
Manhattan, MT 59741 
406‐581‐2717 <Blockedhttp://www.sundaycreekoutfitters.com/>  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] EIS statement

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Arthur W. Gehnert [mailto:artge@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 12:24 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] EIS statement 
 
Thank you again, for the opportunity to provide input on the Intake project. As proposed, the design is not considering 
the history or the nature of the Yellowstone river, nor using the best scientific data to complete the project.  
 
Some of the history of the river as recorded by the USACE Cold Regions study, documents extreme ice jam events, loss 
of life and extensive loss of property which do occur frequently.. If the project as designed is constructed without 
protection from ice events to the one hundred year level, it will be destroyed and require extensive funding to maintain 
and operate. High summer flows cause extreme bank erosion, channel migration is recorded and occurs continually, 
work done in the flood plain should have a maintenance protection plan with associated costs considered.  
 
The river is a natural river, uncontrolled flows, sedimentation, weather events, adding human considerations and 
economic values brings science into the equation, science defines what should be done to avoid historically recorded 
dangers.  
 
The recovery of the endangered pallid sturgeon may be possible on the Yellowstone river, if the project is constructed 
using the best available science, please reference “The Final Science Report” dated November 30, 2009. Reference page 
11, it clearly states that removal of the rock structure is desired. Page 30 Item 1b was apparently not considered in the 
planning of the new proposed concrete weir. The issue of larval drift and impingement on the screens suggests a one 
meter difference is needed. One meter would allow larval drift and small fish to pass below the screens, sedimentation 
levels are to monitored and corrected to prevent entrainment. 
 
I understand if and when the proposed concrete weir and the fish bypass are constructed, the USACE will not be 
responsible for the endangered pallid sturgeon recovery. The possibility of some recovery on the Missouri river should 
not be negated, the construction of the main stem dams caused the endangerment of the sturgeon, all recovery efforts 
are needed. Funding of proposed structure maintenance if given to the irrigation district, may cause loss of their water 
due to high operational costs. Funding of species recovery efforts should not become the responsibility of the local 
residents upstream or downstream of the project,  
 
Restoration to full access of the entire river for fish species and historic uses may not be possible but infringement on 
the flood plain and work in the river corridor should not endanger the nature of the Yellowstone river. A water delivery 
canal with inlet and outlet gates, constructed parallel to the BNSF RR grade, could provide flood control to the 100 year 
flood level for the railway and the screen structures. The canal could leave the flood plain at the upstream creek crossing 
to access an abandoned highway right of way. The old roadway extends upstream to the proposed inlet gate structure. 
 
Removal of the present rock timber weir would provide a natural river for pallid sturgeon upstream migration, the 
removed rocks could be utilized as stream bank protection on the proposed delivery canal. 
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 I feel the lack of response to address the alternatives proposed may result with possible project failure and must be 
considered prior to any modification of the present river channel. Operation and maintenance of the project as 
proposed must be defined prior to further construction, who will be responsible for the success of the project and the 
recovery of the pallid sturgeon. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                    Thanks, Arthur W Gehnert 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 7:00 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Concerns

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Jeff Jorgensen [mailto:jnkinc5@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 4:14 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Concerns 
 
We, Jeff and Keri Jorgensen, owners of JnK, Inc. are in favor of the channel bypass.  We are very concerned about the 
option of pumping.  With the cost to incorporate that into the irrigation project and the cost to maintain, it would be 
economically unfeasible for a farmer or a farming corporation to make any profit. Therefore, making the irrigation 
project a complete fail.  Thank you for your time. 
 
Jeff and Keri Jorgensen  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:07 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Comment

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Garth Kallevig [mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 10:17 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment 
 
Dear Sirs: This comment has to do with an obvious question and answer with regards to the Pallid Sturgeon. The Intake 
diversion dam has been in existence since approximately 1909 (107 years), if the Intake Diversion Dam was the only 
culprit to the decline of pallid sturgeon, would they not already be extinct? 
 
  
 
Thank you, 
 
Garth Kallevig 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:11 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Say no to Weir removal on the Yellowstone River

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Lake Farms, Inc. [mailto:jlake@ronan.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 3:31 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Say no to Weir removal on the Yellowstone River 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
This comment is concerning an irrigation weir on the Yellowstone River. 
 
The US Corps of Engineers' preferred plan includes a new weir similar to  
the original that was constructed in 1906 but would include a fish  
bypass to make it easier for all fish including the pallid sturgeon to  
go upstream. 
  This would be a great solution for all of those involved including the  
ranchers and farmers in that area. 
 
There are some groups that are trying to get the weir eliminated  
entirely, forcing irrigators to pump the water out of the river instead.  
This will of course increase the cost of water substantially among other  
issues. 
The irrigation project involves 58,000 acres of farmland with much of it  
producing hay and grain for livestock. The Defenders of Wildlife, one of  
the groups who support eliminating the weir, 
  have publicly stated that they will also work to eliminate five other  
diversion weirs upstream.  This threatens tens of thousands of acres of  
productive farm land with debatable outcomes. 
 
The US Corp has come up with a solution that protects both the fish and  
the ag land.  That seems like a win win for everyone who values a safe  
and bountiful food supply and all of us who also support a healthy  
environment. 
 
Susan Lake 
59969 Hwy 93 
Ronan, Montana 59864 
406‐676‐4297 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 12:37 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam.

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Dan Lannen [mailto:d.lannen@frontlineag.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 12:18 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam. 
 
 
I am in full support of the Yellowstone river intake diversion dam 
‐‐  
 
           
<Blockedhttps://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=301c0678c3&view=fimg&th=14d598b0ba271b34&attid=0.1&disp
=emb&realattid=d964cfdef17205d3_0.1&attbid=ANGjdJ9fkIXHPSX491NmzYiC8T0RbYyBRCuVf9K88z6qy1F1h_j0y6LJ5t2
WEw4tgTyybFRBK8dvA9zK‐syzEKk1i‐fiKZASFFfDVBx4rW9DbjAK4_l0gvCFkWLzxYs&sz=w302‐
h172&ats=1431726498383&rm=14d598b0ba271b34&zw&atsh=1>  
 
Dan Lannen 
Sales Dept. 
406‐466‐5741 
Cell 406‐590‐4488 
d.lannen@frontlineag.com <mailto:d.lannen@frontlineag.com>  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 7:29 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Intake dam

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Thomas A. Lee [mailto:talee@westernsugar.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4:24 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake dam 
 
Removing the damn would substantially impact the aquifer in terms of it’s width and volume.  This would not only 
impact farm and ranch operations but also house wells that rely on the ground water as it is currently.  
 
T Lee 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 7:01 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] 

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Tami [mailto:kirby@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 5:16 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL]  
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
  
 
I am writing about the upcoming meetings regarding the weir and fish bypass at Intake MT. The Bypass Channel is the 
best chance to help the endangered species in the river. This is extremely important for all Eastern Montana and 
Western North Dakota. This affects all of our jobs and industry. The Irrigation Project, Sidney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, 
and the Research Stations supply jobs for people who pay taxes to the State of Montana. Local fisherman also tell me 
the pallid sturgeon are more numerous than the Defenders of Wildlife would like to admit. Many fishermen throw the 
fish back in the river every day. Please do not believe the special interest groups and agree that the Bypass Channel is 
the best alternative. The Environmental Impact Study agrees that the Bypass Channel is the best alternative. Remember 
when making your decision the thousands or tens of thousands of people and jobs your decision will impact. This will 
also impact the larger cities in Montana such as Billings. These people will not spend their money in their malls, 
restaurants, and hotels. This will be a decision for Montana and not for an out of state special interest group. Thank you 
for your support. 
 
  
 
Tami Maltese 
 
Sidney, Montana 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 7:31 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Subject: Crane MT farmer supports Intake Fish BYPASS and opposes 

removing Diversion Dam

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Gordon Myron [mailto:gordon.myron@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 6:03 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Subject: Crane MT farmer supports Intake Fish BYPASS and opposes removing Diversion Dam 
 
Attention: Tiffany Vanosdall, project manager. 
 
 
Subject:  Crane MT farmer supports Intake Fish BYPASS and opposes removing Diversion Dam 
Hello Army Corp of Engineers; 
I understand that there is a meeting in Billings, MT on June 30, 2016 to collect public comments on the current situation 
at Intake Diversion Dam, Intake, Montana.  I am not able to attend the meeting and therefore here is my input. 
 
It is important to reach a decision that will benefit both sides of the discussion. We want the paddlefish to succeed and 
we want the farmers, family's and businesses to 
survive and have a continued prosperous life. 
 
A decision that makes it uneconomical for business to survive is the same as not providing for the paddlefish. We must 
have a decision that is economically equal 
to the cost we have now to get our irrigation water. Plus, we do not want our water level to change in our ground water.
 
Our Crane farm has been our family for 3 generations and it exists, pure and simple, because of the Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project's ability to provide reliable irrigation water at a economical price.  Using pumping or other ideas for 
diverting irrigation water will make farming NOT economical in the Lower Yellowstone valley and will turn this valuable 
region of the USA into ghost towns. 
 
Best regards,  
Gordon Myron, PMP 
PS: I too am a project manager, 18yrs. 
 
‐‐  
 
Gordon Myron 
303‐886‐5933 cell 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:10 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Crane MT farmer supports Intake Fish BYPASS and opposes removing 

Diversion Dam

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: James MYRON [mailto:jrmyron@airmail.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 1:43 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Crane MT farmer supports Intake Fish BYPASS and opposes removing Diversion Dam 
 
Hello Army Corp of Engineers; 
  
I understand that there is a meeting in Billings, MT on June 30, 2016 to collect public comments on the current situation 
at Intake Diversion Dam, Intake, Montana.  I am not able to attend the meeting and therefore here is my input. 
  
I am owner of a irrigated farm (half section) at Crane, MT whose irrigation water comes directly out of the Yellowstone 
River at Intake Montana via the Diversion Dam and this has been done successfully for over 100 years. I also value 
American wildlife species and therefore support that you build the Fish Bypass Channel as a good solution for the Pallid 
Sturgeon Endangered Species problem while still providing Lower Yellowstone irrigated farmers with water for our crops 
at a reasonable price.  Removing the Intake Diversion dam, if this is being considered, will kill the viable Economic 
Lifeblood in the Lower Yellowstone Valley from the towns of Intake, MT to Fairview MT and turn this part of our state 
into economic shambles. 
  
Our Crane farm has been our family for 3 generations and it exists, pure and simple, because of the Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project's ability to provide reliable irrigation water at a economical price.  Using pumping or other ideas for 
diverting irrigation water will make farming NOT economical in the Lower Yellowstone valley and will turn this valuable 
region of the USA into ghost towns. 
  
Best regards, James R. Myron 
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From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam/Diversion
Date: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:03:34 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Grant Parker [mailto:grant.parkerlaw@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 8:28 AM
To: CENWO-Planning <CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam/Diversion

I am writing to object to the choice of the untested bypass channel as the preferred alternative for protection and
enhancement of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish.  The EIS correctly identifies the need to improve fish
passage. However there is too much risk for putting the untested bypass in place.  The proposed alternative could
block the pallid sturgeon from moving up and down river.    Instead, the alternative of multiple pumps plus
conservation measures should be selected. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Grant

Parker Law Firm
655 East Beckwith
Missoula, MT 59801
406.370.0524
grant.parkerlaw@gmail.com <mailto:grant.parkerlaw@gmail.com>

mailto:/O=USACE EXCHANGE/OU=NWD ADMIN GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JENNIFER.SALAK
mailto:Tiffany.K.Vanosdall@usace.army.mil
mailto:grant.parkerlaw@gmail.com
mailto:grant.parkerlaw@gmail.com
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 9:25 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: LYIP Intake

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Lyle Peters [mailto:lpeters@horizonresources.coop]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 8:57 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP Intake 
 
To whom it may concern:  
 
I would like to voice my support for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project in the prompt installation of the fish 
friendly weir and bypass channel. Our area is dependent upon the water that is supplied by the project not only for 
raising some of the safest and finest food but for recharging rural water systems and maintain a diverse ecosystem that 
has become dependent upon the irrigation. While attending all public information meetings in June numerous points 
were raised as to why the project should be constructed right away. However, one stuck in my head from a fish biologist 
at Montana State University. She was quoted on record stating how the pallid sturgeon do NOT prefer the Yellowstone 
River and only about 5% of the population actually use it for breeding purposes. The rest of the population prefer to use 
the Missouri river as it is a larger river and they are large river fish.  
 
This project needs to be started and completed as soon as possible so we can ensure a safe and reliable form of water 
for our areas producers.  
 
  
 
  
 
Lyle Peters 
 
Agronomist  
 
Horizon Resources Agronomy 
 
406‐480‐5999 
 
Blockedwww.horizonresources.coop <Blockedhttp://www.horizonresources.coop/>   
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 1:52 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] crane montana farm owner supports Intake Fish BYPASS

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Patti Prevost [mailto:pattiprevost@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 1:31 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] crane montana farm owner supports Intake Fish BYPASS 
 
 Greetings to Army Corp of Engineers....I was not able to attend the meetings on the Intake Diversion Dam....As a farmer 
and owner of a farm in Crane, Montana I support the Intake Fish BYPASS....Our farm has been in the family for over 3 
generations, and hopefully will be passed to future generations of our family to come, without irrigation from the 
Diversion Dam this would not be possible for our future family generations....We have always irrigated with water from 
the Intake Diversion Dam....I'm for protecting the fish and wildlife, as well as protecting all the people this issue 
affects....People that have been raised, (as I have) and live in this affected area are well aware of the fact of protecting 
the wildlife, it has always been our way of life.....we have to be smart about making decisions that affect people now and 
in the future.... IT IS TIME FOR "COMMON SENCE" INSTEAD OF ALL THIS "NONSENCE" .....Sincerely, Patricia R. (Myron) 
Prevost 
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Shelby Reidle 
1013 Lincoln Ave NW 
Sidney, MT 59270 
(406) 488-5422 
shelbyreidle@gmail.com 
June 28, 2016 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 
Omaha, NE 68102 

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Omaha District: 

I am writing to express my support of the bypass channel proposal for the Intake Diversion Project. I see 
this proposal as a solution that would benefit both the Yellowstone Valley agricultural community and the 
pallid sturgeon population. 

As the daughter of a sugarbeet farmer, I have seen first-hand how important the Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project is to farmers and ranchers in the area. Having a reliable water supply is vital to having a successful 
crop in Eastern Montana and agriculture is the backbone to the Sidney community. Especially now that the 
oil industry is experiencing a downturn, any threat to agriculture would have a devastating effect on the 
area. Removing the current weir would cause our area to become a high acre cost pumping district, as 
farmers and ranchers would lose their access to water from the river. Along with being expensive, this is 
also an unreliable source of water as water outages are likely to occur. Keeping the concrete weir in place 
is essential for our agricultural community and the city of Sidney itself. 

I understand the environmentalists’ concern for the well-being of the pallid sturgeon and other aquatic life 
in the Yellowstone River. However, I believe that they have lost sight of the actual threats to the species. 
Since the weir was put in place in 1909, the pallid sturgeon and other fish have been able to swim through 
it and have been spotted in canals in the Sidney area for decades. The weir has never been a threat to the 
pallid sturgeon, so removing it would be a fruitless endeavor. By creating a bypass channel, the fish will 
have an easier way to get around the weir and continue their journey north. 

In closing, I support the bypass channel proposal because it allows agriculture to continue to be the heart 
of the Yellowstone Valley and helps the endangered pallid sturgeon. 

Sincerely, 

Shelby Reidle 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 11:04 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Butch Renders [mailto:butchr13@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 11:12 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
 
I am writing this in support of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project  
As a life long (69 years) resident of Richland County and fisherman of the Missouri & Yellowstone rivers, I urge you to 
PLEASE go ahead with the fish passage project and leave the weir in place for the use of the area farmers and the 
continued infusion of our ground water supply.  
This is a decision that was reached by a group of much better educated and much smarter persons than me, BUT it does 
make sense. and most of all QUIT delaying this project just because people keep coming up with more questions. I have 
to believe we could question this forever and the only thing we would accomplish is to kill more fish IF that is really 
happening. I would think we would be trying to get this solution in place sooner than later? 
Thank you  
 
 
William C. Renders 
1311  S Central Ave  
Sidney, Mt. 59270 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:06 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] fish passage needs to be built
Attachments: To the people who want to destroy a community.docx

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Ross Rosaaen [mailto:niehenkewelding@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 9:04 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] fish passage needs to be built 
 
I have attached a letter to this e‐mail in support of the irrigation project and the fish passage, it needs to be built, do not 
destroy a community for a few fish. our heritage and children who are our legacy needs this irrigation and the fish 
passage is the most viable way to get it thanks 
 
Ross Rosaaen 
 
Niehenke Welding sidney mt 
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To the people who want to destroy a community 

 

  I am a business owner in Sidney, MT.  My company was established in 1921 because of the 

irrigation project, it supplied water for a large number of farms in the valley.  My company is an 

agricultural welding and repair shop, my livelihood for my wife and three kids are dependent on the 

agricultural community. That is one of the reasons why I had to write a letter because I couldn’t come to 

the meetings. I have a family and a business to run.  My business relies on the survival of the farms and 

the survival of Sidney so I bet most of you environmentalists are thinking we have the oil to keep us 

going, wrong!  The farmers were here before oil and they will be here after the oil.  That is why I never 

chased the oil field, farmers come first in my welding shop. When they break down, I am there to get 

them fixed up so they can harvest the food everyone eats.  Montana and North Dakota are one of the 

leading producers of wheat, corn, sugar and barley.  Our food just doesn’t magically appear in the 

stores, it has to be planted.  It needs water to grow and lots of it!  Because of this irrigation, we produce 

some of the best crops.  If the dam is taken out, the water table in Sidney will drop and the town will 

have to go on restrictions of use.  The animals that flourish in our area like the deer, sage grouse, 

pheasants, and the birds all can survive because of the irrigation.  This fight doesn’t just affect the 

farmers, it affects the entire Yellowstone valley from Williston, ND to Billings, MT.  Thousands of people 

will be affected, land value will drop and people will have to leave.  This irrigation is the life blood of the 

entire economy and life in our area. When did human life stop mattering?  I understand we need to 

work together, and I have been told that the people that want our dam gone don’t care about the 

people’s survival.  All they care about is the fish!  We have more conservation in our state than most of 

the rest of the country.  Come on, let’s have some common sense,  HUMAN LIVES MATTER.  So I want 

the people who are fighting our irrigation project to think and not just jump on a band wagon because it 

looks good or want the money to back them for further fights.  So are you going to tell my wife and 3 

children that we have to close up and leave their homes and change their lives?  No, you won’t!  I will 

have to do it because what I gather is that you don’t care about us, this is just a game to you so I am 

going to tell you I will fight you tooth and nail. I will fight anyone that gets in the way of my livelihood 

and my family and right now you environmentalists are. We all need to work together and that is what 

we have been trying to do from the beginning let the fish bypass get built so the fish survive and so do 

the people.  Again HUMAN LIVES MATTER!!!!! 

 

Ross Rosaaen 

 

Niehenke Welding 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 7:33 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Irrigation Dam at Intake.

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Stan Rosaaen [mailto:ssrosaaen@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 6:11 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Irrigation Dam at Intake. 
 
I Had a welding business in Sidney for 40 years and someone else had before me and we relied on the irrigation to make 
the business work,The row crop creates a lot of work in this area and for a lot of other Businesses.common sense has to 
prevail here on this issue. Where do the Environmentalist think our food comes from the Pallid Sturgeon and not the 
thin air for sure. This water system does more good then they realize. 
                                        Thank You for your time 
                                                     Stan Rosaaen 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:14 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone weir 

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Janette [mailto:janette@ronan.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 8:23 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone weir  
 
I support the irrigators who depend on the Yellowstone River to acquire their irrigation water.  I understand the corp has 
a plan that works for the irrigators and sturgeon fish.  Please do not allow the out side groups to interrupt the Montana 
Farmers/ranchers in the Yellowstone River valleys means to make a living and life style that is recognized here in 
Montana.  We need to stand up to these groups who only come to disrupt our life styles and enforce what they feel is 
the only and right way to deal with our environment and possibly extinguished animals.  Preserve our Montana rights. 
Send them to ten buck two.  I bet several of them have come to central Montana from the Mission Valley.  Janette 
Rosman in support of Yellowstone Irrigators.   
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 2:03 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: By-Pass Channel support at Intake Diversion

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kevin Roth [mailto:kroth@crystalsugar.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 11:05 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] By‐Pass Channel support at Intake Diversion 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
  
 
My name is Kevin Roth and I live in Sidney, Montana.   I am writing this in support of the by‐pass channel as the best 
alternative at Intake, and the one preferred by the Corp of Engineers as the best alternative in the EIS.  Being the 
Controller for Sidney Sugars Inc. my reasoning stems from the cost of this alternative, which is presently fully funded 
with a project contractor ready to start construction, as opposed to others that are not funded and would be far most 
costly to implement.  No one is talking on how the multiple pump alternative would get funded if accepted, but my 
belief would be the cost would either fall on our local taxpayers and local growers to cover the cost as the huge initial 
cost estimate would most likely not be approved in any federal or state budget going forward.  Presently we have a low 
cost to operate, low cost to maintain, and efficient canal system in place.  To enhance our present irrigation system  we 
now have an alternative for a fish friendly By‐Pass Channel, that has sufficient funding, and is fully supported and 
approved by the Corp of Engineers through the environment impact study.  This appears to me to be a win/win scenario. 
It’s a win for all the fish that swim the Yellowstone River and a win for our local economy which depends on low cost 
water flowing through our present canal system which irrigates all the crops grown in our valley. 
 
  
 
Yours truly, 
 
  
 
Kevin D. Roth 
 
Controller, Sidney Sugars Inc. 
 
35140 County Road 125 
 
Sidney, MT  59270 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 9:27 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone weir

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Nancy Rude [mailto:deanrude1@msn.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 9:19 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone weir 
 
From what I have read regarding the weir, I am in support of what the Corps of Engineers have come up with as a 
solution. It appears to work for the Farmers, Ranchers and Fish.   
N. Rude 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 2:55 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: In Support of Intake Dam Bypass Channel

Importance: High

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Steinbeisser,Rita [mailto:ritas@sidneyhealth.org]  
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 2:27 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] In Support of Intake Dam Bypass Channel 
Importance: High 
 
June 27, 2016 
 
  
 
To whom it may concern; 
 
  
 
I am writing in support of the Bypass Channel for the Intake Dam that will help not only the pallid sturgeon but every 
other aquatic species in the river. The Bypass Channel is the best chance to help the endangered species while still 
keeping the Irrigation Project, Sidney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, Feed lots, and the research stations viable! 
 
  
 
As a wife and mother of farmers living and working in Richland County, I am frustrated that a viable solution is not being 
utilized. We continue to waste money in the court system when a solution to the problem has been identified that 
benefits the pallid sturgeon and sustains the local economy of the MonDak region with the installation of a Bypass 
Channel. 
 
  
 
To my understanding, there is now a recommendation to install pumps to irrigate the valley. This appears to be cost‐
prohibitive from an economic standpoint as well as disruptive to the environment on several levels. The pump solution 
runs the risk of disrupting other wildlife, possibly creating a city water problem and affecting the livelihood of people 
living and working in the MonDak region.  
 
  
 
If you are not concerned about 58,000 acres of irrigated farming land, I urge you to think about all the businesses in our 
community that rely on agriculture to sustain their economy. Through the oil booms and busts, agriculture has thrived 
for more than 100 years thanks to an innovative irrigation project that was built with the land and our environment in 
mind.  
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I feel the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project has done their due diligence to find a solution that is mindful of the fish 
habitat. Now I encourage you to do the same and be considerate of the economic welfare of agriculture in the MonDak 
region as well as ample water supply for residents living in this area.  
 
  
 
Best regards, 
 
R. Steinbeisser 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
Confidentiality Notice: This e‐mail message, including any attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
privileged and confidential information.  Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited.  If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e‐mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message. 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 10:07 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] U. S. Corps of Engineers

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: rob [mailto:gutentag7@me.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 10:00 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] U. S. Corps of Engineers 
 
Sirs,  I support the compromise plan for replacement of the weir on the Yellowstone River.  The plan protects the 
sturgeon without punishing the irrigators.  R. A. Sterling, (3rd generation Montanan, dating to 1864.) 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:02 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Attention CENWO-PM-AA

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kaitlyn Hardy [mailto:kaitlyn.v.hardy@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 8:20 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Attention CENWO‐PM‐AA 
 
My statement is: Where do these government officials that are making these decisions reside? I'm sure that they don't 
reside here. They are making decisions from a desk somewhere in a concrete jungle where there is no wildlife. Why are 
people surrounded by concrete, making decisions for people who live with wildlife every day? My living is made from 
doing radio ad sales, my background like most people here is farming. I have seen the oil boom come and go. Funny 
thing is, there are still people here after the oil has gone spending money, and proud to spend their dollars here . Ask 
any one of those people left about their background... It's more than 75% of the time a farming background. I say let the 
people living here call the shots. Plus, my dad has 3 daughters, one niece and 2 great granddaughters... If one of us has a 
boy you'll kill his dream of having someone to take over our farm because there won't be anything left.  
 
 
Kaitlyn & Mathew Vitt 
Sidney, MT 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 7:36 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Fwd:

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Danny Wyrwas [mailto:dwyrwas@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 9:18 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: "Danny Wyrwas" <dwyrwas@gmail.com <mailto:dwyrwas@gmail.com> > 
Date: Jun 30, 2016 6:37 PM 
Subject: Dam, damm 
To: "Danny Wyrwas" <Dwyrwas@gmail.com <mailto:Dwyrwas@gmail.com> > 
Cc:  
 
 
 
Hi, thank you for your consideration. Your decision isn't easy as you weigh nature versus man. In my opinion, MT is the 
most beautiful state in the freest country in the world. We are just over 1,000,000 people. Based on population MT is a 
small city however we are the 4th largest land mass state with an immensely  diverse landscape.  Residents across this 
state are family and friends. My brother, by another mother, Shane Gorder, who was born and raised in Sidney, asked 
me to share a few words.  
     I understand that saving the pallid sturgeon is vital. I am an avid fisher, hunter and outsdoorsman, with an 
understanding of ecosystems and nature. Conservation is how I am able to fill my freezer and eat. I also understand that 
my family and friends lives may be impacted by an impulsive decision. 
     Salmon on either coast of this great country have been decimated in years past by a variety of factors; one being 
dams.  In the Pacific NW their reclaimation efforts are actually paying off. Yes dams were a big factor in the decline of 
salmon and yes the removal of many dams especially along the Columbia have helped boost their numbers, but those 
dams were turbine power generating dams which killed the fingerings by the 1,000's. This dam does not have the 
destructive nature as those ones. This is a 100% natural irrigation system.  
     Upon looking at the combined efforts of those involved to save the salmon, both governmant and non‐government it 
has been widely documented that latter's or weir's have played a huge role in the success of the Salmon. The Pacific NW 
and all the ecosystems that were effected continue to show promise as salmon populations are moving up and to the 
right. Those involved are seeing that it is both complicated and quite simple. The simplicity came when they created a 
passage for the salmon. This project also has a passage system in place.  
     The complexity came because as societies try to solve problems they create bigger and worse problems. An example 
from the salmon. Over fishing is also a culprit, so farmed fishing started to become an option. Sadly as researchers 
studied their effects they found that feeding farmed fish wild sardines, mackerel, and herring actually competed with 
and caused wild fish to starve. Also it was found that it was  taking 6 pounds of fish to get 1 pound of flesh. Our efforts 
to help actually hurt. 
     MONTANA is home to more Superfund Sites then any other state in the country as we have allowed big companies to 
come exploit our lands then leave us with a mess. We are land and resources. We know that they are not expendable.  
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     Fish n Game have documented sturgeon above the dam. We have a proven later system that can be installed. We 
have a zero emmission, zero maintenance irrigation system in place. 
  So I have to ask why would we create waste‐ by putting in a fuel eating pump system that could cause problems that 
could resemble those of the City of Laurel when flows are less then normal.  Why would we put our selves at risk of a 
disaster that could happen to the Yellowstone river like that which happened as one of our refineries had a pipe leak 
1,000's of gallons of fuel into the river. Why would we create expense when we Montanan's are known for being 
conservative? Look into audience, these are primarily farmers from Glendive to Fairview. They are innovators and 
creators, in my opinion they could build the bypass better and at half the cost of the government. That statement isn't 
meant to be disrespectful. These people know that preserving waterways, game, Fish and land directly dictate their 
lives. They know how to rub two sugar beets together and make a dollar.  
       
    My brother from another mother, Kevin Murphy, who lives in Colstrip, may be out of a job in the near future as the 
EPA restricts CO2 output by coal fired power, yet the solution here is to put in a CO2  creating pump. This doesn't make 
sense. Just like New Orleans doesn't make sense yet we tax payers pay to keep that town above water even though it 
was built on the coast 20 feet below sea level.  
 
Why are we creating a problem where there is no problem?? One last thing‐ as you weigh this, please remove Bias, the 
inability to see the other persons point of view and I release Wisdom.  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 8:09 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Support the fish bypass channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Margo Zadow [mailto:margoz@lyrec.coop]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 11:48 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support the fish bypass channel 
 
US Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District: 
 
  
 
I am writing in to support the fish bypass channel for the Intake Dam.  This option benefits the fish and the farmers.  But 
it 
 
Isn’t just the fish and the farmers.  What will happen if you decide on another option will have far reaching effects on 
whole towns 
 
And cities and all the people that live and work there.  
 
  
 
I cannot imagine our town without Sidney Sugars running efficiently.  This would affect our schools, grocery stores, 
hardware stores 
 
And any kind of business here.  Please stick to the fish bypass channel plan.  We thought that was ready to go.   
 
  
 
Thank you for listening, 
 
  
 
M Zadow 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 9:42 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Tom Erskine [mailto:Tom.Erskine@interstateeng.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 9:34 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 
 
I am the retired ag loan officer that gave testimony at the public meeting in Billings on Thursday June 30. 
 
  
 
I did not talk about the decreased land, machinery and real estate values in communities in the Lower Yellowstone area 
if either multiple pumps or multiple pumps with conservation measures is the chosen alternative.  Farm appraisals are 
based on a return on investment (capitalization approach).  Simply it is gross income less expenses equals return to the 
land.  If either high electricity cost for irrigation or high electric costs and reduced yields occur, land values will be 
decreased by a significant amount‐as much as 40%.  This reduced farmer earning ability affects his money to live and 
operate on.  
 
  
 
On the government level, taxable value declines, so taxes go down.  This affects state, county and local government 
services.  On the federal level, income taxes will go down because of less taxable income. 
 
  
 
Any way one looks at it either of these two alternatives is NOT acceptable.  The bypass channel is the best alternative. 
 
  
 
It is time to quit studying and to build the bypass channel. 
 
  
 
  
 
Thomas M. Erskine 
 
Senior Funds Administrator 
 
Interstate Engineering, Inc. 
 
1211 Grand Avenue 
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PO Box 20953 
 
Billings, MT 59104 
 
406‐256‐1920 phone 
 
406‐256‐9178 fax 
 
406‐855‐2934 cell 
 
Tom.Erskine@interstateeng.com <mailto:Tom.Erskine@interstateeng.com>  
 
  
 
Professionals you need, people you trust 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 2:33 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] I Do Not Support the multiple pumps alternative

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: islandgirl59262 [mailto:islandgirl59262@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 2:25 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Do Not Support the multiple pumps alternative 
 
 
 
My name is Samree Reynolds, I work at Sidney Sugars. I would like to say that I do not support the multiple pumps 
alternative for the simple fact that they do not work. The cost of putting them in is astronomical, not to mention the 
cost of maintaining them. We already have a cost effective, no maintenance system of irrigation. It does not get any 
cheaper than gravity driven flow. If all the fuss is about the pallid sturgeon and saving them from going extinct, then why 
fight so hard to take out the Diversion only to put pumps in, which could endanger them further; when a perfectly fish 
friendly alternative has been found. Please, please do not let them destroy the Intake Diversion, please do not let them 
put electric pumps in. Thank you so much.  
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2016 7:17 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Sidney Montana

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Melissa Appelberg [mailto:mra7173@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 10:59 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Sidney Montana 
 
I Melissa Appelberg of Sidney Montana do here by support the bypass for the lower Yellowstone valley.  
 
I feel its the best choice for our town and for the fish.  
 
Melissa Appelberg 
410 7th ave sw 
Sidney Mt 59270 
(406)‐480‐3672 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 7:51 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] LYIP EIS

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Raymond Bell [mailto:rayb@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2016 9:11 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Cc: 'James Brower' <jbrower@midrivers.com> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP EIS 
 
To:  Whom it may concern: 
 
  
 
We are writing this letter in support of the Bypass Channel Alternative for LYIP.  Just the thought of removing the 
Diversion dam is devastating. 
 
We are landowners and farm on the east side of the Yellowstone River under the Sidney Water Users Irrigation District 
serving only 4,500 Acres.  Even though we do not receive our irrigation water from LYIP this would still have a major 
impact on us.  If their water would become non affordable to the farmer this would jeopardize our markets making it 
non feasible to grow sugar beets and malt barley.  These companies would be forced to close down due to lack of 
irrigated acres.  
 
Based on our small irrigation districts pumping expenses, pumping is not even an option for the massive acres LYIP 
covers.  We have lost crops when pumps go down in midseason during critical irrigating times.  They have a great system 
in place that has been working for over 100 years.   
 
We find it hard to believe that in a time when we are all trying to do our part to stimulate the economy and create jobs 
that a we are even entertaining the idea of removing the diversion.   
 
Agriculture has been the driving force of this community for over 100 years.   If you remove that, you remove this town 
and eventually all that goes with it.  This one decision would have a devastating effect that would trickle down to 
everyone in this area one way or another.   
 
Again, we are in support of the bypass channel alternative, which not only saves the farmer but the fish. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Raymond and Patricia Bell 
 
1101 11th ST SW 
 
Sidney, MT 59270 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 7:52 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Brian Bouchard [mailto:big_b_97@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2016 9:48 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
Please do not let this irrigation project that has been in operation for over a century be shut down!  
The positives of keeping this system in place far exceed the negatives. 
AGRICULTURE, that should say enough. Agriculture is what feeds people, and that is what should be at 
the top of everyone's  minds when this project comes to mind.  Seems like that has become a side thought 
in today's way of thinking. Reminds me of a saying an older gentleman told me once "show me a man with  
a full stomach and i'll show you a man with multiple problems, show me a man with an empty stomach and i'll 
show you a man with one problem". PLEASE DO LET THIS PROJECT BE SHUT DOWN! 
 
 
Thank you 
Brian Bouchard 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 7:48 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Support for Bypass Channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kristan Haugen [mailto:khaugenphotography@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2016 11:02 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support for Bypass Channel 
 
I am in support of the Bypass Channel.  
 
 
 
Thank you,  
 
 
Kristan Haugen 
Alexander, ND  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 2:33 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Intake Montana

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Kathy Mclane [mailto:kmacinmt@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 12:44 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Montana 
 
I attended two of the 3 meetings scheduled by the USACE and I am extremely proud of the region’s farmers who 
expressed willingness to pay for the Preferred Alternative as proposed by the USACE IF that will help the pallid sturgeon 
and appease the enviros. 
 
  
 
I found it very interesting and telling to see the photos of early 1900's when the Intake diversion dam and irrigation 
ditches were first installed.  The area was truly a high plains desert.  Water and excellent farming practices brought 
economic prosperity to the region and beautiful wildlife habitat now exists all along the river and into the countryside.  I 
would hate to see that change with stupidity. 
 
  
 
Three interesting facts:  1) the pallid sturgeon are still alive after over 100 years of the dam and 2) around 90% of the 
pallid sturgeon split at the confluence of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and only 10% even go up the Yellowstone  
3) pallid sturgeon with the same genetic makeup as their wild counterparts are being raised in a hatchery. 
 
 
 
 
I understand that it is the environmentalist's desire to return all U.S. rivers to their pristine state by removing all dams 
however,  I believe they are simply using the pallid sturgeon as their reason to remove the dam and install a $144 million 
pump alternative, possibly with wind and solar technology—even if federal dollars are used to pay for it since it is far 
outside the capabilities of those 300 or fewer farmers to financially make a case for and remain solvent. 
 
 
 
 
I am totally opposed to the pump with ground source water option due to concerns with the inefficiencies of that 
system and expense to operate those pumps.  Wind turbines have not proven cost effective and are also proved to be 
detrimental to bird populations.  The Fox Hills Sands underground water aquifer in that area does not refill easily.   I 
emphatically oppose this as an option. 
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I will be supportive of the USCE's 'preferred option', only if it appeases the environmental concerns and affords the 
farmers a chance to succeed. 
 
 
 
 
Kathy Newton McLane 
 
377 FAS 254 
 
Glendive, MT  59330 
 
406‐987‐3777 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 7:48 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Penelope Plumb [mailto:pplumb@mac.com]  
Sent: Saturday, July 09, 2016 6:51 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon 
 
Hello.  I received an alert and plea  to ask for protection for this endangered species, but their link required a lot of 
personal info, but I found this site, and woukd like to add my support to their efforts.  Thank you for forwrding this to 
the proper dept.  Below is what I received: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project in Montana. I support an 
open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. Your own analysis shows that the best outcome 
for the endangered pallid sturgeon from this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full 
river passage. I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that endangered pallid 
sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get. Please adopt an alternative that removes the 
dam, provides pumps or other means to get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. Spending 
taxpayer dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future ‐ pay to do this right the first time.
Penelope Plumb 
pplumb@mac.com 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 11:25 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Support of Bypass Channel

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: islandgirl59262 [mailto:islandgirl59262@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 10:36 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support of Bypass Channel 
 
 
I would like to voice my support of the Bypass Channel Alternative. My name is Samree Reynolds, I work at Sidney 
Sugars. 
Thank you again for this opportunity to be heard. At the 1st meeting, I spoke about not saving 1 species from being 
extinct at the cost of another more important species, last night I spoke about the delays endangering the pallid 
sturgeon even further, both times I voiced my support of the bypass channel as the most viable, cost effective,  
environmentally safe alternative.  
At these 2 meetings,  everyone who had come up to speak all said they grew up in this area,  was born and raised here, 
with lots of history and family here. I'm not from around here, I am a city girl, was not born and raised here so I knew 
nothing about farm life and irrigation but since having worked at the sugar factory for going on 19 yrs, I do know the 
concept of how the pumps are supposed to work. I know it takes a lot of time and  money to maintain them.  
 When you compare the cost of the bypass channel at 57,044,000 to the multiple pumps at 477,925,000 it is a no‐brainer 
which one is the best solution. If a simple city girl like me can see that, I pray the powers that be who makes the decision 
on this can see it too.  
So I believe that supporting the bypass channel along with keeping the Diversion dam or underwater speedbump as 
james brower calls it, will be a win‐win for all of us, fish and humans alike. Thank you. 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 6:57 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Channel Alternative

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: islandgirl59262 [mailto:islandgirl59262@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 10:20 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Channel Alternative 
 
 
My name is Samree Reynolds and I work for Sidney Sugars. 
First of all I would like to thank the Corps,  the Reclamation, Richland Economic development and everyone who is 
involved in fighting so hard to save our fish and our community, Thank you so much for your hard work and dedication. 
With your presentation, you have shown us the best possible solution to saving not only the pallid sturgeon but all the 
other species of fish that are in the river. You have also shown how our community, the wildlife and the environment 
have flourished and grown over the years due to the Intake Diversion that was built over 100 years ago and that is still 
working to this day. With that said, from what I understand,  the main concern and what this fight is all about, is saving 
the dinosaur fish, so my question is, why are they being endangered further by all these delays when there is a viable, 
cost effective, low maintenance, environmentally safe alternative which is the bypass channel? Please let the bypass 
channel go thru without any further delays. Thank you. 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 7:49 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] intake diversion dam

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Harold Schlothauer [mailto:hdfarms@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2016 3:35 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] intake diversion dam 
 
to whom it may concern, 
 I attended all three public meetings about the Intake dam. I think it is very important that this project be allowed to 
proceed with the plan for a new weir and fish bypass. It appears it is the plan approved by all three government agencies 
and I see no reason it won't work. I have lived next to the Yellowstone River for 70 years and have seen sturgeon in all 
sorts of drainage ditches and low water areas. I am quite sure they will find the bypass. I think any further delay could be 
very detrimental to both the irrigators and the fish. I urge the courts to let the project proceed. 
  Thank You 
Harold Schlothauer 
15922 30th st nw 
Fairview Mt 59221 
701 744 5741 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] pallid sturgeon

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Flip‐Side Fabrics [mailto:flipside@midrivers.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 12:23 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] pallid sturgeon 
 
Pat Neiss 
 
803 3rd St NE 
 
Sidney, Montana 59270   
 
406‐482‐2177 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District             
 
Attn: CENWO‐PM‐AA; 1616 Capitol Ave          
 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
 
  
 
  
 
July 8, 2016 
 
  
 
PLEASE, seriously consider the fish bypass as the most reasonable solution to fix the pallid sturgeon situation and 
improve our irrigation system that has worked for over a century. The proposed pumping system would be expensive to 
implement and maintain in the muddy waters of the Yellowstone River. The potential is great for equipment damage or 
failure. Wasn’t that a major problem with the system at the Buffalo Rapids, Fallon Pump site? Have they recovered yet 
from their crop damage/loss? 
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Eastern Montana has taken so many hits recently, from our own state government ignoring our need for infrastructure 
updates, the downturn of oil prices and now this threat to our agricultural industry. We are hanging on to our economy 
by a thread that is rapidly failing. 
 
  
 
Our farmers need a reliable source of irrigation, and we need our farmers. You need our farmers. 
 
  
 
With great concern, 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
Pat Neiss 
 
Trish 
Blockedwww.flipsidefabrics.com <Blockedhttp://www.flipsidefabrics.com>  
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 7:01 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Letter of Support for the LYIP and Intake Modifications

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Josh Johnson [mailto:Josh.Johnson@interstateeng.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 5:48 PM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Letter of Support for the LYIP and Intake Modifications 
 
To Whom it may Concern; 
 
  
 
I support the reliable delivery of water to the irrigators provided by the rock ramp alternative.  The proposed rock ramp 
alternative and durable fish passage, will provide cost effective, reliable water to the irrigators in this large region, and 
greatly improve the fish passage over the existing stacked boulder diversion dam.  This project needs to be completed 
immediately for the good of the endangered species and all the local communities. 
 
  
 
The loss of the existing reliable and economical irrigation water to the surrounding farms would devastate our regional 
economics, towns and communities.   
 
  
 
Josh Johnson 
 
Sidney Area Office Manager 
 
Interstate Engineering, Inc. 
 
P.O. Box 648/425 E. Main 
 
Sidney, MT 59270 
 
Cell: (406) 489‐2512 
 
Office: (406) 433‐5617 
 
Fax: (406) 433‐5618 
 
Email: Josh.Johnson@interstateeng.com <mailto:Josh.Johnson@interstateeng.com>  
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Professionals you need, people you trust. 
 
  
 
Interstate Engineering, Inc. makes no representation or warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to reuse of the 
data provided herewith, regardless of its format or means of transmission.  There is no guarantee or representation to 
the user as to accuracy, currency, suitability or reliability of this data for any purpose.  The recipient accepts the data “as 
is,” and assumes all risks. 
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 10:40 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Save the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: delivery@actionsprout.com [mailto:delivery@actionsprout.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 10:22 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project in Montana. I support an 
open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. Your own analysis shows that the best outcome 
for the endangered pallid sturgeon from this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full 
river passage. I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that endangered pallid 
sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get. Please adopt an alternative that removes the 
dam, provides pumps or other means to get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. Spending 
taxpayer dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future ‐ pay to do this right the first time.
 
________________________________ 
 
This email was sent to cenwo‐planning@usace.army.mil on behalf of Defenders of Wildlife because someone completed 
this action: Blockedhttps://actionsprout.io/625455 
 
If you don't want to receive these types of emails, you can opt out 
<Blockedhttps://actionsprout.typeform.com/to/FqDJoh?email=cenwo‐planning@usace.army.mil>  of future 
notifications. 
 
 
<Blockedhttp://email.actionsprout.com/wf/open?upn=E6K3XnVUJA3Kuu7ICMSp9kIfXbu3LzKPbxkoyEevJO7Sa2mvLfAjwx
76iZcavYfph6kfSpVQZydGinzEKWaXctwWsIU7391‐2F94TXZ‐2FUqT‐2B9pMnk14WpRUtied11Kl7n9rQ8N0GfFVPwMW‐
2BX‐2BdHU4kit3jXoLGa2gUDvIf8LDmiqkO4G9SK8kAbANcaSqWBxQoLgXF8‐
2FCa5vrCN2POiGYAUNuWLkRau17IE1Jgfes7uA‐3D>  
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 Forwarded message 
From: <kathy.bouvier@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 3:29 PM
Subject: Inquiry To GP Region
To: gpwebmaster@usbr.gov

From Kathy Bouvier (kathy.bouvier@yahoo.com) on 07/26/2016 at 03:07:59MSGBODY:
[The letter below was written to submit to the Bureau of Reclamation during the Public Comment period (extended to 

), but the link provided on their website was dysfunctional.  I hope that you can forward this to the appropriate place. 
Thank you!]

To whom it may concern:

I am writing regarding the Intake Diversion Dam in Montana.

My concern is for the pallid sturgeon, whose eradication would surely result from its construction; it would no longer have a
healthy place for its eggs to develop if it were trapped between this dam and the Fort Peck Dam.

But I do not neglect the farmers who need the water in these dams for their crops.  I am not alone in believing that their needs
and those of the palled sturgeon could be met by adopting an alternate proposal made in concert by the Bureau of
Reclamation, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Army Corps of Engineers.  They have proposed replacing
the Intake Diversion Dam with a dam which has a bypass channel to allow the fish to get past it to spawn.  It is the least we
can  and should  do to preserve such an ancient species.

Thank you for giving this matter your serious attention.

Kathy Bouvier

July
28th

mailto:kathy.bouvier@yahoo.com
mailto:gpwebmaster@usbr.gov
mailto:kathy.bouvier@yahoo.com
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From: Theodore Burger
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments on Docket Number EPA-HQ-OAR-2016-0004
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:55 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Remove Dam and replace with Irrigation Pump. Save the fish.

Sincerely,

Theodore Burger

mailto:theodoreburger@rcn.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Steve Irwin
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] All God"s Creatures Matter
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:24:37 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Steve Irwin

mailto:qwiknfree@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Steve Brown
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:21 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Steve Brown

mailto:Stevebrown145@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Kathleen Hogan
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dam removal
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:52 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out the dam! Thank you for considering this petition.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hogan

mailto:khogan9@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Alan Shute
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:54 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please remove Intake  dam.

Sincerely,

Alan Shute

mailto:ahshute@msn.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Theodore Bahn
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dams on Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:45 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I am baffled why the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would want to propose a dam on a critical river.  Data shows
that these dams are never able to facilitate passage by fish species.  When those fish are endangered it is even more
egregious.

Sincerely,

Theodore Bahn

mailto:ted.bahn@cio-2-rent.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Boyce Booth
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] DAMS
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:21 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Man made dams may be beneficial when they are built, but when they become injurious to humans and other
animals, they should be removed.

Sincerely,

Boyce Booth

mailto:quantumpainter@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Katrin Rosinski
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] endangered sturgeon
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:20 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please help these sturgeon not get over fished.

Sincerely,

Katrin Rosinski

mailto:dancingqueen312000@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: sylviane mahaux
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Environment
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:55 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please, take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It will protect native fish.

Sincerely,

sylviane mahaux

mailto:sylvianegm@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Carol Devoss
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Go Back to the Drawing Board for the ACF Basin Plan
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:44:05 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As someone who cherishes free-flowing rivers and all the benefits they provide to people and wildlife, I urge the
Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam
on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Carol Devoss

mailto:cadevo@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Elise Adibi
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I don"t support hydropower"s misleading “Unlock Hydro” campaign
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:55:01 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As someone who cherishes free-flowing rivers and all the benefits they provide to people and wildlife, I urge the
Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam
on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Elise Adibi

mailto:eliseadibi@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Katie Harris
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Important! Comment on Intake Diversion Dam DEIS
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:05:43 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Hello,

I'm writing you today as a fly fisherman, kayaker, and lover of public lands. I cherish free-flowing rivers and all the
benefits they provide to people and wildlife. Therefore, I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives
in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. The importance if that access
should not go overlooked!

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Katie Harris

mailto:Ktharris08@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: A Bonvouloir
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] improving fish passage on the lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

A Bonvouloir

mailto:ra3ajw@sbcglobal.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Grace Strong
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:48 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I urge you to remove Intake Dam and replace it with an irrigation pump system.

Sincerely,

Grace Strong

mailto:gahstrong@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jeffrey Freilich
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:22:29 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only
solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Freilich

mailto:mocosoj@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Charity Moschopoulos
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Charity Moschopoulos

mailto:charity.rome@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Elaine Donovan
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:47 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The needs of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish will be met by taking out the dam. An irrigation pump system
will guarantee their survival.

Sincerely,

Elaine Donovan

mailto:donovaneb@frontier.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: susan thompson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:18 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The above-subject to be replaced with an irrigation pump system guarantee to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and
other native fish.

Sincerely,

susan thompson

mailto:suzzeliza@aol.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Sharon S. Porter
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] intake dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:26:10 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take it out to meet needs of native fish.

Sincerely,

Sharon S. Porter

mailto:ssporter43@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Deb Adler
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam: PLEASE!
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:14:01 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

please save endangered species and choose one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish
passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Deb Adler

mailto:Twinmom4@verizon.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Anne5112480000617660 Craig
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Irrigation Pump System for Lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:51 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

In the interests of protecting pallid sturgeon and other native fish who live in the Lower Yellowstone River, I ask
you to replace the Intake Dam with an irrigation pump system. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne5112480000617660 Craig

mailto:ennagiarc@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jane Steinberg
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] It"s a shared resource and a shared future
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:16 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Every species imperiled and lost diminishes all of those that remain, including us humans. Please help keep these
native species survive. Don't build the dam; pump the water.

Sincerely,

Jane Steinberg

mailto:dyedivajane@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Randolph Schoedler
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Colorado
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:43 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out the Intakle Dam and allow native species to live.

Sincerely,

Randolph Schoedler

mailto:randyss12@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Dale Danielson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone diversion dam at Intake Mt
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:37:37 AM

As a wife, mother and grandmother, I am in favor of replacing the diversion dam and installing a fish bypass
channel.
My husbands father settled in the semi arid Lower Yellowstone Valley in 1917 and started farming because of
irrigation water, we are now 4th generation farmers with my husband, three sons and two grandsons farming under
this irrigation project. This entire  irrigation project is made up of family farms like ours. The thought of not having
irrigation is causing much stress on our family and all others in the valley.
Before the fish screens were installed at Intake it was common to find fish including pallid sturgeon in our irrigation
ditches, so some  were making it over the diversion dam. 
If the dam is removed, the cost of pumping from the ever changing Yellowstone River will make irrigation
unaffordable.
The meeting at Billings was at the very worst time of the year and many irrigators could not attend to voice there
concerns .
Diane D

mailto:daled5333@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: tammy king
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] lower yellowstone rive
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:11 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

protect the  yellowstone river by removing the lower dam on this river

Tammy King

Sincerely,

tammy king

mailto:hotjenday@aol.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Bonnie Mc Cune
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LOWER YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:26:32 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Mc Cune

mailto:mccunesfla@aol.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Glenn Letourneau JR
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone River Sturgeon.
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:09 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

In a time of world wide species decline, mostly at the hands of human activity, it behooves us to do whatever actions
we can to protect the species that are threatened or endangered, to the best of our abilities. Please protect the
Sturgeon in the Lower Yellowstone river!

Sincerely,

Glenn Letourneau JR

mailto:gillebhrighde@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Martha Novak
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:13 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This will be the best and, indeed, only solution
to help native fish in the lower Yellowstone River.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Novak

mailto:novakc.m@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Julie McCarroll
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:02 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out the Intake Dam and replace  its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
gauranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Julie McCarroll

mailto:gstimpson@mac.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Leslie Leslie
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:32:00 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out Intake Dam across the lower Yellowstone and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It
is the only way to guarantee the safety and meet the needs of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish. Dams are a
relic of the last century. We have learned that from all the safer solutions.

Please be wise with all our resources.

Sincerely,

Leslie Leslie

mailto:2xleslie@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Barton Grimm
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Nature
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:19 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Undo the damage that your greed has caused.

Sincerely,

Barton Grimm

mailto:bartongrimm@wowway.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Michael Eichenholtz
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] No diversion dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:16 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please remove any new concrete dam across the Yellowstone River and consider using an irrigation pump instead. 
Both farmers and the pallid sturgeon will benefit.
         Thank you,
         Michael Eichenholtz

Sincerely,

Michael Eichenholtz

mailto:Mytsuris@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Sherri Hancock
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid sturgeon
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please remove the intake dam on the Yellowstone and replace it with an irrigation pump system. The Sturgeon are
counting on you to do the right thing and so are the American people. A bypass channel may not work.

Sincerely,

Sherri Hancock

mailto:Shp115@aol.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Sara & Norm Bell
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallis Sturgeon - Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:33:15 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Important decisions require careful consideration of all stakeholders. You know that. The pallid sturgeon is not able
to sit in negotiations and plead for it's survival. Intake Dam can be removed and an irrigation pump system installed
that provides agricultural water AND critical habitat for this endangered species.
. Unintended consequences and collateral damage are terms that apply to planning without vision.Please reconsider
your Yellowstone River Intake Dam plans and plan WITH all stakeholders in mind

Sincerely,

Sara & Norm Bell

mailto:nsbell@htcnet.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Carol Facey
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please Help Close Guantanamo
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:09 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The only thing that Guantanamo has revealed, is mans inhumanity to his fellow men.  It's "time" to close this dark
chapter in our story!

Sincerely,

Carol Facey

mailto:krystalintentions@comcast.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Connor Wilkinson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please protect our natural world
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:46 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

This issue correlates with the bigger issue we have of human and wild interaction in a developed society. Please let
us do our part in restoring, protecting, and valuing the natural world that we need deeply to continue surviving as
humans.

Sincerely,

Connor Wilkinson

mailto:cmwilkinson24@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Kristi Johnson Michiels
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please remove the dam!
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:48 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Restore a more natural solution to save these important fish and the river system.

Sincerely,

Kristi Johnson Michiels

mailto:kjm@inkimage.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Meryl Pinque
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please restore the Lower YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:49 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Dear Madam, dear Sir,

Most people know the Yellowstone River as the longest free-flowing river in the lower 48 states. While that’s
technically true, there are six low-head diversion dams on the river between Billings and its confluence with the
Missouri River that divert water for irrigation. These diversion dams have had serious consequences for the 52 fish
species that inhabit the lower river.

Last month, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation released a draft plan for improving
fish passage on the lower Yellowstone River. The agencies’ preferred alternative is to build a new concrete dam
across the width of the Yellowstone River and construct an artificial bypass channel in hopes that pallid sturgeon
and other native fish will use it. But most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a
fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

I tell the U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pinque

mailto:merylpinque@yahoo.fr
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Larry Sanazaro
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Protect an irreplaceable national treasure
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:20:08 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As someone who cherishes free-flowing rivers and all the benefits they provide to people and wildlife, I urge the
Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam
on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Larry Sanazaro

mailto:tigerslair316@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: George Sidoti
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Protect the River and its inhabitants
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:22:15 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

All Rivers Matter!

Sincerely,

George Sidoti

mailto:Georgesidoti@aol.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Briana Amberger
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Protection
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:26:12 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please protect our natural, God-given resources.

Sincerely,

Briana Amberger

mailto:Brie248@yahoo.com
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From: Patricia DeLuca
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pumping Needed
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:26:11 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

To  the U.S. Army Corps , take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only
solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Patricia DeLuca
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From: James Ulness
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] reclamation
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:04 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please restore the Lower Yellowstone River.

Sincerely,

James Ulness

mailto:ulness@cord.edu
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From: Nancy Smith
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Nancy Smith

mailto:nancyasmith@hotmail.com
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From: Kimberly Hart
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:32:30 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I agree with fisheries scientists that the intake dam on the Yellowstone River should be removed and replaced it with
an irrigation pump system.  We are already losing so much biodiversity on this planet and it's in our own best
interest to preserve and protect the species we still have.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hart

mailto:kimberlyrhart1@yahoo.com
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From: Gavin Dillard
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:21:52 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Time to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish. This has been a success in other areas across
the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

Sincerely,

Gavin Dillard

mailto:gavco@me.com
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From: Debi Holt
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove the Lower Yellowstone River Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:02 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please remove the Lower Yellowstone River Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system.
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Debi Holt

mailto:debilholt@yahoo.com
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From: John and Rose Martin
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Restore lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:27:59 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

we urge you to take out the Intake Dam and replace with an irrigation pump system.  The fish must live too.  We
urge you.

Sincerely,

John and Rose Martin
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From: Sharron Stewart
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Restore lower Yellowstone river
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:15 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

COE, & BOR

Sincerely,

Sharron Stewart

mailto:sharronlstewart@gmail.com
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From: Joseph Candelaria
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Restore the lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:32 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please rethink this. Dams are not the answer.

Sincerely,

Joseph Candelaria
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From: Margaret Richards
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RESTORE THE LOWER YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:52 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Since the lowermost diversion dam on the river was built over a century ago, no wild pallid sturgeon have
successfully reproduced in the river. Pallid sturgeon need long stretches of free-flowing river in which to migrate up,
spawn, and let their larvae drift downstream until they mature. Right now, their larvae drift into a downstream
reservoir where they perish.
The best option to restore native fish including the pallid sturgeon would be to remove Intake Dam and provide an
open river for lower Yellowstone River.
Please do it!!!

Sincerely,

Margaret Richards

mailto:magginkat@gmail.com
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From: Martha Adams
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Restore the lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:10 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The Yellowstone River diversion dams have had serious consequences for the 52 fish species that inhabit the lower
river, especially on the pallid sturgeon.

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

Please, U.S. Army Corps, take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system.

It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Martha Adams
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From: Lisa Hughes
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RESTORE THE LOWER YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:49 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to
meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hughes

mailto:lisa.hughes54@gmail.com
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From: Mary McGaughey
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Restore the Yellowstone lower River.
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:19 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Engineers, find a way to restore the lower Yellowstone river.  Find a way to engineer supporting all life forms AND
the integrity of the Yellowstone River.

Sincerely,

Mary McGaughey

mailto:marymcgaughey@yahoo.com
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From: Angeline Albright
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:51 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As more & more of God's creatures are disappearing let us work wisely to keep those remaining.

Sincerely,

Angeline Albright
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From: Audrey Moskowitz
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Rivers
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:16 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Remove the Intake Dam.
Many thanks.

Sincerely,

Audrey Moskowitz

mailto:audrey622@verizon.net
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From: Camie Rodgers
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save Sturgeon
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:20 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Camie Rodgers
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From: Jill Orsatti
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the fish and river
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:22:33 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Yellowstone is amazing and needs to be preserved as much as possible. Please help reverse the damage.

Sincerely,

Jill Orsatti
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From: Laura Pitt Taylor
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the Gila River once and for all.
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:04:07 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As someone who cherishes free-flowing rivers and all the benefits they provide to people and wildlife, I urge the
Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam
on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Laura Pitt Taylor
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From: Doug Mishler
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Sturgeon (and other Native Fish)
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:34:46 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

We have been through this cycle of trying to alter Nature enough times to have (hopefully) learned our lesson. When
we screw with Nature, she screws back. And never to our benefit.

Sincerely,

Doug Mishler
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From: Dirk Rogers
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Sturgeon
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:11 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Most fisheries scientists are skeptical of the plan to dam and construct an artificial bypass channel on the
Yellowstone River.The best solution would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system.
We can't continue to destroy our natural inheritance without terrible consequences.

Sincerely,

Dirk Rogers
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From: elizabeth treat
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] take out diversion dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:19 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

U.S. Army Corps  take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution
that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

elizabeth treat

mailto:eatreat@yahoo.com
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From: Joe Muscara
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:07 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Joe Muscara
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From: sonja chan
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Take out intake dam on lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:12 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.  Preserving species is vitally important and
should be the first priority to be considered.

Sincerely,

sonja chan

mailto:sonjwal@gmail.com
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From: Chris Joslyn
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Take out Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:20 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please reconsider your plan to build a fish passage for the pallid sturgeon and other native fish. Basing a plan on a
hope is not cost efficient or based on evidence that it will work. Please look carefully at what has been done with
irrigation pump systems in other parts of the country to find a better solution for both fish species and the irrigation
needs of farmers. Thank-you.

Sincerely,

Chris Joslyn

mailto:christinejoslyn@sbcglobal.net
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From: Vic Bostock
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Take out Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Tell the U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system.
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon, other native fish and farmers.

Sincerely,

Vic Bostock
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From: Sean Sellers
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Take out the Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:21:54 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

Sincerely,

Sean Sellers
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From: Anthony Capobianco
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] TELL THE CORPS TO RESTORE THE LOWER YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:17 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Tell the U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Anthony Capobianco
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From: Paul Kerman
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] The Lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:26:16 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Paul Kerman

mailto:paulkerman@hotmail.com
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From: Matt Woolery
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] WIld AMerica
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:49 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

America is not America without wild America. And this kind of action serves only the people who do not care about
wild America, and whose greed is off the charts.
That is too mean for the people.

Sincerely,

Matt Woolery

mailto:mattwoolery@hotmail.com
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From: Erin Parker
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:21 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please consider the livelihood of the endangered species that already rely on the Yellowstone River before placing a
dam on the river.  As noted above, irrigation pumps can better serve these species and the farmers nearby than a dam
could.

Sincerely,

Erin Parker
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From: William Skirbunt-Kozabo
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:06 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I am writing to urge you to remove Intake Dam from the Yellowstone River and replace it with an irrigation pump
system. This is the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of endangered pallid sturgeon and other native
fish.  There has never been a fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.

Sincerely,

William Skirbunt-Kozabo

mailto:skirbuntkows@vcu.edu
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From: Joan Bailey
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone river
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:09 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

take out the intake dam an replace it with a suitable pump system. We must save this river and the fish that call it
home.

Sincerely,

Joan Bailey

mailto:joan.bailey@swanvalleypress.com
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From: pat delapena
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] yellowstone river
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:53 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

restore

Sincerely,

pat delapena
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From: Marilyn Lee
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:23:31 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

U.S. Army Corps please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only
solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Lee
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From: Barbara OConnor
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River Intake Dam
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:10 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out Intake Dam and replace it's function with an irrigation pump system.

Sincerely,

Barbara OConnor

mailto:barbaraoconnor12@gmail.com
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From: Paul Maiden Mueller
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River project
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:08 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I would like to ask you to change plans to build a new diversion dam and bypass channel at the Intake Dam on the
Lower Yellowstone River and replace the planned dam with an irrigation pump system. This is the only thing that
will allow species such as the pallid sturgeon to successfully pass upstream.
Thank you for your consideration of my opinion.

Sincerely,

Paul Maiden Mueller
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From: Tanya Roland
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:47 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

It should be the task of the Corp. to purify and restore every river in the nation making it healthy for their native
species and for us - including the Yellowstone.

Sincerely,

Tanya Roland
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From: Elizabeth Duvert
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:25:49 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please do everything you can to protect the sturgeon and other native fish that live in the Yellowstone. Keep those
waters flowing.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Duvert

mailto:eduvert@gvtc.com
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From: tia pearson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:06 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Last month, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation released a draft plan for improving
fish passage on the lower Yellowstone River. The agencies’ preferred alternative is to build a new concrete dam
across the width of the Yellowstone River and construct an artificial bypass channel in hopes that pallid sturgeon
and other native fish will use it. But most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a
fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.  Also, dams have been shown to
mess up the environment.

The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is
guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

tia pearson

mailto:tia.pearson@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: David Henning
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:28:00 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

There must be a better way to provide water for irrigation!

Sincerely,

David Henning

mailto:dghenning@tds.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Julie Griffith
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:42:07 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Please take out the dam in the lower river and replace an irrigation pump system.?you are doing irreparable harm to
the fish there, especially the sturgeon.
Do the right thing!

Sincerely,

Julie Griffith

mailto:Julieg500@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Ronis Bollinger
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:20 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Take out the Intake Dam and replace it with an irrigation pump system! Save the pallid sturgeon and other native
fish! Humans must cease being so myopic and think instead of the future.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roni Bollinger

Sincerely,

Ronis Bollinger

mailto:ronibollingermt@outlook.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Linda Hartman
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:31:10 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

PLEASE take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system on the Yellowstone River.
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish.

Sincerely,

Linda Hartman

mailto:namtrahadnil@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: J A Loving
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Your Plan for Concrete Dam across Lower Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:37:50 AM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I understand that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, together with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation have recently
released a draft plan for ostensibly improving fish passage on the lower Yellowstone River. I believe the plant's
preferred alternative--to build a new concrete dam across the width of the Yellowstone River and construct an
artificial bypass channel in hopes that pallid sturgeon and other native fish will use it--is seriously flawed.

Most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a fish passage project built that has
been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.  In addition, a concrete dam will be expensive and a failure if the
fish aren't able to overcome the obstacles the dam will present.  Urgent consultation with the departments with
expertise in fish and wildlife management and in assessing environmental impacts of the proposed alternative is
certainly essential before a final decision.

I believe the best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation water from the Lower
Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been done in
other areas across the country, including along the Yellowstone River.

This approach is a balanced approach, one that should be considerably cheaper than the concrete dam, and the only
solution guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish and the farmers who use the river to
irrigate their crops.

I ask both agencies to reconsider the current proposed alternative and proceed with removal of the diversion dam &
installation of an irrigation pump system.

Sincerely,

J A Loving

mailto:jal_1998@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Chris Lish
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the endangered pallid sturgeon by providing access to their breeding grounds -- Environmental

Impact Statements; Availability, etc.: Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Dawson
County, MT (ID: COE-2008-0037-0002)

Date: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:50:00 AM

Monday, July 18, 2016

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA
1616 Capitol Ave
Omaha, NE 68102

Subject: Save the endangered pallid sturgeon by providing access to their breeding grounds -- Environmental Impact
Statements; Availability, etc.: Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Dawson County, MT
(ID: COE-2008-0037-0002)

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project in Montana. I support an
open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project.

“Our duty to the whole, including to the unborn generations, bids us to restrain an unprincipled present-day minority
from wasting the heritage of these unborn generations. The movement for the conservation of wildlife and the larger
movement for the conservation of all our natural resources are essentially democratic in spirit, purpose and method.”
-- Theodore Roosevelt

Your own analysis shows that the best outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon from this project is to remove the
outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full river passage. I do not support building a new dam and artificial
bypass, as the likelihood that endangered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it
can get.

“Every man who appreciates the majesty and beauty of the wilderness and of wild life, should strike hands with the
farsighted men who wish to preserve our material resources, in the effort to keep our forests and our game beasts,
game-birds, and game-fish—indeed, all the living creatures of prairie and woodland and seashore—from wanton
destruction. Above all, we should realize that the effort toward this end is essentially a democratic movement.”
-- Theodore Roosevelt

Please adopt an alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to get irrigators water and gives
the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. Spending taxpayer dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more
money in the future--pay to do this right the first time.

“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong
when it tends otherwise.”
-- Aldo Leopold

Thank you for your consideration of my comments. Please do NOT add my name to your mailing list. I will learn
about future developments on this issue from other sources.

Sincerely,
Christopher Lish
San Rafael, CA

mailto:lishchris@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Craig Keiser
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on Draft Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 1:35:15 PM

Hello,
Thank you for allowing comments on this proposed project. To summarize my thoughts in a short message as I
know you've received many detailed comments are ultimately this.  Much more needs to be researched and
determined regarding the migration of pallid sturgeon upstream and the struggle for them of getting beyond this
intake dam to spawn.  For them to accomplish this feat, I would modify the pumping option proposed as there are
other choices available that would be inexpensive, simple, and durable option to the current alternatives.  The use of
“Hydraulic Ram Pumps” that require very low hydraulic head pressure, no expensive electrical supply, and minimal
maintenance for farmers would seem to be an excellent alternative that has many years of proven efficiency and
reliability behind its design.  The technology behind these pumps has also greatly improved since they originated
almost 200 years ago.  Thank you for taking my comments into consideration. 

Craig Keiser

mailto:cwkeiser12586@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jerald Bergman
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project Comments
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 2:10:08 PM

Dear Sirs:

This is to support the Bypass Channel Alternative for the best option for both the Irrigated Farmers of the Lower
Yellowstone Valley River area and for the pallid sturgeon passage.  This modification will improve the co-existence
of the upstream migration of the pallid sturgeon and at the same time supply a dependable water supply for the
irrigation of the 55,000 acres of irrigable lands.   A fish hatchery dedicated to the hatching and increase of pallid
sturgeon and the release of the young pallid sturgeon in the upper reaches of the Yellowstone River would also
likely assure that the pallid sturgeon will no longer be an endangered species.  Fish Biologist Brittany Trushel’s
testimony that the diversion dams are not the real issue for pallid sturgeon’s survival and the ability to raise pallid
sturgeon for release to assure their survival should also support the Bypass alternative as the best option available.  It
is my opinion that the livelihood and future generations of irrigated farmer of the lower Yellowstone is as
threatened  as the pallid sturgeon.

Jerry Bergman

Director, Williston Research Extension Center

North Dakota State University

Williston Research Extension Center

14120 Highway 2

Williston, ND 58801

Phone: (701) 774-4315

Mobile: (701) 770-0933

Fax: (701) 774-4307

jerald.bergman@ndsu.edu <mailto:jerald.bergman@ndsu.edu>

mailto:jerald.bergman@ndsu.edu
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Gerry Entzel
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Project-Intake, Montana
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 4:50:11 PM

I am Geraldine Entzel, born and raised in Sidney, Montana, along with my four siblings. My mother was born here
in 1916 and my Granddad was a homesteader in Richland County. My husband and I have also raised five children
here and we have five of our grandchildren being raise in this area. My husband was a hard working business owner
and I still am employed full time at our local Credit Union.

The farmers and ranchers who own the land and use the water, not only in the Yellowstone River Valley, but
throughout the United States, are true conservationists. They have to manage the land and water well because it is
their livelihood, their heritage and they are feeding the nation and the world.

The information sheet I received at the meeting in Sidney, Montana June 28, 2016, states “…the Intake diversion
dam has likely impeded upstream navigation…” The term, “likely”, means it’s just as likely it does NOT impede the
pallid sturgeon.

There is “much ado” regarding an unremarkable fish. Other fish, including the shovelnose sturgeon, seem to be
thriving in the Yellowstone River. For over 100 years the irrigation project has made our valley come alive. And the
pallid sturgeon is still here and the river is still clean!

I question the motives of those who are trying to obstruct irrigation in the Yellowstone Valley and in essence kill our
way of life. I question their understanding of this irrigation diversion project. There is not a  huge concrete structure
such as the Hoover Dam on the Colorado or the Yellowtail Dam on The Big Horn or even the earthen Fort Peck
Dam on the Missouri. The Intake Diversion Project has been operating in an efficient and eco-friendly manner all of
these years with about as much impact to the river or the fish as a log in the water-only better controlled.

Those who are trying to obstruct the Yellowstone Irrigation Project have no “skin in the game.” Lives and
livelihoods will be destroyed if they have their way. Agriculture is the number one industry  in the Lower
Yellowstone Valley. Those who own the land and use the water should be the voices to whom you listen. Please
give full consideration to their statements and those of the Irrigation Project management as well as the employees
who work with the farming community and the whole system.

I have two grandsons who hope to continue their family farming tradition as the fourth generation in the
Yellowstone Valley. Please don’t deny them this opportunity by making irrigation economically unfeasible or not
available at all. We have chosen to live here. This is our home. The organizations who continue to bring these
frivolous (in my opinion) lawsuits have more money than common sense.

Respectfully,

mailto:gentzel@richlandfcu.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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Geraldine Entzel

2333 S. Central Ave.

Sidney, MT  59270

406-488-3671



From: Garth Kallevig
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project--Comment
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 11:22:47 AM

Dear Sirs: I attended the public meetings several weeks ago and have been reviewing my notes and articles written
with regards to these hearings. I did also testify at the Sidney and Billings meetings. My comment today has to with
the lady that testified in Billings—she testified that she had studied the Pallid Sturgeon for several years in both the
Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers---she testified that only 5% of the Pallid Sturgeon used the Yellowstone River and
95% used the Missouri River and the reason was that they are a “Big River” fish and the Missouri fits their
spawning cycle much better than the Yellowstone River.

If this information was accurate, my first choice would be the “No Action” option and my second choice would be
the “Fish Bypass”. The projected cost of the Fish Bypass @ approx. $50 million seems to be a ton of money for only
5% of the Pallid Sturgeon population.

Thank you,

Garth N. Kallevig

mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com
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From: Pat Davis
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Attn:CENWO-PM-AA
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 10:54:52 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

                After attending the public meeting that were held concerning the Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage
Project in Glendive and Billings we would like to submit our letter of support for the fish bypass.  We believe that
the fish bypass is the only feasible alternative for the project.  We fully support the Bypass Channel.

Pat Davis

Secretary/Bookkeeper

Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District No. 2

mailto:pdavis@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Butch
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on the alternatives for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project
Date: Thursday, July 21, 2016 8:07:35 AM

I live in the Lower Yellowstone Valley, and own a farm that has been irrigated by the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation
Project Main Canal since it was built in the early 1900’s.  A good portion of my retirement income is derived from
this irrigated farm land.  My family has been raised and nurtured by the existence of this irrigation project since
1915.  My paternal grandfather worked as a stable boy on the canal project.  My father farmed land on the project in
the early 1950’s.  And I was raised on that irrigated farm.
I would like to state for the record that I favor the Fish-By-Pass proposal that would divert a portion of the river
channel around Joe’s Island.  I believe it is the best option and eventual solution to enable the pallid sturgeon’s to
travel further upstream to spawn, as well as continuing to deliver sufficient irrigation water to the Lower
Yellowstone farming communities.
This is a gravity system that has proven itself to work well over a period of 100 years.  It has a very low carbon
footprint as compared to some of the proposals to remove the diversion dam and pump the water to the canal.  The
installation of new pumps on the river itself would raise the carbon footprint of our current  irrigation system
substantially with new power lines, construction equipment, and loss of riverine habitat for the many different types
of wildlife.
Thank you for allowing me to comment.
Lynn B. Peterson
2822 3rd St NW
Sidney MT 59270

mailto:us56639295@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Garth Kallevig
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation By-Pass proposal
Date: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:36:20 PM

Dear Sirs---During the public meetings, Mr. Richard Cayko testified and made a few comments that really opened
my eyes to the resiliency of the Pallid Sturgeon. As a farmer/irrigator and prior to the installation of “protective
screens” at Intake, they encountered several Pallid Sturgeons in their lateral irrigation ditches. Because the diversion
of water is upstream from the diversion dam, these fish had to have made over/under/ or through the diversion dam
in order to end up in these lateral. So, #1. A certain % of the Pallid Sturgeon make it up-stream through the natural
By-Pass or over/under/through the diversion dam itself and #2, constructing an improved “Fish By-Pass” will
increase the % of Pallid Sturgeon making it up-stream. The studies that have been done and submitted also
recommend the “Fish By-Pass” option

Thank you,

garth

mailto:GKallevig@StockmanBank.com
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From: Tracy Simard
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake inversion dam
Date: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:54:05 PM

Dear Sirs:
I am wondering if the environmentalists have ever considered that maybe with more bald eagles, pelicans and other
birds that fish in the Yellowstone River may have something to do with the lower numbers of pallid sturgeon or if
they just automatically assume it's due to humans. We have been using this way of irrigating over 100 years now
and the sturgeon are not extinct. Maybe the lower numbers just have to do with mother nature. Why are they over
here causing problems once again in the first place. Didn't they do enough damage when they put a halt to clear
cutting and logging in the United States and are now killing forests full of trees and all the animals that resided
there. They haven't saved many spotted owls and whatever else they came up with to try and save. Instead they are
making the air quality across states be unhealthy for all the people living across all the states that have nothing but
smoke filled air. They destroy all the wildlife in the forests they thought they were helping. They seem to create
more problems than they solve. Destroying the American farmer would not be a good idea. Their pump system
would be too costly to use. It would destroy most every farmer over here. 
Sincerely,

Tracy Simard

mailto:simardts@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: delivery@actionsprout.com
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Thursday, July 21, 2016 8:01:23 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project in Montana. I support an
open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. Your own analysis shows that the best
outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon from this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river
and allow full river passage. I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that
endangered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get. Please adopt an
alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon
a fighting chance. Spending taxpayer dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future -
pay to do this right the first time.

________________________________

This email was sent to cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil on behalf of Defenders of Wildlife because someone
completed this action: Blockedhttps://actionsprout.io/625455

If you don't want to receive these types of emails, you can opt out
<Blockedhttps://actionsprout.typeform.com/to/FqDJoh?email=cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil>  of future
notifications.

 <Blockedhttp://email.actionsprout.com/wf/open?
upn=E6K3XnVUJA3Kuu7ICMSp9kIfXbu3LzKPbxkoyEevJO7pTbcV-2FzKU5wVWSTcnXmV7aB-
2F7PX8ThFaKnGWyJZ3WKP8CroY5gwOQhdu-2BP7KOBM-
2F7cEdkfsHJalZ7iyubwIO1aDpaoDBHROisKYVQOL04RcU-2B22Xz1XQauEzo-
2FyQPsMeZObeOUdkvKhmQN7gJH5Q9d09MfoFl4jxwDHVg-2BZuGqYhsGVH0JOnVWxiOuNqBitw-3D>
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From: Gabriel Furshong
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 6:14:17 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

Seventy million years ought to count for something. Please put the Yellowstone River and the ancient Pallid
Sturgeon first by choosing an alternative that:

*       Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish.
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently in hand, to pay for the
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs.

Thanks,

Gabriel Furshong
Helena, MT

mailto:gfurshong@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Philip Naro
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] The Problems at the Intake Diversion on the Yellowstone River - Fish and Irrigators Need YOUR

Support
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 1:04:41 PM
Importance: High

To Whom It May Concern:

I’m writing to you today to provide my comments about the proposed Intake Diversion dam on the Yellowstone
River. It’s my opinion, along with many fishery professionals that this dam proposal will seriously impair spawning
for rare and endangered pallid sturgeon as well as other fish in the Yellowstone River.

The current rock weir spanning the river at Intake blocks upstream movement of sturgeon and, at times, many other
species. The result: spawning and recruitment for sturgeon has failed, contributing to the diminishment of this
remarkable species, which has been around for 70 million years and which includes adults that reach nearly six-feet-
in length.

The successful passage at Intake will allow the fish, listed as endangered, to reach another 165 miles of river for
spawning and providing significantly more drift distance for larval sturgeon, which is key to survival of newly
hatched fish. I wholeheartedly oppose the construction of a permanent, concrete-capped dam at Intake, which would
completely prevent upstream passage for sturgeon and all other fish species. Corps of Engineers’ proposal to build a
two-mile-long engineered bypass channel around the dam won’t be successful as there is no evidence that sturgeon
or other river fish will use constructed bypass channels.

I support an alternative solution that leaves the river free-flowing, so that sturgeon and other fish can migrate
upstream as they have for millennia, and delivering water to irrigators using a system of pumps. This would reduce
the period of need for the current head-gate which is trapping hatched sturgeon and other fish. I believe the water
users should be accommodated in this way, and that costs associated with changing the water delivery system should
be met using federal appropriations and a trust fund that could be established to cover pumping and future
maintenance costs. 

I’ve heard from various fishery professionals that the agencies preferred $60 million alternative, is a risky
experiment and is likely to fail for sturgeon.

Please select an alternative for pallid sturgeon that:

*       Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish.
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently in hand, to pay for the
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs.

Please use common sense, listen to your constituents and stakeholders, act on behalf of the pallid sturgeon…and fix
the problems at the Intake diversion on the Yellowstone River using an alternative solution that works for fish and

mailto:pnaro21@gmail.com
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irrigators. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Best regards,

Philip Naro

21 Crescent Point Road

Bozeman, MT 59715



From: Kurt Voight
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone diversion options
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 3:04:28 PM

Hi, I support the use of pumps for irrigation water in place of any of the alternatives being proposed at Intake in
Glendive on the Yellowstone River. Kurt Voight  box 543 Buffalo Jump Ranch Nye MT. 59061
kvoight@nemont.net

 <Blockedhttps://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-
email&utm_content=emailclient&utm_term=icon>          Virus-free. Blockedwww.avast.com
<Blockedhttps://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-
email&utm_content=emailclient&utm_term=link>       
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From: Kirk Evenson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Intak
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 12:29:41 PM

I have reviewed an Action Alert from Montana Trout Unlimited.  I whole heartedly agree with MTU’s assessment. 
The Army Corps and BuRec, should absolutely protect the pallid sturgeon by:

*       allowing for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish.
*       Accommodate irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently in hand, to pay for the
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs.

Kirk Evenson.

Kirk D. Evenson

Marra, Evenson & Bell, P.C.

2 Railroad Square, Suite C

P.O. Box 1525

Great Falls, MT 59403-1525

Telephone: (406) 268-1000

Facsimile:   (406) 761-2610

The information contained in this electronic mail message is attorney privileged and confidential information
intended only for the use of the individual or entity named.  If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. 
If you receive this message communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (406) 268-1000
and delete this message.
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From: Mark Peterson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River Intake Diversion/Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 1:05:50 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

Please support an option for the intake diversion on the Lower Yellowstone River that allows for a free-flowing
Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish while accommodating irrigators during periods of low
flows with a series of pumps. To accomplish this use Agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above
what is currently in hand, to pay for the project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs.

Thank  You for your consideration.

Regards,

Mark Peterson

621 N 17th Ave.

Bozeman, MT 59715
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From: Scott Greer
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River project
Date: Friday, July 22, 2016 3:37:48 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

I would like to voice my opinion that the Yellowstone River should remain free-flowing, allowing sturgeon and
other fish species to migrate as they have for thousands of years. Please do not construct a dam at Intake or engineer
a bypass for fish species, as there is no evidence this will be successful for sturgeon.

Sincerely,

Scott Greer

mailto:sqgreer@gmail.com
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From: Doug Broadie
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake diversion dam.
Date: Saturday, July 23, 2016 12:05:13 PM

Dear sirs;

I feel strongly that the Yellowstone does not need any more permanent
diversion dams.  We need to keep the Yellowstone free flowing.  (In
fact, I would prefer that the existing dams be taken out).

In the long run, it will most likely be cheaper to put in pumps for the
irrigation that the farmers need for their crops, although I would like
to see less field corn and more crops that will actually feed our
nation, but that is another discussion for another day.  There is no
evidence that a bypass channel would actually work, while a free flowing
river has for millions of years.

I worked for a very good company that the CEO stated, "Do it right the
first time, every time" and in this situation, I believe that removal of
the rock dam would be proper.

--
Doug Broadie
Miles City, MT
Soccer & Fly Fishing Forever

mailto:dbroadie@isomedia.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Buzz Mattelin
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake project
Date: Saturday, July 23, 2016 4:24:04 PM

I'm writing in support of the preferred alternative for the Intake project. 
The age of the naturally occurring pallid sturgeon in this region ( 60-70) years of age  suggests that recruitment
occurred after the Intake diversion was constructed in 1907.  Recruitment continued to occur after the construction
of Fort Peck in the 1930's, some 80 years ago.  It was only after Garrison Dam was built and filled that recruitment
ended.  This idea is in agreement with the hypothesis that the lacking element to recruitment is river miles needed
for larval drift.
Why should the irrigators of the Lower Yellowstone bear the brunt of the expense for a problem they did not cause. 
The preferred alternative has a good chance of success, keeps the irrigators in business, and is more acceptable than
removal of Fort Peck or a draw down of Garrison.
Milo Mattelin

mailto:bmattelin@gmail.com
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From: Clarence Sanders
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Project -- Sturgeon Passway
Date: Saturday, July 23, 2016 1:38:29 PM

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Project – Pallid Sturgeon Passway.

I strongly support the alternative that restores the lower Yellowstone River as a free flowing river.
That alternative provides for the following:
>Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for pallid sturgeon and other fish
species. 
>Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps.
>Allocates agency funding and federal appropriations, along with a dedicated trust fund, to finance pumping and
maintenance costs.

Please adopt the free flowing alternative – it is the only option available to save pallid sturgeon, and at same time
would dramatically expand project benefits by restoring the lower Yellowstone aquatic ecosystem.
Thus, the free lowing option is not only sound environmental policy, but also is sound economic policy, as it would
encompass ecosystem-wide benefits associated with the underlying cost/benefit analysis for this project.

Thank you for your careful consideration of my comments.

Sincerely,
Clarence Sanders
4416 Morning Sun Drive
Bozeman, MT 59715
406-587-9218

mailto:sandora99@msn.com
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From: taycro5@comcast.net
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River Diversion
Date: Saturday, July 23, 2016 8:50:00 AM

I fully support keeping the Yellowstone River free flowing for benefit of fish migration.  The selected alternative
should:

*       allow for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish.
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently in hand, to pay for the
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs.

Thank you.

Howe Crockett
16004 NE 43rd Street
Vancouver, WA  98682

360-903-1860

mailto:taycro5@comcast.net
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From: admin
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon & Free Flowing Yellowstone
Date: Sunday, July 24, 2016 2:43:41 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

Respectively I am emailing to voice my support for "Montana TU proposal of an alternative that leaves the river
free-flowing, so that sturgeon and other fish can migrate upstream as they have for millennia, and delivering water
to irrigators using a system of pumps. This would reduce the period of need for the current headgate which is
trapping hatched sturgeon and other fish. Montana TU strongly believes the water users should be accommodated,
and that costs associated with changing the water delivery system should be met using federal appropriations and a
trust fund that could be established to cover pumping and future maintenance costs.”

Thank you,
Julie Gandulla
Bozeman, MT 

mailto:jagandulla@hotmail.com
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From: Douglas Rohn
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed dam at Intake on the Yellowstone River
Date: Sunday, July 24, 2016 1:13:31 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

Thank you for accepting comments from the public on the above.

I support both the needs of irrigators and wildlife, who are directly impacted by this decision, as well as the rest of
us who are indirectly affected.  It seems that when there is a proposal that benefits all stakeholders, it is wise to
choose this alternative.  The idea of building a dam and bypass channel with no evidence that it will allow wildlife
to navigate this section of the river, specifically pallid sturgeon, appears ill-advised.  If the irrigators' needs can be
met by breaching the current weir and delivering water as needed by pumping, and giving sturgeon and other fish
the chance to use the river as they have for far longer than any of us has been around, why not choose it?  As
Montana Trout Unlimited has proposed, federal appropriations and a trust fund can be used to pay for this solution
as needed. And with the projected cost of $60M for the proposed dam and bypass, there are a lot of dollars available
to pump water.

Sincerely,

Douglas Rohn, DVM, Diplomate ACVS
lymfatic@me.com

mailto:lymfatic@me.com
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From: Dee Jorgensen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion dam Fish passage project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:29:14 AM
Attachments: whooping crane.docx

Hello, attached is my letter to recommend the new weir and fish passage.
Thanks
Dee jorgensen

mailto:jondee79@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil

U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT:CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102



Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I live on the banks of the Yellowstone river South of Crane, MT; and appreciate the wildlife, pheasants, turkeys and migratory birds that make their homes and stop to rest on their migration in the wetlands of the Yellowstone River.

The Weir and Fish bypass channel is the best choice for the Pallid sturgeon, farmers and surrounding communities. Removing the dam altogether and putting in pumps is not an option. The last 106 years of river levels has made an abundance of wetlands, both near the river and throughout the irrigation canals and ditches. If the dam was taken out the river level would drop 2 ft. and the wetlands would no longer be in existence.

The whooping Crane, which is also on the endangered species list, migrates through eastern Montana and uses the wetlands of the Yellowstone on its’ flight. Why endanger another endangered animal, when the fish bypass would protect both the pallid sturgeon and Whooping crane.

Whooping Cranes

 “However their biggest threat- loss of wetlands-persists. Though the acres that the birds frequent are protected, they are isolated and make the entire population vulnerable to any disastrous ecological event or change.”

Website: animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/birds/whooping cranes

Section 7(a)(2) requires each Federal agency to consult on any action authorized, funded, or carried out by the agency to ensure it does not jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened species.

Transmission wires from pumps, windmills or electricity are also dangerous to the whooping Cranes. 

Please keep the fish bypass as the best option for the Pallid sturgeon and other fish, farmers, communities and the whooping cranes!

Thank You

D. Jorgensen
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U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT:CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I live on the banks of the Yellowstone river South of Crane, MT; and appreciate the wildlife, pheasants,

turkeys and migratory birds that make their homes and stop to rest on their migration in the wetlands of

the Yellowstone River.

The Weir and Fish bypass channel is the best choice for the Pallid sturgeon, farmers and surrounding

communities. Removing the dam altogether and putting in pumps is not an option. The last 106 years of

river levels has made an abundance of wetlands, both near the river and throughout the irrigation

canals and ditches. If the dam was taken out the river level would drop 2 ft. and the wetlands would no

longer be in existence.

The whooping Crane, which is also on the endangered species list, migrates through eastern Montana

and uses the wetlands of the Yellowstone on its’ flight. Why endanger another endangered animal,

when the fish bypass would protect both the pallid sturgeon and Whooping crane.

Whooping Cranes

“However their biggest threat- loss of wetlands-persists. Though the acres that the birds frequent are

protected, they are isolated and make the entire population vulnerable to any disastrous ecological

event or change.”

Website: animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/birds/whooping cranes

Section 7(a)(2) requires each Federal agency to consult on any action authorized, funded, or carried out

by the agency to ensure it does not jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened

species.

Transmission wires from pumps, windmills or electricity are also dangerous to the whooping Cranes.

Please keep the fish bypass as the best option for the Pallid sturgeon and other fish, farmers,

communities and the whooping cranes!

Thank You

D. Jorgensen
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From: VanEverys
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments to Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:27:23 PM

To: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

    We support the Bypass Channel as proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation and the US Army Corps of Engineers
for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project at Intake, Montana. The other alternatives are too expensive. We want
to keep the cost of food production as low as possible. That is more important, and will still help the Pallid
Sturgeon.

Sincerely, Wade & Cheryl VanEvery
                 Land Owner and Irrigator

                12877 CR 353
                Sidney, MT  59270
                (406)488-5034
                vanevery@midrivers.com <mailto:vanevery@midrivers.com>
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From: Susan Herman
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I am writing you to state that I support the Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 12:22:30 PM

Susan Herman
Richland County / Accounts Payable

mailto:sherman@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Shane Gorder
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Shane Gorder support the bypass channel alternative for the intake diversion.Thank You .
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:34:57 PM

--

Commissioner Shane Gorder
Phone: 406-433-1708
Fax: 406-433-3731

mailto:sgorder@richland.org
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From: Julie Brodhead
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I Support the Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 12:57:30 PM

I Support the Intake Diversion Dam  in order for the survival of our county and others along the river that thrive on
the use of the canal system for food and economic growth!

Julie Brodhead, RN

Communicable Diseases
Emergency Preparedness
RCHD
1201 W Holly Suite # 1
Sidney, MT 59270
406-433-2207
Fax toll free 1-866-926-3985 or 406-433-6895
24/7 Cell # 406-480-9221
Blockedwww.richland.org <Blockedhttp://www.richland.org>

 <Blockedhttp://www.richland.org/images/pages/N548/rchdlogo.jpg>

The information contained in this message and any attachment(s) may be privileged and/or confidential and is
intended for the addressee(s) only. It may contain legally privileged and protected information. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or other use of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please notify the sender by reply, and
immediately delete the message without saving, copying, or disclosing it. Unauthorized disclosure may result in
legal liability for those persons responsible. Thank you.
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From: Duane Mitchell
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake By Pass
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 10:00:28 AM

 Ladies and Gentlemen,

          Or maybe I should say dear judge, I am not sure.

         At any rate Richland county has enjoyed the benefits of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project for the last
one hundred seven years. We have been  blessed with water that has been provided from the Intake Diversion Dam.
The "project" and all the water ways have been instrumental in providing an abundant habitat not only for wildlife
but humans as well.

        It would be a devastating blow the the entire region to  remove the diversion dam not  only economically but to
humanity as well. Without a reliable source of water the valley will dry up and blow away.

        As a county Commissioner I urge you all to allow the Channel By Pass too be built.

                                                                                  Thank you,

                                                                                   Duane Mitchell

mailto:dmitchell@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Dee Jorgensen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:22:36 PM
Attachments: Big water Fish.docx

My Comments are attached.
Thanks
D. Davies

mailto:jondee79@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil

U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I am in favor of the Fish-bypass and weir. The pallid Sturgeon is a big water fish, Missouri River, and is not native to the Yellowstone River as stated by a marine Biologist at the Billings Montana Draft EIS Public Meeting. The pallid sturgeon is smart as they have found their way into the Yellowstone River system and through a slew by the Intake Diversion Dam to move upstream. There are many more dams on the Missouri River that obstruct the pallid Sturgeon so why are the Defenders of Wildlife and those opposed to the Intake Diversion Dam attacking it, when they should be concerned with the Missouri River. The opponents that want the dam removed have a hidden agenda and are using the endangered pallid sturgeon to reach their goal. The weir and fish by-pass will be beneficial for all fish in the Yellowstone River, the wildlife, the wetlands, the communities and the farmers.

Thank you

D Davies

Bullhead City, AZ
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U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I am in favor of the Fish-bypass and weir. The pallid Sturgeon is a big water fish, Missouri River, and is

not native to the Yellowstone River as stated by a marine Biologist at the Billings Montana Draft EIS

Public Meeting. The pallid sturgeon is smart as they have found their way into the Yellowstone River

system and through a slew by the Intake Diversion Dam to move upstream. There are many more dams

on the Missouri River that obstruct the pallid Sturgeon so why are the Defenders of Wildlife and those

opposed to the Intake Diversion Dam attacking it, when they should be concerned with the Missouri

River. The opponents that want the dam removed have a hidden agenda and are using the endangered

pallid sturgeon to reach their goal. The weir and fish by-pass will be beneficial for all fish in the

Yellowstone River, the wildlife, the wetlands, the communities and the farmers.

Thank you

D Davies

Bullhead City, AZ
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From: Dee Jorgensen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:22:03 PM
Attachments: Veterans.docx

My Comments are attached.
Thanks
B Davies

mailto:jondee79@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil

U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As a veteran of the United States of America, I am appalled at the amount of money the defenders of Wild Life have put into obstructing the fish bypass and weir at Intake Dam. The Veterans are also on the endangered species list and the money would be better used to help the veterans as the Pallid Sturgeon will find its way through the fish by-pass as fish #36 has in the test results.

Thank you

B Davies

Bullhead City, AZ
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U.S Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATT: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As a veteran of the United States of America, I am appalled at the amount of money the defenders of

Wild Life have put into obstructing the fish bypass and weir at Intake Dam. The Veterans are also on the

endangered species list and the money would be better used to help the veterans as the Pallid Sturgeon

will find its way through the fish by-pass as fish #36 has in the test results.

Thank you

B Davies

Bullhead City, AZ
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From: Rob Neihart
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project Public Comment
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:00:09 PM
Attachments: Intake Diversion Public Comment.pdf

To Whom It May Concern:

Attached is a written public comment from Performance Engineering & Consulting for the Intake Diversion Dam
Fish Passage Project. Thanks.

Robert D. Neihart, P.E., CFM

Senior Project Manager

rob@performance-ec.com <mailto:rob@performance-ec.com>

Office: (406) 384-0080

Mobile: (307) 752-3870

7100 Commercial Ave., Ste. 4 • Billings, MT 59101

Blockedwww.performance-ec.com <Blockedhttp://www.performance-ec.com/>

mailto:rob@performance-ec.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:rob@performance-ec.com
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From: Molly Hilton
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project Comment Form
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 9:11:35 AM
Attachments: pm_public_comment_form_0616.pdf

Greetings,

Attached you will find my comment on the dam proposal.

Thank you,

Molly Hilton

“History never repeats itself, but it often rhymes.”

– Mark Twain

mailto:mollyehilton@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil



 
 
 
 
 


     
    


 


Comment Form 
Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 


Richland County Fairgrounds Event Center 
2118 W. Holly Street • Sidney, MT  59270 


Tuesday, June 28, 2016  •  6:30 PM – 9:00 PM 


COMMENTS must be received by JULY 28, 2016 
Please PRINT clearly 


Name ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organization ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address  _____________________________________________________________________ 
   


      _____________________________________________________________________ 
  CITY      STATE     ZIPCODE 


 
Phone    (       ) ____________________     Fax  (       ) _____________________ 
 
Email  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Narrative Comments: 


_____________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


- Attach additional sheets if necessary   - 
 
Before including your address, phone number, email address or other personal identifying information in your comment, be advised that your 
entire comment – including your personal identifying information – may be made publicly available at any time.  While you can ask us in your 
comments to withhold from public review your personal identifying information, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. 
 
Additional information can be found on the Lower Yellowstone, Intake website at:  


http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/index.html 
Please mail comments to:   


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District 
ATTN:  CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 


Omaha, NE  68102 



http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/index.html�
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I do not support the initiative as proposed. Today, we must make decisions 
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that support out biosphere in the long term. For too long we have prioritized
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short-term outcomes. I am sympathetic to agricultural concerns and believe 
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agriculture will ultimately benefit from the preservation of our environment.
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As a taxpayer, I support the more costly pumping and no dam. Thank you.







 
       
 
 


U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
OMAHA DISTRICT 
ATTN:  CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 
Omaha, NE  68102 
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Comment Form 
Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project 

Richland County Fairgrounds Event Center 
2118 W. Holly Street • Sidney, MT  59270 

Tuesday, June 28, 2016  •  6:30 PM – 9:00 PM 

COMMENTS must be received by JULY 28, 2016 
Please PRINT clearly 

Name ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organization ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address  _____________________________________________________________________ 
   

      _____________________________________________________________________ 
  CITY      STATE     ZIPCODE 

 
Phone    (       ) ____________________     Fax  (       ) _____________________ 
 
Email  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Narrative Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

- Attach additional sheets if necessary   - 
 
Before including your address, phone number, email address or other personal identifying information in your comment, be advised that your 
entire comment – including your personal identifying information – may be made publicly available at any time.  While you can ask us in your 
comments to withhold from public review your personal identifying information, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. 
 
Additional information can be found on the Lower Yellowstone, Intake website at:  

http://www.usbr.gov/gp/mtao/loweryellowstone/index.html 
Please mail comments to:   

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District 
ATTN:  CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 

Omaha, NE  68102 
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From: John Dynneson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:22:47 PM

I as a resident of Richland County, support the Intake Diversion Dam.
Thank you,
--

John K. Dynneson
Richland County
RCL&JC
300 12th Ave NW Suite #1
Sidney, Mt
406-433-2919

mailto:jdynneson@richland.org
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From: Sandy Houston
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 5:57:53 PM

Hello,

I just wanted to take a quick moment to let you know that I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam.  I feel this
measure is very important for our farmers and the fish would still be okay. 

Thank you for the opportunity to have my voice heard.

Sincerely,

Sandra J. Houston
117 8th Street SE
Sidney, MT 59270

mailto:shouston@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Stephanie Verhasselt
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 5:02:37 PM

To whom it may concern,

I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam.

Thank you,
Stephanie

--

Stephanie Verhasselt
Richland County Clerk & Recorder/Election Administrator
201 West Main
Sidney, MT 59270
Office Phone:406-433-1708
Direct Line 406-433-6551 
Fax:  406-433-3731

mailto:sverhasselt@richland.org
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From: Debra Gilbert
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:44:36 PM

I am in support of the bypass. Many families could be impacted financially should this not pass. Many families have
made farming their livelihood and if they incur added operating costs, this could devastate the farm operation.  Not
only will it decimate the family farm operation, it will be a big detriment to the county as far as tax revenues.  I
encourage you to vote yes on the diversion dam to protect the communities who rely on the water source for their
livelihood.

--

Debra L Gilbert
Richland County DES
123 West Main
Sidney, MT 59270
406-433-2220 (office)
406-489-1486 (Cell)

"You cannot do a kindness too soon, for you never know how soon it will be too late"
                                                                    Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)

mailto:dgilbert@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Katie O"Clair
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:09:26 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to state the I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam.  Losing the ability to irrigate farm land out of
the Yellowstone River would completely devastate the economy and communities in the area.  Nearly all businesses
and jobs in our communities are tied to agriculture, be it processing crops, or providing support for the various needs
of the farmers and their land.  Every business in this area is reliant on successful agriculture.  If farms are not able to
irrigate, they will become dust.  People will move elsewhere for work, businesses will close, and our communities
will cease to exist.

Sincerely,

Katie O'Clair
Richland County Treasurer's Office
201 W Main
Sidney, MT  59270
406-433-1707

mailto:koclair@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Laura Anderson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:00:00 PM

I am in full support of the Intake Diversion Dam. It not only helps the fish spawning and passage, but also allows the
farmers to continue irrigation which is needed by many farmers.This would be a win win situation which is ideal.

Laura M Anderson

mailto:landerson@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Heather Luinstra
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:46:10 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

As a Richland County resident, I would like to show my support for the Intake Diversion Dam. The dam is vital to
every citizen along the Lower Yellowstone River. Agriculture is the backbone of the entire valley and the
commodities produced support, provide jobs for, and influence every facet of our way of life.  Without the precious
resource that the diversion dam provides, agricultural operations would cease to exist which in turn would devastate
the local economies of all the surrounding communities.

Again, I would like to express my support for the diversion dam, my local farmers and ranchers, my neighbors, and
my community!

Thank you,
--

Heather Luinstra, RS
Richland County Sanitarian
406-433-2207
hluinstra@richland.org <mailto:hluinstra@richland.org>

mailto:hluinstra@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Candice Kraemer
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:58:59 PM

I support the Intake Diversion Dam.

Thank you,

--

Candice Kraemer
Richland County / Election Clerk

mailto:ckraemer@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Joseph A Bradley
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 12:23:10 PM

To whom it may concern.

Please count me as a supporter of the Intake Diversion Dam project. Without this project the economy and overall
survivability of Northeastern Montana is seriously in doubt.

Respectfully.

Joe Bradley

Sidney, MT

mailto:joe.bradley@anotherfineacme.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Adam Smith
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam/Fish Bypass
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:27:01 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

I would like to state my support for the proposed fish bypass and continued use of the diversion dam. I believe this
is the most responsible option that is currently presented for consideration. There are a couple of considerations I
made to arrive at this result:

1.      The construction costs, O&M, replacement costs, etc. of the pumps proposal does not seem feasible when
compared with the low costs of the existing system. This existing system was constructed in the early 1900's and has
been functioning as designed for over 100 years. The system has worked wonderfully in supporting agriculture
development within the Richland County and McKenzie County areas.
2.      If a more cost prohibitive solution is arrived at, we will all suffer. It is my fear that farmers will move their
land out of irrigated crop production and into dryland or rangeland operations. This bears a huge impact on Richland
County's opportunity to provide essential services to its constituents. The irrigated agriculture land is what supports
this area. It takes about 16.5 acres of non-irrigated farmland to equal 1 acre of irrigated farmland in terms of taxable
value.
3.      I read that a biologist that attended the public meeting in Billings stated that only about 5% of the pallid
sturgeon in the Missouri and Yellowstone rivers inhabit the Yellowstone river. This is somewhere around ten (with a
conservative estimate). I thought I had read that wrong. We are affecting thousands of people for the benefit of a
small fraction of the pallid sturgeon population. I'm wondering if someone has researched how the addition of this
bypass or any other option to allow the pallid sturgeon up river is expected to help the population greatly? Are the
sturgeon suddenly going to change that proportion and start migrating up the Yellowstone to spawn? I think we may
actually be wiser spending the money along one of the primary rivers that the fish habitat.

With all of that said, I think we need to take small steps that have minimal affect on the human population before we
move to more drastic measures. Installing mechanical systems to deliver water cost money and fail, gravity is a
universal constant.

Thank you for your consideration.

Adam Smith
, PE
Asst. Director 
Richland County Public Works

2140 W Holly Street
Sidney, MT 59270
406.433.2407 <tel:406.433.2407>  (Office)
406.480.9244 <tel:406.480.9244>  (Cell)
asmith@richland.org <mailto:asmith@richland.org>

mailto:asmith@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Carolyn Iversen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:49:21 PM

I support the Intake Diversion Dam.

Thank You,
Carolyn

--

 <Blockedhttp://mt-richlandcounty.civicplus.com/images/pages/N548/rchdlogo.jpg>

Carolyn Iversen
Office Manager
Richland County Health Department
Sidney, Montana 59270
Phone - 406-433-2207 <tel:406-433-2207>
Fax - 406-433-6895 <tel:406-433-6895>

mailto:civersen@richland.org
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From: Katy DeMangelaere
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:03:26 PM

I am in full support for the Intake Diversion Dam.

mailto:katyd@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon and Lower Yellowstone Project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 8:09:24 PM

Hello,
I wanted to express my opinion regarding the ideas being debated about the future of the pallid sturgeon and the
Lower Yellowstone Project. With severely dwindling numbers, the endangered pallid sturgeon is unlikely to survive
as a species unless aggressive conservation measures are taken.

I strongly support removing the Intake Diversion Dam to allow the fish to spawn successfully and replacing it with
an irrigation system using pumps, as was done on the Sacramento River. If we look at the larger picture rather than
at short-term economic gains, we will see that we need not squander our ecological wealth to leave a legacy of
destruction.

The pallid sturgeon has no say in the matter. The responsibility is ours alone to protect the biodiversity of the
Missouri River.

Respectfully,
Heidi Ananthakrishnan

mailto:heidiella@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Kurt Lieber, Ocean Defenders Alliance
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public comment: Pallid Sturgeon Passage and Entrainment Project
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:55:02 AM

Hello,
After reviewing the options for how best to help the pallid sturgeon return to a healthy population, the ONLY way to
assure their existence is to remove the dams that impede their historic migration routes.  With only 125 animals left
in the wild, there is no time to experiment with fish passageways.  Take down the existing dams and install pumps
that will get water to the farmers.
Thank you,

Kurt Lieber
Executive Director / Founder
Ocean Defenders Alliance (ODA)
kurt@oceandefenders.org <mailto:kurt@oceandefenders.org>
Cell: 714-875-5881
Blockedwww.oceandefenders.org <Blockedhttp://www.oceandefenders.org>
Blockedhttp://www.facebook.com/OceanDefenders

mailto:kurt@oceandefenders.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Lyons Communications
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove the Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 5:34:58 PM

Please remove the Intake Diversion Dam. Thanks -rob jones

--

Lyons Communications, LLC
PO Box 1403
Lyons, CO 80540

Customer: 303-823-5656
Corporate: 720-210-3210

mailto:lyonstv@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Rosaaen, Melissa
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] support intake
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:17:12 PM

Sending my email in support of the intake/diversion dam

Melissa Rosaaen

Richland County Justice Court/Sidney City Court

300 12th Ave NW Suite 6

Sidney, MT 59270

mailto:mrosaaen@mt.gov
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Mohr, Gregory
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Irrigation Dam
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:06:09 PM

7-25-16

I support the Intake Diversion Dam and proposed fish ladder to benefit the pallid sturgeon and continued irrigation
of the lower Yellowstone River valley. Gregory P. Mohr 1809 14th St SW Sidney Montana 59270 phone 406-488-
1166.

mailto:GMohr@mt.gov
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Steve Arnold
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone irrigation
Date: Monday, July 25, 2016 12:36:44 PM

Hi,

I have lived this community for about 44 years, and worked for the sugar company here in Sidney.  The company
brings jobs and puts money back into the economy.  I cannot believe a handful of people can control future of this
valley.  I am in favor of the channel bypass.  The environmentalist are so worried about the sturgeon, what if the
farmers would put diesel pumps in  to pump their water for irrigating.  What is this going to do to global warming? 
Intake has been around since the 30’s or 40’s and the fish have had no problem.  Thank you for allowing me to
comment on this very important matter for this community.  If the sugar plant closes, and the oil activity here has
almost shut down, the economy in Sidney would suffer tremendously. 

Thank you,

Steve Arnold

mailto:arn100@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Alison Kellom
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] By pass channel
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 12:37:23 PM

To whom it may concern:

I support the bypass channel on the diversion dam along the Yellowstone River between Sidney, MT and Glendive
MT.  It makes the most sense environmentally and economically.  It allows the fish to swim around and continue
upstream and allows for irrigation with a much lower carbon footprint than proposed alternatives.   To change to
pumping stations would not only be unreliable but also asinine in terms of extra pollution and wasted water. 

Alison Kellom

mailto:alison.kellom@verifiedbeef.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: billanne
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments to the Draft, Environmental Impact Statement for, the Lower Yellowstone Intake,

Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, MT
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 5:28:04 PM

July 26, 2016

To: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District

ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

From: William M. Gardner

624 NE Washington St.

Lewistown, MT  59457

Re : Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project DEIS Comments

Dear Intake Dam Passage EIS staff:

I support either of the dam removal alternatives because this action is the only two alternatives that would clearly
achieve the goals and objectives of the project.  As stated in Appendix E 2016 of DEIS 2016 (Adaptive Management
) p. 2  Objective 2: “Upstream and downstream passage of pallid sturgeon:

- Upstream Passage 1) Greater than or equal to 85% of motivated adult pallid sturgeon (fish that move up to the
weir) annually pass upstream of the weir location during the spawning migration period (April 1 to June 15) within a
reasonable amount of time without substantial delay (=0.19 miles/hour)”.  These project goals and objectives should
be listed in the main body of the EIS in the purpose and need section where the various alternatives can be more
readily measured with consideration of the goals and objectives in mind.  I disagree with the passage duration being
limited to the spawning period of April 1 to June 15.  Pallid sturgeon passage over Intake Dam should be provided
year-round.  Pallid sturgeon adults and sub-adults are mobile and require long segments of open-river to fulfill their
seasonal habitat requirements.  By having year-round access throughout the lower 235-mile lower Yellowstone
River (above and below Intake) pallids will be able to repopulate this section throughout the lower Yellowstone
River further insuring their recovery here. 

I don’t believe the Bypass Channel Alternative will succeed in meeting the goals and objectives for pallid sturgeon
passage based on the Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) model results. Table 2-27 (page 2-99 of the DEIS)
shows the fish passage connectivity index and habitat units for each alternative.  The two dam removal alternatives
scored the maximum,11,949 average habitat units (AHU) compared to the Bypass Channel Alternative which scored

mailto:billanne@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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8,054 AHU.  The Bypass Alt. AHU is only 67% of potential maximum (pallid) habitat.  The objective states
“greater than or equal to 85% of motivated adult pallid sturgeon” will pass over Intake Dam.  So if the Bypass Alt is
yielding only 67% of the habitat, then probably less than 85% of the pallids (the objective) are  projected to make
passage over Intake Dam.   The Bypass Channel Alternative may be the “Best Buy” but it is not going to meet the
objective of the proposed project. Therefore, the Bypass Channel Alternative should be rejected and the dam
removal alternatives should be accepted. 

The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) model has minimal value for comparing alternatives because  input
data is too subjective and open for scrutiny and therefore unreliable.  For example the Fs value (channel size) of 2
for the Bypass Channel Alt. (p. 10 Apdx D of the DEIS 2016) seems high since the average flow split for the Bypass
Channel is more like 13% (p. 2-48 DEIS) instead of 15%; maybe Fs should have been ranked a 1 instead. Also, the
U (use) value for the Bypass Alternative should have been ranked 4 or less instead of 5 (p. 12 Apdx D).  Pallid
sturgeon travel behavior preference for  the main channel would make pallids less likely to use the artificial
(side)channel compared to the open channel condition of the  dam removal alternatives.  Should the no dam
(channel  width= 700 ft) and bypass channel (channel width of 100 ft) alternatives be ranked equally in terms of
pallid usage here?  This is obviously incorrect scoring of the input values.

On page 10 of the FPCI Appendix D of DEIS (2016) document  it states that “For the Yellowstone River, Corps
(2014) used the recommendation by the BRT that fish passage alternatives should be capable of conveying up to
30% of river flow”.  This is a confusing statement.  Does it mean that a channel split of 30% is recommended or
does it mean that the passage channel should convey 1-30 % of the river flow?  Could you confirm that this
statement is correct and not taken out of context?  This sentence doesn’t seem to make sense.  This is a fairly
important statement and therefore the BRT report should be cited if there was one written.

I do not agree that the irrigators should have to pay for the extra O&M costs of the dam removal alternatives. This
disfavors these alternatives and makes them less likely to be considered.  Of the action alternatives, the Bypass
Channel Alternative is expected to have the lowest annual O&M costs (see Table 2-26) (DEIS 2016 p.2-105).  The
O&M costs for the Multiple Pumps is 2x that of the Bypass Channel Alt. and the Multiple Pumps with Conserv. Alt.
O&M costs are 5x that of the Bypass Alt., so clearly the two dam removal alternatives would cost the irrigators
much more O&M.  But I do not agree that the irrigators should have to pay the extra O&M costs of the dam removal
alternatives. For the dam removal alternatives the irrigators should not have to pay O&M for getting the water into
the main canals. The US government (i.e. Western Area Power Authority- WAPA) should assist with the costs of
supplying water to the main canals.  WAPA should partner-in with this project because they will have much to gain
indirectly from the Intake project as far as pallid sturgeon recovery obligations are concerned.  Pallid sturgeon
mitigation for the US COE is being shifted from Ft Peck Dam (where WAPA generates hydropower) to Intake Dam
for passage.  WAPA benefits because they will not loose power generation at Ft. Peck Dam.  What would be a cost
estimate to have the US Government supply water to the main canals?  WAPA should formally be invited to assist
financially with the project.

 

Could you please notify me that this DEIS comment letter was received (billanne@midrivers.com
<mailto:billanne@midrivers.com> ).  I will also send a hard copy to you via USPS.

Sincerely,

mailto:billanne@midrivers.com
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From: John Doe
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] EIS comments - Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 5:06:54 PM

Thank you for allowing me to comment on your EIS regarding the lower Yellowstone intake diversion dam fish
passage project.

I urge that a fully open river alternative be chosen and the current dam be removed, as this will give the pallid
sturgeon the best chance to start to recover, as well as help other species.  Your own analysis in the EIS documents
that an option that fully restores an open flowing river provides the best chance for sturgeon.  The dams we have
built over the years have almost completely destroyed the pallid's habitat, and it is unacceptable to keep trying half
measures that may or may not work (by your own admission, your preferred alternative - a bypass channel - may not
work.). Do not waste taxpayer money on measures that may not work, and that perpetuate the gross habitat
destruction that has already occurred.  You have been evaluating and making various proposals for years, while the
population plummets.  THERE ARE LESS THAN 200 INDIVIDUALS LEFT IN THIS POPULATION!!!  You
wanted to build a rock ramp, but then decided that may not work. You then proposed the channel, but then you say
that may not work.  It is not fair to play with a species very existence just so we can grow crops in the desert.  You
discount the proposed pumps-plus-conservation option because you say it doesn't meet the current demand right
away - but why should the humans (whose population is doing fine last time I checked) not have to endure any
inconvienience, while the various other species risk going extinct.  What right do you have?  The sturgeon were here
long before us, and they have an intrinsic right to exist.  Unblock the river before it is too late and the liability for
another lost species will be on you.

Removing all the dams will also benefit humans who want to navigate the river.  It will benefit the entire
ecosystem.  There are options to remove all dams and keep the same water volume flowing to humans, and there are
also even better options where human use is curtailed, as it should be.  The time to act is now - do the right thing and
fully remove all dams and allow the river to flow free, the way it did for the millions of years the pallid did fine,
before the US government destroyed its habitat in a hundred or so years.  It is your obligation to choose an
alternative that does not create jeopardy for the species, but you are recommending an option that by your own
admission may not work - even when you have many options that will fully open the river and so completely
remove jeopardy.  Please remove all the dams and let the river flow freely, to give the pallid sturgeon a chance for
once.

Thank you so much for your time and consideration.

mailto:johnpdoe999@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Rhonda Cayko
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 11:04:37 AM

To Whom it may concern,

This letter is in support of the bypass at Intake on the Yellowstone River. The livelihood of our family farm, 4 C
Sons, is dependent on irrigation. The option of pumping stations would be a danger to the environment, not to
mention very expensive to install and maintain. This added cost could eventually put us out of business. The bypass
option will allow us to continue farming and carry on a four generation tradition.
One hundred years ago when these canals were established, it changed the valley and nature adapted and many
species thrived. The ditches have become safe habitat for a large variety of animals and plants such as whooping
cranes, mink, otter, and the endangered monarch butterflies who feed on the ditch banks milkweed just to mention a
few. Closing down these canals and the subsequent ecosystems would adversely affect many other species besides
the pallid sturgeon. Will we then have a group of environmentalists protesting that? 
The bypass gives not only the pallid sturgeon but other fish and many other species the ability to survive in our
valley. It would be the least invasive and least costly option to all parties involved. Opponents don't believe the fish
will use the bypass. We believe pallid sturgeon have the innate ability to adapt as well especially with allowances
like the diversion are in place and specialist are monitoring for their success and survival. Isn’t it a fact that as time
goes by and frivolous meetings and protests take place more and more fish are dying? We need to move on with this
bypass and follow up with a careful survey of its ramifications.
Please support the bypass channel option as it is the best choice for our environment and all of God’s creatures.

4 C Sons, Inc.
Fairview, MT
Tim and Rhonda Cayko
Adam and Anna Cayko
Ethan Cayko

mailto:rhonda.cayko@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Gail Staffanson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:41:18 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

  I am writing in support of the Intake Diversion Dam Bypass Channel.  My family has been farming our little piece
of the Yellowstone Valley for over 100 years.  In fact since before the dam was built.  The bypass is the best choice
to save the farmers and the fish in this area.  Sincerely,  Gail Staffanson

mailto:gstaffanson@richland.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: conststeve1952@comcast.net
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] irrigation project
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 8:27:44 PM

I was born and raised on a farm in Sidney, Montana.  My father and his family moved to the area to farm, provide
for their families, and to provide agricultural products for others.  I am dismayed to hear the future of agriculture in
the Yellowstone valley is in jeopardy due to "findings" of recent studies on impending extinction of the sturgeon in
the local river.  It doesn't make sense to me to cut off the water supply to farms in this fertile valley and to prevent
families from earning a living along with contributing to the nation's food basket.  Please consider further study on
this issue to reach a resolution that is mutually beneficial.

Thank you for your consideration.

Wanda J DeTienne 

mailto:conststeve1952@comcast.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Dylan Flather
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Project and Sturgeon
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 5:42:39 PM

I would like to voice my support for the removal of the Yellowstone River Diversion Dam. A bypass channel has
never been shown to be functional for wild sturgeon and therefore is an inadequate response to Endangered Species
Act protections for the Pallid sturgeon. Instead, I support the removal of the Dam and replacement with a series of
pumps for agricultural uses.

Thank you for reading my letter,

Dylan Flather

mailto:dylan.flather@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: 1st Choice Collision
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:51:31 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

As a small business owner in Richland County, the debate on the LYIP has become a  concern to us.  We are very
concerned that the lively hood of the residents affected by the LYIP could be at jeopardy.  I understand that the fish
are an important part of the environment, however, it is disturbing that the lives of the residents of these
communities would be discarded over fish.  The fish have lived hundreds of years with the current situation.  We are
in support of whatever decision has to be made to protect the people that will be negatively affected by shutting
down the irrigation canal.  

Thank you,

Cory & Jean Washechek

Owners of 1st Choice Collision

Sidney, MT 

mailto:1stchoice2@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Howard Langeveld
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please remove the dam and save the fish
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 1:07:28 PM

Howard Langeveld

1912 8th Ave W.

Seattle, WA 98119

Extinction is forever.  Extra dollars for pumps is just money and is easily printed.

Thank you.

mailto:hlangeveld@comcast.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Tommy
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Sturgeon
Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 11:31:19 AM

To whom it may concern,

  I would like to express my disappointment in this project if it means condemning this Sturgeon as a species to
extinction. We must take responsibility for the future. I do not want to see this project move forward without due
consideration to that.

Thank you,

Thomas L Ley

Sent from Mail <Blockedhttps://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986>  for Windows 10

mailto:tommyley2004@yahoo.com
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From: Katelyn Dynneson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments on LYIDD EIS
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 8:17:51 PM

I am in favor of the bypass channel. My family has been farming in the Sidney area for 5 generations and without
irrigated land, I would not be allowed the opportunity to farm with my family. With other alternatives, our cost of
irrigating would rise too high for it to continue to be feasible. Our irrigated land allows us to operate a feedlot and is
a large portion of our overall operation. Without the irrigated land and subsequently our feedlot, there would not be
enough work to support our whole family. Without keeping irrigation costs feasibly, many farmers, young and old
will be forced out of business. The LYIP is incredibly important to our area and especially to young farmers like
myself and future generations.

Katelyn Dynneson
Dynneson Ranch

mailto:katelyn.dynneson@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Del Nollmeyer
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fish bypass
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 9:44:45 PM

I am writing to support the concrete weir and the fish bypass.  We have heard many proposals from electric pumps
to wind turbines.  Electric pumps break down and sometimes the wind doesn't blow.  How many times has gravity
failed to work?  It is the most economical way to move water, that is why this system has worked for over 100 years.
D Nollmeyer.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:dknmt@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Kim Nollmeyer
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Dam
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 11:37:06 PM

I am writing to express my support for the concrete weir and fish bypass in the Yellowstone river. 

As a wildlife photographer, I have spent many hours photographing the wildlife that live along the Yellowstone
river.  On any given day, I may see birds, pheasants, ducks, deer, coyotes, skunks, raccoons, beavers, eagles, and
hawks.  I’ve even seen a blue heron and a badger.  The concrete weir and fish bypass will allow the farmers to have
the water needed to grow crops that the wildlife feed on.  The water in the irrigation ditches is home to many water
fowl in this area.  The irrigated crops in this area provided the ground cover necessary for our pheasant population to
thrive. 

Other options that have been proposed, such as wind generators, will greatly change the landscape of the valley. 
They also will have a negative affect on our wildlife.  I’m afraid we would see a significant loss of our bird
population.  Wind generators are not the answer. 

The best option is the concrete weir and fish bypass.

K. Nollmeyer

mailto:kim_nollmeyer@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Lanette Jorgensen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 10:44:02 PM

To Whom it may concern:

I am in favor of the fish bypass channel for the Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project

Out of all the possibilities, I feel this is the best for the fish and all other wildlife habitats that live along the
Yellowstone river bottoms and the nearby communities. It is best for the environment and the best when considering
costs.

If the dam were to be replaced by using pumps, it would be too costly to maintain and would drive out farmers and
many other businesses that rely on irrigation of crops. This in turn, significantly reduces the city and county tax
income that pays for necessary services within communities. This would, therefore,  extinct several communities
that have been built up because of the intake dam.

Sincerely,
L. Jorgensen

Sent from my iPad

mailto:daveandlanette@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Michael Backhaus
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 4:22:15 PM

Dear Sirs:

I am in favor of the channel by-pass for this project.  The people of this valley need the irrigation waters for crops.
Many jobs would be lost if the canal is closed. Please use the channel by-pass plan to keep our economy stable .
Thanks for your time in this matter.

Sincerely,

Michael Backhaus

mailto:michaelsbackhaus@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Viola Mitchell
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] INTAKE DIVERSION DAM FISH PASSAGE PROJECT
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 2:44:00 PM

Everett & Viola Mitchell

Country Cross Ranch, LLC

PO Box 388

Glendive, Montana  59330

Phone: 406-687-3230   FAX: 406-687-3240

Email: countrycrossranch@hotmail.com

COMMENTS:

Our greatest desire is that NO ACTION be taken at all!! 

Our SECOND choice would be for the Bypass Channel.

We most certainly agree with what Mike Carlson has written and also in view of other comments that were made at
the meetings from very knowledgeable sources that the number of fish involved is very minor in comparison to
where the most of them are living and migrating to, therefore, it is cost prohibitive to do anything for the few that
are affected.

Thank you,

Everett & Viola Mitchell

mailto:countrycrossranch@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Wayde Mitchell
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 8:04:18 PM

Wayde & Lisa Mitchell
Highground Services
P.O. Box 963
Baker, Montana  59313
Phone:1 406 778 3218 Cell: 1 406 939 1124
Email wayde398@gmail.com <mailto:wayde398@gmail.com> 

Dear Omaha district:
                                      We here in eastern Montana have been dealing with this issue for awhile.  The people say
that we need it for the sturgeon,  but I heard that a fish and game person said that only 5% use the Yellowstone river.
The use of pumps would be very costly and would drive food costs up considerably.  It would put an extra burden
on the farmer when they are already having trouble making ends meet.
                                       Other then NO ACTION the only option I think is to put in the bypass channel.
                                        Please be more considerate of the people and their jobs then a few fish and the channel
would still be less ongoing expense.
                                         Thanks for your time. 
PS: At all the meetings here in MT they were represented mostly by our concerned citizens so please vote with them
and not with a few special interest people.
Thanks again.
Wayde & Lisa Mitchell

mailto:wayde398@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Alan Artim
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yelllowstone project comment
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 8:12:01 PM

Dear Army Corp of Engineers

Please remove lower yellowstone dams and replace with intakes to save the endangered Sturgeon. This is one of the
best habitats still available to help with the restoration left to do so.  Hope you decide to move forward with the
restoration.

thanks
Alan

Alan Artim
8700 Pershing Drive #5301
Playa del Rey, CA 90293

mailto:alan.artim@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Stoecker Ecological
To: CENWO-Planning
Cc: yellowstonerivercoordinator@fws.gov; George_Jordan@fws.gov; margaret.e.oldham@usace.army.mil; Vanosdall,

Tiffany K NWO; fwprg72@mt.gov
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Comment: DEIS Intake Diversion Dam- Yellowstone River
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 2:40:35 PM

Hello,

I write to urge the Army Corps and other permitting agencies to support the removal of the Intake Diversion Dam
and pursue existing and effective damless diversion alternatives to achieve unimpeded fish and other wildlife
migration along the Yellowstone River.

Below are a few examples of damless diversions already in operation on the Yellowstone and other rivers. Several
of these damless diversion facilities were built following removal of a problematic dam, ineffective fishway, and
specifically for the purpose of providing effective fish passage along with water diversion.

I request that you review, consider, and describe these damless diversion examples, and others, within the EIS as
viable technologies and alternatives to retaining an unnecessary dam on the Yellowstone.

Dam Removal and Damless Diversion Examples:

- Savage Rapids Dam Removal and Pump Station Installation, Rogue River, OR: 

Blockedhttp://www.slayden.com/savage-rapids-dam-removal-and-replacement-pumping-plant/
<Blockedhttp://www.slayden.com/savage-rapids-dam-removal-and-replacement-pumping-plant/>

- Elwha River Dam Removal and Damless Diversion project. WA

Blockedhttps://afs.confex.com/afs/2015/webprogram/Paper22423.html
<Blockedhttps://afs.confex.com/afs/2015/webprogram/Paper22423.html>

- Yellowstone R. damless diversion example:

Blockedhttp://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/giant-screens-to-save-fish-installed-on-yellowstone-
river/article_23083d26-da99-11e2-87cf-0019bb2963f4.html

- Sacramento River, Red Bluff Pumping Station and Fish Screen:

Blockedhttp://www.bbiius.com/projects/ajax/bbii/red_bluff.html

- Stanford University damless diversion and pump station: San Francisquito Creek Pump Station:

Blockedhttps://lbre.stanford.edu/sem/surfacewater <Blockedhttps://lbre.stanford.edu/sem/surfacewater>

mailto:matt@stoeckerecological.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:yellowstonerivercoordinator@fws.gov
mailto:George_Jordan@fws.gov
mailto:margaret.e.oldham@usace.army.mil
mailto:Tiffany.K.Vanosdall@usace.army.mil
mailto:Tiffany.K.Vanosdall@usace.army.mil
mailto:fwprg72@mt.gov
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Considering the dire status and significant migration limitations of pallid sturgeon, is unreasonable to pursue any
alternative that retains a dam in the river channel and which impedes fish passage to any degree when damless
diversion technology is readily available, proven, and already in use on the Yellowstone and other large river
systems.

Thank you for considering and recording my comments in the public record,

Matt Stoecker

Fish Biologist
Stoecker Ecological
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From: Ellen Wznick
To: cenwo-planing@usace.army.mil; CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] SAve the Farmer
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 2:22:28 PM

SAVE our valley

Ellen Wznick
Advertising Rep

Sidney Herald

310 2nd Ave. NE, Sidney, MT 59270

406.433.2403 <tel:406.433.2403>  | fax 406.433.7802 <tel:406.433.7802>
heraldsales@sidneyherald.com <mailto:Heraldsales@sidneyherald.com>

mailto:heraldsales@sidneyherald.com
mailto:cenwo-planing@usace.army.mil
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:Heraldsales@sidneyherald.com
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From: Mary Louise Whitlow
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the pallid sturgeon
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 3:39:34 PM

Please do not build a new dam but replace the irrigation system with pumps.
Thanks
Mary Louise Whitlow

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:marylw5044@att.net
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jacklyn Damm
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] SUPPORT OF THE INTAKE DIVERSION DAM
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 9:33:14 AM

I am writing today in support of the Intake Diversion Dam, not only as a Richland County Employee but also as a
farmers wife.
Thank you,
Jacklyn Damm

 <Blockedhttp://mt-richlandcounty.civicplus.com/images/pages/N548/rchdlogo.jpg>
Jacklyn Damm
Chronic Disease Prevention Specialist
Richland County Health Department
1201 W Holly ST, Suite #1
(P) 406.433.2207
(F) 406.433.6895
Blockedwww.richland.org/health <Blockedhttp://www.richland.org/health>

mailto:jdamm@richland.org
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From: Dave Strunk
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Diversion Dam
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 5:44:42 PM

US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District:

Please remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River Diversion Dam) with a
damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other species to freely migrate along the river.  Such
damless diversions already exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone.

Kind regards,
Dave Strunk
Phoenixville, PA

mailto:strunkdave@yahoo.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Lindsay
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA Lower Yellowstone Weir Project
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 2:36:51 PM

To whom it may concern

I would like to submit a comment in favor of the construction of a channel to guide the fish downstream. This plan
is much more economically viable than complete removal of the weir, which would farmers to spend even more
money to grow their crops.

It is not economically feasible to expect them to shoulder the $500 million burden that a system built on pumps
would create. Not to mention lost downtime from pumps as our neighboring water districts experience. Ultimately
this would lead to many farmers being put out of business, and local economies would suffer.

Environmentally, those pumps and generators required would create an even larger negative impact. More land
would need to be accessed and dedicated to construction and maintenance of such an elaborate system, this is more
land taken out of agricultural production.

Please do not punish these farmers for trying to work within a system they did not create. I have yet to hear one of
them say that they don't want to save the fish. They can appreciate this ancient species just as much as those
opposed to the diversion.

The only plan that could guarantee the best chance for survival of both endangered species is the construction of a
channel.

Additionally, I would hope local comments from those directly impacted by such a change would be taken more
seriously than those from foreign countries and other interests who could not possibly understand what these local
communities stand to lose. There are many people who fail to consider what it takes to feed our world, and don't
understand the meaning of compromise when it comes to the intersection of animals and humans.

Thank you
Lindsay Smith
242 Red Wing Rd
Sidney MT 59270
701-863-6729

Sent from Outlook

mailto:lindsayholum@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Dan Crockett
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: comment on Intake Diversion
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 9:49:15 AM

Dear Madam/Sir,

I realized that I had neglected to provide my address in the Intake Diversion comments I submitted last night
(below). That address is:

Dan Crockett
7015 Siesta Drive
Missoula, MT 59802
406-546-9482
dancrockett63@gmail.com <mailto:dancrockett63@gmail.com>

My apologies for the oversight and thanks again for your consideration.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Dan Crockett <dancrockett63@gmail.com <mailto:dancrockett63@gmail.com> >
Date: Wed, Jul 27, 2016 at 10:59 PM
Subject: comment on Intake Diversion
To: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil <mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil>

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Omaha District

ATTN:CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102

                RE: NEPA scoping  for Intake Diversion DEIS

Dear Madam/Sir:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft environmental impact statement that will weigh options for
fish passage at the Intake Diversion on the lower Yellowstone River in Montana. Over the past 27 years, I have
floated the Yellowstone from Paradise Valley to Intake, including an ill-advised but successful pitch-black descent
of the Intake weir itself one October night. I’ve spent dozens of days on the 25 miles from Intake upstream. In all
that time, I may never have shared the river with a pallid sturgeon. It doesn’t have to be this way. With fewer than
200 likely left in the entire upper Missouri/lower Yellowstone system, we’re fast running out of time to get it right
and find a solution that will meet the needs of both the farmers whose livelihoods depends on water drawn from the
Yellowstone and the needs of this ancient fish whose life depends on water flowing freely in that same river.

The preferred solution, replacing the virtually impassable low-head rock weir with a completely impassable concrete
dam, stakes everything on a 2- mile-long bypass channel around the dam. Despite costing roughly $60 million of
public money, the bypass is a gamble without precedent. There are no examples of pallid sturgeon navigating such a
constructed channel. The great majority of fishery professionals who have examined the proposal and understand the

mailto:dancrockett63@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:dancrockett63@gmail.com
mailto:dancrockett63@gmail.com
mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
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needs of critically endangered pallid sturgeon give the project abysmal odds of success. What has the best chance of
succeeding: removing the dam and letting these fish flow up and down the river as they did for millions of years.

I urge you to develop and select an alternative that requires removing the existing weir to allow unimpeded upstream
passage for pallid sturgeon and other important sport fish species. Choose instead an alternative that allows for the
removal of the weir and doesn’t require a replacement while meeting the needs of traditional agricultural water use
during crucial low-flow months by building a series of irrigation pumps.  Invest in conservation measures in the
existing canal to improve efficiency by lining, piping, and modifying the headgate. Powering these irrigation pumps
using a wind generator, or if feasible, low-head hydro in the main canals.

This work should use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently in hand, to pay
for the project as well as create a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs. Economic analysis for
alternatives mandating a weir/dam should include long-term annual estimated costs of maintaining all structures and
the bypass channel, and clearly identify where and how these funds will be generated.

Finally, biological criteria must be the primary determinant for which alternative has the highest probability of
success, and for determining if pallid sturgeon succeed in passing upstream. The Corps should assume fully
responsibility for funding all such monitoring.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to comment and hope you’ll give the pallid sturgeon of the upper Missouri the
best chance of swimming freely into 160 miles of the Yellowstone and perpetuating the species there.

Sincerely,

Dan Crockett
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1275 Maple Street, Suite F - Helena, MT 59601 - (406) 443-3962

Fax (406) 449-0056 - Email: infohln@wwcengineering.com

      July 28, 2016 
 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 
Omaha, NE 68102 
 
RE: Comments Regarding the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish 

Passage Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
 
To Whom This May Concern: 
 
On behalf of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (LYIP), WWC Engineering is 
submitting comments regarding the Intake Diversion Dam Project Draft EIS. The 
comments are as follows: 
 

1. Upon a thorough review of the EIS, the Bypass Channel is the only Alternative that 
successfully meets the project purpose and need, which is to improve fish passage, 
contribute to ecosystem restoration, AND provide for the continued viable and 
effective operation of the LYIP, which supplies dependable irrigation water to nearly 
58,000 acres of productive cropland. The Bypass Channel has been carefully 
designed to strictly adhere to US Fish & Wildlife Service’s recommendations for fish 
passage. The Biological Review Team (BRT), comprised of the nation’s foremost 
pallid sturgeon experts, was set up in 2006 by the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
specifically to develop criteria for Pallid Sturgeon that would facilitate successful fish 
passage based on science and known characteristics and behavior of the Pallid 
Sturgeon. The Bypass Channel alternative complies with those criteria; therefore, the 
Bypass Channel is a viable alternative. Furthermore, the Corps has committed to 
adaptive management to ensure pallid sturgeon use of the Bypass Channel. 
Therefore, the Bypass Channel alternative provides a high level of certainty for 
successful fish passage.  
 

2. The dam removal alternatives result in a significant impact on the LYIP users by 
increasing their Operation and Maintenance costs by over double what they are 
currently paying. Such an increase in costs to the LYIP will render it economically 
unviable; therefore, the open river alternatives will not achieve the project purpose 
and cannot be implemented. 

 
3. A minority of public comments received at the public meeting held in Billings, MT on 

June 30, 2016 represented an interest in a wild and free flowing river as the primary 
purpose of their intent. There were incidental references to the number of diversion 
dams on the Yellowstone River as well as the Fort Peck Dam on the Missouri River. 
It seems apparent that the intent is to remove these dams, not for the protection of 
Pallid Sturgeon, but for the over-reaching goal of a free flowing river system. 
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However, it is the Agency's responsibility under federal NEPA requirements to 
evaluate the alternatives under the primary project purpose need. Although 
comments advocating a free-flowing river system may be directed toward the 
ecosystem restoration portion of the project purpose, such restoration cannot be 
made at the expense of the other elements of the project purpose, specifically the 
continued viable and effective operation of the LYIP. Additionally, a free-flowing river 
approach is a policy decision that Congress has not made. Rather, Congress has 
specifically authorized and continuously supported operation of the LYIP to provide 
dependable and economic irrigation water to more than 58,000 acres of cropland. 
Furthermore, the LYIP has valid, long-standing water rights that must be honored. 
Any alternative that provides less than the full water right to the LYIP or requires 
marketing of the water right or use of the water right for anything other than irrigation 
is prohibited because there is no authority or precedent for such action. 
 

4. Implementation of the Multiple Pump Alternative will invoke unknown Geomorphology 
effects caused by 5 new artificial inlet channels and their required bank stabilization. 
The amount of bank stabilization required would result in significant new physical 
constraints within the Yellowstone River Channel Migration Zone in multiple areas 
where the pump stations are proposed. Impacts of the new bank stabilization will 
likely include increased water velocity, potential for localized erosion that will require 
even more bank stabilization, restriction of the river’s natural migration corridor, and 
changes in the river’s sediment loading. These impacts will extend for several river 
miles beyond the project area and will impact fishery habitat over a greater distance 
than the changes to the river resulting from the Bypass Channel alternative. 

 
5. Implementation of the Multiple Pump Alternative will have significant impacts from 

access roads, pump stations, inlet channels, power lines, power sub-stations, 
discharge lines and other infrastructure required for implementation of this 
alternative. The placement of this infrastructure may not be feasible due to the 
required MDT Highway and BNSF Railroad crossings, as well as landowner access 
concerns, and easements that would be necessary to be negotiated with the 
landowners who are not willing to cooperate. 
 

6. The water rights for the LYIP require diversion specifically at the diversion dam.  
Changing the system as outlined in the Multiple Pump Alternative may require 
applications to change the water right point of diversion, adding yet another level of 
uncertainty and complication to the Multiple Pump Alternative. 

 
7. The Multiple Pump Station Alternative erroneously indicates that the alternative 

retains a viable LYIP project. However, the O&M is over double what they are 
currently paying, which will bankrupt some of the farmers. Studies performed by 
Sidney Sugar (attached) clearly show that an increase in operating expense of more 
than 15% will result in a "break-even" point for the LYIP sugar beet farmers, requiring 
them to shut down operations. The 2013 Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project crop 
survey shows that sugar beets account for the project’s largest use, with over 20,000 
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acres in production. This is over 1/3 of the entire project. The Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project users currently pay a rate of $40 per acre for irrigation water from 
the project. The implementation of the Multiple Pump Alternative would increase user 
fees to approximately $90 per acre, which is more than twice as expensive as any 
other irrigation district’s user fees in the State of Montana. Our experience on 
numerous irrigation projects within the State of Montana suggests that the crops 
currently being grown within the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project could not 
withstand this type of user fee increase, and would result in the dissolution of the 
Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. Modern agriculture typically has a very low 
margin, and this type of substantial increase in cost will put the LYIP farmers out of 
business, thus rendering the LYIP unviable. 
 

8. The Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative require additional power and operational infrastructure that could present 
a significant hazard to listed species and species of concern. Noise and vibration 
from Pump operations will disturb other species of concern in adjacent wildlife 
habitats. Please see our attached biological report.  
 

9. LYIP water provides important water recharge to groundwater which is used for 
domestic and municipal drinking water supplies as well as riparian and wetland 
habitat. Implementing conservation measures would severely restrict the water 
available for groundwater recharge and negatively impact drinking water supplies as 
well as riparian and wetland habitat. 
 

10. Implementation of conservation measures violates Congress’ clear intention that the 
LYIP provide dependable irrigation water and endangers the existing water rights. 
Congress has not authorized the LYIP to provide less water or to support fewer acres; 
therefore, any change in the scope of the LYIP, including changes resulting from 
limiting the amount of water available, are prohibited. Further, conservation measures 
that require changes to personal property and individual farming practices are beyond 
the scope of this project and outside the authority of the federal agencies. 

 
11. Alternatives that require removal of the dam will remove the most popular Paddle 

Fish fishing area on the lower Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. The Montana FWP 
generally sets an annual limit of approximately 1,000 fish harvested, with 
approximately 800 coming from the area below the Intake Diversion (a vast majority). 
This impact has far reaching effects from both a social and economic standpoint. 

 
12. The Multiple Pump Station Alternative cannot be viably protected from Ice Jam 

Events that occur on the Yellowstone River. Ice Jam events on the Yellowstone River 
have had significant impacts to pumping facilities on other irrigation districts such as 
the Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District and the Sidney Water Users. In 2012, the Buffalo 
Rapids Irrigation District’s Fallon Pump Station was nearly destroyed by ice flows. 
These ice flows tore the wing walls, made of reinforced concrete, completely off the 
Pump Station building, exposing the foundation and threatening the stability and 
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integrity of the building. This pump station is located at the end of a long inlet channel 
exactly as proposed in the alternative described in the draft EIS, but substantial 
damage still occurred. It is important to understand the magnitude of these types of 
events, that can be over 25 feet in height and result in large chunks of ice that are the 
size of a car or small truck. Attached is a photo of the ice jam remnants from the 
2012 ice event that impacted Buffalo Rapids. 

 
13. The Multiple Pump Station and Multiple Pump with Conservation Alternatives result 

in a significant change to the overall LYIP irrigation system. The existing system runs 
by gravity flow, and is not subject to power interruptions, pump failures, discharge 
line ruptures, or the many other factors that can cause a disruption in service. The 
equipment required for maintenance of these alternatives would be very specialized, 
and would not be "off the shelf" equipment that can be acquired on short notice. This 
equipment would require long lead times and would result in long-term disruption in 
flow to the LYIP users, which could severely impact crop production and viability of 
the users. 
 

14. At the Glendive public meeting, the President of the Buffalo Rapids Irrigation Project, 
Barry Rakes, commented that the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project does not want 
pumps. He explained that the pumps are expensive to use and are not reliable. He 
also stated that “You can lose an entire crop before the pumps are fixed and running 
again”. Public comments from Raymond Bell, the Sidney Water Users manager, 
states “We have lost crops when pumps go down in midseason during critical 
irrigating times”. Pumping in many locations does make sense and is an efficient way 
of providing irrigation water to crops. However, the Lower Yellowstone River contains 
a significant amount of sediment that becomes extremely problematic for pumping 
systems. Input from both the Buffalo Rapids Irrigation Project and the Sidney Water 
Users (who both use pump stations to supply their irrigation water and are in close 
proximity to the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project) have explained the hardships 
that they have endured from the sediment laden waters and the unstable nature of 
the Yellowstone River. Both of these irrigation projects spend a considerable amount 
of time, energy and money each year to protect the inflow to their pumping stations 
as well as to maintain their pumps. Both of these irrigation projects have expressed 
their opinion that pumping in lieu of a gravity diversion will not be the best alternative 
for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project from a cost, operation and maintenance 
and reliability standpoint. The Yellowstone River is an unregulated river that often 
changes course throughout its floodplain. This results in significant efforts to ensure 
that inflow is able to be directed to the pump stations through dredging and sediment 
removal. The heavily sediment laden waters of the lower Yellowstone River provide 
a constant source of abrasive material to pumps within the area, requiring a much 
more frequent maintenance schedule than would be seen at irrigation pump stations 
where the water is not laden with sediments. Although the draft EIS adequately 
captures the operation and maintenance activities and cost of the pumping 
alternatives, there is no discussion of the reliability concerns and associated impacts 
that will be a reality if either of these alternatives are implemented. These impacts 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Non-weir Alternatives (Multiple Pump Station and Multiple Pump Station 
with Conservation Measures Alternatives) consists of numerous radial collector 
wells or surface pump stations installed at multiple locations adjacent to the 
Yellowstone River to supply irrigation water to the Main Canal. The Non-weir 
Alternatives would require the installation of power lines for the primary source 
of power to the pumps and wind turbines may be installed to provide reserve or 
backup energy for the proposed new primary power source. Water would be 
carried from the pumps to the Main Canal by several buried discharge pipelines. 
The goal of using radial collector well type systems or surface pump stations with 
fixed pumps would be to eliminate the need for a diversion structure within the 
Yellowstone River. The Multiple Pump with Conservation Measures Alternative 
is based on a significant reduction in water used by the Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project. The biological impacts from this reduction in water use under 
this Alternative are addressed within this report. 

For the purposes of this report, biological resources include wetlands (aquatic 
resources), vegetation, and wildlife species. The objective of this report is to 
assess the existing biological conditions and provide a path for evaluating the 
impacts of the Non-Weir Alternatives to biological resources. This includes 
identification of habitats in the Non-weir Alternatives area of concern (AOC) that 
could and do support special aquatic features, vegetative, and wildlife 
threatened, endangered, candidate and proposed (T&E) species and other high 
value resources.  

Appropriate state and federal agencies, including the Montana Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks (MFWP), Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 
(DNRC), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) should be consulted on the scope of work for the 
proposed ecological surveys and presence or absence of species of special 
concern (SOC). 

2.0 STUDY AREA 

The Non-Weir Alternatives project is located in northeast Montana within 
Dawson, Wibaux, and Richland counties (Map 1). The impacts of the Non-Weir 
Alternatives extend approximately 50 miles downstream (and approximately 2 
miles upstream) from the Intake Diversion, which is approximately 15 miles 
north of Glendive, Montana. Impacts from the Non-Weir Alternatives would likely 
be confined to limited sites within a relatively narrow corridor along the 
Yellowstone River AOC. These sites include the Intake Diversion location, the 
pumping stations (and associated infrastructure), and corridors for the buried 
pipelines installed to carry water from the pumping stations to the Main Canal. 
Potential pumping station locations are included on Map 1 for illustration 
purposes only as the actual locations for the pumping stations and buried 
pipelines have not yet been determined. 
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Map 1. General Location Map with the Potential Pumping Station Locations
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The habitats included in the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC are predominantly 
associated with riparian areas on both sides of the Yellowstone River and also 
include extensive areas of cultivated lands.  

3.0 METHODS 

3.1 Wetlands (Aquatic Resources) 

Since the actual locations for the pumping stations and buried discharge 
pipelines have not yet been determined, detailed wetlands surveys have not been 
performed. For the purposes of this report, waters of the U.S. (WUS) and other 
waters of the U.S. (OWUS) within the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC were assessed 
using USFWS National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping data. NWI mapping 
was accessed from the USFWS National Wetland Inventory website (USFWS 
2016a). This mapping is not intended to be used in place of detailed on-the-
ground inspection of any particular site, but does indicate the presence of 
aquatic features in the area and is an essential part of wetlands inventories. 
Terminology follows classifications included in Classification of Wetlands and 
Deepwater Habitats of the United States (Cowardin et al. 1979). 

3.2 Vegetation 

Vegetation data have not been collected specifically for the Non-Weir 
Alternatives. Supplemental information on general vegetation cover types was 
obtained from several sources, including the Montana Land Cover Atlas (Fisher 
et al. 1998) and the Montana Natural Heritage Program (MTNHP). 

3.3 Wildlife 

Wildlife monitoring data have not been collected specifically for the Non-Weir 
Alternatives. Supplemental information on species occurrence and habitat use 
in the wildlife survey area was obtained from several sources, including the 
MTNHP, the MFWP, and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The categories 
of wildlife evaluated in this report include big game, other mammals, raptors, 
upland game birds, waterfowl and shorebirds, migratory birds (passerine and 
breeding birds), reptiles and amphibians, fish and aquatic life, T&E and SOC. 

4.0 RESULTS 

The following sections provide results from file searches along with relevant 
figures, tables, and maps. Appendix A provides a list of vegetation species that 
have the potential to occur in the Non-weir Alternatives AOC. Appendix B 
provides a list of wildlife species that have the potential to occur in the Non-weir 
Alternatives AOC. 
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4.1 Wetlands/Aquatic Resources 

According to NWI mapping, 22 subclasses of wetlands are present within the 
area evaluated for the Non-Weir Alternatives (Table 1). In the future, all potential 
WUS and OWUS within the projected disturbance areas associated with the Non-
Weir Alternatives AOC will need to be delineated during site-specific aquatic 
resources inventories. The wetland delineations should be conducted in 
accordance with the USACE Wetland Determination Data Forms – Great Plains 
Region, Version 2.0 (USACE 2010). Baseline soil mapping for the Non-Weir 
Alternatives AOC should be reviewed for general soils information to determine 
if hydric soils are present. 

 
Table 1. NWI Wetlands - Non-Weir Alternatives 
Wetland Classification1 

Freshwater Emergent  

 PEMA (palustrine, emergent, temporary flooded) 

 PEMC (palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded) 

 PEMAx (palustrine, emergent, temporary flooded, excavated) 

 PEMAh (palustrine, emergent, temporary flooded, diked/impounded) 

 PEMCx (palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded, excavated) 

 PEMF (palustrine, emergent, semi permanently flooded) 

 PEMCh (palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded, excavated) 

Freshwater Scrub-Shrub  

 PSSA (palustrine, scrub-shrub, temporary flooded) 

 PSSC (palustrine, scrub-shrub, seasonally flooded) 

Freshwater Pond (Aquatic Bed) 

 PABF (palustrine, aquatic bed, semi permanently flooded) 

 PABFh (palustrine, aquatic bed, semi permanently, diked/impounded) 

Freshwater Pond Unconsolidated Shore 

 PUSA (palustrine, unconsolidated shore, temporary flooded) 

 PABFx (palustrine, unconsolidated shore, semi permanently, diked/impounded) 

 PUSC (palustrine, unconsolidated shore, seasonally flooded) 

 PUSAh (palustrine, unconsolidated shore, temporary flooded, diked/impounded) 

 PUSCh (palustrine, unconsolidated shore, seasonally flooded, diked/impounded) 

Riverine Lower Perennial 

 R2USA (riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated shore, temporary flooded) 

 R2USC (riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated shore, seasonally flooded) 

 R2UBFx (riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated bottom, semi permanently flooded, excavated) 

 R2UBG (riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated bottom, intermittently exposed)  

Riverine Intermittent 

 R4SBC (riverine, intermittent, streambed, seasonally flooded) 

 R4SBCx (riverine, intermittent, streambed, seasonally flooded, excavated) 
1 From Cowardin et al. (1979) 
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4.2 Vegetation 

The ecological system primarily associated with the Non-Weir Alternatives is the 
Great Plains/Wetland and Riparian/Floodplain Ecological System, as defined by 
the MTNHP (2016a). The Great Plains/Wetland and Riparian/Riparian ecological 
system occurs along smaller tributaries of the Yellowstone (MTNHP 2016b).  

The dominant overstory species within the Floodplain Ecological System include 
the narrowleaf cottonwood (Populus angustifolia) and Plains cottonwood (Populus 
deltoides). Willows (Salix species), redosier dogwood (Cornus sericea) and 
common chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) form a thick, multi-layered shrub 
understory in relatively undisturbed stands, with a mixture of cool and warm 
season grasses. Box elder (Acer negundo) and green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) 
can be common in older stands. Floodplain systems are often subjected to 
overgrazing and/or agriculture and can be heavily degraded, with salt cedar 
(Tamarix ramosissima) and Russian olive (Eleagnus angustifolia) replacing native 
woody vegetation and regrowth. Groundwater depletion and lack of fire have 
resulted in additional species changes. 

Dominant species within the Riparian Ecological System are similar to those 
found in the Great Plains Floodplain System. In the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC, 
the dominant overstory species are narrowleaf cottonwood and Plains 
cottonwood. In wetter systems, the understory is typically willow and redosier 
dogwood with grasses such as western wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii) and 
forbs like American licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota). In areas where the channel is 
incised, the understory may be dominated by big sagebrush (Artemisia 
tridentata) or silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana). Like floodplain systems, riparian 
systems are often subjected to overgrazing and/or agriculture. 

Map 2 indicates the land cover types associated with the AOC, as determined 
from the Montana Land Cover Atlas (Fisher et al. 1998). Vascular plant species 
likely to occur with the Floodplain and Riparian Ecological Systems as 
determined from MTNHP information are listed in Appendix A (MTNHP 2016a, 
2016b, and 2016c). 

4.3 Wildlife 

The ecological systems primarily associated with the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC 
are the Great Plains/Wetland and Riparian/Floodplain ecological systems, as 
defined above. The area also includes open water associated with the 
Northwestern Great Plains Valley River Ecological System (MTNHP 2016c). As 
indicated in Appendix B, these systems support a large variety of terrestrial and 
aquatic wildlife species. 
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Map 2. Montana Land Cover Types Associated with the Non-Weir 
Alternatives 
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4.3.1 Big Game 

The big game species associated with these systems are included in Appendix 
B. According to data from the MTNHP, there are six big game species associated 
with the AOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). According to MTNHP information, 
pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and white-
tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) have the potential to occur within the Non-
weir Alternatives AOC MTNHP (2016a and 2016b). While not indicated in the 
MTNHP database as occurring in the eastern portion of Montana, moose (Alces 
americanus) have been observed in the area (MTNHP 2015c). Two species (bison 
[Bos bison] and elk [Cervus canadensis]) had been documented in the AOC but 
are no longer found in the area. No big game species with the potential to occur 
within the AOC are listed as T&E species (USFWS 2016b) but one of the species 
is a SOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). There are no critical habitats for big game 
species associated within the AOC. SOC species are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 

Literature indicates that pronghorn are common, year-round residents in the 
Non-weir Alternatives AOC (MTNHP 2016d). The Non-weir Alternatives AOC is 
within Region 7, Pronghorn Hunt District 703 and, based on the most current 
annual big game herd information from MFWP, the estimated Region 7 
pronghorn population in 2015 was 40,395 animals (MFWP 2016a). Pronghorn 
are most often associated with sagebrush communities, particularly in winter 
(Sundstrom et al. 1973, Fitzgerald et al. 1994). Since the predominant habitats 
within the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC are riparian and cultivated lands, 
pronghorn may be encountered if the Non-Weir Alternatives option is selected 
but their occurrence would likely be minimal and limited to agricultural lands.  

Mule deer are very common, year-round residents in the Non-weir Alternatives 
AOC and the MFWP classifies the area as winter/general range (MTNHP 2016e). 
The Non-weir Alternatives AOC is within Region 7, Mule Deer Hunt District 703 
and, based on the most current annual big game herd information from MFWP, 
the estimated Region 7 mule deer population in 2015 was 297,231 animals 
(MFWP 2016b). Mule deer use a wide variety of habitats, but typically prefer 
sagebrush-grassland, rough breaks, and riparian bottomland. Given the 
abundance of these habitat types within and adjacent to the Non-Weir 
Alternatives AOC, mule deer can be expected to be encountered if the Non-Weir 
Alternatives option is selected. 

White-tailed deer are common, year-round residents in the Non-weir Alternatives 
AOC and the MFWP classifies the area as winter/general range (MTNHP 2016f). 
The Non-weir Alternatives AOC is within Region 7, White-tailed Deer Hunt 
District 703 and, based on the most current annual big game herd information 
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from MFWP, the estimated Region 7 white-tailed deer population in 2015 was 
12,154 animals (MFWP 2016c). White-tailed deer use a wide variety of habitats, 
but typically prefer riparian bottomland where leaves, twigs, fruits, and berries 
of browse plants such as chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), serviceberry 
(Amelanchier sp.), snowberry (Symphoricarpos sp.), and dogwood (Cornus sp.) are 
easily available. Given the abundance of this habitat type within and adjacent to 
the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC, white-tailed deer can be expected to be 
encountered if the Non-Weir Alternatives option is selected. 

While moose have been observed in the Non-weir Alternatives AOC, they are not 
common and the area has not been classified for use by the MFWP (2016g) and 
the discussion of this species is not carried forward. 

4.3.2 Other Mammals 

The ecological systems primarily associated with the Non-Weir Alternatives are 
the Great Plains/Wetland and Riparian/Floodplain ecological system, as 
defined above. The other mammal species (predators, bats, and small 
mammals) associated with these systems are included in Appendix B. 
According to data from the MTNHP, there are 50 other mammal species 
associated with the AOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). 

One other mammal species is listed as T&E species within the AOC (USFWS 
2016b) and 15 of the species are listed by MTNHP as SOC or PSOC (MTNHP 
2016a and 2016b). T&E, SOC, and PSOC species are discussed in Section 
4.3.10.  

4.3.3 Raptors 

The raptors potentially occurring in the Non-Weir Alternatives AOC, as indicated 
in MTNHP information for the Floodplain and Riparian ecological systems are 
included in Appendix B. Twenty-three raptor species have the potential of 
occurring within the AOC. The overstory species associated with these ecological 
systems include narrowleaf and Plains cottonwoods, both of which are large 
enough to support raptor nests. A review of National Agriculture Imagery 
Program (NAIP) color infra-red imagery shows that the AOC has a significant 
number of large trees capable of supporting raptor nests and there is a 
significant likelihood of encountering nesting raptors under the Non-Weir 
Alternatives.  

No raptor species with the potential to occur within the AOC are listed as T&E 
species (USFWS 2016b) but five of the species are SOC or PSOC (MTNHP 2016a 
and 2016b). SOC and PSOC species are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 
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4.3.4 Upland Game Birds 

According to the MTNHP database, there are four species of game birds that 
have the potential of occurring within the AOC. These include greater sage-
grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus, hereafter GRSG), sharp-tailed grouse 
(Tympanuchus phasianellus), wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), and 
mourning doves (Zenaida macroura).  

No game bird species with the potential to occur within the AOC are listed as 
T&E species (USFWS 2016b) but two of the species are SOC (MTNHP 2016a 
and 2016b). SOC and PSOC species are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 

On September 22, 2015, USFWS determined that listing the GRSG as an 
endangered or threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (Act) 
was not warranted (USFWS 2015a). Recent documents regarding GRSG 
include the Montana Greater Sage-Grouse Amendment (BLM 2015a), the 
Approved Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Miles City Field Office Planning Area (Miles City RMP/FEIS) 
(BLM 2015b), and the State of Montana, Office of the Governor, Executive 
Order No. 12-2015 (Office of the Governor 2015). The documents include 
management procedures to consolidate GRSG protection within the state of 
Montana in light of the federal government’s recent decision not to list the 
GRSG under the ESA. According to mapping information included in the 
Greater Sage-Grouse Habitat Conservation Strategy, the Non-Weir 
Alternatives AOC is not within an area classified as a core, general, or 
connectivity habitat management area for GRSG (Office of the Governor 
2015) and there are no GRSG leks within 2 miles of the AOC (MFWP 2016d).  

According to MTNHP, sharp-tailed grouse habitat primarily consists of 
grasslands interspersed with shrub and brush-filled ravines (MTNHP 2016h). 
They prefer stands of inter-mixed tree and shrub grasslands. With high 
population, they spread into islands of native grassland, usually along 
drainages surrounded by grain fields. The MFWP provided information 
indicating one sharp-tailed grouse dancing ground is located approximately 
1.8 miles from the current Intake Diversion (MFWP 2016e). No other sharp-
tailed grouse dancing grounds have been identified within 2 miles of the AOC 

MTNHP information indicates that the AOC is within occupied wild turkey 
habitat (MTNHP 2016i). Wild turkeys utilize open ponderosa pine forest in 
rugged terrain, interspersed with grassland, and brushy draws as their 
preferred habitat. Canyon bottoms at lower elevations, grain fields and 
livestock feeding areas are utilized in late fall and winter (MTNHP 2016i). In 
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the state of Montana, wild turkeys are considered exotic/introduced species 
and are year round residents within the AOC (MTNHP 2016i). 

According to MTNHP, mourning doves generally shun deep woods or 
extensive forest and select woodlands that are more open and edges between 
forest and prairie habitats for nesting (MTNHP 2016j). Human alteration of 
original vegetation is generally beneficial for this species, with creation of 
opening in extensive forest and plowing of grasslands for cereal-grain 
production. Mourning doves are summer residents within the AOC (MTNHP 
2016j). 

4.3.5 Waterfowl and Shorebirds 

According to the MTNHP database, there are 77 species of shore birds/waterfowl 
that have the potential of occurring within the AOC (Appendix B).  

Four species of waterfowl or shorebirds with the potential to occur within the 
AOC are listed as T&E species (USFWS 2016b). There are no critical habitats for 
these species associated within the AOC. Eighteen shore bird/waterfowl species 
are SOC or PSOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). T&E, SOC, and PSOC species 
are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 

4.3.6 Migratory Birds (Passerine and Breeding Birds) 

A total of 105 migratory bird species (perching and breeding birds) have the 
potential of occurring within the AOC (Appendix B). No migratory bird species 
with the potential to occur within the AOC are listed as T&E species (USFWS 
2016b) but 16 of the species are SOC or PSOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). SOC 
and PSOC species are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 

4.3.7 Non-Game 

A total of six non-game bird species have the potential of occurring within the 
AOC (Appendix B). None of the species is considered SOC or PSOC (MTNHP 
2016a and 2016b). 

4.3.8 Reptiles and Amphibians 

A total of 23 reptile or amphibian species have the potential of occurring within 
the AOC (Appendix B). No reptile or amphibian species with the potential to 
occur within the AOC are listed as T&E species (USFWS 2016b) but nine are 
SOC (MTNHP 2016a and 2016b). 
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4.3.9 Fish and Aquatic Life 

The portion of the Yellowstone River within the Non-weir Alternatives AOC is 
described by the MTNHP as a “large, warm-water river with a low to moderate 
gradient with origin in the intermontane basins of Montana” (MTNHP 2016c). 
Within this portion of the river, elevations range between 2,000 feet and 
1,900 feet and the river is characterized by long deep runs and pools with depths 
less than 2 meters (6.5 feet), numerous mid-stream islands, side channels, and 
interspaced riffles. Cobble in the riffles, sand and gravel in runs and pools, with 
gravel and/or finer-textured side channels characterize the substrate (MTNHP 
2016c).  

A total of 17 fish species have the potential of occurring within the AOC 
(Appendix B). One fish species with the potential to occur within the AOC is 
listed as a T&E species (USFWS 2016b) and four others are SOC (MTNHP 2016c). 
T&E and SOC species are discussed in Section 4.3.10. 

The Northwestern Great Plains Valley River ecological system is also home to a 
number of invertebrate aquatic species. A total of seven invertebrate species have 
the potential of occurring within the AOC (Appendix B). No invertebrate species 
with the potential to occur within the AOC are listed as T&E species (USFWS 
2016b) but three are PSOC (MTNHP 2016a, 2016b, and 2016c). 

4.3.10 Threatened, Endangered, and Candidate Species and MTNHP 
Designated Species of Concern 

As indicated in Appendix B, five USFWS-designated T&E vertebrate species 
have the potential to occur in the Non-weir Alternatives AOC (USFWS 2016b). 
The USFWS has not designated critical habitat for any T&E species in the 
vicinity of the Non-weir Alternatives AOC at this time. The five T&E species 
include the least tern (Sterna antillarum), piping plover (Charadrius melodus), 
whooping crane (Grus americana), pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus albus), and 
the northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis) (USFWS 2016b). There are 
no critical habitats for these species associated within the AOC. On April 5, the 
USFWS determined that the Sprague's pipit (Anthus spragueii) did not warrant 
listing on the ESA at this time (U.S. Government Publishing Office (GPO) 2016). 

In Montana, the least tern (endangered) is a summer resident and generally 
confined to the Lower Yellowstone River and the Missouri River (downstream of 
Fort Peck Reservoir) (MTNHP 2016k). Least Terns nest on barren sand-pebble 
beaches and islands of large reservoirs and rivers in northeastern and 
southeastern Montana. As determined from MTNHP information (MTNHP 2016k) 
at least one least tern nest site has been confirmed within the AOC (Map 3). 
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Map 3. Waterfowl/Shorebird Nest Observations Associated with the Non-
Weir Alternatives 
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The piping plover (threatened) is migratory over the eastern two-thirds of the 
state and summer resident in the northern portion of the state, including the 
Lower Yellowstone River and Missouri River (MTNHP 2016l). Piping Plovers 
primarily select barren sand or pebble beaches on shorelines or islands in 
freshwater wetlands (MTNHP 2016l). No nesting sites have been confirmed in the 
AOC but specific surveys for the piping plover have not been conducted within 
the AOC. 

According to the MTNHP, the whooping crane (endangered) is listed as migratory 
within Montana, including the AOC (MTNHP 2016n). Observations of individual 
birds could occur within the AOC, associated with marshes and grain and 
stubble fields, as well as wet meadows, wet prairie habitat, and freshwater 
marshes that are usually shallow and broad with safe roosting sites and nearby 
foraging opportunities (MTNHP 2016n). 

The pallid sturgeon (endangered) is listed as a year round resident in the AOC 
(MTNHP 2016o). Pallid Sturgeon use large, turbid rivers over sand and gravel 
bottoms, usually in strong current and also in impoundments of these rivers. 
While more common in the Missouri River, the pallid sturgeon has been 
documented in the AOC (MTNHP 2016o). 

According to the MTNHP, Northern long-eared bats/Northern Long-eared Myotis 
(threatened) have been located hibernating in an abandoned mine in river breaks 
habitat in Richland County (MTNHP 2016p). The location is north of the AOC. 
These bats prefer cool hibernacula and selects narrow crevices for hibernation. 
Summer day roosts are often in cavities or crevices behind peeling bark in trees, 
usually in tall, wide-diameter and partially dead hardwoods (MTNHP 2016p). 

Appendix B includes a list of the 75 MTNHP designated vertebrate and 
invertebrate SOC (including T&E species) or PSOC that could occur in the 
Non-weir Alternatives AOC (Table 2). A total of 66 species have been designated 
by MTNHP as SOC and 25 species have been designated as PSOC.  

Table 2. Summary of SOC and PSOC with the Potential to Occur in the AOC 

Category 
Species of Concern  

(SOC) 
Potential Species of Concern  

(PSOC) Total 

Mammals 10 6 16 
Avian 31 10 41 
Reptiles/Amphibians 9 0 9 
Fish 5 0 5 
Invertebrates 0 2 3 

Total 57 18 73 
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According to data from the MTNHP (2016q), there are 26 bald eagle 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) nests located within the AOC (Map 4). These nests 
likely represent multiple nests within specific territories and are not all used for 
nesting each year. The MTNHP data also indicate that a number of great blue 
heron (Ardea herodias) nests (Map 3). 

5.0 IMPACTS 

5.1 Wetlands/Aquatic Resources 

Wetlands and associated riparian areas would l likely be significantly impacted 
by the Non-Weir Alternatives. Once potential disturbance areas have been 
determined, aquatic resource inventories will need to be completed for 
disturbance within the AOC and verified by the USACE. Depending on the actual 
disturbance areas involved, direct impacts to aquatic resources could occur 
resulting from construction of pump station, access roads, electric power lines, 
discharge lines and other infrastructure. Indirect impacts could result from 
removal of the Intake Diversion and the subsequent change in the amount of 
water diverted and delivered throughout the LYIP (Multiple Pumps with 
Conservation Measures Alternative), which would reduce the areas currently 
inundated and which sustain wetlands upstream and/or downstream of the 
diversion. Additional indirect wetlands/aquatic resources impacts would result 
from the implementation of conservation measures within the Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project (LYIP) system, which would severely reduce the amount of 
water that sustains wetlands/aquatic resources along the irrigation supply 
routes and reduce the amount of groundwater recharge that is a water source 
for some of these aquatic resources. Wetlands/aquatic resources delineations 
would be required and directly and indirectly impacted aquatic resources would 
require mitigation if impacts are greater than 0.1 acre due to the number of 
pumps and/or pump stations and associated infrastructure. Notification to the 
USACE under the applicable USACE permit obtained prior to disturbance would 
provide authorization for the project. Wetland and riparian resource mitigation 
would be incorporated into final reclamation plans since permanent wetland 
impacts would likely be greater than 0.1 acre. Disturbed non-jurisdictional 
wetlands may need to be restored as required by the authorized federal or state 
agency or private surface land owner. 

During the period of time after construction and before replacement of wetlands, 
all functions of disturbed wetlands would be lost. The replaced wetlands may not 
duplicate the exact function and landscape features of the pre-existing  wetlands, 
but replacement plans would be evaluated by the USACE and replacement would 
be in accordance with the requirements of Section 404 of the CWA as determined 
by the COE. Impacts to wetlands/aquatic resources from Non-weir Alternatives 
would be significantly greater over the long term than alternatives that continue  
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Map 4. Locations of Bald Eagle Nests Associated with the Non-Weir 
Alternatives 
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to utilize the weir. Mitigating the loss of wetlands would likely add significant 
costs to the project. 

5.2 Vegetation 

Vegetation would be impacted by construction related to the Non-Weir 
Alternatives. Short-term effects associated with this vegetation disturbance 
would include increased soil erosion and, depending on the actual disturbance 
limits, habitat (forage) loss for livestock and wildlife. The application of best 
management practices for reclamation and stabilization of disturbance, in 
addition to compliance with regulatory programs and project-specific 
reclamation plans, would minimize or mitigate these impacts over both the short 
and long terms. 

Any decrease in plant diversity resulting from construction and reclamation 
would not adversely affect productivity of the reclaimed areas, regardless of the 
alternative selected and the proposed post-mining land use (wildlife habitat and 
cultivated land) would be achieved even with the changes in vegetative species 
composition and diversity. Impacts to vegetation would be greater with the Non-
Weir Alternatives than alternatives that continued to utilize the weir but they 
should not be significant over the long term as a result of the Non-weir 
Alternatives. 

5.3 Wildlife 

Local wildlife populations would be directly and indirectly impacted by the Non-
Weir Alternatives. These effects are both relatively short term (until successful 
reclamation is achieved) and long-term (persisting beyond successful completion 
of reclamation). The direct effects of construction on wildlife occur during 
construction and are therefore short-term. They include restrictions on wildlife 
movement created by noise and human activity. While relatively insignificant, 
displacement of animals would occur. Displaced animals would find equally 
suitable habitat that is not occupied by other animals, occupy suitable habitat 
that is already being used by other animals, occupy poorer quality habitat than 
that from which they were displaced, or the animals may perish due to lack of 
suitable habitat in which they can inhabit. In the second and third situations, 
the animals may suffer from increased competition with other animals and are 
less likely to survive and reproduce. The indirect effects are long-term and may 
include a reduction in wildlife carrying capacity and microhabitats on reclaimed 
land due to less diverse vegetative cover. Wildlife investigations have provided 
data showing that big game, other mammals, raptors, upland game birds, 
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waterfowl/shore birds, migratory birds, reptiles and amphibians, and fish and 
aquatic life are utilizing the AOC. 

Big game animals are highly mobile and can move to undisturbed areas. 
Therefore, big game should not be significantly impacted over the long term as a 
result of the Non-weir Alternatives. 

Other mammals likely would be displaced to other habitats by construction, 
potentially resulting in increased competition and mortality. Direct losses of less 
mobile mammals would be higher than for other wildlife. Turbine-related bat 
deaths have been reported at wind facilities (USFWS 2015b). A recent study also 
indicated that bats will avoid foraging in areas with intense broadband noise 
(Schaub et al. 2008). The tests were conducted at a sound pressure level of 80 
dB (approximately 71 dBA [A-weighted scale]). As stated in Section 4.15.4.5 of 
the draft Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Fish Passage Project EIS, noise 
levels from the pumping station operations would be 77 dBA at 50 feet, without 
noise reduction mitigation (BOR/USACE 2016). Most other mammals should not 
be significantly impacted over the long term as a result of the Non-weir 
Alternatives but impacts to bats could be significant over the long-term due to 
collisions with wind-turbine blades and bats could be significantly impacted 
(restricted from foraging) in the areas near pump stations due to the impacts of 
noise on foraging.  

Construction of the Non-weir Alternatives may impact localized raptor nesting 
activities. Local populations including individual birds or pairs may be impacted. 
Surveys for nesting raptors would be required prior to construction. Physical 
destruction of most inactive raptor nests/nest sites is not, in and of itself, a 
violation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). However, any activity that 
results in the destruction of eggs or death of birds (including nestlings) 
constitutes a ‘take’, and is a violation of MBTA. The Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act (BGEPA) prohibits “knowingly taking, or taking with wanton 
disregard for the consequences of an activity, any bald or golden eagles or their 
body parts, nests, or eggs, which includes collection, molestation, disturbance, 
or killing.”  Construction and maintenance activities could be a threat to nesting 
raptors. In particular, the construction of numerous new power lines and wind 
turbines to serve the proposed pump stations would present a hazard to raptors. 
The USFWS has jurisdiction over issuing raptor nest take/relocation permits.  

The overall effects on upland game birds are expected to be minimal. No 
historical breeding grounds are associated with the AOC and upland game birds 
are highly mobile and can move to undisturbed areas.  

The primary threat to migratory birds is impacts to nesting birds. Physical 
destruction of most inactive migratory bird nests/nest sites is not, in and of 
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itself, a violation of the MBTA. However, any activity that results in the 
destruction of eggs or death of birds (including nestlings) constitutes a ‘take’, 
and is a violation of MBTA. Losses would also occur when habitat disturbance 
coincides with egg incubation and rearing of young. Effects of habitat loss would 
be short term for grassland species but would last longer for tree- and shrub-
dependent species. Impacts could also occur as a result of collisions with wind-
turbine blades. The USFWS estimates that wind turbines may kill an estimated 
half a million birds a year in the U.S. (2015b), a majority of which are song birds 
(USFWS 2015c). As with raptors, most migratory birds are protected by the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which prohibits the taking, killing, possessing, 
transporting, and importing of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, 
except as authorized under by permit. Effects of wind turbines on wildlife would 
be long term for raptors and other migratory birds. 

Fisheries and aquatic life would be significantly impacted during the removal of 
the Intake Diversion and the operations and maintenance process, which is a 
component of the Non-weir Alternatives. The application of best management 
practices for avoidance, mitigation, and restoration, in addition to compliance 
with regulatory programs and project-specific permit provisions, would minimize 
or mitigate any impact to fish and aquatic life.  

T&E wildlife species that could potentially occur in the area include the least 
tern, piping plover, Sprague's pipit, whooping crane, pallid sturgeon, or Northern 
long-eared bat. The least tern and pallid sturgeon have been confirmed within 
the AOC. The application of best management practices for avoidance, 
mitigation, and reclamation, in addition to compliance with regulatory programs 
and project-specific permit provisions, would minimize or mitigate any impact to 
T&E species. According to data from the MTNHP (2016q), there are 26 bald eagle 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) nests located within the AOC (Map 4). These nests 
likely represent multiple nests within specific territories and are not all used for 
nesting each year.  

Regarding impacts to SOC, 73 SOC or PSOC have been identified that could 
occur in the AOC (Table 2). Approximately 56 percent majority of these SOC or 
PSOC are avian species. The primary impacts to these avian species would be 
related to nesting. As indicated above, the physical destruction of most inactive 
migratory bird or raptor nest sites is not, in and of itself, a violation of the MBTA. 
However, any activity that results in the destruction of eggs or death of birds 
(including nestlings) constitutes a ‘take’, and is a violation of MBTA or the 
BGEPA.  
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APPENDIX A  

Vascular Plant Species Associated with the Non-Weir Alternatives 



 

 

Common Name Scientific Name Species of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Poison Suckleya (Suckleya suckleyana)    

Bittersweet (Celastrus scandens) PSOC G5 SH 

Narrowleaf Cottonwood (Populus angustifolia)  G5 S4 

Plains Cottonwood (Populus deltoides)  G5 S5 

Yellow Willow (Salix lutea)  G4G5 S4S5 

Planeleaf Willow (Salix planifolia)  G5 S4 

Peachleaf Willow (Salix amygdaloides)  G5 S4 

Redosier Dogwood (Cornus sericea)  G5 S5 

Common Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana)  G5 S5 

Serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia)  G5 S5 

Currant (Ribes spps)  Species Dependent 

Box Elder (Acer negundo)  G5 S5 

Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica)  G5 S5 

American Elm (Ulmus americana)  G5 SU 

Sandbar Willow (Salix exigua)  G5 S5 

Shrubby Cinquefoil (Dasiphora fruticosa)  G5 S4S5 

Western Snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis)  G5 S5 

Rose (Rosa species)  Species Dependent 

Silverberry (Elaeagnus commutata)  G5 S4 

Thinleaf Alder (Alnus incana)  G5 S4S5 

Drummond’s Willow (Salix drummondiana)  G4G5 S4S5 

Big Bluestem (Andropogon gerardii)  G5 S4 

Wooly Sedge (Carex pellita)  G5 S4S5 

Streamside Wild Rye (Elymus lanceolatus)  G5 S5 

Old Switch Panicgrass (Panicum virgatum)  G5 S3S4 

Western Wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii)  G5 S5 

Little Bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium)  G5 S4S5 

Sand Dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus)  G5 S4S5 

Drummond’s Dryad (Dryas drummondii)  G5 S4 

Yarrow (Achillea millefolium)  G5 S5 

Starry Solomon’s Seal (Maianthemum stellatum)  G5 S5 

Aster (Symphyotrichum species)  Species Dependent 

Russian Olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) Exotic GNR SNA 

Cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) Exotic GNR SNA 

Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia esula) Exotic GNR SNA 

American Licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota)  G5 S4 

Big Sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata)  G5 S5 

Silver Sagebrush (Artemisia cana)  G5 S5 

Salt Cedar (Tamarix ramosissima) Exotic GNR SNA 

Diamondleaf Willow (Salix planifolia)  G5 S4 



 

 

Common Name Scientific Name Species of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Woods Rose (Rosa woodsii)  G5 S5 

Fresh Water Cordgrass (Spartina pectinata)  G5 S4 

Porcupine Needlegrass (Hesperostipa spartea)  G5 SU 

Northern Dropseed (Sporobolus heterolepis)  G5 SU 

Panic Grass (Panicum virgatum)  G5 S3S4 

Canada Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis)  G5 S5 

Creeping Bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera) Exotic G5 SNA 

Quackgrass (Agropyron repens) Exotic GNR SNA 

Canada Thistle (Cirsium arvense) Exotic GNR SNA 

Clovers (Melilotus species)  Species Dependent 

Common Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) Exotic G5 SNA 

 Notes:       

Species of Concern Global/State Rank      

PSOC =  Potential Species 
of Concern 

S3 = Potentially at risk because of limited and/or declining numbers, range and/or 
habitat. 

Exotic = Exotic Species G4/S4 = Apparently secure, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, and/or 
suspected to be declining. 

  G5/S5 = Common, widespread, and abundant (although it may be rare in parts of its 
range). 

  SU = Unrankable - Species currently unrankable due to lack of information. 

  

SNA = A conservation status rank is not applicable because the species or ecosystem is 
not a suitable target for conservation activities as a result of being:  1) not confidently 
present in the state;  2) exotic or introduced;  3) a long distance migrant with accidental or 
irregular stopovers; or  4) a hybrid without conservation value. 

  G#G# or S#S# = Indicates a range of uncertainty about the status of the 
species.  

  S#, S# = Indicates that populations in different geographic portions of the species' range in 
Montana have a different conservation status.  

  

  S#B =Breeding - Rank refers to the breeding population of the species in 
Montana.  

  S#M = Migratory - Species occurs in Montana only during migration. 
  

    

     

        
        
        



 

 

APPENDIX B 

Wildlife Species Associated with the Non-Weir Alternatives 



 

 

  Common Name Scientific Name 
Species 

of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Seasonal 
Range 

Species 
Category 

Mammals       

 Dwarf Shrew  (Sorex nanus) SOC G4 S2S3 Year-
round OM 

 Merriam's Shrew  (Sorex merriami) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round OM 

 Little Brown Myotis  (Myotis lucifugus) SOC G3 S3 Year-
round OM 

 Hoary Bat  (Lasiurus cinereus) SOC G5 S3 Summer OM 

 Spotted Bat  (Euderma maculatum) SOC G4 S3 Summer OM 

 Townsend's Big-eared 
Bat  (Corynorhinus townsendii) SOC G3G4 S3 Summer OM 

 Grizzly Bear  (Ursus arctos) SOC G4 S2S3 Historic Pred 

 Bison  (Bos bison) SOC G4 S2 Historic BG 

 Hayden's Shrew  (Sorex haydeni) PSOC G4 S3S4 Year-
round OM 

 Silver-haired Bat  (Lasionycteris noctivagans) PSOC G5 S4 Year-
round OM 

 Eastern Red Bat  (Lasiurus borealis) PSOC G5 SU Summer OM 

 White-footed Mouse  (Peromyscus leucopus) PSOC G5 S4 Year-
round OM 

 Meadow Jumping 
Mouse  (Zapus hudsonius) PSOC G5 SU Year-

round OM 

 Porcupine  (Erethizon dorsatum) PSOC G5 S4 Year-
round OM 

 Masked Shrew  (Sorex cinereus)    Year-
round OM 

 Long-eared Bat  (Myotis evotis) Th   Year-
round OM 

 Long-legged Myotis  (Myotis volans)    Year-
round OM 

 Western Small-footed 
Myotis  (Myotis ciliolabrum)    Year-

round OM 

 Big Brown Bat  (Eptesicus fuscus)    Year-
round OM 

 Eastern Cottontail  (Sylvilagus floridanus)    Year-
round OM 

 Mountain Cottontail  (Sylvilagus nuttallii)    Year-
round OM 

 Desert Cottontail  (Sylvilagus audubonii)    Year-
round OM 

 White-tailed Jack 
Rabbit  (Lepus townsendii)    Year-

round OM 

 Least Chipmunk  (Tamias minimus)    Year-
round OM 

 Thirteen-lined Ground 
Squirrel  (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus)    Year-

round OM 

 Eastern Fox Squirrel  (Sciurus niger)    Year-
round OM 

 Northern Pocket 
Gopher  (Thomomys talpoides)    Year-

round OM 

 Olive-backed Pocket 
Mouse  (Perognathus fasciatus)    Year-

round OM 



 

 

  Common Name Scientific Name 
Species 

of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Seasonal 
Range 

Species 
Category 

 Ord's Kangaroo Rat  (Dipodomys ordii)    Year-
round OM 

 Beaver  (Castor canadensis)    Year-
round OM 

 Western Harvest 
Mouse  (Reithrodontomys megalotis)    Year-

round OM 

 Deer Mouse  (Peromyscus maniculatus)    Year-
round OM 

 Northern Grasshopper 
Mouse  (Onychomys leucogaster)    Year-

round OM 

 Bushy-tailed Woodrat  (Neotoma cinerea)    Year-
round OM 

 Southern Red-backed 
Vole  (Myodes gapperi)    Year-

round OM 

 Meadow Vole  (Microtus pennsylvanicus)    Year-
round OM 

 Prairie Vole  (Microtus ochrogaster)    Year-
round OM 

 Sagebrush Vole  (Lemmiscus curtatus)    Year-
round OM 

 Muskrat  (Ondatra zibethicus)    Year-
round OM 

 Coyote  (Canis latrans)    Year-
round Pred 

 Gray Wolf  (Canis lupus)    Historic Pred 

 Red Fox  (Vulpes vulpes)    Year-
round Pred 

 Raccoon  (Procyon lotor)    Year-
round Pred 

 Least Weasel  (Mustela nivalis)    Year-
round OM 

 Long-tailed Weasel  (Mustela frenata)    Year-
round OM 

 American Mink  (Mustela vison)    Year-
round OM 

 Badger  (Taxidea taxus)    Year-
round OM 

 Striped Skunk  (Mephitis mephitis)    Year-
round OM 

 Bobcat  (Lynx rufus)    Year-
round Pred 

 Mountain Lion  (Puma concolor)    Year-
round Pred 

 Elk  (Cervus canadensis)    Historic BG 

 Mule Deer  (Odocoileus hemionus)    Year-
round BG 

 White-tailed Deer  (Odocoileus virginianus)    Year-
round BG 

 Pronghorn  (Antilocapra americana)    Year-
round BG 

 Black-tailed Prairie 
Dog  (Cynomys ludovicianus) SOC G4 S3 Year-

round OM 

  Swift Fox  (Vulpes velox) SOC G3 S3 Year-
round Pred 

 



 

 

  Common Name Scientific Name 
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of 
Concern 

Global 
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Range 
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Avian 

 Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)    Year-
round Rap 

 Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) SOC G4 S3B Summer Rap 

 American Bittern  (Botaurus lentiginosus) SOC G4 S3B Summer SB 

 Great Blue Heron  (Ardea herodias) SOC G5 S3 Summer SB 

 Black-crowned Night-
Heron  (Nycticorax nycticorax) SOC G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 White-faced Ibis  (Plegadis chihi) SOC G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 Ferruginous Hawk  (Buteo regalis) SOC G4 S3B Summer Rap 

 Golden Eagle  (Aquila chrysaetos) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round Rap 

 Peregrine Falcon  (Falco peregrinus) SOC G4 S3 Year-
round Rap 

 Greater Sage-Grouse  (Centrocercus urophasianus) SOC G3G4 S2 Year-
round GB 

 Sharp-tailed Grouse  (Tympanuchus phasianellus) SOC G5 S1, S4 Year-
round GB 

 Whooping Crane  (Grus americana) SOC/E G1 S1M Migratory SB 

 Piping Plover  (Charadrius melodus) SOC/Th G3 S2B Summer SB 

 Franklin's Gull  (Leucophaeus pipixcan) SOC G4G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 Common Tern  (Sterna hirundo) SOC G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 Least Tern  (Sternula antillarum) SOC/E G4 S1B Summer SB 

 Black-billed Cuckoo  (Coccyzus erythropthalmus) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Yellow-billed Cuckoo  (Coccyzus americanus) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Red-headed 
Woodpecker  (Melanerpes erythrocephalus) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Pinyon Jay  (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round MB 

 Veery  (Catharus fuscescens) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Loggerhead Shrike  (Lanius ludovicianus) SOC G4 S3B Summer MB 

 Baird's Sparrow  (Ammodramus bairdii) SOC G4 S3B Summer MB 

 Bobolink  (Dolichonyx oryzivorus) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Barrow's Goldeneye  (Bucephala islandica) PSOC G5 S4 Migratory WF 

 Hooded Merganser  (Lophodytes cucullatus) PSOC G5 S4 Migratory WF 

 Eastern Screech-Owl  (Megascops asio) PSOC G5 S3S4 Year-
round Rap 

 Short-eared Owl  (Asio flammeus) PSOC G5 S4 Year-
round Rap 

 Common Poorwill  (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii) PSOC G5 S4B Summer MB 

 Chimney Swift  (Chaetura pelagica) PSOC G5 S3S4B Summer MB 

 Eastern Bluebird  (Sialia sialis) PSOC G5 S4B Summer MB 

 Black-and-white 
Warbler  (Mniotilta varia) PSOC G5 S4B Summer MB 

 Ovenbird  (Seiurus aurocapilla) PSOC G5 S4B Summer MB 

 Dickcissel  (Spiza americana) PSOC G5 S4B Summer MB 
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 Red-necked Grebe  (Podiceps grisegena)    Migratory WF 

 Eared Grebe  (Podiceps nigricollis)    Summer WF 

 Double-crested 
Cormorant  (Phalacrocorax auritus)    Summer WF 

 Snowy Egret  (Egretta thula)    Migratory SB 

 Canada Goose  (Branta canadensis)    Year-
round WF 

 Wood Duck  (Aix sponsa)    Summer WF 

 Green-winged Teal  (Anas crecca)    Summer WF 

 Mallard  (Anas platyrhynchos)    Year-
round WF 

 Northern Pintail  (Anas acuta)    Summer WF 

 Blue-winged Teal  (Anas discors)    Summer WF 

 Cinnamon Teal  (Anas cyanoptera)    Summer WF 

 Northern Shoveler  (Anas clypeata)    Summer WF 

 Gadwall  (Anas strepera)    Summer WF 

 American Wigeon  (Anas americana)    Year-
round WF 

 Redhead  (Aythya americana)    Summer WF 

 Ring-necked Duck  (Aythya collaris)    Migratory WF 

 Lesser Scaup  (Aythya affinis)    Summer WF 

 Long-tailed Duck  (Clangula hyemalis)    Migratory WF 

 Common Goldeneye  (Bucephala clangula)    Winter WF 

 Bufflehead  (Bucephala albeola)    Summer WF 

 Common Merganser  (Mergus merganser)    Year-
round WF 

 Red-breasted 
Merganser  (Mergus serrator)    Migratory WF 

 Ruddy Duck  (Oxyura jamaicensis)    Summer WF 

 Turkey Vulture  (Cathartes aura)    Summer Rap 

 Osprey  (Pandion haliaetus)    Summer Rap 

 Northern Harrier  (Circus cyaneus)    Year-
round Rap 

 Cooper's Hawk  (Accipiter cooperii)    Summer Rap 

 Broad-winged Hawk  (Buteo platypterus)    Migratory Rap 

 Swainson's Hawk  (Buteo swainsoni)    Summer Rap 

 Red-tailed Hawk  (Buteo jamaicensis)    Summer Rap 

 Rough-legged Hawk  (Buteo lagopus)    Winter Rap 

 American Kestrel  (Falco sparverius)    Summer Rap 

 Merlin  (Falco columbarius)    Year-
round Rap 

 Gyrfalcon  (Falco rusticolus)    Winter Rap 

 Prairie Falcon  (Falco mexicanus)    Year-
round Rap 

 Wild Turkey  (Meleagris gallopavo) Exotic G5 SNA Year-
round GB 
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 Virginia Rail  (Rallus limicola)    Summer SB 

 Sora  (Porzana carolina)    Summer SB 

 American Coot  (Fulica americana)    Summer WF 

 Sandhill Crane  (Grus canadensis)    Summer MB 

 Black-bellied Plover  (Pluvialis squatarola)    Migratory SB 

 American Golden-
Plover  (Pluvialis dominica)    Migratory SB 

 Semipalmated Plover  (Charadrius semipalmatus)    Migratory SB 

 Killdeer  (Charadrius vociferus)    Summer SB 

 American Avocet  (Recurvirostra americana)    Summer SB 

 Greater Yellowlegs  (Tringa melanoleuca)    Migratory SB 

 Lesser Yellowlegs  (Tringa flavipes)    Migratory SB 

 Solitary Sandpiper  (Tringa solitaria)    Migratory SB 

 Willet  (Tringa semipalmata)    Summer SB 

 Spotted Sandpiper  (Actitis macularius)    Summer SB 

 Upland Sandpiper  (Bartramia longicauda)    Summer SB 

 Whimbrel  (Numenius phaeopus)    Migratory SB 

 Marbled Godwit  (Limosa fedoa)    Summer SB 

 Semipalmated 
Sandpiper  (Calidris pusilla)    Migratory SB 

 Western Sandpiper  (Calidris mauri)    Migratory SB 

 Least Sandpiper  (Calidris minutilla)    Migratory SB 

 White-rumped 
Sandpiper  (Calidris fuscicollis)    Migratory SB 

 Baird's Sandpiper  (Calidris bairdii)    Migratory SB 

 Pectoral Sandpiper  (Calidris melanotos)    Migratory SB 

 Dunlin  (Calidris alpina)    Migratory SB 

 Stilt Sandpiper  (Calidris himantopus)    Migratory SB 

 Long-billed Dowitcher  (Limnodromus scolopaceus)    Migratory SB 

 Wilson's Snipe  (Gallinago delicata)    Summer SB 

 Wilson's Phalarope  (Phalaropus tricolor)    Summer SB 

 Red-necked Phalarope  (Phalaropus lobatus)    Migratory SB 

 Bonaparte's Gull  (Chroicocephalus philadelphia)    Migratory SB 

 Ring-billed Gull  (Larus delawarensis)    Migratory SB 

 California Gull  (Larus californicus)    Migratory SB 

 Thayer's Gull  (Larus thayeri)    Migratory SB 

 Glaucous Gull  (Larus hyperboreus)    Migratory SB 

 Rock Pigeon  (Columba livia)    Year-
round NG 

 Eurasian Collared-
Dove  (Streptopelia decaocto)    Year-

round NG 

 Mourning Dove  (Zenaida macroura)    Summer GB 
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 Great Horned Owl  (Bubo virginianus)    Year-
round Rap 

 Snowy Owl  (Bubo scandiacus)    Winter Rap 

 Long-eared Owl  (Asio otus)    Year-
round Rap 

 Common Nighthawk  (Chordeiles minor)    Summer MB 

 Ruby-throated 
Hummingbird  (Archilochus colubris)    Summer MB 

 Belted Kingfisher  (Megaceryle alcyon)    Summer MB 

 Downy Woodpecker  (Picoides pubescens)    Year-
round MB 

 Hairy Woodpecker  (Picoides villosus)    Year-
round MB 

 Northern Flicker  (Colaptes auratus)    Year-
round MB 

 Olive-sided Flycatcher  (Contopus cooperi)    Migratory MB 

 Western Wood-Pewee  (Contopus sordidulus)    Summer MB 

 Willow Flycatcher  (Empidonax traillii)    Summer MB 

 Least Flycatcher  (Empidonax minimus)    Summer MB 

 Say's Phoebe  (Sayornis saya)    Summer MB 

 Western Kingbird  (Tyrannus verticalis)    Summer MB 

 Eastern Kingbird  (Tyrannus tyrannus)    Summer MB 

 Horned Lark  (Eremophila alpestris)    Year-
round MB 

 Purple Martin  (Progne subis)    Migratory MB 

 Tree Swallow  (Tachycineta bicolor)    Summer MB 

 Violet-green Swallow  (Tachycineta thalassina)    Summer MB 

 Northern Rough-
winged Swallow  (Stelgidopteryx serripennis)    Summer MB 

 Bank Swallow  (Riparia riparia)    Summer MB 

 Cliff Swallow  (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota)    Summer MB 

 Barn Swallow  (Hirundo rustica)    Summer MB 

 Blue Jay  (Cyanocitta cristata)    Year-
round MB 

 Black-billed Magpie  (Pica hudsonia)    Year-
round NG 

 American Crow  (Corvus brachyrhynchos)    Summer NG 

 Common Raven  (Corvus corax)    Year-
round NG 

 Black-capped 
Chickadee  (Poecile atricapillus)    Year-

round NG 

 White-breasted 
Nuthatch  (Sitta carolinensis)    Year-

round MB 

 Rock Wren  (Salpinctes obsoletus)    Summer MB 

 House Wren  (Troglodytes aedon)    Summer MB 

 Marsh Wren  (Cistothorus palustris)    Summer MB 

 Mountain Bluebird  (Sialia currucoides)    Summer MB 
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 Swainson's Thrush  (Catharus ustulatus)    Migratory MB 

 American Robin  (Turdus migratorius)    Year-
round MB 

 Gray Catbird  (Dumetella carolinensis)    Summer MB 

 Northern Mockingbird  (Mimus polyglottos)    Summer MB 

 Brown Thrasher  (Toxostoma rufum)    Summer MB 

 Bohemian Waxwing  (Bombycilla garrulus)    Winter MB 

 Cedar Waxwing  (Bombycilla cedrorum)    Year-
round MB 

 Northern Shrike  (Lanius excubitor)    Winter MB 

 European Starling  (Sturnus vulgaris)    Year-
round NG 

 Warbling Vireo  (Vireo gilvus)    Summer MB 

 Red-eyed Vireo  (Vireo olivaceus)    Summer MB 

 Orange-crowned 
Warbler  (Oreothlypis celata)    Migratory MB 

 Nashville Warbler  (Oreothlypis ruficapilla)    Migratory MB 

 Yellow Warbler  (Setophaga petechia)    Summer MB 

 Chestnut-sided 
Warbler  (Setophaga pensylvanica)    Migratory MB 

 Magnolia Warbler  (Setophaga magnolia)    Migratory MB 

 Cape May Warbler  (Setophaga tigrina)    Migratory MB 

 Palm Warbler  (Setophaga palmarum)    Migratory MB 

 Blackpoll Warbler  (Setophaga striata)    Migratory MB 

 American Redstart  (Setophaga ruticilla)    Summer MB 

 MacGillivray's Warbler  (Geothlypis tolmiei)    Migratory MB 

 Common Yellowthroat  (Geothlypis trichas)    Summer MB 

 Canada Warbler  (Cardellina canadensis)    Migratory MB 

 Yellow-breasted Chat  (Icteria virens)    Summer MB 

 Rose-breasted 
Grosbeak  (Pheucticus ludovicianus)    Migratory MB 

 Black-headed 
Grosbeak  (Pheucticus melanocephalus)    Summer MB 

 Lazuli Bunting  (Passerina amoena)    Summer MB 

 Indigo Bunting  (Passerina cyanea)    Migratory MB 

 Spotted Towhee  (Pipilo maculatus)    Summer MB 

 American Tree 
Sparrow  (Spizelloides arborea)    Winter MB 

 Clay-colored Sparrow  (Spizella pallida)    Summer MB 

 Field Sparrow  (Spizella pusilla)    Summer MB 

 Vesper Sparrow  (Pooecetes gramineus)    Summer MB 

 Lark Sparrow  (Chondestes grammacus)    Summer MB 

 Lark Bunting  (Calamospiza melanocorys)    Summer MB 

 Savannah Sparrow  (Passerculus sandwichensis)    Summer MB 
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 Grasshopper Sparrow  (Ammodramus savannarum)    Summer MB 

 Song Sparrow  (Melospiza melodia)    Summer MB 

 White-throated 
Sparrow  (Zonotrichia albicollis)    Migratory MB 

 Harris's Sparrow  (Zonotrichia querula)    Migratory MB 

 Lapland Longspur  (Calcarius lapponicus)    Winter MB 

 Snow Bunting  (Plectrophenax nivalis)    Winter MB 

 Red-winged Blackbird  (Agelaius phoeniceus)    Summer MB 

 Western Meadowlark  (Sturnella neglecta)    Summer MB 

 Yellow-headed 
Blackbird  (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus)    Summer MB 

 Rusty Blackbird  (Euphagus carolinus)    Migratory MB 

 Brewer's Blackbird  (Euphagus cyanocephalus)    Summer MB 

 Common Grackle  (Quiscalus quiscula)    Summer MB 

 Brown-headed 
Cowbird  (Molothrus ater)    Summer MB 

 Orchard Oriole  (Icterus spurius)    Summer MB 

 Baltimore Oriole  (Icterus galbula)    Summer MB 

 Bullock's Oriole  (Icterus bullockii)    Summer MB 

 House Finch  (Haemorhous mexicanus)    Year-
round MB 

 Common Redpoll  (Acanthis flammea)    Winter MB 

 Hoary Redpoll  (Acanthis hornemanni)    Winter MB 

 American Goldfinch  (Spinus tristis)    Summer MB 

 Horned Grebe  (Podiceps auritus) SOC G5 S3B Migratory WF 

 Black-necked Stilt  (Himantopus mexicanus) SOC G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 Long-billed Curlew  (Numenius americanus) SOC G5 S3B Summer SB 

 Caspian Tern (Hydroprogne caspia) SOC G5 S2B Migratory SB 

 Forster's Tern  (Sterna forsteri) SOC G5 S3B Migratory SB 

 Black Tern  (Chlidonias niger) SOC G4 S3B Summer SB 

 Sage Thrasher  (Oreoscoptes montanus) SOC G5 S3B Summer MB 

 Sprague's Pipit  (Anthus spragueii) SOC G4 S3B Summer MB 

 Brewer's Sparrow  (Spizella breweri) SOC G5 S3B Summer WF 

 Tundra Swan  (Cygnus columbianus)    Migratory WF 

 Pacific Loon  (Gavia pacifica)    Migratory WF 

 Canvasback  (Aythya valisineria)    Summer WF 

 Sharp-shinned Hawk  (Accipiter striatus)    Summer Rap 

 Red-breasted 
Nuthatch  (Sitta canadensis)    Year-

round MB 

 Yellow-rumped 
Warbler  (Setophaga coronata)    Summer MB 

 Northern Saw-whet 
Owl  (Aegolius acadicus)    Winter Rap 

 Wilson's Warbler  (Cardellina pusilla)    Migratory MB 



 

 

  Common Name Scientific Name 
Species 

of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Seasonal 
Range 

Species 
Category 

 Chipping Sparrow  (Spizella passerina)    Summer MB 

  Lincoln's Sparrow  (Melospiza lincolnii)       Migratory MB 

Reptiles 

 Snapping Turtle (Chelydra serpentina) SOC G5 S3  Year-
round 

Rep 

 Spiny Softshell  (Apalone spinifera) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round 

Rep 

 Greater Short-horned 
Lizard  

(Phrynosoma hernandesi) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round 

Rep 

 Plains Hog-nosed 
Snake  

(Heterodon nasicus) SOC G5 S2 Year-
round 

Rep 

 Western Milksnake  (Lampropeltis gentilis) SOC G4G5 S2 Year-
round 

Rep 

 Smooth Greensnake  (Opheodrys vernalis) SOC G5 S2 Year-
round 

Rep 

 Painted Turtle  (Chrysemys picta)    Year-
round 

Rep 

 Common Sagebrush 
Lizard  

(Sceloporus graciosus)    Year-
round 

Rep 

 North American Racer  (Coluber constrictor)    Year-
round 

Rep 

 Gophersnake  (Pituophis catenifer)    Year-
round 

Rep 

 Plains Gartersnake  (Thamnophis radix)    Year-
round 

Rep 

 Common Gartersnake  (Thamnophis sirtalis)    Year-
round 

Rep 

  Prairie Rattlesnake  (Crotalus viridis)       Year-
round 

Rep 

Amphibians 

 Great Plains Toad (Anaxyrus cognatus) SOC G5 S2 Year-
round 

AM 

 Plains Spadefoot  (Spea bombifrons) SOC G5 S3 Year-
round 

AM 

 Northern Leopard 
Frog  

(Lithobates pipiens) SOC G5 S1,S4 Year-
round 

AM 

 Western Tiger 
Salamander  

(Ambystoma mavortium)    Year-
round 

AM 

 Woodhouse's Toad  (Anaxyrus woodhousii)    Year-
round 

AM 

 Boreal Chorus Frog  (Pseudacris maculata)    Year-
round 

AM 

Fish 

 Emerald Shiner (Notropis atherinoides)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Channel Catfish (Ictalurus punctatus)    
Year-
round Fish 

 Mooneye (Hiodon alosoides)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Sauger (Sander canadensis) SOC G5 S2  Year-
round 

Fish 

 Flathead Chub (Platygobio gracilis)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Carp (Cyprinus carpio) Exotic G5 SNA Year-
round 

Fish 



 

 

  Common Name Scientific Name 
Species 

of 
Concern 

Global 
Rank 

State 
Rank 

Seasonal 
Range 

Species 
Category 

 White Sucker (Catostomus commersoni)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Shorthead Redhorse (Moxostoma macrolepidotum)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Sand Shiner (Notropis stramineus)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Longnose Sucker (Catostomus catostomus)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Longnose Dace (Rhinichthys cataractae)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Mountain Sucker  (Catostomus platyrhynchus)    Year-
round 

Fish 

 Pallid Sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus albus) SOC/E G2 S1 Year-
round 

Fish 

 Sturgeon Chub (Macrhybopsis gelida) SOC G3 S2S3 Year-
round 

Fish 

 Sicklefin Chub (Macrhybopsis meeki) SOC G3 S1 Year-
round 

Fish 

  Blue Sucker (Cycleptus elongatus) SOC G3G4 S2S3 Year-
round 

Fish 

Invertebrates 

 Prairie Bluet  (Coenagrion angulatum) PSOC G5 S1S3 
Year-
round INV 

 Horned Clubtail  (Arigomphus cornutus) PSOC G4 S2S4 
Year-
round INV 

 Variable Darner  (Aeshna interrupta)    
Year-
round INV 

  Variable Dancer  (Argia fumipennis)       
Year-
round INV 

 Notes:       

 Species of Concern Global/State Rank      

 SOC = Species of 
Concern 

G1/S1 =  At high risk because of extremely limited and/or rapidly declining population 
number, range and/or habitat. 

 PSOC = Potential 
Species of Concern 

G2/S2 =  At risk because of very limited and/or potentially declining population numbers, 
range and/or habitat. 

 Exotic = Exotic 
Species 

G3/S3 = Potentially at risk because of limited and/or declining numbers, range and/or 
habitat. 

 E = T&E Endangered G4/S4 = Apparently secure, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, and/or 
suspected to be declining. 

 Th = T&E Threatened G5/S5 = Common, widespread, and abundant (although it may be rare in parts of its 
range). 

 Species Category SU = Unrankable - Species currently unrankable due to lack of information. 

 

Pred = Predators  
BG = Big Game 
OM = Other Mammals 
Rap = Raptor  
SB = Shore Bird 

SNA = A conservation status rank is not applicable because the species or 
ecosystem is not a suitable target for conservation activities as a result of 
being:  1) not confidently present in the state;  2) exotic or introduced;  3) a 
long distance migrant with accidental or irregular stopovers; or  4) a hybrid 
without conservation value. 

 

 WF = Waterfowl G#G# or S#S# = Indicates a range of uncertainty about the status of the 
species.   

 MB = Migratory Bird S#, S# = Indicates that populations in different geographic portions of the species' range in 
Montana have a different conservation status.  GB = Game Bird 

 
NG = Non Game  
Rep = Reptile  
AM = Amphibian 

S#B =Breeding - Rank refers to the breeding population of the species in 
Montana.  

 INV = Invertebrates S#M = Migratory - Species occurs in Montana only during 
migration.   
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From: steve rone
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on proposed intake diversion -Montana dam, Yellowstone River
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 1:40:10 PM

I would like to take this time to express my opposition to the Corp's draft proposal re the above intake diversion to
montana dam as being wholly inadaquate for the pallid sturegeon fish's survival. Only if the Montana dam is
removed can the fish have a fighting chance at survival. Our country is better than allowind short-sighted greed to
trump a remarkable animal"s survival sucess. Haven't we dumped on our biosphere enough? Farmers depending on
the water to grow crops can embrace another occupation- the fish sure can't! Thank you. Steve Rone

mailto:srone@mail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Georgia Peterson Hensley
To: CENWO-Planning
Cc: Georgia Peterson Hensley
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on the Intake Diversion Project
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 11:34:30 PM

To whom it may concern,
Small family farms are a dying breed.  Larger corporate farms buy multiple smaller farms when family farms lose
their ability to compete in a free market due to massive natural disasters that alter natural resources or when
government entities change longstanding policies which govern these resources.  

Critical habitat for fish and wildlife is of utmost concern to agencies that are given the responsibility to manage and
protect habitat, often to the detriment of those humans whose livelihood is dependent upon those decisions. 
Solutions should always balance the needs of every species impacted by habitat change.

In the interest and the welfare of all critical populations and breeds, it is my opinion that decisions necessarily allow
for the survival and well being of all species involved.  Within the species of homosapiens there is a community of
humans whose activity and habitat is subject to increased pressure from larger communities and outside forces.  This
breed is referred to as "small family farmers."  This group has been around since man first started to plant and
harvest.  Within the United States this population is in serious decline and at the current rate of failure to thrive,
small farm families will soon disappear from society. 

I believe all decisions related to this project should consider the negative impact such decisions have upon small
farm populations.  Any final decision that is made should also protect the human families whose survival is
dependent upon habitat and resources that could be jeopardized or removed as a consequence.

I would not support a program that threaten the survival of plaid sturgeon nor do I feel that impact upon human
populations is of secondary importance.  Please accept the project that was developed and is now being challenged
by outside populations that have no concern for every aspect and consequence and who appear to single-mindedly
hold human consequences with lower regard. 

Very Sincerely,
Georgia Hensley
Fourth Generation Eastern Montana Survivor

a

mailto:georgialeep@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jack Stanford
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:47:46 AM

                I write to urge the Army Corps and other permitting agencies to support the removal of the Intake
Diversion Dam and pursue existing and effective damless diversion alternatives to achieve unimpeded fish and other
wildlife migration along the Yellowstone River.

Sincerely,
Jack Stanford
Emeritus Professor of Ecology
University of Montana

mailto:drjflbs@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Tori Burns
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments - Lower Yellowstone Project - Pallid Sturgeon Passage and Entrainment Project
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:55:35 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

Please accept my comments on the Pallid Sturgeon Passage and Entrainment Project.  After spending time on rivers
and seeing these magnificent historic animals in their native habitat I strongly urge the dam not be reconstructed and
the use of irrigation pumps be implemented to save the Pallid Sturgeon from probable extinction.  Although this
option will cost more, it is the only reliable way to ensure the sturgeon get through the passage, therefore not a waste
of expenditures. The risky expensive option of a bypass channel should not be considered, bypass channels have not
worked for sturgeon. 

In summary, I strongly urge the option of pumps be implemented for the Pallid Sturgeon Passage and Entrainment
Project as the only reliable option to save this rare species and avoid wasteful expenditures of the tax payers money
on a dam and bypass channel that will not work for this animal.

Thank you for your consideration.

Tori Burns, MSPH CIH

 

mailto:Tori.Burns@questar.com
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From: Hugh Zackheim
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish

Passage Project, Dawson County, Montana
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 3:53:40 PM

I submit the following comments on the DEIS for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage
Project in Dawson County, Montana.

I strongly oppose the proposal to build a river-wide weir, accompanied by a bypass channel, on the Yellowstone
River. Montanans do not want your dam on the Yellowstone River, no matter what you call it.

Moreover, your plan is completely untested and the results are unknown. It is simply rampant and hopeful
speculation that this would achieve any fishery goals. Rather, it appears more likely to be the death knell for the
pallid sturgeon. It is unconscionable that agencies required by law to protect and recover the exceptionally rare
population of this fish are proposing actions that may turn this endangered fish into an extinct fish.

This, of course, is In addition to your proposal repreenting a colossal waste of taxpayer dollars.

We need to adopt an     alternative for the Lower Yellowstone that      does not involve damming        the    
Yellowstone River, does not depend on hopes for an untested bypass channel, and does in fact sustain the natural
flow of the river in its existing river channel. An undammed river is the flow regime under which the pallid sturgeon
evolved and formerly thrived. Any design to support irrigation must be based on a free-flowing Yellowstone River,
and must be constructed in a way that allows pallid sturgeon and other fish    species to move upstream in the natural
river channel, without simply hoping that they’ll use an expensive and untested bypass. It is your obligation to
Montanans, to American citizens, and the to laws of this country to take the best steps to accomplish the goal of
pallid sturgeon conservation and recovery. Your current proposal is not the way to proceed.

Moreover, if you use your dollars wisely, you can readily accommodate   the Lower Yellowstone water     users  
with    a properly designed and operated system of      pumps to serve the irrigation infrastructure. Couple the pumps
with sensible development of renewable energy development to power them, and further add investments in water
conservation and improved irrigation efficiency, and you can achieve both fishery and irrigation goals.

Your present proposal falls well short of this on all counts, and is unacceptable.

Hugh Zackheim
315 Ming Place
Helena, MT 59601
email: montanazac@mac.com

mailto:montanazac@mac.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Jamie Ramsay
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project Public Comment
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 2:53:06 PM

To Whom it may concern,

I think that the best solution for both the farmers and the Pallid Sturgeon is to completely remove the diversion dam
and replace it with multiple fish safe water pumps. Ideally the water pumps could be wind powered since wind is
hardly a rarity in this area.

I do not think that the bypass channel alternative will work with Sturgeon. Fish ladders rarely work with any
species, and have never worked with Sturgeon (New York TImes, Sept, 3, 2015 and July 25, 2016). The Multiple
Pump solution, with or without conservation is the only way to insure that the Pallid Sturgeon has a chance to
survive. The cost differential is not significant in the long term. Given that the  Bypass Channel will likely not work
for Sturgeon their population will continue to collapse. When the population is critical and their genetic diversity is
drastically reduced not only will they have less chance to survive long term but we have to step in and spend the
extra money in a heroic effort to save the species. It is much better to to spend a little of that money now while the
population of Pallid Sturgeon is still relatively strong and diverse. Please remove the diversion dam and provide
water to the farmers with a multiple pump system.

The multiple pump solution would not only benefit the Pallid Sturgeon but the farmers in the area as well. As we
have unfortunately learned petroleum pipeline ruptures and rail car accidents in the Yellowstone Basin can and do
occur. Shutting off and cleaning a contaminated canal system is a slow process. Simply shutting down pumps in the
event of an oil spill could save both time and money.

Thank you for time. If you need any further information from me, or have any questions please let me know.

Sincerely,

James Ramsay

mailto:jamieramsay2@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Patti Mann
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 8:41:11 PM

     I am contacting you to comment on the alternatives being considered for the Intake Diversion Dam. Personally, I
would like to see either no action or possibly the rock ramp. The bypass is a waste of effort and money as there is no
way to know if the sturgeon will even use it.  I am stating an emphatic “NO” to the pumps. Are you really going to
spend millions of dollars on an unreliable system that demands more power than there even is in the area? Do we
even know if this will be successful for the 5% of the sturgeon population supposedly using it? I know who it’s not
going to work for. Farmers. I have worked in a welding shop for a local contractor for 17 years around all kinds of
equipment including pumps. Mechanical failure is 100% guaranteed at some point. Most likely, at a critical time for
the farmers. They are not the only ones dependent on water getting through. There is plenty of other wildlife and
vegetation not to mention the communities of eastern Montana. Pumps fail. Gravity does not.
     I am a believer in conservation and I am a lover of animals. I cannot, however, get on board with some of these
alternatives. If it is true that only 5%of the population is using the Yellowstone, then the pallid sturgeon is not as
threatened as the Defenders of Wildlife would have us believe.  None of these measures guarantees success for that
5%. So why are there proposals of spending millions of dollars and putting communities all along eastern Montana
at risk?
     Please leave the Intake Dam as is.

Thank You,
Patti Mann
pmann@midrivers.com

mailto:pmann@midrivers.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Chris Fryer
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 2:20:31 PM

To The USACE:

Re: The Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project

We are writing to voice our concern that the above project could further endanger the pallid sturgeon, of which only
about 125 currently survive.

Fish passages, such as the one proposed, have indeed worked for some species of fish but never for sturgeon.

We strongly support following California's example where the Red Bluff Diversion Dam on the Sacramento River
was removed for the passage of salmon.

We believe that the Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone should be removed and the current irrigation
system replaced with pumps.

Please consider our email as part of your public comments.

Thank you.

Christopher Fryer

Desly Movius

mailto:Mofry.512@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Carey P
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 5:49:02 AM

To whom it may concern,

It is critical that we prevent the extinction of this ancient and fascinating species, the Pallid Sturgeon. Because its
extinction is preventable, it would be to our species great shame should we cause it to disappear from our shared
planet.

There are other proven ways to irrigate farmland. Let us use them. US Agricultural special interests have gotten a
free pass for far too long. Corn is not more important than this unique species. Bypass channels have not proven
successful.

Please stop wasting time as it is of the essence. Remove the dam and let this fish population swim freely and have a
fighting chance to continue to exist.

Sincerely,

Carey Peterson
+1 970 462 6667

mailto:carey.mail@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: mike carlson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam/Bypass Comments
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 5:37:16 PM

Dear Sirs,

    I would like to continue to comment on the draft EIS for the proposed Intake diversion dam and bypass project.
Any selected alternative must not deprive the LYIP of their irrigation water for 58,000 acres and 350 farm in this
region. It is the lifeblood of our agricultural economy.

I still feel the old rock and concrete base diversion structure has continued to function very well  and lets water flow
through it.

There is a huge cost to replace what has worked fine with a minimum of maintenance by the LYIP. I am still
opposed to the new bypass channel and it's huge cost and feel opening up the slough is still the cheapest and best
alternative for a fish bypass. 100 years ago 75% of the Yellowstone River's water flowed through the slough channel
along the east side. The river should have the ability to flow this way again during high runoff events and is the most
natural way to use the existing flood plain.  Both the proposed bypass and the slough work are highly over
engineered and way too costly. It is hard to believe both would each cost $54-$55 million. Widening and deepening
the slough channel represents the best alternative and supported fish passage in the past.  Costs for contractors are
down now in this region and construction bids should reflect this and save money for the govt. and taxpayers. 

I have not seen any mention of the effects of the new concrete diversion and the proposed bypass to paddle fishing.
Please provide me a link or report/study of the possible negative effects to this important fishery.  Paddlefishing is
important to our region's economy each spring.

I am strongly opposed to any alternative which would result in the loss of the diversion dam and force LYIP to
pump this huge amount of water. 

This is based on experience with pumping along the Yellowstone River above Intake. Buffalo Rapids District 1
(BRIP) provides water to 16,500 acres plus another 1,000 acres of rural and urban users in West Glendive. These
acres are about ¼ the of what the Lower Yellowstone Project irrigates. Buffalo Rapids pumps all of their water
(about 450 CFS) which is about 16% of what the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project directly pulls out of the
Yellowstone River (3,000 CFS). 

BRIP has done many water delivery improvements because it has to pay for power and has large continuing
expenses for its 5 pumps. It is extremely expensive to pump these huge volumes of water out of the Yellowstone
River. Also the water must be lifted 110 feet up the hill to the main canal.

BRIP has 2 pumping stations. Pump station #1 has three 2,500 HP GE motors and Worthington pumps. The motors
were replaced 15 years ago at a cost of $1.5M. Every 10 years they must be taken out and rebuilt - $150,000. Every
5 years the pumps must be rebuilt with new bearings, seals, fittings. It cost at least $25,000/ year to keep the 100
year old pumps going.  BRIP contracts with Sulzer, Inc. of Gillette Wy. who do monthly pump and motor analysis
for vibration, heat, and bearing wear, etc. Cost is $25,000/year.  The entire pump #1 station and the 5 story concrete
building has a replacement value of $10 Million. This station is in the flood plain and has been flooded 3 times. 

mailto:mcarlson@midrivers.com
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Pump Station #2 half way between Glendive and Fallon has 2 – 800 HP motors and Gould pumps. 80 CFS is
pumped for a ½ mile 120 feet up a hill to refill the main canal. This pump station cost $2.5 Million in 1978. Yearly
operating costs are $25,000. 

Other costs include a power bill $50,000 year at .05 cents per KWH. BRIP gets electricity from Ft Peck dam from
WAPA. BRIP gets low cost power because of a law when FT Peck dam was built in the 1930”s called the Pick
Sloan Plan. The federal govt agreed to develop irrigated land to replace that which was flooded by the dam with new
irrigation projects along the Yellowstone River. All of the irrigation projects from Billings to Glendive get this
cheap power. LYIP does not have access to this power because it was built in the early 1900’s before Ft Peck
dam.    

   The costs for the LYIP to convert to electric power pumps would be astronomical. Based on our costs I would
estimate the cost of a huge new pumping plant at Intake to be at least $150 -200M with at least $1 to 1.5 M/ year for
maintenance costs.   Debris in the river is a constant problem especially after heavy rain upstream. Pine cones and
moss constantly plug screens. Sand and silt in the Yellowstone River destroy pumps every 10 years or less. Pumps
must be pulled and constantly rebuilt. A new power line from Glendive to Intake would need to be built at a huge
cost. Also a substation would be needed. LYIP would have to install other smaller pumping stations between Intake
and Fairview to refill the canal.  Each of these could cost $5M plus transmission and substation costs. Direct
diversion of water from the river at Intake is by far the cheapest way to divert irrigation water. Any other method
such as pumping would easily quadruple the cost of water to farmers, saddle the farms with a huge debt and cost the
federal government 100’s of million dollars in expenses. Pumping out of the river is a huge expense and headache.

Thanks

Mike Carlson – BRIP Manager 2000 - 2014
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From: mcjmh@nemont.net
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project Input
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 2:39:00 PM

To Whom This Concerns:

     My family was present at the hearing in Billings, MT concerning this
business with the LYIP.  While observing the audience, I thought
about all those who are older or younger than I am, and how they have
in the past, and will in the future, work hard to be careful stewards
of the irrigated land of the Yellwostone Valley. The past and present
farmers have put thier hearts and souls into making this area a
fantastic and  productive agriculture land.

     Just a bit of history for you: my grandfather, A.H. Swenson, was one
of the original members of the irrigation board.  Have any of you
folks stopped to think about the wisdom and the future insight these
men had to design the gravity flow ditch system? And yes, this was
all done without computer engeneering proglrams and the equipment
available today. The countless meetings were not subsidzed nor payed
for by special interest groups either. All the folks working on this
project to bring it to fruitation did so because they saw a future to
make farming better for themselves and for generations after them.

     From what I gathered at the Billings hearing is that wealthy special
interest groups are concerned for the survival of the sturgeon. As
one person commented, the sturgeon has survived well over 100 years
already as things are with the irrigation project, and they will
continue to survive. I found the comment from Mrs. Schlothaurer very
interesting how the two species of sturgeons have interbred for years
and years, and there is no true palid sturgeon anyway. Also, there
are hundreds of sturgeons in other parts of the world.

     A legal court determination had already been made concerning the
future plans for the dam, and this decision had the approval of the
agricultural community. Now the highly funded political/environmental
interest groups are determined to cause problems. What good is our
justice system if rich special interest groups can block a decision
that serves the best interest of the people and the area involeved?
The whole irrigation project system had worked for a long time and
agreed on an acceptable method to solve any problem.

     I cannot imagine how a proposed pump system, with five or more pumps
placed strategically along the way, can be anywhere enviromentally
better than the system now.  Presently, the whole enviroment for all
animals is virtually undisturbed---the  wildlife have an abundant
supply of water and living conditions, and the quiet of the flowing
water does not disturb the environment whereas the noisy pumps will
be a continuous noise pollution for every living creature. Now the
nightime irrigators will hear the roaring pumps instead of the
quietness of the night---also, any wildlife will be forever plagued
with the noise day and night.   The concept of pumps to save
underwater fish does not equate to the noise problems of the
environment above water, and the expenses to operate them.
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     The noise pollution is not the ponly problem----testimony was given
several times as to the enormous expenses invlolved with
pumps-----the purchasing of pumps, the installation of them, the
expense of bringing electricity to the pumps, the general maintenace
of pumps and the replacement expense of them, and the numerous
unforeseen problems. And yes, every time there is an electricity
outage, the pumps go down, the water stops flowing and the farmer is
unable to lirrigate as needed. The proposed ideas of the special
interest groups has the potential to burden the farmers with
horrendous expenses in their operations.

       I urge you to stick with the plan already approved by the judge and
approved by the LYIP, too.   Don't beat the farmers down
again---give them the respect they have worked so hard to earn and
to already accommodate all the demanding changes they have had to
make in order to feed you and me.

Thank you,

Janice M. Hunter
Former citizen of the Yellowstone Valley from the old Dore, ND community.
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From: steve gil
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone Project comments
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:10:11 PM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation,

I am writing in support of an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. The pallid
sturgeon has survived for over 70 million years. It is appalling that just in the last century, river management has
caused its habitat to change to the point that this unique species could be lost forever.

I am strongly opposed to the construction of a new dam that includes an artificial bypass. Your own analysis
confirms that the chances of the pallid sturgeon would use it and be able to survive are minimal. Therefore, the
construction of a new dam is an irresponsible use of tax money because it ensures the pallid sturgeon would remain
endangered and the cost of constructing and maintaining a new dam with a bypass, both costing taxpayers tens of
millions of dollars when a better alternative is available.

The best option for the survival of the endangered pallid sturgeon is to remove the Intake Dam and choose the open
river alternative, providing pumps or other means to get irrigators water and ensures the survival of the pallid
sturgeon. Spending millions of taxpayer dollars on the bypass that has a slim chance of success is reckless and short
sighted.

It is costly for a species to remain on the endangered list. The removal of the dam and the open river alternative is
the most responsible use of tax money and best option for managing human needs with sustaining biological
diversity. Scientific studies on marine species in the area have proven that it is the dams that are the biggest problem
for the survival of the pallid sturgeon. Therefore I support the open river alternative to ensure its survival does not
end in our lifetime.

Sincerely,

Steve Gil

136 Eager Ct

Evansville WI 53536

stevegil3@gmail.com <mailto:stevegil3@gmail.com>
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From: Scott Burger
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lower Yellowstone
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 6:09:23 AM

To whom it may concern,

Remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River Diversion Dam) with a damless
diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other species to freely migrate along the river. Such damless
diversions already exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone.

Sincerely,
Scott Burger

612 S. Laurel Street
Richmond, VA 23220
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From: Picture Perfect
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP Intake Fish Passage Project EIS
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 4:56:59 PM

I am a small business owner located in Sidney, Montana, and also have a dry land farm with a few irrigated acres in
Savage, Montana.

A biologist in Billings spoke at the meeting, stating that the pallid sturgeon is not native to the Yellowstone River,
not to the Missouri River, so I believe this is all very  much a waste of time.  They use the river, great, and we can
assist them in the efforts to get upstream.  I am all for assisting them.  but to wipe out the irrigation system, which in
turn will wipe out the eastern Montana economy in our area is absurd. 

I will be forwarding some pictures of the area before the irrigation project, and after the irrigation project.  The
increased vegitiation and trees is very beneficial to the pheasants, grouse, deer, and other wildlife in the area.  The
area was very bare prior to the irrigation.

Pumps will not work.  If one breaks down, there will be a problem in the entire system.  What about the ugly sight
and noise 20 of the pumps would pose onto the environment?  They are destructive to the environment, not reliable,
and expensive.  Ask Buffalo Rapids farmers how it is working out for them. 

The Lower Irrigation workers left "divots" in the dam to make it easier for the fish to go upstream, and the bypass is
an ever larger way for the fish to head upstream. The dam is not a huge wall, it is made of large rocks that they can
swim over in the spring. I believe people who have jumped on the bandwagon against the bypass have no idea what
the dam looks like and what it's function is.
Environmentalists say the fish will not find the bypass.  Are there not studies that show they have found a way
already?  And how does one know that they won't find it?  It has to be tried....it is the only economical proposal
there is. 

Closing of the irrigation systeme will shut down Sidney Sugars, which will have a huge trickle down effect for
Sidney/Savage/Fairview.  With those wages and jobs no longer in the community,  our stores and our hosptial would
be less busy, Which will affect our schools.  Personally, without our irrigated land, we will have to cut back on the
size of our herd for lack of feed in the winter.  Purchasing alfalfa elsewhere is too expensive as well, again have sell
some of the herd.  

The fish have been surviving for 117 years....why would they die out now?  I am 100% for saving the fish AND the
farmer...they bypass HAS to be tried.  Environmentalists are extremists, not willing to work with others.  If they
keep succeeding in their efforts, the world is going to get hungry and the government, corporations, and the rich will
be the only landowners in the United States.  My son is heading off to college at Monana State Universty to study
Livestock Management.  He will be the 4th generation to run our ranch/farm.  Please give the bypass a chance and
him a chance as well. 

Thank you.

Jan Bloesser
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From: Ted Paschke
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] open comments about the "Intake question"
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 4:29:29 PM

:::Is there any way for you to send me a confirmation that you did, in fact, receive this?

July 28, 2016

To whom it may concern:

I am writing about the question of the Intake Project in the Lower Yellowstone Valley, in Montana.  Today is the
last day to submit comments, so I am "in time."

My observations are as follows:

1)  My preference is that nothing be done, i.e. none of the suggested options that are spoken of for Intake, i.e. "by-
pass channel", "pumps", etc. 

Study shows the pallid sturgeon exist in both the Missouri and the Mississippi River.  Why does anything need to be
done?  Clearly, NOTHING needs to be done.

This is reinforced by the fact the Fish & Wildlife Department permits "catch and release" at Intake.  IF there was
really was a real, legitimate concern for the fish, "catch and release" would be banned, and no fishing of any kind
would be permitted in the area where the pallid sturgeon are. 

The fact "catch and release" is permitted indicates something is "up."
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So, my question is this:  In light of the above, why are you even considering altering the Intake facility?  Is there
some sort of hidden agenda by people who want  to do a project, or to even eliminate the existing facility?  That is
an honest question.

2)  Then, I wish to ask you a second question.  It is based in the following from Wikipedia:

"Pallid sturgeon are actively being raised in a dozen hatcheries
<Blockedhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish_hatchery>  and the offspring are being released back to the wild every
year."

Other material indicates this hatchery program and fish release back to the wild is proving successful.

If  there truly is a valid need to nurture these fish, the simplest solution to do so---if one really wishes to so---is to
operate hatcheries and release the young fish UPSTREAM of the existing Intake weir, without making any changes
to it.

This is done with several types of fish, in a multitude of fish hatcheries all over the United States. 

I suggest you use that approach at Intake, if you feel you "must do something."

Yet, when I asked a government employee in Montana about utilizing that fish hatcheries and releasing, he was
quick to respond 'the government is not going to do that.'

WHY NOT?

3)  I was recently in the Buford, North Dakota area, at the Fort Union historic facility, for tourism.  That is on the



Missouri River, within fifty miles of Intake.  On the wall of the museum there was a picture of a pallid sturgeon.  I
had seen the Intake Facility the previous afternoon, so it was interesting to see the picture.  So, I asked the "park
attendant" on duty if there were pallid sturgeon in the river by the fort.  The woman's quick response was, "Yes, they
are in the river here." 

Further reading shows there are pallid sturgeon in various places, in the Missouri River and Mississippi River
systems.

I do not believe there really is a risk to the pallid sturgeon at Intake, in light of the fact they are found elsewhere, in
various places.

So, again, I oppose making any change at Intake.  There is no need for it.  And, the country's present debt should
dissuade us from doing anything like the proposals at Intake.  Quite simply, we don't have the money, least of all, to
spend on unneeded projects.

4)  IF those granted the power to make the decisions regarding Intake feel they MUST do something------and ONLY
in that situation-----I fully support ONLY the proposed fish bypass.  I categorically oppose the so-called "pumping
option", as well as the other options proposed. 

I state that due to the cost----economic considerations.

But, even more so, the so-called "pumping" option is totally impractical, and unfeasible economically-speaking.

And, it will impose unjust, unnecessary, tremendous suffering upon all those who live in the area served by the
Intake facility.  I understand they number about 54,000.  They, as one man, will suffer greatly if you do anything
improper.  The government was to be "...of he people, by the people, for the people", not against the people's
welfare.

Sincerely,



From: Willie O"Laughlin
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:01:17 PM

To The Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District,

I am writing regarding he proposal for retrofitting the Intake Diversion Dam on the Yellowstone river.

I believe the best option is to install pumps to bring the agricultural water to the farms, and remove the dam, in order
to satisfy the needs of the farmers while not compromising the ability of the endangered Pallid Sturgeon from
reproducing and continuing to survive in a healthy flowing river.

Thank you,

Will O'Laughlin
160 Brayton Road
Boston, MA 02135

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Daniel Davis
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 10:11:54 AM

Please! Remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River Diversion Dam) with a
damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other species to freely migrate along the river. As you
know, such damless diversions already exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone River.

Dam removal will bring back fisheries and recreational opportunities which will pay us all back for your efforts.

Thank you for your consideration,
Daniel Davis
SoC Design Engineer, Intel. And a concerned citizen, USA :)
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From: lauren ramsay
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove the Dam from the Lower Yellowstone Project
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 2:48:37 PM

Hello,

Remove the dam from the Lower Yellowstone Project and use pumps instead. The cost is not that much greater and
the fish ladders have never worked well for almost any species, and never at all with Sturgeon. They are amazing
fish and deserve to survive.

Thank you,

Lauren Ramsay
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From: Dede Draper
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Remove Yellowstone River Diversion Dam
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 8:37:36 AM

To Whom it May Concern,

I am writing to request that you remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River
Diversion Dam) with a damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other species to freely migrate along
the river. Such damless diversions already exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone, and this would be a good solution for
this location.

Thank you for your consideration.

Dede Draper
3618 Hwy 32
Ashton, ID 83420
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From: Loren Young
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake bypass
Date: Friday, July 29, 2016 3:55:44 PM

I believe the bypass for the fish is the best option, please do this so the lives of the people can get back to normal.
Any other option would be harder on the Environment  This bypass is common sense. 
Thank you. Loren H. Young
Sent from my iPhone
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From: valerie preston
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Saturday, July 30, 2016 12:46:15 AM

The article starts out, "Pallid Sturgeon were once abundant along the Missouri River".  Please do every you can to
protect the 125 of them that are left and help them multiply.  We need biodiversity, we must not kill web of life on
earth.  Protect the Pallid Sturgeon.   Valerie Preston 
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From: delivery@actionsprout.com
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Save the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon
Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 10:16:43 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project in Montana. I support an
open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. Your own analysis shows that the best
outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon from this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river
and allow full river passage. I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that
endangered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get. Please adopt an
alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon
a fighting chance. Spending taxpayer dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future -
pay to do this right the first time.

________________________________

This email was sent to cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil on behalf of Defenders of Wildlife because someone
completed this action: Blockedhttps://actionsprout.io/625455

If you don't want to receive these types of emails, you can opt out
<Blockedhttps://actionsprout.typeform.com/to/FqDJoh?email=cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil>  of future
notifications.

 <Blockedhttp://email.actionsprout.com/wf/open?
upn=E6K3XnVUJA3Kuu7ICMSp9kIfXbu3LzKPbxkoyEevJO7J2Mso3tYQPHx-
2BT3cYCUmYZgM7rmetA10EtZPnuyquIY4PsnQgo9pyZRcD-2FnlorjNt7-2FEq0H8o-2F-2FmSA-
2FPfHL1mKbXbT7hU-2BgPLq3uq9zKHsW0H5NXAMInkEYjHBlesiYXuSP3g-
2By3L336Q8A8WYwhdJIBwHbr-2Fh69HJacsez6Lp3H4wzKmw9bDyeU3yt0M-2B-2F0-3D>
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From: Phillip Leija
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on Intake Diversion Dam DEIS
Date: Sunday, July 17, 2016 11:58:43 PM

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

As someone who cherishes free-flowing rivers and all the benefits they provide to people and wildlife, I urge the
Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam
on the Lower Yellowstone River.

For more than a century, Intake Diversion Dam has blocked upstream passage for federally endangered pallid
sturgeon and dozens of other native fish species in the Lower Yellowstone River. Removing the dam not only would
open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to
hundreds of additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers.

While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s also vital that the Corps
address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops
in the Lower Yellowstone Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably be
met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by clean, renewable, locally-produced
energy such as wind power.

This would not be the first time that a dam has been removed and its function replaced with irrigation pumps. A very
similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently was implemented at Savage Rapids
Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers.

In closing, I urge the Corps to select an alternative that has a high probability of meeting the needs of native fish,
meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project, and costs taxpayers the least amount of money over
the long term. The only alternatives that meet those criteria are the two open river alternatives that involve removing
Intake Dam from the river and replacing its function with a reliable irrigation pump system powered by clean
energy.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Phillip Leija
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Estergard, Scott

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO <Jennifer.Salak@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 10:14 AM

To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] LYIP and intake

-----Original Message-----
From: Brad Franklin [mailto:bfranklin@yellowstonebank.com]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 4:32 PM
To: CENWO-Planning <CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LYIP and intake

I am writing in support of the fish by-pass channel and modified weir for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Project near
Sidney MT. The current gravity flow system is the most environmentally friendly system I can think of. Other systems of
irrigation will have a much larger carbon footprint. Other irrigation systems will also be more expensive and may make
irrigation not feasable. The irrigated valley has been very beneficial to a wide range of plants and animals. Any decrease
would be detrimental to our local ecosystem.

Brad Franklin

449 12 Ave SW

Sidney, MT 59270

406-480-4274
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Estergard, Scott

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO <Jennifer.Salak@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 10:35 AM

To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Intake diversion dam

Tiffany,

Here is one more that came in on the 16th before all the form letters came in on the 17th.

Jennifer

-----Original Message-----
From: Barbara Reidle [mailto:oasis@midrivers.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2016 2:59 PM
To: CENWO-Planning <CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake diversion dam

I would like to go on record as being in favor of the Intake diversion dam as proposed by the Corp of engineers and the
Bureau of reclamation. As a long time resident of this area and a long time farmer in this same area, I know first hand
how important a dependable supply of water is to all of us. I can tell you from experience that pumping is not a viable
solution. Machinery tends to break down and repairing it can be very time consuming at a time when time and water
are of utmost importance. Our crops will not wait for parts to shipped to us and repairmen to utilize those parts. The
diversion dam is the only way to be sure we have the water when it is needed.

Barbara Reidle
3341 Hwy 58
Fairview, Mt 59221-9357
701-744-5752
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July 16, 2016 
 
To Whom it may Concern, 
 
We support the reliable delivery of water to the irrigators provided by this proposed concrete weir. This proposed 
concrete weir and durable fish passage, will provide reliable water to the irrigators in this large region, and greatly 
improve fish passage over the existing stacked boulder diversion dam.  This proposed project needs to be 
completed immediately for the good of the endangered species and all the local communities.  
 
The loss of the existing reliable irrigation water to the surrounding farms would devastate our regional economies 
and communities.  
 
Duane Peters 
1148 Safflower Lane  
Sidney, MT 59270 
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Estergard, Scott

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO <Jennifer.Salak@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 10:14 AM

To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Environmental Study on LYIP & Intake

-----Original Message-----
From: Diahn Ruffatto [mailto:druffatto@yellowstonebank.com]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 5:29 PM
To: CENWO-Planning <CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Environmental Study on LYIP & Intake

To Whom it may Concern:

I believe the best outcome for the environment and local community should be the fish by-pass and modified weir. This
seems the most sensible regarding the environment, allowing fish spawning to continue uninterrupted, while permitting
the local farmers the use of the irrigation canal. The alternative suggestion generates undue cost needed to tear out the
current weir(s), install pumps and build wind machines that will still need to be powered. In response to the alternative
route, the wind machines impact will be the expense to construct and run, at a much larger cost, while taking away from
the natural beauty of our surrounds. The wind machines would be detrimental to the area birds, like our National
symbol the Bald Eagle, which is also endangered.

Wouldn't the fish by-pass be the intelligent and responsible way to remedy the situation without detracting from the
beauty of our area and causing undue financial burden on the locals, while still allowing the fish the ability to spawn?

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Diahn Ruffatto

Sidney, MT

Diahn Ruffatto
Yellowstone Bank
120 2nd Street NW
Sidney, MT 59270
Phone (406) 433-3212
Fax (406) 433-3235
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Estergard, Scott

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO <Jennifer.Salak@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 10:13 AM

To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Endangered Pallid Sturgeon and Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

Attachments: Fish Bypass Channel.docx

-----Original Message-----
From: Mark & Kathy Iversen [mailto:mkinc@midrivers.com]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 2:05 PM
To: CENWO-Planning <CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil>
Cc: James Brower <irrigation4u@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Endangered Pallid Sturgeon and Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project

To whom it may concern;

After taking many hours out of our busy irrigating season to attend all three meetings in Sidney, Glendive and Billings, it
is quite apparent to me that the Bypass Channel for the Intake Dam is the only reasonable solution to help the
endangered pallid sturgeon and keep the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project viable. The facts and figures have been
presented over and over again and anyone with an ounce of common sense should be able to see that the concrete weir
and bypass channel is the only way to go!

We sat in Billings and listened to the Fish Biologists, who fly in from Massachusetts, tell us that there is no proof that the
endangered pallid sturgeon will use the bypass, while another biologist tells us that the pallid sturgeon is only native to
the Missouri River. How in the world did these fish ever wind up in the Yellowstone River let alone in our main canals
before the screens were in place? You can bet these educated people didn't pay their own way to get to Billings and
probably don't even know where the Yellowstone River is, let alone the Intake Dam.

My grandfather homesteaded here in this valley like many others in the early 1900's. In those days the government
knew people needed to work in order to feed the people. The government also knew it was important to use the land
God has given us to its fullest potential. I was raised and worked in this valley my 70 plus years as a farmer and rancher. I
have served on several boards in this community and am currently Chairman of District 1 on the Lower Yellowstone
Irrigation Project. I now have grandsons (5th generation farmers) who are optimistic about farming and are willing to
work hard.

This continual battle between the Wildlife Federation, the Fish and Game Department, the Bureau of Reclamation and
the U. S. Army Corp of Engineers has resulted in the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation project having to hire lawyers to fight
for our livelihood. This added expense is cutting into the already shrinking profit margin of agriculture in this valley.

Furthermore, the stress of this ongoing battle is detrimental to the health of all of us as farmers, merchants, employers,
employees and residents of the MonDak region. I urge you to put an end to this uncertainty that has been ongoing for
many years by building the concrete weir and Bypass Channel. It is the only reasonable and fiscally responsible option on
the table!

Thank you for your kind consideration,

M. Iversen
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers      July 15, 2016 

Omaha District 

ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA       

1616 Capitol Avenue 

Omaha, NE 68102   NOTE: Sent via email to cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 

 

Dear Sir or Madame,  

 

I am commenting on the draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Intake Dam 

project on the Yellowstone River proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation (BoR) and U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (Corps).  I have organized my comments on this DEIS into five broad areas: 

1) failure of the DEIS to address issues I raised in my scoping comments (letter from B. Shepard 

dated February 12, 2016, sent via email – copy enclosed); 2) my recommendation for a preferred 

alternative and my concerns regarding the preferred alternative proposed in the DEIS; 3) my 

review of the “Connectivity” analysis (Appendix D); 4) my review of the Monitoring and 

Adaptive Management appendix (Appendix E); and 5) the fact that the proposed independent 

peer-review of the DEIS methods and conclusions will not occur until after the deadline for 

public comments.  I provide some additional specific editorial and review comments in a 

supplemental attachment. 

The DEIS failed to address several of the issues I raised in in my scoping comments (letter from 

B. Shepard to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated February 12, 2016, sent via email [copy 

enclosed]).  Specifically, I requested that the DEIS explicitly provide the initial recommendation 

from the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) Comments (Jordan 2006 and 2008) - to use pumping 

to supply water to irrigators and either remove Intake Dam or allow it to naturally degrade 

(Jordan 2006).  I also requested that the Corps and BoR address the rationale used for rejecting 

this scientific recommendation.  Instead of doing this, the DEIS provided a very brief summary 

of the BRT recommendations on specific actions (DEIS, p. 2-31), the DEIS did not mention the 

original preferred alternative from the BRT and the fact that a group consisting of the BoR, the 

Corps, the Nature Conservancy (TNC), and Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks 

(MFWP; termed the MOU group in Jordan 2006) determined that dam removal and pumping 

was not a viable alternative because maintenance of a large pump facility was deemed at that 

time to be “too burdensome for irrigators” (Jordan 2006).  This rationale should be clearly 

displayed in the DEIS so the public can see why the alternative best supported by the science and 

best pallid sturgeon scientists was rejected.  The question in my mind, is, “Can a group of 

irrigators reject a scientific alternative because it is ‘too burdensome’, and does that meet 

‘reasonable and prudent’ criteria used to administer the Endangered Species Act?”.  The fact 

remains that this was a preferred biological alternative that offered the highest likelihood that 

pallid sturgeon would pass above the Intake site, and it still remains the “best scientific” solution.  

This fact should be acknowledged in the final EIS.  In my opinion the irrigators’ demands are 

neither reasonable nor prudent and the expenditure of public funds to support unreasonable 

demands by this group of irrigators needs to be further evaluated.  I commend the BoR for 

putting both BRT’s Comment reports (Jordan 2006 and 2008) on their web site so they can be 

found via a search.  This is something I also requested in my scoping comments. 

mailt:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
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I asked that the DEIS incorporate recommendations that are to be made in a report tentatively 

titled “Science and Adaptive Management Plan” for the Missouri River system that the Corps 

and their collaborators are currently preparing.  I asked that this Intake Dam project and EIS be 

delayed until that Management Plan is completed.  The DEIS does not address this request other 

than to state that the Management Plan is being prepared.  I stand by my statement in my scoping 

letter that suggests “this plan should be completed prior to spending additional public funds on 

specific projects such as Intake Diversion Dam project”.  This is important because the public 

and our state and federal agency and political representatives need to understand how the Intake 

project will help to meet the objectives of this broader plan. 

I specifically requested that any pumping alternative that included abandonment of the current 

Intake Diversion structure include an analysis of an alternative that did NOT physically remove 

the entire diversion structure from the river, but instead removed rock from several slots in the 

existing structure and then allowed the river’s natural processes (ice and high flows) to degrade 

this structure through time.  The fact that constant maintenance of the existing rock irrigation is 

required to keep it in place indicates that without this constant maintenance natural river 

processes will likely remove this structure over time.  The length of time it would take depends 

upon the magnitude and frequency of ice and high flow events.  The DEIS did not consider this 

option.  In my opinion, this is a fatal flaw in the DEIS and, consequently, economic analyses that 

include total removal of the current Intake Diversion are inflated way too high.  We need to see a 

dam abandonment and pumping alternative without the costs of diversion removal. 

I applaud BoR and the Corps for considering an irrigation efficiency and pumping alternative, 

but believe costs for this alternative are inflated.  I discuss the inflated cost of diversion removal 

above.  In addition, I did not see any annual value placed on the estimated 765.9 cfs water 

savings (DEIS estimate) that was included in this alternative in the economic analyses, nor did I 

see any consideration or assessment of how this saved water might be used as in-river flow to 

augment flows for natural processes and commercial barge traffic down-river.  Something I 

specifically requested in my scoping comments.  Why were these not included?  If 765.9 cfs of 

water has no value, why are we spending so much money to deliver water to irrigators? 

I now shift my focus onto the DEIS and the preferred alternative.  I do not believe that there is a 

reasonable certainty that the preferred alternative will meet the Purpose and Need for the project 

for pallid sturgeon or ecosystem function.  I contend that 1) a concrete cap on the existing 

irrigation diversion to make it an actual dam will further limit passage of fish both up and 

downstream in the Yellowstone River past this diversion, including pallid sturgeon; 2) much 

uncertainty exists as to whether the proposed By-Pass Channel will provide up-river passage to 

pallid sturgeon and other fish species; and 3) that larval pallid sturgeon will suffer high losses 

into the irrigation canal, even with the existing screening structure.  I expand on these three 

contentions below. 

First, a concrete cap on the existing rock diversion will further reduce fish passage over this 

diversion from the existing condition.  This concrete cap will actually make things worse for fish 

passage and river ecosystem function.  In my opinion, the existing condition is better than a 

concrete capping of the existing diversion.  The assumption being made by the Corps and BoR is 

that all fish species will use the By-Pass channel.  I will expand on the problems with this 

assumption in the next paragraph. 
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The Corps and BoR (and indirectly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) are assuming that if you 

design and construct a By-Pass channel with physical characteristics (water velocities and water 

depths) that adult pallid sturgeon have been found to use in the wild, that adult pallid sturgeon 

will use that By-Pass channel and successfully move upstream through it.  There are likely many 

additional factors besides water velocities and water depths that regulate whether adult pallid 

sturgeon will successfully migrate up-river.  There is no evidence that By-Pass channels are 

successful in allowing adult sturgeon to move up-river past diversion or dam structures.  I have 

reviewed the literature and can find no evidence that any By-Pass channel constructed to pass 

adult sturgeon have been successful in passing high proportions of spawning adult White, 

Atlantic, or Pallid Sturgeon.  There is just no evidence that this will work.   

Consequently, I suggest that if the DEIS preferred alternative is selected in the final EIS that the 

project be constructed in two phases.  The first phase would construct the By-Pass channel, but 

not do anything at the diversion (i.e., no concrete cap would be placed on the diversion).  The 

By-Pass channel could be evaluated for some reasonable period of time (i.e., three to five years) 

using the “Monitoring and Adaptive Management” (Appendix E) criteria.  If the By-Pass channel 

meets the success criteria detailed in this appendix, then the concrete cap could be installed on 

the existing diversion.  If it does not meet those criteria, then no cap would be installed and other 

alternatives would receive further consideration, including diversion abandonment and pumping 

water to irrigators.  I suggested this in my “Expert Declaration” prepared for Defenders of 

Wildlife and used in their injunction to legally delay this project until a better environmental 

review was conducted.  I still believe this course of action is the only “reasonable and prudent” 

course of action if a By-Pass Channel alternative is selected.  This will reduce the probability 

that the preferred alternative will actually make things much worse than they currently are for 

fish in the Yellowstone River.  After all, much of the funding for this project was to help provide 

up-river passage to adult pallid sturgeon and to help restore river ecosystem function.  Spending 

this money without ensuring that these objectives have a reasonable chance of occurring seems 

like a misappropriation of these funds to me. 

Another major assumption being made by the Corps and BoR is that the By-Pass Channel can be 

maintained at a relatively low cost to continue to provide the designed water velocities and water 

depths configured in this channel.  I suggest that this assumption is faulty in a large gravel and 

sand bed river, such as the Yellowstone in this location.  We have so many examples of rip-rap 

and hardening structures failing up and down the Yellowstone River, that I was amazed that the 

Corps and BoR actually suggested that this channel could be maintained and that the costs for 

this were relatively low.  Will the irrigators be stuck with a major By-Pass channel renovation in 

a few years, or will the U.S. taxpayers again be stuck with this cost?  Unfortunately, the way I 

read the record, the Corps will walk away from this project a year or two after its construction 

and leave the BoR (and us as U.S. taxpayers) and the irrigators to deal with design and 

maintenance problems in the By-Pass Channel. 

Reducing mortality of larval pallid sturgeon is an extremely difficult objective to meet for any 

alternative that relies on maintaining any type of diversion structure in the river channel.  Adding 

a concrete cap and raising the height of the existing diversion structure will probably increase 

mortality of larval pallid sturgeon in the river by increasing the vertical water drop, water 

velocities, and turbulence at the diversion site.  Unfortunately, the screening of the irrigation 
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headworks will not prevent larval pallid sturgeon from moving onto and through these screens so 

that they are lost to the system.  These facts need to be explicitly addressed in the EIS.  

I contend that the only alternative that has a reasonable expectation of meeting the Purpose and 

Need for passing adult pallid sturgeon upstream past this diversion are the two alternatives that 

abandon the existing diversion structure and use pumps or a combination of pumps and 

conservation practices to deliver water to the irrigators.  I also believe that pumps offer the best 

chance to limit entrainment of larval pallid sturgeon during their downstream drifting phase.  

While I understand that the monetary costs associated with the pumping alternatives are higher, I 

suggest that these additional costs are justified to provide the best chance for pallid sturgeon to 

persist in the Yellowstone River portion of their range.  I believe that long-term costs to both the 

BoR and irrigators will be much higher than the DEIS estimates if the By-Pass channel does not 

work as designed or as predicted.  Failure of the By-Pass channel to pass adult pallid sturgeon 

upstream and the preferred alternative’s likely failure to protect enough larval pallid sturgeon, 

should they be produced, will result in necessary modifications or re-construction that will end 

up costing much more than the current Pumping or Pumping with Conservation Measures 

alternatives.  In addition, the DEIS failed to adequately consider the potential impacts of the 

proposed concrete dam on passage of other fish species in the Yellowstone River. 

I will now address the Fish Passage Connectivity analyses presented in Appendix D.  First of all, 

this appendix states, “For an ecosystem restoration project such as this fish passage project, there 

is no monetary measure of benefits to compare alternatives in a traditional cost-benefit ratio.”  I 

agree with that statement and also point out that this has been called “an ecosystem restoration 

project”.  I suggest that the preferred alternative is NOT consistent with the “ecosystem 

restoration” objective.  Secondly, I understand the need to develop a Fish Passage Connectivity 

Index and support the use of any attempt to quantify connectivity.  However, two key criteria in 

judging the relative merits of a particular index method are: 1) has the method been reviewed and 

evaluated by a non-biased, independent peer group with expertise (i.e., such as that which occurs 

during publication in a peer-reviewed journal); and 2) can the method be consistently applied 

such that the rationale for assigning the index metrics are clear and different evaluators would 

likely assign the same metrics in repeated trials.  Unfortunately, it appears to me that neither of 

these criteria are met by the Corps connectivity assessment.  First, there has been no peer review 

of this Fish Passage Connectivity Index as evidenced by the lack of citations, other than Corps 

citations, for the method or its application.  While there are good scientific literature citations for 

some of the habitat criteria contained within the Connectivity Index, there are no citations on the 

development of the Connectivity Index methodology or on its application.  This Connectivity 

Index method was originally developed for 30 fish species, but pallid sturgeon was not included 

in those 30 species.  Consequently, the Corps added pallid sturgeon in 2014 when they 

conducted their initial EA supplement analysis (2015). 

The portion of the Fish Passage Connectivity Index that quantified the likely additional habitat 

available to the various fish species above the Intake Diversion Dam site appeared reasonable to 

me.  However, I think some assumptions the Corps made regarding the opportunity for upstream 

fish passage are much less tenable.  The Corps assumed that “…the duration of available 

[appeared to be missing a word here] for fish passage would be 100% during all flows for the 

bypass channel, modified side channel, and dam removal alternatives because depths and 

velocities are suitable at most times,….” (Appendix D, p. 6 and Table 1-3 on p. 8).  I suggest that 
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it is unreasonable to assume that an open river channel has the same likelihood as a side channel 

or bypass channel for fish passage.  I suggest that the proportion of total river flow that flows 

down each channel be used as the modifier here for probability that fish would pass this site.  I 

know there are other index values that relate to probability of finding a side channel, but the 

overall assumption that a side channel or bypass channel are equal to an open main river channel 

for this index value appears seriously flawed. 

I found that the migratory timing portion of the analysis appeared reasonable.  However, I found 

little justification or rationale for how values for the “Probability that Fish Encounter Fish 

Passage Alternative (Ei)” were computed and why it appeared that this value changed from the 

analysis done in 2015 (index value of 3; Intake Diversion Dam Modification, Lower 

Yellowstone Project, Supplemental EA 2015, Appendix E, Attachment 1, Table 6, p. 16) to the 

current analysis in Appendix D (index value of 4, Appendix D, Table 1-7, p. 11).  No 

justification was provided for why this index value changed.  I suggest that the consequences of 

this change on subsequent alternative comparisons might be significant.  A preliminary 

assessment by Defenders of Wildlife indicates the change of this single index value from 3 to 4 

had significant effects on the Incremental Cost Analysis (see comment letter by Defenders of 

Wildlife).  I also point out that changes in index values for this criterion between these two 

different analyses indicate serious flaws with this methodology.  Why did it change? 

For the Fish Passage Alternative Size index, the Corps used the BRT recommendation that 30% 

of flow in a bypass channel might allow some adult sturgeons to move past the diversion 

(Appendix D, p. 10).  Consequently, the Corps assigned the highest index value for Fish Passage 

Alternative Size (5), but no reasonable biological rationale were used to set any of the remaining 

index values.  The BRT suggested that some, not most or even a significant number of adult 

sturgeons, might successfully pass upstream through a diversion structure with 30% of flow.  

Appendix D states that more recent tracking of pallid sturgeon passing upstream of Intake 

Diversion in 2014 and 2015 indicated that passage in the river side channel occurred when that 

side channel passed only 2 to 6% of the river’s flow.  It must be pointed out that a very few adult 

sturgeons passed upstream through this side channel in 2014 and 2015, and that relatively 

extreme high flows occurred and triggered movements.  

The indices among the various alternatives for the “Potential (Ui) for Fish to Use Alternative 

Fish Passage Measures” seems totally unreasonable to me.  I cannot understand how all index 

values assigned to this criterion are “5” for every alternative except the “No Action” or “Rock 

Ramp” alternatives.  It is illogical to suggest that every fish species evaluated, including pallid 

sturgeon, have the same potential to use either the proposed By-Pass or High-Flow Channel at 

the same probability as they would pass through an open river channel with the diversion 

removed.  This criterion appeared to be based on the upper critical swimming speed “for the 

majority of alternative”, but I suggest that the proportion of the alternative that does not exceed 

this threshold water velocity would be a much more reasonable criterion.  Again, this appears to 

me to be a fatally flawed analysis. 

Finally, I suggest that a Connectivity Index Analysis be conducted separately for pallid sturgeon 

since this is the primary species of concern.  I think that conducting Connectivity Index Analyses 

for the other species are important too, but suggest that pallid sturgeon should be a focus species 

for this analysis.  I think lumping all species together within a single analysis reduces the likely 
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realized potential effects on pallid sturgeon.  I also suggest that the Corps and BoR did not 

adequately display the uncertainty of their Connectivity and Incremental Cost Analysis and the 

unknown factors that motivate adult sturgeon to migrate up through a river system.  It seems to 

me when we are evaluating the expenditure of this much federal funding, we should be 

reasonably confident that what we propose to do will actually work.  I have serious doubts that 

the preferred alternative will work, and am worried about future costs to fix a potentially costly 

mistake. 

As an aside, the Corps states that for the purposes of the Fish Passage Connectivity Index 

assignment of preferred habitat types for pallid sturgeon that “… pallid sturgeon was included 

and shown with a habitat preference for main channel and main channel border habitats similar 

to habitat preferences provided for shovelnose sturgeon.” (Appendix D, p. 3).  If the Corps 

believes pallid sturgeon prefer main channel habitats, as I suggest is a reasonable assumption and 

is supported by the literature, why do they assume pallid sturgeon will select and move through a 

By-Pass channel?  The rationale that the DEIS uses to support the By-Pass Channel alternative 

appears flawed and points to the uncertainty that a By-Pass Channel will actually provide up-

river passage to adult pallid sturgeon.  If adult pallid sturgeon actually prefer main river habitats, 

as I believe the literature and research supports, then the only alternatives that make any 

biological and economic sense are ones that abandon the existing diversion structure and open up 

the main river channel. 

I did not feel qualified to evaluate the “Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost Analysis”, but I 

caution that the flawed analyses for the Connectivity Analysis above calls into question the 

validity of the Cost Analysis because index values assigned by criteria developed in the 

Connectivity Analyses were carried forward into the Cost Analysis.  Please see an independent 

evaluation of the Cost Analysis by the Defenders of Wildlife, who retained an economist to 

review the Cost Analysis (comment letter from Defenders of Wildlife). 

In my opinion the DEIS was biased towards the preferred alternative in all analyses, especially 

the Cost and Connectivity analyses.  Even with those biases, the Connectivity Analysis suggests 

that the pumping alternatives were superior to the DEIS’s preferred alternative of the By-Pass 

Channel in the amount of additional habitat that would be available to pallid sturgeon.  Since 

passage of pallid sturgeon to access more suitable habitat is one of the primary objectives of this 

project and explicitly identified in the funding authorization for the Corps to spend money for 

this project, I suggest that any alternative that meets that need should be weighted higher, not 

lower, than other alternatives. 

I now want to comment specifically on the Monitoring and Adaptive Management appendix 

(Appendix E).  I believe this analysis is much improved over the 2015 amendment to the EA.  I 

believe that the discussion of the success criteria and monitoring of those criteria was reasonable.  

I applaud the Corps and BoR for these criteria and methods.  I believe that it is particularly 

important to monitor larval pallid sturgeon survival past the Intake Diversion structure, should 

adult pallid sturgeon successfully move upstream past the site and spawn.  Unfortunately, the 

DEIS did not explicitly identify how the monitoring will be funded, who will conduct each phase 

of the monitoring, and include a contractual commitment by the different agencies to conduct the 

monitoring over a minimum time period (i.e., 10 years).  The final EIS must include these 

monitoring assignments and commitments by all agencies that will conduct this monitoring.   
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If the By-Pass Channel alternative does not work as predicted, what will be done and how will it 

be funded?  These question has been repeatedly asked by the state of Montana (several letters 

from Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks [Nov 13, 2012; Feb 5, 2013; May 20, 2013]and Montana 

Department of Natural Resources and Conservation [Oct 29, 2013; Jan 9, 2015]) and has never 

been adequately addressed by the Corps or BoR.  The final EIS must detail a contingency plan 

and adequate funding to implement the contingency plan should the preferred alternative fail to 

meet the success criteria.  Without the details and commitments for both the monitoring and 

contingencies should monitoring indicate the constructed alternative does not meet the success 

criteria, I believe the DEIS is fatally flawed.  Costs of contingency actions should also be 

considered in Cost Analyses that compare the alternatives (i.e., no contingency costs to diversion 

abandonment or removal [Pumping alternatives], but potential costs for all other alternatives). 

I suggest a reasonable contingency plan is that if monitoring indicates that the success criteria are 

not met in 7 years out of the next 10 years, that the multiple pump and dam abandonment 

alternative be implemented.  The risks inherent in implementing the preferred alternative is that 

we might delay the best option to recover pallid sturgeon in the Yellowstone River (abandoning 

or removing the diversion) by 10 years (or whatever minimum time period is deemed necessary 

for monitoring results to demonstrate success or failure of the “as-built” project) and that we will 

have wasted the funds used to implement the preferred alternative if it does not work.  Those 

risks should be made clearer in the final EIS. 

I believe that scientific peer-review is critical for projects such as this proposed project, 

especially when significant public funds are being committed and desired outcomes are so 

uncertain.  I acknowledge and support the planned peer-review that will be done for this DEIS, 

but was surprised and appalled that this peer-review was not done prior to the release of the 

DEIS so that the public could use this peer-review to help evaluate the proposals within the 

DEIS.  I contend that failure of the DEIS to provide this peer-review in the DEIS renders this 

DEIS as incomplete because I could not use this peer-review information to evaluate the 

alternatives.  I know that Defenders of Wildlife asked that this peer-review be included prior to 

the deadline for public comment on this DEIS.  I believe this was a necessary piece of 

information that the public should have had access to prior to the deadline for our comments.  

In conclusion, I found that the DEIS was incomplete and fatally flawed.  I suggest that some of 

the analyses were biased and that the preferred alternative selected by the DEIS was not 

supported by the information provided.  The two alternatives that abandon or remove the existing 

diversion are the only alternatives that have a reasonable chance of meeting the intended Purpose 

and Need for this project.  While the initial costs for both these alternatives are higher than other 

alternatives, there is so much uncertainty associated with the DEIS’s preferred alternative that a 

prudent person would conclude that this alternative will likely not function as desired.  

Consequently, additional funds will have to be spent later to meet the Purpose and Need 

objectives.  If the BoR and Corps insist on constructing the DEIS’s preferred alternative, I 

believe the only reasonable and prudent course of action would be to implement this alternative 

in two phases.  First, construct the By-Pass Channel (but do NOT construct the concrete cap on 

the diversion structure) and use proposed monitoring data and success criteria to prove that this 

By-Pass Channel successfully allows all fish species to move upstream and that larval pallid 

sturgeon are moving and surviving down past the project site BEFORE constructing the concrete 

cap.  The second phase of re-constructing the diversion by adding the concrete cap would only 
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be done after demonstrating the success of the By-Pass Channel using the Monitoring and 

Adaptive Management success criteria over a reasonable time-frame (i.e. five or ten years).   

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Bradley B. Shepard 

Email: shepard.brad@gmail.com 

 

CC:  Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society 

 Defenders of Wildlife 

 Montana Trout Unlimited 

 Senator Jon Tester 

 Governor Steve Bullock 

 

ENCs: Supplemental Editorial and Review Comments by B. Shepard 

Scoping Comment letter of B. Shepard dated February 12, 2016 
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Supplemental Editorial and Review Comments by B. Shepard 

Seems to me that this EIS is biased toward preferred alternative.  Language used for all other 

alternatives have a very negative tone, but language used for the preferred alternative is positive.  

I suggest that EIS evaluations should all be as objective as possible. 

Why is no concrete shown on Figure 2-5 for the “Rendering of the Replacement Weir”.  This 

omission seems deceptive to me.  It just shows cobble and rock. Are you proposing “no 

concrete” on this weir?   

Power costs for the Multiple Pump alternative (p. 2-76) are shown at $500,000, but text says 

could possibly get power for $163,000 to $294,000 per year from Pick Sloan Missouri Basin 

Program.  Why inflated number used in the table for annual costs (Table 2-17). How many other 

costs are over-inflated in this economic analysis of the multiple pump alternative? 

I could not find actual cost estimates used for dam removal under either of the pump alternatives.  

Why do they need to spend money to totally remove this dam?  Why can’t Corps and BoR 

remove a couple slots and let the ice and high flows remove the rest of the dam?  I made this 

suggestion during scoping and it was not addressed in the draft EIS.  Why not? 

Why is fish passage and entrainment monitoring so high for the multiple pumping alternative 

($277,867) compared to the channel by-pass alternatives ($138,934 for both by-pass and 

modified side channel alternatives)?  Seems to me need to have entrainment monitoring for canal 

headworks in side channel alternatives that should be a comparable cost. 

Water loss rates estimated from other studies seems low (p. 2-93), but need better review. 

Annual costs for additional ditch riders ($583,200) under Multiple Pumps with Conservation 

Measures alternative seems excessive (Table 2-23, p. 2-95). 

Appendix on “Fish Passage Connectivity Index” was mis-labeled as “Appendix E” when 

referenced in DEIS main text, it is actually Appendix D.  
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ATTN: CENWO–PM–AA       B.B. Shepard 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers     65 9th Street Island Drive 
Omaha District       Livingston, MT 59047 
1616 Capitol Avenue      February 12, 2016 
Omaha, NE 68102 
 
emailed to: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 
 
Dear Sir or Madame, 
 
I am writing to provide comments for the scoping phase of the Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project, Dawson County, Montana.  I am providing both my personal comments as a 
citizen of Montana and the U.S. who lives on the Yellowstone River, near Livingston, Montana, 
and as a professional fisheries biologist with over 30 years of experience in fish conservation 
and management in the west.  I will clearly identify when I am speaking as a private citizen 
with my opinion versus when I am speaking as a scientist reviewing scientific information by 
saying so in the topic sentence of each paragraph. 
 
I have reviewed many documents, including reports, past environmental assessments, letters, 
and peer-reviewed journal articles associated with the proposed project.  I will cite these as 
appropriate, but provide the full list I have reviewed as Appendix A.  I focused my review on 
documents prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation (BoR), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife & Parks (MFWP).  I understand that a Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Biological Review 
Team (BRT) of Pallid Sturgeon experts was convened to provide scientifically sound 
recommendations for recovering Pallid Sturgeon in the Upper Missouri River system.  I found 
documentation that identified the scientific recommendations of this BRT (Jordan 2008), but no 
summary documentation for the responses to these recommendations from the FWS, Corps, 
BoR, or other proponents of this project.  I am formally requesting that documentation for the 
rationale used by the FWS, Corps, and BoR for accepting or rejecting the BRT 
recommendations be provided as part of the public record for the upcoming environmental 
analysis. I am also requesting that the following document be made available for public review.   
 

Biological Review Team. 2006. Summary of the Biological Review Team’s comments 
on Lower Yellowstone River Intake Dam Fish Passage and Screening Preliminary 
Design Report. US Fish and Wildlife Service. Billings, Montana. 
 

I searched for this document and could not find it.  Please make this part of the public record 
with easy access (preferably via a viable web link) so those reviewing the record can see what 
the scientists recommended.  It was apparent from the record of letters from MFWP to the 
FWS, Corps, and BoR that MFWP was concerned about the issue of transparency and 
application for the use of the best available science to make ESA-related decisions (FWP 
letters 2012 to 2013; particularly FWP letter to FWS 2013).  I share this concern. 
 
Lastly, it is my understanding that the Corps is preparing a “Science and Adaptive 
Management Plan” for the Missouri River system.  In my personal and scientific opinion this 

mailto:cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil
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plan should be completed prior to spending additional public funds on specific projects such as 
Intake Diversion Dam project.  This is important because the public and our state and federal 
agency representatives need to understand how the Intake project will help to meet the 
objectives of this broader plan.  Ideally this plan will have clearly stated: management 
objectives, criteria for meeting these objectives, methods to monitor these criteria, and 
contingencies that can be implemented if these criteria are not met by currently proposed 
actions. 
 
In my personal opinion, the best course of action would be to provide irrigation water 
by pumping it using sustainable energy sources such as wind or solar power, 
modifying the existing irrigation system to make it as water efficient as feasible, and 
abandoning the existing diversion structure in the Yellowstone River.  Since the Pallid 
Sturgeon BRT’s initial recommendation was removal of the diversion structure (MFWP letter to 
FWS, February 5, 2013; Jordan 2008), it appears to me that this is the alternative with the 
highest probability for helping to recover Pallid Sturgeon.  I believe this could be done in 
conjunction with upgrading the existing irrigation system to make it much more efficient so less 
water is needed to irrigate the land.  I support agricultural use of the land, but question whether 
we can subsidize these private farmers to produce sugar beets in this arid environment.  My 
understanding is that irrigators on this project pay much less for their water than any other 
irrigators in this area.  While I believe that these irrigators have a right to water and have an 
early water right that should be honored, I do not condone using public resources to supply this 
water when it harms public resources, such as native fish and the Yellowstone River 
ecosystem.  We in Montana are justifiably proud of the fact that the Yellowstone River is one of 
the largest un-dammed, free flowing rivers in the U.S. and I think we need to take this 
opportunity to provide irrigation water that allows us to remove the existing diversion structure.   
 
My personal opinion is that I strongly urge the Corps and BoR to consider incorporating 
irrigation efficiency in this project.  I suggest that water saved by increasing irrigation efficiency 
be transferred from irrigators and re-allocated to the federal government.  I support the right of 
irrigators to provide water to their existing crops, but do not believe the public should subsidize 
any additional acres of irrigated land.  This “saved” water could be used to augment instream 
(in river) flows to support ecosystem function, fish, and commercial barge traffic that operates 
in the lower Missouri and Mississippi rivers.  The federal government could protect this water 
right through a federal reserved water right and ensure that these benefits are realized.  This 
strategy would be a win-win in my opinion and could set the stage for future water allocation 
efforts in the Missouri-Mississippi basin in the face of a changing climate.   
 
I personally do not care whether the entire existing diversion structure is removed as part of 
the project.  Rather, I think one could remove rock from several slots across the structure to 
provide fish and water passage now, and then let nature take its course to remove the 
remaining structure.  I believe that without constant maintenance of the structure, the rocks 
making up this structure would be moved down river over time by natural processes (i.e., ice 
and flood flows).  This alternative would save money and allow natural processes to operate, 
while providing immediate fish passage opportunities.  It might be worth maintaining the 
existing inlet canal structure for use only when the Yellowstone River flows are at or near bank 
full flows (i.e., flood flows).  This strategy could provide flood irrigation water when the river is 
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near flood stage and help saturate soils when water is abundant.  This alternative should be 
further analyzed. 
 
In my review of the original EIS and its supplement for this project I noted that the water 
pumping alternative using wind and solar power was considered, but rejected as too 
expensive.  However, part of the expense was due to the irrigators saying it was unacceptable 
to have any interruption of power to the pumps.  Consequently, a series of huge propane or 
gas generators were included in the project.  I am sorry, but in my personal opinion I think the 
irrigators are being unreasonable and it makes it very hard for me to be sympathetic to their 
concerns when they make these kind of demands.  I believe that the “reasonable and prudent” 
criteria that are applied to native species conservation under the Endangered Species Act 
should also be applied to federal irrigation subsidies.  I find it hard to believe that the irrigators’ 
crops would fail with the type of power interruptions typically encountered with a wind-solar 
power system as that which was originally proposed.   
 
Additionally, irrigation water conservation measures were not considered in the original EIS 
supplement.  I am not sure why irrigation efficiency was not considered.  I believe this lack of 
consideration for water delivery efficiency indicated that the scope of analysis in the original 
EIS supplement was too narrow.  I think that if the funding that was earmarked for the dam 
was instead used to make the irrigation system more efficient, such as reducing water loss by 
using pipes and impervious liners in canals, it would be feasible to use pumps to supply the 
water.  Let’s take this opportunity to actually make this a good project, rather than a reason to 
pour concrete into a river.  This alternative must be fully explored and, in my opinion, should be 
the preferred alternative.  
 
In my professional opinion, I agree with the BRT’s original recommendation that the dam 
should be abandoned and that this will provide the lowest risk to the native fish of the 
Yellowstone River system, including Pallid Sturgeon (Jordan 2008).  This alternative provides 
the highest assurance that adult Pallid Sturgeon will move upstream past the site and that 
larval sturgeon will not become entrained in the canal system.  There is really no good way to 
reduce risk to drifting larval Pallid Sturgeon to an acceptable level with the current system, or 
any system that diverts water in a surface diversion.  Screening will not work to protect these 
small drifting larval fish or prevent them from being lost into the diversion canal.  While some 
larval Sturgeon might be lost to pumps, I believe the technology to reduce impacts at pump 
stations is much better developed and pumps are less likely to impact drifting larval Sturgeon.  
I also believe that all other native fish species in the Yellowstone River, like Sauger and Blue 
Suckers, will benefit from removal of the dam and open canal structure. 
 
My professional opinion is that larval Pallid Sturgeon will suffer very high mortality in any open 
canal system, even one that is screened.  There is no evidence that I am aware of that 
indicates any currently available canal screen system (even the rotating screen system that is 
now on the Intake Canal) can effectively prevent larval Sturgeon from either dying on screens 
or passing through screens.  This fact needs to be acknowledged in the upcoming 
assessment. 
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My professional opinion is that if you must consider any alternative that uses or modifies the 
existing rock structure, you also must include funding for monitoring and research to ensure 
that your assumptions about likely effects of your actions on fish in the river are validated, or if 
not, that there is a contingency (including adequate funding) for protecting these valuable fish 
resources.  In my personal opinion, it would be much less expensive to maintain pumps than to 
spend money to continually maintain a dam, diversion canal, diversion screens, and a by-pass 
channel.  I recommend implementing and funding the monitoring of fish passage and 
recruitment success for all alternatives. 
 
I found it difficult to follow the rationale used by the FWS for how they will recover Pallid 
Sturgeon in the upper Missouri River system (including the Yellowstone River). The original 
recovery plan (FWS 1993) by the FWS and its 2000 Biological Opinion (BiOp; FWS 2000) for 
the Corps’ Fort Peck Dam appeared that to be a reasonable effort to recover Pallid Sturgeon.  
However, since 2000, when the FWS first revised this original BiOp (FWS 2003) through the 
period 2008 to 2015 when the FWS informally amended the 2003 BiOp through numerous 
letters between the FWS and Corps (see FWS to Corps and BoR letters 2008 to 2015), these 
original recommendations were incrementally weakened.  During this consultation process the 
Corps continually asked for changes in the Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives (RPA) that 
the FWS requested to recover pallid sturgeon.  In most cases, it appeared that the FWS 
granted these revised conditions to the Corps with little scientific support for these changes.  
My personal opinion is that this informal revision process that relaxed original FWS 
requirements has placed a higher risk and much greater uncertainty for the recovery of Pallid 
Sturgeon in the upper Missouri River system.  FWS requirements that might have improved 
Pallid Sturgeon populations, or at least have allowed for better testing of what factors were 
limiting Pallid Sturgeon numbers, were not implemented.  My questions are:  
 

1. What kind of scientific review was conducted to assure that changes in the 2003 
BiOp allowed by the FWS through these 2008 to 2015 letters will aid in the recovery 
of Pallid Sturgeon?   

2. What constitutes “reasonable and prudent” measures and alternatives for recovery 
of Pallid Sturgeon by the FWS, how is that decision balanced with the “best science 
available”, and what level of peer-review and economic analysis is considered 
reasonable for decision-support in this project? 

3. What level of biological and economic statistical certainty is used to measure trade-
offs between financial costs versus recovery risk for a species?  

4. How will the FWS, Corps, and BoR evaluate the entire Pallid Sturgeon population 
segment that inhabits the Missouri-Yellowstone river system from North Dakota 
upriver and the effects that this Intake Diversion Dam has directly on that population, 
along with all implications if the FWS allows the Corps’ involvement in this Intake 
project to satisfy their BiOp obligations for their Fort Peck Dam operations? 

5. What amount of government funds will be spent to subsidize delivery of irrigation 
water to the private irrigators and how will the level of expenditure be evaluated as to 
whether demands made by irrigators are “reasonable and prudent”?  In my opinion, 
expenditure of no government funds on this project might solve the fish passage 
issue.  I don’t think fish passage would be an issue if public funds were not spent on 
this project because the irrigators would use a cheap, and porous, rock diversion as 
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they did in the past.  The analysis needs to make it clear that this is an irrigation 
subsidy project, not a fish passage subsidy project. 

 
I would like to see an honest and clear appraisal of these trade-offs in the next analysis. 
 
In my professional opinion, using physical criteria (i.e., depth and velocity criteria for the by-
pass channel in the previous EA; BoR and Corps 2015) to measure success of a project to 
pass fish upstream without an actual assessment of fish passage past the structure using 
radio-telemetry or other acceptable fish migration assessment and recruitment methods does 
not constitute acceptable success criteria. Monitoring of success criteria must be tied directly 
to the goals and objectives of the project.   
 
My professional opinion is that funding must be allocated to adequately monitor reasonably 
developed biological success criteria.  Lastly, I would like to see an analysis of the proposed 
project’s effects on all native fishes of the Yellowstone River that inhabit this area of the river, 
either year-round or seasonally during their migrations. 
 
In conclusion, my personal opinion is that abandonment of the existing diversion structure, 
implementing water efficiency measures throughout the irrigation system, and pumping water 
using sustainable energy sources makes the most sense for this project and should be the 
preferred alternative.  It might be reasonable to retain the existing canal head structure with its 
fish screen for use during flood flows without an associated diversion structure in the river, but 
this option needs further evaluation.  I recommend negotiating with the irrigators to transfer 
water rights for this “saved” or “salvaged” water to the federal government for protection as 
instream (in river) flows.  
 
Thank you for your consideration! 
 
Peace, 
 
 
 
 
Brad Shepard, PhD. 
65 9th Street Island Drive 
Livingston, MT 59047 
Email: shepard.brad@gmail.com 
 
CC:   Bureau of Reclamation, Montana Office 
 Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society 
 Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
 Governor Steve Bullock, Montana 
 Defenders of Wildlife, Denver, Colorado   
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Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO

From: Salak, Jennifer NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: FW: Yellowstone River Irrigation 

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Brad Tschida [mailto:brad@themilkywhey.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 11:04 AM 
To: CENWO‐Planning <CENWO‐Planning@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone River Irrigation  
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
  
 
It appears that there is a common sense solution to the irrigation issues on the Yellowstone River, which you, The US 
Corp of Engineers prefers, However, groups such as Defenders of Wildlife, are aggressively pursuing action to eliminate 
the preferred weir solution. This is neither preferred nor practical. 
 
  
 
Please reach a decision that is: A) conducive to the fish population in the Yellowstone; 2) supportive of 
farmers/ranchers/irrigators who use the Yellowstone; 3) advantageous to those persons (consumers) who benefit from 
wise and appropriate use of the natural resources of the State to feed and provide for her citizens. 
 
  
 
Respectfully, 
 
  
 
  
 
Rep. Brad Tschida 
 
Montana House of Representatives – District 97 
 
Credo – Facio – Amo 
 
Mobile:   (406) 546‐4349   
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1

Estergard, Scott

From: Trimpe, David <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 6:48 AM

To: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO; Estergard, Scott

Cc: Laux, Eric A NWO; Douglas Epperly; Jennifer Beardsley; Gerald Benock

Subject: Fwd: Cooperating Agency Comments

Attachments: LYIP Cooperating Agency Comments on DRAFT EIS.xlsx

Scott and Tiffany,

Here are LYIP's and WWC's comments on the draft EIS. As you can see below they are also planning
to submit comments from one of their biologist.

David Trimpe
Natural Resource Specialist - ESA Coordinator
Bureau of Reclamation - Great Plains Region

P.O. Box 36900 - Billings MT - 59107-6900
Office 406.247.7717 - Cell 406.647.5254

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Shawn Higley <shigley@wwcengineering.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 14, 2016 at 7:37 AM
Subject: RE: Cooperating Agency Comments
To: "Trimpe, David" <dtrimpe@usbr.gov>
Cc: James Brower <jbrower@midrivers.com>, John Berry <jberry@wwcengineering.com>

David,

Here are the basic comments. I will send you our biological report on Friday that will provide a reference for some of the
comments in Chapter 4. Thanks and let us know if you have any questions,

Shawn

Shawn Higley, P.E. | Branch Manager

1275 Maple Street, Suite F | Helena, MT 59601



LA-01

LYIP Cooperating Agency Comments on DRAFT EIS (title and comment numbers added by project staff)

Comment Page Number Heading Comment

1 xxviii No Action

Third paragraph -- change "Dammaintenance would include placement of 1 to 2 feet of rock" to "Dam maintenance 

would include the annual replacement of rock". This comment was included in the prior red flag review, but was not 

incorporated. We suggested "replacement of rock removed by annual ice flow".

2 xxxii Table ES-2 The groundwater section of this table appears to be lacking. See discussion in EIS and comments below.

3 xxxv Table ES-2

There will be impacts to geomorphology due to the new inlet channels and stabilization of the river channel in these 

areas for the Multiple Pump Alternative

4 XXXVI, 4-26, 4-82Table ES-2

Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative Weir Removal will decrease 

existing water surface multiple feet affecting Aquatic Communities in existing Side channels upstream of diversion dam.

5 2-36 2.3.2.2

First paragraph -- refers to 5 supplemental river pumps and 79 miles of main canal when on page 2-24 the reference is to 

4 supplemental river pumps and 72 miles of main canal. The correct answer is 4 supplemental river pumps and 72 miles 

of main canal. Please correct this inconsistency as it appears several times throughout the document.

6 2-45 Table 2-4

The O&M Costs for the Rock Ramp seem very low. The annualized amounts do not add up to the total that occurs every 

10 years? This doesn't make sense. 

7 2-64 General

Multiple Pump Station Atlernative does not appear to be at a 30% level design. Where are the discharge lines going to 

be? Power line locations, sizes, etc? The location of these stations needs to be fixed and the actual impacts assessed for 

the EIS.

8 2-67 2.3.7.2

First paragraph -- use of 480V motors is not practical based on the flowrate and the total dynamic head with exception to 

pump site #1. We have passed this through several electrical engineers and pump suppliers and the use of 480V motors 

does not appear to be feasible for Pumps 2-5.

9 2-67 2.3.7.2

First paragraph -- Refers to three submersible pumps, but in Appendix A refers to vertical turbine pumps. The reference 

to three pumps should also be changed to include a fourth pump for redundancy. Figure 2-12 also shows four pumps.

10 2-69 2.3.7.2

First paragraph -- discharge pipeline lengths from 300 to 5,600 feet in length. Was the length of the discharge pipeline 

considered in the total dynamic head calculation (head loss).

11 2-69 2.3.7.2

Discharge lines will cross BNSF and MDT Highway 16. What will be the implications of crossing these facilities? Are 

Existing Culverts Under Railroads Large enough and in good enough shape to handle the specified discharge pipe size And 

storm water runoff or irrigation flow they were originally installed for? What is the significant annual cost for BNSF 

Mandated Liability Insurance Riders demanded for under track crossings?

12 2-70 2.3.7.3 Again, use of 480V power is not viable for pump sites 2-5.

13 2-70 2.3.7.3

Last paragraph -- 48-hour fuel supply for a generator with this capacity would be quite large. This would likely  require an 

SPCC plan And Structure to comply with EPA requirements and would add to the annual O&M costs for this alternative. 

There are no details on this.

14 2-73 2.3.7.5

States that pumping from the main canal is preferable for laterals AA, BB, CC, DD and FF because it is less costly than 

raising the water levels. Was this included in the capital cost of this alternative?

15 2-75 2.3.7.7

Sediment accruals in the upper portion of the main canal will be much higher than currently exist, as less water will be 

flowing into the canal via gravity and velocities will be much lower, resulting in significant sediment deposition. O&M 

records from the LYIP clearly recorded increased sediment deposition in the upper portion of the main canal when 

diversion rates were less.

16 2-77 & 2-78 2.3.8.1

It is important to realize that conservation measures can save significant amounts of water during certain periods within 

the irrigation season, but are not nearly as effective during other periods. This depends highly on the amount of checking, 

the turbidity of the water, soil saturation, and other factors. As LYIP records show, the main canal losses are much higher 

during the early and late irrigation season, but are minimal during the time of peak demand. Thus, the use of generic 

values for savings in cfs (an instantaneous measure) for water conservation measures is not a valid metric for reducing 

the diversion rate of an irrigation system.



17 2-80 2.3.8.1

Convert Laterals from Ditches to Pipe. 1st Paragraph. 234 miles of laterals as referenced on pages 2-36 and 2-24. 

Reference here is for 225 miles. Please correct.

18 2-81 2.3.8.1

Line Open Canals. 1st paragraph. 234 miles of laterals as referenced on pages 2-36 and 2-24. Reference here is for 225 

miles. Please correct.

19 2-81 2.3.8.1

Line Open Canals. 1st paragraph. Need to delete "and is estimated to reduce the diversion requirements by 160 cfs or 

more."

20 2-81 Figure 2-18

There is insufficient cover over the top of the pipe and insufficient excavation quantity. The new pipes will likely not 

follow the existing ditch lines. Typical bury depth on irrigation pipe is 30 inches over the top of pipe.

21 2-83 2.3.8.1 Pumping groundwater. 1st paragraph. Need to delete "This is proposed to reduce diversions by 49.5 cfs."

22 2-92 2.3.8.7

2nd paragraph, end of last sentence. Refers to 51,158 acres, but the 2013 crop survey and Table 2-22 reflect 55,158 

acres.

23 2-97, 4-247 Table 2-24, 4-34

Multiple Pump Station Alternative indicates that the alternative retains a viable LYIP project. However, the O&M is over 

double what they are currently paying, which will bankrupt some of the farmers. Suggest changing this to No with an 

asterisk, explaining that the severe increase in O&M rates will significantly harm the farmers. Please refer to the July 8, 

2016 letter analysis from Sidney Sugar emailed from James Brower.

24 2-99 Table 2-27

Change in habitat units doesn't compute? Shouldn't the change in habitat units match the Net AAHUs column in Table 2-

28?

25 2-103 Table 2-30

Table is incomplete. Multiple Pump, Constructability. A large number of issues identified in the previous description such 

as right-of-way issues, isolation of work zones for feeder canals, in-river work zones for removal of the dam, etc that 

would impede construction progress. This alternative is also one of the highest for O&M and is rated as a "Best Buy" 

alternative. Please include the O&M analysis in the "Best Buy" determination. Please include all information from new 

feasibility sections in this table and update table for revised analysis.

26 4-7 Climate- No Action

Please remove "Risk of not reliably providing irrigation water right in some years due to climatic conditions." The LYIP has 

108 years of records that show they have reliabilty provided water.

27 4-14 Table 4-2 Air Quality The known production of carbon emmissions for Electrical Generation will adversly effect air quality.

28 4-16 Table 4-3 Please include the xxcavation and disposal of thousands of yards or dirt and material due to Inlet canal excavation

29 4-60 4.5.2

No mention of the effects on local groundwater levels from the implementation of conservation measures. This would 

have a significant impact by removing a large source of recharge.

30 4-79 4.5.5.9

No mention of the effects on local groundwater levels from the implementation of conservation measures. This would 

have a significant impact by removing a large source of recharge.

31 4-81 4.5.6.6

It may be prudent to add a engineering study to evaluate the effects of the alternative in terms of removing recharge 

zones to the shallow aquifers through implementation of conservation measures.

32 4-82 4.6.2, Table 4-20

Multiple pump alternative would have minor impacts from bank stabilization measures required to stabilize the intake 

channels to each pump station. This would limit the river's natural changes within the CMZ.

33 4-101 & 102 Table 4-24

Both Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative both list under operational 

effects "improving fish passage could remove 303(d) listing for nonsupport of aquatic life (beneficial)". Does this really go 

here in the water quality section?

34 4-154 Table 4-27

Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative-- Additional power 

infrastructure could present a significant hazard to listed species and species of concern.

35 4-154, 4-235 Table 4-27, 4-32

Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative-- Noise and Vibration from Pump 

operations will disturb other species of concern in adjacent wildlife habitat.

36 4-155 Table 4-27

Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative -- Will have impacts to listed species and species of concern 

from wind turbines.

37 4-181 Table 4-28

Multiple Pump Alternative -- Will have significant impacts to crop land (permanent) as well as native vegetation 

(temporary & permenant) from installation of pump stations, intake canals, discharge lines, power lines, substations, 

access roads, etc.



38 4-198 Table 4-29

Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative-- Removal of the dam will 

remove the most popular Paddle Fish fishing areas on the lower Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. The Montana FWP 

generally sets an annual limit of approximately 1,000 fish harvested, with approximately 800 coming from the area below 

the Intake Diversion (a vast majority).

39 4-213 Table 4-30

Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative  -- Will have significant impacts 

to visual resources from installation of pump stations, well locations, intake canals, discharge lines, power lines, access 

roads, etc. Tetra Tech appeared to assumed mostly underground power, but I don't think given the voltage that the 

power company will allow this. It will likely be overhead power to each well or pump station due to the inability of buried 

conducters to dissipate heat.

40 4-264 Under Table 5-57

The economic impact of increased Multiple Pump O & M paid by the farmer isnt explained as a harmful condition to the 

farmers, but is described as a benefit to the local economy? It should be pointed out that if the farmer cannot pay, there 

are no benefits to the local economy, only harmful effects.

41 4-291+ Table 4-61

Add Power Generation to air quality effects. Add drying up upstream side channel to surface water & aquatic 

communities. Add effects on recharge to local wells with conservation measures. Add operational Noise Disturbance to 

Adjacent species of concern by pumps

42 4-291+ Table 4-61 Update to include above

43 Chapter 4

Wetlands Due to the indicated importance of wetlands throughout the ESA & the EIS (water quality and aquatic and terrestrial 

species, etc.), it would seem appropriate to have a separate category for Wetlands/Aquatic Features in chapters 3 and 4. 

As it is in the EIS, wetlands are a subset of Land and Vegetation.

44 Chapter 4

Wetlands General discussions of wetlands impacts appear to be insufficient, specifically related to alternatives that remove the 

diversion structure. The loss of wetlands resulting from the removal of the diversion structure (reducing inundation and 

the resulting reduced contributions to shallow groundwater levels) may not have been adequately addressed. 

45 Chapter 4

Wetlands Any impacts assessments from projects that excavate/convert more than 0.1 acre of wetlands would require mitigation, 

as required by the CWA, which would significantly increase cost. In addition, mitigation efforts typically require 

monitoring. Who will be responsible for this cost? A more detailed discussion on the requirements for equivalent 

compliance with the 404(b)(1) guidelines and other substantive requirements of the CWA would also aide in impacts 

assessments.

46 Chapter 4

Federal and State 

Species of Concern

Table ES-2 (Summary of Environmental Effects) should include the effects of wind turbines on federal and state Species of 

Concern under the appropriate alternatives

47 Chapter 4

Wildlife Since Wildlife  is included as a distinct category in chapters 3 and 4, Table ES-2 (Summary of Environmental Effects) 

should include the effects on wildlife

48 Chapter 4

Threatened & 

Endangered Species

The Judge explained on page 10 and 11 that he wanted analysis on the anticipated success of the bypass channel for 

recovery of the pallid sturgeon. “This Court cannot analyze the “intensity” of the Project to determine whether significant 

effects will occur without knowing whether the proposed bypass channel would prevent the establishment of a viable 

population of pallid sturgeon.  This Court cannot, in turn, determine the degree to which the Project would adversely 

affect pallid sturgeon or whether the Project would violate the ESA unless the Court possesses more information about 

the anticipated success of the proposed bypass channel.” “…the Project would have significant impacts on the pallid 

sturgeon with the analysis provided. Added uncertainty regarding whether sufficient drift distance would exist above the 

weir to allow pallid sturgeon larvae to develop before reaching the low oxygen zones raises additional concerns. These 

circumstances—the lack of analysis regarding adversely affecting pallid sturgeon recovery and uncertainty regarding 

possible effects on the viability of pallid sturgeon larvae—require the Federal Defendants to prepare an EIS. The new 

analysis should include the anticipated effects of the Project on the recovery of pallid sturgeon. Nat’l Wildlife Fed’s, 524 

F.3d at 931-932.”  This information needs to be addressed in Chapter 4 in detail, with a summary in Chapter 2 under the 

description of the preferred alternative.

49 Chapter 4 All Sections

The existing diversion dam is commonly referred to as an alternative effect, but should be addressed as a point of 

reference for all other alternatives.



50 Entire EIS

General One point of consideration is that Tetra Tech commonly uses the fact that the Bypass Channel Alternative has been 100% 

designed as a "crutch" to form the basis of their opinion that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the preferred alternative. I 

am concerned that since the Multiple Pump Alternative has not been flushed out to the same level of design scrutiny and 

that there are numerous design considerations that can make this alternative much more costly and reduce the feasibility 

considerably that have been overlooked.

51 Appendix A 3.1.5

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Assumption that only sand size and larger particles would deposit in the feeder 

canals. However, it is anticipated that velocities will be low in the feeder canals. Sediment transport in this portion of the 

Yellowstone River is very high, and the feeder canals will provide an avenue for sediment fallout due to low velocity flow.

52 Appendix A Table 3.3

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Pumps 2-5 shows a gravity flow as well as flow from Pump No. 2, but the 

discussion and analysis states in multiple areas in text that the headgate needs to be closed when Pumps No. 1 and/or 2 

are on. This needs to be resolved.

53 Appendix A 4.3.3

Again the analysis uses a reference to 480V power. Many of the major pump suppliers for vertical impeller pumps have 

indicated that 480V powerwill not be sufficient given the head and flow conditions. Please verify that 480V power will be 

adequate as the cost for both installation as well as long term O&M is significantly impacted by increases in the voltage.

54 Appendix A 4.3.3.1

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Finished floor elevation of pump stations needs to be at least 2' above the 100 

year floodplain, not 1'.

55 Appendix A

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Design recognizes the requirement for ice protection around the pump stations 

and fish screens, but shows only a very conceptual plan view with no detail. It is not certain how the fish screens will be 

protected by the berm and/or what type of protection would be placed in front of the fish screens. This detail could 

substantially effect the capital cost and the long term O&M of the alternative.

56 Appendix A Attachment 2

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Page 15-16, paragraph 2 of the Recommendation section of the Intake 

Alternative Selection memo provided by Tetra Tech provides a very solid viewpoint on the implementation of Ranney 

Wells that should be transferred and/or referenced in the Multiple Pumping Station Alternative with Conservation 

Measures Alternative. There is somewhat of a conflict between the text in this section and Section 4.3.1, Appendix A, 

Mulitple Pumping Station with Conservation Measures Alternative.

57 Appendix A

Multiple Pumping Stations with Conservation Measures Alternative -- Under Section 1.0, Alternative Description, at the 

end of this section, please add the text found in the main body of the EIS, Section 2.3.8 on page 2-77 to clarify the intent 

of the Appendix.

58 Appendix A

Multiple Pumping Station Alternative and Multiple Pumping Stations with  Conservation Measures Alternative -- Both of 

these alternatives would require a SCADA system for operation and maintenance of these facilities. Please include in the 

capital cost as well as the long term O&M for these alternatives.

59 Appendix A 4.2

Multiple Pumping Stations with Conservation Measures Alternative -- 2nd paragraph on page 16 identifies that 1,100 cfs 

would be required to support the mix of crops current grown. However, this number should be 1,150 cfs.

60 Appendix B 3.7

The current quoted fuel prices are very low and near a 5-year low. The fuel prices should be based on a more current rate 

or a 3-year running average to ensure an accurate estimate.

61 Appendix B

Multiple Pump Station Alternative QTO Line Items -- Quantity take offs. The pump station standby generators for Sites 2-

5 require 1250 kW through 2000 kW. This indicates that  supply of 480V power to each of these sites will be difficult to 

achieve.



 
UPPER BASIN PALLID STURGEON WORKGROUP 

 

1420 E. 6
th

 Ave. 

P.O. Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 

(406) 444-1231 

 

28 July 2016 

 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Omaha District 

ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 

1616 Capital Ave. 

Omaha, NE 68102 

cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 

 

(sent via electronic mail) 

 

Re: Comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake 

Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 

 

As the advisory body for Pallid Sturgeon recovery implementation in the upper Missouri River 

basin, the Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup (Workgroup) would like to provide comment 

to the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion 

Dam (Intake) Fish Passage Project. The Workgroup appreciates the opportunity to provide input 

as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) jointly 

prepare this EIS. 

 

Foremost, the Workgroup supports the process of earnestly reviewing alternatives at Intake that 

best suit the recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and the sustainability of the lower Yellowstone River 

aquatic community. We believe the most beneficial alternative for Pallid Sturgeon would involve 

removing the existing barrier to provide full-river passage and investing in more contemporary 

methods of water delivery. Improved efficiencies and updated technologies in irrigation practices 

would serve an agreeable compromise between socioeconomic viability and ecological integrity; 

a cornerstone of the vision and mission of the Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP). 

Although the EIS reiterates that recovery of Pallid Sturgeon is not within the scope of this 

project, the Workgroup feels strongly that aspects of recovery are implicit with the project’s use 

of funding tied in-part to the MRRP. As such, more emphasis should be placed on the aspect of 
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fish passage in the alternative analyses, rather than ensuring water delivery while merely 

providing conditions thought to be sufficient to avoid jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon.  

 

To this point, the improvement of fish passage for Pallid Sturgeon and other native fishes under 

the preferred Bypass Channel Alternative is purely theoretical and assurances for successful 

passage are unfounded. Across North America, sturgeon species have exhibited little success 

with fish passage structures; where the only examples of consistent passage include projects that 

were designed specifically for sturgeon species and projects that provided passage upstream and 

downstream. Although upstream passage of adult Pallid Sturgeon has garnered much of the 

attention in the EIS, it is imperative that this project account for the needs of all life-stages of 

Pallid Sturgeon amongst other fish species. The design in the preferred Bypass Channel 

Alternative fails to incorporate adequate passage in the downstream drift of Pallid Sturgeon 

larvae, and subsequently the criteria for the entire project fails to address the potential impacts to 

larval Pallid Sturgeon take during downstream passage until post-project. The success of the 

preferred Bypass Channel Alternative, with regard to fish passage, relies only on conjecture and 

claims of improved connectivity, in comparison to the No Action Alternative, cannot be made. 

Currently, the No Action Alternative offers more documented passage than any other alternative 

that includes a weir in the design. While the preferred Bypass Channel Alternative confidently 

assures passage to some degree, the only proven pathway for passage for Pallid Sturgeon is 

planned to be used as a fill site as part of bypass construction. 

 

While the Workgroup commends the close collaboration with the Biological Review Team in 

developing metrics for success, more explicit monitoring objectives whose criteria are rooted in 

the biology of Pallid Sturgeon and the lower Yellowstone River aquatic community are needed 

to meaningfully evaluate fish passage and jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon. As currently written, the 

monitoring and adaptive management of fish passage success and the avoidance of jeopardy to 

Pallid Sturgeon does not sufficiently account for bi-directional passage, nor does it provide 

details of future management given documented performance of the project. In developing 

criteria for improving fish passage, the Workgroup feels “the development of decision criteria to 

trigger adaptive management options” needs to be thoroughly established prior to an alternative 

being preferred. To this regard, the Workgroup suggests a more expansive commitment from 

federal partners in evaluating the project pre- and post-development to ensure greater 

connectivity is truly attained in the lower Yellowstone River. 

 

Undoubtedly, the Yellowstone River offers important habitat for Pallid Sturgeon and may 

provide a potential for recruitment success with improved connectivity; however, its role in the 

upper Missouri River basin should not be overstated. The Yellowstone and Missouri rivers are 

two components to one system and the Workgroup remains opposed to the idea that 

modifications at Intake should serve as a suitable credit for operational changes at Fort Peck 

Dam. While successful fish passage at Intake may allow access to additional upstream habitat for 

Pallid Sturgeon and other native fishes, it is the health of the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers 

that will ultimately yield recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and long-term resiliency of the entire 

aquatic community. In order to restore a self-regulating upper Missouri River system that 

functions more naturally, engaged federal partnerships are imperative. 
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The Workgroup appreciates the consideration of these comments and we look forward to the 

committed, thoughtful development at Intake.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Zachary R. Shattuck, Chair 

Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 



From: Shattuck, Zachary
To: CENWO-Planning
Cc: Vanosdall, Tiffany K NWO
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Yellowstone Intake EIS
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 8:21:15 PM
Attachments: image001.png

UBPSW Comment to Intake EIS DRAFT_7-28-16.pdf

To Whom It May Concern:

Please accept these comments from the Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup for consideration in the
development of fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam.

Respectfully,

Zach Shattuck

______________________

Zachary R. Shattuck

Native Species Coordinator

Fisheries Division

1420 East 6th Avenue

Helena, Montana 59620

office: (406) 444-1231

mailto:ZShattuck@mt.gov
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:Tiffany.K.Vanosdall@usace.army.mil
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Omaha District 


ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 


1616 Capital Ave. 


Omaha, NE 68102 


cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 


 


(sent via electronic mail) 


 


Re: Comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake 


Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 


 


As the advisory body for Pallid Sturgeon recovery implementation in the upper Missouri River 


basin, the Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup (Workgroup) would like to provide comment 


to the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion 


Dam (Intake) Fish Passage Project. The Workgroup appreciates the opportunity to provide input 


as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) jointly 


prepare this EIS. 


 


Foremost, the Workgroup supports the process of earnestly reviewing alternatives at Intake that 


best suit the recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and the sustainability of the lower Yellowstone River 


aquatic community. We believe the most beneficial alternative for Pallid Sturgeon would involve 


removing the existing barrier to provide full-river passage and investing in more contemporary 


methods of water delivery. Improved efficiencies and updated technologies in irrigation practices 


would serve an agreeable compromise between socioeconomic viability and ecological integrity; 


a cornerstone of the vision and mission of the Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP). 


Although the EIS reiterates that recovery of Pallid Sturgeon is not within the scope of this 


project, the Workgroup feels strongly that aspects of recovery are implicit with the project’s use 


of funding tied in-part to the MRRP. As such, more emphasis should be placed on the aspect of 







fish passage in the alternative analyses, rather than ensuring water delivery while merely 


providing conditions thought to be sufficient to avoid jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon.  


 


To this point, the improvement of fish passage for Pallid Sturgeon and other native fishes under 


the preferred Bypass Channel Alternative is purely theoretical and assurances for successful 


passage are unfounded. Across North America, sturgeon species have exhibited little success 


with fish passage structures; where the only examples of consistent passage include projects that 


were designed specifically for sturgeon species and projects that provided passage upstream and 


downstream. Although upstream passage of adult Pallid Sturgeon has garnered much of the 


attention in the EIS, it is imperative that this project account for the needs of all life-stages of 


Pallid Sturgeon amongst other fish species. The design in the preferred Bypass Channel 


Alternative fails to incorporate adequate passage in the downstream drift of Pallid Sturgeon 


larvae, and subsequently the criteria for the entire project fails to address the potential impacts to 


larval Pallid Sturgeon take during downstream passage until post-project. The success of the 


preferred Bypass Channel Alternative, with regard to fish passage, relies only on conjecture and 


claims of improved connectivity, in comparison to the No Action Alternative, cannot be made. 


Currently, the No Action Alternative offers more documented passage than any other alternative 


that includes a weir in the design. While the preferred Bypass Channel Alternative confidently 


assures passage to some degree, the only proven pathway for passage for Pallid Sturgeon is 


planned to be used as a fill site as part of bypass construction. 


 


While the Workgroup commends the close collaboration with the Biological Review Team in 


developing metrics for success, more explicit monitoring objectives whose criteria are rooted in 


the biology of Pallid Sturgeon and the lower Yellowstone River aquatic community are needed 


to meaningfully evaluate fish passage and jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon. As currently written, the 


monitoring and adaptive management of fish passage success and the avoidance of jeopardy to 


Pallid Sturgeon does not sufficiently account for bi-directional passage, nor does it provide 


details of future management given documented performance of the project. In developing 


criteria for improving fish passage, the Workgroup feels “the development of decision criteria to 


trigger adaptive management options” needs to be thoroughly established prior to an alternative 


being preferred. To this regard, the Workgroup suggests a more expansive commitment from 


federal partners in evaluating the project pre- and post-development to ensure greater 


connectivity is truly attained in the lower Yellowstone River. 


 


Undoubtedly, the Yellowstone River offers important habitat for Pallid Sturgeon and may 


provide a potential for recruitment success with improved connectivity; however, its role in the 


upper Missouri River basin should not be overstated. The Yellowstone and Missouri rivers are 


two components to one system and the Workgroup remains opposed to the idea that 


modifications at Intake should serve as a suitable credit for operational changes at Fort Peck 


Dam. While successful fish passage at Intake may allow access to additional upstream habitat for 


Pallid Sturgeon and other native fishes, it is the health of the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers 


that will ultimately yield recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and long-term resiliency of the entire 


aquatic community. In order to restore a self-regulating upper Missouri River system that 


functions more naturally, engaged federal partnerships are imperative. 


 







The Workgroup appreciates the consideration of these comments and we look forward to the 


committed, thoughtful development at Intake.  


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Zachary R. Shattuck, Chair 


Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 







 
UPPER BASIN PALLID STURGEON WORKGROUP 

 

1420 E. 6
th

 Ave. 

P.O. Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 

(406) 444-1231 

 

5 August 2016 

 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers–Omaha District 

ATTN: Tiffany Vanosdall 

1616 Capital Ave. 

Omaha, NE 68102 

tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil 

 

(sent via electronic mail) 

 

Re: Request for retraction of comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 

 

The Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup (Workgroup) submitted a letter of comment on the 

draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish 

Passage Project dated 28 July 2016. However, in the process of submitting comment the 

Workgroup inadvertently omitted established aspects of review, as outlined in the Upper Basin 

Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Workgroup Operating Procedures (2012). Subsequently, the 

Workgroup feels it would be most appropriate to formally request a retraction of the previously 

submitted letter of comment. The Workgroup appreciates the consideration of this matter and we 

look forward to participating in the collaborative conservation of Pallid Sturgeon moving 

forward. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Zachary R. Shattuck, Chair 

Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 
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From: Water Cashier
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bypass Channel Alternative
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 3:16:04 PM
Attachments: 20160727152236.pdf

Comment Form completed by Greg Anderson the Utilities Manager here at the City of Sidney, thank you!

BreeAnn Messer
Water Clerk
City of Sidney
115 2nd St SE
Sidney, MT 59270
sidneywaterdept@hotmail.com <mailto:sidneywaterdept@hotmail.com>
Phone: 406-433-1117
Fax: 406-433-7509

mailto:sidneywaterdept@hotmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:sidneywaterdept@hotmail.com







 
  

 
 

Rockies and Plains Office 

535 16th Street, Suite 310 | Denver, Colorado 80202 |  tel 303.825.0918 

www.defenders.org 

 
 
 
 

 
 

June 7, 2016 
 
David Trimpe 
Bureau of Reclamation, Great Plains Region 
P.O. Box 36900, Billings, MT 59107-6900 
dtrimpe@usbr.gov 
 
Re: A request for an extension of the public comment period for the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 
 
Dear Mr. Trimpe, 
 
Defenders of Wildlife and the Natural Resources Defense Council are writing to request an extension of the 
public comment period for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake 
Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana. 
 
Defenders is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the protection and restoration of wildlife and plants in 
their natural communities, with 1.2 million members and supporters nationwide. There is intense interest in 
this project by our members and the general public due to the impacts to the Yellowstone River, the 
endangered pallid sturgeon, and the upper Missouri River ecosystem. 
 
The Natural Resources Defense Council is a national conservation organization with over 2.4 million 
Members and Online Activists. NRDC and our Members and Activists have a strong interest in protecting 
and conserving wild pallid sturgeon. 
 
There is some urgency to modify Intake Dam to avoid the extirpation of the wild pallid sturgeon as soon as 
possible.    However, it’s also critical that the agencies get this right and that the decision is supported by 
science and the public.  Forty-five days is insufficient for members of the public to read through the nearly 
700 page NEPA document and its associated appendices to determine how this proposal has changed from 
the 2014 Environmental Assessment, evaluate any new information that was developed in the intervening 
time, and evaluate the new alternatives considered but rejected by the Corps and Bureau.  We therefore 
respectfully request an additional 45-day extension of the comment period on the Draft EIS. We would 
appreciate hearing from you early in the comment period regarding whether you intend to grant this request. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 

      

http://www.defenders.org/
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Steve Forrest      Matt Skoglund 
Rockies and Plains Senior Representative  Director, Northern Rockies Office 
Defenders of Wildlife     Natural Resources Defense Council 
535 16th St, Suite 310 317 East Mendenhall Street, Suites D & E 
Denver, CO 80202 Bozeman, MT 59715 

sforrest@defenders.org mskoglund@nrdc.org 
720 943-0459      406 556-9301 
 
Cc: Tiffany Vanosdall, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1616 Capitol Avenue, Omaha, NE 68102 
tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil 
 
Jennifer Madgic, Bozeman Field Director, US Senator John Tester, jennifer_madgic@tester.senate.gov 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

mailto:sforrest@defenders.org
mailto:tiffany.k.vanosdall@usace.army.mil
mailto:jennifer_madgic@tester.senate.gov
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From: Jason Brothen
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comment on the Bypass Channel
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 6:07:14 PM
Attachments: LYREC Bypass Support Letter.docx

Please find attached a letter on behalf of Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative Board of Directors, Staff,
and membership.

Thank you,

Jason Brothen

Jason A. Brothen

CEO

Email - jasonb@lyrec.com <mailto:jasonb@lyrec.com>

Cell - 701.609.2111

Work Main - 406.488.1602

Work Direct – 406.488.6830

3200 West Holly St.

PO Box 1047

Sidney, MT 59270

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review,
copying, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you.

mailto:jasonb@lyrec.coop
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:jasonb@lyrec.com

	      PO Box 1047

3200 West Holly Street

	Sidney, MT 5927

Phone: (406) 488-1602

Fax: (406) 488-6524

www.lyrec.com

Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative

  

7/1/2016





U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District,

Attn: CENWO-PM-AA; 1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, Nebraska 68102





Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers:



On behalf of the Board of Directors, and Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative (LYREC) membership, I am writing this letter to support the bypass channel.  As a cooperative we feel strongly about saving the farmer and the fish.



As a member-owned rural electric cooperative we are unique in that our core business happens to be the farmers, and the power supplied to them come from Western Area Power Administration (WAPA).  The power allocation for Thomas Point, Drain 27, and Crane on the main channel all flow through LYREC power substations and distribution line.  The agricultural industry is the core of the electric cooperative and without the Yellowstone River Diversion Dam our famers would not have the ability to supply the country with vital crops and commodities that all Americans rely on.



One major concern as an electrical distributor, is the power supply.  We understand what it takes to pump water and it is a lot of power.  It would take the correct mix of renewable, hydro, gas, and carbon based electrical resources to maintain the level of power needed to run the proposed pumps.  Renewable resources alone cannot generate enough power at peak times to maintain the pumps and for this reason they need to have backup power to fill in for those times when the renewables are offline.  With the current direction of the United States baseload power grid, it is uneasy to think of what could happen if the power supply were not adequate for the proposed pumps.  There is a potential for the famers to lose farms, the American taxpayers to lose millions in projects, and destroy a portion of the backbone in this country.  Because of this the bypass channel is the best option for the farmer and the fish; just as it has been since 1904 and will continue to be in the future.



In closing please consider the thousands of acres of land that tirelessly supports the economy, our communities, and our nation all through an irrigation system that is proven since the early 1900’s.

Sincerely,



Jason Brothen

CEO

Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative
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PO Box 1047

3200 West Holly Street

Sidney, MT 5927

Phone: (406) 488-1602

Fax: (406) 488-6524

www.lyrec.com

7/1/2016

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Omaha District,
Attn: CENWO-PM-AA; 1616 Capitol Avenue
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers:

On behalf of the Board of Directors, and Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative (LYREC)
membership, I am writing this letter to support the bypass channel. As a cooperative we feel strongly
about saving the farmer and the fish.

As a member-owned rural electric cooperative we are unique in that our core business happens to be
the farmers, and the power supplied to them come from Western Area Power Administration (WAPA).
The power allocation for Thomas Point, Drain 27, and Crane on the main channel all flow through
LYREC power substations and distribution line. The agricultural industry is the core of the electric
cooperative and without the Yellowstone River Diversion Dam our famers would not have the ability
to supply the country with vital crops and commodities that all Americans rely on.

One major concern as an electrical distributor, is the power supply. We understand what it takes to
pump water and it is a lot of power. It would take the correct mix of renewable, hydro, gas, and
carbon based electrical resources to maintain the level of power needed to run the proposed pumps.
Renewable resources alone cannot generate enough power at peak times to maintain the pumps and
for this reason they need to have backup power to fill in for those times when the renewables are
offline. With the current direction of the United States baseload power grid, it is uneasy to think of
what could happen if the power supply were not adequate for the proposed pumps. There is a
potential for the famers to lose farms, the American taxpayers to lose millions in projects, and destroy
a portion of the backbone in this country. Because of this the bypass channel is the best option for
the farmer and the fish; just as it has been since 1904 and will continue to be in the future.

In closing please consider the thousands of acres of land that tirelessly supports the economy, our
communities, and our nation all through an irrigation system that is proven since the early 1900’s.

Sincerely,

Jason Brothen

CEO

Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative
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July 26, 2016 

 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Omaha District 

ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA 

1616 Capitol Avenue 

Omaha, NE 68102 

 

Re:  Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana Draft environmental 

Impact Statement 

 

Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Officials: 

 

On behalf of the Montana Stockgrowers Association (MSGA), we are writing this letter in regards to the 

Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement. 

MSGA was founded in 1884 to represent ranchers and promote a positive business environment for our 

members. Throughout our history, MSGA has been dedicated to finding proactive solutions to the most 

difficult challenges facing Montana’s cattle ranching families.  MSGA has continued to be an active 

participant in the decision making process for the Intake Diversion Dam project, because of the potential 

impacts to our members within the affected four irrigation districts serviced by the diversion dam.  A 

potential decision that would greatly increase the operational costs or any reduced deliveries to the main 

irrigation canal, would significantly influence those cattle ranching families and a substantial region of 

the state. 

Due to the critical importance of this Intake Dam modification project to the agricultural community, 

MSGA has reviewed the Draft EIS and supports the Bypass Channel Alternative.  This alternative is a 

balanced approach to improving conditions for migration of pallid sturgeon and other native fish and at 

the same time ensuring the water delivery system for the Intake Diversion Dam is protected.   

Farm Characteristics 

In this section it is stated that “Using recent crop yields and prices from the National Agricultural 

Statistics Service, a production value (gross revenue) of about $51.2 million dollars may be estimated 

for lands irrigated by the LYP.”  This estimate is factored to account for about 15% of market value of 

agricultural products sold in the three county area.  MSGA supports the assessment that “value of the 

LYP to the agricultural industry of the counties, and of the region, is substantial.”  It is vitally important 

in this decision making process to account for the economic impacts the selected alternative will have on 

the affected area.  

ESA Consultation and Cooperating Agencies 

In reviewing the Draft EIS, it is apparent there has been a long history of Bureau of Reclamation and the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers working with other agency partners in looking at ways to improve the 
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irrigation structure and address concerns over the pallid sturgeon.  Through this coordination, this Draft 

EIS has addressed many of the concerns indicated in the 2015 Biological Assessment, such as the need 

for an alternate passage route during the 2-3 years of construction and the potential future 

entrainment/impingement of free embryos and larvae at the headworks screens.  In addition, since 2010, 

cooperating agencies have had an integral part in developing the most sophisticated scientific 

approaches to resolving the sturgeon concerns.  Each one of the of those agencies: Montana Fish, 

Wildlife and Parks, Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, Lower Yellowstone 

Project Board of Control, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Western Area Power Administration, 

has a unique expertise and have provided valuable information through the years.  This collaboration has 

resulted in more thorough analysis and development of alternatives for the Draft EIS.  In our view, this 

input from these agencies has resulted in the Bypass Channel alternative that meets the needs of the 

community and a successful fish passage. 

Operating Costs 

In addition to the Bypass Channel alternative being one of the best conservation options, it is also one of 

the most cost effective.  In reviewing Table ES-1 Annualized Costs, the Bypass Channel is equivalent to 

the Modified Side Channel alternative, but significantly lower than the others in terms of Average 

Annual Cost.   This alternative also is shown to have the lowest annual O&M and annual O&M per acre 

costs, reflected in table 4-37.  Just as important as the construction and O&M costs, are the change in 

farm income statistics reflected in Table 4-58.  Once again the Bypass Channel shows the lowest 

reduction in Annual Change in Net Farm Income and % Change in Net Farm Income in the alternatives.  

These tables are significant indicators that the preferred Bypass Channel is the most efficient means to 

meet the purpose to construct a project to improve passage of pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the 

Lower Yellowstone Project Intake Diversion Dam while continuing a viable and effective operation of 

the Project. 

On behalf of MSGA, we would like to thank the BOR and Corps for taking time to review our 

comments.  Agriculture continues to be the number one industry in Montana and is also one of leading 

industries in this affected region.  MSGA believes the Bypass Channel alternative will allow your 

agencies to adequately address the fish migration concerns, while protecting our important agricultural 

industry. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Jay Bodner 

Natural Resource Director 

Montana Stockgrowers Association  
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From: Jay Bodner
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Comments
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 5:24:34 PM
Attachments: 2016 Lower Yellowstone Bypass Comments.pdf

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Officials,

On behalf of the Montana Stockgrowers Association, I am submitting comments regarding the Lower Yellowstone
Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana Draft environmental Impact Statement.

Thank you for reviewing our comments, if there are any questions regarding these, please contact me.

Jay Bodner

Natural Resource Director

Montana Stockgrowers Association

Office: (406) 442-3420

mailto:jay@mtbeef.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil



July 26, 2016 


 


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 


Omaha District 


ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA 


1616 Capitol Avenue 


Omaha, NE 68102 


 


Re:  Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana Draft environmental 


Impact Statement 


 


Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Officials: 


 


On behalf of the Montana Stockgrowers Association (MSGA), we are writing this letter in regards to the 


Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana Draft Environmental Impact 


Statement. 


MSGA was founded in 1884 to represent ranchers and promote a positive business environment for our 


members. Throughout our history, MSGA has been dedicated to finding proactive solutions to the most 


difficult challenges facing Montana’s cattle ranching families.  MSGA has continued to be an active 


participant in the decision making process for the Intake Diversion Dam project, because of the potential 


impacts to our members within the affected four irrigation districts serviced by the diversion dam.  A 


potential decision that would greatly increase the operational costs or any reduced deliveries to the main 


irrigation canal, would significantly influence those cattle ranching families and a substantial region of 


the state. 


Due to the critical importance of this Intake Dam modification project to the agricultural community, 


MSGA has reviewed the Draft EIS and supports the Bypass Channel Alternative.  This alternative is a 


balanced approach to improving conditions for migration of pallid sturgeon and other native fish and at 


the same time ensuring the water delivery system for the Intake Diversion Dam is protected.   


Farm Characteristics 


In this section it is stated that “Using recent crop yields and prices from the National Agricultural 


Statistics Service, a production value (gross revenue) of about $51.2 million dollars may be estimated 


for lands irrigated by the LYP.”  This estimate is factored to account for about 15% of market value of 


agricultural products sold in the three county area.  MSGA supports the assessment that “value of the 


LYP to the agricultural industry of the counties, and of the region, is substantial.”  It is vitally important 


in this decision making process to account for the economic impacts the selected alternative will have on 


the affected area.  


ESA Consultation and Cooperating Agencies 


In reviewing the Draft EIS, it is apparent there has been a long history of Bureau of Reclamation and the 


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers working with other agency partners in looking at ways to improve the 







irrigation structure and address concerns over the pallid sturgeon.  Through this coordination, this Draft 


EIS has addressed many of the concerns indicated in the 2015 Biological Assessment, such as the need 


for an alternate passage route during the 2-3 years of construction and the potential future 


entrainment/impingement of free embryos and larvae at the headworks screens.  In addition, since 2010, 


cooperating agencies have had an integral part in developing the most sophisticated scientific 


approaches to resolving the sturgeon concerns.  Each one of the of those agencies: Montana Fish, 


Wildlife and Parks, Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, Lower Yellowstone 


Project Board of Control, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Western Area Power Administration, 


has a unique expertise and have provided valuable information through the years.  This collaboration has 


resulted in more thorough analysis and development of alternatives for the Draft EIS.  In our view, this 


input from these agencies has resulted in the Bypass Channel alternative that meets the needs of the 


community and a successful fish passage. 


Operating Costs 


In addition to the Bypass Channel alternative being one of the best conservation options, it is also one of 


the most cost effective.  In reviewing Table ES-1 Annualized Costs, the Bypass Channel is equivalent to 


the Modified Side Channel alternative, but significantly lower than the others in terms of Average 


Annual Cost.   This alternative also is shown to have the lowest annual O&M and annual O&M per acre 


costs, reflected in table 4-37.  Just as important as the construction and O&M costs, are the change in 


farm income statistics reflected in Table 4-58.  Once again the Bypass Channel shows the lowest 


reduction in Annual Change in Net Farm Income and % Change in Net Farm Income in the alternatives.  


These tables are significant indicators that the preferred Bypass Channel is the most efficient means to 


meet the purpose to construct a project to improve passage of pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the 


Lower Yellowstone Project Intake Diversion Dam while continuing a viable and effective operation of 


the Project. 


On behalf of MSGA, we would like to thank the BOR and Corps for taking time to review our 


comments.  Agriculture continues to be the number one industry in Montana and is also one of leading 


industries in this affected region.  MSGA believes the Bypass Channel alternative will allow your 


agencies to adequately address the fish migration concerns, while protecting our important agricultural 


industry. 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Jay Bodner 


Natural Resource Director 


Montana Stockgrowers Association  







AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY
MONTANA CHAPTER

July 25 2016

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha District
ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA
1616 Capitol Avenue
Omaha, NE 68102

RE: Draft Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project

To whom it may concern,

Thanks very much for the opportunity to comment on the DRAFT Intake Dam EIS. The
Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society is an organization/collection of fisheries
biologists. The scientific method is fundamental to biologists training and decision making
processes. As biologists, decisions on management of fisheries resources should focus only on
biological principles, sound research, and valid statistical analysis of said research.

The current EIS uses a “Connectivity Index Analysis” to base recommendations of passage of
Pallid Sturgeon. It is clear this index is weakly connected to conditions at the Intake site.
Moreover, no firm biological criteria were used develop bypass channel dimensions, velocities,
depths, etc. Any index by which decisions are made on passage of Pallid Sturgeon cannot be
validly based on data from other rivers and species of fish. As biologists we know that site
specific variables as well as temporal and spatial uncertainty must be addressed to increase
confidence of predictions in any predictive model. Given the large number of assumptions used
to develop the “Connectivity Index Analysis” we have very little confidence that predictions on
bypass use by Pallid Sturgeon or other species are scientifically valid.

Larval drift post spawning has been identified as an important factor in survival of Pallid
Sturgeon. In the event Pallid Sturgeon use the engineered bypass, construction of a dam
across the entire Yellowstone River will necessarily negatively impact this important life stage.

Given the vast number of unknowns related to potential use by fish of the bypass, a contingency
and monitoring plan must be very specific as to who will do the work and where funding will be
obtained for the work. Should objectives of the bypass channel not be met - what solutions are
proposed? We strongly suggest that contingency plans be highly detailed with alternatives for
remedy spelled out with costs and responsible parties. Essentially, the lack of biological criteria
and unknowns on which the preferred alternative was based makes it absolutely necessary that
contingencies, should passage goals not be met, are highly detailed with funding guaranteed.

Sincerely,

David Moser
President, Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society
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From: moser.wct@gmail.com
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake EIS
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 10:32:07 PM
Attachments: MTAFS_Intake_DRAFT.docx

Please accept these comments from the Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society.  Dave

--
Sent from myMail app for Android

mailto:moser.wct@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil

      AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY

	                                MONTANA CHAPTER

	



July 25 2016





U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Omaha District

ATTN: CENWO-PM_AA

1616 Capitol Avenue

Omaha, NE 68102



RE:  Draft Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project





To whom it may concern,



Thanks very much for the opportunity to comment on the DRAFT Intake Dam EIS.  The Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society is an organization/collection of fisheries biologists.  The scientific method is fundamental to biologists training and decision making processes. As biologists, decisions on management of fisheries resources should focus only on biological principles, sound research, and valid statistical analysis of said research.



The current EIS uses a “Connectivity Index Analysis” to base recommendations of passage of Pallid Sturgeon.  It is clear this index is weakly connected to conditions at the Intake site.  Moreover, no firm biological criteria were used develop bypass channel dimensions, velocities, depths, etc.  Any index by which decisions are made on passage of Pallid Sturgeon cannot be validly based on data from other rivers and species of fish.  As biologists we know that site specific variables as well as temporal and spatial uncertainty must be addressed to increase confidence of predictions in any predictive model.  Given the large number of assumptions used to develop the “Connectivity Index Analysis” we have very little confidence that predictions on bypass use by Pallid Sturgeon or other species are scientifically valid.  



Larval drift post spawning has been identified as an important factor in survival of Pallid Sturgeon.  In the event Pallid Sturgeon use the engineered bypass, construction of a dam across the entire Yellowstone River will necessarily negatively impact this important life stage.



Given the vast number of unknowns related to potential use by fish of the bypass, a contingency and monitoring plan must be very specific as to who will do the work and where funding will be obtained for the work.  Should objectives of the bypass channel not be met - what solutions are proposed?  We strongly suggest that contingency plans be highly detailed with alternatives for remedy spelled out with costs and responsible parties.  Essentially, the lack of biological criteria and unknowns on which the preferred alternative was based makes it absolutely necessary that contingencies, should passage goals not be met, are highly detailed with funding guaranteed.



Sincerely,





David Moser

President, Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society
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From: Scott Bosse
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] American Rivers comments on Intake Diversion Dam DEIS
Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:53:38 PM
Attachments: American Rivers comments on Intake Diversion Dam DEIS.pdf

Dear Army Corps of Engineers:

Please find attached American Rivers' comments on the Intake Diversion Dam DEIS. I would appreciate an email
confirming that you have received our comments and were able to open the file.

Thanks so much,

Scott

Scott Bosse
Northern Rockies Director
American Rivers
321 E. Main St., Suite 408
Bozeman, MT 59715
Cell Ph: (406) 570-0455

Rivers connect us. Show your support for clean water and healthy rivers at
Blockedwww.AmericanRivers.org/Donate

mailto:SBosse@americanrivers.org
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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July 27, 2016 
 
Scott Bosse 
Northern Rockies Director 
American Rivers 
321 East Main, Suite 408 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
Email: sbosse@americanrivers.org 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Ave. 
Omaha, NE 68102 
Email: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 
 
RE: Lower Yellowstone River Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project DEIS 
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall: 
 
On behalf of American Rivers, thank you for providing us with the opportunity to comment on 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s (BOR) Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on 
the Lower Yellowstone River. American Rivers represents 200,000+ members and supporters 
from all 50 states, many of whom live along, make their living from, and/or recreate on the 
Yellowstone River. We have a longstanding interest in protecting and restoring the Yellowstone 
River due to the fact that it flows through one of our priority geographies and it is considered the 
longest free-flowing river in the lower 48 states. 
 
After carefully reading the DEIS and reviewing the comments provided to us by David Marcus 
(see Appendix A), whose analysis was partially funded by American Rivers, we strongly urge 
the Corps and BOR to abandon the preferred alternative in the DEIS (Bypass Channel) and 
instead select a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the Final EIS and Record of 
Decision (ROD). We support a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative because we believe it 
is the only alternative that offers federally endangered pallid sturgeon a reasonable chance of 
recovering to self-sustaining levels, and it can reasonably be implemented in a way that meets 
the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project. No other alternative in the DEIS has a 
high probability of achieving these two goals in a cost-effective manner. 
 
American Rivers opposes the agencies’ preferred alternative (Bypass Channel) for the following 
reasons, which we will elaborate on later in these comments: (1) the purpose and need in the 
DEIS are insufficient to meet the requirements of the Endangered Species Act; (2) the scientific 
assumptions supporting the Bypass Channel are fatally flawed; (3) the Bypass Channel alter-
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native lacks a robust and sufficiently funded adaptive management plan in the event that it fails; 
and (4) the cost of the Bypass Channel is significantly understated and the cost of the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative is significantly overstated. 
 
1. The Purpose and Need of Project are Legally Insufficient 
The DEIS states that the purpose and need of this project is to “(1) improve fish passage for 
pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake Diversion Dam; (2) continue the viable and 
effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone Project; and (3) contribute to ecosystem restoration 
(DEIS Executive Summary, p. xxvi).” While we agree that all three of these components are 
valid from a conceptual standpoint, the first component is insufficient to meet the basic legal 
requirements of the federal Endangered Species Act, which is the primary driver in this NEPA 
process.  
 
Instead of striving merely to “improve fish passage...,” the DEIS should have identified a range 
of alternatives that have a high probability of recovering pallid sturgeon to the point that they 
meet recovery goals and ultimately can be removed from the endangered species list. The final 
EIS should clearly define what the recovery goal is for pallid sturgeon in numeric terms 
(According to the USFWS’s 2014 Recovery Plan, the goal is a self-sustaining population of 
5,000 adult fish in the upper Missouri River basin); discuss in detail the probability that each 
alternative will achieve that recovery goal based on hard evidence (as opposed to subjective 
conjecture); and discuss how improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam can achieve 
recovery goals for pallid sturgeon without also addressing dam operations at Fort Peck Dam. The 
DEIS makes no mention of the fact that the Corps is willing to fund a project at Intake Diversion 
Dam only in return for abandoning future recovery efforts on the Missouri River below Fort 
Peck Dam. Nor does it explain how recovery goals can be met when only roughly one-quarter of 
the wild adult pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River system, or 32 fish, migrate up the 
Yellowstone River to Intake Dam to spawn each year. Finally, recent federal court rulings have 
made it clear that improving passage for endangered fish species alone does not meet the 
requirements of the Endangered Species Act. The way the DEIS is currently written, if the 
number of pallid sturgeon making it past Intake Diversion Dam were to increase from one fish to 
two fish, that would be deemed a success based on a positive trend toward recovery.  
 
2. The Scientific Assumptions in the DEIS are Fatally Flawed 
The Corps and BOR justify their selection of the preferred alternative based on the assumption 
that is the most cost-effective alternative that can achieve the three goals identified in the 
Purpose and Need section. In the DEIS, cost effectiveness is determined by dividing the 
annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in habitat units (HUs) for that alternative. To 
calculate the increase in habitat units of each alternative, the DEIS relies on a Fish Passage 
Connectivity Index, or FPCI (DEIS, Appendix D). The FPCI for each alternative is the number 
of acres of new upstream habitat that would be made available to pallid sturgeon and 13 other 
native fish species multiplied by the probability that these fish will make it upstream past Intake 
Diversion Dam. For each alternative, the number of upstream habitat units that would be made 
available is the same – 12,637 acres. Only the probability of fish making it past Intake Diversion 
Dam varies with each alternative.  
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Under the Multiple Pumps Alternative, in which the existing diversion dam would be removed 
from the river, the probability of the 14 native fish species making it past Intake Diversion Dam 
is 1.0, which translates to 100 percent probability. Under the preferred alternative (Bypass 
Channel), the FPCI is estimated at .67, meaning there is only a 67 percent chance that the 14 
selected fish species will make it past Intake Diversion Dam. Not only is this number arbitrary 
and subjective due to the fact that there has never been an artificial bypass channel or fishway 
constructed that has been documented to have successfully passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose 
sturgeon (DEIS, p. 2-105), but it is also based on a more favorable model input than was used in 
the 2015 Environmental Assessment (EA). That model input, F1, represents the probability of 
fish finding the entrance to the proposed bypass channel. It varies on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being 
the lowest probability and 5 being the highest probability. In the DEIS, the agencies used an F1 
of 4, whereas in the 2015 EA, the agencies used an F1 of 3. There is no acknowledgement or 
explanation in the DEIS as to why the F1 was upgraded from a 3 to a 4. This is concerning 
because the upgrade resulted in a dramatically improved FPCI for the Bypass Channel 
alternative. In the 2015 EA, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon was .5, meaning there was only a 50 
percent chance that pallid sturgeon would make their way upstream past Intake Diversion Dam. 
In the DEIS, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon is .6. Yet even when this number is used, it still fails to 
meet the FPCI target of .85 that was set by the Biological Recovery Team (BRT). Had the 
agencies used an F1 value of 3 in the DEIS as they did in the 2015 EA, the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative would be the most cost effective alternative per habitat unit gained, according to the 
agencies’ own methodologies. 
 
Finally and importantly, in calculating the cost effectiveness of each alternative, the DEIS used 
an FPCI of .67 for the preferred alternative (DEIS Appendix D, Table 1-11, p. 16), when it 
would have been more appropriate to use an FPCI of .60. The former represents the probability 
that all 14 selected native fish species make it upstream past Intake Diversion Dam, while the 
latter represents the probability of pallid sturgeon making it past the dam. Using this same flawed 
methodology, an alternative could pass 13 of the selected native fish species but not pass a single 
pallid sturgeon, and the number of habitat units that would be made available would be reduced 
by only 1/14, or 7 percent, thus barely affecting the cost effectiveness of such an alternative. The 
bottom line should be that if an alternative does not have at least an 85 percent likelihood of 
providing upstream fish passage for pallid sturgeon (the standard set by the BRT), it should be 
disqualified from further consideration because it does not meet that statutory requirements of 
the Endangered Species Act, which is the primary driver of this NEPA process. 
 
3. The Preferred Alternative Lacks a Robust and Sufficiently Funded Adaptive 
Management Plan  
Given that there is a high degree of scientific uncertainty as to whether the Bypass Channel 
alternative will provide upstream passage to at least 85 percent of the pallid sturgeon that arrive 
at its base (the biological standard set by the BRT), combined with the fact that climate change 
and more frequent and severe flood and drought events could profoundly alter the flow and 
morphology of the lower Yellowstone River in the immediate vicinity of Intake Diversion Dam, 
it is imperative that a robust and well-funded adaptive management plan be in place prior to the 
signing of a Record of Decision. Yet the adaptive management plan in the DEIS only considers 
tweaks to the proposed dam and bypass channel, including making modifications to the bypass 
channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, removing the existing boulder field 
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immediately downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in the new dam, and 
modifying the headworks. The DEIS fails to discuss more drastic and expensive actions that may 
need to be taken should the bypass channel fail to perform as hoped, including removing the new 
dam and replacing its function with an irrigation pump system (such as the one contemplated in 
the Multiple Pumps alternative) and modifying the operation of Fort Peck Dam in an effort to 
restore pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River below the dam. Not only does the DEIS fail to 
discuss these realistic adaptive management actions, but it also makes clear that after its one-year 
warranty period is over, the Corps will not provide any additional funding to remedy the 
situation. This is unacceptable and very likely a violation of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
4. The Costs of the Bypass Channel are Understated and the Costs of the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative are Overstated 


Based on our read of the DEIS and the information contained in David Marcus’ analysis, we 
believe the Corps and BOR significantly understated the costs of the preferred alternative 
(Bypass Channel), significantly overstated the costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, and 
failed altogether to consider less expensive variations of the Multiple Pumps Alternative that 
could satisfy the biological needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish while also meeting the 
needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project virtually 100 percent of the time.  
 
The DEIS understates the costs associated with the preferred alternative (Bypass Channel) in the 
following ways. First, by using an FPCI of .67 for all 14 selected native fish species instead of an 
FPCI of .60 for pallid sturgeon alone, or, more appropriately, an FPCI of .50 (for pallid sturgeon 
alone using the F1 value of 3 in the 2015 EA), the DEIS overstates the pallid sturgeon-specific 
HUs for the preferred alternative by 20 percent. Were the agencies to use an FPCI of .5 instead 
of .67, the cost per habitat unit would increase from $727 to $876, making the preferred 
alternative less cost-effective than the Multiple Pumps Alternative (using three or five pump 
sites). Considering that there has never been a bypass channel or fishway constructed that has 
been documented to have passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon, it would be entirely 
reasonable for the agencies to use an FPCI of less than .5. If one were to use an FPCI of .4, for 
example, the cost per habitat unit for the preferred alternative would jump to $1,110.  
 
The second way the DEIS understates the cost of the preferred alternative is by excluding any 
costs that would be incurred to implement adaptive management actions should the preferred 
alternative fail to accomplish its goal of passing pallid sturgeon following the expiration of the 
Corps’ one-year warranty. These costs could be relatively modest if the actions taken are limited 
in scope (e.g., modifying the bypass channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, 
removing the existing boulder field downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in 
the new dam, or modifying the headworks); or they could far exceed the total cost of the 
preferred alternative if they include removing the new dam, installing an irrigation pump system 
to replace its function, or modifying operations at Fork Peck Dam in an effort to restore pallid 
sturgeon to the Missouri River downstream of the dam. 
 
Conversely, the DEIS overstates the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by making several 
false assumptions and miscalculations (see Appendix A, pp. 15-23). Among these, it overstates 
pumping loads by more than 28 percent; overstates capital costs such as the length of pipe 
needed, the cost of unnecessary backup equipment, and the costs of planning engineering, design 
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and construction management; overstates the interest charges that would be incurred during 
construction; and overstates the price of energy to run the pumps. Together, these overstated 
costs add up to $8.97 million, or 6.476 percent of the total cost of this alternative (see Appendix 
A, p. 22). Furthermore, the DEIS fails to consider a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
that would include only three pump sites instead of five (see Appendix A, pp. 25-37). Such an 
alternative would deliver at least 1,100 cfs of water to the Lower Yellowstone Project 97 percent 
of the time. To put that in perspective, that’s more than the historical average monthly and 
annual diversions that have actually occurred at Intake. The total cost savings of building three 
pump sites instead of five is estimated at $42.76 million, which is 30.85 percent of the total 
estimated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the DEIS (see Appendix A, p. 34). We 
strongly encourage the Corps and BOR to explore this alternative in greater detail in the FEIS in 
order to fully assess how and to what extent it might affect farmers in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  
 
5. Conclusion 
American Rivers commends the Corps and the BOR for taking a harder look at the alternatives 
for improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam by producing a draft environmental impact 
statement (DEIS), and particularly for evaluating two “open river” alternatives (Multiple Pumps 
and Multiple Pumps w/Conservation Measures) that would remove the existing diversion dam 
from the river to provide unimpeded passage for pallid sturgeon and 13 other native fish species. 
That being said, after scrutinizing the scientific underpinnings of the DEIS and discovering that 
the biological benefits of the preferred alternative were almost certainly overstated and its costs 
were understated, we are more convinced than ever that a variation of the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative is the only alternative that can satisfy the purpose and need of the project and meet 
the legal requirements of the Endangered Species Act in a cost effective manner. Therefore, we 
encourage the Corps and BOR to abandon their preferred alternative in the Final EIS and Record 
of Decision and instead select a more cost-effective variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
that includes fewer pump sites. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments. 
 
Sincerely,  


 
Scott Bosse 
Northern Rockies Director 
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Appendix A 
 


Comments on the Intake Dam DEIS 
David Marcus 


7/21/16 
 


I. Introduction  
 
 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) examines six alternatives: 


1) No Action, 2) Rock Ramp, 3) Bypass Channel, 4) Modified Side Channel, 5) Multiple Pumps, 


and 6) Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures. Of those, the No Action Alternative does 


nothing to improve fish passage. According to the DEIS, the Rock Ramp Alternative and 


Modified Side Channel Alternative are each either more expensive than or environmentally 


inferior to the Bypass Channel Alternative, and the Conservation Measures Alternative produces 


the same level of fish passage benefits as the Multiple Pumps alternative but at more than twice 


the cost.1 Thus, the DEIS rejects each of those four alternatives as inferior to at least one of the 


other alternatives. 


 The remaining two alternatives, the Bypass Channel Alternative and the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative, involve tradeoffs. According to the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps Alternative produces 


55% more fish passage benefits than the Bypass Channel Alternative,2 but costs 105 percent 


more.3 The rest of this analysis will focus on those two Alternatives, identify adjustments that 


should be made to the DEIS cost numbers that should change these conclusions, and highlight 


other potential ways of reducing the costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative.   This analysis does 


not address the wisdom or the legal implications of choosing an alternative based on the chosen 


cost/benefit analysis.  Rather, this analysis only addresses the validity of the inputs used and the 


DEIS’s conclusions regarding the relative costs of these two alternatives. 


 


II. Summary of conclusions 


 
The DEIS identifies the Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred alternative primarily 


based on the conclusion that it is the most cost-effective alternative.  However, the DEIS’s 


cost/benefit analysis relies on unsubstantiated assumptions that undermine its conclusions.  Once 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. 
2 Ibid. 11,011/7,116 = 1.547, or a 54.7% difference. 
3 Ibid. $10,594/$5,170 = 2.047, or a 104.7% difference. 
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the costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative and Multiple Pumps Alternative are adjusted to 


reflect these erroneous assumptions, the cost per habitat unit – the DEIS’s measurement of 


benefits to pallid sturgeon – is lower for the Multiple Pump Alternative than the Bypass Channel 


Alternative.  Thus, the agencies’ basis for choosing the Bypass Channel Alternative is not 


supported by the information provided in the DEIS.   


As described in more detail below and in the accompanying spreadsheet, the DEIS’s 


economic conclusions are undermined in the following ways:  


(1)  The DEIS’s conclusion overstates the economic benefits of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative (section III) in several significant ways, including:  


• The DEIS lumps the benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative for pallid sturgeon 


with 13 other species of fish to obtain a Fish Passage Conductivity Index (FPCI, the 


key measure in the DEIS for benefits to fish) average value (0.67) that is higher than 


the FPCI for pallid sturgeon alone (0.6) (sections III.B and C);  


• There is a crucial inconsistency between the April 2015 Final Supplement to the 2010 


Final Environmental Assessment (“Supplemental EA”) and the DEIS, the former of 


which gave the Bypass Channel Alternative an FPCI value of only 0.5 (section 


III.D.1). The increase in the FPCI for sturgeon between the 2015 EA and the DEIS 


results from manipulation of the Fl variable, which was changed between the 


documents from a “3” to “4” value, with no acknowledgement or justification for the 


change (section III.D.1);  


• This in turn affects the value/increased habitat unit profoundly. Using the F1 variable 


from the Supplemental EA renders the Bypass Channel Alternative more expensive 


on a cost/habitat unit basis (a key cost criterion in the Draft EIS) than the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative (section III.D.1). 


(2) The DEIS understates the capital and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs of the 


Bypass Channel Alternative (section IV.A).  


(3) The DEIS overstates the capital and O&M costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 


(section IV.B).  


(4) Quantifying most of the overstated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (and some of 


the understatement of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative), the incremental cost of 


the fish passage benefits from going from No Action to the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
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still less than the incremental cost of the benefits gained by going from the No Action 


Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative (section V.B).  However, the DEIS fails to 


note that the sensitivity results of its model are based entirely on the assignment of an 


upwardly-revised numeric value to fish attractiveness for the Bypass Channel 


Alternative, and that using that most optimistic assignment of attractiveness in turn 


results in a lower cost/habitat unit improvement than the Multiple Pumps Alternatives.  


Using the 2015 EA assignment value for F1, and more accurate adjustments for cost, 


results in the conclusion that the Multiple Pumps alternative is superior on a cost/habitat 


unit basis. 


(5) The DEIS further overstates costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by failing to analyze 


ways that using fewer pump sites might reduce the cost substantially (sections VI and 


VII). 


(6) The DEIS contains a number of other analytical errors that ignore costs associated with 


the Bypass Channel Alternative, including rock removal, and tend to inflate the cost of 


the Multiple Pumps Alternative (sections IV.A.1., VIII.C-D). 


 


  


III. DEIS benefit/cost methodology  


 


 A. Compares levelized cost to increase in annual average habitat units (AAHUs) 


 


 The DEIS measures the benefits to fish of improved passage at Intake in “habitat units” 


or “HUs,” which are also referred to as “annual average habitat units” or “AAHUs.” A habitat 


unit is simply the number of acres of habitat upstream of Intake times the likelihood that the 


alternative in question will provide access to them. For every alternative, the number of acres of 


upstream sturgeon habitat is the same, 12,637 acres,4 and thus the maximum possible number of 


sturgeon HUs for any alternative is 12,637. The probability that an alternative will allow fish to 


pass upstream of Intake is measured by what the DEIS calls the “Fish Passage Connectivity 


Index,” or FPCI. The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) for the no-weir alternatives5 to 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
5 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27. 
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a minimal 0.0252 for the No Action Alternative.6 Thus the number of sturgeon HUs varies from 


a low of 318 for the No Action Alternative to a high of 12,637 for the no-weir alternatives. 


Variations in HU between alternatives are driven entirely by the variation between alternatives of 


the FPCI component of the HU calculation. 


 The DEIS then calculates how much each alternative will increase the number of HUs as 


compared to the No Action Alternative. Thus, the no-weir alternatives would increase the 


number of pallid-sturgeon specific HUs by 12,319.7 


 The DEIS then divides the annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in HUs for 


that alternative to produce a cost per AAHU for each alternative. Thus, the Multiple Pump 


Alternative, using DEIS numbers, would have a cost for improved sturgeon habitat of $10.595 


million for an HU increase of 12,319, or a cost per AAHU of $860. 


 


 B. The HU numbers reported in the DEIS inappropriately all but ignore pallid sturgeon 


 


 The DEIS methodology as described above used examples based on the DEIS data for 


sturgeon. But the DEIS itself inappropriately measures HUs and cost per AAHU differently. 


Even though the reason for the proposed action is to “improve pallid sturgeon fish passage,”8 the 


DEIS lumps sturgeon in with 13 other species in calculating HUs and cost per AAHU.9 Sturgeon 


benefits thus get a weight of only 1/14 in calculating HU benefits.10  


 The fallacy of the DEIS approach, as a statistical matter, can be seen by imagining what 


would happen if the proposed action, the Bypass Channel Alternative,11 would not allow any 


pallid sturgeon passage whatsoever, but passage for other species was unaffected. In that case, 


the HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative would be reduced by about 1/14, since the sturgeon-


specific HU would drop to zero but the HUs for the other 13 species would stay the same. That 


would increase the cost per AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative by about 1/14, or about 7 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Calculated from parameters for sturgeon in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. [(2+5)/2]*1*0.18/25 = .0252. See 
the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
7 12,637 (sturgeon HUs for the no-weir alternatives) minus 318 (sturgeon HUs for the No Action Alternative) equals 
12,319. 
8 DEIS, p. 1-1. 
9 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
10 Appendix D, p. 2, formula showing that the HUs for each species are weighted equally. 
11 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
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percent. The DEIS methodology would still conclude that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the 


most cost-effective!12 


 A methodology in which an Alternative that provided no sturgeon passage could be rated 


the most cost-effective is an absurd methodology. The DEIS should have used sturgeon-specific 


data to calculate HUs and costs per AAHU, with any impacts on other species identified as 


required by NEPA, but not used to drive the policy choice. The analysis below uses sturgeon-


specific data whenever it calculates HUs or costs per AAHU.  


 


 C. Focusing HU measurement on sturgeon reduces the HU benefit of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative relative to the Multiple Pumps Alternative 


 


 As described above (section IV.A), variations in HU between alternatives are driven 


entirely by variations in the FPCI between alternatives.  For the Multiple Pump Alternative, the 


FPCI is 1 for all fourteen species, and thus the sturgeon FPCI of 1 is the same as the composite 


FPCI reported in the DEIS. For the Bypass Channel alternative, however, the sturgeon FPCI is 


lower than the all-species FPCI. The DEIS calculates an FPCI for all fourteen species together of 


0.674.13 But the sturgeon-specific FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, using the data in the 


DEIS, is 0.600.14 Thus, using a sturgeon-specific FPCI reduces the HU for the Bypass Channel 


Alternative by some 11 percent.15  


 With an FPCI of 0.6, the Bypass Channel Alternative produces only 60 percent as many 


HUs as the no-weir alternatives with their FPCI of 1.0. The net improvement in fish passage is 


even less than that, because (according to the DEIS), there is already some fish passage 


occurring under the No Action Alternative. When the small sturgeon passage the DEIS attributes 


to the No Action Alternative is considered, the net benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 DEIS, p. 2-100, showing a Bypass Channel cost per AAHU of $727. Increasing that number by 7 percent would 
increase it to $778/AAHU, which would still be less than the cost of the next cheapest alternative. Thus the Bypass 
Channel Alternative would remain the most cost-effective, according to the DEIS’s flawed methodology. 
13 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27, showing average HUs of 8,054 for the Bypass Channel Alternative and 11,949 for the 
two no-weir alternatives. 8,054/11,949 = .6740, which the DEIS rounds off to .67 for display purposes (while using 
the .674 figure for calculation purposes). 
14 Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10 (formulas for calculating FPCI), and pp. 11-12 and 13-14 (sturgeon-specific values for 
the inputs into the FPCI formula). The resultant sturgeon-specific FPCI is [(2+4)/2]*5*1/25 = .6. 
15 0.600/0.674 = .890 = 89%, for a reduction of 11 percent. 
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are even smaller, only 59 percent of the net benefits of the Multiple Pump Alternative, using 


DEIS data.16 


 


 D. The DEIS may be overstating the benefits to sturgeon of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative when it says they will have a FPCI of 0.600 


 


  1. DEIS vs. Supplemental EA 


 


 Just last year, the 2015 Supplemental EA said the FPCI for pallid sturgeon of the Bypass 


Channel alternative was only 0.5,17 or only half of the FPCI in the DEIS for Multiple Pumps.18 


The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an FPCI for sturgeon 20% larger 


than the Supplemental EA of 2015. Comparing the two documents, the basis for the higher FPCI 


in the DEIS is an increase in the forecast value for Fl. Fl is a variable which represents the 


probability of sturgeon finding the proposed bypass, with 1 lowest, 5 highest, and 3 


corresponding to a 50 percent probability.19 Fl was 3 (out of a maximum of 5) in the 


Supplemental EA,20 but has been increased by 33 percent, to 4, in the DEIS.21 That single change 


raises the overall FPCI for sturgeon from 0.5 in the Supplemental EA to 0.6 in the DEIS. The 


DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an Fl value for sturgeon that is 33% 


larger than the value in the Supplemental EA of 2015. Instead, the DEIS claims that it is using a 


value from “Corps (2014),”22 a date earlier than the Supplemental EA, which used a value of 3. 


If the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative should have remained at 0.5, then the DEIS has 


overstated the sturgeon-specific HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative by 20 percent.23   


 The impact of this arbitrary conversion is profound in terms of the results of the analysis. 


If the FPCI resulting from the choice of F1 of 3 instead of 4 is 0.5, as was used in the 2015 EA, 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, calculating sturgeon-specific HUs and the increase in HUs 
(compared to the No Action Alternative). The Bypass Channel Alternative produces 7,264 sturgeon HUs more than 
the No Action Case, while the no-weir alternatives produce 12,319 more HUs than the No Action Alternative. 
7,264/12,319 = .5897 = 58.97 percent. 
17 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 23, Table 10.  
18 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3, for the FPCI for the Multiple Pump Alternative as 
calculated using DEIS data and DEIS methodology. 
19 Appendix D, p. 10. 
20 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
21 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
22 Appendix D, p. 10. 
23 0.6 / 0.5 = 1.20, or an increase of 20 percent. 
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then the cost per AAHU jumps to $876, less cost effective than the Multiple Pumps Alternative 


using either three or five pumps.24  If, in fact, the F1 value is actually 2 instead of 3, the FPCI 


becomes 0.4 and the cost per AAHU jumps to $1,110.25 That the choice of F1 is highly 


subjective and that the uncertainty is not explicitly identified in assigning this value has been 


criticized in previous peer reviews of this methodology.26  At the very least, the range of 


uncertainty suggests that from a cost effectiveness perspective, a higher cost per AAHU for the 


Bypass Channel over any combination of Multiple Pumps would invariably result if this were 


modeled statistically.   


 


  2. The actual FPCI may be lower than either 0.6 or 0.5 


 


 Whether the DEIS methodology should produce an FPCI of 0.5 or 0.6 for sturgeon may, 


however, be a moot question. The DEIS contains minimal evidence of the ability/willingness of 


sturgeon to use natural bypass channels, and the ability/willingness of sturgeon to use artificial 


bypass channels.27 To the extent that sturgeon will be more than twice as likely to use a weir-free 


river as to use an artificial side channel with flows 80+ percent smaller than main river flows, 


then the real FPCI will be below 0.5.28  A 2013 analysis suggested that a bypass channel 


originating near the toe of the dam, as proposed in the DEIS, “appears to have a limited 


probability of success….The probability that the preferred alternative will perform as proposed is 


very low based on the scientific information presented, the number of project uncertainties and 


risks, and concerns regarding the sustainability of the bypass channel.”29 The DEIS does not 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2a-4, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU 
values for the Multiple Pump and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, 
and the sturgeon-specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
25 Id, line 2b. 
26	  See,	  2013	  Battelle	  Peer	  Review,	  Final	  Independent	  External	  Peer	  Review	  Report	  for	  the	  Intake	  Diversion	  
Dam	  Modification	  Lower	  Yellowstone	  Project,	  Montana	  Draft	  Supplement	  to	  the	  26	  April	  2010	  Environmental	  
Assessment	  and	  Appendices	  by	  Battelle,	  505	  King	  Avenue,	  Columbus,	  OH	  43201	  for	  Department	  of	  the	  Army,	  
U.S.	  Army	  Corps	  of	  Engineers,	  Ecosystem	  Restoration	  Planning	  Center	  of	  Expertise	  for	  the	  St.	  Paul	  District,	  
February	  8,	  2013	  (cited	  below	  as	  “Battelle”).	  
27 DEIS, pp. 2-105 to 2-108. 
28 The DEIS shows the FPCI for a weir-free river as 1.0. Thus the sturgeon FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative 
is simply the ratio of the number of sturgeon that would use the proposed bypass channel compared to the number of 
sturgeon that would use a weir-free main river. If more than twice as many sturgeon would choose a weir-free river 
over an artificial bypass channel, then that ratio is less than one out of two, and the Bypass Channel Alternative 
FPCI is less than 0.5.  
29	  Battelle	  p.	  A-‐6.	  
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consider the possibility that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative will be less than 0.5, 


which undermines the validity of its cost calculations. 


 


IV. DEIS benefit/cost results 


 


 A. Bypass Channel Alternative 


 


  1. Cost 


 


  The DEIS estimates the annualized cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative will be 


$5.171 million per year.30 That cost includes post-construction monitoring for 8 years,31 but no 


costs for post-construction modifications based on the results of monitoring. The DEIS 


acknowledges that in the Bypass Channel alternative (unlike the no-weir alternatives), there is a 


“moderate” likelihood that adaptive management will be required once actual post-construction 


operations have been observed.32 The Supplemental EA published last year also suggested that 


adaptive management could require a variety of changes to the Bypass Channel once it was 


operational as more was learned about actual use (or non-use) of the newly constructed channel 


by pallid sturgeon.33 The EA priced four such adaptive management measures that could be 


required for the Bypass Channel Alternative as a result of monitoring, and quantified their costs 


at an annualized $170,000 per year.34 A review of an earlier version of the EA suggested that the 


proposed bypass channel originating from the base of the dam was at risk of being “inundated” 


and suffering “scour damage and potential sediment deposition” during an overbank flood event, 


calling into question its “sustainability.”35 It concluded that for the “proposed bypass channel … 


some form of encouragement or form of guidance may be necessary to have the migrating pallid 


sturgeon find and enter [the bypass] channel.”36 Both of these problems (damage to the bypass 


channel during floods, and failure of pallid sturgeon to find or use the inlet to the bypass 


channel) are additional sources of future adaptive management costs. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
31 Appendix B, pdf p. 167 of 173. 
32 DEIS, p. 2-103. 
33 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf pp. 302-3 of 426. 
34 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf p. 303 of 426. 
35 Battelle, p. A-3. 
36 Ibid. 
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 Failure to account for such post-construction adaptive management costs means the true 


costs of Bypass Channel Alternative are likely to be higher (possibly much higher) if the initial 


design fails to entice sturgeon to enter and pass through the newly-built bypass channel. Even if 


only half the adaptive management costs quantified in the Supplemental EA are added to the 


DEIS’s forecast of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative, which would raise its annualized 


cost from $5.171 million per year37 to $5.256 million per year. 


 


  2. Benefits for sturgeon 


 


 The sturgeon-specific increase in habitat units for the Bypass Channel Alternative, per 


the data in the DEIS, is 7264, based on a No Action HU of 318 and a Bypass Chanel Alternative 


HU of 7582.38 


 


  3. Cost per unit of HU increase 


 


 The cost per AAHU of the Bypass Channel Alternative would be $724, based on the 


increase in sturgeon-specific HUs from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass Channel 


Alternative, and the DEIS cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative plus half the Supplemental EA 


cost for specific adaptive management measures for the Bypass Channel Alternative.39  


However, as noted above, it would be $876 if the FPCI value from the 2015 EA were used,40 and 


may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish passage benefit is included in the 


calculation.41 


 


 B. Multiple Pumps alternative 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
38 See the attached spreadsheet which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU values for the No Action and 
Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-specific data in 
Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
39 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 2, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU 
values for the No Action and Bypass Channel Alternatives, the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative including an 
adjustment for adaptive management, and the resultant cost per AAHU. 
40 Id., line 2a. 
41 Id., line 2b. 
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 The DEIS projects an annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of $10.595 


million per year.42 However, this cost projection needs to be adjusted for a variety of ways in 


which the DEIS has either overforecasted costs or included unnecessary equipment (and thus 


costs) in its description of the scope of the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 


 


  1. Operating cost is overstated due to errors in calculating pumping energy 


requirements, and hence pumping energy cost - $111,000 per year 


 


   a. The DEIS assumes too high of a water diversion requirement 


 


 The DEIS assumes that the average amount of water diverted will be 1100 cfs over the 5-


month period from May-September43 (April water use does not require pumping, but can rely on 


gravity diversions). The 1100 cfs figure is overstated because of rounding; the DEIS itself says 


the actual number is 1078 cfs.44 But even the 1078 cfs figure is incorrect; the 42-year average is 


below 1000 cfs, and the average for the most recent 11 years of data is 1044 cfs.45 


 


   b. The DEIS assumes unnecessarily lumpy pumping increments 


 


 The DEIS assumes that as water diversions by gravity drop, the amount of water needed 


to be pumped will grow by 275 cfs increments, reflecting the pumping capacity at each site. But 


each site will have three separate pumps (actually four in the DEIS, but the fourth one is a spare). 


So even if pumps have to be used in an all-or-nothing mode (which may not be true), the amount 


of pumping is still controllable to 92 cfs steps, rather than 275 cfs steps. That reduces the amount 


of pumping required by a considerable amount. 


 


   c. The DEIS assumes pumps are operated in an inefficient manner 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1, and p. 2-99. 
43 Appendix A, pdf p. 204 of 527. 
44 Ibid. 
45 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab. 
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 The DEIS points out that when pumped water is being delivered to the main canal above 


the check structure called Burns Creek Overchute, tailwater effects will make it impossible to 


simultaneously divert water by gravity flow at Intake. But the converse is also true: when 


pumped water is being delivered below Burns Creek Overchute, it will be possible to 


simultaneously divert water at Intake.46 Of the five proposed pump sites, two would deliver to 


the Main Canal above Burns Creek Overchute (although the site 2 delivery point is less than one 


mile above Burns Creek Overchute,47 and thus could potentially be moved to solve this 


problem). The DEIS acknowledges that all three of the downstream pump sites could be 


operating at their full 825 cfs capacity without simultaneously impairing gravity diversions of up 


to 550 cfs at Intake. Thus it would certainly be possible to operate any one of the lower three 


sites without impairing gravity diversions at Intake. The DEIS incorrectly assumes that when 


only one pump site is being used, it would have to be the farthest downstream one. If Site 3 


pumps were used before Site 4 or 5 pumps, pumping costs would be reduced because Site 3 


requires less pumping energy per cfs pumped than sites 4 or 5. 


 


   d. The DEIS does not address monthly variations in both hydrology and 


irrigation requirements 


 


 The DEIS models the level of pumping energy based on average diversion requirements 


across the full 5-month season and gravity diversion capability across the full 5-month season. 


The DEIS presents, but does not use, data on monthly gravity diversion capability. The Federal 


agencies have also previously provided monthly diversion data for 28 historical years. Thus data 


exists to allow the pumping requirement calculations to be done on a month-by-month basis, 


which is more accurate. 


 


   e. Altogether, the DEIS overestimates pumping loads by more than 28 


percent 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Appendix A, pdf p. 200 of 527. 
47 Ibid. 
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 Correcting for the overstated average diversion requirements in the DEIS, the DEIS’s 


failure to account for the presence of three pumps at each pumping site, and the DEIS’s 


assumption that the most costly site will have to be used first (rather than third), and then 


modeling pumping requirements separately for each month, the overall average pumping 


requirement turns out to be 7.85 gwh per year, not the 10.1 gwh asserted in the DEIS.48 The 


DEIS has overstated pumping energy requirements by at least 28 percent.49 Based on the DEIS’s 


forecasted cost of $500,000 per year for 10.1 gwh, the savings from the lower actual pumping 


requirements would be $0.111 million per year,50 and pumping costs would be reduced to 


$389,000 per year.51 


 


  2. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump site 3 - $0.568 million 


 


 The DEIS proposes a 5600 feet long pipe to deliver water from pump site 3 to the Main 


Canal, using a convoluted route.52 Eliminating the long east-west section along County Route 


103 would cut the pipe length by about 2600 feet,53 or almost 50%, thereby reducing its cost by 


$429,000.54 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for 


discharge pipeline costs,55 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Site 3 piping 


length would be $429,000 x 1.3246 = $568,000.56 This is just the reduction in costs for the pipe 


itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were not quantifiable 


from the data in the DEIS. 


 


  3. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump sites 4 and 5 - $0.437 


million 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
49 10.1/7.853 = 1.286, for an overstatement of 28.6 percent. The “at least” is because the calculations do not account 
for the possibility of running individual pumps at less than 100 percent of their capacity. 
50 $500,000 x (10,100 – 7853)/10,100. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 9. 
51 $500,000 - $111,000 = $389,000. 
52 Appendix A, pdf p. 228 of 527. 
53 Ibid. 
54 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” diameter pipe, 
per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe proposed at Site 3, plus 6% 
for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84-inch diameter pipe. 2600 feet x $165/foot = $429,000. 
55 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
56 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 1. 
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 The DEIS proposes to reduce the cost of pumping sites 4 and 5 by having a common 


outlet structure to deliver their water to the Main Canal,57 which seems reasonable. However, the 


proposed location of the outlet structure requires about 1400 linear feet of parallel piping from 


where the two outlet pipes reach each other to where they would reach the outlet structure.58 


Locating the outlet structure directly inland of pump site 4 would shorten that parallel pipe 


distance to about 400 feet,59 thus savings a total of 2000 feet of piping (1000 for each pump site). 


It would also save the cost of an inverted siphon on lateral HH where it would need to pass under 


the outlet pipes,60 which have not been quantified here. The capital cost savings would be 


$330,000.61 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for 


discharge pipeline costs,62 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Sites 4 and 5 


piping length would be $330,000 x 1.3246 = $437,000.63 This is just the reduction in costs for 


the pipe itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were not 


quantifiable from the data in the DEIS. 


 


  4. Capital and operating costs are overstated due to the inclusion of unnecessary 


backup equipment 


 


   a. Back-up pumps: $2.987 million of capital and $178,000 per year of 


OM&R costs 


 


  The DEIS includes capital costs for back-up pumps at all five sites, as protection 


against one of the three pumps at each site failing. However, if a pump fails at one site, backup 


pumping can be supplied from the other sites. Only if all five sites are already operating, and all 


three pumps at each site are already operating, would a pump failure be unreplaceable from 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 According to the map in Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527.  
58 Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527. 
59 Appendix A, pdf p. 229 of 527. 
60 Appendix A, pdf pp. 229 and 316-317 of 527. 
61 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” diameter pipe, 
per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe proposed at Site 3, plus 6% 
for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84-inch diameter pipe. 2000 feet x $165/foot = $330,000. 
62 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
63 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 2. 
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increased pumping at another site.64 Even then, diversions of 1283 cfs would still be possible 


using the 14 remaining pumps. 


 The DEIS provides daily diversion levels for only two years, 2000 and 2012, which were 


years with average diversions about 5 percent above average.65 During those two years, 


diversions exceed 1283 cfs only 17 days in 2000 and 23 days in 2012.66 During the days when 


diversions exceeded 1283 cfs, they did so by an average of 32 cfs in 2000 and 56 cfs in 2012.67 


Thus, averaged across the entire irrigation season, the average diversion in excess of 1283 cfs 


was just 6 cfs.68  


 The average number of days when a pump outage would affect diversion capability with 


2000 or 2012 diversion rates is 20 per year. The chance that there would be a pump out of 


service in all 20 such days is clearly much less than 100 percent. The consequences if there were 


a pump out of service on all 20 such days per year would be an average reduction in water 


deliveries of 6 cfs, or less than 0.6 percent of the annual average deliveries in 2000 and 2012 of 


about 1100 cfs.69 


 Spending millions of dollars to mitigate a small chance of a 0.6% impact is clearly not 


cost-effective. By not installing backup pumps at each site, but instead relying on the not-in-use 


pumps at other sites to provide backup, the capital cost of the Multiple Pump Scenario can be 


reduced by $2.163 million.70 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 38.1% 


contingency for pump station costs,71 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for pump stations will 


be $2.163 million x 138.1% = $2.987 million.72 In addition, annual levelized operation, 


maintenance and replacement costs of $178,000 per year will be avoided.73 


 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 This ignores the possibility of two different pumps failing at the same time, which is presumably very unlikely 
(since the DEIS did not propose having two backup pumps at each site). 
65 Diversions in those two years averaged 1094 cfs and 1097 cfs respectively. Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. The 
average diversion for the most recent 11 years of available data was 1044 cfs (for the total 42 years of available data, 
the average diversion was 985 cfs). See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F347 and 
F345. 1097 is 53 more than 1044, or 5%. 
66 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 and 478-480 of 527. 
67 Ibid. 
68 (32*17 + 56*23)/(2*153) = 5.98. 
69 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
70 Appendix B, pdf p. 119 of 173. This is just the cost for the back-up pumps themselves, and does not include the 
cost savings for any reduction in building size and installation costs, which could be considerable. 
71 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
72 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 3. 
73 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, 25% (one pump out of four proposed at each site) times OM&R categories 11-14 
and 16 costs of $713,000 per year. 
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   b. Back-up diesel generators at all five sites (as protection against power 


failures) - $3.446 million of capital cost  


 


  The DEIS includes capital costs of $2.495 million for diesel generators to provide 


a backup source of electricity in the event of a power failure.74 This is an even more extreme 


case of overbuilding. Reliability data is publicly available for the Glendive district of Montana-


Dakota Utilities (MDU). It shows that for the last 7 years, 2009-15 inclusive, the average 


customer has experienced 222 minutes per year of outages,75 or 3.7 hours per year. That’s less 


than one hour in 2000. The longest single outage during that entire period appears to be an 


outage lasting 11 hours on July 27 of 2015.76 The expected consequences of not having backup 


generators would thus be 3.7 outage hours per 8760 (the number of hours in a year) x 153 days 


out of 365 (because outages outside the irrigation season would not affect pumping, and 


pumping would not be required in April) x .73 (because 27 percent of the time during the 


irrigation season no pumping would be happening)77 x 459 cfs (the average pumping rate while 


pumping),78 or less than 0.1 cfs on average.  


 Or consider the worst case situation, an 11 hour long outage that affected all five pump 


stations and occurred on a day when all 5 pump stations were in use. That’s what the July 27, 


2015 outage would have been if the Multiple Pumps alternative had been in effect then (and if 


the outage had affected all five pump sites). Diversions that day averaged 1310 cfs, so shutting 


off power for 11 hours would have reduced average diversions that day by 11/24 x 1310 = 600 


cfs.  Diversions on the following days were 1280-1310 cfs. By increasing them to 1374 cfs for 


the next 9 days, the entire shortfall on July 27 would have been replaced. Farmers would have 


received at most 46 percent less water than they expected, for one day only, but then 5-7 percent 


more on each of the next 9 days. It’s hard to imagine the consequences of such a once-in-a-


decade event merit spending millions on backup generators. According to the DEIS, the capital 


cost for the five proposed back-up generators is $2.495 million.79 Because the Multiple Pump 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
75 Data for the 2005-08 period shows an outage rate less than half as large as for 2009-15. For the last seven years, 
outage rates have been fairly flat, with no up or down trend. 
76 2015 MDU Electric Reliability Report, available at 
http://www.psc.mt.gov/docs/ElectricReliabilityReports/2015ElectricReliabilityReports/default.asp.  
77 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
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Scenario includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,80 the reduction in the 


total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.495 million x 138.1% = $3.446 million.81  


 


  5. Reduced capital cost for lower adaptive management costs 


 


 The DEIS assumes that whatever construction costs are forecasted to be incurred have to 


be increased by one percent to account for adaptive management during construction.82 Thus 


when capital costs are reduced, as described above, the DEIS’s cost methodology would reduce 


annualized adaptive management costs by a further one percent. That reduction comes to 


$74,000.83 


 


  6. Reduced direct capital costs from shortened pipe lengths also reduce associated 


planning, engineering, design and construction management costs - $1.038 million 


 


 The excess direct capital costs in the DEIS estimate for the Multiple Pump alternative 


which are identified above (before contingency adders) come to $5.471 million.84 The DEIS 


calculates additional costs for planning, engineering, design, and project management equal to 15 


percent of the direct capital costs.85 Thus, reducing direct capital costs by $5.471 million would, 


according to the DEIS, reduce the associated planning, engineering, design, and construction 


management costs $5.471 x 0.15 = $0.821 million. 


 The DEIS includes a 26.52 percent contingency factor for planning, engineering, design, 


and construction management costs for the Multiple Pump Alternative.86 Thus the total cost 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
81 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 4. 
82 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173 (making clear that the 1 percent is for adaptive management 
“during construction”).  
83 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 5. 
84 $0.429 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.330 million for reduced discharge pipe length for 
sites 4-5, $2.163 million for eliminating back-up pumps, $2.495 million for eliminating back-up generators, and 
$0.054 million for adaptive management during construction.  See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” 
tab, lines 1-5, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
85 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. Note that the actual planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs shown in the DEIS are $12.772 million for a construction contract of $84.277 million (Appendix 
B, pdf p. 84 of 173), which is 15.15 percent and not 15%. The apparent reason for the extra 0.15% is the 1 percent 
adder for adaptive management costs during construction (DEIS, p. 2-98). Those costs are not shown on the page 
cited here but their impact on planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs is included. 
86 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
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reduction for planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs would be $0.821 


million x 1.2652 = $1.038 million.87 


 


  7. Reduced investment costs due to reduced interest during construction - $0.425 


million 


 


 The DEIS estimates that the direct (“first”) cost of the Multiple Pumps alternative, 


$132.028 million,88 would be increased by another $6.557 million, or 4.966 percent, due to 


interest during construction.89 The adjustments described above reduce the cost of the Multiple 


Pump alternative by $8.551 million.90 Thus they would also reduce the interest during 


construction by $8.551 million x 4.966 percent, or $425,000.91 


 


  8. Adjusted capital cost is lower by $8.975 million, which corresponds to 6.476 


percent, which corresponds to $0.339 million per year on an annualized basis. 


 


 The total of the adjustments described above, including reduced interest during 


construction, comes to $8.975 million.92 That is 6.476 percent of the total investment cost of 


$138.585 million reported in the DEIS.93 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized average 


annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million will be $5.515 


million, for a fixed charge rate of 3.98 percent.94 The corresponding reduction in annual 


investment-related costs, based on the 6.476 percent adjustment identified above, will be 6.476 


percent x $5.515 million, or $357,000 per year. Alternatively, the reduction can be calculated as 


$8.975 million x 3.98 percent, which is also $357,000 per year.95 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 6. 
88 Ibid.; also DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
89 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
90  $0.568 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.437 million for reduced discharge pipe length for 
sites 4-5, $2.987 million for eliminating back-up pumps,  $3.446 million for eliminating back-up generators, $0.074 
million for adaptive management during construction, and $1.038 million for planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 12. 
91 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 7. 
92 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 8. 
93 DEIS, p. xxxii. 8.975/138.585 = .06476 = 6.476%. 
94 Ibid. 5.515/138.585 = .039795 = 3.98%. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump cost” tab, line 12. 
95 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
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  9. Corrected annualized cost is $9.949 million per year 


 


  The DEIS reports a total annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 


$10.595 million per year.96 The adjustments described above reduce that number by $0.646 


million, based on reductions of $289,000 per year for electricity operating costs and pump 


OM&R,97 and $357,000 per year for annualized capital cost savings.98 The adjusted annualized 


cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative is thus $9.949 million per year.99 


 


  10. Environmental benefits to sturgeon 


 


 The DEIS presents calculated Habitat Unit (HU) values for each Alternative, and the 


increase over the No Action Alternative that each other alternative would produce.100 As 


discussed above (Section III.C) the DEIS numbers are basically meaningless, because they 


average sturgeon HU values together with HU values for 13 other species, including such non-


threatened species as smallmouth bass.101 The DEIS nowhere provides sturgeon-specific HU 


values. However, this shortcoming is easily overcome, since the DEIS does provide the 


equations and the data needed to calculate the sturgeon-specific HU for each alternative.102 Using 


the data in the DEIS, the pallid sturgeon-specific fish passage connectivity indices (FPCI) are 


.0252 for the No Action Alternative,103 0.600 for the Bypass Channel Alternative,104 and 1.000 


for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.105  Note that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, is 


20 percent higher than the corresponding FPCI for that alternative in the 2015 Supplemental EA. 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
96 DEIS, p. xxxii. 
97 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
98 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
99 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
100 Appendix D, p. 16. 
101 Appendix D, pp. 4, 9, 14, 15. 
102 Appendix D, pp. 2, 10 (formulae underlying FPCI), 4 (habitat acres), 11-12 and 14-15 (data used in the FPCI 
formula. HU is then simply FPCI x habitat acres.  
103 [(5 + 2)/2]*1*.018 / 25 = .252; see Appendix D, pp. 11-12, 14-15 for data. 
104 [(2 + 4)/2]*5*1 / 25 = 0.600; ibid. 
105 [(5 + 5)/2] *5 *1 / 25 = 1.000; ibid. Note that the value on p. 12 in Table 1-8 is shown as 2, but this is a typo and 
it should be 5. The DEIS does not show the actual FPCI calculations, but it appears they used 5, as they should have. 
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In that document, the value for the Fl parameter was given as 3,106 but in the DEIS it has been 


increased to 4.107 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains this increase. 


 Multiplying the alternative-specific sturgeon FPCIs times the 12637 acres of pallid 


sturgeon habitat upstream of Intake Dam108 gives the following sturgeon-specific HUs: 318 for 


the No Action Alternative, 7582 for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 12,637 for the Multiple 


Pump Alternative.109 The incremental HUs are then 7264 when going from No Action to Bypass, 


12,319 when going from No Action to Multiple Pumps, and 5,055 when going from Bypass 


Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative.110 


 


   


 


V. Implications of the DEIS cost/benefit methodology with adjusted Multiple Pumps Alternative 


costs 


 


 The DEIS’s cost/benefit methodology is based on choosing the alternative with the 


lowest cost per added AAHU, as compared to the AAHU with the No Action Alternative. The 


numbers in the DEIS clearly indicate that the Multiple Pumps Alternative is better for pallid 


sturgeon than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of 5055 sturgeon HUs.111 The 


problem with the Multiple Pumps Alternative, according to the DEIS methodology, is not even 


that it costs too much. The DEIS calculates costs of $727/AAHU for the Bypass Channel 


Alternative and $962/AAHU for the Multiple Pump Alternative, and concludes that both of those 


alternatives are cost-effective.112 The adjusted costs discussed above, and the use of sturgeon-


specific HUs, narrow the gap between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pump Alternatives 


considerably, to $724/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $808/sturgeon 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
106 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
107 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
108 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1, last line. 
109 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
110 Ibid. 
111 Ibid, line 3. Even when 13 species other than sturgeon are considered, the DEIS concludes that the Multiple 
Pump Alternative is better than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of 3895 HUs. Appendix D, p. 22, 
Table 2-5. 
112 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. Note that the DEIS uses costs that do not have any of the adjustments discussed 
above, and uses HU values for 14 total species, of which pallid sturgeon is just one. 
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AAHU for the Multiple Pumps with the adjustments above.113 Applying the 2015 EA FPCI 


scores results in a cost of $876/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative114 – 


substantially higher than the DEIS estimates, and higher than the Multiple Pumps Alternative.115 


As noted above, the cost/sturgeon AAHU may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish 


passage benefit is included in the calculation.116 Again, the failure of the agencies to incorporate 


uncertainty into their analysis completely reverses the conclusions regarding the cost 


effectiveness of their preferred alternative.117 


 


 


VI. Alternative approaches – additional overpricing of the multiple pumps alternative 


 


The Agencies have emphasized costs as a determining factor for preference in comparing 


one alternative against the rest (as opposed to efficiency or effectiveness).  In addition, the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative evaluated in the DEIS is designed to ensure that the irrigation 


district receives even more water than it is guaranteed to receive now, and the agencies never 


consider the many ways that the costs could be reduced and irrigation water delivered through 


alternative mechanisms. Therefore, it is appropriate to question why they did not address a range 


of alternatives that reduced overall costs while maintaining high probabilities of fish passage.  


Additional avenues of cost savings not analyzed by the Agencies in the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative are listed below.  There are multiple configurations that the Agencies failed to 


analyze.   


 


For example, using three pump sites instead of the five in the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative, which was not considered or analyzed in the DEIS, could provide 100 percent of the 


sturgeon passage benefits of the Multiple Pump alternative, and on average allow 96 percent of 


the historical level of water diversion rights, at only 75-80 percent of the cost.118 Using only 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
113 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 3. 
114 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, line 2a. 
115 Ibid., lines 2a and 3. 
116 Ibid., line 2b. 
117 Ibid., lines 2-2b versus lines 3-4. 
118 Per section VI.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23, using three pump 
sites instead of five would have an annualized cost of $7.985 million. Per the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
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three pump sites would have a 10.4 percent lower cost per unit of sturgeon habitat improvement 


than any alternative considered in the DEIS,119 and a quantity of habitat improvement equal to 


the highest level of any alternative considered in the DEIS. It would also allow the irrigators to 


divert their actual historical average annual diversions 99 percent of the time.120 Thus, using 


fewer pumps than analyzed in the DEIS, Multiple Pumps Alternative would be much better for 


pallid sturgeon than the DEIS-endorsed Bypass Channel Alternative, and not nearly as bad for 


farmers as the Bypass Channel Alternative would be for sturgeon (when compared to using 


multiple pumps).  


 Adding the most cost-effective of the measures from the Multiple Pumps with 


Conservation Measures Alternative, combined with using fewer pumps, would make the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative even better at meeting the water needs of farmers (section VII.A). 


Acknowledging the existing trend of conversion from flood irrigation to sprinklers would further 


reduce the impact on farmers (section VII.B). Additional options could also reduce the impact on 


farmers from an alternative where pumping with fewer sites could not produce the entire water 


right (sections VII.C-E). 


 


 


 A. Pump sites 1-2 result in high costs for small additional water diversions; savings from 


omitting sites 1-2 


 


 In the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the number of pumps and pump stations was chosen 


so as to assure potential diversions of 1374 cfs in every hour of every year, without regard to 


hydrological conditions. That is actually somewhat more diversion capacity than currently exists, 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
would have an annualized cost of $10.595 million. Per section IV.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, that cost 
could be lowered to $9.949 million. $7.985/$10.595 = .754 = 75.4%. $7.985/$9.949 = .803 = 80.3%. 
119 $648 per annual average HU, versus $724 (and possibly as much as $1,110) for the Bypass Channel Alternative. 
See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b and 4. 648/724 = .896, or a 10.4% reduction. 
120 Actual diversions average only about ¾ of diversion rights, so an alternative that provides less than 100 percent 
of diversion rights will provide a higher percentage of diversion needs than of diversion rights.  Over a 42-year 
period for which data is available, diversions have averaged 985 cfs, which is only 72% of 1374 cfs (attached 
spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab). Even the average diversion over the 11 years since 2003 for which data is 
available, 1045 cfs (ibid.), is only 76% of 1374 cfs. The DEIS assumes an average diversion of 1100 cfs (Appendix 
A, pdf  p. 204 of 527; that is above the historical average), but even that is just 80 percent of 1374 cfs. The attached 
spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells A32 (99 percent exceedance line) and BG32 (1047 
cfs diversion feasible at that exceedance level) shows that using three pump sites could divert more than 1045 cfs 99 
percent of the time. 
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since the current diversion right of 1374 cfs is contingent on river flows above 3000 cfs at 


Intake,121 which 42 years of irrigation-season gauge data shows fails to happen 0.68 percent of 


the time (2.92% of the time in August).122 So times already currently exist where the full 1374 


cfs cannot be legally withdrawn. 


 The DEIS also shows that gravity diversions of at least 167 cfs would be possible at all 


times even with the Intake Dam removed (or 207 cfs if periods when the Yellowstone River flow 


is below 3000 cfs are excluded, since at those times diversions would not be allowed even if the 


Intake Dam were present).123 However, making those gravity diversions would not be possible if 


pumping were occurring at pump sites 1 or 2, the two sites closest to Intake. Thus, in order to 


pump more than 825 cfs (the amount that could be pumped from sites 3-5), gravity diversions 


would have to cease. The result is that the 550 cfs that could be pumped from sites 1-2 would 


come at the price of a reduction of at least 167-207 cfs in gravity diversions. Hence, the net 


increase in possible diversions due to the inclusion of sites 1 and 2 in the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative is, at most, 525 minus 167-207 cfs, or 318-358 cfs.  


 The DEIS also shows that pump sites 1-2 would be expected to be needed to operate only 


3 percent of the time.124 Given that very low capacity factor one may ask, what happens if Pump 


Sites 1 and 2 are not developed? Farmers would receive somewhat less water, which would 


theoretically affect crop yields and revenues (a cost to them). But on the other hand, they would 


lower operating costs to pay, which would be a benefit to them. The discussion below addresses 


both the cost savings from building fewer pumps, and the water diversion and delivery 


implications of doing so by using only three pump sites (3-5 in the DEIS’s Multiple Pumps 


Alternative). 


 The analysis below does not answer the question of whether farmers would be better 


served by using three pump sites (lower cost, less water) or a Multiple Pump Alternative (higher 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
121 Appendix A, pdf pp. 352-353 of 527. 
122 Based on 1967-2008 daily Sydney gauge flows on May-September days at or below 1620 cfs, which implies that 
even if Intake diversions had been the maximum 1374 cfs, with no return flows between Intake and Sydney, Intake 
flows would have had to be no more than 2994 cfs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Sydney gauge data” tab, Excel 
cells F11 – I22. Note that the DEIS assumes no return flows in at least the first 18.7 river miles below Intake. 
Appendix A, pdf p. 194 of 527. 
123 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel column R and the note below in 
columns Q-U. 
124 Appendix B, pdf p. 197 of 527. 
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cost, more water). Nor does it answer the threshold standard set in the DEIS, that any alternative 


selected for development should be “sustainable.” 


 


 B Effects of Using only Three Pump Sites 


 


  1. Consequences for sturgeon 


 


 Using only three pump sites would look much like the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the 


DEIS, but without development of pump sites 1 and 2. Because it would also remove the existing 


Intake Dam, its fish passage effects would be the same as those of the other no-weir alternatives. 


It would produce 12,319 incremental HUs for sturgeon, relative to the No Action Alternative.125 


That is some 5055 HUs (70 percent) more than the increase of 7,264 sturgeon HUs produced 


when going from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass Channel Alternative.126  


 


  2. Consequences for farmers127 


 


 Because it would never pump water into the Main Canal above the Burns Creek 


Overchute, using three pump sites would allow for simultaneous pumping and gravity diversions 


in all hours. However, it would not be able to divert 1374 cfs in as many hours. The Bypass 


Channel Alternative would allow diversions of 1374 cfs in about 98.6 percent of all hours,128 but 


would produce only 7264/12319 = 59% as many incremental sturgeon HUs as a no-weir 


alternative.129 Conversely, using three pump sites would produce the maximum level of 


incremental sturgeon HUs, but would allow diversion of 1374 cfs only 68 percent of the time.130 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
125 Section V.B, above. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
126 Ibid. 
127 All numerical results in this subsection are based on DEIS hydrology data from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, 
and on annual diversion data for 42 years and monthly diversion data for 28 years, all supplied by the Agencies in 
various data responses to Defenders of Wildlife and NRDC. All of the data and calculations from the data not 
footnoted below are shown in the attached spreadsheet, in the “Flow with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. 
128 Based on the current 1374 cfs diversion right requiring Yellowstone River flows at Intake of 3000 cfs and above, 
per Appendix A, pp. 352-3. Interpolated between 98 and 99 percent per data in Appendix A, pdf p. 328 of 527. 
129 See analysis above, and in the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
130 Appendix A, pdf p. 322 of 527. The 68% figure is the percentage of the time that gravity diversions would be 
above 549 cfs, which when combined with up to 825 cfs of pumping from three sites would allow total diversions of 
1374 cfs. The 68% figure can also be interpolated from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, showing gravity diversions 
of 527 cfs as feasible 70% of the time and diversions of 620 cfs as feasible 60% of the time. 
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It would, however, allow average diversions above the historical average monthly diversion in 


the months of May, June, and September, and under 97% of hydrological conditions in July and 


70+ percent in August.131 Even when feasible diversions did not reach 1374 cfs, they would 


exceed 1100 cfs 97% of the time.132 1100 cfs is more than the historical average monthly and 


annual diversions that have actually occurred at Intake.133 The expected average annual 


diversion, taking into account monthly diversion requirements that are well below 1374 cfs, 


would be 1140 cfs, or 346,000 acre-feet.134 That is 9.1 percent above the average annual 


diversion over the last 11 years of 317,000 acre-feet.135 The expected feasible average annual 


diversion using three pump sites would be 1324 cfs, or over 400,000 acre-feet for the May-


September season.136 1324 cfs is over 96 percent of the maximum diversion of 1374 cfs under 


the current water right.137  Thus, though the Agencies did not analyze daily demand with actual 


hydrology, it is likely that irrigators would get most of the water they need most of the days they 


need it. 


 


 C. Costs using only three pump sites 


 


 The only reason to choose three pump sites instead of five is cost. Since the DEIS puts a 


premium on cost in choosing between alternatives, the cost benefits of the using just three pump 


sites would be significant if the ultimate decision is based on the logic of the DEIS.  


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
131 Attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. Excel cells V7-Z7 show the historical average 
monthly diversions, based on 28 years of data from the “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-F341, and 
scaled up 9% to reflect annual diversions in the most recent 11 years (“Historical diversions tab”, Excel cell F347) 
which were higher than those in the 28 years with monthly data (Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F342). The 
percent of the time 825 cfs could meet average monthly pumping diversions is determined by looking at the cell in 
columns V-Z where the required pumping exceeds 825 cfs, and reading across to the corresponding exceedance 
level in Column A. 
132 Appendix A, pdf pp. 204-205, showing only pump sites 3-5 are needed 97 percent of the time to achieve 1100 cfs 
of total diversion. The 97 percent figure can also be interpolated from the 95% and 98% lines on Appendix B, pp. 
197 or 329, showing that gravity diversions of 275 cfs will be achievable 97% of the time. 275 cfs of gravity 
diversion, when combined with 825 cfs of pumping from three sites, produces a total diversion of 1100 cfs. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, rightmost column (showing pumping capacity at 
different gravity diversion exceedance levels) and the leftmost column (showing the exceedance levels for each line 
of data). For exceedance levels up to 97 percent in the leftmost column, potential diversions in the rightmost column 
exceed 1100 cfs. 
133 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-347. 
134 See the attached spreadsheet, , “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells BE40 and BE41. 
135 Ibid., Excel cells BE43 and BK43. 
136 Ibid., Excel cells BG40 and BI40. 
137 1324/1374 = .963 = 96.3%. 
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  Using fewer pump sites would have substantially lower capital and operating costs for 


any Multiple Pumps Alternative. The cost estimates below are based on the data supplied in the 


DEIS. 


 


  1. Capital costs 


 


 The DEIS shows a total capital cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of $132.028 


million.138 This cost is broken down in the DEIS Appendices into land, construction, 


planning/engineering/design, and construction management components, as well as contingency 


adders for each of those components.139 The discussion below quantifies the savings from each 


of these components using three pump sites as compared to the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 


 


   a. Land - $0.222 million 


 


 The DEIS forecasts land acquisition costs of $443,000, or $554,000 when contingency 


costs are included.140 With three pump sites instead of five, those costs could be reduced by 40 


percent, or a total of $222,000.141 


 


   b. Construction - $31.524 million 


 


 The DEIS forecasts construction contract costs of $84.277 million before contingency.142 


It then disaggregates the forecasted construction contract cost by site, with the forecasted costs 


for Sites 1 and 2 equal to $10.484 million and $12.561 million, respectively, or a total of $23.044 


million.143 The DEIS applies a contingency rate of 36.8 percent to its construction estimate,144 


which means the $23.044 million savings have to be increased by 36.8 percent, to $31.524 


million.145 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
138 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. Also p. 2-99, and Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
139 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
140 Ibid. 
141 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 1. 
142 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
143 Appendix B, pdf p. 157 of 173. 
144 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
145 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 2. 
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   c. Reduced piping length for sites 3-5 discharge pipes - $1.005 million 


 


 As described above in the discussion of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the DEIS 


chooses routes for the discharge pipes for sites 3-5 which are inordinately long. Alternate routes 


would save piping costs estimated to be at least $1.005 million.146 There would be additional 


capital cost savings for reduced installation costs, which are not quantified here due to lack of 


data in the DEIS. 


 


   d. Reduced costs associated with backup pumps - $0 


 


 In the discussion above of the Multiple Pump Alternative, backup pumps are identified as 


an unnecessary expense, since with 15 pumps at five different sites, there will be very few hours 


when all 15 pumps will need to be in service. Thus, pump outages can be mitigated by using one 


of the other 14 pumps. If only three pump sites are used, there would be only nine pumps, and 


they would be much more likely to all be in service at any given time.147 Thus if only three pump 


sites are used, a backup pump may be reasonable at each site.  


 


   e. Reduced cost associated with backup generators - $2.666 million 


 


 The analysis of the Multiple Pump Alternative, above, quantified a capital cost savings of 


$3.446 million from not installing backup generators at each site. The basis for forgoing backup 


generation is the infrequency of power failures, coupled with their short duration, as discussed 


above. The same logic applies at fewer pump sites.148 However, $0.780 million of the savings 


associated with not having backup generators at sites 1 and 2 was already counted above as part 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
146 See section V.B, above. The $1.005 million consists of $0.429 million of direct costs and $0.139 million of 
contingency at Site 3, and $0.330 million of direct costs plus $0.107 million of contingency at Sites 4-5. See also the 
attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 3-4. 
147 Based on historical average August diversions and DEIS hydrological data on gravity diversion exceedance rates, 
in August all nine pumps would need to operate 40% of the time. See attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 
pump sites” tab, Excel cells A23 (showing the 60 percent exceedance line) and AU23 (showing this is the highest 
exceedance level at which only 8 pumps would need to be on). 
148 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 6. 
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of the construction cost savings.149 The additional capital cost savings for not installing back-up 


generators at sites 3-5 would thus be $2.666 million.150 


 


   f. Adaptive management - $0.354 million 


 


 The DEIS adds 1 percent to the construction costs of each alternative for adaptive 


management costs during construction.151 Thus, by the logic of the DEIS, the cost savings 


identified above would also reduce the associated adaptive management costs if there were fewer 


pump sites. The direct cost savings identified above are $25.905 million,152 or $35.417 million 


including contingency.153 The associated reduction in adaptive management costs, by the logic of 


the DEIS, would be one percent of that, or $0.259 million directly and $0.354 million including 


contingency.154 


 


   g. Planning, engineering, design, and construction management - $4.965 


million 


 


 The DEIS calculates additional direct costs for planning, engineering, design, and project 


management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.155 The direct costs identified above 


are $26.164 million.156 Fifteen percent of that would be $3.925 million.157 In addition, the DEIS 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
149 $0.570 million for back-up generators at sites 1 and 2 (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173, plus 36.8% for the 
contingency associated above with construction costs (Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), for a total of $0.780 million. 
See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 7. 
150 $3.446 million savings from having no back-up generators, minus $0.780 million already counted for Sites 1-2. 
The direct savings at sites 3-5, before contingency, would be $1.925 million (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173). See 
also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 6-7. 
151 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173. 
152 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
and $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump 
Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
153 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
and $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump 
Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
154 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 8. 
155 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. 
156 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
$1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, and $0.259 million for associated adaptive 
management. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-8, “Direct cost adjustment” 
column. 
157 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
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associates 26.52% contingency with planning, engineering, design, and project management 


costs.158 So the total savings in planning, engineering, design, and project management costs for 


only three pump sites would be $3.925 million times 1.2652 = $4.965 million.159 


 


   h. Interest during construction - $3.318 million 


 


 Using only three pump sites would reduce interest during construction two different 


ways. First, since construction costs would be lower, the interest on them would be lower. The 


total cost savings identified above are $40.737 million,160 which is 30.85 percent161 of the DEIS-


estimated $132.028 million total first cost162 of the Multiple Pump Alternative. Thus, the $6.557 


million interest cost shown in the DEIS for the Multiple Pump Alternative163 could be reduced 


by 30.85%, a reduction of $2.023 million,164 to $4.534 million. 


 Second, because of the smaller scope of the Alternative, it could be built more quickly 


than the Multiple Pumps Alternative. The DEIS estimates a 42-month construction period for the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative, with staggered construction of at the five pump sites.165 Based on 


the DEIS’s own schedule, eliminating two pump sites would shorten the construction period by 


one year, to 30 months.166 Thus the interest during construction would be at least 12/42, or 28.6 


percent167 less. That would lower the $4.534 million in interest costs associated with a smaller 


project by a further $1.295 million.168 


 The total reduction in interest during construction would be $2.023 million plus $1.295 


million, or $3.318 million. 


 


  2.  Annualized capital costs reduction for reduction in pump sites - $1.702 million 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
158 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lines 13-14. 
159 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
160 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
$2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, $0.354 million for adaptive management during 
construction, and $4.965 million for reduced planning, engineering, design, and project management costs. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-9, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
161 $40.737/$132.028 = .30855 = 30.855%. 
162 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
163 Ibid. 
164 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 10. 
165 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
166 Appendix B, pdf p. 50 of 173, lines 64-66. 
167 12/42 = .286 = 28.6%. 
168 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 11. 
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 The total of all the construction cost adjustments identified above for reducing pump sites 


comes to $42.760 million.169 That is 30.85 percent of the total investment cost of $138.585 


million reported in the DEIS.170 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized average annual 


investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million will be $5.515 million.171 


The corresponding reduction in annual investment-related costs, based on the 30.85 percent 


adjustment identified above, will be 30.85 percent x $5.515 million, or $1,702,000 per year.172 


 


  3. OM&R cost reductions - $909,000 per year 


 


 The OM&R costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, which represent over half of its 


total costs, are summarized on a single page of the DEIS.173 They are divided into 30 categories, 


some 18 of which would be less expensive with three pump sites instead of the five pump sites in 


the Multiple Pumps Alternative. Specific adjustments are summarized below. 


 


   a. Costs that would be reduced proportionally to the number of sites - 


$583,000 per year 


 


 Most of the OM&R cost savings for reducing the number of pump sites come from the 40 


percent reduction in the number of pump sites, and are proportional to that reduction. Cost items 


11-19, and 21 are pump-related costs that would be reduced 40 percent. Cost items 23-25 and 27 


are fish screen and trash rack costs that would also be reduced 40 percent, as would item 28, 


bank stabilization. The DEIS calculates annualized costs for each of these cost items.174 A forty 


percent reduction would reduce the OM&R cost by a total of $583,000 per year.175 


 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 169See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 12. 
170 DEIS, p. xxxii and 2-99. $42.76/$138.585 = .30854 = 30.85%. 
171 Ibid. 
172 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 19. 
173 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Annualized cost reductions of $188K for item 11, $40K for item 12, $24K for item 13, $15K for item 14, $2K for 
item 15, $19K for item 16, $2K for item 17, $96K for item 18, $26K for item 19, $4K for item 21, $8K for item 23, 
$75K for item 24, $60K for item 25, $19K for item 27, and $5K for item 28. 
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   b. Power cost reductions - $139,000 per year 


 


 The DEIS estimates that annualized power costs would be $500,000 per year for 10,100 


Mwh per year of pumping energy.176 The attached spreadsheets show that pumping requirement 


would be reduced to 7296 Mwh, based on the monthly pattern of diversions, monthly 


Yellowstone River flow probabilities and associated gravity diversion capability, operating pump 


sites in economic order, and turning on pumps at each pump site individually as needed.177 The 


resultant power costs would be only 7296/10100 of the $500,000 per year in the DEIS, or 


$361,000 per year, for a savings of $139,000 per year.178 


 


   c. Reduced feeder canal maintenance - $120,000 per year 


 


 Using three pump sites would eliminate two of the five feeder canals required by the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative. However, because the proposed feeder canals are of different 


lengths,179 and because maintenance costs might be assumed proportional to the length of the 


feeder canals and not the number of canals, the savings might be less than 40 percent. However, 


that is not what the DEIS assumed. The DEIS assumes each feeder canal will have the same 


annual maintenance cost, $60,000.180 Thus, based on the DEIS, a using three pump sites would 


save $120,000 per year in feeder canal maintenance costs.181  


 


   d. Reduced passage and entrainment monitoring - $67,000 per year 


 


 The DEIS estimates that annual costs to monitor fish passage and possible entrainment 


are currently $400,000 per year, which corresponds to an annualized cost over 50 years of 


$111,000 per year.182 It then indicates that it expects those annualized costs to rise to $278,000 


per year when entrainment monitoring costs at five pump stations are added in the Multiple 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
176 Ibid. (item 20) 
177 See the discussion above in section V.B regarding pumping energy as calculated in the DEIS. See also the 
attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
178 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 13. 
179 Appendix A, pdf p. 209 of 527. 
180 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 26. 
181 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 15. 
182 Appendix B, pdf p. 163 of 173 (No Action Alternative), cost item 14.  
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Pumps Alternative.183 Accepting the DEIS’s numbers, using three pump sites would save 40 


percent of the $167,000 per year increase for pump site monitoring, or $67,000 per year.184 


 


  4. Total annualized cost savings using three pump sites 


 


 The annualized cost savings identified above are $1.702 million associated with capital 


cost reductions, and $0.909 million associated with OM&R.185 Thus the total annualized cost 


savings using three pump sites, as compared to the Multiple Pump Alternative, would be $2.610 


million.186 


 


  5. Total annualized cost of a using three pump sites 


 


 The DEIS quantifies the annualized cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as $10.595 


million. Reducing that by $2.610 million results in an annualized cost using three pump sites of 


$7.985 million.187 


 


 D. Cost-effectiveness of a using three pump sites 


 


 As described above, the total annualized cost of using three pump sites would be $7.985 


million per year. Its benefits for pallid sturgeon would be the same as for the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative, some 12,319 sturgeon HUs more than the No Action Alternative and some 5,055 


sturgeon HUs more than the Bypass Channel Alternative.188 Thus using three pump sites instead 


of five would have a total cost of $648 per AAHU.189 Using three pump sites instead of five 


would have an incremental cost for improving on the Bypass Channel Alternative of $540 per 


HU.190  Since both its cost relative to the No Action Alternative and its incremental cost relative 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
183 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 30. 
184 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 16. 
185 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 19-20. 
186 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 21. 
187 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23. 
188 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
189 $7.985 million / 12,319 sturgeon HU = $648/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
190 $7.985 million annual cost for the using three pump sites; $5.256 million adjusted annual cost for the Bypass 
Channel Alternative; 5055 more HUs with using three pump sites than with the Bypass Channel Alternative. ($7.985 
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to the Bypass Channel Alternative would be lower than the Bypass Channel Alternative’s cost of 


$724-$1,110 per sturgeon HU,191 using three pump sites instead of five would be superior to the 


Bypass Channel Alternative using the DEIS’s own methodology. 


 


 


VII. Further improvements with three pump sites 


 


 Unlike all of the alternatives considered feasible in the DEIS, reducing the number of 


pump sites would not always allow diversion of 1374 cfs.192 Thus there would be some times 


when it would result in less water flowing to farms than under the other alternatives. However, 


there are ways to mitigate the resultant shortfalls that have already been identified in the DEIS. 


The DEIS analyzes several water conservation measures. It finds costs for most of them which, if 


accurate, mean they are more costly then simply installing and operating pumps, as described in 


the Multiple Pump Alternative. However, as described below, there are at least five measures 


that could be used to reduce the impact to farmers of reducing the number of pump sites. 


 Note that these are all measures to benefit farmers. None of them would do anything for 


sturgeon. Thus, to the extent each of these would increase the cost of the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative, it would increase the cost per sturgeon HU, and thus lower its cost-effectiveness as 


computed by the DEIS. They are included here only to illustrate ways in which the impact on 


water availability to farmers could be reduced if so desired. 


 


 A. Flow measurement devices 


 


 The irrigation system that currently exists lacks flow measurements at many locations. 


Failure to measure means overuse, whether accidental or intentional, cannot be detected, nor can 


inefficient use. The DEIS identifies flow measurement device installation at 120 locations as a 


way to provide more data about how much water is being used in the irrigation system, where, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
million - $5.256 million)/5055 HUs = $2.729 million/5055 HUs = $540/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per 
AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 4. 
191 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b. 
192 The DEIS considers a Conservation Measures alternative which results in diversions less than 1374 cfs in many 
hours, which the DEIS rejects as both costly and infeasible. DEIS, pp. 2-97 (infeasible – fails to meet project 
purposes),  2-99 (costs more than double the cost of the next-most-expensive alternative, with no additional benefits 
to fish). 
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and by whom.193 The result will be expected changes in behavior that could reduce water use by 


3 percent,194 thereby reducing water diversions by an average of 31 cfs,195 on average, at a 


capital cost of $1.301 million.196 That’s a capital cost of $42,000 per cfs.197 Increased water 


diversion through adding pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent 


to a capital cost of $85,000 per cfs added.198 Thus, adding flow measurement devices would 


appear to be cost-effective when compared to the cost of adding water deliverability through 


additional pump stations. 


 


 B. Sprinkler conversions 


 


 The DEIS estimates that sprinkler conversions on 5000 acres could save 62 cfs of water, 


while costing $19.28 million, for a capital cost of saved water of over $300,000 per cfs saved.199 


Increased water diversion through adding pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has 


a cost equivalent to a capital cost of only $85,000 per cfs added.200 Thus, according to the data in 


the DEIS, sprinkler conversions are not cost-effective as compared to additional pumping. 


 On the other hand, sprinkler conversions clearly are cost-effective under some conditions, 


as shown by the fact that they have been happening in the LYP. According to the DEIS, 


sprinkler-irrigated land has gone from about 5000 acres in 2009201 to almost 8000 acres 


currently,202 an increase of about 3000 acres in just 7 years.203 That is 60 percent of the amount 


of sprinkler conversions that DEIS finds uneconomic.204 Clearly there are other reasons 


(increased efficiency, increased crop yields, reduced costs for managing on-farm irrigation, etc.) 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
193 Appendix A, pdf p. 360 of 527. 
194 Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527. 
195 Three percent based on a 2009 report cited in DEIS, with no subsequent analysis done for the DEIS (Appendix A, 
pdf p. 393 of 527). The one paragraph on pp. 419-420 of Appendix A contains no actual data.  Note that these 
savings could include savings from reduced spill and reduced unneeded diversions from the Main Canal to laterals; 
they would not necessarily affect on-farm deliveries or usage at all.  Average diversions of 1045 cfs (attached 
spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F347) x 3% = 31.35 cfs. 
196 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, $1.133 million (line 14), plus planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs of 126.52% of 15% of $0.887 million.  
197 $1.301 million / 31 cfs = .04197 million/cfs. 
198 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
199 $19.28 million / 62 = $0.311 million/cfs. 
200 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
201 9 percent of the irrigated acreage in 2009, per Appendix A, pdf p. 394 of 527. 9% x 55,000 acres = 4950 acres. 
202 7988 acres in 2016, per Appendix A, pdf p. 395 of 527. 
203 7988 – 4950 = 3038 acres. 
204 3000 / 5000 = 0.6 = 60%. 
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why farmers have converted to sprinklers. There is no reason to expect these reasons to cease in 


the future. To the extent using three pump sites instead of five increases the uncertainty of water 


supply, even slightly, it would further improve the economics of converting to sprinkler 


irrigation. Increased sprinkler conversions will reduce the amount of diversions called for by 


farmers, thus reducing the cost of operating with three pump sites, as sprinkler conversions 


continue into the future. Increased sprinkler conversions will also reduce the frequency of hours 


when farmers desire greater diversions than are feasible with just three pump sites. 


 


 C. Increased use of relift capability 


 


 The LYP currently has pump stations within its system that take water that would 


otherwise end up unused on farms, and “relift” it back to the canal system for irrigation use. 


According to the DEIS there are 4 such pump stations with a “relift” capability of 62 cfs.205 The 


DEIS reports a current annual cost for pumping of $235,000 per year, which it assumes will 


continue into the future under all alternatives.206 That’s an annualized cost of $3,790 per cfs of 


pumping capability,207 within one percent of the annualized cost of the DEIS’s preferred Bypass 


Channel Alternative, $3,763-$3,825 per cfs.208 So additional use of the existing 62 cfs of relift 


capability, and potentially adding additional relift capability, appears to be a cost-effective way 


to add water delivery capacity to the LYP without increasing diversions from the Yellowstone 


River,209 and deal with hours when the pumping capacity would be unable to divert 1374 cfs 


from the Yellowstone River. 


 


 D. Use of Pick-Sloan power for pumping energy 


 


 The energy pumping costs in the DEIS are based on commercial power prices, although 


the LYP correctly uses lower-cost energy from the Federal Pick-Sloan project to meet existing 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
205 Appendix A, pdf p. 421 of 527. 
206 Appendix B, pdf pp. 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173 of 173. 
207 $235,000/year / 62 cfs = $3,790/yr/cfs. 
208 $5.171 million (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1) / 1374 cfs = $3,763/cfs. $5.256 million (Section V.A, above) / 1374 
cfs = $3,825/cfs. 
209 Of course, the fact that relift is already used in the LYP is also evidence of its cost-effectiveness. 
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pumping energy needs.210 However, as the DEIS acknowledges, Pick-Sloan energy may be 


available to meet the increasing pumping energy requirements of the no-weir alternatives.211 The 


DEIS estimates that use of Pick-Sloan energy would reduce pumping costs by 41.15-67.34 


percent.212 That would reduce the cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative by $0.160 million to 


$0.262 million per year,213 or about 1.6-2.6 percent of the entire annualized Multiple Pump 


Alternative cost of just under $10 million214 per year. It would reduce the annual cost of pumping 


energy if only three pump sites were used, by $0.149 - $0.243 million per year,215 or up to 3 


percent of the entire annualized cost of just under $8 million per year.216 Thus, use of Pick-Sloan 


power could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of the Multiple Pump Alternative by up to 


$21/sturgeon AAHU,217 and could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of using three pump sites 


by up to $20/sturgeon AAHU.218 


 


 E. Use of wind energy for pumping energy 


 


 The DEIS includes the cost of wind generation in the Conservation Measures 


Alternative,219 and indicates the agencies have the authority to build, operate, and maintain wind 


turbines to provide pumping energy.220 The DEIS forecasts a capital cost for a 2 Mw wind 


turbine of more than $2.7 million per Mw of capacity,221 which seems high given the recent 


approvals of two North Dakota wind farms consisting of 1.7 – 2.1 Mw turbines for $1.64 - $1.67 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
210 DEIS, pp. 2-24,  2-37, 3-14. 
211 DEIS, p. 2-75. 
212 Ibid. Reduction from $500,000 to $163,317 equals (500,000-163,317)/500,000 = .6734 = 67.34%. Reduction 
from $500,000 to $294,251 = (500,000 – 294,251)/500,000 = .4115 = 41.15%. 
213 Expected pumping costs of $389,000 (section V.B.1.e, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.160 million reduction. 
$389,000 x 67.34% reduction = $0.262 million. 
214 $9.949 million per year adjusted annualized cost, per attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
215 Expected pumping costs of $361,000 (section VI.C.3.b, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.149 million. $361,000 x 
67.34 percent reduction = $0.243 million reduction from use of Pick Sloan energy. 
216 $0.243 million / 7.985 million = .0304 = 3.04%. 
217 $0.262 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = $21.27/sturgeon 
AAHU. 
218 $0.243 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = $19.73/sturgeon 
AAHU. 
219 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 9. 
220 DEIS, p. 2-92. 
221 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, lines 9, 13 and 14. $4.686 million x 1.01 (for adaptive management), plus $3.584 
million x 1.01 x .15 x 1.2652 (for planning, engineering, construction, construction management, and associated 
contingency) = $5.420 million, or $2.71 million per Mw.  
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million per Mw.222 Given the rapid development of wind resources in western North Dakota,223 


there seems to be little doubt that wind energy is a viable alternative source of supply for 


pumping energy.  


 


VIII. Other issues 


 


 The analysis above focuses on the costs, the DEIS’s habitat calculations, and cost 


effectiveness (as defined by the DEIS) of the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives, 


and potentially modifying the Multiple Pumps Alternative to include three pump sites rather than 


five. It does not include a page-by-page review of the DEIS for errors or inconsistencies. 


However, a few such items are worth pointing out. 


 


 A. FPCI calculation for the Multiple Pumps alternative  


 


 The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) is one of the two parameters that, when 


multiplied together, yield the “Habitat Units” measure that the DEIS uses to evaluate the 


environmental impacts on sturgeon passage. Thus the FPCI is key to evaluating and comparing 


the alternatives in the DEIS. The FPCI is in turn calculated from just four inputs. One of those 


inputs, known as Fs, is a measure of the likelihood of fish using the passage option available to 


them in a particular Alternative. Fs is measured on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest 


likelihood. For a no-weir alternative, Fs should be 5, and the DEIS indeed reports it as 5 for the 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
222 http://bismarcktribune.com/bakken/western-north-dakota-in-the-midst-of-a-wind-boom/article_e32568d7-4fc3-
5f66-babf-e8395fa7babb.html, a news story dated June 16, 2016 describing the permit approval of a 150 Mw wind 
farm containing 87 turbines for $250 million. 150 Mw/87 turbines = 1.72 Mw/turbine. $250 million / 150 Mw = 
$1.667 million / Mw. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/news/state-and-regional/north-dakota-panel-approves-proposed-million-wind-
farm/article_894783bd-b3c1-5598-87a3-0b1a829c319d.html, a news story dated June 22, 2016, describing the 
permit approval of a different North Dakota wind farm, containing 48 turbines and producing 100 Mw, for a capital 
cost of $164.4 million including transmission. 100 Mw / 48 turbines = 2.08 Mw / turbine. $164.4 million / 100 Mw 
= $1.644 million per turbine. 
223 Ibid., describing western North Dakota as having 400 wind turbines in service that were installed in the last ten 
years, and another 550 proposed for the next two years. The articles names seven specific projects with a combined 
capacity over 1250 Mw that form the basis for the estimated 550 new wind turbines to be built by 2018. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/wind-farm-projects/pdf_7f769038-c4a4-596a-bc02-244b27b81b35.html, a map 
showing the locations of 9 western North Dakota projects (including an MDU project) with in-service dates from 
2010 to 2018, totaling 903 turbines and 2223 turbines (average turbine size 2.46 Mw). 
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no-weir alternative using conservation measures.224 However, the Fs input is shown as 2 in the 


DEIS for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.225 Since the DEIS does not show the calculation of the 


FPCI for sturgeon (or indeed for any other individual species), it is unclear whether the actual 


FPCI calculations for the Multiple Pumps Alternative used an Fs value of 2 or 5.  


 


 B. Dam removal costs 


 


 The DEIS contains two alternatives in which the existing Intake Dam is removed. 


However, the forecasted cost of dam removal is quite different for the two alternatives. For the 


Multiple Pump Alternative, dam removal costs are given as $6.600 million plus a 45.02 percent 


contingency, for a total of $9.571 million.226 But for the Conservation Measures Alternative, dam 


removal costs are stated as $2.534 million, again with a 45.02 percent contingency, for a total of 


$3.675 million.227 The use of the identical contingency percentage shows that dam removal 


refers to the same activity for both alternatives, as does the fact that the dam removal section for 


the Multiple Pump Alternative simply references the Conservation Measures Alternative.228  


Equally clearly, at least one of the estimates is wrong. As it turns out, the estimate for the 


Multiple Pump Alternative is the higher one, by $5.896 million,229 and has been used without 


adjustment in the analysis above. But if the correct dam removal cost estimate is the lower one, 


then the Multiple Pump Alternative using three or five pump sites would be less expensive, by 


about $280,000 per year,230 and thus have about a $23 lower annual cost per sturgeon HU,231 and 


thus be more cost-effective. 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
224 Appendix D, p. 12. 
225 Ibid. 
226 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, line 1. 
227 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 3. 
228 Appendix A, pdf p. 219 of 527. 
229 $9.571 million minus $3.675 million equals $5.896 million. 
230 Reducing their direct cost by $6.600 - $2.534 = $4.066 million would reduce the associated, planning, 
engineering, design and construction management costs by $4.066 million x .15 = $0.610 million, or $0.610 x 
1.2652 = $0.772 million including contingency. Reducing capital costs by $5.896 + $0.772 million = $6.668 million 
would reduce total first costs by another 1% ($0.067 million) due to habitat management costs during construction, 
for a total first cost reduction of $6.668  + $0.067 = $6.735 million. Interest during construction is equal to 
6.557/132.028 = 4.966% of first costs (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1), for a total investment cost of $6.735 x 1.04966 
= $7.069 million. Annualized investment costs are equal to $5.515/$138.585 = 3.980% of investment costs, so an 
investment cost reduction of $7.069 million equates to an annualized investment cost reduction of $7.069 million 
x .0398 = $0.281 million per year. 
231 An annualized cost reduction of $281,000 for a no-weir alternative equates to a reduction in the cost per sturgeon 
HU of $281,000/12,319 sturgeon HU = $23/sturgeon AAHU. 
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 C. Boulder field removal costs 


 


 Decades of ice scouring have moved rocks from the top of the Intake Dam to the bed of 


the Yellowstone River downstream, resulting in a substantial boulder field on the river bottom 


downstream of the dam. The dam removal costs for the two no-weir alternatives in the DEIS 


include the cost to remove not just the dam itself, but also the boulder field downstream of it.232 


The boulder field removal represents 93.6 percent of the total material to be removed from the 


Yellowstone River as part of “dam removal,”233 and thus presumably represents close to 93% of 


the cost as well.  


 The DEIS does not appear to have any explanation of whether full removal of the boulder 


field is necessary to allow sturgeon passage up the main channel of the Yellowstone River after 


dam removal. The DEIS indicates that the boulder field length downstream of the dam varies by 


a factor of more than two, from 170 feet to 370 feet,234 with the shorter field on the Joe’s Island 


side of the river.235 Thus, if sturgeon passage would be enabled by removing the boulder field 


only on the south half of the river where the field is shortest, boulder removal volumes (and thus 


presumably removal costs) would be cut by substantially more than 50 percent.  


 Alternatively, if any boulders remaining on the riverbed represent a threat to sturgeon 


passage,236 then the DEIS should have included a discussion of the risk and cost for the Bypass 


Channel Alternative of leaving the boulder field intact. The DEIS says only that the proposed 


new concrete dam would cause the addition of new rocks on top of Intake Dam to cease.237 It 


appears to say nothing about what would happen to the existing century worth of rocks that are 


already in the river, and have already migrated up to 370 feet238 downstream from the dam where 


they were originally placed. The DEIS does acknowledge that removing some or all of the 


existing boulder field is a possible future action in response to the results of monitoring.239 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
232 Appendix B, pdf p. 126 of 173, showing that even the less expensive (per comparison of pdf pp. 94 and 84) 
Conservation Measures Alternative involves removal of downstream boulders. 
233 Ibid. 42,264 cubic yards/(42,264+2,904) cubic years = 93.6%. 
234 Ibid. 
235 DEIS, p. 2-40. 
236 As suggested by the DEIS, p. 2-108. See also Battelle, p. A-6, indicating that “pallid sturgeon are known to avoid” 
the “boulder-sized substrates near Intake Diversion Dam.” 
237 DEIS, p. 2-46. 
238 Appendix A, pdf p. 370 of 527. 
239 Appendix E, p. 16. 
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 D. Role of contingency adders in the cost analysis 


 


 The DEIS estimates the total construction cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as 


$97.492 million, and then adds total contingency estimates of $34.535 million, to get a total cost 


of $132.027 million.240 Thus, over 26 percent of the capital cost of the Multiple Pump 


Alternative is contingency costs.241 The comparable figure for the Bypass Channel Alternative is 


only 8.1 percent.242 Thus a substantial part of the reason why the DEIS concludes that the 


Multiple Pump Alternative is not as cost-effective as the Bypass Channel Alternative243 is the 


greater uncertainty associated with its capital costs. 


 In effect, the DEIS penalizes the Multiple Pump Alternative for the fact that the Federal 


Agencies had previously decided to pursue the Bypass Channel Alternative, and thus have spent 


money designing it and pricing it.244 Then they use the fact that they have not given the Multiple 


Pump Alternative as much scrutiny in the past as a reason to reject it in the present. 


  


 E. Water losses in the Main Canal 


 


 The DEIS claims water losses from the Main Canal are “minimal.”245 That claim is false, 


and is based on cherry-picking of data. While the error does not affect any of the conclusions of 


either the DEIS or this analysis, it casts doubt on the impartiality of the DEIS authors. 


 Specifically, the analysis underlying the “minimal” claim is found at the end of Appendix 


A, in tables showing daily diversions and daily Main Canal losses for the years 2000 and 


2012.246  It shows that on days when diversions were above 1300 cfs, the highest diversion days 


of the year, losses from the Main Canal averaged 20.4 percent during 17 days in 2000 and 16.3 


percent during 20 days in 2012. The year 2000 loss rate of 20.4 percent during those high 


diversion days were almost as high as the annual average loss rate of 23.3 percent for the year 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
240 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lowest highlighted line. 
241 $34.535 / $132.027 = .262 = 26.2%. 
242 Appendix B, pdf p. 65 of 173. $4.624 million of contingency / $57.044 million total cost = 8.1 percent. 
243 DEIS, p. 2-100. 
244 Indeed, the DEIS doesn’t count as part of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative the money, probably 
millions of dollars, that has already been spent on it. DEIS, p. 2-98, Table 2-25 and its footnote a. 
245 DEIS, p. 2-93. 
246 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 (year 2000 daily data) and 478-480 (year 2012 daily data). 
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2000. The loss during the high diversion days in 2012 was 16.3 percent, higher than the 15.5 


percent loss rate for the year as a whole. Annual loss rates of 15-23 percent are hardly minimal, 


loss rates of 16-20 during days when diversions at Intake exceed 1300 cfs are not either, and 


claims that loss rates go down substantially when diversion rates are high are contradicted by the 


evidence. 


 


 F. O&M costs and viability/sustainability 


 


 The DEIS lists only four reasons for preferring the Bypass Channel Alternative, one of 


which is its claimed lower operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.247 The table cited by the 


DEIS shows “Annualized OM&R” costs that are $2.799 million for the Bypass Channel 


Alternative and $5.034 million for the Multiple Pumps Alternative,248 for a difference of $2.235 


million per year. 


 The $2.235 million figure is overstated. First, part of the $2.235 million is not O&M at 


all, but rather is replacement costs. Those replacement costs include costs such as pump 


replacements that are capital costs that are incurred only once per 35 years.249 The difference 


between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives for just O&M is $1.557 – 1.941 


million.250 


 Second, the $2.235 million omits the “moderately potential”251 cost of adaptive 


management for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and includes unnecessary costs for the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative. The omitted costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative were estimated above 


as $0.085 million per year,252 while the O&M costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative are 


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
247 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
248 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-26. 
249 See the attached spreadsheet, “O&M Costs” tab, which summarizes data from Attachment B-8 to Appendix B of 
the DEIS, pdf pp. 9-10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15-16 of 19 (Multiple Pump Alternative). 
250 Ibid., lines 44-45. 
251 DEIS, p. 2-103. By contrast, the DEIS expects the Multiple Pumps Alternative to have a “minimal need” for 
adaptive management. 
252 Section IV.A.1, assuming the “moderate” likelihood results in adaptive management costs only half as large as 
the potential cost estimated in the 2015 EA. 
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overstated by between $0.289 million253 and $0.909 million.254 Thus the $2.235 million 


difference should be corrected to $1.241 - $1.861 million.255 


 Third, the $2.235 million difference omits the possible O&M reduction for the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative from use of Pick-Sloan power, which could save a further $0.143 - $0.262 


million.256 


 


 
	  


	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
253 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
254 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 20. 
255 $2.235 million minus $0.085 million minus either $$0.909 million or $0.289 million. 
256 See section VII.D, above. 
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July 27, 2016 
 
Scott Bosse 
Northern Rockies Director 
American Rivers 
321 East Main, Suite 408 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
Email: sbosse@americanrivers.org 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Ave. 
Omaha, NE 68102 
Email: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 
 
RE: Lower Yellowstone River Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project DEIS 
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall: 
 
On behalf of American Rivers, thank you for providing us with the opportunity to comment on 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s (BOR) Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on 
the Lower Yellowstone River. American Rivers represents 200,000+ members and supporters 
from all 50 states, many of whom live along, make their living from, and/or recreate on the 
Yellowstone River. We have a longstanding interest in protecting and restoring the Yellowstone 
River due to the fact that it flows through one of our priority geographies and it is considered the 
longest free-flowing river in the lower 48 states. 
 
After carefully reading the DEIS and reviewing the comments provided to us by David Marcus 
(see Appendix A), whose analysis was partially funded by American Rivers, we strongly urge 
the Corps and BOR to abandon the preferred alternative in the DEIS (Bypass Channel) and 
instead select a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the Final EIS and Record of 
Decision (ROD). We support a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative because we believe it 
is the only alternative that offers federally endangered pallid sturgeon a reasonable chance of 
recovering to self-sustaining levels, and it can reasonably be implemented in a way that meets 
the needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project. No other alternative in the DEIS has a 
high probability of achieving these two goals in a cost-effective manner. 
 
American Rivers opposes the agencies’ preferred alternative (Bypass Channel) for the following 
reasons, which we will elaborate on later in these comments: (1) the purpose and need in the 
DEIS are insufficient to meet the requirements of the Endangered Species Act; (2) the scientific 
assumptions supporting the Bypass Channel are fatally flawed; (3) the Bypass Channel alter-
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native lacks a robust and sufficiently funded adaptive management plan in the event that it fails; 
and (4) the cost of the Bypass Channel is significantly understated and the cost of the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative is significantly overstated. 
 
1. The Purpose and Need of Project are Legally Insufficient 
The DEIS states that the purpose and need of this project is to “(1) improve fish passage for 
pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake Diversion Dam; (2) continue the viable and 
effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone Project; and (3) contribute to ecosystem restoration 
(DEIS Executive Summary, p. xxvi).” While we agree that all three of these components are 
valid from a conceptual standpoint, the first component is insufficient to meet the basic legal 
requirements of the federal Endangered Species Act, which is the primary driver in this NEPA 
process.  
 
Instead of striving merely to “improve fish passage...,” the DEIS should have identified a range 
of alternatives that have a high probability of recovering pallid sturgeon to the point that they 
meet recovery goals and ultimately can be removed from the endangered species list. The final 
EIS should clearly define what the recovery goal is for pallid sturgeon in numeric terms 
(According to the USFWS’s 2014 Recovery Plan, the goal is a self-sustaining population of 
5,000 adult fish in the upper Missouri River basin); discuss in detail the probability that each 
alternative will achieve that recovery goal based on hard evidence (as opposed to subjective 
conjecture); and discuss how improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam can achieve 
recovery goals for pallid sturgeon without also addressing dam operations at Fort Peck Dam. The 
DEIS makes no mention of the fact that the Corps is willing to fund a project at Intake Diversion 
Dam only in return for abandoning future recovery efforts on the Missouri River below Fort 
Peck Dam. Nor does it explain how recovery goals can be met when only roughly one-quarter of 
the wild adult pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River system, or 32 fish, migrate up the 
Yellowstone River to Intake Dam to spawn each year. Finally, recent federal court rulings have 
made it clear that improving passage for endangered fish species alone does not meet the 
requirements of the Endangered Species Act. The way the DEIS is currently written, if the 
number of pallid sturgeon making it past Intake Diversion Dam were to increase from one fish to 
two fish, that would be deemed a success based on a positive trend toward recovery.  
 
2. The Scientific Assumptions in the DEIS are Fatally Flawed 
The Corps and BOR justify their selection of the preferred alternative based on the assumption 
that is the most cost-effective alternative that can achieve the three goals identified in the 
Purpose and Need section. In the DEIS, cost effectiveness is determined by dividing the 
annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in habitat units (HUs) for that alternative. To 
calculate the increase in habitat units of each alternative, the DEIS relies on a Fish Passage 
Connectivity Index, or FPCI (DEIS, Appendix D). The FPCI for each alternative is the number 
of acres of new upstream habitat that would be made available to pallid sturgeon and 13 other 
native fish species multiplied by the probability that these fish will make it upstream past Intake 
Diversion Dam. For each alternative, the number of upstream habitat units that would be made 
available is the same – 12,637 acres. Only the probability of fish making it past Intake Diversion 
Dam varies with each alternative.  
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Under the Multiple Pumps Alternative, in which the existing diversion dam would be removed 
from the river, the probability of the 14 native fish species making it past Intake Diversion Dam 
is 1.0, which translates to 100 percent probability. Under the preferred alternative (Bypass 
Channel), the FPCI is estimated at .67, meaning there is only a 67 percent chance that the 14 
selected fish species will make it past Intake Diversion Dam. Not only is this number arbitrary 
and subjective due to the fact that there has never been an artificial bypass channel or fishway 
constructed that has been documented to have successfully passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose 
sturgeon (DEIS, p. 2-105), but it is also based on a more favorable model input than was used in 
the 2015 Environmental Assessment (EA). That model input, F1, represents the probability of 
fish finding the entrance to the proposed bypass channel. It varies on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being 
the lowest probability and 5 being the highest probability. In the DEIS, the agencies used an F1 
of 4, whereas in the 2015 EA, the agencies used an F1 of 3. There is no acknowledgement or 
explanation in the DEIS as to why the F1 was upgraded from a 3 to a 4. This is concerning 
because the upgrade resulted in a dramatically improved FPCI for the Bypass Channel 
alternative. In the 2015 EA, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon was .5, meaning there was only a 50 
percent chance that pallid sturgeon would make their way upstream past Intake Diversion Dam. 
In the DEIS, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon is .6. Yet even when this number is used, it still fails to 
meet the FPCI target of .85 that was set by the Biological Recovery Team (BRT). Had the 
agencies used an F1 value of 3 in the DEIS as they did in the 2015 EA, the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative would be the most cost effective alternative per habitat unit gained, according to the 
agencies’ own methodologies. 
 
Finally and importantly, in calculating the cost effectiveness of each alternative, the DEIS used 
an FPCI of .67 for the preferred alternative (DEIS Appendix D, Table 1-11, p. 16), when it 
would have been more appropriate to use an FPCI of .60. The former represents the probability 
that all 14 selected native fish species make it upstream past Intake Diversion Dam, while the 
latter represents the probability of pallid sturgeon making it past the dam. Using this same flawed 
methodology, an alternative could pass 13 of the selected native fish species but not pass a single 
pallid sturgeon, and the number of habitat units that would be made available would be reduced 
by only 1/14, or 7 percent, thus barely affecting the cost effectiveness of such an alternative. The 
bottom line should be that if an alternative does not have at least an 85 percent likelihood of 
providing upstream fish passage for pallid sturgeon (the standard set by the BRT), it should be 
disqualified from further consideration because it does not meet that statutory requirements of 
the Endangered Species Act, which is the primary driver of this NEPA process. 
 
3. The Preferred Alternative Lacks a Robust and Sufficiently Funded Adaptive 
Management Plan  
Given that there is a high degree of scientific uncertainty as to whether the Bypass Channel 
alternative will provide upstream passage to at least 85 percent of the pallid sturgeon that arrive 
at its base (the biological standard set by the BRT), combined with the fact that climate change 
and more frequent and severe flood and drought events could profoundly alter the flow and 
morphology of the lower Yellowstone River in the immediate vicinity of Intake Diversion Dam, 
it is imperative that a robust and well-funded adaptive management plan be in place prior to the 
signing of a Record of Decision. Yet the adaptive management plan in the DEIS only considers 
tweaks to the proposed dam and bypass channel, including making modifications to the bypass 
channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, removing the existing boulder field 
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immediately downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in the new dam, and 
modifying the headworks. The DEIS fails to discuss more drastic and expensive actions that may 
need to be taken should the bypass channel fail to perform as hoped, including removing the new 
dam and replacing its function with an irrigation pump system (such as the one contemplated in 
the Multiple Pumps alternative) and modifying the operation of Fort Peck Dam in an effort to 
restore pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River below the dam. Not only does the DEIS fail to 
discuss these realistic adaptive management actions, but it also makes clear that after its one-year 
warranty period is over, the Corps will not provide any additional funding to remedy the 
situation. This is unacceptable and very likely a violation of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
4. The Costs of the Bypass Channel are Understated and the Costs of the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative are Overstated 

Based on our read of the DEIS and the information contained in David Marcus’ analysis, we 
believe the Corps and BOR significantly understated the costs of the preferred alternative 
(Bypass Channel), significantly overstated the costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, and 
failed altogether to consider less expensive variations of the Multiple Pumps Alternative that 
could satisfy the biological needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish while also meeting the 
needs of farmers in the Lower Yellowstone Project virtually 100 percent of the time.  
 
The DEIS understates the costs associated with the preferred alternative (Bypass Channel) in the 
following ways. First, by using an FPCI of .67 for all 14 selected native fish species instead of an 
FPCI of .60 for pallid sturgeon alone, or, more appropriately, an FPCI of .50 (for pallid sturgeon 
alone using the F1 value of 3 in the 2015 EA), the DEIS overstates the pallid sturgeon-specific 
HUs for the preferred alternative by 20 percent. Were the agencies to use an FPCI of .5 instead 
of .67, the cost per habitat unit would increase from $727 to $876, making the preferred 
alternative less cost-effective than the Multiple Pumps Alternative (using three or five pump 
sites). Considering that there has never been a bypass channel or fishway constructed that has 
been documented to have passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon, it would be entirely 
reasonable for the agencies to use an FPCI of less than .5. If one were to use an FPCI of .4, for 
example, the cost per habitat unit for the preferred alternative would jump to $1,110.  
 
The second way the DEIS understates the cost of the preferred alternative is by excluding any 
costs that would be incurred to implement adaptive management actions should the preferred 
alternative fail to accomplish its goal of passing pallid sturgeon following the expiration of the 
Corps’ one-year warranty. These costs could be relatively modest if the actions taken are limited 
in scope (e.g., modifying the bypass channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, 
removing the existing boulder field downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in 
the new dam, or modifying the headworks); or they could far exceed the total cost of the 
preferred alternative if they include removing the new dam, installing an irrigation pump system 
to replace its function, or modifying operations at Fork Peck Dam in an effort to restore pallid 
sturgeon to the Missouri River downstream of the dam. 
 
Conversely, the DEIS overstates the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by making several 
false assumptions and miscalculations (see Appendix A, pp. 15-23). Among these, it overstates 
pumping loads by more than 28 percent; overstates capital costs such as the length of pipe 
needed, the cost of unnecessary backup equipment, and the costs of planning engineering, design 
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and construction management; overstates the interest charges that would be incurred during 
construction; and overstates the price of energy to run the pumps. Together, these overstated 
costs add up to $8.97 million, or 6.476 percent of the total cost of this alternative (see Appendix 
A, p. 22). Furthermore, the DEIS fails to consider a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
that would include only three pump sites instead of five (see Appendix A, pp. 25-37). Such an 
alternative would deliver at least 1,100 cfs of water to the Lower Yellowstone Project 97 percent 
of the time. To put that in perspective, that’s more than the historical average monthly and 
annual diversions that have actually occurred at Intake. The total cost savings of building three 
pump sites instead of five is estimated at $42.76 million, which is 30.85 percent of the total 
estimated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the DEIS (see Appendix A, p. 34). We 
strongly encourage the Corps and BOR to explore this alternative in greater detail in the FEIS in 
order to fully assess how and to what extent it might affect farmers in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  
 
5. Conclusion 
American Rivers commends the Corps and the BOR for taking a harder look at the alternatives 
for improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam by producing a draft environmental impact 
statement (DEIS), and particularly for evaluating two “open river” alternatives (Multiple Pumps 
and Multiple Pumps w/Conservation Measures) that would remove the existing diversion dam 
from the river to provide unimpeded passage for pallid sturgeon and 13 other native fish species. 
That being said, after scrutinizing the scientific underpinnings of the DEIS and discovering that 
the biological benefits of the preferred alternative were almost certainly overstated and its costs 
were understated, we are more convinced than ever that a variation of the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative is the only alternative that can satisfy the purpose and need of the project and meet 
the legal requirements of the Endangered Species Act in a cost effective manner. Therefore, we 
encourage the Corps and BOR to abandon their preferred alternative in the Final EIS and Record 
of Decision and instead select a more cost-effective variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
that includes fewer pump sites. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Scott Bosse 
Northern Rockies Director 
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Appendix A 
 

Comments on the Intake Dam DEIS 
David Marcus 

7/21/16 
 

I. Introduction  
 
 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) examines six alternatives: 

1) No Action, 2) Rock Ramp, 3) Bypass Channel, 4) Modified Side Channel, 5) Multiple Pumps, 

and 6) Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures. Of those, the No Action Alternative does 

nothing to improve fish passage. According to the DEIS, the Rock Ramp Alternative and 

Modified Side Channel Alternative are each either more expensive than or environmentally 

inferior to the Bypass Channel Alternative, and the Conservation Measures Alternative produces 

the same level of fish passage benefits as the Multiple Pumps alternative but at more than twice 

the cost.1 Thus, the DEIS rejects each of those four alternatives as inferior to at least one of the 

other alternatives. 

 The remaining two alternatives, the Bypass Channel Alternative and the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative, involve tradeoffs. According to the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps Alternative produces 

55% more fish passage benefits than the Bypass Channel Alternative,2 but costs 105 percent 

more.3 The rest of this analysis will focus on those two Alternatives, identify adjustments that 

should be made to the DEIS cost numbers that should change these conclusions, and highlight 

other potential ways of reducing the costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative.   This analysis does 

not address the wisdom or the legal implications of choosing an alternative based on the chosen 

cost/benefit analysis.  Rather, this analysis only addresses the validity of the inputs used and the 

DEIS’s conclusions regarding the relative costs of these two alternatives. 

 

II. Summary of conclusions 

 
The DEIS identifies the Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred alternative primarily 

based on the conclusion that it is the most cost-effective alternative.  However, the DEIS’s 

cost/benefit analysis relies on unsubstantiated assumptions that undermine its conclusions.  Once 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. 
2 Ibid. 11,011/7,116 = 1.547, or a 54.7% difference. 
3 Ibid. $10,594/$5,170 = 2.047, or a 104.7% difference. 
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the costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative and Multiple Pumps Alternative are adjusted to 

reflect these erroneous assumptions, the cost per habitat unit – the DEIS’s measurement of 

benefits to pallid sturgeon – is lower for the Multiple Pump Alternative than the Bypass Channel 

Alternative.  Thus, the agencies’ basis for choosing the Bypass Channel Alternative is not 

supported by the information provided in the DEIS.   

As described in more detail below and in the accompanying spreadsheet, the DEIS’s 

economic conclusions are undermined in the following ways:  

(1)  The DEIS’s conclusion overstates the economic benefits of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative (section III) in several significant ways, including:  

• The DEIS lumps the benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative for pallid sturgeon 

with 13 other species of fish to obtain a Fish Passage Conductivity Index (FPCI, the 

key measure in the DEIS for benefits to fish) average value (0.67) that is higher than 

the FPCI for pallid sturgeon alone (0.6) (sections III.B and C);  

• There is a crucial inconsistency between the April 2015 Final Supplement to the 2010 

Final Environmental Assessment (“Supplemental EA”) and the DEIS, the former of 

which gave the Bypass Channel Alternative an FPCI value of only 0.5 (section 

III.D.1). The increase in the FPCI for sturgeon between the 2015 EA and the DEIS 

results from manipulation of the Fl variable, which was changed between the 

documents from a “3” to “4” value, with no acknowledgement or justification for the 

change (section III.D.1);  

• This in turn affects the value/increased habitat unit profoundly. Using the F1 variable 

from the Supplemental EA renders the Bypass Channel Alternative more expensive 

on a cost/habitat unit basis (a key cost criterion in the Draft EIS) than the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative (section III.D.1). 

(2) The DEIS understates the capital and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs of the 

Bypass Channel Alternative (section IV.A).  

(3) The DEIS overstates the capital and O&M costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 

(section IV.B).  

(4) Quantifying most of the overstated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (and some of 

the understatement of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative), the incremental cost of 

the fish passage benefits from going from No Action to the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
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still less than the incremental cost of the benefits gained by going from the No Action 

Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative (section V.B).  However, the DEIS fails to 

note that the sensitivity results of its model are based entirely on the assignment of an 

upwardly-revised numeric value to fish attractiveness for the Bypass Channel 

Alternative, and that using that most optimistic assignment of attractiveness in turn 

results in a lower cost/habitat unit improvement than the Multiple Pumps Alternatives.  

Using the 2015 EA assignment value for F1, and more accurate adjustments for cost, 

results in the conclusion that the Multiple Pumps alternative is superior on a cost/habitat 

unit basis. 

(5) The DEIS further overstates costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by failing to analyze 

ways that using fewer pump sites might reduce the cost substantially (sections VI and 

VII). 

(6) The DEIS contains a number of other analytical errors that ignore costs associated with 

the Bypass Channel Alternative, including rock removal, and tend to inflate the cost of 

the Multiple Pumps Alternative (sections IV.A.1., VIII.C-D). 

 

  

III. DEIS benefit/cost methodology  

 

 A. Compares levelized cost to increase in annual average habitat units (AAHUs) 

 

 The DEIS measures the benefits to fish of improved passage at Intake in “habitat units” 

or “HUs,” which are also referred to as “annual average habitat units” or “AAHUs.” A habitat 

unit is simply the number of acres of habitat upstream of Intake times the likelihood that the 

alternative in question will provide access to them. For every alternative, the number of acres of 

upstream sturgeon habitat is the same, 12,637 acres,4 and thus the maximum possible number of 

sturgeon HUs for any alternative is 12,637. The probability that an alternative will allow fish to 

pass upstream of Intake is measured by what the DEIS calls the “Fish Passage Connectivity 

Index,” or FPCI. The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) for the no-weir alternatives5 to 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
5 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27. 
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a minimal 0.0252 for the No Action Alternative.6 Thus the number of sturgeon HUs varies from 

a low of 318 for the No Action Alternative to a high of 12,637 for the no-weir alternatives. 

Variations in HU between alternatives are driven entirely by the variation between alternatives of 

the FPCI component of the HU calculation. 

 The DEIS then calculates how much each alternative will increase the number of HUs as 

compared to the No Action Alternative. Thus, the no-weir alternatives would increase the 

number of pallid-sturgeon specific HUs by 12,319.7 

 The DEIS then divides the annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in HUs for 

that alternative to produce a cost per AAHU for each alternative. Thus, the Multiple Pump 

Alternative, using DEIS numbers, would have a cost for improved sturgeon habitat of $10.595 

million for an HU increase of 12,319, or a cost per AAHU of $860. 

 

 B. The HU numbers reported in the DEIS inappropriately all but ignore pallid sturgeon 

 

 The DEIS methodology as described above used examples based on the DEIS data for 

sturgeon. But the DEIS itself inappropriately measures HUs and cost per AAHU differently. 

Even though the reason for the proposed action is to “improve pallid sturgeon fish passage,”8 the 

DEIS lumps sturgeon in with 13 other species in calculating HUs and cost per AAHU.9 Sturgeon 

benefits thus get a weight of only 1/14 in calculating HU benefits.10  

 The fallacy of the DEIS approach, as a statistical matter, can be seen by imagining what 

would happen if the proposed action, the Bypass Channel Alternative,11 would not allow any 

pallid sturgeon passage whatsoever, but passage for other species was unaffected. In that case, 

the HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative would be reduced by about 1/14, since the sturgeon-

specific HU would drop to zero but the HUs for the other 13 species would stay the same. That 

would increase the cost per AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative by about 1/14, or about 7 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Calculated from parameters for sturgeon in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. [(2+5)/2]*1*0.18/25 = .0252. See 
the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
7 12,637 (sturgeon HUs for the no-weir alternatives) minus 318 (sturgeon HUs for the No Action Alternative) equals 
12,319. 
8 DEIS, p. 1-1. 
9 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
10 Appendix D, p. 2, formula showing that the HUs for each species are weighted equally. 
11 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
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percent. The DEIS methodology would still conclude that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the 

most cost-effective!12 

 A methodology in which an Alternative that provided no sturgeon passage could be rated 

the most cost-effective is an absurd methodology. The DEIS should have used sturgeon-specific 

data to calculate HUs and costs per AAHU, with any impacts on other species identified as 

required by NEPA, but not used to drive the policy choice. The analysis below uses sturgeon-

specific data whenever it calculates HUs or costs per AAHU.  

 

 C. Focusing HU measurement on sturgeon reduces the HU benefit of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative relative to the Multiple Pumps Alternative 

 

 As described above (section IV.A), variations in HU between alternatives are driven 

entirely by variations in the FPCI between alternatives.  For the Multiple Pump Alternative, the 

FPCI is 1 for all fourteen species, and thus the sturgeon FPCI of 1 is the same as the composite 

FPCI reported in the DEIS. For the Bypass Channel alternative, however, the sturgeon FPCI is 

lower than the all-species FPCI. The DEIS calculates an FPCI for all fourteen species together of 

0.674.13 But the sturgeon-specific FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, using the data in the 

DEIS, is 0.600.14 Thus, using a sturgeon-specific FPCI reduces the HU for the Bypass Channel 

Alternative by some 11 percent.15  

 With an FPCI of 0.6, the Bypass Channel Alternative produces only 60 percent as many 

HUs as the no-weir alternatives with their FPCI of 1.0. The net improvement in fish passage is 

even less than that, because (according to the DEIS), there is already some fish passage 

occurring under the No Action Alternative. When the small sturgeon passage the DEIS attributes 

to the No Action Alternative is considered, the net benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 DEIS, p. 2-100, showing a Bypass Channel cost per AAHU of $727. Increasing that number by 7 percent would 
increase it to $778/AAHU, which would still be less than the cost of the next cheapest alternative. Thus the Bypass 
Channel Alternative would remain the most cost-effective, according to the DEIS’s flawed methodology. 
13 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27, showing average HUs of 8,054 for the Bypass Channel Alternative and 11,949 for the 
two no-weir alternatives. 8,054/11,949 = .6740, which the DEIS rounds off to .67 for display purposes (while using 
the .674 figure for calculation purposes). 
14 Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10 (formulas for calculating FPCI), and pp. 11-12 and 13-14 (sturgeon-specific values for 
the inputs into the FPCI formula). The resultant sturgeon-specific FPCI is [(2+4)/2]*5*1/25 = .6. 
15 0.600/0.674 = .890 = 89%, for a reduction of 11 percent. 
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are even smaller, only 59 percent of the net benefits of the Multiple Pump Alternative, using 

DEIS data.16 

 

 D. The DEIS may be overstating the benefits to sturgeon of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative when it says they will have a FPCI of 0.600 

 

  1. DEIS vs. Supplemental EA 

 

 Just last year, the 2015 Supplemental EA said the FPCI for pallid sturgeon of the Bypass 

Channel alternative was only 0.5,17 or only half of the FPCI in the DEIS for Multiple Pumps.18 

The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an FPCI for sturgeon 20% larger 

than the Supplemental EA of 2015. Comparing the two documents, the basis for the higher FPCI 

in the DEIS is an increase in the forecast value for Fl. Fl is a variable which represents the 

probability of sturgeon finding the proposed bypass, with 1 lowest, 5 highest, and 3 

corresponding to a 50 percent probability.19 Fl was 3 (out of a maximum of 5) in the 

Supplemental EA,20 but has been increased by 33 percent, to 4, in the DEIS.21 That single change 

raises the overall FPCI for sturgeon from 0.5 in the Supplemental EA to 0.6 in the DEIS. The 

DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an Fl value for sturgeon that is 33% 

larger than the value in the Supplemental EA of 2015. Instead, the DEIS claims that it is using a 

value from “Corps (2014),”22 a date earlier than the Supplemental EA, which used a value of 3. 

If the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative should have remained at 0.5, then the DEIS has 

overstated the sturgeon-specific HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative by 20 percent.23   

 The impact of this arbitrary conversion is profound in terms of the results of the analysis. 

If the FPCI resulting from the choice of F1 of 3 instead of 4 is 0.5, as was used in the 2015 EA, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, calculating sturgeon-specific HUs and the increase in HUs 
(compared to the No Action Alternative). The Bypass Channel Alternative produces 7,264 sturgeon HUs more than 
the No Action Case, while the no-weir alternatives produce 12,319 more HUs than the No Action Alternative. 
7,264/12,319 = .5897 = 58.97 percent. 
17 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 23, Table 10.  
18 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3, for the FPCI for the Multiple Pump Alternative as 
calculated using DEIS data and DEIS methodology. 
19 Appendix D, p. 10. 
20 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
21 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
22 Appendix D, p. 10. 
23 0.6 / 0.5 = 1.20, or an increase of 20 percent. 
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then the cost per AAHU jumps to $876, less cost effective than the Multiple Pumps Alternative 

using either three or five pumps.24  If, in fact, the F1 value is actually 2 instead of 3, the FPCI 

becomes 0.4 and the cost per AAHU jumps to $1,110.25 That the choice of F1 is highly 

subjective and that the uncertainty is not explicitly identified in assigning this value has been 

criticized in previous peer reviews of this methodology.26  At the very least, the range of 

uncertainty suggests that from a cost effectiveness perspective, a higher cost per AAHU for the 

Bypass Channel over any combination of Multiple Pumps would invariably result if this were 

modeled statistically.   

 

  2. The actual FPCI may be lower than either 0.6 or 0.5 

 

 Whether the DEIS methodology should produce an FPCI of 0.5 or 0.6 for sturgeon may, 

however, be a moot question. The DEIS contains minimal evidence of the ability/willingness of 

sturgeon to use natural bypass channels, and the ability/willingness of sturgeon to use artificial 

bypass channels.27 To the extent that sturgeon will be more than twice as likely to use a weir-free 

river as to use an artificial side channel with flows 80+ percent smaller than main river flows, 

then the real FPCI will be below 0.5.28  A 2013 analysis suggested that a bypass channel 

originating near the toe of the dam, as proposed in the DEIS, “appears to have a limited 

probability of success….The probability that the preferred alternative will perform as proposed is 

very low based on the scientific information presented, the number of project uncertainties and 

risks, and concerns regarding the sustainability of the bypass channel.”29 The DEIS does not 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2a-4, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU 
values for the Multiple Pump and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, 
and the sturgeon-specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
25 Id, line 2b. 
26	  See,	  2013	  Battelle	  Peer	  Review,	  Final	  Independent	  External	  Peer	  Review	  Report	  for	  the	  Intake	  Diversion	  
Dam	  Modification	  Lower	  Yellowstone	  Project,	  Montana	  Draft	  Supplement	  to	  the	  26	  April	  2010	  Environmental	  
Assessment	  and	  Appendices	  by	  Battelle,	  505	  King	  Avenue,	  Columbus,	  OH	  43201	  for	  Department	  of	  the	  Army,	  
U.S.	  Army	  Corps	  of	  Engineers,	  Ecosystem	  Restoration	  Planning	  Center	  of	  Expertise	  for	  the	  St.	  Paul	  District,	  
February	  8,	  2013	  (cited	  below	  as	  “Battelle”).	  
27 DEIS, pp. 2-105 to 2-108. 
28 The DEIS shows the FPCI for a weir-free river as 1.0. Thus the sturgeon FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative 
is simply the ratio of the number of sturgeon that would use the proposed bypass channel compared to the number of 
sturgeon that would use a weir-free main river. If more than twice as many sturgeon would choose a weir-free river 
over an artificial bypass channel, then that ratio is less than one out of two, and the Bypass Channel Alternative 
FPCI is less than 0.5.  
29	  Battelle	  p.	  A-‐6.	  
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consider the possibility that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative will be less than 0.5, 

which undermines the validity of its cost calculations. 

 

IV. DEIS benefit/cost results 

 

 A. Bypass Channel Alternative 

 

  1. Cost 

 

  The DEIS estimates the annualized cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative will be 

$5.171 million per year.30 That cost includes post-construction monitoring for 8 years,31 but no 

costs for post-construction modifications based on the results of monitoring. The DEIS 

acknowledges that in the Bypass Channel alternative (unlike the no-weir alternatives), there is a 

“moderate” likelihood that adaptive management will be required once actual post-construction 

operations have been observed.32 The Supplemental EA published last year also suggested that 

adaptive management could require a variety of changes to the Bypass Channel once it was 

operational as more was learned about actual use (or non-use) of the newly constructed channel 

by pallid sturgeon.33 The EA priced four such adaptive management measures that could be 

required for the Bypass Channel Alternative as a result of monitoring, and quantified their costs 

at an annualized $170,000 per year.34 A review of an earlier version of the EA suggested that the 

proposed bypass channel originating from the base of the dam was at risk of being “inundated” 

and suffering “scour damage and potential sediment deposition” during an overbank flood event, 

calling into question its “sustainability.”35 It concluded that for the “proposed bypass channel … 

some form of encouragement or form of guidance may be necessary to have the migrating pallid 

sturgeon find and enter [the bypass] channel.”36 Both of these problems (damage to the bypass 

channel during floods, and failure of pallid sturgeon to find or use the inlet to the bypass 

channel) are additional sources of future adaptive management costs. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
31 Appendix B, pdf p. 167 of 173. 
32 DEIS, p. 2-103. 
33 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf pp. 302-3 of 426. 
34 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf p. 303 of 426. 
35 Battelle, p. A-3. 
36 Ibid. 
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 Failure to account for such post-construction adaptive management costs means the true 

costs of Bypass Channel Alternative are likely to be higher (possibly much higher) if the initial 

design fails to entice sturgeon to enter and pass through the newly-built bypass channel. Even if 

only half the adaptive management costs quantified in the Supplemental EA are added to the 

DEIS’s forecast of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative, which would raise its annualized 

cost from $5.171 million per year37 to $5.256 million per year. 

 

  2. Benefits for sturgeon 

 

 The sturgeon-specific increase in habitat units for the Bypass Channel Alternative, per 

the data in the DEIS, is 7264, based on a No Action HU of 318 and a Bypass Chanel Alternative 

HU of 7582.38 

 

  3. Cost per unit of HU increase 

 

 The cost per AAHU of the Bypass Channel Alternative would be $724, based on the 

increase in sturgeon-specific HUs from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass Channel 

Alternative, and the DEIS cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative plus half the Supplemental EA 

cost for specific adaptive management measures for the Bypass Channel Alternative.39  

However, as noted above, it would be $876 if the FPCI value from the 2015 EA were used,40 and 

may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish passage benefit is included in the 

calculation.41 

 

 B. Multiple Pumps alternative 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
38 See the attached spreadsheet which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU values for the No Action and 
Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-specific data in 
Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
39 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 2, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU 
values for the No Action and Bypass Channel Alternatives, the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative including an 
adjustment for adaptive management, and the resultant cost per AAHU. 
40 Id., line 2a. 
41 Id., line 2b. 
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 The DEIS projects an annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of $10.595 

million per year.42 However, this cost projection needs to be adjusted for a variety of ways in 

which the DEIS has either overforecasted costs or included unnecessary equipment (and thus 

costs) in its description of the scope of the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 

 

  1. Operating cost is overstated due to errors in calculating pumping energy 

requirements, and hence pumping energy cost - $111,000 per year 

 

   a. The DEIS assumes too high of a water diversion requirement 

 

 The DEIS assumes that the average amount of water diverted will be 1100 cfs over the 5-

month period from May-September43 (April water use does not require pumping, but can rely on 

gravity diversions). The 1100 cfs figure is overstated because of rounding; the DEIS itself says 

the actual number is 1078 cfs.44 But even the 1078 cfs figure is incorrect; the 42-year average is 

below 1000 cfs, and the average for the most recent 11 years of data is 1044 cfs.45 

 

   b. The DEIS assumes unnecessarily lumpy pumping increments 

 

 The DEIS assumes that as water diversions by gravity drop, the amount of water needed 

to be pumped will grow by 275 cfs increments, reflecting the pumping capacity at each site. But 

each site will have three separate pumps (actually four in the DEIS, but the fourth one is a spare). 

So even if pumps have to be used in an all-or-nothing mode (which may not be true), the amount 

of pumping is still controllable to 92 cfs steps, rather than 275 cfs steps. That reduces the amount 

of pumping required by a considerable amount. 

 

   c. The DEIS assumes pumps are operated in an inefficient manner 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1, and p. 2-99. 
43 Appendix A, pdf p. 204 of 527. 
44 Ibid. 
45 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab. 
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 The DEIS points out that when pumped water is being delivered to the main canal above 

the check structure called Burns Creek Overchute, tailwater effects will make it impossible to 

simultaneously divert water by gravity flow at Intake. But the converse is also true: when 

pumped water is being delivered below Burns Creek Overchute, it will be possible to 

simultaneously divert water at Intake.46 Of the five proposed pump sites, two would deliver to 

the Main Canal above Burns Creek Overchute (although the site 2 delivery point is less than one 

mile above Burns Creek Overchute,47 and thus could potentially be moved to solve this 

problem). The DEIS acknowledges that all three of the downstream pump sites could be 

operating at their full 825 cfs capacity without simultaneously impairing gravity diversions of up 

to 550 cfs at Intake. Thus it would certainly be possible to operate any one of the lower three 

sites without impairing gravity diversions at Intake. The DEIS incorrectly assumes that when 

only one pump site is being used, it would have to be the farthest downstream one. If Site 3 

pumps were used before Site 4 or 5 pumps, pumping costs would be reduced because Site 3 

requires less pumping energy per cfs pumped than sites 4 or 5. 

 

   d. The DEIS does not address monthly variations in both hydrology and 

irrigation requirements 

 

 The DEIS models the level of pumping energy based on average diversion requirements 

across the full 5-month season and gravity diversion capability across the full 5-month season. 

The DEIS presents, but does not use, data on monthly gravity diversion capability. The Federal 

agencies have also previously provided monthly diversion data for 28 historical years. Thus data 

exists to allow the pumping requirement calculations to be done on a month-by-month basis, 

which is more accurate. 

 

   e. Altogether, the DEIS overestimates pumping loads by more than 28 

percent 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Appendix A, pdf p. 200 of 527. 
47 Ibid. 
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 Correcting for the overstated average diversion requirements in the DEIS, the DEIS’s 

failure to account for the presence of three pumps at each pumping site, and the DEIS’s 

assumption that the most costly site will have to be used first (rather than third), and then 

modeling pumping requirements separately for each month, the overall average pumping 

requirement turns out to be 7.85 gwh per year, not the 10.1 gwh asserted in the DEIS.48 The 

DEIS has overstated pumping energy requirements by at least 28 percent.49 Based on the DEIS’s 

forecasted cost of $500,000 per year for 10.1 gwh, the savings from the lower actual pumping 

requirements would be $0.111 million per year,50 and pumping costs would be reduced to 

$389,000 per year.51 

 

  2. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump site 3 - $0.568 million 

 

 The DEIS proposes a 5600 feet long pipe to deliver water from pump site 3 to the Main 

Canal, using a convoluted route.52 Eliminating the long east-west section along County Route 

103 would cut the pipe length by about 2600 feet,53 or almost 50%, thereby reducing its cost by 

$429,000.54 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for 

discharge pipeline costs,55 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Site 3 piping 

length would be $429,000 x 1.3246 = $568,000.56 This is just the reduction in costs for the pipe 

itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were not quantifiable 

from the data in the DEIS. 

 

  3. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump sites 4 and 5 - $0.437 

million 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
49 10.1/7.853 = 1.286, for an overstatement of 28.6 percent. The “at least” is because the calculations do not account 
for the possibility of running individual pumps at less than 100 percent of their capacity. 
50 $500,000 x (10,100 – 7853)/10,100. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 9. 
51 $500,000 - $111,000 = $389,000. 
52 Appendix A, pdf p. 228 of 527. 
53 Ibid. 
54 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” diameter pipe, 
per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe proposed at Site 3, plus 6% 
for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84-inch diameter pipe. 2600 feet x $165/foot = $429,000. 
55 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
56 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 1. 
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 The DEIS proposes to reduce the cost of pumping sites 4 and 5 by having a common 

outlet structure to deliver their water to the Main Canal,57 which seems reasonable. However, the 

proposed location of the outlet structure requires about 1400 linear feet of parallel piping from 

where the two outlet pipes reach each other to where they would reach the outlet structure.58 

Locating the outlet structure directly inland of pump site 4 would shorten that parallel pipe 

distance to about 400 feet,59 thus savings a total of 2000 feet of piping (1000 for each pump site). 

It would also save the cost of an inverted siphon on lateral HH where it would need to pass under 

the outlet pipes,60 which have not been quantified here. The capital cost savings would be 

$330,000.61 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for 

discharge pipeline costs,62 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Sites 4 and 5 

piping length would be $330,000 x 1.3246 = $437,000.63 This is just the reduction in costs for 

the pipe itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were not 

quantifiable from the data in the DEIS. 

 

  4. Capital and operating costs are overstated due to the inclusion of unnecessary 

backup equipment 

 

   a. Back-up pumps: $2.987 million of capital and $178,000 per year of 

OM&R costs 

 

  The DEIS includes capital costs for back-up pumps at all five sites, as protection 

against one of the three pumps at each site failing. However, if a pump fails at one site, backup 

pumping can be supplied from the other sites. Only if all five sites are already operating, and all 

three pumps at each site are already operating, would a pump failure be unreplaceable from 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 According to the map in Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527.  
58 Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527. 
59 Appendix A, pdf p. 229 of 527. 
60 Appendix A, pdf pp. 229 and 316-317 of 527. 
61 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” diameter pipe, 
per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe proposed at Site 3, plus 6% 
for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84-inch diameter pipe. 2000 feet x $165/foot = $330,000. 
62 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
63 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 2. 
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increased pumping at another site.64 Even then, diversions of 1283 cfs would still be possible 

using the 14 remaining pumps. 

 The DEIS provides daily diversion levels for only two years, 2000 and 2012, which were 

years with average diversions about 5 percent above average.65 During those two years, 

diversions exceed 1283 cfs only 17 days in 2000 and 23 days in 2012.66 During the days when 

diversions exceeded 1283 cfs, they did so by an average of 32 cfs in 2000 and 56 cfs in 2012.67 

Thus, averaged across the entire irrigation season, the average diversion in excess of 1283 cfs 

was just 6 cfs.68  

 The average number of days when a pump outage would affect diversion capability with 

2000 or 2012 diversion rates is 20 per year. The chance that there would be a pump out of 

service in all 20 such days is clearly much less than 100 percent. The consequences if there were 

a pump out of service on all 20 such days per year would be an average reduction in water 

deliveries of 6 cfs, or less than 0.6 percent of the annual average deliveries in 2000 and 2012 of 

about 1100 cfs.69 

 Spending millions of dollars to mitigate a small chance of a 0.6% impact is clearly not 

cost-effective. By not installing backup pumps at each site, but instead relying on the not-in-use 

pumps at other sites to provide backup, the capital cost of the Multiple Pump Scenario can be 

reduced by $2.163 million.70 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 38.1% 

contingency for pump station costs,71 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for pump stations will 

be $2.163 million x 138.1% = $2.987 million.72 In addition, annual levelized operation, 

maintenance and replacement costs of $178,000 per year will be avoided.73 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 This ignores the possibility of two different pumps failing at the same time, which is presumably very unlikely 
(since the DEIS did not propose having two backup pumps at each site). 
65 Diversions in those two years averaged 1094 cfs and 1097 cfs respectively. Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. The 
average diversion for the most recent 11 years of available data was 1044 cfs (for the total 42 years of available data, 
the average diversion was 985 cfs). See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F347 and 
F345. 1097 is 53 more than 1044, or 5%. 
66 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 and 478-480 of 527. 
67 Ibid. 
68 (32*17 + 56*23)/(2*153) = 5.98. 
69 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
70 Appendix B, pdf p. 119 of 173. This is just the cost for the back-up pumps themselves, and does not include the 
cost savings for any reduction in building size and installation costs, which could be considerable. 
71 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
72 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 3. 
73 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, 25% (one pump out of four proposed at each site) times OM&R categories 11-14 
and 16 costs of $713,000 per year. 
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   b. Back-up diesel generators at all five sites (as protection against power 

failures) - $3.446 million of capital cost  

 

  The DEIS includes capital costs of $2.495 million for diesel generators to provide 

a backup source of electricity in the event of a power failure.74 This is an even more extreme 

case of overbuilding. Reliability data is publicly available for the Glendive district of Montana-

Dakota Utilities (MDU). It shows that for the last 7 years, 2009-15 inclusive, the average 

customer has experienced 222 minutes per year of outages,75 or 3.7 hours per year. That’s less 

than one hour in 2000. The longest single outage during that entire period appears to be an 

outage lasting 11 hours on July 27 of 2015.76 The expected consequences of not having backup 

generators would thus be 3.7 outage hours per 8760 (the number of hours in a year) x 153 days 

out of 365 (because outages outside the irrigation season would not affect pumping, and 

pumping would not be required in April) x .73 (because 27 percent of the time during the 

irrigation season no pumping would be happening)77 x 459 cfs (the average pumping rate while 

pumping),78 or less than 0.1 cfs on average.  

 Or consider the worst case situation, an 11 hour long outage that affected all five pump 

stations and occurred on a day when all 5 pump stations were in use. That’s what the July 27, 

2015 outage would have been if the Multiple Pumps alternative had been in effect then (and if 

the outage had affected all five pump sites). Diversions that day averaged 1310 cfs, so shutting 

off power for 11 hours would have reduced average diversions that day by 11/24 x 1310 = 600 

cfs.  Diversions on the following days were 1280-1310 cfs. By increasing them to 1374 cfs for 

the next 9 days, the entire shortfall on July 27 would have been replaced. Farmers would have 

received at most 46 percent less water than they expected, for one day only, but then 5-7 percent 

more on each of the next 9 days. It’s hard to imagine the consequences of such a once-in-a-

decade event merit spending millions on backup generators. According to the DEIS, the capital 

cost for the five proposed back-up generators is $2.495 million.79 Because the Multiple Pump 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
75 Data for the 2005-08 period shows an outage rate less than half as large as for 2009-15. For the last seven years, 
outage rates have been fairly flat, with no up or down trend. 
76 2015 MDU Electric Reliability Report, available at 
http://www.psc.mt.gov/docs/ElectricReliabilityReports/2015ElectricReliabilityReports/default.asp.  
77 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
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Scenario includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,80 the reduction in the 

total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.495 million x 138.1% = $3.446 million.81  

 

  5. Reduced capital cost for lower adaptive management costs 

 

 The DEIS assumes that whatever construction costs are forecasted to be incurred have to 

be increased by one percent to account for adaptive management during construction.82 Thus 

when capital costs are reduced, as described above, the DEIS’s cost methodology would reduce 

annualized adaptive management costs by a further one percent. That reduction comes to 

$74,000.83 

 

  6. Reduced direct capital costs from shortened pipe lengths also reduce associated 

planning, engineering, design and construction management costs - $1.038 million 

 

 The excess direct capital costs in the DEIS estimate for the Multiple Pump alternative 

which are identified above (before contingency adders) come to $5.471 million.84 The DEIS 

calculates additional costs for planning, engineering, design, and project management equal to 15 

percent of the direct capital costs.85 Thus, reducing direct capital costs by $5.471 million would, 

according to the DEIS, reduce the associated planning, engineering, design, and construction 

management costs $5.471 x 0.15 = $0.821 million. 

 The DEIS includes a 26.52 percent contingency factor for planning, engineering, design, 

and construction management costs for the Multiple Pump Alternative.86 Thus the total cost 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
81 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 4. 
82 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173 (making clear that the 1 percent is for adaptive management 
“during construction”).  
83 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 5. 
84 $0.429 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.330 million for reduced discharge pipe length for 
sites 4-5, $2.163 million for eliminating back-up pumps, $2.495 million for eliminating back-up generators, and 
$0.054 million for adaptive management during construction.  See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” 
tab, lines 1-5, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
85 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. Note that the actual planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs shown in the DEIS are $12.772 million for a construction contract of $84.277 million (Appendix 
B, pdf p. 84 of 173), which is 15.15 percent and not 15%. The apparent reason for the extra 0.15% is the 1 percent 
adder for adaptive management costs during construction (DEIS, p. 2-98). Those costs are not shown on the page 
cited here but their impact on planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs is included. 
86 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
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reduction for planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs would be $0.821 

million x 1.2652 = $1.038 million.87 

 

  7. Reduced investment costs due to reduced interest during construction - $0.425 

million 

 

 The DEIS estimates that the direct (“first”) cost of the Multiple Pumps alternative, 

$132.028 million,88 would be increased by another $6.557 million, or 4.966 percent, due to 

interest during construction.89 The adjustments described above reduce the cost of the Multiple 

Pump alternative by $8.551 million.90 Thus they would also reduce the interest during 

construction by $8.551 million x 4.966 percent, or $425,000.91 

 

  8. Adjusted capital cost is lower by $8.975 million, which corresponds to 6.476 

percent, which corresponds to $0.339 million per year on an annualized basis. 

 

 The total of the adjustments described above, including reduced interest during 

construction, comes to $8.975 million.92 That is 6.476 percent of the total investment cost of 

$138.585 million reported in the DEIS.93 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized average 

annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million will be $5.515 

million, for a fixed charge rate of 3.98 percent.94 The corresponding reduction in annual 

investment-related costs, based on the 6.476 percent adjustment identified above, will be 6.476 

percent x $5.515 million, or $357,000 per year. Alternatively, the reduction can be calculated as 

$8.975 million x 3.98 percent, which is also $357,000 per year.95 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 6. 
88 Ibid.; also DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
89 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
90  $0.568 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.437 million for reduced discharge pipe length for 
sites 4-5, $2.987 million for eliminating back-up pumps,  $3.446 million for eliminating back-up generators, $0.074 
million for adaptive management during construction, and $1.038 million for planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 12. 
91 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 7. 
92 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 8. 
93 DEIS, p. xxxii. 8.975/138.585 = .06476 = 6.476%. 
94 Ibid. 5.515/138.585 = .039795 = 3.98%. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump cost” tab, line 12. 
95 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
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  9. Corrected annualized cost is $9.949 million per year 

 

  The DEIS reports a total annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 

$10.595 million per year.96 The adjustments described above reduce that number by $0.646 

million, based on reductions of $289,000 per year for electricity operating costs and pump 

OM&R,97 and $357,000 per year for annualized capital cost savings.98 The adjusted annualized 

cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative is thus $9.949 million per year.99 

 

  10. Environmental benefits to sturgeon 

 

 The DEIS presents calculated Habitat Unit (HU) values for each Alternative, and the 

increase over the No Action Alternative that each other alternative would produce.100 As 

discussed above (Section III.C) the DEIS numbers are basically meaningless, because they 

average sturgeon HU values together with HU values for 13 other species, including such non-

threatened species as smallmouth bass.101 The DEIS nowhere provides sturgeon-specific HU 

values. However, this shortcoming is easily overcome, since the DEIS does provide the 

equations and the data needed to calculate the sturgeon-specific HU for each alternative.102 Using 

the data in the DEIS, the pallid sturgeon-specific fish passage connectivity indices (FPCI) are 

.0252 for the No Action Alternative,103 0.600 for the Bypass Channel Alternative,104 and 1.000 

for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.105  Note that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, is 

20 percent higher than the corresponding FPCI for that alternative in the 2015 Supplemental EA. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
96 DEIS, p. xxxii. 
97 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
98 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
99 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
100 Appendix D, p. 16. 
101 Appendix D, pp. 4, 9, 14, 15. 
102 Appendix D, pp. 2, 10 (formulae underlying FPCI), 4 (habitat acres), 11-12 and 14-15 (data used in the FPCI 
formula. HU is then simply FPCI x habitat acres.  
103 [(5 + 2)/2]*1*.018 / 25 = .252; see Appendix D, pp. 11-12, 14-15 for data. 
104 [(2 + 4)/2]*5*1 / 25 = 0.600; ibid. 
105 [(5 + 5)/2] *5 *1 / 25 = 1.000; ibid. Note that the value on p. 12 in Table 1-8 is shown as 2, but this is a typo and 
it should be 5. The DEIS does not show the actual FPCI calculations, but it appears they used 5, as they should have. 
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In that document, the value for the Fl parameter was given as 3,106 but in the DEIS it has been 

increased to 4.107 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains this increase. 

 Multiplying the alternative-specific sturgeon FPCIs times the 12637 acres of pallid 

sturgeon habitat upstream of Intake Dam108 gives the following sturgeon-specific HUs: 318 for 

the No Action Alternative, 7582 for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 12,637 for the Multiple 

Pump Alternative.109 The incremental HUs are then 7264 when going from No Action to Bypass, 

12,319 when going from No Action to Multiple Pumps, and 5,055 when going from Bypass 

Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative.110 

 

   

 

V. Implications of the DEIS cost/benefit methodology with adjusted Multiple Pumps Alternative 

costs 

 

 The DEIS’s cost/benefit methodology is based on choosing the alternative with the 

lowest cost per added AAHU, as compared to the AAHU with the No Action Alternative. The 

numbers in the DEIS clearly indicate that the Multiple Pumps Alternative is better for pallid 

sturgeon than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of 5055 sturgeon HUs.111 The 

problem with the Multiple Pumps Alternative, according to the DEIS methodology, is not even 

that it costs too much. The DEIS calculates costs of $727/AAHU for the Bypass Channel 

Alternative and $962/AAHU for the Multiple Pump Alternative, and concludes that both of those 

alternatives are cost-effective.112 The adjusted costs discussed above, and the use of sturgeon-

specific HUs, narrow the gap between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pump Alternatives 

considerably, to $724/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $808/sturgeon 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
106 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
107 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
108 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1, last line. 
109 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
110 Ibid. 
111 Ibid, line 3. Even when 13 species other than sturgeon are considered, the DEIS concludes that the Multiple 
Pump Alternative is better than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of 3895 HUs. Appendix D, p. 22, 
Table 2-5. 
112 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. Note that the DEIS uses costs that do not have any of the adjustments discussed 
above, and uses HU values for 14 total species, of which pallid sturgeon is just one. 
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AAHU for the Multiple Pumps with the adjustments above.113 Applying the 2015 EA FPCI 

scores results in a cost of $876/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative114 – 

substantially higher than the DEIS estimates, and higher than the Multiple Pumps Alternative.115 

As noted above, the cost/sturgeon AAHU may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish 

passage benefit is included in the calculation.116 Again, the failure of the agencies to incorporate 

uncertainty into their analysis completely reverses the conclusions regarding the cost 

effectiveness of their preferred alternative.117 

 

 

VI. Alternative approaches – additional overpricing of the multiple pumps alternative 

 

The Agencies have emphasized costs as a determining factor for preference in comparing 

one alternative against the rest (as opposed to efficiency or effectiveness).  In addition, the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative evaluated in the DEIS is designed to ensure that the irrigation 

district receives even more water than it is guaranteed to receive now, and the agencies never 

consider the many ways that the costs could be reduced and irrigation water delivered through 

alternative mechanisms. Therefore, it is appropriate to question why they did not address a range 

of alternatives that reduced overall costs while maintaining high probabilities of fish passage.  

Additional avenues of cost savings not analyzed by the Agencies in the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative are listed below.  There are multiple configurations that the Agencies failed to 

analyze.   

 

For example, using three pump sites instead of the five in the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative, which was not considered or analyzed in the DEIS, could provide 100 percent of the 

sturgeon passage benefits of the Multiple Pump alternative, and on average allow 96 percent of 

the historical level of water diversion rights, at only 75-80 percent of the cost.118 Using only 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
113 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 3. 
114 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, line 2a. 
115 Ibid., lines 2a and 3. 
116 Ibid., line 2b. 
117 Ibid., lines 2-2b versus lines 3-4. 
118 Per section VI.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23, using three pump 
sites instead of five would have an annualized cost of $7.985 million. Per the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
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three pump sites would have a 10.4 percent lower cost per unit of sturgeon habitat improvement 

than any alternative considered in the DEIS,119 and a quantity of habitat improvement equal to 

the highest level of any alternative considered in the DEIS. It would also allow the irrigators to 

divert their actual historical average annual diversions 99 percent of the time.120 Thus, using 

fewer pumps than analyzed in the DEIS, Multiple Pumps Alternative would be much better for 

pallid sturgeon than the DEIS-endorsed Bypass Channel Alternative, and not nearly as bad for 

farmers as the Bypass Channel Alternative would be for sturgeon (when compared to using 

multiple pumps).  

 Adding the most cost-effective of the measures from the Multiple Pumps with 

Conservation Measures Alternative, combined with using fewer pumps, would make the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative even better at meeting the water needs of farmers (section VII.A). 

Acknowledging the existing trend of conversion from flood irrigation to sprinklers would further 

reduce the impact on farmers (section VII.B). Additional options could also reduce the impact on 

farmers from an alternative where pumping with fewer sites could not produce the entire water 

right (sections VII.C-E). 

 

 

 A. Pump sites 1-2 result in high costs for small additional water diversions; savings from 

omitting sites 1-2 

 

 In the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the number of pumps and pump stations was chosen 

so as to assure potential diversions of 1374 cfs in every hour of every year, without regard to 

hydrological conditions. That is actually somewhat more diversion capacity than currently exists, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
would have an annualized cost of $10.595 million. Per section IV.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, that cost 
could be lowered to $9.949 million. $7.985/$10.595 = .754 = 75.4%. $7.985/$9.949 = .803 = 80.3%. 
119 $648 per annual average HU, versus $724 (and possibly as much as $1,110) for the Bypass Channel Alternative. 
See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b and 4. 648/724 = .896, or a 10.4% reduction. 
120 Actual diversions average only about ¾ of diversion rights, so an alternative that provides less than 100 percent 
of diversion rights will provide a higher percentage of diversion needs than of diversion rights.  Over a 42-year 
period for which data is available, diversions have averaged 985 cfs, which is only 72% of 1374 cfs (attached 
spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab). Even the average diversion over the 11 years since 2003 for which data is 
available, 1045 cfs (ibid.), is only 76% of 1374 cfs. The DEIS assumes an average diversion of 1100 cfs (Appendix 
A, pdf  p. 204 of 527; that is above the historical average), but even that is just 80 percent of 1374 cfs. The attached 
spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells A32 (99 percent exceedance line) and BG32 (1047 
cfs diversion feasible at that exceedance level) shows that using three pump sites could divert more than 1045 cfs 99 
percent of the time. 
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since the current diversion right of 1374 cfs is contingent on river flows above 3000 cfs at 

Intake,121 which 42 years of irrigation-season gauge data shows fails to happen 0.68 percent of 

the time (2.92% of the time in August).122 So times already currently exist where the full 1374 

cfs cannot be legally withdrawn. 

 The DEIS also shows that gravity diversions of at least 167 cfs would be possible at all 

times even with the Intake Dam removed (or 207 cfs if periods when the Yellowstone River flow 

is below 3000 cfs are excluded, since at those times diversions would not be allowed even if the 

Intake Dam were present).123 However, making those gravity diversions would not be possible if 

pumping were occurring at pump sites 1 or 2, the two sites closest to Intake. Thus, in order to 

pump more than 825 cfs (the amount that could be pumped from sites 3-5), gravity diversions 

would have to cease. The result is that the 550 cfs that could be pumped from sites 1-2 would 

come at the price of a reduction of at least 167-207 cfs in gravity diversions. Hence, the net 

increase in possible diversions due to the inclusion of sites 1 and 2 in the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative is, at most, 525 minus 167-207 cfs, or 318-358 cfs.  

 The DEIS also shows that pump sites 1-2 would be expected to be needed to operate only 

3 percent of the time.124 Given that very low capacity factor one may ask, what happens if Pump 

Sites 1 and 2 are not developed? Farmers would receive somewhat less water, which would 

theoretically affect crop yields and revenues (a cost to them). But on the other hand, they would 

lower operating costs to pay, which would be a benefit to them. The discussion below addresses 

both the cost savings from building fewer pumps, and the water diversion and delivery 

implications of doing so by using only three pump sites (3-5 in the DEIS’s Multiple Pumps 

Alternative). 

 The analysis below does not answer the question of whether farmers would be better 

served by using three pump sites (lower cost, less water) or a Multiple Pump Alternative (higher 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
121 Appendix A, pdf pp. 352-353 of 527. 
122 Based on 1967-2008 daily Sydney gauge flows on May-September days at or below 1620 cfs, which implies that 
even if Intake diversions had been the maximum 1374 cfs, with no return flows between Intake and Sydney, Intake 
flows would have had to be no more than 2994 cfs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Sydney gauge data” tab, Excel 
cells F11 – I22. Note that the DEIS assumes no return flows in at least the first 18.7 river miles below Intake. 
Appendix A, pdf p. 194 of 527. 
123 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel column R and the note below in 
columns Q-U. 
124 Appendix B, pdf p. 197 of 527. 
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cost, more water). Nor does it answer the threshold standard set in the DEIS, that any alternative 

selected for development should be “sustainable.” 

 

 B Effects of Using only Three Pump Sites 

 

  1. Consequences for sturgeon 

 

 Using only three pump sites would look much like the Multiple Pumps Alternative in the 

DEIS, but without development of pump sites 1 and 2. Because it would also remove the existing 

Intake Dam, its fish passage effects would be the same as those of the other no-weir alternatives. 

It would produce 12,319 incremental HUs for sturgeon, relative to the No Action Alternative.125 

That is some 5055 HUs (70 percent) more than the increase of 7,264 sturgeon HUs produced 

when going from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass Channel Alternative.126  

 

  2. Consequences for farmers127 

 

 Because it would never pump water into the Main Canal above the Burns Creek 

Overchute, using three pump sites would allow for simultaneous pumping and gravity diversions 

in all hours. However, it would not be able to divert 1374 cfs in as many hours. The Bypass 

Channel Alternative would allow diversions of 1374 cfs in about 98.6 percent of all hours,128 but 

would produce only 7264/12319 = 59% as many incremental sturgeon HUs as a no-weir 

alternative.129 Conversely, using three pump sites would produce the maximum level of 

incremental sturgeon HUs, but would allow diversion of 1374 cfs only 68 percent of the time.130 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
125 Section V.B, above. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
126 Ibid. 
127 All numerical results in this subsection are based on DEIS hydrology data from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, 
and on annual diversion data for 42 years and monthly diversion data for 28 years, all supplied by the Agencies in 
various data responses to Defenders of Wildlife and NRDC. All of the data and calculations from the data not 
footnoted below are shown in the attached spreadsheet, in the “Flow with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. 
128 Based on the current 1374 cfs diversion right requiring Yellowstone River flows at Intake of 3000 cfs and above, 
per Appendix A, pp. 352-3. Interpolated between 98 and 99 percent per data in Appendix A, pdf p. 328 of 527. 
129 See analysis above, and in the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
130 Appendix A, pdf p. 322 of 527. The 68% figure is the percentage of the time that gravity diversions would be 
above 549 cfs, which when combined with up to 825 cfs of pumping from three sites would allow total diversions of 
1374 cfs. The 68% figure can also be interpolated from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, showing gravity diversions 
of 527 cfs as feasible 70% of the time and diversions of 620 cfs as feasible 60% of the time. 
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It would, however, allow average diversions above the historical average monthly diversion in 

the months of May, June, and September, and under 97% of hydrological conditions in July and 

70+ percent in August.131 Even when feasible diversions did not reach 1374 cfs, they would 

exceed 1100 cfs 97% of the time.132 1100 cfs is more than the historical average monthly and 

annual diversions that have actually occurred at Intake.133 The expected average annual 

diversion, taking into account monthly diversion requirements that are well below 1374 cfs, 

would be 1140 cfs, or 346,000 acre-feet.134 That is 9.1 percent above the average annual 

diversion over the last 11 years of 317,000 acre-feet.135 The expected feasible average annual 

diversion using three pump sites would be 1324 cfs, or over 400,000 acre-feet for the May-

September season.136 1324 cfs is over 96 percent of the maximum diversion of 1374 cfs under 

the current water right.137  Thus, though the Agencies did not analyze daily demand with actual 

hydrology, it is likely that irrigators would get most of the water they need most of the days they 

need it. 

 

 C. Costs using only three pump sites 

 

 The only reason to choose three pump sites instead of five is cost. Since the DEIS puts a 

premium on cost in choosing between alternatives, the cost benefits of the using just three pump 

sites would be significant if the ultimate decision is based on the logic of the DEIS.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
131 Attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. Excel cells V7-Z7 show the historical average 
monthly diversions, based on 28 years of data from the “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-F341, and 
scaled up 9% to reflect annual diversions in the most recent 11 years (“Historical diversions tab”, Excel cell F347) 
which were higher than those in the 28 years with monthly data (Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F342). The 
percent of the time 825 cfs could meet average monthly pumping diversions is determined by looking at the cell in 
columns V-Z where the required pumping exceeds 825 cfs, and reading across to the corresponding exceedance 
level in Column A. 
132 Appendix A, pdf pp. 204-205, showing only pump sites 3-5 are needed 97 percent of the time to achieve 1100 cfs 
of total diversion. The 97 percent figure can also be interpolated from the 95% and 98% lines on Appendix B, pp. 
197 or 329, showing that gravity diversions of 275 cfs will be achievable 97% of the time. 275 cfs of gravity 
diversion, when combined with 825 cfs of pumping from three sites, produces a total diversion of 1100 cfs. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, rightmost column (showing pumping capacity at 
different gravity diversion exceedance levels) and the leftmost column (showing the exceedance levels for each line 
of data). For exceedance levels up to 97 percent in the leftmost column, potential diversions in the rightmost column 
exceed 1100 cfs. 
133 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-347. 
134 See the attached spreadsheet, , “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells BE40 and BE41. 
135 Ibid., Excel cells BE43 and BK43. 
136 Ibid., Excel cells BG40 and BI40. 
137 1324/1374 = .963 = 96.3%. 
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  Using fewer pump sites would have substantially lower capital and operating costs for 

any Multiple Pumps Alternative. The cost estimates below are based on the data supplied in the 

DEIS. 

 

  1. Capital costs 

 

 The DEIS shows a total capital cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of $132.028 

million.138 This cost is broken down in the DEIS Appendices into land, construction, 

planning/engineering/design, and construction management components, as well as contingency 

adders for each of those components.139 The discussion below quantifies the savings from each 

of these components using three pump sites as compared to the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 

 

   a. Land - $0.222 million 

 

 The DEIS forecasts land acquisition costs of $443,000, or $554,000 when contingency 

costs are included.140 With three pump sites instead of five, those costs could be reduced by 40 

percent, or a total of $222,000.141 

 

   b. Construction - $31.524 million 

 

 The DEIS forecasts construction contract costs of $84.277 million before contingency.142 

It then disaggregates the forecasted construction contract cost by site, with the forecasted costs 

for Sites 1 and 2 equal to $10.484 million and $12.561 million, respectively, or a total of $23.044 

million.143 The DEIS applies a contingency rate of 36.8 percent to its construction estimate,144 

which means the $23.044 million savings have to be increased by 36.8 percent, to $31.524 

million.145 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
138 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. Also p. 2-99, and Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
139 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
140 Ibid. 
141 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 1. 
142 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
143 Appendix B, pdf p. 157 of 173. 
144 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
145 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 2. 
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   c. Reduced piping length for sites 3-5 discharge pipes - $1.005 million 

 

 As described above in the discussion of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the DEIS 

chooses routes for the discharge pipes for sites 3-5 which are inordinately long. Alternate routes 

would save piping costs estimated to be at least $1.005 million.146 There would be additional 

capital cost savings for reduced installation costs, which are not quantified here due to lack of 

data in the DEIS. 

 

   d. Reduced costs associated with backup pumps - $0 

 

 In the discussion above of the Multiple Pump Alternative, backup pumps are identified as 

an unnecessary expense, since with 15 pumps at five different sites, there will be very few hours 

when all 15 pumps will need to be in service. Thus, pump outages can be mitigated by using one 

of the other 14 pumps. If only three pump sites are used, there would be only nine pumps, and 

they would be much more likely to all be in service at any given time.147 Thus if only three pump 

sites are used, a backup pump may be reasonable at each site.  

 

   e. Reduced cost associated with backup generators - $2.666 million 

 

 The analysis of the Multiple Pump Alternative, above, quantified a capital cost savings of 

$3.446 million from not installing backup generators at each site. The basis for forgoing backup 

generation is the infrequency of power failures, coupled with their short duration, as discussed 

above. The same logic applies at fewer pump sites.148 However, $0.780 million of the savings 

associated with not having backup generators at sites 1 and 2 was already counted above as part 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
146 See section V.B, above. The $1.005 million consists of $0.429 million of direct costs and $0.139 million of 
contingency at Site 3, and $0.330 million of direct costs plus $0.107 million of contingency at Sites 4-5. See also the 
attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 3-4. 
147 Based on historical average August diversions and DEIS hydrological data on gravity diversion exceedance rates, 
in August all nine pumps would need to operate 40% of the time. See attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 
pump sites” tab, Excel cells A23 (showing the 60 percent exceedance line) and AU23 (showing this is the highest 
exceedance level at which only 8 pumps would need to be on). 
148 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 6. 
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of the construction cost savings.149 The additional capital cost savings for not installing back-up 

generators at sites 3-5 would thus be $2.666 million.150 

 

   f. Adaptive management - $0.354 million 

 

 The DEIS adds 1 percent to the construction costs of each alternative for adaptive 

management costs during construction.151 Thus, by the logic of the DEIS, the cost savings 

identified above would also reduce the associated adaptive management costs if there were fewer 

pump sites. The direct cost savings identified above are $25.905 million,152 or $35.417 million 

including contingency.153 The associated reduction in adaptive management costs, by the logic of 

the DEIS, would be one percent of that, or $0.259 million directly and $0.354 million including 

contingency.154 

 

   g. Planning, engineering, design, and construction management - $4.965 

million 

 

 The DEIS calculates additional direct costs for planning, engineering, design, and project 

management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.155 The direct costs identified above 

are $26.164 million.156 Fifteen percent of that would be $3.925 million.157 In addition, the DEIS 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
149 $0.570 million for back-up generators at sites 1 and 2 (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173, plus 36.8% for the 
contingency associated above with construction costs (Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), for a total of $0.780 million. 
See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 7. 
150 $3.446 million savings from having no back-up generators, minus $0.780 million already counted for Sites 1-2. 
The direct savings at sites 3-5, before contingency, would be $1.925 million (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173). See 
also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 6-7. 
151 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173. 
152 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
and $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump 
Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
153 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
and $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump 
Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
154 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 8. 
155 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. 
156 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
$1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, and $0.259 million for associated adaptive 
management. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-8, “Direct cost adjustment” 
column. 
157 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
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associates 26.52% contingency with planning, engineering, design, and project management 

costs.158 So the total savings in planning, engineering, design, and project management costs for 

only three pump sites would be $3.925 million times 1.2652 = $4.965 million.159 

 

   h. Interest during construction - $3.318 million 

 

 Using only three pump sites would reduce interest during construction two different 

ways. First, since construction costs would be lower, the interest on them would be lower. The 

total cost savings identified above are $40.737 million,160 which is 30.85 percent161 of the DEIS-

estimated $132.028 million total first cost162 of the Multiple Pump Alternative. Thus, the $6.557 

million interest cost shown in the DEIS for the Multiple Pump Alternative163 could be reduced 

by 30.85%, a reduction of $2.023 million,164 to $4.534 million. 

 Second, because of the smaller scope of the Alternative, it could be built more quickly 

than the Multiple Pumps Alternative. The DEIS estimates a 42-month construction period for the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative, with staggered construction of at the five pump sites.165 Based on 

the DEIS’s own schedule, eliminating two pump sites would shorten the construction period by 

one year, to 30 months.166 Thus the interest during construction would be at least 12/42, or 28.6 

percent167 less. That would lower the $4.534 million in interest costs associated with a smaller 

project by a further $1.295 million.168 

 The total reduction in interest during construction would be $2.023 million plus $1.295 

million, or $3.318 million. 

 

  2.  Annualized capital costs reduction for reduction in pump sites - $1.702 million 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
158 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lines 13-14. 
159 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
160 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at sites 3-5, 
$2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, $0.354 million for adaptive management during 
construction, and $4.965 million for reduced planning, engineering, design, and project management costs. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-9, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
161 $40.737/$132.028 = .30855 = 30.855%. 
162 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
163 Ibid. 
164 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 10. 
165 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
166 Appendix B, pdf p. 50 of 173, lines 64-66. 
167 12/42 = .286 = 28.6%. 
168 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 11. 
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 The total of all the construction cost adjustments identified above for reducing pump sites 

comes to $42.760 million.169 That is 30.85 percent of the total investment cost of $138.585 

million reported in the DEIS.170 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized average annual 

investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million will be $5.515 million.171 

The corresponding reduction in annual investment-related costs, based on the 30.85 percent 

adjustment identified above, will be 30.85 percent x $5.515 million, or $1,702,000 per year.172 

 

  3. OM&R cost reductions - $909,000 per year 

 

 The OM&R costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, which represent over half of its 

total costs, are summarized on a single page of the DEIS.173 They are divided into 30 categories, 

some 18 of which would be less expensive with three pump sites instead of the five pump sites in 

the Multiple Pumps Alternative. Specific adjustments are summarized below. 

 

   a. Costs that would be reduced proportionally to the number of sites - 

$583,000 per year 

 

 Most of the OM&R cost savings for reducing the number of pump sites come from the 40 

percent reduction in the number of pump sites, and are proportional to that reduction. Cost items 

11-19, and 21 are pump-related costs that would be reduced 40 percent. Cost items 23-25 and 27 

are fish screen and trash rack costs that would also be reduced 40 percent, as would item 28, 

bank stabilization. The DEIS calculates annualized costs for each of these cost items.174 A forty 

percent reduction would reduce the OM&R cost by a total of $583,000 per year.175 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 169See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 12. 
170 DEIS, p. xxxii and 2-99. $42.76/$138.585 = .30854 = 30.85%. 
171 Ibid. 
172 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 19. 
173 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Annualized cost reductions of $188K for item 11, $40K for item 12, $24K for item 13, $15K for item 14, $2K for 
item 15, $19K for item 16, $2K for item 17, $96K for item 18, $26K for item 19, $4K for item 21, $8K for item 23, 
$75K for item 24, $60K for item 25, $19K for item 27, and $5K for item 28. 
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   b. Power cost reductions - $139,000 per year 

 

 The DEIS estimates that annualized power costs would be $500,000 per year for 10,100 

Mwh per year of pumping energy.176 The attached spreadsheets show that pumping requirement 

would be reduced to 7296 Mwh, based on the monthly pattern of diversions, monthly 

Yellowstone River flow probabilities and associated gravity diversion capability, operating pump 

sites in economic order, and turning on pumps at each pump site individually as needed.177 The 

resultant power costs would be only 7296/10100 of the $500,000 per year in the DEIS, or 

$361,000 per year, for a savings of $139,000 per year.178 

 

   c. Reduced feeder canal maintenance - $120,000 per year 

 

 Using three pump sites would eliminate two of the five feeder canals required by the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative. However, because the proposed feeder canals are of different 

lengths,179 and because maintenance costs might be assumed proportional to the length of the 

feeder canals and not the number of canals, the savings might be less than 40 percent. However, 

that is not what the DEIS assumed. The DEIS assumes each feeder canal will have the same 

annual maintenance cost, $60,000.180 Thus, based on the DEIS, a using three pump sites would 

save $120,000 per year in feeder canal maintenance costs.181  

 

   d. Reduced passage and entrainment monitoring - $67,000 per year 

 

 The DEIS estimates that annual costs to monitor fish passage and possible entrainment 

are currently $400,000 per year, which corresponds to an annualized cost over 50 years of 

$111,000 per year.182 It then indicates that it expects those annualized costs to rise to $278,000 

per year when entrainment monitoring costs at five pump stations are added in the Multiple 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
176 Ibid. (item 20) 
177 See the discussion above in section V.B regarding pumping energy as calculated in the DEIS. See also the 
attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
178 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 13. 
179 Appendix A, pdf p. 209 of 527. 
180 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 26. 
181 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 15. 
182 Appendix B, pdf p. 163 of 173 (No Action Alternative), cost item 14.  
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Pumps Alternative.183 Accepting the DEIS’s numbers, using three pump sites would save 40 

percent of the $167,000 per year increase for pump site monitoring, or $67,000 per year.184 

 

  4. Total annualized cost savings using three pump sites 

 

 The annualized cost savings identified above are $1.702 million associated with capital 

cost reductions, and $0.909 million associated with OM&R.185 Thus the total annualized cost 

savings using three pump sites, as compared to the Multiple Pump Alternative, would be $2.610 

million.186 

 

  5. Total annualized cost of a using three pump sites 

 

 The DEIS quantifies the annualized cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as $10.595 

million. Reducing that by $2.610 million results in an annualized cost using three pump sites of 

$7.985 million.187 

 

 D. Cost-effectiveness of a using three pump sites 

 

 As described above, the total annualized cost of using three pump sites would be $7.985 

million per year. Its benefits for pallid sturgeon would be the same as for the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative, some 12,319 sturgeon HUs more than the No Action Alternative and some 5,055 

sturgeon HUs more than the Bypass Channel Alternative.188 Thus using three pump sites instead 

of five would have a total cost of $648 per AAHU.189 Using three pump sites instead of five 

would have an incremental cost for improving on the Bypass Channel Alternative of $540 per 

HU.190  Since both its cost relative to the No Action Alternative and its incremental cost relative 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
183 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 30. 
184 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 16. 
185 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 19-20. 
186 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 21. 
187 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23. 
188 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
189 $7.985 million / 12,319 sturgeon HU = $648/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
190 $7.985 million annual cost for the using three pump sites; $5.256 million adjusted annual cost for the Bypass 
Channel Alternative; 5055 more HUs with using three pump sites than with the Bypass Channel Alternative. ($7.985 
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to the Bypass Channel Alternative would be lower than the Bypass Channel Alternative’s cost of 

$724-$1,110 per sturgeon HU,191 using three pump sites instead of five would be superior to the 

Bypass Channel Alternative using the DEIS’s own methodology. 

 

 

VII. Further improvements with three pump sites 

 

 Unlike all of the alternatives considered feasible in the DEIS, reducing the number of 

pump sites would not always allow diversion of 1374 cfs.192 Thus there would be some times 

when it would result in less water flowing to farms than under the other alternatives. However, 

there are ways to mitigate the resultant shortfalls that have already been identified in the DEIS. 

The DEIS analyzes several water conservation measures. It finds costs for most of them which, if 

accurate, mean they are more costly then simply installing and operating pumps, as described in 

the Multiple Pump Alternative. However, as described below, there are at least five measures 

that could be used to reduce the impact to farmers of reducing the number of pump sites. 

 Note that these are all measures to benefit farmers. None of them would do anything for 

sturgeon. Thus, to the extent each of these would increase the cost of the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative, it would increase the cost per sturgeon HU, and thus lower its cost-effectiveness as 

computed by the DEIS. They are included here only to illustrate ways in which the impact on 

water availability to farmers could be reduced if so desired. 

 

 A. Flow measurement devices 

 

 The irrigation system that currently exists lacks flow measurements at many locations. 

Failure to measure means overuse, whether accidental or intentional, cannot be detected, nor can 

inefficient use. The DEIS identifies flow measurement device installation at 120 locations as a 

way to provide more data about how much water is being used in the irrigation system, where, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
million - $5.256 million)/5055 HUs = $2.729 million/5055 HUs = $540/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per 
AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 4. 
191 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b. 
192 The DEIS considers a Conservation Measures alternative which results in diversions less than 1374 cfs in many 
hours, which the DEIS rejects as both costly and infeasible. DEIS, pp. 2-97 (infeasible – fails to meet project 
purposes),  2-99 (costs more than double the cost of the next-most-expensive alternative, with no additional benefits 
to fish). 
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and by whom.193 The result will be expected changes in behavior that could reduce water use by 

3 percent,194 thereby reducing water diversions by an average of 31 cfs,195 on average, at a 

capital cost of $1.301 million.196 That’s a capital cost of $42,000 per cfs.197 Increased water 

diversion through adding pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent 

to a capital cost of $85,000 per cfs added.198 Thus, adding flow measurement devices would 

appear to be cost-effective when compared to the cost of adding water deliverability through 

additional pump stations. 

 

 B. Sprinkler conversions 

 

 The DEIS estimates that sprinkler conversions on 5000 acres could save 62 cfs of water, 

while costing $19.28 million, for a capital cost of saved water of over $300,000 per cfs saved.199 

Increased water diversion through adding pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has 

a cost equivalent to a capital cost of only $85,000 per cfs added.200 Thus, according to the data in 

the DEIS, sprinkler conversions are not cost-effective as compared to additional pumping. 

 On the other hand, sprinkler conversions clearly are cost-effective under some conditions, 

as shown by the fact that they have been happening in the LYP. According to the DEIS, 

sprinkler-irrigated land has gone from about 5000 acres in 2009201 to almost 8000 acres 

currently,202 an increase of about 3000 acres in just 7 years.203 That is 60 percent of the amount 

of sprinkler conversions that DEIS finds uneconomic.204 Clearly there are other reasons 

(increased efficiency, increased crop yields, reduced costs for managing on-farm irrigation, etc.) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
193 Appendix A, pdf p. 360 of 527. 
194 Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527. 
195 Three percent based on a 2009 report cited in DEIS, with no subsequent analysis done for the DEIS (Appendix A, 
pdf p. 393 of 527). The one paragraph on pp. 419-420 of Appendix A contains no actual data.  Note that these 
savings could include savings from reduced spill and reduced unneeded diversions from the Main Canal to laterals; 
they would not necessarily affect on-farm deliveries or usage at all.  Average diversions of 1045 cfs (attached 
spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F347) x 3% = 31.35 cfs. 
196 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, $1.133 million (line 14), plus planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs of 126.52% of 15% of $0.887 million.  
197 $1.301 million / 31 cfs = .04197 million/cfs. 
198 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
199 $19.28 million / 62 = $0.311 million/cfs. 
200 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
201 9 percent of the irrigated acreage in 2009, per Appendix A, pdf p. 394 of 527. 9% x 55,000 acres = 4950 acres. 
202 7988 acres in 2016, per Appendix A, pdf p. 395 of 527. 
203 7988 – 4950 = 3038 acres. 
204 3000 / 5000 = 0.6 = 60%. 
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why farmers have converted to sprinklers. There is no reason to expect these reasons to cease in 

the future. To the extent using three pump sites instead of five increases the uncertainty of water 

supply, even slightly, it would further improve the economics of converting to sprinkler 

irrigation. Increased sprinkler conversions will reduce the amount of diversions called for by 

farmers, thus reducing the cost of operating with three pump sites, as sprinkler conversions 

continue into the future. Increased sprinkler conversions will also reduce the frequency of hours 

when farmers desire greater diversions than are feasible with just three pump sites. 

 

 C. Increased use of relift capability 

 

 The LYP currently has pump stations within its system that take water that would 

otherwise end up unused on farms, and “relift” it back to the canal system for irrigation use. 

According to the DEIS there are 4 such pump stations with a “relift” capability of 62 cfs.205 The 

DEIS reports a current annual cost for pumping of $235,000 per year, which it assumes will 

continue into the future under all alternatives.206 That’s an annualized cost of $3,790 per cfs of 

pumping capability,207 within one percent of the annualized cost of the DEIS’s preferred Bypass 

Channel Alternative, $3,763-$3,825 per cfs.208 So additional use of the existing 62 cfs of relift 

capability, and potentially adding additional relift capability, appears to be a cost-effective way 

to add water delivery capacity to the LYP without increasing diversions from the Yellowstone 

River,209 and deal with hours when the pumping capacity would be unable to divert 1374 cfs 

from the Yellowstone River. 

 

 D. Use of Pick-Sloan power for pumping energy 

 

 The energy pumping costs in the DEIS are based on commercial power prices, although 

the LYP correctly uses lower-cost energy from the Federal Pick-Sloan project to meet existing 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
205 Appendix A, pdf p. 421 of 527. 
206 Appendix B, pdf pp. 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173 of 173. 
207 $235,000/year / 62 cfs = $3,790/yr/cfs. 
208 $5.171 million (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1) / 1374 cfs = $3,763/cfs. $5.256 million (Section V.A, above) / 1374 
cfs = $3,825/cfs. 
209 Of course, the fact that relift is already used in the LYP is also evidence of its cost-effectiveness. 
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pumping energy needs.210 However, as the DEIS acknowledges, Pick-Sloan energy may be 

available to meet the increasing pumping energy requirements of the no-weir alternatives.211 The 

DEIS estimates that use of Pick-Sloan energy would reduce pumping costs by 41.15-67.34 

percent.212 That would reduce the cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative by $0.160 million to 

$0.262 million per year,213 or about 1.6-2.6 percent of the entire annualized Multiple Pump 

Alternative cost of just under $10 million214 per year. It would reduce the annual cost of pumping 

energy if only three pump sites were used, by $0.149 - $0.243 million per year,215 or up to 3 

percent of the entire annualized cost of just under $8 million per year.216 Thus, use of Pick-Sloan 

power could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of the Multiple Pump Alternative by up to 

$21/sturgeon AAHU,217 and could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of using three pump sites 

by up to $20/sturgeon AAHU.218 

 

 E. Use of wind energy for pumping energy 

 

 The DEIS includes the cost of wind generation in the Conservation Measures 

Alternative,219 and indicates the agencies have the authority to build, operate, and maintain wind 

turbines to provide pumping energy.220 The DEIS forecasts a capital cost for a 2 Mw wind 

turbine of more than $2.7 million per Mw of capacity,221 which seems high given the recent 

approvals of two North Dakota wind farms consisting of 1.7 – 2.1 Mw turbines for $1.64 - $1.67 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
210 DEIS, pp. 2-24,  2-37, 3-14. 
211 DEIS, p. 2-75. 
212 Ibid. Reduction from $500,000 to $163,317 equals (500,000-163,317)/500,000 = .6734 = 67.34%. Reduction 
from $500,000 to $294,251 = (500,000 – 294,251)/500,000 = .4115 = 41.15%. 
213 Expected pumping costs of $389,000 (section V.B.1.e, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.160 million reduction. 
$389,000 x 67.34% reduction = $0.262 million. 
214 $9.949 million per year adjusted annualized cost, per attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
215 Expected pumping costs of $361,000 (section VI.C.3.b, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.149 million. $361,000 x 
67.34 percent reduction = $0.243 million reduction from use of Pick Sloan energy. 
216 $0.243 million / 7.985 million = .0304 = 3.04%. 
217 $0.262 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = $21.27/sturgeon 
AAHU. 
218 $0.243 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = $19.73/sturgeon 
AAHU. 
219 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 9. 
220 DEIS, p. 2-92. 
221 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, lines 9, 13 and 14. $4.686 million x 1.01 (for adaptive management), plus $3.584 
million x 1.01 x .15 x 1.2652 (for planning, engineering, construction, construction management, and associated 
contingency) = $5.420 million, or $2.71 million per Mw.  
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million per Mw.222 Given the rapid development of wind resources in western North Dakota,223 

there seems to be little doubt that wind energy is a viable alternative source of supply for 

pumping energy.  

 

VIII. Other issues 

 

 The analysis above focuses on the costs, the DEIS’s habitat calculations, and cost 

effectiveness (as defined by the DEIS) of the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives, 

and potentially modifying the Multiple Pumps Alternative to include three pump sites rather than 

five. It does not include a page-by-page review of the DEIS for errors or inconsistencies. 

However, a few such items are worth pointing out. 

 

 A. FPCI calculation for the Multiple Pumps alternative  

 

 The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) is one of the two parameters that, when 

multiplied together, yield the “Habitat Units” measure that the DEIS uses to evaluate the 

environmental impacts on sturgeon passage. Thus the FPCI is key to evaluating and comparing 

the alternatives in the DEIS. The FPCI is in turn calculated from just four inputs. One of those 

inputs, known as Fs, is a measure of the likelihood of fish using the passage option available to 

them in a particular Alternative. Fs is measured on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest 

likelihood. For a no-weir alternative, Fs should be 5, and the DEIS indeed reports it as 5 for the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
222 http://bismarcktribune.com/bakken/western-north-dakota-in-the-midst-of-a-wind-boom/article_e32568d7-4fc3-
5f66-babf-e8395fa7babb.html, a news story dated June 16, 2016 describing the permit approval of a 150 Mw wind 
farm containing 87 turbines for $250 million. 150 Mw/87 turbines = 1.72 Mw/turbine. $250 million / 150 Mw = 
$1.667 million / Mw. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/news/state-and-regional/north-dakota-panel-approves-proposed-million-wind-
farm/article_894783bd-b3c1-5598-87a3-0b1a829c319d.html, a news story dated June 22, 2016, describing the 
permit approval of a different North Dakota wind farm, containing 48 turbines and producing 100 Mw, for a capital 
cost of $164.4 million including transmission. 100 Mw / 48 turbines = 2.08 Mw / turbine. $164.4 million / 100 Mw 
= $1.644 million per turbine. 
223 Ibid., describing western North Dakota as having 400 wind turbines in service that were installed in the last ten 
years, and another 550 proposed for the next two years. The articles names seven specific projects with a combined 
capacity over 1250 Mw that form the basis for the estimated 550 new wind turbines to be built by 2018. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/wind-farm-projects/pdf_7f769038-c4a4-596a-bc02-244b27b81b35.html, a map 
showing the locations of 9 western North Dakota projects (including an MDU project) with in-service dates from 
2010 to 2018, totaling 903 turbines and 2223 turbines (average turbine size 2.46 Mw). 
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no-weir alternative using conservation measures.224 However, the Fs input is shown as 2 in the 

DEIS for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.225 Since the DEIS does not show the calculation of the 

FPCI for sturgeon (or indeed for any other individual species), it is unclear whether the actual 

FPCI calculations for the Multiple Pumps Alternative used an Fs value of 2 or 5.  

 

 B. Dam removal costs 

 

 The DEIS contains two alternatives in which the existing Intake Dam is removed. 

However, the forecasted cost of dam removal is quite different for the two alternatives. For the 

Multiple Pump Alternative, dam removal costs are given as $6.600 million plus a 45.02 percent 

contingency, for a total of $9.571 million.226 But for the Conservation Measures Alternative, dam 

removal costs are stated as $2.534 million, again with a 45.02 percent contingency, for a total of 

$3.675 million.227 The use of the identical contingency percentage shows that dam removal 

refers to the same activity for both alternatives, as does the fact that the dam removal section for 

the Multiple Pump Alternative simply references the Conservation Measures Alternative.228  

Equally clearly, at least one of the estimates is wrong. As it turns out, the estimate for the 

Multiple Pump Alternative is the higher one, by $5.896 million,229 and has been used without 

adjustment in the analysis above. But if the correct dam removal cost estimate is the lower one, 

then the Multiple Pump Alternative using three or five pump sites would be less expensive, by 

about $280,000 per year,230 and thus have about a $23 lower annual cost per sturgeon HU,231 and 

thus be more cost-effective. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
224 Appendix D, p. 12. 
225 Ibid. 
226 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, line 1. 
227 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 3. 
228 Appendix A, pdf p. 219 of 527. 
229 $9.571 million minus $3.675 million equals $5.896 million. 
230 Reducing their direct cost by $6.600 - $2.534 = $4.066 million would reduce the associated, planning, 
engineering, design and construction management costs by $4.066 million x .15 = $0.610 million, or $0.610 x 
1.2652 = $0.772 million including contingency. Reducing capital costs by $5.896 + $0.772 million = $6.668 million 
would reduce total first costs by another 1% ($0.067 million) due to habitat management costs during construction, 
for a total first cost reduction of $6.668  + $0.067 = $6.735 million. Interest during construction is equal to 
6.557/132.028 = 4.966% of first costs (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1), for a total investment cost of $6.735 x 1.04966 
= $7.069 million. Annualized investment costs are equal to $5.515/$138.585 = 3.980% of investment costs, so an 
investment cost reduction of $7.069 million equates to an annualized investment cost reduction of $7.069 million 
x .0398 = $0.281 million per year. 
231 An annualized cost reduction of $281,000 for a no-weir alternative equates to a reduction in the cost per sturgeon 
HU of $281,000/12,319 sturgeon HU = $23/sturgeon AAHU. 
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 C. Boulder field removal costs 

 

 Decades of ice scouring have moved rocks from the top of the Intake Dam to the bed of 

the Yellowstone River downstream, resulting in a substantial boulder field on the river bottom 

downstream of the dam. The dam removal costs for the two no-weir alternatives in the DEIS 

include the cost to remove not just the dam itself, but also the boulder field downstream of it.232 

The boulder field removal represents 93.6 percent of the total material to be removed from the 

Yellowstone River as part of “dam removal,”233 and thus presumably represents close to 93% of 

the cost as well.  

 The DEIS does not appear to have any explanation of whether full removal of the boulder 

field is necessary to allow sturgeon passage up the main channel of the Yellowstone River after 

dam removal. The DEIS indicates that the boulder field length downstream of the dam varies by 

a factor of more than two, from 170 feet to 370 feet,234 with the shorter field on the Joe’s Island 

side of the river.235 Thus, if sturgeon passage would be enabled by removing the boulder field 

only on the south half of the river where the field is shortest, boulder removal volumes (and thus 

presumably removal costs) would be cut by substantially more than 50 percent.  

 Alternatively, if any boulders remaining on the riverbed represent a threat to sturgeon 

passage,236 then the DEIS should have included a discussion of the risk and cost for the Bypass 

Channel Alternative of leaving the boulder field intact. The DEIS says only that the proposed 

new concrete dam would cause the addition of new rocks on top of Intake Dam to cease.237 It 

appears to say nothing about what would happen to the existing century worth of rocks that are 

already in the river, and have already migrated up to 370 feet238 downstream from the dam where 

they were originally placed. The DEIS does acknowledge that removing some or all of the 

existing boulder field is a possible future action in response to the results of monitoring.239 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
232 Appendix B, pdf p. 126 of 173, showing that even the less expensive (per comparison of pdf pp. 94 and 84) 
Conservation Measures Alternative involves removal of downstream boulders. 
233 Ibid. 42,264 cubic yards/(42,264+2,904) cubic years = 93.6%. 
234 Ibid. 
235 DEIS, p. 2-40. 
236 As suggested by the DEIS, p. 2-108. See also Battelle, p. A-6, indicating that “pallid sturgeon are known to avoid” 
the “boulder-sized substrates near Intake Diversion Dam.” 
237 DEIS, p. 2-46. 
238 Appendix A, pdf p. 370 of 527. 
239 Appendix E, p. 16. 
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 D. Role of contingency adders in the cost analysis 

 

 The DEIS estimates the total construction cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as 

$97.492 million, and then adds total contingency estimates of $34.535 million, to get a total cost 

of $132.027 million.240 Thus, over 26 percent of the capital cost of the Multiple Pump 

Alternative is contingency costs.241 The comparable figure for the Bypass Channel Alternative is 

only 8.1 percent.242 Thus a substantial part of the reason why the DEIS concludes that the 

Multiple Pump Alternative is not as cost-effective as the Bypass Channel Alternative243 is the 

greater uncertainty associated with its capital costs. 

 In effect, the DEIS penalizes the Multiple Pump Alternative for the fact that the Federal 

Agencies had previously decided to pursue the Bypass Channel Alternative, and thus have spent 

money designing it and pricing it.244 Then they use the fact that they have not given the Multiple 

Pump Alternative as much scrutiny in the past as a reason to reject it in the present. 

  

 E. Water losses in the Main Canal 

 

 The DEIS claims water losses from the Main Canal are “minimal.”245 That claim is false, 

and is based on cherry-picking of data. While the error does not affect any of the conclusions of 

either the DEIS or this analysis, it casts doubt on the impartiality of the DEIS authors. 

 Specifically, the analysis underlying the “minimal” claim is found at the end of Appendix 

A, in tables showing daily diversions and daily Main Canal losses for the years 2000 and 

2012.246  It shows that on days when diversions were above 1300 cfs, the highest diversion days 

of the year, losses from the Main Canal averaged 20.4 percent during 17 days in 2000 and 16.3 

percent during 20 days in 2012. The year 2000 loss rate of 20.4 percent during those high 

diversion days were almost as high as the annual average loss rate of 23.3 percent for the year 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
240 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lowest highlighted line. 
241 $34.535 / $132.027 = .262 = 26.2%. 
242 Appendix B, pdf p. 65 of 173. $4.624 million of contingency / $57.044 million total cost = 8.1 percent. 
243 DEIS, p. 2-100. 
244 Indeed, the DEIS doesn’t count as part of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative the money, probably 
millions of dollars, that has already been spent on it. DEIS, p. 2-98, Table 2-25 and its footnote a. 
245 DEIS, p. 2-93. 
246 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 (year 2000 daily data) and 478-480 (year 2012 daily data). 
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2000. The loss during the high diversion days in 2012 was 16.3 percent, higher than the 15.5 

percent loss rate for the year as a whole. Annual loss rates of 15-23 percent are hardly minimal, 

loss rates of 16-20 during days when diversions at Intake exceed 1300 cfs are not either, and 

claims that loss rates go down substantially when diversion rates are high are contradicted by the 

evidence. 

 

 F. O&M costs and viability/sustainability 

 

 The DEIS lists only four reasons for preferring the Bypass Channel Alternative, one of 

which is its claimed lower operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.247 The table cited by the 

DEIS shows “Annualized OM&R” costs that are $2.799 million for the Bypass Channel 

Alternative and $5.034 million for the Multiple Pumps Alternative,248 for a difference of $2.235 

million per year. 

 The $2.235 million figure is overstated. First, part of the $2.235 million is not O&M at 

all, but rather is replacement costs. Those replacement costs include costs such as pump 

replacements that are capital costs that are incurred only once per 35 years.249 The difference 

between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives for just O&M is $1.557 – 1.941 

million.250 

 Second, the $2.235 million omits the “moderately potential”251 cost of adaptive 

management for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and includes unnecessary costs for the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative. The omitted costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative were estimated above 

as $0.085 million per year,252 while the O&M costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative are 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
247 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
248 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-26. 
249 See the attached spreadsheet, “O&M Costs” tab, which summarizes data from Attachment B-8 to Appendix B of 
the DEIS, pdf pp. 9-10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15-16 of 19 (Multiple Pump Alternative). 
250 Ibid., lines 44-45. 
251 DEIS, p. 2-103. By contrast, the DEIS expects the Multiple Pumps Alternative to have a “minimal need” for 
adaptive management. 
252 Section IV.A.1, assuming the “moderate” likelihood results in adaptive management costs only half as large as 
the potential cost estimated in the 2015 EA. 
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overstated by between $0.289 million253 and $0.909 million.254 Thus the $2.235 million 

difference should be corrected to $1.241 - $1.861 million.255 

 Third, the $2.235 million difference omits the possible O&M reduction for the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative from use of Pick-Sloan power, which could save a further $0.143 - $0.262 

million.256 

 

 
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
253 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
254 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 20. 
255 $2.235 million minus $0.085 million minus either $$0.909 million or $0.289 million. 
256 See section VII.D, above. 



Tab name: Historical diversions

Cumulative average diversion: 298282 985

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

1968 May 12000 70920 1153 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 1119 0 0

June 49370 68740 1155 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1121 0 0

July 24100 74990 1220 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1183 0 0

August 12570 72390 1177 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1142 0 0

September 12640 69020 1160 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 1125 0 0

356060 1173 ACE0029791

1969 May 19040 45050 733 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 711 0 0

June 27050 73490 1235 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1198 0 0

July 25410 74090 1205 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1169 0 0

August 7200 79430 1292 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1253 0 24

September 5770 74230 1247 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 1210 0 0

346290 1141 ACE0029791

1970 May 23000 640 10 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 10 0 0

June 48010 65600 1102 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1069 0 0

July 26900 81180 1320 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1281 0 0

August 7260 81200 1321 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1281 13 53

September 7380 69590 1169 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 1134 0 0

298210 983 ACE0029791

1971 May 21660 37800 615 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 596 0 0

June 50480 70050 1177 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1142 0 0

July 29380 80470 1309 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1269 0 0

August 9870 82700 1345 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1305 37 77

September 10060 59610 1002 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 972 0 0

330630 1089 ACE0029791

1972 May 19240 26430 430 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 417 0 0

June 43300 64720 1088 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1055 0 0

July 19370 78660 1279 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1241 0 0

August 11110 79380 1291 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1252 0 23

September 9880 70690 1188 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 1152 0 0

319880 1054 ACE0029791

1973 May 23670 64080 1042 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 1011 0 0

June 32620 72010 1210 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1174 0 0

July 13910 79510 1293 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1254 0 0

August 6530 77350 1258 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1220 0 0

September 12230 59290 996 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 967 0 0

352240 1161 ACE0029791

1974 May 15490 66600 1083 ACE0029791 825 535.9 1361 1051 0 0

June 49710 69310 1165 ACE0029791 825 548.6 1374 1130 0 0

July 32060 81250 1321 ACE0029791 825 497.3 1322 1282 0 0

August 10740 79270 1289 ACE0029791 825 442.5 1268 1251 0 22

September 8750 49810 837 ACE0029791 825 498.5 1324 812 0 0

346240 1141 ACE0029791

1975 May 29100 7010 114 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 111 0 0

June 45000 65940 1108 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1075 0 0

July 48640 75450 1227 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1190 0 0

August 16250 79840 1298 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1260 0 31

September 9720 62390 1048 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 1017 0 0

290630 958 ACE0029792

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 1 of 112



Tab name: Historical diversions

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

1976 May 27120 62010 1008 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 978 0 0

June 40580 74960 1260 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1222 0 0

July 22770 83440 1357 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1316 0 35

August 9400 82730 1345 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1305 38 78

September 7320 71970 1209 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 1173 0 0

375110 1236 ACE0029792

1977 May 10530 13980 227 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 221 0 0

June 17100 9840 165 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 160 0 0

July 5360 14700 239 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 232 0 0

August 3710 13000 211 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 205 0 0

September 5300 663 11 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 11 0 0

52183 172 ACE0029792

1978 May 34600 57290 932 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 904 0 0

June 47590 61240 1029 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 998 0 0

July 37660 71950 1170 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1135 0 0

August 14240 76180 1239 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1202 0 0

September 12100 49450 831 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 806 0 0

316110 1042 ACE0029792

1979 May 16050 4680 76 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 74 0 0

June 24100 18580 312 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 303 0 0

July 15160 20840 339 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 329 0 0

August 7470 16120 262 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 254 0 0

September 5860 12610 212 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 206 0 0

72830 240 ACE0029792

1980 May 16700 77940 1268 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 1230 0 0

June 24900 74310 1249 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1211 0 0

July 14020 80160 1304 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1265 0 0

August 6790 70610 1148 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1114 0 0

September 8320 49670 835 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 810 0 0

352690 1162 ACE0029792

1981 May 17370 10220 166 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 161 0 0

June 38650 9260 156 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 151 0 0

July 14780 14720 239 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 232 0 0

August 5160 13170 214 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 208 0 0

September 3750 10830 182 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 177 0 0

58200 192 ACE0029792

1982 May 13490 152 2 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 2 0 0

June 33440 2300 39 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 37 0 0

July 36530 12300 200 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 194 0 0

August 13470 13000 211 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 205 0 0

September 10450 4650 78 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 76 0 0

32402 107 ACE0029792

1983 May 12230 52200 849 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 823 0 0

June 30160 61000 1025 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 994 0 0

July 27110 60800 989 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 959 0 0

August 9950 63600 1034 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1003 0 0

September 7950 49900 839 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 813 0 0

287500 947 ACE0029792

1984 May 20240 74040 1204 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 1168 0 0

June 32550 69510 1168 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1133 0 0

July 24070 76630 1246 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1209 0 0

August 9970 78710 1280 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1242 0 13

September 7670 59960 1008 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 977 0 0

358850 1182 ACE0029792

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 2 of 112



Tab name: Historical diversions

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

1985 May 10410 57400 934 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 906 0 0

June 15970 55500 933 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 905 0 0

July 5730 56500 919 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 891 0 0

August 6480 56600 921 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 893 0 0

September 5490 45900 771 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 748 0 0

271900 896

1986 May 16890 67200 1093 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 1060 0 0

June 42680 72800 1223 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1187 0 0

July 19370 75300 1225 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1188 0 0

August 8040 81200 1321 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1281 13 53

September 12930 51600 867 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 841 0 0

348100 1147

1987 May 13550 57020 927 ACE0029792 825 535.9 1361 900 0 0

June 14450 69800 1173 ACE0029792 825 548.6 1374 1138 0 0

July 8350 79430 1292 ACE0029792 825 497.3 1322 1253 0 0

August 5910 70530 1147 ACE0029792 825 442.5 1268 1113 0 0

September 6130 61530 1034 ACE0029792 825 498.5 1324 1003 0 0

338310 1115

1988 May

June

July

August

September

310147.4 1022 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 11/15

1989 May 872 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15 825 535.9 1361 846 0 0

June 1098 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15 825 548.6 1374 1065 0 0

July 1218 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15 825 497.3 1322 1181 0 0

August 1197 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15 825 442.5 1268 1161 0 0

September 873 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15 825 498.5 1324 847 0 0

319379 1052

1990 May 1107 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15 825 535.9 1361 1074 0 0

June 1028 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15 825 548.6 1374 997 0 0

July 1204 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15 825 497.3 1322 1168 0 0

August 1202 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15 825 442.5 1268 1166 0 0

September 1052 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15 825 498.5 1324 1021 0 0

339842 1120

1991 May 972 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15 825 535.9 1361 943 0 0

June 1043 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15 825 548.6 1374 1012 0 0

July 1152 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15 825 497.3 1322 1118 0 0

August 1226 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15 825 442.5 1268 1189 0 0

September 747 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15 825 498.5 1324 724 0 0

312541 1030

1992 May 1106 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15 825 535.9 1361 1073 0 0

June 1170 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15 825 548.6 1374 1135 0 0

July 1188 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15 825 497.3 1322 1152 0 0

August 1212 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15 825 442.5 1268 1176 0 0

September 1087 2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15 825 498.5 1324 1054 0 0

349874 1153

1993 May 1031 2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1 825 535.9 1361 1000 0 0

June 1119 2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1 825 548.6 1374 1085 0 0

July 1094 2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1 825 497.3 1322 1061 0 0

August 1180 2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1 825 442.5 1268 1145 0 0

September 960 2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1 825 498.5 1324 931 0 0

326922 1077

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 3 of 112



Tab name: Historical diversions

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

1994 May

June

July

August

September

1995 May

June

July

August

September

308428 1016

1996 May

June

July

August

September

302632 997 2/8/16, Enclosure 5, p. 5/5

1997 May

June

July

August

September

307168 1012 2/8/16, Enclosure 6, p. 5/5

1998 May

June

July

August

September

353649 1165 2/8/16, Enclosure 8, p. 5/5

1999 May

June

July

August

September

2000 May 1093 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 472/527 825 535.9 1361 1060 0 0

June 1032 DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 472‐473/527 825 548.6 1374 1001 0 0

July 1207 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 473/527 825 497.3 1322 1171 0 0

August 1252 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 473/527 825 442.5 1268 1214 0 0

September 838 DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 473‐474/527 825 498.5 1324 813 0 0

329712 1086

2001 May

June

July

August

September

2002 May

June

July

August

September

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 4 of 112



Tab name: Historical diversions

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

2003 May

June

July

August

September

343073 1130 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 3/9

2004 May

June

July

August

September

332318.4 1095 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, pp. 1‐3/9

2005 May

June

July

August

September

319138.3 1052 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, pp. 1‐3/9

2006 May

June

July

August

September

329206 1085 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 3/9

2007 May

June

July

August

September

318803 1051 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

2008 May

June

July

August

September

345127.3 1137 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 4‐6/9

2009 May

June

July

August

September

350892 1156 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

2010 May

June

July

August

September

289211 953 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

2011 May

June

July

August

September

197893 652 2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 9/9

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 5 of 112



Tab name: Historical diversions

Year Month

Max 

pumping

Expected gravity 

diversion 

(if total limited to 

1374)

Total 

potential 

diversion

Required diversion 

with 3% conservation Shortfall

Shortfall 

without 3% 

conservation

Acre‐ft cfs Acre‐ft cfs

2012 May 1077 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 478/527 825 535.9 1361 1044 0 0

June 1108 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 478/527 825 548.6 1374 1074 0 0

July 1274 DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 478‐479/527 825 497.3 1322 1236 0 0

August 1221 DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 479/527 825 442.5 1268 1185 0 0

September 902 DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 479‐480/527 825 498.5 1324 875 0 0

339253 1118

2015 May 750 "Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx" 825 535.9 1361 728 0 0

June 1151 "Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx" 825 548.6 1374 1117 0 0

July 1325 "Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx" 825 497.3 1322 1285 0 3

August 1295 "Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx" 825 442.5 1268 1256 0 27

September 757 "Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx" 825 498.5 1324 734 0 0

320713 1057

42‐yr ave. ('68‐93, '95‐98, '00, '03‐12, '15): 298282 985

Max. monthly diversion (July 1976): 83440 1357

2nd Year  expected expected Required diversion Shortfall 

Average Average highest Max of max Pump gravity total with 3% conservation Shortfall without 3%

Monthly diversions acre‐feet cfs diversion diversion cfs cfs conservation

28‐yr May data ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 781 1268 1980 825 536 1361 759 0.0 0.0

28‐yr June data ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 990 1260 1976 825 549 1374 955 0.0 0.0

28‐yr July data ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 1084 1357 1976 825 497 1322 1043 0.0 1.4

28‐yr August data ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 1085 1345 1976 825 443 1268 1045 3.8 14.9

28‐yr September data ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 848 1247 1969 825 499 1324 826 0.0 0.0

28‐yr May‐September data  ('68‐87, '89‐93, '00, '12): 958 1182 1236 1976 825 504 1329 926 0.8 3.3

42‐year May‐September data  298000 985 1182 1236 38 78 Maximum August shortfall

10‐year May‐September average ('03‐'12): 316000 1043 0 35 Maximum July shortfall

11‐year May‐September ave. ('03‐12, '15): 317000 1044

4 12 Number of August shortfalls (out of 28)

0 2 Number of July shortfalls (out of 28)

8 23 Maximum seasonal shortfall

4 12 Number of seasonal shortfalls (out of 28)

Seasonal Kaf per cfs: 0.303471

Cfs per seasonal Kaf: 3.295207

Flow at Sydney Diversion at Intake

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 6 of 112



Tab name: Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites May June July August September 5‐month

average average average average average seasonal

Data in Columns A‐I: across the across the across the across the across the average

Flow duration of potential diversions (DEIS, Appendix A, pdf. page 197 of 527 except where indicated otherwise) interval interval interval interval interval across the

(assumes 1/3 (assumes 1/3 (assumes 1/3 (assumes 1/3 (assumes 1/3 interval

Percent time 5‐month Size of of the way of the way of the way of the way of the way (assumes 1/3

exceeded May June July August September season Interval interval between between between between between of the way

limits, not 1/2) limits, not 1/2) limits, not 1/2) limits, not 1/2) limits, not 1/2) between

0.1 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 limits, not 1/2)

0.2 1374 1374 1374 1374 1331 1374 0.0‐0.2 0.002 1374 1374 1374 1374 1360 1374

0.5 1374 1374 1374 1302 1095 1374 0.2‐0.5 0.003 1374 1374 1374 1326 1174 1374

1 1374 1374 1374 1214 946 1374 0.5‐1 0.005 1374 1374 1374 1243 996 1374

2 1374 1374 1374 1116 847 1374 1‐2 0.01 1374 1374 1374 1149 880 1374

5 1374 1374 1374 904 748 1374 2‐5 0.03 1374 1374 1374 975 781 1374

10 1374 1374 1374 790 692 1374 5‐10 0.05 1374 1374 1374 828 711 1374

15 1269 1374 1374 731 647 1374 10‐15 0.05 1304 1374 1374 751 662 1374

20 1141.0 1374.0 1374.0 692.0 612.0 1282 15‐20 0.05 1184 1374 1374 705 624 1313

27 1038.6 1374.0 1278.9 638.9 580.3 1100 (pdf p. A‐322) 20‐27 0.07 1073 1374 1311 657 591 1161

30 1002.0 1374.0 1245.0 620.0 569.0 1035 27‐30 0.03 1014 1374 1256 626 573 1057

40 908.0 1374.0 1088.0 544.0 525.0 853 30‐40 0.1 939 1374 1140 569 540 914

42 890.6 1374.0 1050.7 532.5 513.5 825 (pdf p. A‐322) 40‐42 0.02 896 1374 1063 536 517 834

50 828.0 1374.0 916.0 491.0 472.0 724 42‐50 0.08 849 1374 961 505 486 758

60 765.0 1262.0 801.0 442.0 427.0 620 50‐60 0.1 786 1299 839 458 442 655

68 710.1 1155.1 705.4 394.6 396.9 550 (pdf p. A‐322) 60‐68 0.08 728 1191 737 410 407 573

70 692.0 1120.0 674.0 379.0 387.0 527 68‐70 0.02 698 1132 684 384 390 535

80 614.0 977.0 523.0 334.0 352.0 443 70‐80 0.1 640 1025 573 349 364 471

85 554.0 908.0 474.0 308.0 331.0 400 80‐85 0.05 574 931 490 317 338 414

90 513.0 832.0 428.0 267.0 314.0 356 85‐90 0.05 527 857 443 281 320 371

95 452.0 731.0 385.0 215.0 286.0 307 90‐95 0.05 472 765 399 232 295 323

97 426.7 676.3 357.1 203.1 265.9 275 (pdf p. A‐322) 95‐97 0.02 435 695 366 207 273 286

98 403.0 625.0 331.0 192.0 247.0 245 97‐98 0.01 411 642 340 196 253 255

99 364.0 559.0 314.0 187.0 231.0 210 98‐99 0.01 377 581 320 189 236 222

99.5 277 521 289 182 203 194 99‐99.5 0.005 306 534 297 184 212 199

99.8 250 492 254 177 192 186 99.5‐99.8 0.003 259 502 266 179 196 189

99.9 231 466 249 174 188 182 99.8‐99.9 0.001 237 475 251 175 189 183

99.95 229 464 246 172 186 177 99.9‐99.95 0.0005 230 465 247 173 187 179

99.99 227 464 240 167 181 169 99.95‐99.99 0.0004 228 464 242 169 183 172

99.99‐100 0.0001 227 464 240 167 181 169

Note: monthly values for 27, 42, 68, and 97 rows are interpolated using seasonal proportions

Total 1 860 1196 914 513 486 790

Shortfall if pumping limited to 825 cfs(average cfs during the month): 0‐70 0.7

70‐80 0.1

80‐85 0.05

85‐90 0.05

90‐95 0.05

95‐97 0.02

97‐98 0.01

98‐99 0.01

99‐99.5 0.005

99.5‐99.8 0.003

99.8‐99.9 0.001

99.9‐99.95 0.0005

99.95‐99.99 0.0004

99.99‐100 0.0001

0‐100 1

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 7 of 112



Tab name: Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites
5‐month

May June July August September seasonal

pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping May June July August September

required required required required required required pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping

to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed required required required required required

851 1079 1182 1183 924 1044

cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs

(monthly pumping requirement scaled up 9% from 28‐yr average to match 11‐yr average) (assumes each of the three pumps at each of three sites 

is either all the way on or all the way off; no partial loads)

‐523 ‐295 ‐192 ‐60 ‐71 ‐330 0 0 0 0 0

‐523 ‐295 ‐192 34 44 ‐330 0 0 0 92 92

‐523 ‐295 ‐192 208 143 ‐330 0 0 0 275 183

‐523 ‐295 ‐192 355 214 ‐330 0 0 0 367 275

‐453 ‐295 ‐192 432 262 ‐330 0 0 0 458 275

‐332 ‐295 ‐192 478 301 ‐268 0 0 0 550 367

‐221 ‐295 ‐129 526 333 ‐116 0 0 0 550 367

‐163 ‐295 ‐75 557 351 ‐12 0 0 0 642 367

‐88 ‐295 41 614 385 131 0 0 92 642 458

‐45 ‐295 119 647 407 210 0 0 183 733 458

2 ‐295 221 678 438 287 92 0 275 733 458

65 ‐220 342 725 482 390 92 0 367 733 550

123 ‐112 444 773 517 471 183 0 458 825 550

153 ‐53 497 799 534 510 183 0 550 825 550

211 54 608 834 561 573 275 92 642 917 642

277 148 691 866 586 630 367 183 733 917 642

325 222 738 902 605 674 367 275 825 917 642

379 314 782 951 629 721 458 367 825 1008 642

416 385 815 976 652 759 458 458 825 1008 733

440 437 842 987 671 789 458 458 917 1008 733

474 498 862 994 688 823 550 550 917 1008 733

545 545 884 999 712 845 550 550 917 1008 733

592 577 916 1004 729 856 642 642 917 1008 733

614 604 931 1008 735 861 642 642 1008 1008 825

622 614 935 1010 738 866 642 642 1008 1100 825

624 615 940 1014 742 873 642 642 1008 1100 825

624 615 942 1016 743 >909 642 642 1008 1100 825

yellow highlighting shows shortfalls

when pumping limited to a maximum of 825 cfs

0 0 (70% of months have no shortfalls)

0 9

0 41

0 77

0 126

0 151

17 162

37 169

59 174

91 179

106 183

110 185

115 189

117 191

Weighted average shortfalls: 1 21

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 8 of 112



Tab name: Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites
May June July August September

Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh 5‐month Expected Total

used used used used used used used used used used used used used used used season total potential

(92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + Mwh diversion diversion

each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings used cfs with all

from pdf from pdf from pdf from pdf from pdf pumps

p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) in use

1371 1374

1324 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1272 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 517 4 1 517 4 1043 1267 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1450 32 2 983 21 2492 1267 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2017 75 3 1450 52 3601 1260 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2583 96 3 1450 52 4190 1240 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3150 117 4 2017 73 5366 1235 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3150 164 4 2017 102 5442 1184 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3717 83 4 2017 44 5871 1170 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 517 38 7 3717 277 5 2583 186 7331 1151 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 983 15 8 4283 64 5 2583 37 7981 1152 1374

1 517 31 0 0 0 3 1450 86 8 4283 255 5 2583 149 8853 1147 1374

1 517 38 0 0 0 4 2017 150 8 4283 319 6 3150 227 10202 1113 1374

2 983 59 0 0 0 5 2583 154 9 4850 289 6 3150 181 11286 1098 1374

2 983 15 0 0 0 6 3150 47 9 4850 72 6 3150 45 11350 1079 1360

3 1450 108 1 517 37 7 3717 277 9 4850 361 7 3717 268 13874 1085 1296

4 2017 75 2 983 35 8 4283 159 9 4850 180 7 3717 134 14443 1080 1239

4 2017 75 3 1450 52 9 4850 180 9 4850 180 7 3717 134 15517 1072 1196

5 2583 96 4 2017 73 9 4850 180 9 4850 180 7 3717 134 16126 1056 1148

5 2583 38 5 2583 37 9 4850 72 9 4850 72 8 4283 62 16879 1055 1111

5 2583 19 5 2583 19 9 4850 36 9 4850 36 8 4283 31 16738 1028 1080

6 3150 23 6 3150 23 9 4850 36 9 4850 36 8 4283 31 17314 1037 1047

6 3150 12 6 3150 11 9 4850 18 9 4850 18 8 4283 15 17240 1003 1024

7 3717 8 7 3717 8 9 4850 11 9 4850 11 8 4283 9 17780 1013 1014

7 3717 3 7 3717 3 9 4850 4 9 4850 4 9 4850 3 18317 1017 1008

7 3717 1 7 3717 1 9 4850 2 9 4850 2 9 4850 2 18309 1012 1004

7 3717 1 7 3717 1 9 4850 1 9 4850 1 9 4850 1 18307 1009 997

7 3717 0 7 3717 0 9 4850 0 9 4850 0 9 4850 0 18302 1007 <994

603 301 1467 2929 1997 7296 1140 1324 cfs, or 401,745 acre‐feet

or 345,941 acre‐feet

vs. 317,000 acre‐feet average in most recent 11 years, or  9.13% more;

the extra diversions are due to "lumpiness" of pumping

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 9 of 112



Tab name: Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites May June July August September5‐month

average average average average average seasonal 5‐month

Flow duration of potential diversions (DEIS, Appendix A, pdf. page 197 of 527 except where indicated otherwise) across the across the across the across the across the average May June July August September seasonal

interval interval interval interval interval across the pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping

(assumes 1(assumes 1(assumes 1(assumes 1(assumes 1interval required required required required required required

Percent time 5‐month Size of of the way of the way of the way of the way of the way (assumes 1/3 to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed to exceed

exceeded May June July August September season Interval interval between between between between between of the way 851 1079 1182 1183 924 1044

limits, not  limits, not  limits, not  limits, not  limits, not  between cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs cfs

0.1 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 1374 limits, not 1/2) (monthly pumping requirement scaled up from 28‐yr ave to match 11‐yr totals)

0.2 1374 1374 1374 1374 1331 1374 0.0‐0.2 0.002 1374 1374 1374 1374 1360 1374

0.5 1374 1374 1374 1302 1095 1374 0.2‐0.5 0.003 1374 1374 1374 1326 1174 1374

1 1374 1374 1374 1214 946 1374 0.5‐1 0.005 1374 1374 1374 1243 996 1374 ‐523 ‐295 ‐192 ‐60 ‐71 ‐330

2 1374 1374 1374 1116 847 1374 1‐2 0.01 1374 1374 1374 1149 880 1374 ‐523 ‐295 ‐192 34 44 ‐330

5 1374 1374 1374 904 748 1374 2‐5 0.03 1374 1374 1374 975 781 1374 ‐523 ‐295 ‐192 208 143 ‐330

10 1374 1374 1374 790 692 1374 5‐10 0.05 1374 1374 1374 828 711 1374 ‐523 ‐295 ‐192 355 214 ‐330

15 1269 1374 1374 731 647 1374 10‐15 0.05 1304 1374 1374 751 662 1374 ‐453 ‐295 ‐192 432 262 ‐330

20 1141.0 1374.0 1374.0 692.0 612.0 1282 15‐20 0.05 1184 1374 1374 705 624 1313 ‐332 ‐295 ‐192 478 301 ‐268

27 1038.6 1374.0 1278.9 638.9 580.3 1100 (pdf p. A‐322) 20‐27 0.07 1073 1374 1311 657 591 1161 ‐221 ‐295 ‐129 526 333 ‐116

30 1002.0 1374.0 1245.0 620.0 569.0 1035 27‐30 0.03 1014 1374 1256 626 573 1057 ‐163 ‐295 ‐75 557 351 ‐12

40 908.0 1374.0 1088.0 544.0 525.0 853 30‐40 0.1 939 1374 1140 569 540 914 ‐88 ‐295 41 614 385 131

42 890.6 1374.0 1050.7 532.5 513.5 825 (pdf p. A‐322) 40‐42 0.02 896 1374 1063 536 517 834 ‐45 ‐295 119 647 407 210

50 828.0 1374.0 916.0 491.0 472.0 724 42‐50 0.08 849 1374 961 505 486 758 2 ‐295 221 678 438 287

60 765.0 1262.0 801.0 442.0 427.0 620 50‐60 0.1 786 1299 839 458 442 655 65 ‐220 342 725 482 390

68 710.1 1155.1 705.4 394.6 396.9 550 (pdf p. A‐322) 60‐68 0.08 728 1191 737 410 407 573 123 ‐112 444 773 517 471

70 692.0 1120.0 674.0 379.0 387.0 527 68‐70 0.02 698 1132 684 384 390 535 153 ‐53 497 799 534 510

80 614.0 977.0 523.0 334.0 352.0 443 70‐80 0.1 640 1025 573 349 364 471 211 54 608 1183 561 573

85 554.0 908.0 474.0 308.0 331.0 400 80‐85 0.05 574 931 490 317 338 414 277 148 691 1183 586 630

90 513.0 832.0 428.0 267.0 314.0 356 85‐90 0.05 527 857 443 281 320 371 325 222 738 1183 605 674

95 452.0 731.0 385.0 215.0 286.0 307 90‐95 0.05 472 765 399 232 295 323 379 314 782 1183 629 721

97 426.7 676.3 357.1 203.1 265.9 275 (pdf p. A‐322) 95‐97 0.02 435 695 366 207 273 286 416 385 815 1183 652 759

98 403.0 625.0 331.0 192.0 247.0 245 97‐98 0.01 411 642 340 196 253 255 440 437 1182 1183 671 789

99 364.0 559.0 314.0 187.0 231.0 210 98‐99 0.01 377 581 320 189 236 222 474 498 1182 1183 688 823

99.5 277 521 289 182 203 194 99‐99.5 0.005 306 534 297 184 212 199 545 545 1182 1183 712 845

99.8 250 492 254 177 192 186 99.5‐99.8 0.003 259 502 266 179 196 189 592 577 1182 1183 729 856

99.9 231 466 249 174 188 182 99.8‐99.9 0.001 237 475 251 175 189 183 614 604 1182 1183 735 861

99.95 229 464 246 172 186 177 99.9‐99.95 0.0005 230 465 247 173 187 179 622 614 1182 1183 738 866

99.99 227 464 240 167 181 169 99.95‐99.9 0.0004 228 464 242 169 183 172 624 615 1182 1183 742 873

99.99‐100 0.0001 227 464 240 167 181 169 624 615 1182 1183 743 >909

Total 1 860 1196 914 513 486 790 yellow highlighting shows periods 

Note: monthly values for 27, 42, 68, 97 are interpolated using seasonal proportions when no gravity diversions can occur

Note: shaded hours in August and September because pumping is required at

Shortfall if pumping limited to 825 cfs(average cfs during the month): 0‐70 0.7 are the times when river flows at Intake have sites 1‐2

70‐80 0.1 been below 3000 cfs, so full diversions were

80‐85 0.05 not permitted even under current diversion rights.

85‐90 0.05 2.92% of days in August and 0.48% in September,

90‐95 0.05 per 1967‐2008 Sydney gauge flows below 1630 cfs

95‐97 0.02

97‐98 0.01

98‐99 0.01

99‐99.5 0.005

99.5‐99.8 0.003

99.8‐99.9 0.001

99.9‐99.95 0.0005

99.95‐99.9 0.0004

99.99‐100 0.0001

0‐100 1

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 10 of 112



Tab name: Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites
May June July August September

Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh Pumps kW MWh 5‐month Expected Total

May June July August September used used used used used used used used used used used used used used used season total potential

pumping pumping pumping pumping pumping (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + (92 cfs (50 kw + Mwh diversion diversion

required required required required required each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings each) ratings used cfs with all

from pdf from pdf from pdf from pdf from pdf pumps

(assumes each of the three pumps at each of three sites  p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) p. A‐322) in use

is either all the way on or all the way off; no partial loads) 1371 1374

1324 1374

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1272 1374

0 0 0 92 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 517 4 1 517 4 1043 1267 1374

0 0 0 275 183 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1450 32 2 983 21 2492 1267 1374

0 0 0 367 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2017 75 3 1450 52 3601 1260 1374

0 0 0 458 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2583 96 3 1450 52 4190 1240 1374

0 0 0 550 367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3150 117 4 2017 73 5366 1235 1374

0 0 0 550 367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3150 164 4 2017 102 5442 1184 1374

0 0 0 642 367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3717 83 4 2017 44 5871 1170 1374

0 0 92 642 458 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 517 38 7 3717 277 5 2583 186 7331 1151 1374

0 0 183 733 458 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 983 15 8 4283 64 5 2583 37 7981 1152 1374

92 0 275 733 458 1 517 31 0 0 0 3 1450 86 8 4283 255 5 2583 149 8853 1147 1374

92 0 367 733 550 1 517 38 0 0 0 4 2017 150 8 4283 319 6 3150 227 10202 1113 1374

183 0 458 825 550 2 983 59 0 0 0 5 2583 154 9 4850 289 6 3150 181 11286 1098 1374

183 0 550 825 550 2 983 15 0 0 0 6 3150 47 9 4850 72 6 3150 45 11350 1079 1374

275 92 642 1192 642 3 1450 108 1 517 37 7 3717 277 13 7117 529 7 3717 268 16313 1158 1374

367 183 733 1192 642 4 2017 75 2 983 35 8 4283 159 13 7117 265 7 3717 134 16798 1153 1374

367 275 825 1192 642 4 2017 75 3 1450 52 9 4850 180 13 7117 265 7 3717 134 17872 1146 1374

458 367 825 1192 642 5 2583 96 4 2017 73 9 4850 180 13 7117 265 7 3717 134 18481 1129 1374

458 458 825 1192 733 5 2583 38 5 2583 37 9 4850 72 13 7117 106 8 4283 62 19184 1128 1374

458 458 1192 1192 733 5 2583 19 5 2583 19 13 7117 53 13 7117 53 8 4283 31 21314 1175 1374

550 550 1192 1192 733 6 3150 23 6 3150 23 13 7117 53 13 7117 53 8 4283 31 21890 1184 1374

550 550 1192 1192 733 6 3150 12 6 3150 11 13 7117 26 13 7117 26 8 4283 15 21798 1150 1374

642 642 1192 1192 733 7 3717 8 7 3717 8 13 7117 16 13 7117 16 8 4283 9 22332 1160 1374

642 642 1192 1192 825 7 3717 3 7 3717 3 13 7117 5 13 7117 5 9 4850 3 22862 1164 1374

642 642 1192 1192 825 7 3717 1 7 3717 1 13 7117 3 13 7117 3 9 4850 2 22852 1158 1374

642 642 1192 1192 825 7 3717 1 7 3717 1 13 7117 2 13 7117 2 9 4850 1 22850 1155 1374

642 642 1192 1192 825 7 3717 0 7 3717 0 13 7117 1 13 7117 1 9 4850 0 22844 1154 1374

603 301 1518 3435 1997 7853 1164 1374

vs. 1044 average in most recent 11 years of data, or  111.5%

the extra diversions are due to "lumpiness" of pumping

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 11 of 112



Tab name: Cost for pumping capability

Costs for different alternatives for incremental pumping capability

Capital

cost worth

Case name Annualized Incremental Pumping Incremental  Annualized Fixed paying for 

cost annual cost capability pumping incremental  Charge decreased 

(total) capability cost to increase Rate pumping

pumping capability requirements

$ 1000s / yr $ 1000s / yr cfs cfs $1000s/year / cfs %/year $ 1000s / cfs

No Action 2643 0

3 Pump Sites 7831 5188 825 825 $6.29

Multiple Pump 9686 1855 1374 549 $3.38 0.039795 $84.91

Data sources: DEIS p. 2‐99;  DEIS p. 2‐99 

Marcus analysis

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 12 of 112



Tab name: Multiple Pump costs

Quantification of cost adjustments ‐ Multiple Pump Alternative

Line #

Capital cost items

Item Direct cost Contingency Total cost 

adjustment adjustment

1 Site 3 pipe $0.429 32.46% $0.568

2 Sites 4‐5 pipe $0.330 32.46% $0.437

3 Back‐up pumps $2.163 38.10% $2.987

4 Back‐up generators $2.495 38.10% $3.446

5 Adaptive mgmt. $0.054 $0.074

during construction

6 Planning,  $0.821 26.52% $1.038

engineering,

design, const.

management

7 Interest during $0.425

construction

8 Total investment cost adjustment $8.975

OM&R items

Cost 

Item adjustment

9 Pumping energy $0.111

10 Back‐up pumps $0.178

11 Total OM&R items $0.289

12 Annualization factor for capital costs: 3.980% (DEIS, p. 2‐99)

13 Annualized investment costs $0.357

14 Annualized OM&R costs $0.289

15 Total annualized cost reduction $0.646

16 Alternative Cost per DEIS $10.595 (DEIS, p. 2‐99)

17 Adjusted alternative cost $9.949

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 13 of 112



Tab name: Three Pump Sites cost

Quantification of cost adjustments ‐ Three Pump Sites Alternative

Line #

Capital cost items

Item Direct cost Contingency Total cost 

adjustment adjustment

1 Land $0.177 25.00% $0.222

2 Pump sites 1‐2 23.044 36.80% $31.524

3 Site 3 pipe $0.429 32.46% $0.568

4 Sites 4‐5 pipe $0.330 32.46% $0.437

5 Back‐up pumps $0.000 38.10% $0.000

6 Back‐up generators $2.495 38.10% $3.446

7 Back‐up generators ‐$0.570 36.80% ‐$0.780

already counted at

sites 1‐2

8 Adaptive mgmt. $0.259 $0.354

during construction

9 Planning,  $3.925 26.52% $4.965

engineering,

design, const.

management

10 Interest during $2.023

construction ‐ lower capital cost

11 Interest during $1.295

construction ‐ shorter construction period

12 Total investment cost adjustment $42.760

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 14 of 112



Tab name: Three Pump Sites cost
OM&R items

Cost 

Item adjustment

13 Pumping energy $0.139

14 Sites 1‐2 $0.583

15 Feeder canals $0.120

16 ESA monitoring $0.067

17 Total OM&R items $0.909

18 Annualization factor for capital costs: 3.980% (DEIS, p. 2‐99)

19 Annualized investment costs $1.702

20 Annualized OM&R costs $0.909

21 Total annualized cost reduction $2.610

22 Alternative cost per DEIS $10.595 (DEIS, p. 2‐99)

23 Adjusted cost for the

Three Pump Sites Alternative $7.985

261.9526

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 15 of 112



Tab name: Cost per AAHU

Cost per annual additional habitat unit (AAHU) calculations

Line #

Alternative Annualized Cost Corrected FPCI Sturgeon HU Incremental Cost per 

Cost per DEIS adjustments cost habitat HU vs. AAHU

($millions/yr) ($millions/yr) ($millions/yr) acres No Action

1 No Action $2.643 $0.000 $2.643 0.0252 12637 318 0 N/A

2 Bypass Channel $5.171 $0.085 $5.256 0.6 12637 7,582 7,264 $724

2a Bypass Channel $5.171 $0.085 $5.256 0.5 12637 6,319 6,000 $876

w/ FPCI from EA

2b Bypass Channel $5.171 $0.085 $5.256 0.4 12637 5,055 4,736 $1,110

w/ lower FPCI

3 Multiple Pumps $10.595 ‐$0.646 $9.949 1 12637 12,637 12,319 $808

with 5 pump sites

4 Multiple Pumps N/A $7.985 $7.985 1 12637 12,637 12,319 $648

with 3 pump sites

Sources: DEIS,  Comments, Calculated Appendix D, Appendix D, Calculated Calculated Calculated

p. 2‐99 sections pp. 11‐12, p. 4

V.A (Bypass Channel), 14‐15

V.B (Multiple Pump), (as shown

VII.C (Three Pump Sites) below)

FPCI calculations Fs Fl E U D FPCI

Alternative

5 No Action 5 2 3.5 1 0.18 0.0252

6 Bypass Channel 2 4 3 5 1 0.6

6a Bypass Channel per 2015 EA 2 3 2.5 5 1 0.5

6b Bypass Channel with Fl = 2 2 2 2 5 1 0.4

7 No‐weir 5 5 5 5 1 1

Sources: App. D, App. D,  Formula App. D,  App. D,  Formula

p. 12 p. 11 in App. D, p. 14 p. 15 in App. D,

p. 10 p. 2

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 16 of 112



Tab name: Cost per AAHU

Incremental Incremental Incremental

Incremental Incremental Incremental cost for extra cost for extra cost for extra

AAHU beyond AAHU beyond AAHU beyond AAHU beyond AAHU beyond AAHU beyond

Bypass Channel Bypass Channel Bypass Channel Bypass Channel Bypass Channel Bypass Channel

Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative

(with DEIS FPCI) (with EA FPCI) (with lower FPCI) (with DEIS FPCI) (with EA FPCI) (with lower FPCI)

0

0

0

5,055 6,319 7,582 $928 $743 $619

5,055 6,319 7,582 $540 $432 $360

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 17 of 112



Tab name: O&M costs

Disaggregation of OM&R costs (DEIS, p. 2‐99, Table 2‐26) into their O&M and R (replacement) components

All data from Attachment B‐8 to Appendix B of the DEIS, pdf pp. 9‐10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15‐16 of 19 (Multiple Pump Alternative)

Alternative Bypass Channel Alternative Multiple Pump Alternative

item # annualized item # annualized

OM&R line item Years between Cost  cost cost

cost type (thousands of dollars)

Line # recurrence (O&M, R, U)*

1 Main Canal, Lateral, Drains 1 O&M 1 1875 1 1875

2 Sediment Removal 1 O&M 2 10 3 10

3 Daily Operations 1 O&M 3 77 4 77

4 Fish Screen Manifolds 25 R 4 55.04 5 55.04

5 Fish Screen Cylinder Units 25 R 5 32.38 6 32.38

6 Fish Screen External Brushes 5 R 6 45.09 7 45.09

7 Fish Screen Internal Brushes 5 R 7 45.09 8 45.09

8 Fish Screen Seal System 10 R 8 10.41 9 10.41

9 Diversion Dam Maintenance 1 O&M 9 10 N/A 0

10 Rock Replacement 5 U 10 18.79 N/A 0

11 Barge Cost 5 U 11 18.79 N/A 0

12 Bypass Channel 1 O&M 12 57 N/A 0

13 Coffer Dam (Major Repairs) 10 U 13 43.36 N/A 0

14 Riprap Repairs (Major Repairs) 10 U 14 34.69 N/A 0

15 Channel Repairs 5 U 15 28.18 N/A 0

16 Bypass Channel Inspection 1 O&M 16 3 N/A 0

17 Existing Pumps 1 O&M 17 235 22 235

18 Administrative/Indirect Costs 1 O&M 18 61 29 61

19 Monitoring 1 O&M 19 138.93 30 277.87

20 Lateral pumps 1 O&M N/A 0 10 50

21 Large pumps Rehab 4 U N/A 0 11 468.88

22 Large Pump Motors Rehab 1 O&M N/A 0 12 100

23 Large Pumps Replacement 35 R N/A 0 13 59.64

24 Large Pump Motor Replacement 50 R N/A 0 14 37.59

25 Pump House Maintenance 1 O&M N/A 0 15 10

26 Pump and Motor Remove and Install 4 U N/A 0 16 46.89

27 Control Panel and Electronics 1 O&M N/A 0 17 5

28 Man Power to Maintain and Operate 1 O&M N/A 0 18 240

29 Vehicle 1 O&M N/A 0 19 64.15

30 Power Costs 1 O&M N/A 0 20 500

31 Service discharge pipes and valves 25 R N/A 0 21 10.79

32 Fish Screens 1 O&M N/A 0 23 20

33 Fish Screen and Cleaner Replacement 25 R N/A 0 24 186.28

34 Dewatering and Sediment Removal 1 O&M N/A 0 25 150

35 Sediment Removal from Feeder Canal 1 O&M N/A 0 26 300

36 Trash Rack Cleaning ‐ Manual 1 O&M N/A 0 27 48.6

37 Bank Stabilization 5 U N/A 0 28 12.4

38 Total OM&R cost $2,799 $5,034

39 Total O&M only $2,467 $4,024

40 Total O&M + U $2,611 $4,552

41 Total R only $188 $482

42 Total R + U $332 $1,010

Differences between alternatives:

(thousands of dollars)

43 Total OM&R cost $2,235

44 Total O&M only $1,557

45 Total O&M + U $1,941

46 Total R only $294

47 Total R + U $679

* O&M for costs that recur annually; R for replacement of equipment; U for unclear, where recurrence interval is multiple years but activity doesn't involve equipment

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 18 of 112



Tab name: Sidney gauge data

Yellowstone River at Sidney, Montana Site # 6329500

Data‐value qualification codes included in this output.

Ice Ice affected

A Approved for publication ‐ Processing and review completed.

P Provisional data subject to revision.

e Value has been estimated.

Discharge Days at 1620 cfs and below:

Date cfs Qualifier

5/23/1978 104000 A 8/7‐13, 16‐17, 21‐25/1988 14

5/22/1978 88900 A 8/11‐31/2001 21

6/17/1997 84900 A 9/1‐6/2001 6

6/18/1997 84200 A 8/21‐23/2004 3

6/16/1997 83400 A

5/24/1978 82800 A Total 44

6/15/1997 81600 A

6/14/1997 81300 A August frequency 2.92%

6/13/1997 80100 A September frequency 0.48%

6/20/1967 79700 A Seasonal frequency 0.68%

6/19/1997 79500 A

6/19/1967 76900 A

6/12/1997 76900 A

7/9/1975 76300 A

7/10/1975 76300 A

6/23/1974 75700 A

6/23/1997 75700 A

6/20/1997 75200 A

5/21/1978 74900 A

6/24/1997 74600 A

6/27/1967 74400 A

6/24/1974 74200 A

7/8/1975 74100 A

6/21/1997 73700 A

7/11/1975 73100 A

6/22/1974 73000 A

6/21/1967 72900 A

6/22/1997 72900 A

6/25/1974 72700 A

6/11/1997 72400 A

6/26/1967 70800 A

7/7/1975 70600 A

7/5/1967 70400 A

6/25/1967 70000 A

6/13/1968 70000 A

6/23/1967 69700 A

6/24/1967 69700 A

6/22/1967 69400 A

7/4/1967 69200 A

7/3/1967 67800 A

6/21/1974 67700 A

7/12/1975 67700 A

6/10/1997 67500 A

7/6/1967 66900 A

6/18/1967 66800 A

7/2/1967 66800 A

6/14/1968 66800 A

7/6/1975 66400 A

6/12/1968 66200 A

7/1/1967 65800 A

6/26/1974 65500 A

7/7/1967 65100 A

6/17/1996 65000 A

6/16/1996 64700 A

7/13/1975 64200 A

6/25/1997 63900 A

7/11/1967 63800 A

6/18/1996 63800 A

7/10/1967 63600 A

6/9/1997 63600 A

6/16/1968 63500 A

6/19/1996 63200 A

7/8/1967 63100 A

Disclaimer: The Excel file has a link to an external source file [diversion and flow data ‐ 5 pump sites.xlsx]. Page 19 of 112



Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/9/1967 62900 A

6/17/1968 62900 A

6/28/1967 62800 A

6/15/1968 62800 A

6/30/1967 62500 A

6/7/1997 62400 A

6/24/1968 62300 A

6/15/1996 62300 A

7/4/1982 62200 A

6/12/1991 62200 A

6/27/1971 62100 A

6/28/1971 61900 A

6/20/1996 61900 A

7/3/1982 61800 A

6/11/1991 61800 A

6/20/1974 61700 A

6/28/1974 61700 A

7/12/1967 61600 A

6/8/1997 61600 A

6/29/1974 61500 A

6/29/1975 61500 A

7/5/1975 61500 A

6/16/1991 61300 A

6/17/1991 61300 A

6/27/1974 60500 A

6/6/1997 60500 A

6/30/1974 60400 A

6/21/1996 60300 A

6/25/1968 60200 A

6/10/1991 60200 A

6/26/1971 60100 A

7/13/1967 60000 A

6/23/1968 60000 A

6/29/1970 59800 A

6/11/1968 59700 A

6/17/1967 59600 A

6/26/1997 59500 A

6/22/1996 59400 A

6/12/1972 59300 A

6/29/1967 59200 A

6/13/1970 59200 A

6/28/1970 59200 A

6/29/1971 59200 A

7/2/1982 59000 A

6/13/1991 58900 A

6/26/1991 58900 A

6/14/1978 58800 A

6/10/1986 58800 A

6/11/1972 58700 A

7/5/1982 58700 A

6/14/1996 58700 A

6/28/1975 58400 A

6/25/1971 58000 A

6/15/1991 58000 A

7/2/1970 57900 A

6/26/1968 57800 A

6/20/1975 57800 A

6/13/1978 57800 A

6/13/1972 57700 A

6/12/1970 57600 A

7/14/1975 57600 A

6/30/1970 57400 A

6/19/1974 57300 A

7/1/1982 57300 A

6/16/1967 57200 A

6/27/1970 57200 A

6/11/1970 57000 A

7/1/1970 57000 A

7/1/1974 57000 A

7/4/1975 57000 A

6/27/1997 57000 A

6/10/1967 56800 A

6/19/1978 56800 A

7/2/1997 56700 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
6/9/1967 56600 A

7/14/1967 56600 A

6/14/1991 56600 A

6/27/1991 56600 A

6/19/1995 56600 A

6/30/1971 56500 A

6/29/2008 56500 A

6/30/1975 56400 A

6/10/1968 56300 A

6/24/1971 56200 A

6/18/1978 56200 A

6/22/1975 56100 A

6/20/1995 56000 A

6/30/2008 56000 A

6/10/1970 55900 A

6/14/1971 55900 A

6/30/1982 55900 A

6/9/1986 55900 A

6/25/1991 55900 A

6/28/2008 55900 A

6/15/1971 55800 A

6/22/1971 55800 A

7/1/1971 55800 A

6/19/1975 55800 A

6/22/1968 55700 A

6/19/1971 55700 A

6/23/1971 55700 A

6/5/1997 55500 A

6/20/1971 55400 A

6/21/1971 55400 A

6/13/1996 55200 A

6/23/1975 55100 A

6/13/1981 55000 A

6/18/1971 54800 A

6/27/2008 54700 A

6/27/1968 54600 A

6/26/1970 54600 A

6/10/1972 54600 A

6/9/1991 54600 A

6/23/1996 54500 A

6/14/1972 54300 A

7/2/1974 54300 A

6/28/1982 54300 A

6/29/1982 54300 A

6/11/1986 54100 A

6/11/1995 54100 A

6/9/1970 54000 A

6/18/1995 53900 A

7/15/1967 53800 A

6/13/1986 53700 A

6/21/1995 53700 A

6/15/1972 53600 A

6/26/1999 53500 A

7/3/1974 53400 A

6/10/1995 53400 A

7/1/2008 53300 A

6/17/1971 53200 A

6/27/1982 53200 A

7/6/1982 53200 A

6/25/1999 53200 A

6/18/1991 53100 A

5/31/1970 53000 A

6/18/1968 52900 A

6/16/1971 52900 A

7/5/1978 52900 A

6/24/1999 52900 A

6/18/1974 52700 A

6/12/1986 52700 A

6/12/1996 52600 A

6/27/1975 52500 A

7/3/1975 52500 A

6/12/1981 52500 A

6/24/1991 52500 A

6/23/1999 52500 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
6/26/2008 52400 A

6/10/1996 52300 A

6/14/1970 52100 A

6/11/1975 52100 A

6/21/1975 52100 A

6/28/1978 52100 A

7/16/1967 51900 A

6/12/1978 51900 A

6/27/1978 51800 A

6/22/1991 51800 A

6/13/1971 51600 A

7/15/1975 51600 A

6/9/1972 51400 A

6/8/1986 51400 A

6/11/1996 51400 A

5/25/1978 51300 A

6/1/1970 51200 A

7/2/1975 51200 A

7/1/1975 51100 A

6/25/1970 51000 A

6/15/1978 50900 A

7/6/1978 50800 A

6/18/1975 50700 A

6/1/1978 50700 A

6/28/1997 50700 A

7/4/1974 50600 A

5/20/1978 50600 A

6/26/1978 50600 A

6/8/1970 50500 A

6/12/1975 50500 A

7/2/2008 50500 A

6/8/1967 50400 A

6/8/1972 50400 A

7/17/1967 50300 A

6/20/1978 50300 A

6/22/1999 50300 A

6/24/1975 50200 A

6/9/1996 50200 A

6/25/2008 50100 A

5/29/1991 50000 A

7/3/1997 50000 A

5/30/1970 49800 A

6/15/1967 49700 A

7/3/1970 49700 A

7/6/1974 49700 A

6/22/1995 49700 A

6/26/1982 49600 A

7/29/1993 49600 A

6/28/1991 49500 A

6/24/2008 49500 A

6/10/1975 49400 A

6/17/1995 49400 A

6/23/2008 49400 A

6/8/1968 49300 A

6/17/1978 49300 A

6/14/1986 49300 A

7/5/2008 49300 A

6/9/1968 49200 A

7/5/1974 49200 A

6/7/1972 49100 A

7/4/2008 49100 A

6/2/1978 49000 A

6/19/1986 49000 A

6/8/1991 49000 A

5/28/1997 49000 A

5/29/1997 49000 A

5/30/1997 49000 A

6/4/1997 49000 A

6/21/1968 48900 A

6/16/1972 48900 A

6/14/1981 48800 A

7/7/1982 48800 A

5/31/1978 48700 A

6/11/1978 48700 A
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6/4/1981 48700 A

6/28/1968 48600 A

6/14/1976 48600 A

6/21/1991 48600 A

7/3/2008 48600 A

6/26/1975 48500 A

6/29/1978 48500 A

6/14/1967 48400 A

6/5/2003 48400 A

6/16/1986 48300 A

6/21/1999 48300 A

7/6/1993 48200 A

6/11/1967 48100 A

7/4/1978 48000 A

5/28/1991 48000 A

7/2/1971 47900 A

6/27/1999 47900 A

7/16/1975 47800 A

7/18/1975 47800 A

6/7/1986 47800 A

6/15/1986 47800 A

5/30/1991 47800 A

6/26/1996 47800 A

6/12/1967 47700 A

6/15/1970 47700 A

6/12/1971 47600 A

6/6/1972 47600 A

6/15/1976 47500 A

7/7/1978 47500 A

6/25/1975 47400 A

7/17/1975 47400 A

7/3/1978 47400 A

6/4/2003 47400 A

6/24/1970 47300 A

6/17/1974 47300 A

6/25/1978 47300 A

6/18/1986 47300 A

5/28/1978 47200 A

5/27/1991 47200 A

6/9/1995 47200 A

6/30/1969 47100 A

6/17/1986 47000 A

7/4/1997 47000 A

7/1/1968 46800 A

6/22/2008 46800 A

6/29/1969 46700 A

7/18/1967 46600 A

5/27/1978 46600 A

6/25/1982 46600 A

7/6/2008 46600 A

6/13/1967 46500 A

6/19/1968 46500 A

6/10/1978 46500 A

7/30/1993 46500 A

6/13/1976 46400 A

6/20/1986 46400 A

7/8/2008 46400 A

7/7/1974 46300 A

5/26/1978 46300 A

6/2/1970 46200 A

6/13/1973 46200 A

6/22/1978 46200 A

6/20/1991 46100 A

6/24/1996 46100 A

7/9/2008 46100 A

6/17/1975 46000 A

6/10/1976 46000 A

6/21/1978 46000 A

6/6/1986 46000 A

6/23/1991 46000 A

6/8/2008 46000 A

7/19/1975 45900 A

6/11/1981 45900 A

6/8/1996 45900 A
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6/2/1999 45900 A

6/3/2003 45900 A

7/7/2008 45900 A

6/29/1997 45800 A

6/7/2008 45800 A

6/12/1976 45700 A

6/3/1978 45700 A

6/23/1978 45700 A

5/31/1981 45700 A

6/3/1981 45700 A

6/19/1991 45700 A

7/1/1991 45700 A

6/12/1995 45700 A

6/7/1970 45600 A

5/26/1991 45600 A

6/23/1995 45600 A

6/25/1996 45600 A

6/20/1968 45500 A

6/16/1976 45500 A

6/14/1973 45400 A

6/17/1976 45400 A

6/27/1996 45400 A

6/3/1999 45400 A

5/27/1997 45300 A

7/8/1978 45200 A

5/29/1970 45100 A

5/29/1978 45100 A

7/8/1982 45100 A

6/24/1982 45000 A

5/31/1997 45000 A

6/9/1976 44900 A

6/28/1999 44900 A

6/9/2008 44900 A

6/7/1968 44800 A

6/3/1971 44800 A

6/11/1976 44800 A

6/16/1978 44800 A

7/5/1993 44800 A

6/29/1968 44700 A

6/1/1981 44700 A

6/29/1999 44700 A

6/19/1973 44600 A

6/13/1975 44600 A

7/2/1968 44500 A

7/2/1978 44500 A

6/21/1986 44500 A

7/1/1997 44500 A

6/5/1972 44400 A

6/2/1981 44400 A

6/7/1991 44400 A

6/8/1976 44300 A

6/24/1978 44300 A

6/21/1982 44300 A

6/29/1991 44300 A

6/5/1981 44200 A

6/20/1999 44200 A

6/16/1970 44100 A

7/19/1967 44000 A

6/30/1968 43900 A

6/10/2008 43900 A

6/30/1991 43800 A

6/30/1997 43800 A

7/4/1970 43700 A

6/2/1971 43700 A

6/9/1975 43700 A

6/26/1976 43700 A

5/30/1978 43700 A

6/10/1981 43700 A

6/23/1970 43600 A

6/17/1972 43600 A

7/7/1998 43600 A

6/4/1971 43500 A

6/18/1973 43500 A

7/8/1974 43500 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
6/8/1995 43500 A

6/29/1996 43500 A

6/30/1996 43500 A

6/25/1976 43300 A

5/30/1981 43200 A

6/5/1986 43200 A

6/15/1981 43100 A

6/22/1982 43100 A

6/16/1995 43100 A

6/23/1982 43000 A

6/21/1984 43000 A

7/7/1993 43000 A

6/3/1997 43000 A

6/6/2008 43000 A

6/29/2005 42900 A

6/30/1978 42800 A

7/1/1996 42800 A

6/10/1999 42800 A

6/11/1999 42800 A

6/22/1972 42700 A

6/25/1984 42700 A

6/3/1970 42600 A

6/9/1974 42600 A

6/11/1974 42600 A

7/2/1991 42600 A

6/28/1996 42600 A

6/6/2002 42600 A

6/24/1984 42400 A

5/25/1991 42400 A

7/5/1997 42400 A

6/17/1970 42300 A

6/4/1978 42300 A

7/1/1995 42300 A

6/6/1967 42200 A

6/9/1978 42200 A

7/12/1978 42200 A

6/20/1982 42200 A

6/11/1971 42100 A

7/10/2008 42100 A

5/28/1970 42000 A

5/27/1970 41900 A

5/8/1975 41900 A

7/20/1975 41900 A

7/3/1984 41900 A

6/21/2008 41900 A

6/5/1967 41800 A

6/5/1971 41800 A

6/19/1972 41800 A

6/21/1972 41800 A

6/10/1974 41800 A

6/7/1976 41800 A

6/1/1999 41800 A

6/2/2003 41800 A

7/9/1974 41700 A

6/22/1984 41700 A

6/13/1995 41700 A

7/20/1967 41600 A

6/22/1986 41600 A

5/26/1997 41600 A

6/18/1972 41500 A

7/1/1978 41500 A

7/4/1984 41500 A

6/23/1984 41400 A

6/24/1995 41400 A

7/2/1995 41400 A

7/6/1998 41400 A

7/9/1978 41300 A

6/16/1981 41300 A

6/15/1983 41300 A

6/5/2002 41300 A

7/3/1971 41200 A

7/8/1998 41200 A

6/9/1999 41200 A

5/26/1970 41100 A
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6/2/1974 41100 A

7/11/1978 41100 A

7/13/1978 41100 A

5/22/1997 41100 A

6/7/1967 41000 A

6/15/1973 41000 A

6/7/1996 41000 A

6/19/1999 40800 A

6/11/2008 40800 A

6/12/1999 40700 A

6/8/1974 40600 A

6/16/1975 40600 A

6/20/1984 40600 A

6/20/1973 40500 A

7/10/1974 40500 A

7/15/1995 40500 A

6/3/1996 40500 A

7/15/1978 40400 A

5/21/1997 40400 A

6/28/1969 40300 A

7/7/1971 40300 A

6/27/1976 40300 A

7/14/1978 40300 A

6/8/1999 40300 A

6/6/2003 40300 A

6/20/1972 40200 A

6/17/1973 40200 A

7/10/1978 40200 A

7/9/1982 40200 A

7/2/1984 40200 A

5/25/1993 40200 A

7/21/1967 40100 A

6/16/1974 40100 A

6/7/1975 40100 A

6/7/1995 40100 A

6/10/2007 40100 A

7/1/1969 40000 A

6/12/1973 40000 A

6/18/1976 40000 A

6/24/1976 40000 A

6/26/1984 40000 A

5/26/1993 40000 A

6/2/1996 40000 A

6/1/1997 40000 A

6/7/1999 40000 A

6/10/1971 39900 A

6/1/1974 39800 A

6/8/1975 39800 A

6/2/1976 39800 A

7/1/1984 39800 A

7/3/1968 39700 A

6/18/1970 39700 A

6/30/1984 39700 A

5/25/1997 39700 A

7/5/1970 39600 A

6/7/1971 39600 A

7/16/1995 39600 A

6/28/2005 39600 A

6/16/1973 39500 A

7/11/1974 39500 A

6/17/1981 39500 A

6/25/1995 39500 A

7/2/1996 39500 A

6/8/1971 39400 A

5/31/1991 39400 A

6/12/1993 39400 A

7/14/1995 39400 A

5/25/1970 39300 A

6/6/1970 39300 A

6/6/1971 39300 A

6/4/1972 39300 A

6/3/1976 39300 A

6/4/1986 39300 A

5/24/1991 39300 A
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6/20/1992 39300 A

6/9/1993 39300 A

6/14/1995 39300 A

6/4/1999 39300 A

6/30/1999 39300 A

6/27/2005 39300 A

6/4/1967 39200 A

5/26/1976 39200 A

6/29/1984 39200 A

6/6/1981 39100 A

6/23/1972 39000 A

6/27/1972 39000 A

6/4/1984 39000 A

6/4/1996 39000 A

6/5/2008 39000 A

7/14/1983 38900 A

7/8/1993 38900 A

7/6/1997 38900 A

6/9/1971 38800 A

6/1/1976 38800 A

6/15/1995 38800 A

7/22/1967 38700 A

6/22/1970 38700 A

7/8/1970 38700 A

5/29/1981 38700 A

6/9/1981 38700 A

6/21/1992 38700 A

6/14/1975 38600 A

5/25/1976 38600 A

6/30/1998 38600 A

6/19/1982 38500 A

6/30/1995 38500 A

6/4/1970 38400 A

6/24/1972 38400 A

6/26/1972 38400 A

7/21/1975 38400 A

7/16/1978 38400 A

6/23/1986 38400 A

7/11/2008 38400 A

6/5/1978 38300 A

6/8/1978 38300 A

7/8/1969 38200 A

6/3/1967 38100 A

6/19/1970 38100 A

7/6/1970 38100 A

5/23/1997 38100 A

6/30/2005 38100 A

5/26/2008 38100 A

6/20/1976 38000 A

6/7/1981 38000 A

6/2/1997 38000 A

6/25/1972 37900 A

7/7/1995 37900 A

6/1/1971 37800 A

7/6/1971 37800 A

6/16/1983 37800 A

9/27/1986 37800 A

5/27/2008 37800 A

6/28/1972 37700 A

5/27/1976 37700 A

7/13/1982 37700 A

7/13/1995 37700 A

5/24/1997 37700 A

7/23/1967 37600 A

7/7/1970 37600 A

6/11/1993 37600 A

6/15/1993 37600 A

6/6/1996 37600 A

7/9/1998 37600 A

5/31/1999 37600 A

6/12/1974 37500 A

6/10/1993 37500 A

6/7/1974 37400 A

7/12/1974 37400 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
5/23/1975 37400 A

6/6/1976 37400 A

6/7/1978 37400 A

6/28/1984 37400 A

5/23/1991 37400 A

6/6/1991 37400 A

7/12/1995 37400 A

6/11/2007 37400 A

7/4/1971 37300 A

6/3/1974 37300 A

7/8/1995 37300 A

7/11/1995 37300 A

7/17/1995 37300 A

6/1/1996 37300 A

5/10/1975 37200 A

5/24/1976 37200 A

7/20/1978 37200 A

7/13/1983 37200 A

6/26/1995 37200 A

7/7/1997 37200 A

6/18/1999 37200 A

5/28/1976 37100 A

6/21/1976 37100 A

7/12/1982 37100 A

6/5/1984 37100 A

5/23/1976 37000 A

7/5/1998 37000 A

6/21/1970 36900 A

6/19/1984 36900 A

7/3/1991 36900 A

7/3/1995 36900 A

5/20/1997 36900 A

6/13/1999 36900 A

6/4/2008 36900 A

6/20/2008 36900 A

6/20/1970 36800 A

5/22/1975 36800 A

6/4/1976 36800 A

6/19/1976 36800 A

7/1/1983 36800 A

6/4/2002 36800 A

5/30/2008 36800 A

6/12/2008 36800 A

5/29/1973 36700 A

6/20/1989 36700 A

6/5/1996 36700 A

7/3/1996 36700 A

6/2/1967 36600 A

6/18/1981 36600 A

6/27/1984 36600 A

6/28/1990 36600 A

6/1/2003 36600 A

5/29/2008 36600 A

6/18/1982 36500 A

6/3/1986 36500 A

6/16/1993 36500 A

6/5/1970 36400 A

7/9/1970 36400 A

5/24/1973 36400 A

6/6/1978 36400 A

7/17/1978 36400 A

6/8/1981 36400 A

7/6/1995 36400 A

6/29/1998 36400 A

7/24/1967 36300 A

7/14/1982 36300 A

5/28/2008 36300 A

5/24/1970 36200 A

7/5/1971 36200 A

6/21/1973 36200 A

6/25/1993 36200 A

7/7/1996 36200 A

7/8/1996 36200 A

7/7/1969 36100 A
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7/8/1971 36100 A

5/25/1973 36100 A

5/29/1976 36100 A

6/28/1976 36100 A

7/6/1996 36100 A

7/10/1982 36000 A

6/22/1983 36000 A

6/22/1992 36000 A

5/24/1993 36000 A

6/26/1993 36000 A

5/31/2008 36000 A

5/24/1975 35900 A

7/5/1976 35900 A

7/10/1995 35900 A

5/30/1996 35900 A

5/31/1996 35900 A

7/13/1974 35800 A

6/14/1983 35800 A

7/5/1984 35800 A

6/15/1975 35700 A

6/29/1995 35700 A

5/31/1976 35600 A

7/2/1983 35600 A

6/13/1993 35600 A

5/21/1996 35600 A

5/11/1975 35500 A

7/22/1975 35500 A

6/29/1990 35500 A

7/9/1995 35500 A

7/18/1995 35500 A

7/9/1996 35500 A

6/6/1968 35400 A

5/28/1973 35400 A

5/22/1976 35400 A

7/19/1978 35400 A

7/5/1996 35400 A

7/12/2008 35400 A

7/18/1978 35300 A

6/24/1986 35300 A

6/20/1993 35300 A

7/4/1996 35300 A

7/10/1998 35300 A

6/26/2005 35300 A

7/11/1971 35200 A

6/5/1976 35200 A

6/23/1976 35200 A

7/28/1993 35200 A

6/6/1999 35200 A

6/7/2002 35200 A

5/25/2008 35200 A

6/3/2008 35200 A

5/30/1999 35100 A

6/2/2008 35100 A

7/25/1967 35000 A

6/25/1980 35000 A

6/23/1992 35000 A

7/4/1995 35000 A

5/29/1967 34900 A

7/11/1982 34900 A

6/24/1993 34900 A

6/9/2007 34900 A

5/27/1973 34800 A

6/22/1976 34800 A

7/6/1983 34800 A

6/14/1993 34800 A

6/6/1975 34700 A

5/28/1981 34700 A

6/2/1986 34700 A

6/1/1993 34700 A

6/6/1995 34700 A

6/27/1995 34700 A

7/5/1995 34700 A

5/22/1996 34700 A

6/14/2008 34700 A
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7/4/1968 34600 A

5/26/1973 34600 A

7/21/1978 34600 A

7/9/1993 34600 A

7/1/1998 34600 A

7/9/1969 34500 A

6/15/1974 34500 A

6/24/1980 34500 A

6/2/1993 34500 A

5/16/1995 34500 A

6/5/1999 34500 A

5/27/2005 34500 A

6/1/2008 34500 A

5/30/1973 34400 A

5/30/1976 34400 A

6/28/1995 34400 A

6/14/1999 34400 A

6/17/1999 34400 A

5/25/2005 34400 A

7/15/1982 34300 A

6/1/1991 34300 A

6/30/1983 34200 A

7/4/1991 34200 A

7/14/1993 34200 A

7/1/1999 34200 A

6/13/2008 34200 A

7/9/1971 34100 A

6/19/1993 34100 A

7/31/1993 34100 A

5/15/1995 34100 A

6/2/2000 34100 A

6/15/2008 34100 A

7/14/1974 34000 A

5/21/1975 34000 A

6/1/2000 34000 A

6/8/2007 34000 A

6/29/1972 33900 A

6/15/1990 33900 A

5/27/1993 33900 A

7/19/1995 33900 A

7/8/1997 33900 A

6/15/1999 33900 A

5/27/1981 33800 A

6/27/1981 33800 A

6/30/1990 33800 A

6/24/1992 33800 A

6/21/1993 33800 A

6/24/1998 33800 A

6/16/1999 33800 A

7/4/1976 33700 A

6/28/1983 33700 A

6/3/1993 33700 A

5/28/1996 33700 A

6/6/1974 33600 A

5/12/1975 33600 A

5/25/1975 33600 A

6/23/1980 33600 A

6/29/1983 33600 A

5/31/1993 33600 A

6/4/1993 33600 A

7/10/1971 33500 A

5/27/1980 33500 A

7/3/1983 33500 A

6/8/1993 33500 A

7/11/1998 33500 A

7/26/1967 33400 A

6/13/1974 33400 A

5/9/1975 33400 A

5/16/1975 33400 A

7/16/1982 33400 A

5/20/1993 33400 A

5/17/1994 33400 A

5/29/1996 33400 A

5/26/2005 33400 A
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6/19/1981 33300 A

5/25/1984 33300 A

6/23/1993 33300 A

6/29/1976 33200 A

7/5/1983 33200 A

6/5/1993 33200 A

7/3/1998 33200 A

6/10/2002 33200 A

6/4/1974 33100 A

5/20/1975 33100 A

7/23/1975 33100 A

6/17/1980 33100 A

7/17/1982 33100 A

7/18/1982 33100 A

7/11/1997 33100 A

7/13/2008 33100 A

7/22/1978 33000 A

6/21/1989 33000 A

5/23/1993 33000 A

6/22/1993 33000 A

5/27/1996 33000 A

6/7/2003 33000 A

6/11/1973 32900 A

7/6/1976 32900 A

7/1/2005 32900 A

5/25/2006 32900 A

6/19/2008 32900 A

7/10/1969 32800 A

6/21/1983 32800 A

7/4/1983 32800 A

5/24/1984 32800 A

6/6/1984 32800 A

6/6/1973 32700 A

5/15/1975 32700 A

6/2/1983 32700 A

6/17/1983 32700 A

7/7/1983 32700 A

5/22/1991 32700 A

6/19/1992 32700 A

7/10/1996 32700 A

6/23/1998 32700 A

6/11/2002 32700 A

6/16/2008 32700 A

5/31/1969 32600 A

6/26/1980 32600 A

7/10/1993 32600 A

5/19/1997 32600 A

6/12/2007 32600 A

5/28/1967 32500 A

5/28/1980 32500 A

6/28/1981 32500 A

6/2/1991 32500 A

7/15/1993 32500 A

7/9/1997 32500 A

7/14/1997 32500 A

5/31/1974 32400 A

5/26/1981 32400 A

7/1/1981 32400 A

7/6/1984 32400 A

9/28/1986 32400 A

7/5/1991 32400 A

5/20/1996 32400 A

5/31/2003 32400 A

6/14/1974 32300 A

5/13/1975 32300 A

7/6/1969 32200 A

6/3/1972 32200 A

5/31/1979 32200 A

6/25/1986 32200 A

6/9/1988 32200 A

5/21/1993 32200 A

7/15/1997 32200 A

6/22/1973 32100 A

5/19/1975 32100 A
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7/23/1978 32100 A

6/23/1979 32100 A

6/3/1983 32100 A

6/20/1983 32100 A

7/12/1983 32100 A

6/1/1986 32100 A

6/30/1986 32100 A

7/2/1998 32100 A

7/4/1969 32000 A

5/7/1975 32000 A

6/16/1980 32000 A

6/17/1993 32000 A

6/11/2000 32000 A

7/24/1978 31900 A

7/1/1990 31900 A

6/5/1995 31900 A

5/29/1999 31900 A

5/25/1972 31800 A

6/26/1981 31800 A

7/20/1995 31800 A

6/28/1998 31800 A

7/14/2008 31800 A

6/5/1974 31700 A

6/24/1981 31700 A

7/19/1982 31700 A

6/23/1983 31700 A

6/14/1989 31700 A

7/10/1997 31700 A

7/11/1969 31600 A

5/18/1976 31600 A

7/3/1976 31600 A

6/30/1981 31600 A

5/20/1984 31600 A

6/27/1990 31600 A

6/5/1991 31600 A

6/6/1993 31600 A

6/27/1993 31600 A

7/12/1998 31600 A

6/12/2000 31600 A

6/13/2006 31600 A

6/1/1967 31500 A

5/23/1973 31500 A

6/5/1973 31500 A

7/11/1983 31500 A

5/19/1993 31500 A

5/24/2005 31500 A

5/26/2006 31500 A

6/13/1969 31400 A

7/15/1974 31400 A

5/19/1976 31400 A

6/18/1980 31400 A

6/19/1980 31400 A

5/22/1993 31400 A

6/27/1998 31400 A

6/3/2000 31400 A

6/14/1969 31300 A

7/10/1970 31300 A

5/17/1995 31300 A

6/25/1998 31300 A

7/4/1998 31300 A

6/25/2005 31300 A

7/2/1969 31200 A

7/5/1969 31200 A

5/31/1971 31200 A

7/12/1971 31200 A

7/24/1975 31200 A

7/15/1983 31200 A

6/18/1993 31200 A

7/13/1997 31200 A

5/28/2005 31200 A

6/20/1981 31100 A

5/30/1967 31000 A

5/24/1972 31000 A

5/26/1975 31000 A
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5/21/1976 31000 A

6/22/1979 31000 A

6/22/1980 31000 A

6/27/1983 31000 A

6/29/1986 31000 A

6/14/2006 31000 A

6/1/1969 30900 A

5/31/1973 30900 A

6/3/1991 30900 A

6/21/2005 30900 A

6/30/1972 30800 A

6/30/1976 30800 A

7/7/1976 30800 A

6/17/1982 30800 A

6/10/1988 30800 A

5/15/1989 30800 A

6/25/1992 30800 A

5/17/1975 30700 A

6/25/1981 30700 A

5/23/1996 30700 A

6/26/1998 30700 A

6/22/2005 30700 A

6/17/2008 30700 A

7/3/1969 30600 A

7/3/1973 30600 A

6/29/1981 30600 A

7/7/1984 30600 A

7/21/1995 30600 A

7/2/2005 30600 A

5/19/1978 30500 A

6/13/1983 30500 A

7/11/1984 30500 A

6/13/1989 30500 A

7/6/1991 30500 A

5/16/1994 30500 A

5/26/1996 30500 A

7/16/1997 30500 A

7/23/1997 30500 A

6/13/2007 30500 A

6/18/2008 30500 A

5/26/1980 30400 A

7/12/1997 30400 A

6/10/2000 30400 A

6/7/1973 30300 A

7/25/1978 30300 A

6/24/1979 30300 A

6/14/1990 30300 A

7/11/1993 30300 A

7/2/1999 30300 A

6/12/2002 30300 A

5/30/1969 30200 A

5/14/1975 30200 A

6/10/1982 30200 A

6/19/1983 30200 A

6/3/2002 30200 A

7/25/1975 30100 A

6/20/1980 30100 A

5/19/1984 30100 A

6/3/1984 30100 A

6/12/1989 30100 A

6/19/1989 30100 A

7/4/1993 30100 A

7/22/1995 30100 A

7/23/1995 30100 A

7/5/1968 30000 A

5/26/1972 30000 A

7/10/1983 30000 A

5/30/1993 30000 A

5/23/1972 29900 A

5/18/1975 29900 A

7/2/1981 29900 A

7/8/1984 29900 A

6/12/2006 29900 A

7/13/1971 29800 A
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7/14/1971 29800 A

10/4/1971 29800 A

6/21/1981 29800 A

7/4/1992 29800 A

7/11/1996 29800 A

7/4/1999 29800 A

7/15/2008 29800 A

7/12/1969 29700 A

5/24/1995 29700 A

7/13/1998 29700 A

6/5/1975 29600 A

7/10/1976 29600 A

5/29/1980 29600 A

6/18/1983 29600 A

5/28/1984 29600 A

6/18/1984 29600 A

6/15/1989 29600 A

7/2/1990 29600 A

5/23/1995 29600 A

5/25/1995 29600 A

6/24/2005 29600 A

7/4/1973 29500 A

5/20/1976 29500 A

6/1/1983 29500 A

7/9/1984 29500 A

7/12/1984 29500 A

6/4/1991 29500 A

7/3/1992 29500 A

5/30/2003 29500 A

5/24/2006 29500 A

7/11/1976 29400 A

6/1/1979 29400 A

6/21/1980 29400 A

7/20/1982 29400 A

6/26/1986 29400 A

6/26/1990 29400 A

7/7/1992 29400 A

6/4/2000 29400 A

7/16/1974 29300 A

6/27/1980 29300 A

5/31/1982 29300 A

7/8/1983 29300 A

7/10/1984 29300 A

5/22/1995 29300 A

7/5/1999 29300 A

5/31/1967 29200 A

7/27/1967 29200 A

6/24/1983 29200 A

5/31/1988 29200 A

6/7/1993 29200 A

7/24/1995 29200 A

6/23/2005 29200 A

10/3/1971 29100 A

6/2/1979 29100 A

6/23/1981 29100 A

6/7/1984 29100 A

6/16/1990 29100 A

5/18/1995 29100 A

5/21/1995 29100 A

7/3/1999 29100 A

6/9/2000 29100 A

6/13/2000 29100 A

5/27/2006 29100 A

6/10/1969 29000 A

5/16/1989 29000 A

5/18/1994 29000 A

7/25/1995 29000 A

6/8/2002 29000 A

6/8/2003 29000 A

5/27/1975 28900 A

6/23/1989 28900 A

7/16/1993 28900 A

5/26/1995 28900 A

7/15/1971 28800 A
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7/2/1973 28800 A

7/26/1975 28800 A

7/1/1976 28800 A

7/8/1976 28800 A

6/25/1979 28800 A

6/9/1982 28800 A

6/4/1983 28800 A

6/1/1988 28800 A

7/24/1997 28800 A

6/28/1973 28700 A

5/26/1984 28700 A

6/12/1985 28700 A

6/26/1992 28700 A

5/20/1995 28700 A

5/18/1997 28700 A

7/18/1997 28700 A

6/22/2002 28700 A

7/9/1976 28600 A

7/17/1997 28600 A

6/14/2003 28600 A

7/11/1970 28500 A

7/18/1983 28500 A

5/21/1984 28500 A

7/2/1993 28500 A

7/13/1993 28500 A

6/4/1995 28500 A

7/8/1999 28500 A

6/15/2003 28500 A

6/11/1969 28400 A

6/19/1979 28400 A

5/28/1993 28400 A

7/26/1995 28400 A

7/19/1997 28400 A

7/14/1998 28400 A

7/6/1999 28400 A

6/8/2000 28400 A

7/11/1968 28300 A

7/2/1976 28300 A

7/26/1978 28300 A

5/30/1988 28300 A

6/24/1989 28300 A

7/12/1993 28300 A

5/25/1996 28300 A

6/9/2002 28300 A

6/15/2006 28300 A

7/1/1972 28200 A

7/4/1972 28200 A

6/4/1975 28200 A

6/30/1979 28200 A

6/15/1980 28200 A

6/1/1982 28200 A

7/1/1986 28200 A

6/3/1988 28200 A

7/7/1991 28200 A

5/24/1996 28200 A

6/1/1973 28100 A

6/27/1986 28100 A

6/2/1988 28100 A

6/22/1989 28100 A

6/20/1998 28100 A

5/27/1984 28000 A

5/19/1996 28000 A

7/12/1996 28000 A

7/7/1999 28000 A

5/30/2006 28000 A

5/24/2008 28000 A

6/12/1969 27900 A

5/23/1970 27900 A

5/22/1973 27900 A

6/23/1973 27900 A

6/27/1973 27900 A

5/30/1979 27900 A

7/19/1983 27900 A

7/5/1992 27900 A
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6/10/2005 27900 A

6/14/2007 27900 A

7/10/1968 27800 A

7/17/1974 27800 A

7/27/1975 27800 A

7/29/1982 27800 A

6/11/1988 27800 A

7/1/1993 27800 A

7/9/1968 27700 A

7/12/1968 27700 A

6/2/1969 27700 A

6/15/1969 27700 A

7/12/1970 27700 A

7/16/1971 27700 A

6/29/1979 27700 A

7/1/1979 27700 A

7/9/1983 27700 A

6/11/1989 27700 A

6/25/1990 27700 A

5/28/1999 27700 A

5/27/1972 27600 A

7/3/1972 27600 A

6/10/1973 27600 A

6/12/1983 27600 A

6/25/1983 27600 A

6/26/1983 27600 A

6/8/1984 27600 A

5/14/1989 27600 A

5/30/2000 27600 A

6/5/1968 27500 A

7/14/1970 27500 A

6/8/1988 27500 A

6/27/1992 27500 A

5/18/1993 27500 A

6/28/1993 27500 A

6/7/2000 27500 A

7/3/2005 27500 A

7/6/1968 27400 A

5/17/1971 27400 A

6/8/1973 27400 A

7/1/1973 27400 A

7/27/1978 27400 A

7/8/1992 27400 A

7/15/1998 27400 A

5/31/2006 27400 A

6/11/2006 27400 A

7/13/1968 27300 A

6/3/1969 27300 A

7/13/1969 27300 A

6/11/1982 27300 A

5/29/1984 27300 A

7/13/1984 27300 A

5/11/1986 27300 A

5/31/1986 27300 A

7/3/1990 27300 A

7/22/1997 27300 A

7/15/1970 27200 A

5/20/1971 27200 A

6/15/1977 27200 A

6/21/1979 27200 A

6/26/1979 27200 A

7/8/1991 27200 A

5/19/1995 27200 A

6/19/1998 27200 A

5/31/2000 27200 A

6/9/2005 27200 A

5/22/1972 27100 A

6/4/1973 27100 A

5/17/1976 27100 A

6/22/1981 27100 A

7/17/1986 27100 A

7/17/1993 27100 A

5/14/1995 27100 A

7/27/1995 27100 A
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7/20/1997 27100 A

7/25/1997 27100 A

6/18/1998 27100 A

6/23/2002 27100 A

7/16/2008 27100 A

7/8/1968 27000 A

7/13/1970 27000 A

7/17/1971 27000 A

6/2/1972 27000 A

6/29/1973 27000 A

5/15/1976 27000 A

7/17/1983 27000 A

5/23/1984 27000 A

6/11/1985 27000 A

7/3/1993 27000 A

6/16/2003 27000 A

5/29/1969 26900 A

7/12/1976 26900 A

7/2/1979 26900 A

7/21/1982 26900 A

5/10/1986 26900 A

5/29/1993 26900 A

7/13/1996 26900 A

7/21/1997 26900 A

6/22/2003 26900 A

6/25/1969 26800 A

5/18/1971 26800 A

8/3/1975 26800 A

7/28/1978 26800 A

7/3/1981 26800 A

7/2/1986 26800 A

7/19/1993 26800 A

5/15/2005 26800 A

6/4/1968 26700 A

6/9/1969 26700 A

7/28/1975 26700 A

6/20/1979 26700 A

5/22/1984 26700 A

7/9/1999 26700 A

7/2/1972 26600 A

6/30/1973 26600 A

7/3/1979 26600 A

6/28/1986 26600 A

5/17/1997 26600 A

6/23/2003 26600 A

5/29/2006 26600 A

7/5/1973 26500 A

6/18/1989 26500 A

6/21/1998 26500 A

6/13/2002 26500 A

6/18/2003 26500 A

5/23/2006 26500 A

5/28/2006 26500 A

7/18/1971 26400 A

7/5/1972 26400 A

5/28/1975 26400 A

6/27/1979 26400 A

5/25/1981 26400 A

7/28/1982 26400 A

6/9/1984 26400 A

6/16/1989 26400 A

6/5/2000 26400 A

6/21/2003 26400 A

6/26/1969 26300 A

7/18/1974 26300 A

8/4/1975 26300 A

6/28/1979 26300 A

6/17/1989 26300 A

7/9/1991 26300 A

6/30/1993 26300 A

7/18/1993 26300 A

5/15/1994 26300 A

5/29/2000 26300 A

6/9/2003 26300 A
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7/13/1976 26200 A

7/16/1983 26200 A

7/2/1992 26200 A

7/6/1992 26200 A

8/1/1993 26200 A

6/13/2003 26200 A

6/17/2003 26200 A

6/20/2003 26200 A

6/15/2007 26200 A

6/2/1973 26100 A

7/4/1979 26100 A

6/28/1992 26100 A

7/14/1996 26100 A

5/29/2005 26100 A

5/27/1967 26000 A

7/7/1968 26000 A

7/14/1968 26000 A

7/19/1971 26000 A

5/28/1972 26000 A

6/3/1973 26000 A

8/2/1975 26000 A

7/29/1978 26000 A

7/30/1978 26000 A

6/28/1980 26000 A

5/29/1988 26000 A

6/27/1969 25900 A

5/19/1971 25900 A

5/21/1971 25900 A

6/14/1977 25900 A

7/20/1983 25900 A

7/9/1992 25900 A

7/20/1993 25900 A

7/11/1999 25900 A

6/10/2006 25900 A

6/16/2006 25900 A

5/17/2007 25900 A

7/28/1967 25800 A

5/16/1976 25800 A

6/13/1977 25800 A

6/12/1984 25800 A

7/3/1986 25800 A

6/29/1993 25800 A

5/27/1995 25800 A

7/26/1997 25800 A

6/19/2003 25800 A

6/16/1969 25700 A

6/26/1973 25700 A

7/4/1990 25700 A

6/24/2003 25700 A

7/29/1967 25600 A

6/3/1975 25600 A

7/29/1975 25600 A

6/14/1980 25600 A

6/10/1984 25600 A

5/30/1985 25600 A

6/17/1998 25600 A

6/22/1998 25600 A

6/20/2005 25600 A

5/18/2007 25600 A

7/6/1972 25500 A

6/9/1973 25500 A

6/24/1973 25500 A

7/14/1976 25500 A

5/25/1980 25500 A

6/11/1984 25500 A

6/17/1984 25500 A

6/6/2000 25500 A

5/25/2002 25500 A

7/4/2005 25500 A

6/17/2006 25500 A

6/4/1969 25400 A

7/14/1969 25400 A

5/30/1971 25400 A

7/6/1990 25400 A
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7/10/1991 25400 A

7/10/1999 25400 A

7/22/1969 25300 A

7/16/1970 25300 A

6/12/1977 25300 A

7/5/1990 25300 A

7/15/1996 25300 A

6/14/2000 25300 A

8/25/1968 25200 A

7/4/1981 25200 A

5/21/1991 25200 A

6/3/1968 25100 A

7/15/1968 25100 A

5/21/1972 25100 A

5/29/1972 25100 A

5/14/1976 25100 A

5/29/1979 25100 A

6/12/1988 25100 A

7/23/1993 25100 A

7/12/1999 25100 A

5/29/2003 25100 A

6/24/1969 25000 A

6/30/1980 25000 A

7/22/1982 25000 A

5/30/1984 25000 A

7/1/1992 25000 A

5/19/1994 25000 A

7/28/1995 25000 A

7/27/1997 25000 A

7/16/1998 25000 A

6/9/2006 25000 A

7/30/1967 24900 A

7/20/1971 24900 A

6/25/1973 24900 A

5/29/1975 24900 A

6/13/1984 24900 A

6/4/1988 24900 A

7/7/1990 24900 A

6/14/2004 24900 A

5/25/2007 24900 A

7/17/2008 24900 A

7/16/1968 24800 A

6/16/1977 24800 A

6/29/1980 24800 A

7/5/1981 24800 A

6/5/1983 24800 A

6/14/1984 24800 A

5/12/1986 24800 A

5/21/1988 24800 A

6/24/1990 24800 A

6/5/1994 24800 A

6/16/2007 24800 A

5/16/1971 24700 A

5/22/1971 24700 A

7/21/1971 24700 A

6/3/1979 24700 A

7/30/1982 24700 A

7/14/1984 24700 A

6/13/1985 24700 A

5/31/1983 24600 A

6/11/1983 24600 A

5/14/1994 24600 A

5/28/1995 24600 A

5/23/2005 24600 A

6/11/2005 24600 A

7/5/2005 24600 A

6/18/2006 24600 A

7/15/1969 24500 A

7/19/1969 24500 A

6/1/1975 24500 A

6/12/1982 24500 A

6/15/1984 24500 A

6/29/1992 24500 A

7/27/1993 24500 A
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7/16/1996 24500 A

5/16/1997 24500 A

7/28/1997 24500 A

5/24/1969 24400 A

5/22/1970 24400 A

7/30/1975 24400 A

6/16/1984 24400 A

6/4/1990 24400 A

6/30/1992 24400 A

5/20/1994 24400 A

5/27/1999 24400 A

5/30/1982 24300 A

6/3/1995 24300 A

7/21/1969 24200 A

5/21/1973 24200 A

5/30/1975 24200 A

7/31/1975 24200 A

7/15/1976 24200 A

7/5/1979 24200 A

7/4/1986 24200 A

5/29/1995 24200 A

6/21/2002 24200 A

7/22/1971 24100 A

5/30/1974 24100 A

5/22/1988 24100 A

5/17/1989 24100 A

6/13/1990 24100 A

6/28/2002 24100 A

7/16/1969 24000 A

5/31/1975 24000 A

7/31/1978 24000 A

6/8/1983 24000 A

5/31/1985 24000 A

6/3/1990 24000 A

6/23/1990 24000 A

6/1/2006 24000 A

5/16/2007 24000 A

7/20/1969 23900 A

6/17/1979 23900 A

7/31/1982 23900 A

6/6/1994 23900 A

6/8/1994 23900 A

7/29/1995 23900 A

7/29/1997 23900 A

6/17/2001 23900 A

6/26/2002 23900 A

6/10/2003 23900 A

7/19/1974 23800 A

5/30/1980 23800 A

7/6/1981 23800 A

6/17/1990 23800 A

6/25/2002 23800 A

6/27/2002 23800 A

6/1/1972 23700 A

6/2/1975 23700 A

6/10/1977 23700 A

7/23/1982 23700 A

7/27/1982 23700 A

6/9/1983 23700 A

9/26/1986 23700 A

6/10/1989 23700 A

5/18/1996 23700 A

5/24/2007 23700 A

6/17/2007 23700 A

7/18/1969 23600 A

5/13/1976 23600 A

7/1/1980 23600 A

6/2/1982 23600 A

7/8/1986 23600 A

5/21/1994 23600 A

7/17/1996 23600 A

5/28/2000 23600 A

6/24/2002 23600 A

6/29/2002 23600 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/6/2005 23600 A

7/17/1968 23500 A

6/17/1969 23500 A

8/1/1975 23500 A

6/8/1982 23500 A

7/21/1983 23500 A

7/13/1999 23500 A

6/25/2003 23500 A

7/16/1976 23400 A

6/11/1977 23400 A

6/16/1979 23400 A

7/11/1991 23400 A

5/17/1993 23400 A

7/21/1993 23400 A

5/21/2005 23400 A

6/19/2007 23400 A

5/28/1969 23300 A

6/10/1983 23300 A

5/18/1984 23300 A

5/13/1989 23300 A

7/30/1997 23300 A

6/18/2007 23300 A

5/28/1979 23200 A

6/18/1979 23200 A

6/7/1983 23200 A

6/25/1989 23200 A

8/2/1993 23200 A

5/30/1995 23200 A

6/17/2000 23200 A

5/22/2006 23200 A

7/18/2008 23200 A

7/20/1974 23100 A

8/5/1975 23100 A

6/17/1977 23100 A

6/16/1982 23100 A

6/6/1983 23100 A

5/31/1984 23100 A

5/13/1986 23100 A

7/10/1992 23100 A

7/22/1993 23100 A

5/19/2007 23100 A

5/23/1969 23000 A

7/17/1969 23000 A

7/5/1986 23000 A

7/7/1986 23000 A

8/3/1997 23000 A

6/20/2007 23000 A

6/23/1969 22900 A

8/1/1978 22900 A

6/12/1990 22900 A

5/13/1994 22900 A

6/12/2003 22900 A

7/17/1970 22800 A

7/15/1984 22800 A

6/5/1990 22800 A

5/15/1997 22800 A

5/26/2002 22800 A

6/30/2002 22800 A

5/26/2007 22800 A

7/18/1968 22700 A

5/25/1969 22700 A

5/23/1971 22700 A

7/26/1982 22700 A

5/15/2007 22700 A

6/7/2007 22700 A

7/31/1967 22600 A

7/23/1971 22600 A

7/6/1973 22600 A

7/21/1974 22600 A

6/9/1977 22600 A

8/2/1978 22600 A

6/10/1979 22600 A

7/18/1996 22600 A

7/31/1997 22600 A
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7/17/1998 22600 A

7/15/1999 22600 A

7/7/1972 22500 A

6/22/1990 22500 A

7/24/1993 22500 A

8/2/1997 22500 A

8/4/1997 22500 A

6/14/2002 22500 A

6/13/2004 22500 A

5/30/2005 22500 A

5/7/2007 22500 A

7/23/1969 22400 A

7/24/1982 22400 A

7/6/1986 22400 A

7/30/1995 22400 A

6/15/2000 22400 A

6/21/2007 22400 A

7/20/1968 22300 A

8/26/1968 22300 A

6/5/1969 22300 A

5/26/1971 22300 A

7/7/1981 22300 A

7/9/1986 22300 A

8/1/1997 22300 A

6/19/2000 22300 A

6/12/2005 22300 A

8/24/1968 22200 A

10/5/1971 22200 A

5/30/1972 22200 A

7/6/1979 22200 A

8/1/1982 22200 A

5/24/1994 22200 A

6/1/1994 22200 A

6/16/2000 22200 A

6/8/2006 22200 A

7/19/1968 22100 A

5/12/1971 22100 A

5/13/1971 22100 A

5/25/1971 22100 A

5/9/1976 22100 A

5/12/1976 22100 A

7/17/1976 22100 A

5/31/1987 22100 A

6/13/1988 22100 A

5/28/1989 22100 A

6/11/1990 22100 A

6/18/1990 22100 A

7/12/1991 22100 A

7/19/2008 22100 A

6/18/1977 22000 A

7/25/1982 22000 A

5/11/1988 22000 A

5/31/1992 22000 A

5/31/1995 22000 A

7/14/1999 22000 A

5/22/2005 22000 A

6/2/2005 22000 A

6/14/2005 22000 A

5/15/1971 21900 A

5/29/1971 21900 A

9/4/1973 21900 A

5/10/1976 21900 A

5/24/1981 21900 A

5/29/1985 21900 A

5/28/1988 21900 A

7/25/1993 21900 A

5/23/1994 21900 A

5/16/2005 21900 A

6/19/2005 21900 A

7/7/2005 21900 A

5/8/2007 21900 A

5/23/2008 21900 A

6/8/1969 21800 A

5/24/1971 21800 A
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9/22/1978 21800 A

7/16/1984 21800 A

5/31/1994 21800 A

5/24/2002 21800 A

6/22/1969 21700 A

6/13/1982 21700 A

9/16/1991 21700 A

8/3/1993 21700 A

6/11/2003 21700 A

6/15/2004 21700 A

6/1/2005 21700 A

6/19/2006 21700 A

5/20/2007 21700 A

5/23/2007 21700 A

5/27/1979 21600 A

5/23/1989 21600 A

5/27/2000 21600 A

5/14/2005 21600 A

5/21/2007 21600 A

5/12/1970 21500 A

5/14/1971 21500 A

5/27/1971 21500 A

9/21/1978 21500 A

7/22/1983 21500 A

6/2/1984 21500 A

6/1/1985 21500 A

6/10/1985 21500 A

7/20/1996 21500 A

8/5/1997 21500 A

5/26/1999 21500 A

7/1/2002 21500 A

6/13/2005 21500 A

5/19/1969 21400 A

6/18/1969 21400 A

7/22/1974 21400 A

5/18/1989 21400 A

6/19/1990 21400 A

7/8/1990 21400 A

7/11/1992 21400 A

6/4/1994 21400 A

6/20/2000 21400 A

7/20/2008 21400 A

5/28/1971 21300 A

5/31/1972 21300 A

8/3/1978 21300 A

6/4/1979 21300 A

5/27/1989 21300 A

6/18/1992 21300 A

5/22/1994 21300 A

6/2/1995 21300 A

7/19/1996 21300 A

5/22/2007 21300 A

7/21/1968 21200 A

5/26/1969 21200 A

8/6/1975 21200 A

5/11/1976 21200 A

5/11/1978 21200 A

5/23/1988 21200 A

5/22/1989 21200 A

5/12/1992 21200 A

5/13/1992 21200 A

7/16/1999 21200 A

5/31/2005 21200 A

5/27/1969 21100 A

7/24/1971 21100 A

5/8/1976 21100 A

5/21/1981 21100 A

5/12/1989 21100 A

6/18/1994 21100 A

5/11/1971 21000 A

5/31/1980 21000 A

6/15/1982 21000 A

5/30/1986 21000 A

9/29/1986 21000 A
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5/19/1989 21000 A

5/20/1989 21000 A

5/10/1971 20900 A

7/23/1974 20900 A

7/7/1979 20900 A

6/14/1985 20900 A

5/14/1986 20900 A

6/2/1990 20900 A

6/7/1994 20900 A

6/1/1995 20900 A

7/18/1998 20900 A

6/3/2005 20900 A

5/20/1972 20800 A

5/12/1978 20800 A

7/2/1980 20800 A

5/29/1982 20800 A

8/2/1982 20800 A

5/30/1983 20800 A

6/1/1984 20800 A

7/17/1984 20800 A

6/1/1987 20800 A

5/18/1988 20800 A

6/6/1990 20800 A

6/18/2000 20800 A

6/6/1969 20700 A

5/11/1970 20700 A

7/18/1970 20700 A

5/20/1973 20700 A

5/21/1989 20700 A

7/21/1996 20700 A

8/6/1997 20700 A

6/20/2002 20700 A

5/27/2007 20700 A

6/4/2007 20700 A

7/21/2008 20700 A

5/1/1969 20600 A

6/7/1969 20600 A

7/10/1972 20600 A

7/18/1976 20600 A

6/3/1982 20600 A

6/14/1982 20600 A

6/5/1988 20600 A

6/14/1988 20600 A

6/21/1990 20600 A

7/12/1992 20600 A

7/26/1993 20600 A

5/30/1994 20600 A

6/2/1994 20600 A

7/17/1999 20600 A

6/2/2002 20600 A

6/15/2005 20600 A

7/25/1971 20500 A

7/10/1986 20500 A

6/2/1987 20500 A

5/1/1989 20500 A

5/14/1997 20500 A

6/26/2003 20500 A

5/14/2007 20500 A

7/26/1971 20400 A

7/8/1972 20400 A

7/9/1972 20400 A

6/7/1989 20400 A

5/20/1991 20400 A

6/16/1998 20400 A

6/24/2000 20400 A

5/6/2007 20400 A

5/9/2007 20400 A

5/26/1967 20300 A

7/11/1972 20300 A

8/7/1975 20300 A

7/8/1981 20300 A

7/23/1983 20300 A

6/9/1990 20300 A

6/20/1990 20300 A
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7/18/1999 20300 A

7/19/1999 20300 A

6/2/2007 20300 A

6/22/2007 20300 A

5/15/1978 20200 A

8/4/1978 20200 A

6/10/1990 20200 A

8/4/1993 20200 A

7/31/1995 20200 A

6/16/2005 20200 A

8/27/1968 20100 A

6/19/1969 20100 A

7/24/1969 20100 A

7/8/1979 20100 A

5/20/1988 20100 A

7/13/1991 20100 A

6/3/1994 20100 A

5/10/1998 20100 A

5/19/2001 20100 A

6/4/2005 20100 A

6/2/2006 20100 A

6/3/2007 20100 A

6/5/2007 20100 A

6/6/2007 20100 A

7/22/2008 20100 A

5/10/1970 20000 A

5/2/1973 20000 A

6/8/1977 20000 A

5/25/1992 20000 A

5/12/1998 20000 A

5/13/1999 20000 A

5/14/1999 20000 A

7/20/1999 20000 A

6/23/2000 20000 A

5/17/2005 20000 A

5/20/2005 20000 A

5/21/2006 20000 A

5/23/1981 19900 A

6/2/1985 19900 A

6/26/1989 19900 A

6/1/1992 19900 A

7/13/1992 19900 A

7/8/2005 19900 A

8/1/1967 19800 A

6/21/1969 19800 A

5/13/1970 19800 A

6/19/1977 19800 A

5/20/1981 19800 A

5/28/1982 19800 A

5/29/1989 19800 A

5/11/1998 19800 A

7/2/2002 19800 A

6/5/2005 19800 A

6/17/2005 19800 A

7/7/1973 19700 A

7/18/1984 19700 A

5/9/1986 19700 A

5/19/1991 19700 A

5/24/1992 19700 A

5/25/1994 19700 A

5/29/1994 19700 A

6/29/2000 19700 A

7/12/1972 19600 A

9/5/1973 19600 A

6/9/1979 19600 A

7/24/1983 19600 A

7/15/1986 19600 A

6/3/1987 19600 A

6/7/1988 19600 A

6/9/1994 19600 A

8/7/1997 19600 A

6/28/2000 19600 A

7/27/1971 19500 A

5/7/1976 19500 A
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5/10/1978 19500 A

6/1/1980 19500 A

5/22/1981 19500 A

5/26/1986 19500 A

6/4/1987 19500 A

6/15/1988 19500 A

5/3/1973 19400 A

5/5/1973 19400 A

5/8/1973 19400 A

8/5/1978 19400 A

5/26/1979 19400 A

6/11/1979 19400 A

7/7/1980 19400 A

5/30/1987 19400 A

5/24/1989 19400 A

6/9/1989 19400 A

5/11/1992 19400 A

5/12/1994 19400 A

5/9/1998 19400 A

7/19/1998 19400 A

6/7/2005 19400 A

5/28/2007 19400 A

7/22/1968 19300 A

5/9/1973 19300 A

7/24/1974 19300 A

7/11/1986 19300 A

5/30/1989 19300 A

7/9/1990 19300 A

5/13/1998 19300 A

6/8/2005 19300 A

5/18/1969 19200 A

5/20/1969 19200 A

6/20/1969 19200 A

5/6/1973 19200 A

5/13/1973 19200 A

5/14/1978 19200 A

5/16/1978 19200 A

6/15/1979 19200 A

6/13/1980 19200 A

8/3/1982 19200 A

7/18/1986 19200 A

5/26/1989 19200 A

8/20/1997 19200 A

5/15/1999 19200 A

6/18/2001 19200 A

6/15/2002 19200 A

6/6/2005 19200 A

6/18/2005 19200 A

7/23/2008 19200 A

8/28/1968 19100 A

5/2/1969 19100 A

7/13/1972 19100 A

6/13/1979 19100 A

5/30/1992 19100 A

5/11/1997 19100 A

5/8/1998 19100 A

7/21/1999 19100 A

6/21/2000 19100 A

6/20/2006 19100 A

7/19/1970 19000 A

5/1/1973 19000 A

5/13/1978 19000 A

6/2/1980 19000 A

7/3/1980 19000 A

7/4/1980 19000 A

7/25/1983 19000 A

7/14/1986 19000 A

7/16/1986 19000 A

5/29/1987 19000 A

5/2/1989 19000 A

8/1/1995 19000 A

5/25/1999 19000 A

5/22/1969 18900 A

5/14/1970 18900 A
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5/9/1971 18900 A

5/4/1973 18900 A

7/5/1980 18900 A

5/19/1988 18900 A

6/8/1990 18900 A

7/10/1990 18900 A

5/29/1992 18900 A

7/14/1992 18900 A

7/3/2002 18900 A

6/16/2004 18900 A

6/7/2006 18900 A

6/1/2007 18900 A

5/21/1970 18800 A

5/1/1974 18800 A

8/8/1975 18800 A

6/7/1977 18800 A

6/8/1979 18800 A

7/8/1980 18800 A

6/7/1982 18800 A

5/15/1986 18800 A

7/12/1986 18800 A

8/8/1997 18800 A

6/7/1998 18800 A

5/20/2001 18800 A

6/16/2001 18800 A

5/10/2007 18800 A

5/12/1973 18700 A

5/1/1975 18700 A

5/20/1977 18700 A

6/5/1979 18700 A

6/12/1979 18700 A

7/6/1980 18700 A

7/9/1981 18700 A

7/13/1986 18700 A

6/5/1987 18700 A

7/14/1991 18700 A

5/12/1997 18700 A

6/27/2000 18700 A

5/27/2002 18700 A

7/24/2008 18700 A

7/25/1972 18600 A

7/25/1974 18600 A

7/19/1976 18600 A

7/9/1979 18600 A

6/3/1980 18600 A

7/19/1984 18600 A

6/13/1987 18600 A

6/16/1988 18600 A

6/6/1989 18600 A

6/7/1990 18600 A

8/5/1993 18600 A

8/21/1997 18600 A

5/12/1999 18600 A

5/28/2003 18600 A

7/27/2008 18600 A

6/4/1982 18500 A

5/17/1988 18500 A

5/27/1988 18500 A

6/8/1989 18500 A

5/28/1994 18500 A

8/2/1995 18500 A

5/7/1973 18400 A

5/10/1973 18400 A

5/11/1973 18400 A

8/6/1978 18400 A

5/14/1980 18400 A

6/4/1980 18400 A

6/5/1980 18400 A

8/4/1982 18400 A

7/15/1992 18400 A

6/27/2003 18400 A

5/18/2005 18400 A

7/26/2008 18400 A

5/8/1971 18300 A
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7/28/1971 18300 A

6/20/1977 18300 A

5/27/1982 18300 A

5/27/1986 18300 A

5/24/1988 18300 A

6/6/1988 18300 A

5/28/1992 18300 A

5/16/1993 18300 A

7/22/1996 18300 A

5/13/1997 18300 A

8/9/1997 18300 A

7/22/1999 18300 A

7/25/2008 18300 A

8/2/1967 18200 A

7/14/1972 18200 A

5/14/1973 18200 A

7/26/1974 18200 A

5/9/1978 18200 A

5/18/1978 18200 A

6/27/1989 18200 A

6/10/1994 18200 A

5/14/1998 18200 A

7/20/1998 18200 A

6/25/2000 18200 A

7/4/2002 18200 A

5/29/1968 18100 A

7/29/1971 18100 A

7/24/1972 18100 A

7/26/1983 18100 A

6/3/1985 18100 A

5/25/1989 18100 A

6/3/1989 18100 A

6/2/1992 18100 A

5/26/1994 18100 A

6/19/1994 18100 A

6/6/1998 18100 A

5/7/1999 18100 A

5/16/1999 18100 A

6/26/2000 18100 A

7/9/2005 18100 A

6/23/2007 18100 A

6/6/1980 18000 A

6/15/1985 18000 A

5/26/1992 18000 A

7/16/1992 18000 A

8/10/1997 18000 A

8/22/1997 18000 A

5/19/2005 18000 A

5/21/1969 17900 A

5/19/1973 17900 A

7/8/1973 17900 A

5/2/1974 17900 A

9/23/1978 17900 A

7/10/1981 17900 A

5/5/1997 17900 A

5/8/1999 17900 A

6/22/2000 17900 A

6/30/2000 17900 A

7/28/2008 17900 A

6/2/1968 17800 A

7/25/1969 17800 A

5/2/1978 17800 A

6/14/1979 17800 A

6/5/1982 17800 A

7/20/1986 17800 A

5/12/1988 17800 A

5/27/1994 17800 A

5/13/1995 17800 A

8/3/1995 17800 A

5/17/1996 17800 A

5/26/2000 17800 A

5/5/2007 17800 A

5/13/2007 17800 A

5/6/1976 17700 A
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7/23/1976 17700 A

5/19/1977 17700 A

6/6/1982 17700 A

7/21/1986 17700 A

6/2/1989 17700 A

7/15/1991 17700 A

5/27/1992 17700 A

8/23/1997 17700 A

6/3/1998 17700 A

5/11/1999 17700 A

6/11/2004 17700 A

5/29/2007 17700 A

5/3/1969 17600 A

7/20/1970 17600 A

7/30/1971 17600 A

7/23/1972 17600 A

7/22/1976 17600 A

8/7/1978 17600 A

8/5/1982 17600 A

6/14/1987 17600 A

6/17/1988 17600 A

5/14/1992 17600 A

8/11/1997 17600 A

8/19/1997 17600 A

5/7/1998 17600 A

6/22/2001 17600 A

6/19/2002 17600 A

6/12/2004 17600 A

6/21/2006 17600 A

7/15/1972 17500 A

5/13/1980 17500 A

5/29/1983 17500 A

7/11/1990 17500 A

5/18/1991 17500 A

5/3/1997 17500 A

5/6/1997 17500 A

8/12/1997 17500 A

8/13/1997 17500 A

5/9/1999 17500 A

5/17/1999 17500 A

5/2/1975 17400 A

6/7/1980 17400 A

7/27/1983 17400 A

5/16/1986 17400 A

7/19/1986 17400 A

7/17/1992 17400 A

5/31/1998 17400 A

5/6/1999 17400 A

5/20/2006 17400 A

5/11/2007 17400 A

8/4/1967 17300 A

5/17/1969 17300 A

7/17/1972 17300 A

5/14/1974 17300 A

7/20/1976 17300 A

5/8/1978 17300 A

6/8/1980 17300 A

6/10/1980 17300 A

7/11/1981 17300 A

7/28/1983 17300 A

5/17/1984 17300 A

6/12/1987 17300 A

5/10/1992 17300 A

8/6/1993 17300 A

5/15/1998 17300 A

5/10/1999 17300 A

5/18/1999 17300 A

7/23/1999 17300 A

6/3/2006 17300 A

7/23/1968 17200 A

8/29/1968 17200 A

5/16/1969 17200 A

7/26/1972 17200 A

8/9/1975 17200 A
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5/17/1978 17200 A

5/25/1979 17200 A

7/10/1979 17200 A

6/11/1980 17200 A

6/11/1994 17200 A

5/4/1997 17200 A

5/10/1997 17200 A

8/24/1997 17200 A

6/8/1998 17200 A

5/12/2007 17200 A

8/3/1967 17100 A

5/30/1968 17100 A

5/15/1970 17100 A

5/7/1971 17100 A

7/16/1972 17100 A

7/18/1972 17100 A

5/15/1973 17100 A

6/21/1977 17100 A

6/6/1979 17100 A

5/23/1982 17100 A

7/30/1983 17100 A

7/22/1986 17100 A

6/6/1987 17100 A

8/7/1993 17100 A

8/14/1997 17100 A

5/19/1999 17100 A

5/20/1999 17100 A

6/16/2002 17100 A

7/31/1971 17000 A

10/6/1971 17000 A

7/27/1974 17000 A

5/28/1985 17000 A

5/31/1989 17000 A

6/4/1989 17000 A

6/5/1989 17000 A

7/23/1996 17000 A

6/24/2007 17000 A

5/14/1972 16900 A

7/20/1972 16900 A

5/18/1973 16900 A

7/9/1973 16900 A

6/12/1980 16900 A

7/29/1983 16900 A

7/31/1983 16900 A

7/20/1984 16900 A

5/21/1987 16900 A

5/16/1991 16900 A

5/23/1992 16900 A

6/3/1992 16900 A

5/11/1993 16900 A

5/2/1997 16900 A

8/29/1997 16900 A

7/21/1998 16900 A

6/21/2001 16900 A

6/28/2003 16900 A

7/10/2005 16900 A

5/15/1969 16800 A

5/24/1980 16800 A

7/9/1980 16800 A

8/6/1982 16800 A

6/28/1989 16800 A

8/15/1997 16800 A

6/22/2006 16800 A

7/21/1970 16700 A

5/1/1971 16700 A

5/3/1974 16700 A

7/21/1976 16700 A

5/21/1977 16700 A

8/8/1978 16700 A

6/7/1979 16700 A

7/11/1979 16700 A

6/9/1980 16700 A

6/17/1992 16700 A

7/27/1992 16700 A
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7/6/2000 16700 A

6/30/2001 16700 A

7/5/2002 16700 A

5/30/2007 16700 A

5/31/2007 16700 A

7/29/2008 16700 A

5/4/1969 16600 A

7/19/1972 16600 A

5/15/1974 16600 A

5/5/1976 16600 A

8/6/1976 16600 A

5/24/1979 16600 A

8/18/1997 16600 A

8/25/1997 16600 A

6/15/1998 16600 A

6/17/2004 16600 A

7/22/1972 16500 A

7/24/1976 16500 A

5/29/1986 16500 A

6/1/1989 16500 A

5/7/1997 16500 A

8/16/1997 16500 A

6/1/1998 16500 A

5/21/1999 16500 A

5/24/1999 16500 A

7/24/1999 16500 A

7/22/1970 16400 A

5/12/1972 16400 A

5/13/1972 16400 A

5/16/1973 16400 A

7/27/1984 16400 A

6/16/1985 16400 A

5/28/1986 16400 A

6/15/1987 16400 A

5/25/1988 16400 A

5/26/1988 16400 A

5/29/1990 16400 A

9/17/1991 16400 A

7/18/1992 16400 A

5/9/1997 16400 A

8/17/1997 16400 A

8/28/1997 16400 A

5/6/1998 16400 A

6/2/1998 16400 A

6/19/2001 16400 A

6/23/2001 16400 A

6/25/2007 16400 A

8/5/1967 16300 A

5/16/1970 16300 A

5/11/1972 16300 A

5/3/1975 16300 A

5/23/1979 16300 A

7/23/1986 16300 A

5/23/1987 16300 A

7/16/1991 16300 A

5/12/1993 16300 A

6/4/1998 16300 A

6/5/1998 16300 A

7/22/1998 16300 A

6/29/2001 16300 A

5/31/1968 16200 A

8/1/1971 16200 A

5/19/1972 16200 A

7/10/1973 16200 A

7/28/1974 16200 A

8/10/1975 16200 A

9/24/1978 16200 A

5/24/1982 16200 A

8/7/1982 16200 A

5/8/1986 16200 A

5/22/1987 16200 A

5/28/1987 16200 A

7/4/1989 16200 A

5/17/1991 16200 A
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7/24/1996 16200 A

5/1/1997 16200 A

8/26/1997 16200 A

6/14/1998 16200 A

7/1/2000 16200 A

6/6/2001 16200 A

6/7/2001 16200 A

6/20/2001 16200 A

6/23/2006 16200 A

5/2/1971 16100 A

7/27/1972 16100 A

8/9/1978 16100 A

5/15/1980 16100 A

8/1/1983 16100 A

6/4/1985 16100 A

7/12/1990 16100 A

6/17/1994 16100 A

6/20/1994 16100 A

8/4/1995 16100 A

5/8/1997 16100 A

7/11/2005 16100 A

5/28/1968 16000 A

8/30/1968 16000 A

5/17/1970 16000 A

5/15/1972 16000 A

5/17/1973 16000 A

5/13/1974 16000 A

7/10/1980 16000 A

5/24/1987 16000 A

7/3/1989 16000 A

7/5/1989 16000 A

6/9/1998 16000 A

6/11/1998 16000 A

5/22/1999 16000 A

7/5/2000 16000 A

5/18/2001 16000 A

6/22/1977 15900 A

5/11/1980 15900 A

6/29/1989 15900 A

7/26/1992 15900 A

5/28/2002 15900 A

7/14/2005 15900 A

5/19/1968 15800 A

5/5/1969 15800 A

5/3/1971 15800 A

5/6/1971 15800 A

5/26/1982 15800 A

7/26/1984 15800 A

5/4/1992 15800 A

5/5/1992 15800 A

6/4/1992 15800 A

8/27/1997 15800 A

6/10/1998 15800 A

5/21/2001 15800 A

6/2/2001 15800 A

6/17/2002 15800 A

5/22/2008 15800 A

5/18/1970 15700 A

7/23/1970 15700 A

7/21/1972 15700 A

8/11/1975 15700 A

7/25/1976 15700 A

5/3/1978 15700 A

7/12/1979 15700 A

7/12/1981 15700 A

5/14/1984 15700 A

7/21/1984 15700 A

7/28/1984 15700 A

5/17/1986 15700 A

5/25/1986 15700 A

6/7/1987 15700 A

5/3/1989 15700 A

7/2/1989 15700 A

7/17/1991 15700 A
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5/9/1992 15700 A

6/12/1998 15700 A

6/13/1998 15700 A

5/23/1999 15700 A

7/25/1999 15700 A

6/6/2006 15700 A

6/26/2007 15700 A

7/30/2008 15700 A

5/14/1967 15600 A

7/24/1968 15600 A

5/14/1969 15600 A

7/11/1973 15600 A

7/29/1974 15600 A

5/11/1979 15600 A

6/6/1985 15600 A

6/17/1985 15600 A

9/30/1986 15600 A

6/18/1988 15600 A

6/12/1994 15600 A

7/23/1998 15600 A

6/18/2002 15600 A

8/6/1967 15500 A

8/2/1971 15500 A

7/28/1972 15500 A

5/12/1980 15500 A

5/16/1984 15500 A

6/5/1985 15500 A

7/19/1992 15500 A

8/8/1993 15500 A

5/16/1998 15500 A

7/12/2005 15500 A

6/4/2006 15500 A

6/24/2006 15500 A

5/4/2007 15500 A

6/1/1968 15400 A

5/9/1970 15400 A

5/19/1970 15400 A

5/4/1971 15400 A

5/16/1974 15400 A

8/12/1975 15400 A

8/10/1978 15400 A

5/12/1979 15400 A

5/22/1979 15400 A

7/11/1980 15400 A

7/24/1986 15400 A

5/11/1989 15400 A

5/28/1990 15400 A

5/11/1994 15400 A

7/25/1996 15400 A

8/30/1997 15400 A

5/31/2001 15400 A

5/29/1974 15300 A

5/4/1975 15300 A

5/10/1979 15300 A

7/13/1980 15300 A

5/22/1982 15300 A

8/8/1982 15300 A

5/16/1983 15300 A

5/15/1984 15300 A

5/30/1990 15300 A

5/15/1991 15300 A

6/16/1992 15300 A

7/2/2000 15300 A

6/28/2001 15300 A

7/13/2005 15300 A

7/26/1969 15200 A

5/20/1970 15200 A

7/24/1970 15200 A

8/6/1972 15200 A

10/10/1982 15200 A

5/5/1999 15200 A

7/7/2000 15200 A

6/24/2001 15200 A

6/29/2003 15200 A
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6/10/2004 15200 A

5/25/1967 15100 A

8/31/1968 15100 A

5/12/1969 15100 A

5/5/1971 15100 A

8/3/1971 15100 A

5/10/1972 15100 A

5/22/1977 15100 A

7/12/1980 15100 A

6/20/1985 15100 A

9/25/1986 15100 A

6/30/1989 15100 A

5/13/1993 15100 A

8/9/1993 15100 A

8/31/1997 15100 A

5/25/2000 15100 A

6/1/2001 15100 A

7/15/2005 15100 A

5/18/1968 15000 A

7/26/1970 15000 A

7/30/1974 15000 A

7/26/1976 15000 A

5/7/1978 15000 A

7/14/1980 15000 A

5/25/1982 15000 A

5/15/1983 15000 A

5/17/1983 15000 A

5/13/1984 15000 A

6/9/1985 15000 A

6/18/1985 15000 A

5/25/1987 15000 A

6/16/1987 15000 A

7/6/1989 15000 A

6/1/1990 15000 A

6/7/1992 15000 A

7/28/1992 15000 A

9/1/1997 15000 A

9/2/1997 15000 A

7/26/1999 15000 A

6/27/2001 15000 A

5/15/1967 14900 A

7/27/1970 14900 A

5/25/1974 14900 A

5/6/1975 14900 A

5/1/1976 14900 A

5/4/1976 14900 A

6/23/1977 14900 A

9/16/1978 14900 A

9/20/1978 14900 A

5/10/1984 14900 A

9/3/1986 14900 A

5/5/1987 14900 A

7/1/1989 14900 A

6/9/1992 14900 A

8/10/1993 14900 A

7/4/2000 14900 A

6/18/2004 14900 A

6/27/2007 14900 A

5/11/1969 14800 A

5/13/1969 14800 A

8/4/1971 14800 A

5/11/1974 14800 A

7/13/1979 14800 A

5/18/1983 14800 A

8/2/1983 14800 A

6/19/1985 14800 A

5/15/1992 14800 A

6/15/2001 14800 A

7/6/2002 14800 A

5/20/1968 14700 A

9/1/1968 14700 A

7/25/1970 14700 A

5/16/1972 14700 A

9/6/1973 14700 A
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5/17/1974 14700 A

8/13/1975 14700 A

6/24/1977 14700 A

5/10/1980 14700 A

7/13/1990 14700 A

5/6/1992 14700 A

6/5/1992 14700 A

6/8/1992 14700 A

9/3/1997 14700 A

5/30/2001 14700 A

5/23/2002 14700 A

5/19/2006 14700 A

6/5/2006 14700 A

7/31/2008 14700 A

8/7/1967 14600 A

7/25/1968 14600 A

5/6/1969 14600 A

5/4/1974 14600 A

5/12/1974 14600 A

9/15/1978 14600 A

9/28/1982 14600 A

5/11/1984 14600 A

5/12/1984 14600 A

7/22/1984 14600 A

5/18/1986 14600 A

7/25/1986 14600 A

6/8/1987 14600 A

6/6/1992 14600 A

6/21/1994 14600 A

8/5/1995 14600 A

7/3/2000 14600 A

6/30/2004 14600 A

7/9/2004 14600 A

6/25/2006 14600 A

8/8/1967 14500 A

5/4/1972 14500 A

5/26/1974 14500 A

7/31/1974 14500 A

8/5/1976 14500 A

8/7/1976 14500 A

9/25/1978 14500 A

5/6/1979 14500 A

5/7/1979 14500 A

5/9/1979 14500 A

5/13/1979 14500 A

5/21/1979 14500 A

7/15/1980 14500 A

5/15/1981 14500 A

5/8/1984 14500 A

7/29/1984 14500 A

6/7/1985 14500 A

5/4/1987 14500 A

5/6/1987 14500 A

6/11/1987 14500 A

5/16/1988 14500 A

5/14/1991 14500 A

7/18/1991 14500 A

5/8/1992 14500 A

7/25/1992 14500 A

7/26/1996 14500 A

9/4/1997 14500 A

5/17/1998 14500 A

7/24/1998 14500 A

7/27/1999 14500 A

7/11/2000 14500 A

6/25/2001 14500 A

6/29/2004 14500 A

7/8/2004 14500 A

5/13/1967 14400 A

5/24/1967 14400 A

9/2/1968 14400 A

9/5/1971 14400 A

8/9/1982 14400 A

7/28/1986 14400 A
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6/20/1987 14400 A

6/15/1992 14400 A

7/20/1992 14400 A

5/5/1998 14400 A

8/5/1998 14400 A

5/23/2000 14400 A

6/3/2001 14400 A

5/23/1967 14300 A

10/7/1971 14300 A

5/5/1972 14300 A

5/5/1975 14300 A

8/22/1975 14300 A

5/2/1976 14300 A

8/11/1978 14300 A

10/9/1982 14300 A

5/9/1984 14300 A

7/25/1984 14300 A

5/3/1987 14300 A

8/11/1993 14300 A

5/2/1996 14300 A

8/7/1998 14300 A

5/9/2000 14300 A

7/8/2000 14300 A

6/26/2001 14300 A

6/19/2004 14300 A

7/27/1969 14200 A

10/8/1971 14200 A

5/17/1972 14200 A

7/12/1973 14200 A

5/8/1979 14200 A

5/28/1983 14200 A

5/7/1984 14200 A

6/21/1985 14200 A

7/26/1986 14200 A

6/19/1988 14200 A

7/7/1989 14200 A

5/31/1990 14200 A

6/10/1992 14200 A

5/1/1996 14200 A

9/5/1997 14200 A

5/26/1998 14200 A

6/8/2001 14200 A

6/1/2002 14200 A

7/1/2004 14200 A

8/5/1971 14100 A

5/10/1974 14100 A

5/3/1976 14100 A

5/21/1982 14100 A

10/6/1982 14100 A

5/19/1986 14100 A

5/20/1987 14100 A

6/17/1987 14100 A

5/13/1988 14100 A

5/27/1998 14100 A

8/4/1998 14100 A

7/28/1999 14100 A

5/8/2000 14100 A

5/24/2000 14100 A

7/1/2001 14100 A

8/9/1967 14000 A

5/9/1972 14000 A

5/5/1974 14000 A

5/18/1974 14000 A

8/1/1974 14000 A

8/14/1975 14000 A

6/25/1977 14000 A

5/16/1981 14000 A

5/19/1983 14000 A

8/3/1983 14000 A

7/23/1984 14000 A

7/30/1984 14000 A

7/27/1986 14000 A

5/1/1990 14000 A

5/7/1992 14000 A
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5/1/1994 14000 A

6/13/1994 14000 A

8/6/1998 14000 A

6/28/2007 14000 A

8/1/2008 14000 A

5/16/1967 13900 A

5/21/1968 13900 A

9/25/1968 13900 A

5/4/1978 13900 A

7/13/1981 13900 A

10/5/1982 13900 A

7/24/1984 13900 A

10/1/1986 13900 A

5/15/1993 13900 A

5/3/1996 13900 A

5/16/1996 13900 A

7/27/1996 13900 A

8/8/1998 13900 A

7/5/2003 13900 A

5/27/1968 13800 A

7/26/1968 13800 A

9/3/1968 13800 A

9/26/1968 13800 A

5/3/1972 13800 A

7/29/1972 13800 A

5/27/1974 13800 A

8/23/1975 13800 A

9/17/1978 13800 A

5/5/1979 13800 A

7/14/1979 13800 A

8/5/1984 13800 A

7/29/1986 13800 A

5/26/1987 13800 A

5/27/1987 13800 A

5/12/1995 13800 A

5/7/1996 13800 A

5/18/1998 13800 A

7/9/2000 13800 A

6/5/2001 13800 A

5/29/2002 13800 A

7/3/2003 13800 A

7/4/2003 13800 A

6/20/2004 13800 A

8/20/1968 13700 A

5/10/1969 13700 A

7/28/1970 13700 A

5/18/1972 13700 A

8/15/1975 13700 A

7/27/1976 13700 A

8/12/1978 13700 A

7/16/1980 13700 A

10/3/1982 13700 A

10/4/1982 13700 A

10/7/1982 13700 A

10/8/1982 13700 A

5/23/1983 13700 A

8/6/1983 13700 A

7/31/1984 13700 A

8/4/1984 13700 A

7/30/1986 13700 A

6/9/1987 13700 A

6/19/1987 13700 A

7/8/1989 13700 A

8/12/1993 13700 A

7/29/1999 13700 A

7/2/2004 13700 A

8/10/1967 13600 A

5/22/1968 13600 A

10/9/1971 13600 A

8/7/1972 13600 A

5/24/1974 13600 A

5/28/1974 13600 A

6/6/1977 13600 A

5/6/1978 13600 A
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9/26/1978 13600 A

5/9/1980 13600 A

8/4/1983 13600 A

5/1/1986 13600 A

7/31/1986 13600 A

6/20/1988 13600 A

7/15/1989 13600 A

7/19/1991 13600 A

5/14/1993 13600 A

5/6/1996 13600 A

7/28/1996 13600 A

9/6/1997 13600 A

6/30/2003 13600 A

7/4/2004 13600 A

6/26/2006 13600 A

7/28/1969 13500 A

5/2/1972 13500 A

5/6/1972 13500 A

5/19/1974 13500 A

5/21/1974 13500 A

8/16/1975 13500 A

5/23/1977 13500 A

5/5/1980 13500 A

5/16/1980 13500 A

5/8/1982 13500 A

5/9/1982 13500 A

8/5/1983 13500 A

8/1/1984 13500 A

5/27/1985 13500 A

6/8/1985 13500 A

7/17/1989 13500 A

7/21/1992 13500 A

5/8/1996 13500 A

8/14/1999 13500 A

6/28/2004 13500 A

9/24/1968 13400 A

9/27/1968 13400 A

5/7/1974 13400 A

8/2/1974 13400 A

5/14/1979 13400 A

5/8/1980 13400 A

5/20/1983 13400 A

5/24/1983 13400 A

8/3/1984 13400 A

6/10/1987 13400 A

5/12/1990 13400 A

7/14/1990 13400 A

7/29/1992 13400 A

5/4/1996 13400 A

5/30/1998 13400 A

5/4/1999 13400 A

5/10/2000 13400 A

5/22/2003 13400 A

7/5/2004 13400 A

7/10/2004 13400 A

5/25/1968 13300 A

10/10/1971 13300 A

8/19/1975 13300 A

5/5/1978 13300 A

8/13/1978 13300 A

8/10/1982 13300 A

8/14/1982 13300 A

10/2/1982 13300 A

8/6/1984 13300 A

8/7/1984 13300 A

5/7/1986 13300 A

5/20/1986 13300 A

6/21/1987 13300 A

6/22/1988 13300 A

6/23/1988 13300 A

6/22/1994 13300 A

8/6/1995 13300 A

5/5/1996 13300 A

7/25/1998 13300 A
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8/3/1998 13300 A

8/9/1998 13300 A

5/22/2001 13300 A

7/7/2002 13300 A

8/2/2008 13300 A

8/11/1967 13200 A

7/27/1968 13200 A

8/23/1968 13200 A

9/4/1968 13200 A

9/9/1968 13200 A

7/29/1969 13200 A

5/7/1972 13200 A

5/8/1972 13200 A

5/6/1974 13200 A

5/8/1974 13200 A

5/20/1974 13200 A

8/17/1975 13200 A

8/18/1975 13200 A

8/21/1975 13200 A

8/24/1975 13200 A

5/4/1979 13200 A

5/6/1980 13200 A

5/19/1981 13200 A

5/27/1983 13200 A

8/7/1983 13200 A

8/2/1984 13200 A

6/18/1987 13200 A

6/21/1988 13200 A

7/18/1989 13200 A

5/2/1994 13200 A

7/29/1996 13200 A

6/14/2001 13200 A

7/6/2003 13200 A

9/5/1968 13100 A

9/6/1968 13100 A

9/7/1968 13100 A

9/8/1968 13100 A

5/7/1969 13100 A

7/29/1970 13100 A

8/5/1972 13100 A

5/9/1974 13100 A

8/20/1975 13100 A

8/25/1975 13100 A

8/29/1975 13100 A

7/28/1976 13100 A

5/1/1979 13100 A

7/17/1980 13100 A

7/14/1981 13100 A

8/13/1982 13100 A

9/22/1982 13100 A

5/26/1983 13100 A

5/4/1989 13100 A

5/2/1990 13100 A

7/30/1999 13100 A

7/12/2000 13100 A

7/2/2001 13100 A

6/21/2004 13100 A

7/3/2004 13100 A

7/6/2004 13100 A

7/16/2005 13100 A

9/28/1968 13000 A

7/30/1969 13000 A

9/19/1978 13000 A

5/2/1979 13000 A

7/15/1979 13000 A

5/17/1981 13000 A

8/8/1984 13000 A

6/22/1985 13000 A

8/1/1986 13000 A

7/9/1989 13000 A

5/15/1996 13000 A

9/7/1997 13000 A

9/18/1967 12900 A

9/10/1968 12900 A
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5/9/1969 12900 A

10/2/1971 12900 A

7/30/1972 12900 A

9/17/1973 12900 A

9/26/1973 12900 A

9/30/1973 12900 A

8/26/1975 12900 A

5/18/1977 12900 A

8/14/1978 12900 A

9/27/1978 12900 A

5/3/1979 12900 A

5/7/1980 12900 A

5/23/1980 12900 A

5/21/1983 12900 A

5/2/1986 12900 A

6/22/1987 12900 A

7/15/1987 12900 A

7/20/1991 12900 A

5/22/1992 12900 A

6/11/1992 12900 A

7/24/1992 12900 A

6/23/1994 12900 A

7/30/1996 12900 A

8/17/1999 12900 A

5/22/2000 12900 A

5/27/2003 12900 A

7/7/2004 12900 A

7/12/2004 12900 A

6/29/2007 12900 A

5/24/1968 12800 A

7/28/1968 12800 A

9/6/1971 12800 A

9/8/1971 12800 A

8/27/1975 12800 A

8/28/1975 12800 A

8/30/1975 12800 A

8/8/1976 12800 A

8/18/1982 12800 A

9/23/1982 12800 A

9/29/1982 12800 A

5/25/1983 12800 A

7/16/1987 12800 A

5/3/1992 12800 A

5/16/1992 12800 A

5/9/1996 12800 A

10/6/1998 12800 A

8/18/1999 12800 A

7/3/2001 12800 A

6/27/2006 12800 A

5/17/1967 12700 A

5/23/1968 12700 A

7/29/1968 12700 A

7/30/1968 12700 A

7/30/1970 12700 A

8/3/1970 12700 A

9/25/1973 12700 A

9/29/1973 12700 A

10/1/1973 12700 A

5/22/1974 12700 A

5/1/1978 12700 A

8/12/1982 12700 A

8/15/1982 12700 A

10/1/1982 12700 A

5/21/1986 12700 A

8/2/1986 12700 A

9/21/1986 12700 A

5/7/1987 12700 A

5/14/1988 12700 A

7/22/1992 12700 A

7/1/2003 12700 A

8/3/2008 12700 A 3094 days at or above 12,700 cfs, of wh 22 days in 1971, 1982, 1986, and 1998 were in October

5/12/1967 12600 A

5/26/1968 12600 A So in May-September, 3072 days out of 6426 days were at or above 12,700 cfs at Sydney, or 

7/31/1968 12600 A
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9/11/1968 12600 A

9/29/1968 12600 A

9/30/1968 12600 A

10/1/1968 12600 A

10/2/1968 12600 A

10/3/1968 12600 A

10/2/1973 12600 A

5/23/1974 12600 A

7/29/1976 12600 A

6/26/1977 12600 A

8/15/1978 12600 A

7/16/1979 12600 A

7/18/1980 12600 A

7/15/1981 12600 A

8/11/1982 12600 A

9/27/1982 12600 A

5/14/1983 12600 A

5/6/1984 12600 A

5/15/1985 12600 A

10/2/1986 12600 A

6/24/1988 12600 A

6/25/1988 12600 A

8/13/1993 12600 A

5/10/1994 12600 A

6/14/1994 12600 A

7/31/1996 12600 A

10/10/1997 12600 A

8/10/1998 12600 A

5/21/2003 12600 A

7/2/2003 12600 A

7/7/2003 12600 A

6/22/2004 12600 A

8/21/1968 12500 A

5/8/1969 12500 A

8/2/1970 12500 A

8/6/1971 12500 A

9/7/1971 12500 A

5/1/1972 12500 A

8/8/1972 12500 A

9/20/1973 12500 A

9/28/1973 12500 A

9/18/1978 12500 A

5/15/1979 12500 A

9/21/1982 12500 A

6/26/1988 12500 A

5/11/1990 12500 A

7/15/1990 12500 A

6/14/1992 12500 A

7/23/1992 12500 A

8/1/1996 12500 A

10/9/1997 12500 A

5/19/1998 12500 A

7/31/1999 12500 A

6/4/2001 12500 A

8/22/1968 12400 A

7/31/1969 12400 A

7/31/1970 12400 A

8/1/1970 12400 A

9/18/1973 12400 A

9/21/1973 12400 A

8/31/1975 12400 A

8/9/1976 12400 A

8/16/1978 12400 A

8/17/1978 12400 A

9/28/1978 12400 A

5/20/1979 12400 A

7/16/1981 12400 A

9/24/1982 12400 A

9/30/1982 12400 A

5/22/1983 12400 A

8/9/1984 12400 A

5/3/1986 12400 A

8/3/1986 12400 A

9/20/1986 12400 A
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5/2/1987 12400 A 3176 days at or above 12,400 cfs, of wh 28 days in 1968, 1971, 1973, 1986, 1997, and 1998 were in October

6/16/1994 12400 A

5/28/1998 12400 A So in May-September, 3148 days out of 6426 days were at or above 12,400 cfs at Sydney, or 

8/11/1998 12400 A

7/8/2002 12400 A

8/12/1967 12300 A

8/19/1968 12300 A

9/12/1968 12300 A

7/31/1972 12300 A

7/13/1973 12300 A

9/19/1973 12300 A

9/27/1973 12300 A

8/3/1974 12300 A

5/22/1980 12300 A

5/18/1981 12300 A

8/16/1982 12300 A

8/19/1982 12300 A

9/20/1982 12300 A

9/25/1982 12300 A

5/15/1988 12300 A

7/10/1989 12300 A

5/3/1990 12300 A

5/13/1990 12300 A

5/20/1992 12300 A

7/30/1992 12300 A

6/24/1994 12300 A

6/25/1994 12300 A

8/7/1995 12300 A

5/10/1996 12300 A

5/14/1996 12300 A

9/8/1997 12300 A

10/3/1997 12300 A

5/4/1998 12300 A

8/1/1999 12300 A

5/29/2001 12300 A

8/1/2001 12300 A

5/30/2002 12300 A

5/31/2002 12300 A

5/23/2003 12300 A

6/23/2004 12300 A

7/11/2004 12300 A

6/28/2006 12300 A

9/17/1967 12200 A

8/7/1970 12200 A

9/22/1973 12200 A

10/3/1973 12200 A

8/4/1974 12200 A

7/30/1976 12200 A

5/24/1977 12200 A

8/18/1978 12200 A

9/29/1978 12200 A

9/30/1978 12200 A

7/17/1979 12200 A

7/19/1980 12200 A

10/6/1983 12200 A

10/7/1983 12200 A

9/22/1986 12200 A

5/19/1987 12200 A

6/23/1987 12200 A

7/23/1987 12200 A

5/3/1994 12200 A

6/26/1994 12200 A

9/28/1997 12200 A

10/2/1997 12200 A

5/3/1999 12200 A

5/11/2000 12200 A

8/14/1967 12100 A

5/10/1968 12100 A

9/13/1968 12100 A

10/4/1968 12100 A

10/6/1973 12100 A

8/19/1978 12100 A

5/4/1980 12100 A

9/26/1982 12100 A
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10/5/1983 12100 A

8/10/1984 12100 A

5/4/1986 12100 A

7/16/1989 12100 A

5/13/1991 12100 A

5/21/1992 12100 A

5/10/1993 12100 A

8/14/1993 12100 A

5/11/1996 12100 A

8/3/1996 12100 A

9/27/1997 12100 A

10/4/1997 12100 A

10/5/1997 12100 A

10/8/1997 12100 A

8/2/1999 12100 A

6/9/2001 12100 P

7/4/2001 12100 P

8/13/1967 12000 P

5/11/1968 12000 P

5/17/1968 12000 P

8/4/1970 12000 P

8/7/1971 12000 P

8/28/1972 12000 P

9/13/1973 12000 P

9/24/1973 12000 P

10/5/1973 12000 P

10/7/1973 12000 P

9/1/1975 12000 P

5/30/1977 12000 P

10/1/1978 12000 A

5/17/1980 12000 A

7/20/1980 12000 A

8/17/1982 12000 A

8/8/1983 12000 A

5/8/1985 12000 A

6/23/1985 12000 A

5/22/1986 12000 A

5/24/1986 12000 A

6/27/1988 12000 A

7/19/1989 12000 A

6/12/1992 12000 A

5/4/1994 12000 P

5/12/1996 12000 P

10/6/1997 12000 P

7/26/1998 12000 P

8/2/1998 12000 P

8/3/1999 12000 P

8/13/1999 12000 P

8/19/1999 12000 P

5/7/2000 12000 P

6/24/2004 12000 P

6/27/2004 12000 P

5/12/2006 12000 P

8/4/2008 12000 P

8/1/1968 11900 P

9/23/1968 11900 P

8/8/1971 11900 P

8/25/1974 11900 P

7/31/1976 11900 P

8/20/1978 11900 P

8/22/1978 11900 P

8/23/1978 11900 P

5/14/1981 11900 P

7/17/1981 11900 P

8/5/1985 11900 P

5/6/1986 11900 P

9/24/1986 11900 P

10/3/1986 11900 P

7/22/1987 11900 P

7/16/1990 11900 P

7/21/1991 11900 P

8/15/1993 11900 P

8/16/1993 11900 P

5/13/1996 11900 P
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8/2/1996 11900 P

8/4/1996 11900 P

9/17/1997 11900 P

9/29/1997 11900 P

9/30/1997 11900 P

10/1/1997 11900 P

10/7/1997 11900 P

5/1/1998 11900 P

10/7/1998 11900 P

7/8/2003 11900 A

5/6/2006 11900 A

5/18/2006 11900 A

6/29/2006 11900 A

5/22/1967 11800 A

10/5/1968 11800 A

10/6/1968 11800 A

10/7/1968 11800 A

9/9/1971 11800 A

10/9/1972 11800 A

9/7/1973 11800 A

9/23/1973 11800 A

8/24/1974 11800 A

8/10/1976 11800 A

7/21/1980 11800 A

10/4/1983 11800 A

10/8/1983 11800 A

8/4/1986 11800 A

9/23/1986 11800 A

7/21/1987 11800 A

5/27/1990 11800 A

9/18/1991 11800 A

5/5/1994 11800 A

6/15/1994 11800 A

8/8/1995 11800 A

9/9/1997 11800 A

8/12/1998 11800 A

6/30/2007 11800 P

5/18/1967 11700 P

5/15/1968 11700 P

9/14/1968 11700 P

9/22/1968 11700 P

10/8/1968 11700 P

8/1/1969 11700 P

8/9/1971 11700 P

9/4/1971 11700 P

8/9/1972 11700 P

10/8/1972 11700 P

10/10/1972 11700 P

9/2/1975 11700 P

5/31/1977 11700 P

8/21/1978 11700 P

8/24/1978 11700 P

10/2/1978 11700 P

7/18/1979 11700 P

5/10/1982 11700 P

8/20/1982 11700 A

9/19/1982 11700 P

5/9/1985 11700 P

5/5/1986 11700 P

9/19/1986 11700 P

10/6/1986 11700 P

5/18/1987 11700 P

7/17/1990 11700 P

9/11/1997 11700 P

9/26/1997 11700 P

8/15/1999 11700 P

8/16/1999 11700 P

7/10/2000 11700 P

5/7/2006 11700 P

5/13/2006 11700 P

9/21/1968 11600 P

8/1/1972 11600 P

9/16/1973 11600 P

8/1/1976 11600 A
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6/27/1977 11600 P

5/3/1980 11600 P

10/9/1983 11600 P

5/5/1984 11600 A

8/11/1984 11600 A

5/23/1986 11600 A

10/4/1986 11600 P

10/7/1986 11600 P

5/18/1990 11600 P

6/13/1992 11600 P

9/10/1997 11600 P

9/18/1997 11600 P

5/29/1998 11600 P

8/4/1999 11600 P

5/23/2001 11600 P

5/24/2001 11600 P

7/9/2002 11600 P

7/9/2003 11600 P

5/13/2005 11600 P

8/10/1971 11500 P

8/11/1971 11500 A

8/4/1972 11500 A

10/3/1978 11500 A

5/19/1979 11500 A

5/1/1980 11500 A

5/2/1980 11500 P

8/17/1980 11500 A

9/18/1982 11500 A

5/16/1985 11500 A

10/5/1986 11500 A

6/24/1987 11500 A

7/14/1989 11500 A

5/4/1990 11500 A

8/17/1993 11500 A

5/6/1994 11500 A

5/9/1994 11500 A

6/25/2004 11500 A

6/26/2004 11500 A

5/11/2006 11500 A

9/19/1967 11400 A

8/2/1968 11400 A

9/15/1968 11400 A

9/16/1968 11400 A

9/20/1968 11400 A

8/5/1970 11400 A

9/11/1971 11400 A

8/20/1972 11400 A

8/21/1972 11400 A

10/3/1972 11400 A

9/12/1973 11400 A

9/14/1973 11400 A

9/15/1973 11400 A

10/8/1973 11400 A

8/5/1974 11400 A

8/26/1974 11400 A

8/4/1976 11400 A

5/16/1979 11400 A

5/17/1979 11400 A

5/21/1980 11400 A

6/28/1988 11400 A

5/5/1989 11400 A

7/11/1989 11400 A

5/14/1990 11400 A

5/17/1990 11400 A

7/18/1990 11400 A

5/1/1991 11400 A

5/17/1992 11400 A

8/18/1993 11400 A

6/27/1994 11400 A

8/5/1996 11400 A

9/25/1997 11400 A

5/2/1998 11400 A

5/3/1998 11400 A

7/13/2000 11400 A
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6/9/2004 11400 A

6/30/2006 11400 A

8/5/2008 11400 A

5/11/1967 11300 A

8/18/1968 11300 A

9/17/1968 11300 A

9/18/1968 11300 A

9/19/1968 11300 A

9/10/1971 11300 A

8/27/1972 11300 A

8/29/1972 11300 A

8/30/1972 11300 A

9/16/1972 11300 A

5/29/1977 11300 A

8/25/1978 11300 A

10/10/1983 11300 A

5/14/1985 11300 A

6/24/1985 11300 A

9/4/1986 11300 A

7/20/1989 11300 A

9/12/1997 11300 A

9/19/1997 11300 A

8/13/1998 11300 A

7/17/2005 11300 A

10/9/1968 11200 A

9/12/1971 11200 A

9/15/1972 11200 A

10/2/1972 11200 A

7/14/1973 11200 A

8/2/1976 11200 A

8/11/1976 11200 A

6/1/1977 11200 A

6/28/1977 11200 A

10/4/1978 11200 A

5/7/1982 11200 A

8/27/1982 11200 A

10/3/1983 11200 A

10/8/1986 11200 A

10/9/1986 11200 A

10/10/1986 11200 A

5/16/1990 11200 A

5/19/1990 11200 A

7/31/1992 11200 A

5/7/1994 11200 A

5/8/1994 11200 A

9/23/1997 11200 A

9/24/1997 11200 A

5/20/1998 11200 A

7/27/1998 11200 A

7/28/1998 11200 A

7/29/1998 11200 A

10/8/1998 11200 A

5/5/2006 11200 A

5/3/2007 11200 A

8/15/1967 11100 A

8/12/1971 11100 A

8/2/1972 11100 A

8/3/1972 11100 A

8/10/1972 11100 A

10/4/1972 11100 A

10/7/1972 11100 A

9/11/1973 11100 A

10/4/1973 11100 A

10/9/1973 11100 A

9/3/1975 11100 A

8/26/1978 11100 A

5/18/1979 11100 A

7/19/1979 11100 A

8/1/1979 11100 A

7/22/1980 11100 A

9/24/1980 11100 A

7/18/1981 11100 A

5/12/1982 11100 A

5/13/1982 11100 A
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5/12/1983 11100 A

5/13/1983 11100 A

8/12/1984 11100 A

5/14/1987 11100 A

7/22/1991 11100 A

9/15/1991 11100 A

7/11/1994 11100 A

8/9/1995 11100 A

9/16/1997 11100 A

5/25/1998 11100 A

10/5/1998 11100 A

7/13/2004 11100 A

7/1/2006 11100 A

8/3/1968 11000 A

8/2/1969 11000 A

10/10/1973 11000 A

8/3/1976 11000 A

5/7/1977 11000 A

5/25/1977 11000 A

10/5/1978 11000 A

9/25/1980 11000 A

8/26/1982 11000 A

8/28/1982 11000 A

8/9/1983 11000 A

6/25/1985 11000 A

5/1/1987 11000 A

5/13/1987 11000 A

7/24/1987 11000 A

6/30/1988 11000 A

5/8/1989 11000 A

7/12/1989 11000 A

7/13/1989 11000 A

5/15/1990 11000 A

10/5/1995 11000 A

8/6/1996 11000 A

9/20/1997 11000 A

9/22/1997 11000 A

5/12/2000 11000 A

5/19/1967 10900 A

9/16/1967 10900 A

10/10/1967 10900 A

5/12/1968 10900 A

10/10/1968 10900 A

8/6/1970 10900 A

8/18/1972 10900 A

9/17/1972 10900 A

10/1/1972 10900 A

10/6/1972 10900 A

8/27/1974 10900 A

10/6/1978 10900 A

10/7/1978 10900 A

9/26/1980 10900 A

9/27/1980 10900 A

9/28/1980 10900 A

5/7/1981 10900 A

5/20/1982 10900 A

8/21/1982 10900 A

5/1/1984 10900 A

8/4/1985 10900 A

8/5/1986 10900 A

5/17/1987 10900 A

5/10/1989 10900 A

9/25/1995 10900 A

9/26/1995 10900 A

9/13/1997 10900 A

9/21/1997 10900 A

9/8/1999 10900 A

5/24/2003 10900 A

7/10/2003 10900 A

10/10/2005 10900 A

5/8/2006 10900 A

7/2/2006 10900 A

5/10/1967 10800 A

9/13/1971 10800 A
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8/19/1972 10800 A

8/22/1972 10800 A

10/5/1972 10800 A

8/6/1974 10800 A

8/23/1974 10800 A

8/27/1978 10800 A

8/28/1978 10800 A

7/27/1979 10800 A

5/14/1982 10800 A

10/2/1983 10800 A

5/4/1984 10800 A

6/25/1987 10800 A

6/29/1988 10800 A

5/6/1989 10800 A

5/7/1989 10800 A

5/5/1990 10800 A

8/19/1993 10800 A

9/27/1995 10800 A

9/28/1995 10800 A

9/29/1995 10800 A

10/6/1995 10800 A

10/9/1995 10800 A

10/10/1995 10800 A

10/9/1998 10800 A

8/5/1999 10800 A

8/20/1999 10800 A

9/7/1999 10800 A

7/5/2001 10800 A

5/14/2006 10800 A

7/1/2007 10800 A

8/6/2008 10800 A

8/13/1971 10700 A

9/3/1971 10700 A

8/29/1978 10700 A

9/14/1978 10700 A

10/8/1978 10700 A

8/2/1979 10700 A

5/18/1980 10700 A

7/23/1980 10700 A

9/29/1980 10700 A

10/1/1980 10700 A

5/11/1982 10700 A

8/29/1982 10700 A

5/8/1987 10700 A

5/20/1990 10700 A

7/23/1991 10700 A

5/19/1992 10700 A

8/27/1993 10700 A

8/14/1995 10700 A

9/30/1995 10700 A

8/7/1996 10700 A

7/30/1998 10700 A

7/10/2002 10700 A

5/12/2005 10700 A

5/16/1968 10600 A

8/11/1972 10600 A

8/23/1972 10600 A

8/24/1972 10600 A

9/18/1972 10600 A

9/8/1973 10600 A

9/10/1973 10600 A

8/13/1974 10600 A

5/16/1977 10600 A

8/30/1978 10600 A

8/31/1978 10600 A

10/9/1978 10600 A

10/2/1980 10600 A

8/24/1982 10600 A

8/25/1982 10600 A

8/10/1983 10600 A

8/13/1984 10600 A

5/15/1987 10600 A

7/17/1987 10600 A

7/19/1990 10600 A
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5/9/1993 10600 A

6/28/1994 10600 A

9/24/1995 10600 A

10/1/1995 10600 A

10/7/1995 10600 A

10/8/1995 10600 A

8/1/1998 10600 A

8/14/1998 10600 A

10/10/1998 10600 A

9/9/1999 10600 A

5/4/2000 10600 A

5/10/2006 10600 A

9/21/1967 10500 A

5/1/1970 10500 A

5/3/1970 10500 A

9/12/1972 10500 A

7/15/1973 10500 A

8/9/1974 10500 A

10/10/1978 10500 A

7/20/1979 10500 A

9/23/1980 10500 A

9/30/1980 10500 A

8/22/1982 10500 A

8/23/1982 10500 A

8/30/1982 10500 A

10/1/1984 10500 A

10/6/1984 10500 A

6/29/1985 10500 A

8/6/1985 10500 A

5/12/1987 10500 A

5/9/1989 10500 A

7/24/1991 10500 A

9/19/1991 10500 A

5/18/1992 10500 A

8/10/1995 10500 A

9/14/1997 10500 A

9/15/1997 10500 A

7/31/1998 10500 A

6/10/2001 10500 A

7/5/2006 10500 A

8/3/1969 10400 A

5/2/1970 10400 A

8/25/1972 10400 A

8/31/1972 10400 A

9/14/1972 10400 A

9/29/1972 10400 A

8/12/1974 10400 A

8/14/1974 10400 A

8/28/1974 10400 A

8/12/1976 10400 A

5/8/1977 10400 A

6/29/1977 10400 A

8/31/1982 10400 A

10/2/1984 10400 A

10/5/1984 10400 A

10/7/1984 10400 A

5/25/1990 10400 A

5/26/1990 10400 A

8/1/1992 10400 A

8/26/1993 10400 A

8/13/1995 10400 A

10/2/1995 10400 A

10/4/1995 10400 A

9/6/1999 10400 A

6/13/2001 10400 A

7/14/2004 10400 A

7/3/2006 10400 A

5/21/1967 10300 A

8/16/1967 10300 A

9/20/1967 10300 A

10/9/1967 10300 A

5/9/1968 10300 A

8/4/1968 10300 A

5/4/1970 10300 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/26/1972 10300 A

9/30/1972 10300 A

9/9/1973 10300 A

8/7/1974 10300 A

8/8/1974 10300 A

8/15/1974 10300 A

6/2/1977 10300 A

7/31/1979 10300 A

10/3/1980 10300 A

7/19/1981 10300 A

5/2/1984 10300 A

5/3/1984 10300 A

7/26/1987 10300 A

5/21/1990 10300 A

5/24/1990 10300 A

8/20/1993 10300 A

8/11/1995 10300 A

8/12/1995 10300 A

10/3/1995 10300 A

8/8/1996 10300 A

9/30/1998 10300 A

10/1/1998 10300 A

5/9/2006 10300 A

7/6/2006 10300 A

8/7/2008 10300 A

5/20/1967 10200 A

5/8/1970 10200 A

8/8/1970 10200 A

9/14/1971 10200 A

9/19/1972 10200 A

7/16/1973 10200 A

9/4/1975 10200 A

9/7/1975 10200 A

9/8/1975 10200 A

5/17/1977 10200 A

5/20/1980 10200 A

7/24/1980 10200 A

10/4/1980 10200 A

5/1/1982 10200 A

5/15/1982 10200 A

9/1/1982 10200 A

8/14/1984 10200 A

10/3/1984 10200 A

10/8/1984 10200 A

10/9/1984 10200 A

5/26/1985 10200 A

6/30/1985 10200 A

7/25/1987 10200 A

7/27/1987 10200 A

5/10/1988 10200 A

5/6/1990 10200 A

5/23/1990 10200 A

5/11/1995 10200 A

8/15/1998 10200 A

5/22/2002 10200 A

5/25/2003 10200 A

7/11/2003 10200 A

7/18/2005 10200 A

7/4/2006 10200 A

7/7/2006 10200 A

9/22/1967 10100 A

8/14/1971 10100 A

8/15/1971 10100 A

8/12/1972 10100 A

9/13/1972 10100 A

9/27/1972 10100 A

9/28/1972 10100 A

8/16/1974 10100 A

9/6/1975 10100 A

9/9/1975 10100 A

5/26/1977 10100 A

5/28/1977 10100 A

7/28/1979 10100 A

7/30/1979 10100 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/3/1979 10100 A

5/19/1980 10100 A

5/8/1981 10100 A

5/11/1981 10100 A

9/17/1982 10100 A

8/11/1983 10100 A

9/25/1983 10100 A

9/30/1984 10100 A

10/4/1984 10100 A

6/26/1985 10100 A

8/6/1986 10100 A

9/18/1986 10100 A

6/26/1987 10100 A

7/21/1989 10100 A

5/22/1990 10100 A

5/2/1992 10100 A

8/25/1993 10100 A

9/23/1995 10100 A

5/21/1998 10100 A

9/29/1998 10100 A

10/4/1998 10100 A

9/10/1999 10100 A

5/13/2000 10100 A

5/25/2001 10100 A

5/20/2002 10100 A

5/20/2003 10100 A

5/26/2003 10100 A

7/11/2006 10100 A

5/5/1970 10000 A

9/11/1972 10000 A

8/29/1974 10000 A

9/1/1978 10000 A

9/18/1980 10000 A

9/19/1980 10000 A

5/4/1982 10000 A

5/11/1983 10000 A

9/26/1983 10000 A

10/1/1983 10000 A

10/10/1984 10000 A

5/13/1985 10000 A

7/25/1991 10000 A

10/2/1998 10000 A

8/6/1999 10000 A

5/21/2000 10000 A

5/7/2003 10000 A

8/11/1974 9980 A

8/19/1974 9980 A

9/10/1975 9980 A

10/5/1980 9980 A

8/4/1981 9980 A

9/23/1991 9980 A

9/25/1991 9980 A

9/2/1982 9970 A

9/5/1986 9970 A

10/3/1998 9970 A

8/21/1999 9970 A

5/21/2002 9960 A

6/3/2004 9950 A

5/7/1968 9940 A

8/4/1969 9940 A

9/26/1972 9940 A

9/3/1982 9940 A

5/7/1990 9940 A

9/26/1991 9940 A

8/18/1974 9930 A

8/13/1976 9930 A

8/2/1992 9930 A

5/3/1982 9920 A

5/14/1968 9910 A

10/10/1976 9910 A

9/24/1983 9910 A

7/26/1990 9910 A

8/28/1993 9910 A

8/17/1967 9900 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/18/1967 9900 A

9/24/1967 9900 A

8/17/1974 9900 A

8/21/1974 9900 A

8/22/1974 9900 A

7/10/2006 9890 A

7/21/1979 9880 A

7/14/2000 9880 A

8/20/1974 9870 A

10/6/1980 9870 A

8/2/1981 9870 A

5/16/1987 9870 A

9/20/1991 9860 A

8/21/1993 9850 A

5/6/1970 9840 A

8/30/1974 9840 A

7/29/1979 9840 A

9/17/1986 9840 A

7/20/1990 9840 A

5/22/1998 9840 A

9/28/1998 9840 A

7/2/2007 9840 A

5/16/1982 9830 A

8/12/1999 9830 A

7/11/2002 9830 A

10/9/2005 9830 A

5/15/2006 9830 A

7/8/2006 9830 A

9/23/1967 9820 A

10/2/1967 9820 A

9/11/1975 9810 A

9/23/1975 9810 A

9/26/1975 9810 A

9/27/1975 9810 A

6/28/1985 9810 A

5/7/1970 9800 A

6/30/1977 9800 A

5/13/1981 9800 A

8/6/1981 9800 A

9/27/1983 9800 A

5/11/1987 9800 A

7/1/1988 9800 A

7/12/1994 9800 A

8/13/1972 9790 A

5/6/1977 9790 A

5/15/1977 9780 A

5/27/1977 9780 A

8/9/1999 9770 A

8/8/2008 9770 A

7/17/1973 9760 A

9/29/1984 9760 A

9/22/1991 9760 A

9/5/1999 9760 A

8/10/1974 9750 A

9/1/1972 9730 A

9/20/1972 9730 A

9/21/1980 9730 A

9/22/1980 9730 A

8/9/1996 9730 A

9/5/1975 9720 A

9/24/1975 9720 A

9/28/1975 9720 A

10/7/1980 9720 A

5/10/1981 9720 A

5/12/1981 9720 A

7/20/1981 9720 A

5/2/1982 9710 A

8/16/1998 9710 A

8/16/1971 9700 A

9/15/1971 9700 A

8/17/1972 9700 A

5/17/1982 9700 A

5/2/1991 9700 A

8/10/1999 9700 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/11/1999 9700 A

8/31/1974 9690 A

9/20/1980 9690 A

7/12/2003 9690 A

8/15/1984 9680 A

8/5/1968 9670 A

7/28/1973 9670 A

9/25/1975 9660 A

5/6/1982 9660 A

9/28/1983 9660 A

5/2/1999 9660 A

9/17/1980 9650 A

9/29/1991 9650 A

8/22/1993 9650 A

7/10/1994 9650 A

8/15/1995 9650 A

8/5/1969 9640 A

9/21/1971 9640 A

6/27/1985 9640 A

9/28/1991 9640 A

5/17/2001 9640 A

5/6/2000 9630 A

9/24/1991 9620 A

9/2/1972 9610 A

9/29/1983 9610 A

9/27/1991 9610 A

5/8/2003 9610 A

5/13/1968 9600 A

9/4/1982 9600 A

9/22/1995 9600 A

5/21/2008 9600 A

9/25/1967 9590 A

10/1/1967 9590 A

5/14/2000 9590 A

9/22/1975 9580 A

10/9/1976 9580 A

10/8/1980 9580 A

5/10/1985 9580 A

5/14/2003 9580 A

5/8/1968 9570 A

5/5/1982 9570 A

6/27/1987 9560 A

6/11/2001 9560 A

9/5/1974 9550 A

9/30/1991 9550 A

8/23/1993 9550 A

9/27/1998 9550 A

8/11/1999 9550 A

8/16/1968 9540 A

9/18/1970 9540 A

9/21/1991 9540 A

8/7/1999 9540 A

9/12/1999 9540 A

5/4/2006 9530 A

9/21/1972 9520 A

9/25/1972 9520 A

9/23/1983 9520 A

5/9/1967 9510 A

10/3/1967 9510 A

5/9/1987 9510 A

9/28/1984 9500 A

10/8/2005 9500 A

8/14/1972 9490 A

9/3/1972 9490 A

9/1/1974 9490 A

9/6/1974 9490 A

5/18/1982 9490 A

8/8/1999 9490 A

7/15/2004 9490 A

5/17/2006 9490 A

5/19/1982 9480 A

9/6/1986 9470 A

8/24/1993 9470 A

9/4/1972 9460 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/5/1972 9460 A

9/4/1974 9460 A

7/25/1980 9460 A

7/27/1990 9460 A

8/7/1985 9450 A

10/1/1991 9450 A

5/28/2001 9450 A

8/17/1968 9440 A

9/17/1970 9440 A

9/19/1970 9440 A

6/29/1994 9440 A

9/6/1972 9430 A

8/14/1976 9430 A

8/7/1986 9430 A

8/3/1992 9430 A

8/29/1993 9430 A

9/21/1995 9430 A

7/12/2006 9430 A

7/3/2007 9420 A

7/9/2006 9410 A

9/22/1972 9400 A

5/10/1990 9400 A

10/10/1993 9400 A

7/22/1979 9390 A

7/23/1979 9390 A

7/26/1979 9390 A

8/4/1979 9390 A

8/16/1980 9390 A

8/30/1993 9390 A

8/22/1999 9390 A

7/1/1977 9380 A

8/15/1968 9370 A

8/16/1972 9370 A

7/28/2001 9370 A

10/9/1980 9360 A

8/5/1981 9360 A

9/27/1984 9360 A

9/26/1998 9360 A

9/12/1978 9350 A

10/2/1991 9350 A

9/16/1971 9340 A

9/22/1971 9340 A

9/2/1974 9340 A

10/2/1976 9340 A

9/18/1995 9340 A

5/4/1967 9330 A

9/5/1982 9330 A

7/1/1985 9330 A

9/16/1986 9330 A

7/28/1987 9330 A

5/8/1990 9330 A

5/28/2004 9330 A

5/2/2007 9330 A

10/1/1976 9320 A

8/6/1968 9310 A

9/3/1974 9310 A

9/7/1974 9310 A

10/10/1975 9310 A

9/30/1976 9310 A

9/20/1995 9310 A

9/13/1999 9310 A

5/5/1977 9300 A

7/21/1990 9300 A

10/3/1991 9300 A

9/24/1972 9280 A

7/24/1979 9280 A

8/17/1998 9280 A

9/15/2008 9280 A

10/4/1991 9260 A

8/16/1995 9260 A

8/9/2008 9260 A

8/15/1972 9250 A

9/21/1975 9250 A

10/4/1975 9250 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
10/8/1991 9250 A

5/29/2004 9250 A

9/20/1970 9240 A

9/24/1971 9240 A

9/25/1971 9240 A

9/19/1995 9240 A

9/2/1978 9230 A

8/10/1996 9230 A

5/24/1998 9230 A

9/10/1972 9220 A

7/18/1973 9220 A

9/29/1976 9220 A

5/17/1985 9220 A

10/5/1991 9220 A

10/7/1991 9220 A

10/9/1991 9220 A

9/14/1999 9220 A

8/19/1967 9210 A

10/4/1967 9210 A

9/17/1971 9210 A

6/3/1977 9210 A

8/16/1984 9210 A

5/10/1987 9210 A

7/6/2001 9210 A

5/13/2003 9210 A

5/1/2007 9210 A

7/2/1988 9200 A

9/12/1975 9190 A

10/2/1975 9190 A

10/3/1975 9190 A

10/5/1975 9190 A

8/12/1983 9190 A

9/17/1995 9190 A

5/16/2006 9190 A

10/10/1980 9180 A

5/5/2000 9180 A

7/12/2002 9180 A

10/6/1967 9170 A

10/8/1967 9170 A

7/26/1991 9170 A

7/19/2005 9170 A

9/7/1972 9160 A

9/23/1972 9160 A

7/26/1980 9160 A

10/6/1991 9160 A

10/3/1976 9150 A

5/23/1998 9150 A

6/2/2004 9150 A

5/11/2005 9150 A

9/15/1986 9140 A

5/9/1990 9140 A

8/31/1993 9140 A

10/7/1967 9130 A

9/8/1972 9130 A

9/29/1975 9130 A

9/30/1975 9130 A

10/1/1975 9130 A

10/6/1975 9130 A

9/30/1983 9130 A

8/30/1987 9130 A

10/9/1993 9130 A

9/15/1999 9130 A

7/22/1990 9120 A

5/15/2000 9120 A

8/9/1970 9110 A

10/10/1991 9110 A

9/3/1973 9100 A

8/18/1998 9100 A

9/26/1967 9090 A

10/4/1976 9090 A

5/9/1977 9090 A

7/25/1990 9090 A

5/13/2004 9090 A

5/6/1968 9080 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/20/1971 9080 A

9/23/1971 9080 A

10/8/1976 9080 A

9/20/1975 9070 A

9/6/1982 9070 A

5/4/2001 9070 A

9/25/1998 9060 A

9/27/1967 9050 A

8/6/1969 9050 A

9/18/1971 9040 A

10/9/1974 9040 A

10/10/1974 9040 A

5/5/1967 9030 A

10/7/1976 9030 A

10/5/1967 9020 A

7/18/1987 9020 A

9/26/1971 9010 A

9/9/1972 9010 A

10/7/1975 9010 A

10/9/1975 9010 A

9/13/1978 9010 A

9/14/1986 9010 A

9/16/1999 9010 A

5/12/2004 9010 A

5/7/1985 9000 A

8/23/1998 9000 A

9/16/1970 8980 A

8/17/1971 8980 A

9/17/1974 8980 A

10/7/1974 8980 A

9/16/1975 8980 A

9/17/1975 8980 A

8/15/1976 8980 A

9/4/1999 8980 A

5/19/2002 8980 A

9/16/2008 8980 A

8/8/1985 8970 A

5/15/2003 8970 A

5/27/2004 8970 A

6/4/2004 8970 A

8/17/1984 8960 A

10/6/1999 8960 A

9/16/1974 8950 A

9/15/1975 8950 A

9/18/1975 8950 A

9/19/1996 8950 A

8/19/1998 8950 A

8/23/1999 8950 A

9/28/1967 8940 A

9/3/1978 8940 A

9/4/1978 8940 A

7/25/1979 8940 A

7/27/1980 8940 A

9/7/1986 8940 A

8/19/1995 8940 A

10/7/1999 8940 A

7/13/2003 8940 A

8/3/1981 8930 A

9/26/1984 8930 A

8/4/1992 8930 A

8/17/1995 8930 A

5/5/2001 8930 A

10/2/1974 8920 A

10/6/1974 8920 A

9/13/1975 8920 A

9/14/1975 8920 A

9/19/1975 8920 A

8/27/1983 8920 A

9/2/1986 8920 A

7/27/1991 8920 A

9/17/1999 8920 A

9/19/1971 8910 A

10/6/1976 8910 A

5/3/2006 8910 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/30/1967 8900 A

7/22/1989 8900 A

7/13/1994 8900 A

10/8/1999 8900 A

7/15/2000 8900 A

5/7/1967 8890 A

10/8/1975 8890 A

7/30/1981 8890 A

7/31/1981 8890 A

6/28/1987 8890 A

7/3/1988 8890 A

5/3/1991 8890 A

9/24/1998 8890 A

9/16/1995 8880 A

7/4/2007 8880 A

8/24/1998 8870 A

5/12/2008 8870 A

10/1/1974 8860 A

10/8/1974 8860 A

10/5/1999 8860 A

10/10/1999 8860 A

10/5/1976 8850 A

8/20/1998 8850 A

5/13/2008 8850 A

5/14/2008 8850 A

9/18/1974 8830 A

10/9/1999 8830 A

8/10/2008 8830 A

5/6/1967 8820 A

8/7/1968 8820 A

9/7/1982 8820 A

8/18/1984 8820 A

9/3/1999 8820 A

6/12/2001 8820 A

5/9/2005 8820 A

9/26/1970 8810 A

9/29/1970 8810 A

9/27/1971 8810 A

8/22/1998 8810 A

9/8/1974 8800 A

8/28/1983 8790 A

9/21/1970 8780 A

9/27/1970 8780 A

8/18/1971 8780 A

9/13/1986 8780 A

9/22/1974 8770 A

8/14/1968 8760 A

7/20/1987 8760 A

9/23/1998 8760 A

9/15/1970 8750 A

9/28/1970 8750 A

10/6/1970 8750 A

10/7/1970 8750 A

9/5/1978 8750 A

7/21/1981 8750 A

9/1/1993 8750 A

8/11/1996 8750 A

9/22/1998 8750 A

9/18/1999 8750 A

9/17/2008 8750 A

7/27/1973 8740 A

10/3/1974 8740 A

8/21/1998 8740 A

8/19/1984 8730 A

9/20/1998 8730 A

5/8/1967 8720 A

5/9/1981 8720 A

8/1/1981 8720 A

9/29/1967 8710 A

9/19/1974 8710 A

9/8/1986 8710 A

10/8/1969 8700 A

8/26/1983 8700 A

5/9/2003 8700 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/5/1979 8690 A

7/19/1987 8690 A

9/2/1993 8690 A

8/25/1998 8690 A

5/2/2006 8690 A

9/24/1970 8680 A

9/25/1970 8680 A

7/19/1973 8680 A

10/4/1974 8680 A

10/5/1974 8680 A

9/8/1982 8680 A

5/1/1983 8680 A

9/15/1995 8680 A

7/23/1990 8660 A

7/13/2002 8660 A

5/1/2006 8660 A

9/30/1970 8650 A

7/29/1973 8650 A

9/15/1974 8650 A

8/16/1976 8650 A

5/2/1983 8650 A

9/19/1998 8650 A

9/12/1986 8640 A

9/14/1995 8640 A

9/19/1999 8640 A

8/8/1986 8630 A

10/2/1970 8620 A

10/1/1971 8620 A

9/25/1974 8620 A

7/28/1980 8620 A

10/8/1993 8620 A

5/4/1977 8610 A

9/9/1986 8610 A

9/2/1999 8610 A

8/20/1984 8600 A

9/11/1986 8600 A

8/31/1987 8600 A

8/5/1992 8600 A

7/29/2001 8600 A

5/6/2003 8600 A

9/20/1974 8590 A

9/21/1974 8590 A

9/23/1974 8590 A

8/29/1983 8590 A

9/10/1986 8590 A

9/14/1970 8580 A

9/28/1971 8580 A

7/14/1994 8580 A

9/24/1999 8580 A

9/15/1967 8560 A

10/9/1969 8560 A

8/24/1973 8560 A

9/26/1974 8560 A

9/22/1983 8560 A

8/19/1971 8550 A

7/2/1977 8550 A

7/2/1985 8550 A

7/24/1990 8550 A

8/29/1987 8540 A

8/26/1998 8540 A

7/13/2006 8540 A

9/3/1993 8530 A

10/1/1970 8520 A

10/3/1970 8520 A

10/9/1970 8520 A

8/24/1999 8520 A

8/13/1983 8510 A

9/24/1974 8500 A

9/28/1976 8500 A

8/18/1995 8500 A

9/20/1999 8500 A

9/23/1999 8500 A

5/6/2001 8500 A

5/12/2003 8500 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
10/7/2005 8500 A

9/9/1982 8490 A

7/28/1991 8490 A

8/30/1999 8490 A

10/4/1999 8490 A

10/8/1970 8480 A

8/7/1969 8470 A

9/9/1974 8470 A

9/10/1974 8470 A

5/12/1985 8470 A

8/9/1985 8470 A

9/14/2008 8470 A

9/18/2008 8470 A

9/16/1982 8460 A

6/30/1994 8460 A

9/21/1998 8460 A

5/10/2005 8460 A

9/1/1999 8450 A

8/17/1976 8440 A

9/26/1976 8440 A 4451 days at or above 8440 cfs, of whic 200 days  were in October

7/22/1981 8440 A

5/14/2004 8440 A So in May-September, 4251 days out of 6426 days were at or above 8440 cfs at Sydney, or 

5/3/1967 8430 A

7/29/1987 8430 A

9/22/1999 8430 A

5/10/2003 8430 A

8/10/1970 8420 A

9/22/1970 8420 A

10/10/1970 8420 A

9/29/1971 8420 A

8/25/1983 8420 A

5/4/1991 8420 A

9/21/1999 8420 A

7/16/2004 8420 A

8/11/2008 8420 A

8/8/1968 8410 A

9/25/1976 8410 A

8/16/1983 8400 A

9/13/1995 8400 A

5/16/2000 8400 A

9/23/1970 8390 A

9/30/1971 8390 A

7/30/1987 8390 A

9/25/1999 8390 A So in May-September, 4273 days out of 6426 days were at or above 8390 cfs at Sydney, or 

9/27/1974 8380 A

9/30/1974 8380 A

7/29/1980 8370 A

7/30/1980 8370 A

10/7/1969 8360 A

10/8/1977 8360 A

8/17/1983 8360 A

8/3/1985 8360 A

10/4/1970 8350 A

9/11/1974 8350 A

5/3/1977 8350 A

9/27/1993 8330 A

9/28/1993 8330 A

8/20/1995 8330 A

8/12/1996 8330 A

9/2/1971 8320 A

9/12/1974 8320 A

9/14/1974 8320 A

9/28/1974 8320 A

9/6/1978 8320 A

10/1/1996 8320 A

5/11/2004 8320 A

7/20/2005 8320 A

9/29/1993 8310 A

8/27/1998 8310 A

7/14/2003 8310 A

8/14/1983 8300 A

8/30/1983 8300 A

9/19/2008 8300 A

10/5/1970 8290 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/13/1974 8290 A

9/24/1976 8290 A

9/11/1978 8290 A

8/15/1983 8280 A

8/6/1992 8280 A

10/2/1996 8270 A

10/5/1996 8270 A

8/11/1970 8260 A

8/26/1973 8260 A

9/4/1993 8260 A

10/9/1977 8250 A

8/21/1995 8250 A

8/14/2008 8250 A

9/10/1982 8240 A

8/21/1984 8240 A

5/1/1999 8240 A

5/3/2000 8240 A

8/13/2008 8240 A

9/13/1970 8230 A

9/27/1976 8230 A

5/3/1983 8230 A

7/23/1989 8230 A

10/3/1999 8230 A

5/10/2002 8230 A

5/11/2003 8230 A

8/6/1979 8220 A

9/21/1983 8220 A

9/25/1984 8220 A

8/31/1995 8220 A

10/6/1996 8220 A

6/29/1987 8210 A

10/4/1993 8210 A

8/15/2008 8210 A

9/29/1974 8200 A

8/12/2008 8200 A

9/30/1993 8190 A

10/1/1993 8190 A

10/5/1993 8190 A

9/30/1999 8190 A

5/1/2003 8190 A

9/7/1978 8180 A

8/18/1976 8170 A

5/25/1985 8170 A

8/23/1995 8170 A

10/4/1996 8170 A

8/18/1983 8160 A

5/11/1985 8160 A

9/20/1996 8160 A

7/19/2001 8160 A

9/8/1978 8150 A

7/4/1988 8150 A

5/8/1993 8150 A

10/2/1993 8150 A

8/22/1995 8150 A

9/22/1996 8150 A

10/3/1996 8150 A

10/7/1996 8150 A

9/17/1998 8150 A

9/23/1976 8140 A

5/1/1992 8140 A

8/30/1995 8140 A

9/29/1999 8140 A

7/23/1981 8130 A

8/7/1992 8130 A

7/28/1990 8120 A

10/3/1993 8120 A

9/23/1996 8120 A

5/12/1991 8110 A

10/6/1993 8110 A

8/9/1968 8100 A

8/8/1969 8100 A

8/12/1970 8100 A

9/15/1982 8100 A

8/9/1986 8100 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/5/1993 8100 A

10/7/1993 8090 A

6/4/1977 8080 A

9/9/1978 8080 A

8/16/1987 8080 A

9/21/1996 8080 A

8/25/1999 8080 A

7/14/2002 8080 A

5/16/2003 8080 A

8/20/1967 8070 A

5/1/1968 8070 A

5/15/2008 8070 A

8/24/1983 8060 A

9/1/1987 8060 A

5/26/2001 8060 A

7/15/2003 8060 A

8/20/1980 8050 A

8/22/1980 8050 A

9/16/1980 8050 A

10/8/1996 8050 A

8/28/1998 8050 A

9/10/1978 8040 A

10/1/1999 8040 A

5/19/2003 8040 A

9/11/1982 8030 A

8/1/1985 8030 A

9/20/2008 8030 A

7/29/1991 8020 A

8/23/1980 8010 A

8/20/1971 8000 A

5/5/1991 8000 A

7/7/2001 8000 A

7/26/1973 7990 A

8/25/1973 7990 A

7/29/1981 7990 A

8/31/1983 7990 A

9/26/1993 7980 A

5/15/2004 7980 A

7/30/1991 7970 A

9/30/1996 7970 A

10/9/1996 7970 A

9/18/1976 7960 A

9/20/1983 7960 A

10/9/1985 7960 A

8/2/1985 7950 A

5/5/1995 7950 A

9/24/1996 7950 A

7/3/1985 7940 A

5/30/2004 7940 A

7/24/1981 7930 A

5/10/1983 7930 A

8/10/1985 7930 A

10/8/1985 7930 A

7/24/1989 7930 A

8/13/1968 7910 A

8/24/1980 7910 A

9/12/1982 7910 A

8/26/1990 7910 A

5/11/2002 7910 A

5/2/1967 7900 A

10/3/1977 7900 A

9/6/1993 7900 A

5/10/1995 7900 A

8/16/2008 7900 A

9/21/2008 7900 A

5/6/1981 7890 A

5/4/1983 7890 A

8/19/1983 7890 A

9/25/1996 7890 A

5/16/2004 7890 A

5/5/1968 7880 A

7/30/1990 7880 A

10/10/1996 7880 A

7/30/1973 7870 A
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8/19/1976 7870 A

9/22/1976 7870 A

7/31/1980 7870 A

8/21/1980 7870 A

10/10/1985 7870 A

8/24/1995 7860 A

8/29/1995 7860 A

8/10/1968 7850 A

5/2/1977 7850 A

7/16/2000 7850 A

10/6/1969 7840 A

8/13/1970 7840 A

9/17/1976 7840 A

9/19/1976 7840 A

10/10/1977 7840 A

5/6/1995 7840 A

7/5/2007 7840 A

5/10/1977 7830 A

5/17/2008 7830 A

8/23/1983 7820 A

5/2/2003 7820 A

7/20/1973 7810 A

8/27/1995 7810 A

8/19/1979 7800 A

9/19/1984 7800 A

8/29/1998 7800 A

10/7/1985 7790 A

5/6/1991 7790 A

9/17/1993 7790 A

9/25/1993 7790 A

9/18/1984 7780 A

9/7/1993 7780 A

9/18/1993 7780 A

9/26/1996 7780 A

9/12/2008 7780 A

9/22/2008 7780 A

9/15/1984 7770 A

8/26/1999 7770 A

8/9/1969 7760 A

8/7/1981 7760 A

5/5/1983 7760 A

5/18/1985 7760 A

7/5/1988 7760 A

7/26/1989 7760 A

7/31/1990 7760 A

9/8/1993 7760 A

9/21/1993 7760 A

8/13/1996 7760 A

5/5/2003 7760 A

5/26/2004 7760 A

9/23/2008 7760 A

9/14/1982 7750 A

9/17/1984 7750 A

7/31/1987 7750 A

7/29/1990 7750 A

8/8/1992 7750 A

9/13/2008 7750 A

7/14/2006 7740 A

9/13/1982 7730 A

5/7/1991 7730 A

7/31/1991 7730 A

9/20/1976 7720 A

5/6/1983 7720 A

8/22/1983 7720 A

9/24/1984 7720 A

9/29/1996 7720 A

9/20/1984 7710 A

9/1/1995 7710 A

10/6/2005 7710 A

10/4/1977 7700 A

8/7/1979 7700 A

7/27/1989 7700 A

9/22/1993 7700 A

7/15/1994 7700 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/11/2008 7700 A

9/14/1984 7690 A

9/20/1993 7690 A

10/2/1999 7690 A

7/18/2002 7690 A

7/16/2003 7690 A

8/20/1983 7680 A

10/4/1985 7680 A

9/2/1987 7680 A

8/1/1990 7680 A

9/27/1996 7680 A

8/10/1969 7670 A

8/29/1979 7670 A

8/21/1983 7670 A

8/25/1990 7670 A

9/26/1999 7670 A

5/3/2001 7670 A

5/9/2002 7670 A

6/5/2004 7670 A

7/21/2005 7670 A

5/1/1967 7660 A

9/21/1976 7660 A

9/9/1993 7660 A

9/28/1996 7660 A

8/22/1971 7650 A

9/17/1983 7650 A

8/22/1984 7640 A

7/1/1994 7640 A

5/16/2008 7640 A

9/2/1973 7630 A

10/5/1977 7630 A

9/16/1984 7630 A

7/28/1989 7630 A

5/7/1993 7630 A

9/1/1983 7620 A

9/23/1993 7620 A

9/30/2008 7620 A

5/2/1968 7610 A

5/3/1968 7610 A

8/11/1968 7610 A

8/12/1968 7610 A

10/3/1985 7610 A

8/10/1986 7610 A

7/25/1989 7610 A

5/5/1993 7610 A

8/2/2001 7610 A

5/18/2008 7610 A

8/27/1973 7600 A

6/5/1977 7600 A

8/18/1979 7600 A

8/30/1979 7600 A

8/31/1979 7600 A

8/18/1980 7600 A

9/10/1993 7600 A

9/19/1993 7600 A

5/7/1995 7600 A

9/12/1995 7600 A

8/30/1998 7600 A

5/7/2001 7600 A

7/17/2004 7600 A

8/21/1971 7590 A

9/19/1983 7590 A

5/17/2000 7590 A

9/7/2008 7590 A

9/24/2008 7590 A

10/2/1985 7580 A

5/8/1991 7580 A

8/28/1973 7570 A

8/20/1976 7570 A

9/16/1976 7570 A

9/29/2008 7570 A

9/18/1983 7560 A

10/1/1985 7560 A

5/6/2008 7560 A
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8/23/1971 7550 A

9/16/1993 7550 A

5/4/1995 7550 A

8/31/1999 7550 A

9/16/1983 7540 A

7/4/1985 7540 A

9/24/1993 7540 A

9/18/1998 7540 A

5/27/2001 7540 A

9/21/1984 7520 A

10/5/1985 7520 A

8/26/1995 7520 A

8/29/1973 7510 A

8/13/1986 7510 A

6/8/2004 7510 A

8/11/1986 7500 A

6/30/1987 7500 A

5/6/1993 7500 A

7/12/2001 7500 A

5/18/2003 7500 A

9/6/2008 7500 A

9/13/1984 7490 A

10/6/1985 7490 A

5/1/1993 7490 A

8/25/1995 7490 A

5/17/2003 7490 A

8/30/1973 7480 A

9/28/1999 7480 A

5/4/2003 7480 A

9/10/2008 7470 A

8/1/1980 7460 A

8/25/1980 7460 A

7/25/1981 7460 A

9/15/1983 7460 A

9/12/1984 7460 A

8/2/1990 7460 A

5/2/1993 7460 A

8/27/1999 7460 A

5/12/2002 7460 A

7/25/1973 7450 A

7/31/1973 7450 A

9/8/2008 7450 A

7/3/1977 7440 A

8/23/1984 7440 A

8/14/1996 7440 A

9/27/1999 7440 A

8/17/2008 7440 A

9/27/2008 7440 A

10/2/1977 7430 A

8/20/1979 7430 A

9/1/1979 7430 A

5/7/1983 7430 A

8/16/1986 7430 A

8/17/1986 7430 A

9/9/2008 7430 A

9/25/2008 7430 A

8/11/1985 7420 A

7/31/1985 7410 A

9/30/1985 7410 A

5/9/1991 7410 A

8/12/1986 7400 A

9/11/1993 7400 A

5/3/2003 7400 A

9/28/2008 7400 A

9/1/1973 7390 A

5/4/1968 7380 A

8/14/1986 7380 A

8/31/1998 7380 A

5/19/2008 7380 A

5/20/2008 7380 A

5/3/2008 7370 A

8/31/1973 7360 A

9/15/1976 7360 A

5/6/1985 7360 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
5/3/1993 7360 A

7/15/2002 7360 A

9/26/2008 7360 A

9/14/1983 7350 A

8/9/1992 7350 A

8/1/1991 7340 A

5/1/2000 7340 A

8/3/1987 7320 A

9/2/1983 7310 A

8/11/1969 7300 A

8/14/1970 7300 A

8/21/1976 7300 A

7/26/1981 7300 A

5/8/1995 7300 A

9/2/1995 7300 A

8/28/1979 7290 A

7/17/2003 7290 A

5/11/2008 7290 A

7/9/1977 7280 A

9/3/1987 7270 A

8/19/1980 7260 A

7/28/1981 7260 A

9/22/1984 7260 A

9/28/1985 7260 A

8/15/1986 7260 A

8/2/1987 7260 A

8/28/1995 7260 A

8/24/1984 7250 A

9/23/1984 7250 A

9/1/1998 7250 A

7/8/2001 7250 A

7/10/1977 7240 A

7/29/1989 7240 A

8/29/1999 7240 A

7/17/2000 7240 A

8/8/1979 7230 A

9/4/1980 7230 A

8/25/1984 7230 A

7/5/1985 7230 A

9/29/1985 7230 A

7/6/2007 7230 A

10/5/1969 7220 A

5/15/2001 7220 A

10/10/1969 7210 A

9/14/1976 7210 A

7/15/2006 7210 Ae

10/6/1977 7200 Ae

9/13/1983 7200 Ae

9/14/1991 7200 Ae

8/18/2008 7200 Ae

8/18/1969 7190 Ae

8/3/1990 7190 A

7/22/2005 7190 A

5/5/2008 7180 A

5/1/1985 7170 A

5/9/1995 7170 A

8/28/1999 7170 A

8/27/1979 7160 A

8/26/1980 7160 A

7/14/1987 7160 A

5/31/2004 7160 A

9/14/1967 7150 A

9/13/1976 7150 A

5/4/1993 7150 A

9/11/1983 7140 A

9/27/1985 7140 A

5/10/1991 7140 A

8/2/1991 7140 A

9/2/1998 7140 A

9/16/1998 7140 A

5/13/2002 7140 A

9/2/1979 7130 A

9/12/1983 7130 A

8/26/1984 7130 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/1/1973 7120 A

9/11/1984 7120 A

8/18/1986 7120 A

5/2/2000 7120 A

8/12/1969 7110 A

9/27/1969 7110 A

10/1/2008 7110 A

7/27/1981 7100 A

5/8/1983 7100 A

9/12/1993 7100 A

6/1/2004 7100 A

7/21/1973 7090 A

9/9/1977 7090 A

8/27/1984 7090 A

7/6/1988 7090 A

10/7/1977 7070 A

9/3/1983 7070 A

5/21/1985 7070 A

8/26/1979 7060 A

9/3/1979 7060 A

5/11/1991 7060 A

7/9/2007 7060 A

8/24/1971 7050 A

8/4/1987 7050 A

8/7/1991 7050 A

7/16/1994 7050 A

8/1/1987 7040 A

9/11/1995 7040 A

10/7/2000 7040 A

7/24/1973 7030 A

8/21/1979 7030 A

8/25/1979 7030 A

8/27/1980 7030 A

9/3/1995 7030 A

9/5/2008 7030 A

9/15/1993 7020 A

8/15/1996 7020 A

10/8/2000 7020 A

8/22/1976 7000 A

8/28/1984 7000 A

5/14/2001 7000 A

8/19/2008 7000 A

10/2/2008 7000 A

8/21/1967 6990 A

8/24/1979 6990 A

9/12/1970 6980 A

8/12/1985 6980 A

8/19/1986 6980 A

9/28/1969 6970 A

9/12/1976 6970 A

10/3/2008 6970 A

8/29/1984 6960 A

9/3/1998 6960 A

8/16/1969 6950 A

9/1/1971 6950 A

10/10/1992 6950 A

9/13/1993 6950 A

8/2/1973 6940 A

8/30/1984 6940 A

5/2/1985 6940 A

9/26/1985 6940 A

7/2/1994 6940 A

7/23/2000 6940 A

5/25/2004 6940 A

5/7/2008 6940 A

7/30/1989 6930 A

8/17/1969 6920 A

10/1/1969 6920 A

10/3/1969 6920 A

10/4/1969 6920 A

9/4/1984 6920 A

9/10/1984 6920 A

5/2/2005 6920 A

9/10/1983 6910 A
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8/31/1984 6910 A

7/24/2000 6910 A

10/8/2008 6910 A

9/14/1993 6900 A

5/16/2001 6900 A

8/9/1979 6890 A

8/27/1986 6890 A

8/22/1990 6890 A

8/10/1992 6890 A

5/8/2002 6890 A

9/4/1983 6880 A

9/9/1984 6880 A

7/1/1987 6880 A

8/19/1969 6870 A

9/30/1969 6870 A

8/28/1987 6870 A

8/22/1979 6860 A

8/23/1979 6860 A

9/5/1980 6860 A

9/3/1984 6860 A

9/20/1985 6860 A

9/4/1987 6860 A

7/18/2003 6860 A

7/18/2004 6860 A

10/7/2008 6860 A

8/25/1976 6850 A

5/19/1985 6850 A

5/6/1988 6850 A

5/1/2005 6850 A

8/13/1969 6840 A

8/20/1986 6840 A

7/16/2006 6840 A

10/9/2008 6840 A

9/4/1979 6830 A

8/28/1980 6830 A

8/28/1986 6830 A

7/18/2000 6830 A

10/4/2008 6830 A

7/6/1985 6820 A

9/4/1995 6820 A

9/26/1969 6810 A

9/29/1969 6810 A

5/1/1977 6810 A

9/1/1984 6810 A

9/25/1985 6810 A

9/10/1995 6810 A

7/20/2001 6810 A

10/5/2005 6810 A

9/6/1984 6800 A

8/4/1990 6800 A

7/23/1973 6790 A

9/9/1983 6790 A

9/8/1984 6790 A

10/10/2000 6790 A

10/2/1969 6780 A

9/5/1984 6780 A

7/31/1989 6780 A

7/22/2000 6780 A

5/17/2004 6780 A

10/5/2008 6780 A

10/10/2008 6780 A

9/18/1996 6770 A

7/24/2002 6770 A

6/6/2004 6770 A

7/22/1973 6760 A

9/6/1980 6760 A

9/7/1984 6760 A

8/1/1989 6760 A

10/9/2000 6760 A

7/21/2001 6760 A

7/19/2002 6760 A

7/25/2002 6760 A

5/9/1983 6750 A

5/22/1985 6750 A
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8/5/1987 6750 A

8/2/1989 6750 A

9/5/1995 6750 A

9/8/1983 6740 A

7/23/2001 6740 A

10/6/2008 6740 A

9/5/1979 6730 A

9/5/1983 6730 A

9/2/1984 6730 A

5/18/2000 6730 A

7/16/2002 6710 A

7/23/2002 6710 A

5/2/2008 6710 A

8/23/1976 6700 A

8/24/1976 6700 A

9/11/1976 6700 A

8/2/1980 6700 A

9/3/1980 6700 A

9/7/1983 6700 A

10/8/1992 6700 A

9/15/1998 6700 A

7/22/2001 6700 A

8/20/2008 6700 A

9/1/1986 6690 A

8/3/1991 6690 A

7/17/2006 6690 A

10/1/1977 6680 A

9/21/1985 6680 A

8/5/1990 6680 A

8/27/1990 6680 A

10/9/1992 6680 A

9/6/1995 6680 A

8/16/1996 6680 A

9/4/1998 6680 A

9/7/1980 6670 A

9/7/1995 6670 A

7/30/2001 6670 A

7/22/2002 6670 A

5/3/1985 6660 A

7/7/1988 6660 A

9/6/1983 6650 A

9/9/1995 6650 A

7/21/2002 6650 A

8/3/1973 6640 A

7/11/1977 6640 A

8/29/1986 6640 A

8/30/1980 6630 A

8/31/1980 6630 A

9/2/1980 6630 A

5/3/1995 6630 A

9/13/1967 6620 A

5/11/1977 6620 A

8/13/1985 6620 A

8/25/1971 6610 A

7/25/2000 6610 A

7/19/2003 6610 A

9/1/1980 6600 A

9/15/1980 6600 A

9/5/1987 6600 A

8/5/1991 6600 A

8/6/1991 6600 A

10/3/1992 6600 A

5/20/1985 6590 A

7/20/2002 6580 A

8/20/1969 6570 A

8/10/1979 6570 A

9/6/1979 6570 A

9/8/1987 6570 A

7/19/2000 6570 A

7/17/2002 6570 A

9/8/1977 6560 A

8/8/1981 6560 A

5/5/1988 6560 A

5/14/2002 6560 A
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7/7/2007 6560 A

8/14/1969 6550 A

8/15/1969 6550 A

9/11/1970 6550 A

8/26/1976 6550 A

7/8/1977 6550 A

9/9/1987 6550 A

5/4/2008 6550 A

9/8/1980 6540 A

9/24/1985 6540 A

8/21/1986 6540 A

8/4/1991 6540 A

10/2/1992 6540 A

7/9/2001 6540 A

7/4/1977 6530 A

5/5/1985 6530 A

8/6/1990 6530 A

8/8/1991 6520 A

7/23/2005 6520 A

8/17/1979 6510 A

8/31/1986 6510 A

9/10/1987 6510 A

8/30/1986 6500 A

5/7/1988 6500 A

5/8/2001 6500 A

5/6/2002 6500 A

10/7/1989 6490 A

7/18/2006 6490 A

10/8/1989 6480 A

7/17/1994 6480 A

8/22/1967 6470 A

8/29/1980 6470 A

5/24/1985 6470 A

6/7/2004 6470 A

8/30/1976 6460 A

9/1/1976 6460 A

9/8/1995 6460 A

8/17/1996 6460 A

9/5/1998 6460 A

10/6/2000 6460 A

7/7/1985 6440 A

8/28/1990 6440 A

7/26/2002 6440 A

5/10/2004 6440 A

8/31/1976 6430 A

9/2/1977 6430 A

9/6/1987 6430 A

8/3/1989 6430 A

7/11/2007 6430 A

10/4/2000 6420 A

7/26/2001 6420 A

5/3/2005 6420 A

10/10/1989 6410 A

8/29/1990 6410 A

8/11/1992 6410 A

7/21/2000 6410 A

8/21/1969 6400 A

8/15/1970 6400 A

8/26/1971 6400 A

8/29/1976 6400 A

9/11/1987 6400 A

10/9/1989 6400 A

8/30/1990 6400 A

9/30/2000 6400 A

10/3/2000 6400 A

7/17/2001 6400 A

7/2/1987 6390 A

7/19/2004 6390 A

9/9/1980 6380 A

9/23/1985 6380 A

8/24/1986 6380 A

8/11/1973 6370 A

8/12/1973 6370 A

8/27/1976 6370 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/23/1986 6370 A

7/8/1988 6370 A

10/10/1990 6370 A

5/18/2002 6370 A

9/6/1967 6360 A

8/27/1987 6360 A

9/7/1979 6350 A

10/4/1992 6350 A

7/20/2000 6350 A

10/5/2000 6350 A

7/18/2001 6350 A

8/4/1973 6340 A

9/10/1976 6340 A

8/22/1986 6340 A

10/6/1990 6340 A

5/7/2002 6340 A

9/12/1967 6330 A

8/17/1985 6330 A

10/1/1992 6330 A

8/18/1996 6330 A

9/25/1969 6320 A

8/3/1980 6320 A

9/14/1980 6320 A

9/7/1987 6320 A

8/28/1976 6310 A

9/2/1976 6310 A

8/20/1996 6310 A

9/14/1998 6310 A

8/21/2008 6310 A

9/5/1967 6300 A

8/24/1992 6300 A

9/13/1992 6300 A

9/29/2000 6300 A

9/26/2004 6300 A

7/5/1977 6290 A

8/25/1986 6290 A

8/19/1996 6290 A

8/11/1979 6280 A

5/23/1985 6280 A

8/26/1986 6280 A

9/12/1987 6280 A

7/8/1987 6270 A

10/7/1992 6260 A

7/10/2007 6260 A

8/23/1967 6250 A

9/7/1967 6250 A

8/17/1973 6250 A

10/10/1981 6250 A

5/4/1985 6250 A

9/22/1985 6250 A

7/20/2003 6250 A

8/29/1992 6240 A

8/21/1996 6240 A

9/18/1992 6230 A

9/6/1998 6230 A

8/16/1973 6220 A

10/9/1981 6220 A

8/7/1990 6220 A

10/2/2000 6220 A

7/8/2007 6220 A

8/27/1971 6210 A

8/31/1971 6210 A

5/11/2001 6210 A

7/27/2002 6210 A

5/14/1977 6200 A

7/3/1994 6200 A

10/1/2000 6200 A

9/8/1967 6190 A

8/13/1973 6190 A

8/18/1985 6190 A

9/19/1992 6190 A

9/10/1970 6180 A

7/12/1977 6180 A

9/13/1998 6180 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
10/4/2005 6180 A

9/4/1967 6170 A

9/11/1967 6170 A

5/8/1988 6170 A

9/23/1992 6170 A

7/28/2002 6170 A

9/27/2004 6170 A

9/3/1976 6160 A

8/12/1979 6160 A

8/13/1979 6160 A

10/5/1992 6160 A

8/22/1996 6160 A

10/1/2005 6160 A

7/7/1987 6150 A

10/7/1990 6150 A

9/7/1977 6140 A

8/9/1991 6140 A

9/14/1992 6140 A

9/24/1992 6140 A

9/23/2006 6140 A

5/8/2008 6140 A

5/2/1995 6130 A

7/26/2000 6130 A

7/31/2001 6130 A

5/9/2008 6130 A

8/22/1969 6120 A

9/24/1969 6120 A

7/3/1987 6120 A

9/30/1992 6120 A

5/12/2001 6120 A

5/15/2002 6120 A

9/4/2008 6120 A

7/6/1977 6110 A

7/9/1987 6110 A

5/9/1988 6110 A

9/12/1998 6110 A

9/22/1969 6100 A

8/5/1973 6100 A

9/8/1979 6100 A

7/8/1985 6100 A

5/1/1995 6100 A

9/10/1998 6100 A

8/28/1971 6090 A

7/7/1977 6090 A

8/6/1987 6080 A

9/21/1992 6080 A

9/11/1998 6080 A

9/24/2006 6080 A

5/10/2008 6080 A

8/9/1981 6070 A

10/9/1990 6070 A

9/20/1992 6070 A

10/6/1992 6070 A

7/24/2001 6070 A

7/20/2004 6070 A

9/25/2004 6070 A

9/2/1967 6060 A

9/9/1967 6060 A

9/13/1987 6060 A

8/4/1989 6060 A

8/31/1990 6060 A

9/7/1998 6060 A

9/9/1998 6060 A

9/23/1969 6050 A

9/12/1992 6050 A

8/22/2008 6050 A

9/10/1967 6040 A

8/14/1973 6040 A

8/23/1973 6040 A

9/4/1976 6040 A

9/5/1976 6040 A

10/8/1981 6040 A

8/12/1992 6040 A

9/22/1992 6040 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/12/2007 6040 A

9/10/1977 6030 A

8/16/1979 6030 A

9/30/2005 6030 A

8/19/1985 6020 A

9/25/1992 6020 A

10/2/2005 6020 A

8/26/1967 6010 A

9/3/1967 6010 A

8/10/1973 6010 A

8/15/1973 6010 A

9/6/1976 6010 A

8/14/1985 6010 A

8/23/1996 6010 A

10/10/2007 6010 A

9/13/1980 6000 A

5/1/1988 6000 A

9/28/2000 6000 A

10/6/2004 6000 A

7/19/2006 6000 A

8/29/1971 5990 A

9/14/1987 5990 A

8/24/1990 5990 A

8/28/1992 5990 A

8/31/1989 5980 A

5/18/2004 5980 A

8/14/1979 5970 A

8/4/1980 5970 A

9/15/1987 5970 A

7/9/1988 5970 A

8/8/1990 5970 A

9/28/2004 5970 A

10/1/2004 5970 A

9/21/1969 5960 A

8/16/1985 5960 A

7/6/1987 5960 A

8/5/1989 5960 A

10/8/1990 5960 A

8/30/1992 5960 A

9/8/1998 5960 A

5/19/2000 5960 A

10/3/2005 5960 A

9/26/2006 5960 A

9/9/1976 5950 A

10/3/1987 5950 A

9/15/1992 5950 A

7/18/1994 5950 A

7/21/2003 5950 A

8/15/1979 5940 A

8/5/1980 5940 A

8/6/1980 5940 A

10/6/1989 5940 A

5/2/2001 5940 A

7/29/2002 5940 A

9/9/1970 5930 A

9/30/2004 5930 A

8/18/1973 5920 A

8/21/1973 5920 A

8/22/1973 5920 A

9/7/1976 5920 A

10/7/1981 5920 A

9/17/1992 5920 A

9/29/2005 5920 A

10/4/1987 5910 A

9/26/1992 5910 A

8/16/1970 5900 A

9/16/1992 5900 A

7/11/2001 5900 A

5/24/2004 5900 A

10/7/2004 5900 A

9/8/1976 5890 A

8/7/1980 5880 A

5/9/2001 5880 A

7/25/2001 5880 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/13/1991 5870 A

8/25/1992 5870 A

5/16/2002 5870 A

10/5/2004 5870 A

9/25/2006 5870 A

9/28/2006 5870 A

10/6/1981 5860 A

9/19/1985 5860 A

9/16/1987 5860 A

9/9/1979 5850 A

10/2/1987 5850 A

9/29/1992 5850 A

7/10/2001 5850 A

9/29/2004 5850 A

9/27/2006 5850 A

8/30/1971 5840 A

7/4/1987 5840 A

8/24/1996 5840 A

10/4/2004 5840 A

5/4/2005 5840 A

7/24/2005 5840 A

7/9/1985 5830 A

9/1/1989 5830 A

9/24/2004 5830 A

9/17/1979 5820 A

9/18/1979 5820 A

8/17/1987 5820 A

5/4/1988 5820 A

9/28/1992 5820 A

7/25/2004 5810 A

10/2/2004 5810 A

8/13/1992 5800 A

9/27/1992 5800 A

8/26/1996 5800 A

8/23/2008 5800 A

9/10/1979 5790 A

9/16/1979 5790 A

9/19/1979 5790 A

8/8/1980 5790 A

9/10/1980 5790 A

10/10/1994 5790 A

10/8/2004 5790 A

10/1/1987 5780 A

7/30/2002 5780 A

8/10/1981 5770 A

8/15/1985 5770 A

8/20/1985 5770 A

9/17/1987 5770 A

8/23/1969 5750 A

9/3/1969 5750 A

9/18/1987 5750 A

10/5/1987 5750 A

10/3/2004 5750 A

8/6/1973 5740 A

7/31/2002 5740 A

7/21/2004 5740 A

8/29/1967 5730 A

9/3/1977 5730 A

9/12/1980 5730 A

8/15/1987 5730 A

5/2/1988 5730 A

5/10/2001 5730 A

7/27/2001 5730 A

8/25/2008 5730 A

7/13/1977 5720 A

9/19/1987 5720 A

5/20/2000 5720 A

7/27/2000 5720 A

9/27/2000 5720 A

9/20/1969 5710 A

10/5/1981 5710 A

8/9/1990 5710 A

8/24/2008 5710 A

9/20/1979 5700 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/11/1992 5700 A

10/9/2004 5700 A

8/24/1969 5690 A

9/5/1977 5690 A

9/22/1987 5690 A

7/26/2005 5690 A

8/24/1967 5680 A

8/27/1967 5680 A

9/1/1967 5680 A

8/20/1973 5680 A

9/6/1977 5680 A

8/9/1980 5670 A

7/5/1987 5670 A

8/31/1992 5670 A

8/25/1996 5670 A

7/20/2006 5670 A

8/19/1987 5660 A

9/20/1987 5660 A

9/28/1987 5660 A

9/29/1987 5660 A

9/9/1991 5660 A

7/9/1994 5660 A

8/28/1967 5650 A

9/4/1969 5650 A

8/9/1973 5650 A

7/10/1987 5650 A

9/21/1987 5650 A

5/17/2002 5650 A

9/15/1979 5640 A

9/23/1987 5640 A

7/24/2004 5640 A

9/3/2008 5640 A

8/17/1970 5630 A

8/23/1990 5630 A

8/27/1992 5630 A

7/4/1994 5630 A

7/16/2001 5630 A

8/1/2002 5630 A

7/22/2003 5630 A

8/25/1967 5620 A

9/11/1969 5620 A

5/12/1977 5620 A

10/6/1987 5620 A

5/3/1988 5620 A

8/14/1992 5620 A

5/5/2002 5620 A

10/10/2004 5620 A

9/29/2006 5620 A

9/11/1979 5610 A

7/19/1994 5610 A

9/7/1969 5600 A

9/4/1977 5600 A

8/27/1996 5600 A

7/13/1987 5590 A

8/6/1989 5590 A

9/1/1990 5590 A

9/21/1979 5580 A

8/21/1985 5580 A

8/11/1981 5570 A

9/30/1987 5570 A

10/5/1990 5570 A

8/10/1991 5570 A

5/13/2001 5570 A

7/26/2004 5570 A

9/23/2004 5570 A

8/26/2008 5570 A

8/7/1973 5560 A

8/8/1973 5560 A

8/19/1973 5560 A

9/14/1979 5550 A

9/28/2005 5550 A

8/27/2008 5550 A

9/5/1969 5540 A

5/3/1981 5540 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/27/2004 5540 A

9/30/1977 5530 A

10/7/1987 5530 A

8/7/1989 5530 A

10/4/1990 5530 A

7/13/2001 5530 A

10/10/2006 5530 A

9/6/1969 5520 A

9/19/1969 5520 A

8/2/2002 5520 A

9/22/2006 5520 A

5/13/1977 5510 A

5/2/1981 5510 A

8/30/1967 5500 A

8/25/1969 5500 A

9/10/1996 5500 A

7/13/2007 5500 A

7/14/1977 5490 A

9/12/1979 5490 A

9/13/1979 5490 A

7/10/1985 5490 A

9/10/1969 5480 A

8/7/1987 5480 A

9/24/1987 5480 A

7/10/1988 5480 A

7/28/2004 5480 A

8/8/1989 5470 A

8/26/1992 5470 A

8/28/1996 5470 A

9/17/1996 5470 A

7/25/2005 5470 A

10/9/2006 5470 A

9/30/1979 5460 A

9/11/1980 5460 A

8/20/1987 5460 A

9/11/1996 5460 A

5/5/2005 5460 A

10/4/1981 5450 A

10/8/2006 5450 A

9/1/1977 5440 A

9/18/1985 5440 A

8/18/1987 5440 A

10/10/1987 5440 A

9/1/1992 5440 A

10/8/2002 5440 A

5/19/2004 5440 A

9/30/2006 5440 A

9/22/1979 5430 A

8/10/1980 5430 A

7/28/2000 5430 A

7/22/1985 5420 A

9/27/1987 5420 A

10/8/1987 5420 A

9/25/1987 5410 A

8/11/2005 5410 A

10/2/2006 5410 A

9/2/1969 5400 A

10/3/1981 5400 A

9/26/1987 5400 A

10/9/1987 5400 A

9/2/2008 5400 A

10/5/1989 5390 A

9/9/1996 5390 A

9/12/1996 5390 A

10/7/2006 5390 A

9/17/1985 5380 A

10/9/2002 5380 A

10/3/2006 5380 A

8/28/2008 5380 A

9/23/1979 5370 A

10/9/1979 5370 A

10/1/2006 5370 A

10/4/2006 5370 A

9/18/1969 5360 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/23/1985 5360 A

9/16/1985 5360 A

7/11/1987 5360 A

9/26/2000 5360 A

10/7/2002 5360 A

7/31/2003 5360 A

7/30/2005 5360 A

10/9/1994 5350 A

9/16/1996 5350 A

10/9/2007 5350 A

9/9/1969 5340 A

9/13/1969 5340 A

9/24/1979 5340 A

10/8/1979 5340 A

10/10/1979 5340 A

7/11/1985 5340 A

9/13/1996 5340 A

7/15/2001 5340 A

7/22/2004 5340 A

8/18/1970 5330 A

9/29/1977 5330 A

10/5/2006 5330 A

9/8/1969 5320 A

7/23/2003 5320 A

7/21/2006 5320 A

9/29/1979 5310 A

7/12/1987 5310 A

9/2/1989 5310 A

10/10/2002 5310 A

9/22/2004 5310 A

9/21/2006 5310 A

9/12/1969 5300 A

9/27/1977 5300 A

9/2/1990 5300 A

9/24/1977 5290 A

8/11/1991 5290 A

9/10/1992 5290 A

7/20/1994 5290 A

7/27/2005 5290 A

8/26/1969 5280 A

9/1/1969 5280 A

9/25/1977 5280 A

10/4/1979 5280 A

10/5/1979 5280 A

10/7/1979 5280 A

10/2/1981 5280 A

7/24/1985 5280 A

8/29/1989 5280 A

7/5/1994 5280 A

9/14/1996 5280 A

5/3/2002 5280 A

7/31/2005 5280 A

9/28/1977 5270 A

9/15/1985 5270 A

9/15/1996 5270 A

9/23/1977 5260 A

8/10/1990 5260 A

10/6/2006 5260 A

9/25/1979 5250 A

9/28/1979 5250 A

10/3/1979 5250 A

8/26/1987 5250 A

9/2/1992 5250 A

8/27/1969 5240 A

8/28/1969 5240 A

9/26/1977 5240 A

10/3/1990 5240 A

8/15/1992 5240 A

8/9/1989 5230 A

10/1/1979 5220 A

10/6/1979 5220 A

8/21/1987 5220 A

9/12/1991 5220 A

7/8/1994 5220 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/29/1996 5220 A

5/4/2002 5220 A

9/21/2004 5220 A

9/1/2008 5220 A

7/11/1988 5210 A

9/3/1990 5210 A

9/4/1990 5210 A

7/29/2000 5210 A

7/29/2004 5210 A

8/31/1967 5200 A

9/17/1969 5200 A

9/5/1990 5200 A

9/26/1979 5190 A

10/2/1979 5190 A

8/31/1969 5180 A

9/8/1970 5180 A

7/30/1985 5180 A

5/8/2005 5180 A

8/29/2008 5180 A

9/11/1977 5170 A

10/1/1981 5170 A

8/30/1989 5170 A

7/29/2005 5170 A

7/15/1977 5160 A

9/27/1979 5160 A

8/22/1985 5160 A

9/6/1996 5150 A

5/23/2004 5150 A

8/23/1992 5140 A

5/1/2002 5140 A

8/12/1980 5130 A

8/15/1980 5130 A

9/16/1989 5130 A

9/16/1969 5120 A

8/19/1970 5120 A

7/12/1985 5120 A

9/5/1996 5120 A

10/6/2002 5120 A

7/23/2004 5120 A

9/27/2005 5120 A

7/7/1994 5110 A

5/1/2001 5110 A

7/28/2005 5110 A

8/30/1969 5100 A

9/15/1989 5100 A

8/12/1991 5100 A

9/4/1996 5100 A

10/6/2007 5100 A

10/1/1990 5090 A

9/3/1992 5090 A

7/14/2001 5090 A

8/3/2002 5090 A

7/24/2003 5090 A So in May-September, 5457 days out of 6426 days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

8/11/1980 5080 A

8/13/1980 5080 A

8/14/1980 5080 A

7/18/1985 5080 A

9/14/1985 5080 A

9/17/1989 5080 A

9/3/1996 5080 A

7/22/2006 5080 A

8/22/1987 5070 A

8/28/1989 5070 A

9/6/1990 5070 A

5/20/2004 5070 A

8/29/1969 5060 A

10/2/1990 5060 A

7/6/1994 5060 A

7/21/1994 5060 A

9/19/1988 5050 A

9/3/1989 5050 A

9/29/1989 5050 A

9/27/1990 5050 A

9/29/1990 5050 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
7/30/2000 5050 A

8/1/2003 5050 A

7/25/1985 5040 A

9/28/1989 5040 A

9/7/1996 5040 A

5/22/2004 5040 A

10/7/2007 5030 A

8/30/2008 5030 A

8/10/2002 5020 A

10/4/2002 5020 A

7/17/1985 5010 A 5848 days at or above 5010 cfs, of whic 360 days  were in October

9/13/1985 5010 A

9/30/1990 5010 A So in May-September, 5488 days out of 6426 days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

8/12/1981 5000 A

10/4/1989 5000 A

8/12/2002 5000 A

8/13/2002 5000 A

10/5/2002 5000 A

9/2/1996 4990 A

9/8/1996 4990 A

10/1/2007 4990 A

9/12/1985 4980 A

5/6/2005 4980 A

9/15/1969 4970 A

8/20/1970 4970 A

9/22/1977 4970 A

5/4/1981 4970 A

9/18/1989 4970 A

9/30/1989 4970 A

10/3/2002 4970 A

8/10/1989 4960 A

9/28/1990 4960 A

9/14/2002 4960 A

8/1/2005 4960 A

9/14/1969 4950 A

5/5/1981 4950 A

9/30/1981 4950 A

8/23/1987 4950 A

7/12/1988 4950 A

9/14/1989 4950 A

9/26/1990 4950 A

9/9/1992 4950 A

7/14/2007 4950 A

7/13/1985 4940 A

8/8/1987 4940 A

9/23/1988 4940 A

9/27/1989 4940 A

9/7/1990 4940 A

9/8/1991 4940 A

7/23/2006 4940 A

9/12/1977 4930 A

7/19/1985 4930 A

10/8/1994 4930 A

8/30/1996 4930 A

7/30/2004 4930 A

8/31/2008 4930 A

8/31/1985 4920 A

9/4/1992 4920 A

7/25/2003 4920 A

9/7/1970 4910 A

10/3/1989 4910 A

9/4/1989 4900 A

9/1/1996 4900 A

9/30/2007 4900 A

10/2/2007 4900 A

7/14/1985 4890 A

8/13/1991 4890 A

5/2/2002 4890 A

8/14/2002 4890 A

7/30/2003 4890 A

8/16/1992 4880 A

7/31/2000 4880 A

10/1/1989 4870 A

10/2/1989 4870 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/19/1989 4860 A

8/11/1990 4860 A

9/25/1990 4860 A

7/16/1977 4850 A

8/31/1996 4850 A

8/3/2001 4850 A

10/8/2007 4850 A

9/25/1989 4830 A

9/8/1990 4830 A

8/15/1991 4830 A

10/2/2002 4830 A

8/20/1991 4820 A

9/29/2007 4820 A

10/5/2007 4820 A

9/20/2004 4810 A

7/21/1985 4800 A

8/11/2002 4800 A

5/7/2005 4800 A

9/26/1989 4790 A

5/21/2004 4790 A

8/25/2005 4790 A

9/28/2007 4790 A

8/14/1991 4780 A

7/22/1994 4780 A

8/1/2000 4780 A

10/3/2007 4780 A

7/15/1985 4770 A

9/5/1992 4770 A

7/16/1985 4760 A

7/26/2003 4760 A

7/31/2004 4760 A

9/5/1989 4750 A

9/20/1989 4750 A

8/21/1991 4750 A

9/25/2000 4750 A

9/15/2002 4750 A

8/21/1970 4740 A

7/20/1985 4740 A

8/6/2000 4740 A

8/9/2002 4740 A

8/13/1981 4730 A

9/29/1981 4730 A

8/24/1987 4730 A

7/13/1988 4730 A

9/24/1989 4730 A

9/26/2005 4730 A

10/4/2007 4730 A

9/21/1989 4720 A

8/19/1991 4720 A

9/3/2002 4720 A

9/13/1977 4710 A

9/20/1988 4710 A

9/24/1988 4710 A

9/22/1989 4710 A

8/2/2000 4710 A

9/15/2001 4710 A

9/13/2002 4710 A

7/26/1985 4700 A

9/10/1990 4700 A

10/7/1994 4700 A

9/22/1988 4690 A

9/12/1990 4690 A

9/11/1991 4690 A

8/3/2000 4690 A

9/23/1989 4680 A

8/16/1991 4680 A

8/4/2002 4680 A

7/24/2006 4680 A

9/14/1977 4670 A

5/1/1981 4670 A

9/6/1989 4670 A

9/9/1990 4670 A

8/7/2002 4670 A

8/8/2002 4670 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/1/2004 4670 A

9/6/1970 4660 A

9/15/1977 4660 A

9/25/1988 4660 A

9/13/1989 4660 A

9/11/1990 4660 A

8/22/1991 4660 A

8/5/2000 4660 A

9/12/2002 4660 A

8/2/2003 4660 A

9/11/1985 4650 A

8/25/1987 4650 A

8/11/1989 4650 A

9/24/1990 4650 A

8/23/1991 4650 A

9/10/1991 4650 A

7/27/2003 4650 A

8/4/2000 4640 A

8/22/1970 4630 A

9/28/1988 4630 A

9/29/1988 4630 A

8/17/1992 4630 A

9/28/1981 4620 A

9/11/2002 4620 A

7/18/1977 4610 A

7/29/1985 4610 A

8/9/1987 4600 A

9/30/1988 4600 A

9/8/1992 4600 A

9/29/2002 4600 A

9/27/1981 4590 A

9/21/1988 4590 A

9/6/1992 4590 A

8/6/2004 4590 A

8/7/2004 4590 A

9/7/1989 4580 A

9/21/1990 4580 A

8/6/2002 4580 A

7/28/2003 4580 A

5/1/2008 4580 A

9/16/1977 4570 A

9/9/1985 4570 A

9/27/1988 4570 A

8/12/1990 4570 A

9/20/1990 4570 A

8/7/2000 4570 A

10/1/2002 4570 A

8/18/2005 4570 A

7/17/1977 4560 A

9/21/1977 4560 A

8/17/1990 4560 A

9/13/1990 4560 A

9/22/1990 4560 A

8/23/1985 4550 A

10/1/1988 4550 A

9/23/1990 4550 A

9/28/2002 4550 A

7/29/2003 4550 A

8/15/1990 4540 A

8/2/2005 4540 A

7/15/2007 4540 A

8/18/1991 4530 A

10/6/1994 4530 A

9/24/2000 4530 A

8/5/2002 4530 A

9/27/2002 4530 A

9/30/2002 4530 A

9/5/1970 4520 A

9/19/1977 4520 A

10/2/1988 4520 A

8/16/1990 4520 A

9/14/1990 4520 A

8/17/1991 4520 A

10/5/1994 4520 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/16/2002 4520 A

9/26/2002 4520 A

8/17/2005 4520 A

8/24/2005 4520 A

8/14/1981 4510 A

9/10/1985 4510 A

7/14/1988 4510 A

8/15/2002 4510 A

9/12/1989 4500 A

8/14/1990 4500 A

9/18/1990 4500 A

9/8/1985 4490 A

8/25/1989 4490 A

7/23/1994 4490 A

8/2/2004 4490 A

10/3/1988 4480 A

8/13/1990 4480 A

8/18/1990 4480 A

9/19/1990 4480 A

9/7/1992 4480 A

10/4/1994 4480 A

9/25/2002 4480 A

9/20/2006 4480 A

8/31/1977 4470 A

7/27/1985 4470 A

9/8/1989 4470 A

9/15/1990 4470 A

8/23/1970 4460 A

8/24/1970 4460 A

8/25/1970 4460 A

8/26/1970 4460 A

10/10/1988 4460 A

8/8/2000 4460 A

8/4/2004 4460 A

9/27/2007 4460 A

7/19/1977 4450 A

8/21/1990 4450 A

8/22/1992 4450 A

9/4/2002 4450 A

9/17/2002 4440 A

8/27/1970 4430 A

9/3/1970 4430 A

9/16/1990 4430 A

9/17/1977 4420 A

9/18/1977 4420 A

9/26/1988 4420 A

9/18/2004 4420 A

9/2/1970 4410 A

7/28/1985 4410 A

7/24/1994 4410 A

8/5/2004 4410 A

9/20/1977 4400 A

9/1/1985 4400 A

8/12/1989 4400 A

8/17/1989 4400 A

9/17/1990 4400 A

8/19/1992 4400 A

9/10/2002 4400 A

8/18/1992 4390 A

8/9/2000 4390 A

8/10/2000 4390 A

9/19/2004 4390 A

7/25/2006 4390 A

9/4/1970 4380 A

8/11/2000 4380 A

9/24/2002 4380 A

8/3/2005 4380 A

8/10/1987 4370 A

10/4/1988 4370 A

10/8/1988 4370 A

8/19/1990 4370 A

8/18/1989 4360 A

8/3/2004 4350 A

8/4/2005 4350 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
10/7/1988 4340 A

9/9/1989 4340 A

8/3/2003 4340 A

8/9/2004 4340 A

8/28/1970 4330 A

8/13/1989 4330 A

8/21/1992 4330 A

9/14/2001 4330 A

9/18/2002 4330 A

9/22/2002 4330 A

9/23/2002 4330 A

9/17/2004 4330 A

10/5/1988 4320 A

10/6/1988 4320 A

8/15/1977 4310 A

7/15/1988 4310 A

10/9/1988 4310 A

8/16/1989 4310 A

8/24/1991 4310 A

8/20/1992 4310 A

9/25/2007 4310 A

8/8/2004 4300 A

7/20/1977 4290 A

9/18/1988 4290 A

8/20/1990 4290 A

9/20/2002 4290 A

8/26/2005 4290 A

9/23/2000 4280 A

9/19/2002 4280 A

9/26/2007 4280 A

9/10/1989 4270 A

9/16/2004 4270 A

9/24/2007 4270 A

8/26/1989 4260 A

8/29/1970 4250 A

8/14/1989 4250 A

8/12/2000 4240 A

7/16/2007 4240 A

8/8/2005 4230 A

8/11/1987 4220 A

8/19/1989 4220 A

8/24/1989 4220 A

9/18/1994 4220 A

10/3/1994 4220 A

9/21/2002 4220 A

9/11/1989 4210 A

9/14/2000 4210 A

9/9/2002 4210 A

8/19/2005 4210 A

8/23/2005 4210 A

8/16/1977 4200 A

9/26/1981 4200 A

8/14/1987 4200 A

8/15/1989 4200 A

9/13/2000 4200 A

9/1/1970 4180 A

9/5/1985 4180 A

8/12/1987 4180 A

9/15/2000 4180 A

9/5/2002 4180 A

9/23/2007 4180 A

8/14/1977 4170 A

9/7/1985 4170 A

8/10/2004 4170 A

8/5/2005 4170 A

8/24/1985 4160 A

9/16/2000 4160 A

9/25/2005 4160 A

7/30/1977 4150 A

7/31/1977 4150 A

8/15/1981 4150 A

8/13/1987 4150 A

7/24/1977 4140 A

8/16/2002 4140 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/22/2007 4140 A

8/30/1970 4130 A

8/9/2005 4130 A

7/21/1977 4110 A

9/2/1985 4110 A

7/25/1994 4110 A

10/5/2003 4110 A

10/6/2003 4110 A

9/6/1985 4100 A

8/27/1989 4100 A

8/25/1991 4100 A

9/30/1994 4100 A

9/12/2000 4100 A

9/29/2003 4100 A

9/15/2007 4100 A

9/16/2007 4100 A

8/1/1977 4090 A

9/19/1994 4090 A

10/1/1994 4090 A

10/7/2003 4090 A

8/10/2005 4090 A

8/12/2005 4090 A

7/26/2006 4090 A

9/17/2007 4090 A

9/19/2007 4090 A

9/21/2007 4090 A

8/17/1977 4080 A

9/17/2000 4080 A

8/20/1989 4070 A

9/22/2000 4070 A

9/20/2007 4070 A

8/31/1970 4060 A

9/11/2000 4060 A

8/4/2001 4060 A

9/15/2004 4060 A

9/14/2007 4060 A

9/18/2007 4060 A

7/16/1988 4050 A

10/8/2003 4050 A

8/17/1981 4040 A

9/10/2000 4040 A

9/9/2000 4030 A

10/9/2003 4030 A

10/2/1994 4020 A

8/4/2007 4020 A

9/8/2000 4010 A

9/24/2003 4010 A

9/30/2003 4010 A

9/18/2000 4000 A

9/6/2002 4000 A

9/28/2003 4000 A

10/4/2003 4000 A

8/16/1981 3990 A

8/26/1991 3990 A

9/23/2003 3990 A

7/29/1977 3980 A

9/7/2000 3980 A

8/7/2005 3980 A

7/22/1977 3970 A

8/29/1977 3970 A

9/5/1991 3970 A

7/17/2007 3970 A

9/6/1991 3960 A

9/26/2003 3960 A

8/6/2005 3960 A

9/13/2007 3960 A

8/21/1989 3950 A

8/28/1991 3950 A

9/26/1994 3950 A

9/21/2000 3950 A

9/27/2003 3950 A

10/10/2003 3950 A

8/27/1991 3940 A

10/1/2003 3940 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
10/2/2003 3940 A

9/24/2005 3940 A

9/19/2000 3930 A

9/20/2000 3930 A

8/4/2003 3930 A

10/3/2003 3930 A

9/14/2004 3930 A

9/29/1994 3920 A

9/25/2003 3920 A

8/22/2005 3920 A

8/27/2005 3920 A

8/18/1977 3910 A

8/23/2002 3910 A

8/29/1991 3900 A

9/4/1991 3900 A

7/29/1994 3900 A

7/23/1977 3890 A

8/30/1977 3890 A

9/7/1991 3890 A

9/27/1994 3890 A

9/6/2000 3890 A

9/23/2005 3890 A

8/2/1977 3880 A

7/26/1994 3880 A

8/13/2000 3880 A

8/11/2004 3880 A

7/27/2006 3880 A

9/25/1981 3870 A

9/4/1985 3870 A

8/28/2005 3870 A

8/25/1985 3860 A

9/25/1994 3860 A

8/23/1989 3850 A

9/20/1994 3850 A

9/3/1985 3840 A

8/22/1989 3840 A

7/17/1988 3830 A

9/17/1994 3830 A

9/21/2005 3830 A

9/22/2005 3830 A

9/28/1994 3820 A

8/19/1977 3810 A

9/17/1988 3810 A

9/8/2002 3800 A

8/16/2005 3800 A

8/3/1977 3790 A

9/24/1981 3790 A

7/31/1994 3790 A

9/20/2001 3790 A

8/17/2002 3790 A

9/7/2002 3790 A

8/12/1977 3780 A

7/27/1994 3780 A

7/28/1994 3780 A

8/20/2005 3780 A

7/18/1988 3770 A

8/29/2005 3770 A

7/20/1988 3760 A

9/5/2000 3760 A

9/19/2006 3760 A

9/19/2001 3750 A

9/22/2003 3750 A

8/18/1981 3740 A

8/19/1981 3740 A

9/12/1981 3740 A

8/30/1991 3740 A

9/23/1994 3740 A

8/21/2005 3740 A

9/20/2005 3740 A

8/4/1977 3730 A

8/13/1977 3730 A

8/7/2003 3730 A

8/13/2005 3730 A

8/14/2005 3730 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/22/1981 3720 A

9/22/1994 3720 A

9/21/2001 3720 A

9/1/2004 3720 A

8/15/2005 3720 A

9/12/2007 3720 A

7/28/1977 3710 A

10/10/2001 3710 A

8/5/2003 3710 A

9/13/1981 3700 A

9/23/1981 3700 A

9/2/1991 3700 A

9/3/1991 3700 A

7/30/1994 3700 A

9/21/1994 3700 A

7/25/1977 3690 A

7/19/1988 3690 A

7/21/1988 3690 A

8/1/1994 3690 A

9/24/1994 3690 A

8/6/2003 3690 A

8/23/1977 3680 A

7/28/2006 3680 A

9/4/2000 3670 A

9/22/2001 3670 A

8/28/1977 3660 A

8/2/1994 3660 A

9/2/2002 3660 A

9/9/2004 3660 A

9/13/2004 3660 A

7/18/2007 3660 A

9/11/1981 3650 A

9/15/1981 3650 A

9/21/1981 3650 A

8/14/2000 3650 A

8/12/2004 3640 A

9/19/2005 3640 A

8/20/1977 3630 A

8/26/1985 3630 A

9/1/1991 3630 A

9/18/2001 3630 A

8/20/1981 3620 A

9/9/1981 3620 A

9/18/2005 3620 A

9/10/2004 3610 A

9/10/1981 3600 A

9/14/1981 3600 A

9/16/1981 3600 A

9/20/1981 3600 A

8/15/2000 3600 A

9/29/2001 3600 A

9/21/2003 3600 A

8/30/2005 3600 A

8/5/1977 3590 A

8/31/1991 3590 A

9/16/2001 3590 A

9/30/2001 3590 A

10/9/2001 3590 A

8/26/2002 3590 A

9/20/2003 3590 A

5/4/2004 3590 A

9/2/2004 3590 A

8/24/1977 3580 A

9/23/2001 3580 A

10/3/2001 3580 A

9/19/1981 3570 A

9/19/2003 3570 A

9/28/2001 3560 A

9/5/1981 3550 A

9/8/1981 3550 A

9/16/1988 3550 A

7/27/1977 3540 A

9/12/2004 3540 A

8/11/1977 3530 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/21/1981 3530 A

8/3/1994 3520 A

9/24/2001 3520 A

9/27/2001 3520 A

8/21/1977 3510 A

9/11/2004 3510 A

9/6/1981 3500 A

8/27/1985 3500 A

9/17/2001 3500 A

10/2/2001 3500 A

9/18/2003 3500 A

8/2/2007 3500 A

8/6/1977 3490 A

7/22/1988 3490 A

10/8/2001 3490 A

9/8/2004 3490 A

9/17/2005 3490 A

7/29/2006 3490 A

9/11/2007 3490 A

9/7/1981 3480 A

9/17/1981 3480 A

10/4/2001 3480 A

9/3/2000 3470 A

10/7/2001 3470 A

9/4/1981 3460 A

10/1/2001 3460 A

8/29/2002 3460 A

8/3/2007 3460 A

8/28/1985 3450 A

8/16/2000 3450 A

9/25/2001 3450 A

10/5/2001 3450 A

10/6/2001 3450 A

7/19/2007 3440 A

9/18/1981 3430 A

8/5/2001 3430 A

8/4/1994 3420 A

8/31/2005 3420 A

8/22/1977 3410 A

9/26/2001 3410 A

9/16/2003 3410 A

8/18/2002 3400 A

8/24/2002 3400 A

8/28/2002 3400 A

9/17/2003 3400 A

8/27/1977 3390 A

9/1/2002 3390 A

8/5/2007 3390 A

8/25/1977 3380 A

8/22/1981 3380 A

9/15/2003 3380 A

7/30/2006 3380 A

7/23/1988 3360 A

8/30/2002 3360 A

9/1/2005 3360 A

7/26/1977 3350 A

8/7/1977 3350 A

8/29/1985 3350 A

8/17/2000 3350 A

8/8/2003 3350 A

8/13/2004 3350 A

8/31/2002 3340 A

9/16/2005 3340 A

8/30/1985 3330 A

5/9/2004 3330 A

8/1/2007 3330 A

8/26/1977 3320 A

9/2/1981 3310 A

9/3/1981 3310 A

9/2/2000 3300 A

9/11/2005 3300 A

8/10/1977 3290 A

8/25/2002 3290 A

7/31/2006 3280 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/10/2007 3280 A

7/24/1988 3270 A

9/3/2004 3270 A

8/18/2000 3260 A

8/27/2002 3260 A

8/19/2002 3220 A

9/14/2003 3220 A

9/5/2005 3220 A

8/12/1994 3210 A

9/18/2006 3210 A

8/9/1977 3200 A

9/1/1981 3200 A

9/12/2005 3200 A

9/9/2007 3200 A

8/5/1994 3190 A

8/9/2003 3190 A

8/10/2003 3190 A

9/9/2005 3190 A

9/15/2005 3190 A

9/2/2005 3180 A

9/8/1994 3170 A

9/13/2001 3170 A

9/6/2005 3170 A

9/7/2005 3170 A

9/8/2005 3170 A

7/20/2007 3170 A

8/8/1977 3160 A

9/16/1994 3160 A

9/1/2000 3160 A

9/10/2005 3160 A

8/23/1981 3150 A

8/27/1981 3150 A

9/12/2001 3150 A

9/4/2005 3150 A

9/7/1994 3140 A

9/7/2004 3120 A

9/15/1988 3110 A

9/3/2005 3110 A

8/1/2006 3110 A

5/5/2004 3100 A

7/25/1988 3090 A

9/9/1994 3090 A

8/28/1981 3080 A

8/19/2000 3080 A

9/14/2005 3080 A

8/6/2007 3080 A

8/25/1981 3060 A

8/26/1981 3060 A

9/4/2004 3060 A

9/10/1994 3050 A

8/31/2000 3050 A

8/14/2004 3050 A

7/31/2007 3040 A

8/29/2007 3040 A

8/20/2000 3030 A

8/22/2006 3030 A

8/6/1994 3010 A

9/13/2005 3010 A

8/2/2006 3010 A

8/20/2002 3000 A

8/7/2007 3000 A

9/6/1994 2980 A

8/21/2000 2980 A

8/24/1981 2970 A

9/11/1994 2970 A

9/8/2007 2970 A

9/13/2003 2960 A

8/24/2000 2940 A

8/23/2006 2940 A

8/29/1981 2930 A

8/23/2000 2930 A

8/25/2000 2930 A

8/6/2001 2930 A

8/31/2007 2930 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/22/2000 2920 A

8/30/2000 2920 A

8/8/2007 2920 A

8/31/1981 2910 A

9/6/2004 2910 A

8/3/2006 2910 A

8/24/2006 2910 A

8/30/2007 2910 A

8/26/2000 2900 A

8/29/2000 2900 A

9/11/2001 2900 A

8/11/2003 2900 A

8/28/2000 2890 A

5/1/2004 2890 A

9/5/2004 2890 A

8/27/2000 2880 A

8/21/2002 2880 A

7/21/2007 2880 A

9/4/2007 2880 A

8/9/2007 2870 A

8/28/2007 2870 A

9/7/2007 2870 A

8/30/1981 2860 A

7/26/1988 2860 A

9/12/1994 2860 A

9/5/2007 2860 A

9/12/2003 2840 A

9/1/2007 2840 A

9/6/2007 2840 A

9/15/1994 2830 A

9/3/2007 2820 A

8/22/2002 2810 A

9/5/1994 2800 A

9/2/2007 2800 A

5/3/2004 2790 A

8/21/2006 2790 A

7/22/2007 2790 A

9/13/1994 2770 A

8/4/2006 2770 A

9/14/1994 2760 A

8/25/2006 2750 A

8/25/2007 2750 A

8/27/2007 2750 A

8/15/2004 2740 A

8/26/2007 2730 A

8/12/2003 2720 A

9/11/2003 2720 A

7/23/2007 2720 A

5/2/2004 2700 A

7/27/1988 2670 A

9/9/2003 2660 A

8/31/2004 2660 A

9/10/2003 2650 A

9/17/2006 2650 A

8/13/1994 2640 A

8/7/1994 2630 A

8/10/2007 2630 A

9/4/1994 2620 A

8/13/2003 2600 A

9/14/1988 2590 A

8/7/2001 2580 A

8/5/2006 2580 A

8/14/2003 2560 A

9/5/2003 2560 A

9/6/2003 2560 A

9/10/2001 2540 A

8/12/2007 2540 A

8/26/2006 2530 A

8/16/2004 2520 A

8/11/1994 2510 A

9/7/2003 2510 A

8/11/2007 2510 A

8/24/2007 2510 A

9/8/2003 2490 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/20/2006 2490 A

8/13/2007 2490 A

8/10/1994 2470 A

7/24/2007 2470 A

8/27/2006 2460 A

8/8/1994 2450 A

8/15/2003 2450 A

9/4/2003 2450 A

8/14/2007 2440 A

8/15/2007 2440 A

5/6/2004 2430 A

8/6/2006 2430 A

8/9/2006 2430 A

7/28/1988 2420 A

8/19/2006 2420 A

9/9/2001 2410 A

8/23/2007 2410 A

9/3/1994 2400 A

9/8/2001 2380 A

8/28/2006 2380 A

8/9/1994 2350 A

9/16/2006 2350 A

7/30/2007 2350 A

8/20/2007 2340 A

8/21/2007 2340 A

8/22/2007 2340 A

8/14/1994 2330 A

8/7/2006 2330 A

9/13/1988 2320 A

8/16/2003 2320 A

8/15/1994 2310 A

8/18/2006 2300 A

9/13/2006 2280 A 6684 days at or above 5010 cfs, of whic 408 days  were in October

9/14/2006 2280 A

8/16/2007 2280 A So in May-September, 6276 days out of 6426 days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

9/12/1988 2260 A

9/2/1994 2260 A

9/3/2003 2260 A

9/15/2006 2260 A

8/17/1994 2250 A

8/18/1994 2250 A

8/8/2006 2240 A

9/12/2006 2240 A

7/25/2007 2240 A

8/19/1994 2230 A

8/8/2001 2230 A

7/29/2007 2230 A

8/19/2007 2220 A

7/29/1988 2210 A

8/18/2007 2210 A

8/30/2004 2200 A

8/16/1994 2190 A

8/20/1994 2180 A

8/21/1994 2180 A

8/10/2006 2180 A

8/17/2007 2180 A

9/10/1988 2170 A

8/22/1994 2170 A

8/26/1994 2170 A

9/1/1994 2170 A

8/17/2004 2170 A

8/29/2006 2160 A

9/11/1988 2150 A

8/25/1994 2150 A

9/9/1988 2140 A

8/30/2006 2140 A

8/31/1994 2130 A

7/27/2007 2130 A

9/8/1988 2110 A

8/27/1994 2110 A

8/30/1994 2110 A

9/11/2006 2110 A

8/11/2006 2100 A

7/26/2007 2100 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
8/24/1994 2090 A

8/23/1994 2080 A

8/17/2003 2080 A

8/17/2006 2080 A

9/2/2003 2070 A

8/31/2006 2070 A

9/7/1988 2050 A

7/28/2007 2050 A

8/28/1994 2040 A

8/29/1994 2040 A

9/6/1988 2030 A

5/7/2004 2030 A

7/30/1988 2020 A

9/5/1988 2020 A

9/1/2006 2020 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/3/1988 2010 A

9/8/2006 2010 A

9/4/1988 2000 A

9/2/1988 1990 A

9/4/2006 1990 A

8/18/2003 1980 A

9/9/2006 1980 A

9/2/2006 1970 A

9/10/2006 1970 A

8/9/2001 1960 A

9/7/2001 1960 A

8/18/2004 1960 A

8/27/2004 1960 A

9/5/2006 1960 A

8/25/2003 1950 A

8/26/2003 1950 A

9/7/2006 1950 A

9/3/2006 1930 A

9/6/2006 1920 A

8/21/2003 1910 A

8/12/2006 1910 A

8/29/2004 1900 A

8/16/2006 1900 A

9/1/1988 1890 A

5/8/2004 1890 A

8/25/2004 1890 A

8/26/2004 1870 A

8/28/2004 1870 A

8/19/2003 1860 A

8/24/2003 1860 A

9/1/2003 1850 A

8/22/2003 1840 A

8/23/2003 1840 A

8/20/2003 1810 A

8/27/2003 1810 A

8/13/2006 1810 A

8/19/1988 1800 A

8/14/2006 1800 A

8/15/2006 1800 A

8/31/1988 1790 A

8/28/2003 1780 A

8/19/2004 1780 A

7/31/1988 1770 A

8/5/1988 1760 A

8/29/2003 1760 A

8/31/2003 1750 A

8/1/1988 1740 A

8/10/2001 1730 A

8/30/2003 1720 A

8/18/1988 1710 A

8/2/1988 1700 A

8/4/1988 1700 A

8/15/1988 1700 A

8/6/1988 1680 A

8/20/1988 1680 A

8/24/2004 1680 A

8/3/1988 1670 A

8/20/2004 1660 A

8/14/1988 1650 A

8/27/1988 1650 A

8/30/1988 1650 A

8/28/1988 1640 A

8/29/1988 1640 A

8/26/1988 1630 A

8/10/1988 1620 A Days at 1620 cfs and below:

9/6/2001 1610 A

8/11/1988 1580 A 8/7‐13, 16‐17, 21‐25/1988 14

8/9/1988 1560 A 8/11‐31/2001 21

8/25/1988 1550 A 9/1‐6/2001 6

8/16/1988 1540 A 8/21‐23/2004 3

8/21/2004 1540 A

8/7/1988 1530 A 44

8/8/1988 1530 A
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Tab name: Sidney gauge data
9/5/2001 1510 A August frequency 2.92%

8/23/2004 1510 A September frequency 0.48%

8/11/2001 1490 A Seasonal frequency 0.68%

8/13/1988 1480 A

8/22/2004 1480 A

8/17/1988 1460 A

8/12/1988 1450 A

8/24/1988 1430 A

8/21/1988 1420 A

8/23/1988 1410 A

9/4/2001 1410 A

8/22/1988 1390 A

8/12/2001 1370 A

8/13/2001 1320 A

8/17/2001 1300 A

8/15/2001 1290 A

8/18/2001 1290 A

8/14/2001 1280 A

8/16/2001 1280 A

9/3/2001 1280 A

9/1/2001 1230 A

9/2/2001 1220 A

8/31/2001 1200 A

8/19/2001 1180 A

8/22/2001 1180 A

8/21/2001 1160 P

8/20/2001 1140 P

8/23/2001 1100 P

8/30/2001 1100 P

8/24/2001 1080 P

8/29/2001 1080 P

8/28/2001 1070 P

8/25/2001 1050 P

8/26/2001 1010 P

8/27/2001 1010 P
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Mission “Building on the tradition of special interest in birds, Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society is organized to promote 
enjoyment and protection of the natural environment through education, activism, and conservation of bird habitat.”   

PO Box 1075, Billings MT 59103     www.yvaudubon.org 

 

 

28 July 2016 

 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Omaha District 

ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 

1616 Capital Ave. 

Omaha, NE 68102 

cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 

 

(sent via electronic mail) 

 

Re: Comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake 

Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 

 

As members of Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society (YVAS) we would like to provide 

comments additional to those formally submitted earlier today concerning the draft 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam 

(Intake) Fish Passage Project. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input as the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (COE) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) jointly prepare this EIS. 

 

The Yellowstone River is a high value public resource that provides substantial fish and wildlife 

habitat, recreational, historic, and aesthetic values.  The Yellowstone River also is unique and 

irreplaceable on a national level.  It is the longest free-flowing river in the contiguous United 

States, flowing 670 miles, originating as a cold water system that transition into a warm water 

prairie river.  The Yellowstone River was designated as one of the 10 American Heritage rivers 

by President Clinton.  National Geographic Magazine, in April 1997, identified the Yellowstone 

River as “The Last Best River”.  Montana Executive Order No. 19-97, signed by the Governor of 

Montana, concludes that the Yellowstone River is a National treasure.  The Yellowstone River is 

a Resource of National Importance (ARNI) based on several criteria and not in the least, 

essential fish habitat for federally managed fisheries.  The Yellowstone River has in the past, 

been designated by American Rivers as one of the top ten most endangered rivers in the United 

States.  Recognizing that the Yellowstone River requires room to flow and function within the 

floodplain is essential. YVAS recognizes the importance to maintain integrity of the riparian 

habitat because it provides year round habitat for many bird species and migration habitat and 

cover for Neotropical migrant birds, as well as the native fish in the Yellowstone drainage.  

Constructing a permanent concrete dam and filling in a natural side channel, does not maintain 

the integrity of this unique ecosystem. The preferred alternative presented in the your proposed 

Supplemental Environmental Assessment for the Intake Diversion Dam Modification, Lower 

Yellowstone Project, Montana, March 2014 (EA) and now in your Lower Yellowstone Intake 

Diversion Dam Fish passage project, Montana Draft Environmental Impact Statement, June 

2016, will do nothing but ensure the eventual extinction of the pallid sturgeon and the 
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degradation of the native fish in the Missouri-Yellowstone River system.   The preferred 

alternative is not ecosystem restoration. 

 

We oppose the preferred alternative.  We disagree with the statement that the “The overall 

outcome of the proposed Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the endangered pallid 

sturgeon, as well as other fish species”.  There is no evidence that the constructed bypass 

channel will work for pallid sturgeon.  Destroying a natural side channel that passes some native 

fish including a few pallid sturgeon and constructing a bypass channel that may pass some native 

fish is not beneficial as a freely flowing Yellowstone River.  We repeat our earlier comment on 

the EA. 

 

The Service’s formal revision of the Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA) in the 

2003 amended Biological Opinion (BiOp) described in the letter from Noreen Walsh to David 

Ponganis on March 19, 2014 does not provide adequate certainty to avoid jeopardy under 

§7(a)(2).  This letter states on page 3: 

 

“[I]nevitable uncertainties remain that are inherent in both the hydraulic modeling upon 

which the project design is based and the monitoring and measurement needed to verify 

that the constructed bypass channel meets the hydraulic and physical conditions stated 

above…the conditions on the river have inherent variability that is difficult to predict.  

This plan should account for this variability and be completed prior to completion of the 

construction phase of the project.” 

 

We note that in the EIS, it states that “Section 7 consultation by Reclamation and the Corps on 

the action proposed in this EIS has not been concluded at this time. A final biological opinion is 

anticipated to be complete by fall 2016. Construction will not proceed until the biological 

opinion is complete and consultation concluded. While the effects of alternatives on recovery of 

species is analyzed in this EIS, Section 7(a) (2) does not require the actions on which the federal 

agencies are consulting to contribute to or result in the recovery of the species.” 

 

The ESA directs all Federal agencies to participate in conserving these species including 

recovery. Specifically, section 7(a)(1) of the ESA charges Federal agencies to aid in the 

conservation of listed species. 

 

Section 7(a)(2) is “designed to ensure that the actions taken by federal agencies, including those 

funded or authorized by such agencies, do not “jeopardize the existence of any listed species.”  

 

The COE in the 2003 Missouri Mainstem Biological Opinion determined that the pallid sturgeon 

is in jeopardy. We believe that consultation on the preferred alternative should also be a jeopardy 

biological opinion.  The Service states, "When an action appreciably impairs or precludes the 

capability of a recovery unit from providing both the survival AND recovery function assigned it, 

that action may represent jeopardy to the species.”  

 

As stated in the EIS, the preferred alternative, requires a permit under authority of the Secretary 

of the Army under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (30 Stat. 1151; 33 U.S.C. 

403) and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 USC 1344) (CWA).   We understand that the 

COE will also consult formally on its action (issuing a permit). 
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YVAS does not agree with your Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines Analysis as it does not comply 

with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  Please detail why the “overall outcome of the proposed 

Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the endangered pallid sturgeon, as well as other fish 

species”.  Why would an open channel providing full upstream passage above Intake Dam not be 

the most beneficial?  The applicant will have to clearly demonstrate that the proposed project 

(Preferred Alternative) is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (40 CFR 

230.10.10(a)).  Issuance of this permit will result in Jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon and will 

result in unacceptable adverse effects to Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI).  The 

Environmental Protection Agency should Request a higher level of review by the Department of 

the Army under the 1992 404(q) MOA. 

 

YVAS supports removal of Intake dam to permit unobstructed full river passage of pallid 

sturgeon and the native fish of the Yellowstone River.  This alternative is embedded in your two 

alternatives of Multiple Pump Systems and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures.  We 

request that the Bureau and the COE reanalyze both alternatives using the most practicable and 

less expensive elements to make them more workable. We have the perception that the elements 

that were more expensive (wells and a wind turbine(s) were paired with the Multiple Pumps and 

Conservation Measures to make it less cost effective. If you paired some of the conservation 

measures with more conventional intakes (Not Ranney wells) or a less expensive way to pay for 

running the pumps (interest from a trust fund and Pick Sloan power rates), the pumping 

alternative would be more viable. This would truly suit the Purpose and Need of this EIS in that 

it would totally provide for fish passage and provide irrigation water to the Lower Yellowstone 

Water District.  More efficient irrigation systems such as pivot irrigation, may serve well the 

farmers who depend on that water when water becomes less available in the future. 

 

A pumping and conservation alternative could also be built in stages while the current dam and 

intake provides irrigation water. Once each pumping stage is operational and providing adequate 

irrigation water, the old dam and all the rock can be removed. 

 

We conclude that the preferred plan as presented in the EIS is not a “plan that reasonably 

maximizes ecosystem restoration benefits compared to costs, consistent with the Federal 

objective…”  It is not the most cost effective plan if it does not provide one of the elements in the 

Purpose and Need which is, to provide sufficient passage for the pallid sturgeon.  We suggest a 

plan without a dam. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

 

      Lou Hanebury  

Deb Regele 

Steve Regele 

      Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society 
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Mission “Building on the tradition of special interest in birds, Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society is organized to promote 
enjoyment and protection of the natural environment through education, activism, and conservation of bird habitat.” 
 

PO Box 1075, Billings MT 59103     www.yvaudubon.org 

 

28 July 2016 

 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capital Ave. 
Omaha, NE 68102 
cenwo-planning@usace.army   cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil  

Subject: Comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone 

Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 

 

Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society (YVAS) agrees with the points raised and supports the 

recommendations in the July 28, 2016 comment letter from Mr. Zachary R. Shattuck, Chair of 

the Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup, (copy attached). His letter and this letter are 

submitted with respect to the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower 

Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam (Intake) Fish Passage Project being prepared by the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) .  

We at YVAS appreciate the opportunity to provide input in this regard.   

We wish to emphasize Mr. Shattuck’s point that “Improved efficiencies and updated 

technologies in irrigation practices would serve an agreeable compromise between 

socioeconomic viability and ecological integrity; a cornerstone of the vision and mission of the 

Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP).”  

The millions of dollars that would be spent to establish a Bypass Channel Alternative may very 

possibly be only an initial expenditure, and result in an unsuccessful project.  Even if this 

measure was at least partially successful, monitoring and channel maintenance would 

seemingly have to continue in perpetuity – very expensive. That money applied to large intake 

pumps and/or other “Improved efficiencies” would not only help Pallid Sturgeon but would also 

support  the riverine and related ecosystem and the unavoidable and necessary changes 

agriculture and the rest of society is faced with to conserve and more efficiently manage limited 

water resources.  

 

Additionally, YVAS and many other organizations and concerned parties strongly support 

measures to minimize further impacts to and to improve “the health of the Yellowstone and 
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Missouri rivers that will ultimately yield recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and long-term resiliency of 

the entire aquatic community.”  We would like to add that the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers 

and the aquatic ecosystem they support are inextricably supportive of riparian and other 

terrestrial ecosystems.   

The Yellowstone is the longest free flowing river in the US.  That ‘free flowing’ nature is already 

compromised by volume decreases and other manipulations by industry, municipal and 

residential as well as by agriculture usages and practices.  This greatly affects riparian plant 

community regeneration abilities, the biological and fluvial characteristics of the river and the 

overall ecosystem of which it is a part, and of course thereby the birds and other wildlife 

dependent on the whole thing.  The Yellowstone is extremely important to resident and 

migratory birds – many of which have an increasing difficulty finding the dynamic sand and 

gravel and other habitats they need to survive.  Without natural fluvial dynamics, these habitats 

can and do disappear.  It is not just the future of Pallid Sturgeon that may be dependent on 

your decision and precedent set here but myriad other species as well.  

Please implement a plan that minimizes environmental impacts to the ecological integrity of 

the Yellowstone River.  Initiate holistic measures that minimize environmental impacts while 

also improving efficiencies and technologies in irrigation practices.  Careful and holistic 

evaluation of the environmental and economic effects of the Bypass Channel Alternative would 

almost certainly support a different paradigm than creation, monitoring and maintenance of a 

Bypass Channel. 

We appreciate your consideration of our comments.  We will also greatly appreciate your best 

efforts and stewardship to protect Pallid Sturgeon and other species as well as all the human 

users and uses affected by your decisions. 

 

Sincerely  

 

Stephen M. Regele 
President, Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society  
9872 US Highway 212 
Joliet, MT 59041 
sregele@juno.com 
1-406-962-3115 
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July 28, 2016 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Ave. 
Omaha, NE 68102 
Email: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 
 
Submitted via email and UPS 2nd Day Air  
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall: 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s (Reclamation) Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (“Draft EIS”) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage 
Project (“Intake Project”).  We submit these comments on behalf of Defenders of 
Wildlife (Defenders) and Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC).  Together, 
Defenders and NRDC have over 3 million members, supporters, and activists nationwide, 
including thousands in Montana.  

 
We urge the Corps and Reclamation (collectively, the “Agencies”) to adopt the 

“Multiple Pump Alternative” as is, or with some of the conservation measures described 
in the “Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative.”  Restoring the 
endangered pallid sturgeon’s habitat on the Yellowstone River is essential to averting the 
imminent extinction of the wild population of this species in Montana.  The only way to 
allow pallid sturgeon to once again successfully spawn and “recruit” (produce young 
which survive to adulthood) and begin rebuilding a self-sustaining population in the river 
is to remove the existing dam and provide unobstructed passage through the main 
channel.  

 
We also urge the Agencies to abandon their preferred alternative, the “Bypass 

Channel Alternative” (hereinafter, “Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative”).  There is no 
evidence in the Draft EIS suggesting that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will 
succeed in averting extirpation of the pallid sturgeon or in setting the pallid sturgeon on a 
path that would restore a self-sustaining, viable population.  Instead, this alternative 
likely ensures the extirpation of the wild pallid sturgeon population in the upper Missouri 
River basin.   

 
Perhaps recognizing that the best available science does not support adoption of 

the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, the Draft EIS fails altogether to analyze how it will 
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 Defenders and NRDC Draft EIS Comments  
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affect pallid sturgeon survival or recovery in the Yellowstone River, and therefore, 
whether this alternative is likely to succeed.  By failing to complete this analysis, the 
Draft EIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and fails to cure a 
legal violation identified by the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana in its 
preliminary injunction order regarding the Agencies’ prior NEPA process for this project.  
In that order, the court specifically concluded that a “new analysis should include the 
anticipated effects of the Project on the recovery of pallid sturgeon.”  Defenders of 
Wildlife v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 15-cv-14-GF-BMM (D. Mont. Sept. 4, 2015), 
Dkt. #73 at 12 (citation omitted).    

 
The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not even meet the very low (and 

unlawful) bar set by the Draft EIS to “improve” pallid sturgeon passage.  This Alternative 
would replace a porous rock dam with a concrete dam and replace a natural side channel 
with a man-made side channel.  These changes are not an “improvement” for pallid 
sturgeon, and will likely permanently close the door on any potential for natural 
reproduction in the Yellowstone River.  At best, a few pallid sturgeon may swim up the 
bypass channel each year, just as a handful of pallid sturgeon use the existing natural side 
channel now, and reach essential spawning habitat upstream.  Further, even if a few 
pallid sturgeon swim upstream, there is no evidence to suggest that pallid sturgeon will 
successfully spawn and that their larvae will survive.   
 

As a result, if the Agencies adopt the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative, they will 
not remedy their long-standing and well-documented Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
violations with respect to Reclamation’s operations of Intake Dam or the Corps’ 
operations of Fort Peck Dam.  A central premise of the Intake Project is that the Corps 
will fund the Project – even though Intake is a Reclamation facility – in exchange for 
being allowed to abandon at least some of the operational modifications at Fort Peck 
Dam required by the 2003 Biological Opinion on the Corps’ Missouri River dam 
operations (“2003 Biological Opinion”).  While we support restoring a free-flowing 
Yellowstone River as the best and only means of protecting the pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish species in this River, addressing the Yellowstone alone may not be sufficient 
to allow for the recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River basin, nor 
resolve the Corps’ ESA obligations at Fort Peck Dam.  Regardless of the alternative 
chosen, restoration of the Missouri River, in addition to any changes made at Intake, may 
well be necessary for the Corps to avoid jeopardizing the pallid sturgeon.  If the Agencies 
choose the Dam/Bypass Channel in the Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD), they 
will foreclose the opportunity for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery in the 
Yellowstone River and restoration of the Missouri River will be mandatory.   
 
I. NEPA Requirements for the Intake Project 

 
NEPA’s goals are twofold.  First, NEPA requires federal agencies to evaluate and 

consider the environmental impacts of their actions.  Marsh v. ONRC, 490 U.S. 360, 371 
(1989).  Through this review, NEPA ensures agencies make informed decisions before 
taking action.  Id. at 371 (“By so focusing agency attention, NEPA ensures that the 
agency will not act on incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is too 
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late to correct.”) (citation omitted); Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1228 
(9th Cir. 1988) (“The goal of the statute is to ensure ‘that federal agencies infuse in 
project planning a thorough consideration of environmental values”) (citation omitted).  
Second, NEPA provides a mechanism for the public to learn about and comment on the 
impacts of a proposed action.  Marsh, 490 U.S. at 371.  NEPA is intended to ensure that 
relevant information is conveyed to the public in a timely way so that the public may play 
a meaningful role in the decision-making process.  WildEarth Guardians v. Mont. 
Snowmobile Ass’n, 790 F.3d 920, 924 (9th Cir. 2015) (quoting Robertson v. Methow 
Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989)).   

 
An EIS is required, among other things, to “provide full and fair discussion of 

significant environmental impacts” and “inform decisionmakers and the public of the 
reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the 
quality of the human environment.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.1.   NEPA requires that a draft EIS 
carefully and thoroughly describe the environmental consequences of each alternative, 
including its direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.  See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.16(a), (b), 
1508.25(c); 1508.7.  “Direct effects” are those “caused by the action and occur at the 
same time and place.”  Id. § 1508.8(a).  “Indirect effects” are those “caused by the action 
and [] later in time or farther removed in distance, but still [] reasonably foreseeable.”  Id. 
§ 1508.8(b).  Direct and indirect effects “may also include those resulting from actions 
which may have both beneficial and detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency 
believes that the effect will be beneficial.”  Id.  “Cumulative impacts” are those that 
“result[] from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) 
or person undertakes such other actions.”  Id. § 1508.7.  NEPA also requires evaluation 
of “connected actions.”  Id. § 1508.25(c).  “Connected actions” are “closely related” 
actions, including actions that “[a]re interdependent parts of a larger action and depend 
on the larger action for their justification.”  Id. § 1508.25(c).    

 
II. THE SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS IN THE DRAFT EIS IS UNLAWFULLY 

NARROW 
 

The scope of a NEPA analysis is determined in part by the relevant substantive 
statute driving the action.  See Montana Wilderness Ass’n v. Connell, 725 F.3d 988, 1002 
(9th Cir. 2013) (noting that a “NEPA analysis should be informed by the laws driving the 
federal action being reviewed”) (citations omitted); ONDA v. BLM, 625 F.3d 1092, 
1109-12 (9th Cir. 2008) (finding that agency must evaluate affected wilderness values 
where underlying statute requires agency to balance multiple uses, including wilderness 
resources).  In addition, NEPA regulations require that an EIS “shall state how 
alternatives considered in it and decisions based on it will or will not achieve the 
requirements of … other environmental laws and policies.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d); Mont. 
Wilderness Ass’n v. McAllister, 658 F. Supp. 2d 1249, 1255-56 (D. Mont. 2009) (finding 
NEPA violation where Forest Service “fail[ed] to consider an important aspect of the 
problem” in EIS by failing to address whether proposed travel plan impacting wilderness 
character achieved requirements of Wilderness Study Act) (quoting Lands Council v. 
McNair, 537 F.3d 981, 987 (9th Cir. 2008), aff’d 666 F.3d 549 (9th Cir. 2011).   
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The relevant substantive statute driving the Intake Project is the ESA.  As 

Defenders and NRDC described in our scoping letter, the Intake Project is intended to 
address and resolve Reclamation’s ongoing ESA violations at Intake Dam and the Corps’ 
ongoing ESA violations at Fort Peck Dam.  See Defenders and NRDC scoping letter at 4-
12.  Thus, the Draft EIS must evaluate whether each of the alternatives will resolve these 
violations, including the ongoing “jeopardy” and unlawful “take” caused by Intake Dam 
and Fort Peck Dam.  See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536, 1538.  Jeopardy results when it is 
reasonable to expect that a federal action would “reduce appreciably the likelihood of 
both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, 
numbers, or distribution of that species.”  50 C.F.R. § 402.02.  The jeopardy standard 
mandates that agencies consider whether and how their actions will affect imperiled 
species’ ability to both survive and recover.  NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d 917, 931-33 (9th 
Cir. 2008).  “Recovery” is the point at which a species is healthy enough to be taken off 
the endangered species list.  Alaska v. Lubchenko, 723 F.3d 1043, 1054 (9th Cir. 2013).    

 
As described in more detail below, the Draft EIS does not analyze the impacts on 

pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  Nor does the Draft EIS attempt to explain how or 
why the various alternatives will or will not comply with the ESA.  See 40 C.F.R. § 
1502.2(d).  Instead, the Draft EIS offers a chart with brief conclusions about the 
purported “ESA success” of each alternative (2-103), but does not support that 
conclusion with an analysis.  The Draft EIS also states that the Agencies included a draft 
biological assessment as Appendix D.  This appears to be an error.  Appendix D is the 
Fish Passage Connectivity Index and Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost Analysis.  
The Agencies have not provided a biological assessment in connection with the 2016 
Draft EIS and nowhere analyze whether the alternatives will comply with the ESA.   
   

A. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose or Analyze the Impacts of the Intake 
Project on the Survival or Recovery of the Pallid Sturgeon   

 
To comply with NEPA, the Agencies must disclose and evaluate the impacts 

relevant to the ESA’s jeopardy standard, including the effects of each alternative on 
survival and recovery of the pallid sturgeon.  See Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14-GF-
BMM, Dkt. #73 at 12) (“The new analysis should include the anticipated effects of the 
Project on the recovery of the pallid sturgeon.”).1  Despite the Court’s specific direction 
in the preliminary injunction order, the Draft EIS fails to evaluate survival or recovery.  
As a result, the Draft EIS violates NEPA.2 
 
                                                 
1  The Draft EIS inexplicably states that recovery was analyzed (see 1-4, 1-13), but 
elsewhere claims that recovery is outside its scope (1-8), as described below.  Regardless, 
there is no recovery analysis in the Draft EIS or the appendices. 
2  The Draft EIS also failed to explain how the alternative will comply with other 
ESA requirements, including the Agencies’ obligation to avoid “taking” pallid sturgeon 
at Intake in violation of ESA section 9, 16 U.S.C. § 1538, and their duties under ESA 
section 7(a)(1), 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(1).  See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d).    
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For pallid sturgeon, a recovery analysis would include, among other things, 
whether and how each alternative will move the pallid sturgeon closer to achieving the 
2014 Recovery Plan’s goal of a self-sustaining population of 5,000 adult fish in the upper 
Missouri River basin, including what percentage of the adult pallid sturgeon are expected 
to migrate upstream for each alternative; their likelihood of successfully spawning and in 
what numbers; the likelihood of their larvae surviving the downstream drift and in what 
numbers, whether these numbers would be sufficient to re-establish a viable, self-
sustaining population; whether and why the Yellowstone River alone would be enough to 
re-establish a viable, self-sustaining population, and any other relevant factors to survival 
and recovery of the species in the wild.   

 
The Draft EIS does not analyze any of these factors.  In fact, the Draft EIS 

provides no more in the way of analysis of survival and recovery than the 2015 Final 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment to the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment 
(“2015 EA”), even though the Court held that the 2015 EA was likely to violate NEPA 
because it did not contain this analysis.  Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14, Dkt. #73 at 8 
(“The EA also fails to analyze whether the bypass channel likely would allow a sufficient 
number of pallid sturgeons to spawn so that the species could recover, or whether the new 
weir will prevent pallid sturgeon from recovering.”). 
 

The few references to “recovery” in the Draft EIS highlight the lack of analysis.  
For example, the Draft EIS concludes that the “proposed Intake Project would contribute 
to recovery of pallid sturgeon by providing up to an additional 165 miles of the 
Yellowstone River for migration, spawning, and development.”  Draft EIS at 2-22.  This 
is a conclusion that presumes full success of all of the alternatives, not an analysis of 
whether and how each of the alternatives will facilitate recovery.   

 
Similarly, the Draft EIS notes that recruitment is a part of recovery, but never 

analyzes how each alternative will affect recruitment.  Instead, the Draft EIS generally 
recites uncertainties related to the potential for recruitment: “(1) it is unclear what length 
of drift distance is actually required for successful recruitment… and (2) the location, 
quantity, and quality of spawning habitat, and (3) the number of pallid sturgeon that 
would be motivated to migrate upstream to suitable spawning habitat.”  Draft EIS at 4-
152.  Without any further analysis, the Draft EIS concludes that the Yellowstone River 
“appears to offer the best chance of potentially successful spawning and recruitment” for 
the management area and that the chances for recovering the wild population are “rapidly 
diminishing.”  Id.  This is not an analysis of what is required for survival or recovery, 
whether and how each of the alternatives will move the pallid sturgeon toward those 
goals, or even whether any particular alternative will slow down or halt the imminent 
extirpation of the wild population.   

 
The Draft EIS also provides a speculative series of steps with respect to the 

anticipated success of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative to offer “an example of the 
potential recruitment from one year of much improved spawning, which could begin to 
contribute to recovery.”  Draft EIS at 4-169.  This “example” again is a conclusion 
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without an analysis.  It simply summarizes the obvious: if the bypass channel works to 
pass fish, recruitment may be possible.   
 

The Agencies’ failure to evaluate the effects of the alternatives on pallid sturgeon 
survival and recovery violates NEPA and is inconsistent with the Court’s preliminary 
injunction order.      
 

B. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose and Analyze the Impacts of the 
Agencies’ Intended “Swap” With Fort Peck Dam on Pallid Sturgeon 
Survival and Recovery  

 
As part of the analysis of pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, the Agencies 

must evaluate the entire context of the Intake Project – including its role in the Corps’ 
intended “swap” for Fort Peck Dam operational modifications to resolve the Corps’ ESA 
obligations.  The Corps’ intention, according to all prior documentation, is to fund the 
Intake Project in exchange for being permitted to abandon the operational changes it is 
currently required to implement at Fort Peck Dam.  Accordingly, one of the effects of the 
Intake Project may be to eliminate the requirement to make habitat modifications on the 
Missouri River for the benefit of the pallid sturgeon.   

 
The Draft EIS does not include any analysis of this “swap,” nor even appear to 

mention it.  Moreover, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps is funding the Project pursuant 
to the authorization in the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA), P.L. 
110-114, 121 Stat. 1041 § 3109, but does not explain that the rationale behind providing 
that authorization is to relieve the Corps of its Fort Peck Dam obligations.  See Draft EIS 
at 1-8.   

 
One slight improvement from the 2015 EA to the Draft EIS is that the Agencies 

now recognize that there is not a single successful pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon 
bypass or fishway in the world.  See Draft EIS at 2-105 – 2-107.3  However, the Agencies 
do not incorporate this lack of precedent into any relevant analysis to explain why this 
proposed bypass channel will succeed.   
 

The Agencies’ failure to acknowledge and evaluate all of the impacts associated 
with the Corps’ involvement with the Intake Project violates NEPA’s “hard look” 

                                                 
3  Defenders and NRDC cited and attached several studies to our scoping comments 
relevant to addressing the low levels of success for fish passage projects across the 
country, but the Draft EIS does not mention or cite them.  See, e.g., Noonan et al., A 
quantitative assessment of fish passage efficiency, (2012) (study referenced in Braaten et 
al., finding that at existing fish passage facilities in the northeast United States, upstream 
passage for non-salmonids was only 21.1%); Brown et al. (“It may be time to admit 
failure of fish passage and hatchery-based restoration programs and acknowledge that 
significant diadromous species restoration is not possible without dam removals.”); 
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/blocked_migration_fish_ladders_on_us_dams_are_not_effect
ive/2636/ (article summarizing findings).  
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requirement.   There is no doubt that the Corps is funding this Project solely to be 
relieved of its ESA duties at Fort Peck Dam.  Thus, the impacts of making that “swap,” 
particularly with respect to the impacts on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, must be 
included in a NEPA analysis because the swap is part of the contemplated action.  At a 
minimum, the Corps’ intention to abandon Fort Peck Dam modifications is a “connected” 
agency action.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(1).  In addition, NEPA’s implementing 
regulations require an analysis of how each alternative will comply with the Agencies’ 
obligations under other laws.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d).  Here, that analysis must include 
whether and how the Corps will comply with the ESA through this Project.   
 

Notably, the Draft EIS includes other potential Missouri River habitat 
modifications in the “cumulative effects” section.  Yet even here the Agencies ignore the 
intended “swap,” and the existing obligations for habitat modifications.  The Draft EIS 
describes the “Missouri River Management Plan” within the “Reasonably Foreseeable 
Future Projects/Actions” section and suggests that the Plan will “evaluate[] the 
effectiveness of current habitat development and will recommend modifications ‘to more 
effectively create habitat and avoid jeopardy to the species.’” Draft EIS at 4-4.  The Draft 
EIS also notes that “[i]mplementation of the [Plan] will likely help to slightly further 
reduce cumulative effects on surface water in the upper Missouri River basin.”  Draft EIS 
at 4-57.  Incredibly, the Draft EIS does not acknowledge that FWS has already 
determined what is required to avoid jeopardy – in the 2003 BiOp – and that the Corps 
intends to abandon any obligation to implement those very actions in exchange for 
funding the Intake Project.      

 
The Agencies’ failure to complete this analysis is scientifically indefensible.  The 

best available science indicates that both the Missouri and the Yellowstone rivers contain 
habitat essential to this population’s survival.  A successful Intake Project would provide 
access to 165 miles of potential spawning habitat and more river miles for larval drift.  
However, as explained by the Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society, the 
chances for pallid sturgeon recovery in the upper Missouri River basin will be harmed if 
the Agencies focus on restoring the Yellowstone River alone.  Defenders of Wildlife, 15-
cv-00014-GF-BMM, Dkt. #63 at 13-16 (Amicus brief).  

 
Further, the best available science confirms the premise of the 2003 Biological 

Opinion on the Missouri River – that the Missouri River below the Fort Peck Dam could 
be restored to allow successful pallid sturgeon spawning and recruitment if the Corps 
implemented flow and temperature modifications.  See Defenders and NRDC’s scoping 
comments at 7-8, 10-11.4  The Draft EIS acknowledges that several studies “highlight the 
ability of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers to provide conditions that support survival, 
feeding, and growth of pallid sturgeon early life stages.”  Draft EIS at 2-24.  The Draft 
EIS also acknowledges that “[e]xtremely low recruitment is possibly occurring in the 
Missouri River.”  Draft EIS at 3-83.  Yet the Draft EIS does not examine the trade-offs of 

                                                 
4  Defenders and NRDC attached several studies cited in our scoping comments 
related to pallid sturgeon habitat in the Missouri River.  The Draft EIS does not 
acknowledge or address these studies.   
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abandoning any effort to restore the Missouri River habitat in exchange for funding the 
Intake Project.    
 

The Agencies’ failure to analyze the impacts of the “swap” on pallid sturgeon 
survival and recovery violates NEPA.   

 
C. The Draft EIS’s Apparent Rationales for Narrowing the Scope of the 

Analysis are Arbitrary and Do Not Comply with NEPA 
 

1. The Draft EIS Misstates the Agencies’ Obligations Under the 
ESA and the Required Scope of Analysis under NEPA 

 
The Draft EIS appears to try to avoid analyzing the effects of the Project on pallid 

sturgeon survival and recovery by narrowing the Agencies’ ESA obligations.  According 
to the Draft EIS, the ESA “does not require the actions on which the federal agencies are 
consulting to contribute to or result in the recovery of the species.”  Draft EIS at 1-7; see 
also xxvi (“Pallid sturgeon recovery is not within the scope of this project”); 4-152 
(stating that “pallid sturgeon recovery is not an objective of the project”).5  This 
statement is inconsistent with the ESA.  However, even if this approach somehow 
complied with the ESA, the Agencies would not be absolved of their NEPA obligations 
to disclose and evaluate all impacts to pallid sturgeon survival and recovery. 

 
First, the Draft EIS’s disavowal of any obligation for this Project to contribute to 

recovery is inconsistent with the ESA’s “jeopardy” standard.  As described above, the 
Agencies have an obligation to avoid jeopardy in connection with the Intake Project, and 
avoiding jeopardy is, in fact, the underlying purpose of the Project.  The Ninth Circuit has 
explained that an action can “jeopardize” a species even “if there is no appreciable 
reduction of survival” because “a species can often cling to survival even when recovery 
is far out of reach.”  NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d at 931.  This standard is particularly 
essential for species like the pallid sturgeon, which are on the brink of extirpation.  Thus, 
the recovery standard requires agencies to use a metric that “take[s] into account whether 
populations remaining at significantly low abundance numbers, even though the 
populations may be growing incrementally, appreciably diminish the likelihood of 
recovery.”  NWF v. NMFS, 2016 WL 235367, at *17, -- F.Supp.3d -- (D. Or. May 4, 
2016).    

 
Instead of applying these standards, however, the scope of the Draft EIS’s 

analysis of impacts to pallid sturgeon is limited to whether the project may “improve” 
fish passage.  See, e.g., DEIS xxv (Executive Summary).  The “improvement” standard is 
inconsistent with the jeopardy standard because it lowers the bar to the point that 
“success” could occur if, for example, only one more fish passed upstream than has used 

                                                 
5  This approach is also reflected in the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria 
for success, which do not appear to mention any particular goals for recruitment – a key 
aspect of determining whether the pallid sturgeon can become a self-sustaining, viable 
population again in the upper Missouri River basin.  See Draft EIS at 4-152 – 4-153. 
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the natural channel in the past.  Compared to 2015, just two telemetered pallid sturgeon 
swimming upstream would be an “improvement.”  The District of Oregon recently 
rejected a similar standard because the agency’s metric was based on “population growth 
regardless of actual population numbers,” and was “not tethered to any minimum 
population goal.”  NWF v. NMFS, 2016 WL 235367, at *17.  Here, too, nothing in the 
Draft EIS analyzes or suggests that “improvement” in upstream migration would be 
sufficient for this population to avoid extinction, let alone recover, nor could it.  The 
Draft EIS makes no effort to “take into account” whether the very low abundance 
numbers for Montana’s wild population appreciably diminishes the likelihood of survival 
or recovery of the species.    

 
Further, the Draft EIS fails to analyze whether an “improvement” in the number 

of adults migrating upstream will result in recruitment sufficient to provide for survival 
or recovery.  The data from the telemetry stations in 2014 and 2015 demonstrates that 
some number of pallid sturgeon have successfully passed Intake at least in some years, 
yet there has been no documented recruitment.  See Draft EIS at 4-164 (noting that 
pallids could have used the side channel before 2014 under certain conditions, but there 
has been no documented recruitment to date).  The Draft EIS does not evaluate why 
recruitment has failed, despite a few fish spawning upstream of Intake, nor how the new 
Project would differ from the existing dam in a way that recruitment would somehow 
succeed where it has failed in the past.  See, e.g., Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14-GF-
BMM, Dkt. #73 at 14 (“The proposed bypass channel likely will be ‘less bad’ than the 
existing channel available only during high water years.  This fact alone, however, fails 
to demonstrate that the Project, as a whole, would improve conditions for the pallid 
sturgeon.”).  Absent successful recruitment, the wild population cannot survive or recover.   

 
The “improvement” standard also fails to evaluate whether the alternatives will 

provide for survival or recovery of the wild population in the event no modifications are 
made to Fort Peck Dam operations, as contemplated by the Corps.   
 

Second, even if the Agencies could lawfully ignore an evaluation of the prospects 
for recovery under the ESA (which they cannot), the Draft EIS does not even analyze 
whether the preferred alternative will provide for the survival of the pallid sturgeon in the 
wild – which would require enough successful reproduction in the wild to replace the 
existing population.  The jeopardy standard indisputably prohibits the Agencies from 
taking an action that will preclude an endangered species from successfully reproducing 
in the wild at a replacement rate.  The Draft EIS provides no analysis to support the idea 
that any alternatives will provide for that amount of successful reproduction.   
 

Third, regardless of the ESA standards for “jeopardy,” the impacts to pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery caused by the Intake Project (including through the 
anticipated “swap” with Fort Peck Dam) are direct and indirect impacts under NEPA and 
must be analyzed for that reason as well.   

 
At bottom, the Agencies must analyze whether the Intake Project will succeed in 

saving the wild pallid sturgeon population in the upper Missouri River basin from 
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extinction and whether it will facilitate recovery.  The Agencies’ failure to complete that 
analysis violates NEPA. 
 

2. The Draft EIS Arbitrarily Narrows the Purpose and Need for 
the Intake Project  

 
The Draft EIS appears to try to avoid the required analysis of whether this Project 

will succeed in allowing pallid sturgeon to survive or recover in the wild in another way: 
by excluding the Agencies’ ESA obligations from the Purpose and Need Statement.  In 
the statement of “Purpose and Need,” the Agencies offered three purposes for the Intake 
Project: (1) “improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake 
Diversion Dam;” (2) “continue the viable and effective operation of the Lower 
Yellowstone Project;” and (3) “contribute to ecosystem restoration.”  Draft EIS at xxvi 
(Executive Summary).  This Purpose and Need Statement ignores the fundamental 
statutory obligations driving the project.   

 
The Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 

context of the federal action.  League of Wilderness Defenders-Blue Mountain 
Biodiversity Project v. U.S. Forest Service, 689 F.3d 1060, 1070 (9th Cir. 2012) (“In 
assessing the reasonableness of a purpose and need specified in an EIS, we must consider 
the statutory context of the federal action”).  “Where an action is taken pursuant to a 
specific statute, the statutory objectives of the project serve as a guide by which to 
determine the reasonableness of objectives outlined in an EIS.”  Westlands Water District 
v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 376 F.3d 854, 866 (9th Cir. 2004).   

 
The Draft EIS’s Purpose and Need Statement ignores the fundamental statutory 

obligations driving the need for this Project – compliance with the ESA.  The long-time 
underlying purpose for initiating the Intake Project EIS is to remedy ongoing ESA 
violations at Intake Dam (Reclamation) and Fort Peck Dam (Corps) and facilitate the 
recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River basin.  See, e.g., BOR-4439 
(FWS noting in 2012 that, “[a]s stated in the 2010 FONSI, the underlying need for the 
proposed action (i.e. the overall Intake Project) is for Reclamation and the Corps to 
comply with the ESA.”).  In order to comply with the ESA, the Intake Project must not 
simply “improve” fish passage; it must avoid causing jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon and 
avoid unlawfully “taking” pallid sturgeon and resolve the Corps’ ongoing jeopardy and 
take obligations at Fort Peck Dam as well.  Here, Reclamation must comply with all of its 
statutory obligations, including the ESA.  Because the purpose of the Intake Project is to 
comply with that statute, the scope of the NEPA analysis must be commensurate with 
that purpose, regardless of the stated purpose and need.   

 
While it is appropriate for the Agencies to acknowledge the private goals of the 

Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP) in maintaining the irrigation district’s viability, those 
private interests cannot override Congress’ intent in authorizing Reclamation to act.  See 
Nat’l Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058, 1070-71 
(9th Cir. 2010) (distinguishing Department of Interior NEPA regulations from Corps 
regulations and noting that “[r]equiring agencies to consider private objectives, however, 
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is a far cry from mandating that those private interests define the scope of the proposed 
project.”).  Here, meeting the water delivery needs of the irrigation district is compatible 
with providing for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery through the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  In contrast, the Dam/Bypass Channel unlawfully prioritizes the private 
needs over the Agencies’ ESA mandates.   

 
Nonetheless, regardless of the Purpose and Need statement, the Intake Project will 

have direct and indirect effects on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  These effects 
will be compounded by the Corps’ attempt to abandon the required habitat modifications 
on the Missouri River as well.  Thus, even if the purpose of the Project had nothing to do 
with the Agencies’ ESA obligations (which is not the case), the Agencies must complete 
the analysis described above in order to comply with NEPA.   

 
IV. The Agencies’ No-Action Alternative Violates NEPA 

 
NEPA requires the Agencies to evaluate a “no-action” alternative.  See 40 C.F.R. 

§§ 1502.14(d), 1508.25(b)(1).  This alternative is intended to provide an analysis of the 
status quo and establish a baseline against which the other alternatives may be measured.  
Id. § 1502.14(b); Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 623 F.3d 633, 
645 (9th Cir. 2010) (“It is black letter law that NEPA requires a comparative analysis of 
the environmental consequences of the alternatives before the agency,” including the no-
action alternative); N. Carolina Wildlife Fed'n v. N. Carolina Dep't of Transp., 677 F.3d 
596, 603 (4th Cir. 2012) (“Without [accurate baseline] data, an agency cannot carefully 
consider information about significant environment impacts ... resulting in an arbitrary 
and capricious decision.”) (citing N. Plains Res. Council, Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 668 
F.3d 1067, 1085 (9th Cir.2011)).  The analysis must be informed by what others are 
likely to do if the agency chooses not to act.  “Where a choice of ‘no action’ by the 
agency would result in predictable actions by others, this consequence of the ‘no action’ 
alternative should be included in the analysis.”  Hammond v. Norton, 370 F. Supp. 2d 
226, 241 (D.D.C. 2005) (quoting Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s 
National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, at 4-5, 46 Fed. Reg. 18026, 18027 
(March 23, 1981)). 

 
The Draft EIS defines the “no-action” alternative as “continued operation, 

maintenance, and rehabilitation of the Lower Yellowstone Project as authorized.”  Draft 
EIS at 2-38.  The Draft EIS uses these continuing operations as the “baseline from which 
to measure benefits and impacts of implementing fish passage improvement alternatives 
considered in this document.”  Id.   

 
The Agencies’ definition of the no-action alternative violates NEPA because this 

alternative assumes the continued operation of an unlawful project.  See Friends of 
Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne, 520 F.3d 1024, 1038 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that 
agency “did not set forth a true ‘no-action’ alternative because” the alternative assumed 
the existence of a plan that the court has already found to be invalid).  As the Ninth 
Circuit has explained, an agency “cannot properly include elements from [an illegal] plan 
in the no action alternative as the status quo….”  Id.   
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Reclamation is precluded by the ESA from continuing the current operation of 

Intake Dam.  It is uncontested that Intake Dam, as it is currently operated, poses a near 
total barrier to pallid sturgeon migration to spawning areas that would be sufficiently far 
upstream to allow juvenile survival through the larval drift stage.  Draft EIS at 2-22.  
Present operations allow the re-construction of the dam each year, which violates sections 
7 and 9 of the ESA, as Defenders and NRDC described in our scoping letter.6  The 2015 
BiOp conceded that the current “injury” to breeding for pallid sturgeon would continue as 
long as the existing dam was re-built each year.  2015 BiOp at 30-32.  The 2015 BiOp 
also conceded that the existing dam operations “take” 32 adult sturgeon per year.  Id. at 
33.  Further, the Draft EIS acknowledges that under the no-action alternative, the wild 
pallid sturgeon population will continue to decline.  See Draft EIS at 4-164 (estimating 
that there will be fewer than 50 wild adults by 2023).  The Draft EIS also acknowledges 
that a population based entirely on hatchery-born fish may not be able to create a 
“sustaining, naturally spawning population.”  Id.  In other words, if no action is taken, the 
wild population will certainly go extinct, and the hatchery-born population may never be 
able to sustain itself without perpetual stocking of hatchery-born fish.  This outcome – 
extinction of a wild population in an isolated river basin with no chance of becoming a 
self-sustaining population again – indisputably violates section 7 and 9 of the ESA.   
 

Because the current operations are illegal, a proper “no-action” alternative must 
include the likely consequences of taking no action.  The Draft EIS fails to do so.  Instead, 
while acknowledging that Reclamation would have to reinitiate ESA consultation for the 
operation and management of the Dam and Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP), the 
Agencies feign ignorance in several places within the Draft EIS about the likely result of 
that consultation.  Draft EIS at 4-164 (the biological opinion resulting from a consultation 
“would likely require other future activities to reduce the effect on listed species, but 
these effects are unknown at this time”); Draft EIS at 2-38 (“[a]ny specific outcomes of 
future consultation for the No Action Alternative are not reasonably foreseeable at this 
time”).  However, in the executive summary, the Agencies conceded what Reclamation 
has known since at least 1992 – that “fish passage” would be “an ultimate requirement at 
Intake Diversion Dam.”  Draft EIS at xxviii; see BOR-5068-5069.  Moreover, the 
Agencies explicitly determined that there was no need to propose adaptive management 
actions for the “no-action” alternative because “it is presumed that no action is not a 
viable alternative as it would not improve fish passage.”  Appendix E at 1 (emphasis 
added). 

 
Indeed, more than 20 years after FWS first suggested Reclamation needed to 

provide fish passage, the only reasonable, predictable outcome of a new consultation 

                                                 
6  The “no-action” alternative also likely violates the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 
1344 because Reclamation has never obtained a Section 404 permit for the “rocking.”  
The Corps has apparently relied on the exemption in section 404(f)(1)(C) to section 404’s 
requirements, but this exemption “for the purpose of construction or maintenance of farm 
or stock ponds or irrigation ditches, or the maintenance of drainage ditches” does not 
apply here.  13 U.S.C. §1344(f)(1)(C). 
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would be that the continued rocking of the Dam would be prohibited because it is illegal 
and the dam would eventually naturally erode away, or that Reclamation would finally 
comply with the law and actively remove the barrier to provide fish passage.  To the 
extent that allowing the rock to naturally erode away would not provide passage, as the 
Draft EIS suggests (Draft EIS at 2-38), Reclamation would have to actively provide 
passage.  The Agencies must analyze the consequences of those realistic, predictable 
scenarios.  See Ctr. for Biological Diversity v U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 623 F.3d 633, 
645-46 (9th Cir. 2010) (holding that EIS “must make a meaningful comparison of the 
environmental consequences of [the applicant’s] likely mining operations” both with and 
without the additional regulations that would apply under the no action alternative).     
 

As a result, continuation of present Intake Dam operations as the “no-action” 
alternative is unrealistic and cannot serve as the baseline comparison for the EIS.  Indeed, 
Reclamation has recognized in another context that a No Action Alternative cannot 
analyze a set of dam operations that have been found to violate the ESA.  See 
“Coordinated Long-Term Operation of the Central Valley Project and State Water 
Project,” Final EIS, November 2015 at ES-9 (available at 
http://www.usbr.gov/mp/nepa/documentShow.cfm?Doc_ID=23658) (last visited July 27, 
2016).  Reclamation explained: 

 
Simply analyzing a No Action Alternative that is similar to the project description 
described in either the 2004 Biological Assessment or 2008 Biological 
Assessment is insufficient, as each was found to jeopardize listed species, the 
2004 Biological Assessment by the District Court in 2007, the 2008 Biological 
Assessment by USFWS and [National Marine Fisheries Service].  Either of these 
operations would be inconsistent with Reclamation’s existing policy and 
management direction. 
 

Id.  Here, the comparison between the action alternatives and the no-action alternative 
must compare the consequences of different means of providing passage – not whether 
the action alternatives are an “improvement,” no matter how minute, over the current, 
illegal situation where there is almost no passage at all.  Such an analysis would 
acknowledge that the pallid sturgeon has been nearly extirpated as a result of past actions, 
but would assume that those past actions cannot continue under any scenario.  Absent a 
realistic, lawful “no-action” alternative, the Draft EIS fails to provide a meaningful 
baseline comparison between alternatives in violation of NEPA.   
 
V. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the Impacts of the 

Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
 

The preferred alternative in the Draft EIS, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, 
is nearly identical to the alternative adopted in the 2015 EA and temporarily enjoined by 
the District Court of Montana last September.  As noted above, the Agencies have not 
complied with the Court’s direction to evaluate pallid sturgeon recovery in order to 
comply with NEPA.  Moreover, the analysis that the Agencies completed to support this 
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alternative in the Draft EIS is based on flawed assumptions, is internally inconsistent, and 
is not supported by the best available science.   

 
At bottom, regardless of the legal standard for success with this Project, the 

fundamental scientific problem with the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is that there is 
no evidence that the Project will pass any more fish than already use the existing side 
channel, let alone avert extinction of the wild population or set the species on a path to 
recovery.  We urge the Agencies to abandon this alternative in the Final EIS and Record 
of Decision (ROD).  
 

A. The Draft EIS Concedes that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
Will Not Meet the Biological Review Team’s Own Standards for 
Biological Success 

 
The Draft EIS lists four reasons to support choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel 

Alternative.  Draft EIS at xlii.  Of these four reasons, only one prioritizes the fate of the 
pallid sturgeon – that the Agencies believe this alternative “could be constructed, 
operated, and maintained to meet the physical and biological criteria identified by the 
Service’s Biological Review Team (BRT), and therefore would provide passage for pallid 
sturgeon.”  This rationale fails both scientifically and legally. 

 
As an initial matter, “provid[ing] passage” of some unknown amount, as 

described above, does not necessarily meet the ESA standards for survival or recovery of 
this population and arbitrarily lowers the bar for success of the Intake Project. 

 
Further, even if providing passage was sufficient, the Draft EIS makes clear that 

the Dam/Bypass Channel will likely fail the standards set out by the BRT, directly 
contradicting this rationale.  The Draft EIS recites the following biological criteria for 
success, set by the BRT, for adult passage: “[a] passage alternative would be considered 
successful if greater than or equal to 85 percent of motivate[d] adult pallid sturgeon (i.e. 
fish that move upstream to the entrance of the passage alternative) annual[ly] pass 
upstream of Intake Diversion Dam during the spawning migration period (April 1 – June 
15).”  Draft EIS at 4-152; Appendix E at 2.  However, the Agencies’ sole method of 
modeling potential success – the Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) – predicts that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel will be 67% as successful for all fish species as the Multiple 
Pump Alternative (which is predicted to have a 100% success rate).  Appendix D at 16.7  
As described in more detail below, the FPCI is not a rational basis on which to base any 
scientific conclusions about pallid sturgeon passage.  Even if it was a rational basis, the 
actual passage rate (67% overall, 60% for pallid sturgeon) is far less than the BRT’s 
standard (85%).  The Draft EIS never acknowledges or explains why the facts within the 
Draft EIS directly contradict the Agencies’ primary rationale for choosing the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative. 

                                                 
7  As discussed below, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon specifically is 60%, using the 
Draft EIS’s numbers, and is likely much lower if the appropriate metrics are applied to its 
calculations.  
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B. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at Whether Any Pallid 

Sturgeon Will Use the Bypass Channel 
 

To the extent the Draft EIS analyzes whether the Dam/Bypass Channel will serve 
the purpose of passing any pallid sturgeon upstream past the new dam, this analysis is 
conclusory, incomplete, and unsupported.   

 
1. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the 

Uncertainties Surrounding Pallid Sturgeon Use of the 
Proposed Bypass Channel 

 
The Draft EIS vaguely and repeatedly concedes that the Agencies do not know if 

the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in passing pallid sturgeon at all, in part because 
such an effort has never succeeded.  See, e.g., Draft EIS at 4-162 (“There are still many 
uncertainties over whether a majority of pallid sturgeon would actually pass through the 
bypass channel as there are no other examples of similar natural-type channels designed 
for non-jumping benthic fish.”); Appendix E at 11 (“Existing modeling indicates that the 
bypass channel would meet BRT criteria under all flow conditions, but it remains to be 
seen if the channel maintains these characteristics over the long term and if these physical 
criteria result in biological performance”).  Such uncertainty cannot form the basis for 
choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative over the Multiple Pumps Alternative, 
which will provide near-natural conditions for pallid sturgeon and other native fish.   

 
Although the Draft EIS does not acknowledge it, the Independent External Peer 

Review that was performed on the bypass channel proposal in 2013 also highlights the 
high level of uncertainty associated with this Project.  At that time, the peer review 
concluded that “the probability that the [bypass channel] will perform as proposed is very 
low.”  BOR-11188.  The peer review also characterized the uncertainties associated with 
the bypass channel as having “high” significance, meaning that they implicated a 
“showstopper” issue.  BOR-11154, 11169.  In addition, as we described in our scoping 
comments, Braaten et al. noted that there was little information about pallid sturgeon use 
of natural side channels prior to their own study and that pallid sturgeon use of these 
channels is inconsistent and not well understood.  See Defenders and NRDC scoping 
letter at 25.  The Braaten study “identified that pallid sturgeon will use side channels as a 
component of the migration pathways.  However, side channel use was not consistent 
among migrating pallid sturgeon to suggest that a by-pass channel might be used by some 
but not all individuals.”  Id. at 193.   
 

Despite these uncertainties, the Draft EIS also concludes, without supporting 
analysis, that it is “reasonable to assume that a majority of fish would find and use the 
channel.” Draft EIS at 4-169.  However, as with the 2015 EA, the Draft EIS only 
analyzes the technical suitability of the channel for upstream migration, not whether or 
how well the bypass channel will work biologically.    
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The Court has already recognized this distinction.  In the preliminary injunction 
order, the Court acknowledged that the “Federal Defendants note that they conducted 
physical and computer modeling to ensure that the entrance of the bypass channel would 
mimic natural river flows and encourage pallid sturgeon to use it.”  Defenders of Wildlife, 
15-cv-14, GF-BMM, Dkt. #73 at 8.  Nonetheless, the Court found this analysis 
insufficient because “[t]he EA fails to analyze, however, whether the pallid sturgeon 
actually would be likely to use the bypass channel.”  Id.   

 
The Draft EIS does not adequately evaluate the available science regarding the 

uncertainties associated with the Dam/Bypass Alternative nor reconcile that science with 
its assumption that the bypass channel will succeed in passing a majority of pallid 
sturgeon. 

 
2. The Agencies’ Reliance on the Fish Passage Connectivity Index 

as the Basis for Determining the Likelihood of Fish Passage is 
Arbitrary 

 
A second rationale for the Agencies’ preference for the Dam/Bypass Channel is 

that it is purportedly “a cost effective means of providing fish passage.”  Draft EIS at xlii.  
However, despite the fact that the Draft EIS elsewhere concedes that the concept of 
successful “fish passage” is highly uncertain, the cost/benefit analysis rests on a very 
specific determination that fish passage will be 67% successful.  The Draft EIS arrives at 
that number by using a “Fish Passage Connectivity Index” (FPCI).  The FPCI’s 
methodology is flawed in numerous and fundamental ways and does not constitute the 
required “hard look” at the likelihood that the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in 
passing pallid sturgeon.8   

 
The FPCI purportedly measures the likelihood of pallid sturgeon passing 

upstream.  However, the FPCI’s methodology is flawed in numerous and fundamental 
ways.  The Agencies have, at best, failed to disclose the sensitivity and uncertainty of the 
model used to justify the value of incremental fish passage benefits assigned to the 
various alternatives, and at worst, have manipulated the model to arrive at the conclusion 
that the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative is superior on a cost/habitat unit improvement 
basis. 

 
The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) for the no-dam alternatives to a 

minimal 0.08 for the No Action Alternative.  See Draft EIS at 2-99, Table 2-27; 
Appendix D, Table 1-11 at 16.  The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is given a FPCI 
of .674 (67%) passage rate.  Id.  However, the numbers used in the model are arbitrary 
and unexplained.   

 
As an initial matter, the FPCI modeling is based on the needs of 14 different fish 

species with varying migration behaviors and various swimming abilities, and an average 

                                                 
8  The flawed methodology compromises the validity of the cost/benefit analysis as 
well, as described below. 
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of the results.  Appendix D at 3-4.  Thus, the 67% average success rate says nothing 
about the predicted success rate for the pallid sturgeon, the only endangered fish at issue 
with respect to the Project.  In fact, the pallid sturgeon passage rate could be zero or 
anything in between.  Using an average of different fish species to predict success for one 
species has no rational basis.   
  

Although the Draft EIS does not offer a pallid sturgeon-specific FPCI for any of 
the alternatives, our expert consultant, Mr. David Marcus, calculated what the number 
would be, from the Agencies’ perspective, based on information found within the Draft 
EIS.  See Attachment 1 at 3-6 (formulas for calculating FPCI at Appendix D at 2, 10; 
pallid sturgeon-specific values for the inputs into the FPCI formula calculated from 
figures in Appendix D at 11-12 and 13-14).  Using the Draft EIS’s numbers, Mr. Marcus 
concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon passage would be 60% – lower than the 14-
species rating of 67%.9   

 
 However, the problems with the Agencies’ reliance on the FPCI calculations run 
much deeper.  In 2015, the EA concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon for the 
preferred Dam/Bypass Channel alternative was only 0.5, or only half of the FPCI in the 
Draft EIS for the Multiple Pump Alternative.  Compare 2015 EA, Appendix E 
Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” at 23, Table 10 with Attachment 2 to 
these comments (“Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3).  This is the same value assigned in a 
2012 analysis by Reclamation.  See BOR 12003.  The Draft EIS offers no explanation for 
this discrepancy, which results in a 20% higher FPCI for pallid sturgeon in the 2016 Draft 
EIS as opposed to the 2015 EA.  In fact, the Draft EIS does not even acknowledge it.   
 

As Mr. Marcus explains in more detail in his report (Attachment 1), the 
discrepancy appears to be based on an apparently arbitrary change in one of the inputs to 
the FPCI model: F1.  Fl represents the probability of pallid sturgeon finding the proposed 
bypass on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the lowest.  See Appendix D at 10.  In the 2015 EA 
and the 2012 analysis in the administrative record (BOR 11996, Table 6), Fl was given a 
value of 3, while in the Draft EIS, that value has been changed to a 4 – an increase of 
33%.  Appendix D at 11, Table 1-7.  Changing the value of F1, in turn, raises the FPCI 
from .5 to .6.  The Draft EIS does not acknowledge or explain the change in F1.  The 
Draft EIS simply states that “the Corps (2014) used the best professional judgment of 
federal and state biologists working on the Yellowstone River (Table 16).”  Appendix D 
at 10.  If this citation refers to a document, it does not appear to be in the administrative 
record for the existing litigation.  Further, the 2014 date pre-dates the 2015 EA, which 
used a different F1 value.  Because the Draft EIS provides no analysis or support for its 
assignment of an F1 value, and because this document is not readily identifiable and may 

                                                 
9  Similarly, the adjusted FPCI for the No Action Alternative would be calculated 
from parameters for pallid sturgeon in Appendix D at 11-12 and 14-15 
[2+5)/2*180.18/25 = .0252.  See Attachment 2, “cost per AAHU” tab. 
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not be publicly available, the public has no ability to determine the basis for this 
change.10   
 

Moreover, the actual results are most likely even lower.  As noted above, the 
Draft EIS concedes that pallid sturgeon passage through the artificial bypass channel is 
highly uncertain.  This uncertainty is illustrated by the fact that there are no examples of 
successful bypass channels for either pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon.  Draft EIS 
at 2-105 (“to date, no successful upstream fish passage facility of any type has been built 
for shovelnose or pallid sturgeon”); Draft EIS at 2-107 (noting that bypass channel built 
for shovelnose at T&Y dam on Tongue River has failed to pass any shovelnose sturgeon).  
Thus, the potential range of results for the FPCI are highly variable.  

 
However, despite this uncertainty, the FPCI assigns a specific prediction to fish 

passage benefits for each alternative.  As a result, the inputs to the model are each highly 
subjective, translating uncertain predictions into (arbitrarily) precise numerical values.   
Not surprisingly, the results are unsupported by scientific evidence in the Draft EIS, and 
the Draft EIS offers no basis for its choice of any of those numbers.  Thus, the 
methodology underlying the FPCI is so susceptible to manipulation and sensitive to 
arbitrary selection of variables that the results are meaningless – and potentially highly 
misleading.  As one FWS biologist noted in 2012, “Remember, this [the FPCI] is not a 
complex ecological model development exercise, but rather a mechanism to interject 
some level of biology into a mostly fiscally driven planning process.” BOR-11979; see 
also BOR 11980 (“I also tried to outline in the document how there are many 
uncertainties in fish passage, especially as they regard sturgeon, trying to convey that the 
results of the FPCI “are what they are”... a science based planning tool, not science 
furthering science.”). 
 

In short, there is no basis to assume that the FPCI offers a scientific or supportable 
assumption for any passage benefits to pallid sturgeon, let alone at the specific level 
relied on for the Draft EIS.  The Draft EIS’s reliance on the FPCI does not constitute the 
required “hard look” at the likelihood of fish passage. 
 

C. The Draft EIS Fails to Adequately Analyze and Disclose the Impacts 
of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative on Larval Mortality 

 
For pallid sturgeon to successfully naturally reproduce, they must not only pass 

Intake Dam on their upstream migration, they must spawn in a location that provides for 
an adequate larval drift distance, and their larvae must survive in sufficient numbers to 
maintain their current population and avert extinction as well as increase their population 
to facilitate recovery.  However, the Draft EIS simply speculates about larval mortality 
rates, without providing a meaningful supporting analysis.  See 4-169 – 4-170.   

 

                                                 
10  As described in Mr. Marcus’s report and below, the impact of this one change is 
significant in terms of the results of the Draft EIS’s cost/benefit analysis and the 
Agencies’ method for comparing one alternative to another.   
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Perhaps most importantly, the Draft EIS never evaluates why, given that the 
handful of pallid sturgeon that are currently using the existing side channel have never 
successfully reproduced, the pallid sturgeon that may use an artificial bypass channel 
would change this pattern and succeed where the prior spawning attempts have failed.  
As one former member of the Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee 
(MRRIC) summarized the problem in 2014, “[i]f the Pallid have been using the old side 
channel and therefore spawning above Intake as No. 36 did, why haven’t we had the 
recruitment promised by the scientists who support building the new side-channel?”  
ACE-3600.  The Draft EIS does not attempt to answer that question.  To conduct that 
analysis, the Agencies would have to analyze the factors that have precluded the pallid 
sturgeon from successfully reproducing so far, and how and whether the new 
Dam/Bypass Channel would change those conditions.  The reasons for the recruitment 
failure could be related to many factors, including, but not limited to, the fact that the 
numbers of individuals successfully migrating upstream are too few, that larvae cannot 
survive the journey downstream with a dam at Intake and/or due to other hazards, or that 
the drift distance is too short from the point at which the pallid sturgeon have spawned so 
far.   

 
Further, the Draft EIS completely discounts the possibility of any larval mortality 

caused by traveling over the new concrete dam or striking the boulder field below the 
new concrete dam without any analysis or scientific citation.  Draft EIS at 4-170.  The 
Draft EIS concludes in one sentence that larvae “would be able to drift downstream of the 
weir with no difficulty as they would typically be drifting in the deepest part of the 
channel and would pass through the low-flow notch without injury.”  Id.  This single 
sentence, with no scientific basis, does not constitute a “hard look” at larval mortality 
caused by the new dam and existing boulder field.  The new concrete dam and existing 
boulder field will cause changes in water velocities, gradients, and other river conditions 
that must be analyzed to determine how they will affect the downstream drift.  Given the 
precarious nature of the pallid sturgeon population in Montana, the Intake Project should 
be designed to minimize larval mortalities, not create new sources of mortality without 
even the benefit of an analysis of their impacts. 

 
The Draft EIS also discounts larval mortalities caused by entrainment.  Draft EIS 

at 4-169 – 4-170.  As Defenders and NRDC previously explained, larvae are expected to 
be entrained in the main irrigation canal at Intake because the fish screens cannot block 
pallid sturgeon larvae.  See 2015 Biological Opinion on “Interim and Future Maintenance 
of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and Construction of Fish Passage” at 26.  
They may also be killed on the screens themselves.  Id. at 26, 30.  In addition, the 
upstream, neighboring Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District has an unscreened canal that 
could entrain pallid sturgeon larvae.  Some number of larvae will also be killed on the 
dam in the river.  See id.  The Draft EIS ignores the impacts of the Buffalo Rapids 
Irrigation District, and assumes a maximum 5% entrainment rate at the headworks, but 
describes these deaths as having “negligible effects” on recruitment because age-0 pallid 
sturgeon typically suffer mortality rates of 99.9% anyway.  Draft EIS at 4-169.  The Draft 
EIS also assumes that there will be no mortality at the new dam because larvae will drift 
through the low-flow notch.  The opposite conclusion is just as likely – that with such 
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high rates of mortality, there is no margin for error.  Moreover, the Draft EIS does not 
analyze the various sources of larval mortality together, to determine how they may affect 
the species cumulatively. 

 
In short, the Agencies failed to take a “hard look” at larval mortality.   

 
D. The Draft EIS’s Economic Rationales for the Dam/Bypass Channel 

Alternative Are Not Supportable  
 

As noted above, one of the primary rationales for identifying the Dam/Bypass 
Channel as the preferred alternative is the Agencies’ conclusion that this alternative is the 
most “cost-effective means of providing fish passage.”  Draft EIS at xlii.  However, the 
Agencies’ reliance on the “cost-effectiveness” of the various alternatives is unsupportable 
in this context.  The fact that a project may be “cost-effective” is irrelevant – and not an 
appropriate basis to choose an alternative – if it does not comply with the law.  Here, as 
described above, the Draft EIS fails to even analyze the impacts that would indicate 
whether the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will fulfill the Intake Project’s purpose or 
comply with the ESA, let alone describe how this alternative will comply with that law.  
Further, all available evidence indicates that the Dam/Bypass Channel will, in fact, 
violate the ESA.11  Thus, the Agencies’ reliance on the cost/benefit analysis in support of 
an unlawful alternative is arbitrary. 

 
Even if the Agencies’ reliance on cost/benefit analysis to identify the preferred 

alternative was appropriate, Mr. Marcus’s attached report demonstrates that the 
calculations underlying the Agencies’ cost/benefit analysis are unsupported and fatally 
flawed.  See Attachment 1.   

 
For example, one key calculation underlying the cost/benefit analysis is the FPCI, 

which, as described above, is a planning tool subject to arbitrary and unexplained inputs.  
As Mr. Marcus describes, had the Agencies continued to use a “3” as the “F1” value – as 
they did in the 2015 EA – the Multiple Pumps Alternative would be most cost-effective 
per habitat unit gained, according to the Agencies’ own methodologies.  See Attachment 
1 at 5-7.  The cost per habitat unit grows even greater if the “F1” value is assigned a 
lower value, consistent with a more realistic biological perspective.  Id. at 7-8.   At the 
very least, the high level of uncertainty suggests that, if the “F1” value was modeled 
statistically, it would result in a higher cost per habitat unit for the Bypass Channel in 
nearly every scenario.   

 
In short, the Draft EIS’s reliance on the cost/benefit analysis is unfounded legally 

and scientifically and does not support the Agencies’ preferred Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative. 

 
 

                                                 
11  The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will also violate the Clean Water Act, as 
described below. 
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E. The Adaptive Management Provisions are Unfunded and Uncertain 
 
The Draft EIS also fails to adequately disclose and analyze the future 

ramifications of choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative with respect to necessary 
adaptive management funding and actions.  

 
As an initial matter, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps will not be accountable or 

responsible for addressing any needed changes to the Intake Project if the Project fails.   
See Appendix E at 12 (“Once the one year warranty period [for the Corps] is complete, 
Reclamation through the LYP will be responsible for maintaining the new weir and 
bypass channel for the life of the project.”).  This means that if the Project fails to provide 
for survival and recovery of pallid sturgeon, as required by the ESA, the Corps will not 
necessarily be on the hook to fund any changes to the Project, large or small.12  In the 
event any changes are needed, the Draft EIS does not identify funding sources.  Indeed, 
there does not appear to be any dedicated funding for monitoring or alterations to the plan 
even if Reclamation concludes that the Project has failed.  Instead, the Draft EIS notes 
that implementation of adaptive management measures “would [] depend on funding 
availability.”  Appendix E at 16.  Given that the Dam/Bypass Channel is essentially an 
experiment, with the fate of a highly imperiled endangered species at stake, funding 
should be in place prior to proceeding with such an uncertain project.  

 
Nonetheless, the Draft EIS’s adaptive management plan does not even 

contemplate the idea that the Project will fail – even though the Agencies admit that “it 
remains to be seen” if the bypass channel will succeed biologically.  Appendix E at 11.  
The potential adaptive management actions for the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
involve making modifications to the bypass channel, removing fill from the existing 
natural channel, removing the existing boulder field, modifying the notch in the new dam, 
or modifying the headworks.  Id. at 15-16.  None of these measures involve removing the 
new dam and installing a pump system – the one action that would indisputably provide 
pallid sturgeon with the opportunity to naturally reproduce in the Yellowstone River.  
This is also the action that will be required of Reclamation if the Dam/Bypass Channel 
fails to provide for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  

 
Given the admitted uncertainty associated with this Project and the precarious 

status of the species, the Draft EIS must disclose and analyze all available funding and a 
realistic menu of  for fixing any problems that arise when the Dam/Bypass Channel fails, 
including removal of the new dam.   

 
 
 

                                                 
12  The Corps may be accountable for operational changes at Fort Peck Dam under 
the ESA whether or not the Intake Project fails, but the Draft EIS specifically 
contemplates absolving the Corps of any obligations to address future issues with the 
Intake Project, regardless of its success.   
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F. The EIS Does Not Adequately Disclose and Analyze Impacts to the 
Entire Ecosystem 

 
According to the Draft EIS, there are 54 fish species in the Yellowstone River, 7 

of which are listed as Montana Species of Concern.  Draft EIS at 3-50 and 3-85.  The 
Draft EIS recognizes the differences in preferred habitat conditions between these species 
by classifying them as “Main Channel Species” or “Backwater Species.”  Draft EIS at 3-
52 to 3-54 and 3-85.  Yet the Draft EIS does not differentiate between these sets of 
species in addressing the impacts of each alternative.  With respect to at least the seven 
species of concern, the Draft EIS concludes, in one sentence, that under the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative, all “sensitive fish species” will be allowed to move upstream, 
“including both stronger and weaker swimming fish, providing a major benefit to these 
species.”  Draft EIS at 4-168.  A single sentence is not sufficient to analyze the impacts 
of the Draft/Bypass Channel Alternative on the species of concern in the Yellowstone 
River.   
 

The Draft EIS’s discussion of the impacts of climate change are also cursory and 
insufficient.  The Draft EIS notes that the artificial bypass channel planned for the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative may not be enough for fish passage for some species 
during drought years, and that floods may cause structural problems to the channel.  Draft 
EIS at 4-11.  Yet the Draft EIS concludes that the risk is “minor” without providing any 
detail to support that conclusion.  Absent more analysis, there is no way for the public to 
understand or respond to the Draft EIS’s discussion of climate change.   

 
VI. THE AGENCIES SHOULD ADOPT THE MULTIPLE PUMP 

ALTERNATIVE WITH OR WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 

 
A. The Draft EIS and the Best Available Science Demonstrate That Dam 

Removal Provides the Best Opportunity for Pallid Sturgeon Spawning 
and Recruitment in the Yellowstone River 

 
As Defenders and NRDC explained in our scoping letter, the consistent and 

uncontroverted findings in scientific studies over the past two decades confirm that 
removing Intake Dam and restoring a free-flowing river is the only reliable way to 
facilitate successful natural reproduction for pallid sturgeon in the Yellowstone River.  
Restoring this habitat is essential to the survival and recovery of the pallid sturgeon.   
Compared to other alternatives, this alternative also presents less of a risk for fish during 
droughts, which are expected to increase as a result of climate change.  Id. at 4-12.  In 
addition, given that the Agencies intend to abandon the efforts at Fort Peck Dam, there is 
no room for error with respect to the Intake Project – the fate of the species may rest 
entirely on this decision and therefore must be the best possible project for the pallid 
sturgeon.  As a result, we urge the Agencies to adopt the Multiple Pump Alternative in 
the Final EIS and ROD. 
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B. The Draft EIS’s Cost Analysis Does Not Support Rejection of the 
Multiple Pump Alternative 

 
As described above, the Agencies identified the Dam/Bypass Channel at the 

expense of the Multiple Pump Alternative in large part based on cost comparisons.  The 
Draft EIS references two different kinds of costs to justify this choice: (1) construction 
costs; and (2) OM&R costs.  Draft EIS at xlii.  However, costs are only relevant if the 
chosen alternative complies with all applicable laws, including the ESA – which the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not.  Even if the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
complied with all applicable laws, the cost analysis in the Draft EIS does not comply with 
NEPA and does not support rejection of the Multiple Pump Alternative.   

 
The “cost-effectiveness” analysis in the Draft EIS evaluates construction costs.  

The Draft EIS’s analysis of these costs is unsupportable, as described above and in Mr. 
Marcus’s report.13   

 
The arbitrary nature of the cost/benefit analysis is illustrated by the fact that the 

Draft EIS assigns an annual cost for monitoring and adaptive management requirements 
for the Multiple Pump Alternative that is more than two times as high as the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative.  See Appendix D at 19, Table 2-2.  The Draft EIS did so by 
applying a 1% fee for adaptive management to each alternative.  DEIS at 2-98, Appendix 
B at 22.  This 1% addition has no logical basis.  While monitoring costs should be equal, 
adaptive management costs should be significantly lower for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  Once the dam is removed, the only potential adaptive management action 
mentioned by the Draft EIS is the potential for modifications to the headworks and pump 
stations to reduce entrainment.  Appendix E at 28.  In contrast, under the best case 
scenario, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will likely require constant maintenance 
to maintain the bypass channel at its current specifications in the face of floods, ice flows, 
and other natural river processes.  Those minimum measures will be required if the 
bypass channel succeeds – far greater costs should be assumed if it fails.  Thus, there is 
no reasonable basis to assign a higher cost to such measures in the Multiple Pump 
Alternative. 
 

The second kind of costs, for operations and maintenance (O&M), are generally 
paid for by the irrigation districts.  The administrative record for the 2015 EA makes 
clear that the focus of this Project has long been on minimizing or eliminating any 
additional costs for the irrigators, regardless of the biological outcome for pallid sturgeon.  
See FWS-4960-4961 (FWS official noting that “the irrigators have enlisted congressional 
inquiry to ensure full implementation of the project does not result in any added costs to 
the irrigators”) (emphasis in original).  As Mr. Marcus’s report describes, the Draft EIS 
overestimates the O&M costs associated with the Multiple Pump Alternative and 

                                                 
13  Notably, these costs have no effect on the sustainability of the LYP and are not a 
part of the Agencies’ stated purpose and need. They also fail to reflect the cost “savings” 
the Corps would attain if it is permitted to abandon its required operational modifications 
at Fort Peck Dam in exchange for funding the Intake Project.    
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underestimates those for the Bypass Channel Alternative.  See Attachment 1 at 42-43.  
For example, although the Draft EIS acknowledges that reduced power rates may be 
available, the Agencies did not apply those lower rates to the Multiple Pump Alternative.  
See, e.g., Draft EIS at 2-75.  The Draft EIS also fails to adequately describe the 
framework and limitations the Agencies relied on to determine whether a particular 
alternative would allow for the LYP to remain viable. 

  
Finally, to the extent that construction or O&M costs are a prohibitive factor, the 

Agencies must explore alternative funding, as Defenders and NRDC highlighted in our 
scoping comments.  While the Draft EIS concludes that requiring Reclamation to fund 
the Project will require the irrigation district to reimburse the agency, it does not 
otherwise offer any potential funding sources or resolutions.  This analysis is insufficient 
to meet NEPA’s requirements, especially given that available funding is a primary 
rationale for choosing particular alternatives.  
 
VII. THE CORPS’ SECTION 404 ANALYSIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH 

THE CLEAN WATER ACT   
   

The Clean Water Act (CWA) differs significantly from NEPA in that it has 
substantive standards and section 404 prohibits activities that violate those standards.  
See Bering Strait Citizens v. Army Corps of Engineers, 524 F.3d 938, 947-48 (9th Cir. 
2008).  The CWA is designed to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical and 
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).  The CWA generally 
prohibits the discharge of pollutants, including dredged or fill material, into the waters of 
the United States unless authorized by a permit.  33 U.S.C. § 1311(a); see also 33 C.F.R. 
§ 323.2 (defining discharge of dredged and fill material); 40 C.F.R. § 232.2 (same).  
Section 404 of the CWA authorizes the Corps to issue such permits.  33 U.S.C. § 1344.  
The section 404 requirements apply to the Corps where, as here, it is authorizing its own 
activities.  See 33 C.F.R. Parts 335-337.  However, instead of issuing itself a permit, the 
Corps issues a Statement of Findings (SOF) to authorize its activities.  33 C.F.R. §§ 
336.1(a), 337.6.  

 
The Corps has adopted regulations, known as the “public interest” factors, to 

implement this permitting authority.  33 C.F.R. §§ 320 et seq.  The Corps must “weigh 
the benefits that reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal against its 
reasonably foreseeable detriments, considering all relevant factors.”  Alliance to Save the 
Mattaponi v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 606 F. Supp. 2d 121, 124 (D.D.C. 2009) 
(citing 33 C.F.R. § 320.4).  The Corps must consider a broad range of potential impacts 
as part of its public interest review, including “conservation, economics, aesthetics, 
general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, 
flood hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore erosion and accretion, 
recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, food and 
fiber production, mineral needs, considerations of property ownership and, in general, the 
needs and welfare of the people.”  33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(1).  Moreover, in the evaluation 
of every permit, the Corps must consider: 
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(i) The relevant extent of the public and private need for the proposed structure or 
work; (ii) Where there are unresolved conflicts as to resource use, the 
practicability of using reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish 
the objective of the proposed structure or work; and (iii) The extent and 
permanence of the beneficial and/or detrimental effects which the proposed 
structure or work is likely to have on the public and private uses to which the area 
is suited. 

Id. § 320.4(a)(2).    

Appendix C to the Draft EIS does not appear to make an explicit finding 
regarding whether the Dam/Bypass Channel is in the public interest, as required by the 
Corps’ regulations.  

The Section 404 process is also governed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) “404(b)(1) Guidelines.”  33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 40 C.F.R. §§ 230 et 
seq.  The Corps reviews all proposed Section 404 permits under both the Corps’ public 
interest factors and EPA’s 404(b)(1) guidelines.  33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 33 C.F.R. § 
320.2(f).  A permit must be denied if it is contrary to the public interest or does not 
comport with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  33 C.F.R. §§ 320.4, 323.6; 40 C.F.R. §§ 
230.10, 230.12.   

 
To ensure these mandatory CWA requirements are satisfied, the Corps must fully 

evaluate the direct, secondary, and cumulative impacts of the activity, including impacts 
to endangered species, the aquatic environment, fish and wildlife, and human impacts.  
See, e.g., 33 C.F.R. §§ 320.4(a)(1), 336.1(c)(5), 336.1(c)(8); 40 C.F.R. §§ 230.11(a)-(h), 
230.20-23, 230.30, 230.31, 230.51, 230.53.  The 404(b)(1) guidelines also set forth 
particular restrictions on discharges, described more fully below.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12.  
The Corps must set forth its findings in writing on the short-term and long-term effects of 
the discharge of dredge or fill activities, as well as compliance or non-compliance with 
the restrictions on discharge.  Id. §§ 230.11, 230.12(b).  

 
EPA’s 404(b)(1) guidelines prohibit the Corps from authorizing an application for 

dredge and fill activities under several circumstances relevant to this case: 
 
(1) the activity “jeopardizes the continued existence” of an endangered species 

under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) (40 C.F.R. §§ 230.10(b)(3), 
230.12(a)(3)(ii));   

(2) there is a practicable alternative which would have less adverse impact and 
does not have other significant adverse environmental consequences (40 
C.F.R. §§ 230.10(a), 230.12(a)(3)(i));  

(3) the discharge will result in significant degradation to waters of the U.S. (40 
C.F.R. § 230.10(c) 230.12(a)(3)(ii)); or    

(4) there does not exist sufficient information to make a reasonable judgment as 
to whether the proposed discharge will comply with the COE’s Guidelines for 
permit issuance. (40 C.F.R. § 230.12(3)(iv)).  
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See Utahns for Better Transp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 305 F.3d 1152, 1163 (10th Cir. 
2002) (citing 40 C.F.R. § 230.12(a)(3)(i-iv)).  The Corps must document its findings of 
compliance or noncompliance with the restrictions on discharge set forth in these 
guidelines.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12(b).  Where there is not sufficient information to make a 
reasonable judgment as to whether the proposed discharge will comply with the 
Guidelines, the Corps must deny the permit.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12(a)(3)(iv).  
 

A. Because the Corps’ Section 404(b)(1) Analysis Relies on the 
Inadequate Analysis in the Draft EIS, the Corps Cannot Demonstrate 
Compliance with the Clean Water Act  

 
The Corps’ Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) Analysis (Appendix C) relies on 

the Draft EIS for the underlying analysis of each alternative, and supplements that 
analysis with specific findings with respect to the No Action and Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternatives only.  See Appendix C at 62 (noting analysis of alternatives provided in the 
Draft EIS).  A NEPA analysis may be used to inform the 404 permitting decision.  
However, where a NEPA analysis fails to consider the alternatives “in sufficient detail to 
respond to the requirements of these Guidelines,” the Corps should supplement the 
NEPA documents with additional information.  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(4).   

 
Here, as described above, the Draft EIS does not provide sufficient information or 

analyses to support the selection of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred 
alternative.  The Corps’ 404(b)(1) Analysis perpetuates this failure by: (1) assuming the 
Dam/Bypass Channel’s success, despite the limited scope of analysis and all evidence to 
the contrary; and (2) ignoring the Multiple Pump Alternative and other alternatives 
altogether, such that the Corps fails to weigh the benefits and costs of the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative as required by the CWA.    
 

B. The Corps Failed to Evaluate Whether the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative Will Jeopardize the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon 

Under EPA’s guidelines, the Corps may not permit a dredge and fill activity that 
“jeopardizes the continued existence” of an endangered species – the standard for 
prohibiting federal activities under section 7 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2); 40 
C.F.R. § 230.10(b)(3).  As described in detail in our scoping comments and noted above, 
Reclamation and the Corps are currently violating section 7 of the ESA and jeopardizing 
the continued existence of the pallid sturgeon at Intake Dam and Fort Peck Dam, 
respectively.     

 
The Section 404(b)(1) analysis relies on Appendix D to conclude that the 

Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not result in jeopardy to any listed species.  
Appendix C at 67.  However, the reference to Appendix D appears to be an error.  
Neither Appendix D nor the Draft EIS contain any analysis of the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative’s effects on survival and recovery of the species (essential elements of a 
“jeopardy” analysis) or reach a conclusion regarding whether it will cause jeopardy.  The 
Draft EIS also contains no analysis of the effects of the intended “swap” of Fort Peck 
Dam operational modifications on survival and recovery of the species.  As a result, the 
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Section 404(b)(1) analysis’s conclusion that the preferred alternative will not cause 
jeopardy to pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone River is unfounded and arbitrary. 

 
Even with respect to upstream passage, just one component of the pallid 

sturgeon’s life cycle relevant to the jeopardy analysis, the 404(b)(1) Analysis is 
insufficient.  Instead, the Corps perpetuates the assumption of success that permeates the 
Draft EIS.  “It is anticipated that a majority of pallid sturgeon that swim up to the weir 
would encounter the bypass channel as its entrance will be located close to the weir, thus 
a likely majority of pallid sturgeon [will] use the channel.”  Appendix C at 38.  As with 
the conclusions in the main body of the Draft EIS, there is no analysis to support the 
conclusion that simply “encountering” the bypass channel will mean that pallid sturgeon 
will use it, and the Draft EIS concedes that the likelihood that pallid sturgeon will use the 
bypass channel is highly uncertain.  Neither the Draft EIS nor the 404(b)(1) Analysis 
provide sufficient data or analysis to determine whether pallid sturgeon will use the 
channel at all.  They certainly fail to demonstrate that adult pallid sturgeon will use the 
channel in sufficient numbers to provide for natural reproduction at a survival or recovery 
level.   

 
Further, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis repeats the Agencies’ conclusion that the 

Dam/Bypass Channel will be a success if 85% or more of the telemetered pallid sturgeon 
use the bypass channel.  Appendix C at 60.  Yet, as described above, the Draft EIS 
estimates that only 67% of pallid sturgeon will utilize the bypass channel, and that 
estimate is deeply flawed and likely vastly overstated.  Appendix D at 16.  Thus, even 
under the Draft EIS’s own analysis and their own (unlawful) metric for success, the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is predicted to fail.  The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis offers no 
rationale for concluding that a Project that will fail the Agencies’ own metric for success 
will somehow also avoid causing “jeopardy” to pallid sturgeon.   
 

Even if the Agencies’ conclusion regarding the anticipated passage of pallid 
sturgeon upstream was supportable, the Agencies failed to analyze how or whether the 
pallid sturgeon will be able to complete their life cycle and successfully naturally 
reproduce.  Absent this analysis, there is no way to determine whether the species will be 
able to replace itself in the wild, let alone move toward recovery, the key elements in any 
analysis of whether an action will jeopardize a species.   
 

In short, the available evidence demonstrates that the Dam/Bypass Channel will 
cause jeopardy to the species, based on ESA legal standards as well as the Agencies’ own 
(legally inadequate) conclusions.  Absent evidence demonstrating that the Intake Project 
will not cause jeopardy to the species, approval of the Dam/Bypass Channel will violate 
Section 404(b)(1).  See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(b)(3).  The Corps’ conclusion that this 
element of the 404(b)(1) guidelines has been met is unfounded. 
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C. The Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative is to 
Remove the Dam and Adopt the Multiple Pump Alternative 

 
As noted above, in order to comply with CWA Section 404, the Corps must 

choose the alternative that is the least damaging alternative unless it is proven to be 
impracticable.  See Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1186-87; Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. 
Supp. 2d at 128; 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).  The Corps is required to deny the application “if 
there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other significant 
adverse environmental consequences.”  40 C.F.R.  § 230.10(a).  The Clean Water Act 
“compels that the [least-damaging] alternative be considered and selected unless proven 
impracticable.”  Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1189; Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. Supp. 
2d at 130 (“The Corps must adequately explain why there is no less-damaging practicable 
alternative.  If the Corps cannot so explain based on the record before it, it must 
reconsider its determination based on an adequate analysis of the alternatives.”).  An 
alternative is practicable if it is “available and capable of being done after taking into 
consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes.”  
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2). 

Notably, although one factor of the practicability test involves the cost of a 
particular alternative, the fact that one alternative may cost more than another is not, by 
itself, sufficient to reject it.  Instead, the Corps must weigh the relative benefits and 
impacts of all of the potential alternatives.  See Alameda Water & Sanitation District v. 
Reilly, 930 F. Supp. 486, 489, 492 (D. Colo. 1996) (upholding EPA’s determination that 
practicable alternatives existed even though the record showed “very substantial 
regulatory and legal obstacles to these alternatives” – such as moving an entire town and 
obtaining a Presidential exemption); Friends of the Earth v. Hall, 693 F. Supp. 904, 946-
47 (W.D. Wash. 1988) (noting that whether costs make an alternative impracticable 
depends on whether “competing alternatives can reasonably be viewed as equivalent with 
respect to other factors” including the “potential for environmental harm”); Hough v. 
Marsh, 557 F. Supp. 74, 83-84 (D. Mass. 1982) (remanding because “‘exorbitant cost’ . . . 
by itself carries little weight; although cost is relevant to an assessment of an alternative’s 
‘practicability,’ the Corps conducted no examination of whether the price was 
unreasonably high [or] whether the defendants could afford it . . .”).  Accordingly, the 
Agencies must fully evaluate the relative benefits of all of these costs and benefits for 
public information and comment.   

 
It is indisputable that the least environmentally damaging alternative is removing 

the dam and installing a pumping system for irrigation, as contemplated by the Multiple 
Pump Alternative.  The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis in Appendix C ignores this alternative 
in its effects analysis, and therefore fails to weigh the relative benefits of this alternative 
to the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as required by the statute. 

 
Balancing the relative benefits – and not just the costs – is essential here because 

the Dam/Bypass Channel does not comply with all legal standards or provide for pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery, the fundamental purpose of the Project.  Costs may only 
be used as the determining factor for a Section 404 analysis if the benefits “can 
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reasonably be viewed as equivalent with respect to other factors.”  Friends of the Earth, 
693 F. Supp. at 946-47.  Here, there is no scientific evidence to support the idea that the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is “equivalent” to the Multiple Pump Alternative in terms of 
benefits to the pallid sturgeon, and, in fact, the available scientific evidence indicates that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel will permanently close the door on pallid sturgeon recovery. 
 

Further, as described above, the Draft EIS does not support the conclusion that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is impracticable.  The cost/benefit analysis concluding that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is less cost-effective than the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
built on numerous unsupportable and arbitrary assumptions that make its conclusions 
essentially meaningless.  However, even using the Agencies’ assumptions, the Multiple 
Pump Alternative was deemed “cost-effective” in the Draft EIS and the Agencies offer 
no evidence to demonstrate that it is “impracticable.”  See Appendix C at 12.  Moreover, 
if realistic numbers are applied, the Multiple Pump Alternative would cost even less per 
habitat unit gained than the Bypass Channel Alternative, making it even more “cost-
effective” (under the Agencies’ metric) than the Bypass Channel Alternative.   
 

Moreover, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis failed to include the costs that are likely 
to occur if the Dam/Bypass Channel fails to provide for survival and recovery of pallid 
sturgeon.  For example, if an alternative is chosen that will not recover the species, there 
will be additional costs associated with: (1) the costs of evaluating and implementing a 
new alternative to comply with the ESA if the initial plan fails to provide for recovery of 
the species; (2) the adaptive management activities required to tear down any 
construction and implement a new solution; and (3) the maintenance, in perpetuity, of a 
hatchery program for pallid sturgeon if the species continues to be unable to be self-
sustaining.    

 
The Draft Section 404(b)(1) Analysis fails to comply with the CWA because the 

Corps failed to adopt the least environmentally damaging alternative – the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a). 

 
D. The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Will Cause or Contribute to 

Significant Degradation of the Yellowstone River 

The Corps may not permit a dredge and fill activity that “cause[s] or contribute[s] 
to significant degradation of the waters of the United States,” which includes the 
Yellowstone River.  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c).  Effects that contribute to significant 
degradation include: “[s]ignificant adverse effects of the discharge of pollutants on 
aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability.  Such effects may include ... loss 
of fish and wildlife habitat.”  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c)(3).   

 
First and foremost, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative violates this standard 

because it will contribute to the extirpation of an endangered species, which indisputably 
“causes or contributes” to significant degradation to the Yellowstone River.   

 
Moreover, as described in our scoping comments and above, the Dam/Bypass 

Channel Alternative will significantly degrade the entire aquatic ecosystem of the 
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Yellowstone, a river regarded by the Environmental Protection Agency as an aquatic 
resource of national importance.  See Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Flowers, 321 F.3d 
1250, 1257-1258 (10th Cir. 2003) (“adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem” under the 
Guidelines does not require showing jeopardy; harm to individuals can suffice).  The 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will require extensive bank stabilization or river 
modifications, and will significantly alter and degrade the Yellowstone River’s fishery 
and riparian habitat.  This Alternative is also inconsistent with the Yellowstone River 
Conservation District Council’s plan to protect and encourage channel migration 
easements within channel migration zones on the Yellowstone River as well as the 
Agencies’ acknowledgment that dam building, bank stabilization, and other river 
modification efforts throughout the Missouri and Mississippi River basins are the primary 
reason that the pallid sturgeon is nearing extinction.   

 
In contrast, the Multiple Pump Alternative will start the process of reversing the 

degradation caused by the more than a century of dam building and river modifications 
that have destroyed the habitat for pallid sturgeon and other sensitive species.   
 
VI.  CONCLUSION 

 
 Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS for the 
Intake Project.  Defenders and NRDC urge the Agencies to take this opportunity to 
protect the pallid sturgeon and restore its habitat in the state of Montana by adopting the 
Multiple Pump Alternative, or some close variation that removes the existing dam, 
restores the free-flowing Yellowstone River, and provides an alternate means of 
providing water for the LYP. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
McCrystie Adams 
Jay Tutchton 
Defenders of Wildlife 
 
 
On behalf of: 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
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Comments on the Intake Dam DEIS 
David Marcus 

7/21/16 
 

I. Introduction  
 
 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) examines six alternatives: 

1) No Action, 2) Rock Ramp, 3) Bypass Channel, 4) Modified Side Channel, 5) Multiple 

Pumps, and 6) Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures. Of those, the No Action 

Alternative does nothing to improve fish passage. According to the DEIS, the Rock 

Ramp Alternative and Modified Side Channel Alternative are each either more expensive 

than or environmentally inferior to the Bypass Channel Alternative, and the Conservation 

Measures Alternative produces the same level of fish passage benefits as the Multiple 

Pumps alternative but at more than twice the cost.1 Thus, the DEIS rejects each of those 

four alternatives as inferior to at least one of the other alternatives. 

 The remaining two alternatives, the Bypass Channel Alternative and the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative, involve tradeoffs. According to the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative produces 55% more fish passage benefits than the Bypass Channel 

Alternative,2 but costs 105 percent more.3 The rest of this analysis will focus on those 

two Alternatives, identify adjustments that should be made to the DEIS cost numbers that 

should change these conclusions, and highlight other potential ways of reducing the costs 

of the Multiple Pumps Alternative.   This analysis does not address the wisdom or the 

legal implications of choosing an alternative based on the chosen cost/benefit analysis.  

Rather, this analysis only addresses the validity of the inputs used and the DEIS’s 

conclusions regarding the relative costs of these two alternatives. 

 

II. Summary of conclusions 

 

The DEIS identifies the Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred alternative 

primarily based on the conclusion that it is the most cost-effective alternative.  However, 

the DEIS’s cost/benefit analysis relies on unsubstantiated assumptions that undermine its 

                                                 
1 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. 
2 Ibid. 11,011/7,116 = 1.547, or a 54.7% difference. 
3 Ibid. $10,594/$5,170 = 2.047, or a 104.7% difference. 
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conclusions.  Once the costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative and Multiple Pumps 

Alternative are adjusted to reflect these erroneous assumptions, the cost per habitat unit – 

the DEIS’s measurement of benefits to pallid sturgeon – is lower for the Multiple Pump 

Alternative than the Bypass Channel Alternative.  Thus, the agencies’ basis for choosing 

the Bypass Channel Alternative is not supported by the information provided in the DEIS.   

As described in more detail below and in the accompanying spreadsheet, the 

DEIS’s economic conclusions are undermined in the following ways:  

(1)  The DEIS’s conclusion overstates the economic benefits of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative (section III) in several significant ways, including:  

 The DEIS lumps the benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative for pallid 

sturgeon with 13 other species of fish to obtain a Fish Passage Connectivity 

Index (FPCI, the key measure in the DEIS for benefits to fish) average value 

(0.67) that is higher than the FPCI for pallid sturgeon alone (0.6) (sections 

III.B and C);  

 There is a crucial inconsistency between the April 2015 Final Supplement to 

the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment (“Supplemental EA”) and the DEIS, 

the former of which gave the Bypass Channel Alternative an FPCI value of 

only 0.5 (section III.D.1). The increase in the FPCI for pallid sturgeon 

between the 2015 EA and the DEIS results from manipulation of the Fl 

variable, which was changed between the documents from a “3” to “4” value, 

with no acknowledgement or justification for the change (section III.D.1);  

 This in turn affects the value/increased habitat unit profoundly. Using the F1 

variable from the Supplemental EA renders the Bypass Channel Alternative 

more expensive on a cost/habitat unit basis (a key cost criterion in the Draft 

EIS) than the Multiple Pumps Alternative (section III.D.1). 

(2) The DEIS understates the capital and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs of 

the Bypass Channel Alternative (section IV.A).  

(3) The DEIS overstates the capital and O&M costs of the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative (section IV.B).  

(4) Quantifying most of the overstated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (and 

some of the understatement of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative), the 
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incremental cost of the fish passage benefits from going from No Action to the 

Bypass Channel Alternative is still less than the incremental cost of the benefits 

gained by going from the No Action Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative 

(section V.B).  However, the DEIS fails to note that the sensitivity results of its 

model are based entirely on the assignment of an upwardly-revised numeric value 

to fish attractiveness for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and that using that most 

optimistic assignment of attractiveness in turn results in a lower cost/habitat unit 

improvement than the Multiple Pumps Alternatives.  Using the 2015 EA 

assignment value for F1, and more accurate adjustments for cost, results in the 

conclusion that the Multiple Pumps alternative is superior on a cost/habitat unit 

basis. 

(5) The DEIS further overstates costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by failing to 

analyze ways that using fewer pump sites might reduce the cost substantially 

(sections VI and VII). 

(6) The DEIS contains a number of other analytical errors that ignore costs associated 

with the Bypass Channel Alternative, including rock removal, and tend to inflate 

the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (sections IV.A.1., VIII.C-D). 

 

  

III. DEIS benefit/cost methodology  

 

 A. Compares levelized cost to increase in annual average habitat units (AAHUs) 

 

 The DEIS measures the benefits to fish of improved passage at Intake in “habitat 

units” or “HUs,” which are also referred to as “annual average habitat units” or 

“AAHUs.” A habitat unit is simply the number of acres of habitat upstream of Intake 

times the likelihood that the alternative in question will provide access to them. For every 

alternative, the number of acres of upstream pallid sturgeon (also referred to below as 

simply “sturgeon”) habitat is the same, 12,637 acres,4 and thus the maximum possible 

number of sturgeon HUs for any alternative is 12,637. The probability that an alternative 

                                                 
4 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
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will allow fish to pass upstream of Intake is measured by what the DEIS calls the “Fish 

Passage Connectivity Index,” or FPCI. The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) 

for the no-weir alternatives5 to a minimal 0.0252 for the No Action Alternative.6 Thus the 

number of sturgeon HUs varies from a low of 318 for the No Action Alternative to a high 

of 12,637 for the no-weir alternatives. Variations in HU between alternatives are driven 

entirely by the variation between alternatives of the FPCI component of the HU 

calculation. 

 The DEIS then calculates how much each alternative will increase the number of 

HUs as compared to the No Action Alternative. Thus, the no-weir alternatives would 

increase the number of pallid-sturgeon specific HUs by 12,319.7 

 The DEIS then divides the annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in 

HUs for that alternative to produce a cost per AAHU for each alternative. Thus, the 

Multiple Pump Alternative, using DEIS numbers, would have a cost for improved 

sturgeon habitat of $10.595 million for an HU increase of 12,319, or a cost per AAHU of 

$860. 

 

 B. The HU numbers reported in the DEIS inappropriately all but ignore pallid 

sturgeon 

 

 The DEIS methodology as described above used examples based on the DEIS 

data for sturgeon. But the DEIS itself inappropriately measures HUs and cost per AAHU 

differently. Even though the reason for the proposed action is to “improve fish passage 

for pallid sturgeon,”8 the DEIS lumps sturgeon in with 13 other species in calculating 

HUs and cost per AAHU.9 Sturgeon benefits thus get a weight of only 1/14 in calculating 

HU benefits.10  

                                                 
5 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27. 
6 The DEIS calculates the FPCI based on a composite of 14 different fish species, as described in Section 
III.B.  The figures used here are calculated from parameters for pallid sturgeon only in Appendix D, pp. 11-
12 and 14-15. [(2+5)/2]*1*0.18/25 = .0252. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
7 12,637 (sturgeon HUs for the no-weir alternatives) minus 318 (sturgeon HUs for the No Action 
Alternative) equals 12,319. 
8 DEIS, p. 1-6. 
9 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
10 Appendix D, p. 2, formula showing that the HUs for each species are weighted equally. 
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 The fallacy of the DEIS approach, as a statistical matter, can be seen by imagining 

what would happen if the proposed action, the Bypass Channel Alternative,11 would not 

allow any pallid sturgeon passage whatsoever, but passage for other species was 

unaffected. In that case, the HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative would be reduced 

by about 1/14, since the sturgeon-specific HU would drop to zero but the HUs for the 

other 13 species would stay the same. That would increase the cost per AAHU for the 

Bypass Channel Alternative by about 1/14, or about 7 percent. The DEIS methodology 

would still conclude that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the most cost-effective!12 

 A methodology in which an Alternative that provided no sturgeon passage could 

be rated the most cost-effective is an absurd methodology. The DEIS should have used 

sturgeon-specific data to calculate HUs and costs per AAHU, with any impacts on other 

species identified as required by NEPA, but not used to drive the policy choice. The 

analysis below uses sturgeon-specific data whenever it calculates HUs or costs per 

AAHU.  

 

 C. Focusing HU measurement on sturgeon reduces the HU benefit of the Bypass 

Channel Alternative relative to the Multiple Pumps Alternative 

 

 As described above (section IV.A), variations in HU between alternatives are 

driven entirely by variations in the FPCI between alternatives.  For the Multiple Pump 

Alternative, the FPCI is 1 for all fourteen species, and thus the sturgeon FPCI of 1 is the 

same as the composite FPCI reported in the DEIS. For the Bypass Channel alternative, 

however, the sturgeon FPCI is lower than the all-species FPCI. The DEIS calculates an 

FPCI for all fourteen species together of 0.674.13 But the sturgeon-specific FPCI for the 

Bypass Channel Alternative, using the data in the DEIS, is 0.600.14 Thus, using a 

                                                 
11 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
12 DEIS, p. 2-100, showing a Bypass Channel cost per AAHU of $727. Increasing that number by 7 percent 
would increase it to $778/AAHU, which would still be less than the cost of  the next cheapest alternative. 
Thus the Bypass Channel Alternative would remain the most cost-effective, according to the DEIS’s flawed 
methodology. 
13 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27, showing average HUs of 8,054 for the Bypass Channel Alternative and  
11,949 for the two no-weir alternatives. 8,054/11,949 = .6740, which the DEIS rounds off to .67 for display 
purposes (while using the .674 figure for calculation purposes). 
14 Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10 (formulas for calculating FPCI), and pp. 11-12 and 13-14 (sturgeon-specific 
values for the inputs into the FPCI formula). The resultant sturgeon-specific FPCI is [(2+4)/2]*5*1/25 = .6. 
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sturgeon-specific FPCI reduces the HU for the Bypass Channel Alternative by some 11 

percent.15  

 With an FPCI of 0.6, the Bypass Channel Alternative produces only 60 percent as 

many HUs as the no-weir alternatives with their FPCI of 1.0. The net improvement in 

fish passage is even less than that, because (according to the DEIS), there is already some 

fish passage occurring under the No Action Alternative. When the small sturgeon passage 

the DEIS attributes to the No Action Alternative is considered, the net benefits of the 

Bypass Channel Alternative are even smaller, only 59 percent of the net benefits of the 

Multiple Pump Alternative, using DEIS data.16 

 

 D. The DEIS may be overstating the benefits to sturgeon of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative when it says they will have a FPCI of 0.600 

 

  1. DEIS vs. Supplemental EA 

 

 Just last year, the 2015 Supplemental EA said the FPCI for pallid sturgeon of the 

Bypass Channel alternative was only 0.5,17 or only half of the FPCI in the DEIS for 

Multiple Pumps.18 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an 

FPCI for sturgeon 20% larger than the Supplemental EA of 2015. Comparing the two 

documents, the basis for the higher FPCI in the DEIS is an increase in the forecast value 

for Fl. Fl is a variable which represents the probability of sturgeon finding the proposed 

bypass, with 1 lowest, 5 highest, and 3 corresponding to a 50 percent probability.19 Fl 

was 3 (out of a maximum of 5) in the Supplemental EA,20 but has been increased by 33 

percent, to 4, in the DEIS.21 That single change raises the overall FPCI for sturgeon from 

                                                 
15 0.600/0.674 = .890 = 89%, for a reduction of 11 percent. 
16 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, calculating sturgeon-specific HUs and the increase 
in HUs (compared to the No Action Alternative). The Bypass Channel Alternative produces 7,264 sturgeon 
HUs more than the No Action Case, while the no-weir alternatives produce 12,319 more HUs than the No 
Action Alternative. 7,264/12,319 = .5897 = 58.97 percent. 
17 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 23, Table 10.  
18 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3, for the FPCI for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative as calculated using DEIS data and DEIS methodology. 
19 Appendix D, p. 10. 
20 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
21 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
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0.5 in the Supplemental EA to 0.6 in the DEIS. The DEIS neither acknowledges nor 

explains why it now shows an Fl value for sturgeon that is 33% larger than the value in 

the Supplemental EA of 2015. Instead, the DEIS claims that it is using a value from 

“Corps (2014),”22 a date earlier than the Supplemental EA, which used a value of 3. If the 

FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative should have remained at 0.5, then the DEIS has 

overstated the sturgeon-specific HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative by 20 percent.23   

 The impact of this arbitrary conversion is profound in terms of the results of the 

analysis. If the FPCI resulting from the choice of F1 of 3 instead of 4 is 0.5, as was used 

in the 2015 EA, then the cost per AAHU jumps to $876, less cost effective than the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative using either three or five pumps.24  If, in fact, the F1 value is 

actually 2 instead of 3, the FPCI becomes 0.4 and the cost per AAHU jumps to $1,110.25 

That the choice of F1 is highly subjective and that the uncertainty is not explicitly 

identified in assigning this value has been criticized in previous peer reviews of this 

methodology.26  At the very least, the range of uncertainty suggests that from a cost 

effectiveness perspective, a higher cost per AAHU for the Bypass Channel over any 

combination of Multiple Pumps would invariably result if this were modeled statistically.   

 

  2. The actual FPCI may be lower than either 0.6 or 0.5 

 

 Whether the DEIS methodology should produce an FPCI of 0.5 or 0.6 for 

sturgeon may, however, be a moot question. The DEIS contains minimal evidence of the 

ability/willingness of sturgeon to use natural bypass channels, and the ability/willingness 

of sturgeon to use artificial bypass channels.27 To the extent that sturgeon will be more 

than twice as likely to use a weir-free river as to use an artificial side channel with flows 

                                                 
22 Appendix D, p. 10. 
23 0.6 / 0.5 = 1.20, or an increase of 20 percent. 
24 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2a-4, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI 
and HU values for the Multiple Pump and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, 
pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
25 Id, line 2b. 
26 See, 2013 Battelle Peer Review, Final Independent External Peer Review Report for the Intake 
Diversion Dam Modification Lower Yellowstone Project, Montana Draft Supplement to the 26 April 2010 
Environmental Assessment and Appendices by Battelle, 505 King Avenue, Columbus, OH 43201 for 
Department of the Army, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Ecosystem Restoration Planning Center of 
Expertise for the St. Paul District, February 8, 2013 (cited below as “Battelle”). 
27 DEIS, pp. 2-105 to 2-108. 
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80+ percent smaller than main river flows, then the real FPCI will be below 0.5.28  A 

2013 analysis suggested that a bypass channel originating near the toe of the dam, as 

proposed in the DEIS, “appears to have a limited probability of success….The probability 

that the preferred alternative will perform as proposed is very low based on the scientific 

information presented, the number of project uncertainties and risks, and concerns 

regarding the sustainability of the bypass channel.”29 The DEIS does not consider the 

possibility that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative will be less than 0.5, which 

undermines the validity of its cost calculations. 

 

IV. DEIS benefit/cost results 

 

 A. Bypass Channel Alternative 

 

  1. Cost 

 

  The DEIS estimates the annualized cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative 

will be $5.171 million per year.30 That cost includes post-construction monitoring for 8 

years,31 but no costs for post-construction modifications based on the results of 

monitoring. The DEIS acknowledges that in the Bypass Channel alternative (unlike the 

no-weir alternatives), there is a “moderate” likelihood that adaptive management will be 

required once actual post-construction operations have been observed.32 The  

Supplemental EA published last year also suggested that adaptive management could 

require a variety of changes to the Bypass Channel once it was operational as more was 

learned about actual use (or non-use) of the newly constructed channel by pallid 

                                                 
28 The DEIS shows the FPCI for a weir-free river as 1.0. Thus the sturgeon FPCI for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative is simply the ratio of the number of sturgeon that would use the proposed bypass channel 
compared to the number of sturgeon that would use a weir-free main river. If more than twice as many 
sturgeon would choose a weir-free river over an artificial bypass channel, then that ratio is less than one out 
of two, and the Bypass Channel Alternative FPCI is less than 0.5.  
29 Battelle p. A-6. 
30 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
31 Appendix B, pdf p. 167 of 173. 
32 DEIS, p. 2-103. 
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sturgeon.33 The EA priced four such adaptive management measures that could be 

required for the Bypass Channel Alternative as a result of monitoring, and quantified 

their costs at an annualized $170,000 per year.34 A review of an earlier version of the EA 

suggested that the proposed bypass channel originating from the base of the dam was at 

risk of being “inundated” and suffering “scour damage and potential sediment 

deposition” during an overbank flood event, calling into question its “sustainability.”35 It 

concluded that for the “proposed bypass channel … some form of encouragement or form 

of guidance may be necessary to have the migrating pallid sturgeon find and enter [the 

bypass] channel.”36 Both of these problems (damage to the bypass channel during floods, 

and failure of pallid sturgeon to find or use the inlet to the bypass channel) are additional 

sources of future adaptive management costs. 

 Failure to account for such post-construction adaptive management costs means 

the true costs of Bypass Channel Alternative are likely to be higher (possibly much 

higher) if the initial design fails to entice sturgeon to enter and pass through the newly-

built bypass channel. Even if only half the adaptive management costs quantified in the 

Supplemental EA are added to the DEIS’s forecast of the cost of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative, which would raise its annualized cost from $5.171 million per year37 to 

$5.256 million per year. 

 

  2. Benefits for sturgeon 

 

 The sturgeon-specific increase in habitat units for the Bypass Channel Alternative, 

per the data in the DEIS, is 7264, based on a No Action HU of 318 and a Bypass Chanel 

Alternative HU of 7582.38 

 

  3. Cost per unit of HU increase 

                                                 
33 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf pp. 302-3 of 426. 
34 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf p. 303 of 426. 
35 Battelle, p. A-3. 
36 Ibid. 
37 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
38 See the attached spreadsheet which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU values for the No Action 
and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-
specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
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 The cost per AAHU of the Bypass Channel Alternative would be $724, based on 

the increase in sturgeon-specific HUs from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass 

Channel Alternative, and the DEIS cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative plus half the 

Supplemental EA cost for specific adaptive management measures for the Bypass 

Channel Alternative.39  However, as noted above, it would be $876 if the FPCI value 

from the 2015 EA were used,40 and may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish 

passage benefit is included in the calculation.41 

 

 B. Multiple Pumps alternative 

 

 The DEIS projects an annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 

$10.595 million per year.42 However, this cost projection needs to be adjusted for a 

variety of ways in which the DEIS has either overforecasted costs or included 

unnecessary equipment (and thus costs) in its description of the scope of the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative. 

 

  1. Operating cost is overstated due to errors in calculating pumping energy 

requirements, and hence pumping energy cost - $111,000 per year 

 

   a. The DEIS assumes too high of a water diversion requirement 

 

 The DEIS assumes that the average amount of water diverted will be 1100 cfs 

over the 5-month period from May-September43 (April water use does not require 

pumping, but can rely on gravity diversions). The 1100 cfs figure is overstated because of 

rounding; the DEIS itself says the actual number is 1078 cfs.44 But even the 1078 cfs 

                                                 
39 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 2, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and 
HU values for the No Action and Bypass Channel Alternatives, the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative 
including an adjustment for adaptive management, and the resultant cost per AAHU. 
40 Id., line 2a. 
41 Id., line 2b. 
42 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1, and p. 2-99. 
43 Appendix A, pdf  p. 204 of 527. 
44 Ibid. 
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figure is incorrect; the 42-year average is below 1000 cfs, and the average for the most 

recent 11 years of data is 1044 cfs.45 

 

   b. The DEIS assumes unnecessarily lumpy pumping increments 

 

 The DEIS assumes that as water diversions by gravity drop, the amount of water 

needed to be pumped will grow by 275 cfs increments, reflecting the pumping capacity at 

each site. But each site will have three separate pumps (actually four in the DEIS, but the 

fourth one is a spare). So even if pumps have to be used in an all-or-nothing mode (which 

may not be true), the amount of pumping is still controllable to 92 cfs steps, rather than 

275 cfs steps. That reduces the amount of pumping required by a considerable amount. 

 

   c. The DEIS assumes pumps are operated in an inefficient manner 

 

 The DEIS points out that when pumped water is being delivered to the main canal 

above the check structure called Burns Creek Overchute, tailwater effects will make it 

impossible to simultaneously divert water by gravity flow at Intake. But the converse is 

also true: when pumped water is being delivered below Burns Creek Overchute, it will be 

possible to simultaneously divert water at Intake.46 Of the five proposed pump sites, two 

would deliver to the Main Canal above Burns Creek Overchute (although the site 2 

delivery point is less than one mile above Burns Creek Overchute,47 and thus could 

potentially be moved to solve this problem). The DEIS acknowledges that all three of the 

downstream pump sites could be operating at their full 825 cfs capacity without 

simultaneously impairing gravity diversions of up to 550 cfs at Intake. Thus it would 

certainly be possible to operate any one of the lower three sites without impairing gravity 

diversions at Intake. The DEIS incorrectly assumes that when only one pump site is being 

used, it would have to be the farthest downstream one. If Site 3 pumps were used before 

Site 4 or 5 pumps, pumping costs would be reduced because Site 3 requires less pumping 

energy per cfs pumped than sites 4 or 5. 

                                                 
45 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab. 
46 Appendix A, pdf p. 200 of 527. 
47 Ibid. 
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   d. The DEIS does not address monthly variations in both 

hydrology and irrigation requirements 

 

 The DEIS models the level of pumping energy based on average diversion 

requirements across the full 5-month season and gravity diversion capability across the 

full 5-month season. The DEIS presents, but does not use, data on monthly gravity 

diversion capability. The Federal agencies have also previously provided monthly 

diversion data for 28 historical years. Thus data exists to allow the pumping requirement 

calculations to be done on a month-by-month basis, which is more accurate. 

 

   e. Altogether, the DEIS overestimates pumping loads by more than 

28 percent 

 

 Correcting for the overstated average diversion requirements in the DEIS, the 

DEIS’s failure to account for the presence of three pumps at each pumping site, and the 

DEIS’s assumption that the most costly site will have to be used first (rather than third), 

and then modeling pumping requirements separately for each month, the overall average 

pumping requirement turns out to be 7.85 gwh per year, not the 10.1 gwh asserted in the 

DEIS.48 The DEIS has overstated pumping energy requirements by at least 28 percent.49 

Based on the DEIS’s forecasted cost of $500,000 per year for 10.1 gwh, the savings from 

the lower actual pumping requirements would be $0.111 million per year,50 and pumping 

costs would be reduced to $389,000 per year.51 

 

  2. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump site 3 - $0.568 

million 

 

                                                 
48 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
49 10.1/7.853 = 1.286, for an overstatement of 28.6 percent. The “at least” is because the calculations do not 
account for the possibility of running individual pumps at less than 100 percent of their capacity. 
50 $500,000 x (10,100 – 7853)/10,100. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 9. 
51 $500,000 - $111,000 = $389,000. 
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 The DEIS proposes a 5600 feet long pipe to deliver water from pump site 3 to the 

Main Canal, using a convoluted route.52 Eliminating the long east-west section along 

County Route 103 would cut the pipe length by about 2600 feet,53 or almost 50%, thereby 

reducing its cost by $429,000.54 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an 

additional 32.46% contingency for discharge pipeline costs,55 the reduction in the total 

DEIS cost for reducing the Site 3 piping length would be $429,000 x 1.3246 = 

$568,000.56 This is just the reduction in costs for the pipe itself, and does not include 

additional savings in installation costs, which were not quantifiable from the data in the 

DEIS. 

 

  3. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump sites 4 and 5 - 

$0.437 million 

 

 The DEIS proposes to reduce the cost of pumping sites 4 and 5 by having a 

common outlet structure to deliver their water to the Main Canal,57 which seems 

reasonable. However, the proposed location of the outlet structure requires about 1400 

linear feet of parallel piping from where the two outlet pipes reach each other to where 

they would reach the outlet structure.58 Locating the outlet structure directly inland of 

pump site 4 would shorten that parallel pipe distance to about 400 feet,59 thus savings a 

total of 2000 feet of piping (1000 for each pump site). It would also save the cost of an 

inverted siphon on lateral HH where it would need to pass under the outlet pipes,60 which 

have not been quantified here. The capital cost savings would be $330,000.61 Because the 

                                                 
52 Appendix A, pdf p. 228 of 527. 
53 Ibid. 
54 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” 
diameter pipe, per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe 
proposed at Site 3, plus 6% for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84 inch diameter pipe. 
2600 feet x $165/foot = $429,000. 
55 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
56 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 1. 
57 According to the map in Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527.  
58 Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527. 
59 Appendix A, pdf p. 229 of 527. 
60 Appendix A, pdf pp. 229 and 316-317 of 527. 
61 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” 
diameter pipe, per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe 
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Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for discharge 

pipeline costs,62 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Sites 4 and 5  piping 

length would be $330,000 x 1.3246 = $437,000.63 This is just the reduction in costs for 

the pipe itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were 

not quantifiable from the data in the DEIS. 

 

  4. Capital and operating costs are overstated due to the inclusion of 

unnecessary backup equipment 

 

   a. Back-up pumps: $2.987 million of capital and $178,000 per year 

of OM&R costs 

 

  The DEIS includes capital costs for back-up pumps at all five sites, as 

protection against one of the three pumps at each site failing. However, if a pump fails at 

one site, backup pumping can be supplied from the other sites. Only if all five sites are 

already operating, and all three pumps at each site are already operating, would a pump 

failure be unreplaceable from increased pumping at another site.64 Even then, diversions 

of 1283 cfs would still be possible using the 14 remaining pumps. 

 The DEIS provides daily diversion levels for only two years, 2000 and 2012, 

which were years with average diversions about 5 percent above average.65 During those 

two years, diversions exceed 1283 cfs only 17 days in 2000 and 23 days in 2012.66 

During the days when diversions exceeded 1283 cfs, they did so by an average of 32 cfs 

                                                                                                                                                 
proposed at Site 3, plus 6% for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84 inch diameter pipe. 
2000 feet x $165/foot = $330,000. 
62 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
63 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 2. 
64 This ignores the possibility of two different pumps failing at the same time, which is presumably very 
unlikely (since the DEIS did not propose having two backup pumps at each site). 
65 Diversions in those two years averaged 1094 cfs and 1097 cfs respectively. Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 
527. The average diversion for the most recent 11 years of available data was 1044 cfs (for the total 42 
years of available data, the average diversion was 985 cfs). See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical 
diversions” tab, Excel cells F347 and F345. 1097 is 53 more than 1044, or 5%. 
66 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 and 478-480 of 527. 
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in 2000 and 56 cfs in 2012.67 Thus, averaged across the entire irrigation season, the 

average diversion in excess of 1283 cfs was just 6 cfs.68  

 The average number of days when a pump outage would affect diversion 

capability with 2000 or 2012 diversion rates is 20 per year.69 The chance that there would 

be a pump out of service in all 20 such days is clearly much less than 100 percent. The 

consequences if there were a pump out of service on all 20 such days per year would be 

an average reduction in water deliveries of 6 cfs, or less than 0.6 percent of the annual 

average deliveries in 2000 and 2012 of about 1100 cfs.70 

 Spending millions of dollars to mitigate a small chance of a 0.6% impact is 

clearly not cost-effective. By not installing backup pumps at each site, but instead relying 

on the not-in-use pumps at other sites to provide backup, the capital cost of the Multiple 

Pump Scenario can be reduced by $2.163 million.71 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario 

includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,72 the reduction in the 

total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.163 million x 138.1% = $2.987 million.73 In 

addition, annual levelized operation, maintenance and replacement costs of $178,000 per 

year will be avoided.74 

 

   b. Back-up diesel generators at all five sites (as protection against 

power failures) - $3.446 million of capital cost  

 

  The DEIS includes capital costs of $2.495 million for diesel generators to 

provide a backup source of electricity in the event of a power failure.75 This is an even 

more extreme case of overbuilding. Reliability data is publicly available for the Glendive 

district of Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU). It shows that for the last 7 years, 2009-15 

                                                 
67 Ibid. 
68 (32*17 + 56*23)/(2*153) = 5.98. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
71 Appendix B, pdf p. 119 of 173. This is just the cost for the back-up pumps themselves, and does not 
include the cost savings for any reduction in building size and installation costs, which could be 
considerable. 
72 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
73 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 3. 
74 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, 25% (one pump out of four proposed at each site) times OM&R 
categories 11-14 and 16 costs of $713,000 per year. 
75 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
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inclusive, the average customer has experienced 222 minutes per year of outages,76 or 3.7 

hours per year. That’s less than one hour in 2000. The longest single outage during that 

entire period appears to be an outage lasting 11 hours on July 27 of 2015.77 The expected 

consequences of not having backup generators would thus be 3.7 outage hours per 8760 

(the number of hours in a year) x 153 days out of 365 (because outages outside the 

irrigation season would not affect pumping, and pumping would not be required in April) 

x .73 (because 27 percent of the time during the irrigation season no pumping would be 

happening)78 x 459 cfs (the average pumping rate while pumping),79 or less than 0.1 cfs 

on average.  

 Or consider the worst case situation, an 11 hour long outage that affected all five 

pump stations and occurred on a day when all 5 pump stations were in use. That’s what 

the July 27, 2015 outage would have been if the Multiple Pumps alternative had been in 

effect then (and if the outage had affected all five pump sites). Diversions that day 

averaged 1310 cfs, so shutting off power for 11 hours would have reduced average 

diversions that day by 11/24 x 1310 = 600 cfs.  Diversions on the following days were 

1280-1310 cfs. By increasing them to 1374 cfs for the next 9 days, the entire shortfall on 

July 27 would have been replaced. Farmers would have received at most 46 percent less 

water than they expected, for one day only, but then 5-7 percent more on each of the next 

9 days. It’s hard to imagine the consequences of such a once-in-a-decade event merit 

spending millions on backup generators. According to the DEIS, the capital cost for the 

five proposed back-up generators is $2.495 million.80 Because the Multiple Pump 

Scenario includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,81 the 

reduction in the total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.495 million x 138.1% = 

$3.446 million.82  

 

                                                 
76 Data for the 2005-08 period shows an outage rate less than half as large as for 2009-15. For the last seven 
years, outage rates have been fairly flat, with no up or down trend. 
77 2015 MDU Electric Reliability Report, available at 
http://www.psc.mt.gov/docs/ElectricReliabilityReports/2015ElectricReliabilityReports/default.asp.  
78 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
81 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
82 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 4. 
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  5. Reduced capital cost for lower adaptive management costs 

 

 The DEIS assumes that whatever construction costs are forecasted to be incurred 

have to be increased by one percent to account for adaptive management during 

construction.83 Thus when capital costs are reduced, as described above, the DEIS’s cost 

methodology would reduce annualized adaptive management costs by a further one 

percent. That reduction comes to $74,000.84 

 

  6. Reduced direct capital costs from shortened pipe lengths also reduce 

associated planning, engineering, design and construction management costs - $1.038 

million 

 

 The excess direct capital costs in the DEIS estimate for the Multiple Pump 

alternative which are identified above (before contingency adders) come to $5.471 

million.85 The DEIS calculates additional costs for planning, engineering, design, and 

project management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.86 Thus, reducing direct 

capital costs by $5.471 million would, according to the DEIS, reduce the associated 

planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs $5.471 x 0.15 = 

$0.821 million. 

 The DEIS includes a 26.52 percent contingency factor for planning, engineering, 

design, and construction management costs for the Multiple Pump Alternative.87 Thus the 

                                                 
83 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173 (making clear that the 1 percent is for adaptive 
management “during construction”).  
84 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 5. 
85 $0.429 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.330 million for reduced discharge pipe 
length for sites 4-5, $2.163 million for eliminating back-up pumps, $2.495 million for eliminating back-up 
generators, and $0.054 million for adaptive management during construction.  See the attached spreadsheet, 
“Multiple Pump costs” tab, lines 1-5, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
86 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. Note that the actual planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs shown in the DEIS are $12.772 million for a construction contract of $84.277 million 
(Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), which is 15.15 percent and not 15%. The apparent reason for the extra 
0.15% is the 1 percent adder for adaptive management costs during construction (DEIS, p. 2-98). Those 
costs are not shown on the page cited here but their impact on planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs is included. 
87 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
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total cost reduction for planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs 

would be $0.821 million x 1.2652 = $1.038 million.88 

 

  7. Reduced investment costs due to reduced interest during construction - 

$0.425 million 

 

 The DEIS estimates that the direct (“first”) cost of the Multiple Pumps alternative, 

$132.028 million,89 would be increased by another $6.557 million, or 4.966 percent, due 

to interest during construction.90 The adjustments described above reduce the cost of the 

Multiple Pump alternative by $8.551 million.91 Thus they would also reduce the interest 

during construction by $8.551 million x 4.966 percent, or $425,000.92 

 

  8. Adjusted capital cost is lower by $8.975 million, which corresponds to 

6.476 percent, which corresponds to $0.339 million per year on an annualized basis. 

 

 The total of the adjustments described above, including reduced interest during 

construction, comes to $8.975 million.93 That is 6.476 percent of the total investment cost 

of $138.585 million reported in the DEIS.94 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized 

average annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million 

will be $5.515 million, for a fixed charge rate of 3.98 percent.95 The corresponding 

reduction in annual investment-related costs, based on the 6.476 percent adjustment 

identified above, will be 6.476 percent x $5.515 million, or $357,000 per year. 

                                                 
88 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 6. 
89 Ibid.; also DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
90 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
91  $0.568 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.437 million for reduced discharge pipe 
length for sites 4-5, $2.987 million for eliminating back-up pumps,  $3.446 million for eliminating back-up 
generators, $0.074 million for adaptive management during construction, and $1.038 million for planning, 
engineering, design, and construction management costs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump 
costs” tab, line 12. 
92 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 7. 
93 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 8. 
94 DEIS, p. xxxii. 8.975/138.585 = .06476 = 6.476%. 
95 Ibid. 5.515/138.585 = .039795 = 3.98%. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump cost” tab, 
line 12. 
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Alternatively, the reduction can be calculated as $8.975 million x 3.98 percent, which is 

also $357,000 per year.96 

 

  9. Corrected annualized cost is $9.949 million per year 

 

  The DEIS reports a total annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative of $10.595 million per year.97 The adjustments described above reduce that 

number by $0.646 million, based on reductions of $289,000 per year for electricity 

operating costs and pump OM&R,98 and $357,000 per year for annualized capital cost 

savings.99 The adjusted annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative is thus $9.949 

million per year.100 

 

  10. Environmental benefits to sturgeon 

 

 The DEIS presents calculated Habitat Unit (HU) values for each Alternative, and 

the increase over the No Action Alternative that each other alternative would produce.101 

As discussed above (Section III.C) the DEIS numbers are basically meaningless, because 

they average sturgeon HU values together with HU values for 13 other species, including 

such non-threatened species as smallmouth bass.102 The DEIS nowhere provides 

sturgeon-specific HU values. However, this shortcoming is easily overcome, since the 

DEIS does provide the equations and the data needed to calculate the sturgeon-specific 

HU for each alternative.103 Using the data in the DEIS, the pallid sturgeon-specific fish 

passage connectivity indices (FPCI) are .0252 for the No Action Alternative,104 0.600 for 

the Bypass Channel Alternative,105 and 1.000 for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.106  

                                                 
96 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
97 DEIS, p. xxxii. 
98 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
99 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
100 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
101 Appendix D, p. 16. 
102 Appendix D, pp. 4, 9, 14, 15. 
103 Appendix D, pp. 2, 10 (formulae underlying FPCI), 4 (habitat acres), 11-12 and 14-15 (data used in the 
FPCI formula. HU is then simply FPCI x habitat acres.  
104 [(5 + 2)/2]*1*.018 / 25 = .252; see Appendix D, pp. 11-12, 14-15 for data. 
105 [(2 + 4)/2]*5*1 / 25 = 0.600; ibid. 
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Note that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, is 20 percent higher than the 

corresponding FPCI for that alternative in the 2015 Supplemental EA. In that document, 

the value for the Fl parameter was given as 3,107 but in the DEIS it has been increased to 

4.108 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains this increase. 

 Multiplying the alternative-specific sturgeon FPCIs times the 12637 acres of 

pallid sturgeon habitat upstream of Intake Dam109 gives the following sturgeon-specific 

HUs: 318 for the No Action Alternative, 7582 for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 

12,637 for the Multiple Pump Alternative.110 The incremental HUs are then 7264 when 

going from No Action to Bypass, 12,319 when going from No Action to Multiple Pumps, 

and 5,055 when going from Bypass Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump 

Alternative.111 

 

   

 

V. Implications of the DEIS cost/benefit methodology with adjusted Multiple Pumps 

Alternative costs 

 

 The DEIS’s cost/benefit methodology is based on choosing the alternative with 

the lowest cost per added AAHU, as compared to the AAHU with the No Action 

Alternative. The numbers in the DEIS clearly indicate that the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative is better for pallid sturgeon than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin 

of 5055 sturgeon HUs.112 The problem with the Multiple Pumps Alternative, according to 

the DEIS methodology, is not even that it costs too much. The DEIS calculates costs of 

$727/AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $962/AAHU for the Multiple Pump 

                                                                                                                                                 
106 [(5 + 5)/2] *5 *1 / 25 = 1.000; ibid. Note that the value on p. 12 in Table 1-8 is shown as 2, but this is a 
typo and it should be 5. The DEIS does not show the actual FPCI calculations, but it appears they used 5, as 
they should have. 
107 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
108 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
109 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1, last line. 
110 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Ibid, line 3. Even when 13 species other than sturgeon are considered, the DEIS concludes that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is better than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of  3895 HUs. 
Appendix D, p. 22, Table 2-5. 
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Alternative, and concludes that both of those alternatives are cost-effective.113 The 

adjusted costs discussed above, and the use of sturgeon-specific HUs, narrow the gap 

between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pump Alternatives considerably, to 

$724/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $808/sturgeon AAHU for 

the Multiple Pumps with the adjustments above.114 Applying the 2015 EA FPCI scores 

results in a cost of $876/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative115 – 

substantially higher than the DEIS estimates, and higher than the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative.116 As noted above, the cost/sturgeon AAHU may be as high as $1,110 if 

uncertainty of the fish passage benefit is included in the calculation.117 Again, the failure 

of the agencies to incorporate uncertainty into their analysis completely reverses the 

conclusions regarding the cost effectiveness of their preferred alternative.118 

 

 

VI. Alternative approaches – additional overpricing of the multiple pumps alternative 

 

The Agencies have emphasized costs as a determining factor for preference in 

comparing one alternative against the rest (as opposed to efficiency or effectiveness).  In 

addition, the Multiple Pumps Alternative evaluated in the DEIS is designed to ensure that 

the irrigation district receives even more water than it is guaranteed to receive now, and 

the agencies never consider the many ways that the costs could be reduced and irrigation 

water delivered through alternative mechanisms. Therefore, it is appropriate to question 

why they did not address a other mechanisms that reduced overall costs while 

maintaining high probabilities of fish passage.  Additional avenues of cost savings not 

analyzed by the Agencies in the Multiple Pumps Alternative are listed below.  There are 

multiple configurations that the Agencies failed to analyze.   

 

                                                 
113 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. Note that the DEIS uses costs that do not have any of the adjustments 
discussed above, and uses HU values for 14 total species, of which pallid sturgeon is just one. 
114 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 3. 
115 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, line 2a. 
116 Ibid., lines 2a and 3. 
117 Ibid., line 2b. 
118 Ibid., lines 2-2b versus lines 3-4. 
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For example, using three pump sites instead of the five in the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative, which was not considered or analyzed in the DEIS, could provide 100 

percent of the sturgeon passage benefits of the Multiple Pump alternative, and on average 

allow 96 percent of the historical level of water diversion rights, at only 75-80 percent of 

the cost.119 Using only three pump sites would have a 10.4 percent lower cost per unit of 

sturgeon habitat improvement than any alternative considered in the DEIS,120 and a 

quantity of habitat improvement equal to the highest level of any alternative considered 

in the DEIS. It would also allow the irrigators to divert their actual historical average 

annual diversions 99 percent of the time.121 Thus, using fewer pumps than analyzed in the 

DEIS, Multiple Pumps Alternative would be much better for pallid sturgeon than the 

DEIS-endorsed Bypass Channel Alternative, and not nearly as bad for farmers as the 

Bypass Channel Alternative would be for sturgeon (when compared to using multiple 

pumps).  

 Adding the most cost-effective of the measures from the Multiple Pumps with 

Conservation Measures Alternative, combined with using fewer pumps, would make the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative even better at meeting the water needs of farmers (section 

VII.A). Acknowledging the existing trend of conversion from flood irrigation to 

sprinklers would further reduce the impact on farmers (section VII.B). Additional options 

could also reduce the impact on farmers from an alternative where pumping with fewer 

sites could not produce the entire water right (sections VII.C-E). 

 

                                                 
119 Per section VI.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23, using three 
pump sites instead of five would have an annualized cost of $7.985 million. Per the DEIS, the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative would have an annualized cost of $10.595 million. Per section IV.B, below, and the 
attached spreadsheet, that cost could be lowered to $9.949 million. $7.985/$10.595 = .754 = 75.4%. 
$7.985/$9.949 = .803 = 80.3%. 
120 $648 per annual average HU, versus $724 (and possibly as much as $1,110) for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b and 4. 648/724 = .896, or a 
10.4% reduction. 
121 Actual diversions average only about ¾ of diversion rights, so an alternative that provides less than 100 
percent of diversion rights will provide a higher percentage of diversion needs than of diversion rights.  
Over a 42 year period for which data is available, diversions have averaged 985 cfs, which is only 72% of 
1374 cfs (attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab). Even the average diversion over the 11 years 
since 2003 for which data is available, 1045 cfs (ibid.), is only 76% of 1374 cfs. The DEIS assumes an 
average diversion of 1100 cfs (Appendix A, pdf  p. 204 of 527; that is above the historical average), but 
even that is just 80 percent of 1374 cfs. The attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, 
Excel cells A32 (99 percent exceedance line) and BG32 (1047 cfs diversion feasible at that exceedance 
level) shows that using three pump sites could divert more than 1045 cfs 99 percent of the time. 
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 A. Pump sites 1-2 result in high costs for small additional water diversions; 

savings from omitting sites 1-2 

 

 In the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the number of pumps and pump stations was 

chosen so as to assure potential diversions of 1374 cfs in every hour of every year, 

without regard to hydrological conditions. That is actually somewhat more diversion 

capacity than currently exists, since the current diversion right of 1374 cfs is contingent 

on river flows above 3000 cfs at Intake,122 which 42 years of irrigation-season gauge data 

shows fails to happen 0.68 percent of the time (2.92% of the time in August).123 So times 

already currently exist where the full 1374 cfs cannot be legally withdrawn. 

 The DEIS also shows that gravity diversions of at least 167 cfs would be possible 

at all times even with the Intake Dam removed (or 207 cfs if periods when the 

Yellowstone River flow is below 3000 cfs are excluded, since at those times diversions 

would not be allowed even if the Intake Dam were present).124 However, making those 

gravity diversions would not be possible if pumping were occurring at pump sites 1 or 2, 

the two sites closest to Intake. Thus, in order to pump more than 825 cfs (the amount that 

could be pumped from sites 3-5), gravity diversions would have to cease. The result is 

that the 550 cfs that could be pumped from sites 1-2 would come at the price of a 

reduction of at least 167-207 cfs in gravity diversions. Hence, the net increase in possible 

diversions due to the inclusion of sites 1 and 2 in the Multiple Pumps Alternative is, at 

most, 525 minus 167-207 cfs, or 318-358 cfs.  

 The DEIS also shows that pump sites 1-2 would be expected to be needed to 

operate only 3 percent of the time.125 Given that very low capacity factor one may ask, 

what happens if Pump Sites 1 and 2 are not developed? Farmers would receive somewhat 

                                                 
122 Appendix A, pdf pp. 352-353 of 527. 
123 Based on 1967-2008 daily Sydney gauge flows on May-September days at or below 1620 cfs, which 
implies that even if Intake diversions had been the maximum 1374 cfs, with no return flows between Intake 
and Sydney, Intake flows would have had to be no more than 2994 cfs. See the attached spreadsheet, 
“Sydney gauge data” tab, Excel cells F11 – I22. Note that the DEIS assumes no return flows in at least the 
first 18.7 river miles below Intake. Appendix A, pdf p. 194 of 527. 
124 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel column R and the note 
below in columns Q-U. 
125 Appendix B, pdf p. 197 of 527. 
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less water, which would theoretically affect crop yields and revenues (a cost to them). 

But on the other hand, they would lower operating costs to pay, which would be a benefit 

to them. The discussion below addresses both the cost savings from building fewer 

pumps, and the water diversion and delivery implications of doing so by using only three 

pump sites (3-5 in the DEIS’s Multiple Pumps Alternative). 

 The analysis below does not answer the question of whether farmers would be 

better served by using three pump sites (lower cost, less water) or a Multiple Pump 

Alternative (higher cost, more water). Nor does it answer the threshold standard set in the 

DEIS, that any alternative selected for development should be “sustainable.” 

 

 B Effects of Using only Three Pump Sites 

 

  1. Consequences for sturgeon 

 

 Using only three pump sites would look much like the Multiple Pumps 

Alternative in the DEIS, but without development of pump sites 1 and 2. Because it 

would also remove the existing Intake Dam, its fish passage effects would be the same as 

those of the other no-weir alternatives. It would produce 12,319 incremental HUs for 

sturgeon, relative to the No Action Alternative.126 That is some 5055 HUs (70 percent) 

more than the increase of 7,264 sturgeon HUs produced when going from the No Action 

Alternative to the Bypass Channel Alternative.127  

 

  2. Consequences for farmers128 

 

 Because it would never pump water into the Main Canal above the Burns Creek 

Overchute, using three pump sites would allow for simultaneous pumping and gravity 

diversions in all hours. However, it would not be able to divert 1374 cfs in as many hours. 
                                                 
126 Section V.B, above. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
127 Ibid. 
128 All numerical results in this subsection are based on DEIS hydrology data from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 
of 527, and on annual diversion data for 42 years and monthly diversion data for 28 years, all supplied by 
the Agencies in various data responses to Defenders of Wildlife and NRDC. All of the data and 
calculations from the data not footnoted below are shown in the attached spreadsheet, in the “Flow with no 
dam, 3 pump sites” tab. 
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The Bypass Channel Alternative would allow diversions of 1374 cfs in about 98.6 

percent of all hours,129 but would produce only 7264/12319 = 59% as many incremental 

sturgeon HUs as a no-weir alternative.130 Conversely, using three pump sites would 

produce the maximum level of incremental sturgeon HUs, but would allow diversion of 

1374 cfs only 68 percent of the time.131 It would, however, allow average diversions 

above the historical average monthly diversion in the months of May, June, and 

September, and under 97% of hydrological conditions in July and 70+ percent in 

August.132 Even when feasible diversions did not reach 1374 cfs, they would exceed 1100 

cfs 97% of the time.133 1100 cfs is more than the historical average monthly and annual 

diversions that have actually occurred at Intake.134 The expected average annual 

diversion, taking into account monthly diversion requirements that are well below 1374 

cfs, would be 1140 cfs, or 346,000 acre-feet.135 That is 9.1 percent above the average 

annual diversion over the last 11 years of 317,000 acre-feet.136 The expected feasible 

average annual diversion using three pump sites would be 1324 cfs, or over 400,000 acre-

feet for the May-September season.137 1324 cfs is over 96 percent of the maximum 

                                                 
129 Based on the current 1374 cfs diversion right requiring Yellowstone River flows at Intake of 3000 cfs 
and above, per Appendix A, pp. 352-3. Interpolated between 98 and 99 percent per data in Appendix A, pdf 
p. 328 of 527. 
130 See analysis above, and in the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
131 Appendix A, pdf p. 322 of 527. The 68% figure is the percentage of the time that gravity diversions 
would be above 549 cfs, which when combined with up to 825 cfs of pumping from three sites would allow 
total diversions of 1374 cfs. The 68% figure can also be interpolated from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, 
showing gravity diversions of 527 cfs as feasible 70% of the time and diversions of 620 cfs as feasible 60% 
of the time. 
132 Attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. Excel cells V7-Z7 show the historical 
average monthly diversions, based on 28 years of data from the “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells 
F337-F341, and scaled up 9% to reflect annual diversions in the most recent 11 years (“Historical 
diversions tab”, Excel cell F347) which were higher than those in the 28 years with monthly data 
(Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F342). The percent of the time 825 cfs could meet average monthly 
pumping diversions is determined by looking at the cell in columns V-Z where the required pumping 
exceeds 825 cfs, and reading across to the corresponding exceedance level in Column A. 
133 Appendix A, pdf pp. 204-205, showing only pump sites 3-5 are needed 97 percent of the time to achieve 
1100 cfs of total diversion. The 97 percent figure can also be interpolated from the 95% and 98% lines on 
Appendix B, pp. 197 or 329, showing that gravity diversions of 275 cfs will be achievable 97% of the time. 
275 cfs of gravity diversion, when combined with 825 cfs of pumping from three sites, produces a total 
diversion of  1100 cfs. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, rightmost 
column (showing pumping capacity at different gravity diversion exceedance levels) and the leftmost 
column (showing the exceedance levels for each line of data). For exceedance levels up to 97 percent in the 
leftmost column, potential diversions in the rightmost column exceed 1100 cfs. 
134 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-347. 
135 See the attached spreadsheet, , “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells BE40 and BE41. 
136 Ibid., Excel cells BE43 and BK43. 
137 Ibid., Excel cells BG40 and BI40. 
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diversion of 1374 cfs under the current water right.138  Thus, though the Agencies did not 

analyze daily demand with actual hydrology, it is likely that irrigators would get most of 

the water they need most of the days they need it. 

 

 C. Costs using only three pump sites 

 

 The only reason to choose three pump sites instead of five is cost. Since the DEIS 

puts a premium on cost in choosing between alternatives, the cost benefits of the using 

just three pump sites would be significant if the ultimate decision is based on the logic of 

the DEIS.  

  Using fewer pump sites would have substantially lower capital and operating 

costs for any Multiple Pumps Alternative. The cost estimates below are based on the data 

supplied in the DEIS. 

 

  1. Capital costs 

 

 The DEIS shows a total capital cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 

$132.028 million.139 This cost is broken down in the DEIS Appendices into land, 

construction, planning/engineering/design, and construction management components, as 

well as contingency adders for each of those components.140 The discussion below 

quantifies the savings from each of these components  using three pump sites as 

compared to the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 

 

   a. Land - $0.222 million 

 

 The DEIS forecasts land acquisition costs of $443,000, or $554,000 when 

contingency costs are included.141 With three pump sites instead of five, those costs could 

be reduced by 40 percent, or a total of $222,000.142 

                                                 
138 1324/1374 = .963 = 96.3%. 
139 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. Also p. 2-99, and Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
140 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
141 Ibid. 
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   b. Construction - $31.524 million 

 

 The DEIS forecasts construction contract costs of $84.277 million before 

contingency.143 It then disaggregates the forecasted construction contract cost by site, 

with the forecasted costs for Sites 1 and 2 equal to $10.484 million and $12.561 million, 

respectively, or a total of $23.044 million.144 The DEIS applies a contingency rate of 36.8 

percent to its construction estimate,145 which means the $23.044 million savings have to 

be increased by 36.8 percent, to $31.524 million.146 

 

   c. Reduced piping length for sites 3-5 discharge pipes - $1.005 

million 

 

 As described above in the discussion of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the DEIS 

chooses routes for the discharge pipes for sites 3-5 which are inordinately long. Alternate 

routes would save piping costs estimated to be at least $1.005 million.147 There would be 

additional capital cost savings for reduced installation costs, which are not quantified 

here due to lack of data in the DEIS. 

 

   d. Reduced costs associated with backup pumps - $0 

 

 In the discussion above of the Multiple Pump Alternative, backup pumps are 

identified as an unnecessary expense, since with 15 pumps at five different sites, there 

will be very few hours when all 15 pumps will need to be in service. Thus, pump outages 

can be mitigated by using one of the other 14 pumps. If only three pump sites are used, 

there would be only nine pumps, and they would be much more likely to all be in service 

                                                                                                                                                 
142 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 1. 
143 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
144 Appendix B, pdf p. 157 of 173. 
145 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
146 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 2. 
147 See section V.B, above. The $1.005 million consists of $0.429 million of direct costs and $0.139 million 
of contingency at Site 3, and $0.330 million of direct costs plus $0.107 million of contingency at Sites 4-5. 
See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 3-4. 
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at any given time.148 Thus if only three pump sites are used, a backup pump may be 

reasonable at each site.  

 

   e. Reduced cost associated with backup generators - $2.666 million 

 

 The analysis of the Multiple Pump Alternative, above, quantified a capital cost 

savings of $3.446 million from not installing backup generators at each site. The basis for 

forgoing backup generation is the infrequency of power failures, coupled with their short 

duration, as discussed above. The same logic applies at fewer pump sites.149 However, 

$0.780 million of the savings associated with not having backup generators at sites 1 and 

2 was already counted above as part of the construction cost savings.150 The additional 

capital cost savings for not installing back-up generators at sites 3-5 would thus be 

$2.666 million.151 

 

   f. Adaptive management - $0.354 million 

 

 The DEIS adds 1 percent to the construction costs of each alternative for adaptive 

management costs during construction.152 Thus, by the logic of the DEIS, the cost savings 

identified above would also reduce the associated adaptive management costs if there 

were fewer pump sites. The direct cost savings identified above are $25.905 million,153 or 

                                                 
148 Based on historical average August diversions and DEIS hydrological data on gravity diversion 
exceedance rates, in August all nine pumps would need to operate 40% of the time. See attached 
spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells A23 (showing the 60 percent exceedance 
line) and AU23 (showing this is the highest exceedance level at which only 8 pumps would need to be on). 
149 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 6. 
150 $0.570 million for back-up generators at sites 1 and 2 (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173, plus 36.8% for 
the contingency associated above with construction costs (Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), for a total of 
$0.780 million. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 7. 
151 $3.446 million savings from having no back-up generators, minus $0.780 million already counted for 
Sites 1-2. The direct savings at sites 3-5, before contingency, would be $1.925 million (Appendix B, pdf p. 
115 of 173). See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 6-7. 
152 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173. 
153 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, and $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached 
spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
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$35.417 million including contingency.154 The associated reduction in adaptive 

management costs, by the logic of the DEIS, would be one percent of that, or $0.259 

million directly and $0.354 million including contingency.155 

 

   g. Planning, engineering, design, and construction management - 

$4.965 million 

 

 The DEIS calculates additional direct costs for planning, engineering, design, and 

project management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.156 The direct costs 

identified above are $26.164 million.157 Fifteen percent of that would be $3.925 

million.158 In addition, the DEIS associates 26.52% contingency with planning, 

engineering, design, and project management costs.159 So the total savings in planning, 

engineering, design, and project management costs for only three pump sites would be 

$3.925 million times 1.2652 = $4.965 million.160 

 

   h. Interest during construction - $3.318 million 

 

 Using only three pump sites would reduce interest during construction two 

different ways. First, since construction costs would be lower, the interest on them would 

be lower. The total cost savings identified above are $40.737 million,161 which is 30.85 

                                                 
154 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, and $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached 
spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
155 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 8. 
156 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. 
157 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, and $0.259 million for associated 
adaptive management. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-8, “Direct 
cost adjustment” column. 
158 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
159 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lines 13-14. 
160 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
161 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, $0.354 million for adaptive 
management during construction, and $4.965 million for reduced planning, engineering, design, and project 
management costs. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-9, “Total cost 
adjustment” column. 
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percent162 of the DEIS-estimated $132.028 million total first cost163 of the Multiple Pump 

Alternative. Thus, the $6.557 million interest cost shown in the DEIS for the Multiple 

Pump Alternative164 could be reduced by 30.85%, a reduction of $2.023 million,165 to 

$4.534 million. 

 Second, because of the smaller scope of the Alternative, it could be built more 

quickly than the Multiple Pumps Alternative. The DEIS estimates a 42-month 

construction period for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, with staggered construction of at 

the five pump sites.166 Based on the DEIS’s own schedule, eliminating two pump sites 

would shorten the construction period by one year, to 30 months.167 Thus the interest 

during construction would be at least 12/42, or 28.6 percent168 less. That would lower the 

$4.534 million in interest costs associated with a smaller project by a further $1.295 

million.169 

 The total reduction in interest during construction would be $2.023 million plus 

$1.295 million, or $3.318 million. 

 

  2.  Annualized capital costs reduction for reduction in pump sites - $1.702 

million 

 

 The total of all the construction cost adjustments identified above for reducing 

pump sites comes to $42.760 million.170 That is 30.85 percent of the total investment cost 

of $138.585 million reported in the DEIS.171 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized 

average annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million 

will be $5.515 million.172 The corresponding reduction in annual investment-related costs, 

                                                 
162 $40.737/$132.028 = .30855 = 30.855%. 
163 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
164 Ibid. 
165 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 10. 
166 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
167 Appendix B, pdf p. 50 of 173, lines 64-66. 
168 12/42 = .286 = 28.6%. 
169 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 11. 
 170See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 12. 
171 DEIS, p. xxxii and 2-99. $42.76/$138.585 = .30854 = 30.85%. 
172 Ibid. 
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based on the 30.85 percent adjustment identified above, will be 30.85 percent x $5.515 

million, or $1,702,000 per year.173 

 

  3. OM&R cost reductions - $909,000 per year 

 

 The OM&R costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, which represent over half 

of its total costs, are summarized on a single page of the DEIS.174 They are divided into 

30 categories, some 18 of which would be less expensive with three pump sites instead of 

the five pump sites in the Multiple Pumps Alternative. Specific adjustments are 

summarized below. 

 

   a. Costs that would be reduced proportionally to the number of 

sites - $583,000 per year 

 

 Most of the OM&R cost savings for reducing the number of pump sites come 

from the 40 percent reduction in the number of pump sites, and are proportional to that 

reduction. Cost items 11-19, and 21 are pump-related costs that would be reduced 40 

percent. Cost items 23-25 and 27 are fish screen and trash rack costs that would also be 

reduced 40 percent, as would item 28, bank stabilization. The DEIS calculates annualized 

costs for each of these cost items.175 A forty percent reduction would reduce the OM&R 

cost by a total of $583,000 per year.176 

 

   b. Power cost reductions - $139,000 per year 

 

 The DEIS estimates that annualized power costs would be $500,000 per year for 

10,100 Mwh per year of pumping energy.177 The attached spreadsheets show that 

pumping requirement would be reduced to 7296 Mwh, based on the monthly pattern of 
                                                 
173 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 19. 
174 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173. 
175 Ibid. 
176 Annualized cost reductions of $188K for item 11, $40K for item 12, $24K for item 13, $15K for item 14, 
$2K for item 15, $19K for item 16, $2K for item 17, $96K for item 18, $26K for item 19, $4K for item 21, 
$8K for item 23, $75K for item 24, $60K for item 25, $19K for item 27, and $5K for item 28. 
177 Ibid. (item 20) 
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diversions, monthly Yellowstone River flow probabilities and associated gravity 

diversion capability, operating pump sites in economic order, and turning on pumps at 

each pump site individually as needed.178 The resultant power costs would be only 

7296/10100 of the $500,000 per year in the DEIS, or $361,000 per year, for a savings of 

$139,000 per year.179 

 

   c. Reduced feeder canal maintenance - $120,000 per year 

 

 Using three pump sites would eliminate two of the five feeder canals required by 

the Multiple Pumps Alternative. However, because the proposed feeder canals are of 

different lengths,180 and because maintenance costs might be assumed proportional to the 

length of the feeder canals and not the number of canals, the savings might be less than 

40 percent. However, that is not what the DEIS assumed. The DEIS assumes each feeder 

canal will have the same annual maintenance cost, $60,000.181 Thus, based on the DEIS, 

a using three pump sites would save $120,000 per year in feeder canal maintenance 

costs.182  

 

   d. Reduced passage and entrainment monitoring - $67,000 per year 

 

 The DEIS estimates that annual costs to monitor fish passage and possible 

entrainment are currently $400,000 per year, which corresponds to an annualized cost 

over 50 years of $111,000 per year.183 It then indicates that it expects those annualized 

costs to rise to $278,000 per year when entrainment monitoring costs at five pump 

stations are added in the Multiple Pumps Alternative.184 Accepting the DEIS’s numbers,  

                                                 
178 See the discussion above in section V.B regarding pumping energy as calculated in the DEIS. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
179 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 13. 
180 Appendix A, pdf p. 209 of 527. 
181 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 26. 
182 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 15. 
183 Appendix B, pdf p. 163 of 173 (No Action Alternative), cost item 14.  
184 Appendix B, pdf  p. 171 of 173, cost item 30. 
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using three pump sites would save 40 percent of the $167,000 per year increase for pump 

site monitoring, or $67,000 per year.185 

 

  4. Total annualized cost savings using three pump sites 

 

 The annualized cost savings identified above are $1.702 million associated with 

capital cost reductions, and $0.909 million associated with OM&R.186 Thus the total 

annualized cost savings using three pump sites, as compared to the Multiple Pump 

Alternative, would be $2.610 million.187 

 

  5. Total annualized cost of using three pump sites 

 

 The DEIS quantifies the annualized cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as 

$10.595 million. Reducing that by $2.610 million results in an annualized cost using 

three pump sites of $7.985 million.188 

 

 D. Cost-effectiveness of a using three pump sites 

 

 As described above, the total annualized cost of using three pump sites would be 

$7.985 million per year. Its benefits for pallid sturgeon would be the same as for the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative, some 12,319 sturgeon HUs more than the No Action 

Alternative and some 5,055 sturgeon HUs more than the Bypass Channel Alternative.189 

Thus using three pump sites instead of five would have a total cost of $648 per AAHU.190 

Using three pump sites instead of five would have an incremental cost for improving on 

the Bypass Channel Alternative of $540 per HU.191  Since both its cost relative to the No 

                                                 
185 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 16. 
186 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 19-20. 
187 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 21. 
188 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23. 
189 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
190 $7.985 million / 12,319 sturgeon HU = $648/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, 
line 4. 
191 $7.985 million annual cost for the using three pump sites; $5.256 million adjusted annual cost for the 
Bypass Channel Alternative; 5055 more HUs with using three pump sites than with the Bypass Channel 
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Action Alternative and its incremental cost relative to the Bypass Channel Alternative 

would be lower than the Bypass Channel Alternative’s cost of $724-$1,110  per sturgeon 

HU,192 using three pump sites instead of five would be superior to the Bypass Channel 

Alternative using the DEIS’s own methodology. 

 

 

VII. Further improvements with three pump sites 

 

 Unlike all of the alternatives considered feasible in the DEIS, reducing the 

number of pump sites would not always allow diversion of 1374 cfs.193 Thus there would 

be some times when it would result in less water flowing to farms than under the other 

alternatives. However, there are ways to mitigate the resultant shortfalls that have already 

been identified in the DEIS. The DEIS analyzes several water conservation measures. It 

finds costs for most of them which, if accurate, mean they are more costly then simply 

installing and operating pumps, as described in the Multiple Pump Alternative. However, 

as described below, there are at least five measures that could be used to reduce the 

impact to farmers of reducing the number of pump sites. 

 Note that these are all measures to benefit farmers. None of them would do 

anything for sturgeon. Thus, to the extent each of these would increase the cost of the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative, it would increase the cost per sturgeon HU, and thus lower 

its cost-effectiveness as computed by the DEIS. They are included here only to illustrate 

ways in which the impact on water availability to farmers could be reduced if so desired. 

 

 A. Flow measurement devices 

 

 The irrigation system that currently exists lacks flow measurements at many 

locations. Failure to measure means overuse, whether accidental or intentional, cannot be 
                                                                                                                                                 
Alternative. ($7.985 million - $5.256 million)/5055 HUs = $2.729 million/5055 HUs = $540/HU. See the 
attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 4. 
192 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b. 
193 The DEIS considers a Conservation Measures alternative which results in diversions less than 1374 cfs 
in many hours, which the DEIS rejects as both costly and infeasible. DEIS, pp. 2-97 (infeasible – fails to 
meet project purposes),  2-99 (costs more than double the cost of the next-most-expensive alternative, with 
no additional benefits to fish). 
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detected, nor can inefficient use. The DEIS identifies flow measurement device 

installation at 120 locations as a way to provide more data about how much water is 

being used in the irrigation system, where, and by whom.194 The result will be expected 

changes in behavior that could reduce water use by 3 percent,195 thereby reducing water 

diversions by an average of 31 cfs,196 on average, at a capital cost of $1.301 million.197 

That’s a capital cost of $42,000 per cfs.198 Increased water diversion through adding 

pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent to a capital cost 

of $85,000 per cfs added.199 Thus, adding flow measurement devices would appear to be 

cost-effective when compared to the cost of adding water deliverability through 

additional pump stations. 

 

 B. Sprinkler conversions 

 

 The DEIS estimates that sprinkler conversions on 5000 acres could save 62 cfs of 

water, while costing $19.28 million, for a capital cost of saved water of over $300,000 

per cfs saved.200 Increased water diversion through adding pumps, when going from three 

pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent to a capital cost of only $85,000 per cfs added.201 

Thus, according to the data in the DEIS, sprinkler conversions are not cost-effective as 

compared to additional pumping. 

 On the other hand, sprinkler conversions clearly are cost-effective under some 

conditions, as shown by the fact that they have been happening in the LYP. According to 

the DEIS, sprinkler-irrigated land has gone from about 5000 acres in 2009202 to almost 

                                                 
194 Appendix A, pdf p. 360 of 527. 
195 Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527. 
196 Three percent based on a 2009 report cited in DEIS, with no subsequent analysis done for the DEIS 
(Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527). The one paragraph on pp. 419-420 of Appendix A contains no actual data.  
Note that these savings could include savings from reduced spill and reduced unneeded diversions from the 
Main Canal to laterals; they would not necessarily affect on-farm deliveries or usage at all.  Average 
diversions of 1045 cfs (attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F347) x 3% = 31.35 cfs. 
197 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, $1.133 million (line 14), plus planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs of 126.52% of 15% of $0.887 million.  
198 $1.301 million / 31 cfs = .04197 million/cfs. 
199 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
200 $19.28 million / 62 = $0.311 million/cfs. 
201 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
202 9 percent of the irrigated acreage in 2009, per Appendix A, pdf p. 394 of 527. 9% x 55,000 acres = 4950 
acres. 
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8000 acres currently,203 an increase of about 3000 acres in just 7 years.204 That is 60 

percent of the amount of sprinkler conversions that DEIS finds uneconomic.205 Clearly 

there are other reasons (increased efficiency, increased crop yields, reduced costs for 

managing on-farm irrigation, etc.) why farmers have converted to sprinklers. There is no 

reason to expect these reasons to cease in the future. To the extent using three pump sites 

instead of five increases the uncertainty of water supply, even slightly, it would further 

improve the economics of converting to sprinkler irrigation. Increased sprinkler 

conversions will reduce the amount of diversions called for by farmers, thus reducing the 

cost of operating with three pump sites, as sprinkler conversions continue into the future. 

Increased sprinkler conversions will also reduce the frequency of hours when farmers 

desire greater diversions than are feasible with just three pump sites. 

 

 C. Increased use of relift capability 

 

 The LYP currently has pump stations within its system that take water that would 

otherwise end up unused on farms, and “relift” it back to the canal system for irrigation 

use. According to the DEIS there are 4 such pump stations with a “relift” capability of 62 

cfs.206 The DEIS reports a current annual cost for pumping of $235,000 per year, which it 

assumes will continue into the future under all alternatives.207 That’s an annualized cost 

of $3,790 per cfs of pumping capability,208 within one percent of the annualized cost of 

the DEIS’s preferred Bypass Channel Alternative, $3,763-$3,825 per cfs.209 So additional 

use of the existing 62 cfs of relift capability, and potentially adding additional relift 

capability, appears to be a cost-effective way to add water delivery capacity to the LYP 

without increasing diversions from the Yellowstone River,210 and deal with hours when 

the pumping capacity would be unable to divert 1374 cfs from the Yellowstone River. 

                                                 
203 7988 acres in 2016, per Appendix A, pdf p. 395 of 527. 
204 7988 – 4950 = 3038 acres. 
205 3000 / 5000 = 0.6 = 60%. 
206 Appendix A, pdf p. 421 of 527. 
207 Appendix B, pdf pp. 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173 of 173. 
208 $235,000/year / 62 cfs = $3,790/yr/cfs. 
209 $5.171 million (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1) / 1374 cfs = $3,763/cfs. $5.256 million (Section V.A, above) 
/ 1374 cfs = $3,825/cfs. 
210 Of course, the fact that relift is already used in the LYP is also evidence of its cost-effectiveness. 
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 D. Use of Pick-Sloan power for pumping energy 

 

 The energy pumping costs in the DEIS are based on commercial power prices, 

although the LYP correctly uses lower-cost energy from the Federal Pick-Sloan project to 

meet existing pumping energy needs.211 However, as the DEIS acknowledges, Pick-Sloan 

energy may be available to meet the increasing pumping energy requirements of the no-

weir alternatives.212 The DEIS estimates that use of Pick-Sloan energy would reduce 

pumping costs by 41.15-67.34 percent.213 That would reduce the cost of the Multiple 

Pump Alternative by $0.160 million to $0.262 million per year,214 or about 1.6-2.6 

percent of the entire annualized Multiple Pump Alternative cost of just under $10 

million215 per year. It would reduce the annual cost of pumping energy if only three pump 

sites were used, by $0.149 - $0.243 million per year,216 or up to 3 percent of the entire 

annualized cost of just under $8 million per year.217 Thus, use of Pick-Sloan power could 

reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of the Multiple Pump Alternative by up to 

$21/sturgeon AAHU,218 and could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of using three 

pump sites by up to $20/sturgeon AAHU.219 

 

 E. Use of wind energy for pumping energy 

 

                                                 
211 DEIS, pp. 2-24,  2-37, 3-14. 
212 DEIS, p. 2-75. 
213 Ibid. Reduction from $500,000 to $163,317 equals (500,000-163,317)/500,000 = .6734 = 67.34%. 
Reduction from $500,000 to $294,251 = (500,000 – 294,251)/500,000 = .4115 = 41.15%. 
214 Expected pumping costs of $389,000 (section V.B.1.e, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.160 million 
reduction. $389,000 x 67.34% reduction = $0.262 million. 
215 $9.949 million per year adjusted annualized cost, per attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, 
line 17. 
216 Expected pumping costs of $361,000 (section VI.C.3.b, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.149 million. 
$361,000 x 67.34  percent reduction = $0.243 million reduction from use of Pick Sloan energy. 
217 $0.243 million / 7.985 million = .0304 = 3.04%. 
218 $0.262 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = 
$21.27/sturgeon AAHU. 
219 $0.243 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = 
$19.73/sturgeon AAHU. 
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 The DEIS includes the cost of wind generation in the Conservation Measures 

Alternative,220 and indicates the agencies have the authority to build, operate, and 

maintain wind turbines to provide pumping energy.221 The DEIS forecasts a capital cost 

for a 2 Mw wind turbine of more than $2.7 million per Mw of capacity,222 which seems 

high given the recent approvals of two North Dakota wind farms consisting of 1.7 – 2.1 

Mw turbines for $1.64 - $1.67 million per Mw.223 Given the rapid development of wind 

resources in western North Dakota,224 there seems to be little doubt that wind energy is a 

viable alternative source of supply for pumping energy.  

 

VIII. Other issues 

 

 The analysis above focuses on the costs, the DEIS’s habitat calculations, and cost 

effectiveness (as defined by the DEIS) of the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps 

Alternatives, and potentially modifying the Multiple Pumps Alternative to include three 

pump sites rather than five. It does not include a page-by-page review of the DEIS for 

errors or inconsistencies. However, a few such items are worth pointing out. 

 

 A. FPCI calculation for the Multiple Pumps alternative  

                                                 
220 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 9. 
221 DEIS, p. 2-92. 
222 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, lines 9, 13 and 14. $4.686 million x 1.01 (for adaptive management),  
plus $3.584 million x 1.01 x .15 x 1.2652 (for planning, engineering, construction, construction 
management, and associated contingency) = $5.420 million, or $2.71 million per Mw.  
223 http://bismarcktribune.com/bakken/western-north-dakota-in-the-midst-of-a-wind-
boom/article_e32568d7-4fc3-5f66-babf-e8395fa7babb.html, a news story dated June 16, 2016 describing 
the permit approval of a 150 Mw windfarm containing 87 turbines for $250 million. 150 Mw/87 turbines = 
1.72 Mw/turbine. $250 million / 150 Mw = $1.667 million / Mw. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/news/state-and-regional/north-dakota-panel-approves-proposed-
million-wind-farm/article_894783bd-b3c1-5598-87a3-0b1a829c319d.html, a news story dated June 22, 
2016, describing the permit approval of a different North Dakota wind farm, containing 48 turbines and 
producing 100 Mw, for a capital cost of $164.4 million including transmission. 100 Mw / 48 turbines = 
2.08 Mw / turbine. $164.4 million / 100 Mw = $1.644 million per turbine. 
224 Ibid., describing western North Dakota as having 400 wind turbines in service that were installed in the 
last ten years ,and another 550 proposed for the next two years. The articles names seven specific projects 
with a combined capacity over 1250 Mw that form the basis for the estimated 550 new wind turbines to be 
built by 2018. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/wind-farm-projects/pdf_7f769038-c4a4-596a-bc02-
244b27b81b35.html, a map showing the locations of 9 western North Dakota projects (including an MDU 
project) with in-service dates from 2010 to 2018, totaling 903 turbines and  2223 turbines (average turbine 
size 2.46 Mw). 
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 The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) is one of the two parameters that, 

when multiplied together, yield the “Habitat Units” measure that the DEIS uses to 

evaluate the environmental impacts on sturgeon passage. Thus the FPCI is key to 

evaluating and comparing the alternatives in the DEIS. The FPCI is in turn calculated 

from just four inputs. One of those inputs, known as Fs, is a measure of the likelihood of 

fish using the passage option available to them in a particular Alternative. Fs is measured 

on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest likelihood. For a no-weir alternative, Fs 

should be 5, and the DEIS indeed reports it as 5 for the no-weir alternative using 

conservation measures.225 However, the Fs input is shown as 2 in the DEIS for the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative.226 Since the DEIS does not show the calculation of the FPCI 

for sturgeon (or indeed for any other individual species), it is unclear whether the actual 

FPCI calculations for the Multiple Pumps Alternative used an Fs value of 2 or 5.  

 

 B. Dam removal costs 

 

 The DEIS contains two alternatives in which the existing Intake Dam is removed. 

However, the forecasted cost of dam removal is quite different for the two alternatives. 

For the Multiple Pump Alternative, dam removal costs are given as $6.600 million plus a 

45.02 percent contingency, for a total of $9.571 million.227 But for the Conservation 

Measures Alternative, dam removal costs are stated as $2.534 million, again with a 45.02 

percent contingency, for a total of $3.675 million.228 The use of the identical contingency 

percentage shows that dam removal refers to the same activity for both alternatives, as 

does the fact that the dam removal section for the Multiple Pump Alternative simply 

references the Conservation Measures Alternative.229  Equally clearly, at least one of the 

estimates is wrong. As it turns out, the estimate for the Multiple Pump Alternative is the 

higher one, by $5.896 million,230 and has been used without adjustment in the analysis 

                                                 
225 Appendix D, p. 12. 
226 Ibid. 
227 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, line 1. 
228 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 3. 
229 Appendix A, pdf p. 219 of 527. 
230 $9.571 million minus $3.675 million equals $5.896 million. 
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above. But if the correct dam removal cost estimate is the lower one, then the Multiple 

Pump Alternative using three or five pump sites would be less expensive, by about 

$280,000 per year,231 and thus have about a $23 lower annual cost per sturgeon HU,232 

and thus be more cost-effective. 

 

 C. Boulder field removal costs 

 

 Decades of ice scouring have moved rocks from the top of the Intake Dam to the 

bed of the Yellowstone River downstream, resulting in a substantial boulder field on the 

river bottom downstream of the dam. The dam removal costs for the two no-weir 

alternatives in the DEIS include the cost to remove not just the dam itself, but also the 

boulder field downstream of it.233 The boulder field removal represents 93.6 percent of 

the total material to be removed from the Yellowstone River as part of “dam removal,”234 

and thus presumably represents close to 93% of the cost as well.  

 The DEIS does not appear to have any explanation of whether full removal of the 

boulder field is necessary to allow sturgeon passage up the main channel of the 

Yellowstone River after dam removal. However, assuming that any boulders remaining 

on the riverbed represent a threat to sturgeon passage,235 then the DEIS should have 

included a discussion of the risk and cost for the Bypass Channel Alternative of leaving 

the boulder field intact. The DEIS says only that the proposed new concrete dam would 

cause the addition of new rocks on top of Intake Dam to cease.236 It appears to say 

                                                 
231 Reducing their direct cost by $6.600 - $2.534 = $4.066 million would reduce the associated, planning, 
engineering, design and construction management costs by $4.066 million x .15 = $0.610 million, or 
$0.610 x 1.2652 = $0.772 million including contingency. Reducing capital costs by $5.896 + $0.772 
million = $6.668 million would reduce total first costs by another 1% ($0.067 million) due to habitat 
management costs during construction, for a total first cost reduction of $6.668  + $0.067 = $6.735 million. 
Interest during construction is equal to 6.557/132.028 = 4.966% of first costs (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1), 
for a total investment cost of $6.735 x 1.04966 = $7.069 million. Annualized investment costs are equal to 
$5.515/$138.585 = 3.980% of investment costs, so an investment cost reduction of $7.069 million equates 
to an annualized investment cost reduction of $7.069 million x .0398 = $0.281 million per year. 
232 An annualized cost reduction of $281,000 for a no-weir alternative equates to a reduction in the cost per 
sturgeon HU of $281,000/12,319 sturgeon HU = $23/sturgeon AAHU. 
233 Appendix B, pdf p. 126 of 173, showing that even the less expensive (per comparison of pdf pp. 94 and 
84) Conservation Measures Alternative involves removal of downstream boulders. 
234 Ibid. 42,264 cubic yards/(42,264+2,904) cubic years = 93.6%. 
235 As suggested by the DEIS, p. 2-108. See also Battelle, p. A-6, indicating that “pallid sturgeon are known 
to avoid” the “boulder-sized substrates near Intake Diversion Dam.” 
236 DEIS, p. 2-46. 
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nothing about what would happen to the existing century worth of rocks that are already 

in the river, and have already migrated up to 370 feet237 downstream from the dam where 

they were originally placed. The DEIS does acknowledge that removing some or all of 

the existing boulder field is a possible future action in response to the results of 

monitoring.238 

 

 D. Role of contingency adders in the cost analysis 

 

 The DEIS estimates the total construction cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative 

as $97.492 million, and then adds total contingency estimates of $34.535 million, to get a 

total cost of $132.027 million.239 Thus, over 26 percent of the capital cost of the Multiple 

Pump Alternative is contingency costs.240 The comparable figure for the Bypass Channel 

Alternative is only 8.1 percent.241 Thus a substantial part of the reason why the DEIS 

concludes that the Multiple Pump Alternative is not as cost-effective as the Bypass 

Channel Alternative242 is the greater uncertainty associated with its capital costs. 

 In effect, the DEIS penalizes the Multiple Pump Alternative for the fact that the 

Federal Agencies had previously decided to pursue the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 

thus have spent money designing it and pricing it.243 Then they use the fact that they have 

not given the Multiple Pump Alternative as much scrutiny in the past as a reason to reject 

it in the present. 

  

 E. Water losses in the Main Canal 

 

 The DEIS claims water losses from the Main Canal are “minimal.”244 That claim 

is false, and is based on cherry-picking of data. While the error does not affect any of the 

                                                 
237 Appendix A, pdf p. 370 of 527. 
238 Appendix E, p. 16. 
239 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lowest highlighted line. 
240 $34.535 / $132.027 = .262 = 26.2%. 
241 Appendix B, pdf p. 65 of 173. $4.624 million of contingency / $57.044 million total cost = 8.1 percent. 
242 DEIS, p. 2-100. 
243 Indeed, the DEIS doesn’t count as part of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative the money, 
probably millions of dollars, that has already been spent on it. DEIS, p. 2-98, Table 2-25 and its footnote a. 
244 DEIS, p. 2-93. 
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conclusions of either the DEIS or this analysis, it casts doubt on the impartiality of the 

DEIS authors. 

 Specifically, the analysis underlying the “minimal” claim is found at the end of 

Appendix A, in tables showing daily diversions and daily Main Canal losses for the years 

2000 and 2012.245  It shows that on days when diversions were above 1300 cfs, the 

highest diversion days of the year, losses from the Main Canal averaged 20.4 percent 

during 17 days in 2000 and 16.3 percent during 20 days in 2012. The year 2000 loss rate 

of 20.4 percent during those high diversion days were almost as high as the annual 

average loss rate of 23.3 percent for the year 2000. The loss during the high diversion 

days in 2012 was 16.3 percent, higher than the 15.5 percent loss rate for the year as a 

whole. Annual loss rates of 15-23 percent are hardly minimal, loss rates of 16-20 during 

days when diversions at Intake exceed 1300 cfs are not either, and claims that loss rates 

go down substantially when diversion rates are high are contradicted by the evidence. 

 

 F. O&M costs and viability/sustainability 

 

 The DEIS lists only four reasons for preferring the Bypass Channel Alternative, 

one of which is its claimed lower operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.246 The table 

cited by the DEIS shows “Annualized OM&R” costs that are $2.799 million for the 

Bypass Channel Alternative and $5.034 million for the Multiple Pumps Alternative,247 

for a difference of $2.235 million per year. 

 The $2.235 million figure is overstated. First, part of the $2.235 million is likely 

not O&M at all, but rather is replacement costs. Those replacement costs include costs 

such as pump replacements that are capital costs that are incurred only once per 35 

years.248 The difference between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives 

for just O&M is $1.557 – 1.941 million.249 

                                                 
245 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 (year 2000 daily data) and 478-480 (year 2012 daily data). 
246 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
247 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-26. 
248 See the attached spreadsheet, “O&M Costs” tab, which summarizes data from Attachment B-8 to 
Appendix B of the DEIS, pdf pp. 9-10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15-16 of 19 
(Multiple Pump Alternative). 
249 Ibid., lines 44-45. 
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 Second, the $2.235 million omits the “moderately potential”250 cost of adaptive 

management for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and includes unnecessary costs for the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative. The omitted costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative were 

estimated above as $0.085 million per year,251 while the O&M costs for the Multiple 

Pumps Alternative are overstated by between $0.289 million252 and $0.909 million.253 

Thus the $2.235 million difference should be corrected to $1.241 - $1.861 million.254 

 Third, the $2.235 million difference omits the possible O&M reduction for the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative from use of Pick-Sloan power, which could save a further 

$0.143 - $0.262 million.255 

 

                                                 
250 DEIS, p. 2-103. By contrast, the DEIS expects the Multiple Pumps Alternative to have a “minimal need” 
for adaptive management. 
251 Section IV.A.1, assuming the “moderate” likelihood results in adaptive management costs only half as 
large as the potential cost estimated in the 2015 EA. 
252 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
253 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 20. 
254 $2.235 million minus $0.085 million minus either $$0.909 million or $0.289 million. 
255 See section VII.D, above. 
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July 28, 2016 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Ave. 
Omaha, NE 68102 
Email: cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 
 
Submitted via email and UPS 2nd Day Air  
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall: 
 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(Corps) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s (Reclamation) Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (“Draft EIS”) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage 
Project (“Intake Project”).  We submit these comments on behalf of Defenders of 
Wildlife (Defenders) and Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC).  Together, 
Defenders and NRDC have over 3 million members, supporters, and activists nationwide, 
including thousands in Montana.  


 
We urge the Corps and Reclamation (collectively, the “Agencies”) to adopt the 


“Multiple Pump Alternative” as is, or with some of the conservation measures described 
in the “Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative.”  Restoring the 
endangered pallid sturgeon’s habitat on the Yellowstone River is essential to averting the 
imminent extinction of the wild population of this species in Montana.  The only way to 
allow pallid sturgeon to once again successfully spawn and “recruit” (produce young 
which survive to adulthood) and begin rebuilding a self-sustaining population in the river 
is to remove the existing dam and provide unobstructed passage through the main 
channel.  


 
We also urge the Agencies to abandon their preferred alternative, the “Bypass 


Channel Alternative” (hereinafter, “Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative”).  There is no 
evidence in the Draft EIS suggesting that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will 
succeed in averting extirpation of the pallid sturgeon or in setting the pallid sturgeon on a 
path that would restore a self-sustaining, viable population.  Instead, this alternative 
likely ensures the extirpation of the wild pallid sturgeon population in the upper Missouri 
River basin.   


 
Perhaps recognizing that the best available science does not support adoption of 


the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, the Draft EIS fails altogether to analyze how it will 
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affect pallid sturgeon survival or recovery in the Yellowstone River, and therefore, 
whether this alternative is likely to succeed.  By failing to complete this analysis, the 
Draft EIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and fails to cure a 
legal violation identified by the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana in its 
preliminary injunction order regarding the Agencies’ prior NEPA process for this project.  
In that order, the court specifically concluded that a “new analysis should include the 
anticipated effects of the Project on the recovery of pallid sturgeon.”  Defenders of 
Wildlife v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 15-cv-14-GF-BMM (D. Mont. Sept. 4, 2015), 
Dkt. #73 at 12 (citation omitted).    


 
The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not even meet the very low (and 


unlawful) bar set by the Draft EIS to “improve” pallid sturgeon passage.  This Alternative 
would replace a porous rock dam with a concrete dam and replace a natural side channel 
with a man-made side channel.  These changes are not an “improvement” for pallid 
sturgeon, and will likely permanently close the door on any potential for natural 
reproduction in the Yellowstone River.  At best, a few pallid sturgeon may swim up the 
bypass channel each year, just as a handful of pallid sturgeon use the existing natural side 
channel now, and reach essential spawning habitat upstream.  Further, even if a few 
pallid sturgeon swim upstream, there is no evidence to suggest that pallid sturgeon will 
successfully spawn and that their larvae will survive.   
 


As a result, if the Agencies adopt the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative, they will 
not remedy their long-standing and well-documented Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
violations with respect to Reclamation’s operations of Intake Dam or the Corps’ 
operations of Fort Peck Dam.  A central premise of the Intake Project is that the Corps 
will fund the Project – even though Intake is a Reclamation facility – in exchange for 
being allowed to abandon at least some of the operational modifications at Fort Peck 
Dam required by the 2003 Biological Opinion on the Corps’ Missouri River dam 
operations (“2003 Biological Opinion”).  While we support restoring a free-flowing 
Yellowstone River as the best and only means of protecting the pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish species in this River, addressing the Yellowstone alone may not be sufficient 
to allow for the recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River basin, nor 
resolve the Corps’ ESA obligations at Fort Peck Dam.  Regardless of the alternative 
chosen, restoration of the Missouri River, in addition to any changes made at Intake, may 
well be necessary for the Corps to avoid jeopardizing the pallid sturgeon.  If the Agencies 
choose the Dam/Bypass Channel in the Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD), they 
will foreclose the opportunity for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery in the 
Yellowstone River and restoration of the Missouri River will be mandatory.   
 
I. NEPA Requirements for the Intake Project 


 
NEPA’s goals are twofold.  First, NEPA requires federal agencies to evaluate and 


consider the environmental impacts of their actions.  Marsh v. ONRC, 490 U.S. 360, 371 
(1989).  Through this review, NEPA ensures agencies make informed decisions before 
taking action.  Id. at 371 (“By so focusing agency attention, NEPA ensures that the 
agency will not act on incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is too 
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late to correct.”) (citation omitted); Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1228 
(9th Cir. 1988) (“The goal of the statute is to ensure ‘that federal agencies infuse in 
project planning a thorough consideration of environmental values”) (citation omitted).  
Second, NEPA provides a mechanism for the public to learn about and comment on the 
impacts of a proposed action.  Marsh, 490 U.S. at 371.  NEPA is intended to ensure that 
relevant information is conveyed to the public in a timely way so that the public may play 
a meaningful role in the decision-making process.  WildEarth Guardians v. Mont. 
Snowmobile Ass’n, 790 F.3d 920, 924 (9th Cir. 2015) (quoting Robertson v. Methow 
Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989)).   


 
An EIS is required, among other things, to “provide full and fair discussion of 


significant environmental impacts” and “inform decisionmakers and the public of the 
reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the 
quality of the human environment.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.1.   NEPA requires that a draft EIS 
carefully and thoroughly describe the environmental consequences of each alternative, 
including its direct, indirect, and cumulative effects.  See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.16(a), (b), 
1508.25(c); 1508.7.  “Direct effects” are those “caused by the action and occur at the 
same time and place.”  Id. § 1508.8(a).  “Indirect effects” are those “caused by the action 
and [] later in time or farther removed in distance, but still [] reasonably foreseeable.”  Id. 
§ 1508.8(b).  Direct and indirect effects “may also include those resulting from actions 
which may have both beneficial and detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency 
believes that the effect will be beneficial.”  Id.  “Cumulative impacts” are those that 
“result[] from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) 
or person undertakes such other actions.”  Id. § 1508.7.  NEPA also requires evaluation 
of “connected actions.”  Id. § 1508.25(c).  “Connected actions” are “closely related” 
actions, including actions that “[a]re interdependent parts of a larger action and depend 
on the larger action for their justification.”  Id. § 1508.25(c).    


 
II. THE SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS IN THE DRAFT EIS IS UNLAWFULLY 


NARROW 
 


The scope of a NEPA analysis is determined in part by the relevant substantive 
statute driving the action.  See Montana Wilderness Ass’n v. Connell, 725 F.3d 988, 1002 
(9th Cir. 2013) (noting that a “NEPA analysis should be informed by the laws driving the 
federal action being reviewed”) (citations omitted); ONDA v. BLM, 625 F.3d 1092, 
1109-12 (9th Cir. 2008) (finding that agency must evaluate affected wilderness values 
where underlying statute requires agency to balance multiple uses, including wilderness 
resources).  In addition, NEPA regulations require that an EIS “shall state how 
alternatives considered in it and decisions based on it will or will not achieve the 
requirements of … other environmental laws and policies.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d); Mont. 
Wilderness Ass’n v. McAllister, 658 F. Supp. 2d 1249, 1255-56 (D. Mont. 2009) (finding 
NEPA violation where Forest Service “fail[ed] to consider an important aspect of the 
problem” in EIS by failing to address whether proposed travel plan impacting wilderness 
character achieved requirements of Wilderness Study Act) (quoting Lands Council v. 
McNair, 537 F.3d 981, 987 (9th Cir. 2008), aff’d 666 F.3d 549 (9th Cir. 2011).   
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The relevant substantive statute driving the Intake Project is the ESA.  As 


Defenders and NRDC described in our scoping letter, the Intake Project is intended to 
address and resolve Reclamation’s ongoing ESA violations at Intake Dam and the Corps’ 
ongoing ESA violations at Fort Peck Dam.  See Defenders and NRDC scoping letter at 4-
12.  Thus, the Draft EIS must evaluate whether each of the alternatives will resolve these 
violations, including the ongoing “jeopardy” and unlawful “take” caused by Intake Dam 
and Fort Peck Dam.  See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536, 1538.  Jeopardy results when it is 
reasonable to expect that a federal action would “reduce appreciably the likelihood of 
both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, 
numbers, or distribution of that species.”  50 C.F.R. § 402.02.  The jeopardy standard 
mandates that agencies consider whether and how their actions will affect imperiled 
species’ ability to both survive and recover.  NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d 917, 931-33 (9th 
Cir. 2008).  “Recovery” is the point at which a species is healthy enough to be taken off 
the endangered species list.  Alaska v. Lubchenko, 723 F.3d 1043, 1054 (9th Cir. 2013).    


 
As described in more detail below, the Draft EIS does not analyze the impacts on 


pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  Nor does the Draft EIS attempt to explain how or 
why the various alternatives will or will not comply with the ESA.  See 40 C.F.R. § 
1502.2(d).  Instead, the Draft EIS offers a chart with brief conclusions about the 
purported “ESA success” of each alternative (2-103), but does not support that 
conclusion with an analysis.  The Draft EIS also states that the Agencies included a draft 
biological assessment as Appendix D.  This appears to be an error.  Appendix D is the 
Fish Passage Connectivity Index and Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost Analysis.  
The Agencies have not provided a biological assessment in connection with the 2016 
Draft EIS and nowhere analyze whether the alternatives will comply with the ESA.   
   


A. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose or Analyze the Impacts of the Intake 
Project on the Survival or Recovery of the Pallid Sturgeon   


 
To comply with NEPA, the Agencies must disclose and evaluate the impacts 


relevant to the ESA’s jeopardy standard, including the effects of each alternative on 
survival and recovery of the pallid sturgeon.  See Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14-GF-
BMM, Dkt. #73 at 12) (“The new analysis should include the anticipated effects of the 
Project on the recovery of the pallid sturgeon.”).1  Despite the Court’s specific direction 
in the preliminary injunction order, the Draft EIS fails to evaluate survival or recovery.  
As a result, the Draft EIS violates NEPA.2 
 
                                                 
1  The Draft EIS inexplicably states that recovery was analyzed (see 1-4, 1-13), but 
elsewhere claims that recovery is outside its scope (1-8), as described below.  Regardless, 
there is no recovery analysis in the Draft EIS or the appendices. 
2  The Draft EIS also failed to explain how the alternative will comply with other 
ESA requirements, including the Agencies’ obligation to avoid “taking” pallid sturgeon 
at Intake in violation of ESA section 9, 16 U.S.C. § 1538, and their duties under ESA 
section 7(a)(1), 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(1).  See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d).    
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For pallid sturgeon, a recovery analysis would include, among other things, 
whether and how each alternative will move the pallid sturgeon closer to achieving the 
2014 Recovery Plan’s goal of a self-sustaining population of 5,000 adult fish in the upper 
Missouri River basin, including what percentage of the adult pallid sturgeon are expected 
to migrate upstream for each alternative; their likelihood of successfully spawning and in 
what numbers; the likelihood of their larvae surviving the downstream drift and in what 
numbers, whether these numbers would be sufficient to re-establish a viable, self-
sustaining population; whether and why the Yellowstone River alone would be enough to 
re-establish a viable, self-sustaining population, and any other relevant factors to survival 
and recovery of the species in the wild.   


 
The Draft EIS does not analyze any of these factors.  In fact, the Draft EIS 


provides no more in the way of analysis of survival and recovery than the 2015 Final 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment to the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment 
(“2015 EA”), even though the Court held that the 2015 EA was likely to violate NEPA 
because it did not contain this analysis.  Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14, Dkt. #73 at 8 
(“The EA also fails to analyze whether the bypass channel likely would allow a sufficient 
number of pallid sturgeons to spawn so that the species could recover, or whether the new 
weir will prevent pallid sturgeon from recovering.”). 
 


The few references to “recovery” in the Draft EIS highlight the lack of analysis.  
For example, the Draft EIS concludes that the “proposed Intake Project would contribute 
to recovery of pallid sturgeon by providing up to an additional 165 miles of the 
Yellowstone River for migration, spawning, and development.”  Draft EIS at 2-22.  This 
is a conclusion that presumes full success of all of the alternatives, not an analysis of 
whether and how each of the alternatives will facilitate recovery.   


 
Similarly, the Draft EIS notes that recruitment is a part of recovery, but never 


analyzes how each alternative will affect recruitment.  Instead, the Draft EIS generally 
recites uncertainties related to the potential for recruitment: “(1) it is unclear what length 
of drift distance is actually required for successful recruitment… and (2) the location, 
quantity, and quality of spawning habitat, and (3) the number of pallid sturgeon that 
would be motivated to migrate upstream to suitable spawning habitat.”  Draft EIS at 4-
152.  Without any further analysis, the Draft EIS concludes that the Yellowstone River 
“appears to offer the best chance of potentially successful spawning and recruitment” for 
the management area and that the chances for recovering the wild population are “rapidly 
diminishing.”  Id.  This is not an analysis of what is required for survival or recovery, 
whether and how each of the alternatives will move the pallid sturgeon toward those 
goals, or even whether any particular alternative will slow down or halt the imminent 
extirpation of the wild population.   


 
The Draft EIS also provides a speculative series of steps with respect to the 


anticipated success of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative to offer “an example of the 
potential recruitment from one year of much improved spawning, which could begin to 
contribute to recovery.”  Draft EIS at 4-169.  This “example” again is a conclusion 
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without an analysis.  It simply summarizes the obvious: if the bypass channel works to 
pass fish, recruitment may be possible.   
 


The Agencies’ failure to evaluate the effects of the alternatives on pallid sturgeon 
survival and recovery violates NEPA and is inconsistent with the Court’s preliminary 
injunction order.      
 


B. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose and Analyze the Impacts of the 
Agencies’ Intended “Swap” With Fort Peck Dam on Pallid Sturgeon 
Survival and Recovery  


 
As part of the analysis of pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, the Agencies 


must evaluate the entire context of the Intake Project – including its role in the Corps’ 
intended “swap” for Fort Peck Dam operational modifications to resolve the Corps’ ESA 
obligations.  The Corps’ intention, according to all prior documentation, is to fund the 
Intake Project in exchange for being permitted to abandon the operational changes it is 
currently required to implement at Fort Peck Dam.  Accordingly, one of the effects of the 
Intake Project may be to eliminate the requirement to make habitat modifications on the 
Missouri River for the benefit of the pallid sturgeon.   


 
The Draft EIS does not include any analysis of this “swap,” nor even appear to 


mention it.  Moreover, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps is funding the Project pursuant 
to the authorization in the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA), P.L. 
110-114, 121 Stat. 1041 § 3109, but does not explain that the rationale behind providing 
that authorization is to relieve the Corps of its Fort Peck Dam obligations.  See Draft EIS 
at 1-8.   


 
One slight improvement from the 2015 EA to the Draft EIS is that the Agencies 


now recognize that there is not a single successful pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon 
bypass or fishway in the world.  See Draft EIS at 2-105 – 2-107.3  However, the Agencies 
do not incorporate this lack of precedent into any relevant analysis to explain why this 
proposed bypass channel will succeed.   
 


The Agencies’ failure to acknowledge and evaluate all of the impacts associated 
with the Corps’ involvement with the Intake Project violates NEPA’s “hard look” 


                                                 
3  Defenders and NRDC cited and attached several studies to our scoping comments 
relevant to addressing the low levels of success for fish passage projects across the 
country, but the Draft EIS does not mention or cite them.  See, e.g., Noonan et al., A 
quantitative assessment of fish passage efficiency, (2012) (study referenced in Braaten et 
al., finding that at existing fish passage facilities in the northeast United States, upstream 
passage for non-salmonids was only 21.1%); Brown et al. (“It may be time to admit 
failure of fish passage and hatchery-based restoration programs and acknowledge that 
significant diadromous species restoration is not possible without dam removals.”); 
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/blocked_migration_fish_ladders_on_us_dams_are_not_effect
ive/2636/ (article summarizing findings).  
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requirement.   There is no doubt that the Corps is funding this Project solely to be 
relieved of its ESA duties at Fort Peck Dam.  Thus, the impacts of making that “swap,” 
particularly with respect to the impacts on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, must be 
included in a NEPA analysis because the swap is part of the contemplated action.  At a 
minimum, the Corps’ intention to abandon Fort Peck Dam modifications is a “connected” 
agency action.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(1).  In addition, NEPA’s implementing 
regulations require an analysis of how each alternative will comply with the Agencies’ 
obligations under other laws.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d).  Here, that analysis must include 
whether and how the Corps will comply with the ESA through this Project.   
 


Notably, the Draft EIS includes other potential Missouri River habitat 
modifications in the “cumulative effects” section.  Yet even here the Agencies ignore the 
intended “swap,” and the existing obligations for habitat modifications.  The Draft EIS 
describes the “Missouri River Management Plan” within the “Reasonably Foreseeable 
Future Projects/Actions” section and suggests that the Plan will “evaluate[] the 
effectiveness of current habitat development and will recommend modifications ‘to more 
effectively create habitat and avoid jeopardy to the species.’” Draft EIS at 4-4.  The Draft 
EIS also notes that “[i]mplementation of the [Plan] will likely help to slightly further 
reduce cumulative effects on surface water in the upper Missouri River basin.”  Draft EIS 
at 4-57.  Incredibly, the Draft EIS does not acknowledge that FWS has already 
determined what is required to avoid jeopardy – in the 2003 BiOp – and that the Corps 
intends to abandon any obligation to implement those very actions in exchange for 
funding the Intake Project.      


 
The Agencies’ failure to complete this analysis is scientifically indefensible.  The 


best available science indicates that both the Missouri and the Yellowstone rivers contain 
habitat essential to this population’s survival.  A successful Intake Project would provide 
access to 165 miles of potential spawning habitat and more river miles for larval drift.  
However, as explained by the Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society, the 
chances for pallid sturgeon recovery in the upper Missouri River basin will be harmed if 
the Agencies focus on restoring the Yellowstone River alone.  Defenders of Wildlife, 15-
cv-00014-GF-BMM, Dkt. #63 at 13-16 (Amicus brief).  


 
Further, the best available science confirms the premise of the 2003 Biological 


Opinion on the Missouri River – that the Missouri River below the Fort Peck Dam could 
be restored to allow successful pallid sturgeon spawning and recruitment if the Corps 
implemented flow and temperature modifications.  See Defenders and NRDC’s scoping 
comments at 7-8, 10-11.4  The Draft EIS acknowledges that several studies “highlight the 
ability of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers to provide conditions that support survival, 
feeding, and growth of pallid sturgeon early life stages.”  Draft EIS at 2-24.  The Draft 
EIS also acknowledges that “[e]xtremely low recruitment is possibly occurring in the 
Missouri River.”  Draft EIS at 3-83.  Yet the Draft EIS does not examine the trade-offs of 


                                                 
4  Defenders and NRDC attached several studies cited in our scoping comments 
related to pallid sturgeon habitat in the Missouri River.  The Draft EIS does not 
acknowledge or address these studies.   
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abandoning any effort to restore the Missouri River habitat in exchange for funding the 
Intake Project.    
 


The Agencies’ failure to analyze the impacts of the “swap” on pallid sturgeon 
survival and recovery violates NEPA.   


 
C. The Draft EIS’s Apparent Rationales for Narrowing the Scope of the 


Analysis are Arbitrary and Do Not Comply with NEPA 
 


1. The Draft EIS Misstates the Agencies’ Obligations Under the 
ESA and the Required Scope of Analysis under NEPA 


 
The Draft EIS appears to try to avoid analyzing the effects of the Project on pallid 


sturgeon survival and recovery by narrowing the Agencies’ ESA obligations.  According 
to the Draft EIS, the ESA “does not require the actions on which the federal agencies are 
consulting to contribute to or result in the recovery of the species.”  Draft EIS at 1-7; see 
also xxvi (“Pallid sturgeon recovery is not within the scope of this project”); 4-152 
(stating that “pallid sturgeon recovery is not an objective of the project”).5  This 
statement is inconsistent with the ESA.  However, even if this approach somehow 
complied with the ESA, the Agencies would not be absolved of their NEPA obligations 
to disclose and evaluate all impacts to pallid sturgeon survival and recovery. 


 
First, the Draft EIS’s disavowal of any obligation for this Project to contribute to 


recovery is inconsistent with the ESA’s “jeopardy” standard.  As described above, the 
Agencies have an obligation to avoid jeopardy in connection with the Intake Project, and 
avoiding jeopardy is, in fact, the underlying purpose of the Project.  The Ninth Circuit has 
explained that an action can “jeopardize” a species even “if there is no appreciable 
reduction of survival” because “a species can often cling to survival even when recovery 
is far out of reach.”  NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d at 931.  This standard is particularly 
essential for species like the pallid sturgeon, which are on the brink of extirpation.  Thus, 
the recovery standard requires agencies to use a metric that “take[s] into account whether 
populations remaining at significantly low abundance numbers, even though the 
populations may be growing incrementally, appreciably diminish the likelihood of 
recovery.”  NWF v. NMFS, 2016 WL 235367, at *17, -- F.Supp.3d -- (D. Or. May 4, 
2016).    


 
Instead of applying these standards, however, the scope of the Draft EIS’s 


analysis of impacts to pallid sturgeon is limited to whether the project may “improve” 
fish passage.  See, e.g., DEIS xxv (Executive Summary).  The “improvement” standard is 
inconsistent with the jeopardy standard because it lowers the bar to the point that 
“success” could occur if, for example, only one more fish passed upstream than has used 


                                                 
5  This approach is also reflected in the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria 
for success, which do not appear to mention any particular goals for recruitment – a key 
aspect of determining whether the pallid sturgeon can become a self-sustaining, viable 
population again in the upper Missouri River basin.  See Draft EIS at 4-152 – 4-153. 
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the natural channel in the past.  Compared to 2015, just two telemetered pallid sturgeon 
swimming upstream would be an “improvement.”  The District of Oregon recently 
rejected a similar standard because the agency’s metric was based on “population growth 
regardless of actual population numbers,” and was “not tethered to any minimum 
population goal.”  NWF v. NMFS, 2016 WL 235367, at *17.  Here, too, nothing in the 
Draft EIS analyzes or suggests that “improvement” in upstream migration would be 
sufficient for this population to avoid extinction, let alone recover, nor could it.  The 
Draft EIS makes no effort to “take into account” whether the very low abundance 
numbers for Montana’s wild population appreciably diminishes the likelihood of survival 
or recovery of the species.    


 
Further, the Draft EIS fails to analyze whether an “improvement” in the number 


of adults migrating upstream will result in recruitment sufficient to provide for survival 
or recovery.  The data from the telemetry stations in 2014 and 2015 demonstrates that 
some number of pallid sturgeon have successfully passed Intake at least in some years, 
yet there has been no documented recruitment.  See Draft EIS at 4-164 (noting that 
pallids could have used the side channel before 2014 under certain conditions, but there 
has been no documented recruitment to date).  The Draft EIS does not evaluate why 
recruitment has failed, despite a few fish spawning upstream of Intake, nor how the new 
Project would differ from the existing dam in a way that recruitment would somehow 
succeed where it has failed in the past.  See, e.g., Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14-GF-
BMM, Dkt. #73 at 14 (“The proposed bypass channel likely will be ‘less bad’ than the 
existing channel available only during high water years.  This fact alone, however, fails 
to demonstrate that the Project, as a whole, would improve conditions for the pallid 
sturgeon.”).  Absent successful recruitment, the wild population cannot survive or recover.   


 
The “improvement” standard also fails to evaluate whether the alternatives will 


provide for survival or recovery of the wild population in the event no modifications are 
made to Fort Peck Dam operations, as contemplated by the Corps.   
 


Second, even if the Agencies could lawfully ignore an evaluation of the prospects 
for recovery under the ESA (which they cannot), the Draft EIS does not even analyze 
whether the preferred alternative will provide for the survival of the pallid sturgeon in the 
wild – which would require enough successful reproduction in the wild to replace the 
existing population.  The jeopardy standard indisputably prohibits the Agencies from 
taking an action that will preclude an endangered species from successfully reproducing 
in the wild at a replacement rate.  The Draft EIS provides no analysis to support the idea 
that any alternatives will provide for that amount of successful reproduction.   
 


Third, regardless of the ESA standards for “jeopardy,” the impacts to pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery caused by the Intake Project (including through the 
anticipated “swap” with Fort Peck Dam) are direct and indirect impacts under NEPA and 
must be analyzed for that reason as well.   


 
At bottom, the Agencies must analyze whether the Intake Project will succeed in 


saving the wild pallid sturgeon population in the upper Missouri River basin from 
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extinction and whether it will facilitate recovery.  The Agencies’ failure to complete that 
analysis violates NEPA. 
 


2. The Draft EIS Arbitrarily Narrows the Purpose and Need for 
the Intake Project  


 
The Draft EIS appears to try to avoid the required analysis of whether this Project 


will succeed in allowing pallid sturgeon to survive or recover in the wild in another way: 
by excluding the Agencies’ ESA obligations from the Purpose and Need Statement.  In 
the statement of “Purpose and Need,” the Agencies offered three purposes for the Intake 
Project: (1) “improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake 
Diversion Dam;” (2) “continue the viable and effective operation of the Lower 
Yellowstone Project;” and (3) “contribute to ecosystem restoration.”  Draft EIS at xxvi 
(Executive Summary).  This Purpose and Need Statement ignores the fundamental 
statutory obligations driving the project.   


 
The Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 


context of the federal action.  League of Wilderness Defenders-Blue Mountain 
Biodiversity Project v. U.S. Forest Service, 689 F.3d 1060, 1070 (9th Cir. 2012) (“In 
assessing the reasonableness of a purpose and need specified in an EIS, we must consider 
the statutory context of the federal action”).  “Where an action is taken pursuant to a 
specific statute, the statutory objectives of the project serve as a guide by which to 
determine the reasonableness of objectives outlined in an EIS.”  Westlands Water District 
v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 376 F.3d 854, 866 (9th Cir. 2004).   


 
The Draft EIS’s Purpose and Need Statement ignores the fundamental statutory 


obligations driving the need for this Project – compliance with the ESA.  The long-time 
underlying purpose for initiating the Intake Project EIS is to remedy ongoing ESA 
violations at Intake Dam (Reclamation) and Fort Peck Dam (Corps) and facilitate the 
recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River basin.  See, e.g., BOR-4439 
(FWS noting in 2012 that, “[a]s stated in the 2010 FONSI, the underlying need for the 
proposed action (i.e. the overall Intake Project) is for Reclamation and the Corps to 
comply with the ESA.”).  In order to comply with the ESA, the Intake Project must not 
simply “improve” fish passage; it must avoid causing jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon and 
avoid unlawfully “taking” pallid sturgeon and resolve the Corps’ ongoing jeopardy and 
take obligations at Fort Peck Dam as well.  Here, Reclamation must comply with all of its 
statutory obligations, including the ESA.  Because the purpose of the Intake Project is to 
comply with that statute, the scope of the NEPA analysis must be commensurate with 
that purpose, regardless of the stated purpose and need.   


 
While it is appropriate for the Agencies to acknowledge the private goals of the 


Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP) in maintaining the irrigation district’s viability, those 
private interests cannot override Congress’ intent in authorizing Reclamation to act.  See 
Nat’l Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058, 1070-71 
(9th Cir. 2010) (distinguishing Department of Interior NEPA regulations from Corps 
regulations and noting that “[r]equiring agencies to consider private objectives, however, 
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is a far cry from mandating that those private interests define the scope of the proposed 
project.”).  Here, meeting the water delivery needs of the irrigation district is compatible 
with providing for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery through the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  In contrast, the Dam/Bypass Channel unlawfully prioritizes the private 
needs over the Agencies’ ESA mandates.   


 
Nonetheless, regardless of the Purpose and Need statement, the Intake Project will 


have direct and indirect effects on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  These effects 
will be compounded by the Corps’ attempt to abandon the required habitat modifications 
on the Missouri River as well.  Thus, even if the purpose of the Project had nothing to do 
with the Agencies’ ESA obligations (which is not the case), the Agencies must complete 
the analysis described above in order to comply with NEPA.   


 
IV. The Agencies’ No-Action Alternative Violates NEPA 


 
NEPA requires the Agencies to evaluate a “no-action” alternative.  See 40 C.F.R. 


§§ 1502.14(d), 1508.25(b)(1).  This alternative is intended to provide an analysis of the 
status quo and establish a baseline against which the other alternatives may be measured.  
Id. § 1502.14(b); Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 623 F.3d 633, 
645 (9th Cir. 2010) (“It is black letter law that NEPA requires a comparative analysis of 
the environmental consequences of the alternatives before the agency,” including the no-
action alternative); N. Carolina Wildlife Fed'n v. N. Carolina Dep't of Transp., 677 F.3d 
596, 603 (4th Cir. 2012) (“Without [accurate baseline] data, an agency cannot carefully 
consider information about significant environment impacts ... resulting in an arbitrary 
and capricious decision.”) (citing N. Plains Res. Council, Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 668 
F.3d 1067, 1085 (9th Cir.2011)).  The analysis must be informed by what others are 
likely to do if the agency chooses not to act.  “Where a choice of ‘no action’ by the 
agency would result in predictable actions by others, this consequence of the ‘no action’ 
alternative should be included in the analysis.”  Hammond v. Norton, 370 F. Supp. 2d 
226, 241 (D.D.C. 2005) (quoting Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s 
National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, at 4-5, 46 Fed. Reg. 18026, 18027 
(March 23, 1981)). 


 
The Draft EIS defines the “no-action” alternative as “continued operation, 


maintenance, and rehabilitation of the Lower Yellowstone Project as authorized.”  Draft 
EIS at 2-38.  The Draft EIS uses these continuing operations as the “baseline from which 
to measure benefits and impacts of implementing fish passage improvement alternatives 
considered in this document.”  Id.   


 
The Agencies’ definition of the no-action alternative violates NEPA because this 


alternative assumes the continued operation of an unlawful project.  See Friends of 
Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne, 520 F.3d 1024, 1038 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that 
agency “did not set forth a true ‘no-action’ alternative because” the alternative assumed 
the existence of a plan that the court has already found to be invalid).  As the Ninth 
Circuit has explained, an agency “cannot properly include elements from [an illegal] plan 
in the no action alternative as the status quo….”  Id.   
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Reclamation is precluded by the ESA from continuing the current operation of 


Intake Dam.  It is uncontested that Intake Dam, as it is currently operated, poses a near 
total barrier to pallid sturgeon migration to spawning areas that would be sufficiently far 
upstream to allow juvenile survival through the larval drift stage.  Draft EIS at 2-22.  
Present operations allow the re-construction of the dam each year, which violates sections 
7 and 9 of the ESA, as Defenders and NRDC described in our scoping letter.6  The 2015 
BiOp conceded that the current “injury” to breeding for pallid sturgeon would continue as 
long as the existing dam was re-built each year.  2015 BiOp at 30-32.  The 2015 BiOp 
also conceded that the existing dam operations “take” 32 adult sturgeon per year.  Id. at 
33.  Further, the Draft EIS acknowledges that under the no-action alternative, the wild 
pallid sturgeon population will continue to decline.  See Draft EIS at 4-164 (estimating 
that there will be fewer than 50 wild adults by 2023).  The Draft EIS also acknowledges 
that a population based entirely on hatchery-born fish may not be able to create a 
“sustaining, naturally spawning population.”  Id.  In other words, if no action is taken, the 
wild population will certainly go extinct, and the hatchery-born population may never be 
able to sustain itself without perpetual stocking of hatchery-born fish.  This outcome – 
extinction of a wild population in an isolated river basin with no chance of becoming a 
self-sustaining population again – indisputably violates section 7 and 9 of the ESA.   
 


Because the current operations are illegal, a proper “no-action” alternative must 
include the likely consequences of taking no action.  The Draft EIS fails to do so.  Instead, 
while acknowledging that Reclamation would have to reinitiate ESA consultation for the 
operation and management of the Dam and Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP), the 
Agencies feign ignorance in several places within the Draft EIS about the likely result of 
that consultation.  Draft EIS at 4-164 (the biological opinion resulting from a consultation 
“would likely require other future activities to reduce the effect on listed species, but 
these effects are unknown at this time”); Draft EIS at 2-38 (“[a]ny specific outcomes of 
future consultation for the No Action Alternative are not reasonably foreseeable at this 
time”).  However, in the executive summary, the Agencies conceded what Reclamation 
has known since at least 1992 – that “fish passage” would be “an ultimate requirement at 
Intake Diversion Dam.”  Draft EIS at xxviii; see BOR-5068-5069.  Moreover, the 
Agencies explicitly determined that there was no need to propose adaptive management 
actions for the “no-action” alternative because “it is presumed that no action is not a 
viable alternative as it would not improve fish passage.”  Appendix E at 1 (emphasis 
added). 


 
Indeed, more than 20 years after FWS first suggested Reclamation needed to 


provide fish passage, the only reasonable, predictable outcome of a new consultation 


                                                 
6  The “no-action” alternative also likely violates the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 
1344 because Reclamation has never obtained a Section 404 permit for the “rocking.”  
The Corps has apparently relied on the exemption in section 404(f)(1)(C) to section 404’s 
requirements, but this exemption “for the purpose of construction or maintenance of farm 
or stock ponds or irrigation ditches, or the maintenance of drainage ditches” does not 
apply here.  13 U.S.C. §1344(f)(1)(C). 
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would be that the continued rocking of the Dam would be prohibited because it is illegal 
and the dam would eventually naturally erode away, or that Reclamation would finally 
comply with the law and actively remove the barrier to provide fish passage.  To the 
extent that allowing the rock to naturally erode away would not provide passage, as the 
Draft EIS suggests (Draft EIS at 2-38), Reclamation would have to actively provide 
passage.  The Agencies must analyze the consequences of those realistic, predictable 
scenarios.  See Ctr. for Biological Diversity v U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 623 F.3d 633, 
645-46 (9th Cir. 2010) (holding that EIS “must make a meaningful comparison of the 
environmental consequences of [the applicant’s] likely mining operations” both with and 
without the additional regulations that would apply under the no action alternative).     
 


As a result, continuation of present Intake Dam operations as the “no-action” 
alternative is unrealistic and cannot serve as the baseline comparison for the EIS.  Indeed, 
Reclamation has recognized in another context that a No Action Alternative cannot 
analyze a set of dam operations that have been found to violate the ESA.  See 
“Coordinated Long-Term Operation of the Central Valley Project and State Water 
Project,” Final EIS, November 2015 at ES-9 (available at 
http://www.usbr.gov/mp/nepa/documentShow.cfm?Doc_ID=23658) (last visited July 27, 
2016).  Reclamation explained: 


 
Simply analyzing a No Action Alternative that is similar to the project description 
described in either the 2004 Biological Assessment or 2008 Biological 
Assessment is insufficient, as each was found to jeopardize listed species, the 
2004 Biological Assessment by the District Court in 2007, the 2008 Biological 
Assessment by USFWS and [National Marine Fisheries Service].  Either of these 
operations would be inconsistent with Reclamation’s existing policy and 
management direction. 
 


Id.  Here, the comparison between the action alternatives and the no-action alternative 
must compare the consequences of different means of providing passage – not whether 
the action alternatives are an “improvement,” no matter how minute, over the current, 
illegal situation where there is almost no passage at all.  Such an analysis would 
acknowledge that the pallid sturgeon has been nearly extirpated as a result of past actions, 
but would assume that those past actions cannot continue under any scenario.  Absent a 
realistic, lawful “no-action” alternative, the Draft EIS fails to provide a meaningful 
baseline comparison between alternatives in violation of NEPA.   
 
V. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the Impacts of the 


Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
 


The preferred alternative in the Draft EIS, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, 
is nearly identical to the alternative adopted in the 2015 EA and temporarily enjoined by 
the District Court of Montana last September.  As noted above, the Agencies have not 
complied with the Court’s direction to evaluate pallid sturgeon recovery in order to 
comply with NEPA.  Moreover, the analysis that the Agencies completed to support this 
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alternative in the Draft EIS is based on flawed assumptions, is internally inconsistent, and 
is not supported by the best available science.   


 
At bottom, regardless of the legal standard for success with this Project, the 


fundamental scientific problem with the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is that there is 
no evidence that the Project will pass any more fish than already use the existing side 
channel, let alone avert extinction of the wild population or set the species on a path to 
recovery.  We urge the Agencies to abandon this alternative in the Final EIS and Record 
of Decision (ROD).  
 


A. The Draft EIS Concedes that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
Will Not Meet the Biological Review Team’s Own Standards for 
Biological Success 


 
The Draft EIS lists four reasons to support choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel 


Alternative.  Draft EIS at xlii.  Of these four reasons, only one prioritizes the fate of the 
pallid sturgeon – that the Agencies believe this alternative “could be constructed, 
operated, and maintained to meet the physical and biological criteria identified by the 
Service’s Biological Review Team (BRT), and therefore would provide passage for pallid 
sturgeon.”  This rationale fails both scientifically and legally. 


 
As an initial matter, “provid[ing] passage” of some unknown amount, as 


described above, does not necessarily meet the ESA standards for survival or recovery of 
this population and arbitrarily lowers the bar for success of the Intake Project. 


 
Further, even if providing passage was sufficient, the Draft EIS makes clear that 


the Dam/Bypass Channel will likely fail the standards set out by the BRT, directly 
contradicting this rationale.  The Draft EIS recites the following biological criteria for 
success, set by the BRT, for adult passage: “[a] passage alternative would be considered 
successful if greater than or equal to 85 percent of motivate[d] adult pallid sturgeon (i.e. 
fish that move upstream to the entrance of the passage alternative) annual[ly] pass 
upstream of Intake Diversion Dam during the spawning migration period (April 1 – June 
15).”  Draft EIS at 4-152; Appendix E at 2.  However, the Agencies’ sole method of 
modeling potential success – the Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) – predicts that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel will be 67% as successful for all fish species as the Multiple 
Pump Alternative (which is predicted to have a 100% success rate).  Appendix D at 16.7  
As described in more detail below, the FPCI is not a rational basis on which to base any 
scientific conclusions about pallid sturgeon passage.  Even if it was a rational basis, the 
actual passage rate (67% overall, 60% for pallid sturgeon) is far less than the BRT’s 
standard (85%).  The Draft EIS never acknowledges or explains why the facts within the 
Draft EIS directly contradict the Agencies’ primary rationale for choosing the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative. 


                                                 
7  As discussed below, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon specifically is 60%, using the 
Draft EIS’s numbers, and is likely much lower if the appropriate metrics are applied to its 
calculations.  
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B. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at Whether Any Pallid 


Sturgeon Will Use the Bypass Channel 
 


To the extent the Draft EIS analyzes whether the Dam/Bypass Channel will serve 
the purpose of passing any pallid sturgeon upstream past the new dam, this analysis is 
conclusory, incomplete, and unsupported.   


 
1. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the 


Uncertainties Surrounding Pallid Sturgeon Use of the 
Proposed Bypass Channel 


 
The Draft EIS vaguely and repeatedly concedes that the Agencies do not know if 


the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in passing pallid sturgeon at all, in part because 
such an effort has never succeeded.  See, e.g., Draft EIS at 4-162 (“There are still many 
uncertainties over whether a majority of pallid sturgeon would actually pass through the 
bypass channel as there are no other examples of similar natural-type channels designed 
for non-jumping benthic fish.”); Appendix E at 11 (“Existing modeling indicates that the 
bypass channel would meet BRT criteria under all flow conditions, but it remains to be 
seen if the channel maintains these characteristics over the long term and if these physical 
criteria result in biological performance”).  Such uncertainty cannot form the basis for 
choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative over the Multiple Pumps Alternative, 
which will provide near-natural conditions for pallid sturgeon and other native fish.   


 
Although the Draft EIS does not acknowledge it, the Independent External Peer 


Review that was performed on the bypass channel proposal in 2013 also highlights the 
high level of uncertainty associated with this Project.  At that time, the peer review 
concluded that “the probability that the [bypass channel] will perform as proposed is very 
low.”  BOR-11188.  The peer review also characterized the uncertainties associated with 
the bypass channel as having “high” significance, meaning that they implicated a 
“showstopper” issue.  BOR-11154, 11169.  In addition, as we described in our scoping 
comments, Braaten et al. noted that there was little information about pallid sturgeon use 
of natural side channels prior to their own study and that pallid sturgeon use of these 
channels is inconsistent and not well understood.  See Defenders and NRDC scoping 
letter at 25.  The Braaten study “identified that pallid sturgeon will use side channels as a 
component of the migration pathways.  However, side channel use was not consistent 
among migrating pallid sturgeon to suggest that a by-pass channel might be used by some 
but not all individuals.”  Id. at 193.   
 


Despite these uncertainties, the Draft EIS also concludes, without supporting 
analysis, that it is “reasonable to assume that a majority of fish would find and use the 
channel.” Draft EIS at 4-169.  However, as with the 2015 EA, the Draft EIS only 
analyzes the technical suitability of the channel for upstream migration, not whether or 
how well the bypass channel will work biologically.    
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The Court has already recognized this distinction.  In the preliminary injunction 
order, the Court acknowledged that the “Federal Defendants note that they conducted 
physical and computer modeling to ensure that the entrance of the bypass channel would 
mimic natural river flows and encourage pallid sturgeon to use it.”  Defenders of Wildlife, 
15-cv-14, GF-BMM, Dkt. #73 at 8.  Nonetheless, the Court found this analysis 
insufficient because “[t]he EA fails to analyze, however, whether the pallid sturgeon 
actually would be likely to use the bypass channel.”  Id.   


 
The Draft EIS does not adequately evaluate the available science regarding the 


uncertainties associated with the Dam/Bypass Alternative nor reconcile that science with 
its assumption that the bypass channel will succeed in passing a majority of pallid 
sturgeon. 


 
2. The Agencies’ Reliance on the Fish Passage Connectivity Index 


as the Basis for Determining the Likelihood of Fish Passage is 
Arbitrary 


 
A second rationale for the Agencies’ preference for the Dam/Bypass Channel is 


that it is purportedly “a cost effective means of providing fish passage.”  Draft EIS at xlii.  
However, despite the fact that the Draft EIS elsewhere concedes that the concept of 
successful “fish passage” is highly uncertain, the cost/benefit analysis rests on a very 
specific determination that fish passage will be 67% successful.  The Draft EIS arrives at 
that number by using a “Fish Passage Connectivity Index” (FPCI).  The FPCI’s 
methodology is flawed in numerous and fundamental ways and does not constitute the 
required “hard look” at the likelihood that the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in 
passing pallid sturgeon.8   


 
The FPCI purportedly measures the likelihood of pallid sturgeon passing 


upstream.  However, the FPCI’s methodology is flawed in numerous and fundamental 
ways.  The Agencies have, at best, failed to disclose the sensitivity and uncertainty of the 
model used to justify the value of incremental fish passage benefits assigned to the 
various alternatives, and at worst, have manipulated the model to arrive at the conclusion 
that the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative is superior on a cost/habitat unit improvement 
basis. 


 
The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) for the no-dam alternatives to a 


minimal 0.08 for the No Action Alternative.  See Draft EIS at 2-99, Table 2-27; 
Appendix D, Table 1-11 at 16.  The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is given a FPCI 
of .674 (67%) passage rate.  Id.  However, the numbers used in the model are arbitrary 
and unexplained.   


 
As an initial matter, the FPCI modeling is based on the needs of 14 different fish 


species with varying migration behaviors and various swimming abilities, and an average 


                                                 
8  The flawed methodology compromises the validity of the cost/benefit analysis as 
well, as described below. 
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of the results.  Appendix D at 3-4.  Thus, the 67% average success rate says nothing 
about the predicted success rate for the pallid sturgeon, the only endangered fish at issue 
with respect to the Project.  In fact, the pallid sturgeon passage rate could be zero or 
anything in between.  Using an average of different fish species to predict success for one 
species has no rational basis.   
  


Although the Draft EIS does not offer a pallid sturgeon-specific FPCI for any of 
the alternatives, our expert consultant, Mr. David Marcus, calculated what the number 
would be, from the Agencies’ perspective, based on information found within the Draft 
EIS.  See Attachment 1 at 3-6 (formulas for calculating FPCI at Appendix D at 2, 10; 
pallid sturgeon-specific values for the inputs into the FPCI formula calculated from 
figures in Appendix D at 11-12 and 13-14).  Using the Draft EIS’s numbers, Mr. Marcus 
concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon passage would be 60% – lower than the 14-
species rating of 67%.9   


 
 However, the problems with the Agencies’ reliance on the FPCI calculations run 
much deeper.  In 2015, the EA concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon for the 
preferred Dam/Bypass Channel alternative was only 0.5, or only half of the FPCI in the 
Draft EIS for the Multiple Pump Alternative.  Compare 2015 EA, Appendix E 
Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” at 23, Table 10 with Attachment 2 to 
these comments (“Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3).  This is the same value assigned in a 
2012 analysis by Reclamation.  See BOR 12003.  The Draft EIS offers no explanation for 
this discrepancy, which results in a 20% higher FPCI for pallid sturgeon in the 2016 Draft 
EIS as opposed to the 2015 EA.  In fact, the Draft EIS does not even acknowledge it.   
 


As Mr. Marcus explains in more detail in his report (Attachment 1), the 
discrepancy appears to be based on an apparently arbitrary change in one of the inputs to 
the FPCI model: F1.  Fl represents the probability of pallid sturgeon finding the proposed 
bypass on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the lowest.  See Appendix D at 10.  In the 2015 EA 
and the 2012 analysis in the administrative record (BOR 11996, Table 6), Fl was given a 
value of 3, while in the Draft EIS, that value has been changed to a 4 – an increase of 
33%.  Appendix D at 11, Table 1-7.  Changing the value of F1, in turn, raises the FPCI 
from .5 to .6.  The Draft EIS does not acknowledge or explain the change in F1.  The 
Draft EIS simply states that “the Corps (2014) used the best professional judgment of 
federal and state biologists working on the Yellowstone River (Table 16).”  Appendix D 
at 10.  If this citation refers to a document, it does not appear to be in the administrative 
record for the existing litigation.  Further, the 2014 date pre-dates the 2015 EA, which 
used a different F1 value.  Because the Draft EIS provides no analysis or support for its 
assignment of an F1 value, and because this document is not readily identifiable and may 


                                                 
9  Similarly, the adjusted FPCI for the No Action Alternative would be calculated 
from parameters for pallid sturgeon in Appendix D at 11-12 and 14-15 
[2+5)/2*180.18/25 = .0252.  See Attachment 2, “cost per AAHU” tab. 
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not be publicly available, the public has no ability to determine the basis for this 
change.10   
 


Moreover, the actual results are most likely even lower.  As noted above, the 
Draft EIS concedes that pallid sturgeon passage through the artificial bypass channel is 
highly uncertain.  This uncertainty is illustrated by the fact that there are no examples of 
successful bypass channels for either pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon.  Draft EIS 
at 2-105 (“to date, no successful upstream fish passage facility of any type has been built 
for shovelnose or pallid sturgeon”); Draft EIS at 2-107 (noting that bypass channel built 
for shovelnose at T&Y dam on Tongue River has failed to pass any shovelnose sturgeon).  
Thus, the potential range of results for the FPCI are highly variable.  


 
However, despite this uncertainty, the FPCI assigns a specific prediction to fish 


passage benefits for each alternative.  As a result, the inputs to the model are each highly 
subjective, translating uncertain predictions into (arbitrarily) precise numerical values.   
Not surprisingly, the results are unsupported by scientific evidence in the Draft EIS, and 
the Draft EIS offers no basis for its choice of any of those numbers.  Thus, the 
methodology underlying the FPCI is so susceptible to manipulation and sensitive to 
arbitrary selection of variables that the results are meaningless – and potentially highly 
misleading.  As one FWS biologist noted in 2012, “Remember, this [the FPCI] is not a 
complex ecological model development exercise, but rather a mechanism to interject 
some level of biology into a mostly fiscally driven planning process.” BOR-11979; see 
also BOR 11980 (“I also tried to outline in the document how there are many 
uncertainties in fish passage, especially as they regard sturgeon, trying to convey that the 
results of the FPCI “are what they are”... a science based planning tool, not science 
furthering science.”). 
 


In short, there is no basis to assume that the FPCI offers a scientific or supportable 
assumption for any passage benefits to pallid sturgeon, let alone at the specific level 
relied on for the Draft EIS.  The Draft EIS’s reliance on the FPCI does not constitute the 
required “hard look” at the likelihood of fish passage. 
 


C. The Draft EIS Fails to Adequately Analyze and Disclose the Impacts 
of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative on Larval Mortality 


 
For pallid sturgeon to successfully naturally reproduce, they must not only pass 


Intake Dam on their upstream migration, they must spawn in a location that provides for 
an adequate larval drift distance, and their larvae must survive in sufficient numbers to 
maintain their current population and avert extinction as well as increase their population 
to facilitate recovery.  However, the Draft EIS simply speculates about larval mortality 
rates, without providing a meaningful supporting analysis.  See 4-169 – 4-170.   


 


                                                 
10  As described in Mr. Marcus’s report and below, the impact of this one change is 
significant in terms of the results of the Draft EIS’s cost/benefit analysis and the 
Agencies’ method for comparing one alternative to another.   
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Perhaps most importantly, the Draft EIS never evaluates why, given that the 
handful of pallid sturgeon that are currently using the existing side channel have never 
successfully reproduced, the pallid sturgeon that may use an artificial bypass channel 
would change this pattern and succeed where the prior spawning attempts have failed.  
As one former member of the Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee 
(MRRIC) summarized the problem in 2014, “[i]f the Pallid have been using the old side 
channel and therefore spawning above Intake as No. 36 did, why haven’t we had the 
recruitment promised by the scientists who support building the new side-channel?”  
ACE-3600.  The Draft EIS does not attempt to answer that question.  To conduct that 
analysis, the Agencies would have to analyze the factors that have precluded the pallid 
sturgeon from successfully reproducing so far, and how and whether the new 
Dam/Bypass Channel would change those conditions.  The reasons for the recruitment 
failure could be related to many factors, including, but not limited to, the fact that the 
numbers of individuals successfully migrating upstream are too few, that larvae cannot 
survive the journey downstream with a dam at Intake and/or due to other hazards, or that 
the drift distance is too short from the point at which the pallid sturgeon have spawned so 
far.   


 
Further, the Draft EIS completely discounts the possibility of any larval mortality 


caused by traveling over the new concrete dam or striking the boulder field below the 
new concrete dam without any analysis or scientific citation.  Draft EIS at 4-170.  The 
Draft EIS concludes in one sentence that larvae “would be able to drift downstream of the 
weir with no difficulty as they would typically be drifting in the deepest part of the 
channel and would pass through the low-flow notch without injury.”  Id.  This single 
sentence, with no scientific basis, does not constitute a “hard look” at larval mortality 
caused by the new dam and existing boulder field.  The new concrete dam and existing 
boulder field will cause changes in water velocities, gradients, and other river conditions 
that must be analyzed to determine how they will affect the downstream drift.  Given the 
precarious nature of the pallid sturgeon population in Montana, the Intake Project should 
be designed to minimize larval mortalities, not create new sources of mortality without 
even the benefit of an analysis of their impacts. 


 
The Draft EIS also discounts larval mortalities caused by entrainment.  Draft EIS 


at 4-169 – 4-170.  As Defenders and NRDC previously explained, larvae are expected to 
be entrained in the main irrigation canal at Intake because the fish screens cannot block 
pallid sturgeon larvae.  See 2015 Biological Opinion on “Interim and Future Maintenance 
of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and Construction of Fish Passage” at 26.  
They may also be killed on the screens themselves.  Id. at 26, 30.  In addition, the 
upstream, neighboring Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District has an unscreened canal that 
could entrain pallid sturgeon larvae.  Some number of larvae will also be killed on the 
dam in the river.  See id.  The Draft EIS ignores the impacts of the Buffalo Rapids 
Irrigation District, and assumes a maximum 5% entrainment rate at the headworks, but 
describes these deaths as having “negligible effects” on recruitment because age-0 pallid 
sturgeon typically suffer mortality rates of 99.9% anyway.  Draft EIS at 4-169.  The Draft 
EIS also assumes that there will be no mortality at the new dam because larvae will drift 
through the low-flow notch.  The opposite conclusion is just as likely – that with such 
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high rates of mortality, there is no margin for error.  Moreover, the Draft EIS does not 
analyze the various sources of larval mortality together, to determine how they may affect 
the species cumulatively. 


 
In short, the Agencies failed to take a “hard look” at larval mortality.   


 
D. The Draft EIS’s Economic Rationales for the Dam/Bypass Channel 


Alternative Are Not Supportable  
 


As noted above, one of the primary rationales for identifying the Dam/Bypass 
Channel as the preferred alternative is the Agencies’ conclusion that this alternative is the 
most “cost-effective means of providing fish passage.”  Draft EIS at xlii.  However, the 
Agencies’ reliance on the “cost-effectiveness” of the various alternatives is unsupportable 
in this context.  The fact that a project may be “cost-effective” is irrelevant – and not an 
appropriate basis to choose an alternative – if it does not comply with the law.  Here, as 
described above, the Draft EIS fails to even analyze the impacts that would indicate 
whether the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will fulfill the Intake Project’s purpose or 
comply with the ESA, let alone describe how this alternative will comply with that law.  
Further, all available evidence indicates that the Dam/Bypass Channel will, in fact, 
violate the ESA.11  Thus, the Agencies’ reliance on the cost/benefit analysis in support of 
an unlawful alternative is arbitrary. 


 
Even if the Agencies’ reliance on cost/benefit analysis to identify the preferred 


alternative was appropriate, Mr. Marcus’s attached report demonstrates that the 
calculations underlying the Agencies’ cost/benefit analysis are unsupported and fatally 
flawed.  See Attachment 1.   


 
For example, one key calculation underlying the cost/benefit analysis is the FPCI, 


which, as described above, is a planning tool subject to arbitrary and unexplained inputs.  
As Mr. Marcus describes, had the Agencies continued to use a “3” as the “F1” value – as 
they did in the 2015 EA – the Multiple Pumps Alternative would be most cost-effective 
per habitat unit gained, according to the Agencies’ own methodologies.  See Attachment 
1 at 5-7.  The cost per habitat unit grows even greater if the “F1” value is assigned a 
lower value, consistent with a more realistic biological perspective.  Id. at 7-8.   At the 
very least, the high level of uncertainty suggests that, if the “F1” value was modeled 
statistically, it would result in a higher cost per habitat unit for the Bypass Channel in 
nearly every scenario.   


 
In short, the Draft EIS’s reliance on the cost/benefit analysis is unfounded legally 


and scientifically and does not support the Agencies’ preferred Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative. 


 
 


                                                 
11  The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will also violate the Clean Water Act, as 
described below. 
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E. The Adaptive Management Provisions are Unfunded and Uncertain 
 
The Draft EIS also fails to adequately disclose and analyze the future 


ramifications of choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative with respect to necessary 
adaptive management funding and actions.  


 
As an initial matter, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps will not be accountable or 


responsible for addressing any needed changes to the Intake Project if the Project fails.   
See Appendix E at 12 (“Once the one year warranty period [for the Corps] is complete, 
Reclamation through the LYP will be responsible for maintaining the new weir and 
bypass channel for the life of the project.”).  This means that if the Project fails to provide 
for survival and recovery of pallid sturgeon, as required by the ESA, the Corps will not 
necessarily be on the hook to fund any changes to the Project, large or small.12  In the 
event any changes are needed, the Draft EIS does not identify funding sources.  Indeed, 
there does not appear to be any dedicated funding for monitoring or alterations to the plan 
even if Reclamation concludes that the Project has failed.  Instead, the Draft EIS notes 
that implementation of adaptive management measures “would [] depend on funding 
availability.”  Appendix E at 16.  Given that the Dam/Bypass Channel is essentially an 
experiment, with the fate of a highly imperiled endangered species at stake, funding 
should be in place prior to proceeding with such an uncertain project.  


 
Nonetheless, the Draft EIS’s adaptive management plan does not even 


contemplate the idea that the Project will fail – even though the Agencies admit that “it 
remains to be seen” if the bypass channel will succeed biologically.  Appendix E at 11.  
The potential adaptive management actions for the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
involve making modifications to the bypass channel, removing fill from the existing 
natural channel, removing the existing boulder field, modifying the notch in the new dam, 
or modifying the headworks.  Id. at 15-16.  None of these measures involve removing the 
new dam and installing a pump system – the one action that would indisputably provide 
pallid sturgeon with the opportunity to naturally reproduce in the Yellowstone River.  
This is also the action that will be required of Reclamation if the Dam/Bypass Channel 
fails to provide for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery.  


 
Given the admitted uncertainty associated with this Project and the precarious 


status of the species, the Draft EIS must disclose and analyze all available funding and a 
realistic menu of  for fixing any problems that arise when the Dam/Bypass Channel fails, 
including removal of the new dam.   


 
 
 


                                                 
12  The Corps may be accountable for operational changes at Fort Peck Dam under 
the ESA whether or not the Intake Project fails, but the Draft EIS specifically 
contemplates absolving the Corps of any obligations to address future issues with the 
Intake Project, regardless of its success.   
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F. The EIS Does Not Adequately Disclose and Analyze Impacts to the 
Entire Ecosystem 


 
According to the Draft EIS, there are 54 fish species in the Yellowstone River, 7 


of which are listed as Montana Species of Concern.  Draft EIS at 3-50 and 3-85.  The 
Draft EIS recognizes the differences in preferred habitat conditions between these species 
by classifying them as “Main Channel Species” or “Backwater Species.”  Draft EIS at 3-
52 to 3-54 and 3-85.  Yet the Draft EIS does not differentiate between these sets of 
species in addressing the impacts of each alternative.  With respect to at least the seven 
species of concern, the Draft EIS concludes, in one sentence, that under the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative, all “sensitive fish species” will be allowed to move upstream, 
“including both stronger and weaker swimming fish, providing a major benefit to these 
species.”  Draft EIS at 4-168.  A single sentence is not sufficient to analyze the impacts 
of the Draft/Bypass Channel Alternative on the species of concern in the Yellowstone 
River.   
 


The Draft EIS’s discussion of the impacts of climate change are also cursory and 
insufficient.  The Draft EIS notes that the artificial bypass channel planned for the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative may not be enough for fish passage for some species 
during drought years, and that floods may cause structural problems to the channel.  Draft 
EIS at 4-11.  Yet the Draft EIS concludes that the risk is “minor” without providing any 
detail to support that conclusion.  Absent more analysis, there is no way for the public to 
understand or respond to the Draft EIS’s discussion of climate change.   


 
VI. THE AGENCIES SHOULD ADOPT THE MULTIPLE PUMP 


ALTERNATIVE WITH OR WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 


 
A. The Draft EIS and the Best Available Science Demonstrate That Dam 


Removal Provides the Best Opportunity for Pallid Sturgeon Spawning 
and Recruitment in the Yellowstone River 


 
As Defenders and NRDC explained in our scoping letter, the consistent and 


uncontroverted findings in scientific studies over the past two decades confirm that 
removing Intake Dam and restoring a free-flowing river is the only reliable way to 
facilitate successful natural reproduction for pallid sturgeon in the Yellowstone River.  
Restoring this habitat is essential to the survival and recovery of the pallid sturgeon.   
Compared to other alternatives, this alternative also presents less of a risk for fish during 
droughts, which are expected to increase as a result of climate change.  Id. at 4-12.  In 
addition, given that the Agencies intend to abandon the efforts at Fort Peck Dam, there is 
no room for error with respect to the Intake Project – the fate of the species may rest 
entirely on this decision and therefore must be the best possible project for the pallid 
sturgeon.  As a result, we urge the Agencies to adopt the Multiple Pump Alternative in 
the Final EIS and ROD. 
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B. The Draft EIS’s Cost Analysis Does Not Support Rejection of the 
Multiple Pump Alternative 


 
As described above, the Agencies identified the Dam/Bypass Channel at the 


expense of the Multiple Pump Alternative in large part based on cost comparisons.  The 
Draft EIS references two different kinds of costs to justify this choice: (1) construction 
costs; and (2) OM&R costs.  Draft EIS at xlii.  However, costs are only relevant if the 
chosen alternative complies with all applicable laws, including the ESA – which the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not.  Even if the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
complied with all applicable laws, the cost analysis in the Draft EIS does not comply with 
NEPA and does not support rejection of the Multiple Pump Alternative.   


 
The “cost-effectiveness” analysis in the Draft EIS evaluates construction costs.  


The Draft EIS’s analysis of these costs is unsupportable, as described above and in Mr. 
Marcus’s report.13   


 
The arbitrary nature of the cost/benefit analysis is illustrated by the fact that the 


Draft EIS assigns an annual cost for monitoring and adaptive management requirements 
for the Multiple Pump Alternative that is more than two times as high as the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative.  See Appendix D at 19, Table 2-2.  The Draft EIS did so by 
applying a 1% fee for adaptive management to each alternative.  DEIS at 2-98, Appendix 
B at 22.  This 1% addition has no logical basis.  While monitoring costs should be equal, 
adaptive management costs should be significantly lower for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  Once the dam is removed, the only potential adaptive management action 
mentioned by the Draft EIS is the potential for modifications to the headworks and pump 
stations to reduce entrainment.  Appendix E at 28.  In contrast, under the best case 
scenario, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will likely require constant maintenance 
to maintain the bypass channel at its current specifications in the face of floods, ice flows, 
and other natural river processes.  Those minimum measures will be required if the 
bypass channel succeeds – far greater costs should be assumed if it fails.  Thus, there is 
no reasonable basis to assign a higher cost to such measures in the Multiple Pump 
Alternative. 
 


The second kind of costs, for operations and maintenance (O&M), are generally 
paid for by the irrigation districts.  The administrative record for the 2015 EA makes 
clear that the focus of this Project has long been on minimizing or eliminating any 
additional costs for the irrigators, regardless of the biological outcome for pallid sturgeon.  
See FWS-4960-4961 (FWS official noting that “the irrigators have enlisted congressional 
inquiry to ensure full implementation of the project does not result in any added costs to 
the irrigators”) (emphasis in original).  As Mr. Marcus’s report describes, the Draft EIS 
overestimates the O&M costs associated with the Multiple Pump Alternative and 


                                                 
13  Notably, these costs have no effect on the sustainability of the LYP and are not a 
part of the Agencies’ stated purpose and need. They also fail to reflect the cost “savings” 
the Corps would attain if it is permitted to abandon its required operational modifications 
at Fort Peck Dam in exchange for funding the Intake Project.    
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underestimates those for the Bypass Channel Alternative.  See Attachment 1 at 42-43.  
For example, although the Draft EIS acknowledges that reduced power rates may be 
available, the Agencies did not apply those lower rates to the Multiple Pump Alternative.  
See, e.g., Draft EIS at 2-75.  The Draft EIS also fails to adequately describe the 
framework and limitations the Agencies relied on to determine whether a particular 
alternative would allow for the LYP to remain viable. 


  
Finally, to the extent that construction or O&M costs are a prohibitive factor, the 


Agencies must explore alternative funding, as Defenders and NRDC highlighted in our 
scoping comments.  While the Draft EIS concludes that requiring Reclamation to fund 
the Project will require the irrigation district to reimburse the agency, it does not 
otherwise offer any potential funding sources or resolutions.  This analysis is insufficient 
to meet NEPA’s requirements, especially given that available funding is a primary 
rationale for choosing particular alternatives.  
 
VII. THE CORPS’ SECTION 404 ANALYSIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH 


THE CLEAN WATER ACT   
   


The Clean Water Act (CWA) differs significantly from NEPA in that it has 
substantive standards and section 404 prohibits activities that violate those standards.  
See Bering Strait Citizens v. Army Corps of Engineers, 524 F.3d 938, 947-48 (9th Cir. 
2008).  The CWA is designed to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical and 
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a).  The CWA generally 
prohibits the discharge of pollutants, including dredged or fill material, into the waters of 
the United States unless authorized by a permit.  33 U.S.C. § 1311(a); see also 33 C.F.R. 
§ 323.2 (defining discharge of dredged and fill material); 40 C.F.R. § 232.2 (same).  
Section 404 of the CWA authorizes the Corps to issue such permits.  33 U.S.C. § 1344.  
The section 404 requirements apply to the Corps where, as here, it is authorizing its own 
activities.  See 33 C.F.R. Parts 335-337.  However, instead of issuing itself a permit, the 
Corps issues a Statement of Findings (SOF) to authorize its activities.  33 C.F.R. §§ 
336.1(a), 337.6.  


 
The Corps has adopted regulations, known as the “public interest” factors, to 


implement this permitting authority.  33 C.F.R. §§ 320 et seq.  The Corps must “weigh 
the benefits that reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal against its 
reasonably foreseeable detriments, considering all relevant factors.”  Alliance to Save the 
Mattaponi v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 606 F. Supp. 2d 121, 124 (D.D.C. 2009) 
(citing 33 C.F.R. § 320.4).  The Corps must consider a broad range of potential impacts 
as part of its public interest review, including “conservation, economics, aesthetics, 
general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, 
flood hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore erosion and accretion, 
recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, food and 
fiber production, mineral needs, considerations of property ownership and, in general, the 
needs and welfare of the people.”  33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(1).  Moreover, in the evaluation 
of every permit, the Corps must consider: 
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(i) The relevant extent of the public and private need for the proposed structure or 
work; (ii) Where there are unresolved conflicts as to resource use, the 
practicability of using reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish 
the objective of the proposed structure or work; and (iii) The extent and 
permanence of the beneficial and/or detrimental effects which the proposed 
structure or work is likely to have on the public and private uses to which the area 
is suited. 


Id. § 320.4(a)(2).    


Appendix C to the Draft EIS does not appear to make an explicit finding 
regarding whether the Dam/Bypass Channel is in the public interest, as required by the 
Corps’ regulations.  


The Section 404 process is also governed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) “404(b)(1) Guidelines.”  33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 40 C.F.R. §§ 230 et 
seq.  The Corps reviews all proposed Section 404 permits under both the Corps’ public 
interest factors and EPA’s 404(b)(1) guidelines.  33 U.S.C. § 1344(b)(1); 33 C.F.R. § 
320.2(f).  A permit must be denied if it is contrary to the public interest or does not 
comport with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  33 C.F.R. §§ 320.4, 323.6; 40 C.F.R. §§ 
230.10, 230.12.   


 
To ensure these mandatory CWA requirements are satisfied, the Corps must fully 


evaluate the direct, secondary, and cumulative impacts of the activity, including impacts 
to endangered species, the aquatic environment, fish and wildlife, and human impacts.  
See, e.g., 33 C.F.R. §§ 320.4(a)(1), 336.1(c)(5), 336.1(c)(8); 40 C.F.R. §§ 230.11(a)-(h), 
230.20-23, 230.30, 230.31, 230.51, 230.53.  The 404(b)(1) guidelines also set forth 
particular restrictions on discharges, described more fully below.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12.  
The Corps must set forth its findings in writing on the short-term and long-term effects of 
the discharge of dredge or fill activities, as well as compliance or non-compliance with 
the restrictions on discharge.  Id. §§ 230.11, 230.12(b).  


 
EPA’s 404(b)(1) guidelines prohibit the Corps from authorizing an application for 


dredge and fill activities under several circumstances relevant to this case: 
 
(1) the activity “jeopardizes the continued existence” of an endangered species 


under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) (40 C.F.R. §§ 230.10(b)(3), 
230.12(a)(3)(ii));   


(2) there is a practicable alternative which would have less adverse impact and 
does not have other significant adverse environmental consequences (40 
C.F.R. §§ 230.10(a), 230.12(a)(3)(i));  


(3) the discharge will result in significant degradation to waters of the U.S. (40 
C.F.R. § 230.10(c) 230.12(a)(3)(ii)); or    


(4) there does not exist sufficient information to make a reasonable judgment as 
to whether the proposed discharge will comply with the COE’s Guidelines for 
permit issuance. (40 C.F.R. § 230.12(3)(iv)).  
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See Utahns for Better Transp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 305 F.3d 1152, 1163 (10th Cir. 
2002) (citing 40 C.F.R. § 230.12(a)(3)(i-iv)).  The Corps must document its findings of 
compliance or noncompliance with the restrictions on discharge set forth in these 
guidelines.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12(b).  Where there is not sufficient information to make a 
reasonable judgment as to whether the proposed discharge will comply with the 
Guidelines, the Corps must deny the permit.  40 C.F.R. § 230.12(a)(3)(iv).  
 


A. Because the Corps’ Section 404(b)(1) Analysis Relies on the 
Inadequate Analysis in the Draft EIS, the Corps Cannot Demonstrate 
Compliance with the Clean Water Act  


 
The Corps’ Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) Analysis (Appendix C) relies on 


the Draft EIS for the underlying analysis of each alternative, and supplements that 
analysis with specific findings with respect to the No Action and Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternatives only.  See Appendix C at 62 (noting analysis of alternatives provided in the 
Draft EIS).  A NEPA analysis may be used to inform the 404 permitting decision.  
However, where a NEPA analysis fails to consider the alternatives “in sufficient detail to 
respond to the requirements of these Guidelines,” the Corps should supplement the 
NEPA documents with additional information.  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(4).   


 
Here, as described above, the Draft EIS does not provide sufficient information or 


analyses to support the selection of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred 
alternative.  The Corps’ 404(b)(1) Analysis perpetuates this failure by: (1) assuming the 
Dam/Bypass Channel’s success, despite the limited scope of analysis and all evidence to 
the contrary; and (2) ignoring the Multiple Pump Alternative and other alternatives 
altogether, such that the Corps fails to weigh the benefits and costs of the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative as required by the CWA.    
 


B. The Corps Failed to Evaluate Whether the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative Will Jeopardize the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon 


Under EPA’s guidelines, the Corps may not permit a dredge and fill activity that 
“jeopardizes the continued existence” of an endangered species – the standard for 
prohibiting federal activities under section 7 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2); 40 
C.F.R. § 230.10(b)(3).  As described in detail in our scoping comments and noted above, 
Reclamation and the Corps are currently violating section 7 of the ESA and jeopardizing 
the continued existence of the pallid sturgeon at Intake Dam and Fort Peck Dam, 
respectively.     


 
The Section 404(b)(1) analysis relies on Appendix D to conclude that the 


Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not result in jeopardy to any listed species.  
Appendix C at 67.  However, the reference to Appendix D appears to be an error.  
Neither Appendix D nor the Draft EIS contain any analysis of the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative’s effects on survival and recovery of the species (essential elements of a 
“jeopardy” analysis) or reach a conclusion regarding whether it will cause jeopardy.  The 
Draft EIS also contains no analysis of the effects of the intended “swap” of Fort Peck 
Dam operational modifications on survival and recovery of the species.  As a result, the 
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Section 404(b)(1) analysis’s conclusion that the preferred alternative will not cause 
jeopardy to pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone River is unfounded and arbitrary. 


 
Even with respect to upstream passage, just one component of the pallid 


sturgeon’s life cycle relevant to the jeopardy analysis, the 404(b)(1) Analysis is 
insufficient.  Instead, the Corps perpetuates the assumption of success that permeates the 
Draft EIS.  “It is anticipated that a majority of pallid sturgeon that swim up to the weir 
would encounter the bypass channel as its entrance will be located close to the weir, thus 
a likely majority of pallid sturgeon [will] use the channel.”  Appendix C at 38.  As with 
the conclusions in the main body of the Draft EIS, there is no analysis to support the 
conclusion that simply “encountering” the bypass channel will mean that pallid sturgeon 
will use it, and the Draft EIS concedes that the likelihood that pallid sturgeon will use the 
bypass channel is highly uncertain.  Neither the Draft EIS nor the 404(b)(1) Analysis 
provide sufficient data or analysis to determine whether pallid sturgeon will use the 
channel at all.  They certainly fail to demonstrate that adult pallid sturgeon will use the 
channel in sufficient numbers to provide for natural reproduction at a survival or recovery 
level.   


 
Further, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis repeats the Agencies’ conclusion that the 


Dam/Bypass Channel will be a success if 85% or more of the telemetered pallid sturgeon 
use the bypass channel.  Appendix C at 60.  Yet, as described above, the Draft EIS 
estimates that only 67% of pallid sturgeon will utilize the bypass channel, and that 
estimate is deeply flawed and likely vastly overstated.  Appendix D at 16.  Thus, even 
under the Draft EIS’s own analysis and their own (unlawful) metric for success, the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is predicted to fail.  The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis offers no 
rationale for concluding that a Project that will fail the Agencies’ own metric for success 
will somehow also avoid causing “jeopardy” to pallid sturgeon.   
 


Even if the Agencies’ conclusion regarding the anticipated passage of pallid 
sturgeon upstream was supportable, the Agencies failed to analyze how or whether the 
pallid sturgeon will be able to complete their life cycle and successfully naturally 
reproduce.  Absent this analysis, there is no way to determine whether the species will be 
able to replace itself in the wild, let alone move toward recovery, the key elements in any 
analysis of whether an action will jeopardize a species.   
 


In short, the available evidence demonstrates that the Dam/Bypass Channel will 
cause jeopardy to the species, based on ESA legal standards as well as the Agencies’ own 
(legally inadequate) conclusions.  Absent evidence demonstrating that the Intake Project 
will not cause jeopardy to the species, approval of the Dam/Bypass Channel will violate 
Section 404(b)(1).  See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(b)(3).  The Corps’ conclusion that this 
element of the 404(b)(1) guidelines has been met is unfounded. 
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C. The Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative is to 
Remove the Dam and Adopt the Multiple Pump Alternative 


 
As noted above, in order to comply with CWA Section 404, the Corps must 


choose the alternative that is the least damaging alternative unless it is proven to be 
impracticable.  See Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1186-87; Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. 
Supp. 2d at 128; 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a).  The Corps is required to deny the application “if 
there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not have other significant 
adverse environmental consequences.”  40 C.F.R.  § 230.10(a).  The Clean Water Act 
“compels that the [least-damaging] alternative be considered and selected unless proven 
impracticable.”  Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1189; Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. Supp. 
2d at 130 (“The Corps must adequately explain why there is no less-damaging practicable 
alternative.  If the Corps cannot so explain based on the record before it, it must 
reconsider its determination based on an adequate analysis of the alternatives.”).  An 
alternative is practicable if it is “available and capable of being done after taking into 
consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes.”  
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2). 


Notably, although one factor of the practicability test involves the cost of a 
particular alternative, the fact that one alternative may cost more than another is not, by 
itself, sufficient to reject it.  Instead, the Corps must weigh the relative benefits and 
impacts of all of the potential alternatives.  See Alameda Water & Sanitation District v. 
Reilly, 930 F. Supp. 486, 489, 492 (D. Colo. 1996) (upholding EPA’s determination that 
practicable alternatives existed even though the record showed “very substantial 
regulatory and legal obstacles to these alternatives” – such as moving an entire town and 
obtaining a Presidential exemption); Friends of the Earth v. Hall, 693 F. Supp. 904, 946-
47 (W.D. Wash. 1988) (noting that whether costs make an alternative impracticable 
depends on whether “competing alternatives can reasonably be viewed as equivalent with 
respect to other factors” including the “potential for environmental harm”); Hough v. 
Marsh, 557 F. Supp. 74, 83-84 (D. Mass. 1982) (remanding because “‘exorbitant cost’ . . . 
by itself carries little weight; although cost is relevant to an assessment of an alternative’s 
‘practicability,’ the Corps conducted no examination of whether the price was 
unreasonably high [or] whether the defendants could afford it . . .”).  Accordingly, the 
Agencies must fully evaluate the relative benefits of all of these costs and benefits for 
public information and comment.   


 
It is indisputable that the least environmentally damaging alternative is removing 


the dam and installing a pumping system for irrigation, as contemplated by the Multiple 
Pump Alternative.  The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis in Appendix C ignores this alternative 
in its effects analysis, and therefore fails to weigh the relative benefits of this alternative 
to the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as required by the statute. 


 
Balancing the relative benefits – and not just the costs – is essential here because 


the Dam/Bypass Channel does not comply with all legal standards or provide for pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery, the fundamental purpose of the Project.  Costs may only 
be used as the determining factor for a Section 404 analysis if the benefits “can 
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reasonably be viewed as equivalent with respect to other factors.”  Friends of the Earth, 
693 F. Supp. at 946-47.  Here, there is no scientific evidence to support the idea that the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is “equivalent” to the Multiple Pump Alternative in terms of 
benefits to the pallid sturgeon, and, in fact, the available scientific evidence indicates that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel will permanently close the door on pallid sturgeon recovery. 
 


Further, as described above, the Draft EIS does not support the conclusion that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is impracticable.  The cost/benefit analysis concluding that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is less cost-effective than the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
built on numerous unsupportable and arbitrary assumptions that make its conclusions 
essentially meaningless.  However, even using the Agencies’ assumptions, the Multiple 
Pump Alternative was deemed “cost-effective” in the Draft EIS and the Agencies offer 
no evidence to demonstrate that it is “impracticable.”  See Appendix C at 12.  Moreover, 
if realistic numbers are applied, the Multiple Pump Alternative would cost even less per 
habitat unit gained than the Bypass Channel Alternative, making it even more “cost-
effective” (under the Agencies’ metric) than the Bypass Channel Alternative.   
 


Moreover, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis failed to include the costs that are likely 
to occur if the Dam/Bypass Channel fails to provide for survival and recovery of pallid 
sturgeon.  For example, if an alternative is chosen that will not recover the species, there 
will be additional costs associated with: (1) the costs of evaluating and implementing a 
new alternative to comply with the ESA if the initial plan fails to provide for recovery of 
the species; (2) the adaptive management activities required to tear down any 
construction and implement a new solution; and (3) the maintenance, in perpetuity, of a 
hatchery program for pallid sturgeon if the species continues to be unable to be self-
sustaining.    


 
The Draft Section 404(b)(1) Analysis fails to comply with the CWA because the 


Corps failed to adopt the least environmentally damaging alternative – the Multiple Pump 
Alternative.  See 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a). 


 
D. The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Will Cause or Contribute to 


Significant Degradation of the Yellowstone River 


The Corps may not permit a dredge and fill activity that “cause[s] or contribute[s] 
to significant degradation of the waters of the United States,” which includes the 
Yellowstone River.  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c).  Effects that contribute to significant 
degradation include: “[s]ignificant adverse effects of the discharge of pollutants on 
aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability.  Such effects may include ... loss 
of fish and wildlife habitat.”  40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c)(3).   


 
First and foremost, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative violates this standard 


because it will contribute to the extirpation of an endangered species, which indisputably 
“causes or contributes” to significant degradation to the Yellowstone River.   


 
Moreover, as described in our scoping comments and above, the Dam/Bypass 


Channel Alternative will significantly degrade the entire aquatic ecosystem of the 
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Yellowstone, a river regarded by the Environmental Protection Agency as an aquatic 
resource of national importance.  See Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Flowers, 321 F.3d 
1250, 1257-1258 (10th Cir. 2003) (“adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem” under the 
Guidelines does not require showing jeopardy; harm to individuals can suffice).  The 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will require extensive bank stabilization or river 
modifications, and will significantly alter and degrade the Yellowstone River’s fishery 
and riparian habitat.  This Alternative is also inconsistent with the Yellowstone River 
Conservation District Council’s plan to protect and encourage channel migration 
easements within channel migration zones on the Yellowstone River as well as the 
Agencies’ acknowledgment that dam building, bank stabilization, and other river 
modification efforts throughout the Missouri and Mississippi River basins are the primary 
reason that the pallid sturgeon is nearing extinction.   


 
In contrast, the Multiple Pump Alternative will start the process of reversing the 


degradation caused by the more than a century of dam building and river modifications 
that have destroyed the habitat for pallid sturgeon and other sensitive species.   
 
VI.  CONCLUSION 


 
 Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS for the 
Intake Project.  Defenders and NRDC urge the Agencies to take this opportunity to 
protect the pallid sturgeon and restore its habitat in the state of Montana by adopting the 
Multiple Pump Alternative, or some close variation that removes the existing dam, 
restores the free-flowing Yellowstone River, and provides an alternate means of 
providing water for the LYP. 
 
 
Sincerely, 


 
McCrystie Adams 
Jay Tutchton 
Defenders of Wildlife 
 
 
On behalf of: 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
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Comments on the Intake Dam DEIS 
David Marcus 


7/21/16 
 


I. Introduction  
 
 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) examines six alternatives: 


1) No Action, 2) Rock Ramp, 3) Bypass Channel, 4) Modified Side Channel, 5) Multiple 


Pumps, and 6) Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures. Of those, the No Action 


Alternative does nothing to improve fish passage. According to the DEIS, the Rock 


Ramp Alternative and Modified Side Channel Alternative are each either more expensive 


than or environmentally inferior to the Bypass Channel Alternative, and the Conservation 


Measures Alternative produces the same level of fish passage benefits as the Multiple 


Pumps alternative but at more than twice the cost.1 Thus, the DEIS rejects each of those 


four alternatives as inferior to at least one of the other alternatives. 


 The remaining two alternatives, the Bypass Channel Alternative and the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative, involve tradeoffs. According to the DEIS, the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative produces 55% more fish passage benefits than the Bypass Channel 


Alternative,2 but costs 105 percent more.3 The rest of this analysis will focus on those 


two Alternatives, identify adjustments that should be made to the DEIS cost numbers that 


should change these conclusions, and highlight other potential ways of reducing the costs 


of the Multiple Pumps Alternative.   This analysis does not address the wisdom or the 


legal implications of choosing an alternative based on the chosen cost/benefit analysis.  


Rather, this analysis only addresses the validity of the inputs used and the DEIS’s 


conclusions regarding the relative costs of these two alternatives. 


 


II. Summary of conclusions 


 


The DEIS identifies the Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred alternative 


primarily based on the conclusion that it is the most cost-effective alternative.  However, 


the DEIS’s cost/benefit analysis relies on unsubstantiated assumptions that undermine its 


                                                 
1 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. 
2 Ibid. 11,011/7,116 = 1.547, or a 54.7% difference. 
3 Ibid. $10,594/$5,170 = 2.047, or a 104.7% difference. 
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conclusions.  Once the costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative and Multiple Pumps 


Alternative are adjusted to reflect these erroneous assumptions, the cost per habitat unit – 


the DEIS’s measurement of benefits to pallid sturgeon – is lower for the Multiple Pump 


Alternative than the Bypass Channel Alternative.  Thus, the agencies’ basis for choosing 


the Bypass Channel Alternative is not supported by the information provided in the DEIS.   


As described in more detail below and in the accompanying spreadsheet, the 


DEIS’s economic conclusions are undermined in the following ways:  


(1)  The DEIS’s conclusion overstates the economic benefits of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative (section III) in several significant ways, including:  


 The DEIS lumps the benefits of the Bypass Channel Alternative for pallid 


sturgeon with 13 other species of fish to obtain a Fish Passage Connectivity 


Index (FPCI, the key measure in the DEIS for benefits to fish) average value 


(0.67) that is higher than the FPCI for pallid sturgeon alone (0.6) (sections 


III.B and C);  


 There is a crucial inconsistency between the April 2015 Final Supplement to 


the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment (“Supplemental EA”) and the DEIS, 


the former of which gave the Bypass Channel Alternative an FPCI value of 


only 0.5 (section III.D.1). The increase in the FPCI for pallid sturgeon 


between the 2015 EA and the DEIS results from manipulation of the Fl 


variable, which was changed between the documents from a “3” to “4” value, 


with no acknowledgement or justification for the change (section III.D.1);  


 This in turn affects the value/increased habitat unit profoundly. Using the F1 


variable from the Supplemental EA renders the Bypass Channel Alternative 


more expensive on a cost/habitat unit basis (a key cost criterion in the Draft 


EIS) than the Multiple Pumps Alternative (section III.D.1). 


(2) The DEIS understates the capital and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs of 


the Bypass Channel Alternative (section IV.A).  


(3) The DEIS overstates the capital and O&M costs of the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative (section IV.B).  


(4) Quantifying most of the overstated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (and 


some of the understatement of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative), the 
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incremental cost of the fish passage benefits from going from No Action to the 


Bypass Channel Alternative is still less than the incremental cost of the benefits 


gained by going from the No Action Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative 


(section V.B).  However, the DEIS fails to note that the sensitivity results of its 


model are based entirely on the assignment of an upwardly-revised numeric value 


to fish attractiveness for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and that using that most 


optimistic assignment of attractiveness in turn results in a lower cost/habitat unit 


improvement than the Multiple Pumps Alternatives.  Using the 2015 EA 


assignment value for F1, and more accurate adjustments for cost, results in the 


conclusion that the Multiple Pumps alternative is superior on a cost/habitat unit 


basis. 


(5) The DEIS further overstates costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by failing to 


analyze ways that using fewer pump sites might reduce the cost substantially 


(sections VI and VII). 


(6) The DEIS contains a number of other analytical errors that ignore costs associated 


with the Bypass Channel Alternative, including rock removal, and tend to inflate 


the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (sections IV.A.1., VIII.C-D). 


 


  


III. DEIS benefit/cost methodology  


 


 A. Compares levelized cost to increase in annual average habitat units (AAHUs) 


 


 The DEIS measures the benefits to fish of improved passage at Intake in “habitat 


units” or “HUs,” which are also referred to as “annual average habitat units” or 


“AAHUs.” A habitat unit is simply the number of acres of habitat upstream of Intake 


times the likelihood that the alternative in question will provide access to them. For every 


alternative, the number of acres of upstream pallid sturgeon (also referred to below as 


simply “sturgeon”) habitat is the same, 12,637 acres,4 and thus the maximum possible 


number of sturgeon HUs for any alternative is 12,637. The probability that an alternative 


                                                 
4 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
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will allow fish to pass upstream of Intake is measured by what the DEIS calls the “Fish 


Passage Connectivity Index,” or FPCI. The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) 


for the no-weir alternatives5 to a minimal 0.0252 for the No Action Alternative.6 Thus the 


number of sturgeon HUs varies from a low of 318 for the No Action Alternative to a high 


of 12,637 for the no-weir alternatives. Variations in HU between alternatives are driven 


entirely by the variation between alternatives of the FPCI component of the HU 


calculation. 


 The DEIS then calculates how much each alternative will increase the number of 


HUs as compared to the No Action Alternative. Thus, the no-weir alternatives would 


increase the number of pallid-sturgeon specific HUs by 12,319.7 


 The DEIS then divides the annualized cost of each alternative by the increase in 


HUs for that alternative to produce a cost per AAHU for each alternative. Thus, the 


Multiple Pump Alternative, using DEIS numbers, would have a cost for improved 


sturgeon habitat of $10.595 million for an HU increase of 12,319, or a cost per AAHU of 


$860. 


 


 B. The HU numbers reported in the DEIS inappropriately all but ignore pallid 


sturgeon 


 


 The DEIS methodology as described above used examples based on the DEIS 


data for sturgeon. But the DEIS itself inappropriately measures HUs and cost per AAHU 


differently. Even though the reason for the proposed action is to “improve fish passage 


for pallid sturgeon,”8 the DEIS lumps sturgeon in with 13 other species in calculating 


HUs and cost per AAHU.9 Sturgeon benefits thus get a weight of only 1/14 in calculating 


HU benefits.10  


                                                 
5 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27. 
6 The DEIS calculates the FPCI based on a composite of 14 different fish species, as described in Section 
III.B.  The figures used here are calculated from parameters for pallid sturgeon only in Appendix D, pp. 11-
12 and 14-15. [(2+5)/2]*1*0.18/25 = .0252. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
7 12,637 (sturgeon HUs for the no-weir alternatives) minus 318 (sturgeon HUs for the No Action 
Alternative) equals 12,319. 
8 DEIS, p. 1-6. 
9 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1. 
10 Appendix D, p. 2, formula showing that the HUs for each species are weighted equally. 
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 The fallacy of the DEIS approach, as a statistical matter, can be seen by imagining 


what would happen if the proposed action, the Bypass Channel Alternative,11 would not 


allow any pallid sturgeon passage whatsoever, but passage for other species was 


unaffected. In that case, the HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative would be reduced 


by about 1/14, since the sturgeon-specific HU would drop to zero but the HUs for the 


other 13 species would stay the same. That would increase the cost per AAHU for the 


Bypass Channel Alternative by about 1/14, or about 7 percent. The DEIS methodology 


would still conclude that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the most cost-effective!12 


 A methodology in which an Alternative that provided no sturgeon passage could 


be rated the most cost-effective is an absurd methodology. The DEIS should have used 


sturgeon-specific data to calculate HUs and costs per AAHU, with any impacts on other 


species identified as required by NEPA, but not used to drive the policy choice. The 


analysis below uses sturgeon-specific data whenever it calculates HUs or costs per 


AAHU.  


 


 C. Focusing HU measurement on sturgeon reduces the HU benefit of the Bypass 


Channel Alternative relative to the Multiple Pumps Alternative 


 


 As described above (section IV.A), variations in HU between alternatives are 


driven entirely by variations in the FPCI between alternatives.  For the Multiple Pump 


Alternative, the FPCI is 1 for all fourteen species, and thus the sturgeon FPCI of 1 is the 


same as the composite FPCI reported in the DEIS. For the Bypass Channel alternative, 


however, the sturgeon FPCI is lower than the all-species FPCI. The DEIS calculates an 


FPCI for all fourteen species together of 0.674.13 But the sturgeon-specific FPCI for the 


Bypass Channel Alternative, using the data in the DEIS, is 0.600.14 Thus, using a 


                                                 
11 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
12 DEIS, p. 2-100, showing a Bypass Channel cost per AAHU of $727. Increasing that number by 7 percent 
would increase it to $778/AAHU, which would still be less than the cost of  the next cheapest alternative. 
Thus the Bypass Channel Alternative would remain the most cost-effective, according to the DEIS’s flawed 
methodology. 
13 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-27, showing average HUs of 8,054 for the Bypass Channel Alternative and  
11,949 for the two no-weir alternatives. 8,054/11,949 = .6740, which the DEIS rounds off to .67 for display 
purposes (while using the .674 figure for calculation purposes). 
14 Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10 (formulas for calculating FPCI), and pp. 11-12 and 13-14 (sturgeon-specific 
values for the inputs into the FPCI formula). The resultant sturgeon-specific FPCI is [(2+4)/2]*5*1/25 = .6. 
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sturgeon-specific FPCI reduces the HU for the Bypass Channel Alternative by some 11 


percent.15  


 With an FPCI of 0.6, the Bypass Channel Alternative produces only 60 percent as 


many HUs as the no-weir alternatives with their FPCI of 1.0. The net improvement in 


fish passage is even less than that, because (according to the DEIS), there is already some 


fish passage occurring under the No Action Alternative. When the small sturgeon passage 


the DEIS attributes to the No Action Alternative is considered, the net benefits of the 


Bypass Channel Alternative are even smaller, only 59 percent of the net benefits of the 


Multiple Pump Alternative, using DEIS data.16 


 


 D. The DEIS may be overstating the benefits to sturgeon of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative when it says they will have a FPCI of 0.600 


 


  1. DEIS vs. Supplemental EA 


 


 Just last year, the 2015 Supplemental EA said the FPCI for pallid sturgeon of the 


Bypass Channel alternative was only 0.5,17 or only half of the FPCI in the DEIS for 


Multiple Pumps.18 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains why it now shows an 


FPCI for sturgeon 20% larger than the Supplemental EA of 2015. Comparing the two 


documents, the basis for the higher FPCI in the DEIS is an increase in the forecast value 


for Fl. Fl is a variable which represents the probability of sturgeon finding the proposed 


bypass, with 1 lowest, 5 highest, and 3 corresponding to a 50 percent probability.19 Fl 


was 3 (out of a maximum of 5) in the Supplemental EA,20 but has been increased by 33 


percent, to 4, in the DEIS.21 That single change raises the overall FPCI for sturgeon from 


                                                 
15 0.600/0.674 = .890 = 89%, for a reduction of 11 percent. 
16 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, calculating sturgeon-specific HUs and the increase 
in HUs (compared to the No Action Alternative). The Bypass Channel Alternative produces 7,264 sturgeon 
HUs more than the No Action Case, while the no-weir alternatives produce 12,319 more HUs than the No 
Action Alternative. 7,264/12,319 = .5897 = 58.97 percent. 
17 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 23, Table 10.  
18 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3, for the FPCI for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative as calculated using DEIS data and DEIS methodology. 
19 Appendix D, p. 10. 
20 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
21 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
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0.5 in the Supplemental EA to 0.6 in the DEIS. The DEIS neither acknowledges nor 


explains why it now shows an Fl value for sturgeon that is 33% larger than the value in 


the Supplemental EA of 2015. Instead, the DEIS claims that it is using a value from 


“Corps (2014),”22 a date earlier than the Supplemental EA, which used a value of 3. If the 


FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative should have remained at 0.5, then the DEIS has 


overstated the sturgeon-specific HUs for the Bypass Channel Alternative by 20 percent.23   


 The impact of this arbitrary conversion is profound in terms of the results of the 


analysis. If the FPCI resulting from the choice of F1 of 3 instead of 4 is 0.5, as was used 


in the 2015 EA, then the cost per AAHU jumps to $876, less cost effective than the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative using either three or five pumps.24  If, in fact, the F1 value is 


actually 2 instead of 3, the FPCI becomes 0.4 and the cost per AAHU jumps to $1,110.25 


That the choice of F1 is highly subjective and that the uncertainty is not explicitly 


identified in assigning this value has been criticized in previous peer reviews of this 


methodology.26  At the very least, the range of uncertainty suggests that from a cost 


effectiveness perspective, a higher cost per AAHU for the Bypass Channel over any 


combination of Multiple Pumps would invariably result if this were modeled statistically.   


 


  2. The actual FPCI may be lower than either 0.6 or 0.5 


 


 Whether the DEIS methodology should produce an FPCI of 0.5 or 0.6 for 


sturgeon may, however, be a moot question. The DEIS contains minimal evidence of the 


ability/willingness of sturgeon to use natural bypass channels, and the ability/willingness 


of sturgeon to use artificial bypass channels.27 To the extent that sturgeon will be more 


than twice as likely to use a weir-free river as to use an artificial side channel with flows 


                                                 
22 Appendix D, p. 10. 
23 0.6 / 0.5 = 1.20, or an increase of 20 percent. 
24 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2a-4, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI 
and HU values for the Multiple Pump and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, 
pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
25 Id, line 2b. 
26 See, 2013 Battelle Peer Review, Final Independent External Peer Review Report for the Intake 
Diversion Dam Modification Lower Yellowstone Project, Montana Draft Supplement to the 26 April 2010 
Environmental Assessment and Appendices by Battelle, 505 King Avenue, Columbus, OH 43201 for 
Department of the Army, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Ecosystem Restoration Planning Center of 
Expertise for the St. Paul District, February 8, 2013 (cited below as “Battelle”). 
27 DEIS, pp. 2-105 to 2-108. 
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80+ percent smaller than main river flows, then the real FPCI will be below 0.5.28  A 


2013 analysis suggested that a bypass channel originating near the toe of the dam, as 


proposed in the DEIS, “appears to have a limited probability of success….The probability 


that the preferred alternative will perform as proposed is very low based on the scientific 


information presented, the number of project uncertainties and risks, and concerns 


regarding the sustainability of the bypass channel.”29 The DEIS does not consider the 


possibility that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative will be less than 0.5, which 


undermines the validity of its cost calculations. 


 


IV. DEIS benefit/cost results 


 


 A. Bypass Channel Alternative 


 


  1. Cost 


 


  The DEIS estimates the annualized cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative 


will be $5.171 million per year.30 That cost includes post-construction monitoring for 8 


years,31 but no costs for post-construction modifications based on the results of 


monitoring. The DEIS acknowledges that in the Bypass Channel alternative (unlike the 


no-weir alternatives), there is a “moderate” likelihood that adaptive management will be 


required once actual post-construction operations have been observed.32 The  


Supplemental EA published last year also suggested that adaptive management could 


require a variety of changes to the Bypass Channel once it was operational as more was 


learned about actual use (or non-use) of the newly constructed channel by pallid 


                                                 
28 The DEIS shows the FPCI for a weir-free river as 1.0. Thus the sturgeon FPCI for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative is simply the ratio of the number of sturgeon that would use the proposed bypass channel 
compared to the number of sturgeon that would use a weir-free main river. If more than twice as many 
sturgeon would choose a weir-free river over an artificial bypass channel, then that ratio is less than one out 
of two, and the Bypass Channel Alternative FPCI is less than 0.5.  
29 Battelle p. A-6. 
30 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
31 Appendix B, pdf p. 167 of 173. 
32 DEIS, p. 2-103. 
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sturgeon.33 The EA priced four such adaptive management measures that could be 


required for the Bypass Channel Alternative as a result of monitoring, and quantified 


their costs at an annualized $170,000 per year.34 A review of an earlier version of the EA 


suggested that the proposed bypass channel originating from the base of the dam was at 


risk of being “inundated” and suffering “scour damage and potential sediment 


deposition” during an overbank flood event, calling into question its “sustainability.”35 It 


concluded that for the “proposed bypass channel … some form of encouragement or form 


of guidance may be necessary to have the migrating pallid sturgeon find and enter [the 


bypass] channel.”36 Both of these problems (damage to the bypass channel during floods, 


and failure of pallid sturgeon to find or use the inlet to the bypass channel) are additional 


sources of future adaptive management costs. 


 Failure to account for such post-construction adaptive management costs means 


the true costs of Bypass Channel Alternative are likely to be higher (possibly much 


higher) if the initial design fails to entice sturgeon to enter and pass through the newly-


built bypass channel. Even if only half the adaptive management costs quantified in the 


Supplemental EA are added to the DEIS’s forecast of the cost of the Bypass Channel 


Alternative, which would raise its annualized cost from $5.171 million per year37 to 


$5.256 million per year. 


 


  2. Benefits for sturgeon 


 


 The sturgeon-specific increase in habitat units for the Bypass Channel Alternative, 


per the data in the DEIS, is 7264, based on a No Action HU of 318 and a Bypass Chanel 


Alternative HU of 7582.38 


 


  3. Cost per unit of HU increase 


                                                 
33 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf pp. 302-3 of 426. 
34 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, pdf p. 303 of 426. 
35 Battelle, p. A-3. 
36 Ibid. 
37 DEIS, pp. xxxii and 2-99. 
38 See the attached spreadsheet which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and HU values for the No Action 
and Bypass Channel Alternatives, using the formulae in Appendix D, pp. 2 and 10, and the sturgeon-
specific data in Appendix D, pp. 11-12 and 14-15. 
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 The cost per AAHU of the Bypass Channel Alternative would be $724, based on 


the increase in sturgeon-specific HUs from the No Action Alternative to the Bypass 


Channel Alternative, and the DEIS cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative plus half the 


Supplemental EA cost for specific adaptive management measures for the Bypass 


Channel Alternative.39  However, as noted above, it would be $876 if the FPCI value 


from the 2015 EA were used,40 and may be as high as $1,110 if uncertainty of the fish 


passage benefit is included in the calculation.41 


 


 B. Multiple Pumps alternative 


 


 The DEIS projects an annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 


$10.595 million per year.42 However, this cost projection needs to be adjusted for a 


variety of ways in which the DEIS has either overforecasted costs or included 


unnecessary equipment (and thus costs) in its description of the scope of the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative. 


 


  1. Operating cost is overstated due to errors in calculating pumping energy 


requirements, and hence pumping energy cost - $111,000 per year 


 


   a. The DEIS assumes too high of a water diversion requirement 


 


 The DEIS assumes that the average amount of water diverted will be 1100 cfs 


over the 5-month period from May-September43 (April water use does not require 


pumping, but can rely on gravity diversions). The 1100 cfs figure is overstated because of 


rounding; the DEIS itself says the actual number is 1078 cfs.44 But even the 1078 cfs 


                                                 
39 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 2, which calculates sturgeon-specific FPCI and 
HU values for the No Action and Bypass Channel Alternatives, the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative 
including an adjustment for adaptive management, and the resultant cost per AAHU. 
40 Id., line 2a. 
41 Id., line 2b. 
42 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1, and p. 2-99. 
43 Appendix A, pdf  p. 204 of 527. 
44 Ibid. 
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figure is incorrect; the 42-year average is below 1000 cfs, and the average for the most 


recent 11 years of data is 1044 cfs.45 


 


   b. The DEIS assumes unnecessarily lumpy pumping increments 


 


 The DEIS assumes that as water diversions by gravity drop, the amount of water 


needed to be pumped will grow by 275 cfs increments, reflecting the pumping capacity at 


each site. But each site will have three separate pumps (actually four in the DEIS, but the 


fourth one is a spare). So even if pumps have to be used in an all-or-nothing mode (which 


may not be true), the amount of pumping is still controllable to 92 cfs steps, rather than 


275 cfs steps. That reduces the amount of pumping required by a considerable amount. 


 


   c. The DEIS assumes pumps are operated in an inefficient manner 


 


 The DEIS points out that when pumped water is being delivered to the main canal 


above the check structure called Burns Creek Overchute, tailwater effects will make it 


impossible to simultaneously divert water by gravity flow at Intake. But the converse is 


also true: when pumped water is being delivered below Burns Creek Overchute, it will be 


possible to simultaneously divert water at Intake.46 Of the five proposed pump sites, two 


would deliver to the Main Canal above Burns Creek Overchute (although the site 2 


delivery point is less than one mile above Burns Creek Overchute,47 and thus could 


potentially be moved to solve this problem). The DEIS acknowledges that all three of the 


downstream pump sites could be operating at their full 825 cfs capacity without 


simultaneously impairing gravity diversions of up to 550 cfs at Intake. Thus it would 


certainly be possible to operate any one of the lower three sites without impairing gravity 


diversions at Intake. The DEIS incorrectly assumes that when only one pump site is being 


used, it would have to be the farthest downstream one. If Site 3 pumps were used before 


Site 4 or 5 pumps, pumping costs would be reduced because Site 3 requires less pumping 


energy per cfs pumped than sites 4 or 5. 


                                                 
45 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab. 
46 Appendix A, pdf p. 200 of 527. 
47 Ibid. 
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   d. The DEIS does not address monthly variations in both 


hydrology and irrigation requirements 


 


 The DEIS models the level of pumping energy based on average diversion 


requirements across the full 5-month season and gravity diversion capability across the 


full 5-month season. The DEIS presents, but does not use, data on monthly gravity 


diversion capability. The Federal agencies have also previously provided monthly 


diversion data for 28 historical years. Thus data exists to allow the pumping requirement 


calculations to be done on a month-by-month basis, which is more accurate. 


 


   e. Altogether, the DEIS overestimates pumping loads by more than 


28 percent 


 


 Correcting for the overstated average diversion requirements in the DEIS, the 


DEIS’s failure to account for the presence of three pumps at each pumping site, and the 


DEIS’s assumption that the most costly site will have to be used first (rather than third), 


and then modeling pumping requirements separately for each month, the overall average 


pumping requirement turns out to be 7.85 gwh per year, not the 10.1 gwh asserted in the 


DEIS.48 The DEIS has overstated pumping energy requirements by at least 28 percent.49 


Based on the DEIS’s forecasted cost of $500,000 per year for 10.1 gwh, the savings from 


the lower actual pumping requirements would be $0.111 million per year,50 and pumping 


costs would be reduced to $389,000 per year.51 


 


  2. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump site 3 - $0.568 


million 


 


                                                 
48 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
49 10.1/7.853 = 1.286, for an overstatement of 28.6 percent. The “at least” is because the calculations do not 
account for the possibility of running individual pumps at less than 100 percent of their capacity. 
50 $500,000 x (10,100 – 7853)/10,100. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 9. 
51 $500,000 - $111,000 = $389,000. 
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 The DEIS proposes a 5600 feet long pipe to deliver water from pump site 3 to the 


Main Canal, using a convoluted route.52 Eliminating the long east-west section along 


County Route 103 would cut the pipe length by about 2600 feet,53 or almost 50%, thereby 


reducing its cost by $429,000.54 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario includes an 


additional 32.46% contingency for discharge pipeline costs,55 the reduction in the total 


DEIS cost for reducing the Site 3 piping length would be $429,000 x 1.3246 = 


$568,000.56 This is just the reduction in costs for the pipe itself, and does not include 


additional savings in installation costs, which were not quantifiable from the data in the 


DEIS. 


 


  3. Capital cost is overstated due to piping length for pump sites 4 and 5 - 


$0.437 million 


 


 The DEIS proposes to reduce the cost of pumping sites 4 and 5 by having a 


common outlet structure to deliver their water to the Main Canal,57 which seems 


reasonable. However, the proposed location of the outlet structure requires about 1400 


linear feet of parallel piping from where the two outlet pipes reach each other to where 


they would reach the outlet structure.58 Locating the outlet structure directly inland of 


pump site 4 would shorten that parallel pipe distance to about 400 feet,59 thus savings a 


total of 2000 feet of piping (1000 for each pump site). It would also save the cost of an 


inverted siphon on lateral HH where it would need to pass under the outlet pipes,60 which 


have not been quantified here. The capital cost savings would be $330,000.61 Because the 


                                                 
52 Appendix A, pdf p. 228 of 527. 
53 Ibid. 
54 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” 
diameter pipe, per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe 
proposed at Site 3, plus 6% for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84 inch diameter pipe. 
2600 feet x $165/foot = $429,000. 
55 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
56 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 1. 
57 According to the map in Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527.  
58 Appendix A, pdf p. 230 of 527. 
59 Appendix A, pdf p. 229 of 527. 
60 Appendix A, pdf pp. 229 and 316-317 of 527. 
61 $100 per linear foot, per document BOR-0005749/50. $100/linear foot is a 2013 estimate for 54” 
diameter pipe, per Attachment 1 to Agency data response of 12/22/15. Scaling up linearly for 84” pipe 
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Multiple Pump Scenario includes an additional 32.46% contingency for discharge 


pipeline costs,62 the reduction in the total DEIS cost for reducing the Sites 4 and 5  piping 


length would be $330,000 x 1.3246 = $437,000.63 This is just the reduction in costs for 


the pipe itself, and does not include additional savings in installation costs, which were 


not quantifiable from the data in the DEIS. 


 


  4. Capital and operating costs are overstated due to the inclusion of 


unnecessary backup equipment 


 


   a. Back-up pumps: $2.987 million of capital and $178,000 per year 


of OM&R costs 


 


  The DEIS includes capital costs for back-up pumps at all five sites, as 


protection against one of the three pumps at each site failing. However, if a pump fails at 


one site, backup pumping can be supplied from the other sites. Only if all five sites are 


already operating, and all three pumps at each site are already operating, would a pump 


failure be unreplaceable from increased pumping at another site.64 Even then, diversions 


of 1283 cfs would still be possible using the 14 remaining pumps. 


 The DEIS provides daily diversion levels for only two years, 2000 and 2012, 


which were years with average diversions about 5 percent above average.65 During those 


two years, diversions exceed 1283 cfs only 17 days in 2000 and 23 days in 2012.66 


During the days when diversions exceeded 1283 cfs, they did so by an average of 32 cfs 


                                                                                                                                                 
proposed at Site 3, plus 6% for 2013-2016 inflation, yields $165 per linear foot for 84 inch diameter pipe. 
2000 feet x $165/foot = $330,000. 
62 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
63 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 2. 
64 This ignores the possibility of two different pumps failing at the same time, which is presumably very 
unlikely (since the DEIS did not propose having two backup pumps at each site). 
65 Diversions in those two years averaged 1094 cfs and 1097 cfs respectively. Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 
527. The average diversion for the most recent 11 years of available data was 1044 cfs (for the total 42 
years of available data, the average diversion was 985 cfs). See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical 
diversions” tab, Excel cells F347 and F345. 1097 is 53 more than 1044, or 5%. 
66 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 and 478-480 of 527. 
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in 2000 and 56 cfs in 2012.67 Thus, averaged across the entire irrigation season, the 


average diversion in excess of 1283 cfs was just 6 cfs.68  


 The average number of days when a pump outage would affect diversion 


capability with 2000 or 2012 diversion rates is 20 per year.69 The chance that there would 


be a pump out of service in all 20 such days is clearly much less than 100 percent. The 


consequences if there were a pump out of service on all 20 such days per year would be 


an average reduction in water deliveries of 6 cfs, or less than 0.6 percent of the annual 


average deliveries in 2000 and 2012 of about 1100 cfs.70 


 Spending millions of dollars to mitigate a small chance of a 0.6% impact is 


clearly not cost-effective. By not installing backup pumps at each site, but instead relying 


on the not-in-use pumps at other sites to provide backup, the capital cost of the Multiple 


Pump Scenario can be reduced by $2.163 million.71 Because the Multiple Pump Scenario 


includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,72 the reduction in the 


total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.163 million x 138.1% = $2.987 million.73 In 


addition, annual levelized operation, maintenance and replacement costs of $178,000 per 


year will be avoided.74 


 


   b. Back-up diesel generators at all five sites (as protection against 


power failures) - $3.446 million of capital cost  


 


  The DEIS includes capital costs of $2.495 million for diesel generators to 


provide a backup source of electricity in the event of a power failure.75 This is an even 


more extreme case of overbuilding. Reliability data is publicly available for the Glendive 


district of Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU). It shows that for the last 7 years, 2009-15 


                                                 
67 Ibid. 
68 (32*17 + 56*23)/(2*153) = 5.98. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
71 Appendix B, pdf p. 119 of 173. This is just the cost for the back-up pumps themselves, and does not 
include the cost savings for any reduction in building size and installation costs, which could be 
considerable. 
72 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
73 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 3. 
74 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, 25% (one pump out of four proposed at each site) times OM&R 
categories 11-14 and 16 costs of $713,000 per year. 
75 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
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inclusive, the average customer has experienced 222 minutes per year of outages,76 or 3.7 


hours per year. That’s less than one hour in 2000. The longest single outage during that 


entire period appears to be an outage lasting 11 hours on July 27 of 2015.77 The expected 


consequences of not having backup generators would thus be 3.7 outage hours per 8760 


(the number of hours in a year) x 153 days out of 365 (because outages outside the 


irrigation season would not affect pumping, and pumping would not be required in April) 


x .73 (because 27 percent of the time during the irrigation season no pumping would be 


happening)78 x 459 cfs (the average pumping rate while pumping),79 or less than 0.1 cfs 


on average.  


 Or consider the worst case situation, an 11 hour long outage that affected all five 


pump stations and occurred on a day when all 5 pump stations were in use. That’s what 


the July 27, 2015 outage would have been if the Multiple Pumps alternative had been in 


effect then (and if the outage had affected all five pump sites). Diversions that day 


averaged 1310 cfs, so shutting off power for 11 hours would have reduced average 


diversions that day by 11/24 x 1310 = 600 cfs.  Diversions on the following days were 


1280-1310 cfs. By increasing them to 1374 cfs for the next 9 days, the entire shortfall on 


July 27 would have been replaced. Farmers would have received at most 46 percent less 


water than they expected, for one day only, but then 5-7 percent more on each of the next 


9 days. It’s hard to imagine the consequences of such a once-in-a-decade event merit 


spending millions on backup generators. According to the DEIS, the capital cost for the 


five proposed back-up generators is $2.495 million.80 Because the Multiple Pump 


Scenario includes an additional 38.1% contingency for pump station costs,81 the 


reduction in the total DEIS cost for pump stations will be $2.495 million x 138.1% = 


$3.446 million.82  


 


                                                 
76 Data for the 2005-08 period shows an outage rate less than half as large as for 2009-15. For the last seven 
years, outage rates have been fairly flat, with no up or down trend. 
77 2015 MDU Electric Reliability Report, available at 
http://www.psc.mt.gov/docs/ElectricReliabilityReports/2015ElectricReliabilityReports/default.asp.  
78 Appendix A, pdf p. 205 of 527. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173. 
81 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
82 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 4. 
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  5. Reduced capital cost for lower adaptive management costs 


 


 The DEIS assumes that whatever construction costs are forecasted to be incurred 


have to be increased by one percent to account for adaptive management during 


construction.83 Thus when capital costs are reduced, as described above, the DEIS’s cost 


methodology would reduce annualized adaptive management costs by a further one 


percent. That reduction comes to $74,000.84 


 


  6. Reduced direct capital costs from shortened pipe lengths also reduce 


associated planning, engineering, design and construction management costs - $1.038 


million 


 


 The excess direct capital costs in the DEIS estimate for the Multiple Pump 


alternative which are identified above (before contingency adders) come to $5.471 


million.85 The DEIS calculates additional costs for planning, engineering, design, and 


project management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.86 Thus, reducing direct 


capital costs by $5.471 million would, according to the DEIS, reduce the associated 


planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs $5.471 x 0.15 = 


$0.821 million. 


 The DEIS includes a 26.52 percent contingency factor for planning, engineering, 


design, and construction management costs for the Multiple Pump Alternative.87 Thus the 


                                                 
83 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173 (making clear that the 1 percent is for adaptive 
management “during construction”).  
84 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 5. 
85 $0.429 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.330 million for reduced discharge pipe 
length for sites 4-5, $2.163 million for eliminating back-up pumps, $2.495 million for eliminating back-up 
generators, and $0.054 million for adaptive management during construction.  See the attached spreadsheet, 
“Multiple Pump costs” tab, lines 1-5, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
86 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. Note that the actual planning, engineering, design, and construction 
management costs shown in the DEIS are $12.772 million for a construction contract of $84.277 million 
(Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), which is 15.15 percent and not 15%. The apparent reason for the extra 
0.15% is the 1 percent adder for adaptive management costs during construction (DEIS, p. 2-98). Those 
costs are not shown on the page cited here but their impact on planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs is included. 
87 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
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total cost reduction for planning, engineering, design, and construction management costs 


would be $0.821 million x 1.2652 = $1.038 million.88 


 


  7. Reduced investment costs due to reduced interest during construction - 


$0.425 million 


 


 The DEIS estimates that the direct (“first”) cost of the Multiple Pumps alternative, 


$132.028 million,89 would be increased by another $6.557 million, or 4.966 percent, due 


to interest during construction.90 The adjustments described above reduce the cost of the 


Multiple Pump alternative by $8.551 million.91 Thus they would also reduce the interest 


during construction by $8.551 million x 4.966 percent, or $425,000.92 


 


  8. Adjusted capital cost is lower by $8.975 million, which corresponds to 


6.476 percent, which corresponds to $0.339 million per year on an annualized basis. 


 


 The total of the adjustments described above, including reduced interest during 


construction, comes to $8.975 million.93 That is 6.476 percent of the total investment cost 


of $138.585 million reported in the DEIS.94 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized 


average annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million 


will be $5.515 million, for a fixed charge rate of 3.98 percent.95 The corresponding 


reduction in annual investment-related costs, based on the 6.476 percent adjustment 


identified above, will be 6.476 percent x $5.515 million, or $357,000 per year. 


                                                 
88 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 6. 
89 Ibid.; also DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
90 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. 
91  $0.568 million for reduced discharge pipe length for site 3, $0.437 million for reduced discharge pipe 
length for sites 4-5, $2.987 million for eliminating back-up pumps,  $3.446 million for eliminating back-up 
generators, $0.074 million for adaptive management during construction, and $1.038 million for planning, 
engineering, design, and construction management costs. See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump 
costs” tab, line 12. 
92 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 7. 
93 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 8. 
94 DEIS, p. xxxii. 8.975/138.585 = .06476 = 6.476%. 
95 Ibid. 5.515/138.585 = .039795 = 3.98%. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump cost” tab, 
line 12. 
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Alternatively, the reduction can be calculated as $8.975 million x 3.98 percent, which is 


also $357,000 per year.96 


 


  9. Corrected annualized cost is $9.949 million per year 


 


  The DEIS reports a total annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative of $10.595 million per year.97 The adjustments described above reduce that 


number by $0.646 million, based on reductions of $289,000 per year for electricity 


operating costs and pump OM&R,98 and $357,000 per year for annualized capital cost 


savings.99 The adjusted annualized cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative is thus $9.949 


million per year.100 


 


  10. Environmental benefits to sturgeon 


 


 The DEIS presents calculated Habitat Unit (HU) values for each Alternative, and 


the increase over the No Action Alternative that each other alternative would produce.101 


As discussed above (Section III.C) the DEIS numbers are basically meaningless, because 


they average sturgeon HU values together with HU values for 13 other species, including 


such non-threatened species as smallmouth bass.102 The DEIS nowhere provides 


sturgeon-specific HU values. However, this shortcoming is easily overcome, since the 


DEIS does provide the equations and the data needed to calculate the sturgeon-specific 


HU for each alternative.103 Using the data in the DEIS, the pallid sturgeon-specific fish 


passage connectivity indices (FPCI) are .0252 for the No Action Alternative,104 0.600 for 


the Bypass Channel Alternative,105 and 1.000 for the Multiple Pumps Alternative.106  


                                                 
96 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
97 DEIS, p. xxxii. 
98 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
99 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 13. 
100 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 17. 
101 Appendix D, p. 16. 
102 Appendix D, pp. 4, 9, 14, 15. 
103 Appendix D, pp. 2, 10 (formulae underlying FPCI), 4 (habitat acres), 11-12 and 14-15 (data used in the 
FPCI formula. HU is then simply FPCI x habitat acres.  
104 [(5 + 2)/2]*1*.018 / 25 = .252; see Appendix D, pp. 11-12, 14-15 for data. 
105 [(2 + 4)/2]*5*1 / 25 = 0.600; ibid. 
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Note that the FPCI for the Bypass Channel Alternative, is 20 percent higher than the 


corresponding FPCI for that alternative in the 2015 Supplemental EA. In that document, 


the value for the Fl parameter was given as 3,107 but in the DEIS it has been increased to 


4.108 The DEIS neither acknowledges nor explains this increase. 


 Multiplying the alternative-specific sturgeon FPCIs times the 12637 acres of 


pallid sturgeon habitat upstream of Intake Dam109 gives the following sturgeon-specific 


HUs: 318 for the No Action Alternative, 7582 for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 


12,637 for the Multiple Pump Alternative.110 The incremental HUs are then 7264 when 


going from No Action to Bypass, 12,319 when going from No Action to Multiple Pumps, 


and 5,055 when going from Bypass Channel Alternative to the Multiple Pump 


Alternative.111 


 


   


 


V. Implications of the DEIS cost/benefit methodology with adjusted Multiple Pumps 


Alternative costs 


 


 The DEIS’s cost/benefit methodology is based on choosing the alternative with 


the lowest cost per added AAHU, as compared to the AAHU with the No Action 


Alternative. The numbers in the DEIS clearly indicate that the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative is better for pallid sturgeon than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin 


of 5055 sturgeon HUs.112 The problem with the Multiple Pumps Alternative, according to 


the DEIS methodology, is not even that it costs too much. The DEIS calculates costs of 


$727/AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $962/AAHU for the Multiple Pump 


                                                                                                                                                 
106 [(5 + 5)/2] *5 *1 / 25 = 1.000; ibid. Note that the value on p. 12 in Table 1-8 is shown as 2, but this is a 
typo and it should be 5. The DEIS does not show the actual FPCI calculations, but it appears they used 5, as 
they should have. 
107 Supplemental EA, Appendix E, Attachment 1, “Fish Passage Benefits Analysis,” p. 16, Table 6. 
108 Appendix D, p. 11, Table 1-7. 
109 Appendix D, p. 4, Table 1-1, last line. 
110 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Ibid, line 3. Even when 13 species other than sturgeon are considered, the DEIS concludes that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is better than the Bypass Channel Alternative, by a margin of  3895 HUs. 
Appendix D, p. 22, Table 2-5. 
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Alternative, and concludes that both of those alternatives are cost-effective.113 The 


adjusted costs discussed above, and the use of sturgeon-specific HUs, narrow the gap 


between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pump Alternatives considerably, to 


$724/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative and $808/sturgeon AAHU for 


the Multiple Pumps with the adjustments above.114 Applying the 2015 EA FPCI scores 


results in a cost of $876/sturgeon AAHU for the Bypass Channel Alternative115 – 


substantially higher than the DEIS estimates, and higher than the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative.116 As noted above, the cost/sturgeon AAHU may be as high as $1,110 if 


uncertainty of the fish passage benefit is included in the calculation.117 Again, the failure 


of the agencies to incorporate uncertainty into their analysis completely reverses the 


conclusions regarding the cost effectiveness of their preferred alternative.118 


 


 


VI. Alternative approaches – additional overpricing of the multiple pumps alternative 


 


The Agencies have emphasized costs as a determining factor for preference in 


comparing one alternative against the rest (as opposed to efficiency or effectiveness).  In 


addition, the Multiple Pumps Alternative evaluated in the DEIS is designed to ensure that 


the irrigation district receives even more water than it is guaranteed to receive now, and 


the agencies never consider the many ways that the costs could be reduced and irrigation 


water delivered through alternative mechanisms. Therefore, it is appropriate to question 


why they did not address a other mechanisms that reduced overall costs while 


maintaining high probabilities of fish passage.  Additional avenues of cost savings not 


analyzed by the Agencies in the Multiple Pumps Alternative are listed below.  There are 


multiple configurations that the Agencies failed to analyze.   


 


                                                 
113 Appendix D, p. 20, Table 2-3. Note that the DEIS uses costs that do not have any of the adjustments 
discussed above, and uses HU values for 14 total species, of which pallid sturgeon is just one. 
114 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 3. 
115 See the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab, line 2a. 
116 Ibid., lines 2a and 3. 
117 Ibid., line 2b. 
118 Ibid., lines 2-2b versus lines 3-4. 
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For example, using three pump sites instead of the five in the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative, which was not considered or analyzed in the DEIS, could provide 100 


percent of the sturgeon passage benefits of the Multiple Pump alternative, and on average 


allow 96 percent of the historical level of water diversion rights, at only 75-80 percent of 


the cost.119 Using only three pump sites would have a 10.4 percent lower cost per unit of 


sturgeon habitat improvement than any alternative considered in the DEIS,120 and a 


quantity of habitat improvement equal to the highest level of any alternative considered 


in the DEIS. It would also allow the irrigators to divert their actual historical average 


annual diversions 99 percent of the time.121 Thus, using fewer pumps than analyzed in the 


DEIS, Multiple Pumps Alternative would be much better for pallid sturgeon than the 


DEIS-endorsed Bypass Channel Alternative, and not nearly as bad for farmers as the 


Bypass Channel Alternative would be for sturgeon (when compared to using multiple 


pumps).  


 Adding the most cost-effective of the measures from the Multiple Pumps with 


Conservation Measures Alternative, combined with using fewer pumps, would make the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative even better at meeting the water needs of farmers (section 


VII.A). Acknowledging the existing trend of conversion from flood irrigation to 


sprinklers would further reduce the impact on farmers (section VII.B). Additional options 


could also reduce the impact on farmers from an alternative where pumping with fewer 


sites could not produce the entire water right (sections VII.C-E). 


 


                                                 
119 Per section VI.B, below, and the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23, using three 
pump sites instead of five would have an annualized cost of $7.985 million. Per the DEIS, the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative would have an annualized cost of $10.595 million. Per section IV.B, below, and the 
attached spreadsheet, that cost could be lowered to $9.949 million. $7.985/$10.595 = .754 = 75.4%. 
$7.985/$9.949 = .803 = 80.3%. 
120 $648 per annual average HU, versus $724 (and possibly as much as $1,110) for the Bypass Channel 
Alternative. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b and 4. 648/724 = .896, or a 
10.4% reduction. 
121 Actual diversions average only about ¾ of diversion rights, so an alternative that provides less than 100 
percent of diversion rights will provide a higher percentage of diversion needs than of diversion rights.  
Over a 42 year period for which data is available, diversions have averaged 985 cfs, which is only 72% of 
1374 cfs (attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab). Even the average diversion over the 11 years 
since 2003 for which data is available, 1045 cfs (ibid.), is only 76% of 1374 cfs. The DEIS assumes an 
average diversion of 1100 cfs (Appendix A, pdf  p. 204 of 527; that is above the historical average), but 
even that is just 80 percent of 1374 cfs. The attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, 
Excel cells A32 (99 percent exceedance line) and BG32 (1047 cfs diversion feasible at that exceedance 
level) shows that using three pump sites could divert more than 1045 cfs 99 percent of the time. 
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 A. Pump sites 1-2 result in high costs for small additional water diversions; 


savings from omitting sites 1-2 


 


 In the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the number of pumps and pump stations was 


chosen so as to assure potential diversions of 1374 cfs in every hour of every year, 


without regard to hydrological conditions. That is actually somewhat more diversion 


capacity than currently exists, since the current diversion right of 1374 cfs is contingent 


on river flows above 3000 cfs at Intake,122 which 42 years of irrigation-season gauge data 


shows fails to happen 0.68 percent of the time (2.92% of the time in August).123 So times 


already currently exist where the full 1374 cfs cannot be legally withdrawn. 


 The DEIS also shows that gravity diversions of at least 167 cfs would be possible 


at all times even with the Intake Dam removed (or 207 cfs if periods when the 


Yellowstone River flow is below 3000 cfs are excluded, since at those times diversions 


would not be allowed even if the Intake Dam were present).124 However, making those 


gravity diversions would not be possible if pumping were occurring at pump sites 1 or 2, 


the two sites closest to Intake. Thus, in order to pump more than 825 cfs (the amount that 


could be pumped from sites 3-5), gravity diversions would have to cease. The result is 


that the 550 cfs that could be pumped from sites 1-2 would come at the price of a 


reduction of at least 167-207 cfs in gravity diversions. Hence, the net increase in possible 


diversions due to the inclusion of sites 1 and 2 in the Multiple Pumps Alternative is, at 


most, 525 minus 167-207 cfs, or 318-358 cfs.  


 The DEIS also shows that pump sites 1-2 would be expected to be needed to 


operate only 3 percent of the time.125 Given that very low capacity factor one may ask, 


what happens if Pump Sites 1 and 2 are not developed? Farmers would receive somewhat 


                                                 
122 Appendix A, pdf pp. 352-353 of 527. 
123 Based on 1967-2008 daily Sydney gauge flows on May-September days at or below 1620 cfs, which 
implies that even if Intake diversions had been the maximum 1374 cfs, with no return flows between Intake 
and Sydney, Intake flows would have had to be no more than 2994 cfs. See the attached spreadsheet, 
“Sydney gauge data” tab, Excel cells F11 – I22. Note that the DEIS assumes no return flows in at least the 
first 18.7 river miles below Intake. Appendix A, pdf p. 194 of 527. 
124 See the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites” tab, Excel column R and the note 
below in columns Q-U. 
125 Appendix B, pdf p. 197 of 527. 
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less water, which would theoretically affect crop yields and revenues (a cost to them). 


But on the other hand, they would lower operating costs to pay, which would be a benefit 


to them. The discussion below addresses both the cost savings from building fewer 


pumps, and the water diversion and delivery implications of doing so by using only three 


pump sites (3-5 in the DEIS’s Multiple Pumps Alternative). 


 The analysis below does not answer the question of whether farmers would be 


better served by using three pump sites (lower cost, less water) or a Multiple Pump 


Alternative (higher cost, more water). Nor does it answer the threshold standard set in the 


DEIS, that any alternative selected for development should be “sustainable.” 


 


 B Effects of Using only Three Pump Sites 


 


  1. Consequences for sturgeon 


 


 Using only three pump sites would look much like the Multiple Pumps 


Alternative in the DEIS, but without development of pump sites 1 and 2. Because it 


would also remove the existing Intake Dam, its fish passage effects would be the same as 


those of the other no-weir alternatives. It would produce 12,319 incremental HUs for 


sturgeon, relative to the No Action Alternative.126 That is some 5055 HUs (70 percent) 


more than the increase of 7,264 sturgeon HUs produced when going from the No Action 


Alternative to the Bypass Channel Alternative.127  


 


  2. Consequences for farmers128 


 


 Because it would never pump water into the Main Canal above the Burns Creek 


Overchute, using three pump sites would allow for simultaneous pumping and gravity 


diversions in all hours. However, it would not be able to divert 1374 cfs in as many hours. 
                                                 
126 Section V.B, above. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab. 
127 Ibid. 
128 All numerical results in this subsection are based on DEIS hydrology data from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 
of 527, and on annual diversion data for 42 years and monthly diversion data for 28 years, all supplied by 
the Agencies in various data responses to Defenders of Wildlife and NRDC. All of the data and 
calculations from the data not footnoted below are shown in the attached spreadsheet, in the “Flow with no 
dam, 3 pump sites” tab. 
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The Bypass Channel Alternative would allow diversions of 1374 cfs in about 98.6 


percent of all hours,129 but would produce only 7264/12319 = 59% as many incremental 


sturgeon HUs as a no-weir alternative.130 Conversely, using three pump sites would 


produce the maximum level of incremental sturgeon HUs, but would allow diversion of 


1374 cfs only 68 percent of the time.131 It would, however, allow average diversions 


above the historical average monthly diversion in the months of May, June, and 


September, and under 97% of hydrological conditions in July and 70+ percent in 


August.132 Even when feasible diversions did not reach 1374 cfs, they would exceed 1100 


cfs 97% of the time.133 1100 cfs is more than the historical average monthly and annual 


diversions that have actually occurred at Intake.134 The expected average annual 


diversion, taking into account monthly diversion requirements that are well below 1374 


cfs, would be 1140 cfs, or 346,000 acre-feet.135 That is 9.1 percent above the average 


annual diversion over the last 11 years of 317,000 acre-feet.136 The expected feasible 


average annual diversion using three pump sites would be 1324 cfs, or over 400,000 acre-


feet for the May-September season.137 1324 cfs is over 96 percent of the maximum 


                                                 
129 Based on the current 1374 cfs diversion right requiring Yellowstone River flows at Intake of 3000 cfs 
and above, per Appendix A, pp. 352-3. Interpolated between 98 and 99 percent per data in Appendix A, pdf 
p. 328 of 527. 
130 See analysis above, and in the attached spreadsheet, “Costs per AAHU” tab. 
131 Appendix A, pdf p. 322 of 527. The 68% figure is the percentage of the time that gravity diversions 
would be above 549 cfs, which when combined with up to 825 cfs of pumping from three sites would allow 
total diversions of 1374 cfs. The 68% figure can also be interpolated from Appendix A, pdf p. 197 of 527, 
showing gravity diversions of 527 cfs as feasible 70% of the time and diversions of 620 cfs as feasible 60% 
of the time. 
132 Attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab. Excel cells V7-Z7 show the historical 
average monthly diversions, based on 28 years of data from the “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells 
F337-F341, and scaled up 9% to reflect annual diversions in the most recent 11 years (“Historical 
diversions tab”, Excel cell F347) which were higher than those in the 28 years with monthly data 
(Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F342). The percent of the time 825 cfs could meet average monthly 
pumping diversions is determined by looking at the cell in columns V-Z where the required pumping 
exceeds 825 cfs, and reading across to the corresponding exceedance level in Column A. 
133 Appendix A, pdf pp. 204-205, showing only pump sites 3-5 are needed 97 percent of the time to achieve 
1100 cfs of total diversion. The 97 percent figure can also be interpolated from the 95% and 98% lines on 
Appendix B, pp. 197 or 329, showing that gravity diversions of 275 cfs will be achievable 97% of the time. 
275 cfs of gravity diversion, when combined with 825 cfs of pumping from three sites, produces a total 
diversion of  1100 cfs. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, rightmost 
column (showing pumping capacity at different gravity diversion exceedance levels) and the leftmost 
column (showing the exceedance levels for each line of data). For exceedance levels up to 97 percent in the 
leftmost column, potential diversions in the rightmost column exceed 1100 cfs. 
134 See the attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cells F337-347. 
135 See the attached spreadsheet, , “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells BE40 and BE41. 
136 Ibid., Excel cells BE43 and BK43. 
137 Ibid., Excel cells BG40 and BI40. 
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diversion of 1374 cfs under the current water right.138  Thus, though the Agencies did not 


analyze daily demand with actual hydrology, it is likely that irrigators would get most of 


the water they need most of the days they need it. 


 


 C. Costs using only three pump sites 


 


 The only reason to choose three pump sites instead of five is cost. Since the DEIS 


puts a premium on cost in choosing between alternatives, the cost benefits of the using 


just three pump sites would be significant if the ultimate decision is based on the logic of 


the DEIS.  


  Using fewer pump sites would have substantially lower capital and operating 


costs for any Multiple Pumps Alternative. The cost estimates below are based on the data 


supplied in the DEIS. 


 


  1. Capital costs 


 


 The DEIS shows a total capital cost for the Multiple Pumps Alternative of 


$132.028 million.139 This cost is broken down in the DEIS Appendices into land, 


construction, planning/engineering/design, and construction management components, as 


well as contingency adders for each of those components.140 The discussion below 


quantifies the savings from each of these components  using three pump sites as 


compared to the Multiple Pumps Alternative. 


 


   a. Land - $0.222 million 


 


 The DEIS forecasts land acquisition costs of $443,000, or $554,000 when 


contingency costs are included.141 With three pump sites instead of five, those costs could 


be reduced by 40 percent, or a total of $222,000.142 


                                                 
138 1324/1374 = .963 = 96.3%. 
139 DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1. Also p. 2-99, and Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
140 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
141 Ibid. 
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   b. Construction - $31.524 million 


 


 The DEIS forecasts construction contract costs of $84.277 million before 


contingency.143 It then disaggregates the forecasted construction contract cost by site, 


with the forecasted costs for Sites 1 and 2 equal to $10.484 million and $12.561 million, 


respectively, or a total of $23.044 million.144 The DEIS applies a contingency rate of 36.8 


percent to its construction estimate,145 which means the $23.044 million savings have to 


be increased by 36.8 percent, to $31.524 million.146 


 


   c. Reduced piping length for sites 3-5 discharge pipes - $1.005 


million 


 


 As described above in the discussion of the Multiple Pumps Alternative, the DEIS 


chooses routes for the discharge pipes for sites 3-5 which are inordinately long. Alternate 


routes would save piping costs estimated to be at least $1.005 million.147 There would be 


additional capital cost savings for reduced installation costs, which are not quantified 


here due to lack of data in the DEIS. 


 


   d. Reduced costs associated with backup pumps - $0 


 


 In the discussion above of the Multiple Pump Alternative, backup pumps are 


identified as an unnecessary expense, since with 15 pumps at five different sites, there 


will be very few hours when all 15 pumps will need to be in service. Thus, pump outages 


can be mitigated by using one of the other 14 pumps. If only three pump sites are used, 


there would be only nine pumps, and they would be much more likely to all be in service 


                                                                                                                                                 
142 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 1. 
143 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
144 Appendix B, pdf p. 157 of 173. 
145 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173. 
146 See attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 2. 
147 See section V.B, above. The $1.005 million consists of $0.429 million of direct costs and $0.139 million 
of contingency at Site 3, and $0.330 million of direct costs plus $0.107 million of contingency at Sites 4-5. 
See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 3-4. 
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at any given time.148 Thus if only three pump sites are used, a backup pump may be 


reasonable at each site.  


 


   e. Reduced cost associated with backup generators - $2.666 million 


 


 The analysis of the Multiple Pump Alternative, above, quantified a capital cost 


savings of $3.446 million from not installing backup generators at each site. The basis for 


forgoing backup generation is the infrequency of power failures, coupled with their short 


duration, as discussed above. The same logic applies at fewer pump sites.149 However, 


$0.780 million of the savings associated with not having backup generators at sites 1 and 


2 was already counted above as part of the construction cost savings.150 The additional 


capital cost savings for not installing back-up generators at sites 3-5 would thus be 


$2.666 million.151 


 


   f. Adaptive management - $0.354 million 


 


 The DEIS adds 1 percent to the construction costs of each alternative for adaptive 


management costs during construction.152 Thus, by the logic of the DEIS, the cost savings 


identified above would also reduce the associated adaptive management costs if there 


were fewer pump sites. The direct cost savings identified above are $25.905 million,153 or 


                                                 
148 Based on historical average August diversions and DEIS hydrological data on gravity diversion 
exceedance rates, in August all nine pumps would need to operate 40% of the time. See attached 
spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cells A23 (showing the 60 percent exceedance 
line) and AU23 (showing this is the highest exceedance level at which only 8 pumps would need to be on). 
149 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 6. 
150 $0.570 million for back-up generators at sites 1 and 2 (Appendix B, pdf p. 115 of 173, plus 36.8% for 
the contingency associated above with construction costs (Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173), for a total of 
$0.780 million. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 7. 
151 $3.446 million savings from having no back-up generators, minus $0.780 million already counted for 
Sites 1-2. The direct savings at sites 3-5, before contingency, would be $1.925 million (Appendix B, pdf p. 
115 of 173). See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 6-7. 
152 DEIS, p. 2-98. Also Appendix B, pdf p. 22 of 173. 
153 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, and $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached 
spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Direct cost adjustment” column. 
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$35.417 million including contingency.154 The associated reduction in adaptive 


management costs, by the logic of the DEIS, would be one percent of that, or $0.259 


million directly and $0.354 million including contingency.155 


 


   g. Planning, engineering, design, and construction management - 


$4.965 million 


 


 The DEIS calculates additional direct costs for planning, engineering, design, and 


project management equal to 15 percent of the direct capital costs.156 The direct costs 


identified above are $26.164 million.157 Fifteen percent of that would be $3.925 


million.158 In addition, the DEIS associates 26.52% contingency with planning, 


engineering, design, and project management costs.159 So the total savings in planning, 


engineering, design, and project management costs for only three pump sites would be 


$3.925 million times 1.2652 = $4.965 million.160 


 


   h. Interest during construction - $3.318 million 


 


 Using only three pump sites would reduce interest during construction two 


different ways. First, since construction costs would be lower, the interest on them would 


be lower. The total cost savings identified above are $40.737 million,161 which is 30.85 


                                                 
154 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, and $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5. See also the attached 
spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-7, “Total cost adjustment” column. 
155 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 8. 
156 Appendix B, pdf pp. 12-13 of 173. 
157 $0.177 million for land, $23.044 million for construction, $0.759 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, $1.925 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, and $0.259 million for associated 
adaptive management. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-8, “Direct 
cost adjustment” column. 
158 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
159 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lines 13-14. 
160 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 9. 
161 $0.222 million for land, $31.524 million for construction, $1.005 million for shorter discharge pipes at 
sites 3-5, $2.666 million for eliminating back-up generators at sites 3-5, $0.354 million for adaptive 
management during construction, and $4.965 million for reduced planning, engineering, design, and project 
management costs. See also the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 1-9, “Total cost 
adjustment” column. 
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percent162 of the DEIS-estimated $132.028 million total first cost163 of the Multiple Pump 


Alternative. Thus, the $6.557 million interest cost shown in the DEIS for the Multiple 


Pump Alternative164 could be reduced by 30.85%, a reduction of $2.023 million,165 to 


$4.534 million. 


 Second, because of the smaller scope of the Alternative, it could be built more 


quickly than the Multiple Pumps Alternative. The DEIS estimates a 42-month 


construction period for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, with staggered construction of at 


the five pump sites.166 Based on the DEIS’s own schedule, eliminating two pump sites 


would shorten the construction period by one year, to 30 months.167 Thus the interest 


during construction would be at least 12/42, or 28.6 percent168 less. That would lower the 


$4.534 million in interest costs associated with a smaller project by a further $1.295 


million.169 


 The total reduction in interest during construction would be $2.023 million plus 


$1.295 million, or $3.318 million. 


 


  2.  Annualized capital costs reduction for reduction in pump sites - $1.702 


million 


 


 The total of all the construction cost adjustments identified above for reducing 


pump sites comes to $42.760 million.170 That is 30.85 percent of the total investment cost 


of $138.585 million reported in the DEIS.171 The DEIS then calculates that the levelized 


average annual investment cost associated with an investment cost of $138.585 million 


will be $5.515 million.172 The corresponding reduction in annual investment-related costs, 


                                                 
162 $40.737/$132.028 = .30855 = 30.855%. 
163 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
164 Ibid. 
165 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 10. 
166 DEIS, p. 2-99, table 2-26. 
167 Appendix B, pdf p. 50 of 173, lines 64-66. 
168 12/42 = .286 = 28.6%. 
169 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 11. 
 170See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 12. 
171 DEIS, p. xxxii and 2-99. $42.76/$138.585 = .30854 = 30.85%. 
172 Ibid. 
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based on the 30.85 percent adjustment identified above, will be 30.85 percent x $5.515 


million, or $1,702,000 per year.173 


 


  3. OM&R cost reductions - $909,000 per year 


 


 The OM&R costs for the Multiple Pumps Alternative, which represent over half 


of its total costs, are summarized on a single page of the DEIS.174 They are divided into 


30 categories, some 18 of which would be less expensive with three pump sites instead of 


the five pump sites in the Multiple Pumps Alternative. Specific adjustments are 


summarized below. 


 


   a. Costs that would be reduced proportionally to the number of 


sites - $583,000 per year 


 


 Most of the OM&R cost savings for reducing the number of pump sites come 


from the 40 percent reduction in the number of pump sites, and are proportional to that 


reduction. Cost items 11-19, and 21 are pump-related costs that would be reduced 40 


percent. Cost items 23-25 and 27 are fish screen and trash rack costs that would also be 


reduced 40 percent, as would item 28, bank stabilization. The DEIS calculates annualized 


costs for each of these cost items.175 A forty percent reduction would reduce the OM&R 


cost by a total of $583,000 per year.176 


 


   b. Power cost reductions - $139,000 per year 


 


 The DEIS estimates that annualized power costs would be $500,000 per year for 


10,100 Mwh per year of pumping energy.177 The attached spreadsheets show that 


pumping requirement would be reduced to 7296 Mwh, based on the monthly pattern of 
                                                 
173 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 19. 
174 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173. 
175 Ibid. 
176 Annualized cost reductions of $188K for item 11, $40K for item 12, $24K for item 13, $15K for item 14, 
$2K for item 15, $19K for item 16, $2K for item 17, $96K for item 18, $26K for item 19, $4K for item 21, 
$8K for item 23, $75K for item 24, $60K for item 25, $19K for item 27, and $5K for item 28. 
177 Ibid. (item 20) 
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diversions, monthly Yellowstone River flow probabilities and associated gravity 


diversion capability, operating pump sites in economic order, and turning on pumps at 


each pump site individually as needed.178 The resultant power costs would be only 


7296/10100 of the $500,000 per year in the DEIS, or $361,000 per year, for a savings of 


$139,000 per year.179 


 


   c. Reduced feeder canal maintenance - $120,000 per year 


 


 Using three pump sites would eliminate two of the five feeder canals required by 


the Multiple Pumps Alternative. However, because the proposed feeder canals are of 


different lengths,180 and because maintenance costs might be assumed proportional to the 


length of the feeder canals and not the number of canals, the savings might be less than 


40 percent. However, that is not what the DEIS assumed. The DEIS assumes each feeder 


canal will have the same annual maintenance cost, $60,000.181 Thus, based on the DEIS, 


a using three pump sites would save $120,000 per year in feeder canal maintenance 


costs.182  


 


   d. Reduced passage and entrainment monitoring - $67,000 per year 


 


 The DEIS estimates that annual costs to monitor fish passage and possible 


entrainment are currently $400,000 per year, which corresponds to an annualized cost 


over 50 years of $111,000 per year.183 It then indicates that it expects those annualized 


costs to rise to $278,000 per year when entrainment monitoring costs at five pump 


stations are added in the Multiple Pumps Alternative.184 Accepting the DEIS’s numbers,  


                                                 
178 See the discussion above in section V.B regarding pumping energy as calculated in the DEIS. See also 
the attached spreadsheet, “Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites” tab, Excel cell BC40. 
179 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 13. 
180 Appendix A, pdf p. 209 of 527. 
181 Appendix B, pdf p. 171 of 173, cost item 26. 
182 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 15. 
183 Appendix B, pdf p. 163 of 173 (No Action Alternative), cost item 14.  
184 Appendix B, pdf  p. 171 of 173, cost item 30. 
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using three pump sites would save 40 percent of the $167,000 per year increase for pump 


site monitoring, or $67,000 per year.185 


 


  4. Total annualized cost savings using three pump sites 


 


 The annualized cost savings identified above are $1.702 million associated with 


capital cost reductions, and $0.909 million associated with OM&R.186 Thus the total 


annualized cost savings using three pump sites, as compared to the Multiple Pump 


Alternative, would be $2.610 million.187 


 


  5. Total annualized cost of using three pump sites 


 


 The DEIS quantifies the annualized cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative as 


$10.595 million. Reducing that by $2.610 million results in an annualized cost using 


three pump sites of $7.985 million.188 


 


 D. Cost-effectiveness of a using three pump sites 


 


 As described above, the total annualized cost of using three pump sites would be 


$7.985 million per year. Its benefits for pallid sturgeon would be the same as for the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative, some 12,319 sturgeon HUs more than the No Action 


Alternative and some 5,055 sturgeon HUs more than the Bypass Channel Alternative.189 


Thus using three pump sites instead of five would have a total cost of $648 per AAHU.190 


Using three pump sites instead of five would have an incremental cost for improving on 


the Bypass Channel Alternative of $540 per HU.191  Since both its cost relative to the No 


                                                 
185 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 16. 
186 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, lines 19-20. 
187 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 21. 
188 See  the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 23. 
189 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, line 4. 
190 $7.985 million / 12,319 sturgeon HU = $648/HU. See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, 
line 4. 
191 $7.985 million annual cost for the using three pump sites; $5.256 million adjusted annual cost for the 
Bypass Channel Alternative; 5055 more HUs with using three pump sites than with the Bypass Channel 
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Action Alternative and its incremental cost relative to the Bypass Channel Alternative 


would be lower than the Bypass Channel Alternative’s cost of $724-$1,110  per sturgeon 


HU,192 using three pump sites instead of five would be superior to the Bypass Channel 


Alternative using the DEIS’s own methodology. 


 


 


VII. Further improvements with three pump sites 


 


 Unlike all of the alternatives considered feasible in the DEIS, reducing the 


number of pump sites would not always allow diversion of 1374 cfs.193 Thus there would 


be some times when it would result in less water flowing to farms than under the other 


alternatives. However, there are ways to mitigate the resultant shortfalls that have already 


been identified in the DEIS. The DEIS analyzes several water conservation measures. It 


finds costs for most of them which, if accurate, mean they are more costly then simply 


installing and operating pumps, as described in the Multiple Pump Alternative. However, 


as described below, there are at least five measures that could be used to reduce the 


impact to farmers of reducing the number of pump sites. 


 Note that these are all measures to benefit farmers. None of them would do 


anything for sturgeon. Thus, to the extent each of these would increase the cost of the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative, it would increase the cost per sturgeon HU, and thus lower 


its cost-effectiveness as computed by the DEIS. They are included here only to illustrate 


ways in which the impact on water availability to farmers could be reduced if so desired. 


 


 A. Flow measurement devices 


 


 The irrigation system that currently exists lacks flow measurements at many 


locations. Failure to measure means overuse, whether accidental or intentional, cannot be 
                                                                                                                                                 
Alternative. ($7.985 million - $5.256 million)/5055 HUs = $2.729 million/5055 HUs = $540/HU. See the 
attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2 and 4. 
192 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU” tab, lines 2-2b. 
193 The DEIS considers a Conservation Measures alternative which results in diversions less than 1374 cfs 
in many hours, which the DEIS rejects as both costly and infeasible. DEIS, pp. 2-97 (infeasible – fails to 
meet project purposes),  2-99 (costs more than double the cost of the next-most-expensive alternative, with 
no additional benefits to fish). 
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detected, nor can inefficient use. The DEIS identifies flow measurement device 


installation at 120 locations as a way to provide more data about how much water is 


being used in the irrigation system, where, and by whom.194 The result will be expected 


changes in behavior that could reduce water use by 3 percent,195 thereby reducing water 


diversions by an average of 31 cfs,196 on average, at a capital cost of $1.301 million.197 


That’s a capital cost of $42,000 per cfs.198 Increased water diversion through adding 


pumps, when going from three pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent to a capital cost 


of $85,000 per cfs added.199 Thus, adding flow measurement devices would appear to be 


cost-effective when compared to the cost of adding water deliverability through 


additional pump stations. 


 


 B. Sprinkler conversions 


 


 The DEIS estimates that sprinkler conversions on 5000 acres could save 62 cfs of 


water, while costing $19.28 million, for a capital cost of saved water of over $300,000 


per cfs saved.200 Increased water diversion through adding pumps, when going from three 


pump sites to five, has a cost equivalent to a capital cost of only $85,000 per cfs added.201 


Thus, according to the data in the DEIS, sprinkler conversions are not cost-effective as 


compared to additional pumping. 


 On the other hand, sprinkler conversions clearly are cost-effective under some 


conditions, as shown by the fact that they have been happening in the LYP. According to 


the DEIS, sprinkler-irrigated land has gone from about 5000 acres in 2009202 to almost 


                                                 
194 Appendix A, pdf p. 360 of 527. 
195 Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527. 
196 Three percent based on a 2009 report cited in DEIS, with no subsequent analysis done for the DEIS 
(Appendix A, pdf p. 393 of 527). The one paragraph on pp. 419-420 of Appendix A contains no actual data.  
Note that these savings could include savings from reduced spill and reduced unneeded diversions from the 
Main Canal to laterals; they would not necessarily affect on-farm deliveries or usage at all.  Average 
diversions of 1045 cfs (attached spreadsheet, “Historical diversions” tab, Excel cell F347) x 3% = 31.35 cfs. 
197 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, $1.133 million (line 14), plus planning, engineering, design, and 
construction management costs of 126.52% of 15% of $0.887 million.  
198 $1.301 million / 31 cfs = .04197 million/cfs. 
199 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
200 $19.28 million / 62 = $0.311 million/cfs. 
201 See the attached spreadsheet, “Cost for Pumping Capability” tab, rightmost column. 
202 9 percent of the irrigated acreage in 2009, per Appendix A, pdf p. 394 of 527. 9% x 55,000 acres = 4950 
acres. 
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8000 acres currently,203 an increase of about 3000 acres in just 7 years.204 That is 60 


percent of the amount of sprinkler conversions that DEIS finds uneconomic.205 Clearly 


there are other reasons (increased efficiency, increased crop yields, reduced costs for 


managing on-farm irrigation, etc.) why farmers have converted to sprinklers. There is no 


reason to expect these reasons to cease in the future. To the extent using three pump sites 


instead of five increases the uncertainty of water supply, even slightly, it would further 


improve the economics of converting to sprinkler irrigation. Increased sprinkler 


conversions will reduce the amount of diversions called for by farmers, thus reducing the 


cost of operating with three pump sites, as sprinkler conversions continue into the future. 


Increased sprinkler conversions will also reduce the frequency of hours when farmers 


desire greater diversions than are feasible with just three pump sites. 


 


 C. Increased use of relift capability 


 


 The LYP currently has pump stations within its system that take water that would 


otherwise end up unused on farms, and “relift” it back to the canal system for irrigation 


use. According to the DEIS there are 4 such pump stations with a “relift” capability of 62 


cfs.206 The DEIS reports a current annual cost for pumping of $235,000 per year, which it 


assumes will continue into the future under all alternatives.207 That’s an annualized cost 


of $3,790 per cfs of pumping capability,208 within one percent of the annualized cost of 


the DEIS’s preferred Bypass Channel Alternative, $3,763-$3,825 per cfs.209 So additional 


use of the existing 62 cfs of relift capability, and potentially adding additional relift 


capability, appears to be a cost-effective way to add water delivery capacity to the LYP 


without increasing diversions from the Yellowstone River,210 and deal with hours when 


the pumping capacity would be unable to divert 1374 cfs from the Yellowstone River. 


                                                 
203 7988 acres in 2016, per Appendix A, pdf p. 395 of 527. 
204 7988 – 4950 = 3038 acres. 
205 3000 / 5000 = 0.6 = 60%. 
206 Appendix A, pdf p. 421 of 527. 
207 Appendix B, pdf pp. 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173 of 173. 
208 $235,000/year / 62 cfs = $3,790/yr/cfs. 
209 $5.171 million (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1) / 1374 cfs = $3,763/cfs. $5.256 million (Section V.A, above) 
/ 1374 cfs = $3,825/cfs. 
210 Of course, the fact that relift is already used in the LYP is also evidence of its cost-effectiveness. 
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 D. Use of Pick-Sloan power for pumping energy 


 


 The energy pumping costs in the DEIS are based on commercial power prices, 


although the LYP correctly uses lower-cost energy from the Federal Pick-Sloan project to 


meet existing pumping energy needs.211 However, as the DEIS acknowledges, Pick-Sloan 


energy may be available to meet the increasing pumping energy requirements of the no-


weir alternatives.212 The DEIS estimates that use of Pick-Sloan energy would reduce 


pumping costs by 41.15-67.34 percent.213 That would reduce the cost of the Multiple 


Pump Alternative by $0.160 million to $0.262 million per year,214 or about 1.6-2.6 


percent of the entire annualized Multiple Pump Alternative cost of just under $10 


million215 per year. It would reduce the annual cost of pumping energy if only three pump 


sites were used, by $0.149 - $0.243 million per year,216 or up to 3 percent of the entire 


annualized cost of just under $8 million per year.217 Thus, use of Pick-Sloan power could 


reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of the Multiple Pump Alternative by up to 


$21/sturgeon AAHU,218 and could reduce the cost per sturgeon AAHU of using three 


pump sites by up to $20/sturgeon AAHU.219 


 


 E. Use of wind energy for pumping energy 


 


                                                 
211 DEIS, pp. 2-24,  2-37, 3-14. 
212 DEIS, p. 2-75. 
213 Ibid. Reduction from $500,000 to $163,317 equals (500,000-163,317)/500,000 = .6734 = 67.34%. 
Reduction from $500,000 to $294,251 = (500,000 – 294,251)/500,000 = .4115 = 41.15%. 
214 Expected pumping costs of $389,000 (section V.B.1.e, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.160 million 
reduction. $389,000 x 67.34% reduction = $0.262 million. 
215 $9.949 million per year adjusted annualized cost, per attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, 
line 17. 
216 Expected pumping costs of $361,000 (section VI.C.3.b, above) x 41.15% reduction =  $0.149 million. 
$361,000 x 67.34  percent reduction = $0.243 million reduction from use of Pick Sloan energy. 
217 $0.243 million / 7.985 million = .0304 = 3.04%. 
218 $0.262 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = 
$21.27/sturgeon AAHU. 
219 $0.243 million / 12,319 sturgeon HUs (attached spreadsheet, “Cost per AAHU tab, line 3) = 
$19.73/sturgeon AAHU. 
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 The DEIS includes the cost of wind generation in the Conservation Measures 


Alternative,220 and indicates the agencies have the authority to build, operate, and 


maintain wind turbines to provide pumping energy.221 The DEIS forecasts a capital cost 


for a 2 Mw wind turbine of more than $2.7 million per Mw of capacity,222 which seems 


high given the recent approvals of two North Dakota wind farms consisting of 1.7 – 2.1 


Mw turbines for $1.64 - $1.67 million per Mw.223 Given the rapid development of wind 


resources in western North Dakota,224 there seems to be little doubt that wind energy is a 


viable alternative source of supply for pumping energy.  


 


VIII. Other issues 


 


 The analysis above focuses on the costs, the DEIS’s habitat calculations, and cost 


effectiveness (as defined by the DEIS) of the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps 


Alternatives, and potentially modifying the Multiple Pumps Alternative to include three 


pump sites rather than five. It does not include a page-by-page review of the DEIS for 


errors or inconsistencies. However, a few such items are worth pointing out. 


 


 A. FPCI calculation for the Multiple Pumps alternative  


                                                 
220 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 9. 
221 DEIS, p. 2-92. 
222 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, lines 9, 13 and 14. $4.686 million x 1.01 (for adaptive management),  
plus $3.584 million x 1.01 x .15 x 1.2652 (for planning, engineering, construction, construction 
management, and associated contingency) = $5.420 million, or $2.71 million per Mw.  
223 http://bismarcktribune.com/bakken/western-north-dakota-in-the-midst-of-a-wind-
boom/article_e32568d7-4fc3-5f66-babf-e8395fa7babb.html, a news story dated June 16, 2016 describing 
the permit approval of a 150 Mw windfarm containing 87 turbines for $250 million. 150 Mw/87 turbines = 
1.72 Mw/turbine. $250 million / 150 Mw = $1.667 million / Mw. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/news/state-and-regional/north-dakota-panel-approves-proposed-
million-wind-farm/article_894783bd-b3c1-5598-87a3-0b1a829c319d.html, a news story dated June 22, 
2016, describing the permit approval of a different North Dakota wind farm, containing 48 turbines and 
producing 100 Mw, for a capital cost of $164.4 million including transmission. 100 Mw / 48 turbines = 
2.08 Mw / turbine. $164.4 million / 100 Mw = $1.644 million per turbine. 
224 Ibid., describing western North Dakota as having 400 wind turbines in service that were installed in the 
last ten years ,and another 550 proposed for the next two years. The articles names seven specific projects 
with a combined capacity over 1250 Mw that form the basis for the estimated 550 new wind turbines to be 
built by 2018. 
See also http://bismarcktribune.com/wind-farm-projects/pdf_7f769038-c4a4-596a-bc02-
244b27b81b35.html, a map showing the locations of 9 western North Dakota projects (including an MDU 
project) with in-service dates from 2010 to 2018, totaling 903 turbines and  2223 turbines (average turbine 
size 2.46 Mw). 
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 The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) is one of the two parameters that, 


when multiplied together, yield the “Habitat Units” measure that the DEIS uses to 


evaluate the environmental impacts on sturgeon passage. Thus the FPCI is key to 


evaluating and comparing the alternatives in the DEIS. The FPCI is in turn calculated 


from just four inputs. One of those inputs, known as Fs, is a measure of the likelihood of 


fish using the passage option available to them in a particular Alternative. Fs is measured 


on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest likelihood. For a no-weir alternative, Fs 


should be 5, and the DEIS indeed reports it as 5 for the no-weir alternative using 


conservation measures.225 However, the Fs input is shown as 2 in the DEIS for the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative.226 Since the DEIS does not show the calculation of the FPCI 


for sturgeon (or indeed for any other individual species), it is unclear whether the actual 


FPCI calculations for the Multiple Pumps Alternative used an Fs value of 2 or 5.  


 


 B. Dam removal costs 


 


 The DEIS contains two alternatives in which the existing Intake Dam is removed. 


However, the forecasted cost of dam removal is quite different for the two alternatives. 


For the Multiple Pump Alternative, dam removal costs are given as $6.600 million plus a 


45.02 percent contingency, for a total of $9.571 million.227 But for the Conservation 


Measures Alternative, dam removal costs are stated as $2.534 million, again with a 45.02 


percent contingency, for a total of $3.675 million.228 The use of the identical contingency 


percentage shows that dam removal refers to the same activity for both alternatives, as 


does the fact that the dam removal section for the Multiple Pump Alternative simply 


references the Conservation Measures Alternative.229  Equally clearly, at least one of the 


estimates is wrong. As it turns out, the estimate for the Multiple Pump Alternative is the 


higher one, by $5.896 million,230 and has been used without adjustment in the analysis 


                                                 
225 Appendix D, p. 12. 
226 Ibid. 
227 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, line 1. 
228 Appendix B, pdf p. 94 of 173, line 3. 
229 Appendix A, pdf p. 219 of 527. 
230 $9.571 million minus $3.675 million equals $5.896 million. 
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above. But if the correct dam removal cost estimate is the lower one, then the Multiple 


Pump Alternative using three or five pump sites would be less expensive, by about 


$280,000 per year,231 and thus have about a $23 lower annual cost per sturgeon HU,232 


and thus be more cost-effective. 


 


 C. Boulder field removal costs 


 


 Decades of ice scouring have moved rocks from the top of the Intake Dam to the 


bed of the Yellowstone River downstream, resulting in a substantial boulder field on the 


river bottom downstream of the dam. The dam removal costs for the two no-weir 


alternatives in the DEIS include the cost to remove not just the dam itself, but also the 


boulder field downstream of it.233 The boulder field removal represents 93.6 percent of 


the total material to be removed from the Yellowstone River as part of “dam removal,”234 


and thus presumably represents close to 93% of the cost as well.  


 The DEIS does not appear to have any explanation of whether full removal of the 


boulder field is necessary to allow sturgeon passage up the main channel of the 


Yellowstone River after dam removal. However, assuming that any boulders remaining 


on the riverbed represent a threat to sturgeon passage,235 then the DEIS should have 


included a discussion of the risk and cost for the Bypass Channel Alternative of leaving 


the boulder field intact. The DEIS says only that the proposed new concrete dam would 


cause the addition of new rocks on top of Intake Dam to cease.236 It appears to say 


                                                 
231 Reducing their direct cost by $6.600 - $2.534 = $4.066 million would reduce the associated, planning, 
engineering, design and construction management costs by $4.066 million x .15 = $0.610 million, or 
$0.610 x 1.2652 = $0.772 million including contingency. Reducing capital costs by $5.896 + $0.772 
million = $6.668 million would reduce total first costs by another 1% ($0.067 million) due to habitat 
management costs during construction, for a total first cost reduction of $6.668  + $0.067 = $6.735 million. 
Interest during construction is equal to 6.557/132.028 = 4.966% of first costs (DEIS, p. xxxii, Table ES-1), 
for a total investment cost of $6.735 x 1.04966 = $7.069 million. Annualized investment costs are equal to 
$5.515/$138.585 = 3.980% of investment costs, so an investment cost reduction of $7.069 million equates 
to an annualized investment cost reduction of $7.069 million x .0398 = $0.281 million per year. 
232 An annualized cost reduction of $281,000 for a no-weir alternative equates to a reduction in the cost per 
sturgeon HU of $281,000/12,319 sturgeon HU = $23/sturgeon AAHU. 
233 Appendix B, pdf p. 126 of 173, showing that even the less expensive (per comparison of pdf pp. 94 and 
84) Conservation Measures Alternative involves removal of downstream boulders. 
234 Ibid. 42,264 cubic yards/(42,264+2,904) cubic years = 93.6%. 
235 As suggested by the DEIS, p. 2-108. See also Battelle, p. A-6, indicating that “pallid sturgeon are known 
to avoid” the “boulder-sized substrates near Intake Diversion Dam.” 
236 DEIS, p. 2-46. 
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nothing about what would happen to the existing century worth of rocks that are already 


in the river, and have already migrated up to 370 feet237 downstream from the dam where 


they were originally placed. The DEIS does acknowledge that removing some or all of 


the existing boulder field is a possible future action in response to the results of 


monitoring.238 


 


 D. Role of contingency adders in the cost analysis 


 


 The DEIS estimates the total construction cost of the Multiple Pump Alternative 


as $97.492 million, and then adds total contingency estimates of $34.535 million, to get a 


total cost of $132.027 million.239 Thus, over 26 percent of the capital cost of the Multiple 


Pump Alternative is contingency costs.240 The comparable figure for the Bypass Channel 


Alternative is only 8.1 percent.241 Thus a substantial part of the reason why the DEIS 


concludes that the Multiple Pump Alternative is not as cost-effective as the Bypass 


Channel Alternative242 is the greater uncertainty associated with its capital costs. 


 In effect, the DEIS penalizes the Multiple Pump Alternative for the fact that the 


Federal Agencies had previously decided to pursue the Bypass Channel Alternative, and 


thus have spent money designing it and pricing it.243 Then they use the fact that they have 


not given the Multiple Pump Alternative as much scrutiny in the past as a reason to reject 


it in the present. 


  


 E. Water losses in the Main Canal 


 


 The DEIS claims water losses from the Main Canal are “minimal.”244 That claim 


is false, and is based on cherry-picking of data. While the error does not affect any of the 


                                                 
237 Appendix A, pdf p. 370 of 527. 
238 Appendix E, p. 16. 
239 Appendix B, pdf p. 84 of 173, lowest highlighted line. 
240 $34.535 / $132.027 = .262 = 26.2%. 
241 Appendix B, pdf p. 65 of 173. $4.624 million of contingency / $57.044 million total cost = 8.1 percent. 
242 DEIS, p. 2-100. 
243 Indeed, the DEIS doesn’t count as part of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative the money, 
probably millions of dollars, that has already been spent on it. DEIS, p. 2-98, Table 2-25 and its footnote a. 
244 DEIS, p. 2-93. 
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conclusions of either the DEIS or this analysis, it casts doubt on the impartiality of the 


DEIS authors. 


 Specifically, the analysis underlying the “minimal” claim is found at the end of 


Appendix A, in tables showing daily diversions and daily Main Canal losses for the years 


2000 and 2012.245  It shows that on days when diversions were above 1300 cfs, the 


highest diversion days of the year, losses from the Main Canal averaged 20.4 percent 


during 17 days in 2000 and 16.3 percent during 20 days in 2012. The year 2000 loss rate 


of 20.4 percent during those high diversion days were almost as high as the annual 


average loss rate of 23.3 percent for the year 2000. The loss during the high diversion 


days in 2012 was 16.3 percent, higher than the 15.5 percent loss rate for the year as a 


whole. Annual loss rates of 15-23 percent are hardly minimal, loss rates of 16-20 during 


days when diversions at Intake exceed 1300 cfs are not either, and claims that loss rates 


go down substantially when diversion rates are high are contradicted by the evidence. 


 


 F. O&M costs and viability/sustainability 


 


 The DEIS lists only four reasons for preferring the Bypass Channel Alternative, 


one of which is its claimed lower operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.246 The table 


cited by the DEIS shows “Annualized OM&R” costs that are $2.799 million for the 


Bypass Channel Alternative and $5.034 million for the Multiple Pumps Alternative,247 


for a difference of $2.235 million per year. 


 The $2.235 million figure is overstated. First, part of the $2.235 million is likely 


not O&M at all, but rather is replacement costs. Those replacement costs include costs 


such as pump replacements that are capital costs that are incurred only once per 35 


years.248 The difference between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumps Alternatives 


for just O&M is $1.557 – 1.941 million.249 


                                                 
245 Appendix A, pdf pp. 472-474 (year 2000 daily data) and 478-480 (year 2012 daily data). 
246 DEIS, p. 2-105. 
247 DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-26. 
248 See the attached spreadsheet, “O&M Costs” tab, which summarizes data from Attachment B-8 to 
Appendix B of the DEIS, pdf pp. 9-10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15-16 of 19 
(Multiple Pump Alternative). 
249 Ibid., lines 44-45. 
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 Second, the $2.235 million omits the “moderately potential”250 cost of adaptive 


management for the Bypass Channel Alternative, and includes unnecessary costs for the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative. The omitted costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative were 


estimated above as $0.085 million per year,251 while the O&M costs for the Multiple 


Pumps Alternative are overstated by between $0.289 million252 and $0.909 million.253 


Thus the $2.235 million difference should be corrected to $1.241 - $1.861 million.254 


 Third, the $2.235 million difference omits the possible O&M reduction for the 


Multiple Pumps Alternative from use of Pick-Sloan power, which could save a further 


$0.143 - $0.262 million.255 


 


                                                 
250 DEIS, p. 2-103. By contrast, the DEIS expects the Multiple Pumps Alternative to have a “minimal need” 
for adaptive management. 
251 Section IV.A.1, assuming the “moderate” likelihood results in adaptive management costs only half as 
large as the potential cost estimated in the 2015 EA. 
252 See the attached spreadsheet, “Multiple Pump costs” tab, line 14. 
253 See the attached spreadsheet, “Three Pump Sites cost” tab, line 20. 
254 $2.235 million minus $0.085 million minus either $$0.909 million or $0.289 million. 
255 See section VII.D, above. 





		ATTACHMENT 1.pdf

		David Marcus Comments on the Intake Dam DEIS.pdf




Historical diversions

		Tab name: Historical diversions																						Expected

																								gravity

		Cumulative average diversion:								298282		985												diversion		Total														Shortfall 

																						Max		(if total		potential				Required diversion										without 3%

		Year		Month		Flow at Sydney				Diversion at Intake												pumping		limited		diversion				with 3% conservation						Shortfall				conservation

						Acre-ft		cfs		Acre-ft		cfs												to 1374)



		1968		May				12000		70920		1153				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				1119						0				0

				June				49370		68740		1155				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1121						0				0

				July				24100		74990		1220				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1183						0				0

				August				12570		72390		1177				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1142						0				0

				September				12640		69020		1160				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				1125						0				0

										356060		1173				ACE0029791



		1969		May				19040		45050		733				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				711						0				0

				June				27050		73490		1235				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1198						0				0

				July				25410		74090		1205				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1169						0				0

				August				7200		79430		1292				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1253						0				24

				September				5770		74230		1247				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				1210						0				0

										346290		1141				ACE0029791



		1970		May				23000		640		10				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				10						0				0

				June				48010		65600		1102				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1069						0				0

				July				26900		81180		1320				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1281						0				0

				August				7260		81200		1321				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1281						13				53

				September				7380		69590		1169				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				1134						0				0

										298210		983				ACE0029791



		1971		May				21660		37800		615				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				596						0				0

				June				50480		70050		1177				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1142						0				0

				July				29380		80470		1309				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1269						0				0

				August				9870		82700		1345				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1305						37				77

				September				10060		59610		1002				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				972						0				0

										330630		1089				ACE0029791



		1972		May				19240		26430		430				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				417						0				0

				June				43300		64720		1088				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1055						0				0

				July				19370		78660		1279				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1241						0				0

				August				11110		79380		1291				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1252						0				23

				September				9880		70690		1188				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				1152						0				0

										319880		1054				ACE0029791

		1973		May				23670		64080		1042				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				1011						0				0

				June				32620		72010		1210				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1174						0				0

				July				13910		79510		1293				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1254						0				0

				August				6530		77350		1258				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1220						0				0

				September				12230		59290		996				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				967						0				0

										352240		1161				ACE0029791



		1974		May				15490		66600		1083				ACE0029791						825		535.9		1361				1051						0				0

				June				49710		69310		1165				ACE0029791						825		548.6		1374				1130						0				0

				July				32060		81250		1321				ACE0029791						825		497.3		1322				1282						0				0

				August				10740		79270		1289				ACE0029791						825		442.5		1268				1251						0				22

				September				8750		49810		837				ACE0029791						825		498.5		1324				812						0				0

										346240		1141				ACE0029791



		1975		May				29100		7010		114				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				111						0				0

				June				45000		65940		1108				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1075						0				0

				July				48640		75450		1227				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1190						0				0

				August				16250		79840		1298				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1260						0				31

				September				9720		62390		1048				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				1017						0				0

										290630		958				ACE0029792



		1976		May				27120		62010		1008				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				978						0				0

				June				40580		74960		1260				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1222						0				0

				July				22770		83440		1357				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1316						0				35

				August				9400		82730		1345				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1305						38				78

				September				7320		71970		1209				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				1173						0				0

										375110		1236				ACE0029792



		1977		May				10530		13980		227				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				221						0				0

				June				17100		9840		165				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				160						0				0

				July				5360		14700		239				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				232						0				0

				August				3710		13000		211				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				205						0				0

				September				5300		663		11				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				11						0				0

										52183		172				ACE0029792

		1978		May				34600		57290		932				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				904						0				0

				June				47590		61240		1029				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				998						0				0

				July				37660		71950		1170				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1135						0				0

				August				14240		76180		1239				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1202						0				0

				September				12100		49450		831				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				806						0				0

										316110		1042				ACE0029792



		1979		May				16050		4680		76				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				74						0				0

				June				24100		18580		312				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				303						0				0

				July				15160		20840		339				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				329						0				0

				August				7470		16120		262				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				254						0				0

				September				5860		12610		212				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				206						0				0

										72830		240				ACE0029792



		1980		May				16700		77940		1268				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				1230						0				0

				June				24900		74310		1249				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1211						0				0

				July				14020		80160		1304				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1265						0				0

				August				6790		70610		1148				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1114						0				0

				September				8320		49670		835				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				810						0				0

										352690		1162				ACE0029792



		1981		May				17370		10220		166				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				161						0				0

				June				38650		9260		156				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				151						0				0

				July				14780		14720		239				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				232						0				0

				August				5160		13170		214				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				208						0				0

				September				3750		10830		182				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				177						0				0

										58200		192				ACE0029792



		1982		May				13490		152		2				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				2						0				0

				June				33440		2300		39				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				37						0				0

				July				36530		12300		200				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				194						0				0

				August				13470		13000		211				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				205						0				0

				September				10450		4650		78				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				76						0				0

										32402		107				ACE0029792

		1983		May				12230		52200		849				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				823						0				0

				June				30160		61000		1025				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				994						0				0

				July				27110		60800		989				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				959						0				0

				August				9950		63600		1034				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1003						0				0

				September				7950		49900		839				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				813						0				0

										287500		947				ACE0029792



		1984		May				20240		74040		1204				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				1168						0				0

				June				32550		69510		1168				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1133						0				0

				July				24070		76630		1246				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1209						0				0

				August				9970		78710		1280				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1242						0				13

				September				7670		59960		1008				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				977						0				0

										358850		1182				ACE0029792



		1985		May				10410		57400		934				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				906						0				0

				June				15970		55500		933				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				905						0				0

				July				5730		56500		919				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				891						0				0

				August				6480		56600		921				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				893						0				0

				September				5490		45900		771				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				748						0				0

										271900		896



		1986		May				16890		67200		1093				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				1060						0				0

				June				42680		72800		1223				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1187						0				0

				July				19370		75300		1225				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1188						0				0

				August				8040		81200		1321				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1281						13				53

				September				12930		51600		867				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				841						0				0

										348100		1147



		1987		May				13550		57020		927				ACE0029792						825		535.9		1361				900						0				0

				June				14450		69800		1173				ACE0029792						825		548.6		1374				1138						0				0

				July				8350		79430		1292				ACE0029792						825		497.3		1322				1253						0				0

				August				5910		70530		1147				ACE0029792						825		442.5		1268				1113						0				0

				September				6130		61530		1034				ACE0029792						825		498.5		1324				1003						0				0

										338310		1115

		1988		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										310147.438016529		1022				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 11/15

		1989		May								872				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15						825		535.9		1361				846						0				0

				June								1098				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15						825		548.6		1374				1065						0				0

				July								1218				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15						825		497.3		1322				1181						0				0

				August								1197				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15						825		442.5		1268				1161						0				0

				September								873				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 12/15						825		498.5		1324				847						0				0

										319379		1052



		1990		May								1107				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15						825		535.9		1361				1074						0				0

				June								1028				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15						825		548.6		1374				997						0				0

				July								1204				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15						825		497.3		1322				1168						0				0

				August								1202				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15						825		442.5		1268				1166						0				0

				September								1052				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 13/15						825		498.5		1324				1021						0				0

										339842		1120



		1991		May								972				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15						825		535.9		1361				943						0				0

				June								1043				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15						825		548.6		1374				1012						0				0

				July								1152				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15						825		497.3		1322				1118						0				0

				August								1226				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15						825		442.5		1268				1189						0				0

				September								747				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 14/15						825		498.5		1324				724						0				0

										312541		1030



		1992		May								1106				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15						825		535.9		1361				1073						0				0

				June								1170				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15						825		548.6		1374				1135						0				0

				July								1188				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15						825		497.3		1322				1152						0				0

				August								1212				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15						825		442.5		1268				1176						0				0

				September								1087				2/8/16, Enclosure 2, p. 15/15						825		498.5		1324				1054						0				0

										349874		1153



		1993		May								1031				2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1						825		535.9		1361				1000						0				0

				June								1119				2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1						825		548.6		1374				1085						0				0

				July								1094				2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1						825		497.3		1322				1061						0				0

				August								1180				2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1						825		442.5		1268				1145						0				0

				September								960				2/8/16, Enclosure 3, p. 1/1						825		498.5		1324				931						0				0

										326922		1077



		1994		May

				June

				July

				August

				September





		1995		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										308428		1016

		1996		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										302632		997				2/8/16, Enclosure 5, p. 5/5

		1997		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										307168		1012				2/8/16, Enclosure 6, p. 5/5

		1998		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										353649		1165				2/8/16, Enclosure 8, p. 5/5

		1999		May

				June

				July

				August

				September



		2000		May								1093				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 472/527						825		535.9		1361				1060						0				0

				June								1032				DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 472-473/527						825		548.6		1374				1001						0				0

				July								1207				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 473/527						825		497.3		1322				1171						0				0

				August								1252				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 473/527						825		442.5		1268				1214						0				0

				September								838				DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 473-474/527						825		498.5		1324				813						0				0

										329712		1086



		2001		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

		2002		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

		2003		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										343073		1130				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 3/9

		2004		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										332318.363		1095				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, pp. 1-3/9

		2005		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										319138.336		1052				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, pp. 1-3/9

		2006		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										329206		1085				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 3/9

		2007		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										318803		1051				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

		2008		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										345127.27		1137				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 4-6/9

		2009		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										350892		1156				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

		2010		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										289211		953				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 6/9

		2011		May

				June

				July

				August

				September

										197893		652				2/8/16, Enclosure 9, p. 9/9



		2012		May								1077				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 478/527						825		535.9		1361				1044						0				0

				June								1108				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 478/527						825		548.6		1374				1074						0				0

				July								1274				DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 478-479/527						825		497.3		1322				1236						0				0

				August								1221				DEIS, App. A, pdf p. 479/527						825		442.5		1268				1185						0				0

				September								902				DEIS, App. A, pdf pp. 479-480/527						825		498.5		1324				875						0				0

										339253		1118



		2015		May								750				"Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx"						825		535.9		1361				728						0				0

				June								1151				"Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx"						825		548.6		1374				1117						0				0

				July								1325				"Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx"						825		497.3		1322				1285						0				3

				August								1295				"Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx"						825		442.5		1268				1256						0				27

				September								757				"Encl. A LYIP 2015 Diversion Flows.xlsx"						825		498.5		1324				734						0				0

										320713		1057



		42-yr ave. ('68-93, '95-98, '00, '03-12, '15):								298282		985

		Max. monthly diversion (July 1976):								83440		1357

																2nd				Year 				expected		expected				Required diversion										Shortfall 

										Average		Average				highest		Max		of max		Pump		gravity		total				with 3% conservation						Shortfall				without 3%

		Monthly diversions								acre-feet		cfs												diversion		diversion				cfs						cfs				conservation



		28-yr May data ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										781						1268		1980		825		536		1361				759						0.0				0.0

		28-yr June data ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										990						1260		1976		825		549		1374				955						0.0				0.0

		28-yr July data ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										1084						1357		1976		825		497		1322				1043						0.0				1.4

		28-yr August data ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										1085						1345		1976		825		443		1268				1045						3.8				14.9

		28-yr September data ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										848						1247		1969		825		499		1324				826						0.0				0.0

		28-yr May-September data  ('68-87, '89-93, '00, '12):										958				1182		1236		1976		825		504		1329				926						0.8				3.3





		42-year May-September data 								298000		985				1182		1236																		38				78		Maximum August shortfall

		10-year May-September average ('03-'12):								316000		1043																								0				35		Maximum July shortfall

		11-year May-September ave. ('03-12, '15):								317000		1044

																																				4				12		Number of August shortfalls (out of 28)

																																				0				2		Number of July shortfalls (out of 28)

																																				8				23		Maximum seasonal shortfall

																																				4				12		Number of seasonal shortfalls (out of 28)

		Seasonal Kaf per cfs:				0.3034710744

		Cfs per seasonal Kaf:				3.2952069717





Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites

		Tab name: Flows with no dam, 3 pump sites																												May		June		July		August		September		5-month

																														average		average		average		average		average		seasonal														5-month																		May								June								July								August								September

		Data in Columns A-I:																												across the		across the		across the		across the		across the		average				May		June		July		August		September		seasonal

		Flow duration of potential diversions (DEIS, Appendix A, pdf. page 197 of 527 except where indicated otherwise)																												interval		interval		interval		interval		interval		across the				pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping				May		June		July		August		September				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				5-month				Expected				Total

																														(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		interval				required		required		required		required		required		required				pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				season				total				potential

		Percent time																5-month								Size of				of the way		of the way		of the way		of the way		of the way		(assumes 1/3				to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed				required		required		required		required		required				(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						Mwh				diversion				diversion

		exceeded				May		June		July		August		September				season						Interval		interval				between		between		between		between		between		of the way				851		1079		1182		1183		924		1044																each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						used				cfs				with all

																														limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		between				cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs				cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs						from pdf								from pdf								from pdf								from pdf								from pdf														pumps

		0.1				1374		1374		1374		1374		1374				1374																						limits, not 1/2)				(monthly pumping requirement scaled up 9% from 28-yr average to match 11-yr average)														(assumes each of the three pumps at each of three sites 														p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)														in use

		0.2				1374		1374		1374		1374		1331				1374						0.0-0.2		0.002				1374		1374		1374		1374		1360		1374																		is either all the way on or all the way off; no partial loads)																																																								1371				1374

		0.5				1374		1374		1374		1302		1095				1374						0.2-0.5		0.003				1374		1374		1374		1326		1174		1374																																																																										1324				1374

		1				1374		1374		1374		1214		946				1374						0.5-1		0.005				1374		1374		1374		1243		996		1374				-523		-295		-192		-60		-71		-330				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				1272				1374

		2				1374		1374		1374		1116		847				1374						1-2		0.01				1374		1374		1374		1149		880		1374				-523		-295		-192		34		44		-330				0		0		0		92		92				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				1		517		4				1		517		4				1043				1267				1374

		5				1374		1374		1374		904		748				1374						2-5		0.03				1374		1374		1374		975		781		1374				-523		-295		-192		208		143		-330				0		0		0		275		183				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				3		1450		32				2		983		21				2492				1267				1374

		10				1374		1374		1374		790		692				1374						5-10		0.05				1374		1374		1374		828		711		1374				-523		-295		-192		355		214		-330				0		0		0		367		275				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				4		2017		75				3		1450		52				3601				1260				1374

		15				1269		1374		1374		731		647				1374						10-15		0.05				1304		1374		1374		751		662		1374				-453		-295		-192		432		262		-330				0		0		0		458		275				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				5		2583		96				3		1450		52				4190				1240				1374

		20				1141.0		1374.0		1374.0		692.0		612.0				1282						15-20		0.05				1184		1374		1374		705		624		1313				-332		-295		-192		478		301		-268				0		0		0		550		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				6		3150		117				4		2017		73				5366				1235				1374

		27				1038.6		1374.0		1278.9		638.9		580.3				1100		(pdf p. A-322)				20-27		0.07				1073		1374		1311		657		591		1161				-221		-295		-129		526		333		-116				0		0		0		550		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				6		3150		164				4		2017		102				5442				1184				1374

		30				1002.0		1374.0		1245.0		620.0		569.0				1035						27-30		0.03				1014		1374		1256		626		573		1057				-163		-295		-75		557		351		-12				0		0		0		642		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				7		3717		83				4		2017		44				5871				1170				1374

		40				908.0		1374.0		1088.0		544.0		525.0				853						30-40		0.1				939		1374		1140		569		540		914				-88		-295		41		614		385		131				0		0		92		642		458				0		0		0				0		0		0				1		517		38				7		3717		277				5		2583		186				7331				1151				1374

		42				890.6		1374.0		1050.7		532.5		513.5				825		(pdf p. A-322)				40-42		0.02				896		1374		1063		536		517		834				-45		-295		119		647		407		210				0		0		183		733		458				0		0		0				0		0		0				2		983		15				8		4283		64				5		2583		37				7981				1152				1374

		50				828.0		1374.0		916.0		491.0		472.0				724						42-50		0.08				849		1374		961		505		486		758				2		-295		221		678		438		287				92		0		275		733		458				1		517		31				0		0		0				3		1450		86				8		4283		255				5		2583		149				8853				1147				1374

		60				765.0		1262.0		801.0		442.0		427.0				620						50-60		0.1				786		1299		839		458		442		655				65		-220		342		725		482		390				92		0		367		733		550				1		517		38				0		0		0				4		2017		150				8		4283		319				6		3150		227				10202				1113				1374

		68				710.1		1155.1		705.4		394.6		396.9				550		(pdf p. A-322)				60-68		0.08				728		1191		737		410		407		573				123		-112		444		773		517		471				183		0		458		825		550				2		983		59				0		0		0				5		2583		154				9		4850		289				6		3150		181				11286				1098				1374

		70				692.0		1120.0		674.0		379.0		387.0				527						68-70		0.02				698		1132		684		384		390		535				153		-53		497		799		534		510				183		0		550		825		550				2		983		15				0		0		0				6		3150		47				9		4850		72				6		3150		45				11350				1079				1360

		80				614.0		977.0		523.0		334.0		352.0				443						70-80		0.1				640		1025		573		349		364		471				211		54		608		834		561		573				275		92		642		917		642				3		1450		108				1		517		37				7		3717		277				9		4850		361				7		3717		268				13874				1085				1296

		85				554.0		908.0		474.0		308.0		331.0				400						80-85		0.05				574		931		490		317		338		414				277		148		691		866		586		630				367		183		733		917		642				4		2017		75				2		983		35				8		4283		159				9		4850		180				7		3717		134				14443				1080				1239

		90				513.0		832.0		428.0		267.0		314.0				356						85-90		0.05				527		857		443		281		320		371				325		222		738		902		605		674				367		275		825		917		642				4		2017		75				3		1450		52				9		4850		180				9		4850		180				7		3717		134				15517				1072				1196

		95				452.0		731.0		385.0		215.0		286.0				307						90-95		0.05				472		765		399		232		295		323				379		314		782		951		629		721				458		367		825		1008		642				5		2583		96				4		2017		73				9		4850		180				9		4850		180				7		3717		134				16126				1056				1148

		97				426.7		676.3		357.1		203.1		265.9				275		(pdf p. A-322)				95-97		0.02				435		695		366		207		273		286				416		385		815		976		652		759				458		458		825		1008		733				5		2583		38				5		2583		37				9		4850		72				9		4850		72				8		4283		62				16879				1055				1111

		98				403.0		625.0		331.0		192.0		247.0				245						97-98		0.01				411		642		340		196		253		255				440		437		842		987		671		789				458		458		917		1008		733				5		2583		19				5		2583		19				9		4850		36				9		4850		36				8		4283		31				16738				1028				1080

		99				364.0		559.0		314.0		187.0		231.0				210						98-99		0.01				377		581		320		189		236		222				474		498		862		994		688		823				550		550		917		1008		733				6		3150		23				6		3150		23				9		4850		36				9		4850		36				8		4283		31				17314				1037				1047

		99.5				277		521		289		182		203				194						99-99.5		0.005				306		534		297		184		212		199				545		545		884		999		712		845				550		550		917		1008		733				6		3150		12				6		3150		11				9		4850		18				9		4850		18				8		4283		15				17240				1003				1024

		99.8				250		492		254		177		192				186						99.5-99.8		0.003				259		502		266		179		196		189				592		577		916		1004		729		856				642		642		917		1008		733				7		3717		8				7		3717		8				9		4850		11				9		4850		11				8		4283		9				17780				1013				1014

		99.9				231		466		249		174		188				182						99.8-99.9		0.001				237		475		251		175		189		183				614		604		931		1008		735		861				642		642		1008		1008		825				7		3717		3				7		3717		3				9		4850		4				9		4850		4				9		4850		3				18317				1017				1008

		99.95				229		464		246		172		186				177						99.9-99.95		0.0005				230		465		247		173		187		179				622		614		935		1010		738		866				642		642		1008		1100		825				7		3717		1				7		3717		1				9		4850		2				9		4850		2				9		4850		2				18309				1012				1004

		99.99				227		464		240		167		181				169						99.95-99.99		0.0004				228		464		242		169		183		172				624		615		940		1014		742		873				642		642		1008		1100		825				7		3717		1				7		3717		1				9		4850		1				9		4850		1				9		4850		1				18307				1009				997

																								99.99-100		0.0001				227		464		240		167		181		169				624		615		942		1016		743		>909				642		642		1008		1100		825				7		3717		0				7		3717		0				9		4850		0				9		4850		0				9		4850		0				18302				1007				<994

		Note: monthly values for 27, 42, 68, and 97 rows are interpolated using seasonal proportions

																								Total		1				860		1196		914		513		486		790																																		603								301								1467								2929								1997				7296				1140				1324		cfs, or		401,745		acre-feet

																																																																																																																or		345,941		acre-feet

																																																yellow highlighting shows shortfalls

																																																when pumping limited to a maximum of 825 cfs																																																																vs.		317,000		acre-feet average in most recent 11 years, or 										9.13%		more;

																																																																																																																				the extra diversions are due to "lumpiness" of pumping

		Shortfall if pumping limited to 825 cfs(average cfs during the month):																						0-70		0.7																						0		0		(70% of months have no shortfalls)

																								70-80		0.1																						0		9

																								80-85		0.05																						0		41

																								85-90		0.05																						0		77

																								90-95		0.05																						0		126

																								95-97		0.02																						0		151

																								97-98		0.01																						17		162

																								98-99		0.01																						37		169

																								99-99.5		0.005																						59		174

																								99.5-99.8		0.003																						91		179

																								99.8-99.9		0.001																						106		183

																								99.9-99.95		0.0005																						110		185

																								99.95-99.99		0.0004																						115		189

																								99.99-100		0.0001																						117		191



																								0-100		1																		Weighted average shortfalls:				1		21







Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites

		Tab name: Flows with no dam, 5 pump sites																												May		June		July		August		September		5-month

																														average		average		average		average		average		seasonal														5-month																		May								June								July								August								September

		Flow duration of potential diversions (DEIS, Appendix A, pdf. page 197 of 527 except where indicated otherwise)																												across the		across the		across the		across the		across the		average				May		June		July		August		September		seasonal

																														interval		interval		interval		interval		interval		across the				pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping																Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				Pumps		kW		MWh				5-month				Expected				Total

																														(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		(assumes 1/3		interval				required		required		required		required		required		required				May		June		July		August		September				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				used		used		used				season				total				potential

		Percent time																5-month								Size of				of the way		of the way		of the way		of the way		of the way		(assumes 1/3				to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed		to exceed				pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping		pumping				(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						(92 cfs		(50 kw +						Mwh				diversion				diversion

		exceeded				May		June		July		August		September				season						Interval		interval				between		between		between		between		between		of the way				851		1079		1182		1183		924		1044				required		required		required		required		required				each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						each)		ratings						used				cfs				with all

																														limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		limits, not 1/2)		between				cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs		cfs																		from pdf								from pdf								from pdf								from pdf								from pdf														pumps

		0.1				1374		1374		1374		1374		1374				1374																						limits, not 1/2)				(monthly pumping requirement scaled up from 28-yr ave to match 11-yr totals)														(assumes each of the three pumps at each of three sites 														p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)								p. A-322)														in use

		0.2				1374		1374		1374		1374		1331				1374						0.0-0.2		0.002				1374		1374		1374		1374		1360		1374																		is either all the way on or all the way off; no partial loads)																																																								1371				1374

		0.5				1374		1374		1374		1302		1095				1374						0.2-0.5		0.003				1374		1374		1374		1326		1174		1374																																																																										1324				1374

		1				1374		1374		1374		1214		946				1374						0.5-1		0.005				1374		1374		1374		1243		996		1374				-523		-295		-192		-60		-71		-330				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0				1272				1374

		2				1374		1374		1374		1116		847				1374						1-2		0.01				1374		1374		1374		1149		880		1374				-523		-295		-192		34		44		-330				0		0		0		92		92				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				1		517		4				1		517		4				1043				1267				1374

		5				1374		1374		1374		904		748				1374						2-5		0.03				1374		1374		1374		975		781		1374				-523		-295		-192		208		143		-330				0		0		0		275		183				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				3		1450		32				2		983		21				2492				1267				1374

		10				1374		1374		1374		790		692				1374						5-10		0.05				1374		1374		1374		828		711		1374				-523		-295		-192		355		214		-330				0		0		0		367		275				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				4		2017		75				3		1450		52				3601				1260				1374

		15				1269		1374		1374		731		647				1374						10-15		0.05				1304		1374		1374		751		662		1374				-453		-295		-192		432		262		-330				0		0		0		458		275				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				5		2583		96				3		1450		52				4190				1240				1374

		20				1141.0		1374.0		1374.0		692.0		612.0				1282						15-20		0.05				1184		1374		1374		705		624		1313				-332		-295		-192		478		301		-268				0		0		0		550		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				6		3150		117				4		2017		73				5366				1235				1374

		27				1038.6		1374.0		1278.9		638.9		580.3				1100		(pdf p. A-322)				20-27		0.07				1073		1374		1311		657		591		1161				-221		-295		-129		526		333		-116				0		0		0		550		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				6		3150		164				4		2017		102				5442				1184				1374

		30				1002.0		1374.0		1245.0		620.0		569.0				1035						27-30		0.03				1014		1374		1256		626		573		1057				-163		-295		-75		557		351		-12				0		0		0		642		367				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				7		3717		83				4		2017		44				5871				1170				1374

		40				908.0		1374.0		1088.0		544.0		525.0				853						30-40		0.1				939		1374		1140		569		540		914				-88		-295		41		614		385		131				0		0		92		642		458				0		0		0				0		0		0				1		517		38				7		3717		277				5		2583		186				7331				1151				1374

		42				890.6		1374.0		1050.7		532.5		513.5				825		(pdf p. A-322)				40-42		0.02				896		1374		1063		536		517		834				-45		-295		119		647		407		210				0		0		183		733		458				0		0		0				0		0		0				2		983		15				8		4283		64				5		2583		37				7981				1152				1374

		50				828.0		1374.0		916.0		491.0		472.0				724						42-50		0.08				849		1374		961		505		486		758				2		-295		221		678		438		287				92		0		275		733		458				1		517		31				0		0		0				3		1450		86				8		4283		255				5		2583		149				8853				1147				1374

		60				765.0		1262.0		801.0		442.0		427.0				620						50-60		0.1				786		1299		839		458		442		655				65		-220		342		725		482		390				92		0		367		733		550				1		517		38				0		0		0				4		2017		150				8		4283		319				6		3150		227				10202				1113				1374

		68				710.1		1155.1		705.4		394.6		396.9				550		(pdf p. A-322)				60-68		0.08				728		1191		737		410		407		573				123		-112		444		773		517		471				183		0		458		825		550				2		983		59				0		0		0				5		2583		154				9		4850		289				6		3150		181				11286				1098				1374

		70				692.0		1120.0		674.0		379.0		387.0				527						68-70		0.02				698		1132		684		384		390		535				153		-53		497		799		534		510				183		0		550		825		550				2		983		15				0		0		0				6		3150		47				9		4850		72				6		3150		45				11350				1079				1374

		80				614.0		977.0		523.0		334.0		352.0				443						70-80		0.1				640		1025		573		349		364		471				211		54		608		1183		561		573				275		92		642		1192		642				3		1450		108				1		517		37				7		3717		277				13		7117		529				7		3717		268				16313				1158				1374

		85				554.0		908.0		474.0		308.0		331.0				400						80-85		0.05				574		931		490		317		338		414				277		148		691		1183		586		630				367		183		733		1192		642				4		2017		75				2		983		35				8		4283		159				13		7117		265				7		3717		134				16798				1153				1374

		90				513.0		832.0		428.0		267.0		314.0				356						85-90		0.05				527		857		443		281		320		371				325		222		738		1183		605		674				367		275		825		1192		642				4		2017		75				3		1450		52				9		4850		180				13		7117		265				7		3717		134				17872				1146				1374

		95				452.0		731.0		385.0		215.0		286.0				307						90-95		0.05				472		765		399		232		295		323				379		314		782		1183		629		721				458		367		825		1192		642				5		2583		96				4		2017		73				9		4850		180				13		7117		265				7		3717		134				18481				1129				1374

		97				426.7		676.3		357.1		203.1		265.9				275		(pdf p. A-322)				95-97		0.02				435		695		366		207		273		286				416		385		815		1183		652		759				458		458		825		1192		733				5		2583		38				5		2583		37				9		4850		72				13		7117		106				8		4283		62				19184				1128				1374

		98				403.0		625.0		331.0		192.0		247.0				245						97-98		0.01				411		642		340		196		253		255				440		437		1182		1183		671		789				458		458		1192		1192		733				5		2583		19				5		2583		19				13		7117		53				13		7117		53				8		4283		31				21314				1175				1374

		99				364.0		559.0		314.0		187.0		231.0				210						98-99		0.01				377		581		320		189		236		222				474		498		1182		1183		688		823				550		550		1192		1192		733				6		3150		23				6		3150		23				13		7117		53				13		7117		53				8		4283		31				21890				1184				1374

		99.5				277		521		289		182		203				194						99-99.5		0.005				306		534		297		184		212		199				545		545		1182		1183		712		845				550		550		1192		1192		733				6		3150		12				6		3150		11				13		7117		26				13		7117		26				8		4283		15				21798				1150				1374

		99.8				250		492		254		177		192				186						99.5-99.8		0.003				259		502		266		179		196		189				592		577		1182		1183		729		856				642		642		1192		1192		733				7		3717		8				7		3717		8				13		7117		16				13		7117		16				8		4283		9				22332				1160				1374

		99.9				231		466		249		174		188				182						99.8-99.9		0.001				237		475		251		175		189		183				614		604		1182		1183		735		861				642		642		1192		1192		825				7		3717		3				7		3717		3				13		7117		5				13		7117		5				9		4850		3				22862				1164				1374

		99.95				229		464		246		172		186				177						99.9-99.95		0.0005				230		465		247		173		187		179				622		614		1182		1183		738		866				642		642		1192		1192		825				7		3717		1				7		3717		1				13		7117		3				13		7117		3				9		4850		2				22852				1158				1374

		99.99				227		464		240		167		181				169						99.95-99.99		0.0004				228		464		242		169		183		172				624		615		1182		1183		742		873				642		642		1192		1192		825				7		3717		1				7		3717		1				13		7117		2				13		7117		2				9		4850		1				22850				1155				1374

																								99.99-100		0.0001				227		464		240		167		181		169				624		615		1182		1183		743		>909				642		642		1192		1192		825				7		3717		0				7		3717		0				13		7117		1				13		7117		1				9		4850		0				22844				1154				1374



																								Total		1				860		1196		914		513		486		790								yellow highlighting shows periods 																										603								301								1518								3435								1997				7853				1164				1374

		Note: monthly values for 27, 42, 68, 97 are interpolated using seasonal proportions																																														when no gravity diversions can occur

																																		Note: shaded hours in August and September														because pumping is required at																																																																vs.		1044		average in most recent 11 years of data, or 								111.5%

		Shortfall if pumping limited to 825 cfs(average cfs during the month):																						0-70		0.7								are the times when river flows at Intake have														sites 1-2																																																																				the extra diversions are due to "lumpiness" of pumping

																								70-80		0.1								been below 3000 cfs, so full diversions were

																								80-85		0.05								not permitted even under current diversion rights.

																								85-90		0.05								2.92% of days in August and 0.48% in September,

																								90-95		0.05								per 1967-2008 Sydney gauge flows below 1630 cfs

																								95-97		0.02

																								97-98		0.01

																								98-99		0.01

																								99-99.5		0.005

																								99.5-99.8		0.003

																								99.8-99.9		0.001

																								99.9-99.95		0.0005

																								99.95-99.99		0.0004

																								99.99-100		0.0001



																								0-100		1











Cost for pumping capability

		Tab name: Cost for pumping capability

		Costs for different alternatives for incremental pumping capability

																														Capital

																														cost worth

		Case name				Annualized				Incremental				Pumping				Incremental 				Annualized				Fixed				paying for 

						cost				annual cost				capability				pumping				incremental 				Charge				decreased 

										(total)								capability				cost to increase				Rate				pumping

																						pumping capability								requirements

						$ 1000s / yr				$ 1000s / yr				cfs				cfs				$1000s/year / cfs				%/year				$ 1000s / cfs

		No Action				2643								0

		3 Pump Sites				7831				5188				825				825				$6.29



		Multiple Pump				9686				1855				1374				549				$3.38				0.0397950716				$84.91

		Data sources:				DEIS p. 2-99; 																				DEIS p. 2-99 

						Marcus analysis





Multiple Pump costs

		Tab name: Multiple Pump costs

		Quantification of cost adjustments - Multiple Pump Alternative

		Line #

				Capital cost items

				Item				Direct cost				Contingency				Total cost 

								adjustment								adjustment

		1		Site 3 pipe				$0.429				32.46%				$0.568



		2		Sites 4-5 pipe				$0.330				32.46%				$0.437



		3		Back-up pumps				$2.163				38.10%				$2.987



		4		Back-up generators				$2.495				38.10%				$3.446



		5		Adaptive mgmt.				$0.054								$0.074

				during construction



		6		Planning, 				$0.821				26.52%				$1.038

				engineering,

				design, const.

				management



		7		Interest during												$0.425

				construction





		8		Total investment cost adjustment												$8.975







				OM&R items

								Cost 

				Item				adjustment





		9		Pumping energy				$0.111



		10		Back-up pumps				$0.178





		11		Total OM&R items				$0.289









		12		Annualization factor for capital costs:								3.980%		(DEIS, p. 2-99)





		13		Annualized investment costs								$0.357

		14		Annualized OM&R costs								$0.289



		15		Total annualized cost reduction								$0.646



		16		Alternative Cost per DEIS								$10.595		(DEIS, p. 2-99)



		17		Adjusted alternative cost								$9.949





Three Pump Sites cost

		Tab name: Three Pump Sites cost

		Quantification of cost adjustments - Three Pump Sites Alternative



		Line #

				Capital cost items



				Item				Direct cost				Contingency				Total cost 

								adjustment								adjustment



		1		Land				$0.177				25.00%				$0.222



		2		Pump sites 1-2				23.044				36.80%				$31.524



		3		Site 3 pipe				$0.429				32.46%				$0.568



		4		Sites 4-5 pipe				$0.330				32.46%				$0.437



		5		Back-up pumps				$0.000				38.10%				$0.000



		6		Back-up generators				$2.495				38.10%				$3.446



		7		Back-up generators				-$0.570				36.80%				-$0.780

				already counted at

				sites 1-2



		8		Adaptive mgmt.				$0.259								$0.354

				during construction



		9		Planning, 				$3.925				26.52%				$4.965

				engineering,

				design, const.

				management



		10		Interest during												$2.023

				construction - lower capital cost



		11		Interest during												$1.295

				construction - shorter construction period





		12		Total investment cost adjustment												$42.760







				OM&R items

								Cost 

				Item				adjustment





		13		Pumping energy				$0.139



		14		Sites 1-2				$0.583



		15		Feeder canals				$0.120



		16		ESA monitoring				$0.067





		17		Total OM&R items				$0.909









		18		Annualization factor for capital costs:								3.980%		(DEIS, p. 2-99)





		19		Annualized investment costs								$1.702

		20		Annualized OM&R costs								$0.909



		21		Total annualized cost reduction								$2.610



		22		Alternative cost per DEIS								$10.595		(DEIS, p. 2-99)



		23		Adjusted cost for the

				Three Pump Sites Alternative								$7.985

												261.9526





Cost per AAHU

		Tab name: Cost per AAHU

		Cost per annual additional habitat unit (AAHU) calculations

																																																				Incremental				Incremental				Incremental

		Line #																																						Incremental				Incremental				Incremental				cost for extra				cost for extra				cost for extra

				Alternative				Annualized				Cost				Corrected				FPCI				Sturgeon				HU				Incremental				Cost per 				AAHU beyond				AAHU beyond				AAHU beyond				AAHU beyond				AAHU beyond				AAHU beyond

								Cost per DEIS				adjustments				cost								habitat								HU vs.				AAHU				Bypass Channel				Bypass Channel				Bypass Channel				Bypass Channel				Bypass Channel				Bypass Channel

								($millions/yr)				($millions/yr)				($millions/yr)								acres								No Action								Alternative				Alternative				Alternative				Alternative				Alternative				Alternative

																																								(with DEIS FPCI)				(with EA FPCI)				(with lower FPCI)				(with DEIS FPCI)				(with EA FPCI)				(with lower FPCI)

		1		No Action				$2.643				$0.000				$2.643				0.0252				12637				318				0				N/A



		2		Bypass Channel				$5.171				$0.085				$5.256				0.6				12637				7,582				7,264				$724				0



		2a		Bypass Channel				$5.171				$0.085				$5.256				0.5				12637				6,319				6,000				$876				0

				w/ FPCI from EA

		2b		Bypass Channel				$5.171				$0.085				$5.256				0.4				12637				5,055				4,736				$1,110				0

				w/ lower FPCI

		3		Multiple Pumps				$10.595				-$0.646				$9.949				1				12637				12,637				12,319				$808				5,055				6,319				7,582				$928				$743				$619

				with 5 pump sites



		4		Multiple Pumps				N/A				$7.985				$7.985				1				12637				12,637				12,319				$648				5,055				6,319				7,582				$540				$432				$360

				with 3 pump sites





				Sources:				DEIS, 				Comments,				Calculated				Appendix D,				Appendix D,				Calculated				Calculated				Calculated

								p. 2-99				sections								pp. 11-12,				p. 4

												V.A (Bypass Channel),								14-15

												V.B (Multiple Pump),								(as shown

												VII.C (Three Pump Sites)								below)







				FPCI calculations								Fs				Fl				E				U				D				FPCI



				Alternative





		5		No Action								5				2				3.5				1				0.18				0.0252



		6		Bypass Channel								2				4				3				5				1				0.6



		6a		Bypass Channel per 2015 EA								2				3				2.5				5				1				0.5



		6b		Bypass Channel with Fl = 2								2				2				2				5				1				0.4



		7		No-weir								5				5				5				5				1				1





				Sources:								App. D,				App. D, 				Formula				App. D, 				App. D, 				Formula

												p. 12				p. 11				in App. D,				p. 14				p. 15				in App. D,

																				p. 10												p. 2





O&M costs

		Tab name: O&M costs

				Disaggregation of OM&R costs (DEIS, p. 2-99, Table 2-26) into their O&M and R (replacement) components

				All data from Attachment B-8 to Appendix B of the DEIS, pdf pp. 9-10 of 19 (Bypass Channel Alternative) and pdf pp. 15-16 of 19 (Multiple Pump Alternative)

				Alternative												Bypass Channel Alternative						Multiple Pump Alternative

																item #		annualized				item #		annualized

				OM&R line item				Years between				Cost 						cost						cost

								cost				type						(thousands of dollars)

		Line #						recurrence				(O&M, R, U)*

		1		Main Canal, Lateral, Drains				1				O&M				1		1875				1		1875

		2		Sediment Removal				1				O&M				2		10				3		10

		3		Daily Operations				1				O&M				3		77				4		77

		4		Fish Screen Manifolds				25				R				4		55.04				5		55.04

		5		Fish Screen Cylinder Units				25				R				5		32.38				6		32.38

		6		Fish Screen External Brushes				5				R				6		45.09				7		45.09

		7		Fish Screen Internal Brushes				5				R				7		45.09				8		45.09

		8		Fish Screen Seal System				10				R				8		10.41				9		10.41

		9		Diversion Dam Maintenance				1				O&M				9		10				N/A		0

		10		Rock Replacement				5				U				10		18.79				N/A		0

		11		Barge Cost				5				U				11		18.79				N/A		0

		12		Bypass Channel				1				O&M				12		57				N/A		0

		13		Coffer Dam (Major Repairs)				10				U				13		43.36				N/A		0

		14		Riprap Repairs (Major Repairs)				10				U				14		34.69				N/A		0

		15		Channel Repairs				5				U				15		28.18				N/A		0

		16		Bypass Channel Inspection				1				O&M				16		3				N/A		0

		17		Existing Pumps				1				O&M				17		235				22		235

		18		Administrative/Indirect Costs				1				O&M				18		61				29		61

		19		Monitoring				1				O&M				19		138.93				30		277.87

		20		Lateral pumps				1				O&M				N/A		0				10		50

		21		Large pumps Rehab				4				U				N/A		0				11		468.88

		22		Large Pump Motors Rehab				1				O&M				N/A		0				12		100

		23		Large Pumps Replacement				35				R				N/A		0				13		59.64

		24		Large Pump Motor Replacement				50				R				N/A		0				14		37.59

		25		Pump House Maintenance				1				O&M				N/A		0				15		10

		26		Pump and Motor Remove and Install				4				U				N/A		0				16		46.89

		27		Control Panel and Electronics				1				O&M				N/A		0				17		5

		28		Man Power to Maintain and Operate				1				O&M				N/A		0				18		240

		29		Vehicle				1				O&M				N/A		0				19		64.15

		30		Power Costs				1				O&M				N/A		0				20		500

		31		Service discharge pipes and valves				25				R				N/A		0				21		10.79

		32		Fish Screens				1				O&M				N/A		0				23		20

		33		Fish Screen and Cleaner Replacement				25				R				N/A		0				24		186.28

		34		Dewatering and Sediment Removal				1				O&M				N/A		0				25		150

		35		Sediment Removal from Feeder Canal				1				O&M				N/A		0				26		300

		36		Trash Rack Cleaning - Manual				1				O&M				N/A		0				27		48.6

		37		Bank Stabilization				5				U				N/A		0				28		12.4

		38		Total OM&R cost														$2,799						$5,034



		39		Total O&M only														$2,467						$4,024

		40		Total O&M + U														$2,611						$4,552



		41		Total R only														$188						$482

		42		Total R + U														$332						$1,010

				Differences between alternatives:

				(thousands of dollars)

		43				Total OM&R cost				$2,235

		44				Total O&M only				$1,557

		45				Total O&M + U				$1,941



		46				Total R only				$294

		47				Total R + U				$679

				* O&M for costs that recur annually; R for replacement of equipment; U for unclear, where recurrence interval is multiple years but activity doesn't involve equipment





Sidney gauge data

		Tab name: Sidney gauge data

																																														0		0		0		0

		Yellowstone River at Sidney, Montana								Site # 6329500



		Data-value qualification codes included in this output.

		Ice		Ice affected

		A		Approved for publication - Processing and review completed.

		P		Provisional data subject to revision.

		e		Value has been estimated.



				Discharge								Days at 1620 cfs and below:

		Date		cfs		Qualifier

		5/23/78		104000		A						8/7-13, 16-17, 21-25/1988						14

		5/22/78		88900		A						8/11-31/2001						21

		6/17/97		84900		A						9/1-6/2001						6

		6/18/97		84200		A						8/21-23/2004						3

		6/16/97		83400		A

		5/24/78		82800		A						Total						44

		6/15/97		81600		A

		6/14/97		81300		A						August frequency						2.92%

		6/13/97		80100		A						September frequency						0.48%

		6/20/67		79700		A						Seasonal frequency						0.68%

		6/19/97		79500		A

		6/19/67		76900		A

		6/12/97		76900		A

		7/9/75		76300		A

		7/10/75		76300		A

		6/23/74		75700		A

		6/23/97		75700		A

		6/20/97		75200		A

		5/21/78		74900		A

		6/24/97		74600		A

		6/27/67		74400		A

		6/24/74		74200		A

		7/8/75		74100		A

		6/21/97		73700		A

		7/11/75		73100		A

		6/22/74		73000		A

		6/21/67		72900		A

		6/22/97		72900		A

		6/25/74		72700		A

		6/11/97		72400		A

		6/26/67		70800		A

		7/7/75		70600		A

		7/5/67		70400		A

		6/25/67		70000		A

		6/13/68		70000		A

		6/23/67		69700		A

		6/24/67		69700		A

		6/22/67		69400		A

		7/4/67		69200		A

		7/3/67		67800		A

		6/21/74		67700		A

		7/12/75		67700		A

		6/10/97		67500		A

		7/6/67		66900		A

		6/18/67		66800		A

		7/2/67		66800		A

		6/14/68		66800		A

		7/6/75		66400		A

		6/12/68		66200		A

		7/1/67		65800		A

		6/26/74		65500		A

		7/7/67		65100		A

		6/17/96		65000		A

		6/16/96		64700		A

		7/13/75		64200		A

		6/25/97		63900		A

		7/11/67		63800		A

		6/18/96		63800		A

		7/10/67		63600		A

		6/9/97		63600		A

		6/16/68		63500		A

		6/19/96		63200		A

		7/8/67		63100		A

		7/9/67		62900		A

		6/17/68		62900		A

		6/28/67		62800		A

		6/15/68		62800		A

		6/30/67		62500		A

		6/7/97		62400		A

		6/24/68		62300		A

		6/15/96		62300		A

		7/4/82		62200		A

		6/12/91		62200		A

		6/27/71		62100		A

		6/28/71		61900		A

		6/20/96		61900		A

		7/3/82		61800		A

		6/11/91		61800		A

		6/20/74		61700		A

		6/28/74		61700		A

		7/12/67		61600		A

		6/8/97		61600		A

		6/29/74		61500		A

		6/29/75		61500		A

		7/5/75		61500		A

		6/16/91		61300		A

		6/17/91		61300		A

		6/27/74		60500		A

		6/6/97		60500		A

		6/30/74		60400		A

		6/21/96		60300		A

		6/25/68		60200		A

		6/10/91		60200		A

		6/26/71		60100		A

		7/13/67		60000		A

		6/23/68		60000		A

		6/29/70		59800		A

		6/11/68		59700		A

		6/17/67		59600		A

		6/26/97		59500		A

		6/22/96		59400		A

		6/12/72		59300		A

		6/29/67		59200		A

		6/13/70		59200		A

		6/28/70		59200		A

		6/29/71		59200		A

		7/2/82		59000		A

		6/13/91		58900		A

		6/26/91		58900		A

		6/14/78		58800		A

		6/10/86		58800		A

		6/11/72		58700		A

		7/5/82		58700		A

		6/14/96		58700		A

		6/28/75		58400		A

		6/25/71		58000		A

		6/15/91		58000		A

		7/2/70		57900		A

		6/26/68		57800		A

		6/20/75		57800		A

		6/13/78		57800		A

		6/13/72		57700		A

		6/12/70		57600		A

		7/14/75		57600		A

		6/30/70		57400		A

		6/19/74		57300		A

		7/1/82		57300		A

		6/16/67		57200		A

		6/27/70		57200		A

		6/11/70		57000		A

		7/1/70		57000		A

		7/1/74		57000		A

		7/4/75		57000		A

		6/27/97		57000		A

		6/10/67		56800		A

		6/19/78		56800		A

		7/2/97		56700		A

		6/9/67		56600		A

		7/14/67		56600		A

		6/14/91		56600		A

		6/27/91		56600		A

		6/19/95		56600		A

		6/30/71		56500		A

		6/29/08		56500		A

		6/30/75		56400		A

		6/10/68		56300		A

		6/24/71		56200		A

		6/18/78		56200		A

		6/22/75		56100		A

		6/20/95		56000		A

		6/30/08		56000		A

		6/10/70		55900		A

		6/14/71		55900		A

		6/30/82		55900		A

		6/9/86		55900		A

		6/25/91		55900		A

		6/28/08		55900		A

		6/15/71		55800		A

		6/22/71		55800		A

		7/1/71		55800		A

		6/19/75		55800		A

		6/22/68		55700		A

		6/19/71		55700		A

		6/23/71		55700		A

		6/5/97		55500		A

		6/20/71		55400		A

		6/21/71		55400		A

		6/13/96		55200		A

		6/23/75		55100		A

		6/13/81		55000		A

		6/18/71		54800		A

		6/27/08		54700		A

		6/27/68		54600		A

		6/26/70		54600		A

		6/10/72		54600		A

		6/9/91		54600		A

		6/23/96		54500		A

		6/14/72		54300		A

		7/2/74		54300		A

		6/28/82		54300		A

		6/29/82		54300		A

		6/11/86		54100		A

		6/11/95		54100		A

		6/9/70		54000		A

		6/18/95		53900		A

		7/15/67		53800		A

		6/13/86		53700		A

		6/21/95		53700		A

		6/15/72		53600		A

		6/26/99		53500		A

		7/3/74		53400		A

		6/10/95		53400		A

		7/1/08		53300		A

		6/17/71		53200		A

		6/27/82		53200		A

		7/6/82		53200		A

		6/25/99		53200		A

		6/18/91		53100		A

		5/31/70		53000		A

		6/18/68		52900		A

		6/16/71		52900		A

		7/5/78		52900		A

		6/24/99		52900		A

		6/18/74		52700		A

		6/12/86		52700		A

		6/12/96		52600		A

		6/27/75		52500		A

		7/3/75		52500		A

		6/12/81		52500		A

		6/24/91		52500		A

		6/23/99		52500		A

		6/26/08		52400		A

		6/10/96		52300		A

		6/14/70		52100		A

		6/11/75		52100		A

		6/21/75		52100		A

		6/28/78		52100		A

		7/16/67		51900		A

		6/12/78		51900		A

		6/27/78		51800		A

		6/22/91		51800		A

		6/13/71		51600		A

		7/15/75		51600		A

		6/9/72		51400		A

		6/8/86		51400		A

		6/11/96		51400		A

		5/25/78		51300		A

		6/1/70		51200		A

		7/2/75		51200		A

		7/1/75		51100		A

		6/25/70		51000		A

		6/15/78		50900		A

		7/6/78		50800		A

		6/18/75		50700		A

		6/1/78		50700		A

		6/28/97		50700		A

		7/4/74		50600		A

		5/20/78		50600		A

		6/26/78		50600		A

		6/8/70		50500		A

		6/12/75		50500		A

		7/2/08		50500		A

		6/8/67		50400		A

		6/8/72		50400		A

		7/17/67		50300		A

		6/20/78		50300		A

		6/22/99		50300		A

		6/24/75		50200		A

		6/9/96		50200		A

		6/25/08		50100		A

		5/29/91		50000		A

		7/3/97		50000		A

		5/30/70		49800		A

		6/15/67		49700		A

		7/3/70		49700		A

		7/6/74		49700		A

		6/22/95		49700		A

		6/26/82		49600		A

		7/29/93		49600		A

		6/28/91		49500		A

		6/24/08		49500		A

		6/10/75		49400		A

		6/17/95		49400		A

		6/23/08		49400		A

		6/8/68		49300		A

		6/17/78		49300		A

		6/14/86		49300		A

		7/5/08		49300		A

		6/9/68		49200		A

		7/5/74		49200		A

		6/7/72		49100		A

		7/4/08		49100		A

		6/2/78		49000		A

		6/19/86		49000		A

		6/8/91		49000		A

		5/28/97		49000		A

		5/29/97		49000		A

		5/30/97		49000		A

		6/4/97		49000		A

		6/21/68		48900		A

		6/16/72		48900		A

		6/14/81		48800		A

		7/7/82		48800		A

		5/31/78		48700		A

		6/11/78		48700		A

		6/4/81		48700		A

		6/28/68		48600		A

		6/14/76		48600		A

		6/21/91		48600		A

		7/3/08		48600		A

		6/26/75		48500		A

		6/29/78		48500		A

		6/14/67		48400		A

		6/5/03		48400		A

		6/16/86		48300		A

		6/21/99		48300		A

		7/6/93		48200		A

		6/11/67		48100		A

		7/4/78		48000		A

		5/28/91		48000		A

		7/2/71		47900		A

		6/27/99		47900		A

		7/16/75		47800		A

		7/18/75		47800		A

		6/7/86		47800		A

		6/15/86		47800		A

		5/30/91		47800		A

		6/26/96		47800		A

		6/12/67		47700		A

		6/15/70		47700		A

		6/12/71		47600		A

		6/6/72		47600		A

		6/15/76		47500		A

		7/7/78		47500		A

		6/25/75		47400		A

		7/17/75		47400		A

		7/3/78		47400		A

		6/4/03		47400		A

		6/24/70		47300		A

		6/17/74		47300		A

		6/25/78		47300		A

		6/18/86		47300		A

		5/28/78		47200		A

		5/27/91		47200		A

		6/9/95		47200		A

		6/30/69		47100		A

		6/17/86		47000		A

		7/4/97		47000		A

		7/1/68		46800		A

		6/22/08		46800		A

		6/29/69		46700		A

		7/18/67		46600		A

		5/27/78		46600		A

		6/25/82		46600		A

		7/6/08		46600		A

		6/13/67		46500		A

		6/19/68		46500		A

		6/10/78		46500		A

		7/30/93		46500		A

		6/13/76		46400		A

		6/20/86		46400		A

		7/8/08		46400		A

		7/7/74		46300		A

		5/26/78		46300		A

		6/2/70		46200		A

		6/13/73		46200		A

		6/22/78		46200		A

		6/20/91		46100		A

		6/24/96		46100		A

		7/9/08		46100		A

		6/17/75		46000		A

		6/10/76		46000		A

		6/21/78		46000		A

		6/6/86		46000		A

		6/23/91		46000		A

		6/8/08		46000		A

		7/19/75		45900		A

		6/11/81		45900		A

		6/8/96		45900		A

		6/2/99		45900		A

		6/3/03		45900		A

		7/7/08		45900		A

		6/29/97		45800		A

		6/7/08		45800		A

		6/12/76		45700		A

		6/3/78		45700		A

		6/23/78		45700		A

		5/31/81		45700		A

		6/3/81		45700		A

		6/19/91		45700		A

		7/1/91		45700		A

		6/12/95		45700		A

		6/7/70		45600		A

		5/26/91		45600		A

		6/23/95		45600		A

		6/25/96		45600		A

		6/20/68		45500		A

		6/16/76		45500		A

		6/14/73		45400		A

		6/17/76		45400		A

		6/27/96		45400		A

		6/3/99		45400		A

		5/27/97		45300		A

		7/8/78		45200		A

		5/29/70		45100		A

		5/29/78		45100		A

		7/8/82		45100		A

		6/24/82		45000		A

		5/31/97		45000		A

		6/9/76		44900		A

		6/28/99		44900		A

		6/9/08		44900		A

		6/7/68		44800		A

		6/3/71		44800		A

		6/11/76		44800		A

		6/16/78		44800		A

		7/5/93		44800		A

		6/29/68		44700		A

		6/1/81		44700		A

		6/29/99		44700		A

		6/19/73		44600		A

		6/13/75		44600		A

		7/2/68		44500		A

		7/2/78		44500		A

		6/21/86		44500		A

		7/1/97		44500		A

		6/5/72		44400		A

		6/2/81		44400		A

		6/7/91		44400		A

		6/8/76		44300		A

		6/24/78		44300		A

		6/21/82		44300		A

		6/29/91		44300		A

		6/5/81		44200		A

		6/20/99		44200		A

		6/16/70		44100		A

		7/19/67		44000		A

		6/30/68		43900		A

		6/10/08		43900		A

		6/30/91		43800		A

		6/30/97		43800		A

		7/4/70		43700		A

		6/2/71		43700		A

		6/9/75		43700		A

		6/26/76		43700		A

		5/30/78		43700		A

		6/10/81		43700		A

		6/23/70		43600		A

		6/17/72		43600		A

		7/7/98		43600		A

		6/4/71		43500		A

		6/18/73		43500		A

		7/8/74		43500		A

		6/8/95		43500		A

		6/29/96		43500		A

		6/30/96		43500		A

		6/25/76		43300		A

		5/30/81		43200		A

		6/5/86		43200		A

		6/15/81		43100		A

		6/22/82		43100		A

		6/16/95		43100		A

		6/23/82		43000		A

		6/21/84		43000		A

		7/7/93		43000		A

		6/3/97		43000		A

		6/6/08		43000		A

		6/29/05		42900		A

		6/30/78		42800		A

		7/1/96		42800		A

		6/10/99		42800		A

		6/11/99		42800		A

		6/22/72		42700		A

		6/25/84		42700		A

		6/3/70		42600		A

		6/9/74		42600		A

		6/11/74		42600		A

		7/2/91		42600		A

		6/28/96		42600		A

		6/6/02		42600		A

		6/24/84		42400		A

		5/25/91		42400		A

		7/5/97		42400		A

		6/17/70		42300		A

		6/4/78		42300		A

		7/1/95		42300		A

		6/6/67		42200		A

		6/9/78		42200		A

		7/12/78		42200		A

		6/20/82		42200		A

		6/11/71		42100		A

		7/10/08		42100		A

		5/28/70		42000		A

		5/27/70		41900		A

		5/8/75		41900		A

		7/20/75		41900		A

		7/3/84		41900		A

		6/21/08		41900		A

		6/5/67		41800		A

		6/5/71		41800		A

		6/19/72		41800		A

		6/21/72		41800		A

		6/10/74		41800		A

		6/7/76		41800		A

		6/1/99		41800		A

		6/2/03		41800		A

		7/9/74		41700		A

		6/22/84		41700		A

		6/13/95		41700		A

		7/20/67		41600		A

		6/22/86		41600		A

		5/26/97		41600		A

		6/18/72		41500		A

		7/1/78		41500		A

		7/4/84		41500		A

		6/23/84		41400		A

		6/24/95		41400		A

		7/2/95		41400		A

		7/6/98		41400		A

		7/9/78		41300		A

		6/16/81		41300		A

		6/15/83		41300		A

		6/5/02		41300		A

		7/3/71		41200		A

		7/8/98		41200		A

		6/9/99		41200		A

		5/26/70		41100		A

		6/2/74		41100		A

		7/11/78		41100		A

		7/13/78		41100		A

		5/22/97		41100		A

		6/7/67		41000		A

		6/15/73		41000		A

		6/7/96		41000		A

		6/19/99		40800		A

		6/11/08		40800		A

		6/12/99		40700		A

		6/8/74		40600		A

		6/16/75		40600		A

		6/20/84		40600		A

		6/20/73		40500		A

		7/10/74		40500		A

		7/15/95		40500		A

		6/3/96		40500		A

		7/15/78		40400		A

		5/21/97		40400		A

		6/28/69		40300		A

		7/7/71		40300		A

		6/27/76		40300		A

		7/14/78		40300		A

		6/8/99		40300		A

		6/6/03		40300		A

		6/20/72		40200		A

		6/17/73		40200		A

		7/10/78		40200		A

		7/9/82		40200		A

		7/2/84		40200		A

		5/25/93		40200		A

		7/21/67		40100		A

		6/16/74		40100		A

		6/7/75		40100		A

		6/7/95		40100		A

		6/10/07		40100		A

		7/1/69		40000		A

		6/12/73		40000		A

		6/18/76		40000		A

		6/24/76		40000		A

		6/26/84		40000		A

		5/26/93		40000		A

		6/2/96		40000		A

		6/1/97		40000		A

		6/7/99		40000		A

		6/10/71		39900		A

		6/1/74		39800		A

		6/8/75		39800		A

		6/2/76		39800		A

		7/1/84		39800		A

		7/3/68		39700		A

		6/18/70		39700		A

		6/30/84		39700		A

		5/25/97		39700		A

		7/5/70		39600		A

		6/7/71		39600		A

		7/16/95		39600		A

		6/28/05		39600		A

		6/16/73		39500		A

		7/11/74		39500		A

		6/17/81		39500		A

		6/25/95		39500		A

		7/2/96		39500		A

		6/8/71		39400		A

		5/31/91		39400		A

		6/12/93		39400		A

		7/14/95		39400		A

		5/25/70		39300		A

		6/6/70		39300		A

		6/6/71		39300		A

		6/4/72		39300		A

		6/3/76		39300		A

		6/4/86		39300		A

		5/24/91		39300		A

		6/20/92		39300		A

		6/9/93		39300		A

		6/14/95		39300		A

		6/4/99		39300		A

		6/30/99		39300		A

		6/27/05		39300		A

		6/4/67		39200		A

		5/26/76		39200		A

		6/29/84		39200		A

		6/6/81		39100		A

		6/23/72		39000		A

		6/27/72		39000		A

		6/4/84		39000		A

		6/4/96		39000		A

		6/5/08		39000		A

		7/14/83		38900		A

		7/8/93		38900		A

		7/6/97		38900		A

		6/9/71		38800		A

		6/1/76		38800		A

		6/15/95		38800		A

		7/22/67		38700		A

		6/22/70		38700		A

		7/8/70		38700		A

		5/29/81		38700		A

		6/9/81		38700		A

		6/21/92		38700		A

		6/14/75		38600		A

		5/25/76		38600		A

		6/30/98		38600		A

		6/19/82		38500		A

		6/30/95		38500		A

		6/4/70		38400		A

		6/24/72		38400		A

		6/26/72		38400		A

		7/21/75		38400		A

		7/16/78		38400		A

		6/23/86		38400		A

		7/11/08		38400		A

		6/5/78		38300		A

		6/8/78		38300		A

		7/8/69		38200		A

		6/3/67		38100		A

		6/19/70		38100		A

		7/6/70		38100		A

		5/23/97		38100		A

		6/30/05		38100		A

		5/26/08		38100		A

		6/20/76		38000		A

		6/7/81		38000		A

		6/2/97		38000		A

		6/25/72		37900		A

		7/7/95		37900		A

		6/1/71		37800		A

		7/6/71		37800		A

		6/16/83		37800		A

		9/27/86		37800		A

		5/27/08		37800		A

		6/28/72		37700		A

		5/27/76		37700		A

		7/13/82		37700		A

		7/13/95		37700		A

		5/24/97		37700		A

		7/23/67		37600		A

		7/7/70		37600		A

		6/11/93		37600		A

		6/15/93		37600		A

		6/6/96		37600		A

		7/9/98		37600		A

		5/31/99		37600		A

		6/12/74		37500		A

		6/10/93		37500		A

		6/7/74		37400		A

		7/12/74		37400		A

		5/23/75		37400		A

		6/6/76		37400		A

		6/7/78		37400		A

		6/28/84		37400		A

		5/23/91		37400		A

		6/6/91		37400		A

		7/12/95		37400		A

		6/11/07		37400		A

		7/4/71		37300		A

		6/3/74		37300		A

		7/8/95		37300		A

		7/11/95		37300		A

		7/17/95		37300		A

		6/1/96		37300		A

		5/10/75		37200		A

		5/24/76		37200		A

		7/20/78		37200		A

		7/13/83		37200		A

		6/26/95		37200		A

		7/7/97		37200		A

		6/18/99		37200		A

		5/28/76		37100		A

		6/21/76		37100		A

		7/12/82		37100		A

		6/5/84		37100		A

		5/23/76		37000		A

		7/5/98		37000		A

		6/21/70		36900		A

		6/19/84		36900		A

		7/3/91		36900		A

		7/3/95		36900		A

		5/20/97		36900		A

		6/13/99		36900		A

		6/4/08		36900		A

		6/20/08		36900		A

		6/20/70		36800		A

		5/22/75		36800		A

		6/4/76		36800		A

		6/19/76		36800		A

		7/1/83		36800		A

		6/4/02		36800		A

		5/30/08		36800		A

		6/12/08		36800		A

		5/29/73		36700		A

		6/20/89		36700		A

		6/5/96		36700		A

		7/3/96		36700		A

		6/2/67		36600		A

		6/18/81		36600		A

		6/27/84		36600		A

		6/28/90		36600		A

		6/1/03		36600		A

		5/29/08		36600		A

		6/18/82		36500		A

		6/3/86		36500		A

		6/16/93		36500		A

		6/5/70		36400		A

		7/9/70		36400		A

		5/24/73		36400		A

		6/6/78		36400		A

		7/17/78		36400		A

		6/8/81		36400		A

		7/6/95		36400		A

		6/29/98		36400		A

		7/24/67		36300		A

		7/14/82		36300		A

		5/28/08		36300		A

		5/24/70		36200		A

		7/5/71		36200		A

		6/21/73		36200		A

		6/25/93		36200		A

		7/7/96		36200		A

		7/8/96		36200		A

		7/7/69		36100		A

		7/8/71		36100		A

		5/25/73		36100		A

		5/29/76		36100		A

		6/28/76		36100		A

		7/6/96		36100		A

		7/10/82		36000		A

		6/22/83		36000		A

		6/22/92		36000		A

		5/24/93		36000		A

		6/26/93		36000		A

		5/31/08		36000		A

		5/24/75		35900		A

		7/5/76		35900		A

		7/10/95		35900		A

		5/30/96		35900		A

		5/31/96		35900		A

		7/13/74		35800		A

		6/14/83		35800		A

		7/5/84		35800		A

		6/15/75		35700		A

		6/29/95		35700		A

		5/31/76		35600		A

		7/2/83		35600		A

		6/13/93		35600		A

		5/21/96		35600		A

		5/11/75		35500		A

		7/22/75		35500		A

		6/29/90		35500		A

		7/9/95		35500		A

		7/18/95		35500		A

		7/9/96		35500		A

		6/6/68		35400		A

		5/28/73		35400		A

		5/22/76		35400		A

		7/19/78		35400		A

		7/5/96		35400		A

		7/12/08		35400		A

		7/18/78		35300		A

		6/24/86		35300		A

		6/20/93		35300		A

		7/4/96		35300		A

		7/10/98		35300		A

		6/26/05		35300		A

		7/11/71		35200		A

		6/5/76		35200		A

		6/23/76		35200		A

		7/28/93		35200		A

		6/6/99		35200		A

		6/7/02		35200		A

		5/25/08		35200		A

		6/3/08		35200		A

		5/30/99		35100		A

		6/2/08		35100		A

		7/25/67		35000		A

		6/25/80		35000		A

		6/23/92		35000		A

		7/4/95		35000		A

		5/29/67		34900		A

		7/11/82		34900		A

		6/24/93		34900		A

		6/9/07		34900		A

		5/27/73		34800		A

		6/22/76		34800		A

		7/6/83		34800		A

		6/14/93		34800		A

		6/6/75		34700		A

		5/28/81		34700		A

		6/2/86		34700		A

		6/1/93		34700		A

		6/6/95		34700		A

		6/27/95		34700		A

		7/5/95		34700		A

		5/22/96		34700		A

		6/14/08		34700		A

		7/4/68		34600		A

		5/26/73		34600		A

		7/21/78		34600		A

		7/9/93		34600		A

		7/1/98		34600		A

		7/9/69		34500		A

		6/15/74		34500		A

		6/24/80		34500		A

		6/2/93		34500		A

		5/16/95		34500		A

		6/5/99		34500		A

		5/27/05		34500		A

		6/1/08		34500		A

		5/30/73		34400		A

		5/30/76		34400		A

		6/28/95		34400		A

		6/14/99		34400		A

		6/17/99		34400		A

		5/25/05		34400		A

		7/15/82		34300		A

		6/1/91		34300		A

		6/30/83		34200		A

		7/4/91		34200		A

		7/14/93		34200		A

		7/1/99		34200		A

		6/13/08		34200		A

		7/9/71		34100		A

		6/19/93		34100		A

		7/31/93		34100		A

		5/15/95		34100		A

		6/2/00		34100		A

		6/15/08		34100		A

		7/14/74		34000		A

		5/21/75		34000		A

		6/1/00		34000		A

		6/8/07		34000		A

		6/29/72		33900		A

		6/15/90		33900		A

		5/27/93		33900		A

		7/19/95		33900		A

		7/8/97		33900		A

		6/15/99		33900		A

		5/27/81		33800		A

		6/27/81		33800		A

		6/30/90		33800		A

		6/24/92		33800		A

		6/21/93		33800		A

		6/24/98		33800		A

		6/16/99		33800		A

		7/4/76		33700		A

		6/28/83		33700		A

		6/3/93		33700		A

		5/28/96		33700		A

		6/6/74		33600		A

		5/12/75		33600		A

		5/25/75		33600		A

		6/23/80		33600		A

		6/29/83		33600		A

		5/31/93		33600		A

		6/4/93		33600		A

		7/10/71		33500		A

		5/27/80		33500		A

		7/3/83		33500		A

		6/8/93		33500		A

		7/11/98		33500		A

		7/26/67		33400		A

		6/13/74		33400		A

		5/9/75		33400		A

		5/16/75		33400		A

		7/16/82		33400		A

		5/20/93		33400		A

		5/17/94		33400		A

		5/29/96		33400		A

		5/26/05		33400		A

		6/19/81		33300		A

		5/25/84		33300		A

		6/23/93		33300		A

		6/29/76		33200		A

		7/5/83		33200		A

		6/5/93		33200		A

		7/3/98		33200		A

		6/10/02		33200		A

		6/4/74		33100		A

		5/20/75		33100		A

		7/23/75		33100		A

		6/17/80		33100		A

		7/17/82		33100		A

		7/18/82		33100		A

		7/11/97		33100		A

		7/13/08		33100		A

		7/22/78		33000		A

		6/21/89		33000		A

		5/23/93		33000		A

		6/22/93		33000		A

		5/27/96		33000		A

		6/7/03		33000		A

		6/11/73		32900		A

		7/6/76		32900		A

		7/1/05		32900		A

		5/25/06		32900		A

		6/19/08		32900		A

		7/10/69		32800		A

		6/21/83		32800		A

		7/4/83		32800		A

		5/24/84		32800		A

		6/6/84		32800		A

		6/6/73		32700		A

		5/15/75		32700		A

		6/2/83		32700		A

		6/17/83		32700		A

		7/7/83		32700		A

		5/22/91		32700		A

		6/19/92		32700		A

		7/10/96		32700		A

		6/23/98		32700		A

		6/11/02		32700		A

		6/16/08		32700		A

		5/31/69		32600		A

		6/26/80		32600		A

		7/10/93		32600		A

		5/19/97		32600		A

		6/12/07		32600		A

		5/28/67		32500		A

		5/28/80		32500		A

		6/28/81		32500		A

		6/2/91		32500		A

		7/15/93		32500		A

		7/9/97		32500		A

		7/14/97		32500		A

		5/31/74		32400		A

		5/26/81		32400		A

		7/1/81		32400		A

		7/6/84		32400		A

		9/28/86		32400		A

		7/5/91		32400		A

		5/20/96		32400		A

		5/31/03		32400		A

		6/14/74		32300		A

		5/13/75		32300		A

		7/6/69		32200		A

		6/3/72		32200		A

		5/31/79		32200		A

		6/25/86		32200		A

		6/9/88		32200		A

		5/21/93		32200		A

		7/15/97		32200		A

		6/22/73		32100		A

		5/19/75		32100		A

		7/23/78		32100		A

		6/23/79		32100		A

		6/3/83		32100		A

		6/20/83		32100		A

		7/12/83		32100		A

		6/1/86		32100		A

		6/30/86		32100		A

		7/2/98		32100		A

		7/4/69		32000		A

		5/7/75		32000		A

		6/16/80		32000		A

		6/17/93		32000		A

		6/11/00		32000		A

		7/24/78		31900		A

		7/1/90		31900		A

		6/5/95		31900		A

		5/29/99		31900		A

		5/25/72		31800		A

		6/26/81		31800		A

		7/20/95		31800		A

		6/28/98		31800		A

		7/14/08		31800		A

		6/5/74		31700		A

		6/24/81		31700		A

		7/19/82		31700		A

		6/23/83		31700		A

		6/14/89		31700		A

		7/10/97		31700		A

		7/11/69		31600		A

		5/18/76		31600		A

		7/3/76		31600		A

		6/30/81		31600		A

		5/20/84		31600		A

		6/27/90		31600		A

		6/5/91		31600		A

		6/6/93		31600		A

		6/27/93		31600		A

		7/12/98		31600		A

		6/12/00		31600		A

		6/13/06		31600		A

		6/1/67		31500		A

		5/23/73		31500		A

		6/5/73		31500		A

		7/11/83		31500		A

		5/19/93		31500		A

		5/24/05		31500		A

		5/26/06		31500		A

		6/13/69		31400		A

		7/15/74		31400		A

		5/19/76		31400		A

		6/18/80		31400		A

		6/19/80		31400		A

		5/22/93		31400		A

		6/27/98		31400		A

		6/3/00		31400		A

		6/14/69		31300		A

		7/10/70		31300		A

		5/17/95		31300		A

		6/25/98		31300		A

		7/4/98		31300		A

		6/25/05		31300		A

		7/2/69		31200		A

		7/5/69		31200		A

		5/31/71		31200		A

		7/12/71		31200		A

		7/24/75		31200		A

		7/15/83		31200		A

		6/18/93		31200		A

		7/13/97		31200		A

		5/28/05		31200		A

		6/20/81		31100		A

		5/30/67		31000		A

		5/24/72		31000		A

		5/26/75		31000		A

		5/21/76		31000		A

		6/22/79		31000		A

		6/22/80		31000		A

		6/27/83		31000		A

		6/29/86		31000		A

		6/14/06		31000		A

		6/1/69		30900		A

		5/31/73		30900		A

		6/3/91		30900		A

		6/21/05		30900		A

		6/30/72		30800		A

		6/30/76		30800		A

		7/7/76		30800		A

		6/17/82		30800		A

		6/10/88		30800		A

		5/15/89		30800		A

		6/25/92		30800		A

		5/17/75		30700		A

		6/25/81		30700		A

		5/23/96		30700		A

		6/26/98		30700		A

		6/22/05		30700		A

		6/17/08		30700		A

		7/3/69		30600		A

		7/3/73		30600		A

		6/29/81		30600		A

		7/7/84		30600		A

		7/21/95		30600		A

		7/2/05		30600		A

		5/19/78		30500		A

		6/13/83		30500		A

		7/11/84		30500		A

		6/13/89		30500		A

		7/6/91		30500		A

		5/16/94		30500		A

		5/26/96		30500		A

		7/16/97		30500		A

		7/23/97		30500		A

		6/13/07		30500		A

		6/18/08		30500		A

		5/26/80		30400		A

		7/12/97		30400		A

		6/10/00		30400		A

		6/7/73		30300		A

		7/25/78		30300		A

		6/24/79		30300		A

		6/14/90		30300		A

		7/11/93		30300		A

		7/2/99		30300		A

		6/12/02		30300		A

		5/30/69		30200		A

		5/14/75		30200		A

		6/10/82		30200		A

		6/19/83		30200		A

		6/3/02		30200		A

		7/25/75		30100		A

		6/20/80		30100		A

		5/19/84		30100		A

		6/3/84		30100		A

		6/12/89		30100		A

		6/19/89		30100		A

		7/4/93		30100		A

		7/22/95		30100		A

		7/23/95		30100		A

		7/5/68		30000		A

		5/26/72		30000		A

		7/10/83		30000		A

		5/30/93		30000		A

		5/23/72		29900		A

		5/18/75		29900		A

		7/2/81		29900		A

		7/8/84		29900		A

		6/12/06		29900		A

		7/13/71		29800		A

		7/14/71		29800		A

		10/4/71		29800		A

		6/21/81		29800		A

		7/4/92		29800		A

		7/11/96		29800		A

		7/4/99		29800		A

		7/15/08		29800		A

		7/12/69		29700		A

		5/24/95		29700		A

		7/13/98		29700		A

		6/5/75		29600		A

		7/10/76		29600		A

		5/29/80		29600		A

		6/18/83		29600		A

		5/28/84		29600		A

		6/18/84		29600		A

		6/15/89		29600		A

		7/2/90		29600		A

		5/23/95		29600		A

		5/25/95		29600		A

		6/24/05		29600		A

		7/4/73		29500		A

		5/20/76		29500		A

		6/1/83		29500		A

		7/9/84		29500		A

		7/12/84		29500		A

		6/4/91		29500		A

		7/3/92		29500		A

		5/30/03		29500		A

		5/24/06		29500		A

		7/11/76		29400		A

		6/1/79		29400		A

		6/21/80		29400		A

		7/20/82		29400		A

		6/26/86		29400		A

		6/26/90		29400		A

		7/7/92		29400		A

		6/4/00		29400		A

		7/16/74		29300		A

		6/27/80		29300		A

		5/31/82		29300		A

		7/8/83		29300		A

		7/10/84		29300		A

		5/22/95		29300		A

		7/5/99		29300		A

		5/31/67		29200		A

		7/27/67		29200		A

		6/24/83		29200		A

		5/31/88		29200		A

		6/7/93		29200		A

		7/24/95		29200		A

		6/23/05		29200		A

		10/3/71		29100		A

		6/2/79		29100		A

		6/23/81		29100		A

		6/7/84		29100		A

		6/16/90		29100		A

		5/18/95		29100		A

		5/21/95		29100		A

		7/3/99		29100		A

		6/9/00		29100		A

		6/13/00		29100		A

		5/27/06		29100		A

		6/10/69		29000		A

		5/16/89		29000		A

		5/18/94		29000		A

		7/25/95		29000		A

		6/8/02		29000		A

		6/8/03		29000		A

		5/27/75		28900		A

		6/23/89		28900		A

		7/16/93		28900		A

		5/26/95		28900		A

		7/15/71		28800		A

		7/2/73		28800		A

		7/26/75		28800		A

		7/1/76		28800		A

		7/8/76		28800		A

		6/25/79		28800		A

		6/9/82		28800		A

		6/4/83		28800		A

		6/1/88		28800		A

		7/24/97		28800		A

		6/28/73		28700		A

		5/26/84		28700		A

		6/12/85		28700		A

		6/26/92		28700		A

		5/20/95		28700		A

		5/18/97		28700		A

		7/18/97		28700		A

		6/22/02		28700		A

		7/9/76		28600		A

		7/17/97		28600		A

		6/14/03		28600		A

		7/11/70		28500		A

		7/18/83		28500		A

		5/21/84		28500		A

		7/2/93		28500		A

		7/13/93		28500		A

		6/4/95		28500		A

		7/8/99		28500		A

		6/15/03		28500		A

		6/11/69		28400		A

		6/19/79		28400		A

		5/28/93		28400		A

		7/26/95		28400		A

		7/19/97		28400		A

		7/14/98		28400		A

		7/6/99		28400		A

		6/8/00		28400		A

		7/11/68		28300		A

		7/2/76		28300		A

		7/26/78		28300		A

		5/30/88		28300		A

		6/24/89		28300		A

		7/12/93		28300		A

		5/25/96		28300		A

		6/9/02		28300		A

		6/15/06		28300		A

		7/1/72		28200		A

		7/4/72		28200		A

		6/4/75		28200		A

		6/30/79		28200		A

		6/15/80		28200		A

		6/1/82		28200		A

		7/1/86		28200		A

		6/3/88		28200		A

		7/7/91		28200		A

		5/24/96		28200		A

		6/1/73		28100		A

		6/27/86		28100		A

		6/2/88		28100		A

		6/22/89		28100		A

		6/20/98		28100		A

		5/27/84		28000		A

		5/19/96		28000		A

		7/12/96		28000		A

		7/7/99		28000		A

		5/30/06		28000		A

		5/24/08		28000		A

		6/12/69		27900		A

		5/23/70		27900		A

		5/22/73		27900		A

		6/23/73		27900		A

		6/27/73		27900		A

		5/30/79		27900		A

		7/19/83		27900		A

		7/5/92		27900		A

		6/10/05		27900		A

		6/14/07		27900		A

		7/10/68		27800		A

		7/17/74		27800		A

		7/27/75		27800		A

		7/29/82		27800		A

		6/11/88		27800		A

		7/1/93		27800		A

		7/9/68		27700		A

		7/12/68		27700		A

		6/2/69		27700		A

		6/15/69		27700		A

		7/12/70		27700		A

		7/16/71		27700		A

		6/29/79		27700		A

		7/1/79		27700		A

		7/9/83		27700		A

		6/11/89		27700		A

		6/25/90		27700		A

		5/28/99		27700		A

		5/27/72		27600		A

		7/3/72		27600		A

		6/10/73		27600		A

		6/12/83		27600		A

		6/25/83		27600		A

		6/26/83		27600		A

		6/8/84		27600		A

		5/14/89		27600		A

		5/30/00		27600		A

		6/5/68		27500		A

		7/14/70		27500		A

		6/8/88		27500		A

		6/27/92		27500		A

		5/18/93		27500		A

		6/28/93		27500		A

		6/7/00		27500		A

		7/3/05		27500		A

		7/6/68		27400		A

		5/17/71		27400		A

		6/8/73		27400		A

		7/1/73		27400		A

		7/27/78		27400		A

		7/8/92		27400		A

		7/15/98		27400		A

		5/31/06		27400		A

		6/11/06		27400		A

		7/13/68		27300		A

		6/3/69		27300		A

		7/13/69		27300		A

		6/11/82		27300		A

		5/29/84		27300		A

		7/13/84		27300		A

		5/11/86		27300		A

		5/31/86		27300		A

		7/3/90		27300		A

		7/22/97		27300		A

		7/15/70		27200		A

		5/20/71		27200		A

		6/15/77		27200		A

		6/21/79		27200		A

		6/26/79		27200		A

		7/8/91		27200		A

		5/19/95		27200		A

		6/19/98		27200		A

		5/31/00		27200		A

		6/9/05		27200		A

		5/22/72		27100		A

		6/4/73		27100		A

		5/17/76		27100		A

		6/22/81		27100		A

		7/17/86		27100		A

		7/17/93		27100		A

		5/14/95		27100		A

		7/27/95		27100		A

		7/20/97		27100		A

		7/25/97		27100		A

		6/18/98		27100		A

		6/23/02		27100		A

		7/16/08		27100		A

		7/8/68		27000		A

		7/13/70		27000		A

		7/17/71		27000		A

		6/2/72		27000		A

		6/29/73		27000		A

		5/15/76		27000		A

		7/17/83		27000		A

		5/23/84		27000		A

		6/11/85		27000		A

		7/3/93		27000		A

		6/16/03		27000		A

		5/29/69		26900		A

		7/12/76		26900		A

		7/2/79		26900		A

		7/21/82		26900		A

		5/10/86		26900		A

		5/29/93		26900		A

		7/13/96		26900		A

		7/21/97		26900		A

		6/22/03		26900		A

		6/25/69		26800		A

		5/18/71		26800		A

		8/3/75		26800		A

		7/28/78		26800		A

		7/3/81		26800		A

		7/2/86		26800		A

		7/19/93		26800		A

		5/15/05		26800		A

		6/4/68		26700		A

		6/9/69		26700		A

		7/28/75		26700		A

		6/20/79		26700		A

		5/22/84		26700		A

		7/9/99		26700		A

		7/2/72		26600		A

		6/30/73		26600		A

		7/3/79		26600		A

		6/28/86		26600		A

		5/17/97		26600		A

		6/23/03		26600		A

		5/29/06		26600		A

		7/5/73		26500		A

		6/18/89		26500		A

		6/21/98		26500		A

		6/13/02		26500		A

		6/18/03		26500		A

		5/23/06		26500		A

		5/28/06		26500		A

		7/18/71		26400		A

		7/5/72		26400		A

		5/28/75		26400		A

		6/27/79		26400		A

		5/25/81		26400		A

		7/28/82		26400		A

		6/9/84		26400		A

		6/16/89		26400		A

		6/5/00		26400		A

		6/21/03		26400		A

		6/26/69		26300		A

		7/18/74		26300		A

		8/4/75		26300		A

		6/28/79		26300		A

		6/17/89		26300		A

		7/9/91		26300		A

		6/30/93		26300		A

		7/18/93		26300		A

		5/15/94		26300		A

		5/29/00		26300		A

		6/9/03		26300		A

		7/13/76		26200		A

		7/16/83		26200		A

		7/2/92		26200		A

		7/6/92		26200		A

		8/1/93		26200		A

		6/13/03		26200		A

		6/17/03		26200		A

		6/20/03		26200		A

		6/15/07		26200		A

		6/2/73		26100		A

		7/4/79		26100		A

		6/28/92		26100		A

		7/14/96		26100		A

		5/29/05		26100		A

		5/27/67		26000		A

		7/7/68		26000		A

		7/14/68		26000		A

		7/19/71		26000		A

		5/28/72		26000		A

		6/3/73		26000		A

		8/2/75		26000		A

		7/29/78		26000		A

		7/30/78		26000		A

		6/28/80		26000		A

		5/29/88		26000		A

		6/27/69		25900		A

		5/19/71		25900		A

		5/21/71		25900		A

		6/14/77		25900		A

		7/20/83		25900		A

		7/9/92		25900		A

		7/20/93		25900		A

		7/11/99		25900		A

		6/10/06		25900		A

		6/16/06		25900		A

		5/17/07		25900		A

		7/28/67		25800		A

		5/16/76		25800		A

		6/13/77		25800		A

		6/12/84		25800		A

		7/3/86		25800		A

		6/29/93		25800		A

		5/27/95		25800		A

		7/26/97		25800		A

		6/19/03		25800		A

		6/16/69		25700		A

		6/26/73		25700		A

		7/4/90		25700		A

		6/24/03		25700		A

		7/29/67		25600		A

		6/3/75		25600		A

		7/29/75		25600		A

		6/14/80		25600		A

		6/10/84		25600		A

		5/30/85		25600		A

		6/17/98		25600		A

		6/22/98		25600		A

		6/20/05		25600		A

		5/18/07		25600		A

		7/6/72		25500		A

		6/9/73		25500		A

		6/24/73		25500		A

		7/14/76		25500		A

		5/25/80		25500		A

		6/11/84		25500		A

		6/17/84		25500		A

		6/6/00		25500		A

		5/25/02		25500		A

		7/4/05		25500		A

		6/17/06		25500		A

		6/4/69		25400		A

		7/14/69		25400		A

		5/30/71		25400		A

		7/6/90		25400		A

		7/10/91		25400		A

		7/10/99		25400		A

		7/22/69		25300		A

		7/16/70		25300		A

		6/12/77		25300		A

		7/5/90		25300		A

		7/15/96		25300		A

		6/14/00		25300		A

		8/25/68		25200		A

		7/4/81		25200		A

		5/21/91		25200		A

		6/3/68		25100		A

		7/15/68		25100		A

		5/21/72		25100		A

		5/29/72		25100		A

		5/14/76		25100		A

		5/29/79		25100		A

		6/12/88		25100		A

		7/23/93		25100		A

		7/12/99		25100		A

		5/29/03		25100		A

		6/24/69		25000		A

		6/30/80		25000		A

		7/22/82		25000		A

		5/30/84		25000		A

		7/1/92		25000		A

		5/19/94		25000		A

		7/28/95		25000		A

		7/27/97		25000		A

		7/16/98		25000		A

		6/9/06		25000		A

		7/30/67		24900		A

		7/20/71		24900		A

		6/25/73		24900		A

		5/29/75		24900		A

		6/13/84		24900		A

		6/4/88		24900		A

		7/7/90		24900		A

		6/14/04		24900		A

		5/25/07		24900		A

		7/17/08		24900		A

		7/16/68		24800		A

		6/16/77		24800		A

		6/29/80		24800		A

		7/5/81		24800		A

		6/5/83		24800		A

		6/14/84		24800		A

		5/12/86		24800		A

		5/21/88		24800		A

		6/24/90		24800		A

		6/5/94		24800		A

		6/16/07		24800		A

		5/16/71		24700		A

		5/22/71		24700		A

		7/21/71		24700		A

		6/3/79		24700		A

		7/30/82		24700		A

		7/14/84		24700		A

		6/13/85		24700		A

		5/31/83		24600		A

		6/11/83		24600		A

		5/14/94		24600		A

		5/28/95		24600		A

		5/23/05		24600		A

		6/11/05		24600		A

		7/5/05		24600		A

		6/18/06		24600		A

		7/15/69		24500		A

		7/19/69		24500		A

		6/1/75		24500		A

		6/12/82		24500		A

		6/15/84		24500		A

		6/29/92		24500		A

		7/27/93		24500		A

		7/16/96		24500		A

		5/16/97		24500		A

		7/28/97		24500		A

		5/24/69		24400		A

		5/22/70		24400		A

		7/30/75		24400		A

		6/16/84		24400		A

		6/4/90		24400		A

		6/30/92		24400		A

		5/20/94		24400		A

		5/27/99		24400		A

		5/30/82		24300		A

		6/3/95		24300		A

		7/21/69		24200		A

		5/21/73		24200		A

		5/30/75		24200		A

		7/31/75		24200		A

		7/15/76		24200		A

		7/5/79		24200		A

		7/4/86		24200		A

		5/29/95		24200		A

		6/21/02		24200		A

		7/22/71		24100		A

		5/30/74		24100		A

		5/22/88		24100		A

		5/17/89		24100		A

		6/13/90		24100		A

		6/28/02		24100		A

		7/16/69		24000		A

		5/31/75		24000		A

		7/31/78		24000		A

		6/8/83		24000		A

		5/31/85		24000		A

		6/3/90		24000		A

		6/23/90		24000		A

		6/1/06		24000		A

		5/16/07		24000		A

		7/20/69		23900		A

		6/17/79		23900		A

		7/31/82		23900		A

		6/6/94		23900		A

		6/8/94		23900		A

		7/29/95		23900		A

		7/29/97		23900		A

		6/17/01		23900		A

		6/26/02		23900		A

		6/10/03		23900		A

		7/19/74		23800		A

		5/30/80		23800		A

		7/6/81		23800		A

		6/17/90		23800		A

		6/25/02		23800		A

		6/27/02		23800		A

		6/1/72		23700		A

		6/2/75		23700		A

		6/10/77		23700		A

		7/23/82		23700		A

		7/27/82		23700		A

		6/9/83		23700		A

		9/26/86		23700		A

		6/10/89		23700		A

		5/18/96		23700		A

		5/24/07		23700		A

		6/17/07		23700		A

		7/18/69		23600		A

		5/13/76		23600		A

		7/1/80		23600		A

		6/2/82		23600		A

		7/8/86		23600		A

		5/21/94		23600		A

		7/17/96		23600		A

		5/28/00		23600		A

		6/24/02		23600		A

		6/29/02		23600		A

		7/6/05		23600		A

		7/17/68		23500		A

		6/17/69		23500		A

		8/1/75		23500		A

		6/8/82		23500		A

		7/21/83		23500		A

		7/13/99		23500		A

		6/25/03		23500		A

		7/16/76		23400		A

		6/11/77		23400		A

		6/16/79		23400		A

		7/11/91		23400		A

		5/17/93		23400		A

		7/21/93		23400		A

		5/21/05		23400		A

		6/19/07		23400		A

		5/28/69		23300		A

		6/10/83		23300		A

		5/18/84		23300		A

		5/13/89		23300		A

		7/30/97		23300		A

		6/18/07		23300		A

		5/28/79		23200		A

		6/18/79		23200		A

		6/7/83		23200		A

		6/25/89		23200		A

		8/2/93		23200		A

		5/30/95		23200		A

		6/17/00		23200		A

		5/22/06		23200		A

		7/18/08		23200		A

		7/20/74		23100		A

		8/5/75		23100		A

		6/17/77		23100		A

		6/16/82		23100		A

		6/6/83		23100		A

		5/31/84		23100		A

		5/13/86		23100		A

		7/10/92		23100		A

		7/22/93		23100		A

		5/19/07		23100		A

		5/23/69		23000		A

		7/17/69		23000		A

		7/5/86		23000		A

		7/7/86		23000		A

		8/3/97		23000		A

		6/20/07		23000		A

		6/23/69		22900		A

		8/1/78		22900		A

		6/12/90		22900		A

		5/13/94		22900		A

		6/12/03		22900		A

		7/17/70		22800		A

		7/15/84		22800		A

		6/5/90		22800		A

		5/15/97		22800		A

		5/26/02		22800		A

		6/30/02		22800		A

		5/26/07		22800		A

		7/18/68		22700		A

		5/25/69		22700		A

		5/23/71		22700		A

		7/26/82		22700		A

		5/15/07		22700		A

		6/7/07		22700		A

		7/31/67		22600		A

		7/23/71		22600		A

		7/6/73		22600		A

		7/21/74		22600		A

		6/9/77		22600		A

		8/2/78		22600		A

		6/10/79		22600		A

		7/18/96		22600		A

		7/31/97		22600		A

		7/17/98		22600		A

		7/15/99		22600		A

		7/7/72		22500		A

		6/22/90		22500		A

		7/24/93		22500		A

		8/2/97		22500		A

		8/4/97		22500		A

		6/14/02		22500		A

		6/13/04		22500		A

		5/30/05		22500		A

		5/7/07		22500		A

		7/23/69		22400		A

		7/24/82		22400		A

		7/6/86		22400		A

		7/30/95		22400		A

		6/15/00		22400		A

		6/21/07		22400		A

		7/20/68		22300		A

		8/26/68		22300		A

		6/5/69		22300		A

		5/26/71		22300		A

		7/7/81		22300		A

		7/9/86		22300		A

		8/1/97		22300		A

		6/19/00		22300		A

		6/12/05		22300		A

		8/24/68		22200		A

		10/5/71		22200		A

		5/30/72		22200		A

		7/6/79		22200		A

		8/1/82		22200		A

		5/24/94		22200		A

		6/1/94		22200		A

		6/16/00		22200		A

		6/8/06		22200		A

		7/19/68		22100		A

		5/12/71		22100		A

		5/13/71		22100		A

		5/25/71		22100		A

		5/9/76		22100		A

		5/12/76		22100		A

		7/17/76		22100		A

		5/31/87		22100		A

		6/13/88		22100		A

		5/28/89		22100		A

		6/11/90		22100		A

		6/18/90		22100		A

		7/12/91		22100		A

		7/19/08		22100		A

		6/18/77		22000		A

		7/25/82		22000		A

		5/11/88		22000		A

		5/31/92		22000		A

		5/31/95		22000		A

		7/14/99		22000		A

		5/22/05		22000		A

		6/2/05		22000		A

		6/14/05		22000		A

		5/15/71		21900		A

		5/29/71		21900		A

		9/4/73		21900		A

		5/10/76		21900		A

		5/24/81		21900		A

		5/29/85		21900		A

		5/28/88		21900		A

		7/25/93		21900		A

		5/23/94		21900		A

		5/16/05		21900		A

		6/19/05		21900		A

		7/7/05		21900		A

		5/8/07		21900		A

		5/23/08		21900		A

		6/8/69		21800		A

		5/24/71		21800		A

		9/22/78		21800		A

		7/16/84		21800		A

		5/31/94		21800		A

		5/24/02		21800		A

		6/22/69		21700		A

		6/13/82		21700		A

		9/16/91		21700		A

		8/3/93		21700		A

		6/11/03		21700		A

		6/15/04		21700		A

		6/1/05		21700		A

		6/19/06		21700		A

		5/20/07		21700		A

		5/23/07		21700		A

		5/27/79		21600		A

		5/23/89		21600		A

		5/27/00		21600		A

		5/14/05		21600		A

		5/21/07		21600		A

		5/12/70		21500		A

		5/14/71		21500		A

		5/27/71		21500		A

		9/21/78		21500		A

		7/22/83		21500		A

		6/2/84		21500		A

		6/1/85		21500		A

		6/10/85		21500		A

		7/20/96		21500		A

		8/5/97		21500		A

		5/26/99		21500		A

		7/1/02		21500		A

		6/13/05		21500		A

		5/19/69		21400		A

		6/18/69		21400		A

		7/22/74		21400		A

		5/18/89		21400		A

		6/19/90		21400		A

		7/8/90		21400		A

		7/11/92		21400		A

		6/4/94		21400		A

		6/20/00		21400		A

		7/20/08		21400		A

		5/28/71		21300		A

		5/31/72		21300		A

		8/3/78		21300		A

		6/4/79		21300		A

		5/27/89		21300		A

		6/18/92		21300		A

		5/22/94		21300		A

		6/2/95		21300		A

		7/19/96		21300		A

		5/22/07		21300		A

		7/21/68		21200		A

		5/26/69		21200		A

		8/6/75		21200		A

		5/11/76		21200		A

		5/11/78		21200		A

		5/23/88		21200		A

		5/22/89		21200		A

		5/12/92		21200		A

		5/13/92		21200		A

		7/16/99		21200		A

		5/31/05		21200		A

		5/27/69		21100		A

		7/24/71		21100		A

		5/8/76		21100		A

		5/21/81		21100		A

		5/12/89		21100		A

		6/18/94		21100		A

		5/11/71		21000		A

		5/31/80		21000		A

		6/15/82		21000		A

		5/30/86		21000		A

		9/29/86		21000		A

		5/19/89		21000		A

		5/20/89		21000		A

		5/10/71		20900		A

		7/23/74		20900		A

		7/7/79		20900		A

		6/14/85		20900		A

		5/14/86		20900		A

		6/2/90		20900		A

		6/7/94		20900		A

		6/1/95		20900		A

		7/18/98		20900		A

		6/3/05		20900		A

		5/20/72		20800		A

		5/12/78		20800		A

		7/2/80		20800		A

		5/29/82		20800		A

		8/2/82		20800		A

		5/30/83		20800		A

		6/1/84		20800		A

		7/17/84		20800		A

		6/1/87		20800		A

		5/18/88		20800		A

		6/6/90		20800		A

		6/18/00		20800		A

		6/6/69		20700		A

		5/11/70		20700		A

		7/18/70		20700		A

		5/20/73		20700		A

		5/21/89		20700		A

		7/21/96		20700		A

		8/6/97		20700		A

		6/20/02		20700		A

		5/27/07		20700		A

		6/4/07		20700		A

		7/21/08		20700		A

		5/1/69		20600		A

		6/7/69		20600		A

		7/10/72		20600		A

		7/18/76		20600		A

		6/3/82		20600		A

		6/14/82		20600		A

		6/5/88		20600		A

		6/14/88		20600		A

		6/21/90		20600		A

		7/12/92		20600		A

		7/26/93		20600		A

		5/30/94		20600		A

		6/2/94		20600		A

		7/17/99		20600		A

		6/2/02		20600		A

		6/15/05		20600		A

		7/25/71		20500		A

		7/10/86		20500		A

		6/2/87		20500		A

		5/1/89		20500		A

		5/14/97		20500		A

		6/26/03		20500		A

		5/14/07		20500		A

		7/26/71		20400		A

		7/8/72		20400		A

		7/9/72		20400		A

		6/7/89		20400		A

		5/20/91		20400		A

		6/16/98		20400		A

		6/24/00		20400		A

		5/6/07		20400		A

		5/9/07		20400		A

		5/26/67		20300		A

		7/11/72		20300		A

		8/7/75		20300		A

		7/8/81		20300		A

		7/23/83		20300		A

		6/9/90		20300		A

		6/20/90		20300		A

		7/18/99		20300		A

		7/19/99		20300		A

		6/2/07		20300		A

		6/22/07		20300		A

		5/15/78		20200		A

		8/4/78		20200		A

		6/10/90		20200		A

		8/4/93		20200		A

		7/31/95		20200		A

		6/16/05		20200		A

		8/27/68		20100		A

		6/19/69		20100		A

		7/24/69		20100		A

		7/8/79		20100		A

		5/20/88		20100		A

		7/13/91		20100		A

		6/3/94		20100		A

		5/10/98		20100		A

		5/19/01		20100		A

		6/4/05		20100		A

		6/2/06		20100		A

		6/3/07		20100		A

		6/5/07		20100		A

		6/6/07		20100		A

		7/22/08		20100		A

		5/10/70		20000		A

		5/2/73		20000		A

		6/8/77		20000		A

		5/25/92		20000		A

		5/12/98		20000		A

		5/13/99		20000		A

		5/14/99		20000		A

		7/20/99		20000		A

		6/23/00		20000		A

		5/17/05		20000		A

		5/20/05		20000		A

		5/21/06		20000		A

		5/23/81		19900		A

		6/2/85		19900		A

		6/26/89		19900		A

		6/1/92		19900		A

		7/13/92		19900		A

		7/8/05		19900		A

		8/1/67		19800		A

		6/21/69		19800		A

		5/13/70		19800		A

		6/19/77		19800		A

		5/20/81		19800		A

		5/28/82		19800		A

		5/29/89		19800		A

		5/11/98		19800		A

		7/2/02		19800		A

		6/5/05		19800		A

		6/17/05		19800		A

		7/7/73		19700		A

		7/18/84		19700		A

		5/9/86		19700		A

		5/19/91		19700		A

		5/24/92		19700		A

		5/25/94		19700		A

		5/29/94		19700		A

		6/29/00		19700		A

		7/12/72		19600		A

		9/5/73		19600		A

		6/9/79		19600		A

		7/24/83		19600		A

		7/15/86		19600		A

		6/3/87		19600		A

		6/7/88		19600		A

		6/9/94		19600		A

		8/7/97		19600		A

		6/28/00		19600		A

		7/27/71		19500		A

		5/7/76		19500		A

		5/10/78		19500		A

		6/1/80		19500		A

		5/22/81		19500		A

		5/26/86		19500		A

		6/4/87		19500		A

		6/15/88		19500		A

		5/3/73		19400		A

		5/5/73		19400		A

		5/8/73		19400		A

		8/5/78		19400		A

		5/26/79		19400		A

		6/11/79		19400		A

		7/7/80		19400		A

		5/30/87		19400		A

		5/24/89		19400		A

		6/9/89		19400		A

		5/11/92		19400		A

		5/12/94		19400		A

		5/9/98		19400		A

		7/19/98		19400		A

		6/7/05		19400		A

		5/28/07		19400		A

		7/22/68		19300		A

		5/9/73		19300		A

		7/24/74		19300		A

		7/11/86		19300		A

		5/30/89		19300		A

		7/9/90		19300		A

		5/13/98		19300		A

		6/8/05		19300		A

		5/18/69		19200		A

		5/20/69		19200		A

		6/20/69		19200		A

		5/6/73		19200		A

		5/13/73		19200		A

		5/14/78		19200		A

		5/16/78		19200		A

		6/15/79		19200		A

		6/13/80		19200		A

		8/3/82		19200		A

		7/18/86		19200		A

		5/26/89		19200		A

		8/20/97		19200		A

		5/15/99		19200		A

		6/18/01		19200		A

		6/15/02		19200		A

		6/6/05		19200		A

		6/18/05		19200		A

		7/23/08		19200		A

		8/28/68		19100		A

		5/2/69		19100		A

		7/13/72		19100		A

		6/13/79		19100		A

		5/30/92		19100		A

		5/11/97		19100		A

		5/8/98		19100		A

		7/21/99		19100		A

		6/21/00		19100		A

		6/20/06		19100		A

		7/19/70		19000		A

		5/1/73		19000		A

		5/13/78		19000		A

		6/2/80		19000		A

		7/3/80		19000		A

		7/4/80		19000		A

		7/25/83		19000		A

		7/14/86		19000		A

		7/16/86		19000		A

		5/29/87		19000		A

		5/2/89		19000		A

		8/1/95		19000		A

		5/25/99		19000		A

		5/22/69		18900		A

		5/14/70		18900		A

		5/9/71		18900		A

		5/4/73		18900		A

		7/5/80		18900		A

		5/19/88		18900		A

		6/8/90		18900		A

		7/10/90		18900		A

		5/29/92		18900		A

		7/14/92		18900		A

		7/3/02		18900		A

		6/16/04		18900		A

		6/7/06		18900		A

		6/1/07		18900		A

		5/21/70		18800		A

		5/1/74		18800		A

		8/8/75		18800		A

		6/7/77		18800		A

		6/8/79		18800		A

		7/8/80		18800		A

		6/7/82		18800		A

		5/15/86		18800		A

		7/12/86		18800		A

		8/8/97		18800		A

		6/7/98		18800		A

		5/20/01		18800		A

		6/16/01		18800		A

		5/10/07		18800		A

		5/12/73		18700		A

		5/1/75		18700		A

		5/20/77		18700		A

		6/5/79		18700		A

		6/12/79		18700		A

		7/6/80		18700		A

		7/9/81		18700		A

		7/13/86		18700		A

		6/5/87		18700		A

		7/14/91		18700		A

		5/12/97		18700		A

		6/27/00		18700		A

		5/27/02		18700		A

		7/24/08		18700		A

		7/25/72		18600		A

		7/25/74		18600		A

		7/19/76		18600		A

		7/9/79		18600		A

		6/3/80		18600		A

		7/19/84		18600		A

		6/13/87		18600		A

		6/16/88		18600		A

		6/6/89		18600		A

		6/7/90		18600		A

		8/5/93		18600		A

		8/21/97		18600		A

		5/12/99		18600		A

		5/28/03		18600		A

		7/27/08		18600		A

		6/4/82		18500		A

		5/17/88		18500		A

		5/27/88		18500		A

		6/8/89		18500		A

		5/28/94		18500		A

		8/2/95		18500		A

		5/7/73		18400		A

		5/10/73		18400		A

		5/11/73		18400		A

		8/6/78		18400		A

		5/14/80		18400		A

		6/4/80		18400		A

		6/5/80		18400		A

		8/4/82		18400		A

		7/15/92		18400		A

		6/27/03		18400		A

		5/18/05		18400		A

		7/26/08		18400		A

		5/8/71		18300		A

		7/28/71		18300		A

		6/20/77		18300		A

		5/27/82		18300		A

		5/27/86		18300		A

		5/24/88		18300		A

		6/6/88		18300		A

		5/28/92		18300		A

		5/16/93		18300		A

		7/22/96		18300		A

		5/13/97		18300		A

		8/9/97		18300		A

		7/22/99		18300		A

		7/25/08		18300		A

		8/2/67		18200		A

		7/14/72		18200		A

		5/14/73		18200		A

		7/26/74		18200		A

		5/9/78		18200		A

		5/18/78		18200		A

		6/27/89		18200		A

		6/10/94		18200		A

		5/14/98		18200		A

		7/20/98		18200		A

		6/25/00		18200		A

		7/4/02		18200		A

		5/29/68		18100		A

		7/29/71		18100		A

		7/24/72		18100		A

		7/26/83		18100		A

		6/3/85		18100		A

		5/25/89		18100		A

		6/3/89		18100		A

		6/2/92		18100		A

		5/26/94		18100		A

		6/19/94		18100		A

		6/6/98		18100		A

		5/7/99		18100		A

		5/16/99		18100		A

		6/26/00		18100		A

		7/9/05		18100		A

		6/23/07		18100		A

		6/6/80		18000		A

		6/15/85		18000		A

		5/26/92		18000		A

		7/16/92		18000		A

		8/10/97		18000		A

		8/22/97		18000		A

		5/19/05		18000		A

		5/21/69		17900		A

		5/19/73		17900		A

		7/8/73		17900		A

		5/2/74		17900		A

		9/23/78		17900		A

		7/10/81		17900		A

		5/5/97		17900		A

		5/8/99		17900		A

		6/22/00		17900		A

		6/30/00		17900		A

		7/28/08		17900		A

		6/2/68		17800		A

		7/25/69		17800		A

		5/2/78		17800		A

		6/14/79		17800		A

		6/5/82		17800		A

		7/20/86		17800		A

		5/12/88		17800		A

		5/27/94		17800		A

		5/13/95		17800		A

		8/3/95		17800		A

		5/17/96		17800		A

		5/26/00		17800		A

		5/5/07		17800		A

		5/13/07		17800		A

		5/6/76		17700		A

		7/23/76		17700		A

		5/19/77		17700		A

		6/6/82		17700		A

		7/21/86		17700		A

		6/2/89		17700		A

		7/15/91		17700		A

		5/27/92		17700		A

		8/23/97		17700		A

		6/3/98		17700		A

		5/11/99		17700		A

		6/11/04		17700		A

		5/29/07		17700		A

		5/3/69		17600		A

		7/20/70		17600		A

		7/30/71		17600		A

		7/23/72		17600		A

		7/22/76		17600		A

		8/7/78		17600		A

		8/5/82		17600		A

		6/14/87		17600		A

		6/17/88		17600		A

		5/14/92		17600		A

		8/11/97		17600		A

		8/19/97		17600		A

		5/7/98		17600		A

		6/22/01		17600		A

		6/19/02		17600		A

		6/12/04		17600		A

		6/21/06		17600		A

		7/15/72		17500		A

		5/13/80		17500		A

		5/29/83		17500		A

		7/11/90		17500		A

		5/18/91		17500		A

		5/3/97		17500		A

		5/6/97		17500		A

		8/12/97		17500		A

		8/13/97		17500		A

		5/9/99		17500		A

		5/17/99		17500		A

		5/2/75		17400		A

		6/7/80		17400		A

		7/27/83		17400		A

		5/16/86		17400		A

		7/19/86		17400		A

		7/17/92		17400		A

		5/31/98		17400		A

		5/6/99		17400		A

		5/20/06		17400		A

		5/11/07		17400		A

		8/4/67		17300		A

		5/17/69		17300		A

		7/17/72		17300		A

		5/14/74		17300		A

		7/20/76		17300		A

		5/8/78		17300		A

		6/8/80		17300		A

		6/10/80		17300		A

		7/11/81		17300		A

		7/28/83		17300		A

		5/17/84		17300		A

		6/12/87		17300		A

		5/10/92		17300		A

		8/6/93		17300		A

		5/15/98		17300		A

		5/10/99		17300		A

		5/18/99		17300		A

		7/23/99		17300		A

		6/3/06		17300		A

		7/23/68		17200		A

		8/29/68		17200		A

		5/16/69		17200		A

		7/26/72		17200		A

		8/9/75		17200		A

		5/17/78		17200		A

		5/25/79		17200		A

		7/10/79		17200		A

		6/11/80		17200		A

		6/11/94		17200		A

		5/4/97		17200		A

		5/10/97		17200		A

		8/24/97		17200		A

		6/8/98		17200		A

		5/12/07		17200		A

		8/3/67		17100		A

		5/30/68		17100		A

		5/15/70		17100		A

		5/7/71		17100		A

		7/16/72		17100		A

		7/18/72		17100		A

		5/15/73		17100		A

		6/21/77		17100		A

		6/6/79		17100		A

		5/23/82		17100		A

		7/30/83		17100		A

		7/22/86		17100		A

		6/6/87		17100		A

		8/7/93		17100		A

		8/14/97		17100		A

		5/19/99		17100		A

		5/20/99		17100		A

		6/16/02		17100		A

		7/31/71		17000		A

		10/6/71		17000		A

		7/27/74		17000		A

		5/28/85		17000		A

		5/31/89		17000		A

		6/4/89		17000		A

		6/5/89		17000		A

		7/23/96		17000		A

		6/24/07		17000		A

		5/14/72		16900		A

		7/20/72		16900		A

		5/18/73		16900		A

		7/9/73		16900		A

		6/12/80		16900		A

		7/29/83		16900		A

		7/31/83		16900		A

		7/20/84		16900		A

		5/21/87		16900		A

		5/16/91		16900		A

		5/23/92		16900		A

		6/3/92		16900		A

		5/11/93		16900		A

		5/2/97		16900		A

		8/29/97		16900		A

		7/21/98		16900		A

		6/21/01		16900		A

		6/28/03		16900		A

		7/10/05		16900		A

		5/15/69		16800		A

		5/24/80		16800		A

		7/9/80		16800		A

		8/6/82		16800		A

		6/28/89		16800		A

		8/15/97		16800		A

		6/22/06		16800		A

		7/21/70		16700		A

		5/1/71		16700		A

		5/3/74		16700		A

		7/21/76		16700		A

		5/21/77		16700		A

		8/8/78		16700		A

		6/7/79		16700		A

		7/11/79		16700		A

		6/9/80		16700		A

		6/17/92		16700		A

		7/27/92		16700		A

		7/6/00		16700		A

		6/30/01		16700		A

		7/5/02		16700		A

		5/30/07		16700		A

		5/31/07		16700		A

		7/29/08		16700		A

		5/4/69		16600		A

		7/19/72		16600		A

		5/15/74		16600		A

		5/5/76		16600		A

		8/6/76		16600		A

		5/24/79		16600		A

		8/18/97		16600		A

		8/25/97		16600		A

		6/15/98		16600		A

		6/17/04		16600		A

		7/22/72		16500		A

		7/24/76		16500		A

		5/29/86		16500		A

		6/1/89		16500		A

		5/7/97		16500		A

		8/16/97		16500		A

		6/1/98		16500		A

		5/21/99		16500		A

		5/24/99		16500		A

		7/24/99		16500		A

		7/22/70		16400		A

		5/12/72		16400		A

		5/13/72		16400		A

		5/16/73		16400		A

		7/27/84		16400		A

		6/16/85		16400		A

		5/28/86		16400		A

		6/15/87		16400		A

		5/25/88		16400		A

		5/26/88		16400		A

		5/29/90		16400		A

		9/17/91		16400		A

		7/18/92		16400		A

		5/9/97		16400		A

		8/17/97		16400		A

		8/28/97		16400		A

		5/6/98		16400		A

		6/2/98		16400		A

		6/19/01		16400		A

		6/23/01		16400		A

		6/25/07		16400		A

		8/5/67		16300		A

		5/16/70		16300		A

		5/11/72		16300		A

		5/3/75		16300		A

		5/23/79		16300		A

		7/23/86		16300		A

		5/23/87		16300		A

		7/16/91		16300		A

		5/12/93		16300		A

		6/4/98		16300		A

		6/5/98		16300		A

		7/22/98		16300		A

		6/29/01		16300		A

		5/31/68		16200		A

		8/1/71		16200		A

		5/19/72		16200		A

		7/10/73		16200		A

		7/28/74		16200		A

		8/10/75		16200		A

		9/24/78		16200		A

		5/24/82		16200		A

		8/7/82		16200		A

		5/8/86		16200		A

		5/22/87		16200		A

		5/28/87		16200		A

		7/4/89		16200		A

		5/17/91		16200		A

		7/24/96		16200		A

		5/1/97		16200		A

		8/26/97		16200		A

		6/14/98		16200		A

		7/1/00		16200		A

		6/6/01		16200		A

		6/7/01		16200		A

		6/20/01		16200		A

		6/23/06		16200		A

		5/2/71		16100		A

		7/27/72		16100		A

		8/9/78		16100		A

		5/15/80		16100		A

		8/1/83		16100		A

		6/4/85		16100		A

		7/12/90		16100		A

		6/17/94		16100		A

		6/20/94		16100		A

		8/4/95		16100		A

		5/8/97		16100		A

		7/11/05		16100		A

		5/28/68		16000		A

		8/30/68		16000		A

		5/17/70		16000		A

		5/15/72		16000		A

		5/17/73		16000		A

		5/13/74		16000		A

		7/10/80		16000		A

		5/24/87		16000		A

		7/3/89		16000		A

		7/5/89		16000		A

		6/9/98		16000		A

		6/11/98		16000		A

		5/22/99		16000		A

		7/5/00		16000		A

		5/18/01		16000		A

		6/22/77		15900		A

		5/11/80		15900		A

		6/29/89		15900		A

		7/26/92		15900		A

		5/28/02		15900		A

		7/14/05		15900		A

		5/19/68		15800		A

		5/5/69		15800		A

		5/3/71		15800		A

		5/6/71		15800		A

		5/26/82		15800		A

		7/26/84		15800		A

		5/4/92		15800		A

		5/5/92		15800		A

		6/4/92		15800		A

		8/27/97		15800		A

		6/10/98		15800		A

		5/21/01		15800		A

		6/2/01		15800		A

		6/17/02		15800		A

		5/22/08		15800		A

		5/18/70		15700		A

		7/23/70		15700		A

		7/21/72		15700		A

		8/11/75		15700		A

		7/25/76		15700		A

		5/3/78		15700		A

		7/12/79		15700		A

		7/12/81		15700		A

		5/14/84		15700		A

		7/21/84		15700		A

		7/28/84		15700		A

		5/17/86		15700		A

		5/25/86		15700		A

		6/7/87		15700		A

		5/3/89		15700		A

		7/2/89		15700		A

		7/17/91		15700		A

		5/9/92		15700		A

		6/12/98		15700		A

		6/13/98		15700		A

		5/23/99		15700		A

		7/25/99		15700		A

		6/6/06		15700		A

		6/26/07		15700		A

		7/30/08		15700		A

		5/14/67		15600		A

		7/24/68		15600		A

		5/14/69		15600		A

		7/11/73		15600		A

		7/29/74		15600		A

		5/11/79		15600		A

		6/6/85		15600		A

		6/17/85		15600		A

		9/30/86		15600		A

		6/18/88		15600		A

		6/12/94		15600		A

		7/23/98		15600		A

		6/18/02		15600		A

		8/6/67		15500		A

		8/2/71		15500		A

		7/28/72		15500		A

		5/12/80		15500		A

		5/16/84		15500		A

		6/5/85		15500		A

		7/19/92		15500		A

		8/8/93		15500		A

		5/16/98		15500		A

		7/12/05		15500		A

		6/4/06		15500		A

		6/24/06		15500		A

		5/4/07		15500		A

		6/1/68		15400		A

		5/9/70		15400		A

		5/19/70		15400		A

		5/4/71		15400		A

		5/16/74		15400		A

		8/12/75		15400		A

		8/10/78		15400		A

		5/12/79		15400		A

		5/22/79		15400		A

		7/11/80		15400		A

		7/24/86		15400		A

		5/11/89		15400		A

		5/28/90		15400		A

		5/11/94		15400		A

		7/25/96		15400		A

		8/30/97		15400		A

		5/31/01		15400		A

		5/29/74		15300		A

		5/4/75		15300		A

		5/10/79		15300		A

		7/13/80		15300		A

		5/22/82		15300		A

		8/8/82		15300		A

		5/16/83		15300		A

		5/15/84		15300		A

		5/30/90		15300		A

		5/15/91		15300		A

		6/16/92		15300		A

		7/2/00		15300		A

		6/28/01		15300		A

		7/13/05		15300		A

		7/26/69		15200		A

		5/20/70		15200		A

		7/24/70		15200		A

		8/6/72		15200		A

		10/10/82		15200		A

		5/5/99		15200		A

		7/7/00		15200		A

		6/24/01		15200		A

		6/29/03		15200		A

		6/10/04		15200		A

		5/25/67		15100		A

		8/31/68		15100		A

		5/12/69		15100		A

		5/5/71		15100		A

		8/3/71		15100		A

		5/10/72		15100		A

		5/22/77		15100		A

		7/12/80		15100		A

		6/20/85		15100		A

		9/25/86		15100		A

		6/30/89		15100		A

		5/13/93		15100		A

		8/9/93		15100		A

		8/31/97		15100		A

		5/25/00		15100		A

		6/1/01		15100		A

		7/15/05		15100		A

		5/18/68		15000		A

		7/26/70		15000		A

		7/30/74		15000		A

		7/26/76		15000		A

		5/7/78		15000		A

		7/14/80		15000		A

		5/25/82		15000		A

		5/15/83		15000		A

		5/17/83		15000		A

		5/13/84		15000		A

		6/9/85		15000		A

		6/18/85		15000		A

		5/25/87		15000		A

		6/16/87		15000		A

		7/6/89		15000		A

		6/1/90		15000		A

		6/7/92		15000		A

		7/28/92		15000		A

		9/1/97		15000		A

		9/2/97		15000		A

		7/26/99		15000		A

		6/27/01		15000		A

		5/15/67		14900		A

		7/27/70		14900		A

		5/25/74		14900		A

		5/6/75		14900		A

		5/1/76		14900		A

		5/4/76		14900		A

		6/23/77		14900		A

		9/16/78		14900		A

		9/20/78		14900		A

		5/10/84		14900		A

		9/3/86		14900		A

		5/5/87		14900		A

		7/1/89		14900		A

		6/9/92		14900		A

		8/10/93		14900		A

		7/4/00		14900		A

		6/18/04		14900		A

		6/27/07		14900		A

		5/11/69		14800		A

		5/13/69		14800		A

		8/4/71		14800		A

		5/11/74		14800		A

		7/13/79		14800		A

		5/18/83		14800		A

		8/2/83		14800		A

		6/19/85		14800		A

		5/15/92		14800		A

		6/15/01		14800		A

		7/6/02		14800		A

		5/20/68		14700		A

		9/1/68		14700		A

		7/25/70		14700		A

		5/16/72		14700		A

		9/6/73		14700		A

		5/17/74		14700		A

		8/13/75		14700		A

		6/24/77		14700		A

		5/10/80		14700		A

		7/13/90		14700		A

		5/6/92		14700		A

		6/5/92		14700		A

		6/8/92		14700		A

		9/3/97		14700		A

		5/30/01		14700		A

		5/23/02		14700		A

		5/19/06		14700		A

		6/5/06		14700		A

		7/31/08		14700		A

		8/7/67		14600		A

		7/25/68		14600		A

		5/6/69		14600		A

		5/4/74		14600		A

		5/12/74		14600		A

		9/15/78		14600		A

		9/28/82		14600		A

		5/11/84		14600		A

		5/12/84		14600		A

		7/22/84		14600		A

		5/18/86		14600		A

		7/25/86		14600		A

		6/8/87		14600		A

		6/6/92		14600		A

		6/21/94		14600		A

		8/5/95		14600		A

		7/3/00		14600		A

		6/30/04		14600		A

		7/9/04		14600		A

		6/25/06		14600		A

		8/8/67		14500		A

		5/4/72		14500		A

		5/26/74		14500		A

		7/31/74		14500		A

		8/5/76		14500		A

		8/7/76		14500		A

		9/25/78		14500		A

		5/6/79		14500		A

		5/7/79		14500		A

		5/9/79		14500		A

		5/13/79		14500		A

		5/21/79		14500		A

		7/15/80		14500		A

		5/15/81		14500		A

		5/8/84		14500		A

		7/29/84		14500		A

		6/7/85		14500		A

		5/4/87		14500		A

		5/6/87		14500		A

		6/11/87		14500		A

		5/16/88		14500		A

		5/14/91		14500		A

		7/18/91		14500		A

		5/8/92		14500		A

		7/25/92		14500		A

		7/26/96		14500		A

		9/4/97		14500		A

		5/17/98		14500		A

		7/24/98		14500		A

		7/27/99		14500		A

		7/11/00		14500		A

		6/25/01		14500		A

		6/29/04		14500		A

		7/8/04		14500		A

		5/13/67		14400		A

		5/24/67		14400		A

		9/2/68		14400		A

		9/5/71		14400		A

		8/9/82		14400		A

		7/28/86		14400		A

		6/20/87		14400		A

		6/15/92		14400		A

		7/20/92		14400		A

		5/5/98		14400		A

		8/5/98		14400		A

		5/23/00		14400		A

		6/3/01		14400		A

		5/23/67		14300		A

		10/7/71		14300		A

		5/5/72		14300		A

		5/5/75		14300		A

		8/22/75		14300		A

		5/2/76		14300		A

		8/11/78		14300		A

		10/9/82		14300		A

		5/9/84		14300		A

		7/25/84		14300		A

		5/3/87		14300		A

		8/11/93		14300		A

		5/2/96		14300		A

		8/7/98		14300		A

		5/9/00		14300		A

		7/8/00		14300		A

		6/26/01		14300		A

		6/19/04		14300		A

		7/27/69		14200		A

		10/8/71		14200		A

		5/17/72		14200		A

		7/12/73		14200		A

		5/8/79		14200		A

		5/28/83		14200		A

		5/7/84		14200		A

		6/21/85		14200		A

		7/26/86		14200		A

		6/19/88		14200		A

		7/7/89		14200		A

		5/31/90		14200		A

		6/10/92		14200		A

		5/1/96		14200		A

		9/5/97		14200		A

		5/26/98		14200		A

		6/8/01		14200		A

		6/1/02		14200		A

		7/1/04		14200		A

		8/5/71		14100		A

		5/10/74		14100		A

		5/3/76		14100		A

		5/21/82		14100		A

		10/6/82		14100		A

		5/19/86		14100		A

		5/20/87		14100		A

		6/17/87		14100		A

		5/13/88		14100		A

		5/27/98		14100		A

		8/4/98		14100		A

		7/28/99		14100		A

		5/8/00		14100		A

		5/24/00		14100		A

		7/1/01		14100		A

		8/9/67		14000		A

		5/9/72		14000		A

		5/5/74		14000		A

		5/18/74		14000		A

		8/1/74		14000		A

		8/14/75		14000		A

		6/25/77		14000		A

		5/16/81		14000		A

		5/19/83		14000		A

		8/3/83		14000		A

		7/23/84		14000		A

		7/30/84		14000		A

		7/27/86		14000		A

		5/1/90		14000		A

		5/7/92		14000		A

		5/1/94		14000		A

		6/13/94		14000		A

		8/6/98		14000		A

		6/28/07		14000		A

		8/1/08		14000		A

		5/16/67		13900		A

		5/21/68		13900		A

		9/25/68		13900		A

		5/4/78		13900		A

		7/13/81		13900		A

		10/5/82		13900		A

		7/24/84		13900		A

		10/1/86		13900		A

		5/15/93		13900		A

		5/3/96		13900		A

		5/16/96		13900		A

		7/27/96		13900		A

		8/8/98		13900		A

		7/5/03		13900		A

		5/27/68		13800		A

		7/26/68		13800		A

		9/3/68		13800		A

		9/26/68		13800		A

		5/3/72		13800		A

		7/29/72		13800		A

		5/27/74		13800		A

		8/23/75		13800		A

		9/17/78		13800		A

		5/5/79		13800		A

		7/14/79		13800		A

		8/5/84		13800		A

		7/29/86		13800		A

		5/26/87		13800		A

		5/27/87		13800		A

		5/12/95		13800		A

		5/7/96		13800		A

		5/18/98		13800		A

		7/9/00		13800		A

		6/5/01		13800		A

		5/29/02		13800		A

		7/3/03		13800		A

		7/4/03		13800		A

		6/20/04		13800		A

		8/20/68		13700		A

		5/10/69		13700		A

		7/28/70		13700		A

		5/18/72		13700		A

		8/15/75		13700		A

		7/27/76		13700		A

		8/12/78		13700		A

		7/16/80		13700		A

		10/3/82		13700		A

		10/4/82		13700		A

		10/7/82		13700		A

		10/8/82		13700		A

		5/23/83		13700		A

		8/6/83		13700		A

		7/31/84		13700		A

		8/4/84		13700		A

		7/30/86		13700		A

		6/9/87		13700		A

		6/19/87		13700		A

		7/8/89		13700		A

		8/12/93		13700		A

		7/29/99		13700		A

		7/2/04		13700		A

		8/10/67		13600		A

		5/22/68		13600		A

		10/9/71		13600		A

		8/7/72		13600		A

		5/24/74		13600		A

		5/28/74		13600		A

		6/6/77		13600		A

		5/6/78		13600		A

		9/26/78		13600		A

		5/9/80		13600		A

		8/4/83		13600		A

		5/1/86		13600		A

		7/31/86		13600		A

		6/20/88		13600		A

		7/15/89		13600		A

		7/19/91		13600		A

		5/14/93		13600		A

		5/6/96		13600		A

		7/28/96		13600		A

		9/6/97		13600		A

		6/30/03		13600		A

		7/4/04		13600		A

		6/26/06		13600		A

		7/28/69		13500		A

		5/2/72		13500		A

		5/6/72		13500		A

		5/19/74		13500		A

		5/21/74		13500		A

		8/16/75		13500		A

		5/23/77		13500		A

		5/5/80		13500		A

		5/16/80		13500		A

		5/8/82		13500		A

		5/9/82		13500		A

		8/5/83		13500		A

		8/1/84		13500		A

		5/27/85		13500		A

		6/8/85		13500		A

		7/17/89		13500		A

		7/21/92		13500		A

		5/8/96		13500		A

		8/14/99		13500		A

		6/28/04		13500		A

		9/24/68		13400		A

		9/27/68		13400		A

		5/7/74		13400		A

		8/2/74		13400		A

		5/14/79		13400		A

		5/8/80		13400		A

		5/20/83		13400		A

		5/24/83		13400		A

		8/3/84		13400		A

		6/10/87		13400		A

		5/12/90		13400		A

		7/14/90		13400		A

		7/29/92		13400		A

		5/4/96		13400		A

		5/30/98		13400		A

		5/4/99		13400		A

		5/10/00		13400		A

		5/22/03		13400		A

		7/5/04		13400		A

		7/10/04		13400		A

		5/25/68		13300		A

		10/10/71		13300		A

		8/19/75		13300		A

		5/5/78		13300		A

		8/13/78		13300		A

		8/10/82		13300		A

		8/14/82		13300		A

		10/2/82		13300		A

		8/6/84		13300		A

		8/7/84		13300		A

		5/7/86		13300		A

		5/20/86		13300		A

		6/21/87		13300		A

		6/22/88		13300		A

		6/23/88		13300		A

		6/22/94		13300		A

		8/6/95		13300		A

		5/5/96		13300		A

		7/25/98		13300		A

		8/3/98		13300		A

		8/9/98		13300		A

		5/22/01		13300		A

		7/7/02		13300		A

		8/2/08		13300		A

		8/11/67		13200		A

		7/27/68		13200		A

		8/23/68		13200		A

		9/4/68		13200		A

		9/9/68		13200		A

		7/29/69		13200		A

		5/7/72		13200		A

		5/8/72		13200		A

		5/6/74		13200		A

		5/8/74		13200		A

		5/20/74		13200		A

		8/17/75		13200		A

		8/18/75		13200		A

		8/21/75		13200		A

		8/24/75		13200		A

		5/4/79		13200		A

		5/6/80		13200		A

		5/19/81		13200		A

		5/27/83		13200		A

		8/7/83		13200		A

		8/2/84		13200		A

		6/18/87		13200		A

		6/21/88		13200		A

		7/18/89		13200		A

		5/2/94		13200		A

		7/29/96		13200		A

		6/14/01		13200		A

		7/6/03		13200		A

		9/5/68		13100		A

		9/6/68		13100		A

		9/7/68		13100		A

		9/8/68		13100		A

		5/7/69		13100		A

		7/29/70		13100		A

		8/5/72		13100		A

		5/9/74		13100		A

		8/20/75		13100		A

		8/25/75		13100		A

		8/29/75		13100		A

		7/28/76		13100		A

		5/1/79		13100		A

		7/17/80		13100		A

		7/14/81		13100		A

		8/13/82		13100		A

		9/22/82		13100		A

		5/26/83		13100		A

		5/4/89		13100		A

		5/2/90		13100		A

		7/30/99		13100		A

		7/12/00		13100		A

		7/2/01		13100		A

		6/21/04		13100		A

		7/3/04		13100		A

		7/6/04		13100		A

		7/16/05		13100		A

		9/28/68		13000		A

		7/30/69		13000		A

		9/19/78		13000		A

		5/2/79		13000		A

		7/15/79		13000		A

		5/17/81		13000		A

		8/8/84		13000		A

		6/22/85		13000		A

		8/1/86		13000		A

		7/9/89		13000		A

		5/15/96		13000		A

		9/7/97		13000		A

		9/18/67		12900		A

		9/10/68		12900		A

		5/9/69		12900		A

		10/2/71		12900		A

		7/30/72		12900		A

		9/17/73		12900		A

		9/26/73		12900		A

		9/30/73		12900		A

		8/26/75		12900		A

		5/18/77		12900		A

		8/14/78		12900		A

		9/27/78		12900		A

		5/3/79		12900		A

		5/7/80		12900		A

		5/23/80		12900		A

		5/21/83		12900		A

		5/2/86		12900		A

		6/22/87		12900		A

		7/15/87		12900		A

		7/20/91		12900		A

		5/22/92		12900		A

		6/11/92		12900		A

		7/24/92		12900		A

		6/23/94		12900		A

		7/30/96		12900		A

		8/17/99		12900		A

		5/22/00		12900		A

		5/27/03		12900		A

		7/7/04		12900		A

		7/12/04		12900		A

		6/29/07		12900		A

		5/24/68		12800		A

		7/28/68		12800		A

		9/6/71		12800		A

		9/8/71		12800		A

		8/27/75		12800		A

		8/28/75		12800		A

		8/30/75		12800		A

		8/8/76		12800		A

		8/18/82		12800		A

		9/23/82		12800		A

		9/29/82		12800		A

		5/25/83		12800		A

		7/16/87		12800		A

		5/3/92		12800		A

		5/16/92		12800		A

		5/9/96		12800		A

		10/6/98		12800		A

		8/18/99		12800		A

		7/3/01		12800		A

		6/27/06		12800		A

		5/17/67		12700		A

		5/23/68		12700		A

		7/29/68		12700		A

		7/30/68		12700		A

		7/30/70		12700		A

		8/3/70		12700		A

		9/25/73		12700		A

		9/29/73		12700		A

		10/1/73		12700		A

		5/22/74		12700		A

		5/1/78		12700		A

		8/12/82		12700		A

		8/15/82		12700		A

		10/1/82		12700		A

		5/21/86		12700		A

		8/2/86		12700		A

		9/21/86		12700		A

		5/7/87		12700		A

		5/14/88		12700		A

		7/22/92		12700		A

		7/1/03		12700		A

		8/3/08		12700		A				3094		days at or above 12,700 cfs, of which						22		days in 1971, 1982, 1986, and 1998 were in October

		5/12/67		12600		A

		5/26/68		12600		A				So in May-September, 				3072		days out of		6426		days were at or above 12,700 cfs at Sydney, or 

		7/31/68		12600		A

		9/11/68		12600		A

		9/29/68		12600		A

		9/30/68		12600		A

		10/1/68		12600		A

		10/2/68		12600		A

		10/3/68		12600		A

		10/2/73		12600		A

		5/23/74		12600		A

		7/29/76		12600		A

		6/26/77		12600		A

		8/15/78		12600		A

		7/16/79		12600		A

		7/18/80		12600		A

		7/15/81		12600		A

		8/11/82		12600		A

		9/27/82		12600		A

		5/14/83		12600		A

		5/6/84		12600		A

		5/15/85		12600		A

		10/2/86		12600		A

		6/24/88		12600		A

		6/25/88		12600		A

		8/13/93		12600		A

		5/10/94		12600		A

		6/14/94		12600		A

		7/31/96		12600		A

		10/10/97		12600		A

		8/10/98		12600		A

		5/21/03		12600		A

		7/2/03		12600		A

		7/7/03		12600		A

		6/22/04		12600		A

		8/21/68		12500		A

		5/8/69		12500		A

		8/2/70		12500		A

		8/6/71		12500		A

		9/7/71		12500		A

		5/1/72		12500		A

		8/8/72		12500		A

		9/20/73		12500		A

		9/28/73		12500		A

		9/18/78		12500		A

		5/15/79		12500		A

		9/21/82		12500		A

		6/26/88		12500		A

		5/11/90		12500		A

		7/15/90		12500		A

		6/14/92		12500		A

		7/23/92		12500		A

		8/1/96		12500		A

		10/9/97		12500		A

		5/19/98		12500		A

		7/31/99		12500		A

		6/4/01		12500		A

		8/22/68		12400		A

		7/31/69		12400		A

		7/31/70		12400		A

		8/1/70		12400		A

		9/18/73		12400		A

		9/21/73		12400		A

		8/31/75		12400		A

		8/9/76		12400		A

		8/16/78		12400		A

		8/17/78		12400		A

		9/28/78		12400		A

		5/20/79		12400		A

		7/16/81		12400		A

		9/24/82		12400		A

		9/30/82		12400		A

		5/22/83		12400		A

		8/9/84		12400		A

		5/3/86		12400		A

		8/3/86		12400		A

		9/20/86		12400		A

		5/2/87		12400		A				3176		days at or above 12,400 cfs, of which						28		days in 1968, 1971, 1973, 1986, 1997, and 1998 were in October

		6/16/94		12400		A

		5/28/98		12400		A				So in May-September, 				3148		days out of		6426		days were at or above 12,400 cfs at Sydney, or 

		8/11/98		12400		A

		7/8/02		12400		A

		8/12/67		12300		A

		8/19/68		12300		A

		9/12/68		12300		A

		7/31/72		12300		A

		7/13/73		12300		A

		9/19/73		12300		A

		9/27/73		12300		A

		8/3/74		12300		A

		5/22/80		12300		A

		5/18/81		12300		A

		8/16/82		12300		A

		8/19/82		12300		A

		9/20/82		12300		A

		9/25/82		12300		A

		5/15/88		12300		A

		7/10/89		12300		A

		5/3/90		12300		A

		5/13/90		12300		A

		5/20/92		12300		A

		7/30/92		12300		A

		6/24/94		12300		A

		6/25/94		12300		A

		8/7/95		12300		A

		5/10/96		12300		A

		5/14/96		12300		A

		9/8/97		12300		A

		10/3/97		12300		A

		5/4/98		12300		A

		8/1/99		12300		A

		5/29/01		12300		A

		8/1/01		12300		A

		5/30/02		12300		A

		5/31/02		12300		A

		5/23/03		12300		A

		6/23/04		12300		A

		7/11/04		12300		A

		6/28/06		12300		A

		9/17/67		12200		A

		8/7/70		12200		A

		9/22/73		12200		A

		10/3/73		12200		A

		8/4/74		12200		A

		7/30/76		12200		A

		5/24/77		12200		A

		8/18/78		12200		A

		9/29/78		12200		A

		9/30/78		12200		A

		7/17/79		12200		A

		7/19/80		12200		A

		10/6/83		12200		A

		10/7/83		12200		A

		9/22/86		12200		A

		5/19/87		12200		A

		6/23/87		12200		A

		7/23/87		12200		A

		5/3/94		12200		A

		6/26/94		12200		A

		9/28/97		12200		A

		10/2/97		12200		A

		5/3/99		12200		A

		5/11/00		12200		A

		8/14/67		12100		A

		5/10/68		12100		A

		9/13/68		12100		A

		10/4/68		12100		A

		10/6/73		12100		A

		8/19/78		12100		A

		5/4/80		12100		A

		9/26/82		12100		A

		10/5/83		12100		A

		8/10/84		12100		A

		5/4/86		12100		A

		7/16/89		12100		A

		5/13/91		12100		A

		5/21/92		12100		A

		5/10/93		12100		A

		8/14/93		12100		A

		5/11/96		12100		A

		8/3/96		12100		A

		9/27/97		12100		A

		10/4/97		12100		A

		10/5/97		12100		A

		10/8/97		12100		A

		8/2/99		12100		A

		6/9/01		12100		P

		7/4/01		12100		P

		8/13/67		12000		P

		5/11/68		12000		P

		5/17/68		12000		P

		8/4/70		12000		P

		8/7/71		12000		P

		8/28/72		12000		P

		9/13/73		12000		P

		9/24/73		12000		P

		10/5/73		12000		P

		10/7/73		12000		P

		9/1/75		12000		P

		5/30/77		12000		P

		10/1/78		12000		A

		5/17/80		12000		A

		7/20/80		12000		A

		8/17/82		12000		A

		8/8/83		12000		A

		5/8/85		12000		A

		6/23/85		12000		A

		5/22/86		12000		A

		5/24/86		12000		A

		6/27/88		12000		A

		7/19/89		12000		A

		6/12/92		12000		A

		5/4/94		12000		P

		5/12/96		12000		P

		10/6/97		12000		P

		7/26/98		12000		P

		8/2/98		12000		P

		8/3/99		12000		P

		8/13/99		12000		P

		8/19/99		12000		P

		5/7/00		12000		P

		6/24/04		12000		P

		6/27/04		12000		P

		5/12/06		12000		P

		8/4/08		12000		P

		8/1/68		11900		P

		9/23/68		11900		P

		8/8/71		11900		P

		8/25/74		11900		P

		7/31/76		11900		P

		8/20/78		11900		P

		8/22/78		11900		P

		8/23/78		11900		P

		5/14/81		11900		P

		7/17/81		11900		P

		8/5/85		11900		P

		5/6/86		11900		P

		9/24/86		11900		P

		10/3/86		11900		P

		7/22/87		11900		P

		7/16/90		11900		P

		7/21/91		11900		P

		8/15/93		11900		P

		8/16/93		11900		P

		5/13/96		11900		P

		8/2/96		11900		P

		8/4/96		11900		P

		9/17/97		11900		P

		9/29/97		11900		P

		9/30/97		11900		P

		10/1/97		11900		P

		10/7/97		11900		P

		5/1/98		11900		P

		10/7/98		11900		P

		7/8/03		11900		A

		5/6/06		11900		A

		5/18/06		11900		A

		6/29/06		11900		A

		5/22/67		11800		A

		10/5/68		11800		A

		10/6/68		11800		A

		10/7/68		11800		A

		9/9/71		11800		A

		10/9/72		11800		A

		9/7/73		11800		A

		9/23/73		11800		A

		8/24/74		11800		A

		8/10/76		11800		A

		7/21/80		11800		A

		10/4/83		11800		A

		10/8/83		11800		A

		8/4/86		11800		A

		9/23/86		11800		A

		7/21/87		11800		A

		5/27/90		11800		A

		9/18/91		11800		A

		5/5/94		11800		A

		6/15/94		11800		A

		8/8/95		11800		A

		9/9/97		11800		A

		8/12/98		11800		A

		6/30/07		11800		P

		5/18/67		11700		P

		5/15/68		11700		P

		9/14/68		11700		P

		9/22/68		11700		P

		10/8/68		11700		P

		8/1/69		11700		P

		8/9/71		11700		P

		9/4/71		11700		P

		8/9/72		11700		P

		10/8/72		11700		P

		10/10/72		11700		P

		9/2/75		11700		P

		5/31/77		11700		P

		8/21/78		11700		P

		8/24/78		11700		P

		10/2/78		11700		P

		7/18/79		11700		P

		5/10/82		11700		P

		8/20/82		11700		A

		9/19/82		11700		P

		5/9/85		11700		P

		5/5/86		11700		P

		9/19/86		11700		P

		10/6/86		11700		P

		5/18/87		11700		P

		7/17/90		11700		P

		9/11/97		11700		P

		9/26/97		11700		P

		8/15/99		11700		P

		8/16/99		11700		P

		7/10/00		11700		P

		5/7/06		11700		P

		5/13/06		11700		P

		9/21/68		11600		P

		8/1/72		11600		P

		9/16/73		11600		P

		8/1/76		11600		A

		6/27/77		11600		P

		5/3/80		11600		P

		10/9/83		11600		P

		5/5/84		11600		A

		8/11/84		11600		A

		5/23/86		11600		A

		10/4/86		11600		P

		10/7/86		11600		P

		5/18/90		11600		P

		6/13/92		11600		P

		9/10/97		11600		P

		9/18/97		11600		P

		5/29/98		11600		P

		8/4/99		11600		P

		5/23/01		11600		P

		5/24/01		11600		P

		7/9/02		11600		P

		7/9/03		11600		P

		5/13/05		11600		P

		8/10/71		11500		P

		8/11/71		11500		A

		8/4/72		11500		A

		10/3/78		11500		A

		5/19/79		11500		A

		5/1/80		11500		A

		5/2/80		11500		P

		8/17/80		11500		A

		9/18/82		11500		A

		5/16/85		11500		A

		10/5/86		11500		A

		6/24/87		11500		A

		7/14/89		11500		A

		5/4/90		11500		A

		8/17/93		11500		A

		5/6/94		11500		A

		5/9/94		11500		A

		6/25/04		11500		A

		6/26/04		11500		A

		5/11/06		11500		A

		9/19/67		11400		A

		8/2/68		11400		A

		9/15/68		11400		A

		9/16/68		11400		A

		9/20/68		11400		A

		8/5/70		11400		A

		9/11/71		11400		A

		8/20/72		11400		A

		8/21/72		11400		A

		10/3/72		11400		A

		9/12/73		11400		A

		9/14/73		11400		A

		9/15/73		11400		A

		10/8/73		11400		A

		8/5/74		11400		A

		8/26/74		11400		A

		8/4/76		11400		A

		5/16/79		11400		A

		5/17/79		11400		A

		5/21/80		11400		A

		6/28/88		11400		A

		5/5/89		11400		A

		7/11/89		11400		A

		5/14/90		11400		A

		5/17/90		11400		A

		7/18/90		11400		A

		5/1/91		11400		A

		5/17/92		11400		A

		8/18/93		11400		A

		6/27/94		11400		A

		8/5/96		11400		A

		9/25/97		11400		A

		5/2/98		11400		A

		5/3/98		11400		A

		7/13/00		11400		A

		6/9/04		11400		A

		6/30/06		11400		A

		8/5/08		11400		A

		5/11/67		11300		A

		8/18/68		11300		A

		9/17/68		11300		A

		9/18/68		11300		A

		9/19/68		11300		A

		9/10/71		11300		A

		8/27/72		11300		A

		8/29/72		11300		A

		8/30/72		11300		A

		9/16/72		11300		A

		5/29/77		11300		A

		8/25/78		11300		A

		10/10/83		11300		A

		5/14/85		11300		A

		6/24/85		11300		A

		9/4/86		11300		A

		7/20/89		11300		A

		9/12/97		11300		A

		9/19/97		11300		A

		8/13/98		11300		A

		7/17/05		11300		A

		10/9/68		11200		A

		9/12/71		11200		A

		9/15/72		11200		A

		10/2/72		11200		A

		7/14/73		11200		A

		8/2/76		11200		A

		8/11/76		11200		A

		6/1/77		11200		A

		6/28/77		11200		A

		10/4/78		11200		A

		5/7/82		11200		A

		8/27/82		11200		A

		10/3/83		11200		A

		10/8/86		11200		A

		10/9/86		11200		A

		10/10/86		11200		A

		5/16/90		11200		A

		5/19/90		11200		A

		7/31/92		11200		A

		5/7/94		11200		A

		5/8/94		11200		A

		9/23/97		11200		A

		9/24/97		11200		A

		5/20/98		11200		A

		7/27/98		11200		A

		7/28/98		11200		A

		7/29/98		11200		A

		10/8/98		11200		A

		5/5/06		11200		A

		5/3/07		11200		A

		8/15/67		11100		A

		8/12/71		11100		A

		8/2/72		11100		A

		8/3/72		11100		A

		8/10/72		11100		A

		10/4/72		11100		A

		10/7/72		11100		A

		9/11/73		11100		A

		10/4/73		11100		A

		10/9/73		11100		A

		9/3/75		11100		A

		8/26/78		11100		A

		5/18/79		11100		A

		7/19/79		11100		A

		8/1/79		11100		A

		7/22/80		11100		A

		9/24/80		11100		A

		7/18/81		11100		A

		5/12/82		11100		A

		5/13/82		11100		A

		5/12/83		11100		A

		5/13/83		11100		A

		8/12/84		11100		A

		5/14/87		11100		A

		7/22/91		11100		A

		9/15/91		11100		A

		7/11/94		11100		A

		8/9/95		11100		A

		9/16/97		11100		A

		5/25/98		11100		A

		10/5/98		11100		A

		7/13/04		11100		A

		7/1/06		11100		A

		8/3/68		11000		A

		8/2/69		11000		A

		10/10/73		11000		A

		8/3/76		11000		A

		5/7/77		11000		A

		5/25/77		11000		A

		10/5/78		11000		A

		9/25/80		11000		A

		8/26/82		11000		A

		8/28/82		11000		A

		8/9/83		11000		A

		6/25/85		11000		A

		5/1/87		11000		A

		5/13/87		11000		A

		7/24/87		11000		A

		6/30/88		11000		A

		5/8/89		11000		A

		7/12/89		11000		A

		7/13/89		11000		A

		5/15/90		11000		A

		10/5/95		11000		A

		8/6/96		11000		A

		9/20/97		11000		A

		9/22/97		11000		A

		5/12/00		11000		A

		5/19/67		10900		A

		9/16/67		10900		A

		10/10/67		10900		A

		5/12/68		10900		A

		10/10/68		10900		A

		8/6/70		10900		A

		8/18/72		10900		A

		9/17/72		10900		A

		10/1/72		10900		A

		10/6/72		10900		A

		8/27/74		10900		A

		10/6/78		10900		A

		10/7/78		10900		A

		9/26/80		10900		A

		9/27/80		10900		A

		9/28/80		10900		A

		5/7/81		10900		A

		5/20/82		10900		A

		8/21/82		10900		A

		5/1/84		10900		A

		8/4/85		10900		A

		8/5/86		10900		A

		5/17/87		10900		A

		5/10/89		10900		A

		9/25/95		10900		A

		9/26/95		10900		A

		9/13/97		10900		A

		9/21/97		10900		A

		9/8/99		10900		A

		5/24/03		10900		A

		7/10/03		10900		A

		10/10/05		10900		A

		5/8/06		10900		A

		7/2/06		10900		A

		5/10/67		10800		A

		9/13/71		10800		A

		8/19/72		10800		A

		8/22/72		10800		A

		10/5/72		10800		A

		8/6/74		10800		A

		8/23/74		10800		A

		8/27/78		10800		A

		8/28/78		10800		A

		7/27/79		10800		A

		5/14/82		10800		A

		10/2/83		10800		A

		5/4/84		10800		A

		6/25/87		10800		A

		6/29/88		10800		A

		5/6/89		10800		A

		5/7/89		10800		A

		5/5/90		10800		A

		8/19/93		10800		A

		9/27/95		10800		A

		9/28/95		10800		A

		9/29/95		10800		A

		10/6/95		10800		A

		10/9/95		10800		A

		10/10/95		10800		A

		10/9/98		10800		A

		8/5/99		10800		A

		8/20/99		10800		A

		9/7/99		10800		A

		7/5/01		10800		A

		5/14/06		10800		A

		7/1/07		10800		A

		8/6/08		10800		A

		8/13/71		10700		A

		9/3/71		10700		A

		8/29/78		10700		A

		9/14/78		10700		A

		10/8/78		10700		A

		8/2/79		10700		A

		5/18/80		10700		A

		7/23/80		10700		A

		9/29/80		10700		A

		10/1/80		10700		A

		5/11/82		10700		A

		8/29/82		10700		A

		5/8/87		10700		A

		5/20/90		10700		A

		7/23/91		10700		A

		5/19/92		10700		A

		8/27/93		10700		A

		8/14/95		10700		A

		9/30/95		10700		A

		8/7/96		10700		A

		7/30/98		10700		A

		7/10/02		10700		A

		5/12/05		10700		A

		5/16/68		10600		A

		8/11/72		10600		A

		8/23/72		10600		A

		8/24/72		10600		A

		9/18/72		10600		A

		9/8/73		10600		A

		9/10/73		10600		A

		8/13/74		10600		A

		5/16/77		10600		A

		8/30/78		10600		A

		8/31/78		10600		A

		10/9/78		10600		A

		10/2/80		10600		A

		8/24/82		10600		A

		8/25/82		10600		A

		8/10/83		10600		A

		8/13/84		10600		A

		5/15/87		10600		A

		7/17/87		10600		A

		7/19/90		10600		A

		5/9/93		10600		A

		6/28/94		10600		A

		9/24/95		10600		A

		10/1/95		10600		A

		10/7/95		10600		A

		10/8/95		10600		A

		8/1/98		10600		A

		8/14/98		10600		A

		10/10/98		10600		A

		9/9/99		10600		A

		5/4/00		10600		A

		5/10/06		10600		A

		9/21/67		10500		A

		5/1/70		10500		A

		5/3/70		10500		A

		9/12/72		10500		A

		7/15/73		10500		A

		8/9/74		10500		A

		10/10/78		10500		A

		7/20/79		10500		A

		9/23/80		10500		A

		9/30/80		10500		A

		8/22/82		10500		A

		8/23/82		10500		A

		8/30/82		10500		A

		10/1/84		10500		A

		10/6/84		10500		A

		6/29/85		10500		A

		8/6/85		10500		A

		5/12/87		10500		A

		5/9/89		10500		A

		7/24/91		10500		A

		9/19/91		10500		A

		5/18/92		10500		A

		8/10/95		10500		A

		9/14/97		10500		A

		9/15/97		10500		A

		7/31/98		10500		A

		6/10/01		10500		A

		7/5/06		10500		A

		8/3/69		10400		A

		5/2/70		10400		A

		8/25/72		10400		A

		8/31/72		10400		A

		9/14/72		10400		A

		9/29/72		10400		A

		8/12/74		10400		A

		8/14/74		10400		A

		8/28/74		10400		A

		8/12/76		10400		A

		5/8/77		10400		A

		6/29/77		10400		A

		8/31/82		10400		A

		10/2/84		10400		A

		10/5/84		10400		A

		10/7/84		10400		A

		5/25/90		10400		A

		5/26/90		10400		A

		8/1/92		10400		A

		8/26/93		10400		A

		8/13/95		10400		A

		10/2/95		10400		A

		10/4/95		10400		A

		9/6/99		10400		A

		6/13/01		10400		A

		7/14/04		10400		A

		7/3/06		10400		A

		5/21/67		10300		A

		8/16/67		10300		A

		9/20/67		10300		A

		10/9/67		10300		A

		5/9/68		10300		A

		8/4/68		10300		A

		5/4/70		10300		A

		8/26/72		10300		A

		9/30/72		10300		A

		9/9/73		10300		A

		8/7/74		10300		A

		8/8/74		10300		A

		8/15/74		10300		A

		6/2/77		10300		A

		7/31/79		10300		A

		10/3/80		10300		A

		7/19/81		10300		A

		5/2/84		10300		A

		5/3/84		10300		A

		7/26/87		10300		A

		5/21/90		10300		A

		5/24/90		10300		A

		8/20/93		10300		A

		8/11/95		10300		A

		8/12/95		10300		A

		10/3/95		10300		A

		8/8/96		10300		A

		9/30/98		10300		A

		10/1/98		10300		A

		5/9/06		10300		A

		7/6/06		10300		A

		8/7/08		10300		A

		5/20/67		10200		A

		5/8/70		10200		A

		8/8/70		10200		A

		9/14/71		10200		A

		9/19/72		10200		A

		7/16/73		10200		A

		9/4/75		10200		A

		9/7/75		10200		A

		9/8/75		10200		A

		5/17/77		10200		A

		5/20/80		10200		A

		7/24/80		10200		A

		10/4/80		10200		A

		5/1/82		10200		A

		5/15/82		10200		A

		9/1/82		10200		A

		8/14/84		10200		A

		10/3/84		10200		A

		10/8/84		10200		A

		10/9/84		10200		A

		5/26/85		10200		A

		6/30/85		10200		A

		7/25/87		10200		A

		7/27/87		10200		A

		5/10/88		10200		A

		5/6/90		10200		A

		5/23/90		10200		A

		5/11/95		10200		A

		8/15/98		10200		A

		5/22/02		10200		A

		5/25/03		10200		A

		7/11/03		10200		A

		7/18/05		10200		A

		7/4/06		10200		A

		7/7/06		10200		A

		9/22/67		10100		A

		8/14/71		10100		A

		8/15/71		10100		A

		8/12/72		10100		A

		9/13/72		10100		A

		9/27/72		10100		A

		9/28/72		10100		A

		8/16/74		10100		A

		9/6/75		10100		A

		9/9/75		10100		A

		5/26/77		10100		A

		5/28/77		10100		A

		7/28/79		10100		A

		7/30/79		10100		A

		8/3/79		10100		A

		5/19/80		10100		A

		5/8/81		10100		A

		5/11/81		10100		A

		9/17/82		10100		A

		8/11/83		10100		A

		9/25/83		10100		A

		9/30/84		10100		A

		10/4/84		10100		A

		6/26/85		10100		A

		8/6/86		10100		A

		9/18/86		10100		A

		6/26/87		10100		A

		7/21/89		10100		A

		5/22/90		10100		A

		5/2/92		10100		A

		8/25/93		10100		A

		9/23/95		10100		A

		5/21/98		10100		A

		9/29/98		10100		A

		10/4/98		10100		A

		9/10/99		10100		A

		5/13/00		10100		A

		5/25/01		10100		A

		5/20/02		10100		A

		5/20/03		10100		A

		5/26/03		10100		A

		7/11/06		10100		A

		5/5/70		10000		A

		9/11/72		10000		A

		8/29/74		10000		A

		9/1/78		10000		A

		9/18/80		10000		A

		9/19/80		10000		A

		5/4/82		10000		A

		5/11/83		10000		A

		9/26/83		10000		A

		10/1/83		10000		A

		10/10/84		10000		A

		5/13/85		10000		A

		7/25/91		10000		A

		10/2/98		10000		A

		8/6/99		10000		A

		5/21/00		10000		A

		5/7/03		10000		A

		8/11/74		9980		A

		8/19/74		9980		A

		9/10/75		9980		A

		10/5/80		9980		A

		8/4/81		9980		A

		9/23/91		9980		A

		9/25/91		9980		A

		9/2/82		9970		A

		9/5/86		9970		A

		10/3/98		9970		A

		8/21/99		9970		A

		5/21/02		9960		A

		6/3/04		9950		A

		5/7/68		9940		A

		8/4/69		9940		A

		9/26/72		9940		A

		9/3/82		9940		A

		5/7/90		9940		A

		9/26/91		9940		A

		8/18/74		9930		A

		8/13/76		9930		A

		8/2/92		9930		A

		5/3/82		9920		A

		5/14/68		9910		A

		10/10/76		9910		A

		9/24/83		9910		A

		7/26/90		9910		A

		8/28/93		9910		A

		8/17/67		9900		A

		8/18/67		9900		A

		9/24/67		9900		A

		8/17/74		9900		A

		8/21/74		9900		A

		8/22/74		9900		A

		7/10/06		9890		A

		7/21/79		9880		A

		7/14/00		9880		A

		8/20/74		9870		A

		10/6/80		9870		A

		8/2/81		9870		A

		5/16/87		9870		A

		9/20/91		9860		A

		8/21/93		9850		A

		5/6/70		9840		A

		8/30/74		9840		A

		7/29/79		9840		A

		9/17/86		9840		A

		7/20/90		9840		A

		5/22/98		9840		A

		9/28/98		9840		A

		7/2/07		9840		A

		5/16/82		9830		A

		8/12/99		9830		A

		7/11/02		9830		A

		10/9/05		9830		A

		5/15/06		9830		A

		7/8/06		9830		A

		9/23/67		9820		A

		10/2/67		9820		A

		9/11/75		9810		A

		9/23/75		9810		A

		9/26/75		9810		A

		9/27/75		9810		A

		6/28/85		9810		A

		5/7/70		9800		A

		6/30/77		9800		A

		5/13/81		9800		A

		8/6/81		9800		A

		9/27/83		9800		A

		5/11/87		9800		A

		7/1/88		9800		A

		7/12/94		9800		A

		8/13/72		9790		A

		5/6/77		9790		A

		5/15/77		9780		A

		5/27/77		9780		A

		8/9/99		9770		A

		8/8/08		9770		A

		7/17/73		9760		A

		9/29/84		9760		A

		9/22/91		9760		A

		9/5/99		9760		A

		8/10/74		9750		A

		9/1/72		9730		A

		9/20/72		9730		A

		9/21/80		9730		A

		9/22/80		9730		A

		8/9/96		9730		A

		9/5/75		9720		A

		9/24/75		9720		A

		9/28/75		9720		A

		10/7/80		9720		A

		5/10/81		9720		A

		5/12/81		9720		A

		7/20/81		9720		A

		5/2/82		9710		A

		8/16/98		9710		A

		8/16/71		9700		A

		9/15/71		9700		A

		8/17/72		9700		A

		5/17/82		9700		A

		5/2/91		9700		A

		8/10/99		9700		A

		9/11/99		9700		A

		8/31/74		9690		A

		9/20/80		9690		A

		7/12/03		9690		A

		8/15/84		9680		A

		8/5/68		9670		A

		7/28/73		9670		A

		9/25/75		9660		A

		5/6/82		9660		A

		9/28/83		9660		A

		5/2/99		9660		A

		9/17/80		9650		A

		9/29/91		9650		A

		8/22/93		9650		A

		7/10/94		9650		A

		8/15/95		9650		A

		8/5/69		9640		A

		9/21/71		9640		A

		6/27/85		9640		A

		9/28/91		9640		A

		5/17/01		9640		A

		5/6/00		9630		A

		9/24/91		9620		A

		9/2/72		9610		A

		9/29/83		9610		A

		9/27/91		9610		A

		5/8/03		9610		A

		5/13/68		9600		A

		9/4/82		9600		A

		9/22/95		9600		A

		5/21/08		9600		A

		9/25/67		9590		A

		10/1/67		9590		A

		5/14/00		9590		A

		9/22/75		9580		A

		10/9/76		9580		A

		10/8/80		9580		A

		5/10/85		9580		A

		5/14/03		9580		A

		5/8/68		9570		A

		5/5/82		9570		A

		6/27/87		9560		A

		6/11/01		9560		A

		9/5/74		9550		A

		9/30/91		9550		A

		8/23/93		9550		A

		9/27/98		9550		A

		8/11/99		9550		A

		8/16/68		9540		A

		9/18/70		9540		A

		9/21/91		9540		A

		8/7/99		9540		A

		9/12/99		9540		A

		5/4/06		9530		A

		9/21/72		9520		A

		9/25/72		9520		A

		9/23/83		9520		A

		5/9/67		9510		A

		10/3/67		9510		A

		5/9/87		9510		A

		9/28/84		9500		A

		10/8/05		9500		A

		8/14/72		9490		A

		9/3/72		9490		A

		9/1/74		9490		A

		9/6/74		9490		A

		5/18/82		9490		A

		8/8/99		9490		A

		7/15/04		9490		A

		5/17/06		9490		A

		5/19/82		9480		A

		9/6/86		9470		A

		8/24/93		9470		A

		9/4/72		9460		A

		9/5/72		9460		A

		9/4/74		9460		A

		7/25/80		9460		A

		7/27/90		9460		A

		8/7/85		9450		A

		10/1/91		9450		A

		5/28/01		9450		A

		8/17/68		9440		A

		9/17/70		9440		A

		9/19/70		9440		A

		6/29/94		9440		A

		9/6/72		9430		A

		8/14/76		9430		A

		8/7/86		9430		A

		8/3/92		9430		A

		8/29/93		9430		A

		9/21/95		9430		A

		7/12/06		9430		A

		7/3/07		9420		A

		7/9/06		9410		A

		9/22/72		9400		A

		5/10/90		9400		A

		10/10/93		9400		A

		7/22/79		9390		A

		7/23/79		9390		A

		7/26/79		9390		A

		8/4/79		9390		A

		8/16/80		9390		A

		8/30/93		9390		A

		8/22/99		9390		A

		7/1/77		9380		A

		8/15/68		9370		A

		8/16/72		9370		A

		7/28/01		9370		A

		10/9/80		9360		A

		8/5/81		9360		A

		9/27/84		9360		A

		9/26/98		9360		A

		9/12/78		9350		A

		10/2/91		9350		A

		9/16/71		9340		A

		9/22/71		9340		A

		9/2/74		9340		A

		10/2/76		9340		A

		9/18/95		9340		A

		5/4/67		9330		A

		9/5/82		9330		A

		7/1/85		9330		A

		9/16/86		9330		A

		7/28/87		9330		A

		5/8/90		9330		A

		5/28/04		9330		A

		5/2/07		9330		A

		10/1/76		9320		A

		8/6/68		9310		A

		9/3/74		9310		A

		9/7/74		9310		A

		10/10/75		9310		A

		9/30/76		9310		A

		9/20/95		9310		A

		9/13/99		9310		A

		5/5/77		9300		A

		7/21/90		9300		A

		10/3/91		9300		A

		9/24/72		9280		A

		7/24/79		9280		A

		8/17/98		9280		A

		9/15/08		9280		A

		10/4/91		9260		A

		8/16/95		9260		A

		8/9/08		9260		A

		8/15/72		9250		A

		9/21/75		9250		A

		10/4/75		9250		A

		10/8/91		9250		A

		5/29/04		9250		A

		9/20/70		9240		A

		9/24/71		9240		A

		9/25/71		9240		A

		9/19/95		9240		A

		9/2/78		9230		A

		8/10/96		9230		A

		5/24/98		9230		A

		9/10/72		9220		A

		7/18/73		9220		A

		9/29/76		9220		A

		5/17/85		9220		A

		10/5/91		9220		A

		10/7/91		9220		A

		10/9/91		9220		A

		9/14/99		9220		A

		8/19/67		9210		A

		10/4/67		9210		A

		9/17/71		9210		A

		6/3/77		9210		A

		8/16/84		9210		A

		5/10/87		9210		A

		7/6/01		9210		A

		5/13/03		9210		A

		5/1/07		9210		A

		7/2/88		9200		A

		9/12/75		9190		A

		10/2/75		9190		A

		10/3/75		9190		A

		10/5/75		9190		A

		8/12/83		9190		A

		9/17/95		9190		A

		5/16/06		9190		A

		10/10/80		9180		A

		5/5/00		9180		A

		7/12/02		9180		A

		10/6/67		9170		A

		10/8/67		9170		A

		7/26/91		9170		A

		7/19/05		9170		A

		9/7/72		9160		A

		9/23/72		9160		A

		7/26/80		9160		A

		10/6/91		9160		A

		10/3/76		9150		A

		5/23/98		9150		A

		6/2/04		9150		A

		5/11/05		9150		A

		9/15/86		9140		A

		5/9/90		9140		A

		8/31/93		9140		A

		10/7/67		9130		A

		9/8/72		9130		A

		9/29/75		9130		A

		9/30/75		9130		A

		10/1/75		9130		A

		10/6/75		9130		A

		9/30/83		9130		A

		8/30/87		9130		A

		10/9/93		9130		A

		9/15/99		9130		A

		7/22/90		9120		A

		5/15/00		9120		A

		8/9/70		9110		A

		10/10/91		9110		A

		9/3/73		9100		A

		8/18/98		9100		A

		9/26/67		9090		A

		10/4/76		9090		A

		5/9/77		9090		A

		7/25/90		9090		A

		5/13/04		9090		A

		5/6/68		9080		A

		9/20/71		9080		A

		9/23/71		9080		A

		10/8/76		9080		A

		9/20/75		9070		A

		9/6/82		9070		A

		5/4/01		9070		A

		9/25/98		9060		A

		9/27/67		9050		A

		8/6/69		9050		A

		9/18/71		9040		A

		10/9/74		9040		A

		10/10/74		9040		A

		5/5/67		9030		A

		10/7/76		9030		A

		10/5/67		9020		A

		7/18/87		9020		A

		9/26/71		9010		A

		9/9/72		9010		A

		10/7/75		9010		A

		10/9/75		9010		A

		9/13/78		9010		A

		9/14/86		9010		A

		9/16/99		9010		A

		5/12/04		9010		A

		5/7/85		9000		A

		8/23/98		9000		A

		9/16/70		8980		A

		8/17/71		8980		A

		9/17/74		8980		A

		10/7/74		8980		A

		9/16/75		8980		A

		9/17/75		8980		A

		8/15/76		8980		A

		9/4/99		8980		A

		5/19/02		8980		A

		9/16/08		8980		A

		8/8/85		8970		A

		5/15/03		8970		A

		5/27/04		8970		A

		6/4/04		8970		A

		8/17/84		8960		A

		10/6/99		8960		A

		9/16/74		8950		A

		9/15/75		8950		A

		9/18/75		8950		A

		9/19/96		8950		A

		8/19/98		8950		A

		8/23/99		8950		A

		9/28/67		8940		A

		9/3/78		8940		A

		9/4/78		8940		A

		7/25/79		8940		A

		7/27/80		8940		A

		9/7/86		8940		A

		8/19/95		8940		A

		10/7/99		8940		A

		7/13/03		8940		A

		8/3/81		8930		A

		9/26/84		8930		A

		8/4/92		8930		A

		8/17/95		8930		A

		5/5/01		8930		A

		10/2/74		8920		A

		10/6/74		8920		A

		9/13/75		8920		A

		9/14/75		8920		A

		9/19/75		8920		A

		8/27/83		8920		A

		9/2/86		8920		A

		7/27/91		8920		A

		9/17/99		8920		A

		9/19/71		8910		A

		10/6/76		8910		A

		5/3/06		8910		A

		9/30/67		8900		A

		7/22/89		8900		A

		7/13/94		8900		A

		10/8/99		8900		A

		7/15/00		8900		A

		5/7/67		8890		A

		10/8/75		8890		A

		7/30/81		8890		A

		7/31/81		8890		A

		6/28/87		8890		A

		7/3/88		8890		A

		5/3/91		8890		A

		9/24/98		8890		A

		9/16/95		8880		A

		7/4/07		8880		A

		8/24/98		8870		A

		5/12/08		8870		A

		10/1/74		8860		A

		10/8/74		8860		A

		10/5/99		8860		A

		10/10/99		8860		A

		10/5/76		8850		A

		8/20/98		8850		A

		5/13/08		8850		A

		5/14/08		8850		A

		9/18/74		8830		A

		10/9/99		8830		A

		8/10/08		8830		A

		5/6/67		8820		A

		8/7/68		8820		A

		9/7/82		8820		A

		8/18/84		8820		A

		9/3/99		8820		A

		6/12/01		8820		A

		5/9/05		8820		A

		9/26/70		8810		A

		9/29/70		8810		A

		9/27/71		8810		A

		8/22/98		8810		A

		9/8/74		8800		A

		8/28/83		8790		A

		9/21/70		8780		A

		9/27/70		8780		A

		8/18/71		8780		A

		9/13/86		8780		A

		9/22/74		8770		A

		8/14/68		8760		A

		7/20/87		8760		A

		9/23/98		8760		A

		9/15/70		8750		A

		9/28/70		8750		A

		10/6/70		8750		A

		10/7/70		8750		A

		9/5/78		8750		A

		7/21/81		8750		A

		9/1/93		8750		A

		8/11/96		8750		A

		9/22/98		8750		A

		9/18/99		8750		A

		9/17/08		8750		A

		7/27/73		8740		A

		10/3/74		8740		A

		8/21/98		8740		A

		8/19/84		8730		A

		9/20/98		8730		A

		5/8/67		8720		A

		5/9/81		8720		A

		8/1/81		8720		A

		9/29/67		8710		A

		9/19/74		8710		A

		9/8/86		8710		A

		10/8/69		8700		A

		8/26/83		8700		A

		5/9/03		8700		A

		8/5/79		8690		A

		7/19/87		8690		A

		9/2/93		8690		A

		8/25/98		8690		A

		5/2/06		8690		A

		9/24/70		8680		A

		9/25/70		8680		A

		7/19/73		8680		A

		10/4/74		8680		A

		10/5/74		8680		A

		9/8/82		8680		A

		5/1/83		8680		A

		9/15/95		8680		A

		7/23/90		8660		A

		7/13/02		8660		A

		5/1/06		8660		A

		9/30/70		8650		A

		7/29/73		8650		A

		9/15/74		8650		A

		8/16/76		8650		A

		5/2/83		8650		A

		9/19/98		8650		A

		9/12/86		8640		A

		9/14/95		8640		A

		9/19/99		8640		A

		8/8/86		8630		A

		10/2/70		8620		A

		10/1/71		8620		A

		9/25/74		8620		A

		7/28/80		8620		A

		10/8/93		8620		A

		5/4/77		8610		A

		9/9/86		8610		A

		9/2/99		8610		A

		8/20/84		8600		A

		9/11/86		8600		A

		8/31/87		8600		A

		8/5/92		8600		A

		7/29/01		8600		A

		5/6/03		8600		A

		9/20/74		8590		A

		9/21/74		8590		A

		9/23/74		8590		A

		8/29/83		8590		A

		9/10/86		8590		A

		9/14/70		8580		A

		9/28/71		8580		A

		7/14/94		8580		A

		9/24/99		8580		A

		9/15/67		8560		A

		10/9/69		8560		A

		8/24/73		8560		A

		9/26/74		8560		A

		9/22/83		8560		A

		8/19/71		8550		A

		7/2/77		8550		A

		7/2/85		8550		A

		7/24/90		8550		A

		8/29/87		8540		A

		8/26/98		8540		A

		7/13/06		8540		A

		9/3/93		8530		A

		10/1/70		8520		A

		10/3/70		8520		A

		10/9/70		8520		A

		8/24/99		8520		A

		8/13/83		8510		A

		9/24/74		8500		A

		9/28/76		8500		A

		8/18/95		8500		A

		9/20/99		8500		A

		9/23/99		8500		A

		5/6/01		8500		A

		5/12/03		8500		A

		10/7/05		8500		A

		9/9/82		8490		A

		7/28/91		8490		A

		8/30/99		8490		A

		10/4/99		8490		A

		10/8/70		8480		A

		8/7/69		8470		A

		9/9/74		8470		A

		9/10/74		8470		A

		5/12/85		8470		A

		8/9/85		8470		A

		9/14/08		8470		A

		9/18/08		8470		A

		9/16/82		8460		A

		6/30/94		8460		A

		9/21/98		8460		A

		5/10/05		8460		A

		9/1/99		8450		A

		8/17/76		8440		A

		9/26/76		8440		A				4451		days at or above 8440 cfs, of which						200		days  were in October

		7/22/81		8440		A

		5/14/04		8440		A				So in May-September, 				4251		days out of		6426		days were at or above 8440 cfs at Sydney, or 

		5/3/67		8430		A

		7/29/87		8430		A

		9/22/99		8430		A

		5/10/03		8430		A

		8/10/70		8420		A

		9/22/70		8420		A

		10/10/70		8420		A

		9/29/71		8420		A

		8/25/83		8420		A

		5/4/91		8420		A

		9/21/99		8420		A

		7/16/04		8420		A

		8/11/08		8420		A

		8/8/68		8410		A

		9/25/76		8410		A

		8/16/83		8400		A

		9/13/95		8400		A

		5/16/00		8400		A

		9/23/70		8390		A

		9/30/71		8390		A

		7/30/87		8390		A

		9/25/99		8390		A				So in May-September, 				4273		days out of		6426		days were at or above 8390 cfs at Sydney, or 

		9/27/74		8380		A

		9/30/74		8380		A

		7/29/80		8370		A

		7/30/80		8370		A

		10/7/69		8360		A

		10/8/77		8360		A

		8/17/83		8360		A

		8/3/85		8360		A

		10/4/70		8350		A

		9/11/74		8350		A

		5/3/77		8350		A

		9/27/93		8330		A

		9/28/93		8330		A

		8/20/95		8330		A

		8/12/96		8330		A

		9/2/71		8320		A

		9/12/74		8320		A

		9/14/74		8320		A

		9/28/74		8320		A

		9/6/78		8320		A

		10/1/96		8320		A

		5/11/04		8320		A

		7/20/05		8320		A

		9/29/93		8310		A

		8/27/98		8310		A

		7/14/03		8310		A

		8/14/83		8300		A

		8/30/83		8300		A

		9/19/08		8300		A

		10/5/70		8290		A

		9/13/74		8290		A

		9/24/76		8290		A

		9/11/78		8290		A

		8/15/83		8280		A

		8/6/92		8280		A

		10/2/96		8270		A

		10/5/96		8270		A

		8/11/70		8260		A

		8/26/73		8260		A

		9/4/93		8260		A

		10/9/77		8250		A

		8/21/95		8250		A

		8/14/08		8250		A

		9/10/82		8240		A

		8/21/84		8240		A

		5/1/99		8240		A

		5/3/00		8240		A

		8/13/08		8240		A

		9/13/70		8230		A

		9/27/76		8230		A

		5/3/83		8230		A

		7/23/89		8230		A

		10/3/99		8230		A

		5/10/02		8230		A

		5/11/03		8230		A

		8/6/79		8220		A

		9/21/83		8220		A

		9/25/84		8220		A

		8/31/95		8220		A

		10/6/96		8220		A

		6/29/87		8210		A

		10/4/93		8210		A

		8/15/08		8210		A

		9/29/74		8200		A

		8/12/08		8200		A

		9/30/93		8190		A

		10/1/93		8190		A

		10/5/93		8190		A

		9/30/99		8190		A

		5/1/03		8190		A

		9/7/78		8180		A

		8/18/76		8170		A

		5/25/85		8170		A

		8/23/95		8170		A

		10/4/96		8170		A

		8/18/83		8160		A

		5/11/85		8160		A

		9/20/96		8160		A

		7/19/01		8160		A

		9/8/78		8150		A

		7/4/88		8150		A

		5/8/93		8150		A

		10/2/93		8150		A

		8/22/95		8150		A

		9/22/96		8150		A

		10/3/96		8150		A

		10/7/96		8150		A

		9/17/98		8150		A

		9/23/76		8140		A

		5/1/92		8140		A

		8/30/95		8140		A

		9/29/99		8140		A

		7/23/81		8130		A

		8/7/92		8130		A

		7/28/90		8120		A

		10/3/93		8120		A

		9/23/96		8120		A

		5/12/91		8110		A

		10/6/93		8110		A

		8/9/68		8100		A

		8/8/69		8100		A

		8/12/70		8100		A

		9/15/82		8100		A

		8/9/86		8100		A

		9/5/93		8100		A

		10/7/93		8090		A

		6/4/77		8080		A

		9/9/78		8080		A

		8/16/87		8080		A

		9/21/96		8080		A

		8/25/99		8080		A

		7/14/02		8080		A

		5/16/03		8080		A

		8/20/67		8070		A

		5/1/68		8070		A

		5/15/08		8070		A

		8/24/83		8060		A

		9/1/87		8060		A

		5/26/01		8060		A

		7/15/03		8060		A

		8/20/80		8050		A

		8/22/80		8050		A

		9/16/80		8050		A

		10/8/96		8050		A

		8/28/98		8050		A

		9/10/78		8040		A

		10/1/99		8040		A

		5/19/03		8040		A

		9/11/82		8030		A

		8/1/85		8030		A

		9/20/08		8030		A

		7/29/91		8020		A

		8/23/80		8010		A

		8/20/71		8000		A

		5/5/91		8000		A

		7/7/01		8000		A

		7/26/73		7990		A

		8/25/73		7990		A

		7/29/81		7990		A

		8/31/83		7990		A

		9/26/93		7980		A

		5/15/04		7980		A

		7/30/91		7970		A

		9/30/96		7970		A

		10/9/96		7970		A

		9/18/76		7960		A

		9/20/83		7960		A

		10/9/85		7960		A

		8/2/85		7950		A

		5/5/95		7950		A

		9/24/96		7950		A

		7/3/85		7940		A

		5/30/04		7940		A

		7/24/81		7930		A

		5/10/83		7930		A

		8/10/85		7930		A

		10/8/85		7930		A

		7/24/89		7930		A

		8/13/68		7910		A

		8/24/80		7910		A

		9/12/82		7910		A

		8/26/90		7910		A

		5/11/02		7910		A

		5/2/67		7900		A

		10/3/77		7900		A

		9/6/93		7900		A

		5/10/95		7900		A

		8/16/08		7900		A

		9/21/08		7900		A

		5/6/81		7890		A

		5/4/83		7890		A

		8/19/83		7890		A

		9/25/96		7890		A

		5/16/04		7890		A

		5/5/68		7880		A

		7/30/90		7880		A

		10/10/96		7880		A

		7/30/73		7870		A

		8/19/76		7870		A

		9/22/76		7870		A

		7/31/80		7870		A

		8/21/80		7870		A

		10/10/85		7870		A

		8/24/95		7860		A

		8/29/95		7860		A

		8/10/68		7850		A

		5/2/77		7850		A

		7/16/00		7850		A

		10/6/69		7840		A

		8/13/70		7840		A

		9/17/76		7840		A

		9/19/76		7840		A

		10/10/77		7840		A

		5/6/95		7840		A

		7/5/07		7840		A

		5/10/77		7830		A

		5/17/08		7830		A

		8/23/83		7820		A

		5/2/03		7820		A

		7/20/73		7810		A

		8/27/95		7810		A

		8/19/79		7800		A

		9/19/84		7800		A

		8/29/98		7800		A

		10/7/85		7790		A

		5/6/91		7790		A

		9/17/93		7790		A

		9/25/93		7790		A

		9/18/84		7780		A

		9/7/93		7780		A

		9/18/93		7780		A

		9/26/96		7780		A

		9/12/08		7780		A

		9/22/08		7780		A

		9/15/84		7770		A

		8/26/99		7770		A

		8/9/69		7760		A

		8/7/81		7760		A

		5/5/83		7760		A

		5/18/85		7760		A

		7/5/88		7760		A

		7/26/89		7760		A

		7/31/90		7760		A

		9/8/93		7760		A

		9/21/93		7760		A

		8/13/96		7760		A

		5/5/03		7760		A

		5/26/04		7760		A

		9/23/08		7760		A

		9/14/82		7750		A

		9/17/84		7750		A

		7/31/87		7750		A

		7/29/90		7750		A

		8/8/92		7750		A

		9/13/08		7750		A

		7/14/06		7740		A

		9/13/82		7730		A

		5/7/91		7730		A

		7/31/91		7730		A

		9/20/76		7720		A

		5/6/83		7720		A

		8/22/83		7720		A

		9/24/84		7720		A

		9/29/96		7720		A

		9/20/84		7710		A

		9/1/95		7710		A

		10/6/05		7710		A

		10/4/77		7700		A

		8/7/79		7700		A

		7/27/89		7700		A

		9/22/93		7700		A

		7/15/94		7700		A

		9/11/08		7700		A

		9/14/84		7690		A

		9/20/93		7690		A

		10/2/99		7690		A

		7/18/02		7690		A

		7/16/03		7690		A

		8/20/83		7680		A

		10/4/85		7680		A

		9/2/87		7680		A

		8/1/90		7680		A

		9/27/96		7680		A

		8/10/69		7670		A

		8/29/79		7670		A

		8/21/83		7670		A

		8/25/90		7670		A

		9/26/99		7670		A

		5/3/01		7670		A

		5/9/02		7670		A

		6/5/04		7670		A

		7/21/05		7670		A

		5/1/67		7660		A

		9/21/76		7660		A

		9/9/93		7660		A

		9/28/96		7660		A

		8/22/71		7650		A

		9/17/83		7650		A

		8/22/84		7640		A

		7/1/94		7640		A

		5/16/08		7640		A

		9/2/73		7630		A

		10/5/77		7630		A

		9/16/84		7630		A

		7/28/89		7630		A

		5/7/93		7630		A

		9/1/83		7620		A

		9/23/93		7620		A

		9/30/08		7620		A

		5/2/68		7610		A

		5/3/68		7610		A

		8/11/68		7610		A

		8/12/68		7610		A

		10/3/85		7610		A

		8/10/86		7610		A

		7/25/89		7610		A

		5/5/93		7610		A

		8/2/01		7610		A

		5/18/08		7610		A

		8/27/73		7600		A

		6/5/77		7600		A

		8/18/79		7600		A

		8/30/79		7600		A

		8/31/79		7600		A

		8/18/80		7600		A

		9/10/93		7600		A

		9/19/93		7600		A

		5/7/95		7600		A

		9/12/95		7600		A

		8/30/98		7600		A

		5/7/01		7600		A

		7/17/04		7600		A

		8/21/71		7590		A

		9/19/83		7590		A

		5/17/00		7590		A

		9/7/08		7590		A

		9/24/08		7590		A

		10/2/85		7580		A

		5/8/91		7580		A

		8/28/73		7570		A

		8/20/76		7570		A

		9/16/76		7570		A

		9/29/08		7570		A

		9/18/83		7560		A

		10/1/85		7560		A

		5/6/08		7560		A

		8/23/71		7550		A

		9/16/93		7550		A

		5/4/95		7550		A

		8/31/99		7550		A

		9/16/83		7540		A

		7/4/85		7540		A

		9/24/93		7540		A

		9/18/98		7540		A

		5/27/01		7540		A

		9/21/84		7520		A

		10/5/85		7520		A

		8/26/95		7520		A

		8/29/73		7510		A

		8/13/86		7510		A

		6/8/04		7510		A

		8/11/86		7500		A

		6/30/87		7500		A

		5/6/93		7500		A

		7/12/01		7500		A

		5/18/03		7500		A

		9/6/08		7500		A

		9/13/84		7490		A

		10/6/85		7490		A

		5/1/93		7490		A

		8/25/95		7490		A

		5/17/03		7490		A

		8/30/73		7480		A

		9/28/99		7480		A

		5/4/03		7480		A

		9/10/08		7470		A

		8/1/80		7460		A

		8/25/80		7460		A

		7/25/81		7460		A

		9/15/83		7460		A

		9/12/84		7460		A

		8/2/90		7460		A

		5/2/93		7460		A

		8/27/99		7460		A

		5/12/02		7460		A

		7/25/73		7450		A

		7/31/73		7450		A

		9/8/08		7450		A

		7/3/77		7440		A

		8/23/84		7440		A

		8/14/96		7440		A

		9/27/99		7440		A

		8/17/08		7440		A

		9/27/08		7440		A

		10/2/77		7430		A

		8/20/79		7430		A

		9/1/79		7430		A

		5/7/83		7430		A

		8/16/86		7430		A

		8/17/86		7430		A

		9/9/08		7430		A

		9/25/08		7430		A

		8/11/85		7420		A

		7/31/85		7410		A

		9/30/85		7410		A

		5/9/91		7410		A

		8/12/86		7400		A

		9/11/93		7400		A

		5/3/03		7400		A

		9/28/08		7400		A

		9/1/73		7390		A

		5/4/68		7380		A

		8/14/86		7380		A

		8/31/98		7380		A

		5/19/08		7380		A

		5/20/08		7380		A

		5/3/08		7370		A

		8/31/73		7360		A

		9/15/76		7360		A

		5/6/85		7360		A

		5/3/93		7360		A

		7/15/02		7360		A

		9/26/08		7360		A

		9/14/83		7350		A

		8/9/92		7350		A

		8/1/91		7340		A

		5/1/00		7340		A

		8/3/87		7320		A

		9/2/83		7310		A

		8/11/69		7300		A

		8/14/70		7300		A

		8/21/76		7300		A

		7/26/81		7300		A

		5/8/95		7300		A

		9/2/95		7300		A

		8/28/79		7290		A

		7/17/03		7290		A

		5/11/08		7290		A

		7/9/77		7280		A

		9/3/87		7270		A

		8/19/80		7260		A

		7/28/81		7260		A

		9/22/84		7260		A

		9/28/85		7260		A

		8/15/86		7260		A

		8/2/87		7260		A

		8/28/95		7260		A

		8/24/84		7250		A

		9/23/84		7250		A

		9/1/98		7250		A

		7/8/01		7250		A

		7/10/77		7240		A

		7/29/89		7240		A

		8/29/99		7240		A

		7/17/00		7240		A

		8/8/79		7230		A

		9/4/80		7230		A

		8/25/84		7230		A

		7/5/85		7230		A

		9/29/85		7230		A

		7/6/07		7230		A

		10/5/69		7220		A

		5/15/01		7220		A

		10/10/69		7210		A

		9/14/76		7210		A

		7/15/06		7210		Ae

		10/6/77		7200		Ae

		9/13/83		7200		Ae

		9/14/91		7200		Ae

		8/18/08		7200		Ae

		8/18/69		7190		Ae

		8/3/90		7190		A

		7/22/05		7190		A

		5/5/08		7180		A

		5/1/85		7170		A

		5/9/95		7170		A

		8/28/99		7170		A

		8/27/79		7160		A

		8/26/80		7160		A

		7/14/87		7160		A

		5/31/04		7160		A

		9/14/67		7150		A

		9/13/76		7150		A

		5/4/93		7150		A

		9/11/83		7140		A

		9/27/85		7140		A

		5/10/91		7140		A

		8/2/91		7140		A

		9/2/98		7140		A

		9/16/98		7140		A

		5/13/02		7140		A

		9/2/79		7130		A

		9/12/83		7130		A

		8/26/84		7130		A

		8/1/73		7120		A

		9/11/84		7120		A

		8/18/86		7120		A

		5/2/00		7120		A

		8/12/69		7110		A

		9/27/69		7110		A

		10/1/08		7110		A

		7/27/81		7100		A

		5/8/83		7100		A

		9/12/93		7100		A

		6/1/04		7100		A

		7/21/73		7090		A

		9/9/77		7090		A

		8/27/84		7090		A

		7/6/88		7090		A

		10/7/77		7070		A

		9/3/83		7070		A

		5/21/85		7070		A

		8/26/79		7060		A

		9/3/79		7060		A

		5/11/91		7060		A

		7/9/07		7060		A

		8/24/71		7050		A

		8/4/87		7050		A

		8/7/91		7050		A

		7/16/94		7050		A

		8/1/87		7040		A

		9/11/95		7040		A

		10/7/00		7040		A

		7/24/73		7030		A

		8/21/79		7030		A

		8/25/79		7030		A

		8/27/80		7030		A

		9/3/95		7030		A

		9/5/08		7030		A

		9/15/93		7020		A

		8/15/96		7020		A

		10/8/00		7020		A

		8/22/76		7000		A

		8/28/84		7000		A

		5/14/01		7000		A

		8/19/08		7000		A

		10/2/08		7000		A

		8/21/67		6990		A

		8/24/79		6990		A

		9/12/70		6980		A

		8/12/85		6980		A

		8/19/86		6980		A

		9/28/69		6970		A

		9/12/76		6970		A

		10/3/08		6970		A

		8/29/84		6960		A

		9/3/98		6960		A

		8/16/69		6950		A

		9/1/71		6950		A

		10/10/92		6950		A

		9/13/93		6950		A

		8/2/73		6940		A

		8/30/84		6940		A

		5/2/85		6940		A

		9/26/85		6940		A

		7/2/94		6940		A

		7/23/00		6940		A

		5/25/04		6940		A

		5/7/08		6940		A

		7/30/89		6930		A

		8/17/69		6920		A

		10/1/69		6920		A

		10/3/69		6920		A

		10/4/69		6920		A

		9/4/84		6920		A

		9/10/84		6920		A

		5/2/05		6920		A

		9/10/83		6910		A

		8/31/84		6910		A

		7/24/00		6910		A

		10/8/08		6910		A

		9/14/93		6900		A

		5/16/01		6900		A

		8/9/79		6890		A

		8/27/86		6890		A

		8/22/90		6890		A

		8/10/92		6890		A

		5/8/02		6890		A

		9/4/83		6880		A

		9/9/84		6880		A

		7/1/87		6880		A

		8/19/69		6870		A

		9/30/69		6870		A

		8/28/87		6870		A

		8/22/79		6860		A

		8/23/79		6860		A

		9/5/80		6860		A

		9/3/84		6860		A

		9/20/85		6860		A

		9/4/87		6860		A

		7/18/03		6860		A

		7/18/04		6860		A

		10/7/08		6860		A

		8/25/76		6850		A

		5/19/85		6850		A

		5/6/88		6850		A

		5/1/05		6850		A

		8/13/69		6840		A

		8/20/86		6840		A

		7/16/06		6840		A

		10/9/08		6840		A

		9/4/79		6830		A

		8/28/80		6830		A

		8/28/86		6830		A

		7/18/00		6830		A

		10/4/08		6830		A

		7/6/85		6820		A

		9/4/95		6820		A

		9/26/69		6810		A

		9/29/69		6810		A

		5/1/77		6810		A

		9/1/84		6810		A

		9/25/85		6810		A

		9/10/95		6810		A

		7/20/01		6810		A

		10/5/05		6810		A

		9/6/84		6800		A

		8/4/90		6800		A

		7/23/73		6790		A

		9/9/83		6790		A

		9/8/84		6790		A

		10/10/00		6790		A

		10/2/69		6780		A

		9/5/84		6780		A

		7/31/89		6780		A

		7/22/00		6780		A

		5/17/04		6780		A

		10/5/08		6780		A

		10/10/08		6780		A

		9/18/96		6770		A

		7/24/02		6770		A

		6/6/04		6770		A

		7/22/73		6760		A

		9/6/80		6760		A

		9/7/84		6760		A

		8/1/89		6760		A

		10/9/00		6760		A

		7/21/01		6760		A

		7/19/02		6760		A

		7/25/02		6760		A

		5/9/83		6750		A

		5/22/85		6750		A

		8/5/87		6750		A

		8/2/89		6750		A

		9/5/95		6750		A

		9/8/83		6740		A

		7/23/01		6740		A

		10/6/08		6740		A

		9/5/79		6730		A

		9/5/83		6730		A

		9/2/84		6730		A

		5/18/00		6730		A

		7/16/02		6710		A

		7/23/02		6710		A

		5/2/08		6710		A

		8/23/76		6700		A

		8/24/76		6700		A

		9/11/76		6700		A

		8/2/80		6700		A

		9/3/80		6700		A

		9/7/83		6700		A

		10/8/92		6700		A

		9/15/98		6700		A

		7/22/01		6700		A

		8/20/08		6700		A

		9/1/86		6690		A

		8/3/91		6690		A

		7/17/06		6690		A

		10/1/77		6680		A

		9/21/85		6680		A

		8/5/90		6680		A

		8/27/90		6680		A

		10/9/92		6680		A

		9/6/95		6680		A

		8/16/96		6680		A

		9/4/98		6680		A

		9/7/80		6670		A

		9/7/95		6670		A

		7/30/01		6670		A

		7/22/02		6670		A

		5/3/85		6660		A

		7/7/88		6660		A

		9/6/83		6650		A

		9/9/95		6650		A

		7/21/02		6650		A

		8/3/73		6640		A

		7/11/77		6640		A

		8/29/86		6640		A

		8/30/80		6630		A

		8/31/80		6630		A

		9/2/80		6630		A

		5/3/95		6630		A

		9/13/67		6620		A

		5/11/77		6620		A

		8/13/85		6620		A

		8/25/71		6610		A

		7/25/00		6610		A

		7/19/03		6610		A

		9/1/80		6600		A

		9/15/80		6600		A

		9/5/87		6600		A

		8/5/91		6600		A

		8/6/91		6600		A

		10/3/92		6600		A

		5/20/85		6590		A

		7/20/02		6580		A

		8/20/69		6570		A

		8/10/79		6570		A

		9/6/79		6570		A

		9/8/87		6570		A

		7/19/00		6570		A

		7/17/02		6570		A

		9/8/77		6560		A

		8/8/81		6560		A

		5/5/88		6560		A

		5/14/02		6560		A

		7/7/07		6560		A

		8/14/69		6550		A

		8/15/69		6550		A

		9/11/70		6550		A

		8/26/76		6550		A

		7/8/77		6550		A

		9/9/87		6550		A

		5/4/08		6550		A

		9/8/80		6540		A

		9/24/85		6540		A

		8/21/86		6540		A

		8/4/91		6540		A

		10/2/92		6540		A

		7/9/01		6540		A

		7/4/77		6530		A

		5/5/85		6530		A

		8/6/90		6530		A

		8/8/91		6520		A

		7/23/05		6520		A

		8/17/79		6510		A

		8/31/86		6510		A

		9/10/87		6510		A

		8/30/86		6500		A

		5/7/88		6500		A

		5/8/01		6500		A

		5/6/02		6500		A

		10/7/89		6490		A

		7/18/06		6490		A

		10/8/89		6480		A

		7/17/94		6480		A

		8/22/67		6470		A

		8/29/80		6470		A

		5/24/85		6470		A

		6/7/04		6470		A

		8/30/76		6460		A

		9/1/76		6460		A

		9/8/95		6460		A

		8/17/96		6460		A

		9/5/98		6460		A

		10/6/00		6460		A

		7/7/85		6440		A

		8/28/90		6440		A

		7/26/02		6440		A

		5/10/04		6440		A

		8/31/76		6430		A

		9/2/77		6430		A

		9/6/87		6430		A

		8/3/89		6430		A

		7/11/07		6430		A

		10/4/00		6420		A

		7/26/01		6420		A

		5/3/05		6420		A

		10/10/89		6410		A

		8/29/90		6410		A

		8/11/92		6410		A

		7/21/00		6410		A

		8/21/69		6400		A

		8/15/70		6400		A

		8/26/71		6400		A

		8/29/76		6400		A

		9/11/87		6400		A

		10/9/89		6400		A

		8/30/90		6400		A

		9/30/00		6400		A

		10/3/00		6400		A

		7/17/01		6400		A

		7/2/87		6390		A

		7/19/04		6390		A

		9/9/80		6380		A

		9/23/85		6380		A

		8/24/86		6380		A

		8/11/73		6370		A

		8/12/73		6370		A

		8/27/76		6370		A

		8/23/86		6370		A

		7/8/88		6370		A

		10/10/90		6370		A

		5/18/02		6370		A

		9/6/67		6360		A

		8/27/87		6360		A

		9/7/79		6350		A

		10/4/92		6350		A

		7/20/00		6350		A

		10/5/00		6350		A

		7/18/01		6350		A

		8/4/73		6340		A

		9/10/76		6340		A

		8/22/86		6340		A

		10/6/90		6340		A

		5/7/02		6340		A

		9/12/67		6330		A

		8/17/85		6330		A

		10/1/92		6330		A

		8/18/96		6330		A

		9/25/69		6320		A

		8/3/80		6320		A

		9/14/80		6320		A

		9/7/87		6320		A

		8/28/76		6310		A

		9/2/76		6310		A

		8/20/96		6310		A

		9/14/98		6310		A

		8/21/08		6310		A

		9/5/67		6300		A

		8/24/92		6300		A

		9/13/92		6300		A

		9/29/00		6300		A

		9/26/04		6300		A

		7/5/77		6290		A

		8/25/86		6290		A

		8/19/96		6290		A

		8/11/79		6280		A

		5/23/85		6280		A

		8/26/86		6280		A

		9/12/87		6280		A

		7/8/87		6270		A

		10/7/92		6260		A

		7/10/07		6260		A

		8/23/67		6250		A

		9/7/67		6250		A

		8/17/73		6250		A

		10/10/81		6250		A

		5/4/85		6250		A

		9/22/85		6250		A

		7/20/03		6250		A

		8/29/92		6240		A

		8/21/96		6240		A

		9/18/92		6230		A

		9/6/98		6230		A

		8/16/73		6220		A

		10/9/81		6220		A

		8/7/90		6220		A

		10/2/00		6220		A

		7/8/07		6220		A

		8/27/71		6210		A

		8/31/71		6210		A

		5/11/01		6210		A

		7/27/02		6210		A

		5/14/77		6200		A

		7/3/94		6200		A

		10/1/00		6200		A

		9/8/67		6190		A

		8/13/73		6190		A

		8/18/85		6190		A

		9/19/92		6190		A

		9/10/70		6180		A

		7/12/77		6180		A

		9/13/98		6180		A

		10/4/05		6180		A

		9/4/67		6170		A

		9/11/67		6170		A

		5/8/88		6170		A

		9/23/92		6170		A

		7/28/02		6170		A

		9/27/04		6170		A

		9/3/76		6160		A

		8/12/79		6160		A

		8/13/79		6160		A

		10/5/92		6160		A

		8/22/96		6160		A

		10/1/05		6160		A

		7/7/87		6150		A

		10/7/90		6150		A

		9/7/77		6140		A

		8/9/91		6140		A

		9/14/92		6140		A

		9/24/92		6140		A

		9/23/06		6140		A

		5/8/08		6140		A

		5/2/95		6130		A

		7/26/00		6130		A

		7/31/01		6130		A

		5/9/08		6130		A

		8/22/69		6120		A

		9/24/69		6120		A

		7/3/87		6120		A

		9/30/92		6120		A

		5/12/01		6120		A

		5/15/02		6120		A

		9/4/08		6120		A

		7/6/77		6110		A

		7/9/87		6110		A

		5/9/88		6110		A

		9/12/98		6110		A

		9/22/69		6100		A

		8/5/73		6100		A

		9/8/79		6100		A

		7/8/85		6100		A

		5/1/95		6100		A

		9/10/98		6100		A

		8/28/71		6090		A

		7/7/77		6090		A

		8/6/87		6080		A

		9/21/92		6080		A

		9/11/98		6080		A

		9/24/06		6080		A

		5/10/08		6080		A

		8/9/81		6070		A

		10/9/90		6070		A

		9/20/92		6070		A

		10/6/92		6070		A

		7/24/01		6070		A

		7/20/04		6070		A

		9/25/04		6070		A

		9/2/67		6060		A

		9/9/67		6060		A

		9/13/87		6060		A

		8/4/89		6060		A

		8/31/90		6060		A

		9/7/98		6060		A

		9/9/98		6060		A

		9/23/69		6050		A

		9/12/92		6050		A

		8/22/08		6050		A

		9/10/67		6040		A

		8/14/73		6040		A

		8/23/73		6040		A

		9/4/76		6040		A

		9/5/76		6040		A

		10/8/81		6040		A

		8/12/92		6040		A

		9/22/92		6040		A

		7/12/07		6040		A

		9/10/77		6030		A

		8/16/79		6030		A

		9/30/05		6030		A

		8/19/85		6020		A

		9/25/92		6020		A

		10/2/05		6020		A

		8/26/67		6010		A

		9/3/67		6010		A

		8/10/73		6010		A

		8/15/73		6010		A

		9/6/76		6010		A

		8/14/85		6010		A

		8/23/96		6010		A

		10/10/07		6010		A

		9/13/80		6000		A

		5/1/88		6000		A

		9/28/00		6000		A

		10/6/04		6000		A

		7/19/06		6000		A

		8/29/71		5990		A

		9/14/87		5990		A

		8/24/90		5990		A

		8/28/92		5990		A

		8/31/89		5980		A

		5/18/04		5980		A

		8/14/79		5970		A

		8/4/80		5970		A

		9/15/87		5970		A

		7/9/88		5970		A

		8/8/90		5970		A

		9/28/04		5970		A

		10/1/04		5970		A

		9/21/69		5960		A

		8/16/85		5960		A

		7/6/87		5960		A

		8/5/89		5960		A

		10/8/90		5960		A

		8/30/92		5960		A

		9/8/98		5960		A

		5/19/00		5960		A

		10/3/05		5960		A

		9/26/06		5960		A

		9/9/76		5950		A

		10/3/87		5950		A

		9/15/92		5950		A

		7/18/94		5950		A

		7/21/03		5950		A

		8/15/79		5940		A

		8/5/80		5940		A

		8/6/80		5940		A

		10/6/89		5940		A

		5/2/01		5940		A

		7/29/02		5940		A

		9/9/70		5930		A

		9/30/04		5930		A

		8/18/73		5920		A

		8/21/73		5920		A

		8/22/73		5920		A

		9/7/76		5920		A

		10/7/81		5920		A

		9/17/92		5920		A

		9/29/05		5920		A

		10/4/87		5910		A

		9/26/92		5910		A

		8/16/70		5900		A

		9/16/92		5900		A

		7/11/01		5900		A

		5/24/04		5900		A

		10/7/04		5900		A

		9/8/76		5890		A

		8/7/80		5880		A

		5/9/01		5880		A

		7/25/01		5880		A

		9/13/91		5870		A

		8/25/92		5870		A

		5/16/02		5870		A

		10/5/04		5870		A

		9/25/06		5870		A

		9/28/06		5870		A

		10/6/81		5860		A

		9/19/85		5860		A

		9/16/87		5860		A

		9/9/79		5850		A

		10/2/87		5850		A

		9/29/92		5850		A

		7/10/01		5850		A

		9/29/04		5850		A

		9/27/06		5850		A

		8/30/71		5840		A

		7/4/87		5840		A

		8/24/96		5840		A

		10/4/04		5840		A

		5/4/05		5840		A

		7/24/05		5840		A

		7/9/85		5830		A

		9/1/89		5830		A

		9/24/04		5830		A

		9/17/79		5820		A

		9/18/79		5820		A

		8/17/87		5820		A

		5/4/88		5820		A

		9/28/92		5820		A

		7/25/04		5810		A

		10/2/04		5810		A

		8/13/92		5800		A

		9/27/92		5800		A

		8/26/96		5800		A

		8/23/08		5800		A

		9/10/79		5790		A

		9/16/79		5790		A

		9/19/79		5790		A

		8/8/80		5790		A

		9/10/80		5790		A

		10/10/94		5790		A

		10/8/04		5790		A

		10/1/87		5780		A

		7/30/02		5780		A

		8/10/81		5770		A

		8/15/85		5770		A

		8/20/85		5770		A

		9/17/87		5770		A

		8/23/69		5750		A

		9/3/69		5750		A

		9/18/87		5750		A

		10/5/87		5750		A

		10/3/04		5750		A

		8/6/73		5740		A

		7/31/02		5740		A

		7/21/04		5740		A

		8/29/67		5730		A

		9/3/77		5730		A

		9/12/80		5730		A

		8/15/87		5730		A

		5/2/88		5730		A

		5/10/01		5730		A

		7/27/01		5730		A

		8/25/08		5730		A

		7/13/77		5720		A

		9/19/87		5720		A

		5/20/00		5720		A

		7/27/00		5720		A

		9/27/00		5720		A

		9/20/69		5710		A

		10/5/81		5710		A

		8/9/90		5710		A

		8/24/08		5710		A

		9/20/79		5700		A

		9/11/92		5700		A

		10/9/04		5700		A

		8/24/69		5690		A

		9/5/77		5690		A

		9/22/87		5690		A

		7/26/05		5690		A

		8/24/67		5680		A

		8/27/67		5680		A

		9/1/67		5680		A

		8/20/73		5680		A

		9/6/77		5680		A

		8/9/80		5670		A

		7/5/87		5670		A

		8/31/92		5670		A

		8/25/96		5670		A

		7/20/06		5670		A

		8/19/87		5660		A

		9/20/87		5660		A

		9/28/87		5660		A

		9/29/87		5660		A

		9/9/91		5660		A

		7/9/94		5660		A

		8/28/67		5650		A

		9/4/69		5650		A

		8/9/73		5650		A

		7/10/87		5650		A

		9/21/87		5650		A

		5/17/02		5650		A

		9/15/79		5640		A

		9/23/87		5640		A

		7/24/04		5640		A

		9/3/08		5640		A

		8/17/70		5630		A

		8/23/90		5630		A

		8/27/92		5630		A

		7/4/94		5630		A

		7/16/01		5630		A

		8/1/02		5630		A

		7/22/03		5630		A

		8/25/67		5620		A

		9/11/69		5620		A

		5/12/77		5620		A

		10/6/87		5620		A

		5/3/88		5620		A

		8/14/92		5620		A

		5/5/02		5620		A

		10/10/04		5620		A

		9/29/06		5620		A

		9/11/79		5610		A

		7/19/94		5610		A

		9/7/69		5600		A

		9/4/77		5600		A

		8/27/96		5600		A

		7/13/87		5590		A

		8/6/89		5590		A

		9/1/90		5590		A

		9/21/79		5580		A

		8/21/85		5580		A

		8/11/81		5570		A

		9/30/87		5570		A

		10/5/90		5570		A

		8/10/91		5570		A

		5/13/01		5570		A

		7/26/04		5570		A

		9/23/04		5570		A

		8/26/08		5570		A

		8/7/73		5560		A

		8/8/73		5560		A

		8/19/73		5560		A

		9/14/79		5550		A

		9/28/05		5550		A

		8/27/08		5550		A

		9/5/69		5540		A

		5/3/81		5540		A

		7/27/04		5540		A

		9/30/77		5530		A

		10/7/87		5530		A

		8/7/89		5530		A

		10/4/90		5530		A

		7/13/01		5530		A

		10/10/06		5530		A

		9/6/69		5520		A

		9/19/69		5520		A

		8/2/02		5520		A

		9/22/06		5520		A

		5/13/77		5510		A

		5/2/81		5510		A

		8/30/67		5500		A

		8/25/69		5500		A

		9/10/96		5500		A

		7/13/07		5500		A

		7/14/77		5490		A

		9/12/79		5490		A

		9/13/79		5490		A

		7/10/85		5490		A

		9/10/69		5480		A

		8/7/87		5480		A

		9/24/87		5480		A

		7/10/88		5480		A

		7/28/04		5480		A

		8/8/89		5470		A

		8/26/92		5470		A

		8/28/96		5470		A

		9/17/96		5470		A

		7/25/05		5470		A

		10/9/06		5470		A

		9/30/79		5460		A

		9/11/80		5460		A

		8/20/87		5460		A

		9/11/96		5460		A

		5/5/05		5460		A

		10/4/81		5450		A

		10/8/06		5450		A

		9/1/77		5440		A

		9/18/85		5440		A

		8/18/87		5440		A

		10/10/87		5440		A

		9/1/92		5440		A

		10/8/02		5440		A

		5/19/04		5440		A

		9/30/06		5440		A

		9/22/79		5430		A

		8/10/80		5430		A

		7/28/00		5430		A

		7/22/85		5420		A

		9/27/87		5420		A

		10/8/87		5420		A

		9/25/87		5410		A

		8/11/05		5410		A

		10/2/06		5410		A

		9/2/69		5400		A

		10/3/81		5400		A

		9/26/87		5400		A

		10/9/87		5400		A

		9/2/08		5400		A

		10/5/89		5390		A

		9/9/96		5390		A

		9/12/96		5390		A

		10/7/06		5390		A

		9/17/85		5380		A

		10/9/02		5380		A

		10/3/06		5380		A

		8/28/08		5380		A

		9/23/79		5370		A

		10/9/79		5370		A

		10/1/06		5370		A

		10/4/06		5370		A

		9/18/69		5360		A

		7/23/85		5360		A

		9/16/85		5360		A

		7/11/87		5360		A

		9/26/00		5360		A

		10/7/02		5360		A

		7/31/03		5360		A

		7/30/05		5360		A

		10/9/94		5350		A

		9/16/96		5350		A

		10/9/07		5350		A

		9/9/69		5340		A

		9/13/69		5340		A

		9/24/79		5340		A

		10/8/79		5340		A

		10/10/79		5340		A

		7/11/85		5340		A

		9/13/96		5340		A

		7/15/01		5340		A

		7/22/04		5340		A

		8/18/70		5330		A

		9/29/77		5330		A

		10/5/06		5330		A

		9/8/69		5320		A

		7/23/03		5320		A

		7/21/06		5320		A

		9/29/79		5310		A

		7/12/87		5310		A

		9/2/89		5310		A

		10/10/02		5310		A

		9/22/04		5310		A

		9/21/06		5310		A

		9/12/69		5300		A

		9/27/77		5300		A

		9/2/90		5300		A

		9/24/77		5290		A

		8/11/91		5290		A

		9/10/92		5290		A

		7/20/94		5290		A

		7/27/05		5290		A

		8/26/69		5280		A

		9/1/69		5280		A

		9/25/77		5280		A

		10/4/79		5280		A

		10/5/79		5280		A

		10/7/79		5280		A

		10/2/81		5280		A

		7/24/85		5280		A

		8/29/89		5280		A

		7/5/94		5280		A

		9/14/96		5280		A

		5/3/02		5280		A

		7/31/05		5280		A

		9/28/77		5270		A

		9/15/85		5270		A

		9/15/96		5270		A

		9/23/77		5260		A

		8/10/90		5260		A

		10/6/06		5260		A

		9/25/79		5250		A

		9/28/79		5250		A

		10/3/79		5250		A

		8/26/87		5250		A

		9/2/92		5250		A

		8/27/69		5240		A

		8/28/69		5240		A

		9/26/77		5240		A

		10/3/90		5240		A

		8/15/92		5240		A

		8/9/89		5230		A

		10/1/79		5220		A

		10/6/79		5220		A

		8/21/87		5220		A

		9/12/91		5220		A

		7/8/94		5220		A

		8/29/96		5220		A

		5/4/02		5220		A

		9/21/04		5220		A

		9/1/08		5220		A

		7/11/88		5210		A

		9/3/90		5210		A

		9/4/90		5210		A

		7/29/00		5210		A

		7/29/04		5210		A

		8/31/67		5200		A

		9/17/69		5200		A

		9/5/90		5200		A

		9/26/79		5190		A

		10/2/79		5190		A

		8/31/69		5180		A

		9/8/70		5180		A

		7/30/85		5180		A

		5/8/05		5180		A

		8/29/08		5180		A

		9/11/77		5170		A

		10/1/81		5170		A

		8/30/89		5170		A

		7/29/05		5170		A

		7/15/77		5160		A

		9/27/79		5160		A

		8/22/85		5160		A

		9/6/96		5150		A

		5/23/04		5150		A

		8/23/92		5140		A

		5/1/02		5140		A

		8/12/80		5130		A

		8/15/80		5130		A

		9/16/89		5130		A

		9/16/69		5120		A

		8/19/70		5120		A

		7/12/85		5120		A

		9/5/96		5120		A

		10/6/02		5120		A

		7/23/04		5120		A

		9/27/05		5120		A

		7/7/94		5110		A

		5/1/01		5110		A

		7/28/05		5110		A

		8/30/69		5100		A

		9/15/89		5100		A

		8/12/91		5100		A

		9/4/96		5100		A

		10/6/07		5100		A

		10/1/90		5090		A

		9/3/92		5090		A

		7/14/01		5090		A

		8/3/02		5090		A

		7/24/03		5090		A				So in May-September, 				5457		days out of		6426		days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

		8/11/80		5080		A

		8/13/80		5080		A

		8/14/80		5080		A

		7/18/85		5080		A

		9/14/85		5080		A

		9/17/89		5080		A

		9/3/96		5080		A

		7/22/06		5080		A

		8/22/87		5070		A

		8/28/89		5070		A

		9/6/90		5070		A

		5/20/04		5070		A

		8/29/69		5060		A

		10/2/90		5060		A

		7/6/94		5060		A

		7/21/94		5060		A

		9/19/88		5050		A

		9/3/89		5050		A

		9/29/89		5050		A

		9/27/90		5050		A

		9/29/90		5050		A

		7/30/00		5050		A

		8/1/03		5050		A

		7/25/85		5040		A

		9/28/89		5040		A

		9/7/96		5040		A

		5/22/04		5040		A

		10/7/07		5030		A

		8/30/08		5030		A

		8/10/02		5020		A

		10/4/02		5020		A

		7/17/85		5010		A				5848		days at or above 5010 cfs, of which						360		days  were in October

		9/13/85		5010		A

		9/30/90		5010		A				So in May-September, 				5488		days out of		6426		days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

		8/12/81		5000		A

		10/4/89		5000		A

		8/12/02		5000		A

		8/13/02		5000		A

		10/5/02		5000		A

		9/2/96		4990		A

		9/8/96		4990		A

		10/1/07		4990		A

		9/12/85		4980		A

		5/6/05		4980		A

		9/15/69		4970		A

		8/20/70		4970		A

		9/22/77		4970		A

		5/4/81		4970		A

		9/18/89		4970		A

		9/30/89		4970		A

		10/3/02		4970		A

		8/10/89		4960		A

		9/28/90		4960		A

		9/14/02		4960		A

		8/1/05		4960		A

		9/14/69		4950		A

		5/5/81		4950		A

		9/30/81		4950		A

		8/23/87		4950		A

		7/12/88		4950		A

		9/14/89		4950		A

		9/26/90		4950		A

		9/9/92		4950		A

		7/14/07		4950		A

		7/13/85		4940		A

		8/8/87		4940		A

		9/23/88		4940		A

		9/27/89		4940		A

		9/7/90		4940		A

		9/8/91		4940		A

		7/23/06		4940		A

		9/12/77		4930		A

		7/19/85		4930		A

		10/8/94		4930		A

		8/30/96		4930		A

		7/30/04		4930		A

		8/31/08		4930		A

		8/31/85		4920		A

		9/4/92		4920		A

		7/25/03		4920		A

		9/7/70		4910		A

		10/3/89		4910		A

		9/4/89		4900		A

		9/1/96		4900		A

		9/30/07		4900		A

		10/2/07		4900		A

		7/14/85		4890		A

		8/13/91		4890		A

		5/2/02		4890		A

		8/14/02		4890		A

		7/30/03		4890		A

		8/16/92		4880		A

		7/31/00		4880		A

		10/1/89		4870		A

		10/2/89		4870		A

		9/19/89		4860		A

		8/11/90		4860		A

		9/25/90		4860		A

		7/16/77		4850		A

		8/31/96		4850		A

		8/3/01		4850		A

		10/8/07		4850		A

		9/25/89		4830		A

		9/8/90		4830		A

		8/15/91		4830		A

		10/2/02		4830		A

		8/20/91		4820		A

		9/29/07		4820		A

		10/5/07		4820		A

		9/20/04		4810		A

		7/21/85		4800		A

		8/11/02		4800		A

		5/7/05		4800		A

		9/26/89		4790		A

		5/21/04		4790		A

		8/25/05		4790		A

		9/28/07		4790		A

		8/14/91		4780		A

		7/22/94		4780		A

		8/1/00		4780		A

		10/3/07		4780		A

		7/15/85		4770		A

		9/5/92		4770		A

		7/16/85		4760		A

		7/26/03		4760		A

		7/31/04		4760		A

		9/5/89		4750		A

		9/20/89		4750		A

		8/21/91		4750		A

		9/25/00		4750		A

		9/15/02		4750		A

		8/21/70		4740		A

		7/20/85		4740		A

		8/6/00		4740		A

		8/9/02		4740		A

		8/13/81		4730		A

		9/29/81		4730		A

		8/24/87		4730		A

		7/13/88		4730		A

		9/24/89		4730		A

		9/26/05		4730		A

		10/4/07		4730		A

		9/21/89		4720		A

		8/19/91		4720		A

		9/3/02		4720		A

		9/13/77		4710		A

		9/20/88		4710		A

		9/24/88		4710		A

		9/22/89		4710		A

		8/2/00		4710		A

		9/15/01		4710		A

		9/13/02		4710		A

		7/26/85		4700		A

		9/10/90		4700		A

		10/7/94		4700		A

		9/22/88		4690		A

		9/12/90		4690		A

		9/11/91		4690		A

		8/3/00		4690		A

		9/23/89		4680		A

		8/16/91		4680		A

		8/4/02		4680		A

		7/24/06		4680		A

		9/14/77		4670		A

		5/1/81		4670		A

		9/6/89		4670		A

		9/9/90		4670		A

		8/7/02		4670		A

		8/8/02		4670		A

		8/1/04		4670		A

		9/6/70		4660		A

		9/15/77		4660		A

		9/25/88		4660		A

		9/13/89		4660		A

		9/11/90		4660		A

		8/22/91		4660		A

		8/5/00		4660		A

		9/12/02		4660		A

		8/2/03		4660		A

		9/11/85		4650		A

		8/25/87		4650		A

		8/11/89		4650		A

		9/24/90		4650		A

		8/23/91		4650		A

		9/10/91		4650		A

		7/27/03		4650		A

		8/4/00		4640		A

		8/22/70		4630		A

		9/28/88		4630		A

		9/29/88		4630		A

		8/17/92		4630		A

		9/28/81		4620		A

		9/11/02		4620		A

		7/18/77		4610		A

		7/29/85		4610		A

		8/9/87		4600		A

		9/30/88		4600		A

		9/8/92		4600		A

		9/29/02		4600		A

		9/27/81		4590		A

		9/21/88		4590		A

		9/6/92		4590		A

		8/6/04		4590		A

		8/7/04		4590		A

		9/7/89		4580		A

		9/21/90		4580		A

		8/6/02		4580		A

		7/28/03		4580		A

		5/1/08		4580		A

		9/16/77		4570		A

		9/9/85		4570		A

		9/27/88		4570		A

		8/12/90		4570		A

		9/20/90		4570		A

		8/7/00		4570		A

		10/1/02		4570		A

		8/18/05		4570		A

		7/17/77		4560		A

		9/21/77		4560		A

		8/17/90		4560		A

		9/13/90		4560		A

		9/22/90		4560		A

		8/23/85		4550		A

		10/1/88		4550		A

		9/23/90		4550		A

		9/28/02		4550		A

		7/29/03		4550		A

		8/15/90		4540		A

		8/2/05		4540		A

		7/15/07		4540		A

		8/18/91		4530		A

		10/6/94		4530		A

		9/24/00		4530		A

		8/5/02		4530		A

		9/27/02		4530		A

		9/30/02		4530		A

		9/5/70		4520		A

		9/19/77		4520		A

		10/2/88		4520		A

		8/16/90		4520		A

		9/14/90		4520		A

		8/17/91		4520		A

		10/5/94		4520		A

		9/16/02		4520		A

		9/26/02		4520		A

		8/17/05		4520		A

		8/24/05		4520		A

		8/14/81		4510		A

		9/10/85		4510		A

		7/14/88		4510		A

		8/15/02		4510		A

		9/12/89		4500		A

		8/14/90		4500		A

		9/18/90		4500		A

		9/8/85		4490		A

		8/25/89		4490		A

		7/23/94		4490		A

		8/2/04		4490		A

		10/3/88		4480		A

		8/13/90		4480		A

		8/18/90		4480		A

		9/19/90		4480		A

		9/7/92		4480		A

		10/4/94		4480		A

		9/25/02		4480		A

		9/20/06		4480		A

		8/31/77		4470		A

		7/27/85		4470		A

		9/8/89		4470		A

		9/15/90		4470		A

		8/23/70		4460		A

		8/24/70		4460		A

		8/25/70		4460		A

		8/26/70		4460		A

		10/10/88		4460		A

		8/8/00		4460		A

		8/4/04		4460		A

		9/27/07		4460		A

		7/19/77		4450		A

		8/21/90		4450		A

		8/22/92		4450		A

		9/4/02		4450		A

		9/17/02		4440		A

		8/27/70		4430		A

		9/3/70		4430		A

		9/16/90		4430		A

		9/17/77		4420		A

		9/18/77		4420		A

		9/26/88		4420		A

		9/18/04		4420		A

		9/2/70		4410		A

		7/28/85		4410		A

		7/24/94		4410		A

		8/5/04		4410		A

		9/20/77		4400		A

		9/1/85		4400		A

		8/12/89		4400		A

		8/17/89		4400		A

		9/17/90		4400		A

		8/19/92		4400		A

		9/10/02		4400		A

		8/18/92		4390		A

		8/9/00		4390		A

		8/10/00		4390		A

		9/19/04		4390		A

		7/25/06		4390		A

		9/4/70		4380		A

		8/11/00		4380		A

		9/24/02		4380		A

		8/3/05		4380		A

		8/10/87		4370		A

		10/4/88		4370		A

		10/8/88		4370		A

		8/19/90		4370		A

		8/18/89		4360		A

		8/3/04		4350		A

		8/4/05		4350		A

		10/7/88		4340		A

		9/9/89		4340		A

		8/3/03		4340		A

		8/9/04		4340		A

		8/28/70		4330		A

		8/13/89		4330		A

		8/21/92		4330		A

		9/14/01		4330		A

		9/18/02		4330		A

		9/22/02		4330		A

		9/23/02		4330		A

		9/17/04		4330		A

		10/5/88		4320		A

		10/6/88		4320		A

		8/15/77		4310		A

		7/15/88		4310		A

		10/9/88		4310		A

		8/16/89		4310		A

		8/24/91		4310		A

		8/20/92		4310		A

		9/25/07		4310		A

		8/8/04		4300		A

		7/20/77		4290		A

		9/18/88		4290		A

		8/20/90		4290		A

		9/20/02		4290		A

		8/26/05		4290		A

		9/23/00		4280		A

		9/19/02		4280		A

		9/26/07		4280		A

		9/10/89		4270		A

		9/16/04		4270		A

		9/24/07		4270		A

		8/26/89		4260		A

		8/29/70		4250		A

		8/14/89		4250		A

		8/12/00		4240		A

		7/16/07		4240		A

		8/8/05		4230		A

		8/11/87		4220		A

		8/19/89		4220		A

		8/24/89		4220		A

		9/18/94		4220		A

		10/3/94		4220		A

		9/21/02		4220		A

		9/11/89		4210		A

		9/14/00		4210		A

		9/9/02		4210		A

		8/19/05		4210		A

		8/23/05		4210		A

		8/16/77		4200		A

		9/26/81		4200		A

		8/14/87		4200		A

		8/15/89		4200		A

		9/13/00		4200		A

		9/1/70		4180		A

		9/5/85		4180		A

		8/12/87		4180		A

		9/15/00		4180		A

		9/5/02		4180		A

		9/23/07		4180		A

		8/14/77		4170		A

		9/7/85		4170		A

		8/10/04		4170		A

		8/5/05		4170		A

		8/24/85		4160		A

		9/16/00		4160		A

		9/25/05		4160		A

		7/30/77		4150		A

		7/31/77		4150		A

		8/15/81		4150		A

		8/13/87		4150		A

		7/24/77		4140		A

		8/16/02		4140		A

		9/22/07		4140		A

		8/30/70		4130		A

		8/9/05		4130		A

		7/21/77		4110		A

		9/2/85		4110		A

		7/25/94		4110		A

		10/5/03		4110		A

		10/6/03		4110		A

		9/6/85		4100		A

		8/27/89		4100		A

		8/25/91		4100		A

		9/30/94		4100		A

		9/12/00		4100		A

		9/29/03		4100		A

		9/15/07		4100		A

		9/16/07		4100		A

		8/1/77		4090		A

		9/19/94		4090		A

		10/1/94		4090		A

		10/7/03		4090		A

		8/10/05		4090		A

		8/12/05		4090		A

		7/26/06		4090		A

		9/17/07		4090		A

		9/19/07		4090		A

		9/21/07		4090		A

		8/17/77		4080		A

		9/17/00		4080		A

		8/20/89		4070		A

		9/22/00		4070		A

		9/20/07		4070		A

		8/31/70		4060		A

		9/11/00		4060		A

		8/4/01		4060		A

		9/15/04		4060		A

		9/14/07		4060		A

		9/18/07		4060		A

		7/16/88		4050		A

		10/8/03		4050		A

		8/17/81		4040		A

		9/10/00		4040		A

		9/9/00		4030		A

		10/9/03		4030		A

		10/2/94		4020		A

		8/4/07		4020		A

		9/8/00		4010		A

		9/24/03		4010		A

		9/30/03		4010		A

		9/18/00		4000		A

		9/6/02		4000		A

		9/28/03		4000		A

		10/4/03		4000		A

		8/16/81		3990		A

		8/26/91		3990		A

		9/23/03		3990		A

		7/29/77		3980		A

		9/7/00		3980		A

		8/7/05		3980		A

		7/22/77		3970		A

		8/29/77		3970		A

		9/5/91		3970		A

		7/17/07		3970		A

		9/6/91		3960		A

		9/26/03		3960		A

		8/6/05		3960		A

		9/13/07		3960		A

		8/21/89		3950		A

		8/28/91		3950		A

		9/26/94		3950		A

		9/21/00		3950		A

		9/27/03		3950		A

		10/10/03		3950		A

		8/27/91		3940		A

		10/1/03		3940		A

		10/2/03		3940		A

		9/24/05		3940		A

		9/19/00		3930		A

		9/20/00		3930		A

		8/4/03		3930		A

		10/3/03		3930		A

		9/14/04		3930		A

		9/29/94		3920		A

		9/25/03		3920		A

		8/22/05		3920		A

		8/27/05		3920		A

		8/18/77		3910		A

		8/23/02		3910		A

		8/29/91		3900		A

		9/4/91		3900		A

		7/29/94		3900		A

		7/23/77		3890		A

		8/30/77		3890		A

		9/7/91		3890		A

		9/27/94		3890		A

		9/6/00		3890		A

		9/23/05		3890		A

		8/2/77		3880		A

		7/26/94		3880		A

		8/13/00		3880		A

		8/11/04		3880		A

		7/27/06		3880		A

		9/25/81		3870		A

		9/4/85		3870		A

		8/28/05		3870		A

		8/25/85		3860		A

		9/25/94		3860		A

		8/23/89		3850		A

		9/20/94		3850		A

		9/3/85		3840		A

		8/22/89		3840		A

		7/17/88		3830		A

		9/17/94		3830		A

		9/21/05		3830		A

		9/22/05		3830		A

		9/28/94		3820		A

		8/19/77		3810		A

		9/17/88		3810		A

		9/8/02		3800		A

		8/16/05		3800		A

		8/3/77		3790		A

		9/24/81		3790		A

		7/31/94		3790		A

		9/20/01		3790		A

		8/17/02		3790		A

		9/7/02		3790		A

		8/12/77		3780		A

		7/27/94		3780		A

		7/28/94		3780		A

		8/20/05		3780		A

		7/18/88		3770		A

		8/29/05		3770		A

		7/20/88		3760		A

		9/5/00		3760		A

		9/19/06		3760		A

		9/19/01		3750		A

		9/22/03		3750		A

		8/18/81		3740		A

		8/19/81		3740		A

		9/12/81		3740		A

		8/30/91		3740		A

		9/23/94		3740		A

		8/21/05		3740		A

		9/20/05		3740		A

		8/4/77		3730		A

		8/13/77		3730		A

		8/7/03		3730		A

		8/13/05		3730		A

		8/14/05		3730		A

		9/22/81		3720		A

		9/22/94		3720		A

		9/21/01		3720		A

		9/1/04		3720		A

		8/15/05		3720		A

		9/12/07		3720		A

		7/28/77		3710		A

		10/10/01		3710		A

		8/5/03		3710		A

		9/13/81		3700		A

		9/23/81		3700		A

		9/2/91		3700		A

		9/3/91		3700		A

		7/30/94		3700		A

		9/21/94		3700		A

		7/25/77		3690		A

		7/19/88		3690		A

		7/21/88		3690		A

		8/1/94		3690		A

		9/24/94		3690		A

		8/6/03		3690		A

		8/23/77		3680		A

		7/28/06		3680		A

		9/4/00		3670		A

		9/22/01		3670		A

		8/28/77		3660		A

		8/2/94		3660		A

		9/2/02		3660		A

		9/9/04		3660		A

		9/13/04		3660		A

		7/18/07		3660		A

		9/11/81		3650		A

		9/15/81		3650		A

		9/21/81		3650		A

		8/14/00		3650		A

		8/12/04		3640		A

		9/19/05		3640		A

		8/20/77		3630		A

		8/26/85		3630		A

		9/1/91		3630		A

		9/18/01		3630		A

		8/20/81		3620		A

		9/9/81		3620		A

		9/18/05		3620		A

		9/10/04		3610		A

		9/10/81		3600		A

		9/14/81		3600		A

		9/16/81		3600		A

		9/20/81		3600		A

		8/15/00		3600		A

		9/29/01		3600		A

		9/21/03		3600		A

		8/30/05		3600		A

		8/5/77		3590		A

		8/31/91		3590		A

		9/16/01		3590		A

		9/30/01		3590		A

		10/9/01		3590		A

		8/26/02		3590		A

		9/20/03		3590		A

		5/4/04		3590		A

		9/2/04		3590		A

		8/24/77		3580		A

		9/23/01		3580		A

		10/3/01		3580		A

		9/19/81		3570		A

		9/19/03		3570		A

		9/28/01		3560		A

		9/5/81		3550		A

		9/8/81		3550		A

		9/16/88		3550		A

		7/27/77		3540		A

		9/12/04		3540		A

		8/11/77		3530		A

		8/21/81		3530		A

		8/3/94		3520		A

		9/24/01		3520		A

		9/27/01		3520		A

		8/21/77		3510		A

		9/11/04		3510		A

		9/6/81		3500		A

		8/27/85		3500		A

		9/17/01		3500		A

		10/2/01		3500		A

		9/18/03		3500		A

		8/2/07		3500		A

		8/6/77		3490		A

		7/22/88		3490		A

		10/8/01		3490		A

		9/8/04		3490		A

		9/17/05		3490		A

		7/29/06		3490		A

		9/11/07		3490		A

		9/7/81		3480		A

		9/17/81		3480		A

		10/4/01		3480		A

		9/3/00		3470		A

		10/7/01		3470		A

		9/4/81		3460		A

		10/1/01		3460		A

		8/29/02		3460		A

		8/3/07		3460		A

		8/28/85		3450		A

		8/16/00		3450		A

		9/25/01		3450		A

		10/5/01		3450		A

		10/6/01		3450		A

		7/19/07		3440		A

		9/18/81		3430		A

		8/5/01		3430		A

		8/4/94		3420		A

		8/31/05		3420		A

		8/22/77		3410		A

		9/26/01		3410		A

		9/16/03		3410		A

		8/18/02		3400		A

		8/24/02		3400		A

		8/28/02		3400		A

		9/17/03		3400		A

		8/27/77		3390		A

		9/1/02		3390		A

		8/5/07		3390		A

		8/25/77		3380		A

		8/22/81		3380		A

		9/15/03		3380		A

		7/30/06		3380		A

		7/23/88		3360		A

		8/30/02		3360		A

		9/1/05		3360		A

		7/26/77		3350		A

		8/7/77		3350		A

		8/29/85		3350		A

		8/17/00		3350		A

		8/8/03		3350		A

		8/13/04		3350		A

		8/31/02		3340		A

		9/16/05		3340		A

		8/30/85		3330		A

		5/9/04		3330		A

		8/1/07		3330		A

		8/26/77		3320		A

		9/2/81		3310		A

		9/3/81		3310		A

		9/2/00		3300		A

		9/11/05		3300		A

		8/10/77		3290		A

		8/25/02		3290		A

		7/31/06		3280		A

		9/10/07		3280		A

		7/24/88		3270		A

		9/3/04		3270		A

		8/18/00		3260		A

		8/27/02		3260		A

		8/19/02		3220		A

		9/14/03		3220		A

		9/5/05		3220		A

		8/12/94		3210		A

		9/18/06		3210		A

		8/9/77		3200		A

		9/1/81		3200		A

		9/12/05		3200		A

		9/9/07		3200		A

		8/5/94		3190		A

		8/9/03		3190		A

		8/10/03		3190		A

		9/9/05		3190		A

		9/15/05		3190		A

		9/2/05		3180		A

		9/8/94		3170		A

		9/13/01		3170		A

		9/6/05		3170		A

		9/7/05		3170		A

		9/8/05		3170		A

		7/20/07		3170		A

		8/8/77		3160		A

		9/16/94		3160		A

		9/1/00		3160		A

		9/10/05		3160		A

		8/23/81		3150		A

		8/27/81		3150		A

		9/12/01		3150		A

		9/4/05		3150		A

		9/7/94		3140		A

		9/7/04		3120		A

		9/15/88		3110		A

		9/3/05		3110		A

		8/1/06		3110		A

		5/5/04		3100		A

		7/25/88		3090		A

		9/9/94		3090		A

		8/28/81		3080		A

		8/19/00		3080		A

		9/14/05		3080		A

		8/6/07		3080		A

		8/25/81		3060		A

		8/26/81		3060		A

		9/4/04		3060		A

		9/10/94		3050		A

		8/31/00		3050		A

		8/14/04		3050		A

		7/31/07		3040		A

		8/29/07		3040		A

		8/20/00		3030		A

		8/22/06		3030		A

		8/6/94		3010		A

		9/13/05		3010		A

		8/2/06		3010		A

		8/20/02		3000		A

		8/7/07		3000		A

		9/6/94		2980		A

		8/21/00		2980		A

		8/24/81		2970		A

		9/11/94		2970		A

		9/8/07		2970		A

		9/13/03		2960		A

		8/24/00		2940		A

		8/23/06		2940		A

		8/29/81		2930		A

		8/23/00		2930		A

		8/25/00		2930		A

		8/6/01		2930		A

		8/31/07		2930		A

		8/22/00		2920		A

		8/30/00		2920		A

		8/8/07		2920		A

		8/31/81		2910		A

		9/6/04		2910		A

		8/3/06		2910		A

		8/24/06		2910		A

		8/30/07		2910		A

		8/26/00		2900		A

		8/29/00		2900		A

		9/11/01		2900		A

		8/11/03		2900		A

		8/28/00		2890		A

		5/1/04		2890		A

		9/5/04		2890		A

		8/27/00		2880		A

		8/21/02		2880		A

		7/21/07		2880		A

		9/4/07		2880		A

		8/9/07		2870		A

		8/28/07		2870		A

		9/7/07		2870		A

		8/30/81		2860		A

		7/26/88		2860		A

		9/12/94		2860		A

		9/5/07		2860		A

		9/12/03		2840		A

		9/1/07		2840		A

		9/6/07		2840		A

		9/15/94		2830		A

		9/3/07		2820		A

		8/22/02		2810		A

		9/5/94		2800		A

		9/2/07		2800		A

		5/3/04		2790		A

		8/21/06		2790		A

		7/22/07		2790		A

		9/13/94		2770		A

		8/4/06		2770		A

		9/14/94		2760		A

		8/25/06		2750		A

		8/25/07		2750		A

		8/27/07		2750		A

		8/15/04		2740		A

		8/26/07		2730		A

		8/12/03		2720		A

		9/11/03		2720		A

		7/23/07		2720		A

		5/2/04		2700		A

		7/27/88		2670		A

		9/9/03		2660		A

		8/31/04		2660		A

		9/10/03		2650		A

		9/17/06		2650		A

		8/13/94		2640		A

		8/7/94		2630		A

		8/10/07		2630		A

		9/4/94		2620		A

		8/13/03		2600		A

		9/14/88		2590		A

		8/7/01		2580		A

		8/5/06		2580		A

		8/14/03		2560		A

		9/5/03		2560		A

		9/6/03		2560		A

		9/10/01		2540		A

		8/12/07		2540		A

		8/26/06		2530		A

		8/16/04		2520		A

		8/11/94		2510		A

		9/7/03		2510		A

		8/11/07		2510		A

		8/24/07		2510		A

		9/8/03		2490		A

		8/20/06		2490		A

		8/13/07		2490		A

		8/10/94		2470		A

		7/24/07		2470		A

		8/27/06		2460		A

		8/8/94		2450		A

		8/15/03		2450		A

		9/4/03		2450		A

		8/14/07		2440		A

		8/15/07		2440		A

		5/6/04		2430		A

		8/6/06		2430		A

		8/9/06		2430		A

		7/28/88		2420		A

		8/19/06		2420		A

		9/9/01		2410		A

		8/23/07		2410		A

		9/3/94		2400		A

		9/8/01		2380		A

		8/28/06		2380		A

		8/9/94		2350		A

		9/16/06		2350		A

		7/30/07		2350		A

		8/20/07		2340		A

		8/21/07		2340		A

		8/22/07		2340		A

		8/14/94		2330		A

		8/7/06		2330		A

		9/13/88		2320		A

		8/16/03		2320		A

		8/15/94		2310		A

		8/18/06		2300		A

		9/13/06		2280		A				6684		days at or above 5010 cfs, of which						408		days  were in October

		9/14/06		2280		A

		8/16/07		2280		A				So in May-September, 				6276		days out of		6426		days were at or above 5010 cfs at Sydney, or 

		9/12/88		2260		A

		9/2/94		2260		A

		9/3/03		2260		A

		9/15/06		2260		A

		8/17/94		2250		A

		8/18/94		2250		A

		8/8/06		2240		A

		9/12/06		2240		A

		7/25/07		2240		A

		8/19/94		2230		A

		8/8/01		2230		A

		7/29/07		2230		A

		8/19/07		2220		A

		7/29/88		2210		A

		8/18/07		2210		A

		8/30/04		2200		A

		8/16/94		2190		A

		8/20/94		2180		A

		8/21/94		2180		A

		8/10/06		2180		A

		8/17/07		2180		A

		9/10/88		2170		A

		8/22/94		2170		A

		8/26/94		2170		A

		9/1/94		2170		A

		8/17/04		2170		A

		8/29/06		2160		A

		9/11/88		2150		A

		8/25/94		2150		A

		9/9/88		2140		A

		8/30/06		2140		A

		8/31/94		2130		A

		7/27/07		2130		A

		9/8/88		2110		A

		8/27/94		2110		A

		8/30/94		2110		A

		9/11/06		2110		A

		8/11/06		2100		A

		7/26/07		2100		A

		8/24/94		2090		A

		8/23/94		2080		A

		8/17/03		2080		A

		8/17/06		2080		A

		9/2/03		2070		A

		8/31/06		2070		A

		9/7/88		2050		A

		7/28/07		2050		A

		8/28/94		2040		A

		8/29/94		2040		A

		9/6/88		2030		A

		5/7/04		2030		A

		7/30/88		2020		A

		9/5/88		2020		A

		9/1/06		2020		A

		9/3/88		2010		A

		9/8/06		2010		A

		9/4/88		2000		A

		9/2/88		1990		A

		9/4/06		1990		A

		8/18/03		1980		A

		9/9/06		1980		A

		9/2/06		1970		A

		9/10/06		1970		A

		8/9/01		1960		A

		9/7/01		1960		A

		8/18/04		1960		A

		8/27/04		1960		A

		9/5/06		1960		A

		8/25/03		1950		A

		8/26/03		1950		A

		9/7/06		1950		A

		9/3/06		1930		A

		9/6/06		1920		A

		8/21/03		1910		A

		8/12/06		1910		A

		8/29/04		1900		A

		8/16/06		1900		A

		9/1/88		1890		A

		5/8/04		1890		A

		8/25/04		1890		A

		8/26/04		1870		A

		8/28/04		1870		A

		8/19/03		1860		A

		8/24/03		1860		A

		9/1/03		1850		A

		8/22/03		1840		A

		8/23/03		1840		A

		8/20/03		1810		A

		8/27/03		1810		A

		8/13/06		1810		A

		8/19/88		1800		A

		8/14/06		1800		A

		8/15/06		1800		A

		8/31/88		1790		A

		8/28/03		1780		A

		8/19/04		1780		A

		7/31/88		1770		A

		8/5/88		1760		A

		8/29/03		1760		A

		8/31/03		1750		A

		8/1/88		1740		A

		8/10/01		1730		A

		8/30/03		1720		A

		8/18/88		1710		A

		8/2/88		1700		A

		8/4/88		1700		A

		8/15/88		1700		A

		8/6/88		1680		A

		8/20/88		1680		A

		8/24/04		1680		A

		8/3/88		1670		A

		8/20/04		1660		A

		8/14/88		1650		A

		8/27/88		1650		A

		8/30/88		1650		A

		8/28/88		1640		A

		8/29/88		1640		A

		8/26/88		1630		A

		8/10/88		1620		A		Days at 1620 cfs and below:

		9/6/01		1610		A

		8/11/88		1580		A		8/7-13, 16-17, 21-25/1988						14

		8/9/88		1560		A		8/11-31/2001						21

		8/25/88		1550		A		9/1-6/2001						6

		8/16/88		1540		A		8/21-23/2004						3

		8/21/04		1540		A

		8/7/88		1530		A								44

		8/8/88		1530		A

		9/5/01		1510		A		August frequency						2.92%

		8/23/04		1510		A		September frequency						0.48%

		8/11/01		1490		A		Seasonal frequency						0.68%

		8/13/88		1480		A

		8/22/04		1480		A

		8/17/88		1460		A

		8/12/88		1450		A

		8/24/88		1430		A

		8/21/88		1420		A

		8/23/88		1410		A

		9/4/01		1410		A

		8/22/88		1390		A

		8/12/01		1370		A

		8/13/01		1320		A

		8/17/01		1300		A

		8/15/01		1290		A

		8/18/01		1290		A

		8/14/01		1280		A

		8/16/01		1280		A

		9/3/01		1280		A

		9/1/01		1230		A

		9/2/01		1220		A

		8/31/01		1200		A

		8/19/01		1180		A

		8/22/01		1180		A

		8/21/01		1160		P

		8/20/01		1140		P

		8/23/01		1100		P

		8/30/01		1100		P

		8/24/01		1080		P

		8/29/01		1080		P

		8/28/01		1070		P

		8/25/01		1050		P

		8/26/01		1010		P

		8/27/01		1010		P
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26 July 2016 
 
 
Tiffany Vanosdall 
U.S Army Corps of Engineers 
Omaha District 
Attn: CENWO-PM-AA 
1616 Capitol Avenue 
Omaha, NE 68102 
 
Dear Ms. Vanosdall:  
 
 Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Corps’ and U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation’s (BoR) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Lower 
Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project. Montana Trout Unlimited 
represents 4,200 conservation-minded anglers, most are native or long-time Montanans 
who have an abiding interest in the free-flowing character and aquatic community of the 
Yellowstone River.  
 
 We strongly urge the Corps and BoR to refine the technical, biological and 
economic effects analysis for the “Multiple Pump Alternative,” and to adopt this option 
as the best solution for accommodating fish passage, recovery of pallid sturgeon and the 
interests of water users in the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (“the project”). This 
analysis could include a re-evaluation, or not, of incrementally implementing some of the 
conservation measures for irrigation infrastructure that the DEIS says is already occurring 
or planned (DEIS 2-36), and which could potentially reduce pumping costs.  
 
 The analysis in the DEIS, the best available science, and certain legal 
requirements under the National Environmental Policy Act and Endangered Species Act, 
as well as the congressional authorization under the Water Resource Development Act of 
2007 (WRDA 2007), do not support selection of the Dam/Bypass Channel option as the 
preferred alternative for the Intake Project. The best option for maximizing success for 
fish passage and recruitment, as the agencies admit in the DEIS, are alternatives that 
involve an open river and multiple pumps for supplying irrigation water. The use of 
pumps is common in irrigation, and in fact, it is increasingly replacing gravity-dependent 
flood irrigation systems throughout Montana and the West, including within the Lower 
Yellowstone Irrigation Project. The DEIS provides no evidence that the preferred 
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alternative will meet the objective of helping recover endangered pallid sturgeon, nor 
does it demonstrate that it will improve fish passage for all fish or contribute to 
ecosystem restoration.  
 
It is quite possible that if implemented the Dam/Bypass Channel option will actually 
reduce the potential for sturgeon to move upstream, continue to impair potential 
recruitment of sturgeon (if passage succeeds) by impinging, entraining or damaging eggs 
and larvae at the headworks and below the new dam, reduce the ability for other species 
to move above Intake and reduce ecosystem health by largely replacing much of the 
ecosystem and hydrological function of a four-mile-long natural high-water channel with 
two-miles of a engineered bypass channel. Essentially, there is some probability that the 
$60 million invested in the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative could result in making 
things worse for fish and ecosystem health.  
 
General Comments 
 
The DEIS deliberately ignores the stated purpose and need of the project: recovery of 
pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River Basin. The agencies mistakenly limit the 
purpose and need to: 1.) improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other fish; 2.) 
continue viable and effective operation of the LYP; and, 3.) contribute to ecosystem 
restoration (DEIS xxxvi). The agencies claim that their obligation is to “not jeopardize” a 
species, and that “pallid sturgeon recovery is not within the scope of this project (DEIS 
xxvi).” That is incorrect.  
 
Because the Corps is investing in a BoR project with the expectation the U.S Fish and 
Wildlife Service will then relieve it of its recovery obligations in the upper Missouri 
River Basin, the agency must see this investment as a “recovery” action. In a 2003 
Biological Opinion, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) concluded that both the 
Corps’ and the BoR’s activities, including at Fort Peck and at Intake, are already 
contributing to jeopardy and deemed to be taking pallid sturgeon. That has not changed. 
The agencies’ obligations go beyond not jeopardizing the species – that is already 
occurring -- but instead to instigate activities that lead to recovery.  
 
The USFWS amplifies the importance of recovery when it states in the DEIS that “the 
value of restoring the Yellowstone River as a natural migratory route for sturgeon and 
making the middle Yellowstone function as the spawning and nursery grounds for pallids 
cannot be overstated (pg xxvii).”  Further, the congressional authorization for the Corps 
relative to this project, the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA 2007) 
authorized spending from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program, which 
the Corps’ website for the program says involves “actions being taken pursuant to the 
2000 biological opinion, amended in 2003…” In order to avoid jeopardy, which the 
USFS has deemed has been occurring for years, and which was the purpose of the 
original EIS for this project, expenditures of this program need to lead to recovery, not 
simply “improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other native fish.” It is also worth 
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noting that the court in Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-GF-BMM, docket #73 at 12 directed 
the agencies to include an analysis of the potential effects of the Intake Project on 
recovery of pallid sturgeon. Simply avoiding jeopardy, when it is already occurring, is 
not sufficient. 	
 
The DEIS is heavily biased in favor of the preferred alternative.  Descriptions of the 
Dam/Bypass Channel option are subjectively positive and/or assume that that alternative 
will be selected. Descriptions of the other alternatives, especially the open river 
alternatives, are presented as subjectively negative.  This bias was also evident during 
public meetings when the agencies displayed PowerPoint presentations on the 
alternatives that implied landowners within the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
would be liable for all O&M costs associated with the proposed alternatives on a per acre 
basis.  These displays showed huge expenses for landowners.  The DEIS, however, does 
not state that increased O and M or construction costs would have to be borne by water 
users. In fact, the DEIS portrays those costs as part of the overall project alternative costs 
to be borne by the agencies. 
 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
 
The proposed post-project monitoring and assessment are inadequate.  MTU criticized 
the monitoring proposed in the previous EIS for being conducted for only eight years, 
which in terms of producing a subsequent population of reproducing individuals is 
insufficient for determining successful spawning and recruitment. The current DEIS still 
commits to only an eight-year monitoring effort. Furthermore, the DEIS acknowledges 
that monitoring of the preferred alternative might show that the bypass channel fails to 
pass fish sufficiently.  “The design of the bypass channel is based on the best available 
science, but as there is not a similar precedent, there are still uncertainties about the 
ultimate effectiveness in providing pallid sturgeon passage. Therefore, the recommended 
reasonable and prudent measure (RPA) to minimize effects was to implement a 
monitoring and adaptive management plan that would document the performance of the 
replacement weir and bypass channel and take measures to improve its success if the 
performance did not meet desired criteria (5-4).”   
 
The agencies admit in many places in the DEIS that the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative 
could very well not work for fish passage. But the DEIS also indicates that if this occurs 
the agencies can adaptively manage the bypass system to improve it. However, the DEIS 
doesn’t identify exactly what criteria they will use to determine success, what the 
adaptive management steps would be, who would implement them, and at what cost. If 
there are improvements that could help later, why not simply employ them at inception? 
Because of the admitted uncertainty involved in the Dam/Bypass Channel option, the 
agencies have an obligation to disclose in the DEIS what steps would be taken, what they 
will cost and who will be responsible for improving performance.  
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The Dam/Bypass Channel will require regular maintenance, including costs associated 
with channel stabilization, repairing the inlet and outlet, debris removal, the possible 
rebuilding of the trolley system or vehicular access atop the new concrete dam, etc. But 
the DEIS is silent on who will be responsible for these obligations, who will pay for 
them, and what they could cost over the projected life of the dam and bypass. These 
future costs are not included in the O&M budget for this alternative. They should be 
identified. Further, determination of costs for the open river and pumping alternatives 
should, as with all alternatives, be subjected to an independent peer review. The results of 
that review should be made available to the public before an alternative is selected. It is 
unclear to us, for example, how some of the costs of the pumping options were 
determined and whether they are reasonable. For example, it is not clear that all the 
pumps will be needed. Curiously, the cost of the Dam/Bypass Channel option does not 
include a cost for design. Though this has apparently already been paid for, it is still a 
cost that should be attributed to this alternative, much as it is for the open-river 
alternatives. This is an example of the cost bias used to make the Bypass Channel appear 
cheaper than it is (pg. 2-98). 

 
The determination that the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative will pass pallid sturgeon is 
based solely on scant lab studies of pallid sturgeon (mostly juveniles) and their ability to 
maintain upstream swimming velocities in 9-11’ long flumes. The DEIS admits there is 
no real-world evidence of pallid sturgeon or related shovelnose sturgeon using 
engineered bypass structures: “There are still many uncertainties over whether a 
majority of pallid sturgeon would actually pass through the bypass channel as there are 
no other examples of similar natural-type channels designed for non-jumping benthic fish 
(4-169).”  Yet the agencies with limited evidence are willing to invest an estimated $60 
million in an alternative with an admitted high degree of uncertainty for success. The 
agencies are basically opting for faith-based fishery science.  
 
There are real world indications, however, that point to how risky the assumptions for 
success are. If the agencies believe this 2-mile long engineered channel, which will carry 
only 15 percent or less of the discharge of the Yellowstone River, will be sufficient for 
passing enough sturgeon (and other species) upstream with enough frequency to enable 
recovery (or avoid jeopardy), then it would seem that more sturgeon would have used the 
existing natural high-water channel more frequently over the years. However, upstream 
passage at Intake in the natural high-water channel has been documented only in a single 
recent year, when flows exceeded 45,000 cfs, an uncommon event. This is a pretty good 
indication that sturgeon species, though they might occasionally use a natural side 
channel under conditions with above average flows, they don’t, however, have a strong 
proclivity for navigating side channels. Further, discharge velocity and depth are only 
two of the many nuanced values that contribute to successful upstream movement. Also 
important are overhead cover, turbidity, temperature, chemistry, time of day, channel 
geometry, substrate (especially for benthic species), presence of predators, human 
disturbance, ability to locate entrances (and be comfortable with them), and other values. 
None of these have been evaluated in determining the probability of success.  
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Given the admitted high degree of uncertainty for upstream movement of pallids under 
the Dam/Bypass Channel Option, this alternative should only be implemented if it 
doesn’t include the new, concrete-capped diversion dam. This would save money for 
investment in an open-river alternative if the bypass proves inadequate. Building the new 
dam before it has been established that the bypass passes sturgeon and other species in 
adequate numbers and in the appropriate frequency could be unnecessarily costly. If the 
agencies ultimately select the Dam/ Bypass Channel Option, they should first produce a 
binding agreement that ensures they will adhere to biologically sound monitoring and 
assessment that is developed by an independent biological review team -- as well as 
commit to being responsible for implementing an alternative that is based on the best 
science available and with the highest degree of scientific certainty.  The agencies must 
remain accountable if the preferred alternative is selected and fails to contribute to pallid 
sturgeon recovery in the upper Missouri River basin. 
 
The Dam/Bypass Channel Option would eliminate surface flows into the natural side 
channel, filling much of it with excavated material from the bypass construction.  The 
natural side channel currently includes 4.5 miles of riparian habitat and has provided 
some upstream fish passage. Further, it also likely provides rearing and security habitat 
for some species. According to the DEIS the Dam/Bypass Channel Option would 
transform the lower reach of the natural side channel into a “backwater channel,” with 
potential for providing false attraction to upstream migrating fish. Left undisclosed in the 
DEIS are other biological implications of this significant modification, as well as how it 
affects recreational usage of John’s Island (4-43). The DEIS admits to significant 
modifications: “The filling of the upper section of the existing side channel would result 
in the loss of the existing riverine habitat in that area, including woody riparian and 
wetland, as well as adjacent terrestrial habitats reliant on existing hydrology. The lower 
section of the existing side channel would become a backwater with a largely reduced 
frequency of inundation relative to current conditions. This would cause changes to 
vegetation, and the conversion and degradation of existing habitat in and adjacent to the 
channel (4-145).” However, the document does not thoroughly disclose what the impacts 
of this would be on fish, wildlife and recreation.  
 
The DEIS states that, “Fish passage would be 100% during all flows for the bypass 
channel, modified side channel, and dam removal alternatives because suitable depths 
and velocities are available across a wide range of flows (pg. 6, Appendix D).” The 
DEIS, however, does not disclose a complete analysis of the expected discharges in the 
modified side channel or bypass channel at different river stage when coupled with 
irrigation demands. It is not apparent therefore that the bypass channel or modified side 
channel would indeed have adequate depth for fish passage. Left unstated is what occurs 
during extreme drought years when limited water is available to accommodate both fish 
passage and irrigation. It is reasonable to presume that the senior water right of irrigators 
will trump any water right for instream flows, such as FWP’s instream flow reservation. 
It cannot be concluded then that flows will be available at all times for fish passage.  
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Finally, the DEIS includes limited consideration of how the project affects recruitment of 
pallid sturgeon and other species. Simply providing for passage is only part of the puzzle. 
Without reliable information on survival of larvae, it will be difficult to determine 
recruitment. Without recruitment, there is no recovery. Without recruitment, The Intake 
Diversion Project could still be deemed as taking pallid sturgeon. Therefore, the project 
must not lead to additional harm to free-drifting eggs and larvae. The DEIS assumes the 
notched dam will allow for safe downstream passage of eggs and larvae. However, no 
empirical evidence is provided demonstrating this. It is a guess. Eggs and larvae could get 
stuck behind the dam, or damaged in the hydraulics on the downstream side. Further, 
some impingement and entrainment will continue to occur at the Intake headworks, and, 
as the DEIS recognizes, if pallid sturgeon (and other species) succeed in getting above 
Intake their eggs/larvae, as well as adults, juveniles and young-of-the-year fish of other 
species could be trapped in the next major diversion upstream at the unscreened Buffalo 
Rapids diversion. Any determination of potential successful downstream movement 
needs to be informed by empirical evidence. The current project on the Missouri wherein 
76,000 hatchery-produced embryos were released and are being tracked to determine 
speed and dispersal downstream, and employing mapping of 3-D hydraulics bathymetry 
and substrate condition, is one such study that could inform the potential recruitment on 
the Yellowstone, should upstream passage be achieved. The DEIS states in several places 
that approximately 99.9 percent of all larval sturgeon currently perish, and so a few 
percent more of the remaining won’t be harmful. This is counter-intuitive when mortality 
is already significant.  
 
Open River option comments 
 
This DEIS states that, “Water conservation measures would be implemented under all 
alternatives (pg. 2-36).”  Although the DEIS acknowledges that such measures would 
happen under all alternatives, indeed they are occurring now, it charges conservation 
measure costs only against the Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative 
because such measures would be implemented at an accelerated pace under that 
alternative.  Conversely, because the other alternatives, including No Action, would 
implement conservation measures such as ditch lining/piping, control structures, flow 
monitoring, etc., more slowly, they are not accounted for in the price tags for the bypass 
option.  And, if additional conservation measures are expected to be implemented 
eventually for the LYIP, then they should be accounted for in all options. It is reasonable 
to assume that over time conservation measures would be more expensive. This speaks 
for implementation sooner than later, which could occur with the Multiple Pumps and 
Conservation Measures Alternative. Because increased conservation, which because of 
climate change the DEIS admits will be increasingly more important, is expected to occur 
eventually irrespective of alternative, its cost should be presented for all alternatives. Yet 
the DEIS assigns the costs only for the open-river alternatives, demonstrating an 
economic bias against these options. 
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The open river alternatives could include cost savings, including removing only a portion 
(or portions) of the existing diversion dam and allowing the river to degrade the rest of 
the structure during high water and ice floe events. This already happens most years, 
necessitating annual maintenance of the Intake diversion.   
 
Currently, the power demands of the LYIP, including multiple pumps within the system, 
are met, in part, with subsidized Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program funds (pg. 2-24).  
The DEIS acknowledges that pumps and energy costs for the open river alternatives 
would likely qualify for similar Pick-Sloan funding, yet the cost estimates for the open 
river alternatives with pumps does not show those reduced costs, except in the text where 
it’s estimated that for the Multiple Pumps alternative the estimated power cost at current 
rates (by Montana-Dakota Utilities) is $500,000/year.  With Pick Sloan power those costs 
would drop to $167,000 to $294,000 per annum (pg. 2-75).  For the Multiple Pumps with 
Conservation Measures alternatives, estimated power is $240,000/yr., which drops to 
$67,000-$178,000/yr. with Pick-Sloan (pg. 2-95). The analysis of potential power costs, 
how they can be reduced, needed further evaluation and disclosure than was treated in the 
DEIS.  
 
In general, it appears that the costs associated with both open river alternatives are highly 
biased to make these alternatives seem economically unviable.  One outstanding example 
is the estimate that it would cost $583,000/year for “Additional Ditch Riders” in the 
Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative (pg. 2-95). That seems highly 
inflated. Though the systems are different, Montana TU at one time paid a ditch rider to 
cover more than 100,000 acres in the upper Big Hole watershed that includes hundreds of 
points of diversion $5,000 for about 2 ½ months of work.  
 
 
Fish Passage Connectivity Index and Incremental Cost Estimates 
 
There is no evidence in the scientific literature that the Corps’ Fish Passage Connectivity 
Index (FPCI), the probability that fish of different species would encounter and use a 
constructed passage entrance, has ever been subject to scientific peer review. DEIS states 
that it is based on “best professional judgment of federal and state biologists working on 
the Yellowstone River (pg. 10-13, Appendix D).” FPCI is simply an internal planning 
methodology. Confidence in any findings based on the FPCI should be taken with a large 
grain of salt. Findings based on the application of FPCI in the DEIS are especially 
suspect because the agencies jiggered inputs in several unexplained ways.  
 
The FPCI formula is Ei=(Fs+Fl)/2, where Ei is the probability that fish encounter the fish 
passage; Fs is the fishway size; and Fl is the ability of fish to encounter the fishway 
entrance.  For the Bypass Channel, Fs = 2 and Fl = 4.  Therefore Ei = 3, which produces 
an estimate that fish are 50% likely to encounter the bypass channel.  Yet, the agencies 
assign a score of 0.67 for Fish Passage Connectivity for the Bypass Channel (pg. 16, 
Appendix D).  This inflated FPCI value of 0.67 results from the agencies determining a 
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value based on the probability of 13 different species using the channel. It is not the 
value assigned for pallid sturgeon, which is significantly lower. The presentation of the 
FPCI value of .67 is misleading and the agencies should have more clearly acknowledged 
that the estimate for pallid sturgeon to use the Bypass is only .50.  
 
In addition, the agencies increased the the F1 score of 4 for the Bypass Channel from the 
previous score of F1=3 in the 2015 EA.  It appears then, that the agencies in the period 
between the 2015 EA and the 2016 DEIS decided to assign a faster swim speed to pallid 
sturgeon (3.2 as opposed to 2.7). The DEIS provides no explanation for why this 
occurred, though it produces a result that appears to increase the probability of pallid 
sturgeon successfully using the bypass channel, thereby increasing bias towards selecting 
the Dam/Bypass Channel option.   
 
Because of the low abundance of spawning age, heritage pallid sturgeon, it seems 
imperative that the agencies should be favoring alternatives that maximize the probability 
of upstream passage and subsequent recruitment. The open river alternatives, as the DEIS 
admits, best meet these objectives. The inflated FPCI number for the bypass channel 
derived from using an estimate of passage for 13 species inordinately biases the agencies’ 
calculations of Incremental Cost Analysis/Habitat Unit costs.  If the number of Habitat 
Units provided by the bypass channel is recalculated using only the FPCI for pallid 
sturgeon (.50 instead of .67), the cost of each Habitat Unit for that alternative 
becomes greater than the Habitat Unit cost of an open river Multiple Pumps 
alternative, which guarantees 100% fish passage.   
 
When its limits are respected, FPCI can be a helpful planning tool, but because of the 
subjectivity inherent in its numeric inputs, it should not be a primary determining factor 
for estimating costs, success of upstream passage or selection of a final alternative.  
 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management (Appendix E) 
 
The monitoring objective in the DEIS for downstream passage of free-embryo, larval, 
and young-of-year sturgeon is simply to “assess impingement and entrainment.”  The 
DEIS does not specify the response that would occur should survival of young sturgeon 
be deemed inadequate. And yet, as stated earlier, the alternatives that do not include an 
open river pose significant risk for entraining or otherwise harming sturgeon embryos, 
larvae or young, as well as other young fish moving downriver (pg. 2-3, Appendix E). 
 
Appendix E states: “There are uncertainties relative to the physical and biological 
performance of the bypass channel that could affect the ability to meet the project goals 
of improving fish passage, particularly for pallid sturgeon. Existing modeling indicates 
that the bypass channel would meet BRT criteria under all flow conditions, but it remains 
to be seen if the channel maintains these characteristics over the long term and if these 
physical criteria result in biological performance (pg. 11-12, Appendix E).”  Yet despite 
the admission that maintaining the integrity of the bypass channel will be problematic, 
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the Corps will assume monitoring of physical criteria of the selected alternative for just 
one year, after which the BOR and LYIP will apparently be responsible for maintaining 
the alternative for life. It is unclear who will monitor biological criteria for the first year 
and beyond. Identification of these responsibilities is a significant shortcoming in the 
DEIS.   
 
Adaptive management measures could entail huge costs if the selected alternative fails. 
Yet the DEIS does not specify the measures, nor what are likely to be significant costs 
associated with them. If the bypass fails, and an open river alternative implemented – 
which would be the logical step -- the costs of removing the constructed channel and new 
dam, and possibly restoring the 4-mile-long, natural high-water channel could be 
exorbitant and incurred by the Bureau and irrigation districts. The monitoring and 
adaptive management plans for this project should include a commitment from both 
agencies assuring that in the end biological criteria – upstream passage of most sturgeon 
in most years, as well as successful recruitment, will be used to determine the project’s 
performance. If the agencies are so confident that their preferred alternative will succeed, 
then they should not be reluctant to provide the public with an ironclad guarantee that if it 
indeed fails, they will be ready with funding in hand to implement a new alternative with 
a higher probability of success.   
 
 Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  
 
     Sincerely,  
 

 
     Bruce Farling 
     Executive Director 
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From: Ryan Anderson
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2016 4:18:04 PM

To whom it may concern,

We are in support of the Bypass Channel Alternative, which includes constructing a new bypass channel and
concrete weir. The new bypass channel alternative allows the Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP) to continue
operating as a gravity feed system. Utilizing gravity flow for the LYP rather than using pumps is a more efficient
and economically feasible way of transporting water for the project. Irrigation already has higher annual cost inputs
than dry land farming. Adding pumps to the system would add unnecessary annual costs to an already expensive
farming practice.

Utilizing pumps over using gravity for the project almost doubles the annual O&M costs for project. The annual
savings for O&M costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative as compared to the Multiple Pump Alternative is
$2,400,000. Over the course of a 30 year span that savings equals $67,000,000. Also, the Bypass Channel
Alternative is typically cheaper in estimated construction costs as compared to the other alternatives. This alternative
saves $35,000,000 in construction costs when compared to the Multiple Pump Alternative. Over a 30-year life span
going with the Bypass Channel Alternative would save over an estimated $100,000,000.

Regards

Ryan Anderson

Garrison Diversion Conservancy District

Office: 701.652.3194

Cell: 701.650.6001 

ryana@daktel.com

mailto:ryana@daktel.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
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From: Mike Penfold
To: CENWO-Planning
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments on Intake Project
Date: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:15:18 AM
Attachments: Audubons Comments to COE.pdf

July 28, 2016

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

Omaha District

ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA

1616 Capital Ave.

Omaha, NE 68102

Cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil <mailto:Cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil>

RE: Environmental Impact Statement of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project,
Montana.

Our Montana, Inc. has had a long term focus on conservation and wise use of the Yellowstone River for 2 decades. 
In 1997 we established the Yellowstone River Conservation Forum made up of 14 diverse conservation
organizations.  The Conservation Forum worked with the 11 conservation districts along the Yellowstone for over a
decade to improve information and conservation practices of the river and its corridor.

 Our vision for the Yellowstone River was recently covered in a detailed article in High Country News.
Blockedhttps://www.hcn.org/issues/48.11/the-grand-plan-to-save-the-yellowstone-river

We have commented on the need for safe recreation boat passage in past letters to you.

Needless to say the Yellowstone is a national treasure because of it place in the history of our country and the future
opportunities it presents. The River is part of the Lewis and Clark National Trail system.

We have reviewed the attached comments to you on the above subject by the Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society
dated 28 July, 2016.  We are entirely in agreement with those comments and recommendations so will not repeat
them here.  We ask that you consider those comments as those of Our Montana.  In addition to those we offer the
following.

We recommend that the irrigation facilities of the Lower Yellowstone Project are in critical need to be modernized
but the costs of modernization should not be included in the impact analysis of the Lower Yellowstone Intake
Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project. Our rational is as follows.

Studies indicate that the Yellowstone River and it economic and ecological values are at risk.

The Cumulative Effects Study sponsored by your agency identifies the future problems. This study was completed
by the Yellowstone River Conservation Council made up of the 11 conservation districts along the river.

Blockedhttp://www.yellowstonerivercouncil.org/pdfs/Yellowstone-River-Cumulative-Effects-Study.pdf

Here is an excerpt from your report, “4.3.2.5 Consideration of Climate On a state-wide basis, virtually all model
simulations developed in support of the state water plan project predict earlier runoff and reduced summer flows
(Montana DNRC, 2014). Median daily hydrographs compiled for pre- and post- 1990 data on the Yellowstone River

mailto:penrodmt@gmail.com
mailto:CENWO-Planning@usace.army.mil
mailto:Cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil



 
Mission “Building on the tradition of special interest in birds, Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society is organized to promote 
enjoyment and protection of the natural environment through education, activism, and conservation of bird habitat.”   


PO Box 1075, Billings MT 59103     www.yvaudubon.org 


 


 


28 July 2016 


 


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 


Omaha District 


ATTN: CENWO-PM-AA 


1616 Capital Ave. 


Omaha, NE 68102 


cenwo-planning@usace.army.mil 


 


(sent via electronic mail) 


 


Re: Comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Lower Yellowstone Intake 


Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project, Montana 


 


As members of Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society (YVAS) we would like to provide 


comments additional to those formally submitted earlier today concerning the draft 


Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam 


(Intake) Fish Passage Project. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input as the U.S. Army 


Corps of Engineers (COE) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) jointly prepare this EIS. 


 


The Yellowstone River is a high value public resource that provides substantial fish and wildlife 


habitat, recreational, historic, and aesthetic values.  The Yellowstone River also is unique and 


irreplaceable on a national level.  It is the longest free-flowing river in the contiguous United 


States, flowing 670 miles, originating as a cold water system that transition into a warm water 


prairie river.  The Yellowstone River was designated as one of the 10 American Heritage rivers 


by President Clinton.  National Geographic Magazine, in April 1997, identified the Yellowstone 


River as “The Last Best River”.  Montana Executive Order No. 19-97, signed by the Governor of 


Montana, concludes that the Yellowstone River is a National treasure.  The Yellowstone River is 


a Resource of National Importance (ARNI) based on several criteria and not in the least, 


essential fish habitat for federally managed fisheries.  The Yellowstone River has in the past, 


been designated by American Rivers as one of the top ten most endangered rivers in the United 


States.  Recognizing that the Yellowstone River requires room to flow and function within the 


floodplain is essential. YVAS recognizes the importance to maintain integrity of the riparian 


habitat because it provides year round habitat for many bird species and migration habitat and 


cover for Neotropical migrant birds, as well as the native fish in the Yellowstone drainage.  


Constructing a permanent concrete dam and filling in a natural side channel, does not maintain 


the integrity of this unique ecosystem. The preferred alternative presented in the your proposed 


Supplemental Environmental Assessment for the Intake Diversion Dam Modification, Lower 


Yellowstone Project, Montana, March 2014 (EA) and now in your Lower Yellowstone Intake 


Diversion Dam Fish passage project, Montana Draft Environmental Impact Statement, June 


2016, will do nothing but ensure the eventual extinction of the pallid sturgeon and the 



http://www.yvaudubon.org/





degradation of the native fish in the Missouri-Yellowstone River system.   The preferred 


alternative is not ecosystem restoration. 


 


We oppose the preferred alternative.  We disagree with the statement that the “The overall 


outcome of the proposed Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the endangered pallid 


sturgeon, as well as other fish species”.  There is no evidence that the constructed bypass 


channel will work for pallid sturgeon.  Destroying a natural side channel that passes some native 


fish including a few pallid sturgeon and constructing a bypass channel that may pass some native 


fish is not beneficial as a freely flowing Yellowstone River.  We repeat our earlier comment on 


the EA. 


 


The Service’s formal revision of the Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA) in the 


2003 amended Biological Opinion (BiOp) described in the letter from Noreen Walsh to David 


Ponganis on March 19, 2014 does not provide adequate certainty to avoid jeopardy under 


§7(a)(2).  This letter states on page 3: 


 


“[I]nevitable uncertainties remain that are inherent in both the hydraulic modeling upon 


which the project design is based and the monitoring and measurement needed to verify 


that the constructed bypass channel meets the hydraulic and physical conditions stated 


above…the conditions on the river have inherent variability that is difficult to predict.  


This plan should account for this variability and be completed prior to completion of the 


construction phase of the project.” 


 


We note that in the EIS, it states that “Section 7 consultation by Reclamation and the Corps on 


the action proposed in this EIS has not been concluded at this time. A final biological opinion is 


anticipated to be complete by fall 2016. Construction will not proceed until the biological 


opinion is complete and consultation concluded. While the effects of alternatives on recovery of 


species is analyzed in this EIS, Section 7(a) (2) does not require the actions on which the federal 


agencies are consulting to contribute to or result in the recovery of the species.” 


 


The ESA directs all Federal agencies to participate in conserving these species including 


recovery. Specifically, section 7(a)(1) of the ESA charges Federal agencies to aid in the 


conservation of listed species. 


 


Section 7(a)(2) is “designed to ensure that the actions taken by federal agencies, including those 


funded or authorized by such agencies, do not “jeopardize the existence of any listed species.”  


 


The COE in the 2003 Missouri Mainstem Biological Opinion determined that the pallid sturgeon 


is in jeopardy. We believe that consultation on the preferred alternative should also be a jeopardy 


biological opinion.  The Service states, "When an action appreciably impairs or precludes the 


capability of a recovery unit from providing both the survival AND recovery function assigned it, 


that action may represent jeopardy to the species.”  


 


As stated in the EIS, the preferred alternative, requires a permit under authority of the Secretary 


of the Army under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (30 Stat. 1151; 33 U.S.C. 


403) and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 USC 1344) (CWA).   We understand that the 


COE will also consult formally on its action (issuing a permit). 


 







YVAS does not agree with your Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines Analysis as it does not comply 


with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.  Please detail why the “overall outcome of the proposed 


Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the endangered pallid sturgeon, as well as other fish 


species”.  Why would an open channel providing full upstream passage above Intake Dam not be 


the most beneficial?  The applicant will have to clearly demonstrate that the proposed project 


(Preferred Alternative) is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (40 CFR 


230.10.10(a)).  Issuance of this permit will result in Jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon and will 


result in unacceptable adverse effects to Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI).  The 


Environmental Protection Agency should Request a higher level of review by the Department of 


the Army under the 1992 404(q) MOA. 


 


YVAS supports removal of Intake dam to permit unobstructed full river passage of pallid 


sturgeon and the native fish of the Yellowstone River.  This alternative is embedded in your two 


alternatives of Multiple Pump Systems and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures.  We 


request that the Bureau and the COE reanalyze both alternatives using the most practicable and 


less expensive elements to make them more workable. We have the perception that the elements 


that were more expensive (wells and a wind turbine(s) were paired with the Multiple Pumps and 


Conservation Measures to make it less cost effective. If you paired some of the conservation 


measures with more conventional intakes (Not Ranney wells) or a less expensive way to pay for 


running the pumps (interest from a trust fund and Pick Sloan power rates), the pumping 


alternative would be more viable. This would truly suit the Purpose and Need of this EIS in that 


it would totally provide for fish passage and provide irrigation water to the Lower Yellowstone 


Water District.  More efficient irrigation systems such as pivot irrigation, may serve well the 


farmers who depend on that water when water becomes less available in the future. 


 


A pumping and conservation alternative could also be built in stages while the current dam and 


intake provides irrigation water. Once each pumping stage is operational and providing adequate 


irrigation water, the old dam and all the rock can be removed. 


 


We conclude that the preferred plan as presented in the EIS is not a “plan that reasonably 


maximizes ecosystem restoration benefits compared to costs, consistent with the Federal 


objective…”  It is not the most cost effective plan if it does not provide one of the elements in the 


Purpose and Need which is, to provide sufficient passage for the pallid sturgeon.  We suggest a 


plan without a dam. 


 


      Sincerely, 


 


 


      Lou Hanebury  


Deb Regele 


Steve Regele 


      Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society 
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at Livingston corroborate this general pattern; over the past 15 years, runoff has typically started about a week
earlier and peaked 10 days earlier than it typically did between 1896 and 1990. Previously published literature
(Leppi et al. 2012) shows that reduced late August streamflow can be associated with climatic trends. Low flow
analysis from a largely pristine gage at the Yellowstone Lake outlet indicates low August flows have been
associated with increased air temperature. Tree-ring analyses of the basin show that the twentieth century was a wet
period relative to the several centuries prior, and that droughts have historically been substantially longer and more
intense than those recently experienced in the basin. Table 4-3 shows a summary of specific human influences
described in this section, along with the associated impact, spatial extent of that impact, and relative magnitude of
the impact. Although there are additional factors that will affect the system hydrology such as storm water
management, these other influences are either considered to be relatively small or lacking in data. 4.3.3 Primary
Human Influences on Yellowstone River Hydrology The results of the hydrologic analyses indicate that the
historical hydrology of the Yellowstone River was markedly different than it is today. The influences causing those
changes include both consumptive and non-consumptive water uses, which collectively alter both the amount and
timing of water delivery in the system. Although there are multiple types of both consumptive and non-consumptive
water use, the main alterations to the hydrology of the Yellowstone River are due to irrigation and flood control.
Climate trends have been identified as influencing low flow hydrology, and those influences are predicted to
become stronger in the future.”

Analysis of the water right claims against the flows of the Yellowstone River are identified by the Thesis of Mr.
Trevor M. Watson.  His study illuminates further the impending future problems with water quantity availability in
the Yellowstone.

Blockedhttp://www.pallidsturgeon.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Watson-Final-Thesis-with-signature-7-7-
2014.pdf

Also, water rights of Crow and Northern Cheyenne Indians, now established, provide for additional water
withdrawals from the Yellowstone basin. This will further stress River environments and sustainability of existing
economic uses of the River.  The Tribe’s water compact and legislation provide for modernizing their irrigation
systems.

Blockedhttps://www.doi.gov/news/pressreleases/Crow-Tribe-United-States-and-State-of-Montana-Sign-Historic-
Water-Compact

The Yellowstone River Conservation District Council has recognized the need to modernize irrigation systems along
the Yellowstone River in their Watercraft paper on management practices.

Blockedhttp://www.yellowstonerivercouncil.org/pdfs/watercraftPOSITION_STATEMENT_02-18-2010.pdf

The State of Montana policies, as well, identifies the need to update and modernize irrigation facilities and practices
in the Montana State Water Plan.

Blockedhttp://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/management/docs/state-water-
plan/2015_water_plan_executive_summary.pdf

The Federal Government through programs of the Natural Resource Conservation Service has funded major
programs (Agricultural Water Enhancement Program) to farmers with the intent of improving and modernizing
irrigation and water delivery systems for agriculture. It is the policy of the Federal Government to encourage, as
well as provide some funding, to improve and modernize irrigation systems.

The point here is that there is great need for irrigators with water rights on the Yellowstone to modernize their
irrigation systems. This thrust is supported in policies of the 11 counties along the Yellowstone River, the State of
Montana, and the Federal Government.

 We recommend that the Board of Control of the Lower Yellowstone Project give high priority to modernizing their
irrigation system.  We recommend that the Board of Control, the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers
include modernization of the irrigation system as part of the Intake project but as a separate funding category. 
Irrigation improvement is a separate critical need for funding and is irrespective of the Intake Project focused on
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Sturgeon. The calculation of cost of irrigation improvements should not be charged in the COE’s cost analysis
against the project needed for Sturgeon habitat.

Mike Penfold

Field Program Director

Our Montana, Inc.

PO Box 699

Billings, MT 59103

--

Mike Penfold
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Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Project 

Final Appendix F - Public Participation, Comments & Responses          ATTACHMENT 4- Responses to Comments 

Responses to comments that are found in Attachment 3 are organized in the following table.   

The table includes an identifier for each letter as follows.   

Organization/Individual Identifier 

Public Meeting Transcript- Billings TB 

Public Meeting Transcript- Sidney TS 

Public Meeting Transcript- Glendive TG 

Business and Public BP 

Federal Agencies  FA 

Tribal Governments T 

Elected Officials EO 

State Agencies SA 

Local Agencies LA 

Organizations OR 

 

Comments within each letter are listed in order, with the comment and response shown in the table on the pages below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Project 

Final Appendix F - Public Participation, Comments & Responses          ATTACHMENT 4- Responses to Comments 

LETTER  
TYPE/# 

COMMENTER COMMENT 
# 

COMMENT RESPONSE 

TB-1 D. Mitchell, Richland 
County 
Commissioner 

1 If the Intake Diversion Dam has been working for a hundred years, why are the pallid 
sturgeon not extinct?  They must be doing something correct to have been able to live 
this long. 

All sturgeon species, including pallid sturgeon are long-lived, thus persisting as adults, even when recruitment 
of young fish is low. Pallid sturgeon are estimated to live 30-50 years or longer, and the remaining wild fish in 
the Upper Missouri basin (including the Yellowstone River) are large, old adults. A key hypothesis of the lack of 
recruitment of young fish is that the distance available for the free embryos and larvae to drift downstream 
from spawning areas is not sufficient before they enter Lake Sakakawea where conditions are not suitable for 
the larvae to rear and survive. Lake Sakakawea was filled in the 1950s and the remaining adults are of the age 
to have been born sometime in the late 1950s to 1960s. See Section 3.9.1.3 for additional discussion. 

TB-1 
 

2 With this perceived threat of climate change, global warming, and carbon print, how 
much of a carbon print has the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project created over the 
last 107 years it has been providing water to the valley? 

Air quality is described in section 3.2. Study of the carbon dioxide adsorption potential of crops is beyond the 
scope of this study. 

TB-1 
 

3 I have been following the money that is being invested by the government through the 
Corps, Lower Yellowstone, the many businesses in Sidney that are continually fighting 
this, and all we're trying to do is preserve our economy and the future of our valley 
and for the our future generations.   

Comment noted.  

TB-2 T. Brown, Montana 
State Senator 
District 28 

1 As a Montana State Senator in a District to improve a portion of the Yellowstone River 
Valley, I stand today in strong support of the environmental impact study that shows 
the bypass channel to be the best alternative for both agriculture and for aquatic 
species. 

Comment noted. 

TB-2 
 

2  I only would like to register my complaint that, first, if you had scheduled such an 
important meeting over 200 miles away from the location in question; and second, 
that you schedule it at one of the very worst times of the year for irrigators to try to 
attend. 

Comment noted 

TB-2 
 

3 The sacrifices that were made by many in this crowd to travel to be here tonight were 
immense.  Please give significant weight to their comments.  Because I fear that there 
are many here tonight that couldn't even point to the Intake weir on a map a week 
ago. 

Comment noted 

TB-2 
 

4  My comment is this:  That the proposed EIS had used real science and sound 
reasoning to arrive at the right solution.  Our State's two biggest industries, agriculture 
and travel/tourism desperately needs you to get this decision right. I believe you have 
done that with this proposed alternative through the bypass channel.   

Comment noted 

TB-3 S. Staffanson, 
Montana House 
District 35 

1 I am the Representative from House District 35, which encompasses most of the land 
that is irrigated by this project.  I am in full support of this bypass channel option to 
keep our irrigation project viable.   

Comment noted. 

TB-3 
 

2 I guess I think there are many positive environmental impacts that are provided by this 
irrigation project.  And I think to change it to add the pumps definitely will be a 
negative to the environmental impact. 

Comment noted 

TB-4 J. Morgret, 
Stockman Bank 

1 I'm here in support of the bypass channel as well.  It's a solution that meets all of the 
needs of the environment and the fish, but it also still retains the economic viability of 
the region.  

Comment noted. 
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TB-5 R. Etzel 1 And putting pumps in would put an undue burden.  And, I don't know, if they keep 
squeezing the farmer out, what are we going to eat?   

Comment noted 

TB-6 S. Appelberg 1 This bypass project needs to go through.  The other alternatives I've seen just are 
entirely too expensive.  These ranchers and farmers depend on the irrigation and the 
pumping process just isn't going to work, so   please go forward with this bypass 
project. 

Comment noted 

TB-7 S. Reynolds 1  I do know the concept of how the pumps are supposed to work.  I know it takes a lot 
of time and money to maintain them. When you compare the cost of the bypass 
channel at 57 million to the multiple pumps at 478 million, it is a no-brainer which one 
is the best solution. 

Comment noted 

TB-8 D. Lang 1  Growing up in Sidney I didn't know much about the canal, except that the fish, the 
farmers, and the entire community were supported by it.  The job I have at Sidney 
Sugars is due to the farmers' ability to grow sugar beets and has given me and many 
others stable employment. 

Comment noted 

TB-8 
 

2  I just don't think it takes a rocket scientist to figure out that the bypass channel is the 
best option and I support it a hundred percent.  

Comment noted 

TB-9 B. Bratsky 1 Farming and the agriculture in general is a high-end cost input event, and we really 
can't afford a lot more expenses.  And therefore, we feel and urge you to go with your 
preferred method, which is the bypass channel. 

Comment noted 

TB-9 
 

2 You know, at our bank [Stockman's] we currently have 750 to 800 million dollars in ag 
loans, and we're proud to say we finance agriculture.  And when they hurt out in the 
country, everyone hurts.   

Comment noted 

TB-10 W. Denowh 1 One of the things that I did and helped with my customers was irrigation water rights. 
And you got a big problem moving a water right downstream.  The water right is 
designed site-specific, meaning, you ain't going to move it.  So when you move those 
pumps in downstream, you go to the back of the line for your water.  Unless the 
government can do what the common, ordinary man can't do, that's a no-brainer to 
me. 

Under Montana State Water Law (Mont. Code Ann. Section 36.12.1901), a change in Point of Diversion 
requires authorization from Montana Department of Natural Resources and does not change the priority date 
of the water right. 

TB-10 
 

2  I see in the Bismarck Tribune in 2009 an article that says that there is less than 200 
pallid sturgeon left.  And in some of the information here, the current numbers, 
they're saying about 125.  So we're losing nine to ten -- about nine or ten a year. So if 
this thing goes into court, we got a couple of years and we're going to lose 20, and 
then ten every year since.  It's not a good idea. 

Comment noted 

TB-10 
 

3 One of the things that's in the Miles City area was the T&Y put in a fish bypass. … It's a 
project Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks project, also.  And it's a roaring success. 

The T&Y bypass to date has not shown to successfully pass shovelnose sturgeon.  The lack of successful 
passage by this species at T&Y has been accounted for in the design of the proposed bypass 
channel.  However, there are uncertainties associated with the bypass channel which are discussed throughout 
the FEIS (See section 4.9.7).  These uncertainties will be monitored and addressed through implementation of 
a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan which can be found in Appendix E. Discussion of the bypass on 
the Tongue River is described in Section 4.9.8.5. 
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TB-10 
 

4 So you have something that is proven locally by the local people that's doing it and it's 
successful.  And now your preferred option is basically what they have already proven 
that it's going to work. 

Comment noted. 

TB-11 G. Kallevig 1 First of all, as a banker, I would like to say is I get to see balance sheets and projections 
for these ag businesses in the valley. I get to see them firsthand.  And there just is not 
room on their balance sheets for additional debt for additional pump costs. 

Comment noted. 

TB-11 
 

2 And in this instance I think we have an opportunity to hit the fair button.  Fair to the 
fish and the other species that would benefit from this EIS study that this fish bypass 
that the Corps has come up with and the Bureau has endorsed.  We have a chance to 
hit the fair button for the ag businesses, for the communities, for everybody. 

Comment noted. 

TB-12 B. Rakes, Buffalo 
Rapids Irrigation 
District #2 

1 We have pumps.  Pumps are expensive to maintain.  Our average yearly pump fee for 
our little district, which is 11,531 acres, runs $74,000 a year just for pump 
maintenance.  And that's not the labor cost of taking the pumps in and out. 

Comment noted.  Pump O&M information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney 
Irrigation District) was used to inform cost estimates for pumping alternatives.   

TB-12 
 

2 This fish bypass makes common sense.  Comment noted. 

TB-12 
 

3 Pumps is not an alternative.  It takes -- you get a power glitch, your pumps go off. 
There's a ditch across the river, it takes two days to get the water back to the other 
end. 

Pump design includes redundancy and backup generators to account for potential disruptions in power supply.   

TB-12 
 

4 There's a deer underpass between Miles City and Terry.  And they said, How are the 
deer   going to get to the other side?  Well, they found out.  They went to the 
underpass and the deer are getting back and forth to the other side.  So the fish will 
find its way around the bypass, too. 

Comment noted. 

TB-13 S. Pust, Savage 
Irrigation 

1 I found the processes to be fair in the sense that we have lots of expert opinions from 
fish biologists to other experts, as well as the environmentalists have input.  

Comment noted. 

TB-13 
 

2 I believe this is a good project because it costs the taxpayers the minimum.  The cost to 
us as landowners in the project is also where it needs to be. And then the other reason 
is I believe No. 36, the female sturgeon, knew what she was doing, and the bypass 
channel is the preferred alternative.  

Comment noted. 

TB-14 T. Koffkey 1 I speak in support of the fish bypass channel.  Comment noted. 

TB-14 
 

2 I would like to state my objection to the fact that we are here in Billings on this day 
and this time.  To accommodate the environmentalists, I would challenge you that 
perhaps you should have made a trip out two days earlier and got yourselves into 
Sidney.  

Comment noted. 

TB-14 
 

3 If the pallid sturgeon has not managed to evolve to adapt to the changes, perhaps it is 
not meant to live according to the natural selection process.  

Comment noted. 
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TB-14 
 

4 It has been stated that the fish do not like and will not use the man-made bypass to 
get upstream.  I would recommend that each of you to take a trip to Ballard, 
Washington to the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks located there and to see the man-made 
salmon fish ladder. ...  man-made process, and yet somehow these salmon figured it 
out.  You know why they figured it out?  Because the fish, as God created them, are 
actually very intelligent and able to adapt. 

Comment noted. 

TB-15 R. Geck 1 The cost involved for the other options are absolutely ridiculous.  You want to double 
these guys' costs?  That doesn't make any sense.  

Comment noted. 

TB-15 
 

2 If you delay, the fish are dying.  But I know other people that fish this river.  They catch 
these fish.  And it seems like recently the fish they're catching, they're not very big 
when they catch them, so they seem to be reproducing. 

A key component currently contributing to the pallid sturgeon population is the Pallid Sturgeon Conservation 
Augmentation Program (PSCAP) that supplements the wild adult population with hatchery produced free 
embryos, larvae, and juvenile pallid sturgeon (from capturing and spawning wild fish). Over 1 million fish have 
been stocked in the Upper Missouri basin since 1998 and a recent estimate is that approximately 50,000 
hatchery produced juvenile pallid sturgeon are currently alive in the basin (Rotella 2015).  

TB-15 
 

3 Fish have gone over the diversion.  It is not a dam.  It is a diversion.  You also have 
documented proof these fish have gone around it through the slough.   

Comment noted. 

TB-15 
 

4 The gentleman from the Defenders of Wildlife also said they won't find it, they won't 
find that bypass channel.  I believe they will. 

Comment noted. 

TB-15 
 

5 The gentleman from Buffalo Rapids, he said you don't want pumps.  They have them, 
you know.  Okay. They break down and fill with junk.  The cost involves a half a billion 
dollars of taxpayer money?  Let's be responsible.  If you can do this for million dollars -- 
thank you. 

Comment noted. 

TB-16 M. Murphy, 
Montana Water 
Resources 
Association 

1 MWRA stands in strong support of the 100 percent design complete, shovel ready, and 
twice determined preferred alternative concrete weir and fish friendly bypass.  …  The 
proposed preferred alternative … is based upon an extensive and thorough scientific 
evaluation of impacts that culminate with an opportunity to enhance the long term 
viability and stability of the farm and ranch community, agricultural dependent 
businesses and rural communities while addressing the needs of the Pallid Sturgeon 
and other fisheries and wildlife in the Lower Yellowstone. 

Comment noted. 

TB-16 
 

2 Other alternatives, such as removing the existing dam and forcing the irrigators to 
pump their water from the river and assume an extremely expensive and far less 
reliable power dependent pumping process, would also result in adverse 
environmental impacts. 

Comment noted. Potential effects of the alternatives are described in Chapter 4 of the FEIS 

TB-17 K. Walter 1  We are obviously for the bypass.  And for that reason and for many other reasons.  
One of the other reasons, you being from Omaha, Nebraska know all about the 
Ogallala Aquifer.  You know about the fact that in Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, where 
they're pumping water out of the ground, it goes away.  It's no longer there and 
they're having a heck of a time irrigating there.  We need that irrigation to support the 
economy in Sidney, Sidney Sugars especially, and this young man's family.  

Comment noted. 
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TB-18 B. Gifford 1 Last night I couldn't put my head around what the Defenders of Wildlife were talking 
about, why they wanted to pump.  The pumps are -- you have to use fossil fuels; you 
have to use power, which is usually provided by some sort of fossil fuels or windmills, 
which would damage the endangered species, which we do have whooping cranes and 
we do have bald eagles.  

Comment noted. 

TB-18 
 

2 They are trying to have a free-flowing river.  And they're going to be attacking this and 
all the other inputs and similar structures from Billings down to Intake. 

Comment noted. 

TB-18 
 

3 All the alternatives will cost money or will be environmentally unfriendly.  So 
therefore, we're supporting the bypass channel.  The preferred reason, they're smart 
scientists, smart people, engineers, that have put this together. his is the most viable 
solution and it's a working solution. 

Comment noted. 

TB-19 D. Garland, Sidney 
Sugars 

1 The construction of the factory was built as a result of the irrigation canal.  And with 
the wooden structure, we have had reliable water since its construction. The concrete 
weir will do the same.  It's one of the only guarantees.  Experts have talked about the 
unreliableness of the pumps.  We know the concrete weir will work. 

Comment noted. 

TB-19 
 

2 When the river changes courses over time, the fish seem to find their way up anyway.  
And it's my feeling that the fish will use that bypass. 

Comment noted. 

TB-20 P. Roberts 1  My husband and I own Mon-Kota Fertilizers & Irrigation, irrigation being our main 
source of income.  Without the water, we have no income. After the Sidney meeting, 
one of our customers came to me and said, Without water, you're done.  Yes, we are 
done.  And by being "done," that means there are five families going to lose their total 
income.   

Comment noted. 

TB-20 
 

2 So my store survived the irrigation solely from the bypass alternative. Comment noted. 

TB-21 J. Jennaway 1 With our growing population and the fact that natural resources, such as land and 
water, are not going to increase anytime soon, we need to be smart about the way we 
use our resources.  And with irrigation, with regard to water needs to be the first 
priority.  Not just because of all of the people in here that depend on it, but because of 
the impact that it has on our local economy. 

Comment noted. 

TB-21 
 

2 Of course, we should be good stewards of the rivers and the fish.  And in the current 
environment, where people tend to be so divided and we tend to look -- when we're 
looking for answers, we are often willing to substitute hurting our opponent for 
helping ourselves.  Any win/win is a good thing and that's exactly what this bypass 
channel is.  It's a win/win.  

Comment noted. 

TB-22 T. Ersksine 1 I don't know how on the one side of the mouth we can talk about energy conservation, 
and then on the other side of our mouth say we want to put a bunch of pumps in the 
river that we don't even have the power to take care of.   

Comment noted. 

TB-22 
 

2  I believe the preferred alternative, the bypass channel, is the best alternative, not only 
for farming, but for the communities, for the people and jobs, and for the pallid 
sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 
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TB-23 T. Christensen 1 … our irrigation project has been there for a hundred years and there haven't been any 
issues with it.  The diversion dam is reliable. It doesn't create any pollution.  It's been 
environmentally friendly. 

Comment noted. 

TB-23 
 

2 It's been brought to my attention that there are more pallid sturgeon in the Missouri 
River and there's a bigger problem there than there is on the Yellowstone River, so I'm 
not quite sure why we're continuing to have this discussion.  

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 
 
The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed to identifying other potential management actions in 
the Missouri River and within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance 
of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete project, if necessary, based on 
the best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck 
flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014) and 
in the short term could detract from or confound the analysis of benefits derived by providing passage at 
Intake. 

TB-23 
 

3 We need to move forward with this weir and bypass, just as the before when the 
Bureau had decided it over two years ago. 

Comment noted. 

TB-23 
 

4 The pumps would cause pollution in our area in the air, as well as noise pollution.  
They would disturb the fish by putting metal into the water and creating noise and 
vibration.  And the overall economy of Sidney would be gone if we don't have 
irrigation.  It would affect the whole town. 

For each alternative, effects on air quality are described in Section 4.2, effects of noise pollution are described 
in Section 4.14, and effects to social and economic conditions are described in 4.15.   

TB-23 
 

5 I also represent the city council and our water supply needs irrigation to put water in 
our wells.  It would be cost prohibitive if irrigation is gone and we have to add more 
wells to supply the City of Sidney with water.  

The potential effects of alternatives on groundwater hydrology is documented in Section 4.4.   

TB-24 B. Farling, Montana 
Trout Unlimited 

1 Why in Billings?  It's because the Yellowstone River is a national treasure.  People love 
it all over the country.  It's beloved in Montana and it's beloved by my members. 

Comment noted. 

TB-24 
 

2 I'm a scientist with fisheries and hydrology background. I work with fisheries and 
biologists all over the state.  There's a strong consensus among the biologists in this 
state that the bypass alternative does not give the fish the highest opportunity for the 
success.   

Comment noted. 

TB-25 S. Bosse, Northern 
Rockies Director, 
American Rivers 

1 Billings is the midway point of the Yellowstone River, and I think it's important to give 
Montanans from across the state an opportunity to comment on this issue. 

Comment noted. 

TB-25 
 

2 The first question was what is going to work for the fish, because that's the primary 
purpose of this project.  If it doesn't work for the fish, it doesn't work.  And we're not 
just talking about pallid sturgeon.  There are 52 fish species in the Lower Yellowstone 
River; 32 of them are native.  There's seven fish species of special concern.  So this isn't 
just about restoring the pallid sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 
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TB-25 
 

3   We've reviewed the scientific literature, looked for examples of similar projects 
across the country, and found that there's never been a fish passage facility built that's 
been shown to pass pallid sturgeon, or shovelnose sturgeon, which is a close relative 
to the pallid. 

Most channels and fish passageways have been designed for other species, or incorporated features such as 
step weirs that are difficult for sturgeon to navigate. Case study of Dunton Locks in Aadland (2010) indicated 
lake sturgeon had passed upstream through a short constructed rapids. The Glen-Colusa gradient facility 
constructed like a riffle on the Sacramento River has been shown to pass green sturgeon (Vogel 2008).  
Extensive analysis and design effort has gone into the design of the proposed Bypass Channel to provide 
suitable velocities and depths and gradients similar to natural side channels on the Yellowstone River that 
pallid sturgeon use. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service convened a Biological Review Team comprised of 
sturgeon experts to supply further recommendations and design criteria for the Bypass Channel to optimize 
the channel design based on lessons learned from other facilities and based on the state of the science 
regarding pallid sturgeon swimming behavior and swimming capabilities. Projects are undertaken frequently 
without benefit of "proof" but are based on scientific and engineering analyses of professional designers. See 
Section 4.9.8 for further discussion on the design of the Bypass Channel. 

TB-25 
 

4 A lot of people here tonight talked about the Tongue River Bypass, which is a fantastic 
project.  But the truth is it's never passed a pallid sturgeon.  It's been successful at 
providing passage for lots of other species of fish, but not for pallid sturgeon, and 
that's the focal species we're trying to help get past the Intake Diversion Dam. 

Comment noted.   

TB-25 
 

5 If you want to look at a successful project after which this one can be modeled, you 
can look at the removal of the Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon.  It's a 
very similar case to what   we face at Intake Diversion Dam.  It involved federally listed 
fish species, and the Bureau of Reclamation was involved in removing the dam and 
replacing its function with a pump system.  Thus far, it seems to have worked well for 
fish and farmers.   

Savage Rapids Dam is one of many dam removal projects that have been implemented successfully.  The FEIS 
describes and evaluates two pumping alternatives that include weir removal.  Each fish passage and dam 
removal option is specific to the conditions and needs of the individual proposed project.  In the case of the 
Lower Yellowstone Project, specific concerns exist regarding the ability to pump water at low flows from a 
generally unregulated river; practicability; sedimentation; changing river geomorphology; fish needs and 
capabilities; pumping volume; costs and funding for implementation and long-term OM&R; and weather 
patterns (i.e., ice).   Where possible, the identified concerns were addressed through the alternative 
development and design process, generally resulting in increased costs for the implementation and long-term 
OM&R of the alternatives.  Remaining concerns which were not resolved through alternative development and 
design will be weighed by the decision maker throughout the NEPA and decision making processes. 
 

TB-25 
 

6 There's one final issue I would like to address, and that is the vulnerability of the 
proposed bypass canal to extreme floods and ice jam events on the Lower Yellowstone 
River, both of which are very common.  Flows on the Lower Yellowstone River can 
reach 70,000 cfs, sometimes even 100,000 cfs.  When that happens, we have genuine 
concerns about the structural integrity of the bypass.   

Appendix A-2 of 2015 EA describes the analysis of the bypass channel in detail including Attachment 5 which 
addresses ice.  The design accounts for ice and a wide range of flow conditions.  Ice jam risks are also described 
in Section 3.3.7 of the FEIS.  The bypass channel was designed for the range of flow conditions that occur at 
this site. Some damage in large events is likely to occur but that has been accounted for in O&M costs. 

TB-25 
 

7 American Rivers supports an open river alternative that involves removing Intake 
Diversion Dam and replacing its function with a pump system, and the absolute worst 
thing we can do is throw 57 million dollars at a 
solution that won't work for fish or farmers and could, in fact, make the situation 
worse than it is today. 

Comment noted. 

TB-26 W. McNutt 1 We are the best stewards of the cropland involved in this project.  And we have 
studied and studied about the bypass and the weir that the Corps of Engineers and the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife says will work. 

Comment noted. 
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TB-27 D. Kelsey 1 Our operation at Bridger, without the diversion dam and the irrigation project that it 
supplies, would be pretty much over. So it is critical that we support this bypass 
channel effort. 

Comment noted. 

TB-27 
 

2 These environmental folks are not happy meeting a happy medium. They want to 
move from that bypass channel and that diversion dam in Glendive on up the 
Yellowstone and take everything out along the way. 

Comment noted. 

TB-28 S. Forrest, 
Defenders of 
Wildlife 

1 It's not a win/win situation if one side doesn't win. And the problem we have with the 
preferred alternative is that we don't think it's going to work. It's not going to provide 
passage for sturgeon. Your own EIS makes it pretty clear, it acknowledges that the 
open river alternative is going to give the sturgeon the best chance possible.  

Section 2.5 discusses why the agencies believe the bypass channel will work and cites the cost effectiveness of 
each alternative and comparison of plans relative to each other in selecting the preferred alternative.   

TB-28 
 

2 All the rest of it is guesswork for putting down a 60 million dollar bet on an unknown 
chance. We could put down a hundred million dollar bet on a sure thing. I don't bet, 
necessarily, all the time, but that seems like better odds to me that's worth the extra 
investment. My organization and the other organizations who are here tonight are 
willing to look for that money elsewhere to make up that difference. 

For any alternative which is selected, the Agencies would welcome opportunities for non-Federal funding 
opportunities.    
 
Regardless of funding source, the capital costs, cost effectiveness, and incremental cost analysis provided in 
Chapter 2 would remain the same. 

TB-28 
 

3 And just one other thing, given all this uncertainty around the bypass configuration, 
whether the sturgeon are going to find it and use it, whether they will use it in 
numbers; and if they do use it, are the numbers sufficient to accommodate their rather 
unusual spawning regime. ... The Bureau is going to stay. They're stuck. And the 
irrigators are stuck, if this if doesn't work. But I would like to see the Corps, who's 
getting off on a pretty good deal on this river to stay involved until, in fact, we have 
shown that sturgeon are moving up river in sufficient numbers to spawn ... 

Within the upper basin, providing fish passage at the Intake Dam has been identified by the USFWS (Service 
2013) and in the 2014 Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan, and confirmed by the best available science through an 
Effects Analysis (Jacobson et al. 2016), as one of the best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations 
of pallid sturgeon.  This project will reestablish a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat and 
much increased drift distance, which is currently hypothesized as being one of the primary limiting factors for 
pallid sturgeon recruitment.  The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed to identifying other 
potential management actions within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate 
avoidance of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete project, if necessary, 
based on the best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014) 
and in the short term could detract from or confound the analysis of benefits derived by providing passage at 
Intake. 

TB-29 R. Cayko, McKenzie 
County Board of 
Commissioners; 
Chairman of the 
Board of Control of 
Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project 

1 If you wanted to spend a half a billion dollars putting some pumps in this river system 
that aren't going to work, that ain't going to fly. We can take the money -- and 57 
million is a lot of money -- to do what we're going to do, but at least it's going to work. 
And the reason it's going to work is because it's the most environmentally and 
economical way to go. 

Comment noted. 

TB-29 
 

2 The dam was built and in operation for over a hundred years, right? When we were 
growing up, our irrigation ditches were full of shovelnose and pallid sturgeon. The 
question is: How did they get in there if they didn't get above the dam?  

There is currently a robust resident population of shovelnose sturgeon located upstream of Intake.  This 
population has occurred upstream for many years and has been documented in the Main Canal (Hiebert et al. 
2000) prior to the new headworks and screens. Shovelnose are known to pass the existing weir but pallid 
sturgeon have not been shown to pass in large numbers (Rugg 2014, 2015). 
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TB-29 
 

3 ... when we get the new weir in here, concrete weir strong enough to survive the ice 
flows, we won't have to -- picture the low water and all those rocks sticking up, we 
won't have to worry about that because they won't have the rock. There'll be a level -- 
there'll be an elevation to get the water right and the irrigation that holds constantly 
water in it. 

Comment noted. 

TB-30 Shelby and Becky 
Reidle 

1 We are in favor of the bypass tonight. This option has been studied repeatedly three 
times in 15 years, and it is the preferred option of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
the Department of Interior, and the Fish & Wildlife. Furthermore, the results of earlier 
Corps studies have now been verified by an independent contractor. 

Comment noted. 

TB-30 
 

2 Installing pump sites across the river would require dredging, both initially and for 
routine maintenance. 

Potential effects of construction and the maintenance, including any necessary dredging work, of the Pumping 
alternatives are described in Chapter 4 of the FEIS.  Maintenance, including dredging of the channels, is 
included in O&M cost estimates.   

TB-30 
 

3 … the electrical infrastructure needed to operate these many pumps would be 
continually detrimental to wildlife, including, but not limbed to, whooping cranes and 
long-eared bats, which are also endangered species.  

Comment noted. 

TB-31 J. Kucera 1 I support the purpose of this pallid sturgeon passage, but we need to keep the farmers 
farming.  

Comment noted. 

  
2 I don't understand why we have to put the bypass channel into an existing side 

channel, it already works for pallid sturgeon. I don't understand why we can't move 
the water entrance/fish exit of the preferred alternative downstream and leave the 
existing side channel to function as a wild connection.  

The upstream end of the proposed bypass channel would be at the same location as the upstream end of the 
existing side channel.  The proposed location of the upstream end of the bypass channel was chosen because 
this location has been relatively stable over time.  Keeping the existing side channel open after construction of 
the proposed bypass channel would make the channel system at this location less stable, would decrease the 
flow split into the bypass channel below the BRT recommended flow split, and would reduce the reliability of 
the flow split into the bypass channel.  Additionally, sediment transport simulations suggested that diversions 
of flow greater than approximately 15% from the main channel could result in excessive sediment deposition 
in front of the LYIP intake headworks gates, which would adversely impact their ability to operate. 

  
3 We should look at other alternatives including off-stream storage, such as that at 

Nelson and Deadman's Basin reservoirs. Look at water re-use and water conservation. 
Take less water out of the river, catch and store the nutrient-loaded return flows from 
the irrigated fields. 

Off-stream storage was considered in 2005 during the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Alternatives Value 
Planning Study (2.2.1.3).  This alternative was deemed infeasible due to cost and lack of suitable locations for a 
reservoir.   Conservation measures are considered in the Pumping with Conservation Measures alternative. 
Also reference Section 2.3.8.7 which discusses irrigation demand. 

TB-32 S. Schlothauer 1 And I believe we can support the bypass project, because it is the one that is most 
acceptable 

Comment noted. 
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2 And that is, that there has been DNA testing, and I quote, "to determine the rates of 

hybridization between pallid and shovelnose sturgeon, and based on the genetic 
markers assessed, the DNA markers for the pallid sturgeon were genetically 
indistinguishable from the more common shovelnose sturgeon.  Their ability to 
hybridize, and thus evolve comes about when the shovelnose fertilizes the eggs of the 
pallid sturgeon. Because of this ability of two species to hybridize, some biologists have 
expressed concern that it is a violation of the Endangered Species Act to protect one 
species that may not be genetically isolated from another." I think that is a very 
important fact to bring out.  

Hybridization is likely to continue regardless of which alternative is selected.  Determination of whether to list 
shovelnose sturgeon under the ESA is beyond the scope or authority of this project.   

TB-33 J. Brower 1 First concern I have, you remove the dam and you are going to dry up several 
legitimate water right holding pump stations above the dam, because you will lower 
the water level of the river seven feet. By lowering the water level of the river seven 
feet, you will dry up two existing side channels that have been there over a hundred 
years and supports a lot of aquatic wildlife.  

The water level upstream of the dam will be lowered by approximately 6 feet in the immediate proximity to 
the dam and decreasing to zero at a distance approximately 6 miles upstream of the dam. Additional 
discussion has been added to the FEIS discussing these impacts, see Sections 4.3 and 4.5. 

  
2 So removing the dam has a lot of unintended consequences, including the installation 

of pumps, which create a lot of noise and vibration and will be placed all along about a 
thousand feet of the Yellowstone River where some of the prime habitat, thousands of 
acres, has been generated in 107 years of flood irrigation that support the northern 
long-eared bat and the whooping crane.  

The potential effects of the pumping alternative are described in Chapter 4, including the potential effects of 
noise and vibration on ESA listed species, other wildlife, and their habitats. 

TB-34 D. Linde 1 Do the bypass. Do the right thing. Comment noted. 

TB-35 L. Schmierer 1 I support the fish bypass because it's best for the river, the land, the wildlife, and the 
people that are vested in it and carefully care for it. 

Comment noted. 

TB-36 L. Peterson 1 What I would like is 450 million dollars to support my 126 students. We need to put 
that into education, so we can have better stewards of the land, so we can have 
people who come from our area, who know the area, invest in it, and return to make it 
a better place.   ... And I understand how you want to save the pallid sturgeon. And I 
say to those environmentalists what we are told in education when we're faced with a 
cost that we don't know how to cover. Hold a bake sale. Don't put it on the farmers. 

Comment noted. 

TB-37 D. Mitchell, Richland 
County 
Commissioner  

1 ...I would like it to be known that the County Commissioners in Richland County, all of 
them, all support the bypass channel.  

Comment noted. 

TB-38 D. Wyrwas 1 I understand that saving the pallid sturgeon is vital. I am an avid fisher, hunter and 
outdoorsman, with an understanding of ecosystems and nature. Conservation is how I 
am able to fill my freezer and eat. I also understand that my family and friends' lives 
may be impacted by an impulsive decision. 

Comment noted. 
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TB-39 
 

2 Yes, dams were a big factor in the decline of salmon; and, yes, the removal of many 
dams, especially along the Columbia have helped boost their numbers, but those dams 
were turbine power generating dams, which killed the fingerings by the thousands. 
This dam does not have the destructive nature as those ones. This is a 100 percent 
natural irrigation system. ... The simplicity came when they created a passage for the 
salmon. This project also has a passage system in place. 

Comment noted. 

TB-38 
 

3 Fish & Game have documented sturgeon above the dam. We have a proven ladder 
system that can be installed. We have a zero emission, zero maintenance irrigation 
system in place. 

Comment noted. 

TB-38 
 

4 Why would we create waste by putting in a fuel-eating pump system that could cause 
problems that could resemble those of the City of Laurel when flows are less than 
normal? Why would we put ourselves at risk of a disaster that could happen to the 
Yellowstone River like that which happened as one of our refineries had a pipe leak 
thousands of gallons of fuel into the river? Why would we create expense when we 
Montanans are known for being conservative?  

Comment noted. 

TB-39 T. Paschke 1 First of all, this young man right in the back briefly said, If you want to save the fish, 
one of the options is transplant them, seed them above the Intake facility. That's been 
done all over the United States with success. Why not do that? If you really want to 
save the fish, that will do it. 

Yearly relocation of pallid sturgeon upstream of Intake Diversion Dam was a proposed alternative during the 
2005 Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Alternatives Value Planning Study (2.2.1.3).  This was determined to be 
an unacceptable alternative since it would not contribute to the achievement of a long-term, self-sustaining 
population and would not meet the purposes of ESA.   

TB-39 
 

2 You have government studies that say this will work. What are we here for? Do it. Comment noted. 

TB-40 J. Steinbeisser 1 I do stand in support of the bypass channel. I think it's by far the most viable option.  Comment noted. 

TB-40 
 

2 I would suspect that a sustainability analysis was done comparing the fish bypass 
channel, or alternative, to one of the pumping plants. The pumping plant would no 
way even compare, so its sustainability needs to be a part of this and should be 
considered. 

Table 2-39 in the Final EIS present an alternative comparison matrix displaying categories considered when 
identifying the preferred alternative.  The considerations presented in Table 2-39 include an analysis of 
sustainability.   

TB-40 
 

3 Well, in France, we have them all over the place. Fish bypasses, they work excellent. If 
the pallid sturgeon has been around for 70-plus million years, I think it's going to figure 
out the fish bypass.  

Comment noted. 

TB-41 S. Rekdal 1 And I can remember like in my 8th grade history class our teacher told us that to build 
a civilization, you're building a community, the first thing you need is people and the 
second thing you need is agriculture. So a decision like this should be based on 
something like agriculture, something that's the basis of the community and the 
people 

Comment noted. 
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TB-42  D. Lemburg 1 I believe in the future of agriculture. You are agriculture. I believe in your future. And I 
believe that you should stand by and keep doing what you're doing, Sidney, and your 
surrounding area.  

Comment noted. 

TB-43 G. Staffanson 
(reading letter from 
R. Steinbeisser) 

1 I am writing in support of the bypass channel for the Intake dam to help out not only 
the pallid sturgeon, but every other aquatic species in the river.  

Comment noted. 

TB-43 
 

2 To my understanding there's now a recommendation to install pumps. This appears to 
be cost prohibitive from an economic standpoint, as well as disruptive to the 
environment. The pump solution runs the risk of disrupting other wildlife, possibly 
creating a Sidney water problem, and affecting the livelihood of the people living and 
working in Mon-Dak Region 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B.  Impacts of each alternative on wildlife conditions, 
including disruptions to wildlife species, have been described in sections 4.8. 

TB-44 J. Brower 1 I have been in design irrigation and working with irrigation systems in three different 
states, on three different major rivers, national treasures. … I know these people here 
don't want to hurt the farms, but they don't have experience on the farms with pumps. 
They don't realize that with pumps you have to rebuild them every three to five years 
for hundreds of thousands of dollars. With the motors, you have to rebuild them every 
seven to ten years’ worth more than the pumps, hundreds of thousands of dollars.  

Comment noted. 

TB-44 
 

2 Let's not delay any longer the construction of a viable solution that will help all fish in 
the river. And if it doesn't help them, the Corps and the Bureau, and the federal 
government and the project are legally obligated to create a fish passage, so fish 
passage solutions will continue to be implemented until it works. But after 15 years of 
study, we are confident the fish passage will work.  

Comment noted. 

TB-45 P. Seder 1 I appreciate all the folks that came from Sidney. And I want to say I'm glad they're 
having a meeting here tonight because it gives me an opportunity to speak in their 
support 

Comment noted. 

TB-45 
 

2 I've been an electrician for 35 years, and there's some other issues involving motors 
and pumps and water. They have already proven that water and badly powered 
equipment in boats kill people in the water. What do you think is going to happen if 
there's faults and leakage? There's more than a sturgeon that's going to get \killed.  

Electric pump designs will be built to national design standards. 

TB-46 D. Brooks, Montana 
Trout Unlimited 

1 it scares me that there's a huge risk that the bypass channel will not work and that's 
even stated in the EIS that there's zero examples of bypass channels working on this 
plan.  

Comment noted. 

TB-46 
 

2 But the thing that scares me equally is the cost here. 57 million dollars is a lot of 
money. Yeah, the EIS states that after one year of implementation of any of these 
alternatives, the Corps of Engineers will be gone and the Bureau of Reclamation, that's 
not bringing any money to the table for this project, will likely not have money to 
support an alternative or improvements and will scrap the whole thing. ... If we take a 
minute and consider that this alternative, the bypass channel, might not work, who is 
going to be on the hook if it doesn't.  

Because of uncertainties associated with the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) that will take into consideration not only pallid 
sturgeon but also other native species found in the Yellowstone River.   
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TB-46 
 

3 And even I can see in this EIS that the numbers, the financials, on many of these 
alternatives are grossly inflated. Let me give you one example that I think someone 
here in the crowd can probably speak to. For the open river alternatives, one of the 
expenses being charged is for a ditch rider. ...  They have budgeted per year for a ditch 
rider on an open river alternative half a million dollars. So maybe that's every year as a 
ditch rider, but I would offer that that's probably an inflated cost, and there are many 
others like this that I see in the EIS for the other alternatives.  

The assumptions section states that the estimate is for 12 added ditch riders, not one.  Please see Attachment 
B.8 of Appendix B Cost for additional detail supporting the OM&R cost estimates for the alternatives.   

TB-47 Messer 1 I have looked at the EIS and there is a portion of it that talks about a monitoring where 
we could actually take a look at alternatives if the bypass doesn't work.  

Comment noted. 

TB-47 
 

2 I fully support the bypass channel. Comment noted. 

TB-48 T. Koffkey 1 You say, It won't work. Why can't you be an optimist and say, It just might for a 
fraction of the cost. Not only that, the pumping stations are a minimum of five, 
possibly seven. As stated in the EIS, one of the things that affects the pallid sturgeon is 
the bank stabilization of the river. You will have to stabilize five to seven banks 
wherever you put these pumps at because the river doesn't know.  

Comment noted. 

TB-48 
 

2 What about some other EIS studies besides the environment impact study? What 
about the economic impact, not just for Richland County or Dawson County.  

Economic impacts have been included within the FEIS, see section 4.15.   

TB-48 
 

3 What about the agricultural impact? The solution that you suggest, these pumping 
stations, the farmers could never afford the O&M.  

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including impacts to various economic sectors, and impacts 
of each alternative have been considered in sections 3.15 and 4.15. 
 

TB-49 D. Steinbeisser 1 The bypass channel is the best option  Comment noted. 

TB-50 L. McFarland 1 And I just want to say that I believe the people in Yellowstone County are in support of 
these good people from Sidney and the bypass, because eventually it's going to work 
its way up the river and affect us here.  

Comment noted. 

TB-50 
 

2 I ask you to support the bypass, and I appreciate all of my neighbors and friends from 
Sidney. 

Comment noted. 

TB-51 H. Asbeck 1 I can tell you one thing, water flows downhill a hell of a lot better than it does uphill 
with a pump. 

Comment noted. 

TB-52 T. Bloesser 1 I know for a fact that their taking away 58,000 acres of irrigated farmland is not going 
to help the world feed itself 

Comment noted. 

TB-53 T. Koffkey 1 As I said, the third environmental impact statement, when you take away the 
livelihood of somebody that that's all they have known all their lives for three or four 
generations -- that's what's going to happen.  

Comment noted. 
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TB-54 B. Trushel 1 What bothers me is that we have scientific data that show the pallid sturgeon do not 
really use the Yellowstone River. … They're in the Missouri River. They're a large river 
fish. 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 

TB-55 W. Quinnell 1 On one side of the line is the environmentalists. They're the endangered species, 
they're backing the pallid sturgeon. On the other side of the line is us, the locals. We 
also want to save the pallid sturgeon; but, however, we are here to save the 
endangered species of the small American farmer.  

Comment noted. 

TB-55 
 

2 Without the LYIP, many of these 350 farm families will have to sell out and move on 
because they won't be able to afford to keep the farms, farms that have been in their 
families for generations.  

Comment noted. 

TB-55 
 

3 So if all 58,000 acres were planted in wheat, that wheat could produce enough flour to 
make 418 and a half million loaves of bread. If all of that was planted in corn, it would 
produce enough corn to make 3.72 billion corn tortillas. If all of that land was planted 
in barley, you could take that barley, malt it, and make 350 million gallons of beer. If 
you took all this land and planted it in sugar beets, it could produce 350,000 tons of 
sugar. That is 700 million pounds of sugar. 

Comment noted. 

TB-55 
 

4 So this is just a few of the reasons why I believe we should all support the fish bypass. Comment noted. 

TB-56 B. Griffin 1 I stand here in support of the diversion of the channel Comment noted. 

TB-56 
 

2 And I urge you to not give the opponents a precedence. That's an important word to 
remember because if they get -- if they win this precedence, they'll take it up and 
down every river wherever they want to go to take out dams and diversions. 

Comment noted. 

TB-57 T. Paschke 1 You have the study that defined and the recommended solution is the bypass channel. 
Do it. Just do it. 

Comment noted. 

TB-58 T. Koffkey 1 What about the geese and the ducks that raise their young in the canal? Every day I 
drive that canal twice a day, over 20 miles up and down and I see these geese and 
these ducks raise their young on the canal. That's their habitat, their land and we need 
to protect that, not only the numerous wildlife that live and thrive because of the canal 
and its drainage. 

Comment noted.  Current lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) within the project area, 
which includes the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District service area, have been described in sections 3.8 and 
3.10.  Impacts of each alternative on lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) have been 
described in sections 4.8 and 4.10. 

TB-58 
 

2 And I support the bypass channel and I support this limited species, the hardworking 
farmer, before they, too, become extinct. 

Comment noted. 
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TB-58a S. Buxbaum 1 I just have some numbers to show that I wanted in the comments, that if we do the 
pumping situation like you're proposing, these numbers are go up and this is going to 
be an additional expense on my farm. I raise 550 acres of sugar beets on my farm. My 
taxes would go up by at least 42,000 per year. My loss in production, my sugar beets 
will grow -- in the heat of July and August, my sugar beets will grow anywhere from 
two and a half to three ton per week. I figure two and a half ton, and my loss in 
production is $68,000. Just on my farm alone it's going to cost me $111,000 if we do 
pumps. 

Comment noted. 

TB-60 J. Deherrera 1 And so they released 700,000 baby fish June 27th, the collaborating scientists of the 
Missouri River Pallid Sturgeon Drift Study released over 700,000 one-day post hatch 
pallid sturgeon to the Upper Missouri River. And I just wanted everyone to understand 
that when she come up and she said that they weren't a native fish, that aren't in the 
Yellowstone River, that that is now documented, their release into the Upper Missouri 
River 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 

TB-60 
 

2 And I am for the bypass channel.  Comment noted. 

TB-61 B.Trushel 1 Pallid sturgeon are absolutely native to the Yellowstone River and to Montana. They 
are a large river fish that is in the Missouri River. 5 percent of radio-tagged pallid 
sturgeon have moved up the Yellowstone River. 5 percent. We are putting all of our 
eggs into 5 percent. In fact, one of their spawning habitats is seven miles up the 
Yellowstone River right below the Fairview Bridge. ... So they might use -- the 5 
percent, they come up and they use the Yellowstone River, but they are large river 
turbid fish that reside in the Missouri and Michigan Rivers. 
 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).   Outside of the spawning period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near 
the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea. 

TB-62 W.Quinnell 1 There is nothing more reliable and economical than gravity. Pumps are kind of like a 
new sports car full of computer technology. I'm sure they work great at first. Then you 
have programming glitches and they break down, and it takes three engineering 
degrees to find out what the problem is. 

Comment noted. 

TB-62 
 

2 When the pumps that are at the SID [Savage Irrigation District] station are no little run-
of-the-mill water pumps. Each of the three electric motors puts out more horsepower 
than the average American car. The amount of power they consume is mind boggling. 
They operate on a 2400-volt system, that's 20 times more power than in your home. 
And when things go wrong, in a 2400-volt system, you don't just go to the electrical 
panel and reset the tripped breaker. You can't just go to the local supply store and get 
a $26 part and fix the problem. A couple of years ago two fuses at SID blew, and they 
had to be special ordered and built at the cost of $3,000 per fuse, and it took over a 12 
month to get them back up and running. 

Comment noted.  Pump O&M information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney 
Irrigation District) was used to inform cost estimates for pumping alternatives. 

TS-01 D. Mitchell, Richland 
County 
Commissioner 

1 If the Intake Diversion Dam has been working for a hundred years, why are the pallid 
sturgeon not extinct?  They must be doing something correct to have been able to live 
this long. 

Note: Same comment as TB-1, #1 
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TS-01 
 

2 With this perceived threat of climate change, global warming, and carbon print, how 
much of a carbon print has the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project created over the 
last 107 years it has been providing water to the valley? 

Note: Same comment as TB-1, #2 

TS-01 
 

3 I am really worried about the tax base so I called Helena, Montana Department of 
Revenue. And one irrigated ground appraised value is $664.62. A wild hay acre is 
$175.98, and a grazing acre is $39.30. So when we go to start figuring out our tax 
values, that irrigated property is worth $14.34, the hay ground is worth $3.80, and the 
grazing land is worth 84 cents. If you do anything to that dam, you are going to kill this 
county. There is 55, 58,000 acres, and that tax base would disappear. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions have been considered in section 4.15. 
 

TS-02 R. Cayco, Chairman 
of District 2, LYIP, 
Chairman of Board 
of Control; Kinsey 
County 
Commissioner 

1 I am just going to make a statement that says that we believe that the weir and the 
fish bypass would be the best alternative. 

Comment noted. 

TS-02 
 

2 The other alternatives were looked at and most of them, you know, was the cost 
factor. The farmers here, they etch out a little living here and they do a good job. But 
there are four and five generations that have been here for a long, long time. We want 
to keep it that way. 

Comment noted. 

TS-03 S. Reynolds 1 But I am still not understanding why we are even going through this when you have 
shown that the bypass is the answer to our problems. We are saving the fish and 
saving the farmers. I guess my question is why are we saving one species from being 
extinct while making another species extinct, the farmers? We need them. 

Comment noted. 

TS-04 M. Hamburg 1 I am also the County Planner for Richland County. Over the years, the last probably 
seven years with the oil industry, some people might say that we have enough money 
to maintain our community with the oil money. That is not true. Our community is an 
agricultural-based community. It has been for a hundred years and will continue to do 
so when the oil is no longer a viable source for Richland County like it was 30-some 
years ago when we had not enough revenue, even to maintain our county with the 
roads and everything that's going on in our communities with the impact from the oil 
industry. Thank you. 

Comment noted. 

TS-04 
 

2 So I would like to show my support in saying please, get this project done. Comment noted. 

TS-05 R. Etzel 1 I am an equipment operator for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. And I know 
first-hand that these pumps are expensive to maintain and they break down a lot. And 
I am sure the board members would 
say, too, that the bills are expense for them; and when they are broke down, you don't 
have any water. I am sure if you have been hearing about Buffalo Rapids, they were 
without water for about a month on one of their pumping stations. 

Pump design includes redundancy and backup generators to account for this.  Information from Buffalo Rapids 
and Sidney Irrigation District were used to inform O&M cost estimates in this analysis.   

TS-05 
 

2 And I think that we need to have the Bypass; it's probably the best option for the 
farmers, the Irrigation Project and for the fish. 

Comment noted. 
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TS-06 B. Gilbert, Walleyes 
Unlimited of 
Montana 

1 We strongly support more and more fishing and having more and more fish in the 
State of Montana. However, we also support the preferred alternative on the Intake 
Diversion. It will work. It will be cost effective. 

Comment noted. 

TS-06 
 

2 You may not like it; you may not be happy about it, but people come first. We will try 
to do what we can to save these endangered species. But every day in this world, 
numerous specious go extinct. That's the way it is. 

Comment noted. 

TS-07 G. Kellesig 1 The Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, Fish, Wildlife, and they all three 
agree that the Fish Bypass is the best option and I think that probably the majority of 
the people here agree with that as 
well. It's the best solution for our community as a whole, especially for our ag 
producers and all of our businesses that would be affected, our local environment, and 
last but not least, the pallid sturgeon. I strongly support the Fish Bypass Project. 

Comment noted. 

TS-08 G. Entzel 1 So I support the farmers. I don't know where the proof is. I think the pallid must be 
kind of lazy because there is lots of shovelnose sturgeon in--and I don't know how 
many people know the difference between a pallid sturgeon and a shovelnose unless 
you have one on your fishing rod. They look a lot alike. But there are lots of other 
bottom feeders like the carp and the buffalo fish. 

Comment noted. 

TS-09 D. Garland, Sidney 
Sugars 

1 Looking back at the history of sugar beet processing from the 1830s on, there has been 
181 sugar beet factories in the United States. Today Sidney Sugars that Holly built in 
1925 because of the Irrigation Canal Project, of those 181 factories, only 12 are still 
remaining in the United States. ... So what's the reason that we are still in operation 
and it comes back to reliable water. Reliable water grows a reliable crop and we are 
able to process year after year. 

Comment noted. 

TS-09 
 

2 For that reason, Sidney Sugars supports the preferred alternative, and I would 
encourage everybody to comment. 

Comment noted. 

TS-10 J. Brower 1 The Bypass Channel has its opening in the best spots that the scientists and the 
engineers can predict for the fish to find the bypass channel. And it provides significant 
water depth all year long and it provides the right velocities for the fish to be able to 
make it up the river. 

Comment noted. 

TS-10 
 

2 What is really unique about this option is with the cooperation of several 
governmental agencies and their employees, we have found an alternative that's going 
to save the fish at the same time as it saves the farmer. 

Comment noted. 

TS-10 
 

3 So right now, we have got one viable alternative that's good for the farmer, good for 
the fish and good for the rest of the habitat. And let's not risk that by removing the 
dam and getting five new pump stations with 20 pumps that could have failures like 
Buffalo Rapids has been suffering through for over a month and a half and adversely 
affecting their crops.  

Comment noted. 
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TS-11 K. Moen 1 To spend that many of hundreds of millions of dollars on some pumps and decrease 
the flow of the water by 260 million cfs will choke us. … As a result of that, our ground 
water will dissipate, the drinking water for the people, the cattle, the plants. 

Comment noted. 

TS-11 
 

2 I think of the alternatives. I'd love to leave it as is but as I look at the alternatives--the 
bypass is most viable for us--the pumps are too problematic. 

Comment noted. 

TS-12 R. Shipman 1 And these farmers are stewards of the land. They are true environmentalists. They are 
the backbone to our community here. They are what has economically sustained us for 
long before we had the oil and continue to support us when the oil is not here. 

Comment noted. 

TS-12 
 

2 And to put in windmills and pumps, I myself question how the pumps and the 
windmills are going to work. I am very concerned for a carbon footprint when we have 
lots of wildlife, birds, you name it, that are sustained off of the Yellowstone Irrigation 
District. 

Comment noted. 

TS-12 
 

3 I feel like this bypass is the best option, and I want our economy to stay strong here in 
Richland County. 

Comment noted. 

TS-13 S. Buxbaum 1 So I am really in favor of this Bypass Preferred Alternative. And just so let's keep this in 
mind: we are not here just for ourselves. We are here for the future generations that 
are going to run this valley and keep this community viable and running. 

Comment noted. 

TS-14 Letter from meeting 
transcript  
Johnson  

 I am writing this letter in support of the proposed bypass channel for the Lower 

Yellowstone Irrigation project at Intake, MT. The pallid sturgeon has survived in the 

river for the entire 100 plus years the irrigation system has been in place. Hundreds of 

Lower Yellowstone Valley farmers, as well as the communities of Glendive, Savage, 

Sidney and Fairview are dependent on the delivery of water from the Yellowstone 

River for their livelihood. The elimination of the irrigation system would result in the 

bankruptcy of approximately 300 family farms and the closure of countless businesses 

dependent on agriculture, as well as the loss of hundreds of other jobs related to the 

agriculture sector. Sidney Sugars, which provides approximately 150 full-time jobs and 

another 150 part-time jobs, would close forever. My family business, Johnson 

Hardware and Furniture in Sidney, MT., was founded by my great uncles in 1915.  My 

family's business has survived two World Wars, the Great Depression, numerous 

recessions, fires, droughts and floods, and not one or two but three oil booms and 

busts. The 39 reason my business, and all the valley residents, have survived here is 

because of the stable presence of irrigated farms in the Lower Yellowstone Valley. I am 

in support of the continuation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and strongly 

urge the court to rule in favor of the proposed bypass channel and the long-term 

viability of irrigated farming in this valley. 

Comment noted.   
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TS-15 Letter from meeting 
transcript J. Dunn  

1 The sugar industry has provided my family with the ability to own a home and raise a 
family. If the irrigation canal is shut down, or changed to an economically 
unsustainable pump system, Sidney Sugars will close and my family will lose our home. 
I am not alone in this. Hundreds of farmers and town people in our area face 
bankruptcy if irrigated farming were to leave the valley. Untold businesses and their 
employees would be affected. I understand that the pallid sturgeon is an endangered 
species but at what point do people come into the equation. 

Comment noted.   

TS-15  2 We won't lose our lives but we will lose everything we have worked for in our lives. 
When do people matter? Please, please make the right decision and rule in favor of 
the proposed bypass channel for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and 
long-term survival of all the communities tied to it.  

Comment noted. 

TS-16 Letter from meeting 
transcript B.Barbula  

1 My name is Bernadette Barbula and I am writing to offer my support 
for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project's proposed bypass channel. 

Comment noted.  

  2 All the other options for the LYIP are economically unsustainable and would result in 
the closure of Sidney Sugars and the loss of countless jobs. Farms, businesses 
and families in all the valley communities would be facing bankruptcy and foreclosure. 
An economic disaster would occur! We will lose our home! We will be forced to uproot 
our family and move to somewhere else and leave the place we have chosen to live 
our lives. 

Comment noted. 

TG-01 M. Rosendale, 
Montana State 
Senate District 18 

1 First of all, that we need to keep in mind as we go through this process that first of all, 
the farmers did not request a single alternative or upgrade to this entire facility. … This 
is all as a direct result of the Endanger Species Act as you guys are aware. ... Then the 
people of this nation have got to absorb the expense associated with it, not 350 
farmers and their families and the communities that they support in eastern Montana. 
The people of this nation have to support those costs associated with preserving this 
fish and that also includes the extensive operation and maintenance of the facilities as 
we go forward. 

Comment noted. 

TG-01 
 

2 The next thing I would like to say is that when the new head gates were installed three 
years ago, this community was sold a bill of goods and that bill of goods included the 
rock ramp. … And then we were told that that had fallen out of the equation because 
of the cost associated with it. 

Comment noted, the evolution of alternatives is discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.  

TG-01 
 

3 The next thing I would like to say is that the Multiple Pump Stations are unrealistic. 
Right now our small Irrigation Project provides water to about 900 acres and there is 
two small pumps, as you can image, to provide that water and there is not enough 
reliable electricity to even run those pumps. We just had those voltages on those 
turned down so that we can actually make them function throughout the season. 

Power infrastructure has been included in the alternatives requiring pumps as described in Section 2.3, and 
coordinated with the local utility.      

TG-01 
 

4 The only realistic and reliable method for delivering this water is by gravity flow 
assisted by the diversion and the Bypass Channel so they can provide the fish passage. 
So I would like to go on record and say that I support the Bypass Channel alternative. 

Comment noted. 
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TG-02 D. Mitchell, Richland 
County 
Commissioner 

1 If the Intake Diversion Dam has been working for a hundred years, why are the pallid 
sturgeon not extinct?  They must be doing something correct to have been able to live 
this long. 

Note: Same comment as TB-1, #1; TS-01 #1 

TG-02 
 

2 With this perceived threat of climate change, global warming, and carbon print, how 
much of a carbon print has the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project created over the 
last 107 years it has been providing water to the valley? 

Note: Same comment as TB-1, #2; TS-1, #2 

TG-02 
 

3 I am really worried about the tax base so I called Helena, Montana Department of 
Revenue. And one irrigated ground appraised value is $664.62. A wild hay acre is 
$175.98, and a grazing acre is $39.30. So when 
we go to start figuring out our tax values, that irrigated property is worth $14.34, the 
hay ground is worth $3.80, and the grazing land is worth 84 cents. If you do anything to 
that dam, you are going to kill this county. There is 55, 58,000 acres, and that tax base 
would disappear. 

Note: Same comment as TS-1 #3 

TG-02 
 

4 Let it be known that the Richland County Commissioners Shane Gorder, Loren Young 
and Duane Mitchell agree that the Bypass Channel is the best solution to keep our 
farmers and the fish living on and in the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

TG-03 S. Staffanson, 
Montana House 
District 35 

1 I have got 140 acres that I irrigate out of the well. That well would probably not be 
near as productive if it weren't for the canal raising the ground water so that I have 
water through my pivot. 

Comment noted. 

TG-03 
 

2 … you talk about wasting water but it goes back into the ground water, it goes back 
into the river and it provides so many things for this community between hunting and 
agriculture and a place to raise a family 

Comment noted. 

TG-03 
 

3 And I'd just like to say I am in favor of the Bypass. I think it's the best alternative to 
keep our Irrigation Project in place. 

Comment noted. 

TG-04 C. Kirkpatrick, 
Dawson County 
Economic 
Development 

1 The Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan was identified providing passage at Intake Diversion 
Dam to protect and restore pallid sturgeon populations. By providing passage at Intake 
Diversion Dam, approximately 165 river miles of potential spawning and larval drift 
habitat would become available in the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

TG-04 
 

2 Dawson County Economic Development stands today to support the Bypass Channel 
Alternative, the preferred alternative, which includes abandonment of the existing 
concrete weir; construction, operation and maintenance of a two-mile long bypass 
channel for fish passage along the weir; placement of fill in the upstream portion of 
the existing side channels for stabilization; continued diversion of 1,374 cfs through 
the screened headwaters; and continued operation and maintenance of the irrigation 
distribution facilities and pumps. 

Comment noted. 

TG-04 
 

3 It is the opinion of Dawson County Economic Development Board of Directors that the 
removal of the Intake Dam will create an economic impact, adverse economic impact 
on communities in eastern Montana and ultimately, the entire State of Montana. 

Comment noted. 
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TG-05 A. Gehnert 1 Anyone that thinks they can build something in the Yellowstone River and have no 
maintenance or have no responsibility needs to take a second look at nature. Nature is 
what we live in and the history of this river is emphatically very dangerous and hard to 
cope with. 

Comment noted. 

TG-06 M. Schwartz 1 And there is nowhere else in this region that I have seen such wildlife and it's all 
created by the canal system. And, I mean, to obstruct that or change it in any way and 
divert water, you are creating another wildlife issue. I mean there is an entire 
ecosystem that runs off this canal system. 

Comment noted. 

TG-06 
 

2 So I am in favor of the Bypass Channel Comment noted. 

TG-07 R. Etzel (reading 
letter from 
R.Rosaaen) 

1 My business relies on the survival of the farms and the survival of Sidney so I bet most 
of you environmentalists are thinking we have the oil to keep us going. Wrong. The 
farmers were here before the oil and they will be here after the oil. ... Farmers come 
first in my welding shop. When they break down, I am there to get them fixed so they 
can harvest the food everyone needs. 

Comment noted. 

TG-07 
 

2 If the dam is taken out, the water table in Sidney will drop and the town will have to go 
on restrictions of use. The animals that flourish in our area like deer, sage grouse, 
pheasants and the birds all can survive because of our irrigation. 

Comment noted. 

TG-07 
 

3 Let the Fish Bypass get built so the fish 
survive. So do the people. 

Comment noted. 

TG-08 W. Hier (with L. 
Stevenson) 

1 I do machine work for Sidney Water Users Project on the east side of the Yellowstone 
River on machine parts for the pumps on that project that are taking water directly out 
of the river to irrigate about 5,000 acres.  Maintaining these pumps in the river has 
developed many problems from the silt, trash and gravel that is inducted into the 
pumps from the river coming in through the intakes and causes many problems in the 
pump housing and drive system. The cost of the machine work to fix these pumps and 
the fact that not all local machine shops are willing to deal with this type of machinery 
causes a problem. At one point in the summer, we had three different machine shops 
working on the pumps for the Sidney water users and there still wasn't enough people 
to go around. 

Pumping design and O&M estimates were informed by experiences of nearby irrigation districts with pumps 
(Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District) and have incorporated that information.  There are backup 
pumps at each pump station in the design, and annual operation and maintenance costs have accounted for 
this maintenance.  

TG-08 
 

2 I am in favor of the current Bypass Channel preferred alternative to save both the 
farmers and the pallid sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 

TG-09 L. Stevenson 1 I think you really underestimated the cost of pumping out of that river just from my 
experience of trying to keep their pumps running. They are fighting it right now even 
while this is going on trying to get 
water to just 5,000 acres 

Comment noted. 

TG-10 S. Reynolds 1 I really highly strongly support this Bypass Channel and I just hope that you guys put 
this through and just not delay it because I think that with this delay--this is all about 
saving the pallid sturgeon and I am thinking with this delay, we are endangering them 
further by doing this so I think we have got a perfect solution so let's please support 
the Bypass Channel and get this through and get it going. 

Comment noted. 
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TG-11 L. Messer, Richland 
County Economic 
Development 

1 the Intake Project is one example where the government came in to help and it 
actually worked. The thoughtful investment from the Teddy Roosevelt era provided 
the money to construct this structure to make this vast dry area bloom. 

Comment noted. 

TG-11 
 

2 Over the past century, generations of LYIP Board of Control members have reliably 
delivered affordable and equitable irrigation water to address the Endangered Species 
Act. They have also taken measures to try to save the pallid sturgeon. They have made 
modifications to the system to improve the fish passage and to deter the fish 
entrainment. They have demonstrated that they have been good stewards with our 
precious resources, the fish and the water and they will continue to do so. 

Comment noted. 

TG-11 
 

3 The EIS does an amazing job of giving us projections of the six alternatives' cost of 
construction, the annual operation and maintenance and the annual O&M per acre to 
get that water to the fields. But I ask that you also take into consideration the other 
costs that every grower must bear given the current expenses of seed, fuel, 
equipment, fertilizer, labor, transportation to the markets. The local farms are 
struggling to break even. If the cost to get this water increases anywhere from 10 to 60 
percent, farming in this Mondak Region will cease to exist. And in addition, the annual 
property taxes that will no longer be generated in the Mondak will no longer be 
injected into our communities and will negatively impact our cities, counties, schools, 
states, budgets and services provided. 

As shown in Section 4.15.5.7, for a given % increase in O&M cost per acre, the corresponding % decrease in 
farm income is lower, since O&M is not a majority component of overall production costs. For example, the 
Modified Side Channel alternative includes a 10% increase in O&M cost per acre, which was estimated to 
correspond to a 2.6% decrease in net annual income for a typical farm. As noted in the last paragraph of 
4.15.3.3, whether or not each specific farm would remain viable under each alternative is beyond the scope of 
the analysis, which considered a typical, or average, case. As shown in the document, none of the net income 
reductions from increased O&M is sufficient to reduce net income to zero for the typical operation case. 

TG-11 
 

4 We support and agree with the agency's recommendation of the Bypass Channel and 
the weir as the best solution to preserve the sturgeon and other fish species, the 
wildlife and the habitats, the economies in the Mondak Region and the generations of 
families who live, work, play, conserve and protect our precious resources for the 
future. 

Comment noted. 

TG-12 R. Cayko, McKenzie 
County Board of 
Commissioners 

1 The Irrigation Project must be allowed to function with an elevation level of water that 
will gravity flow through our canal and lateral systems. The Bypass Channel will allow 
the pallid sturgeon and other specious to travel upstream. This would be the most 
efficient and cost-effective alternative. 

Comment noted. 
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TG-13 S. Forrest, 
Defenders of 
Wildlife 

1 We are supported in that view by the Montana Fisheries Association. It's a professional 
organization of all the fishery biologists in the State of Montana, both agency 
biologists, academics and private consultants. They agree. They think the uncertainties 
with this Bypass Channel are so great that it's unlikely to work. And if it does work, it's 
probably not going to work in the way that we are all hoping it might work. 

Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches include those that 
mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a 
range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and 
depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, 
Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper 
Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 
2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, 
pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km 
long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, 
even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use 
constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The 
physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to 
the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within 
the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In 
addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon 
by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side 
channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a 
wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and 
natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and 
because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural side channels actually shown to be used by pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a 
high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of 
flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather 
than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions 
because a fish’s natural tendency is to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant 
distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their 
natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016).  
 
Additionally, there are many biologists that believe that this bypass structure will allow pallid sturgeon to 
migrate past Intake Dam.  It is misleading to represent that all scientists are in agreement one way or another.  
The Montana AFS is not an organization of “all of the fishery biologists in the state of Montana” nor does a 
letter from that organization represent the views of all of the biologists in the state.   

TG-13 
 

2 But who is going to bear the cost of failure in this case? I don't think the Corps is 
intending to bear the cost of failure. It's going to fall on the Irrigation District. We want 
to make sure that if we are going to spend the millions of dollars--and I agree again 
with Senator Rosendale--I think this is a question for the American people. 

See Section 4.9.4 regarding uncertainties and Section 4.9.9 regarding commitments by the federal agencies to 
monitoring and adaptive management. 

TG-13 
 

3 I think we need the time to find those additional resources to make up that gap. If it's a 
little more expensive, let's find the funds. Let's do the project right. Let's provide 
secure electric supply sources, if it's pumps.  Let's upgrade systems as needed. Let's get 
renewable energy to drive the Project. 

For any alternative which is selected, the Agencies would welcome opportunities for non-Federal funding 
opportunities.    
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Regardless of funding source, the capital costs, cost effectiveness, and incremental cost analysis provided in 
Chapter 2 would remain the same. 

TG-14 T. Koffkey 1 I speak in support of the fish bypass channel.  Comment noted. 

TG-14 
 

2 I would like to state my objection to the fact that we are here in Billings on this day 
and this time.  To accommodate the environmentalists, I would challenge you that 
perhaps you should have made a trip out two days earlier and got yourselves into 
Sidney.  

Comment noted. (Same as TB-14, #2) 

TG-14 
 

3 If the pallid sturgeon has not managed to evolve to adapt to the changes, perhaps it is 
not meant to live according to the natural selection process.  

Comment noted. (Same as TB-14, #3) 

TG-14 
 

4 It has been stated that the fish do not like and will not use the man-made bypass to 
get upstream.  I would recommend that each of you to take a trip to Ballard, 
Washington to the Hiram M. Chittenden Locks located there and to see the man-made 
salmon fish ladder. ...  man-made process, and yet somehow these salmon figured it 
out.  You know why they figured it out?  Because the fish, as God created them, are 
actually very intelligent and able to adapt. 

(Same comment as TB-14, #4). See Response 

TG-15 M. Skoglund, 
Natural Resources 
Defense Council 

1 Our goal is for a win-win solution that accomplishes two things: one, providing farmers 
of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project with the water that they need; and 
removing the existing dam and opening up the river for fish passage of the pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish. We do not see this as an either or choice between fish 
and irrigation. ... So long as the irrigators get their water, the river stays open, we will 
support it. 

Comment noted. 

TG-15 
 

2 What is the best win-win solution to keep the river open, provide the water for 
irrigation? I generally think it's the best, most sensible long-term decision we can make 
that really would be the best for everyone. 

Comment noted. 

TG-16 D. Garland, Sidney 
Sugars 

1 Sidney Sugars fully supports the Bypass Channel. When you look at things that migrate, 
things that both come to mind are the monarch butterfly. It travels thousands of miles, 
I believe, down to Mexico. I may not have all the facts but it is a very delicate animal. If 
it was up to man to make sure that every monarch butterfly made it to Mexico, I don't 
think one would make it there. God has put it into that particular animal to make that 
migration, to know how to manifest, how to get down there on its own. 

Comment noted. 

TG-17 J. Brower 1 And that, I want to ask, what is your scientific evidence that removing a dam has ever 
helped a pallid sturgeon before? 

Although there are no examples of where dam removal has benefited pallid sturgeon, dam removal and 
bypass systems have been shown to benefit a variety of other sturgeon species (Aadland et al. 2010, Jager et 
al. 2016). Additional discussion has been added to Chapter 2 explaining why the agencies believe the bypass 
channel will work.  
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TG-17 
 

2 But here we have an opportunity by adding this fish-friendly concrete weir that has a 
fish notch in it at the lower elevation so that that fish notch will have water in it even 
when the Irrigation Project is having less water. 

Comment noted. 

TG-17 
 

3 This artificial channel that's proposed now mimics natural channels that are proven the 
pallid sturgeon already use. The point of the matter is we have got a win-win situation. 

Comment noted. 

TG-17 
 

4 The Fallon Pumping Station has been out this entire season and we are about to trip 
into July. There are crops that have been lost and there is a significant amount of crops 
that are damaged and they are going into rationing, which is a word that scares many 
farmers, in order to survive with their electrical pumps designed by engineers. 

The design has incorporated redundancy and backup pumps to account for potential outages and damages.  
Information from Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District was taken into account when developing O&M 
cost estimates for the pumping alternative. 

TG-18 M. Newton, Fisher 
Sand and Gravel; 
Walleyes Unlimited 
of Montana 

1 This bypass and where it's located at and the way it works and the way it is built, the 
guarding and everything about it, says it will work. If they will use that slough, they will 
use this bypass. But it won't just be pallid sturgeon; it will be many others. ... Get this 
thing done, get it built, help the fish, put a bunch of Montana people to work in 
eastern Montana for a little while, two years approximately, and develop our counties 
and our communities in eastern Montana. We need this. 

Comment noted. 

TG-19 B. Gifford 1 But one of the things that I did want to comment, since this is really a comment on the 
Environmental Impact Statement, is probably the most environmentally-friendly 
system is a gravity system. There is no carbon footprint to speak of. 

Comment noted. 

TG-19 
 

2 The multiple pumps will have to be powered somehow. That will either be a carbon 
footprint from fossil fuels that have to supply power or if you try wind turbine and 
wind turbine--I was actually just driving down here. We are in a scenic corridor. If you 
come down the Yellowstone Valley, you would have visual pollution. That's a 
consideration that's always been taken into an Environmental Impact Statement also. 

It is noted in Section 2.3.8.6 that there is uncertainty pertaining to wind power and that additional study and 
associated environmental compliance, siting and permitting would be carried out separate from this EIS if this 
proposal were to move forward into more detailed design.   

TG-19 
 

3 I need to write it down, but in 2013, the head of the Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Program 
actually specifically mentioned the bypass and said that this was a good way for the 
pallid sturgeon to help them recuperate so they could go up the river. And he seemed 
to have the opinion that this would work. 

Comment noted. 

TG-19 
 

4 But again, I am in favor of the bypass system. It is a weir and water flows over it. Comment noted. 

TG-20 T. Christenen 1 We are here because we definitely support the bypass and the weir. And like some 
other groups that serve on the State, I do not see why having pump stations, it is not 
going to look nice. It's going to leave a carbon footprint. The pollution is going to be 
worse and we need to go forward with this bypass and get this project done. 

Comment noted. 

TG-20 
 

2 How many people in this room, please stand up if you are in favor of this bypass. 
(COURT REPORTER NOTE: Majority stand. Applause.)  And on the same--other hand, I 
would like all the people who are against this bypass to please stand up and I'd also 
like that on the record. (COURT REPORTER NOTE: Two attendees stand.) 

Comment noted. 
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TG-21 J. Schmierer 1 If this works {NOTE: bypass channel), it's a template for every compromise of dam and 
fish everywhere. If this works, it's a solution for the next hundred years. If it works, this 
is going to be a great thing for fish everywhere and for farmers and electric power 
everywhere. 

Comment noted. 

TG-22 B. Rakes, Buffalo 
Rapids Irrigation 
District #2 

1 You don't want pumps. We have 11 of them. ... They break down for any reason. Rock 
in the the impellers, low water, um, and you have moss that gets into the pumps and 
tear the pump's impellers up. I wish I could have a natural inflow of water without 
pumps. 

O&M cost estimates and real world experience from Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District were used to 
inform the cost estimates that were prepared for the estimate in the FEIS.   

TG-22 
 

2 And we have cheaper power and we are still--we just went to $46 an acre on 11,000 
acres is all we farm in our district, eleven five. And wherever they got that you could 
run Sidney Sugars or the Irrigation Project on 600 acre feet of water in that many 
acres, it’s common sense you are not going to. 

Comment noted, power costs have been incorporated into the estimates.  Power costs in the FEIS have been 
updated to include Pick Sloan power rates.   

TG-22 
 

3 I am in favor of this bypass. You can't tell me fish are that stupid, they are not going to 
go down in there. 

Comment noted. 

TG-23 R. Etzel, Lower 
Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project 

1 I just wanted to reiterate what Mr. Rakes said about pumps. They are expensive. They 
are a pain in the butt to work on and we don't have as many pumps as they do or as 
much capacity but we are working on them a lot for what we do. 

Comment noted. 

TG-24 W. McNutt 1 But the solutions often paralleled the comment that was made tonight. I want a win-
win situation as long as you take the dam out. This is what we get all the time. We are 
going to play ball with you if you do it according to us. Not what you want, not what 
you need, not what you live with and not what you built in this system that has worked 
for over a hundred years but we want a win-win--I want you to listen to that--as long 
as you take the dam out. 

Comment noted. 

TG-25 M. Ruddy 1 I am an environmentalist and I am also an evolutionist. But I support this Project. I 
support this dam. 

Comment noted. 

TG-25 
 

2 If it doesn't work, the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Rec, they will soon recognize it 
real quick and we will get it modified or we can change it to do something else. But we 
have to make a decision. We have to go forward. 

Comment noted.  A monitoring and adaptive management plan is included in Appendix E which will monitor 
success and shortcomings of the project and includes action to modify the project if necessary.   

TG-26 A. Gehnert 1 And the first proposal that we had when I first attended meetings on this Intake 
Project, which was about 20-plus years ago, is that we would build a Bypass Channel 
from upstream to deliver water at the required 1500 cfs for the complete irrigation 
system to have and that Bypass Channel would bring water from five river miles 
upstream, which gives it enough head to operate the screen structure as presently 
constructed. 
It could operate. It could work to protect some people's property, including the 
railroad and the highway system that's in there. It could work to bring water to the 
irrigators and return the larval drift that will occur if the spawning does occur 
upstream of Intake. 

This alternative was previously analyzed in the 2005 Value Planning Study, the 2010 EA (Reclamation and 
Corps 2010) and the 2015 Supplemental EA (Reclamation and Corps 2015).  A discussion of this alternative has 
been added to Chapter 2 in the FEIS (Section 2.3.1) 
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TG-26 
 

2 Now, if we take 1500 cfs out when we are trying to build a dam, they are trying to 
build a bypass structure, when we do all this work on dry land and build this levy 
alongside the railroad track and the highway system and some personal property to 
protect those properties and deliver the water to the irrigators with one head gate at 
the bottom end and one head gate at the top end, one to control the flow at the 
screens to allow the larval drift to pass underneath that head gate and another head 
gate upstream to control the flow into the canal, it would work. It was one of our very 
first proposals on fixing Intake and I was there. I made that proposal. And it's still has 
not ever been scientifically studied or engineer-wise studied. 

See response to TG-26 
 

TG-27 M. Schwartz 1 Okay, so how about another what-if? We put in the pumps, we tear out the dam and 
how about that doesn't work? What happens then? You just wash your hands and say, 
"Oh well, I tried," but what about 
the people that negatively affects, that ruins their life and their livelihood? 

Comment noted. 

TG-28 S. Reynolds 1 My thing, I guess, is the time and the study. You spend more time studying this and 
more money studying this, by the time you get done, there may not be any pallid 
sturgeon to worry about. So I think we need to support something that we know is 
going to work, that has already been proven, that is already there. Let's go ahead and 
go with it. And yeah, what if it does work? Let's just go with it. 

Comment noted. 

TG-29 L. Nelson (Written 
comments 
submitted at 
meeting) 

1 I support the by-pass channel plan. This plan, devised by the Army Corps of Engineers 
and the Bureau of Reclamation, will work for the farmers, area businesses, local water 
wells, & all plants & animals who depend on a reliable water source, as well as the 
pallid sturgeon to use the Yellowstone River if the fish chooses to. 

Comment noted. 

TG-30 G. Nelson (Written 
comments 
submitted at 
meeting) 

1 The bypass channel will allow fish to navigate the river (as they 
have done for the 100+ years Intake diversion dam has been operational. The 
livelihood of citizens in this Yellowstone River valley depends on the reliable water 
source not only for irrigation of crops, but all ag related businesses that feed the local 
economy. 

Comment noted. 

BP-1 E. & A. Levy  1 Please help prevent the farther abuse of habitat and those creatures living in its  
watery environs 

Comment noted 

BP-2 J. Public 1 I object strenuously for the taxpaeyrs to pay for this expensive work Comment noted 

BP-3 G. Kallevig, 
Stockman Bank 

1 I have read/studied the proposed By‐Pass proposal to allow the Pallid Sturgeon safe  
passage up‐stream and think this is the best option for all concerned.  

Comment noted 

BP-4 L. Peters 1 I would like to voice my support for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project in the 
prompt installation of the fish friendly weir and bypass channel. 

Comment noted 

BP-5 V. Dardis 1 Letter supports existing dam and support for farmers. (Handwritten) Comment noted 
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BP-6 K. Martin 1 In this report I did not see an equal amount of analysis of the people of the area,  
the history, their way of life, the condition of the land prior to irrigation, what it will be
 like after irrigation, what are alternate water sources available for these people, no an
alysis of the economics of the area, supported businesses, 
(including the constant oil production boom and bust).  

Consistent with Council on Environmental Quality(CEQ) and Department of the Interior regulations (40 CFR 
1508.7 and 43 CFR 46.115, respectively) and CEQ guidance, the resources analyzed in the FEIS are those that 
are expected to be substantively affected by the proposed action. Chapter 2 of the FEIS contains much of the 
historical information providing a lead-in to describing the current conditions. Existing conditions and impacts 
on irrigation, socioeconomics, and surface and groundwater are disclosed in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 

BP-6 
 

2 There is no discussion on historic water tables and the effect on them of irrigation       
water.  No discussion on alternate river pumping problems such as ice, channel fluctua
tion, and level.  

A description of historic water tables can be found in Section 3.4 of the Final EIS.  Information on ice jams can 
be found in Section 3.3.6 and throughout Chapter 4.  Channel fluctuations are discussed under the 
Geomorphology sections of Chapter 3 (section 3.5) and Chapter 4 (section 4.5). 
 

BP-6 
 

3 Will pumping be allowed? Will permits be granted or will this be a lever to kill off the w
hole irrigation project? What are the condition and level history of ground water?  Will
 pumping ground water support crops?   

Requirements for pumping and permits are described in section 2.3.8 and water rights in 1.5.2.1.   
Groundwater existing conditions can be found in section 3.4 and potential impacts in 4.4. Social and economic 
conditions in 3.15 and evaluation of impacts in 4.15.   

BP-6 
 

4 With such a huge and national decision, maybe a group of Sociologists should have bee
n employed to visit the area and document human life there and the impact you are pr
oposing to happen.  Consideration should also have been given to the way this land wa
s prior to the implementation of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District.  It was very 
arid sagebrush‐strewn ranching area.  

Social and economic conditions and impacts are discussed in Sections 3.15 and 4.15.   

BP-6  5 Have there been agricultural studies done on what crops will work on these acres 
without irrigation? Are there alternate crops. Where is the Agricultural Department 
and its Experiment Stations in this decision? I see no report from Sidney Montana 
Station. 
 

Social and economic conditions and impacts are discussed in Sections 3.15 and 4.15.   

BP-6 
 

6 These acres have probably increased the surface area of Co2 consuming greenery  
by thousands of times due to irrigation.  No study or discussion was presented of  
this. 

Air quality is described in section 3.2. Study of the carbon dioxide adsorption potential of crops is beyond the 
scope of this study. 

BP-6 
 

7 The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation project most surely recharges shallow groundwater 
wells in the area.  What will be the effect on city water supplies, farm wells? 

Groundwater hydrology is described in sections 3.4 and 4.4.  Also as noted in the report additional 
groundwater studies would be required to analyze groundwater impacts.  The Agencies acknowledge there is 
limited information available about the hydrologic connection between the Lower Yellowstone Project 
facilities and operations (canals, laterals, drains, and irrigation), wetlands, and groundwater. Obtaining this 
information would take extensive planning, investigations over the entire 58,000 acre Project, and 
development of a two dimensional model, all of which would be costly and take years to undertake. In some 
areas, it may never be possible to quantify the surface water-groundwater interaction due to the complexity of 
the area. The NEPA Implementing Regulations (40 CFR 1502.22) acknowledge there may be instances where 
there is incomplete information, and Department of the Interior Regulations (43 CFR 46.125) provide 
additional detail concerning the absence of information, stating, “In circumstances where the provisions of 40 
CFR 1502.22 apply, bureaus must consider all costs to obtain information. These costs include monetary costs 
as well as other non-monetized costs when appropriate, such as social costs, delays, opportunity costs, and 
non-fulfillment or non-timely fulfillment of statutory mandates.” While the monetary costs to obtain this 
information are likely considerable, the non-monetary costs are also significant in this case, especially the 
delays in implementing passage for the remaining wild pallid sturgeon population and the resulting non-timely 
fulfillment of statutory mandates (i.e., complying with ESA). 
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BP-6 
 

8  I see no interviews or studies concerning how in the past fish survived and exist to this
 day. Could it be that no one knows?  Could it be that the increased advertising and the
 influx of city people fishing on the Yellowstone could possibly be adversely affecting p
erceived fish numbers?  How many actually poach and remove sturgeons for trophies? 
 I see no studies on this.  

Pallid sturgeon were identified as a species in 1905 and there is not good data on historical abundance. 
However, harvest was a major source of decline prior to the species listing in 1990. The recently revised 
Recovery Plan for pallid sturgeon, available on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service website at: 
https://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/species/fish/pallidsturgeon/recoveryplan2014.pdf provides a good 
summary of the history of this species and current science. Illegal fishing may still be a threat to this species. 

BP-6 
 

9 I again urge you to not approve the removal of the Intake Dam.  A fish passage structur
e will surely suffice and balance both sides of this debate as previously approved. 

Comment noted 

BP-7 H. Garland 1 would like to express my support for the Bypass Channel Alternative Comment noted 

BP-8 K. Garland 1 would like to express my support for the Bypass Channel Alternative Comment noted 

BP-9 C. Averett, Big Sky 
Siding and Windows 

1 The study recently completed clearly defines the bypass as the best option for all 
parties concerned including the pallid sturgeon 

Comment noted 

BP-10 K. Averett 1 In full support of the proposed fish bypass which the recent study clearly states is the 
best option for all parties concerned. 

Comment noted 

BP-11 T. Averett 1 Support this proposed concrete weir. I support the proposed fish bypass so it can 
improve fish passage 

Comment noted 

BP-12 D. Badt 1 I fully support the fish bypass channel that is proposed at the Intake Diversion Dam.  Comment noted   
2 Other alternatives that are being considered will eventually impact EVERYONE, not onl

y financially but also by upsetting the natural course that has been laid out before us a
s God’s people.  I am asking that your involvement in this decision regarding the bypas
s channel ultimately involves a great deal of thought and attention to not creating anot
her endangered species, God’s PEOPLE. 

Comment noted 

BP-13 D. Binder 1 I support the proposed fish passage which the most recent study states is the best 
option for both the irrigation system and the fish 

Comment noted 

BP-14 L. Cooley 1 I am writing this letter to defend the diversion project for the Intake Dam on the Yello
wstone River.  I have grown up in  
Sidney and know this area WOULD be affected by the removal of this dam.  This area’s 
economy would deteriorate, jobs  
lost, businesses failed, farmers gone.   

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including potential impacts of each alternative on local 
economic conditions, have been considered in section 4.15. 

BP-15 F. Cundiff 1 I am in favor of the Bypass Channel option at Intake, The Pallid sturgeon will prosper  
with this improvement and the crop land to the north will receive plentiful amounts of  
moisture to grow their crops. 

Comment noted 

BP-15 
 

2 The sugar Beet Factory in Sidney, will not survive with a reduction in the amount of     
water in the canal.  

Comment noted 

BP-16 D. Danielson 1 As an Irrigation farmer for fiftyeight years and board member of the Lower Yellowston
e Irrigation Project I am strongly in favor of replacing the dam and adding a fish  
bypass channel.   
 

Comment noted 
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BP-16 
 

2 The idea of pumping the water for Irrigation would be so costly the farmers could not a
fford to continue farming. Pumps that pump the silt laden water of the Yellowstone m
ust be rebuilt every several years at great cost. This year Pumps at another irrigation pr
oject on the Yellowstone River have been down for unexpected repairs and many acres
 of crops have suffered. 
@ith the ever changing channels and large ice jams that occur on the Yellowstone Rive
r, pump sites would be costly to maintain. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. Geomorphic considerations such as the channel 
migration zone are disclosed in section 4.5. 

BP-17 V. Dardis (letter 2) 1 How do they know how many fish are in the river in 1910? And were they pallid 
sturgeon? When was it decided that they were endangered when they don't know 
how many were there to begin with? 

Pallid sturgeon were identified as a species in 1905 and there is not good data on historical abundance as pallid 
sturgeon and shovelnose sturgeon are difficult to distinguish. The pallid sturgeon was listed as an endangered 
species in 1990. The recently revised Recovery Plan for pallid sturgeon, available on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service website at: https://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/species/fish/pallidsturgeon/recoveryplan2014.pdf 
provides a good summary of the history of this species and estimates of the historic population size. 
Background on pallid sturgeon is discussed in more detail in the Final EIS Section 3.9.1.3. 

BP-17 
 

2 This project has been here over a hundred years and the sturgeon are still here, you 
are trying to take away a historical project for the sake of a fish that's hardly edible. 

Comment noted 

BP-17 
 

3 The proposed change can be so costly it will once again bite into the cost of owning 
and operating these farms and we are still at the mercy of those who tell us what to 
pay for what we buy and how much we will get for what we have to sell. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 

BP-18 R. Hoch 1 There has to be a way to save the fish but also save the dam which in turn keeps the fa
ctory, the irrigated farms and in turn the businesses and the entire community. I do NO
T believe it is necessary to kill the dam to save the fish. 

Comment noted 

BP-19 G. Kallevig (letter 2) 1 It seems to me that the best possible solution for the fish, the Irrigation Project and th
e communities, farms, and business that will be impacted, is a solution that has a high 
percentage of succeeding, and is cost effective—
the research and information that I have read indicates to me that the Fish By‐
Pass solution fits this description. The really great thing about this solution is that once 
it is in place, it can be closely monitored to prove that it is working as designed.  

Comment noted 

BP-20 G. Kallevig (letter 3) 1 With the EIS completed and supported by the Corp. and Bureau of Reclamation it mak
es sense to me that the proposed Fish By‐Pass option is the best option.   

Comment noted 

BP-20 
 

2 If the method of getting water to our farmers changes to pumps, the increased costs w
ill be an unsustainable hardship and will cause the majority of our farmers to go out of 
business.  

Comment noted.  Social and economic impacts of each alternative have been considered in section 4.15 and 
Appendix B. 
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BP-21 G. Kallevig (letter 4) 1 I have a question with regards to the environmentalists proposing to take out the Intak
e Diversion Dam and replace it with pumps. My question is if they have done a thoroug
h EIS? Other research indicates that the there will be negative consequences:   
1.     Removal of the Intake Diversion Dam will drop the river by several feet drying up t
wo (2) significant water side channels that scientific study has proven are important to 
Yellowstone Fish species.   
2.     The City of Sidney relies on the irrigation project each year to supply it’s “shallow 
aquifer” which is a major source of water for drinking wells and would be an added exp
ense and burden to the community   

A description of current surface water hydrology and hydraulics is included in Section 3.3 of the FEIS; possible 
effects of each alternative on surface water hydrology and hydraulics is included in section 4.3. 
 
A description of current groundwater resources is included in section 3.4 of the FEIS; possible effects of each 
alternative on groundwater resource is included in section 4.4.  These sections note that additional studies 
would be required to analyze groundwater impacts.  The Agencies acknowledge there is limited information 
available about the hydrologic connection between the Lower Yellowstone Project facilities and operations 
(canals, laterals, drains, and irrigation), wetlands, and groundwater. Obtaining this information would take 
extensive planning, investigations over the entire 58,000 acre Project, and development of a two dimensional 
model, all of which would be costly and take years to undertake. In some areas, it may never be possible to 
quantify the surface water-groundwater interaction due to the complexity of the area. The NEPA 
Implementing Regulations (40 CFR 1502.22) acknowledge there may be instances where there is incomplete 
information, and Department of the Interior Regulations (43 CFR 46.125) provide additional detail concerning 
the absence of information, stating, “In circumstances where the provisions of 40 CFR 1502.22 apply, bureaus 
must consider all costs to obtain information. These costs include monetary costs as well as other non-
monetized costs when appropriate, such as social costs, delays, opportunity costs, and non-fulfillment or non-
timely fulfillment of statutory mandates.” 
 
While the monetary costs to obtain this information are likely considerable, the non-monetary costs are also 
significant in this case, especially the delays in implementing passage for the remaining wild pallid sturgeon 
population and the resulting non-timely fulfillment of statutory mandates (i.e., complying with ESA). 

BP-22 J. Steppe 1 I believe we need the fish passage at intake. I think both the fish and human lively hoo
d are important. We should not exclude either. 

Comment noted 

BP-23 C. Wheeler 1  This organization and construction should be considered a historic point of interest rat
her than a nuisance to the environment.  Because of the irrigation district, habitats hav
e been created throughout the valley for various types of wildlife.  The Irrigation Distric
t provides various habitats for various types of wildlife, such as wetlands, wooded area
s for shelter, better grasses for protection, not to mention the access to water for all ty
pes of wildlife. 

Comment noted.  Existing conditions of lands/vegetation and wildlife (including habitat) within the project 
area, which includes the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District service area, have been described in sections 3.8 
and 3.10. 

BP-23 
 

2 Generally speaking, there are fewer deer crossing incidents in the spring and summer 
months while the canal is being utilized. 
For a good portion of the valley, the canal runs on the west side of Highway 16. I conte
nd that the reason there are fewer deer incidents is that while the irrigation is in opera
tion, the wildlife is not required to cross the busy highway in order access water.  

Comment noted 
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BP-23 
 

3 I also have concerns about the reliability of irrigation pumps and wind powered genera
tors.  Both of these methods are  
historically known to be unreliable.  Without reliability, the risk of farming increases ex
ponentially.  As such, many cost intensive crops will not be as enticing.  This is going to 
create a scenario whereby many things will happen.  First, incomes will decrease, redu
cing the availability to the state for income tax purposes.  As incomes reduce, so will p
urchases, destroying the local economies.  Additionally, land values within the area will
 plummet.  Farmers in the area have always prided themselves with the idea that they 
are cash poor and asset rich.  The drop in property values will make them cash poor     
and asset poor; annihilating their retirement prospects.    

Pump reliability has been accounted for by provision of backup pumps and generators in the alternative that 
includes pumps.  Pump O&M information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney 
Irrigation District) was used to inform cost estimates for these alternatives.  Evaluation of economic conditions 
is discussed in Section 4.15. 

BP-23 
 

4 So, at this point, we have destroyed the wildlife, damaged the economy, and destroye
d the retirements form hundreds of individuals.  What we haven’t discussed are the de
faults to banks.  Many loans were issued with the current prices of land, equipment, an
d crop production.  By single‐
handedly destroying all three of those means for repayment, bank defaults will increas
e drastically.  This will impact every business in the area.  There are two industries that 
keep this area operating; Oil production and agriculture.  Agriculture is the only reliabl
e industry throughout the valley, and it, too, is now at risk.    

Comment noted 

BP-23 
 

5 I strongly encourage the Bypass Channel as a means to live in harmony with nature,    
while still providing for a living.    
  

Comment noted 

BP-24 L. Ziler 1  I feel that removing the damn would be very detrimental for our community. Our        
entire town is built on the livelihood of the farming community. Without the irrigation 
system, this entire area would become a ghost town.  Everything would dry up, the       
factory would close and the community of Sidney would be in a world of hurt.  This      
would not only hurt the farmers, and the employees of Sidney Sugars but also all the   
business owners that depend on those people living and raising their families in this     
community. The Yellowstone Valley Farmers have irrigated the farm land in our comm
unity for over 100 years.    

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including employment in various economic sectors and 
impacts of each alternative, have been disclosed in section 3.15 and 4.15. 

BP-24 
 

2 I vote for the bypass that would help both the farmers, the community, the employees 
that depend on the crops to be harvested and processed each and every year. 

Comment noted 

BP-25 B. Renders 1 I urge you to PLEASE go ahead with the fish passage project and leave the weir in place
 for the use of the area farmers and the continued infusion of our ground water 
supply. 

Comment noted 

BP-25 
 

2 I have to believe we could question this forever and 
the only thing we would accomplish is to kill more fish IF that is 
really happening. I would think we would be trying to get this 
solution in place sooner than later? 

Comment noted 
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BP-26 B. Baker 1  Increased cost of Maintaining pumps will drive farmers, Sidney Sugars plant, Anheuser
 Busch out of business and  
hurt the businesses that are supported by them and their employees.  This will significa
ntly reduce city and county tax  
income that pays for necessary government services like police, fire departments, amb
ulances, road repair, and city sewer repair.  This is a vital business in Sidney and will fur
ther damage an area that has already seen a drastic shift in business due to the bakken
 and oil prices.  I urge you to remember all of the families that will be negatively impact
ed by this.  

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions have been considered in section 4.15. 
 

BP-26 
 

2 Increased cost of Maintaining and operating large pumps will drive farmers out of busi
ness and the LYIP will no longer be able to maintain and operate the expensive pumps.
 This will stop the existing irrigation of 58,000 acres which will stop the irrigation recha
rge of the shallow aquifers that supports the stream, riparian habitat, and wetlands th
at support a lot of important species of concern and Recharge local drinking wells inclu
ding the cities.  

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B.  Current lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions 
(including habitat) within the project area, which includes the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District service 
area, have been described in sections 3.8 and 3.10. 
 

BP-26 
 

3 I sincerely hope you will make the decision to great a by‐
way around the damn for the fish to move along while the dam is fixed and replaced.  
This by‐way has been proven to be successful in the last several projects like these.   

Comment noted 

BP-27 D. and N. Berube 1 The bypass channel is the best option for the endangered species and the people of 
Montana and North Dakota.   

Comment noted 

BP-27 
 

2 The decisions affects many jobs and industries such as Sidney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, 
our Research Stations and the Irrigation project. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including employment in various economic sectors and 
impacts of each alternative have been considered in section 3.15 and 4.15. 

BP-28 B. Bratsky 1  Farming and Agriculture in general CAN NOT afford any increased expenses and the re
commended BYPASS CHANNELS option appears to be the BEST alternative not only to 
help the Pallid Sturgeon and other fish species, but also keeps the costs to a manageab
le level for production agriculture. 

Comment noted 

BP-29 B. Buxbaum 1 I am a young farmer and could not bear the financial stress from losing irrigation on my
 farm or the increased cost of a pumping alternative. It seems the by pass channel wou
ld be the best solution for all parties involved in this matter. 

Comment noted 

BP-30 R. Carlson 1 have concluded that Bypass Channel option best fullfills the needs of the pallid sturgeo
n and guarantees the availability of irrigation water for growers. … 
The concept of the Bypass Channel providing fish passage is proven with the fact that p
allid sturgeon have been observed in the existing side channel at higher river flows.  

Comment noted 
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BP-30 
 

2 The Multiple Pump option is not economically viable in my opinion and does not provi
de enough water to sustain the habitat that has evolved with the irrigation system to i
nclude many species of animals and birds, some of which are endangered as well.  ... 
The Multiple Pump option would require a lot of energy and long term cost to the area
 in either purchasing power or maintaining wind turbines to produce the electricity,     
not to mention the expense of maintaining the pumps themselves to make sure there       
isn't a loss for the growers.  

Comment noted.  Current lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) within the project area, 
which includes the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District service area, have been described in sections 3.8 and 
3.10.  Impacts of each alternative on lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) have been 
described in sections 4.8 and 4.10. 
 
Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative have been 
considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 
 

BP-31 T. Cayko 1 I’m in support of the original alternative that I felt was approved previously twice. This 
has been studied and gone over and the best alternative was agreed upon that the ce
ment weir for the pallad sturgeon and all fish species in the Yellowstone River would w
ork. 

Comment noted 

BP-31 
 

2 Our farmers in this irrigated valley will not survive with taking the Intake Dam out and 
putting in pumps would be so costly we couldn’t afford it. This effects the whole comm
unity don’t make us extinct. We live to pass on our farms to our children and their chil
dren.  

Social and economic conditions are addressed in Section 4.15 

BP-32 Conststeve1952 1 Please help me understand how after 100 years of the placid sturgeon being extinct ho
w is it still thriving?? Does it make sense to destroy farming and make them extinct?  

Social and economic conditions are addressed in Section 4.15 

BP-32 
 

2 Please consider the diversion plan for irrigation and saving the sturgeon, nothing is per
fect but compromise is important. 

Comment noted 

BP-33 P. Ellis 1 I am in full support of the US Corps of Engineers' preferred plan to construct new weir 
similar to the existing weir.    
   

Comment noted 

BP-34 A. Gehnert 1 Some of the history of the river as recorded by the USACE Cold Regions study, docume
nts extreme ice jam events, loss of life and extensive loss of property which do occur fr
equently.. If the project as designed is constructed without protection from ice events 
to the one hundred year level, it will be destroyed and require extensive funding to ma
intain and operate. High summer flows cause extreme bank erosion, channel migration
 is recorded and occurs continually, work done in the flood plain should have a mainte
nance protection plan with associated costs considered. 

Design considerations to account for ice and high flows are both described in Appendix A.  O&M estimates 
(Appendix B) and Final EIS Section 2.3 also account for this.   

BP-34 
 

2 The recovery of the endangered pallid sturgeon may be possible on the Yellowstone riv
er, if the project is constructed using the best available science, please reference “The 
Final Science Report” dated November 30, 2009. Reference page 11, it clearly states th
at removal of the rock structure is desired. Page 30 Item 1b was apparently not consid
ered in the planning of the new proposed concrete weir. The issue of larval drift and im
pingement on the screens suggests a one meter difference is needed. One meter woul
d allow larval drift and small fish to pass below the screens, sedimentation levels are to
o monitored and corrected to prevent entrainment.  

Page 11 of the Final Science Report discusses the uncertainties with upstream passage and how the Rock Ramp 
and Bypass Channel have the opportunity to improve this condition; neither alternative was referenced as 
preferred. 
 
Screens and gates design considered approach velocities, sedimentation under the screens, and leaving an 
opening beneath the screens to minimize larval entrainment. 
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BP-34 
 

3 Funding of species recovery efforts should not become the responsibility of the local re
sidents upstream or downstream of the project 

Comment noted 

BP-34 
 

4 Restoration to full access of the entire river for fish species and historic uses may not b
e possible but infringement on the flood plain and work in the river corridor should not
 endanger the nature of the Yellowstone river. A water delivery canal with inlet and ou
tlet gates, constructed parallel to the BNSF RR grade, could provide flood control to th
e 100 year flood level for the railway and the screen structures. The canal could leave t
he flood plain at the upstream creek crossing to access an abandoned highway right of 
way. The old roadway extends upstream to the proposed inlet gate structure. Removal
 of the present rock timber weir would provide a natural river for pallid sturgeon upstr
eam migration, the removed rocks could be utilized as stream bank protection on the p
roposed delivery canal.  
 
  

This alternative was previously analyzed in the 2005 Value Planning Study, the 2010 EA (Reclamation and 
Corps 2010) and the 2015 Supplemental EA (Reclamation and Corps 2015).  A discussion of this alternative has 
been added to Chapter 2 in the FEIS 2.3.1. 

BP-35 I. Johnson 1 I think the Army Corps of Engineers impact study - that shows immediate construction 
of the fish by-pass channel in the E.I. Study is best alternative. 

Comment noted 

BP-36 R. Johnson 1 I went to the west coast - Portland Oregon - this spring to tour the dams on the 
Columbia River and looked at the fish ladders that are in place to allow the fish to go 
up and down the river. 

Fish ladders on the Columbia River dams are designed to pass adult salmon and trout species. A small number 
of white sturgeon do pass upstream of some of the dams (primarily the Dalles Dam), but the ladders were not 
designed to pass sturgeon. The most effective ladder at passing sturgeon, on the Dalles Dam, is wider and has 
a wide submerged orifice for fish to enter than other ladders that pass few, if any, sturgeon (Parsley 2008). The 
proposed bypass channel has been designed to emulate natural side channel characteristics on the 
Yellowstone River. See Aadland (2010) for discussion of natural channel design for fish passage. Additional 
discussion on channel design has been added to Section 4.9. 

BP-36 
 

2 I feel that the bypass channel or fish ladders recommended for the Intake dam is the 
best alternative. 

Comment noted 

BP-37 J. and K. Jorgenson 1 We, Jeff and Keri Jorgensen, owners of JnK, Inc. are in favor of the channel bypass.  Comment noted 

BP-37 
 

2 We are very concerned about the option of pumping.  With the cost to incorporate tha
t into the irrigation project and the cost to maintain, it would be economically unfeasib
le for a farmer or a farming corporation to make any profit. Therefore, making the irrig
ation project a complete fail.  

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 

BP-38 G. Kellevig (Letter 5) 1 The Intake diversion dam has been in existence since approximately 1909 (107 years), i
f the Intake Diversion Dam was the only culprit to the decline of pallid sturgeon, would 
they not already be extinct?  

See Section 3.9.1.3 of the FEIS for discussion of pallid sturgeon status, life history and threats. 

BP-39 S. Lake 1 The US Corps of Engineers' preferred plan includes a new weir similar to the original th
at was constructed in 1906 but would include a fish bypass to make it easier for all fish 
including the pallid sturgeon to go upstream. 
This would be a great solution for all of those involved including the ranchers and farm
ers in that area. 

Comment noted 
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BP-39 
 

2 There are some groups that are trying to get the weir eliminated entirely, forcing irriga
tors to pump the water out of the river instead.  This will of course increase the cost of 
water substantially among other issues.  

Comment noted 

BP-39 
 

3 The Defenders of Wildlife, one of   
the groups who support eliminating the weir,  have publicly stated that they will also w
ork to eliminate five other 
diversion weirs upstream.  This threatens tens of thousands of acres of productive far
m land with debatable outcomes.  

Comment noted 

BP-40 D. Lannen 1 I am in full support of the Yellowstone river intake diversion dam  Comment noted 

BP-41 T. Lee 1 Removing the dam would substantially impact the aquifer in terms of its width and vol
ume.  This would not only impact farm and ranch operations but also house wells that 
rely on the ground water as it is currently.  

The potential effects of alternatives on groundwater hydrology is documented in Section 4.4.   

BP-42 T. Maltese 1 The Bypass Channel is the best chance to help the endangered species in the river. This
 is extremely important for all Eastern Montana and 
Western North Dakota. This affects all of our jobs and industry. The Irrigation Project, S
idney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, and the Research Stations supply jobs for people who p
ay taxes to the State of Montana.  

Comment noted 

BP-42 
 

2 Local fisherman also tell me the pallid sturgeon are more numerous than the Defender
s of Wildlife would like to admit. 
Many fishermen throw the fish back in the river every day.  

Comment noted 

BP-43 G. Myron 1 It is important to reach a decision that will benefit both sides of the discussion. We wa
nt the paddlefish to succeed and we want the farmers, families and businesses to survi
ve and have a continued prosperous life.  
A decision that makes it uneconomical for business to survive is the same as not provid
ing for the paddlefish. We must 
have a decision that is economically equal to the cost we have now to get our irrigation
 water. Plus, we do not want our water level to change in our ground water. 

Comment noted 

BP-43 
 

2 Using pumping or other ideas for diverting irrigation water will make farming NOT eco
nomical in the Lower Yellowstone valley and will turn this valuable region of the USA in
to ghost towns.  

Comment noted 

BP-44 J. Myron 1 I am owner of an irrigated farm (half section) at Crane, MT whose irrigation water com
es directly out of the Yellowstone River at Intake Montana via the Diversion Dam and t
his has been done successfully for over 100 years. I also value American wildlife species
 and therefore support that you build the Fish Bypass Channel as a good solution for th
e Pallid Sturgeon Endangered Species problem while still providing Lower Yellowstone  
irrigated farmers with water for our crops at a reasonable price.  

Comment noted 
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BP-44 
 

2 Using pumping or other ideas for diverting irrigation water will make farming NOT eco
nomical in the Lower Yellowstone valley and will turn this valuable region of the USA in
to ghost towns. 

Comment noted 

BP-45 G. Parker 1 I am writing to object to the choice of the untested bypass channel as the preferred 
alternative for protection and enhancement of the pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. The EIS correctly identifies the need to improve fish passage. However there is too 
much risk for putting the untested bypass in place. The proposed alternative could 
block the pallid sturgeon from moving up and down river.  

Comment noted 

BP-45 
 

2 The alternative of multiple pumps plus conservation measures should be selected. Comment noted 

BP-46 L. Peters (letter 2) 1 I would like to voice my support for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project in the pro
mpt installation of the fish friendly weir and bypass channel.  

Comment noted 

BP-46 
 

2 However, one stuck in my head from a fish biologist at Montana State University. She 
was quoted on record stating how the pallid sturgeon do NOT prefer the Yellowstone R
iver and only about 5% of the population actually use it for breeding purposes. The rest
 of the population prefer to use the Missouri river as it is a larger river and they are lar
ge river fish.   

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea.  The Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) describes historic uses of the Yellowstone by 
pallid sturgeon, also see Section 3.9.1.3 

BP-47 P. Prevost 1 As a farmer and owner of a farm in Crane, Montana I support the Intake Fish BYPASS. 
… 
I'm for protecting the fish and wildlife, as well as protecting all the people this issue aff
ects 

Comment noted 

BP-48 S. Reidle 1 I am writing to express my support of the bypass channel proposal for the Intake 
Diversion Project. I see this proposal as a solution that would benefit both the 
Yellowstone Valley agricultural community and the pallid sturgeon population. 

Comment noted 

BP-48 
 

2 Having a reliable water supply is vital to having a successful crop in Eastern Montana 
and agriculture is the backbone to the Sidney community. Especially now that the oil 
industry is experiencing a downturn, any threat to agriculture would have a 
devastating effect on the area. Removing the current weir would cause our area to 
become a high acre cost pumping district, as farmers and ranchers would lose their 
access to water from the river. Along with being expensive, this is also an unreliable 
source of water as water outages are likely to occur.  

Comment noted 

BP-48 
 

3 However, I believe that they have lost sight of the actual threats to the species. 
Since the weir was put in place in 1909, the pallid sturgeon and other fish have been 
able to swim through it and have been spotted in canals in the Sidney area for 
decades. The weir has never been a threat to the pallid sturgeon, so removing it would 
be a fruitless endeavor. By creating a bypass channel, the fish will have an easier way 
to get around the weir and continue their journey north. 

Comment noted 
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BP-49 L. Reisig 1 I support the bypass channel alternative. I believe it will work and can be built to 
operate at a reasonable cost. 

Comment noted 

BP-49 
 

2 I don't want to see any eagles killed by windmills. Comment noted 

BP-49a W. Renders 1  I am writing this in support of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish 
Passage Project 

Comment noted 

BP-50 R. Rosaaen 1 Because of this irrigation, we produce some of the best crops.  If the dam is taken out, 
the water table in Sidney will drop and the town will have to go on restrictions of use.  
The animals that flourish in our area like the deer, sage grouse, pheasants, and the bird
s all can survive because of the irrigation.  This fight doesn’t just affect the farmers, it a
ffects the entire Yellowstone valley from Williston, ND to Billings, MT.  Thousands of pe
ople will be affected, land value will drop and people will have to leave.  This irrigation 
is the life blood of the entire economy and life in our area. When did human life stop 
mattering?  

Comment noted.  Current lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) within the project area, 
which includes the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District service area, have been described in sections 3.8 and 
3.10.  Impacts of each alternative on lands/vegetation and wildlife conditions (including habitat) have been 
described in sections 4.8 and 4.10.  Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions have been considered in 
section 4.15. 
 

BP-50 
 

2 We all need to work together and that is what we have been trying to do from the begi
nning let the fish bypass get built so the fish survive and so do the people. 

Comment noted 

BP-51 S. Rosaaen 1 The row crop creates a lot of work in this area and for a lot of other Businesses.commo
n sense has to prevail here on this issue. Where do the Environmentalist think our food
 comes from the Pallid Sturgeon and not the thin air for sure. This water system does 
more good then they realize. 

Comment noted 

BP-52 J. Rosman 1 I support the irrigators who depend on the Yellowstone River to acquire their irrigation
 water.  I understand the corp has a plan that works for the irrigators and sturgeon fish
.  Please do not allow the out side groups to interrupt the Montana Farmers/ranchers i
n the Yellowstone River valleys means to make a living and life style that is recognized 
here in Montana.  

Comment noted 

BP-53 K. Roth 1 Being the Controller for Sidney Sugars Inc. my reasoning stems from the cost of this alt
ernative, which is presently fully funded with a project contractor ready to start constr
uction, as opposed to others that are not funded and would be far most costly to imple
ment.  No one is talking on how the multiple pump alternative would get funded if acc
epted, but my belief would be the cost would either fall on our local taxpayers and loca
l growers to cover the cost as the huge initial cost estimate would most likely not be ap
proved in any federal or state budget going forward.  Presently we have a low cost to o
perate, low cost to maintain, and efficient canal system in place. 

While it's true that funding for the bypass channel has been obligated to a contract based on the previous 
NEPA decision, that has not be a factor in the decision of which alternative to move forward with in the FEIS.  
Each alternative has been considered equally and the Agencies would seek additional funding needed if 
another alternative were chosen.   

BP-53 
 

2 To enhance our present irrigation system we now have an alternative for a fish friendly
 ByPass Channel, that has sufficient funding, and is fully supported and approved by th
e Corp of Engineers through the environment impact study.  This appears to me to be a
 win/win scenario. It’s a win for all the fish that swim the Yellowstone River and a win f
or our local economy which depends on low cost water flowing through our present ca
nal system which irrigates all the crops grown in our valley. 

Comment noted 

BP-54 N. Rude 1 I am in support of what the Corps of Engineers have come up with as a solution. It app
ears to work for the Farmers, Ranchers and Fish.  

Comment noted 
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BP-55 R. Steinbreisser 1  am writing in support of the Bypass Channel for the Intake Dam that will help not only 
the pallid sturgeon but every other aquatic species in the river. The Bypass Channel is t
he best chance to help the endangered species while still keeping the Irrigation Project
, Sidney Sugars, Anheuser Busch, Feed lots, and the research stations viable!  

Comment noted 

BP-55 
 

2 To my understanding, there is now a recommendation to install pumps to irrigate the  
valley. This appears to be costprohibitive from an economic standpoint as well as disru
ptive to the environment on several levels. The pump solution runs the risk of disruptin
g other wildlife, possibly creating a city water problem and affecting the livelihood of p
eople living and working in the MonDak region.   

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B.  Impacts of each alternative on wildlife conditions, 
including disruptions to wildlife species, have been described in sections 4.8. 
 

BP-55 
 

3 If you are not concerned about 58,000 acres of irrigated farming land, I urge you to thi
nk about all the businesses in our community that rely on agriculture to sustain their e
conomy. Through the oil booms and busts, agriculture has thrived for more than 100 y
ears thanks to an innovative irrigation project that was built with the land and our envi
ronment in mind.   

Comment noted 

BP-56 R. Sterling 1 I support the compromise plan for replacement of the weir on the Yellowstone  
River.  The plan protects the sturgeon without punishing the irrigators. 

Comment noted 

BP-57 V. Kitt 1 Where do these government officials that are making these decisions reside? I'm sure t
hat they don't reside here. They are making decisions from a desk somewhere in a con
crete jungle where there is no wildlife. Why are people surrounded by concrete, makin
g decisions for people who live with wildlife every day?  

Comment noted 

BP-58 D. Wyrwas 1 I understand that saving the pallid sturgeon is vital. I am an avid fisher, hunter and outs
doorsman, with an understanding of ecosystems and nature. Conservation is how I am 
able to fill my freezer and eat. I also understand that my family and friends lives may b
e impacted by an impulsive decision. 

Comment noted 

BP-58 
 

2 Upon looking at the combined efforts of those involved to save the salmon, both gover
nmant and non-
government it has been widely documented that ladder's or weirs have played a huge 
role in the success of the Salmon. The Pacific NW and all the ecosystems that were effe
cted continue to show promise as salmon populations are moving up and to the right. 
Those involved are seeing that it is both complicated and quite simple. The simplicity c
ame when they created a passage for the salmon. This project also has a passage syste
m in place.  

The proposed bypass channel has been designed using the best available science on swimming behavior and 
swimming ability of pallid sturgeon, which differs from the behavior and ability of salmon species, and is 
designed to emulate natural side channels on the Yellowstone River that are used by pallid sturgeon. 
Additional discussion has been provided regarding channel design in Section 4.9. 

BP-58 
 

3 So I have to ask why would we create waste‐ by putting in a fuel eating pump system t
hat could cause problems that could resemble those of the City of Laurel when flows ar
e less then normal.  Why would we put our selves at risk of a disaster that could happe
n to the Yellowstone river like that which happened as one of our refineries had a pipe 
leak 1,000's of gallons of fuel into the river? Why would we create expense when we 
Montanan's are known for being conservative?  

Comment noted 
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BP-58 
 

4 Look into audience, these are primarily farmers from Glendive to Fairview. They are in
novators and creators, in my opinion they could build the bypass better and at  
half the cost of the government. 

Comment noted 

BP-59 M. Zadow 1 I am writing in to support the fish bypass channel for the Intake Dam.  This option bene
fits the fish and the farmers.  But it 
Isn’t just the fish and the farmers.  What will happen if you decide on another option w
ill have far reaching effects on whole towns.   
And cities and all the people that live and work there. I cannot imagine our town witho
ut Sidney Sugars running efficiently.  This would affect our schools, grocery stores, har
dware stores  

Comment noted 

BP-60 T. Erskine 1 I did not talk about the decreased land, machinery and real estate values in communiti
es in the Lower Yellowstone area if either multiple pumps or multiple pumps with cons
ervation measures is the chosen alternative.  Farm appraisals are based on a return on 
investment (capitalization approach).  Simply it is gross income less expenses equals re
turn to the land.  If either high electricity cost for irrigation or high electric costs and re
duced yields occur, land values will be decreased by a significant amount‐
as much as 40%.  This reduced farmer earning ability affects his money to live and oper
ate on.   

Social and economic conditions are addressed in Section 4.15 

BP-60 
 

2 On the government level, taxable value declines, so taxes go down.  This affects state, 
county and local government services.  On the federal level, income taxes will go down
 because of less taxable income.  

Social and economic conditions are addressed in Section 4.15 

BP-60 
 

3 Any way one looks at it either of these two alternatives is NOT acceptable.  The bypass 
channel is the best alternative. 

Comment noted 

BP-61 S. Reynolds 1 I would like to say that I do not support the multiple pumps alternative for the simple f
act that they do not work. The cost of putting them in is astronomical, not to mention t
he cost of maintaining them. We already have a cost effective, no maintenance system
 of irrigation. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 
 

BP-61 
 

2 If all the fuss is about the pallid sturgeon and saving them from going extinct, then why
 fight so hard to take out the Diversion only to put pumps in, which could endanger the
m further; when a perfectly fish  
friendly alternative has been found. 

Comment noted 

BP-62 M. Appelberg 1 support the bypass for the lower Yellowstone valley. 
I feel it’s the best choice for our town and for the fish.  

Comment noted 

BP-63 R. Bell (two 
duplicate letters) 

1 We are writing this letter in support of the Bypass Channel Alternative for LYIP.  Just th
e thought of removing the Diversion dam is devastating. 

Comment noted 
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BP-63 
 

2 Even though we do not receive our irrigation water from LYIP this would still have a ma
jor impact on us.  If their water would become non affordable to the farmer this would
 jeopardize our markets making it  
non feasible to grow sugar beets and malt barley.   

Comment noted 

BP-63 
 

3 Based on our small irrigation districts pumping expenses, pumping is not even an optio
n for the massive acres LYIP covers.  We have lost crops when pumps go down in midse
ason during critical irrigating times.  They have a great system in place that has been w
orking for over 100 years.   

Pump reliability has been accounted for by provision of backup pumps and generators in the alternatives that 
include pumps. 

BP-64 B. Bouchard 1 Please do not let this irrigation project that has been in operation for over a century be
 shut down!  

Comment noted 

BP-65 R. Carico 1 The water from the Yellowstone River that is used for irrigation is crucial to the 
economies of Dawson & Richland counties. Losing this water will result in hundreds if 
not thousands of lost jobs. Valley farmking will essentially come to an end as will the 
majority of businesses in Glendive, Savage, Sidney and Fairview. 

Comment noted 

BP-66 J. Damm 1 I support the by-pass channel Comment noted 

BP-67 K. Haugen 1 I am in support of the bypass channel Comment noted 

BP-68 R. Kimbel 1 I support the by-pass channel. Save the farmers. Comment noted 

BP-69 K. Mclane 1 I am extremely proud of the region’s farmers who expressed willingness to pay for the 
Preferred Alternative as proposed by the USACE IF that will help the pallid sturgeon an
d appease the enviros. 

Comment noted 

BP-69 
 

2 Three interesting facts:  1) the pallid sturgeon are still alive after over 100 years of the 
dam and 2) around 90% of the pallid sturgeon split at the confluence of the Yellowston
e and Missouri Rivers and only 10% even go up the Yellowstone 3) pallid sturgeon with 
the same genetic makeup as their wild counterparts are being raised in a hatchery.  

All sturgeon species, including pallid sturgeon are long-lived, thus persisting as adults, even when recruitment 
of young fish is low. Pallid sturgeon are estimated to live 30-50 years or longer, and the remaining wild fish in 
the Upper Missouri basin (including the Yellowstone River) are large, old adults. 
 
As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 
 
A key component currently contributing to the pallid sturgeon population is the Pallid Sturgeon Conservation 
Augmentation Program (PSCAP) that supplements the wild adult population with hatchery produced free 
embryos, larvae, and juvenile pallid sturgeon (from capturing and spawning wild fish). Over 1 million fish have 
been stocked in the Upper Missouri basin since 1998 and a recent estimate is that approximately 50,000 
hatchery produced juvenile pallid sturgeon are currently alive in the basin (Rotella 2015). 

BP-69 
 

3 I am totally opposed to the pump with ground source water option due to concerns wi
th the inefficiencies of that system and expense to operate those pumps.  Wind turbin
es have not proven cost effective and are also proved to be detrimental to bird populat
ions.  The Fox Hills Sands underground water aquifer in that area does not refill easily. 

Comment noted 

BP-70 D. Nevins 1 I support the fish bypass - leave the dam as is Comment noted 
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BP-71 R. Niles 1 I strongly support the Diversion project as it has been presented and built by the Fish 
and Game, the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project, and the corps of engineers with 
diversion dam, the fish screen and the rock ramp. 

Comment noted 

BP-72 R. Nimble 1 I support the bypass channel - save the farmers Comment noted 

BP-73 P. Plumb 1 I support an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. 
Your own analysis shows that the best outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon fro
m this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow  
Full river passage. 

Comment noted 

BP-73 
 

2 I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that endang
ered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get. 
Please adopt an alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to 
get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. 

Comment noted 

BP-74 S. Reynolds (letter 2) 1 I would like to voice my support of the Bypass Channel Alternative Comment noted 

BP-74 
 

2 I do know the concept of how the pumps are supposed to work. I know it takes a lot of 
time and money to maintain them.   When you compare the cost of the bypass channel
 at 57,044,000 to the multiple pumps at 477,925,000 it is a no‐
brainer which one is the best solution. 

Comment noted 

BP-75 S. Reynolds (letter 3) 1  With that said, from what I understand, the main concern and what this fight is all abo
ut, is saving the dinosaur fish, so my question is, why are they being endangered furthe
r by all these delays when there is a viable, cost effective, low maintenance, environme
ntally safe alternative which is the bypass channel?  

Comment noted 

BP-75 
 

2 Please let the bypass channel go thru without any further delays.  Comment noted 

BP-76 D. Thiel 1 The diversion dam must be maintained so irrigation can continue. The families and 
people's livelihood would be adversely affected by removing the dam. 

Comment noted 

BP-77 H. Schlothauer 1  I think it is very important that this project be allowed to proceed with the plan for a n
ew weir and fish bypass. It appears it is the plan approved by all three government age
ncies and I see no reason it won't work. I have lived next to the Yellowstone River for 7
0 years and have seen sturgeon in all sorts of drainage ditches and low water areas. I a
m quite sure they will find the bypass. 

Comment noted 

BP-78 P. Neiss 1 PLEASE, seriously consider the fish bypass as the most reasonable solution to fix the pa
llid sturgeon situation and improve our irrigation system that has worked for over a ce
ntury. 

Comment noted 

BP-78 
 

2 The proposed pumping system would be expensive to implement and maintain in the 
muddy waters of the Yellowstone River. The potential is great for equipment damage o
r failure. Wasn’t that a major problem with the system at the Buffalo Rapids, Fallon Pu
mp site? Have they recovered yet from their crop damage/loss? 

Capital and O&M costs have been accounted for in Appendix B and chapter 2 of the FEIS.  Pump O&M 
information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District) was used to 
inform cost estimates for the pumping alternatives.  Redundancy was added to the design (extra pumps) to 
account for situations such as equipment failure.  
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BP-79 J. Johnson 1 I support the reliable delivery of water to the irrigators provided by the rock ramp alter
native.  The proposed rock ramp alternative and durable fish passage, will provide cost 
effective, reliable water to the irrigators in this large region, and greatly improve the fis
h passage over the existing stacked boulder diversion dam.  

Comment noted 

BP-79 
 

2 The loss of the existing reliable and economical irrigation water to the surrounding far
ms would devastate our regional economics, towns and communities.   

Comment noted 

BP-80 V. Heinrich 1 Wind towers are expensive to construct and by the same token not very efficient. Comment noted 

BP-80 
 

2 Pumps along the river to supply water to irrigate would almost double the cost of 
water. 

Comment noted 

BP-80 
 

3 I believe the most feasible alternative is to build a new concrete weir and construct a 
new bypass channel on Joe's Island. 

Comment noted 

BP-81 C. Basta 1 I support to Intake fish passage. To get it built as soon as possible will save much stress 
on us farmers as well as the fish. 

Comment noted 

BP-82 B. Coon 1 I think the fish bypass channel is the best way for cost and not needing more power 
lines or some windmills to look at and the cost of power to run pumps. 

Comment noted 

BP-83 M. Dunn 1 It is very important to my family that all fish and wildlife live forever. But we also need 
the irrigation project going in our valley. 

Comment noted 

BP-83 
 

2 I think the fish bypass is the fair solution to the problem. Comment noted 

BP-84 S. Joslin 1 Bypass channel best alternative. Comment noted 

BP-85 K. Winter 1 I support an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage project. Comment noted 

BP-85 
 

2 Your own analysis shows the best outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon from 
this project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full river 
passage. 

Comment noted 

BP-85 
 

3 I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass as the likelihood that 
endangered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. 

Comment noted 

BP-86 M. Boyer 1 I am in full support of the fish passage project. Without the irrigation program, 
Richland County would be devastated. 

Comment noted. 

BP-87 H. Cutter 1 I am in full support of the fish passage project.  Comment noted. 

BP-88 V. Dardis 1 …if changes are made at the diversion weir at Intake, I would hope it will be the 
bypass.  

Comment noted. 

BP-88 
 

2 Over $400 million for a fish doesn't make sense, when we recently watched lives and 
homes being destroyed by fire in California, floods in Virginia, tornados everywhere. 

Comment noted. 

BP-88 
 

3 Why did they hold a meeting in Billings when it was a 4 1/2 to 5 four drive for the 
people that are the most concerned? 

Meetings were held in Glendive and Sidney as well. The meeting in Billings was scheduled to accommodate 
stakeholders who were unable to attend those meetings. 

BP-89 D. Dillman 1 I support the fish bypass. Think about all the people we'd hurt without the dam. Comment noted. 
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BP-90 Delivery@Actionspo
ut.com 

1 I support an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. You
r own analysis shows that the best outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon from t
his project is to remove the outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full  
river passage. 

Comment noted. 

BP-90 
 

2 I do not support building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that endang
ered pallid sturgeon will use it is slim. 

Comment noted. 

BP-91 D. Gilbert 1 I support the bypass. I feel a lot of families may face financial difficulties should this 
not pass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-91 
 

2 My understanding is irrigated land hold more value than non-irrigated land. Comment noted. 

BP-92 G. Hechey 1 I am in full support of the intake diversion dam fish passage project. It is vital to the 
livelihood of our region. 

Comment noted. 

BP-93 H. Helland 1 There are more fish stopped by Fort Peck Dam but they can’t that that down so … they 
pick on the Yellowstone River. This foolish agenda affects hundreds of people lives - 
the farmer, water wells, and total income. 

Comment noted. 

BP-94 M. Holst 1 I support the bypass for the farmers and for the community of rural Montana. Comment noted. 

BP-95 V. Klose 1 The environmental impact study showed the Bypass Channel to be the best 
alternative. The cost of pumping is too costly. 

Comment noted. 

BP-96 R. & R. Sundheim 1 The fish are known to have used bypass before. Common sense people, feed our 
people or save the fish population. You can have both with the bypass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-97 A. McPherson 1 I fully support the proposed construction of the fish by-pass channel. Without the dam 
it will completely ruin my operation as well as the communities. 

Comment noted. 

BP-98 Z. McPherson 1 I support the bypass. Without this we will lose everything my family has worked for. Comment noted. 

BP-99 K. Bouvier 1 My concern is for the pallid sturgeon, whose eradication would surely result from it 
construction; it would no longer have a healthy place for its eggs to develop if it were 
trapped between this dam and the Fort Peck Dam. 

Comment noted. 

BP-99 
 

2 But I do not neglect the farmers who need the water in these dams for their crops. … 
They have proposed replacing the Intake Diversion Dam with a dam which has a 
bypass channel to allow fish to get past it to spawn. It is the least we can - and should - 
do to preserve such an ancient species. 

Comment noted. 

BP-100 T. Burger 1 Remove Dam and replace with Irrigation Pump. Save the fish. Comment noted. 

BP-100a S. Irwin 1 Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the 
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-101 S. Brown 1 Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the 
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-102 K. Hogan 1 Please take out the dam! Thank you for considering this petition. Comment noted. 
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BP-103 A. Shute 1 Please remove Intake dam. Comment noted. 

BP-104 T. Bahn 1 I am baffled why the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would want to propose a dam on a 
critical river.  Data shows that these dams are never able to facilitate passage by fish 
species.  When those fish are endangered it is even more egregious. 

Comment noted. 

BP-105 B. Booth 1 Man-made dams may be beneficial when they are built, but when they become 
injurious to humans and other animals, they should be removed. 

Comment noted. 

BP-106 K. Rosinski 1 Please help these sturgeon not get over fished. Comment noted. 

BP-107 S. Mahaux 1 Please, take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It 
will protect native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-108 C. Devoss 1 I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving 
fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-108 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-108 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 

BP-108 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-109 E. Adibi 1 I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving 
fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-109 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-109 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-109 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-110 K. Harris 1 I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving 
fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-110 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-110 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 

BP-110 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-111 A. Bonvouloir 1 Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the 
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-112 G. Strong 1 I urge you to remove Intake Dam and replace it with an irrigation pump system. Comment noted. 

BP-113 J. Freilich 1 U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation 
pump system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish 

Comment noted. 

BP-114 C. Moschopoulos 1 Take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the 
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-115 E. Donovan 1 The needs of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish will be met by taking out the 
dam. An irrigation pump system will guarantee their survival. 

Comment noted. 

BP-116 S. Thompson 1 The above-subject to be replaced with an irrigation pump system guarantee to meet 
the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-117 S. Porter 1 Take it out to meet needs of native fish. Comment noted. 

BP-118 D. Adler 1 please save endangered species and choose one of the “open river” alternatives in the 
DEIS on improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone 
River. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-118 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-118 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 

BP-118 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-119 A. Craig 1 n the interests of protecting pallid sturgeon and other native fish who live in the Lower 
Yellowstone River, I ask you to replace the Intake Dam with an irrigation pump system.  

Comment noted. 

BP-120 J. Steinberg 1 Every species imperiled and lost diminishes all of those that remain, including us 
humans. Please help keep these native species survive. Don't build the dam; pump the 
water. 

Comment noted. 

BP-121 R. Schoedler 1 Take out the Intake Dam and allow native species to live. Comment noted. 

BP-122 D. Danielson 1  I am in favor of replacing the diversion dam and installing a fish bypass channel. Comment noted. 

BP-122 
 

2 This entire irrigation project is made up of family farms like ours. The thought of not 
having irrigation is causing much stress on our family and all others in the valley. 
Before the fish screens were installed at Intake it was common to find fish including 
pallid sturgeon in our irrigation ditches, so some were making it over the diversion 
dam.  

Comment noted. 

BP-122 
 

3 If the dam is removed, the cost of pumping from the ever changing Yellowstone River 
will make irrigation unaffordable 

Comment noted. 

BP-123 T. King 1 protect the yellowstone river by removing the lower dam on this river Comment noted. 

BP-124 B. McCune 1 Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. 
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-125 G. Letourneau Jr 1 In a time of world wide species decline, mostly at the hands of human activity, it 
behooves us to do whatever actions we can to protect the species that are threatened 
or endangered, to the best of our abilities. Please protect the Sturgeon in the Lower 
Yellowstone river! 

Comment noted. 

BP-126 M. Novak 1 Please take out the diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. This will be the 
best and, indeed, only solution to help native fish in the lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-127 J. McCarroll 1 Take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's 
the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-128 L. Leslie 1 Please take out Intake Dam across the lower Yellowstone and replace its function with 
an irrigation pump system. It is the only way to guarantee the safety and meet the 
needs of the pallid sturgeon and other native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-129 B. Grimm 1 Undo the damage that your greed has caused. Comment noted. 

BP-130 M. Eichenholtz 1 Please remove any new concrete dam across the Yellowstone River and consider using 
an irrigation pump instead. Both farmers and the pallid sturgeon will benefit. 

Comment noted. 

BP-131 S. Hancock 1 Please remove the intake dam on the Yellowstone and replace it with an irrigation 
pump system. The Sturgeon are counting on you to do the right thing and so are the 
American people. A bypass channel may not work. 

Comment noted. 

BP-132 S. & N. Bell 1 The pallid sturgeon is not able to sit in negotiations and plead for its survival. Intake 
Dam can be removed and an irrigation pump system installed that provides 
agricultural water AND critical habitat for this endangered species. 

Comment noted. 

BP-133 C. Facey 1 The only thing that Guantanamo has revealed, is man’s inhumanity to his fellow men.  
It's "time" to close this dark chapter in our story! 

Comment noted. 

BP-134 C. Wilkinson 1 Please let us do our part in restoring, protecting, and valuing the natural world that we 
need deeply to continue surviving as humans. 

Comment noted. 

BP-135 K. Michiels 1 Restore a more natural solution to save these important fish and the river system. Comment noted. 

BP-136 M. Pinque 1 But most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a 
fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon 

Comment noted. 

BP-136 
 

2 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-137 L. Sanazaro 1 I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving 
fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-137 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-137 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-137 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-138 G. Sidoti 1 All Rivers Matter! Comment noted. 

BP-139 B. Amberger 1 Please protect our natural, God-given resources. Comment noted. 

BP-140 P. DeLuca 1 take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's the 
only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-141 J. Ulness 1 Please restore the Lower Yellowstone River. Comment noted. 

BP-142 N. Smith  1 Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. 
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-143 K. Hart 1 I agree with fisheries scientists that the intake dam on the Yellowstone River should be 
removed and replaced it with an irrigation pump system. 

Comment noted. 

BP-144 G. Dillard 1 Time to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. 
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. This has been a success in other areas across the country, including along 
the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-145 D. Holt 1 Please remove the Lower Yellowstone River Intake Dam and replace its function with 
an irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs 
of pallid sturgeon and other native fish 

Comment noted. 

BP-146 J. & R. Martin 1 we urge you to take out the Intake Dam and replace with an irrigation pump system. 
The fish must live too. 

Comment noted. 

BP-147 S. Stewart 1 Restore lower Yellowstone river Comment noted. 

BP-148 J. Candelaria 1 Please rethink this. Dams are not the answer. Comment noted. 

BP-149 M. Richards 1 Since the lowermost diversion dam on the river was built over a century ago, no wild 
pallid sturgeon have successfully reproduced in the river. Pallid sturgeon need long 
stretches of free-flowing river in which to migrate up, spawn, and let their larvae drift 
downstream until they mature. Right now, their larvae drift into a downstream 
reservoir where they perish 

Comment noted. 

BP-149 
 

2 The best option to restore native fish including the pallid sturgeon would be to remove 
Intake Dam and provide an open river for lower Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-150 M. Adams 1 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River 

Comment noted. 
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BP-151 L. Hughes 1 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River.  

Comment noted. 

BP-152 M. McGaughey 1 Engineers, find a way to restore the lower Yellowstone river.  Find a way to engineer 
supporting all life forms AND the integrity of the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-153 A. Albright 1 As more & more of God's creatures are disappearing let us work wisely to keep those 
remaining. 

Comment noted. 

BP-154 A. Moskowitz 1 Remove the Intake Dam. Comment noted. 

BP-155 C. Rodgers 1 Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. 
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish 

Comment noted. 

BP-156 J. Orsatti 1 Yellowstone is amazing and needs to be preserved as much as possible. Please help 
reverse the damage 

Comment noted. 

BP-157 L. Taylor 1 I urge the Corps to select one of the “open river” alternatives in the DEIS on improving 
fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River 

Comment noted. 

BP-157 
 

2 Removing the dam not only would open up 165 miles of the mainstem Lower 
Yellowstone River to migrating fish, but it would also give fish access to hundreds of 
additional miles of tributaries such as the Powder and Tongue rivers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-157 
 

3 While I strongly favor restoring a free-flowing river to benefit native fish, I believe it’s 
also vital that the Corps address the needs of farmers who currently rely on Intake 
Dam to divert river water to irrigate 54,000 acres of crops in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project. Based on the information presented in the DEIS, these needs can reasonably 
be met by constructing irrigation pumps along the river that would be powered by 
clean, renewable, locally-produced energy such as wind power. 

Comment noted. 

BP-157 
 

4 A very similar project to what is being considered on the Lower Yellowstone recently 
was implemented at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River in Oregon. That project 
resulted in a win-win-win for fish, farmers, and taxpayers. 

While the Savage Rapids Dam project is similar in that it involved listed species and Reclamation, there are 
significant differences between that project and Intake.  The current diversion at that project is ~150 cfs vs 
1,374 cfs at Intake, and water supply involves small tract development as opposed to 58,000 acres of 
agriculture.  In addition the river channel bed and banks, and sediment regimes of the two rivers are 
significantly different.  The infrastructure required to provide pumping of water, amount of pumping, and river 
type are major differences.   

BP-158 D. Mishler 1 We have been through this cycle of trying to alter Nature enough times to have 
(hopefully) learned our lesson. When we screw with Nature, she screws back. And 
never to our benefit. 

Comment noted. 

BP-159 D. Rogers 1 Most fisheries scientists are skeptical of the plan to dam and construct an artificial 
bypass channel on the Yellowstone River. The best solution would be to take out the 
diversion dam and add an irrigation pump system. 

Comment noted. 

BP-160 E. Treat 1 U.S. Army Corps takes out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump 
system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon 
and other native fish. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-161 J. Muscara 1 Please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. 
It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-162 S. Chan 1 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River.  

Comment noted. 

BP-163 C. Joslyn 1 Please reconsider your plan to build a fish passage for the pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. Basing a plan on a 
hope is not cost efficient or based on evidence that it will work. Please look carefully at 
what has been done with irrigation pump systems in other parts of the country to find 
a better solution for both fish species and the irrigation needs of farmers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-164 V. Bostock 1 Tell the U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an 
irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of 
pallid sturgeon, other native fish and farmers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-165 S. Sellers 1 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-166 A. Capobianco 1 Tell the U.S. Army Corps to take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an 
irrigation pump system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of 
pallid sturgeon and other native fish 

Comment noted. 

BP-167 P. Kerman 1 Take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump system. It's 
the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-168 M. Woolery 1 America is not America without wild America. And this kind of action serves only the 
people who do not care about wild America, and whose greed is off the charts. 

Comment noted. 

BP-169 E. Parket 1 Please consider the livelihood of the endangered species that already rely on the 
Yellowstone River before placing a dam on the river.  As noted above, irrigation pumps 
can better serve these species and the farmers nearby than a dam could. 

Comment noted. 

BP-170 W. Skirbunt-Kozabo 1 I am writing to urge you to remove Intake Dam from the Yellowstone River and replace 
it with an irrigation pump system. This is the only solution that is guaranteed to meet 
the needs of endangered pallid sturgeon and other native fish.  There has never been a 
fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 

BP-171 J. Bailey 1 take out the intake dam an replace it with a suitable pump system. We must save this 
river and the fish that call it home 

Comment noted. 

BP-172 P. Delapena 1 restore Comment noted. 
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BP-173 M. Lee 1 U.S. Army Corps please take out Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation 
pump system. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the needs of pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-174 B. O'Connor 1 Take out Intake Dam and replace it's function with an irrigation pump system. Comment noted. 

BP-175 P. Mueller 1 I would like to ask you to change plans to build a new diversion dam and bypass 
channel at the Intake Dam on the Lower Yellowstone River and replace the planned 
dam with an irrigation pump system. This is the only thing that will allow species such 
as the pallid sturgeon to successfully pass upstream. 

Comment noted. 

BP-176 T. Roland 1 It should be the task of the Corp. to purify and restore every river in the nation making 
it healthy for their native species and for us - including the Yellowstone. 

Comment noted. 

BP-177 E. Duvert 1 Please do everything you can to protect the sturgeon and other native fish that live in 
the Yellowstone. Keep those waters flowing 

Comment noted. 

BP-178 T. Pearson 1 But most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a 
fish passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.  
Also, dams have been shown to mess up the environment 

Many fisheries scientists believe that the bypass channel will provide passage.  Because passage projects have 
not been tried with pallid sturgeon, we must use other sturgeon as our guide.  This makes sense because other 
sturgeon have similar morphology, orientation to the bottom, and swimming abilities.  Although passage 
projects have not been used for pallid sturgeon to date, there are many examples of pallid sturgeon passing 
through natural and man-made side channels.  Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight 
that promising approaches include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel 
with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range 
of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated 
by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016).The current design of the 
bypass channel was developed to mimic natural conditions and depth/velocity and other expert criteria, See 
Section 4.9.8 

BP-178 
 

2 The best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on irrigation 
water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion dam and 
add an irrigation pump system. This has been in other areas across the country, 
including along the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-179 D. Henning 1 There must be a better way to provide water for irrigation! Comment noted. 

BP-180 J. Griffith 1 Please take out the dam in the lower river and replace an irrigation pump system? you 
are doing irreparable harm to the fish there, especially the sturgeon 

Comment noted. 

BP-181 R. Bollinger 1 Take out the Intake Dam and replace it with an irrigation pump system! Save the pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish! 

Comment noted. 

BP-182 L. Hartman 1 PLEASE take out the Intake Dam and replace its function with an irrigation pump 
system on the Yellowstone River. It's the only solution that is guaranteed to meet the 
needs of pallid sturgeon and other native fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-183 J. Loving 1 I believe the plant's preferred alternative--to build a new concrete dam across the 
width of the Yellowstone River and construct an artificial bypass channel in hopes that 
pallid sturgeon and other native fish will use it--is seriously flawed 

Comment noted. 
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BP-183 
 

2 Most fisheries scientists are deeply skeptical of this plan. There has never been a fish 
passage project built that has been shown to successfully pass pallid sturgeon.  In 
addition, a concrete dam will be expensive and a failure if the fish aren't able to 
overcome the obstacles the dam will present.  

Many fisheries scientists believe that the bypass channel will provide pallid sturgeon passage. 
 
The Agencies are using the best available science on pallid sturgeon morphology, orientation to the bottom, 
and swimming abilities and behavior.  Although passage projects have not been designed specifically for pallid 
sturgeon to date, there are many examples of pallid sturgeon passing through natural and man-made side 
channels.  Current literature on fish passage designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches 
include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, 
facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria 
that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory 
fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016).The current design of the bypass channel was 
developed to mimic natural conditions for substrate, depth, velocity, and attraction flows, along with other 
expert input. 
 
There is currently very rare passage of only a few individuals and no known recruitment.  The bypass channel is 
more likely to provide passage than the existing side channel allowing more adults to pass more regularly.  If 
this project is less successful than anticipated or needed to meet pallid sturgeon objectives, then modifications 
and/or other options will be pursued. The replacement weir would have a 125 foot wide and two feet deep 
notch roughly centered on the river thalweg to facilitate in-river upstream and downstream fish passage, 
especially during the lowest summer/fall flows (i.e. at 3,000 cfs). Velocities over the existing Intake Diversion 
Dam are more than 8 fps with depths of about 2.1 to 2.9 feet during flows of 15,000 cfs (median flows for 
spring pallid sturgeon migration period (April through June)). The replacement weir in the low-flow notch 
location would generally have velocities slightly above 5 fps at 15,000 cfs, except closer to the banks, where 
velocities would be slightly lower at 5 fps (above 6 fps at flows at or above 30,000 cfs). Depths through the 
notch would be about 3.5 feet at low flows (7,000 cfs or less). At flows above 30,000 cfs, depths would be 
greater than 7 feet through the notch. 
 

BP-183 
 

3 Urgent consultation with the departments with expertise in fish and wildlife 
management and in assessing environmental impacts of the proposed alternative is 
certainly essential before a final decision 

Please see reference at Section 2.2.1.4 to the Biological Review Team with which coordination has been 
occurring since 2006.  In addition coordination and consultation with both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks are ongoing in regards to this project and both are cooperating agencies 
in preparation of the FEIS. 

BP-183 
 

4 I believe the best solution to meet the needs of the fish and the farmers who rely on 
irrigation water from the Lower Yellowstone River would be to take out the diversion 
dam and add an irrigation pump system. This has been done in other areas across the 
country, including along the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-184 
 

C. Lish 1 Your own analysis shows that the best outcome for the endangered pallid sturgeon 
from this project is to remove the 
outdated Intake Dam, open the river and allow full river passage. I do not support 
building a new dam and artificial bypass, as the likelihood that endangered pallid 
sturgeon will use it is slim. The pallid sturgeon needs all the help it can get 

Comment noted. 

BP-184 
 

2 Please adopt an alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to 
get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. Spending taxpayer 
dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future--pay to do 
this right the first time 

Comment noted. 
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BP-185 C. Keiser 1 Much more needs to be researched and determined regarding the migration of pallid 
sturgeon upstream and the struggle for them of getting beyond this intake dam to 
spawn. 

The Corps of Engineers is developing a Missouri River Management Plan and EIS that assesses (1) major federal 
actions arising from a Biological Opinion (BiOp) prepared in accordance with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
of 1973, as amended to avoid jeopardy to three federally listed threatened and endangered species that use 
the Missouri River and (2) the creation of habitat for those species. The relative need and effectiveness of 
actions on both the Yellowstone and Missouri River systems will be evaluated through a well-planned, 
systematic AM process which has been developed as part of the MRRP Management Plan.  This AM approach 
has received a tremendous amount of independent scrutiny of AM and sturgeon experts and has been 
developed transparently with unprecedented stakeholder involvement through MRRIC and associated 
Independent Science Advisory Panel.  The focus of the plan is in meeting pallid sturgeon objectives provided by 
the USFWS to avoid jeopardy. 

BP-185 
 

2  I would modify the pumping option proposed as there are other choices available that 
would be inexpensive, simple, and durable option to the current alternatives.  The use 
of maintenance for farmers would seem to be an excellent alternative that has many 
years of proven efficiency and reliability behind its design.  The technology behind 
these pumps has also greatly improved since they originated almost 200 years ago. 

Comment noted. 

BP-185a J. Bergman 1 This is to support the Bypass Channel Alternative for the best option for both the 
Irrigated Farmers of the Lower Yellowstone Valley River area and for the pallid 
sturgeon passage. This modification will improve the co-existence of the upstream 
migration of the pallid sturgeon and at the same time supply a dependable water 
supply for the irrigation of the 55,000 acres of irrigable lands.  

Comment noted. 

BP-185a 
 

2 A fish hatchery dedicated to the hatching and increase of pallid sturgeon and the 
release of the young pallid sturgeon in the upper reaches of the Yellowstone River 
would also likely assure that the pallid sturgeon will no longer be an endangered 
species.  

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has undertaken the Pallid Sturgeon Conservation Augmentation Program 
(PSCAP) that supplements the wild population with hatchery produced free embryos, larvae, and juvenile 
pallid sturgeon (produced from spawning wild fish). However, the hatchery program alone may not produce a 
sustainable population that can be delisted, a number of additional actions must also be taken in the 
watershed to provide for natural spawning and recruitment for pallid sturgeon throughout their range. 

BP-185b G. Entzel 1 The information sheet I received at the meeting in Sidney, Montana June 28, 2016, 
states “…the Intake diversion dam has likely impeded upstream navigation…” The 
term, “likely”, means it’s just as likely it does NOT impede the pallid sturgeon. There is 
“much ado” regarding an unremarkable fish. Other fish, including the shovelnose 
sturgeon, seem to be thriving in the Yellowstone River. For over 100 years the 
irrigation project has made our valley come alive. And the pallid sturgeon is still here 
and the river is still clean! 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) the best available science suggests that Intake Diversion Dam is a 
barrier to pallid sturgeon migrating upstream in the Yellowstone River.  To date only a few pallid sturgeon (6) 
have been documented upstream of Intake, which all were documented migrating upstream using the existing 
side channel around Joe’s Island.  However this channel does not provide passage every year. 
 
The shovelnose sturgeon likely requires less drift distance during free embryo and larval drift which has 
allowed them to maintain current population levels. 

BP-186 G. Kallevig 1 My comment today has to with the lady that testified in Billings—she testified that she 
had studied the Pallid Sturgeon for several years in both the Yellowstone and Missouri 
Rivers---she testified that only 5% of the Pallid Sturgeon used the Yellowstone River 
and 95% used the Missouri River and the reason was that they are a “Big River” fish 
and the Missouri fits their spawning cycle much better than the Yellowstone River. 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 
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BP-186 
 

2 If this information was accurate, my first choice would be the “No Action” option and 
my second choice would be the “Fish Bypass”. The projected cost of the Fish Bypass @ 
approx. $50 million seems to be a ton of money for only 5% of the Pallid Sturgeon 
population 

Comment noted. 

BP-186a P. Davis 1 We believe that the fish bypass is the only feasible alternative for the project. We fully 
support the Bypass Channel. 

Comment noted. 

BP-187 L. Peterson 1 I would like to state for the record that I favor the Fish-By-Pass proposal that would 
divert a portion of the river channel around Joe’s Island.  I believe it is the best option 
and eventual solution to enable the pallid sturgeon’s to travel further upstream to 
spawn, as well as continuing to deliver sufficient irrigation water to the Lower 
Yellowstone farming communities 

Comment noted. 

BP-187 
 

2 This is a gravity system that has proven itself to work well over a period of 100 years.  
It has a very low carbon footprint as compared to some of the proposals to remove the 
diversion dam and pump the water to the canal.  The installation of new pumps on the 
river itself would raise the carbon footprint of our current irrigation system 
substantially with new power lines, construction equipment, and loss of riverine 
habitat for the many different types 
of wildlife. 

Comment noted. 

BP-188 G. Kallevig 1 A certain % of the Pallid Sturgeon make it up-stream through the natural By-Pass or 
over/under/through the diversion dam itself and #2, constructing an improved “Fish 
By-Pass” will increase the % of Pallid Sturgeon making it up-stream. The studies that 
have been done and submitted also recommend the “Fish By-Pass” option 

Comment noted. 

BP-189 T. Simard 1 I am wondering if the environmentalists have ever considered that maybe with more 
bald eagles, pelicans and other birds that fish in the Yellowstone River may have 
something to do with the lower numbers of pallid sturgeon or if they just automatically 
assume it's due to humans. We have been using this way of irrigating over 100 years 
now and the sturgeon are not extinct. 

All sturgeon species, including pallid sturgeon are long-lived, thus persisting as adults, even when recruitment 
of young fish is low. Pallid sturgeon are estimated to live 30-50 years or longer, and the remaining wild fish in 
the Upper Missouri basin (including the Yellowstone River) are large, old adults. A key hypothesis of the lack of 
recruitment of young fish is that the distance available for the free embryos and larvae to drift downstream 
from spawning areas is not sufficient before they enter Lake Sakakawea where conditions are not suitable for 
the larvae to rear and survive. Lake Sakakawea was filled in the 1950s and the remaining adults are of the age 
to have been born sometime in the late 1950s to the 1960s. Pallid sturgeon status, life history, and threats are 
explained in Section 3.9.1.3. 

BP-189 
 

2 Their pump system would be too costly to use. It would destroy most every farmer 
over here.  

Comment noted. 

BP-190 Delivery@Actionspo
ut.com 

1 Please adopt an alternative that removes the dam, provides pumps or other means to 
get irrigators water and gives the pallid sturgeon a fighting chance. Spending taxpayer 
dollars on an alternative that won't work will cost more money in the future - pay to 
do this right the first time 

Comment noted. 
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BP-191 G. Furshong 1 Please put the Yellowstone River and the ancient Pallid Sturgeon first by choosing an 
alternative that: 
*       Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for 
fish. 
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps 
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently 
in hand, to pay for the 
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs 

Comment noted. 

BP-192 P. Naro 1 It’s my opinion, along with many fishery professionals that this dam proposal will 
seriously impair spawning for rare and endangered pallid sturgeon as well as other fish 
in the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-192 
 

2 I support an alternative solution that leaves the river free-flowing, so that sturgeon 
and other fish can migrate upstream as they have for millennia, and delivering water 
to irrigators using a system of pumps. This would reduce the period of need for the 
current head-gate which is trapping hatched sturgeon and other fish. I believe the 
water users should be accommodated in this way, and that costs associated with 
changing the water delivery system should be met using federal appropriations and a 
trust fund that could be established to cover pumping and future maintenance costs.  

Comment noted. 

BP-192 
 

1 Please put the Yellowstone River and the ancient Pallid Sturgeon first by choosing an 
alternative that: 
*       Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for 
fish. 
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps 
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently 
in hand, to pay for the 
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs 

Comment noted. 

BP-193 K. Voight 1  I support the use of pumps for irrigation water in place of any of the alternatives being 
proposed at Intake in Glendive on the Yellowstone River.  

Comment noted. 

BP-194 K. Evenson 1 Please put the Yellowstone River and the ancient Pallid Sturgeon first by choosing an 
alternative that: 
*       Allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for 
fish. 
*       Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps 
*       Use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what is currently 
in hand, to pay for the 
project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping and maintenance costs 

Comment noted. 
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BP-195 M. Peterson 1 Please support an option for the intake diversion on the Lower Yellowstone River that 
allows for a free-flowing Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for fish 
while accommodating irrigators during periods of low flows with a series of pumps. To 
accomplish this use Agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above what 
is currently in hand, to pay for the project as well as a trust fund to pay for pumping 
and maintenance costs. 

Comment noted. 

BP-196 S. Greer 1 I would like to voice my opinion that the Yellowstone River should remain free-flowing, 
allowing sturgeon and other fish species to migrate as they have for thousands of 
years. Please do not construct a dam at Intake or engineer a bypass for fish species, as 
there is no evidence this will be successful for sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 

BP-197 D. Broadie 1 I feel strongly that the Yellowstone does not need any more permanent diversion 
dams.  We need to keep the Yellowstone free flowing.  (In fact, I would prefer that the 
existing dams be taken out) 

Comment noted. 

BP-197 
 

2 In the long run, it will most likely be cheaper to put in pumps for the irrigation that the 
farmers need for their crops, … 

Comment noted. 

BP-198 B. Mattelin 1 The age of the naturally occurring pallid sturgeon in this region (60-70) years of age  
suggests that recruitment occurred after the Intake diversion was constructed in 1907.  
Recruitment continued to occur after the construction of Fort Peck in the 1930's, some 
80 years ago.  It was only after Garrison Dam was built and filled that recruitment 
ended.  This idea is in agreement with the hypothesis that the lacking element to 
recruitment is river miles needed for larval drift. 

Comment noted. All sturgeon species, including pallid sturgeon are long-lived, thus persisting as adults, even 
when recruitment of young fish is low. Pallid sturgeon are estimated to live 30-50 years or longer, and the 
remaining wild fish in the Upper Missouri basin (including the Yellowstone River) are large, old adults. A key 
hypothesis of the lack of recruitment of young fish is that the distance available for the free embryos and 
larvae to drift downstream from spawning areas is not sufficient before they enter Lake Sakakawea where 
conditions are not suitable for the larvae to rear and survive. Lake Sakakawea was filled in the 1950s and the 
remaining adults are of the age to have been born sometime in the late 1950s to 1960s. See Section 3.9.1.3 for 
additional discussion. 

BP-198 
 

2 Why should the irrigators of the Lower Yellowstone bear the brunt of the expense for a 
problem they did not cause. The preferred alternative has a good chance of success, 
keeps the irrigators in business, and is more acceptable than removal of Fort Peck or a 
draw down of Garrison 

Comment noted. 

BP-199 C. Sanders 1 Strongly support the alternative that restores the lower Yellowstone River as a free 
flowing river. That alternative provides for the following: Allows for a free-flowing 
Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for pallid sturgeon and other fish 
species.  Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps. 
Allocates agency funding and federal appropriations, along with a dedicated trust fund, 
to finance pumping and maintenance costs 

Comment noted. 

BP-200 H. Crockett 1 Strongly support the alternative that restores the lower Yellowstone River as a free 
flowing river. That alternative provides for the following: Allows for a free-flowing 
Yellowstone River and unimpeded upstream passage for pallid sturgeon and other fish 
species.  Accommodates irrigators during low flow months with a series of pumps. 
Allocates agency funding and federal appropriations, along with a dedicated trust fund, 
to finance pumping and maintenance costs 

Comment noted. 
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BP-201 J. Gandulla 1 Respectively I am emailing to voice my support for "Montana TU proposal of an 
alternative that leaves the river free-flowing, so that sturgeon and other fish can 
migrate upstream as they have for millennia, and delivering water to irrigators using a 
system of pumps.  

Comment noted. 

BP-202 D. Rohn 1 The idea of building a dam and bypass channel with no evidence that it will allow 
wildlife to navigate this section of the river, specifically pallid sturgeon, appears ill-
advised.   

Comment noted. 

BP-202 
 

2 If the irrigators' needs can be met by breaching the current weir and delivering water 
as needed by pumping, and giving sturgeon and other fish the chance to use the river 
as they have for far longer than any of us has been around, why not choose it?  

Comment noted. 

BP-203 D. Jorgensen 1 The Weir and Fish bypass channel is the best choice for the Pallid sturgeon, farmers 
and surrounding communities. Removing the dam altogether and putting in pumps is 
not an option. The last 106 years of river levels has made an abundance of wetlands, 
both near the river and throughout the irrigation canals and ditches. If the dam was 
taken out the river level would drop 2 ft. and the wetlands would no longer be in 
existence. 

Comment noted. 

BP-203 
 

2 The whooping Crane, which is also on the endangered species list, migrates through 
eastern Montana and uses the wetlands of the Yellowstone on its’ flight. Why 
endanger another endangered animal, when the fish bypass would protect both the 
pallid sturgeon and Whooping crane. 

Section 4.9 has been revised to provide more discussion for each listed species. 

BP-203 
 

3 Section 7(a)(2) requires each Federal agency to consult on any action authorized, 
funded, or carried out by the agency to ensure it does not jeopardize the continued 
existence of any endangered or threatened species. 
Transmission wires from pumps, windmills or electricity are also dangerous to the 
whooping Cranes.  

It is noted in Section 2.3.8.6 that there is uncertainty pertaining to wind power and that additional study and 
associated environmental compliance, siting and permitting would be carried out separate from this EIS if this 
proposal were to move forward into more detailed design.   

BP-204 W. & C. VanEvery 1 We support the Bypass Channel as proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation and the US 
Army Corps of Engineers for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project at Intake, 
Montana. The other alternatives are too expensive. 

Comment noted. 

BP-205 S. Herman 1 I am writing you to state that I support the Intake Diversion Dam Comment noted. 

BP-206 Commissioner S. 
Gorder 

1 I Shane Gorder support the bypass channel alternative for the intake diversion. Comment noted. 

BP-207 J. Broadhead, RN 1 Support the Intake Diversion Dam in order for the survival of our county and others 
along the river that thrive on the use of the canal system for food and economic 
growth! 

Comment noted. 
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BP-208 Commissioner D. 
Mitchell 

1 At any rate Richland county has enjoyed the benefits of the Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project for the last one hundred seven years. We have been blessed with 
water that has been provided from the Intake Diversion Dam. The "project" and all the 
water ways have been instrumental in providing an abundant habitat not only for 
wildlife but humans as well. 

Comment noted. 

BP-208 
 

2 As a county Commissioner I urge you all to allow the Channel By Pass too be built. Comment noted. 

BP-209 D. Davies 1 I am in favor of the Fish-bypass and weir.  Comment noted. 

BP-209 
 

2 The pallid Sturgeon is a big water fish, Missouri River, and is not native to the 
Yellowstone River as stated by a marine Biologist at the Billings Montana Draft EIS 
Public Meeting. The pallid sturgeon is smart as they have found their way into the 
Yellowstone River system and through a slew by the Intake Diversion Dam to move 
upstream. 

Pallid sturgeon are native to the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers. As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) 
approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River 
population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May - July).  This shows the importance of 
restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning period the majority of the pallid 
sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea. 

BP-210 B. Davies 1 As a veteran of the United States of America, I am appalled at the amount of money 
the defenders of Wild Life have put into obstructing the fish bypass and weir at Intake 
Dam. The Veterans are also on the endangered species list and the money would be 
better used to help the veterans as the Pallid Sturgeon will find its way through the fish 
by-pass as fish #36 has in the test results. 

Comment noted. 

BP-211 R. Neihart 1 Performance Engineering and Consulting (PEC) stands in strong support of th 100 
percent design complete, shovel ready, and twice determined preferred alternative 
concrete weir and fish friendly bypass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-211 
 

2 PEC works with a number of irrigation districts who pump water from the Yellowstone 
River. These pumping systems routinely fail throughout the irrigation season due to a 
number of different circumstances from electrical outages, pump failure, etc. This 
drive up the cost of operation and maintenance of the system ... 

Comment noted. 

BP-212 M. Hilton 1 I am sympathetic to agricultural concerns and believe agriculture will ultimately 
benefit from the preservation of our environment. As a taxpayer, I support the more 
costly pumping and no dam. 

Comment noted. 

BP-213 J. Dynneson 1 I as a resident of Richland County, support the Intake Diversion Dam Comment noted. 

BP-213a D. Mitchell 1 Speaking of wildlife I have deer, pheasants, bald eagles and a whole host of birds that 
come by the house regularly.  I would sincerely ask that the By Pass channel be 
allowed to be built, thus preserving our way of life and our continued support of all the 
wildlife that is in the “valley”. 

Comment noted. 

BP-214 S. Houston 1 I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam. I feel this measure is very important for 
our farmers and the fish would still be okay. 

Comment noted. 

BP-215 S. Verhasselt 1 I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam. Comment noted. 

BP-216 D. Gilbert 1 I am in support of the bypass. Many families could be impacted financially should this 
not pass. Many families have made farming their livelihood and if they incur added 
operating costs, this could devastate the farm operation. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-217 K. O'Clair 1 I am writing to state that I am in support of the Intake Diversion Dam. Losing the ability 
to irrigate farm land out of the Yellowstone River would completely devastate the 
economy and communities in the area. ... If farms are not able to irrigate, they will 
become dust. People will move elsewhere for work, businesses will close, and our 
communities will cease to exist. 

Comment noted. 

P-218 L. Anderson 1 I am in full support of the Intake Diversion Dam. It not only helps the fish spawning and 
passage, but also allows the farmers to continue irrigation which is needed by many 
farmers. This would be a win win situation which is ideal. 

Comment noted. 

BP-219 H. Luinstra 1 As a Richland County resident, I would like to show my support for the Intake Diversion 
Dam. The dam is vital to every citizen along the Lower Yellowstone River. Agriculture is 
the backbone of the entire valley and the 
commodities produced support, provide jobs for, and influence every facet of our way 
of life.  

Comment noted. 

BP-220 C. Kraemer 1 I support the Intake Diversion Dam. Comment noted. 

BP-221 J. Bradley 1 Please count me as a supporter of the Intake Diversion Dam project. Without this 
project the economy and overall survivability of Northeastern Montana is seriously in 
doubt. 

Comment noted. 

BP-222 A. Smith, PE, Ass't 
Director, Richland 
Co. Public Works 

1 I would like to state my support for the proposed fish bypass and continued use of the 
diversion dam. 

Comment noted. 

BP-222 
 

2 The construction costs, O&M, replacement costs, etc. of the pumps proposal does not 
seem feasible when compared with the low costs of the existing system. 

Comment noted. 

BP-222 
 

3 If a more cost prohibitive solution is arrived at, we will all suffer. It is my fear that 
farmers will move their land out of irrigated crop production and into dryland or 
rangeland operations. This bears a huge impact on Richland County's opportunity to 
provide essential services to its constituents. The irrigated agriculture land is what 
supports this area. It takes about 16.5 acres of non-irrigated farmland to equal 1 acre 
of irrigated farmland in terms of taxable value. 

Comment noted. 

BP-222 
 

4 I read that a biologist that attended the public meeting in Billings stated that only 
about 5% of the pallid sturgeon in the Missouri and Yellowstone rivers inhabit the 
Yellowstone river. This is somewhere around ten (with a conservative estimate). I 
thought I had read that wrong. We are affecting thousands of people for the benefit of 
a small fraction of the pallid sturgeon population. I'm wondering if someone has 
researched how the addition of this bypass or any other option to allow the pallid 
sturgeon up river is expected to help the population greatly? Are the sturgeon 
suddenly going to change that proportion and start migrating up the Yellowstone to 
spawn? I think we may actually be wiser spending the money along one of the primary 
rivers that the fish habitat. 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 

BP-223 C. Iversen 1 I support the Intake Diversion Dam. Comment noted. 

BP-224 K. DeMangelaere 1 I am in full support for the Intake Diversion Dam. Comment noted. 
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BP-225 H. Ananthakrishnan 1 With severely dwindling numbers, the endangered pallid sturgeon is unlikely to survive 
as a species unless aggressive conservation measures are taken. 

Comment noted. 

BP-225 
 

2 I strongly support removing the Intake Diversion Dam to allow the fish to spawn 
successfully and replacing it with an irrigation system using pumps, as was done on the 
Sacramento River. If we look at the larger picture rather than at short-term economic 
gains, we will see that we need not squander our ecological wealth to leave a legacy of 
destruction. 

Comment noted. 

BP-226 K. Lieber, Ocean 
Defenders Alliance 

1 After reviewing the options for how best to help the pallid sturgeon return to a healthy 
population, the ONLY way to 
assure their existence is to remove the dams that impede their historic migration 
routes. With only 125 animals left in the wild, there is no time to experiment with fish 
passageways. Take down the existing dams and install pumps that will get water to the 
farmers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-227 R. Jones 1 Please remove the Intake Diversion Dam. Comment noted. 

BP-228 M. Rosaaen 1 Sending my email in support of the intake/diversion dam Comment noted. 

BP-229 G. Mohr 1 I support the Intake Diversion Dam and proposed fish ladder to benefit the pallid 
sturgeon and continued irrigation of the lower Yellowstone River valley. 

Comment noted. 

BP-230 S. Arnold 1 I am in favor of the channel bypass. Comment noted. 

BP-230 
 

2 The environmentalist are so worried about the sturgeon, what if the farmers would 
put diesel pumps in to pump their water for irrigating. What is this going to do to 
global warming? 

Comment noted. 

BP-230 D. Steinbeisser 1 I am in favor of the concrete weir and fish bypass channel because of the wildlife 
habitat for pheasants, ducks, and other wildlife habitat around the spillways of the 
main canal will no longer be there. 

Comment noted. 

BP-231 A. Kellom 1 I support the bypass channel on the diversion dam along the Yellowstone River 
between Sidney, MT and Glendive MT.  It makes the most sense environmentally and 
economically.  It allows the fish to swim around and continue upstream and allows for 
irrigation with a much lower carbon footprint than proposed alternatives.   To change 
to pumping stations would not only be unreliable but also asinine in terms of extra 
pollution and wasted water.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231a W. Gardner 1 I support either of the dam removal alternatives because this action is the only two 
alternatives that would clearly achieve the goals and objectives of the project.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231a 
 

2 As stated in Appendix E 2016 of DEIS 2016 (Adaptive Management) p. 2 Objective 2: 
“Upstream and downstream passage of pallid sturgeon: - Upstream Passage 1) Greater 
than or equal to 85% of motivated adult pallid sturgeon (fish that move up to the weir) 
annually pass upstream of the weir location during the spawning migration period 
(April 1 to June 15) within a reasonable amount of time without substantial delay 
(=0.19 miles/hour)”. These project goals and objectives should be listed in the main 
body of the EIS in the purpose and need section where the various alternatives can be 
more readily measured with consideration of the goals and objectives in mind.  

This language pertaining to adaptive management has been updated and is in Section 2.3.2 Elements Common 
to All Alternatives.                                                                                                                                                                                                
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BP-231a 
 

3 I disagree with the passage duration being limited to the spawning period of April 1 to 
June 15. Pallid sturgeon passage over Intake Dam should be provided year-round. 
Pallid sturgeon adults and sub-adults are mobile and require long segments of open-
river to fulfill their seasonal habitat requirements. By having year-round access 
throughout the lower 235-mile lower Yellowstone River (above and below Intake) 
pallids will be able to repopulate this section throughout the lower Yellowstone River 
further insuring their recovery here. 

The FEIS document and project do not propose a passage duration limited to April 1 to June 15.  The reference 
to those dates (Monitoring and Adaptive Management) is merely referencing a spawning migration period 
over which passage would be monitored.   

BP-231a 
 

4 I don’t believe the Bypass Channel Alternative will succeed in meeting the goals and 
objectives for pallid sturgeon passage based on the Fish Passage Connectivity Index 
(FPCI) model results. Table 2-27 (page 2-99 of the DEIS) shows the fish passage 
connectivity index and habitat units for each alternative. The two dam removal 
alternatives scored the maximum, 11,949 average habitat units (AHU) compared to the 
Bypass Channel Alternative which scored 8,054 AHU. The Bypass Alt. AHU is only 67% 
of potential maximum (pallid) habitat. The objective states “greater than or equal to 
85% of motivated adult pallid sturgeon” will pass over Intake Dam. So if the Bypass Alt 
is yielding only 67% of the habitat, then probably less than 85% of the pallids (the 
objective) are projected to make passage over Intake Dam. The Bypass Channel 
Alternative may be the “Best Buy” but it is not going to meet the objective of the 
proposed project. Therefore, the Bypass Channel Alternative should be rejected and 
the dam removal alternatives should be accepted. 

To clarify, the FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index 
score does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a statistical 
probability of fish passage. Additional text has been provided in Section 2.5 describing the other factors also 
used in identifying the preferred alternative 

BP-231a 
 

5 The Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) model has minimal value for comparing 
alternatives because input data is too subjective and open for scrutiny and therefore 
unreliable. For example the Fs value (channel size) of 2 for the Bypass Channel Alt. (p. 
10 Apdx D of the DEIS 2016) seems high since the average flow split for the Bypass 
Channel is more like 13% (p. 2-48 DEIS) instead of 15%; maybe Fs should have been 
ranked a 1 instead. Also, the U (use) value for the Bypass Alternative should have been 
ranked 4 or less instead of 5 (p. 12 Apdx D). Pallid sturgeon travel behavior preference 
for the main channel would make pallids less likely to use the artificial (side) channel 
compared to the open channel condition of the dam removal alternatives. Should the 
no dam (channel width= 700 ft) and bypass channel (channel width of 100 ft) 
alternatives be ranked equally in terms of pallid usage here? This is obviously incorrect 
scoring of the input values. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected, based on the best available science and professional judgment of the project team. Further a 
sensitivity analysis was completed to evaluate how the outcome would be affected if different scores were 
used and the results indicate the outcome is not affected. The FPCI is a planning tool intended to inform 
decisions, but is not the only factor considered. Additional text has been provided in Section 2.5 describing the 
other factors also used in selecting the preferred alternative. 

BP-231a 
 

6 On page 10 of the FPCI Appendix D of DEIS (2016) document it states that “For the 
Yellowstone River, Corps (2014) used the recommendation by the BRT that fish 
passage alternatives should be capable of conveying up to 30% of river flow”. This is a 
confusing statement. Does it mean that a channel split of 30% is recommended or 
does it mean that the passage channel should convey 1-30 % of the river flow? Could 
you confirm that this statement is correct and not taken out of context? This sentence 
doesn’t seem to make sense. This is a fairly important statement and therefore the 
BRT report should be cited if there was one written. 

This statement means that a bypass channel that mimics natural side channels should be sized to convey up to 
30% of the river flow at higher flows or flood events. This ensures that there is sufficient "attraction" for fish 
species to find it. The rest of this paragraph describes how this number was used in scoring the "Size of 
Fishway" element in the model.  The criteria evolved to 15% but it was maintained at 30% to be conservative.  
The 30% was an original criteria from original discussions with the BRT, this reflects a conservative criteria to 
measure split flows for attraction as cited in Corps 2015 (2014 was a typo).  
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BP-231a 
 

7 I do not agree that the irrigators should have to pay for the extra O&M costs of the 
dam removal alternatives. This disfavors these alternatives and makes them less likely 
to be considered. Of the action alternatives, the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
expected to have the lowest annual O&M costs (see Table 2-26) (DEIS 2016 p.2-105). 
The O&M costs for the Multiple Pumps is 2x that of the Bypass Channel Alt. and the 
Multiple Pumps with Conserve. Alt. O&M costs are 5x that of the Bypass Alt., so clearly 
the two dam removal alternatives would cost the irrigators much more O&M. But I do 
not agree that the irrigators should have to pay the extra O&M costs of the dam 
removal alternatives. For the dam removal alternatives the irrigators should not have 
to pay O&M for getting the water into the main canals. The US government (i.e. 
Western Area Power Authority- WAPA) should assist with the costs of supplying water 
to the main canals. WAPA should partner-in with this project because they will have 
much to gain indirectly from the Intake project as far as pallid sturgeon recovery 
obligations are concerned. Pallid sturgeon mitigation for the US COE is being shifted 
from Ft Peck Dam (where WAPA generates hydropower) to Intake Dam for passage. 
WAPA benefits because they will not loose power generation at Ft. Peck Dam. What 
would be a cost estimate to have the US Government supply water to the main canals? 
WAPA should formally be invited to assist financially with the project. 

The agencies are open to discussing alternative funding sources.  For the increased OM&R costs, a trust fund 
was suggested and analysis has been completed.  The Draft EIS was clear that additional Congressional 
Authorization would be necessary to establish such a trust and provide instruction for: 

· Who would establish and maintain the trust. 
· Where the funds for the trust would come from (agency appropriations or other source). 
· Purpose of the trust and what activities would be funded. 
· How long would the trust be authorized and conditions for when the trust would cease (i.e., 

where would the remaining funds go upon the expiration of the authority?). 
To address this comment, the FEIS was revised to: 

· Provide additional discussion related to Congressional Authorization (See Chapter 2). 
· Describe assumptions associated with a conceptual trust (See Chapter 4). 
· Estimate the initial investment that would be necessary to off-set the additional OM&R costs 

associated with each pumping alternative (See Chapter 4). 
· Present potential effects of OM&R Expenditures on Individual and LYP Net Farm Income (See 

Chapter 4). 
 

BP-231b J. Doe 1 I urge that a fully open river alternative be chosen and the current dam be removed, as 
this will give the pallid sturgeon the best chance to start to recover, as well as help 
other species. Your own analysis in the EIS documents that an option that fully restores 
an open flowing river provides the best chance for sturgeon.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231b 
 

2 You wanted to build a rock ramp, but then decided that may not work. You then 
proposed the channel, but then you say that may not work. It is not fair to play with a 
species very existence just so we can grow crops in the desert.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231b 
 

3 Removing all the dams will also benefit humans who want to navigate the river. It will 
benefit the entire ecosystem. There are options to remove all dams and keep the same 
water volume flowing to humans, and there are also even better options where human 
use is curtailed, as it should be.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231c R. Cayko  1 This letter is in support of the bypass at Intake on the Yellowstone River Comment noted. 

BP-231c 
 

2 The option of pumping stations would be a danger to the environment, not to mention 
very expensive to install and maintain. This added cost could eventually put us out of 
business. The bypass option will allow us to continue farming and carry on a four 
generation tradition. 

Comment noted. 

BP-231c 
 

3 One hundred years ago when these canals were established, it changed the valley and 
nature adapted and many species thrived. The ditches have become safe habitat for a 
large variety of animals and plants such as whooping cranes, mink, otter, and the 
endangered monarch butterflies who feed on the ditch banks milkweed just to 
mention a few. Closing down these canals and the subsequent ecosystems would 
adversely affect many other species besides the pallid sturgeon.  

The environmental consequences of alternatives are described in Chapter 4.  Specifically lands and vegetation 
in Section 4.10, wildlife 4.8, aquatic communities 4.7.   
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BP-231d G. Staffanson   1 I am writing in support of the Intake Diversion Dam Bypass Channel. My family has 
been farming our little piece of the Yellowstone Valley for over 100 years. In fact since 
before the dam was built.  

Comment noted. 

BP-231e W. DeTienne 1 I am dismayed to hear the future of agriculture in the Yellowstone valley is in jeopardy 
due to "findings" of recent studies on impending extinction of the sturgeon in the local 
river. It doesn't make sense to me to cut off the water supply to farms in this fertile 
valley and to prevent families from earning a living along with contributing to the 
nation's food basket. Please consider further study on this issue to reach a resolution 
that is mutually beneficial. 

Comment noted. 

BP-231f D. Flather 1 I would like to voice my support for the removal of the Yellowstone River Diversion 
Dam. A bypass channel has never been shown to be functional for wild sturgeon and 
therefore is an inadequate response to Endangered Species Act protections for the 
Pallid sturgeon. Instead, I support the removal of the Dam and replacement with a 
series of pumps for agricultural uses. 

Comment noted. 

BP-231g C. & J. Washecheck 1 We are very concerned that the lively hood of the residents affected by the LYIP could 
be at jeopardy. I understand that the fish are an important part of the environment, 
however, it is disturbing that the lives of the residents of these communities would be 
discarded over fish. The fish have lived hundreds of years with the current situation. 
We are in support of whatever decision has to be made to protect the people that will 
be negatively affected by shutting down the irrigation canal. 

Comment noted. 

BP-231h H. Langevold 1 Extinction is forever. Extra dollars for pumps is just money and is easily printed. Comment noted. 

BP-231i T. Ley 1 I would like to express my disappointment in this project if it means condemning this 
Sturgeon as a species to extinction. We must take responsibility for the future. I do not 
want to see this project move forward without due consideration to that. 

Comment noted. 

BP-232 J. Kwasney 1 We favor the bypass channel to save the Pallid Sturgeon and to make passage easier 
for other fishes in the Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-232 
 

2 A system using pumps and constructing new electrical delivery would be unreliable 
and costly. 

Comment noted. 

BP-233 K. Dynneson 1 I am in favor of the bypass channel. My family has been farming in the Sidney area for 
5 generations and without irrigated land, I would not be allowed the opportunity to 
farm with my family 

Comment noted. 

BP-233 
 

2 Without keeping irrigation costs feasibly, many farmers, young and old will be forced 
out of business. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-234 D. Nollmeyer 1 I am writing to support the concrete weir and the fish bypass. We have heard many 
proposals from electric pumps to wind turbines. Electric pumps break down and 
sometimes the wind doesn't blow. How many times has gravity failed to work? It is the 
most economical way to move water, that is why this system has worked for over 100 
years. 

Comment noted. 

BP-235 K. Nollmeyer 1 I am writing to express my support for the concrete weir and fish bypass in the 
Yellowstone river. … The concrete weir and fish bypass will allow the farmers to have 
the water needed to grow crops that the wildlife feed on. The water in the irrigation 
ditches is home to many water fowl in this area. The irrigated crops in this area 
provided the ground cover necessary for our pheasant population to thrive. 

Comment noted. 

BP-235 
 

2 Other options that have been proposed, such as wind generators, will greatly change 
the landscape of the valley. They also will have a negative affect on our wildlife. I’m 
afraid we would see a significant loss of our bird population. Wind generators are not 
the answer. 

Comment noted. 

BP-236 L. Jorgensen 1 I am in favor of the fish bypass channel for the Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage 
Project. Out of all the possibilities, I feel this is the best for the fish and all other 
wildlife habitats that live along the Yellowstone river bottoms and the nearby 
communities. It is best for the environment and the best when considering costs. 

Comment noted. 

BP-236 
 

2 If the dam were to be replaced by using pumps, it would be too costly to maintain and 
would drive out farmers and many other businesses that rely on irrigation of crops. 
This in turn, significantly reduces the city and county tax income that pays for 
necessary services within communities. 

Comment noted. 

BP-237 M. Backhaus 1 I am in favor of the channel by-pass for this project. The people of this valley need the 
irrigation waters for crops. Many jobs would be lost if the canal is closed. 

Comment noted. 

BP-238 E. & V. Mitchell 1 Our greatest desire is that NO ACTION be taken at all!! Comment noted. 

BP-238 
 

2 Our SECOND choice would be for the Bypass Channel. We most certainly agree with 
what Mike Carlson has written and also in view of other comments that were made at 
the meetings from very knowledgeable sources that the number of fish involved is very 
minor in comparison to where the most of them are living and migrating to, therefore, 
it is cost prohibitive to do anything for the few that are affected. 

Comment noted. 

BP-239 W. Mitchell 1 We here in eastern Montana have been dealing with this issue for awhile. The people 
say that we need it for the sturgeon, but I heard that a fish and game person said that 
only 5% use the Yellowstone river. The use of pumps would be very costly and would 
drive food costs up considerably. It would put an extra burden on the farmer when 
they are already having trouble making ends meet. 

Comment noted. 

BP-239 
 

2 Other then NO ACTION the only option I think is to put in the bypass channel. Please 
be more considerate of the people and their jobs then a few fish and the channel 
would still be less ongoing expense. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-240 A. Artim 1 Please remove lower yellowstone dams and replace with intakes to save the 
endangered Sturgeon. This is one of the 
best habitats still available to help with the restoration left to do so. 

Comment noted. 

BP-241 M. Stoecker, 
Stoecker 
Environmental 

1 I write to urge the Army Corps and other permitting agencies to support the removal 
of the Intake Diversion Dam and pursue existing and effective damless diversion 
alternatives to achieve unimpeded fish and other wildlife migration along the 
Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-241 
 

2 Below are a few examples of damless diversions already in operation on the 
Yellowstone and other rivers. Several of these damless diversion facilities were built 
following removal of a problematic dam, ineffective fishway, and specifically for the 
purpose of providing effective fish passage along with water diversion. I request that 
you review, consider, and describe these damless diversion examples, and others, 
within the EIS as iable technologies and alternatives to retaining an unnecessary dam 
on the Yellowstone.    (List: Savage Rapids Dam Removal and Pump Station; Elwha 
River Dam Removal and Damless Diversion; Yellowstone River damless diversion; 
Sacramento River Red Bluff Pumping Station and Fish Screen; Stanford University 
damless diversion and pump station) 

The comment notes that a damless diversion is already underway on the Yellowstone, but we are uncertain 
what project that is referencing.   All other diversion structures on the Lower Yellowstone are unscreened. 
Although screens were added to Buffalo Rapids recently, they failed due to debris.   Fish screens have also 
been installed at the Intake project.    
 
The project examples listed in the comment are primarily to address salmonid species passage and on different 
type rivers than the Yellowstone.  See response to comment TB-25, 5 for discussion of the Savage Rapids Dam 
Removal.  The Elwha River Dam Removal includes diversion of approximately ~150 cfs and does not primarily 
supply agriculture but small tract parcels.  It also includes a water treatment facility.  The Red Bluff pumping 
station with fish screens on the Sacramento River includes a large pump system with fish screens to allow 
pumping for irrigation while allowing fish passage through the dam.  It is our understanding that the Stanford 
University removal of the Searsville Dam has not been completed but the preferred alternative is to create an 
opening at the base of the dam that allows water and silt into San Francisquito Creek. This is a largely different 
system and dam modification than is being considered at Intake. 

BP-241 
 

3 Considering the dire status and significant migration limitations of pallid sturgeon, is 
unreasonable to pursue any alternative that retains a dam in the river channel and 
which impedes fish passage to any degree when damless diversion technology is 
readily available, proven, and already in use on the Yellowstone and other large river 
systems. 

Comment noted. 

BP-242 E. Wznick 1 SAVE our valley Comment noted. 

BP-243 M. Whitlow 1 Please do not build a new dam but replace the irrigation system with pumps. Comment noted. 

BP-244 J. Damm 1 I am writing today in support of the Intake Diversion Dam, not only as a Richland 
County Employee but also as a farmers wife. 

Comment noted. 

BP-245 D. Strunk 1 Please remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River 
Diversion Dam) with a damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other 
species to freely migrate along the river. Such damless diversions already exist 
elsewhere on the Yellowstone. 

Comment noted. 

BP-245a L. Smith 1 I would like to submit a comment in favor of the construction of a channel to guide the 
fish downstream. This plan is much more economically viable than complete removal 
of the weir, which would farmers to spend even more money to grow their crops. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-245a 
 

2 It is not economically feasible to expect them to shoulder the $500 million burden that 
a system built on pumps would create. Not to mention lost downtime from pumps as 
our neighboring water districts experience. Ultimately this would lead to many farmers 
being put out of business, and local economies would suffer. Environmentally, those 
pumps and generators required would create an even larger negative impact. More 
land would need to be accessed and dedicated to construction and maintenance of 
such an elaborate system, this is more land taken out of agricultural production. 

The analysis currently acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be a burden on the 
farmer.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. The analysis compares the 
financial burden of each alternative on farmers in terms of the effects of O&M costs on a typical farm 
operation. Section 4.15.5.7 compares the effects of each alternative, and shows that the Multiple Pump 
Station Alternative would reduce net farm income (gross revenue less production cost) by an estimated 22% 
for the typical farm case. 
 
 

BP-245b D. Crockett 1 The preferred solution, replacing the virtually impassable low-head rock weir with a 
completely impassable concrete dam, stakes everything on a 2- mile-long bypass 
channel around the dam. Despite costing roughly $60 million of public money, the 
bypass is a gamble without precedent. There are no examples of pallid sturgeon 
navigating such a constructed channel. The great majority of fishery professionals who 
have examined the proposal and understand the needs of critically endangered pallid 
sturgeon give the project abysmal odds of success. What has the best chance of 
succeeding: removing the dam and letting these fish flow up and down the river as 
they did for millions of years. 

Comment noted, reference section 2.5.1 Reasons for Selected Alternative.   

BP-245b 
 

2 I urge you to develop and select an alternative that requires removing the existing weir 
to allow unimpeded upstream passage for pallid sturgeon and other important sport 
fish species. Choose instead an alternative that allows for the removal of the weir and 
doesn’t require a replacement while meeting the needs of traditional agricultural 
water use during crucial low-flow months by building a series of irrigation pumps. 
Invest in conservation measures in the existing canal to improve efficiency by lining, 
piping, and modifying the headgate. Powering these irrigation pumps using a wind 
generator, or if feasible, low-head hydro in the main canals. 

Comment noted.  
 
 

BP-245b 
 

3 This work should use agency funding and additional federal appropriations, above 
what is currently in hand, to pay for the project as well as create a trust fund to pay for 
pumping and maintenance costs. Economic analysis for alternatives mandating a 
weir/dam should include long-term annual estimated costs of maintaining all 
structures and the bypass channel, and clearly identify where and how these funds will 
be generated. 

Conceptual level cost estimates for the anticipated operations, maintenance, and repairs (OM&R) over a 50 
year project life and average annual costs after discounting were developed for each alternative, including the 
No Action, and are contained in section 4.0 of Appendix B to the Draft EIS.  These estimates, based upon 
information from the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (LYIP), Bureau of Reclamation, and the Corps, serve 
as the basis for the economic analysis presented in Section 4.16 of the FEIS.  Consistent with Congressional 
authorization and repayment contracts for the Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP), funds to carry out the long 
term OM&R of the facilities associated with the prpoject are the responsibility of the individual beneficiaries of 
the LYP and are collected through acre assessments by the LYIP.  The potential effects of annualized OM&R 
costs are described in Section 4.16 of the Draft EIS. While not proposed, it was noted that upon Congressional 
authorization, other sources of funding, such as trust fund for purchase of power or development of power at 
the project to generate revenue, could be established thus lessening the potential financial impact to the 
beneficiaries of the LYP. 
The Draft EIS was clear that additional Congressional Authorization would be necessary to establish such a 
trust and provide instruction for: 
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· Who would establish and maintain the trust. 
· Where the funds for the trust would come from (agency appropriations or other source). 
· Purpose of the trust and what activities would be funded. 
· How long would the trust be authorized and conditions for when the trust would cease (i.e., 

where would the remaining funds go upon the expiration of the authority?). 
To address this comment, the FEIS was revised to: 

· Provide additional discussion related to Congressional Authorization (See Chapter 2). 
· Describe assumptions associated with a conceptual trust (See Chapter 4). 
· Estimate the initial investment that would be necessary to off-set the additional OM&R costs 

associated with each pumping alternative (See Chapter 4). 
Present potential effects of OM&R Expenditures on Individual and LYP Net Farm Income (See Chapter 4). 

BP-245b 
 

4 Finally, biological criteria must be the primary determinant for which alternative has 
the highest probability of success, and for determining if pallid sturgeon succeed in 
passing upstream. The Corps should assume fully responsibility for funding all such 
monitoring. 

Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that takes into 
consideration the biological criteria provided by the Service’s Biological Review Team. The proposed 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan can be found in Appendix E. 

BP-246 S. Higley, P.E., WWC 
Engineering, on 
behalf of the Lower 
Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project 

1 Upon a thorough review of the EIS, the Bypass Channel is the only Alternative that 
successfully meets the project purpose and need, which is to improve fish passage, 
contribute to ecosystem restoration, AND provide for the continued viable and 
effective operation of the LYIP, which supplies dependable irrigation water to nearly 
58,000 acres of productive cropland.  

Comment noted. 

BP-246 
 

2 The dam removal alternatives result in a significant impact on the LYIP users by 
increasing their Operation and Maintenance costs by over double what they are 
currently paying. Such an increase in costs to the LYIP will render it economically 
unviable; therefore, the open river alternatives will not achieve the project purpose 
and cannot be implemented. 

The analysis acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be the responsibility of the 
farmer.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. Because O&M is not a 
majority component of overall production costs, the % reduction in net income is less than the % increase in 
O&M cost. The most expensive alternative in terms of O&M is the Multiple Pump alternative, which would 
increase the per-acre O&M to ~$91. This amounts to a 90% increase in O&M cost per acre. However, 
translating this to effects on overall net income (gross revenue less production cost) results in a ~23% 
reduction in net income for a typical farm operation. As noted in the last paragraph of 4.15.3.3, the analysis 
considered a typical, or average, case as opposed to each individual farm. 

BP-246 
 

3 ...It is the Agency's responsibility under federal NEPA requirements to evaluate the 
alternatives under the primary project purpose need. Although comments advocating 
a free-flowing river system may be directed toward the ecosystem restoration portion 
of the project purpose, such restoration cannot be made at the expense of the other 
elements of the project purpose, specifically the continued viable and effective 
operation of the LYIP.   

Comment noted. 
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BP-246 
 

4 Additionally, a free-flowing river approach is a policy decision that Congress has not 
made. Rather, Congress has specifically authorized and continuously supported 
operation of the LYIP to provide dependable and economic irrigation water to more 
than 58,000 acres of cropland. Furthermore, the LYIP has valid, long-standing water 
rights that must be honored. Any alternative that provides less than the full water right 
to the LYIP or requires marketing of the water right or use of the water right for 
anything other than irrigation is prohibited because there is no authority or precedent 
for such action. 

The 1902 Reclamation Act, the authority used to construct, operate, and maintain the Lower Yellowstone 
Project, does not prescribe the method used to deliver water to the Project. 
  
The LYIP and Reclamation jointly hold water rights for the Lower Yellowstone Project. The water right entitles 
diversion of water for beneficial use, but a water right holder is not forced to divert water by virtue of holding 
a water right. Reclamation has not proposed to market water or use the water right for uses other than 
irrigation. 

BP-246 
 

5 Implementation of the Multiple Pump Alternative will invoke unknown 
Geomorphology effects caused by 5 new artificial inlet channels and their required 
bank stabilization. The amount of bank stabilization required would result in significant 
new physical constraints within the Yellowstone River Channel Migration Zone in 
multiple areas where the pump stations are proposed.  

The locations of the pump stations and inlet stations were placed in an attempt to minimize effects with the 
CMZ.  However, at this level of design detailed analysis has yet to be completed and reasonable assumptions 
were made per locations of features and potential effects.  All of the pump stations were setback 
“…approximately 1,000 feet from the channel bank where possible. This placed them at or just inside the outer 
edge of the CMZ” (Appendix A-2, Paragraph 4.2).  It was assumed for O&M that some bank stabilization may 
be required over the long term to address potential movement of the channel.   

BP-246 
 

6 Implementation of the Multiple Pump Alternative will have significant impacts from 
access roads, pump stations, inlet channels, power lines, power sub-stations, discharge 
lines and other infrastructure required for implementation of this alternative. The 
placement of this infrastructure may not be feasible due to the required MDT Highway 
and BNSF Railroad crossings, as well as landowner access concerns, and easements 
that would be necessary to be negotiated with the landowners who are not willing to 
cooperate. 

Comment noted, all of these items are accounted for in the cost estimate and a contingency applied to that 
estimate to account for uncertainties in design and construction schedules.   

BP-246 
 

7 The water rights for the LYIP require diversion specifically at the diversion dam. 
Changing the system as outlined in the Multiple Pump Alternative may require 
applications to change the water right point of diversion, adding yet another level of 
uncertainty and complication to the Multiple Pump Alternative. 

Under Montana State Water Law (Mont. Code Ann. Section 36.12.1901), a change in Point of Diversion 
requires authorization from Montana Department of Natural Resources and does not change the priority date 
of the water right. 

BP-246 
 

8 The Multiple Pump Station Alternative erroneously indicates that the alternative 
retains a viable LYIP project. However, the O&M is over double what they are currently 
paying, which will bankrupt some of the farmers. Studies performed by Sidney Sugar 
(attached) clearly show that an increase in operating expense of more than 15% will 
result in a "break-even" point for the LYIP sugar beet farmers, requiring them to shut 
down operations.  

The analysis currently acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be a burden on the 
water users.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. Because O&M is not a 
majority component of overall production costs, the % reduction in net income is less than the % increase in 
O&M cost. For example, the most expensive alternative in terms of O&M is the Multiple Pump alternative, 
which would increase the per-acre O&M to ~$91. This amounts to a 90% increase in O&M cost per acre. 
However, translating this to effects on overall net income (gross revenue less production cost) results in a 
~23% reduction in net income for a typical farm operation. In terms of production cost, this represents about a 
5.8% increase in total production cost. The Sidney Sugar letter was reviewed, and similar conclusions were 
reached. The % increases in O&M under the alternatives, once translated to overall % increase in production 
cost, amounted to between 1% and 5% increase in production cost for the example beet operation. The FEIS 
acknowledges that the Multiple Pump Station Alternative may not meet the purpose and need to continue a 
viable and effective operation of the LYP (section 2.4.1). 
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BP-246 
 

9 The Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project users currently pay a rate of $40 per acre for 
irrigation water from the project. The implementation of the Multiple Pump 
Alternative would increase user fees to approximately $90 per acre, which is more 
than twice as expensive as any other irrigation district’s user fees in the State of 
Montana. Our experience on numerous irrigation projects within the State of Montana 
suggests that the crops currently being grown within the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation 
Project could not withstand this type of user fee increase, and would result in the 
dissolution of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project.  

The analysis currently acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be burden on the 
farmer.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. The most expensive 
alternative in terms of O&M is the Multiple Pump alternative, which would increase the per-acre O&M to 
~$91. This amounts to a 90% increase in O&M cost per acre. However, translating this to effects on overall net 
income (gross revenue less production cost) results in a ~23% reduction in net income for a typical farm 
operation. In terms of production cost, this represents about a 5.8% increase in total production cost. As noted 
in the last paragraph of 4.15.3.3, the analysis considered a typical, or average, case as opposed to each 
individual farm. The FEIS acknowledges that the Multiple Pump Station Alternative may not meet the purpose 
and need to continue a viable and effective operation of the LYP (section 2.4.1). 

BP-246 
 

10 The Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative require additional power and operational infrastructure that could present 
a significant hazard to listed species and species of concern. Noise and vibration from 
Pump operations will disturb other species of concern in adjacent wildlife habitats.  

Section 4-14. 

BP-246 
 

11 LYIP water provides important water recharge to groundwater which is used for 
domestic and municipal drinking water supplies as well as riparian and wetland 
habitat. Implementing conservation measures would severely restrict the water 
available for groundwater recharge and negatively impact drinking water supplies as 
well as riparian and wetland habitat. 

Impacts of each alternative on groundwater resources, including groundwater recharge have been described in 
section 4.4. 
 
The Agencies note that additional studies would be required to analyze groundwater impacts and acknowledge 
there is limited information available about the hydrologic connection between the Lower Yellowstone Project 
facilities and operations (canals, laterals, drains, and irrigation), wetlands, and groundwater. Obtaining this 
information would take extensive planning, investigations over the entire 58,000 acre Project, and 
development of a two dimensional model, all of which would be costly and take years to undertake. In some 
areas, it may never be possible to quantify the surface water-groundwater interaction due to the complexity of 
the area. 
 
While the monetary costs to obtain this information are likely considerable, the non-monetary costs are also 
significant in this case, especially the delays in implementing passage for the remaining wild pallid sturgeon 
population and the resulting non-timely fulfillment of statutory mandates (i.e., complying with ESA). 

BP-246 
 

12 Implementation of conservation measures violates Congress’ clear intention that the 
LYIP provide dependable irrigation water and endangers the existing water rights. 
Congress has not authorized the LYIP to provide less water or to support fewer acres; 
therefore, any change in the scope of the LYIP, including changes resulting from 
limiting the amount of water available, are prohibited. Further, conservation measures 
that require changes to personal property and individual farming practices are beyond 
the scope of this project and outside the authority of the federal agencies. 

The 1982 Reclamation Reform Act, which Congress enacted, encourages irrigation districts to conserve water 
and requires them to develop a water conservation plan.  
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BP-246 
 

13 Alternatives that require removal of the dam will remove the most popular Paddle Fish 
fishing area on the lower Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. The Montana FWP 
generally sets an annual limit of approximately 1,000 fish harvested, with 
approximately 800 coming from the area below the Intake Diversion (a vast majority). 
This impact has far reaching effects from both a social and economic standpoint. 

The analysis currently acknowledges the range of effects that dam removal could have on recreation and social 
and economic conditions, both beneficial and adverse. See Sections 4.11.2, 4.11.4.5, 4.11.4.6, 4.11.5.8, 4.15.2, 
4.15.5.5, 4.15.5.6, 4.15.6.8. 

BP-246 
 

14 The Multiple Pump Station Alternative cannot be viably protected from Ice Jam Events 
that occur on the Yellowstone River. Ice Jam events on the Yellowstone River have had 
significant impacts to pumping facilities on other irrigation districts such as the Buffalo 
Rapids Irrigation District and the Sidney Water Users. In 2012, the Buffalo Rapids 
Irrigation District’s Fallon Pump Station was nearly destroyed by ice flows. 

The Agencies understand the significance of ice jams on the river, which were described in Section 3.3.7.  
Possible effects of ice are recognized in the alternative designs.   As described in Appendix A- Design the fish 
screens and pumping stations are located off channel to minimize the effects of ice flows, and a berm was 
added to the upstream side to provide protection from ice as well.  It should be recognized that there is risk 
and uncertainty involved in the design and that has been accounted for by a cost and schedule risk analysis 
that applies risk based contingencies to the cost estimates.  Should this alternative be selected for more 
detailed design it can safely be assumed that additional analysis of ice and mitigation of these concerns would 
be further accounted for. 

BP-246 
 

15 The Multiple Pump Station and Multiple Pump with Conservation Alternatives result in 
a significant change to the overall LYIP irrigation system. The existing system runs by 
gravity flow, and is not subject to power interruptions, pump failures, discharge line 
ruptures, or the many other factors that can cause a disruption in service. The 
equipment required for maintenance of these alternatives would be very specialized, 
and would not be "off the shelf" equipment that can be acquired on short notice. This 
equipment would require long lead times and would result in long-term disruption in 
flow to the LYIP users, which could severely impact crop production and viability of the 
users. 

As described in Section 2.3.7.2 redundancy was developed into the pump station design with an additional 
pump provided at each pump station.  In addition the O&M cost estimates were coordinated with the 
irrigation district (LYIP) and also took into account real world accounts from the nearby irrigation districts also 
using pumps (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District).   

BP-246 
 

16 ... Pumping in many locations does make sense and is an efficient way of providing 
irrigation water to crops. However, the Lower Yellowstone River contains a significant 
amount of sediment that becomes extremely problematic for pumping systems. Input 
from both the Buffalo Rapids Irrigation Project and the Sidney Water Users (who both 
use pump stations to supply their irrigation water and are in close proximity to the 
Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project) have explained the hardships that they have 
endured from the sediment laden waters and the unstable nature of the Yellowstone 
River. Both of these irrigation projects spend a considerable amount of time, energy 
and money each year to protect the inflow to their pumping stations as well as to 
maintain their pumps.   

Assumptions that went into developing O&M estimates are detailed in Appendix B Cost Estimate, Attachment 
B.8.  As part of developing assumptions pertaining to O&M information from nearby irrigation districts 
operating pumps was accounted for.   

BP-246 
 

17 Although the draft EIS adequately captures the operation and maintenance activities 
and cost of the pumping alternatives, there is no discussion of the reliability concerns 
and associated impacts that will be a reality if either of these alternatives are 
implemented. These impacts would include unpredictable extreme water rationing, 
crop losses and economic losses with the region. 

In response to this and other comments, text has been added to Section 4.15.5.6 to note that the alternative 
may have more economic uncertainty.  
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BP-247 D. Garland, Sidney 
Sugars (attached to 
letter BP-246) 

1 Sidney Sugers provided a table entitled "Sidney Sugars Analysis on Feasibility of Cost 
Increase on Sugar Beets." The letter states that "…our growers cannot withstand any 
significant increase to their operation and maintenance costs. Sidney Sugars cannot 
remain economically viable with any significant reduction to sugar beet acres planted 
due to increased O&M costs passed on to our growers. 

The analysis currently acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be a burden on the 
water users.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. Because O&M is not a 
majority component of overall production costs, the % reduction in net income is less than the % increase in 
O&M cost. For example, the most expensive alternative in terms of O&M is the Multiple Pump alternative, 
which would increase the per-acre O&M to ~$91. This amounts to a 90% increase in O&M cost per acre. 
However, translating this to effects on overall net income (gross revenue less production cost) results in a 
~23% reduction in net income for a typical farm operation. In terms of production cost, this represents about a 
5.8% increase in total production cost. The Sidney Sugar letter was reviewed, and similar conclusions were 
reached. The % increases in O&M under the alternatives, once translated to overall % increase in production 
cost, amounted to between 1% and 5% increase in production cost for the example beet operation. The FEIS 
acknowledges that the Multiple Pump Station Alternative may not meet the purpose and need to continue a 
viable and effective operation of the LYP (section 2.4.1). 

BP-248 J. Berry, WWC 
Engineering 
(appendix to letter 
BP-246) 

1 The attachment is a 42 page report entitled "Biological Resources Evaluation Report 
for the Non-Weir Alternatives - Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project." Contents 
of the report are not reflected here. 

Thank you for providing additional information, primarily on game species. Additional information and 
reference to this report has been added to Sections 3.8 and 4.9. 

BP-249 S. Rone 1 I would like to take this time to express my opposition to the Corps draft proposal re 
the above intake diversion to Montana dam as being wholly inadequate for the pallid 
sturgeon fish's survival. Only if the Montana dam is removed can the fish have a 
fighting chance at survival.  

Comment noted. 

BP-250 G. Hensley 1 Small family farms are a dying breed. Larger corporate farms buy multiple smaller 
farms when family farms lose their ability to compete in a free market due to massive 
natural disasters that alter natural resources or when government entities change 
longstanding policies which govern these resources. 

Comment noted. 

BP-250 
 

2 Critical habitat for fish and wildlife is of utmost concern to agencies that are given the 
responsibility to manage and protect habitat, often to the detriment of those humans 
whose livelihood is dependent upon those decisions. Solutions should always balance 
the needs of every species impacted by habitat change. 

Comment noted. 

BP-250 
 

3 I believe all decisions related to this project should consider the negative impact such 
decisions have upon small farm populations. Any final decision that is made should 
also protect the human families whose survival is dependent upon habitat and 
resources that could be jeopardized or removed as a consequence. 

Social and Economic conditions analysis is contained in Chapter 4.15 and is part of the considerations in the 
decision-making process. 
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BP-250 
 

4 I would not support a program that threaten the survival of plaid sturgeon nor do I feel 
that impact upon human populations is of secondary importance. Please accept the 
project that was developed and is now being challenged by outside populations that 
have no concern for every aspect and consequence and who appear to single-mindedly 
hold human consequences with lower regard. 

Comment noted. 

BP-251 J. Stanford 1 I write to urge the Army Corps and other permitting agencies to support the removal 
of the Intake Diversion Dam and pursue existing and effective damless diversion 
alternatives to achieve unimpeded fish and other wildlife migration along the 
Yellowstone River. 

Comment noted. 

BP-252 T. Burns 1 After spending time on rivers and seeing these magnificent historic animals in their 
native habitat I strongly urge the dam not be reconstructed and the use of irrigation 
pumps be implemented to save the Pallid Sturgeon from probable extinction. Although 
this option will cost more, it is the only reliable way to ensure the sturgeon get through 
the passage, therefore not a waste of expenditures. The risky expensive option of a 
bypass channel should not be considered, bypass channels have not worked for 
sturgeon. 

Please see Section 4.9.8 Lessons from Other Fish Passageways.   

  2 I strongly urge the option of pumps be implemented for the Pallid Sturgeon Passage 
and Entrainment Project as the only reliable option to save this rare species and avoid 
wasteful expenditures of the tax payers money on a dam and bypass channel that will 
not work for this animal 

Comment noted. 

BP-253 H. Zackmein 1 I strongly oppose the proposal to build a river-wide weir, accompanied by a bypass 
channel, on the Yellowstone River. Montanans do not want your dam on the 
Yellowstone River, no matter what you call it. Moreover, your plan is completely 
untested and the results are unknown. It is simply rampant and hopeful speculation 
that this would achieve any fishery goals. Rather, it appears more likely to be the death 
knell for the pallid sturgeon.  

Comment noted. 

BP-253 
 

2 We need to adopt an alternative for the Lower Yellowstone that does not involve 
damming the Yellowstone River, does not depend on hopes for an untested bypass 
channel, and does in fact sustain the natural flow of the river in its existing river 
channel. An undammed river is the flow regime under which the pallid sturgeon 
evolved and formerly thrived. Any design to support irrigation must be based on a 
free-flowing Yellowstone River, and must be constructed in a way that allows pallid 
sturgeon and other fish species to move upstream in the natural river channel, without 
simply hoping that they’ll use an expensive and untested bypass.  

Comment noted. 
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BP-253 
 

3 Moreover, if you use your dollars wisely, you can readily accommodate the Lower 
Yellowstone water users with a properly designed and operated system of pumps to 
serve the irrigation infrastructure. Couple the pumps with sensible development of 
renewable energy development to power them, and further add investments in water 
conservation and improved irrigation efficiency, and you can achieve both fishery and 
irrigation goals. 

Comment noted. 

BP-254 J. Ramsey 1 I think that the best solution for both the farmers and the Pallid Sturgeon is to 
completely remove the diversion dam and replace it with multiple fish safe water 
pumps. Ideally the water pumps could be wind powered since wind is hardly a rarity in 
this area. 

Comment noted. 

BP-254 
 

2 I do not think that the bypass channel alternative will work with Sturgeon. Fish ladders 
rarely work with any species, and have never worked with Sturgeon (New York TImes, 
Sept, 3, 2015 and July 25, 2016). The Multiple Pump solution, with or without 
conservation is the only way to insure that the Pallid Sturgeon has a chance to survive. 
The cost differential is not significant in the long term. Given that the Bypass Channel 
will likely not work for Sturgeon their population will continue to collapse. When the 
population is critical and their genetic diversity is drastically reduced not only will they 
have less chance to survive long term but we have to step in and spend the extra 
money in a heroic effort to save the species.  

The  FEIS has been updated to ensure additional information is added to make it clear why the Agencies 
believe a bypass is likely to work.  
Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches include those that 
mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a 
range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and 
depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, 
Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper 
Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 
2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, 
pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km 
long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, 
even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use 
constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The 
physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to 
the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within 
the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In 
addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon 
by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side 
channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a 
wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and 
natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and 
because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural side channels actually shown to be used by pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a 
high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of 
flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather 
than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions 
because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant 
distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their 
natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016). 
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BP-254 
 

3 The multiple pump solution would not only benefit the Pallid Sturgeon but the farmers 
in the area as well. As we have unfortunately learned petroleum pipeline ruptures and 
rail car accidents in the Yellowstone Basin can and do occur. Shutting off and cleaning 
a contaminated canal system is a slow process. Simply shutting down pumps in the 
event of an oil spill could save both time and money. 

Comment noted. 

BP-255 P. Mann 1 Personally, I would like to see either no action or possibly the rock ramp.  Comment noted. 

BP-255 
 

2 The bypass is a waste of effort and money as there is no way to know if the sturgeon 
will even use it.  

Comment noted. 

BP-255 
 

3 I am stating an emphatic “NO” to the pumps. Are you really going to spend millions of 
dollars on an unreliable system that demands more power than there even is in the 
area? Do we even know if this will be successful for the 5% of the sturgeon population 
supposedly using it? I know who it’s not going to work for. Farmers. ... Mechanical 
failure is 100% guaranteed at some point. Most likely, at a critical time for the farmers. 
They are not the only ones dependent on water getting through. There is plenty of 
other wildlife and vegetation not to mention the communities of eastern Montana. 
Pumps fail. Gravity does not. 

Reference 5% is not correct. Comment noted 

BP-256 C. Fryer & D. Movius 1 We strongly support following California's example where the Red Bluff Diversion Dam 
on the Sacramento River was removed for the passage of salmon. We believe that the 
Intake Diversion Dam on the Lower Yellowstone should be removed and the current 
irrigation system replaced with pumps. 

Comment noted. 

BP-257 C. Peterson 1 It is critical that we prevent the extinction of this ancient and fascinating species, the 
Pallid Sturgeon. Because its extinction is preventable, it would be to our species great 
shame should we cause it to disappear from our shared planet. There are other proven 
ways to irrigate farmland. Remove the dam and let this fish population swim freely and 
have a fighting chance to continue to exist. 

Comment noted. 

BP-258 M. Carlson 1 Any selected alternative must not deprive the LYIP of their irrigation water for 58,000 
acres and 350 farm in this region. It is the lifeblood of our agricultural economy. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-258 
 

2 There is a huge cost to replace what has worked fine with a minimum of maintenance 
by the LYIP. I am still opposed to the new bypass channel and it's huge cost and feel 
opening up the slough is still the cheapest and best alternative for a fish bypass. ... 
Both the proposed bypass and the slough work are highly over engineered and way 
too costly. It is hard to believe both would each cost $54-$55 million. Widening and 
deepening the slough channel represents the best alternative and supported fish 
passage in the past. Costs for contractors are down now in this region and construction 
bids should reflect this and save money for the govt. and taxpayers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-258 
 

3 I have not seen any mention of the effects of the new concrete diversion and the 
proposed bypass to paddle fishing. Please provide me a link or report/study of the 
possible negative effects to this important fishery. Paddlefishing is important to our 
region's economy each spring. 

Paddlefishing information was assembled from various news outlets and previous documents (links provided 
below). In short, there is not a study providing quantitative estimates of the effects of dam removal on the 
paddlefishing recreation experience or on the related socioeconomic benefits of the fishery. As noted in the 
subsections of Section 4.11 as well as 4.15, effects may be mixed and different depending on the time horizon 
considered. In the short term, reduced catch rates at Intake would prolong the season (more recreation user 
days and related revenue), but could also adversely affect the caviar program. Over the long term, an 
improved fishery might support increased harvest, angler participation, or new recreation sites.   
 
http://goo.gl/oGmSA5 
http://fwp.mt.gov/mtoutdoors/HTML/articles/2007/Paddlefish.htm 
http://www.eater.com/2016/3/30/11250870/american-paddlefish-caviar 
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-north-dakota-caviar-idUSKBN0NX0TE20150512 

BP-258 
 

4 This is based on experience with pumping along the Yellowstone River above Intake. 
Buffalo Rapids District 1 (BRIP) provides water to 16,500 acres plus another 1,000 acres 
of rural and urban users in West Glendive. These acres are about ¼ the of what the 
Lower Yellowstone Project irrigates. Buffalo Rapids pumps all of their water (about 450 
CFS) which is about 16% of what the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project directly pulls 
out of the Yellowstone River (3,000 CFS). BRIP has done many water delivery 
improvements because it has to pay for power and has large continuing expenses for 
its 5 pumps. It is extremely expensive to pump these huge volumes of water out of the 
Yellowstone River. Also the water must be lifted 110 feet up the hill to the main canal. 

Comment noted.  O&M expenses from Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District were taken into 
consideration in development of O&M costs and design for the pumping alternative.  
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BP-258 
 

5 BRIP has 2 pumping stations. Pump station #1 has three 2,500 HP GE motors and 
Worthington pumps. The motors were replaced 15 years ago at a cost of $1.5M. Every 
10 years they must be taken out and rebuilt - $150,000. Every 5 years the pumps must 
be rebuilt with new bearings, seals, fittings. It cost at least $25,000/ year to keep the 
100 year old pumps going. BRIP contracts with Sulzer, Inc. of Gillette Wy. who do 
monthly pump and motor analysis for vibration, heat, and bearing wear, etc. Cost is 
$25,000/year. The entire pump #1 station and the 5 story concrete building has a 
replacement value of $10 Million. This station is in the flood plain and has been 
flooded 3 times. Pump Station #2 half way between Glendive and Fallon has 2 – 800 
HP motors and Gould pumps. 80 CFS is pumped for a ½ mile 120 feet up a hill to refill 
the main canal. This pump station cost $2.5 Million in 1978. Yearly operating costs are 
$25,000. Other costs include a power bill $50,000 year at .05 cents per KWH. BRIP gets 
electricity from Ft Peck dam from WAPA. BRIP gets low cost power because of a law 
when FT Peck dam was built in the 1930”s called the Pick Sloan Plan. The federal govt 
agreed to develop irrigated land to replace that which was flooded by the dam with 
new irrigation projects along the Yellowstone River. All of the irrigation projects from 
Billings to Glendive get this 
cheap power. LYIP does not have access to this power because it was built in the early 
1900’s before Ft Peck 
dam. 

O&M costs were developed using Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District actual costs to inform cost 
estimates. Pick-Sloan power is discussed under Section 2.3.2.3. 

BP-258 
 

6 The costs for the LYIP to convert to electric power pumps would be astronomical. 
Based on our costs I would estimate the cost of a huge new pumping plant at Intake to 
be at least $150 -200M with at least $1 to 1.5 M/ year for maintenance costs. Debris in 
the river is a constant problem especially after heavy rain upstream. Pine cones and 
moss constantly plug screens. Sand and silt in the Yellowstone River destroy pumps 
every 10 years or less. Pumps must be pulled and constantly rebuilt. A new power line 
from Glendive to Intake would need to be built at a huge cost. Also a substation would 
be needed. LYIP would have to install other smaller pumping stations between Intake 
and Fairview to refill the canal. Each of these could cost $5M plus transmission and 
substation costs 

Pumping alternatives described in Chapter 2 both include estimates for electric pumps and infrastructure.  
O&M of these systems accounted for silt and debris in the system and were informed by real world 
experiences at Buffalo Rapids and SID.  Power infrastructure costs were coordinated with the local utility as 
well.  This is described in Chapter 2, Appendix A and B.   
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BP-259 J. Hunter 1 I cannot imagine how a proposed pump system, with five or more pumps placed 
strategically along the way, can be anywhere enviromentally better than the system 
now. Presently, the whole enviroment for all animals is virtually undisturbed---the 
wildlife have an abundant supply of water and living conditions, and the quiet of the 
flowing water does not disturb the environment whereas the noisy pumps will be a 
continuous noise pollution for every living creature. Now the nightime irrigators will 
hear the roaring pumps instead of the quietness of the night---also, any wildlife will be 
forever plagued with the noise day and night. The concept of pumps to save 
underwater fish does not equate to the noise problems of the environment above 
water, and the expenses to operate them. 

Comment noted, the effects of pumping, including effects of noise on the natural environment, have been 
analyzed in Chapter 4. 

BP-259 
 

2 The noise pollution is not the only problem----testimony was given several times as to 
the enormous expenses involved with pumps-----the purchasing of pumps, the 
installation of them, the expense of bringing electricity to the pumps, the general 
maintenace of pumps and the replacement expense of them, and the numerous 
unforeseen problems. And yes, every time there is an electricity outage, the pumps go 
down, the water stops flowing and the farmer is unable to lirrigate as needed.  

Power reliability has been accounted for by provision of backup generators in the alternative that includes 
pumps.  Pump O&M information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation 
District) was used to inform cost estimates for these alternatives.  O&M of the pumps were accounted for in 
the life cycle costs of the alternatives as presented in Table 2-33.   

BP-259 
 

3 I urge you to stick with the plan already approved by the judge and approved by the 
LYIP, too.  

Comment noted. 

BP-260 S. Gil 1 I am writing in support of an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish 
Passage Project. The pallid sturgeon has survived for over 70 million years. It is 
appalling that just in the last century, river management has caused its habitat to 
change to the point that this unique species could be lost forever. 

Comment noted. 

BP-260 
 

2 I am strongly opposed to the construction of a new dam that includes an artificial 
bypass. Your own analysis confirms that the chances of the pallid sturgeon would use it 
and be able to survive are minimal. Therefore, the construction of a new dam is an 
irresponsible use of tax money because it ensures the pallid sturgeon would remain 
endangered and the cost of constructing and maintaining a new dam with a bypass, 
both costing taxpayers tens of millions of dollars when a better alternative is available. 

Comment noted. 

BP-261 S. Burger 1 Remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River 
Diversion Dam) with a damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other 
species to freely migrate along the river. Such damless diversions already exist 
elsewhere on the Yellowstone. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-261a J. Bloesser 1 A biologist in Billings spoke at the meeting, stating that the pallid sturgeon is not native 
to the Yellowstone River, not to the Missouri River, so I believe this is all very much a 
waste of time. They use the river, great, and we can assist them in the efforts to get 
upstream. I am all for assisting them. but to wipe out the irrigation system, which in 
turn will wipe out the eastern Montana economy in our area is absurd. 

Pallid sturgeon are native to the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers. As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) 
approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River 
population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May - July).  This shows the importance of 
restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning period the majority of the pallid 
sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea. 

BP-261 
 

2 Pumps will not work. If one breaks down, there will be a problem in the entire system. 
What about the ugly sight and noise 20 of the pumps would pose onto the 
environment? They are destructive to the environment, not reliable, and expensive. 
Ask Buffalo Rapids farmers how it is working out for them. 

See response to BP-258, 5 and 6.   

BP-261 
 

3 Closing of the irrigation system will shut down Sidney Sugars, which will have a huge 
trickle down effect for Sidney/Savage/ Fairview. With those wages and jobs no longer 
in the community, our stores and our hospital would be less busy, Which will affect our 
schools. Personally, without our irrigated land, we will have to cut back on the size of 
our herd for lack of feed in the winter. Purchasing alfalfa elsewhere is too expensive as 
well, again have sell some of the herd. 

The analysis currently acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be a burden on the 
water users.  Effects of that are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic Conditions. Because O&M is not a 
majority component of overall production costs, the % reduction in net income is less than the % increase in 
O&M cost. For example, the most expensive alternative in terms of O&M is the Multiple Pump alternative, 
which would increase the per-acre O&M to ~$91. This amounts to a 90% increase in O&M cost per acre. 
However, translating this to effects on overall net income (gross revenue less production cost) results in a 
~23% reduction in net income for a typical farm operation. In terms of production cost, this represents about a 
5.8% increase in total production cost. The Sidney Sugar letter was reviewed, and similar conclusions were 
reached. The % increases in O&M under the alternatives, once translated to overall % increase in production 
cost, amounted to between 1% and 5% increase in production cost for the example beet operation. The FEIS 
acknowledges that the Multiple Pump Station Alternative may not meet the purpose and need to continue a 
viable and effective operation of the LYP (section 2.4.1). 

BP-261 
 

4 The fish have been surviving for 117 years....why would they die out now? I am 100% 
for saving the fish AND the farmer...they bypass HAS to be tried.  

Comment noted. 

BP-262 T.Paschke 1 My preference is that nothing be done, i.e. none of the suggested options that are 
spoken of for Intake, i.e. "bypass channel", "pumps", etc. Study shows the pallid 
sturgeon exist in both the Missouri and the Mississippi River. Why does anything need 
to be done? Clearly, NOTHING needs to be done. This is reinforced by the fact the Fish 
& Wildlife Department permits "catch and release" at Intake. IF there was really was a 
real, legitimate concern for the fish, "catch and release" would be banned, and no 
fishing of any kind would be permitted in the area where the pallid sturgeon are. 

See Section 2.1.1.1 describing pallid sturgeon.  There is no catch and release of pallid sturgeon permitted as it 
has been listed as an Endangered Species.  
 
As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea.   
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BP-262 
 

2 So, my question is this: In light of the above, why are you even considering altering the 
Intake facility? Is there some sort of hidden agenda by people who want to do a 
project, or to even eliminate the existing facility? That is an honest question. 

As described in section 1.5, the pallid sturgeon is listed as an endangered species under the Endangered 
Species Act. The federally-owned Intake Diversion Dam is a barrier to pallid sturgeon spawning migration. In 
such situations, the Endangered Species Act requires federal agencies to consult on this impact and in 
consultation with the Service identify measures to address the impact. 
 

BP-262 
 

3 If there truly is a valid need to nurture these fish, the simplest solution to do so---if one 
really wishes to so---is to operate hatcheries and release the young fish UPSTREAM of 
the existing Intake weir, without making any changes to it. This is done with several 
types of fish, in a multitude of fish hatcheries all over the United States. I suggest you 
use that approach at Intake, if you feel you "must do something." 

Currently there is a robust hatchery system in place that is responsible for the annual stocking of juvenile pallid 
sturgeon throughout the Missouri River System.  The hatchery program is only intended to be a stop-gap 
measure to prevent extinction not a long-term solution. Providing passage at the Intake Diversion Dam is seen 
as a long term fix that could potentially contribute to a self-sustaining population in the upper Missouri River 
Basin. 

BP-262 
 

4 Further reading shows there are pallid sturgeon in various places, in the Missouri River 
and Mississippi River systems. I do not believe there really is a risk to the pallid 
sturgeon at Intake, in light of the fact they are found elsewhere, in various places. 

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.  Outside of the spawning 
period the majority of the pallid sturgeon do prefer the Missouri River near the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. 

BP-262 
 

5 IF those granted the power to make the decisions regarding Intake feel they MUST do 
something------and ONLY in that situation-----I fully support ONLY the proposed fish 
bypass. I categorically oppose the so-called "pumping option", as well as the other 
options proposed. I state that due to the cost----economic considerations. But, even 
more so, the so-called "pumping" option is totally impractical, and unfeasible 
economically-speaking. And, it will impose unjust, unnecessary, tremendous suffering 
upon all those who live in the area served by the Intake facility.  

Comment noted. 

BP-263 W. O'Laughlin 1 I believe the best option is to install pumps to bring the agricultural water to the farms, 
and remove the dam, in order to satisfy the needs of the farmers while not 
compromising the ability of the endangered Pallid Sturgeon from reproducing and 
continuing to survive in a healthy flowing river. 

Comment noted. 

BP-264 D. Davis 1 Remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also known as Yellowstone River 
Diversion Dam) with a damless diversion that enables endangered sturgeon and other 
species to freely migrate along the river. As you know, such damless diversions already 
exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone River. Dam removal will bring back fisheries and 
recreational opportunities which will pay us all back for your efforts. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-265 L. Ramsay 1 Remove the dam from the Lower Yellowstone Project and use pumps instead. The cost 
is not that much greater and the fish ladders have never worked well for almost any 
species, and never at all with Sturgeon. They are amazing fish and deserve to survive. 

Comment noted. 

BP-266 D. Draper 1 I am writing to request that you remove and replace the Intake Diversion Dam (also 
known as Yellowstone River Diversion Dam) with a damless diversion that enables 
endangered sturgeon and other species to freely migrate along the river. Such damless 
diversions already exist elsewhere on the Yellowstone, and this would be a good 
solution for this location. 

Comment noted. 

BP-267 J. Rice 1 Please for once use common sense - leave the dam in place so our fourth generation 
family can continue farming. … We support the bypass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-267   2 …They are catching pallid sturgeon in the Powder River by Terry so they can get over 
the dam, right? 

We assume this comment is referring to the pallid sturgeon that were documented in the Powder River in 
2014 (Rugg, 2014).  Those sturgeon passed through the existing side channel.   

BP-268 G. Rice 1 Similar to BP-267, comment 1 Comment noted. 

BP-268 
 

2 Similar to BP-267, comment 2 Comment noted.  

BP-269 J. Free 1 I support the bypass channel allowing water to our farmers. Comment noted. 

BP-270 C. Free 1 I support the bypass channel at Intake. I support the farmer. Comment noted. 

BP-271 J. Hardy 1 I support construction of a fish bypass around the Intake Diversion Dam. This would 
supply water as well as take care of the 90 fish. 

Comment noted. 

BP-272 M. Hardy 1 I support construction of a fish bypass around the Intake Diversion Dam.  Comment noted. 

BP-273 J. Hardy, Jr. 1 I support construction of a fish bypass around the Intake Diversion Dam. This 
alternative plan would facilitate improved fish migration, delivery of 1,374 cfs of water 
to irrigators, and economic stability to our communities. 

Comment noted. 

BP-274 B. & S. Madison 1 First is was the spotted owl - then the snail darter - next the wolf reintroduced - the 
prairie dog - and now the pallid sturgeon. Each year thousands of acres are being 
paved over, denied water to irrigate, or letting rodents destroy acre after acre of land 
in our country. The productivity of this land is being lost forever. I might also add that 
very few people alive today have never experienced going to bed hungry! 

Comment noted. 

BP-275 C. Ripley 1 …I would like to go on record as being in favor of the bypass channel around the 
proposed diversion dam near Intake. MT. It is the most cost effective and best way to 
insure the farmers have reliable water to provide food for this nation. 

Comment noted. 

BP-275 
 

2 The other options like pumping the water are too expensive and would put many 
farmers that have been here for generations out of business. Plus, the huge costs of 
installing and maintaining these pumps on an electrical grid that is already overloaded 
makes the idea undesirable. 

Comment noted. 
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BP-275 
 

3 There are many complicated issues here and some are mandated by law, such as ESA. 
But in this case I wonder if a few fish that most people, including some of the biologists 
working on the recovery project for them have never seen, more important than 
hundreds of farm families that have been here for generations producing food for our 
nation and the people that benefit from that food. 

Comment noted. 

BP-275 
 

4 There are only about 125-150 pallid sturgeon in  the whole Missouri River system and 
th U.S. government is spending hundreds of million of dollars to try to save them (i.e. 
increase their number). But this number is only a guess … they have only tagged about 
5 pallids ear the Intake diversion dam ... I just read that a female pallid has been 
caught spawning at the mouth of Powder River upstream of the bypass recently. So is 
the bypass necessary as there are already pallids upstream? 

There are an estimated 125 or fewer wild adult pallid sturgeon in the Yellowstone and upper Missouri rivers 
and approximately 43,000 hatchery raised pallid. A portion of these pallids have been tagged for tracking. As 
stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3) approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid 
sturgeon in the upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May 
- July).  This shows the importance of restoration activities on the Yellowstone River.   

BP-275 
 

5 This is just another toe in the door attempt to take out all 5 irrigation weirs on the 
Yellowstone River using government forces to accomplish their goals of people and 
land control. We need reform in our country … a good start would be repeal of the ESA 
and EAJA! 

Comment noted. 

BP-276 L. Hardy 1 Similar to BP-273 Comment noted. 

BP-277 A. Sundstrand 1 The main canal and irrigation water for land has changed this valley over the years for 
the better. Many more ever changing varieties of crops are being raised for both 
domestic and livestock use. The overall results are that more people have food 
produced efficiently which after all is what is important. 

Comment noted. 

  
2 Lifting water is very expensive versus letting it free flow. The water would have to be 

lifted to the highest points to utilize the exciting [existing?] system of distributing the 
water to the land. This alternative is just not economically feasible. Also the 
environmental impact would be horrendous. 

Comment noted. 

BP-277 
 

3 The pallid sturgeon must be very adaptable to have existing since prehistoric days. I 
believe they will use a bypass channel as proposed if they so benefit from going up the 
river. Furthermore I am told that there are over one thousand planted juvenile pallid 
sturgeon that are swimming in the Yellowstone River. There is not any evidence that I 
have seen that they will not use a bypass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-277 
 

4 I am in favor of the bypass channel. Comment noted. 

BP-278 B. Hardy 1 To destroy the diversion dam because environmentalists want to help the pallid 
sturgeon is the most unreasonable position I have ever heard …  The dam is to help 
supply water to approximately 60,000 acres for food and feed production and has 
worked beautifully for over 100 years. 

Comment noted. 

BP-279 O. Sifuentes 1 The irrigation project I believe is the best way to go. We need irrigation for the 
farmers. Without the farmers Sidney Sugars would not be here. It has been proven 
that the sturgeon still can make with the project they have proposed. Why not save 
the farmers and the sturgeon both. 

Comment noted. 

BP-280 Kelly Feldman 1 I support the bypass channel that permits irrigation to the lower Yellowstone Valley. Comment noted. 
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BP-281 Kirby Feldman 1 Similar to BP-280 Comment noted. 

BP-282 D. Steinbeisser 1 I am in favor of the proposed concrete weir and fish bypass channel because putting in 
pumps would lower the water table the whole length of the lower Yellowstone 
irrigation project and dry up many water wells that families depend on for household 
use and livestock water. 

Comment noted. 

BP-283 D. Sunstrand 1 My reason for the Intake Bypass Channel, as proposed are: that it is very much needed 
to keep the endangered pallid sturgeon alive, they have survived for over 100 years 
the way it is. The new weir will make it better for the fish. Also, it gives farmers enough 
water for the many acres irrigation so they can make a living. 

Comment noted. 

BP-283 
 

2 Using pumps has been proved to be costly [and] ineffective, air and noise polluting. Comment noted. 

BP-284 L. Young 1 I believe the bypass for the fish is the best option, please do this so the lives of the 
people can get back to normal. Any other option would be harder on the Environment 

Comment noted. 

BP-285 V. Preston 1 The article starts out, "Pallid Sturgeon were once abundant along the Missouri River". 
Please do every you can to protect the 125 of them that are left and help them 
multiply. We need biodiversity, we must not kill web of life on earth. Protect the Pallid 
Sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 

BP-288 L. Odenbach 
(comment form, 
typed comment also 
in TS) 

1 Use bypass channel Comment noted. 

BP-289 R. Hass (comment 
form, type text 
included in TS 

1 I'm still not convinced changing the dam is worth saving the fish. The farmers are 
worth more than the fish. If the fish are truly worth improving the dam, build the 
bypass. 

Comment noted. 

BP-290 G. Buxcel (comment 
form, type text 
included in TS) 
 

1 Bypass channel as recommended with this EIS as well as past. Should be clear to be the 
best option as the preferred alternative. 

Comment noted. 

BP-291 S. Buxcel (comment 
form, type text 
included in TS) 
 

1 Bypass channel the preferred alternative. Comment noted. 

BP-292 K. Buckles 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
 

1 The beet factory cannot survive on less water or lower sugar beet production - 
conservation measures such as wind turbines will have very high maintenance cost - 
overall economy will take a downturn without ample crop production. 

Comment noted. 

BP-293 R. Rosagen 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
 

1 We need to keep the dam and build the fish bypass. Our community depends on it. Comment noted. 
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BP-294 W. Nankind 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
 

1 Any alternative to the present system that makes farming either impossible or 
unaffordable is not acceptable! The fish go before the entire Lower Yellowstone Valley. 

Comment noted. 

BP-295 C. Jonsson 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
  

1 Use bypass channel Comment noted. 

BP-296 L. Odenbach 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
 

1 Use the bypass channel Comment noted. 

BP-297 E. &  H. Emly 
(comment form, 
type text included in 
TS) 
 

1 We suggest the No Action. We use the irrigation water and need it. Comment noted. 

BP-298 C. Zimmerman 1 If you don't go with the bi-pass you will put hundreds out of work and you destroy the 
farmers. 

Comment noted. 

BP-299 W. McNutt 1 After three meetings and a good understanding of your preferred alternative of bypass 
channel and new concrete weir, I am in full support of the preferred alternative. … No 
pumps. 

Comment noted. 

BP-300 R. Cumin 1 If the interstates work with wildlife passages beneath them then It seems the river 
would work with a fish bypass. The alternative is to remove the interstate? 

Comment noted. 

BP-301 T. Cayko 1 I am in support of the original alternative that I felt was approved previously twice. 
This has been studied and gone over and the best alternative was agreed upon that 
the cement weir for the pallid sturgeon and all fish species in the Yellowstone River 
would work. ... Our farmers in this irrigated valley will not survive with taking the 
Intake Dam out and putting in pumps would be so costly we couldn't afford it. 

Comment noted. 

BP-302 B. Bieber 1 Losing our irrigation project here would make a lot of us extinct. We need our water at 
an affordable price. 

Comment noted 

BP-302  2 The fish bypass seems like the most sensible option for the people and the fish. Comment noted. 

BP-303 J. Brodhead 1 I support the bypass channel. Proposal for the Intake Fish Dam in order to preserve the 
water supply to the several counties that benefit from using th canal system for their 
crops. 

Comment noted. 

BP-304 M. Brodhead 1 I believe the bypass will work for the fish and should be tried. Comment noted. 

BP-304  2 I also believe a better study should be done since the sturgeon are being caught very 
often when fishing here. 

We assume this is referencing the catching of shovelnose strugeon.  There is currently a robust resident 
population of shovelnose sturgeon located upstream of Intake.  This population has occurred upstream for 
many years and has been documented in the Main Canal (Hiebert et al. 2000) prior to the new headworks and 
screens.   
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BP-305 C. Cotton 1 I believe you have come up with a good solution for both the fish and the irrigators 
with the bypass channel. It is the alternative with the least cost and the msot chance of 
success. 

Comment noted. 

BP-306 P. Dahl 1 Without irrigation, our livelihood would cease to exist. The sugar beet factory was 
supported by the crops and has provided income for so many families. Where would 
be valley be without irrigation? It would be devistating and have a dramatic negative 
impact.  

Comment noted. 

BP-306  2 We have talked to people who have fished at Intake and it seems the pallid sturgeon 
are surviving fine as is. 

We assume this is referencing the catching of shovelnose strugeon.  There is currently a robust resident 
population of shovelnose sturgeon located upstream of Intake.  This population has occurred upstream for 
many years and has been documented in the Main Canal (Hiebert et al. 2000) prior to the new headworks and 
screens.   

BP-307 E. Flynn 1 Why can someone with no background in fish say no. I don't like it (meaning the fish 
ladder). Let's try it and go forward. 

Comment noted. 

BP-308 W. Harmon & J. 
Wagner, Horizon 
Resources 

1 We, the Board of Directors and Management of Horizon Resources submit the 
following in support of the Bypass Channel Alternative as the only choice that makes 
sense; it fills the need of all involved including the pallid sturgeon, wetlands, wildlife 
and most importantly the lively hood of the agricultural producers and their families. 

Comment noted. 

BP-308  2 The rest of the proposals create greater expenses, potential long term environmental 
concerns and increased operating cost to growers with the potential risk of more 
expensive and potentially less volumes of water. 

Comment noted. 

BP-309 D. Kittleson 1 I feel that the best solution for the fish and the farmers would be the preferred 
alternative would be the bypass channel. If land were no longer irrigated it would 
devistate the tax base of the counties involved or pumping would be unaffordable. 

Comment noted. 

BP-310 J. LaPom 1 I support the bypass for the Yellowstone river. The area will be devastated without the 
bypass! 

Comment noted. 

BP-311 D. McDonald 1 I believe the bypass is the best alternative for the … pallid sturgeon. This will have the 
least impact on the people of our area and will be a viable route for the sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 

BP-312 D. Miller 1 It would be devistating to lose the irrigation. If we lose the irrigation we will lose a lot 
of the farmers and businesses. Which also puts a lot of people out of work. 

Comment noted 

BP-312  2 I support the intake bypass channel. Comment noted. 

BP-313 D. Mitchell 1 I would sincerely ask that the By Pass Channel be allowed to be built, thus preserving 
our way of life and out continued support of all the wildlife that is in the "valley." 

Comment noted. 

BP-314 C. Schlothauer 1 I support the fish bypass channel alternative. There has been very little science 
supporting the idea that the irrigation system is wholly responsible for the pallid's 
decline. 

Comment noted. 

BP-315 K. Schlothauer 1 The fish are doing well. Nothing need be done. Comment noted 

BP-316 S. Schlothauer 1 Once again: A letter of affirmation for the preferred alternative of the bypass channel. Comment noted. 

BP-317 J. Steinbeisser 1 The concrete weir with a bypass channel is an excellent idea. The sooner its installed 
the better. 

Comment noted. 

BP-317  2 Fish and Game is now paying land owners to let their river bnanks erode. Therefore 
making it very difficult to install permanent energy using pumps. 

Pumps would not be installed in locations where easements had been granted.   

BP-318 delivery@actionspo
ut.com, no name 
included 

1 I support an open river alternative for the Lower Yellowstone Fish Passage Project. Comment noted. 
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BP-319 Email form letters 1 Approximately 12,144 variations of an emailed form letter supporting an open river 
alternative.  

Comment noted. 

BP-320 B. Franklin 1 I am writing in support of the fish by-pass channel and modified weir for the Lower 
Yellowstone Intake Project near Sidney MT. The current gravity flow system is the most 
environmentally friendly system I can think of. Other systems of irrigation will have a 
much larger carbon footprint. Other irrigation systems will also be more expensive and 
may make irrigation not feasable. The irrigated valley has been very beneficial to a 
wide range of plants and animals. Any decrease would be detrimental to our local 
ecosystem. 

Comment noted. 
 
Environmental consequences of all alternatives are described in Chapter 4 

BP-321 B. Reidle 1 I would like to go on record as being in favor of the Intake diversion dam as proposed 
by the Corp of engineers and the Bureau of reclamation. As a long time resident of this 
area and a long time farmer in this same area, I know first hand how important a 
dependable supply of water is to all of us.  

Comment noted. 

  2 I can tell you from experience that pumping is not a viable solution. Machinery tends 
to break down and repairing it can be very time consuming at a time when time and 
water are of utmost importance. Our crops will not wait for parts to shipped to us and 
repairmen to utilize those parts. The diversion dam is the only way to be sure we have 
the water when it is needed. 

See response to BP-258, 5 and 6.   

BP-322 D. Peters 1 We support the reliable delivery of water to the irrigators provided by this proposed 
concrete weir. This proposed concrete weir and durable fish passage, will provide 
reliable water to the irrigators in this large region, and greatly improve fish passage 
over the existing stacked boulder diversion dam. This proposed project needs to be 
completed immediately for the good of the endangered species and all the local 
communities. The loss of the existing reliable irrigation water to the surrounding farms 
would devastate our regional economies and communities. 

Comment noted. 

BP-323 D. Rufatto 1 I believe the best outcome for the environment and local community should be the 
fish by-pass and modified weir. This seems the most sensible regarding the 
environment, allowing fish spawning to continue uninterrupted, while permitting 
the local farmers the use of the irrigation canal.  

Comment noted. 

  2 The alternative suggestion generates undue cost needed to tear out the current 
weir(s), install pumps and build wind machines that will still need to be powered. In 
response to the alternative route, the wind machines impact will be the expense to 
construct and run, at a much larger cost, while taking away from the natural beauty of 
our surrounds. The wind machines would be detrimental to the area birds, like our 
National symbol the Bald Eagle, which is also endangered. 

Comment noted. 

BP-324 M. Iverson 1 After taking many hours out of our busy irrigating season to attend all three meetings 
in Sidney, Glendive and Billings, it is quite apparent to me that the Bypass Channel for 
the Intake Dam is the only reasonable solution to help the endangered pallid sturgeon 
and keep the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project viable. The facts and figures have 
been presented over and over again and anyone with an ounce of common sense 
should be able to see that the concrete weir and bypass channel is the only way to go! 

Comment noted. 

  2 We sat in Billings and listened to the Fish Biologists, who fly in from Massachusetts, tell 
us that there is no proof that the endangered pallid sturgeon will use the bypass, while 
another biologist tells us that the pallid sturgeon is only native to the Missouri River. 
How in the world did these fish ever wind up in the Yellowstone River let alone in our 

Comment noted.  
 
See response to TB-29, #2 
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main canals before the screens were in place? You can bet these educated people 
didn't pay their own way to get to Billings and probably don't even know where the 
Yellowstone River is, let alone the Intake Dam. 

  3 My grandfather homesteaded here in this valley like many others in the early 1900's. 
In those days the government knew people needed to work in order to feed the 
people. The government also knew it was important to use the land God has given us 
to its fullest potential. I was raised and worked in this valley my 70 plus years as a 
farmer and rancher. I have served on several boards in this community and am 
currently Chairman of District 1 on the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. I now 
have grandsons (5th generation farmers) who are optimistic about farming and are 
willing to work hard. 

Comment noted 

  4 This continual battle between the Wildlife Federation, the Fish and Game Department, 
the Bureau of Reclamation and the U. S. Army Corp of Engineers has resulted in the 
Lower Yellowstone Irrigation project having to hire lawyers to fight for our livelihood. 
This added expense is cutting into the already shrinking profit margin of agriculture in 
this valley. 

Comment noted 

  5 Furthermore, the stress of this ongoing battle is detrimental to the health of all of us as 
farmers, merchants, employers, employees and residents of the MonDak region. I urge 
you to put an end to this uncertainty that has been ongoing for many years by building 
the concrete weir and Bypass Channel. It is the only reasonable and fiscally responsible 
option on the table! 

Comment noted 

BP-325 B. Shepard 1 The DEIS failed to address several of the issues I raised in in my scoping comments 
(letter from B. Shepard to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dated February 12, 2016, sent 
via email [copy enclosed]). Specifically, I requested that the DEIS explicitly provide the 
initial recommendation from the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) Comments (Jordan 
2006 and 2008) - to use pumping to supply water to irrigators and either remove 
Intake Dam or allow it to naturally degrade (Jordan 2006). I also requested that the 
Corps and BoR address the rationale used for rejecting this scientific recommendation. 
Instead of doing this, the DEIS provided a very brief summary of the BRT 
recommendations on specific actions (DEIS, p. 2-31), the DEIS did not mention the 
original preferred alternative from the BRT and the fact that a group consisting of the 
BoR, the Corps, the Nature Conservancy (TNC), and Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife & Parks (MFWP; termed the MOU group in Jordan 2006) determined that dam 
removal and pumping was not a viable alternative because maintenance of a large 
pump facility was deemed at that time to be “too burdensome for irrigators” (Jordan 
2006). This rationale should be clearly displayed in the DEIS so the public can see why 
the alternative best supported by the science and best pallid sturgeon scientists was 
rejected. The question in my mind, is, “Can a group of irrigators reject a scientific 
alternative because it is ‘too burdensome’, and does that meet ‘reasonable and 
prudent’ criteria used to administer the Endangered Species Act?”. The fact remains 
that this was a preferred biological alternative that offered the highest likelihood that 
pallid sturgeon would pass above the Intake site, and it still remains the “best 
scientific” solution. This fact should be acknowledged in the final EIS. In my opinion the 
irrigators’ demands are neither reasonable nor prudent and the expenditure of public 
funds to support unreasonable demands by this group of irrigators needs to be further 

A brief summary of the recommendations of the BRT from 2006 and 2008 (Jordan 2006 and 2008) is provided 
in Section 2.2.1.4 of the FEIS. These recommendations were made when different alternatives were being 
considered and prior to the extensive amount of monitoring and tracking of wild adult pallid sturgeon that has 
occurred from 2009 to present by the USGS and MFWP that has helped inform this current evaluation. Jordan 
(2008) indicates that the Corps and Reclamation incorporated the BRT's recommendations in their further 
design analysis. Jordan (2008) provides recommendations primarily on the screen design. The 2010 and 2015 
EAs incorporated the BRT recommendations made in 2006 and 2008 and further BRT input from 2009-2014.  
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evaluated. I commend the BoR for putting both BRT’s Comment reports (Jordan 2006 
and 2008) on their web site so they can be found via a search. This is something I also 
requested in my scoping comments. 

  2 I asked that the DEIS incorporate recommendations that are to be made in a report 
tentatively titled “Science and Adaptive Management Plan” for the Missouri River 
system that the Corps and their collaborators are currently preparing. I asked that this 
Intake Dam project and EIS be delayed until that Management Plan is completed. The 
DEIS does not address this request other than to state that the Management Plan is 
being prepared. I stand by my statement in my scoping letter that suggests “this plan 
should be completed prior to spending additional public funds on specific projects such 
as Intake Diversion Dam project”. This is important because the public and our state 
and federal agency and political representatives need to understand how the Intake 
project will help to meet the objectives of this broader plan. 

The Lower Yellowstone and Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project and the Missouri River Recovery 
Management Plan are not dependent on each other and are not connected actions as defined in the Council of 
Environmental Quality’s NEPA Regulations (40 CFR 1508.25 (a)(1)). The Fish Passage FEIS includes additional 
information on the relationship between the two evaluations and relative scientific information being 
developed for the Missouri River Recovery Management Plan, such as the Missouri River Scaphirhynchus albus 
(Pallid Sturgeon) Effects Analysis --  Integrative Report 2016 (Jacobson et al. 2016) has been considered and 
referenced in the FEIS (see Sections 4.9.2 and 4.9.4).  
 

  3 I specifically requested that any pumping alternative that included abandonment of 
the current Intake Diversion structure include an analysis of an alternative that did 
NOT physically remove the entire diversion structure from the river, but instead 
removed rock from several slots in the existing structure and then allowed the river’s 
natural processes (ice and high flows) to degrade this structure through time. The fact 
that constant maintenance of the existing rock irrigation is required to keep it in place 
indicates that without this constant maintenance natural river processes will likely 
remove this structure over time. The length of time it would take depends upon the 
magnitude and frequency of ice and high flow events. The DEIS did not consider this 
option. In my opinion, this is a fatal flaw in the DEIS and, consequently, economic 
analyses that include total removal of the current Intake Diversion are inflated way too 
high. We need to see a dam abandonment and pumping alternative without the costs 
of diversion removal 

If the Intake Diversion Dam were left in place and not maintained, or if segments were removed, it would take 
many decades or longer for it to erode away, and achieve the desired fish passage. The substructure of the 
weir is a timber crib and steel sheet pile structure that will not readily erode away and would likely impede fish 
passage and could cause public safety concerns. See Section 2.3.3 of the FEIS where additional information has 
been added regarding this topic.  

  4 I applaud BoR and the Corps for considering an irrigation efficiency and pumping 
alternative, but believe costs for this alternative are inflated. I discuss the inflated cost 
of diversion removal above. In addition, I did not see any annual value placed on the 
estimated 765.9 cfs water savings (DEIS estimate) that was included in this alternative 
in the economic analyses, nor did I see any consideration or assessment of how this 
saved water might be used as in-river flow to augment flows for natural processes and 
commercial barge traffic down-river. Something I specifically requested in my scoping 
comments. Why were these not included? If 765.9 cfs of water has no value, why are 
we spending so much money to deliver water to irrigators? 

The potential benefits of increasing instream flows have been qualitatively described in Sections 4.3.4.6, 
4.6.4.6, and 4.7.4.6 of the FEIS. The monetary value of leaving an increased volume of water in the river has 
not been quantified and the ability to conserve the 766 cfs is uncertain. 

  5 I now shift my focus onto the DEIS and the preferred alternative. I do not believe that 
there is a reasonable certainty that the preferred alternative will meet the Purpose 
and Need for the project for pallid sturgeon or ecosystem function. I contend that 1) a 
concrete cap on the existing irrigation diversion to make it an actual dam will further 
limit passage of fish both up and downstream in the Yellowstone River past this 
diversion, including pallid sturgeon; 2) much uncertainty exists as to whether the 
proposed By-Pass Channel will provide up-river passage to pallid sturgeon and other 
fish species; and 3) that larval pallid sturgeon will suffer high losses into the irrigation 
canal, even with the existing screening structure. I expand on these three contentions 
below. 

See responses below to specific topics briefly stated in this paragraph. 
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  6 First, a concrete cap on the existing rock diversion will further reduce fish passage over 
this diversion from the existing condition. This concrete cap will actually make things 
worse for fish passage and river ecosystem function. In my opinion, the existing 
condition is better than a concrete capping of the existing diversion. The assumption 
being made by the Corps and BoR is that all fish species will use the By-Pass channel. I 
will expand on the problems with this assumption in the next paragraph. 

For clarification the proposal does not include a concrete cap on the existing weir, but rather a new weir 
immediately upstream of the existing weir as described in 2.3.5.4. 
 
Hydraulic modeling of the proposed concrete replacement weir indicates there would be reduced velocities, 
increased depths through the low-flow notch, and likely reduced turbulence for the proposed weir as 
compared to the existing weir. See Sections 4.3.4.3, 4.7.4.3, and 4.9.7.3 and Table 4-30 of the FEIS. 

  7 The Corps and BoR (and indirectly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) are assuming that 
if you design and construct a By-Pass channel with physical characteristics (water 
velocities and water depths) that adult pallid sturgeon have been found to use in the 
wild, that adult pallid sturgeon will use that By-Pass channel and successfully move 
upstream through it. There are likely many additional factors besides water velocities 
and water depths that regulate whether adult pallid sturgeon will successfully migrate 
up-river. There is no evidence that By-Pass channels are successful in allowing adult 
sturgeon to move up-river past diversion or dam structures. I have reviewed the 
literature and can find no evidence that any By-Pass channel constructed to pass adult 
sturgeon have been successful in passing high proportions of spawning adult White, 
Atlantic, or Pallid Sturgeon. There is just no evidence that this will work. 

Additional discussion has been added to the FEIS discussing the likelihood of pallid sturgeon passage in a 
bypass channel. See Sections 2.5.2, 4.9.4, and 4.9.8 of the FEIS. 

  8 Consequently, I suggest that if the DEIS preferred alternative is selected in the final EIS 
that the project be constructed in two phases. The first phase would construct the By-
Pass channel, but not do anything at the diversion (i.e., no concrete cap would be 
placed on the diversion). The By-Pass channel could be evaluated for some reasonable 
period of time (i.e., three to five years) using the “Monitoring and Adaptive 
Management” (Appendix E) criteria. If the By-Pass channel meets the success criteria 
detailed in this appendix, then the concrete cap could be installed on the existing 
diversion. If it does not meet those criteria, then no cap would be installed and other 
alternatives would receive further consideration, including diversion abandonment 
and pumping water to irrigators. I suggested this in my “Expert Declaration” prepared 
for Defenders of Wildlife and used in their injunction to legally delay this project until a 
better environmental review was conducted. I still believe this course of action is the 
only “reasonable and prudent” course of action if a By-Pass Channel alternative is 
selected. This will reduce the probability that the preferred alternative will actually 
make things much worse than they currently are for fish in the Yellowstone River. After 
all, much of the funding for this project was to help provide up-river passage to adult 
pallid sturgeon and to help restore river ecosystem function. Spending this money 
without ensuring that these objectives have a reasonable chance of occurring seems 
like a misappropriation of these funds to me. 

The preferred Bypass Channel Alternative could potentially be constructed in phases as suggested and was 
considered in the design phase. However, placement of rock on the existing weir would need to continue and 
construction of the bypass channel would require removal of the structures used to place rock. The continued 
rocking of the weir could have impacts on fish passage if rock migrates downstream in front of the bypass 
channel entrance (see Section 2.3.5.4).  Additionally, moving the rocking structure and re-equipping it to 
deliver rock for those years the bypass channel is being evaluated would cost approximately $3-5 million 
dollars based on preliminary estimates. See the revised Appendix E for more details on monitoring and 
adaptive management and the actions that could be taken if passage criteria are not met. 
 
 

  9 Another major assumption being made by the Corps and BoR is that the By-Pass 
Channel can be maintained at a relatively low cost to continue to provide the designed 
water velocities and water depths configured in this channel. I suggest that this 
assumption is faulty in a large gravel and sand bed river, such as the Yellowstone in 
this location. We have so many examples of rip-rap and hardening structures failing up 
and down the Yellowstone River, that I was amazed that the Corps and BoR actually 
suggested that this channel could be maintained and that the costs for this were 
relatively low. Will the irrigators be stuck with a major By-Pass channel renovation in a 
few years, or will the U.S. taxpayers again be stuck with this cost? Unfortunately, the 
way I read the record, the Corps will walk away from this project a year or two after its 

O&M costs include periodic replacement of rock in the bypass channel and at the replacement weir. These 
costs are reasonable based on the erosion and scour anticipated to occur and based on rock replacement 
requirements in the reach.  
 
The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan describes roles and responsibilities (See Appendix E), 
including Reclamation’s commitment to provide additional funding for certain measures, as appropriate. 
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construction and leave the BoR (and us as U.S. taxpayers) and the irrigators to deal 
with design and maintenance problems in the By-Pass Channel. 

  10 Reducing mortality of larval pallid sturgeon is an extremely difficult objective to meet 
for any alternative that relies on maintaining any type of diversion structure in the 
river channel. Adding a concrete cap and raising the height of the existing diversion 
structure will probably increase mortality of larval pallid sturgeon in the river by 
increasing the vertical water drop, water velocities, and turbulence at the diversion 
site. Unfortunately, the screening of the irrigation headworks will not prevent larval 
pallid sturgeon from moving onto and through these screens so that they are lost to 
the system. These facts need to be explicitly addressed in the EIS.  

The proposed concrete replacement weir will be at the same average elevation as rock on the existing weir, 
thus not increasing the height of the structure. Further, the concrete weir will reduce velocities, increase water 
depths through the low-flow notch, and reduce turbulence (see Sections 4.3.4.3, 4.7.4.3, and 4.9.7.3 in the 
FEIS). Additional discussion on the potential for larval pallid sturgeon entrainment into the Main Canal has 
been included in Sections 4.9.7.2, 4.9.7.3, 4.9.7.4., 4.9.7.5, and 4.9.7.6. 

  11 I contend that the only alternative that has a reasonable expectation of meeting the 
Purpose and Need for passing adult pallid sturgeon upstream past this diversion are 
the two alternatives that abandon the existing diversion structure and use pumps or a 
combination of pumps and conservation practices to deliver water to the irrigators. I 
also believe that pumps offer the best chance to limit entrainment of larval pallid 
sturgeon during their downstream drifting phase. While I understand that the 
monetary costs associated with the pumping alternatives are higher, I suggest that 
these additional costs are justified to provide the best chance for pallid sturgeon to 
persist in the Yellowstone River portion of their range. I believe that long-term costs to 
both the BoR and irrigators will be much higher than the DEIS estimates if the By-Pass 
channel does not work as designed or as predicted. Failure of the By-Pass channel to 
pass adult pallid sturgeon upstream and the preferred alternative’s likely failure to 
protect enough larval pallid sturgeon, should they be produced, will result in necessary 
modifications or re-construction that will end up costing much more than the current 
Pumping or Pumping with Conservation Measures alternatives. In addition, the DEIS 
failed to adequately consider the potential impacts of the proposed concrete dam on 
passage of other fish species in the Yellowstone River. 

See additional discussion added to Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 regarding identification of the preferred alternative 
and likelihood of success. 
 
Also see additional discussion of the potential impacts of the replacement concrete weir on native fish (Section 
4.7).   

  12 I will now address the Fish Passage Connectivity analyses presented in Appendix D. 
First of all, this appendix states, “For an ecosystem restoration project such as this fish 
passage project, there is no monetary measure of benefits to compare alternatives in a 
traditional cost-benefit ratio.” I agree with that statement and also point out that this 
has been called “an ecosystem restoration project”. I suggest that the preferred 
alternative is NOT consistent with the “ecosystem restoration” objective. Secondly, I 
understand the need to develop a Fish Passage Connectivity Index and support the use 
of any attempt to quantify connectivity. However, two key criteria in judging the 
relative merits of a particular index method are: 1) has the method been reviewed and 
evaluated by a non-biased, independent peer group with expertise (i.e., such as that 
which occurs during publication in a peer-reviewed journal); and 2) can the method be 
consistently applied such that the rationale for assigning the index metrics are clear 
and different evaluators would likely assign the same metrics in repeated trials. 
Unfortunately, it appears to me that neither of these criteria are met by the Corps 
connectivity assessment. First, there has been no peer review of this Fish Passage 
Connectivity Index as evidenced by the lack of citations, other than Corps citations, for 
the method or its application. While there are good scientific literature citations for 
some of the habitat criteria contained within the Connectivity Index, there are no 
citations on the development of the Connectivity Index methodology or on its 

Review of the model by the Corps of Engineers’ Ecosystem Restoration Center of Expertise occurred 
concurrently with public review of the DEIS.  Final approval of the model was received by Headquarters, Corps 
of Engineers, on October 18, 2016.   
 
The DEIS in its entirety, including the FPCI model, was reviewed and commented upon by the Independent 
External Peer Review panel (see Appendix I). Their comments and recommendations have been incorporated 
into the FEIS.  
 
To clarify, the model was originally developed with 30 species available for selection in the model. Pallid 
sturgeon was not one of the 30 species and was not added into the 2015 model utilized in the Environmental 
Assessment analysis. For the EIS analysis, Pallid sturgeon was included in the model. 
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application. This Connectivity Index method was originally developed for 30 fish 
species, but pallid sturgeon was not included in those 30 species. Consequently, the 
Corps added pallid sturgeon in 2014 when they conducted their initial EA supplement 
analysis (2015). 

  13 The portion of the Fish Passage Connectivity Index that quantified the likely additional 
habitat available to the various fish species above the Intake Diversion Dam site 
appeared reasonable to me. However, I think some assumptions the Corps made 
regarding the opportunity for upstream fish passage are much less tenable. The Corps 
assumed that “…the duration of available [appeared to be missing a word here] for fish 
passage would be 100% during all flows for the bypass channel, modified side channel, 
and dam removal alternatives because depths and velocities are suitable at most 
times,….” (Appendix D, p. 6 and Table 1-3 on p. 8). I suggest that it is unreasonable to 
assume that an open river channel has the same likelihood as a side channel or bypass 
channel for fish passage. I suggest that the proportion of total river flow that flows 
down each channel be used as the modifier here for probability that fish would pass 
this site. I know there are other index values that relate to probability of finding a side 
channel, but the overall assumption that a side channel or bypass channel are equal to 
an open main river channel for this index value appears seriously flawed. 

Appendix D has been revised with additional discussion to clarify the selection of scores for each variable. The 
opportunity for fish passage is based on the swimming speed and Ucrit for each species relative to the depths 
and velocities present during its migratory season and results in the variable Di (Duration of migratory period 
passable). The proportion of total river flow is also included in the model in the variable Fs (Size of Fishway), 
which is shown to be less for the bypass channel and modified side channel as compared to the rock ramp or 
either weir removal alternatives. 

  14 I found that the migratory timing portion of the analysis appeared reasonable. 
However, I found little justification or rationale for how values for the “Probability that 
Fish Encounter Fish Passage Alternative (Ei)” were computed and why it appeared that 
this value changed from the analysis done in 2015 (index value of 3; Intake Diversion 
Dam Modification, Lower Yellowstone Project, Supplemental EA 2015, Appendix E, 
Attachment 1, Table 6, p. 16) to the current analysis in Appendix D (index value of 4, 
Appendix D, Table 1-7, p. 11). No justification was provided for why this index value 
changed. I suggest that the consequences of this change on subsequent alternative 
comparisons might be significant. A preliminary assessment by Defenders of Wildlife 
indicates the change of this single index value from 3 to 4 had significant effects on the 
Incremental Cost Analysis (see comment letter by Defenders of Wildlife). I also point 
out that changes in index values for this criterion between these two different analyses 
indicate serious flaws with this methodology. Why did it change? 

Additional discussion has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI 
was selected. Section 2.4.4.3 of the FEIS describes a sensitivity analysis that was completed to evaluate the 
sensitivity of the CE/ICA results to changes in the FPCI model outputs.  These results are also included in 
Appendix D. 

  15 For the Fish Passage Alternative Size index, the Corps used the BRT recommendation 
that 30% of flow in a bypass channel might allow some adult sturgeons to move past 
the diversion (Appendix D, p. 10). Consequently, the Corps assigned the highest index 
value for Fish Passage Alternative Size (5), but no reasonable biological rationale were 
used to set any of the remaining index values. The BRT suggested that some, not most 
or even a significant number of adult sturgeons, might successfully pass upstream 
through a diversion structure with 30% of flow. Appendix D states that more recent 
tracking of pallid sturgeon passing upstream of Intake Diversion in 2014 and 2015 
indicated that passage in the river side channel occurred when that side channel 
passed only 2 to 6% of the river’s flow. It must be pointed out that a very few adult 
sturgeons passed upstream through this side channel in 2014 and 2015, and that 
relatively extreme high flows occurred and triggered movements. 

The Size of Fishway (Fs) was given a score of 2 for both the bypass channel and modified side channel as they 
each were designed to convey ~15% of the river flow. See Table 1-9 in Appendix D. 

  16 The indices among the various alternatives for the “Potential (Ui) for Fish to Use 
Alternative Fish Passage Measures” seems totally unreasonable to me. I cannot 

Additional discussion has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI 
was selected. 
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understand how all index values assigned to this criterion are “5” for every alternative 
except the “No Action” or “Rock Ramp” alternatives. It is illogical to suggest that every 
fish species evaluated, including pallid sturgeon, have the same potential to use either 
the proposed By-Pass or High-Flow Channel at the same probability as they would pass 
through an open river channel with the diversion removed. This criterion appeared to 
be based on the upper critical swimming speed “for the majority of alternative”, but I 
suggest that the proportion of the alternative that does not exceed this threshold 
water velocity would be a much more reasonable criterion. Again, this appears to me 
to be a fatally flawed analysis. 

  17 Finally, I suggest that a Connectivity Index Analysis be conducted separately for pallid 
sturgeon since this is the primary species of concern. I think that conducting 
Connectivity Index Analyses for the other species are important too, but suggest that 
pallid sturgeon should be a focus species for this analysis. I think lumping all species 
together within a single analysis reduces the likely realized potential effects on pallid 
sturgeon. I also suggest that the Corps and BoR did not adequately display the 
uncertainty of their Connectivity and Incremental Cost Analysis and the unknown 
factors that motivate adult sturgeon to migrate up through a river system. It seems to 
me when we are evaluating the expenditure of this much federal funding, we should 
be reasonably confident that what we propose to do will actually work. I have serious 
doubts that the preferred alternative will work, and am worried about future costs to 
fix a potentially costly mistake. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost 
analysis to identify whether slightly higher or lower index values or only using pallid sturgeon in the model 
would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy plans. There is no difference in the listing of cost-
effective and best buy plans. Of note, per Corps planning guidance (ER 1105-2-100), any of the cost-effective or 
best buy plans could potentially be identified as a preferred alternative; however, other considerations 
including total cost, impacts to other elements of the environment (including social and economic conditions), 
constructability concerns, long-term O&M, and a variety of other factors weigh into identification of a 
preferred alternative. This evaluation is described in Section 2.4. 

  18 As an aside, the Corps states that for the purposes of the Fish Passage Connectivity 
Index assignment of preferred habitat types for pallid sturgeon that “… pallid sturgeon 
was included and shown with a habitat preference for main channel and main channel 
border habitats similar to habitat preferences provided for shovelnose sturgeon.” 
(Appendix D, p. 3). If the Corps believes pallid sturgeon prefer main channel habitats, 
as I suggest is a reasonable assumption and is supported by the literature, why do they 
assume pallid sturgeon will select and move through a By-Pass channel? The rationale 
that the DEIS uses to support the By-Pass Channel alternative appears flawed and 
points to the uncertainty that a By-Pass Channel will actually provide up-river passage 
to adult pallid sturgeon. If adult pallid sturgeon actually prefer main river habitats, as I 
believe the literature and research supports, then the only alternatives that make any 
biological and economic sense are ones that abandon the existing diversion structure 
and open up the main river channel. 

Tracking of radio telemetered wild adult pallid sturgeon has shown that pallid sturgeon have migrated up the 
Yellowstone River to Intake Diversion Dam in several years (2011 through 2015 as reported in Delonay et al. 
2014, 2015; Rugg 2014, 2015, 2016). Tracking has shown that some telemetered fish swim along the north side 
of the river in the two or so miles downstream of the dam (Figure 40 in Delonay et al. 2014), which generally 
coincides with the main channel location and includes both an outside bend and an inside bend. However, 
these fish do not statically reside only on the north side of the river but instead appear to “explore” around the 
dam and move both downstream and back upstream, indicating they may be searching for a passageway. 
Several of the telemetered fish have been recorded over multiple days or weeks in the vicinity of Intake 
Diversion Dam, which would suggesting they would have the ability to give ample opportunity to find the 
bypass channel at this location.  See additional discussion in Sections 2.5.2 and 4.9.8 in the FEIS. 

  19 I did not feel qualified to evaluate the “Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost 
Analysis”, but I caution that the flawed analyses for the Connectivity Analysis above 
calls into question the validity of the Cost Analysis because index values assigned by 
criteria developed in the Connectivity Analyses were carried forward into the Cost 
Analysis. Please see an independent evaluation of the Cost Analysis by the Defenders 
of Wildlife, who retained an economist to review the Cost Analysis (comment letter 
from Defenders of Wildlife). 

See responses to comments OR-10, 60 and 61.  Technical experts at the Corps of Engineers have also reviewed 
the use of the model and approved it.   

  20 In my opinion the DEIS was biased towards the preferred alternative in all analyses, 
especially the Cost and Connectivity analyses. Even with those biases, the Connectivity 
Analysis suggests that the pumping alternatives were superior to the DEIS’s preferred 
alternative of the By-Pass Channel in the amount of additional habitat that would be 

See Sections 2.3.5, 2.5 and 4.9.8 for additional discussion on the design of the proposed bypass channel and 
identification of the preferred alternative. The Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost Analysis was only one 
consideration in the identification of the preferred alternative. 
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available to pallid sturgeon. Since passage of pallid sturgeon to access more suitable 
habitat is one of the primary objectives of this project and explicitly identified in the 
funding authorization for the Corps to spend money for this project, I suggest that any 
alternative that meets that need should be weighted higher, not lower, than other 
alternatives. 

See section 1.1.2.2 for the Corps’ WRDA Authority, which states that the authority is for the purpose of 
ecosystem restoration.   

  21 I now want to comment specifically on the Monitoring and Adaptive Management 
appendix (Appendix E). I believe this analysis is much improved over the 2015 
amendment to the EA. I believe that the discussion of the success criteria and 
monitoring of those criteria was reasonable. I applaud the Corps and BoR for these 
criteria and methods. I believe that it is particularly important to monitor larval pallid 
sturgeon survival past the Intake Diversion structure, should adult pallid sturgeon 
successfully move upstream past the site and spawn. Unfortunately, the DEIS did not 
explicitly identify how the monitoring will be funded, who will conduct each phase of 
the monitoring, and include a contractual commitment by the different agencies to 
conduct the monitoring over a minimum time period (i.e., 10 years). The final EIS must 
include these monitoring assignments and commitments by all agencies that will 
conduct this monitoring. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to better describe Agency 
roles and responsibilities, including a narrative describing Agency authorities and potential funding sources. 

  22 If the By-Pass Channel alternative does not work as predicted, what will be done and 
how will it be funded? These question has been repeatedly asked by the state of 
Montana (several letters from Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks [Nov 13, 2012; Feb 5, 
2013; May 20, 2013]and Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 
[Oct 29, 2013; Jan 9, 2015]) and has never been adequately addressed by the Corps or 
BoR. The final EIS must detail a contingency plan and adequate funding to implement 
the contingency plan should the preferred alternative fail to meet the success criteria. 
Without the details and commitments for both the monitoring and contingencies 
should monitoring indicate the constructed alternative does not meet the success 
criteria, I believe the DEIS is fatally flawed. Costs of contingency actions should also be 
considered in Cost Analyses that compare the alternatives (i.e., no contingency costs to 
diversion abandonment or removal [Pumping alternatives], but potential costs for all 
other alternatives). 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to better describe Agency 
roles and responsibilities moving forward, including a narrative describing Agency authorities and potential 
funding sources. As described in Section 2.4.2, monitoring is assumed to occur for the first eight years and for 
comparison purposes it was assumed that adaptive management is 1% of construction cost for all of the 
alternatives. Adaptive management actions would include modifications both as a result of biological 
monitoring as well as the performance of the irrigation (or water supply from the pumping). This was clarified 
in the FEIS. 
 
 

  23 I suggest a reasonable contingency plan is that if monitoring indicates that the success 
criteria are not met in 7 years out of the next 10 years, that the multiple pump and 
dam abandonment alternative be implemented. The risks inherent in implementing 
the preferred alternative is that we might delay the best option to recover pallid 
sturgeon in the Yellowstone River (abandoning or removing the diversion) by 10 years 
(or whatever minimum time period is deemed necessary for monitoring results to 
demonstrate success or failure of the “as-built” project) and that we will have wasted 
the funds used to implement the preferred alternative if it does not work. Those risks 
should be made clearer in the final EIS. 

The Agencies are committed to avoiding jeopardy to pallid sturgeon and complying with their responsibilities 
under federal law. See Section 4.9.9 for further discussion. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include timelines for 
monitoring efforts and implementation of adaptive management measures.  The potential adaptive 
management measures identified in this plan are considered adjustments to the implemented alternative and 
not the construction of a new alternative, which would likely require additional NEPA analysis and decision.  As 
shown in the plan, if an alternative is not meeting success criteria and adaptive management measures have 
been determined to be ineffective, Reclamation and the Service would work collaboratively to identify the next 
steps, including the need to reinitiate consultation. 

 

  24 I believe that scientific peer-review is critical for projects such as this proposed project, 
especially when significant public funds are being committed and desired outcomes 
are so uncertain. I acknowledge and support the planned peer-review that will be done 

Consistent with Corps policy, the Independent External Peer Review panel process occurred concurrently with 
public review of the DEIS in order for the panel to consider comments that were provided during public review. 
Their comments and recommendations have been incorporated into the FEIS and are available in Appendix I.  
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for this DEIS, but was surprised and appalled that this peer-review was not done prior 
to the release of the DEIS so that the public could use this peer-review to help evaluate 
the proposals within the DEIS. I contend that failure of the DEIS to provide this peer-
review in the DEIS renders this DEIS as incomplete because I could not use this peer-
review information to evaluate the alternatives. I know that Defenders of Wildlife 
asked that this peer-review be included prior to the deadline for public comment on 
this DEIS. I believe this was a necessary piece of information that the public should 
have had access to prior to the deadline for our comments. 

  25 In conclusion, I found that the DEIS was incomplete and fatally flawed. I suggest that 
some of the analyses were biased and that the preferred alternative selected by the 
DEIS was not supported by the information provided. The two alternatives that 
abandon or remove the existing diversion are the only alternatives that have a 
reasonable chance of meeting the intended Purpose and Need for this project. While 
the initial costs for both these alternatives are higher than other alternatives, there is 
so much uncertainty associated with the DEIS’s preferred alternative that a prudent 
person would conclude that this alternative will likely not function as desired. 
Consequently, additional funds will have to be spent later to meet the Purpose and 
Need objectives. If the BoR and Corps insist on constructing the DEIS’s preferred 
alternative, I believe the only reasonable and prudent course of action would be to 
implement this alternative in two phases. First, construct the By-Pass Channel (but do 
NOT construct the concrete cap on the diversion structure) and use proposed 
monitoring data and success criteria to prove that this By-Pass Channel successfully 
allows all fish species to move upstream and that larval pallid sturgeon are moving and 
surviving down past the project site BEFORE constructing the concrete cap. The second 
phase of re-constructing the diversion by adding the concrete cap would only be done 
after demonstrating the success of the By-Pass Channel using the Monitoring and 
Adaptive Management success criteria over a reasonable time-frame (i.e. five or ten 
years). 

 
Comment noted, also see response to comment BP-325, #8.   
   

  26 Seems to me that this EIS is biased toward preferred alternative. Language used for all 
other alternatives have a very negative tone, but language used for the preferred 
alternative is positive. I suggest that EIS evaluations should all be as objective as 
possible. 

Comment noted. 

  27 Why is no concrete shown on Figure 2-5 for the “Rendering of the Replacement Weir”. 
This omission seems deceptive to me. It just shows cobble and rock. Are you proposing 
“no concrete” on this weir? 

The concrete replacement weir is shown in gray as piles/shafts with a small concrete cap. 

  28 Power costs for the Multiple Pump alternative (p. 2-76) are shown at $500,000, but 
text says could possibly get power for $163,000 to $294,000 per year from Pick Sloan 
Missouri Basin Program. Why inflated number used in the table for annual costs (Table 
2-17). How many other costs are over-inflated in this economic analysis of the multiple 
pump alternative? 

The document has been revised to include Pick-Sloan power rates in the cost estimates for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative and the Multiple Pump with Conservation Measures Alternative. 

  29 I could not find actual cost estimates used for dam removal under either of the pump 
alternatives. Why do they need to spend money to totally remove this dam? Why can’t 
Corps and BoR remove a couple slots and let the ice and high flows remove the rest of 
the dam? I made this suggestion during scoping and it was not addressed in the draft 
EIS. Why not? 

Dam removal costs are included in the MCACES cost estimates.  See explanation of dam removal costs as 
included in response to comment OR-7, #13 and Appendix B.   
 
See response to Comment BP-325, #3 regarding removal of a portion of the Intake Diversion Dam and allowing 
ice and high flows to remove the rest.   
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  30 Why is fish passage and entrainment monitoring so high for the multiple pumping 
alternative ($277,867) compared to the channel by-pass alternatives ($138,934 for 
both by-pass and modified side channel alternatives)? Seems to me need to have 
entrainment monitoring for canal headworks in side channel alternatives that should 
be a comparable cost. 

The bypass channel entrainment monitoring is at one site – the screened headworks.  Under the multiple 
pumping alternative, the screened headworks and 5 new pumping sites would be monitored.   

  31 Water loss rates estimated from other studies seems low (p. 2-93), but need better 
review. 

Comment noted.  The other studies were recent and included measurements from a nearby irrigation district 
(Sidney), which represented the best available information.   

  32 Annual costs for additional ditch riders ($583,200) under Multiple Pumps with 
Conservation Measures alternative seems excessive (Table 2-23, p. 2-95). 

See response to comment OR-11, #24.  

  33 Appendix on “Fish Passage Connectivity Index” was mis-labeled as “Appendix E” 
when referenced in DEIS main text, it is actually Appendix D. 

Labeling was corrected in the FEIS. 

FA-1 P. Stribel, EPA 1 The EPA acknowledges that many of its comments during scoping have been 
addressed in the Draft EIS. The increased detail in the Draft EIS provides greater insight 
into the decision process, and the expanded range of alternatives is informative to the 
public and decision makers. The EPA supports the efforts to recover the pallid sturgeon 
population in the Yellowstone River and understands the necessity for timely action to 
meet that goal.  

Comment noted. 

FA-1 
 

2 The Draft EIS does not thoroughly evaluate the effects of climate change on the 
competing purposes for this project; pallid sturgeon recovery and continued irrigation 
water supply for agriculture. Specifically, the EPA recommends that the Final EIS 
evaluate in the main body of the EIS and Adaptive Management Strategy how any 
diminished flows to the Yellowstone River as a result of climate Change could result in 
constraints in meeting the demands necessary for both purposes and what measure s 
or strategies would be implemented to mitigate the effects. 

Climate change poses potential future changes in flows and temperatures for all alternatives (including No 
Action). Additional discussion has been added to Section 3.1 relative to climatic conditions and climate change. 
The development of alternatives considered measures most important to adapt to or mitigate climate change 
effects such as remaining functional under a wide range of flows and stability during extreme ice or flood 
events. During extreme low flows, water supply will potentially be insufficient for crop demands and water 
delivery will be reduced (similar to what occurs under existing conditions when flows are lower than demand). 

FA-1 
 

3 The Draft Adaptive Management Strategy is useful for understanding the approach at 
the USACE and Reclamation will take to evaluate the effects of the project on pallid 
sturgeon. The strategy identifies that monitoring of the pallid sturgeon will continue 
for 6+ years as part of its long-term monitoring timeline. During that time, Reclamation 
will present annual status reports on the effectiveness of the project. It is not specified 
how long the monitoring or the status reports will continue. As we commented in our 
scoping letter, it is likely that 15-20 years of monitoring will be necessary to evaluate 
long-term recruitment success. We continue to recommend that a minimum long-term 
monitoring effort be specified as part of the strategy. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include timelines for 
monitoring activities. 

FA-1 
 

4 Consistent with Section 309 of the CAA, it is the EPA's responsibility to provide and 
evaluation of the potential environmental impacts of this project. Based on the 
Procedures the EPA uses to evaluate the adequacy of the information and the 
potential environmental impacts of the proposed project, the EPA is rating the Draft 
EIS Preferred Alternative (Bypass Channel) as Lack of Objections (LO). The "LO" rating 
indicates that the EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impacts 
requiring substantive changes to the preferred alternative.  

Comment noted. 
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EO-1 R. Cayko, McKenzie 
County Board of 
Commissioners 

1 The McKenzie County Board of Commissioners are writing this letter is support of the 
concrete weir and improved fish passage for the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project. 

Comment noted 

EO-1 
 

2 The alternatives suggesting installation of pumping plants along the river to provide 
irrigation water would be very costly to the irrigators and would add to climate 
change, while making the newly installed multimillion dollar gravity fish screen 
worthless most of the season. 

Comment noted 

EO-1 
 

3 The cost to pump water from the Yellowstone River is not feasible. The cost would 
have to be passed on to the land owners at a cost not feasible for sustainable/ 
profitable production. This reduction in economy would reduce tax dollars that are 
necessary to provide services to all of McKenzie County. 

Comment noted.  Social and economic conditions, including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative 
have been considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 

EO-1 
 

4 The LYIP water recharges the Glacieral Aquifer that provides both the residents of the 
City of Sidney and the Town of Fairview with drinking water. Rural residents in the 
Yellowstone Valley also rely on the shallow water table for both domestic and stock 
water sources. 

Comment noted.  See section 4.4 for further discussion on groundwater hydrology. 

EO-2 Senator Taylor 
Brown, Senate 
District 28 

1 Stand today in strong support of the Environmental Impact Study that showed the 
Bypass Channel to be the best Alternative both for agriculture and for aquatic species. 

Comment noted 

EO-2 
 

2 Register my objection to the location and scheduling of this particular meeting in 
Billings, Montana on the evening of June 30th. … I only want to register my complaint, 
first that you would schedule such an important meeting over 200 miles from the 
location in question, and second, that would schedule it at one of the very worst times 
of year for irrigators to try to attend. ... The sacrifices that were made by many in this 
crowd to travel to be here tonight were immense. 

Comment noted 

EO-2 
 

3 My comment is that the proposed EIS has used real science and sound reasoning to 
arrive at the right solution, Out two biggest industries, Agriculture and Travel/Tourism 
desperately need you to get this decision right. I believe you have done that with this 
proposed alternative. 

Comment noted 

EO-3 Rep. Brad Tschida, 
Montana House of R
epresentatives – 
District 97 

1 It appears that there is a common sense solution to the irrigation issues on the Yellows
tone River, which you, The US Corp of Engineers prefers, However, groups such as Defe
nders of Wildlife, are aggressively pursuing action to eliminate the preferred weir solut
ion. This is neither preferred nor practical.  

Comment noted 

EO-3 
 

2 Please reach a decision that is: A) conducive to the fish population in the Yellowstone; 
2) supportive of farmers/ranchers/irrigators who use the Yellowstone; 3) advantageou
s to those persons (consumers) who benefit from wise and appropriate use of the natu
ral resources of the State to feed and provide for her citizens.  

Comment noted 

EO-4 D. Young, Richland 
County 

1 The Richland County Conservation District Board of Supervisors continues to support 
the By Pass Channel as the preferred alternative to meet the concerns of the 
Endangered Species Act for the Pallid Sturgeon. 

Comment noted. 
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Conservation 
District 

EO-4 
 

2 The By Pass Channel alternative is the most cost-effective means of providing the 
pallid sturgeon the river miles needed to spawn while allowing the irrigators to 
continue operating the gravity flow system that has been in operation for over 106 
years. 

Comment noted. 

EO-4 
 

3 The idea of removing the diversion and placing pumps in the river is neither cost 
effective nor "green." In a world concerned with climate change, emissions from 
pumps along with the noise from the motors this alternative is full of issues that the 
gravity flow system does not have to address. 

Comment noted. 

EO-4 
 

4 The Ranney Well alternative is of concern to the Conservation District. We have 
several years of data collected by the MT Bureau of Mines and Geology, this ideas will 
require several more years of study to assure that the aquifer could sustain the 
irrigation season and not jeopardize the water right holders using the aquifer 
currently, i.e. the city of Sidney, the Town of Fairview and the residents of the 
Yellowstone Valley. 

This has been acknowledged in the document, see Section 2.3.8.2 that states additional hydrogeological 
studies would be required for siting and permitting.  Groundwater impacts are also described in Section 4.4.   
The NEPA Implementing Regulations (40 CFR 1502.22) acknowledge there may be instances where there is 
incomplete information, and Department of the Interior Regulations (43 CFR 46.125) provide additional detail 
concerning the absence of information, stating, “In circumstances where the provisions of 40 CFR 1502.22 
apply, bureaus must consider all costs to obtain information. These costs include monetary costs as well as 
other non-monetized costs when appropriate, such as social costs, delays, opportunity costs, and non-
fulfillment or non-timely fulfillment of statutory mandates.” While the monetary costs to obtain this 
information are likely considerable, the non-monetary costs are also significant in this case, especially the 
delays in implementing passage for the remaining wild pallid sturgeon population and the resulting non-timely 
fulfillment of statutory mandates (i.e., complying with ESA). 

SA-01 J. Tubbs, Montana 
Natural Resources & 
Conservation; M. 
Hagener, Montana 
Fish Wildlife & Parks 

1 As articulated in previous letters, the state continues to support the Intake Project and 
the bypass channel alternative as long as the following conditions are achieved: l) 
there is a secure and affordable water supply for irrigation into the future; 2) the 
bypass channel provides effective upstream and downstream passage for Pallid 
Sturgeon and other native fish species; and 3) that federal partners (i.e., the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation [Bureau] and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [Corps]) remain 
financially committed (directed through a Biological Opinion [BOI from the U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife Service [Service]) to the project until the first two conditions are achieved. 

Comment noted, see revised Adaptive Management Plan in Appendix E. 
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SA-01 
 

2 The state has supported the bypass channel alternative from its inception because 
assurances were provided through the BO that federal partners would be financially 
responsible for monitoring and adaptive management for a minimum of 8 years 
following completion of the project. If the project was not successful in 8 years, the 
Corps was required to return to Fort Peck Dam and provide additional measures to 
address jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon on the Missouri River.  

See revised AM Plan in Appendix E which includes length of time for monitoring. If passage is shown not to 
lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the species in the upper basin, the 
Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management measures within its authority 
that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. This is why the MRRP AM Plan 
does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a comprehensive strategy to learn from 
the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both the Missouri and Yellowstone River so 
that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it is unlikely that options at Fort Peck 
would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that hatchery released free embryos, five 
days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake 
Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural recruitment has not occurred in 
this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 0-5 post hatch, although 
adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 2008, 2010, 2012b). 
These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total drift distance as a 
limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck flows, 
temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 

SA-01 
 

3 However, this point of obviation is counter to the overall conservation of Pallid 
Sturgeon in Montana, and credit for technical oversight and construction in the Intake 
Project should not be counted as credit for avoiding jeopardy to the population of 
Pallid Sturgeon in the Missouri River. Furthermore, through this project's use of Pallid 
Sturgeon recovery dollars; there is implied commitment to Pallid Sturgeon recovery 
and adaptive management that considers the Missouri River and Yellowstone River as 
a system in concert. Moreover, assurances tying federal partners to the Intake Project 
are necessary to ensure responsibility for expenses (e.g., operation and maintenance, 
repairs, and adaptive management). In this, the Bureau should be required to further 
describe the implementation process as part of the adaptive management or 
alternative measures at Intake Diversion Dam.   

See revised AM Plan in Appendix E which includes length of time for monitoring. If passage is shown not to 
lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the species in the upper basin, the 
Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management measures within its authority 
that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. This is why the MRRP AM Plan 
does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a comprehensive strategy to learn from 
the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both the Missouri and Yellowstone River so 
that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it is unlikely that options at Fort Peck 
would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that hatchery released free embryos, five 
days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake 
Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural recruitment has not occurred in 
this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 0-5 post hatch, although 
adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 2008, 2010, 2012b). 
These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total drift distance as a 
limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck flows, 
temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 

SA-01 
 

4 In downstream states, hybridization of Shovelnose Sturgeon and Pallid Sturgeon has 
been acknowledged, and efforts to determine the prevalence and extent of this 
introgression are ongoing. Additional research is needed to determine if this 
introgression began recently due to anthropogenic alterations of the Missouri River or 
if it has perpetuated naturally in the lower basins of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers 
for generations. Nonetheless, this genetic disparity demonstrates the importance of 
recovery efforts and decision-making regarding genetically pure Pallid Sturgeon, and 
underlines the fact that the species could be dependent upon the relatively small 
population of Pallid Sturgeon that reside in Montana and North Dakota. This is 
relatively new information which needs to be incorporated into every Pallid Sturgeon 
project such as the Intake Project, management plans, and any decisions regarding 
Pallid Sturgeon recovery efforts. 

Comment noted.   
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SA-01 
 

5 The state suggests that adding and analyzing the previously disqualified alternative of 
removal of the dam and moving the diversion upstream will make the EIS more 
defensible. This concept continues resurface in public comment periods. While the 
state does not support this alternative, we believe that a detailed explanation of why it 
is not preferred would help address public concerns and strengthen the EIS. 

This alternative was previously analyzed in the 2005 Value Planning Study, the 2010 EA (Reclamation and 
Corps 2010) and the 2015 Supplemental EA (Reclamation and Corps 2015).  A discussion of this alternative has 
been added to Chapter 2 in the FEIS (Section 2.3.1) 

SA-01 
 

6 Adaptive Management and Monitoring Plan - Success criteria and specific triggers 
should be identified for when adaptive management options are initiated. The 
duration, in years, for how long fish and hydraulic monitoring will occur and specific 
duties should be included so stakeholders and agencies understand and can plan 
accordingly. For example, depending on when the project is completed will dictate if 
fish monitoring efforts will include adult Pallid Sturgeon or soon-to-sexually-mature 
juvenile Pallid Sturgeon. The most recent projection for the longevity Of remaining 
adult pallid sturgeon is thought to expire by 2021. See appendix for details. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success criteria, 
triggers, and duration of monitoring activities. 

SA-01 
 

7 Larval drift - In 2016, a multi-agency Pallid Sturgeon larval drift study was completed 
on the Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam to evaluate larval drift distance and larval 
revisualization upstream of Lake Sakakawea. Using this understanding and study 
design, a similar experiment using Pallid Sturgeon larvae or surrogate beads should 
occur in the near future to evaluate larval drift distances and routes used by drifting 
larvae on the Yellowstone River. 

A larval drift study on the Yellowstone River has been identified as a potential research project within the 
MRRP.  

SA-01 
 

8 New Weir Height - Correct the potentially inaccurate statement in the draft EIS 
(Executive Summary, page 2-46, section 2.3.5; also found on page xxix in second 
paragraph under Bypass Channel) regarding the height of the new weir to deliver 
water into the canal and bypass channel. The state was assured multiple times during 
construction and designs conference calls or meetings that the height of the new weir 
did not have any impact on water flows into the bypass channel. 
 
Because of the distance between the weir and upstream end of the bypass channel 
there will be no flow diversions into the bypass channel. Please provide an explanation 
regarding the realities of weir height impacts on bypass channel flows. 

The proposed concrete replacement weir is designed to divert the full LYIP water right (1,374 cfs) into the main 
irrigation canal at Yellowstone River flows greater than or equal to 3,000 cfs.  In particular, the height of the 
weir is designed to provide this required diversion.  While diversion of flow into the proposed bypass channel 
was not a primary consideration in the design of the weir height, once constructed, the weir would have a 
minor impact on water surfaces at the upstream end of the bypass channel, and thus, a marginal effect on the 
amount of water diverted into the bypass.  The concrete weir would eliminate the generally annual 
requirement for the LYIP to place rock on the crest of the weir to provide the required diversion; thus, it would 
reduce the amount of fill annually placed into the Yellowstone River.  The proposed rock structures at the 
upstream end of the proposed bypass channel have been designed in accordance with applicable design 
standards to stabilize the upstream end of the channel, including preventing the risk of the Yellowstone River 
flanking the channel.   

SA-01 
 

9 Resurfacing of Access Road to Intake Fishing Access Site - Although identified within 
the draft EIS, it is very difficult to find. The state recommends that this aspect of the 
Intake Project be reinforced in an obvious location under each alternative. See 
appendix for more details. 

The access road from State Highway 16 to the Intake fishing access site (County Road 551 and Canal Road) 
would be resurfaced under all FEIS alternatives except for the No Action Alternative.  The road resurfacing 
would be to repair damage that would occur due to construction traffic during construction. 
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SA-01 
 

10 Pg. 28; "The purpose of the proposed action is to improve fish passage for pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake Diversion Dam, continue the viable and 
effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone Project, and contribute to ecosystem 
restoration." This draft EIS underestimates the ecosystem impairment caused by the 
existing dam and the effect of adding a concrete weir. Bi-directional passage of 
migratory fish is needed to restore ecosystem services. 

On-going impairment to fish passage for multiple species is discussed in Sections 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 and 
upstream/downstream passage is discussed in Sections 4.7 and 4.9. 

SA-01 
 

11 Pg. 28; "Therefore, the proposed project is needed to allow fish passage at this 
structure. Pallid sturgeon recovery is not within the scope of this project, but 
improving passage for pallid sturgeon at the Intake Diversion Dam would provide 
access to a large area of the sturgeon's historical range that has been mostly 
inaccessible since the LYP was built in 1909." While this may be true, recovery dollars 
spent on this project mean that they won't subsequently be spent on recovery actions 
elsewhere; thus, the relationship includes degrees of complexity. Nonetheless, if the 
quoted point is to be deemed true, recovery language throughout the document needs 
to remain consistent with the overall objective of avoiding jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon. 

Pallid sturgeon life history and habitat requirements are not well understood. For this reason, the Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) identifies numerous measures to expand pallid sturgeon knowledge 
while moving towards recovery. The Recovery Plan uses scientific method to obtain this knowledge, wherein 
questions are systematically answered by implementing actions, observing the response, and then 
determining the need for follow-on actions. Fish passage at Intake is one of those systematic, site-specific 
actions identified in the Recovery Plan wherein the outcome is uncertain so subsequent actions outlined in the 
Recovery Plan would be implemented based on pallid sturgeon response to implementing passage at Intake. 
 
Given the absence of information about pallid sturgeon, it is currently not feasible to meaningfully 
differentiate how each alternative might contribute to recovery and would be entirely speculative. Ultimately, 
the Service will decide, through ESA consultation (not the NEPA process), if the proposed fish passage 
alternative would avoid jeopardy, contribute to recovery and as appropriate, meet the objectives of the 
Recovery Plan. See also response to LA-01, #48 pertaining to recovery.   
 
Improving pallid sturgeon passage at Intake Dam is a site-specific project the Corps and Reclamation are 
undertaking consistent with the Corps’ WRDA Authority, Reclamation’s obligation under ESA, and as 
mentioned above, the Service’s Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan. This site-specific project is one measure within 
a larger programmatic effort to recover pallid sturgeon as described in the Recovery Plan, the Corps’ WRDA 
Authority, and the programmatic adaptive management plan the Corps is developing for endangered species 
recovery on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River (expected to be available for public review December 
2016). In summary, passage at Intake Diversion Dam may only be one measure in a suite of measures by the 
Corps, Reclamation and others that are necessary over time to recover pallid sturgeon.  

SA-01 
 

12 Pg. 28; "Habitats upstream of the Intake Diversion Dam appear to be suitable for 
spawning and rearing of pallid sturgeon juveniles, but few pallid sturgeon have been 
observed upstream of the dam." Please provide a citation for this statement, as there 
appears to be a lot of speculation regarding where, and if Pallid Sturgeon can spawn. 
What we actually know about Pallid Sturgeon spawning habitat from confirmed 
spawning is very limited. 

Habitats upstream of Intake Diversion Dam have been studied for their potential suitability for juvenile and 
adult pallid sturgeon use (Jaeger et al. 2004, 2005, 2006), but agencies agree that it is currently not known 
where or if pallid sturgeon will spawn upstream of Intake Diversion Dam. 

SA-01 
 

13 Pg. 29; "The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has identified the lower Yellowstone River as 
an area of priority for pallid sturgeon recovery because sturgeon are still in the area, 
there is suitable habitat remaining in the river to assist in recovery, and the 
Yellowstone River exhibits a natural hydrograph." This should read "... near-natural 
hydrograph." 

Edit made as suggested in the comment. 
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SA-01 
 

14 Pg. 29; "The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has identified the lower Yellowstone River as 
an area of priority for pallid sturgeon recovery... " The Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act (FWCA, 48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.) Section 2 states that fish 
and wildlife conservation shall receive equal consideration with other project purposes 
(p. I-1 5). Agencies that construct, permit, or license projects impacting a water body 
must consult with the Service and the state agency having jurisdiction over fish and 
wildlife resources, in this case MFWP. Full consideration must be given to the 
recommendations made through this consultation process. This draft EIS intends to 
meet water delivery requirements, while providing some unquantifiable improvement 
in fish passage for ESA-listed pallid sturgeon and other fish species. Whereas the no-
dam alternatives solve for fish passage by restoring the natural channel morphology, 
those alterative were deemed too expensive, and would not meet the project purpose 
and need, because the water supply would be insufficient to keep the Lower 
Yellowstone Project viable (p. 2-77). The preferred bypass channel alternative meets 
requirements for water delivery, and places the risk on migratory fish species. 
Reclamation and the Corps have identified the Bypass Channel Alternative as the 
preferred alternative, because l) the bypass "could be constructed, operated, and 
maintained to meet the physical and biological criteria identified by the Service's BRT, 
and therefore would provide passage for pallid sturgeon", 2) the bypass "is a cost-
effective means of providing fish passage", 3) "The Bypass Channel Alternative is 
expected to have the lowest annual O&M costs", and 4) the bypass "would not result 
in significant long-term adverse environmental impacts". However, the draft EIS and 
Reclamation's Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) focus primarily on successfully 
passing upstream migrating fish. Upstream passage alone is insufficient to complete 
the fish life cycles of migratory fish species. A sufficient number of downstream 
migrating larvae and juvenile fishes must also survive passage through the diversion 
structure. 

See additional discussion in Section 4.9 regarding downstream passage of fish and larvae. 

SA-01 
 

15 Pg. 29; Regarding the expected extirpation of Pallid sturgeon, current adult Pallid 
Sturgeon estimates are 110 fish (no longer 158), with extirpation by 2021 (not 2018 as 
mentioned in the text). Furthermore, this only applies to mature, WILD individuals. 
There are currently, and will continue to be, more mature, hatchery-reared individuals 
in the system. To this effect, if not for progeny introduced by conservation hatcheries 
the species would likely be close to extinction. There are now approximately 43,000 
surviving progeny that will begin reaching maturity at age 15. Roughly 18,000 
individuals are expected to reach spawning age within the next 2-5 years. 

See revised Exec Summary 
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SA-01 
 

16 Pg. 29; We recommend adding a paragraph with basic life history and background of 
the species to convey to folks why this project is important (e.g., historic distribution, 
unimpeded 
 
river reaches, long-lived, large migrations etc.). Language should also be added to 
describe the genetically distinct population of Pallid Sturgeon that exist in 
Montana/North Dakota; 
 
one that differs from those found further downstream in the basin. Pallid Sturgeon in 
RPMA I and 2 represent the most genetically intact population throughout their 
current range; thus, they are critical for future hatchery propagation to prevent 
extinction. 

See revised text in Executive Summary. 

SA-01 
 

17 Pg. 29; "As these fish are only beginning to reach maturity, they are not yet 
contributing to population viability or sustainability." This should reflect that, 
currently, no Pallid Sturgeon —wild or hatchery— are currently contributing to the 
sustainability. 

See revised text in Executive Summary. 

SA-01 
 

18 Pg. 3 1 ; Regarding the Bypass Channel Alternative, define how much higher (vertically) 
the new dam will be compared to the historic wood crib dam. Additionally, language 
regarding the impact from plugging the existing historic side channel appears to be 
missing. This is an important aspect that needs to be in the forefront of the alternative 
analysis. 

See Section 2.3.5.4 for details on new weir. 

SA-01 
 

19 Pg. 3 1; There are a lot of places that assume actions will undoubtedly improve "fish 
passage,". However, nobody actually knows that the outcome of any of the structures 
will look like in terms of fish passage but we do know that we currently have over and 
around passage of multiple species. So, assuming that anything will be better than 
what we have now is probably a bad assumption. This highlights the need for providing 
explicit rationale behind future monitoring and adaptive management to ensure that 
the improved passage stated here can be empirically proven in the future. 

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that 
will take into consideration not only pallid sturgeon but also other native species found in the Yellowstone 
River.  The proposed Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan can be found in Appendix E. 

SA-01 
 

20 Pg. 32; Regarding the Modified Side Channel Alternative, assuming that any of these 
alternatives will improve Pallid Sturgeon passage, or passage of any species for that 
matter, may be a false assumption. We know that we currently have some passage of 
all species we have tracked; however, there is potential that any alternative may have 
no or decreased passage of certain species. Again, monitoring and adaptive 
management need to establish current conditions of fish passage in order to 
subsequently document any improvement.  

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that 
will take into consideration not only pallid sturgeon but also other native species found in the Yellowstone 
River.  The proposed Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan can be found in Appendix E. 
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SA-01 
 

21 Pg. 32; Though upstream movement of radio-tagged Pallid Sturgeon in the historic 
high flow channel occurred in 2014 and 2015 at 69,800 cfs and 60,500 cfs, respectively, 
actual passage occurred at much lower discharges (—45,000 cfs). As written, it implies 
that the river needs to reach 60k or 70k cfs for Pallid Sturgeon passage, which is 
inaccurate. Furthermore, the side channel would not need to convey water year round 
to increase fish passage; improving flows, as the Biological Review Team has 
recommended, is only needed when river exceeds 20,000 cfs. 

See revised text in Executive Summary. 

SA-01 
 

22 Pg. 38; In Table ES-2, Operational Effects under Bypass Channel, "Side channel plug 
would limit passage," should be changed to "Side channel plug would permanently 
eliminate fish passage via the side channel." 

See revised Table ES-2. 

SA-01 
 

23 Pg. 65; Under Decisions to be Made, "If Reclamation decides to proceed with the 
proposed action, the Corps will decide whether to assist Reclamation with the 
proposed action, or a reasonable alternative to it, and provide funding for design and 
construction activities needed to modify the Intake Diversion Dam for the purpose of 
improving fish passage and assisting in restoration of the lower Yellowstone River 
ecosystem." The interconnected Pallid Sturgeon population and the ecosystem in the 
Yellowstone and Missouri rivers should be treated as a whole. 

The decision to be made as part of this EIS are specific to actions to be taken at Intake. Decisions on the 
population as a whole are considered in the Missouri River Management Plan, which the Corps is currently 
completing in consultation with the FWS.  We do not disagree that management action on both the Missouri 
and Yellowstone Rivers may ultimately be needed to meet pallid sturgeon objectives.  Within the upper basin, 
providing fish passage at the Intake Dam has been identified by the USFWS (Service 2013) and 2014 Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan, and confirmed by the best available science through an Effects Analysis, as one of the 
best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations of pallid sturgeon.  This project will reestablish a 
linkage to historic pallid sturgeon spawning habitat which is currently hypothesized as being one of the 
primary limiting factors for pallid sturgeon recruitment.  The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed 
to identifying other potential management actions within its authority that could reasonably be implemented 
to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete 
project, if necessary, based on the best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts 
that alteration of Fort Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in 
recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
 

SA-01 
 

24 Pg. 69; "The five pallid sturgeon that passed the Intake Diversion Dam in 2014 were 
documented in the Powder River and spawning appears to have occurred." This 
statement is only partially correct. It should read "Three of the five Pallid Sturgeon that 
passed the Intake Diversion Dam in 2014 were documented in the Powder River and 
spawning appears to have occurred." 

See revised text in Section 2.1. 

SA-01 
 

25 Pg. 83; In the section discussing the Pick Sloan Missouri River Basin Program Power, 
there is a citation missing that is important to support a statement about how Pick 
Sloan Power may not be used in context of some kinds of pumping. Please include a 
citation to support this statement. 

Citation has been added: (Reclamation 2005a) Reclamation Manual Directives and Standards FAC 04-06. 
Bureau of Reclamation. May 2005. Online at http://www.usbr.gov/recman/fac/fac04-06.html 
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SA-01 
 

26 Pg. 91; "Reclamation intends to work cooperatively with the state of Montana to 
identify funding resources for monitoring and adaptive management, as appropriate." 
Regarding Biological Criteria for Success (p. 4-153, downstream criterion 2). To 
minimize mortality in drifting Pallid Sturgeon larvae, we need to understand the 
pathways in which larvae drift downstream. Flow conditions that larvae experience at 
different river stages can be examined using 3D hydraulic mapping, bathymetry and 
bottom texture at various river stages. Each route could be assigned an estimate of 
mortality under differing flow conditions. Drift paths from the thalweg upstream 
through the various routes at Intake can be verified by releasing neutrally-buoyant 
beads and recapturing the beads at various points downstream. Results would inform 
remedial actions to guide larvae toward routes that minimize passage mortality. 

More details would be needed to evaluate the effectiveness of such an approach but the need certainly exists 
to estimate larval mortality under differing conditions in a way that would highlight potential remedies if there 
is a problem.  The consistently-funded USACE MRRP science program has invested and will continue to invest 
in addressing the most pressing uncertainties for pallid sturgeon in the upper basin.  Although some science 
activities related to Intake will need to be undertaken by others, USACE-funded research and monitoring 
efforts will continue to be very helpful in improving understanding and management on both Yellowstone and 
Missouri.  Many commenters have shown concern that science and monitoring will not occur or will not be 
funded.  That concern is not founded, however, given the Adaptive Management monitoring by Reclamation at 
Intake, as well as other studies funded through the MRRP science program, WAPA funding, and others. MRRP 
funding will not be limited to efforts on the Missouri River, but will also consider collection of date on the 
Yellowstone River where it is needed to understand needs of the pallid sturgeon. 

SA-01 
 

27 Pg. 92; "While head requirements could theoretically be met through rock placement, 
a permanent structure provides more reliable flows into the bypass channel, reduces 
the amount of fill placed into the Yellowstone River... " This is an incorrect statement. 
The new dam crest height will not impact flows into the bypass channel. Furthermore, 
riprap at the upstream end of the bypass channel, in a southwesterly direction, could 
reduce the risk of flanking; however, this material must be placed on river bank rather 
than buried revetment to insure adequate construction of toe and slope. 

The proposed concrete replacement weir is designed to divert the full LYIP water right (1,374 cfs) into the main 
irrigation canal at Yellowstone River flows greater than or equal to 3,000 cfs.  In particular, the height of the 
weir is designed to ensure this diversion.  While diversion of flow into the proposed bypass channel was not a 
primary consideration in the design of the weir height, once constructed, the weir would have a minor impact 
on water surfaces at the upstream end of the bypass channel, and thus, a marginal effect on the amount of 
water diverted into the bypass.  The concrete weir would eliminate the generally annual requirement for the 
LYIP to place rock on the crest of the weir to provide the required diversion; thus, it would reduce the amount 
of fill placed into the Yellowstone River.  The proposed rock structures at the upstream end of the proposed 
bypass channel have been designed in accordance with applicable design standards to stabilize the upstream 
end of the channel, including preventing the risk of the Yellowstone River flanking the channel.   

SA-01 
 

28 Pg. 97-98; "In addition, the road between Highway 16 and Intake Fishing Access Site 
will be resurfaced. Existing access roads to Joe's Island would be improved as needed 
to facilitate construction access." This point needs explanation elsewhere to ensure 
implementation, even for other alternatives (missing from modified side channel 
alternative). 

See response to comment SA-01, 9 

SA-01 
 

29 Pg. 98; As part of the Bypass Channel operations and maintenance, a full span pre-
stressed concrete bridge similar to what is included in the modified side channel 
alternative should be added to the bypass channel alternative in order to provide 
access for OM&R. 

The modified side channel includes annual rock placement on the existing concrete weir which will include the 
need for regular access. Rock placement between the old weir and replacement weir is not expected to occur 
as frequently. O&M costs for the bypass channel include the cost of barging rock to the site, which is more 
conducive for the accuracy of placement needed for this alternative. 
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SA-01 
 

30 Pg. 146; "The No Action, Bypass Channel, Modified Side Channel and Multiple Pump 
alternatives were identified as cost effective. The Rock Ramp alternative is not cost 
effective because the Bypass Channel alternative provides greater output for less cost. 
The Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures alternative is not cost effective 
because the Multiple Pump Stations alterative provides the same level of output for 
less cost." How are average annual habitat units (AAHU) calculated? 

As described in Section 1.3.2 of Appendix D, habitat units are a metric derived by multiplying the fish passage 
index by the total acres of available preferred habitat for each species under each alternative, resulting in 
estimated average habitat benefits per year. A sentence has been added to Section 2.4.3. to include this 
definition in the main text as well. 

SA-01 
 

31 Pg. 149; Under the Environmental Impacts comparison of Rock Ramp vs. Bypass, etc. in 
Table 2-30, there appears to be wording regarding the level fish passage provided; 
however, many professionals agree that this qualification it is extremely uncertain. 
Here the rock ramp provides "partial fish passage" whereas the bypass channel has 
"fish passage provided". Some of these semantics appear to support a preconceived 
notion that the EIS would demonstrate that the bypass was the best option rather than 
a complete evaluation of all alternatives. 

See revised Table 2-30, which is now Table 2-39 

SA-01 
 

32 Pg. 1 53; "These monitoring results suggest a bypass channel with the general 
geomorphic and flow characteristics of existing side channels in the river could best 
pass adult pallid sturgeon." The current status of Pallid Sturgeon passage at Intake is 
not acceptable. However, modeling the new bypass channel to mimic the existing side-
channel "could best pass Pallid Sturgeon"? Clarify that this modeling is not just based 
on the existing high flow side channel. 

This section has been moved. See revised text in Section 4.9 clarifying more specifics on the modeling and 
design of the proposed Bypass Channel. 

SA-01 
 

33 Pg. 1 53; "A fish passage efficiency study could provide critical research information to 
correct the Muggli bypass channel and to inform the design of future bypasses for 
shovelnose (and pallid) sturgeon." This seems to indicate that that little is known about 
upstream passage requirements for Pallid Sturgeon, and even if passage is achieved, 
and adults ultimately spawn upstream, there was insufficient discussion of 
downstream passage of larval Pallid Sturgeon to complete the lifecycle required for 
recruitment. 

This section has been moved. See revised text in Section 4.9 clarifying more specifics on the design of the 
proposed Bypass Channel. Additional research on the deficiencies of existing constructed fish passageways is 
always helpful in informing future designs. 
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SA-01 
 

34 Pg. 154-155; River discharge was approximately 47,000 cfs when Pallid Sturgeon were 
documented ascending the existing natural side channel. The ID HEC-RAS model 
provides an average channel velocity, and cannot estimate the lateral distri bution of 
water velocities (2D column velocities) or the vertical distribution (3D, lateral, vertical 
and longitudinal velocities). The proposed Bypass Channel Alternative design has been 
modeled to have mean velocities of 3 ft/sec at lower flows (7,000 cfs river flow) and 4-
5 ft/sec at higher river flows (15,000, 30,000, and 54,000 cfs river flow). We 
recommend 3D hydraulic mapping of the various possible migration routes for 
upstream and downstream movements under varying channel discharges. Monitor the 
irrigation canal downstream of the screens and the river immediately downstream of 
the boulder field below the Intake Diversion Dam to assess potential injury and 
mortality to free-embryo, larvae and young-of-year sturgeon. Experiments should be 
undertaken including the release of free-embryo Pallid Sturgeon or Shovelnose 
Sturgeon (or neutrally buoyant beads) upstream of the dam to assess entrainment or 
impingement at the screens, and injury from drift over the dam crest and through the 
boulder field.  

These activities would be helpful and potentially essential in documenting take under section 9 of the ESA, if 
pallid sturgeon are able to successfully spawn upon passing intake. It is important to do no harm and not make 
things worse for those life stages. Pallid sturgeon are currently limited in their recruitment, however other life 
stages do quite well and needs of those life stages pale in importance to providing adequate drift distance for 
larvae.   
 
The consistently-funded USACE MRRP science program has invested and will continue to invest in addressing 
the most pressing uncertainties for pallid sturgeon in the upper basin.  Although some science activities related 
to Intake will need to be undertaken by others, USACE-funded research and monitoring efforts will continue to 
be very helpful in improving understanding and management on both Yellowstone and Missouri.  Many 
commenters have shown concern that science and monitoring will not occur or will not be funded.  That 
concern is not founded, however, given the Adaptive Management monitoring by the Bureau at Intake, as well 
as other studies funded through the MRRP science program, WAPA funding, and others. MRRP funding will not 
be limited to efforts on the Missouri River, but will also consider collection of date on the Yellowstone River 
where it is needed to understand needs of the pallid sturgeon. 

SA-01 
 

34 
continued 

(continued) We also recommend developing decision criteria to trigger adaptive 
management options to improve passage for juveniles if the lack of juvenile passage is 
demonstrate to result in negative population level effects (mentioned on p. 2-6). 
Additionally, a concrete replacement weir is proposed just upstream from the existing 
rock weir at elevation 1990.5 feet (p. 2-50) with a 125 foot wide and two feet deep 
notch to facilitate in-river upstream and downstream fish passage. The replacement 
weir crest will include at least one low-flow channel (elevation I ,988 ft) for fish 
passage (p. 2-51, 4-44). The draft EIS provided inadequate consideration to 
downstream migrating larvae and juveniles that must pass over the notched weir. 
Furthermore, the fish passage analysis (p. 2-99) is based on a Fish Passage Connectivity 
Index described in Appendix D. This index contains no parameters related to 
downstream passage of larvae or bi-directional passage of juveniles. Little is known 
about upstream passage requirements for Pallid Sturgeon, and even if passage is 
achieved, and adults ultimately spawn upstream, there was insufficient discussion of 
downstream passage of larval Pallid Sturgeon to complete the lifecycle required for 
recruitment. 

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that 
will take into consideration not only pallid sturgeon but also other native species found in the Yellowstone 
River.  The proposed Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan can be found in Appendix E. 

SA-01 
 

35 Pg. 155; Please add the details for duration of monitoring; 8 years from Appendix E. 
Furthermore, it is strongly held that monitoring should be based on fish passage 
success and not a rigid timeframe. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success criteria, 
triggers, and duration of monitoring activities.  

SA-01 
 

36 Pg. 206-208; Pallid Sturgeon fingerlings inhabit Zones 2 (transition) and 3 (warm 
water). Stocking did not begin until 1997. See White and Bramblett (1993). 

Statement regarding pallid sturgeon fingerlings has been deleted. 

SA-01 
 

37 Pg. 210; Shovelnose Sturgeon are not part of the Backwater Species category; they are 
a main channel species. This categorization of this species may change the way 
alternatives are analyzed. 

This was an error, they have been moved to the main channel species section, see revised text in Section 
3.7.4.1. 
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SA-01 
 

38 Pg. 236; Please provide reference regarding Pallid Sturgeon genetic purity and 
differences with genetic hybrid swarms downstream. Additionally, include this 
information in Pallid Sturgeon — Status discussion. This elevates public awareness and 
need for focused efforts on RPMA I & 2. 

See revised text in Section 3.9.1.3. 

SA-01 
 

39 Pg. 238; Under the Life History section for Pallid Sturgeon, juvenile male Pallid 
Sturgeon demonstrate first maturity around 15 years old, not 5, as included in the text. 

Keenlyne & Jenkins (1993) estimated age at first reproduction for females at 15-20 years and males at 5 years 
(based on wild fish). Additional text on variation from estimates based on wild vs. hatchery fish has been 
added. 

SA-01 
 

40 Pg. 277-278; Eliminate all references to specific details of paddlefish contracts. ". 
..Chamber is authorized to issue a 3-year concession permit. ' to "issue an annual 
concession permit. "The concessionaire typically pays-a-$7-50-peFmk4ee;-seIls food 
and drinks, and offers fishing tackle for rent or purchase." 

Edited as suggested.  

SA-01 
 

41 Pg. 388; "In order to maintain a diversion of 1,374 cfs when Yellowstone River flows 
are at a low flow of 3,000 cfs (measured at Sidney gage), the headworks structure 
requires 0.7 feet more head in the river (rounded to I foot of head) than was required 
prior to construction of the screens and gates (p. 4-36)." If so, why was the concrete 
replacement weir proposed to be built at an elevation of 1990.5 feet (p. 2-50)? 

Due to the inclusion of fish screens on the new LYIP intake headworks gates, the new intake requires 0.7 feet 
more hydraulic head than the historic intake required to provide the required diversion of 1,374 cfs into the 
main irrigation canal at a Yellowstone River flow of 3,000 cfs.  The fish screens increase head loss through the 
headworks gates compared to the historic unscreened gates.  Additionally, inclusion of a crest notch in the 
design of the proposed replacement weir to facilitate downstream passage of fish during low flows requires 
the weir crest outside of the notch to be slightly higher than if it were to be uniform in elevation.  The crest 
height of the weir was designed at an elevation of 1990.5 ft because this is the crest height required to provide 
the required irrigation diversion.  The height of the new weir is roughly equivalent to the average height of the 
existing rock placement.  

SA-01 
 

42 Pg. 396, ".. .slightly reduced flows in the river from the split flows will result in depths 
over the weir about 0.5 feet lower at flows of 7,000 cfs and about I foot less at flows of 
30,000 cfs."(p. 4-44). Constructed side channel would reduce depth over the weir by 
0.5 to I n, compared to the existing condition. 

Diversion of flows through the proposed fish bypass channel would result in reduced depths over the weir 
compared to the existing condition at equivalent total flows.  This is a direct result of the removal of flow from 
the Yellowstone River main channel.  The crest notch in the proposed replacement weir would provide a 
portion of the weir in which depths over the weir would be greater than the existing condition at equivalent 
total flows. 

SA-01 
 

43 Pg. 397; .0&M actions are expected periodically... to ensure fish passage." O&M 
actions likely require a temporary cofferdam be placed at the upstream entrance of 
the bypass channel completely shutting off flows to the engineered channel during the 
summer base flows. The timing of this maintenance procedure is critical, because 
downstream migration of larval fish occurs during summer and it may be necessary to 
direct larvae into the side channel at this time to reduce mortality. Fall would be a 
better time to close the channel for O&M, after larvae drift from upstream spawning 
locations. 

O&M activities on the bypass channel and weir are expected to occur outside of pallid sturgeon migration 
(May 15 - July 1) and outside of free embryo and larval drift (June - July 15).  The analysis in Chapter 4 has been 
updated to reflect this. 

SA-01 
 

44 Pg. 398; Mean column velocity (2D) does not allow examining hydraulic conditions at 
the depths fish travel. 3D hydraulic mapping should be conducted in the engineered 
side channel, notched weir, top of weir, and associated with the rubble field. 

There are empirical means of estimating velocities throughout a column of water.  Collecting ADCP data in the 
immediate vicinity of the weir and rubble field may not be feasible due to technological limitations and 
concerns for safety of personnel.  This could be considered for the bypass as a means of monitoring, but may 
be excessive in terms of data needed to make a determination of meeting project goals. 

SA-01 
 

45 Pg. 400; "The hydraulic analyses of this channel configuration indicates that it would 
meet. except for average velocity at the upstream fish exit, the BRT depth and velocity 
criteria where flows were estimated to be 6.7 fps." These velocities exceed the 
observed velocities when Pallid Sturgeon ascended the natural side channel during 
2014 and 2015. 

Comment noted. 
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SA-01 
 

46 Pg. 406; "With the dam removed, the main river channel would generally have average 
velocities of 3.1 fps at 15,000 cfs and 4.4 fps at 30,000 cfs. Average channel depths 
would be about 9 feet at low flows (7,000 cfs or less). At flows above 30,000 cfs, 
average channel depths would be greater than 13.5 feet, which is similar to depths and 
velocities in the upstream/downstream river channel." Depths differ from those on p. 
4-52; 7 ft at 15,000 cfs vs. 9 ft, and I I ft at > 30,000 cfs vs. 13.5 ft. Why the disparity? 

Depths were checked and revised as appropriate. 

SA-01 
 

47 Pg. 407; "Removal of the Intake Diversion Dam would likely substantially improve fish 
passage through the main river channel, as depths and velocities would be similar to 
those found in upstream and downstream reaches of the river." Agreed. Removal of 
the dam would remove risk to upstream and downstream passage of all life cycle 
stages of migratory fish. 

Comment noted. 

SA-01 
 

48 Pg. 409-410; "All of the alternatives that would maintain the Intake Diversion Dam 
whether in its existing condition or with installation of a new concrete weir (Rock 
Ramp, Bypass Channel, Modified Side Channel) would provide a suitable surface water 
route for fish passage during most flows. There would be some flows with depths or 
velocities not be suitable for passage for the rock ramp, but the overall cumulative 
effect would be an improvement for the aquatic ecosystem and fish passage." This 
statement ignores downstream movement of larvae and bi-directional movements of 
sub adult Pallid Sturgeon. This grossly underestimates the impairment caused by the 
existing dam and the effect of adding a concrete weir. Furthermore, only 3 actions are 
listed to alleviate impacts. Other remedial actions should be considered here and in 
Appendix E. Monitoring and Adaptive management Plan. 

Bi-directional movement of pallid sturgeon and other fish species for each alternative are discussed in the 
direct and indirect effects section 4.9.7. Additional adaptive management measures have been included in 
Appendix E. 

SA-01 
 

49 Pg. 470; "When cofferdams are in place for the replacement weir, it is likely that 
velocities at the headworks screens could decrease when the cofferdam is on the 
north half of the river, but could increase when the cofferdam is on the south half of 
the river. Increased velocities could increase the number of fish impinged on the 
screens of the new headworks." Understanding the pathways of downstream drifting 
larvae and juveniles (see previous recommendations) would inform methods for 
guiding fish through the lease harmful routes. 

The Aquatic Communities section in Chapter 4 has been updated with additional information and analysis on 
impingement and entrainment. 
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SA-01 
 

50 Pg. 487; "Reclamation will implement a monitoring and adaptive management plan to 
evaluate the success of any of the alternatives if they were constructed and implement 
measures to improve success if problems are identified" (p. 4-135). A revised 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan is being developed to address the physical 
and the biological criteria that would indicate success of the project (p. 2-5 and 
Appendix E). If? 85% of telemetered fish passed upstream without substantial delay 
the passage way would be considered successful (Service 2016). The Service 
recommended that adult Pallid Sturgeon passing downstream of the Intake Diversion 
Dam be monitored for injury or evidence of adverse stress to ensure that mortality of 
adults passing downstream does not exceed 1% during the first 10 years of project 
implementation (p. 2-6). They also recommended that experiments be undertaken, 
including the release of free-embryo pallid or shovelnose sturgeon upstream of the 
dam to assess entrainment or impingement at the screens and injury from drift over 
the dam crest and through the boulder field. They also recommended to document if 
native fish are able to migrate upstream and downstream of the Intake Diversion Dam. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success criteria and 
studies recommended by the Service’s Biological Review Team. 

SA-01 
 

51 Pg. 504; "Although pallid sturgeon recovery is not an objective of this project, the 
project could have an effect on recruitment" (p. 4-152). "Velocities over the existing 
Intake Diversion Dam are 8 feet per second, with depths of about 2.1 to 2.9 feet during 
flows of 15,000 cfs (median flows for the spring pallid sturgeon migration period (April 
through June)" (p. 4-39). The April to June time period coincides with upstream 
migration and spawning. Downstream drift of larvae occurs during late June and July. 
"Downstream of the boulder field, average velocities are typically 3 to 4 feet per 
second" (p. 4-39). Given these velocities, larvae drifting over the weir and through the 
boulder field would experience harmful turbulence and rock strikes, causing larval 
mortality in addition to the 5% estimated to be lost due to entrainment through the 
screens (p. 4-163). The authors repeatedly suggest that entrainment mortality would 
have a negligible effect to Pallid Sturgeon recruitment, because the species evolved to 
produce very large numbers of eggs to compensate for the low survival of eggs/free 
embryos. However, estimating 5% entrainment of drifting larvae by percent of flow 
diverted, does not account for mortality on the remaining 95% that are not entrained, 
but are injured or killed by turbulence and rock strikes while passing over the weir and 
rubble field. Downstream drift will become increasingly important when hatchery 
progeny reach maturity and begin to spawn. ".. .an estimated 43,000 juvenile 
hatchery-derived Pallid Sturgeon are estimated to be present in the Upper Missouri 
River (Rotella 2015)" (p. 4-164). 

More details on downstream movement of free embryos/larvae and potential entrainment has been added to 
Section 4.9.7 for each alternative. 
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SA-01 
 

52 Pg. 504; "... the Yellowstone River appears to offer the best chance of potentially 
successful spawning and recruitment for the Great Plains Management Unit and would 
rapidly help to identify if 250 miles is sufficient drift distance for successful 
recruitment. At a 5% rate of decline of wild adult pallid sturgeon, if 125 may have been 
remaining in 2008 (Jaeger et al. 2009), there may be fewer than 90 wild adults still 
alive in 2016, rapidly diminishing the potential for successful recruitment or recovery 
of these fish if passage is not provided soon." It is important to note here that flows 
and temperatures in the Missouri River can be controlled by modifying Fort Peck Dam, 
whereas flows and temperatures in the Yellowstone River can only be slightly modified 
by humans. 

One of the main reasons the Yellowstone River has immediate promise for pallid sturgeon if passage is 
provided is that it has a near natural hydrograph, temperature regime, and turbidity.  As a result as stated in 
Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3), approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May - July).  The 
only exception was during a historic flood when some fish chose the Missouri River, although most still chose 
the Yellowstone.  The Agencies do not believe that it would be helpful to attempt to attract fish up the 
Missouri River to spawn at the same time we are attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of passage at Intake 
and spawning potential above Intake.  This does not mean that management options will not continue to be 
evaluated on the Missouri River and does not close the door on pursuing other options.  This will depend on 
updates to existing drift and population models and results from fish passage, spawning, and recruitment on 
the Yellowstone.  Increased understanding of drift dynamics, which is rapidly occurring, may result in changing 
views of the potential of management options at FP.  This approach is described thoroughly in the MRRP AM 
Plan.   
 
It should be noted that a key reason for pursuing passage on the Yellowstone as a priority is that even if 
conditions on the Missouri River could be manipulated enough to allow recruitment (which is highly 
uncertain), there is no evidence that pallid sturgeon could be attracted away from the Yellowstone River with 
reasonable manipulations in flow from Fort Peck. In addition, it is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be 
pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that hatchery released free embryos, five days post-
hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, 
when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the 
conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal 
distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations 
support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total drift distance as a limitation on natural 
recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck flows, temperature modifications at 
Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
 
 

SA-01 
 

53 Pg. 505; "I. For the Intake passage project to be successful, mortality of adult pallid 
sturgeon that encounter Intake Diversion Dam or other design alternative while 
migrating downstream cannot annually exceed I % during the first 10 years of project 
implementation. Adults passing downstream should be monitored for injury or 
evidence of adverse stress." Include juvenile Pallid Sturgeon and other fish species. 

The additional requirements from the BRT from Appendix E have been added to this section. 
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SA-01 
 

54 Pg. 505; "2. The Service recommends that post-project monitoring be conducted both 
at the intake screens, in the irrigation canal, and immediately below the Intake 
Diversion Dam boulder field to assess potential injury and mortality to free embryos, 
larvae and young-of-year sturgeon." To minimize mortality in drifting Pallid Sturgeon 
larvae, we need to understand the pathways in which larvae drift downstream. Flow 
conditions that larvae experience at different river stages can be examined using 3D 
hydraulic mapping, bathymetry and bottom texture in each migration route, at various 
river stages. Each route could be assigned an estimate of mortality under differing flow 
conditions. Drift paths from the thalweg upstream through the various routes at Intake 
can be verified by releasing neutrally-buoyant beads and recapturing the beads at 
various points downstream. Results would inform remedial actions to guide larvae 
toward routes that minimize passage mortality. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success criteria and 
studies recommended by the Service’s Biological Review Team. 

SA-01 
 

55 Pg. 510 ; "...there will be a period of time of at least two years, when the bypass 
channel is not completed and the existing side channel is also blocked, which would 
likely prevent pallid sturgeon passage upstream of the Intake Diversion Dam." For this 
reason, infilling the existing side channel should be delayed, if possible, until bi-
directional fish passage is confirmed through the engineered bypass channel and/or 
notched weir. 

Delaying the filling of the existing side channel would require temporary stockpiling of the proposed bypass 
channel excavation spoil material, and then double handling at a later date for placement in the side channel.  
At a minimum, the upstream end of the existing side channel will need to be blocked to ensure the desired 
performance of the proposed bypass channel.  Blocking the upstream end of the existing side channel will 
prevent any potential fish passage through this channel.  Trap and haul is identified as an action to minimize 
effects which may be undertaken during construction to reduce impacts. 

SA-01 
 

56 Pg. 514; "During removal of the dam, passage could be inhibited over the Intake 
Diversion Dam as coffer dams divert flow from one side of the river to the other and 
have increased depths and velocities, but this should be short-term, lasting only a few 
months, thus resulting in only a minor adverse effect." Dam removal could be 
accomplished less expensively by breaching the weir in a few places, and allowing the 
river to gradually flush the remainder. 

The existing Intake Diversion Dam consists of not only the rock placed on the dam crest as part of ongoing 
maintenance by the LYIP, but also a very substantial rock-filled timber structure founded in the riverbed and 
the extensive boulder field downstream of the dam.  Complete removal of the dam by natural river processes 
would likely be a very long process, even if the dam were breached in an attempt to accelerate the process.  
Thus, if the objective of removing the dam were to allow pallid sturgeon passage in the near term, allowing 
natural river processes to degrade the dam over time, would not accomplish this objective in the desired 
timeframe. 

SA-01 
 

57 Pg. 5 17-518; The authors argue longer drift distance in the Yellowstone River 
(Cartersville to Lake Sakakawea = 250 mi) as compared to the Missouri River (Ft Peck 
to Lake Sakakawea = a little over 200 mi). This argument does not consider that river 
discharge controls drift speed and channel complexity controls drift paths. Hydraulic 
mapping (3D) has demonstrated how complex currents create areas of convergence 
and areas of divergence where particles/larvae in the thalweg are forced into low 
velocity areas. Also, Fort Peck discharge can be controlled to extend drift times, 
whereas Yellowstone River flows can only be slightly modified by Yellowtail Dam 
operations and smaller catchments upstream. Yellowtail Dam regulates 28 percent of 
the base flows upstream of Sidney, and reservoir operations can alter the flow regime 
(Corps 2006, P. 3-20). 

One of the main reasons the Yellowstone River has immediate promise for pallid sturgeon if passage is 
provided is that it has a near natural hydrograph, temperature regime, and turbidity.  As a result as stated in 
Chapter 3 (Section 3.9.1.3), approximately 90% (Braaten et al 2015) of the tagged adult pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River population utilize the Yellowstone River during the spawning period (May - July).  The 
only exception was during a historic flood when some fish chose the Missouri River, although most still chose 
the Yellowstone.  The Agencies do not believe that it would be helpful to attempt to attract fish up the 
Missouri River to spawn at the same time we are attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of passage at Intake 
and spawning potential above Intake.  This does not mean that management options will not continue to be 
evaluated on the Missouri River and does not close the door on pursuing other options.  This will depend on 
updates to existing drift and population models and results from fish passage, spawning, and recruitment on 
the Yellowstone.  Increased understanding of drift dynamics, which is rapidly occurring, may result in changing 
views of the potential of management options at FP.  This approach is described thoroughly in the MRRP AM 
Plan.   
 
It should be noted that a key reason for pursuing passage on the Yellowstone as a priority is that even if 
conditions on the Missouri River could be manipulated enough to allow recruitment (which is highly 
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uncertain), there is no evidence that pallid sturgeon could be attracted away from the Yellowstone River with 
reasonable manipulations in flow from Fort Peck. In addition, it is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be 
pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that hatchery released free embryos, five days post-
hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, 
when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the 
conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal 
distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations 
support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total drift distance as a limitation on natural 
recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck flows, temperature modifications at 
Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
 
 

SA-01 
 

58 Pg. 518; Estimates of age I progeny produced under the alternatives (see pages 4-166, 
4-169, 4-170 and 4-175) differ for various assumptions. For example, the Multiple 
Pump alternative assumes completion by 2022 (as opposed to completion in 2019 for 
the rock ramp or bypass alternatives) so there are only 66 wild fish left (as compared 
to 77 wild fish remaining in 2019). The Multiple Pump with conservation measures 
alternative assumes completion by 2025, so there are only 57 wild fish left. While the 
assumptions used for these comparisons might be reasonable, we need to consider 
the large differences that would occur when the 43,000 hatchery fish recruit to 
spawning age. The approximated 90% passage efficiency with the dam removed 
appears low (as compared to the assumed 85% passage efficiency through the bypass 
channel, or 50% efficiency assumed for the rock ramp and modified side channel). 
Regardless of these assumptions of relative passage efficiency (e.g., 90% versus 85% 
versus 50%), differences between the number of age 1 offspring produced by each 
alternative would accumulate far more rapidly after the number of spawners increase 
due to prior hatchery releases or improved natural recruitment. Also, this analysis does 
not consider different rates of survival in downstream migrating larvae (e.g., The 
estimated 5% loss due to entrainment, plus additional losses due to turbulence and 
rock strikes in the rubble field, as compared to natural mortality under the no-dam, 
natural channel alternatives). 

The example estimates of possible age-1 progeny have been removed from the FEIS as it led to confusion of 
many readers. 

SA-01 
 

59 Pg. 520-521; Regarding the Bypass Channel Alternative being evaluated using the FPCI, 
the FPCI contains no parameters for downstream larval drift or bi-directional 
movements by sub adult Pallid Sturgeon. Estimates of adult passage represent only 
one phase of the life cycle. Additionally, if the bypass channel was functional by 2019, 
then assumptions similar to the assumptions for the rock ramp, except the authors 
assumed 50% of females would ascend the rock ramp (producing 35-161 age I 
offspring), compared to the assumption that 85% of the females would ascend the 
bypass channel (producing 50-230 age I offspring), may be valid regarding the wild fish. 

Correct, the FPCI model was not created to evaluate downstream passage. See additional detail on 
downstream passage added to Section 4.9.7 for each alternative. 
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SA-01 
 

60 Pg. 522; "Typical mortality of age-O pallid sturgeon is likely to be 99.9% and the fish 
have evolved to produce very large numbers of eggs to compensate for the low 
survival of eggs/free embryos, so the potential entrainment of pallid sturgeon larvae is 
likely to be a negligible effect to pallid sturgeon recruitment." The authors repeatedly 
suggest that entrainment mortality would have a negligible effect to Pallid Sturgeon 
recruitment, because the fish evolved to produce very large numbers of eggs to 
compensate for the low survival of eggs/free embryos. However, increased mortality 
caused by the Intake Diversion Dam is additive to natural mortality. In this case, 50% of 
the females = 6 wild adult females might spawn (producing 30-138 age I offspring), 
whereas on P. 4-166 the rock ramp assumption was 50% of the females = 7 wild adult 
females might spawn (producing 35-161 age I offspring). Why do these assumptions 
differ? 

The example estimates of possible age-1 progeny have been removed from the FEIS as it led to confusion of 
many readers. 

SA-01 
 

61 Pg. 554; Referring to the Multiple Pumps Alternative, overall construction would take 
about 3 years, but dam removal would take about 6 months. If dam removal would 
take 6 months, why are the completion dates (and estimates of remaining spawning 
adults in the above assumptions) set at 2019 for the dam-in-place alternatives and 
2022 and 2025 for the no-dam, natural channel alternatives? Presumably, these time 
lines differ because the dam must be left in place until the pump installations and/or 
conservation measures are complete to ensure water delivery while fish migrations 
remain blocked during the interim. This does not appear consistent with the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act, Section 2. 

While Section 2 of the FWCA describes requirements for consultation with the Services and state fish/wildlife 
agencies for all projects that impound, divert, or control waters. Projects that were substantially complete 
prior to the enactment of the FWCA are specifically exempt (so, Intake Diversion Dam as it stands is exempt), 
however, when modifications are proposed (such as this project), then the agencies need to comply with 
FWCA.   The FWCA requires that mitigation measures to avoid or compensate for adverse effects to fish and 
wildlife be undertaken, but it does not say those happen first (other than to say the mitigation needs to occur 
to avoid damaging fish/wildlife). Since the dam already exists and is exempt as it is, providing passage first, 
while rendering the irrigation system inoperable, is not something required by FWCA.  

SA-01 
 

62 Pg. 559; The entire section appears to minimize the benefits of two-way boat traffic 
under the no-dam, natural channel alternatives. For example, "Overall, the operational 
effects of the Multiple Pump Alternative on recreation would be significant in the short 
terms due to loss of the Intake boat FAS, with potential for long-term beneficial effects 
with the replacement of the boat ramp facility at a new location and increased 
opportunities for fishing along a larger portion of the river. This would result in less-
than-significant effects." It is unclear why this would result in less-than-significant 
effects. How many boaters navigate over the existing weir? 

Table 4-29 acknowledges the beneficial effects of the alternative which would improve boater access upstream 
of the location of the existing weir. The social and economic conditions section (Sec 4.15) also notes the 
potential for development of new recreation-based revenues due to increased boating access. The sentence 
referenced in the comment describes that overall effects on recreation by the alternative would be less than 
significant, as some beneficial and adverse components may offset.  

SA-01 
  

The following comments are on Appendix D: 
 

SA-01 
 

63 Pg 8; Though the use of the Fish Passage Connectivity Index appears to be recently 
approved (2016) for use in Corps planning of fish passage projects, the original model 
plainly stated the applicability was limited to the Upper Mississippi River basin. To this 
point, the "minor" adjustments made to the model in order to demonstrate passage 
benefits specific to the Yellowstone River were not made clear. Furthermore, the 
reference citing the approval of applied-use is not included in the references of the 
appendix. Without the full methodology in this index, too much uncertainty exists 
regarding the success of the project. This model and the subsequent information 
included therein needs to be thoroughly vetted through peer-review. The model must 
also utilize the best available science and rely on contemporary information specific to 
the Action Area. 

The description of the FPCI and numbers used has been revised in Appendix D to include more details for each 
step in the calculations. Additional references are included and cited, including several specific to pallid 
sturgeon and the Yellowstone River. The model is currently in peer review by the Corps Ecosystem Restoration 
Center of Expertise. Prior to making a final agency decision, any revisions required from that peer review will 
be incorporated 
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SA-01 
 

64 Pg. 8; In the index calculation, there is no mention of the relation of the index to 
downstream passage of Pallid Sturgeon larvae or bi-directional passage of juvenile 
Pallid Sturgeon. 

The FPCI was developed to evaluate upstream migration by adult fish and does not incorporate downstream 
passage or other life stages. The FPCI is a planning tool to help evaluate the relative effectiveness of each 
alternative for upstream passage, but is not intended to model the population, other life history stages, 
recruitment, bioenergetics, or the numerous other factors that affect pallid sturgeon productivity and survival. 
However, the agencies agree that downstream passage of adults, juveniles, and larvae is a very important 
consideration and additional text has been included regarding downstream passage in Section 4.9. 

SA-01 
 

65 Pg 9; Neither Wilcox et al. (2004) nor Pitlow & Rasmussen (1995) were included in the 
references of the appendix. This is troubling, considering the two sources allege to 
provide the primary metric for evaluating swimming speed (Ucrit) and subsequently 
comprise a large portion of the overall evaluation of connectivity. After searching 
outside of the document for the references, the Ucrit models included in Wilcox et al. 
(2004) for Pallid Sturgeon were based on 9 individual Shovelnose Sturgeon as 
surrogate, with a calculated Ucrit Model of I .6 SL cm/sec and an estimated Ucrit for 
adult Pallid Sturgeon at 79 cm/sec and 82 cm/sec for Shovelnose Sturgeon. 
Furthermore, the values used in Wilcox et al. (2004) were based on trials conducted by 
Tunink (1975) and Schmulbach et al. (1981) and occurred over 10-minute trials; 35-41 
years ago. We suggest using more contemporary information to provide the biological 
criteria of passage connectivity. Additionally, the reference of Pitlow & Rasmussen 
1995 could not be found. We assume this was an error in the citation and it should be 
included as Pitlow et al. 1995. 

Missing references and typos have been corrected in the FEIS and Appendix D. In addition, a few more recent 
references have been included specific to pallid sturgeon, shovelnose sturgeon, and other species 

SA-01 
 

66 Pg 10; Table I-I lists a Ucrit for Pallid Sturgeon of 3.2 (no units are mentioned but it is 
assumed to be in ft/sec). This differs from the published value in Wilcox et al. (2004) 
that indicates (with Shovelnose Sturgeon as a surrogate) adult Pallid Sturgeon have a 
Ucrit of 2.6 ft/sec. Furthermore, both of these values starkly contrast those included in 
30-minute swimming trials conducted with actual individuals of both species in Adams 
et al. (2003). Adams et al. (2003) lists the highest average Ucrit for Pallid Sturgeon at 
35.93 cm/sec and 36.98 cm/sec for Shovelnose Sturgeon. This is less than half of what 
was reported in Wilcox et al. (2004); perhaps underlining their advice to use the 
reported Ucrit estimates with "extreme caution". Adams et al. (2003) help explain that 
the critical swimming speeds of Pallid Sturgeon and Shovelnose Sturgeon are "low 
relative to most speeds reported for teleosts." Adams et al. (2003) go on to attribute 
this lower Ucrit to the functional limits of a heterocercal caudal fin and drag-inducing 
scutes. 

In Appendix D, Table 1-1 has been updated for a Ucrit for pallid sturgeon of 3.3 feet/sec based on a 
conservative estimation from the multiple studies. The Ucrit from Adams et al. (2003) is for juvenile pallid 
sturgeon (<21 cm [8.3 inches]). Ucrit respirator tests for any fish species should be taken with caution 
compared to open channel swimming (Peake 2002). Recent tracking of wild adult pallid sturgeon moving 
volitionally upstream (mean FL = 141 cm; range from 112 – 164 cm FL) in 2011 and 2012 is summarized in 
Braaten et al. (2015). Mean column velocities were measured at each location where fish were tracked and 
ranged from 1.41 to 1.83 m/s (4.6 – 6 feet/sec) in 2011 and 0.89 to 1.45 m/s (2.9 -4.8 feet/sec) in 2012. The 
average swimming speed in migrating upstream was 1.8 m/s (5.9 feet/sec) in 2011 and 1.4 m/s (4.6 feet/sec) 
in 2012. If the average fish of 141 cm was swimming at the average speed of 1.4 m/s then it was traveling at 
about one body length/second, which it could sustain over a long period of time. A conservative estimate of 
100 cm adult fish moving at 1 m/s (3.3 feet/sec) is a very conservative Ucrit (i.e. for much smaller pallid 
sturgeon) as traveling at one body length/second is easily accomplished by medium swimming fish species. 

SA-01 
 

67 Pg 10; If Pitlow et al. (1995) is going to be used in Table I-I to populate the column of 
"Species" found in the Yellowstone River, it needs to be revised to only include species 
actually found in the system. For example, Silver Lamprey is probably very 
"uncomrnon" in the Yellowstone River, as it has never been recorded in the Upper 
Missouri River basin. 

Table 1-1 has been revised to only show the 14 species selected for use for this project. Previously, Table 1-1 
showed the entire list of species available to be chosen for the model, which may have caused confusion. The 
14 species selected as appropriate for our use of the model for the Yellowstone River did not ever include 
silver lamprey.  
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SA-01 
 

68 Pg I I ; While the use of Corps data in estimating acreages of available preferred habitat 
in the Yellowstone River is helpful, the subsequent habitat preference and relative 
abundance information borrowed from Pitlow et al. (1995) is irrelevant to the Action 
Area. More contemporary information would be helpful in providing an accurate 
assessment of potential habitat units. Furthermore, qualitative relative abundance 
data from the Action Area is strongly advised, as information from select bends in the 
Upper Mississippi River basin is inappropriate, and unnecessary, to use here. 

The estimated acres of available habitat was not from the Upper Mississippi River, but rather was based on the 
mapping of habitats on the Yellowstone River between Cartersville and Intake on low-level color infrared aerial 
photography completed for the Yellowstone River Cumulative Effects Analysis (Corps & YRCDC 2015). This GIS 
data is available at the Yellowstone River Corridor Clearinghouse website 
(http://geoinfo.msl.mt.gov/Home/data/yellowstone_river_corridor_resource_clearinghouse ).  

SA-01 
 

69 Pg. 16;"GuiIds of fish species. ..addition of pallid sturgeon and are shown in Table 1.5." 
This should be in reference to Table I .6. 

Table references in Appendix D have been checked and corrected. 

SA-01 
 

70 Pg. 16; "To assign an FI value to each guild, the Corps (2014) used the best professional 
judgment of federal and state biologists working on the Yellowstone River (Table I .6)." 
This should be in reference to Table 1.7 

Table references in Appendix D have been checked and corrected. 

SA-01 
 

71 Pg. 16; "The size of fishway for each alternative is listed in Table 1.7." This should be in 
reference to Table I .8. 

Table references in Appendix D have been checked and corrected. 

SA-01 
 

72 Pg. 18; "Scores for Ui can be found in Table 1.8." This should be in reference to Table 
1.9. 

Table references in Appendix D have been checked and corrected. 

SA-01 
 

73 Pg. 19; "Table 1.9 identifies when fish passage alternatives are available to fish.. This 
should be in reference to Table 1.10 

Table references in Appendix D have been checked and corrected. 

SA-01 
 

74 Pg. 20-21; Pallid Sturgeon should be spelled out on both Table I .9 and 1.10. There 
should also be separate rows for Pallid Sturgeon and Shovelnose Sturgeon. 
Furthermore, why were no values included for other alternatives in the estimation of 
potential use and availability of fishway types other than no action and rock ramp? 

Tables have been revised to spell out pallid sturgeon and have a separate row for easier reading clarity. The 
values for the potential for each species to use the fishway type for each of the bypass channel, multiple 
pumps, and multiple pumps with conservation measures alternatives is 5 because the water depths and 
velocities are within the swimming capabilities for all species. Similarly, the values for the duration of 
availability for each of the bypass channel, multiple pumps, and multiple pumps with conservation measures 
alternatives is 1 as there would be sufficient flow during the time period of migration for each of those 
alternatives.  

SA-01 
  

The following comments are on Appendix E: 
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SA-01 
 

75  Pg. 5; Regarding Objective I, the hydraulic conditions are a fine starting point for this 
project, but at some point they become irrelevant. The decision tree alludes to actions 
that may be taken if physical criteria are met but passage is not, or if physical criteria 
are not met but passage does occur. However, we need to quantify what this means. 
For example, how many fish have to pass under deficient hydrological conditions in 
order to change or abandon the hydrological conditions? Would I year of good passage 
initiate a reassessment of hydrological criteria? This is probably going to be an 
unpopular comment; however, we have documented 2 successive years of some Pallid 
Sturgeon passage via the existing side-channel. Are we now going to define success as 
a passage rate at some level above that of which we've seen in the last 2 years (—50% 
of the individuals moving up to Intake passed in 2014, —20% in 2015)? If not, what 
would be the objective in assessing passage criteria if it's reasonable to believe that 
Pallid Sturgeon have had an ability to pass Intake in some capacity since the dam's 
construction in the early 1900's, yet we've seen little or no evidence of those upstream 
movements resulting in recruitment? Similarly, how many years of poor or no passage 
would initiate a reassessment of hydrological criteria? How many years with no 
passage should pass if hydrological conditions are being met before those hydrological 
criteria are changed or abandoned? 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success 
criteria, triggers, and timelines for monitoring and adaptive management activities. 

SA-01 
 

76 Pg. 7; Project Uncertainties — All of these uncertainties are for fish passage issues. Is 
there no uncertainty of how the project will affect water delivery for irrigators? If there 
is no uncertainty, then does the adaptive management plan preclude any adaptive 
management actions if water delivery is not met (e.g., if the bypass is conveying more 
than the anticipated 13-15% of the river discharge and is passing fish, yet not providing 
enough irrigation water)? To this effect, what can LYIP do and what process do they 
need to go through in order to do it, and what entity will be responsible for paying for 
adaptive management to ensure that the irrigators receive a secure and affordable 
water supply as a result of the preferred altemative? 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success of water 
delivery in monitoring and adaptive management activities. 

SA-01 
 

77 Pg. 7; Under the section that mentions "other native fish"; the "other" native species 
are completely omitted from the decision tree at the end of the document. We need 
to describe how they are incorporated into the decision making, especially since 
actions are likely to affect species differently (e.g., passage may improve for several 
species but decline for others). One species in particular, Blue Sucker, resembles the 
Pallid Sturgeon in that it is a large, long-lived, riverine species that we tend to see very 
few juveniles of while sampling. They currently navigate over the existing structure 
regularly. The new, flat concrete weir may cause velocity/abrasion issues with them 
passing. What actions are taken, if any, if they don't pass? 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include monitoring of 
native fish passage and potential adaptive management measures to address lack of passage.  
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SA-01 
 

78 Pg. 8; How frequently during spring, peak runoff, and summer baseline will ADCP 
instruments be deployed? Flow conditions can change dramatically daily during this 
time period. It will be difficult to plan when ADCP units should be deployed, and there 
will likely need to be equipment and personnel that easily mobilized. In the event that 
Pallid Sturgeon are using the bypass, I think it would be prudent to have ADCP units 
deployed as quickly as possible to capture conditions under which passage did occur. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) had been updated to include success 
criteria, triggers, and timelines for monitoring and adaptive management activities. Additional details on 
specific methods and timing for monitoring will be developed in coordination with state and federal agencies 
once a decision is made on the project.  

SA-01 
 

79 Pg. 8; In monitoring the hydraulics of the structure, years 1 to 6 should probably 
include the same frequency of ADCP monitoring. Three years is definitely not long 
enough to capture the variability in flows. Additionally, why in what was called the 
intermediate time (3-6 years) is the spring runoff period not being monitored? This is 
the time period when fish are moving and we most want to know how the bypass 
channel is functioning. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been changed based on the comment.  Year 
1 - 6 has been identified as “Baseline Monitoring” and years 6+ have been identified as “long-term 
monitoring.” 

SA-01 
 

80 Pg. 9; In monitoring of adult Pallid Sturgeon, what if USGS/FWP/USFWS efforts to 
implant transmitters, recapture adults, track adults, and to analyze blood samples do 
not continue? Who is responsible for ensuring that they do? There is a good 
probability that current funding for these efforts will be scaled back, and some 
probability that they will be eliminated. Additional logging telemetry receivers (at least 
3 total in the bypass) will be needed to determine that status of passage in the bypass, 
and these will only allow for gross movement monitoring. For a more precise 
determination of movement, we will need to track individuals with manual receivers 
by boat or by foot on shore. This would allow us to document any specific areas that 
are impeding passage and assess whether hydraulics or substrate or other aspects are 
at fault. Furthermore, there should be discussion about how far downstream Pallid 
Sturgeon can detect the effects of Intake Dam. Does anyone really know how far 
downstream Pallid Sturgeon can detect what is upstream of them (i.e., there may be 
effects of altered flow at Intake that are seen downstream further than I mile)? 

The majority of the funding for these efforts is federal, and it is anticipated that will continue.  The 
consistently-funded USACE MRRP science program has invested and will continue to invest in addressing the 
most pressing uncertainties for pallid sturgeon in the upper basin.  Although some science activities related to 
Intake will need to be undertaken by others, USACE-funded research and monitoring efforts will continue to be 
very helpful in improving understanding and management on both Yellowstone and Missouri.  Many 
commenters have shown concern that science and monitoring will not occur or will not be funded.  That 
concern is not founded, however, given the Adaptive Management monitoring by the Bureau at Intake, as well 
as other studies funded through the MRRP science program, WAPA funding, and others. MRRP funding will not 
be limited to efforts on the Missouri River, but will also consider collection of date on the Yellowstone River 
where it is needed to understand needs of the pallid sturgeon.  
                                                                                                                            Impacts on surface water and flows are 
discussed in Section 4.3. The Yellowstone River has many natural side channels that split flows around bars and 
islands. Splitting flows in either the bypass channel or modified side channel alternative would not be out of 
scale with any existing side channels.  

SA-01 
 

81 Pg. 1 0; Under Downstream Adult Monitoring, it should be noted that dead fish flow 
downstream too; that is, just because a transmitter is detected moving downstream 
past the station located I mile downstream of the project, does not mean that 
downstream passage was successful. Further monitoring within that year or in future 
years will determine if it was successful or not. The Decision tree at the end of the 
document is extremely vague, but it seems like it is referencing upstream movements 
only. It should be expanded to include or clarify, how successful/unsuccessful 
downstream passage is incorporated into the decision making process. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include additional 
monitoring of downstream migrating adults to determine condition of these fish (alive vs. dead). 
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SA-01 
 

82 Pg. 10; Under Downstream Larval Monitoring, the funding sources and amount of 
effort going towards this project should not be expected to continue without 
dedicated funding. Currently, the monitoring of these movements is a collaborative 
effort between FWP, USGS, USFWS, SIU, etc. Funding needs to be in place for blood 
work, egg work, larval genetic ID, staffing, etc. If any adult Pallid Sturgeon get above 
Intake, Reclamation should be notified and this would give several weeks lead time, 
this is realistically the max lead time you will get. It is suggested that experimenting 
with different anchor types that could potentially hold a boat with larval nets in place 
in the rocky substrate. Attempts were made in spring 2015 to sample larvae in the 
mainstem of the Yellowstone above Intake Diversion Dam. Several anchor types were 
used, including up to 100 lbs of anchors, with no success at holding in the thalweg. 
How will you determine if larvae are successfully passing downstream? The collected 
larvae are killed when preserved in ethanol. You will be able to tell if they do indeed 
pass downstream, but not if it was successful. Downstream trawling within year or 
netting in subsequent years for juveniles will tell you if downstream passage was 
successful. Genetic analysis will need to be done to determine the origin of any 
captured Pallid Sturgeon. Furthermore, it should be noted that the potential to capture 
a Pallid Sturgeon larvae at Intake is a difficult endeavor. Experience crews on the 
Missouri River near the confluence rarely catch Pallid Sturgeon larvae, even when they 
are sampling with multiple crews immediately downstream of known spawning sites. 
We would not conclude that the absence of Pallid Sturgeon larvae captured 
downstream of the new weir meant that they were unsuccessful at passing over the 
dam. We think a well planned experimental release is the only realistic way to answer 
downstream passage over the new weir and entrainment into the canal questions. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include the Service’s 
Biological Review Team’s recommendation of experimental releases upstream of Intake Diversion Dam.  Prior 
to this release and post construction monitoring Reclamation, the Corps, USGS, and Montana FWP staff would 
work together to determine best sampling practices to best achieve monitoring goals. 

SA-01 
 

83 Pg. 10; The study design for placement of logging stations should be reevaluated. As 
with the project currently ongoing, a control section in an unimpeded section must be 
included to compare movements. For example, what conclusions do you make if a fish 
does not pass the bypass structure, but hangs out in the area immediately 
downstream? Was that fish unable to pass the structure, did it choose to stay in that 
habitat, is it's behavior such that it's not going to make an upstream movement 
whether or not it is able to? 

The AM plan will evolve and be updated as the level of understanding improves.  Prior to implementation 
Reclamation, the Corps, USGS, and Montana FWP staff would work together to determine best sampling 
practices to best achieve monitoring goals. 

SA-01 
 

84 Pg. I l; Under Adaptive Management Measures, the wording makes it seem as though 
the below listed items are the only actions that may be taken. This should be reworded 
to clarify that other measures, currently unforeseen, may be enacted. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated with the suggested language. 

SA-01 
 

85 Pg. 16; Under Section 3(b), no text was found. If this is the case, this should be 
removed. 

3(b) has been removed. 
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SA-01 
 

86 Pg. 16; Under Section 3(c), the layout of yeas of monitoring (Baseline, Intermediate, 
and long-term) is confusing. During the Baseline years sampling needs to be more 
specific by identifying a period of time; the "spring moderate" should be April I-May 15 
when flows are between cfs, "high runoff' in June should be from May 15-June 15 
when flows are between 15,000-63,000 cfs and "summer low flow" in August.; During 
the Intermediate years 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated with the suggested language. 

SA-01 
 

87 Pg. 16; Under the Upstream Adult Monitoring, these efforts are likely to decrease, and 
potentially decrease dramatically, depending on funding for the PSPAP, WAPA, etc. 
Crews on the Missouri River get most of the hatchery radios out, and Braaten (and 
formerly Fuller) maintained the monitoring of the radio-tagged population of adults. 

The AM plan will evolve and be updated as the level of understanding improves.  Prior to implementation 
Reclamation, the Corps, USGS, and Montana FWP staff would work together to determine best sampling 
practices to best achieve monitoring goals. The majority of the funding for these efforts is federal, and it is 
anticipated that will continue.  

SA-01 
 

88 Pg. 16; Regarding Upstream Adult Monitoring and in relation toUSBR supplying 
telemetry stations, telemetry stations require some amount of maintenance 
throughout the year. Who will ensure that the stations are running properly and 
continuously? In sections above, the agency responsible for the efforts is included (i.e. 
USGS, Service, MFWP tags pallids, USBR will locate telemetry stations); however, it 
doesn't say who will fund or complete the tracking. 

The monitoring associated with passage at Intake is Reclamations responsibility, a funding discussion has been 
added to the Adaptive Management Plan. Agency roles will be defined in detail as the plan evolves, and is 
anticipated to be similar to the current arrangements.  

SA-01 
 

89 Pg. 16; The original "Baseline" time-frame included physical monitoring during the 
summer baseline flow period. Historically, the Yellowstone reaches base flows mid 
August; thus, July 1 5 would typically be the lower end of the descending limb of the 
hydrograph. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include better descriptions 
of sampling periods. 

SA-01 
 

90 Pg. 1 7; Please define "tagged". We assume it means fish implanted with radio 
transmitters. For the record, there are also adults without radios that have other 
"tags". 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include the suggested 
language. 

SA-01 
 

91 Pg. 1 7; Under Downstream Adult Monitoring, how will successful downstream 
passage be determined? Potential mortalities could also" move downstream". 
Furthermore, there are questions as to how individuals will be actively tracked and 
recaptured. Currently, F WP crews on the Yellowstone River do very little tracking of 
the downstream movements of Pallid Sturgeon once spawning has suspected to have 
happened. Any additional mobile tracking or netting would require additional 
personnel. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include success criteria, 
triggers, and duration of monitoring activities. 

SA-01 
 

92 Pg. 1 7; Under Downstream Embryo and Larval Sampling, this could be a substantial 
amount of work for the small F WP crew if the project is successful and multiple fish 
are upstream spawning. We saw how difficult it was to try to monitor the spawning 
movements of 3 Paddlefish, all within a relatively close proximity this year. If multiple 
Pallid Sturgeon move upstream and are any distance apart from one another, F WP 
won't have the man power to actively track movements, nor try to recapture to assess 
individuals, nor track individuals downstream, nor larval sample, etc. 

Further work to define staffing needs and resources would occur once the plan evolves. The agencies will seek 
necessary resources to carry this out.   
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SA-01 
 

93 Pg. 1 7; The section describing Downstream Embryo and Larval Sampling needs to be 
thoroughly described. This is an aspect that is surrounded by a number of confounding 
variables and will be difficult to define. 

Further work to define staffing needs, resources and best sampling practices to achieve monitoring goals 
would occur as the plan evolves.   

SA-01 
 

94 Pg. 37; More detail is needed in the flow chart diagram included. For example, the 
stated objectives of this project as a whole are to promote fish passage and to 
continue to provide irrigation water. The first box in this decision chart is whether or 
not Pallid Sturgeon pass Intake. What if the physical and biological criteria are being 
met but water delivery needs are not being met? There are many other scenarios not 
included in this flow chart. The conceptual decision tree needs to be expanded upon to 
include all objectives and quantified triggers that may lead to an adaptive action. The 
structure of the document leads one to believe that the hydraulic criteria are going to 
be driving adaptive management actions. The overall goal is correctly stated as "Pallid 
Sturgeon passage"; however, the hydraulics are the first specific objectives and 
monitoring approaches. Hydraulics may be an appropriate starting point for 
monitoring, but eventually the hydraulic criteria are meaningless. This chart needs to 
incorporate how and when (quantifiably) we convert from depth and flow criteria to 
biological criteria. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to better describe flow chart 
diagram. 

SA-02 G. Erbele, P.E., 
North Dakota State 
Water Commission 

1 The intent of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage Project is to 
reconnect some of the Yellowstone River's segmented reaches, providing the 
opportunity for fish to migrate upstream of the diversion dam, while maintaining the 
dam;s beneficial use, irrigation. This project could prove to be vital for the pallid 
sturgeon upstream of Lake Sakakawea. Allowing the pallid sturgeon to pass the 
diversion dam would increase the travel time of their larvae, which could lead to 
improved survival rates. 

Comment noted. 

SA-02  2 There are several alternartive that maintain the dam's beneficial use, to its existing 
capacity, while increasing the likelihood of fish passage upstream. I support the 
preferred alternative because it's the most cost effective alternative that accomplishes 
both. 

Comment noted. 

LA-01 Lower Yellowstone 
Irrigation Project 

1 Third paragraph -- change "Dam maintenance would include placement of 1 to 2 feet 
of rock" to "Dam maintenance would include the annual replacement of rock". This 
comment was included in the prior red flag review, but was not incorporated. We 
suggested "replacement of rock removed by annual ice flow". 

Comment noted and edit completed. 

LA-01 
 

2 The groundwater section of this table appears to be lacking. See discussion in EIS and 
comments below. 

Table ES-2 has been revised, see groundwater section. 

LA-01 
 

3 There will be impacts to geomorphology due to the new inlet channels and 
stabilization of the river channel in these areas for the Multiple Pump Alternative 

Table ES-2 has been revised, see geomorphology section. 

LA-01 
 

4 Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative Weir Removal will decrease existing water surface multiple feet affecting 
Aquatic Communities in existing Side channels upstream of diversion dam. 

Table ES-2 has been revised, see aquatic communities section. 
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LA-01 
 

5 First paragraph -- refers to 5 supplemental river pumps and 79 miles of main canal 
when on page 2-24 the reference is to 4 supplemental river pumps and 72 miles of 
main canal. The correct answer is 4 supplemental river pumps and 72 miles of main 
canal. Please correct this inconsistency as it appears several times throughout the 
document. 

Corrections were made throughout the document to reflect 72 miles of canal and 5 supplemental pumps. 

LA-01 
 

6 The O&M Costs for the Rock Ramp seem very low. The annualized amounts do not add 
up to the total that occurs every 10 years? This doesn't make sense.  

The costs are annualized over a 50 year period, and discounted accordingly.  Clarifying language has been 
added to the document so that the annualization of costs over the period of analysis are clearer. See 
attachment B8 of the Cost Appendix where the O&M items and their costs are displayed and annualized.   

LA-01 
 

7 Multiple Pump Station Alternative does not appear to be at a 30% level design. Where 
are the discharge lines going to be? Power line locations, sizes, etc? The location of 
these stations needs to be fixed and the actual impacts assessed for the EIS. 

The alternative design is at the level sufficient to develop a reasonably comparative cost estimate and evaluate 
impacts.  These other features without site specific details were acknowledged.  Cost contingencies were also 
added for uncertainties.  If this alternative were selected additional design details would be developed.   

LA-01 
 

8 First paragraph -- use of 480V motors is not practical based on the flowrate and the 
total dynamic head with exception to pump site #1. We have passed this through 
several electrical engineers and pump suppliers and the use of 480V motors does not 
appear to be feasible for Pumps 2-5. 

Pump vendors indicate that irrigation pumps could be supplied with 480V motors and Montana-Dakota 
Utilities indicated they could supply power to the pumps at 480V.  Pump vendors and MDU provided cost 
estimating data based on the use of 480V power. If this alternative is selected for further design and analysis, 
then the option of using higher voltage motors and power supplies would be investigated. 

LA-01 
 

9 First paragraph -- Refers to three submersible pumps, but in Appendix A refers to 
vertical turbine pumps. The reference to three pumps should also be changed to 
include a fourth pump for redundancy. Figure 2-12 also shows four pumps. 

The text of Paragraph 2.3.7.2 will be revised to refer to vertical turbine pumps, in accordance with Appendix A-
2. The text refers to three pumps with an additional pump for redundancy, which is consistent with Appendix 
A-2. 

LA-01 
 

10 First paragraph -- discharge pipeline lengths from 300 to 5,600 feet in length. Was the 
length of the discharge pipeline considered in the total dynamic head calculation (head 
loss). 

Yes, the discharge pipeline lengths were considered in the head loss calculations, as shown in Appendix A-2, 
Attachment 5 

LA-01 
 

11 Discharge lines will cross BNSF and MDT Highway 16. What will be the implications of 
crossing these facilities? Are Existing Culverts Under Railroads Large enough and in 
good enough shape to handle the specified discharge pipe size And storm water runoff 
or irrigation flow they were originally installed for? What is the significant annual cost 
for BNSF Mandated Liability Insurance Riders demanded for under track crossings? 

The discharge pipelines would require the construction of new crossings and approval from BNSF, as noted in 
Appendix A-2. If this alternative is selected for further design and analysis, then an agreement with BNSF 
would be negotiated and designs would be prepared for those crossings. 

LA-01 
 

12 Again, use of 480V power is not viable for pump sites 2-5. See response to LA-01, #7 

LA-01 
 

13 Last paragraph -- 48-hour fuel supply for a generator with this capacity would be quite 
large. This would likely require an SPCC plan And Structure to comply with EPA 
requirements and would add to the annual O&M costs for this alternative. There are 
no details on this. 

If this alternative is selected for further design, then the need for SPCC plans and a containment structure will 
be evaluated. 

LA-01 
 

14 States that pumping from the main canal is preferable for laterals AA, BB, CC, DD and 
FF because it is less costly than raising the water levels. Was this included in the capital 
cost of this alternative? 

Section 2.3.7.5 provides a review of the HEC-RAS modeling that was done to compare if the main canal could 
operate with gravity flow in combination with pumping.  Supplemental pumps were included in the capital 
cots. More detailed design would be necessary to confirm whether pumps or canal modifications would be 
necessary.   
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LA-01 
 

15 Sediment accruals in the upper portion of the main canal will be much higher than 
currently exist, as less water will be flowing into the canal via gravity and velocities will 
be much lower, resulting in significant sediment deposition. O&M records from the 
LYIP clearly recorded increased sediment deposition in the upper portion of the main 
canal when diversion rates were less. 

This has been accounted for in the O&M estimates.   

LA-01 
 

16 It is important to realize that conservation measures can save significant amounts of 
water during certain periods within the irrigation season, but are not nearly as 
effective during other periods. This depends highly on the amount of checking, the 
turbidity of the water, soil saturation, and other factors. As LYIP records show, the 
main canal losses are much higher during the early and late irrigation season, but are 
minimal during the time of peak demand. Thus, the use of generic values for savings in 
cfs (an instantaneous measure) for water conservation measures is not a valid metric 
for reducing the diversion rate of an irrigation system. 

The variation in potential canal losses and seepage estimates is referenced in Section 2.3.8.7, and further 
described in Attachment 3 of Appendix A-3.   

LA-01 
 

17 Convert Laterals from Ditches to Pipe. 1st Paragraph. 234 miles of laterals as 
referenced on pages 2-36 and 2-24. Reference here is for 225 miles. Please correct. 

Corps and Reclamation 2010 and other references use 234, but LYIP 2009 uses 225.  We used 225 based on 
LYIP, 2009 document and the 234 was changed to 225 in the FEIS.  

LA-01 
 

18 Line Open Canals. 1st paragraph. 234 miles of laterals as referenced on pages 2-36 and 
2-24. Reference here is for 225 miles. Please correct. 

Corps and Reclamation 2010 and other references use 234, but LYIP 2009 uses 225.  We used 225 based on 
LYIP, 2009 document and the 234 was changed to 225 in the FEIS. 

LA-01 
 

19 Line Open Canals. 1st paragraph. Need to delete "and is estimated to reduce the 
diversion requirements by 160 cfs or more." 

Deleted as suggested. 

LA-01 
 

20 There is insufficient cover over the top of the pipe and insufficient excavation quantity. 
The new pipes will likely not follow the existing ditch lines. Typical bury depth on 
irrigation pipe is 30 inches over the top of pipe. 

The "typical" example figure will be corrected.  The conceptual design to convert pipes to laterals made some 
basic assumptions with the understanding that more detailed site specific design would be necessary should 
the alternative be developed in more details.  The assumption of pipes following ditch lines was used to 
reasonably estimate the length of piping required, optimum locations would need to be developed with more 
detailed engineering.  Cost contingencies have been included in the estimates to account for uncertainties in 
the level of design.   

LA-01 
 

21 Pumping groundwater. 1st paragraph. Need to delete "This is proposed to reduce 
diversions by 49.5 cfs." 

Deletion completed as suggested. 

LA-01 
 

22 2nd paragraph, end of last sentence. Refers to 51,158 acres, but the 2013 crop survey 
and Table 2-22 reflect 55,158 acres. 

Corrected typo in sentence as suggested.  

LA-01 
 

23 Multiple Pump Station Alternative indicates that the alternative retains a viable LYIP 
project. However, the O&M is over double what they are currently paying, which will 
bankrupt some of the farmers. Suggest changing this to No with an asterisk, explaining 
that the severe increase in O&M rates will significantly harm the farmers. Please refer 
to the July 8, 2016 letter analysis from Sidney Sugar emailed from James Brower. 

The analysis acknowledges that there would be an increase in O&M which would be an impact on farming 
operations.  The agencies investigated establishing a trust fund to address potential O&M increases under the 
pumping alternatives. Information on the process for establishing a trust is provided in Chapter 2 and the 
effects of O&M increases with and without trust fund proceeds are shown in Section 4.15 Social and Economic 
Conditions. 

LA-01 
 

24 Change in habitat units doesn't compute? Shouldn't the change in habitat units match 
the Net AAHUs column in Table 2-28? 

The reference values in Table 2-27 (Now Table 2-35) have been corrected. It was verified that the error was 
typographical; the CE/ICA analysis utilized the correct values. 
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LA-01 
 

25 Table is incomplete. Multiple Pump, Constructability. A large number of issues 
identified in the previous description such as right-of-way issues, isolation of work 
zones for feeder canals, in-river work zones for removal of the dam, etc that would 
impede construction progress. This alternative is also one of the highest for O&M and 
is rated as a "Best Buy" alternative. Please include the O&M analysis in the "Best Buy" 
determination. Please include all information from new feasibility sections in this table 
and update table for revised analysis. 

In response to this and other comments the CE/ICA section (2.4.4) has been expanded to include information 
that was previously only provided in the appendix. The section now details the process for identifying "best 
buy" plans and provides their definition in the context of a CE/ICA analysis process as prescribed by USACE 
guidance document IWR 95-R-01. Per guidance, the cost of O&M for each alternative is included in the 
analysis.  
 
In this context, the term "best buy" refers specifically to an output from the CE/ICA process, and is not a 
judgement by the project development team. Best buy plans are the horizon of cost effective plans for which 
incremental cost per unit output is minimized as you move along the horizon of plans providing successively 
larger levels of total output. 

LA-01 
 

26 Please remove "Risk of not reliably providing irrigation water right in some years due 
to climatic conditions." The LYIP has 108 years of records that show they have 
reliability provided water. 

Climate change section has been removed from Chapter 4, but potential climate change effects are discussed 
under cumulative effects for several disciplines in Chapter 4, including Air Quality (Section 4.2) and Surface 
Water (Section 4.3). 

LA-01 
 

27 The known production of carbon emissions for Electrical Generation will adversely 
effect air quality. 

As it is not known specifically where the electricity will come from, specific effects cannot be quantified. See 
Section 4.2.  Emissions from backup generators are described in this section.  It is assumed that electricity will 
be purchased and from existing capacity, not capacity generation.   

LA-01 
 

28 Please include the excavation and disposal of thousands of yards or dirt and material 
due to Inlet canal excavation 

Information added to Table 4-3.   

LA-01 
 

29 No mention of the effects on local groundwater levels from the implementation of 
conservation measures. This would have a significant impact by removing a large 
source of recharge. 

Groundwater hydrology is described in sections 3.4 and 4.4 and Table 4-18.  The Agencies note that additional 
studies would be required to analyze groundwater impacts and acknowledge there is limited information 
available about the hydrologic connection between the Lower Yellowstone Project facilities and operations 
(canals, laterals, drains, and irrigation), wetlands, and groundwater. Obtaining this information would take 
extensive planning, investigations over the entire 58,000 acre Project, and development of a two dimensional 
model, all of which would be costly and take years to undertake. In some areas, it may never be possible to 
quantify the surface water-groundwater interaction due to the complexity of the area. The NEPA 
Implementing Regulations (40 CFR 1502.22) acknowledge there may be instances where there is incomplete 
information, and Department of the Interior Regulations (43 CFR 46.125) provide additional detail concerning 
the absence of information, stating, “In circumstances where the provisions of 40 CFR 1502.22 apply, bureaus 
must consider all costs to obtain information. These costs include monetary costs as well as other non-
monetized costs when appropriate, such as social costs, delays, opportunity costs, and non-fulfillment or non-
timely fulfillment of statutory mandates.” 
 
While the monetary costs to obtain this information are likely considerable, the non-monetary costs are also 
significant in this case, especially the delays in implementing passage for the remaining wild pallid sturgeon 
population and the resulting non-timely fulfillment of statutory mandates (i.e., complying with ESA). 
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LA-01 
 

30 No mention of the effects on local groundwater levels from the implementation of 
conservation measures. This would have a significant impact by removing a large 
source of recharge. 

This seems to be a duplicate of comment LA-01, #29 (see above). 

LA-01 
 

31 It may be prudent to add a engineering study to evaluate the effects of the alternative 
in terms of removing recharge zones to the shallow aquifers through implementation 
of conservation measures. 

Section 4.4 already notes that additional study would be required, however an additional statement has been 
added: "Further hydrogeological characterization would be necessary to define the influence of canal seepage 
on existing groundwater levels and to determine how the removal of seepage recharge might impact 
groundwater levels and nearby wells. If this alternative were to move forward an engineering design study 
would be performed prior to final design to evaluate the effects of the alternative in terms of the reduction of 
irrigation canal seepage in relation to groundwater recharge and availability to local supply wells." Additional 
NEPA may be required at that time. 
 

LA-01 
 

32 Multiple pump alternative would have minor impacts from bank stabilization measures 
required to stabilize the intake channels to each pump station. This would limit the 
river's natural changes within the CMZ. 

Impacts to the CMZ are discussed in Section 2.3.7 and also channel migration in Section 4.5 Geomorphology. 
Language pertaining to the CMZ added to Table ES-2.   

LA-01 
 

33 Both Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative both list under operational effects "improving fish passage could remove 
303(d) listing for nonsupport of aquatic life (beneficial)". Does this really go here in the 
water quality section? 

The 303(d) listing is for non-support of aquatic life (generally referring to water and sediment quality). 
Reference has been added to Section 4.7, impacts to aquatic communities. 

LA-01 
 

34 Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative-- Additional power infrastructure could present a significant hazard to 
listed species and species of concern. 

It is noted in Section 2.3.8.6 that there is uncertainty pertaining to wind power and that additional study and 
associated environmental compliance, siting and permitting would be carried out separate from the FEIS if this 
proposal were to move forward into more detailed design.   

LA-01 
 

35 Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative-- Noise and Vibration from Pump operations will disturb other species of 
concern in adjacent wildlife habitat. 

See added discussion in Sections 4.9.7.5 and 4.9.7.6 

LA-01 
 

36 Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative -- Will have impacts to listed 
species and species of concern from wind turbines. 

It is noted in Section 2.3.8.6 that there is uncertainty pertaining to wind power and that additional study and 
associated environmental compliance, siting and permitting would be carried out separate from this EIS if this 
proposal were to move forward into more detailed design.   

LA-01 
 

37 Multiple Pump Alternative -- Will have significant impacts to crop land (permanent) as 
well as native vegetation (temporary & permanent) from installation of pump stations, 
intake canals, discharge lines, power lines, substations, access roads, etc. 

Comment noted. 
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LA-01 
 

38 Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative-- Removal of the dam will remove the most popular Paddle Fish fishing 
areas on the lower Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. The Montana FWP generally sets 
an annual limit of approximately 1,000 fish harvested, with approximately 800 coming 
from the area below the Intake Diversion (a vast majority). 

Relevant language is included in Sections 4.11.4.5 and 4.11.4.6, as well as Sections 4.15.5.5 and 4.15.5.6. As 
noted in the report, there may be adverse short terms changes in recreation and recreation revenue, but there 
would also be long term opportunity to capitalize on longer paddle fishing seasons and develop additional 
recreation areas along the river. To reinforce the statements about these potential effects in Table 4-38, the 
Operational Effects row has been revised as noted below for the Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple 
Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative:  
[existing text of 3rd bullet] * Potential for long term recreation-related revenue increase [new text], though 
short term effects on recreation revenue may be adverse due to dam removal reducing paddle fishing success 
at Intake 

LA-01 
 

39 Multiple Pump Alternative and Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative -- Will have significant impacts to visual resources from installation of 
pump stations, well locations, intake canals, discharge lines, power lines, access roads, 
etc. Tetra Tech appeared to assume mostly underground power, but I don't think given 
the voltage that the power company will allow this. It will likely be overhead power to 
each well or pump station due to the inability of buried conductors to dissipate heat. 

The recommendation to use underground powerlines was provided by MDU, along with their cost estimate for 
installing them. 

LA-01 
 

40 The economic impact of increased Multiple Pump O & M paid by the farmer isn’t 
explained as a harmful condition to the farmers, but is described as a benefit to the 
local economy? It should be pointed out that if the farmer cannot pay, there are no 
benefits to the local economy, only harmful effects. 

The methodology for assessing operational effects of increased O&M on LYIP farmers is summarized in Section 
4.15.3.2 and 4.15.3.3.  
 
The 2nd to last paragraph of Section 4.15.3.2 states, "It’s important to note that the analysis presents the 
magnitude of effect associated with the anticipated OM&R expenditures for each alternative. However, if 
OM&R funding is sourced from within the regional economy, a substantial portion of the impacts associated 
with the funding may represent intra-regional transfers, and not new final demand in the regional economy. 
The proportion of funds which represent transfers would be dependent upon funding mechanism for OM&R, 
and is outside the scope of this analysis. As such, the OM&R-based impacts may be considered a maximum 
level of effect as presented." 
 
The following text is added thereafter:   
If water users were unable to afford to pay the necessary assessment for OM&R, funding shortfalls would 
result in deferred maintenance of the system, which could increase the risk of system failures or reduce the life 
of the system.  Both benefits of additional expenditures in the region due to construction and costs to the 
farmer due to additional OM&R are considered. 

LA-01 
 

41 Add Power Generation to air quality effects. Add drying up upstream side channel to 
surface water & aquatic communities. Add effects on recharge to local wells with 
conservation measures. Add operational Noise Disturbance to Adjacent species of 
concern by pumps 

See revised Table 4-61. 

LA-01 
 

42 Update to include above See revised Table 4-61. 

LA-01 
 

43 Due to the indicated importance of wetlands throughout the ESA & the EIS (water 
quality and aquatic and terrestrial species, etc.), it would seem appropriate to have a 
separate category for Wetlands/Aquatic Features in chapters 3 and 4. As it is in the EIS, 
wetlands are a subset of Land and Vegetation. 

Discussion of wetlands is appropriate in the other native communities section in Lands and Vegetation 4.10. 
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LA-01 
 

44 General discussions of wetlands impacts appear to be insufficient, specifically related 
to alternatives that remove the diversion structure. The loss of wetlands resulting from 
the removal of the diversion structure (reducing inundation and the resulting reduced 
contributions to shallow groundwater levels) may not have been adequately 
addressed.  

Section 4.4 already notes that additional study would be required, however an additional statement has been 
added: "Further hydrogeological characterization would be necessary to define the influence of canal seepage 
on existing groundwater levels and to determine how the removal of seepage recharge might impact 
groundwater levels and nearby wells. If this alternative were to move forward an engineering design study 
would be performed prior to final design to evaluate the effects of the alternative in terms of the reduction of 
irrigation canal seepage in relation to groundwater recharge and availability to local supply wells." Additional 
NEPA may be required at that time. 

LA-01 
 

45 Any impacts assessments from projects that excavate/convert more than 0.1 acre of 
wetlands would require mitigation, as required by the CWA, which would significantly 
increase cost. In addition, mitigation efforts typically require monitoring. Who will be 
responsible for this cost? A more detailed discussion on the requirements for 
equivalent compliance with the 404(b)(1) guidelines and other substantive 
requirements of the CWA would also aide in impacts assessments. 

Please see sections 4.10.2 and 4.10.3 where wetland impacts of each alternative are described.   Project 
purpose includes ecosystem restoration and therefore should offset any impacts.  

LA-01 
 

46 Table ES-2 (Summary of Environmental Effects) should include the effects of wind 
turbines on federal and state Species of Concern under the appropriate alternatives 

It is noted in Section 2.3.8.6 that there is uncertainty pertaining to wind power and that additional study and 
associated environmental compliance, siting and permitting would be carried out separate from this EIS if this 
proposal were to move forward into more detailed design.   

LA-01 
 

47 Since Wildlife is included as a distinct category in chapters 3 and 4, Table ES-2 
(Summary of Environmental Effects) should include the effects on wildlife 

Table ES-2 has been revised to include a section on wildlife. 

LA-01 
 

48 The Judge explained on page 10 and 11 that he wanted analysis on the anticipated 
success of the bypass channel for recovery of the pallid sturgeon. “This Court cannot 
analyze the “intensity” of the Project to determine whether significant effects will 
occur without knowing whether the proposed bypass channel would prevent the 
establishment of a viable population of pallid sturgeon.  This Court cannot, in turn, 
determine the degree to which the Project would adversely affect pallid sturgeon or 
whether the Project would violate the ESA unless the Court possesses more 
information about the anticipated success of the proposed bypass channel.” “…the 
Project would have significant impacts on the pallid sturgeon with the analysis 
provided. Added uncertainty regarding whether sufficient drift distance would exist 
above the weir to allow pallid sturgeon larvae to develop before reaching the low 
oxygen zones raises additional concerns. These circumstances—the lack of analysis 
regarding adversely affecting pallid sturgeon recovery and uncertainty regarding 
possible effects on the viability of pallid sturgeon larvae—require the Federal 
Defendants to prepare an EIS. The new analysis should include the anticipated effects 
of the Project on the recovery of pallid sturgeon. Nat’l Wildlife Fed’s, 524 F.3d at 931-
932.”  This information needs to be addressed in Chapter 4 in detail, with a summary in 
Chapter 2 under the description of the preferred alternative. 

Additional discussion has been added regarding the state of the science regarding recruitment and recovery. 
See Section 4.9. At this point, a rigorous analysis of recruitment and recovery cannot be completed.  Critical 
pieces of information are lacking such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what 
proportion of the adult population will be motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream 
they will choose to spawn.  These unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  The FEIS 
does make assumptions on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and 
other alternative could help towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding 
jeopardy.  The FEIS has been edited to provide additional information with regard to the Corps commitment 
and efforts to continue trying to identify key unknowns for the pallid sturgeon throughout the entire Missouri 
River basin, develop management actions needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this work into 
the ongoing, funded, MRRP Integrated Science Program.   These efforts include developing models to better 
predict outcomes of management scenarios and provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed 
process for determining future management direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very 
important, and it is the agencies' best judgement that the only way to answer them in a meaningful and 
scientific manner is to ensure a systematic approach that informs future management actions on both the 
Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  One immediate step the agencies have identified to address a leading 
hypothesis and reduce uncertainty is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through the proposed bypass. 

LA-01 
 

49 The existing diversion dam is commonly referred to as an alternative effect, but should 
be addressed as a point of reference for all other alternatives. 

Text and tables have been revised to indicate that existing (or on-going) effects of No Action are not new 
effects and are the baseline for comparison, but some continue as on-going effects into the future with No 
Action. 
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LA-01 
 

50 One point of consideration is that Tetra Tech commonly uses the fact that the Bypass 
Channel Alternative has been 100% designed as a "crutch" to form the basis of their 
opinion that the Bypass Channel Alternative is the preferred alternative. I am 
concerned that since the Multiple Pump Alternative has not been flushed out to the 
same level of design scrutiny and that there are numerous design considerations that 
can make this alternative much more costly and reduce the feasibility considerably 
that have been overlooked. 

Designs have been developed to the level of detail necessary to compare and evaluate alternatives for this EIS.  
Cost contingencies have been included to account for uncertainties in the designs.   

LA-01 
 

51 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Assumption that only sand size and larger 
particles would deposit in the feeder canals. However, it is anticipated that velocities 
will be low in the feeder canals. Sediment transport in this portion of the Yellowstone 
River is very high, and the feeder canals will provide an avenue for sediment fallout 
due to low velocity flow. 

The majority of the sediment in the Yellowstone River occurs during periods of high flow. During these periods 
gravity diversion limits, and potentially eliminates the use of the pumping stations. During lower flows, when 
pumping is required, the sediment transport in the main channel is low and flow velocities in the feeder 
channels are higher. The pumping versus gravity diversion combinations used in the design result in greater 
pumping and feeder canal velocity during periods with low sediment supply from the river. 
 
It is likely that the sediment deposition will vary at each site, however the assumption that only sand size and 
larger particles would deposit in each of the feeder canals is intended to provide a reasonably conservative 
estimate for the preliminary analysis and comparison of alternatives as a basis for estimating maintenance 
costs. If this alternative is selected for further analysis and design, then a site-specific analysis of the flow and 
sediment transport conditions at each site would be performed. 

LA-01 
 

52 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Pumps 2-5 shows a gravity flow as well as flow 
from Pump No. 2, but the discussion and analysis states in multiple areas in text that 
the head gate needs to be closed when Pumps No. 1 and/or 2 are on. This needs to be 
resolved. 

Table 3.3 shows flow conditions used to produce the hydraulic profiles shown on Figure 3.2. The scenario 
"Pumps 2-5" was not used in the analysis and will be removed from Table 3.3 for clarity. 

LA-01 
 

53 Again the analysis uses a reference to 480V power. Many of the major pump suppliers 
for vertical impeller pumps have indicated that 480V power will not be sufficient given 
the head and flow conditions. Please verify that 480V power will be adequate as the 
cost for both installation as well as long term O&M is significantly impacted by 
increases in the voltage. 

The pump vendor we spoke with, stated that the irrigation pumps could be supplied with 480V motors and 
Montana-Dakota Utilities indicated they could supply power to the pumps at 480V.  Both the pump vendor 
and MDU provided cost estimating data based on the use of 480V power. If this alternative is selected for 
further design and analysis, then the option of using higher voltage motors and power supplies would be 
investigated. 

LA-01   54 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Finished floor elevation of pump stations 
needs to be at least 2' above the 100 year floodplain, not 1'. 

The finished floor elevation was set 1' above the 100 year floodplain elevation, in accordance with USACE 
Engineering Manual EM 1110-2-3102, paragraph 4-2c, "Operating Floor Elevation." 

LA-01 
 

55 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Design recognizes the requirement for ice 
protection around the pump stations and fish screens, but shows only a very 
conceptual plan view with no detail. It is not certain how the fish screens will be 
protected by the berm and/or what type of protection would be placed in front of the 
fish screens. This detail could substantially effect the capital cost and the long term 
O&M of the alternative. 

The berm intercepts ice moving downriver to prevent it from bearing on the fish screen and pump station 
structures, as described in paragraph 4.3.2.1. The fish screens are located inside a concrete structure. At the 
end of the irrigation season, stop logs would be placed and the concrete structure would be dewatered for silt 
removal and winter storage. 

LA-01 
 

56 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative -- Page 15-16, paragraph 2 of the 
Recommendation section of the Intake Alternative Selection memo provided by Tetra 
Tech provides a very solid viewpoint on the implementation of Ranney Wells that 
should be transferred and/or referenced in the Multiple Pumping Station Alternative 
with Conservation Measures Alternative. There is somewhat of a conflict between the 
text in this section and Section 4.3.1, Appendix A, Multiple Pumping Station with 
Conservation Measures Alternative. 

The document layout of Appendix A-3 and the Intake Selection memo are different, however the content 
appears to be the same. In Appendix A-3: the Ranney Well concept is described in Paragraph 4.3.1, "Ranney 
Well", potential risks associated with the Ranney Wells are discussed in Paragraph 5.1 "Construction Risk", and 
land disturbance is discussed in Paragraph 5.2 "Disturbance during Construction and Operation". In the Intake 
Selection memo, all three subjects are addressed together. Apart from differences in document layout and 
level of detail, the content appears to be the same. 
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LA-01 
 

57 Multiple Pumping Stations with Conservation Measures Alternative -- Under Section 
1.0, Alternative Description, at the end of this section, please add the text found in the 
main body of the EIS, Section 2.3.8 on page 2-77 to clarify the intent of the Appendix. 

Description from page 2-77 will be added to the alternative description in the Appendix as recommended.   

LA-01 
 

58 Multiple Pumping Station Alternative and Multiple Pumping Stations with 
Conservation Measures Alternative -- Both of these alternatives would require a 
SCADA system for operation and maintenance of these facilities. Please include in the 
capital cost as well as the long term O&M for these alternatives. 

The capital and O&M costs for the Multiple Pump Station and the Multiple Pump Station with Conservation 
Measures alternatives include an estimated cost for including a typical SCADA system. 

LA-01 
 

59 Multiple Pumping Stations with Conservation Measures Alternative -- 2nd paragraph 
on page 16 identifies that 1,100 cfs would be required to support the mix of crops 
current grown. However, this number should be 1,150 cfs. 

Typo has been corrected as suggested. 

LA-01 
 

60 The current quoted fuel prices are very low and near a 5-year low. The fuel prices 
should be based on a more current rate or a 3-year running average to ensure an 
accurate estimate. 

Per standard USACE cost guidelines, current fuel prices are to be used in the cost estimate. These prices will be 
updated for each submittal though, and will likely be higher in future iterations especially if the previous prices 
are at a low. Cost contingencies also account for fluctuations in fuel prices.  

LA-01 
 

61 Multiple Pump Station Alternative QTO Line Items -- Quantity take offs. The pump 
station standby generators for Sites 2-5 require 1250 kW through 2000 kW. This 
indicates that supply of 480V power to each of these sites will be difficult to achieve. 

The pump vendor we spoke with, stated that the irrigation pumps could be supplied with 480V motors and 
Montana-Dakota Utilities indicated they could supply power to the pumps at 480V.  Both the pump vendor 
and MDU provided cost estimating data based on the use of 480V power. If this alternative is selected for 
further design and analysis, then the option of using higher voltage motors and power supplies would be 
investigated. 

LA-02 Z. Shattuck, Upper 
Basin Pallid 
Sturgeon 
Workgroup 

1 We believe the most beneficial alternative for Pallid Sturgeon would involve removing 
the existing barrier to provide full-river passage and investing in more contemporary 
methods of water delivery. Improved efficiencies and updated technologies in 
irrigation practices would serve an agreeable compromise between socioeconomic 
viability and ecological integrity; a cornerstone of the vision and mission of the 
Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP).  

While this letter was submitted on behalf of the Upper Basin Workgroup it does not represent the views of 
that entire group.  Views of Workgroup members from the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, and 
Fish and Wildlife Service were not reflected in the comment letter.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Two alternatives that included removing the existing weir were analyzed.   

LA-02 
 

2 Although the EIS reiterates that recovery of Pallid Sturgeon is not within the scope of 
this project, the Workgroup feels strongly that aspects of recovery are implicit with the 
project’s use of funding tied in-part to the MRRP. As such, more emphasis should be 
placed on the aspect of fish passage in the alternative analyses, rather than ensuring 
water delivery while merely providing conditions thought to be sufficient to avoid 
jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon.  

We do not disagree that management action on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers may ultimately be 
needed to meet pallid sturgeon objectives.  Within the upper basin, providing fish passage at the Intake Dam 
has been identified by the Service (2013) and 2014 Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan, and confirmed by the best 
available science through an Effects Analysis, as one of the best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining 
populations of pallid sturgeon.  This project will reestablish a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning 
habitat which is currently hypothesized as being one of the primary limiting factors for pallid sturgeon 
recruitment.  The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed to identifying other potential 
management actions within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of 
jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete project, if necessary, based on the 
best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort Peck flows, 
temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
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LA-02 
 

3 To this point, the improvement of fish passage for Pallid Sturgeon and other native 
fishes under the preferred Bypass Channel Alternative is purely theoretical and 
assurances for successful passage are unfounded. Across North America, sturgeon 
species have exhibited little success with fish passage structures; where the only 
examples of consistent passage include projects that were designed specifically for 
sturgeon species and projects that provided passage upstream and downstream.  

Many sturgeon species have benefitted from fish passage.  In addition, pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River 
frequently pass through side channels, both natural and constructed.  The proposed Intake bypass is designed 
specifically for pallid sturgeon passage and as such should be even more fish friendly than the side channels 
which they have already been documented to use.  Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all 
highlight that promising approaches include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a 
channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a 
broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully 
negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon 
have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and 
constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et 
al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed 
through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 
2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, even though not constructed with adult 
sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use constructed channels and at times will 
choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The physical and resulting hydraulic features 
of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to the features within known migratory 
pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River and Yellowstone 
River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within the range of all parameters, including 
length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In addition, this bypass channel has been 
engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon by optimal location and orientation of 
the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side channels which have been used by pallid 
sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a wide range of flows.  Because pallid 
sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and natural) on the Missouri River and 
Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and because the designs mimic physical 
parameters of natural side channels actually shown to be used by pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone, the 
Agencies believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a high likelihood that the 
constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of flows. Lastly, the design of 
the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather than located some 
distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions because a fish’s natural 
tendency is to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant distances downstream 
of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to 
swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 

LA-02 
 

4 Although upstream passage of adult Pallid Sturgeon has garnered much of the 
attention in the EIS, it is imperative that this project account for the needs of all life-
stages of Pallid Sturgeon amongst other fish species. The design in the preferred 
Bypass Channel Alternative fails to incorporate adequate passage in the downstream 
drift of Pallid Sturgeon larvae, and subsequently the criteria for the entire project fails 
to address the potential impacts to larval Pallid Sturgeon take during downstream 
passage until post-project.  

The effects of each alternative on downstream passage of larvae is disclosed in section 4.9.7. 

LA-02 
 

5 Currently, the No Action Alternative offers more documented passage than any other 
alternative that includes a weir in the design. While the preferred Bypass Channel 
Alternative confidently assures passage to some degree, the only proven pathway for 
passage for Pallid Sturgeon is planned to be used as a fill site as part of bypass 
construction.  

Many sturgeon species have benefitted from fish passage.  In addition, pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River 
frequently pass through side channels, both natural and constructed.  The proposed Intake bypass is designed 
specifically for pallid sturgeon passage and as such should be even more fish friendly than the side channels 
which they have already been documented to use.  Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all 
highlight that promising approaches include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a 
channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a 
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broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully 
negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon 
have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and 
constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et 
al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed 
through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 
2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, even though not constructed with adult 
sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use constructed channels and at times will 
choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The physical and resulting hydraulic features 
of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to the features within known migratory 
pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River and Yellowstone 
River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within the range of all parameters, including 
length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In addition, this bypass channel has been 
engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon by optimal location and orientation of 
the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side channels which have been used by pallid 
sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a wide range of flows.  Because pallid 
sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and natural) on the Missouri River and 
Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and because the designs mimic physical 
parameters of natural side channels actually shown to be used by pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we 
believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a high likelihood that the 
constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of flows. Lastly, the design of 
the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather than located some 
distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions because a fish’s natural 
tendency is to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant distances downstream 
of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to 
swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 

LA-02 
 

6 While the Workgroup commends the close collaboration with the Biological Review 
Team in developing metrics for success, more explicit monitoring objectives whose 
criteria are rooted in the biology of Pallid Sturgeon and the lower Yellowstone River 
aquatic community are needed to meaningfully evaluate fish passage and jeopardy to 
Pallid Sturgeon. As currently written, the monitoring and adaptive management of fish 
passage success and the avoidance of jeopardy to Pallid Sturgeon does not sufficiently 
account for bi-directional passage, nor does it provide details of future management 
given documented performance of the project. In developing criteria for improving fish 
passage, the Workgroup feels “the development of decision criteria to trigger adaptive 
management options” needs to be thoroughly established prior to an alternative being 
preferred. To this regard, the Workgroup suggests a more expansive commitment 
from federal partners in evaluating the project pre- and post-development to ensure 
greater connectivity is truly attained in the lower Yellowstone River. 

Because of uncertainties associated with the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) that will take into consideration not only pallid 
sturgeon but also other native species found in the Yellowstone River.  The Monitoring and Adaptive 
Management Plan has been revised to include more details about adaptive management measures, timing, 
and implementation. 
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LA-02 
 

7 The Yellowstone and Missouri rivers are two components to one system and the 
Workgroup remains opposed to the idea that modifications at Intake should serve as a 
suitable credit for operational changes at Fort Peck Dam. While successful fish passage 
at Intake may allow access to additional upstream habitat for Pallid Sturgeon and other 
native fishes, it is the health of the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers that will ultimately 
yield recovery of Pallid Sturgeon and long-term resiliency of the entire aquatic 
community. In order to restore a self-regulating upper Missouri River system that 
functions more naturally, engaged federal partnerships are imperative.  

We do not disagree that management action on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers may ultimately be 
needed to meet pallid sturgeon objectives.  Within the upper basin, providing fish passage at the Intake 
Diversion Dam has been identified by the USFWS (Service 2013) and 2014 Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan, and 
confirmed by the best available science through an Effects Analysis, as one of the best possibilities for 
restoring self-sustaining populations of pallid sturgeon.  This project will reestablish a linkage to potential pallid 
sturgeon spawning habitat, which is currently hypothesized as being one of the primary limiting factors for 
pallid sturgeon recruitment.  The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed to identifying other 
potential management actions within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate 
avoidance of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete project, if necessary, 
based on the best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
 

LA-02a Z. Shattuck, Upper 
Basin Pallid 
Sturgeon 
Workgroup 

 Request to withdraw letter While the workgroup requested this letter be retracted the agencies believe that there are substantive 
comments that needed to be addressed, and responses have been provided.   

LA-03 G. Anderson, City of 
Sidney Utilities 

1 I am very strongly in favor of the bypass channel alternative for the LYIP as it will 
continue to deliver water via the existing canal which recharges our aquifer when its 
needed most. 

Comment noted. 

OR-1 Defenders of 
Wildlife and NRDC 

1 We therefore respectfully request an additional 45-day extension of the comment 
period on the Draft EIS.  

The NEPA Regulations require a 45-day comment period for a draft EIS. The Draft EIS was available for public 
review beginning May 27 and ending July 28, for a total of 63 days. Given the importance of providing fish 
passage at Intake, the Agencies felt 63 days was adequate to review the document and provide comments, 
and in addition did not believe it was in the best interest of pallid sturgeon to grant an extension potentially 
delaying implementation of a fish passage solution.  

OR-2 M. Murphy, 
Montana Water 
Resources 
Association 

1 MWRA stands in strong support of the 100 percent design complete, shovel ready, and 
twice determined preferred alternative concrete weir and fish friendly bypass.  …  The 
proposed preferred alternative … is based upon an extensive and thorough scientific 
evaluation of impacts that culminate with an opportunity to enhance the long term 
viability and stability of the farm and ranch community, agricultural dependent 
businesses and rural communities while addressing the needs of the Pallid Sturgeon 
and other fisheries and wildlife in the Lower Yellowstone. 

Comment noted 

OR-2 
 

2 Other alternatives, such as removing the existing dam and forcing the irrigators to 
pump their water from the river and assume an extremely expensive and far less 
reliable power dependent pumping process, would also result in adverse 
environmental impacts. 

Wind power reliability has been accounted for by provision of backup generators in the alternative that 
includes pumps.  Pump O&M information available from other irrigation districts (Buffalo Rapids and Sidney 
Irrigation District) was used to inform cost estimates for these alternatives.  Social and economic conditions, 
including O&M costs and the impacts of each alternative are considered in section 4.15 and Appendix B. 

OR-3 J. Gutkoski, 
Montana River 
Action 

1 Your plan for a new concrete dam below Glendive on the Y. River with a 2 mile bypass 
channel will result in just more blockage for upriver migrating Pallid Sturgeon. 

Comment noted 

OR-3 
 

2 Montana River Action recommends removing the existing rock dam and provide the 
irrigators with a pump system.  

Comment noted 

OR-3 
 

3 This will save $60,000,000 of taxpayer’s money ... on a massive dam that is doomed to 
failure in the long term. 

Comment noted 
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OR-04 J. Brothen, Lower 
Yellowstone Rural 
Electric Cooperative 

1 On behalf of the Board of Directors, and Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric Cooperative 
(LYREC) membership, I am writing this letter to support the bypass channel.  As a 
cooperative we feel strongly about saving the farmer and the fish. 

Comment noted. 

OR-04 
 

2 One major concern as an electrical distributor, is the power supply.  We understand 
what it takes to pump water and it is a lot of power.  It would take the correct mix of 
renewable, hydro, gas, and carbon based electrical resources to maintain the level of 
power needed to run the proposed pumps.  Renewable resources alone cannot 
generate enough power at peak times to maintain the pumps and for this reason they 
need to have backup power to fill in for those times when the renewables are offline.  
With the current direction of the United States baseload power grid, it is uneasy to 
think of what could happen if the power supply were not adequate for the proposed 
pumps 

Power supply for the pumps was coordinated with the local utility and costs include system upgrades and new 
power lines.  Backup generators are also included in the cost estimates to account for outages.  See Appendix 
A for details.  As described in 2.3.8.6 if wind power to be used a banking arrangement would be needed as the 
wind power generation may not be consistent with the time that power was used during pumping. 

OR-05 J. Bodner, Montana 
Stockgrowers Assn. 

1 Due to the critical importance of this Intake Dam modification project to the 
agricultural community, MSGA has reviewed the Draft EIS and supports the Bypass 
Channel Alternative. This alternative is a balanced approach to improving conditions 
for migration of pallid sturgeon and other native fish and at the same time ensuring 
the water delivery system for the Intake Diversion Dam is protected. 

Comment noted. 

OR-05 
 

2 In this section it is stated that “Using recent crop yields and prices from the National 
Agricultural Statistics Service, a production value (gross revenue) of about $51.2 
million dollars may be estimated for lands irrigated by the LYP.” This estimate is 
factored to account for about 15% of market value of agricultural products sold in the 
three county area. MSGA supports the assessment that “value of the LYP to the 
agricultural industry of the counties, and of the region, is substantial.” It is vitally 
important in this decision making process to account for the economic impacts the 
selected alternative will have on the affected area. 

As shown in Section 4.15.5.7, the analysis estimates the potential effects on farm income based upon a given 
% increase in O&M cost per acre with each alternative. Because O&M is not a majority component of overall 
production costs, the % reduction in net income is less than the % increase in O&M cost. As noted in the last 
paragraph of 4.15.3.3, whether or not each specific farm would remain viable under each alternative is beyond 
the scope of the analysis, which considered a typical, or average, case. As shown in the document, none of the 
net income reductions from increased O&M is sufficient to reduce net income to zero for the typical operation 
case. 

OR-05 
 

3 Through this coordination, this Draft EIS has addressed many of the concerns indicated 
in the 2015 Biological Assessment, such as the need for an alternate passage route 
during the 2-3 years of construction and the potential future 
entrainment/impingement of free embryos and larvae at the headworks screens. In 
addition, since 2010, cooperating agencies have had an integral part in developing the 
most sophisticated scientific approaches to resolving the sturgeon concerns. ... In our 
view, this input from these agencies has resulted in the Bypass Channel alternative 
that meets the needs of the community and a successful fish passage. 

Comment noted. 
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OR-05 
 

4 In addition to the Bypass Channel alternative being one of the best conservation 
options, it is also one of the most cost effective. In reviewing Table ES-1 Annualized 
Costs, the Bypass Channel is equivalent to the Modified Side Channel alternative, but 
significantly lower than the others in terms of Average Annual Cost. This alternative 
also is shown to have the lowest annual O&M and annual O&M per acre costs, 
reflected in table 4-37. Just as important as the construction and O&M costs, are the 
change in farm income statistics reflected in Table 4-58. Once again the Bypass 
Channel shows the lowest reduction in Annual Change in Net Farm Income and % 
Change in Net Farm Income in the alternatives. These tables are significant indicators 
that the preferred Bypass Channel is the most efficient means to meet the purpose to 
construct a project to improve passage of pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the 
Lower Yellowstone Project Intake Diversion Dam while continuing a viable and 
effective operation of the Project. 

Comment noted. 

OR-06 D. Moser, Montana 
Chapter of the 
American Fisheries 
Society 

1 The current EIS uses a “Connectivity Index Analysis” to base recommendations of 
passage of Pallid Sturgeon.  It is clear this index is weakly connected to conditions at 
the Intake site.  Moreover, no firm biological criteria were used develop bypass 
channel dimensions, velocities, depths, etc.  Any index by which decisions are made on 
passage of Pallid Sturgeon cannot be validly based on data from other rivers and 
species of fish.  As biologists we know that site specific variables as well as temporal 
and spatial uncertainty must be addressed to increase confidence of predictions in any 
predictive model.  Given the large number of assumptions used to develop the 
“Connectivity Index Analysis” we have very little confidence that predictions on bypass 
use by Pallid Sturgeon or other species are scientifically valid.   

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. To clarify, the FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. 
The index score does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a 
statistical probability of fish passage.  In the FEIS, additional discussion on pallid sturgeon use of side channels 
and the extensive evaluation of literature that has been used to inform the design of the bypass channel has 
been added to Section 4.9.8 

OR-06 
 

2 Larval drift post spawning has been identified as an important factor in survival of 
Pallid Sturgeon.  In the event Pallid Sturgeon use the engineered bypass, construction 
of a dam across the entire Yellowstone River will necessarily negatively impact this 
important life stage. 

See additional discussion in Section 4.9.7 addressing downstream passage of larvae, juveniles, and adults for 
each alternative.  The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) will include monitoring of 
downstream passage.   

OR-06 
 

3 Given the vast number of unknowns related to potential use by fish of the bypass, a 
contingency and monitoring plan must be very specific as to who will do the work and 
where funding will be obtained for the work.  Should objectives of the bypass channel 
not be met - what solutions are proposed?  We strongly suggest that contingency plans 
be highly detailed with alternatives for remedy spelled out with costs and responsible 
parties.  Essentially, the lack of biological criteria and unknowns on which the 
preferred alternative was based makes it absolutely necessary that contingencies, 
should passage goals not be met, are highly detailed with funding guaranteed. 

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that 
takes into consideration the biological criteria provided by the Service’s Biological Review Team. The proposed 
Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan can be found in Appendix E.  
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OR-7 S. Bosse, American 
Rivers 

1 After carefully reading the DEIS and reviewing the comments provided to us by David 
Marcus (see Appendix A), whose analysis was partially funded by American Rivers, we 
strongly urge the Corps and BOR to abandon the preferred alternative in the DEIS 
(Bypass Channel) and instead select a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative in 
the Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD). We support a variation of the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative because we believe it is the only alternative that offers federally 
endangered pallid sturgeon a reasonable chance of recovering to self-sustaining levels, 
and it can reasonably be implemented in a way that meets the needs of farmers in the 
Lower Yellowstone Project. No other alternative in the DEIS has a high probability of 
achieving these two goals in a cost-effective manner.  

Comment noted. 

OR-7 
 

2 American Rivers opposes the agencies’ preferred alternative (Bypass Channel) for the 
following reasons, which we will elaborate on later in these comments: (1) the purpose 
and need in the DEIS are insufficient to meet the requirements of the Endangered 
Species Act; (2) the scientific assumptions supporting the Bypass Channel are fatally 
flawed; (3) the Bypass Channel alternative lacks a robust and sufficiently funded 
adaptive management plan in the event that it fails; and (4) the cost of the Bypass 
Channel is significantly understated and the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative is 
significantly overstated.  

Comment noted. 

OR-7 
 

3 The DEIS states that the purpose and need of this project is to “(1) improve fish 
passage for pallid sturgeon and other native fish at the Intake Diversion Dam; (2) 
continue the viable and effective operation of the Lower Yellowstone Project; and (3) 
contribute to ecosystem restoration (DEIS Executive Summary, p. xxvi).” While we 
agree that all three of these components are valid from a conceptual standpoint, the 
first component is insufficient to meet the basic legal requirements of the federal 
Endangered Species Act, which is the primary driver in this NEPA process.  

Revised text has been provided in section 1.2.3 Need - Improving Fish Passage and additional information and 
clarification has been provided in Section 1.2.1. 

 
As noted by commenters, the Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 
context of the federal action. The underlying purpose and need is for Reclamation to manage and operate the 
LYP in accordance with Project laws, authorities, and purposes. The Agencies recognize the importance of the 
pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River Basin and support pallid sturgeon recovery activities throughout their 
known range. Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) authorizes the Corps to 
assist Reclamation with funding from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program for the design and 
construction of Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana for the purposes of ecosystem 
restoration.  

It should be noted that the purpose and need is a NEPA requirement. The ESA does not have such a 
requirement. Similarly, avoiding jeopardy and the measures necessary to recover a species are determinations 
made by the Service as a part of ESA consultation and recovery planning, and is not a requirement of NEPA. 
The ESA places responsibility on all federal agencies to ensure their actions avoid jeopardy. This is inherent in 
any action a federal agency proposes to undertake. 
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OR-7 
 

4 Instead of striving merely to “improve fish passage...,” the DEIS should have identified 
a range of alternatives that have a high probability of recovering pallid sturgeon to the 
point that they meet recovery goals and ultimately can be removed from the 
endangered species list. The final EIS should clearly define what the recovery goal is for 
pallid sturgeon in numeric terms (According to the USFWS’s 2014 Recovery Plan, the 
goal is a self-sustaining population of 5,000 adult fish in the upper Missouri River 
basin); discuss in detail the probability that each alternative will achieve that recovery 
goal based on hard evidence (as opposed to subjective conjecture); and discuss how 
improving fish passage at Intake Diversion Dam can achieve recovery goals for pallid 
sturgeon without also addressing dam operations at Fort Peck Dam.  

Pallid sturgeon life history and habitat requirements are not well understood. For this reason, the Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) identifies numerous measures to expand pallid sturgeon knowledge 
while moving towards recovery. The Recovery Plan uses scientific method to obtain this knowledge, wherein 
questions are systematically answered by implementing actions, observing the response, and then 
determining the need for follow-on actions. Fish passage at Intake is one of those systematic, site-specific 
actions identified in the Recovery Plan wherein the outcome is uncertain so subsequent actions outlined in the 
Recovery Plan would be implemented based on pallid sturgeon response to implementing passage at Intake. 
  
Given the absence of information about pallid sturgeon, it is currently not feasible to meaningfully 
differentiate how each alternative might contribute to recovery and would be entirely speculative. Ultimately, 
the Service will decide, through ESA consultation (not the NEPA process), if the proposed fish passage 
alternative would avoid jeopardy, contribute to recovery and as appropriate, meet the objectives of the 
Recovery Plan. 
  
Improving pallid sturgeon passage at Intake Dam is a site-specific project Reclamation is undertaking 
consistent with its obligation under ESA and the Service's Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan. The Corps is assisting 
Reclamation pursuant to its authority under WRDA 2007 for the purpose of ecosystem restoration.  This site-
specific project is one measure within a larger programmatic effort to recover pallid sturgeon as described in 
the Recovery Plan and the programmatic adaptive management plan the Corps is developing in consultation 
with the Service for endangered species recovery on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River (expected to be 
available for public review December 2016). The Corps of Engineers is still engaged and committed to 
identifying other potential management actions within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to 
accommodate avoidance of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin beyond just this discrete 
project, if necessary, based on the best available science.   However, current hydraulic drift modeling predicts 
that alteration of Fort Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck may not result in recruitment 
(Fischenich, 2014) and in the short term could detract from or confound the analysis of benefits derived by 
providing passage at Intake.  
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5 The DEIS makes no mention of the fact that the Corps is willing to fund a project at 
Intake Diversion Dam only in return for abandoning future recovery efforts on the 
Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam. Nor does it explain how recovery goals can be 
met when only roughly one-quarter of the wild adult pallid sturgeon in the upper 
Missouri River system, or 32 fish, migrate up the Yellowstone River to Intake Dam to 
spawn each year. Finally, recent federal court rulings have made it clear that improving 
passage for endangered fish species alone does not meet the requirements of the 
Endangered Species Act. The way the DEIS is currently written, if the number of pallid 
sturgeon making it past Intake Diversion Dam were to increase from one fish to two 
fish, that would be deemed a success based on a positive trend toward recovery.  

The Corps of Engineers is developing a Missouri River Management Plan and EIS that assesses (1) major federal 
actions arising from a Biological Opinion (BiOp) prepared in accordance with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
of 1973, as amended to avoid jeopardy to three federally listed threatened and endangered species that use 
the Missouri River and (2) the creation of habitat for those species. The relative need and effectiveness of 
actions on both the Yellowstone and Missouri River systems will be evaluated through a well-planned, 
systematic AM process which has been developed as part of the MRRP Management Plan.  This AM approach 
has received a tremendous amount of independent scrutiny by AM and sturgeon experts and has been 
developed transparently with unprecedented stakeholder involvement through MRRIC and associated 
Independent Science Advisory Panel.  The focus of the plan is in meeting pallid sturgeon objectives provided by 
the USFWS to avoid jeopardy. 
Within the upper basin, the intake dam has been identified by the USFWS, and confirmed through the Effects 
Analysis that has been conducted as part of the Management Plan process as one of the best possibilities for 
restoring self-sustaining populations by being one of the only projects that can reestablish a linkage to 
potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that may provide adequate drift distance for drifting free 
embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the success of the intake fish passage project will be 
determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it 
passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of sturgeon life history.  
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it 
is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that 
hatchery released free embryos, five days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River 
between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural 
recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 
0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 
2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total 
drift distance as a limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
See appendix E for success criteria of the project.   
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6 Under the Multiple Pumps Alternative, in which the existing diversion dam would be 
removed from the river, the probability of the 14 native fish species making it past 
Intake Diversion Dam is 1.0, which translates to 100 percent probability. Under the 
preferred alternative (Bypass Channel), the FPCI is estimated at .67, meaning there is 
only a 67 percent chance that the 14 selected fish species will make it past Intake 
Diversion Dam. Not only is this number arbitrary and subjective due to the fact that 
there has never been an artificial bypass channel or fishway constructed that has been 
documented to have successfully passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon (DEIS, 
p. 2-105), but it is also based on a more favorable model input than was used in the 
2015 Environmental Assessment (EA). That model input, F1, represents the probability 
of fish finding the entrance to the proposed bypass channel. It varies on a scale of 1-5, 
with 1 being the lowest probability and 5 being the highest probability. In the DEIS, the 
agencies used an F1 of 4, whereas in the 2015 EA, the agencies used an F1 of 3. There 
is no acknowledgement or explanation in the DEIS as to why the F1 was upgraded from 
a 3 to a 4. This is concerning because the upgrade resulted in a dramatically improved 
FPCI for the Bypass Channel alternative. In the 2015 EA, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon 
was .5, meaning there was only a 50 percent chance that pallid sturgeon would make 
their way upstream past Intake Diversion Dam. In the DEIS, the FPCI for pallid sturgeon 
is .6. Yet even when this number is used, it still fails to meet the FPCI target of .85 that 
was set by the Biological Recovery Team (BRT). Had the agencies used an F1 value of 3 
in the DEIS as they did in the 2015 EA, the Multiple Pumps Alternative would be the 
most cost effective alternative per habitat unit gained, according to the agencies’ own 
methodologies.  

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost 
analysis to identify whether different index values would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy 
plans. There is no difference. To clarify, the FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness 
of each alternative. The index score does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor 
does it calculate a statistical probability of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the 
Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile downstream of 
Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 

OR-7 
 

7 Finally and importantly, in calculating the cost effectiveness of each alternative, the 
DEIS used an FPCI of .67 for the preferred alternative (DEIS Appendix D, Table 1-11, p. 
16), when it would have been more appropriate to use an FPCI of .60. The former 
represents the probability that all 14 selected native fish species make it upstream 
past Intake Diversion Dam, while the latter represents the probability of pallid 
sturgeon making it past the dam. Using this same flawed methodology, an alternative 
could pass 13 of the selected native fish species but not pass a single pallid sturgeon, 
and the number of habitat units that would be made available would be reduced by 
only 1/14, or 7 percent, thus barely affecting the cost effectiveness of such an 
alternative. The bottom line should be that if an alternative does not have at least an 
85 percent likelihood of providing upstream fish passage for pallid sturgeon (the 
standard set by the BRT), it should be disqualified from further consideration because 
it does not meet that statutory requirements of the Endangered Species Act, which is 
the primary driver of this NEPA process.  

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. Of note, in the 2015 EA, pallid sturgeon was not included and shovelnose sturgeon was used to 
represent both species. The agencies think including pallid sturgeon in the model is very important and thus it 
is included in this 2016 version. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and 
incremental cost analysis to identify whether different index values would result in a different list of cost 
effective or best buy plans. There is no difference. To clarify, the FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the 
relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index score does not represent either the specific number of fish 
that will pass nor does it calculate a statistical probability of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index 
value to the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile 
downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 
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8 Given that there is a high degree of scientific uncertainty as to whether the Bypass 
Channel alternative will provide upstream passage to at least 85 percent of the pallid 
sturgeon that arrive at its base (the biological standard set by the BRT), combined with 
the fact that climate change and more frequent and severe flood and drought events 
could profoundly alter the flow and morphology of the lower Yellowstone River in the 
immediate vicinity of Intake Diversion Dam, it is imperative that a robust and well-
funded adaptive management plan be in place prior to the signing of a Record of 
Decision. Yet the adaptive management plan in the DEIS only considers tweaks to the 
proposed dam and bypass channel, including making modifications to the bypass 
channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, removing the existing boulder 
field immediately downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in the 
new dam, and modifying the headworks. The DEIS fails to discuss more drastic and 
expensive actions that may need to be taken should the bypass channel fail to perform 
as hoped, including removing the new dam and replacing its function with an irrigation 
pump system (such as the one contemplated in the Multiple Pumps alternative) and 
modifying the operation of Fort Peck Dam in an effort to restore pallid sturgeon in the 
Missouri River below the dam. Not only does the DEIS fail to discuss these realistic 
adaptive management actions, but it also makes clear that after its one-year warranty 
period is over, the Corps will not provide any additional funding to remedy the 
situation. This is unacceptable and very likely a violation of the Endangered Species 
Act.  

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan that 
takes into consideration the biological criteria provided by the Service. The proposed Monitoring and Adaptive 
Management Plan can be found in Appendix E.  
 
Also, the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan has been updated to better describe Agencies roles and 
responsibilities moving forward. 
 
The FEIS has also been updated with a section (4.9.9) talking about the Corps commitment to the upper 
Missouri River Basin and how the Lower Yellowstone Project fits into that bigger picture. 

OR-7 
 

9 Based on our read of the DEIS and the information contained in David Marcus’ 
analysis, we believe the Corps and BOR significantly understated the costs of the 
preferred alternative (Bypass Channel), significantly overstated the costs of the 
Multiple Pumps Alternative, and failed altogether to consider less expensive variations 
of the Multiple Pumps Alternative that could satisfy the biological needs of pallid 
sturgeon and other native fish while also meeting the needs of farmers in the Lower 
Yellowstone Project virtually 100 percent of the time.  

See responses to OR-7, #15 and 16 below.   

OR-7 
 

10 The DEIS understates the costs associated with the preferred alternative (Bypass 
Channel) in the following ways. First, by using an FPCI of .67 for all 14 selected native 
fish species instead of an FPCI of .60 for pallid sturgeon alone, or, more appropriately, 
an FPCI of .50 (for pallid sturgeon alone using the F1 value of 3 in the 2015 EA), the 
DEIS overstates the pallid sturgeon-specific HUs for the preferred alternative by 20 
percent. Were the agencies to use an FPCI of .5 instead of .67, the cost per habitat unit 
would increase from $727 to $876, making the preferred alternative less cost-effective 
than the Multiple Pumps Alternative (using three or five pump sites). Considering that 
there has never been a bypass channel or fishway constructed that has been 
documented to have passed pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon, it would be 
entirely reasonable for the agencies to use an FPCI of less than .5. If one were to use 
an FPCI of .4, for example, the cost per habitat unit for the preferred alternative would 
jump to $1,110.  

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify if using such modified scores would result in the identification 
of different best buy or cost effective plans. There is no difference. See revised Appendix D. 
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11 The second way the DEIS understates the cost of the preferred alternative is by 
excluding any costs that would be incurred to implement adaptive management 
actions should the preferred alternative fail to accomplish its goal of passing pallid 
sturgeon following the expiration of the Corps’ one-year warranty. These costs could 
be relatively modest if the actions taken are limited in scope (e.g., modifying the 
bypass channel, removing fill from the existing natural channel, removing the existing 
boulder field downstream from the diversion dam, modifying the notch in the new 
dam, or modifying the headworks); or they could far exceed the total cost of the 
preferred alternative if they include removing the new dam, installing an irrigation 
pump system to replace its function, or modifying operations at Fork Peck Dam in an 
effort to restore pallid sturgeon to the Missouri River downstream of the dam. 

Both monitoring and adaptive management has been assumed for every alternative including the Bypass 
Channel. For alternative comparison it was estimated that there would be a 1% cost of adaptive management, 
this assumption was applied to each alternative as it could be applicable to any of the alternatives.  This is 
stated in Section 2.4.2 (pdf page 144).   The costs of removing a new dam, installing pumps or modifying Fort 
Peck are beyond the scope of the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan for the alternatives considered 
in the Intake Fish Passage FEIS.   
 
 “Table 2-33 provides the annualized costs of each alternative. Annualized costs have been developed and 
include interest during construction, monitoring and adaptive management and OM&R. OM&R are included in 
detail under the alternative descriptions in Section 2.5. All of these costs were estimated over a 50-year period 
of analysis using the current federal discount rate and are presented in April 2016 prices. Monitoring is 
assumed to occur for the first eight years and for comparison purposes adaptive management was estimated 
as 1 percent of the construction cost.” 
 
This has been expanded upon in the FEIS as the reference to monitoring and adaptive management in both 
Section 2.3.2.6 and Appendix E were not clear.  Monitoring would apply to all of the alternatives, both 
biological and physical.  In addition it is assumed that adaptive management not merely be for ecosystem 
components but for function of the irrigation system also. For the Bypass Channel Alternative the annualized 
(over 50-years) cost of adaptive management is shown in Table 2-34.   
 
Note that the discussion of adaptive management in the comment on page 13 of Appendix A attached to your 
July 27 letter appears to mix up adaptive management actions with O&M.  Modifications of the alternative to 
meet its objectives are considered adaptive management, while actions to address damages or make repairs 
are considered O&M.  Table 2-7 includes estimated costs for repairs to the bypass channel, these are entirely 
separate from adaptive management.   

OR-7 
 

12 Conversely, the DEIS overstates the cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by making 
several false assumptions and miscalculations (see Appendix A, pp. 15-23). Among 
these, it overstates pumping loads by more than 28 percent; overstates capital costs 
such as the length of pipe needed, the cost of unnecessary backup equipment, and the 
costs of planning engineering, design and construction management; overstates the 
interest charges that would be incurred during construction; and overstates the price 
of energy to run the pumps. Together, these overstated costs add up to $8.97 million, 
or 6.476 percent of the total cost of this alternative (see Appendix A, p. 22). 
Furthermore, the DEIS fails to consider a variation of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 
that would include only three pump sites instead of five (see Appendix A, pp. 25-37). 
Such an alternative would deliver at least 1,100 cfs of water to the Lower Yellowstone 
Project 97 percent of the time. To put that in perspective, that’s more than the 
historical average monthly and annual diversions that have actually occurred at Intake. 
The total cost savings of building three pump sites instead of five is estimated at 
$42.76 million, which is 30.85 percent of the total estimated cost of the Multiple 
Pumps Alternative in the DEIS (see Appendix A, p. 34). We strongly encourage the 
Corps and BOR to explore this alternative in greater detail in the FEIS in order to fully 
assess how and to what extent it might affect farmers in the Lower Yellowstone 
Project.  

A.  Overstated Pumping Loads- Part of the assertion that the pumping loads are overstated by 28% is based on 
calculations of average historic diversion rates that were attached to the commenter’s letter in an Excel 
spreadsheet (Attachment 2).  We have reviewed both the commenter’s Appendix A and associated 
calculations and have found that the commenter’s calculations are not accurate and do not agree with 
calculations that our engineering team has completed and verified.   
 
We stand by our assumption of an average annual diversion rate of 1,100 cfs which was used in the DEIS.  This 
was based on the average annual diversion noted in the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment of 327,046 acre-
feet per year over a 5 month irrigation season. (327,046 acre feet / 153 days between May and September = 
1,078 cubic feet per second, after unit conversions).  This was rounded to 1,100 cfs for use in the preliminary 
design. This value was confirmed using daily flow measurements from years 2000 and 2012 in which the 
average diversion rates were 1,094 cfs and 1,097 cfs. 
 
After reviewing the commenter’s calculations we took a deeper look at diversion data in an attempt to identify 
the discrepancy between the commenter’s data and the Agencies’ data. Upon further analysis the average 
flow rates from years 2000-2015 is 1,135 cfs, and for the period 1968- 2015 is 1,122 cfs.  This is further 
explained in response to comment OR-7, #16, and calculations are being added as an attachment to Appendix 
A (Engineering) of the FEIS for full disclosure of the data and associated calculations.  
   
B. Length of Pipe Needed-  The reviewer commented on the pipe alignments chosen by the engineering team 
and suggested that pipe routes could have been shortened in the preliminary design and states assumed costs 
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that could have been saved.  While we concur that shorter pipe routes may reduce pipe costs that assumption 
fails to recognize that there are tradeoffs and costs to doing so.  For example at Site 3 reducing the pipe length 
by 2,600 feet by not choosing an alignment along County Route 103 would require a new crossing under the 
BNSF Railroad Right of way, installation of a construction and maintenance road, and acquisition of right of 
way or fee title to the properties crossed.  None of these costs are accounted for in the commenter’s 
suggested savings.  
  
Uncertainties in the level of design are acknowledged, and appropriately accounted for in the cost estimate. 
We stand by the design assumptions and that they are appropriate for the level of design completed for the 
FEIS.  As described above the savings proposed is likely offset by costs that have not been accounted for in the 
commenter’s scenario.   
 
C.  Unnecessary Backup equipment- The reviewer argues that back up pumps and generators are unnecessary. 
Both the designs and O&M estimates have been developed by an engineering team and informed by real 
world examples and data from Buffalo Rapids and Sidney Irrigation District pumping costs and experience.  It 
should be noted that there were also multiple comments on the DEIS pertaining to experiences with pumping 
costs and repairs.  The response to comment OR-7, #16 will provide more detail but there is data to suggest 
that there were 13 separate power outages during the 2015 irrigation season.  In addition to operational issues 
water fluctuation in canals during outages can cause damage to canals including flooding of adjacent 
properties.  Using pumps at one site to replace pumps at another site presents several complications because 
the existing irrigation canal was designed for upstream-control so pumps at different sites are not directly 
interchangeable.  
  
D.  Energy Prices- The cost of power used in the analysis in the DEIS assumed that power would be purchased 
from the local utility (MDU) and used those rates in energy calculations.  Since it is not certain that Pick-Sloan 
power can be acquired by the LYID for the new pumps this seemed the prudent assumption to make.  
However, we did disclose the possible costs of Pick-Sloan power as described in Section 2.3.2.3.  Note that the 
reviewer’s savings calculations for use of Pick-Sloan power are missing a major component of the power costs 
and are in error.  The savings presented on Page 40 of the commenter’s Appendix A (Attachment 1) do not 
account for the capacity charge of $1,047.47 per kW.  The capacity charges have been made clear in the FEIS 
under Pick-Sloan Power.  
 
We have updated the power cost calculations in the FEIS to display Pick-Sloan power rates, although we must 
reiterate that there is a process to apply for that power.  If it were shown to not be available the costs would 
increase to those shown in the DEIS.   

OR-7 
 

13 Author included Appendix with comments from David Marcus that are not reflected 
here. 

See responses inserted on next page.   
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Response Comment OR-7, #13  (Appendix A Comments on the Intake Dam EIS. David 

Marcus. 7/21/16) 

 

 

These responses address comments included in the subject Appendix attached to two comment 

letters   

 

1.  “The DEIS conclusion overstates the economic benefits of the Bypass Channel 

Alternative (Section III) in several significant ways.” 

 

See response to OR-7, #6 and #7 (included below) 

 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the 

FPCI was selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness 

and incremental cost analysis to identify whether different index values would result in a 

different list of cost effective or best buy plans. There is no difference. To clarify, the FPCI 

model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index 

score does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a 

statistical probability of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the Biological 

Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile 

downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 

 

In addition: 

 

Based on the cost estimates developed for the alternatives, which have been verified and revised 

in response to comments (Updated with Pick Sloan Power Rates), the Bypass Channel has a 

lower average cost per unit output than the Multiple Pump alternative. This position is reflected 

in the following response to comments on the cost-effectiveness/incremental cost analysis 

(CE/ICA) methodology.  

 

As noted in Appendix D Section 2.4, the CE/ICA analysis does not itself conclude that the 

Multiple Pump alternative is impracticable. Rather, the CE/ICA provides information about the 

incremental cost of habitat outputs among the horizon of optimal plans. As noted in the comment 

letter and report, both the Bypass Channel and the Multiple Pump alternatives were found to be 

Cost Effective and Best Buy plans (in the parlance of the USACE guidance IWR 95-R-01).  

The CE/ICA does not identify a preferred plan. The CE/ICA illustrates the horizon of efficient 

plans from which a recommended plan might be selected. As noted in the report, “For Corps 

ecosystem restoration projects, the selected plan should be the alternative having the maximum 

excess of non-monetary benefits (habitat output) over costs.”  

 

The CE/ICA analysis in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) shows that for the 

first ~7000 habitat units, the Bypass Channel provides that level of output for the least cost. It 

then shows that if the decisionmakers desire additional habitat output, the Multiple Pump 

alternative could be implemented. Doing so would achieve an additional ~5000 habitat units at 

an increased cost per unit output. The CE/ICA’s purpose is to provide information about the 

horizon of alternative plans, and to highlight breakpoints in the incremental cost per unit output 
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for increasing levels of environmental benefit. In this case, it was concluded that the level of 

output associated with the Bypass Channel was sufficient to satisfy the project purpose, need, 

and objectives. While the Multiple Pump alternative would have also satisfied the habitat 

objectives, it was less favorable in terms of maximizing excess of habitat benefits over costs, and 

it was subject to additional concerns as outlined in other sections of the FEIS.  

 

 

2.  The DEIS understates the capital and operating and maintenance (O&M) cost of the 

Bypass Channel Alternative (Section IV.A) 

 

See response to OR-7, #14 (included below) 

 

Both monitoring and adaptive management has been assumed for every alternative including the 

Bypass Channel. For alternative comparison it was estimated that there would be a 1% cost for 

adaptive management, which was applied to each alternative.  This is stated in Section 2.4.2 of 

the FEIS. The costs of removing the weir proposed as part of the bypass channel alternative, 

installing pumps or modifying operations at Fort Peck Dam and Reservoir are beyond the scope 

of the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan for the alternatives considered in the Intake 

Fish Passage FEIS.   

 

The DEIS states: “Table 2-26 provides the annualized costs of each alternative. Annualized costs 

have been developed and include interest during construction, monitoring and adaptive 

management and OM&R. OM&R are included in detail under the alternative descriptions in 

Section 2.5. All of these costs were estimated over a 50-year period of analysis using the current 

federal discount rate and are presented in April 2016 prices. Monitoring is assumed to occur for 

the first eight years and for comparison purposes adaptive management was estimated as 1 

percent of the construction cost.” 

 

This has been expanded upon in the final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).  Monitoring 

would apply to all of the alternatives, both biological and physical.  In addition, it is assumed that 

adaptive management not merely be for ecosystem components but for function of the irrigation 

system also. For the Bypass Channel Alternative, the annualized (over 50-years) cost of adaptive 

management is shown in Table 2-26.   

 

Note that the discussion of adaptive management in the comment on page 13 of Appendix A 

attached to your July 27 letter appears to confuse adaptive management actions with O&M.  

Modifications of the alternative to meet its objectives are considered adaptive management, 

while actions to address damages or make repairs are considered O&M.  Table 2-7 includes 

estimated costs for repairs to the bypass channel. These are entirely separate from adaptive 

management.   

 

3.  The DEIS overstates the capital and O&M costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative 

(section IV.B). 
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Comments state that the operating cost is overstated due to errors in calculating pumping energy 

requirements, and hence pumping energy cost. This claim is based on four items, which the 

reviewer estimated amount to an additional cost of $111,000 per year. 

 

(Item IV.B.1.a) states that the DEIS assumes a water diversion requirement that is too high. The 

DEIS used an average annual diversion rate of 1,100 cfs over the 5-month period from May-

September to calculate the estimated annual energy consumption. The reviewer states that the 

average diversion rate should instead be either 1,044 cfs or less than 1,000 cfs. 

 

The average annual diversion rate of 1,100 cfs which was used in the DEIS was based on the 

average annual diversion noted in the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment of 327,0461 acre-

feet per year over a 5-month irrigation season. This equates to an average flow rate of 1,0782 cfs 

during the five month irrigation season, which was rounded to 1,100 cfs for use in the 

preliminary design. This value was confirmed using daily flow measurements from 2000 and 

2012 provided by the irrigation district, in which the average diversion rates were 1,094 cfs and 

1,097 cfs. These two years were chosen for the preliminary analysis because the data was 

available electronically and these two years are believed to be representative. 

 

However, in response to this comment a more detailed average daily flow rate was calculated, 

using daily flow measurements provided by the irrigation district for 11 years between 2000 and 

20153. The average annual flow rates from this dataset for measurements between May and 

September range from 1,000 cfs to 1,314 cfs, as shown in Table 1, below. The average annual 

flow rate during the 2000 to 2015 period is 1,135 cfs, suggesting that the 1,100 cfs rate used in 

the energy calculation is approximately 3% low. 

 

Table 1 – Average Daily Flow Rates Measured at Willot Bridge, 2000 – 2015 
Year May June July August September Yearly 

Average 

2000 1168 1032 1211 1252 867 11064 

2003 868 1085 1367 1363 1031 1143 

2004 1108 1052 1266 1275 953 1131 

2005 929 933 1232 1346 930 1074 

2006 972 1215 1389 1303 991 1174 

2007 770 886 1389 1369 969 1076 

2008 1150 1407 1468 1316 1232 1314 

2009 920 1427 1273 1252 1033 1181 

2010 815 722 1370 1310 781 1000 

2012 1077 1108 1274 1221 902 11164 

2015 1107 1151 1325 1295 987 1173 

2000 to 2015 989 1092 1324 1300 971 1135 

 

                                                 
1 See the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment, page 1-5. 
2 327,046 acre feet / 153 days between May and September = 1,078 cubic feet per second, after unit conversions. 
3 Data for 2001 and 2002 was not available. Data for 2011 was missing entries for approximately 63% of the days 

during the May – September period and was not included in this analysis. 
4 Flow rates shown for years 2000 and 2012 include only measurements from May to September and differ slightly 

from the average flow rates stated in the DEIS, which were calculated including measurements in April. 
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A review of the calculations provided with the comments shows that the flow rate for the year 

2000 conflicts with the values in Table 1, likely due to data entry errors. The average flow rates 

calculated in Attachment 2 (Excel Spreadsheet) 2003 to 2010 appear to have been calculated 

using the total annual volume of water diverted, without accounting for the differing number of 

days when measurements were taken during those years. Also, the calculations for 1977, 1979, 

1981 and 1982 used monthly diversion volume data which was more than 75% below the overall 

average and should be considered suspect. An analysis of the daily flow measurements recorded 

for 1979, 1981, and 1982 show that the average flow rates measured during the 5-month 

irrigation season were between 1,071 cfs and 1,154 cfs, which is between 5 and 10 times larger 

than the values calculated in Attachment 2, depending on which year is examined. No daily flow 

measurements for 1977 were available for comparison, therefore data for that year was excluded 

from this review. 

 

Correcting for these errors, the average flow rate during the 5-month irrigation season, for the 

period from 1968 to 2015 is 1,122 cfs. A chart of the average annual flow rate during the 5-

month irrigation season for each year from 1968 to 2015 is shown in Figure 1, below. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Average Annual Flow Rates – 1968 to 2015 

 

 

The Agencies stand by our assumption of an average annual diversion rate of 1,100 cfs, which 

was used in the DEIS and FEIS.   

  

(Item IV.B.1.b) states that the DEIS assumes unnecessarily lumpy pumping increments. The 

calculations for the preliminary design are intended to provide a rough estimate of the average 

annual energy consumption, treating each pump station site as a single unit. This level of 

analysis was chosen for the alternatives analysis because it captures differences in operation 

among the sites, without addressing the operational considerations involved in having 15 distinct 

operating conditions. If this alternative is selected for further analysis, a more detailed analysis 
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would be performed, addressing both individual pump operation and operational concerns such 

as the number of start-stop cycles on each pump and the need to adjust canal gates following a 

change in the flow rate. It should be noted that a more detailed analysis would include both 

factors which tend to increase the power demand and factors which would tend to decrease it.  

 

(Item IV.B.1.c) states that the DEIS assumes the pumps are operated in an inefficient manner. 

The energy calculation in the DEIS assumes that the pumping stations are operated in a 

downstream-to-upstream order when transferring from gravity inflows at the upstream end to 

pumped inflows using the pump stations. This was assumed to minimize interference between 

the pumped inflows from the pumping stations and gravity inflows. 

 

The preliminary analysis of the irrigation canal determined that the pumps at Sites 1 and 2 could 

not be used simultaneously with gravity inflows, as stated in the DEIS. However, Site 3 is 

located in a transitional location which will interfere with gravity inflows under some hydraulic 

conditions in the river and canal. A detailed analysis of the irrigation canal to determine the 

limits of this interference is beyond the scope of the preliminary design, and the conservative 

assumption that the pumping stations would be operated in downstream-to-upstream order was 

used in the preliminary energy analysis to provide a reasonable preliminary energy estimate, 

using an operating sequence which has been shown to work. 

  

(Item IV.B.1.d) states that the DEIS does not address monthly variations in both hydrology and 

irrigation requirements. The preliminary energy analysis provided in the DEIS addresses these 

two factors in a simplified manner. The variation in the monthly irrigation requirements is 

addressed by using an average diversion rate throughout the year. The variation in the hydrology 

is addressed by using the flow-exceedance rates to determine the number of days of gravity 

diversions that are possible under each operating condition. In this way, both of these factors are 

considered, which is appropriate to the level of the preliminary analysis. 

 

(Item IV.B.2) States that the pipeline lengths from Sites 3, 4, and 5 are overstated.  

 

The first comment regarding the capital cost of the Multiple Pumping Station Alternative is in 

regards to the piping length for Site 3. The comment states that the capital cost is overstated due 

to the piping length for pump Site 3, and that eliminating the long east-west section along 

County Route 103 would cut the pipe length by about 2,600 feet (Item IV.B.2). The shorter 

alignment suggested by the reviewer has two tradeoffs. The first tradeoff is that it would cross 

existing farms and would likely require purchasing easements or fee title to construct and 

operate. The second tradeoff is that the shorter alignment would cross the BNSF Railroad at a 

new location, instead of at an existing road crossing as it is shown in the preliminary design. This 

change is expected to require more difficult construction alignment and could likely be more 

expensive mitigation than crossing it at the location of an existing road crossing. 

 

Negotiations with the existing land owners and the BNSF Railroad have not been performed and 

the cost of these two tradeoffs has not been quantified at this time. However it is expected that 

these additional costs will offset some or all of the savings associated with the shorter pipeline 

length proposed. The pipeline alignment from Site 3 shown in the preliminary design was 

selected to minimize these unknowns. 
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The second comment regarding the capital cost of the Multiple Pumping Station Alternative is in 

regards to the piping length for Sites 4 and 5 (Item IV.B.3). The reviewer states that moving the 

outlet to the irrigation canal to a location near Site 4 would shorten the pipelines by about 2,000 

feet. The alignment proposed by the reviewer would require crossing the BNSF Railroad at a 

new location, raising similar concerns to those discussed for Site 3, above. 

  

(Item IV.B.4)  The third comment regarding the capital cost of the Multiple Pumping Station 

Alternative states that providing redundant pumps and standby generators is unnecessary (Item 

IV.B.4). The reviewer states that if a pump fails at one site, then backup pumping can be 

supplied from other pumps which are not in use, and that the consequences of a pump failure or 

power outage would be minor. 

 

Using pumps at one site to replace pumps at another site presents several complications because 

the existing irrigation canal was designed for upstream-control. Water flow in the irrigation canal 

travels at a low velocity, ranging from 1.3 to 1.5 feet per second between Site 3 and Site 5. The 

distance between Site 3 and Site 5 is approximately 5.3 miles (28,000 feet), resulting in a delay 

of approximately 5.6 hours between the time that an additional pump at Site 3 is turned on and 

the time when the water arrives at Site 5. During that time, the flow rate in the canal would be 

reduced by 11% (91.6 cfs / 824.4 cfs). While this may not be prohibitive, it presents operational 

challenges and demonstrates why pumps at different sites are not directly interchangeable, even 

assuming that a failure occurs when there is at least one inactive pump in the system to replace it. 

Should a pump fail when all 15 pumps are in use, then the available water supply would be 

reduced by 7% (91.6 cfs / 1374 cfs) until the system is repaired. 

 

The reviewer states that the standby generators represent an extreme case of overbuilding, 

because power failures would be rare, and the consequences of a blackout would not be 

significant. Data logs maintained at the Thomas Point Pumping Site and the Savage Irrigation 

Pumping Site, both located between Site 1 and Site 3, show that there were 13 separate power 

outages during the 2015 irrigation season that caused critical water level fluctuations in the 2 

pumped dirt canals they are connected to, or 2.6 outages per month during the 5 month irrigation 

season5. This indicates that a power failure would not be a rare event. 

 

The consequences of a power failure to the Multiple Pumping Station system described would be 

similar to those experienced at the Thomas Point Pumping Site and the Savage Irrigation 

Pumping Site, but on a larger scale. During a power outage, the pumping stations would stop 

supplying water to the irrigation canal, however the water in the canal would continue flowing 

downhill, resulting in a rapid drawdown in the canal and laterals. When power is restored, the 

private pumps and pivots on farms can restart more quickly than the water being supplied from 

the pumping stations, which accelerates the speed of the drawdown, or they can lose suction due 

to the water level fluctuations and turn off, resulting in canals and laterals overfilling and 

flooding when water arrives more quickly than it is being removed. This process has caused 

public flooding at the Thomas Point and Savage Irrigation Pumping Sites, however the larger 

scale of the proposed pumping stations, and their application to the entire 54,000 acre project, 

presents the risk of creating larger scale flooding. 

                                                 
5 See email from James Brower, dated March 4, 2016. 
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Another problem observed at the Thomas Point and Savage Irrigation Pumping Sites is that the 

rapid drawdown of the water level in the canals causes the saturated dirt banks of the irrigation 

canals to collapse inward, both blocking the canal and thinning the canal banks. At the Thomas 

Point and Savage Irrigation Pumping Sites, operators report that this process has required 

constant maintenance or rebuilding of the canals which are connected to those pumping stations. 

Similar maintenance problems would be expected to occur regularly along the 71.6 mile length 

of the main irrigation canal and the 225 mile length of the irrigation laterals, which would 

significantly add to the annual maintenance costs. Additionally, the loss of bank stability after a 

collapse could result in large scale public flooding, if it compromises a section of the canal that 

relies on berms to contain the canal. The potential for flooding due to a canal failure has not been 

evaluated for this study, but similar failures have occurred in the past. For all these reasons, we 

disagree with the reviewer that the standby power generators represent an “even more extreme 

case of overbuilding.” 

 

 

4.  Quantifying most of the overstated cost of the Multiple Pumps Alternative (and some of 

the understatement of the cost of the Bypass Channel Alternative), the incremental cost of 

the fish passage benefits from going from No Action to the Bypass Channel Alternative is 

still less than the incremental cost of the benefits gained by going from the No Action 

Alternative to the Multiple Pump Alternative (section V.B). 
 

See response to OR-7, #6 and #7 (included below) 

 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the 

FPCI was selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness 

and incremental cost analysis to identify whether different index values would result in a 

different list of cost effective or best buy plans. There is no difference. To clarify, the FPCI 

model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index 

score does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a 

statistical probability of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the Biological 

Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile 

downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 

 

 

5.  The DEIS further overstates costs of the Multiple Pumps Alternative by failing to 

analyze ways that using fewer pump sites might reduce the cost substantially (sections VI 

and VII). 

 

The comments suggest using three pumping sites instead of five and lowering the design flow 

rate for the system to 825 cfs, with the remainder of the required irrigation water being provided 

by gravity though the existing intake, when the river level is high enough to allow it. 

 

However, the analysis provided in the comments mistakenly compares the flow which would be 

available using this system to the historical average water use, but it should be compared to the 

1,374 cfs allowed under the water right and available using the existing system. A review of the 
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diversion-exceedance data previously presented in the DEIS6 shows that the proposed reduced-

capacity system would fail to provide the required 1,374 cfs of irrigation water on 30% to 40% 

of the days during a typical irrigation season7.   

 

As mentioned previously, the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District (LYID) canal system is 

designed for gravity diversions and upstream control.  Should a modified system be 

implemented, such as only pumping water from sites 3-5, modifications (physical and 

operational) to the system would be required. This could be in the form of reductions in canal 

capacity, additional check structures, or additional pumping stations.  There would be cost and 

impacts involved with such changes that are not accounted for in the assumption that reducing 

the pumps from 5 to 3 would reduce costs.   

 

6.  The DEIS contains a number of other analytical errors that ignore costs associated with 

the Bypass Channel Alternative, including rock removal, and tend to inflate the cost of the 

Multiple Pumps Alternative (sections IV.A.1., VIII.C-D). 

 

Section IV.A.1 - See response to OR-7, #14 and item 2 above.   

 

Section VIII, C-D  “Further improvements with 3 pump sites” 

 

C. Boulder field removal costs 

 

It is assumed that the boulder field will be removed in combination with the weir in order to 

remove the boulder substrate and associated turbulence, allow fish passage.  As referenced in 

other comments, the costs were included with dam removal because it is the assumption that the 

boulder field would require removal along with the weir.  Since this was not clear the FEIS has 

been edited to clarify that point.   

 

The downstream entrance to the Bypass Channel is downstream of the boulder field and 

therefore not blocked by boulders. One of the elements in the Monitoring and Adaptive 

Management Plan is to monitor the existing boulder field for movement, and any effects on the 

entrance to the bypass channel.   

 

D.  Role of contingency 

 

Per USACE guidance (ER 1110-2-1302), “contingencies are included in the estimate to cover 

unknowns, uncertainties, and/or unanticipated conditions that are not possible to evaluate from 

the data on hand at the time the cost estimate is prepared…” Currently, full design plans and all 

necessary technical studies are complete for the Bypass Channel alternative, but the other four 

alternatives are only developed to a conceptual level (~10% design). Therefore, there is an 

inherent difference in design levels and amount of detailed technical analysis available upon 

                                                 
6 Appendix A-2, Attachment 7, Table 3, pdf page 329 of 527 
7 A gravity diversion of 550 cfs would be required to provide 1374 cfs (1374 – 824 = 550). This capacity is available 

between 60% and 70% of the days during a typical 5-month irrigation season, meaning it is unavailable between 

30% and 40% of those days. 
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which to base the cost estimates. This difference in uncertainty levels is reflected in the lower 

contingency percentage used for the Bypass Channel alternative. 

 

Also, per general cost engineering practice (see AACE International Recommended Practice No. 

18R-97), accuracy ranges for Class 1 estimates (Bypass Channel) range upwards of 15% high. In 

comparison, conceptual level estimates, or Class 3 or 4 estimates, may range upwards of 50% on 

the high side. Thus, our current contingency assumptions, based on level of detail in design 

information, fall in line with current estimating practices. 

 

The design work has been completed for the Bypass Channel and a construction contract was 

awarded last August. Therefore, it was decided that for alternative comparison the design costs 

and contingency should reflect that. Since no further design analysis would be required it was not 

included in the cost estimate.  Contingency for an alternative that has a 100% design is 

inherently less than for one that is at less detailed design. Therefore, the contingency for the 

Bypass Channel Alternative should be significantly lower than the other alternatives due to the 

fact that all design analysis had been completed and is reflected in the estimate. 

 

Section VIII. Other Issues 

 

B. Dam removal costs 

 

The comment points out that there are different dam removal costs shown in Appendix B and 

states that “Equally clearly, at least one of the estimates is wrong”.  We need to clarify this 

misinterpretation of the cost appendix.   

 

The reason for the difference noted in this section is that the reviewer was looking at costs from 

the Abbreviated Risk Analysis documents. This risk analysis breaks out costs differently 

between each alternative based on several factors that may include type of construction activities, 

assumed contracting plan, scale of diversion and water control, total material costs, etc. 

Therefore, the costs have been broken out slightly differently in the risk documents between the 

two alternatives.  

 

For proper comparison, the pre-contingency costs for the dam removal (found in the MCACES 

estimates) are $6.6 million for the multiple pump alternative and $7.0 million for the multiple 

pumps with conservation measures alternative. The exact same items and quantities were used 

within the two alternative MCACES estimates. The difference in cost is reflective of the 

contracting plan assumptions (the $7.0 million value assumes a standalone contract, with 

reflective contractor markups, whereas the lower cost option assumes the dam is part of a 

significantly larger contract with reflective lower contractor markups).  

 

However, once these values were input into the risk analysis, the different components of the 

dam removal (mobilization/demobilization, dewatering, and dam removal costs) were separated 

into their respective features of work within the multiple pumps with conservation measures 

alternative. Therefore, only approximately $2.5 million is under the “Existing Dam Removal” 

item, but the remaining $4.5 million is spread between the “Mob, Demob & Site Prep” and 

“Diversion and Control of Water” items. In contrast, the multiple pump alternative shows all 
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costs for the dam removal under one line within the risk analysis. The difference is simply in the 

input into the risk analysis, but all costs for the dam removal have been included appropriately. 
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LETTER  
TYPE/# 

COMMENTER COMMENT 
# 

COMMENT RESPONSE 

OR-8 L. Hanebury, D. 
Regele, S. Regele, 
Yellowstone Valley 
Audobon Society 

1 YVAS recognizes the importance to maintain integrity of the riparian habitat because it 
provides year round habitat for many bird species and migration habitat and cover for 
Neotropical migrant birds, as well as the native fish in the Yellowstone drainage. 
Constructing a permanent concrete dam and filling in a natural side channel, does not 
maintain the integrity of this unique ecosystem. 

See Sections 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 for discussion of riparian impacts. 

OR-8 
 

2 We oppose the preferred alternative. We disagree with the statement that the “The 
overall outcome of the proposed Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the 
endangered pallid sturgeon, as well as other fish species”. There is no evidence that 
the constructed bypass channel will work for pallid sturgeon. Destroying a natural side 
channel that passes some native fish including a few pallid sturgeon and constructing a 
bypass channel that may pass some native fish is not beneficial as a freely flowing 
Yellowstone River. 

Many sturgeon species have benefitted from fish passage (see other responses).  In addition, pallid sturgeon in 
the Missouri River frequently pass through side channels, both natural and constructed.  The proposed Intake 
bypass is designed specifically for pallid sturgeon passage and as such should be even more fish friendly than 
the side channels which they have already been documented to use. 
Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches include those that 
mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a 
range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and 
depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, 
Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper 
Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 
2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, 
pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km 
long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, 
even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use 
constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The 
physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to 
the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within 
the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In 
addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon 
by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side 
channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a 
wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and 
natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and 
because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural sidechannels actually shown to be used by pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a 
high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of 
flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather 
than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions 
because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant 
distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their 
natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). The current side channel, besides being limited to 
passing fish only during very high flows, has the problem of an entrance that exists significantly downstream 
from the barrier. 
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OR-8 
 

3 We note that in the EIS, it states that “Section 7 consultation by Reclamation and the 
Corps on the action proposed in this EIS has not been concluded at this time. A final 
biological opinion is anticipated to be complete by fall 2016. Construction will not 
proceed until the biological opinion is complete and consultation concluded. While the 
effects of alternatives on recovery of species is analyzed in this EIS, Section 7(a) (2) 
does not require the actions on which the federal agencies are consulting to contribute 
to or result in the recovery of the species.” The ESA directs all Federal agencies to 
participate in conserving these species including recovery. Specifically, section 7(a)(1) 
of the ESA charges Federal agencies to aid in the conservation of listed species. 

Comment noted. 

OR-8 
 

4 The COE in the 2003 Missouri Mainstem Biological Opinion determined that the pallid 
sturgeon is in jeopardy. We believe that consultation on the preferred alternative 
should also be a jeopardy biological opinion. The Service states, "When an action 
appreciably impairs or precludes the capability of a recovery unit from providing both 
the survival AND recovery function assigned it, that action may represent jeopardy to 
the species.” 

Biological Opinions are the responsibility of the Service not the Corps; the Service will make the determination 
as to whether there is a jeopardy opinion.   

OR-8 
 

5 YVAS does not agree with your Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines Analysis as it does not 
comply with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines. Please detail why the “overall outcome 
of the proposed Bypass Channel Alternative is beneficial to the endangered pallid 
sturgeon, as well as other fish species”. Why would an open channel providing full 
upstream passage above Intake Dam not be the most beneficial? The applicant will 
have to clearly demonstrate that the proposed project (Preferred Alternative) is the 
Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (40 CFR 230.10.10(a)). 
Issuance of this permit will result in Jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon and will result in 
unacceptable adverse effects to Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI). The 
Environmental Protection Agency should Request a higher level of review by the 
Department of the Army under the 1992 404(q) MOA. 

The Corps does not issue itself a permit under Section 404, but demonstrates compliance in accordance with 
404(b)(1) requirements.  According to policy, the Corps must consider Cost Effectiveness and Incremental cost 
analysis as part of its alternatives evaluation which is included in Appendix E. Considering the very steep 
increase in incremental cost, and considering there are biological uncertainties with all alternatives (proportion 
of adult motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn if provided the opportunity, how far upstream they will 
choose to spawn, etc), the Bypass Channel was considered to be the best overall federal investment relative to 
costs and benefits. 
 
In addition, more discussion on the practicability of each alternative has been included in Appendix C, Section 
10. Practicability considerations include acquisition of land, construction difficulty, complications to the 
operation of the irrigation system, long-term reliability, and uncertainties regarding water availability.   
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has provided a review of the Draft EIS, and has provided a “lack of 
objections” determination. This rating indicates that the EPA review of the Draft EIS and supporting 
appendices did not identify any potential environmental impacts requiring substantive changes to the 
preferred alternative. 
 
  

OR-8 
 

6 YVAS supports removal of Intake dam to permit unobstructed full river passage of 
pallid sturgeon and the native fish of the Yellowstone River. This alternative is 
embedded in your two alternatives of Multiple Pump Systems and Multiple Pumps 
with Conservation Measures. 

Comment noted. 
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OR-8 
 

7 We request that the Bureau and the COE reanalyze both alternatives using the most 
practicable and less expensive elements to make them more workable. We have the 
perception that the elements that were more expensive (wells and a wind turbine(s) 
were paired with the Multiple Pumps and Conservation Measures to make it less cost 
effective. If you paired some of the conservation measures with more conventional 
intakes (Not Ranney wells) or a less expensive way to pay for running the pumps 
(interest from a trust fund and Pick Sloan power rates), the pumping alternative would 
be more viable. This would truly suit the Purpose and Need of this EIS in that it would 
totally provide for fish passage and provide irrigation water to the Lower Yellowstone 
Water District. More efficient irrigation systems such as pivot irrigation, may serve well 
the farmers who depend on that water when water becomes less available in the 
future. 

The alternatives evaluated in the EIS were formulated to disclose the range of potential impacts that could 
occur. A final decision could include a variation of project elements within the range of impacts evaluated. The 
costs developed for each alternative are based on the reality of the types of pumps and existing electricity 
available to the site. If the Multiple Pumps Alternative were to be selected to move forward for more detailed 
design, some elements would be optimized for efficiency and cost savings. However, it is typically rare for a 
project's costs to be significantly reduced when moving from a feasibility level to the final design level as 
numerous factors are included as detailed line items that are currently considered in the contingency value. 
The Draft EIS was clear that additional Congressional Authorization would be necessary to establish such a 
trust and provide instruction for: 

o Who would establish and maintain the trust. 
o Where the funds for the trust would come from (agency appropriations or other source). 
o Purpose of the trust and what activities would be funded. 
o How long would the trust be authorized and conditions for when the trust would cease (i.e., 

where would the remaining funds go upon the expiration of the authority?). 
To address this comment, the EIS was revised to: 

o Provide additional discussion related to Congressional Authorization (See Chapter 2). 
o Describe assumptions associated with a conceptual trust (See Chapter 4). 
o Estimate the initial investment that would be necessary to off-set the additional OM&R costs 

associated with each pumping alternative (See Chapter 4). 
o Present potential effects of OM&R Expenditures on Individual and LYP Net Farm Income (See 

Chapter 4). 
 

OR-8 
 

8 A pumping and conservation alternative could also be built in stages while the current 
dam and intake provides irrigation water. Once each pumping stage is operational and 
providing adequate irrigation water, the old dam and all the rock can be removed. 

Comment noted 

OR-9 S. Regele, 
Yellowstone Valley 
Audubon Society 

1 Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society (YVAS) agrees with the points raised and supports 
the recommendations in the July 28, 2016 comment letter from Mr. Zachary R. 
Shattuck, Chair of the Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 

Comment noted. 

OR-9 
 

2 We wish to emphasize Mr. Shattuck’s point that “Improved efficiencies and updated 
technologies in irrigation practices would serve an agreeable compromise between 
socioeconomic viability and ecological integrity; a cornerstone of the vision and 
mission of the Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP).” 

Comment noted. 

OR-9 
 

3 The millions of dollars that would be spent to establish a Bypass Channel Alternative 
may very possibly be only an initial expenditure, and result in an unsuccessful project. 
Even if this measure was at least partially successful, monitoring and channel 
maintenance would seemingly have to continue in perpetuity – very expensive. That 
money applied to large intake pumps and/or other “Improved efficiencies” would not 
only help Pallid Sturgeon but would also support the riverine and related ecosystem 
and the unavoidable and necessary changes agriculture and the rest of society is faced 
with to conserve and more efficiently manage limited water resources. 

Comment noted. 
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OR-9 
 

4 Additionally, YVAS and many other organizations and concerned parties strongly 
support measures to minimize further impacts to and to improve “the health of the 
Yellowstone and Missouri rivers that will ultimately yield recovery of Pallid Sturgeon 
and long-term resiliency of the entire aquatic community.” We would like to add that 
the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers and the aquatic ecosystem they support are 
inextricably supportive of riparian and other terrestrial ecosystems. 

Comment noted. 

OR-9 
 

5 Please implement a plan that minimizes environmental impacts to the ecological 
integrity of the Yellowstone River. Initiate holistic measures that minimize 
environmental impacts while also improving efficiencies and technologies in irrigation 
practices. Careful and holistic evaluation of the environmental and economic effects of 
the Bypass Channel Alternative would almost certainly support a different paradigm 
than creation, monitoring and maintenance of a Bypass Channel. 

Please reference Chapter 4 of the FEIS which analyzed the environmental and economic consequences of the 
alternatives.   

OR-10 M. Adams, 
Defenders of 
Wildlife, Natural 
Resources Defense 
Council 

1 We urge the Corps and Reclamation (collectively, the “Agencies”) to adopt the 
“Multiple Pump Alternative” as is, or with some of the conservation measures 
described in the “Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative.” Restoring 
the endangered pallid sturgeon’s habitat on the Yellowstone River is essential to 
averting the imminent extinction of the wild population of this species in Montana. 
The only way to allow pallid sturgeon to once again successfully spawn and “recruit” 
(produce young which survive to adulthood) and begin rebuilding a self-sustaining 
population in the river is to remove the existing dam and provide unobstructed 
passage through the main channel. 

Comment noted. 

OR-10 
 

2 We also urge the Agencies to abandon their preferred alternative, the “Bypass Channel 
Alternative” (hereinafter, “Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative”). There is no evidence in 
the Draft EIS suggesting that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will succeed in 
averting extirpation of the pallid sturgeon or in setting the pallid sturgeon on a path 
that would restore a self-sustaining, viable population. Instead, this alternative likely 
ensures the extirpation of the wild pallid sturgeon population in the upper Missouri 
River basin. 

Success of the Intake fish passage project would be determined by its ability to successfully pass pallid 
sturgeon. There are no assurances that any type of bypass system or even complete weir removal will lead to a 
self-sustaining population of pallid sturgeon.  However, it is widely acknowledged by basin scientists and the 
Service (USFWS 2014) that a lack of time (distance) sufficient for development of free embryos prior to settling 
is limiting natural recruitment of pallid sturgeon in RPMA 2.  If this is true, providing access to habitats above 
Intake Dam will give drifting free embryos additional time for development and may ultimately provide natural 
recruitment.  As with any bypass option and dam removal, it is unknown how many pallid sturgeon will be 
motivated to pass, how far upstream they may choose to spawn, and what level of recruitment may result.  
These unknowns are just as high for the dam removal option.  As a result, the Missouri River Recovery Plan 
Adaptive Management Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 

OR-10 
 

3 Perhaps recognizing that the best available science does not support adoption of the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, the Draft EIS fails altogether to analyze how it will 
affect pallid sturgeon survival or recovery in the Yellowstone River, and therefore, 
whether this alternative is likely to succeed. By failing to complete this analysis, the 
Draft EIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and fails to cure a legal 
violation identified by the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana in its 
preliminary injunction order regarding the Agencies’ prior NEPA process for this 
project. 
In that order, the court specifically concluded that a “new analysis should include the 

Pallid sturgeon life history and habitat requirements are not well understood. For this reason, the Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) identifies numerous measures to expand pallid sturgeon knowledge 
while moving towards recovery. The Recovery Plan uses scientific method to obtain this knowledge, wherein 
questions are systematically answered by implementing actions, observing the response, and then 
determining the need for follow-on actions. Fish passage at Intake is one of those systematic, site-specific 
actions identified in the Recovery Plan wherein the outcome is uncertain so subsequent actions outlined in the 
Recovery Plan would be implemented based on pallid sturgeon response to implementing passage at Intake. 
  
Given the absence of information about pallid sturgeon, it is currently not feasible to meaningfully 
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anticipated effects of the Project on the recovery of pallid sturgeon.” Defenders of 
Wildlife v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 15-cv-14-GF-BMM (D. Mont. Sept. 4, 2015), 
Dkt. #73 at 12 (citation omitted). 

differentiate how each alternative might contribute to recovery and would be entirely speculative. Ultimately, 
the Service will decide, through ESA consultation (not the NEPA process), if the proposed fish passage 
alternative would avoid jeopardy, contribute to recovery and as appropriate, meet the objectives of the 
Recovery Plan. 
  
Improving pallid sturgeon passage at Intake Dam is a site-specific project the Corps and Reclamation are 
undertaking consistent with Reclamation’s obligation under ESA and as mentioned above, the Service’s Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan. This site-specific project is one measure within a larger programmatic effort to 
recover pallid sturgeon as described in the Recovery Plan, the Corps WRDA Authority, and the programmatic 
adaptive management plan the Corps is developing for endangered species recovery on the Missouri River and 
Yellowstone River (expected to be available for public review December 2016). In summary, passage at Intake 
Diversion Dam may only be one measure in a suite of measures by the Corps, Reclamation and others that are 
necessary over time to recover pallid sturgeon. 

OR-10 
 

4 The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will not even meet the very low (and unlawful) 
bar set by the Draft EIS to “improve” pallid sturgeon passage. This Alternative would 
replace a porous rock dam with a concrete dam and replace a natural side channel 
with a man-made side channel. These changes are not an “improvement” for pallid 
sturgeon, and will likely permanently close the door on any potential for natural 
reproduction in the Yellowstone River. At best, a few pallid sturgeon may swim up the 
bypass channel each year, just as a handful of pallid sturgeon use the existing natural 
side channel now, and reach essential spawning habitat upstream. Further, even if a 
few pallid sturgeon swim upstream, there is no evidence to suggest that pallid 
sturgeon will successfully spawn and that their larvae will survive. 

Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches include those that 
mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a 
range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and 
depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, 
Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper 
Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 
2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, 
pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km 
long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, 
even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use 
constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The 
physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to 
the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within 
the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In 
addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon 
by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side 
channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a 
wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and 
natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and 
because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural sidechannels actually shown to be used by pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a 
high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of 
flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather 
than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions 
because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant 
distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their 
natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). Fish passage attempts which have often failed for 
sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, 
passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines (Jager et al. 2016).  
 
Success of the Intake fish passage project would be determined by its ability to successfully pass pallid 
sturgeon. There are no assurances that any type of bypass system or even complete weir removal will lead to a 
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self-sustaining population of pallid sturgeon.  However, it is widely acknowledged by basin scientists and the 
Service (USFWS 2014) that a lack of time (distance) sufficient for development of free embryos prior to settling 
is limiting natural recruitment of pallid sturgeon in RPMA 2.  If this is true, providing access to habitats above 
Intake Dam will give drifting free embryos additional time for development and may ultimately provide natural 
recruitment.  As with any bypass option and dam removal, it is unknown how many pallid sturgeon will be 
motivated to pass, how far upstream they may choose to spawn, and what level of recruitment may result.  
These unknowns are just as high for the dam removal option.  As a result, the Missouri River Recovery Plan 
Adaptive Management Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 
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OR-10 
 

5 As a result, if the Agencies adopt the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative, they will not 
remedy their long-standing and well-documented Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
violations with respect to Reclamation’s operations of Intake Dam or the Corps’ 
operations of Fort Peck Dam. A central premise of the Intake Project is that the Corps 
will fund the Project – even though Intake is a Reclamation facility – in exchange for 
being allowed to abandon at least some of the operational modifications at Fort Peck 
Dam required by the 2003 Biological Opinion on the Corps’ Missouri River dam 
operations (“2003 Biological Opinion”). While we support restoring a free-flowing 
Yellowstone River as the best and only means of protecting the pallid sturgeon and 
other native fish species in this River, addressing the Yellowstone alone may not be 
sufficient to allow for the recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River 
basin, nor resolve the Corps’ ESA obligations at Fort Peck Dam. Regardless of the 
alternative chosen, restoration of the Missouri River, in addition to any changes made 
at Intake, may well be necessary for the Corps to avoid jeopardizing the pallid 
sturgeon. If the Agencies choose the Dam/Bypass Channel in the Final EIS and Record 
of Decision (ROD), they will foreclose the opportunity for pallid sturgeon survival and 
recovery in the Yellowstone River and restoration of the Missouri River will be 
mandatory. 

The proposed channel is designed to increase passage efficiency beyond what is currently offered by the 
existing weir and the existing side channel.  We believe that the bypass will pass most pallid sturgeon based on 
input from the experts used in design and the relative characteristics of both man-made and natural side 
channels elsewhere on the Missouri River which pallid sturgeon use (even when they have the main channel 
available). If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to 
the species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential 
management measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance 
of jeopardy. This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any fish passage options, but instead 
sets up a comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties 
on both the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 
However, it is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be pursued based on current science. Available data 
indicate that hatchery released free embryos, five days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the 
Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  
Because natural recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very 
early stages, days 0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning 
location (Braaten et al., 2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) 
which implicates total drift distance as a limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts 
that alteration of Fort Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in 
recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 

OR-10 
 

6 I. NEPA Requirements for the Intake Project (citing various NEPA regulations and court 
cases) 

See individual comments below.  

OR-10 
 

7 II. THE SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS IN THE DRAFT EIS IS UNLAWFULLY NARROW. The 
relevant substantive statute driving the Intake Project is the ESA. As Defenders and 
NRDC described in our scoping letter, the Intake Project is intended to address and 
resolve Reclamation’s ongoing ESA violations at Intake Dam and the Corps’ ongoing 
ESA violations at Fort Peck Dam. See Defenders and NRDC scoping letter at 4-12. Thus, 
the Draft EIS must evaluate whether each of the alternatives will resolve these 
violations, including the ongoing “jeopardy” and unlawful “take” caused by Intake Dam 
and Fort Peck Dam. 

There are too many other factors associated with whether pallid sturgeon successfully recruit into the 
population than just passage at Intake to expect this project to resolve all issues. The scope of the passage 
project at Intake is to provide pallid sturgeon the opportunity to access additional habitat and drift miles. 
There is no alternative proposed in the FEIS that can guarantee that pallid sturgeon will ultimately spawn 
where there is enough drift distance to provide adequate recruitment to trend toward recovery. The Intake 
project is one piece of a larger puzzle that continues to be researched, monitored and evaluated.  

OR-10 
 

8 As described in more detail below, the Draft EIS does not analyze the impacts on pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery. Nor does the Draft EIS attempt to explain how or why 
the various alternatives will or will not comply with the ESA. See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d). 
Instead, the Draft EIS offers a chart with brief conclusions about the purported “ESA 
success” of each alternative (2-103), but does not support that conclusion with an 
analysis. 

The document has been edited to add more information with regard to why the bypass channel is reasonably 
expected to be successful. 
 
The discussion of why the bypass channel is the preferred alternative and the discussion of why it is believed 
to be suitable for passage is found in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively. The discussion of how the bypass 
(and other alternatives) is believed to be potentially beneficial toward recruitment is discussed in Section 4.9. 
These sections describe the fact that the Corps and the Reclamation worked with a team of pallid sturgeon 
experts, called the Biological Review Team (BRT), which was formed by the FWS, to ensure the design of the 
bypass would be effective at providing passage. The sections have also been edited to help better highlight the 
risks and uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work.  
 
Within the upper basin, the Intake Dam has been identified by the USFWS (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis process as one of the best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by 
being one of the only projects that can reestablish a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that 
may provide adequate drift distance for drifting free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the 
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success of the intake fish passage project will be determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be 
judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of 
sturgeon life history. 
 
Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches include those that 
mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a 
range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and 
depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, 
Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper 
Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 
2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, 
pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km 
long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, 
even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use 
constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The 
physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to 
the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the 
upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within 
the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In 
addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon 
by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side 
channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a 
wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and 
natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and 
because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural sidechannels actually shown to be used by pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a 
high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of 
flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather 
than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions 
because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant 
distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their 
natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016). 

OR-10 
 

9 The Draft EIS also states that the Agencies included a draft biological assessment as 
Appendix D. This appears to be an error. Appendix D is the Fish Passage Connectivity 
Index and Cost Effectiveness and Incremental Cost Analysis. The Agencies have not 
provided a biological assessment in connection with the 2016 Draft EIS and nowhere 
analyze whether the alternatives will comply with the ESA. 

This reference to the draft biological assessment was a typo in the DEIS. 
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OR-10 
 

10 A. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose or Analyze the Impacts of the Intake Project on the 
Survival or Recovery of the Pallid Sturgeon. To comply with NEPA, the Agencies must 
disclose and evaluate the impacts relevant to the ESA’s jeopardy standard, including 
the effects of each alternative on survival and recovery of the pallid sturgeon. See 
Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14-GFBMM, Dkt. #73 at 12) (“The new analysis should 
include the anticipated effects of the Project on the recovery of the pallid sturgeon.”). 
Despite the Court’s specific direction in the preliminary injunction order, the Draft EIS 
fails to evaluate survival or recovery. 
As a result, the Draft EIS violates NEPA. 

The discussion of why the bypass channel is the preferred alternative and the discussion of why it is believed 
to be suitable for passage is found in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively. The discussion of how the bypass 
(and other alternatives) is believed to be potentially beneficial toward recruitment is discussed in Section 4.9. 
These sections describe the fact that the Corps and the Reclamation worked with a team of pallid sturgeon 
experts, called the Biological Review Team (BRT), which was formed by the FWS, to ensure the design of the 
bypass would be effective at providing passage. The sections have also been edited to help better highlight the 
risks and uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work.  
Within the upper basin, the intake dam has been identified by the USFWS (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis process as one of the best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by 
being one of the only projects that can reestablish a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that 
may provide adequate drift distance for drifting free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the 
success of the intake fish passage project will be determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be 
judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of 
sturgeon life history. 
 
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed.  

OR-10   11 For pallid sturgeon, a recovery analysis would include, among other things, whether 
and how each alternative will move the pallid sturgeon closer to achieving the 2014 
Recovery Plan’s goal of a self-sustaining population of 5,000 adult fish in the upper 
Missouri River basin, including what percentage of the adult pallid sturgeon are 
expected to migrate upstream for each alternative; their likelihood of successfully 
spawning and in what numbers; the likelihood of their larvae surviving the 
downstream drift and in what numbers, whether these numbers would be sufficient to 
re-establish a viable, self-sustaining population; whether and why the Yellowstone 
River alone would be enough to re-establish a viable, self-sustaining population, and 
any other relevant factors to survival and recovery of the species in the wild. 

See OR-10, #10.  Section 4.9. discloses the operational impact of the alternatives with regard to recruitment, 
impacts to larval drift, etc.  Critical pieces of information are lacking in recruitment estimation, such as 
transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what proportion of the adult population will be 
motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream they will choose to spawn.  These 
unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  The FEIS does make assumptions on these 
unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and other alternative could help towards 
developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population. The FEIS has been edited to provide additional 
information with regard to the Corps efforts to develop a comprehensive Missouri River Recovery Program 
Adaptive Management Plan (MRRP AM Plan) which identifies key unknowns, lays out the science actions 
needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this work into the ongoing, funded, MRRP Integrated 
Science Program.  The AM Plan utilizes models to better predict outcomes of management scenarios and 
provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed process for determining future management 
direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very important but the only way to answer them in a 
meaningful way and ensure that the information informs future management is through development and 
implementation of a comprehensive AM Plan which incorporates knowledge and potential management 
options on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  One step in quickly addressing many of these 
uncertainties is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through the proposed bypass. 
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OR-10 
 

12 The Draft EIS does not analyze any of these factors. In fact, the Draft EIS provides no 
more in the way of analysis of survival and recovery than the 2015 Final Supplemental 
Environmental Assessment to the 2010 Final Environmental Assessment (“2015 EA”), 
even though the Court held that the 2015 EA was likely to violate NEPA because it did 
not contain this analysis. Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-14, Dkt. #73 at 8 (“The EA also 
fails to analyze whether the bypass channel likely would allow a sufficient number of 
pallid sturgeons to spawn so that the species could recover, or whether the new weir 
will prevent pallid sturgeon from recovering.”). 

See OR-10,#10. Appropriate sections have also been edited to help better highlight the benefits, risks and 
uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work, and current and ongoing 
activities by the Corps to continue to identify future management directions. It has also been edited to make it 
clear that data does not currently exist to develop a rigorous population and recovery type of analysis. 

OR-10 
 

13 The few references to “recovery” in the Draft EIS highlight the lack of analysis. For 
example, the Draft EIS concludes that the “proposed Intake Project would contribute 
to recovery of pallid sturgeon by providing up to an additional 165 miles of the 
Yellowstone River for migration, spawning, and development.” Draft EIS at 2-22. This is 
a conclusion that presumes full success of all of the alternatives, not an analysis of 
whether and how each of the alternatives will facilitate recovery. 

See OR-10,#10. Appropriate sections have also been edited to help better highlight the benefits, risks and 
uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work, and current and ongoing 
activities by the Corps to continue to identify future management directions. It has also been edited to make it 
clear that data does not currently exist to develop a rigorous population and recovery type of analysis. 

OR-10 
 

14 Similarly, the Draft EIS notes that recruitment is a part of recovery, but never analyzes 
how each alternative will affect recruitment. Instead, the Draft EIS generally recites 
uncertainties related to the potential for recruitment: “(1) it is unclear what length of 
drift distance is actually required for successful recruitment… and (2) the location, 
quantity, and quality of spawning habitat, and (3) the number of pallid sturgeon that 
would be motivated to migrate upstream to suitable spawning habitat.” Draft EIS at 4-
152. Without any further analysis, the Draft EIS concludes that the Yellowstone River 
“appears to offer the best chance of potentially successful spawning and recruitment” 
for the management area and that the chances for recovering the wild population are 
“rapidly diminishing.” Id. This is not an analysis of what is required for survival or 
recovery, whether and how each of the alternatives will move the pallid sturgeon 
toward those goals, or even whether any particular alternative will slow down or halt 
the imminent extirpation of the wild population. 

See OR-10, #10. Appropriate sections have also been edited to help better highlight the benefits, risks and 
uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work, and current and ongoing 
activities by the Corps to continue to identify future management directions. It has also been edited to make it 
clear that data does not currently exist to develop a rigorous population and recovery type of analysis. 

OR-10 
 

15 The Draft EIS also provides a speculative series of steps with respect to the anticipated 
success of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative to offer “an example of the potential 
recruitment from one year of much improved spawning, which could begin to 
contribute to recovery.” Draft EIS at 4-169. This “example” again is a conclusion 
without an analysis. It simply summarizes the obvious: if the bypass channel works to 
pass fish, recruitment may be possible. 

See OR-10, #10 Appropriate sections have also been edited to help better highlight the benefits, risks and 
uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work, and current and ongoing 
activities by the Corps to continue to identify future management directions. It has also been edited to make it 
clear that data does not currently exist to develop a rigorous population and recovery type of analysis. 
 
At this point, a rigorous analysis of this type cannot be completed.  Critical pieces of information are lacking 
such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what proportion of the adult population will be 
motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream they will choose to spawn.  These 
unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  It would be unwise to spend time in developing 
an EIS to take the many years that it would take to develop this information. The FEIS does make assumptions 
on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and other alternative could help 
towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding jeopardy. 
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OR-10 
 

16 B. The Draft EIS Fails to Disclose and Analyze the Impacts of the Agencies’ Intended 
“Swap” With Fort Peck Dam on Pallid Sturgeon Survival and Recovery. As part of the 
analysis of pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, the Agencies must evaluate the entire 
context of the Intake Project – including its role in the Corps’ intended “swap” for Fort 
Peck Dam operational modifications to resolve the Corps’ ESA obligations. The Corps’ 
intention, according to all prior documentation, is to fund the Intake Project in 
exchange for being permitted to abandon the operational changes it is currently 
required to implement at Fort Peck Dam. Accordingly, one of the effects of the Intake 
Project may be to eliminate the requirement to make habitat modifications on the 
Missouri River for the benefit of the pallid sturgeon. 

The Corps is not abandoning future recovery efforts at Ft Peck and is currently in consultation with the Service 
on the Missouri River Recovery Program Management Plan, which considers all actions to be taken for ESA 
compliance in the context of the greater Missouri River system. This larger context is the appropriate place to 
consider which actions should be taken for the upper basin pallid sturgeon population as a whole.    

OR-10 
 

17 The Draft EIS does not include any analysis of this “swap,” nor even appear to mention 
it. Moreover, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps is funding the Project pursuant to the 
authorization in the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA), P.L. 110-114, 
121 Stat. 1041 § 3109, but does not explain that the rationale behind providing that 
authorization is to relieve the Corps of its Fort Peck Dam obligations. See Draft EIS at 1-
8. 

See above response OR-10, #16 

OR-10 
 

18 One slight improvement from the 2015 EA to the Draft EIS is that the Agencies now 
recognize that there is not a single successful pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon 
bypass or fishway in the world. See Draft EIS at 2-105 – 2-107.3 However, the Agencies 
do not incorporate this lack of precedent into any relevant analysis to explain why this 
proposed bypass channel will succeed. 

See Sections 2.3.5, 2.5 and 4.9.8 for additional discussion on the design of the proposed bypass channel and 
selection of the preferred plan. 

OR-10 
 

19 The Agencies’ failure to acknowledge and evaluate all of the impacts associated with 
the Corps’ involvement with the Intake Project violates NEPA’s “hard look” 
requirement. There is no doubt that the Corps is funding this Project solely to be 
relieved of its ESA duties at Fort Peck Dam. Thus, the impacts of making that “swap,” 
particularly with respect to the impacts on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery, must 
be included in a NEPA analysis because the swap is part of the contemplated action. At 
a minimum, the Corps’ intention to abandon Fort Peck Dam modifications is a 
“connected” agency action. See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(1). In addition, NEPA’s 
implementing regulations require an analysis of how each alternative will comply with 
the Agencies’ obligations under other laws. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d). Here, that analysis 
must include whether and how the Corps will comply with the ESA through this 
Project. 

The Corps is not abandoning future recovery efforts at Ft Peck and is currently in consultation with the Service 
on the Missouri River Recovery Program Management Plan, which considers all actions to be taken for ESA 
compliance in the context of the greater Missouri River system. This larger context is the appropriate place to 
consider which actions should be taken for the upper basin pallid sturgeon population as a whole.    
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20 Notably, the Draft EIS includes other potential Missouri River habitat modifications in 
the “cumulative effects” section. Yet even here the Agencies ignore the intended 
“swap,” and the existing obligations for habitat modifications. The Draft EIS describes 
the “Missouri River Management Plan” within the “Reasonably Foreseeable Future 
Projects/Actions” section and suggests that the Plan will “evaluate[] the effectiveness 
of current habitat development and will recommend modifications ‘to more effectively 
create habitat and avoid jeopardy to the species.’” Draft EIS at 4-4. The Draft EIS also 
notes that “[i]implementation of the [Plan] will likely help to slightly further reduce 
cumulative effects on surface water in the upper Missouri River basin.” Draft EIS at 4-
57. Incredibly, the Draft EIS does not acknowledge that FWS has already determined 
what is required to avoid jeopardy – in the 2003 BiOp – and that the Corps intends to 
abandon any obligation to implement those very actions in exchange for funding the 
Intake Project. 

The Corps is not abandoning future recovery efforts at Ft Peck and is currently in consultation with the Service 
on the Missouri River Recovery Program Management Plan, which considers all actions to be taken for ESA 
compliance in the context of the greater Missouri River system. This larger context is the appropriate place to 
consider which actions should be taken for the upper basin pallid sturgeon population as a whole.    
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21 The Agencies’ failure to complete this analysis is scientifically indefensible. The best 
available science indicates that both the Missouri and the Yellowstone rivers contain 
habitat essential to this population’s survival. A successful Intake Project would 
provide access to 165 miles of potential spawning habitat and more river miles for 
larval drift. However, as explained by the Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries 
Society, the chances for pallid sturgeon recovery in the upper Missouri River basin will 
be harmed if the Agencies focus on restoring the Yellowstone River alone. Defenders 
of Wildlife, 15-cv-00014-GF-BMM, Dkt. #63 at 13-16 (Amicus brief). 

The Corps of Engineers is developing a Missouri River Management Plan and EIS that assesses (1) major federal 
actions arising from a Biological Opinion (BiOp) prepared in accordance with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
of 1973, as amended to avoid jeopardy to three federally listed threatened and endangered species that use 
the Missouri River and (2) the creation of habitat for those species. The relative need and effectiveness of 
actions on both the Yellowstone and Missouri River systems will be evaluated through a well-planned, 
systematic AM process which has been developed as part of the MRRP Management Plan.  This AM approach 
has received a tremendous amount of independent scrutiny of AM and sturgeon experts and has been 
developed transparently with unprecedented stakeholder involvement through MRRIC and associated 
Independent Science Advisory Panel.  The focus of the plan is in meeting pallid sturgeon objectives provided by 
the USFWS to avoid jeopardy. 
Within the upper basin, the intake dam has been identified by the Service (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis that has been conducted as part of the Management Plan process as one of the 
best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by being one of the only projects that can reestablish 
a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that may provide adequate drift distance for drifting 
free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the success of the intake fish passage project will be 
determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it 
passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of sturgeon life history.  
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it 
is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that 
hatchery released free embryos, five days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River 
between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural 
recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 
0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 
2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total 
drift distance as a limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
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22 Further, the best available science confirms the premise of the 2003 Biological Opinion 
on the Missouri River – that the Missouri River below the Fort Peck Dam could be 
restored to allow successful pallid sturgeon spawning and recruitment if the Corps 
implemented flow and temperature modifications. See Defenders and NRDC’s scoping 
comments at 7-8, 10-11.4 The Draft EIS acknowledges that several studies “highlight 
the ability of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers to provide conditions that support 
survival, feeding, and growth of pallid sturgeon early life stages.” Draft EIS at 2-24. The 
Draft EIS also acknowledges that “[e]extremely low recruitment is possibly occurring in 
the Missouri River.” Draft EIS at 3-83. Yet the Draft EIS does not examine the trade-offs 
of abandoning any effort to restore the Missouri River habitat in exchange for funding 
the Intake Project. 

See OR-10, #21. This comment is a follow on to the one above, and is answered above.  

OR-10 
 

23 The Draft EIS Misstates the Agencies’ Obligations Under the ESA and the Required 
Scope of Analysis under NEPA. The Draft EIS appears to try to avoid analyzing the 
effects of the Project on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery by narrowing the 
Agencies’ ESA obligations. According to the Draft EIS, the ESA “does not require the 
actions on which the federal agencies are consulting to contribute to or result in the 
recovery of the species.” Draft EIS at 1-7; see also xxvi (“Pallid sturgeon recovery is not 
within the scope of this project”); 4-152 (stating that “pallid sturgeon recovery is not 
an objective of the project”). This statement is inconsistent with the ESA. However, 
even if this approach somehow complied with the ESA, the Agencies would not be 
absolved of their NEPA obligations to disclose and evaluate all impacts to pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery. 

As the document states, "The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has suggested that the Intake Diversion Dam is a 
barrier to upstream passage that may prevent pallid sturgeon from accessing upstream reaches. Therefore, the 
proposed project is needed to allow fish passage at this structure. Improving passage for pallid sturgeon at the 
Intake Diversion Dam would provide access to a large area of the sturgeon's historical range that has been 
mostly inaccessible since the LYP was built in 1909." The only real control or obligation that Reclamation has at 
Intake is to ensure that its project does not preclude the pallid sturgeon from moving upstream to its historic 
habitat. Specifically, the agency must meet this obligation via Section 7(a)2 of the ESA. To the extent that this 
project may lead to anything beyond "avoiding jeopardy" would be beneficial. Section 7(a)1 charges agencies 
to work within their existing authorities to further the conservation of species. This project complies with this 
section of the act as well. 
The Corps is assisting Reclamation pursuant to its authority under WRDA 2007 for the purpose of ecosystem 
restoration. The Corps' participation in the Intake project is not contingent upon receiving "credit" on the 
Missouri River or "swapping out" its requirements at Ft Peck.  If passage at Intake is successful and recruitment 
is achieved, the Corps can take implicit credit for this in the environmental baseline in its future Missouri 
consultation.  However, if there is no recruitment, through consultation with the Service, the Corps will need 
to identify and implement other potential management actions within its authority that could reasonably be 
implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy for the pallid sturgeon in the upper basin.  
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24 First, the Draft EIS’s disavowal of any obligation for this Project to contribute to 
recovery is inconsistent with the ESA’s “jeopardy” standard. As described above, the 
Agencies have an obligation to avoid jeopardy in connection with the Intake Project, 
and avoiding jeopardy is, in fact, the underlying purpose of the Project. The Ninth 
Circuit has explained that an action can “jeopardize” a species even “if there is no 
appreciable reduction of survival” because “a species can often cling to survival even 
when recovery is far out of reach.” NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d at 931. 

Pallid sturgeon life history and habitat requirements are not well understood. For this reason, the Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) identifies numerous measures to expand pallid sturgeon knowledge 
while moving towards recovery. The Recovery Plan uses scientific method to obtain this knowledge, wherein 
questions are systematically answered by implementing actions, observing the response, and then 
determining the need for follow-on actions. Fish passage at Intake is one of those systematic, site-specific 
actions identified in the Recovery Plan wherein the outcome is uncertain so subsequent actions outlined in the 
Recovery Plan would be implemented based on pallid sturgeon response to implementing passage at Intake. 
  
Given the absence of information about pallid sturgeon, it is currently not feasible to meaningfully 
differentiate how each alternative might contribute to recovery and would be entirely speculative. Ultimately, 
the Service will decide, through ESA consultation (not the NEPA process), if the proposed fish passage 
alternative would avoid jeopardy, contribute to recovery and as appropriate, meet the objectives of the 
Recovery Plan. 
  
Improving pallid sturgeon passage at Intake Dam is a site-specific project the Corps and Reclamation are 
undertaking consistent with the Corps WRDA Authority, Reclamation’s obligation under ESA, and as mentioned 
above, the Service’s Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan. This site-specific project is one measure within a larger 
programmatic effort to recover pallid sturgeon as described in the Recovery Plan, the Corps’ 
WRDA Authority and the programmatic adaptive management plan the Corps is developing for endangered 
species recovery on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River (expected to be available for public review 
December 2016). In summary, passage at Intake Diversion Dam may only be one measure in a suite of 
measures by the Corps, Reclamation and others that are necessary over time to recover pallid sturgeon. 

OR-10 
 

25 Instead of applying these standards, however, the scope of the Draft EIS’s analysis of 
impacts to pallid sturgeon is limited to whether the project may “improve” fish 
passage. See, e.g., DEIS xxv (Executive Summary). The “improvement” standard is 
inconsistent with the jeopardy standard because it lowers the bar to the point that 
“success” could occur if, for example, only one more fish passed upstream than has 
used the natural channel in the past. Compared to 2015, just two telemetered pallid 
sturgeon swimming upstream would be an “improvement.” The District of Oregon 
recently rejected a similar standard because the agency’s metric was based on 
“population growth regardless of actual population numbers,” and was “not tethered 
to any minimum population goal.” NWF v. NMFS, 2016 WL 235367, at *17. Here, too, 
nothing in the Draft EIS analyzes or suggests that “improvement” in upstream 
migration would be sufficient for this population to avoid extinction, let alone recover, 
nor could it. The Draft EIS makes no effort to “take into account” whether the very low 
abundance numbers for Montana’s wild population appreciably diminishes the 
likelihood of survival or recovery of the species. 

Pallid sturgeon life history and habitat requirements are not well understood. For this reason, the Pallid 
Sturgeon Recovery Plan (Service 2014) identifies numerous measures to expand pallid sturgeon knowledge 
while moving towards recovery. The Recovery Plan uses scientific method to obtain this knowledge, wherein 
questions are systematically answered by implementing actions, observing the response, and then 
determining the need for follow-on actions. Fish passage at Intake is one of those systematic, site-specific 
actions identified in the Recovery Plan wherein the outcome is uncertain so subsequent actions outlined in the 
Recovery Plan would be implemented based on pallid sturgeon response to implementing passage at Intake. 
  
Given the absence of information about pallid sturgeon, it is currently not feasible to meaningfully 
differentiate how each alternative might contribute to recovery and would be entirely speculative. Ultimately, 
the Service will decide, through ESA consultation (not the NEPA process), if the proposed fish passage 
alternative would avoid jeopardy, contribute to recovery and as appropriate, meet the objectives of the 
Recovery Plan. 
  
Improving pallid sturgeon passage at Intake Dam is a site-specific project the Corps and Reclamation are 
undertaking consistent with the Corps’ WRDA Authority, Reclamation’s obligation under ESA, and as 
mentioned above, the Service’s Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan. This site-specific project is one measure within 
a larger programmatic effort to recover pallid sturgeon as described in the Recovery Plan, the Corps’ WRDA 
Authority and the programmatic adaptive management plan the Corps is developing for endangered species 
recovery on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River (expected to be available for public review December 
2016). In summary, passage at Intake Diversion Dam may only be one measure in a suite of measures by the 
Corps, Reclamation and others that are necessary over time to recover pallid sturgeon.  
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26 Further, the Draft EIS fails to analyze whether an “improvement” in the number of 
adults migrating upstream will result in recruitment sufficient to provide for survival or 
recovery. The data from the telemetry stations in 2014 and 2015 demonstrates that 
some number of pallid sturgeon have successfully passed Intake at least in some years, 
yet there has been no documented recruitment. See Draft EIS at 4-164 (noting that 
pallids could have used the side channel before 2014 under certain conditions, but 
there has been no documented recruitment to date). The Draft EIS does not evaluate 
why recruitment has failed, despite a few fish spawning upstream of Intake, nor how 
the new Project would differ from the existing dam in a way that recruitment would 
somehow succeed where it has failed in the past. 

It is true that recruitment has not been detected from the one known spawning event that has occurred above 
Intake, no recruitment has been detected for many decades anywhere in the upper basin.  It could take many 
years of monitoring to detect successful recruitment from the spawning event that took place above Intake in 
the Powder River if recruitment did occur.  
At this point, a rigorous analysis of recruitment and recovery cannot be completed.  Critical pieces of 
information are lacking such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what proportion of the 
adult population will be motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream they will choose 
to spawn.  These unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  It would be unwise to spend 
time in developing an EIS to take the many years that it would take to develop this information. The FEIS does 
make assumptions on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and other 
alternative could help towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding jeopardy, 
although it is admittedly a “best guess” at this point. The FEIS has been edited to provide additional 
information with regard to the Corps efforts to develop a comprehensive AM Plan (MRRP AM Plan) which 
identifies key unknowns, lays out the science actions needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this 
work into the ongoing, funded, MRRP Integrated Science Program.  The AM Plan utilizes models to better 
predict outcomes of management scenarios and provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed 
process for determining future management direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very 
important but the only way to answer them in a meaningful way and ensure that the information informs 
future management is through development and implementation of a comprehensive AM Plan which 
incorporates knowledge and potential management options on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  
One step in quickly addressing many of these uncertainties is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through 
the proposed bypass. 
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27 The “improvement” standard also fails to evaluate whether the alternatives will 
provide for survival or recovery of the wild population in the event no modifications 
are made to Fort Peck Dam operations, as contemplated by the Corps. 

Revised text has been provided in section 1.2.3 Need - Improving Fish Passage and additional information and 
clarification has been provided in section 1.2.1. 
As noted by commenters, the Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 
context of the federal action. The underlying purposes and needs for Reclamation and the Corps are to 
manage and operate the LYP and Fort Peck Dam in accordance with Project laws, authorities, and purposes. 
The Agencies recognize the importance of the pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River Basin and support pallid 
sturgeon recovery activities throughout their known range. Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources 
Development Act (WRDA) authorizes the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to assist Reclamation with 
funding from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program for the design and construction of 
Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana for the purposes of ecosystem restoration.  
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28 Second, even if the Agencies could lawfully ignore an evaluation of the prospects for 
recovery under the ESA (which they cannot), the Draft EIS does not even analyze 
whether the preferred alternative will provide for the survival of the pallid sturgeon in 
the wild – which would require enough successful reproduction in the wild to replace 
the existing population. The jeopardy standard indisputably prohibits the Agencies 
from taking an action that will preclude an endangered species from successfully 
reproducing in the wild at a replacement rate. The Draft EIS provides no analysis to 
support the idea that any alternatives will provide for that amount of successful 
reproduction. 

The discussion of why the bypass channel is the preferred alternative and the discussion of why it is believed 
to be suitable for passage is found in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively. The discussion of how the bypass 
(and other alternatives) is believed to be potentially beneficial toward recruitment is discussed in Section 4.9. 
These sections describe the fact that the Corps and the Bureau of Reclamation worked with a team of pallid 
sturgeon experts, called the Biological Review Team (BRT), which was formed by the FWS, to ensure the design 
of the bypass would be effective at providing passage. The sections have also been edited to help better 
highlight the risks and uncertainties for each passage design, as well as why the bypass is likely to work.  
Within the upper basin, the Intake dam has been identified by the Service (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis process as one of the best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by 
being one of the only projects that can reestablish a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that 
may provide adequate drift distance for drifting free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the 
success of the intake fish passage project will be determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be 
judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of 
sturgeon life history. 
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. The FEIS has 
been edited to ensure that more information is included regarding the lack of science and efforts in the basin 
by the Corps to continue investing resources to decrease uncertainties and identify measures with potential to 
be successful. 
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29 Third, regardless of the ESA standards for “jeopardy,” the impacts to pallid sturgeon 
survival and recovery caused by the Intake Project (including through the anticipated 
“swap” with Fort Peck Dam) are direct and indirect impacts under NEPA and must be 
analyzed for that reason as well. 

See OR-10, #28, this comment is a continuation of the one above. 
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it 
is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that 
hatchery released free embryos, five days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River 
between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural 
recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 
0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 
2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total 
drift distance as a limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 
Additional information as to the current science regarding Ft. Peck has been to the FEIS. 
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30 The Draft EIS Arbitrarily Narrows the Purpose and Need for the Intake Project. The 
Draft EIS appears to try to avoid the required analysis of whether this Project will 
succeed in allowing pallid sturgeon to survive or recover in the wild in another way: by 
excluding the Agencies’ ESA obligations from the Purpose and Need Statement. ... The 
Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory context of 
the federal action. ... The Draft EIS’s Purpose and Need Statement ignores the 
fundamental statutory obligations driving the need for this Project – compliance with 
the ESA. The long-time underlying purpose for initiating the Intake Project EIS is to 
remedy ongoing ESA violations at Intake Dam (Reclamation) and Fort Peck Dam (Corps) 
and facilitate the recovery of the pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River basin. See, 
e.g., BOR-4439 
(FWS noting in 2012 that, “[a]s stated in the 2010 FONSI, the underlying need for the 
proposed action (i.e. the overall Intake Project) is for Reclamation and the Corps to 
comply with the ESA.”). In order to comply with the ESA, the Intake Project must not 
simply “improve” fish passage; it must avoid causing jeopardy to the pallid sturgeon 
and avoid unlawfully “taking” pallid sturgeon and resolve the Corps’ ongoing jeopardy 
and take obligations at Fort Peck Dam as well. Here, Reclamation must comply with all 
of its statutory obligations, including the ESA. Because the purpose of the Intake 
Project is to comply with that statute, the scope of the NEPA analysis must be 
commensurate with that purpose, regardless of the stated purpose and need. 

Revised text has been provided in section 1.2.3 Need - Improving Fish Passage and additional information and 
clarification has been provided in section 1.2.1. 
As noted by commenters, the Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 
context of the federal action. The underlying purposes and needs for Reclamation and the Corps are to 
manage and operate the LYP and Fort Peck Dam in accordance with Project laws, authorities, and purposes. 
The Agencies recognize the importance of the pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River Basin and support pallid 
sturgeon recovery activities throughout their known range. Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources 
Development Act (WRDA) authorizes the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to assist Reclamation with 
funding from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program for the design and construction of 
Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana for the purposes of ecosystem restoration.  
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31 While it is appropriate for the Agencies to acknowledge the private goals of the Lower 
Yellowstone Project (LYP) in maintaining the irrigation district’s viability, those private 
interests cannot override Congress’ intent in authorizing Reclamation to act. See Nat’l 
Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058, 1070-71 (9th Cir. 
2010) (distinguishing Department of Interior NEPA regulations from Corps regulations 
and noting that “[r]equiring agencies to consider private objectives, however, is a far 
cry from mandating that those private interests define the scope of the proposed 
project.”). Here, meeting the water delivery needs of the irrigation district is 
compatible with providing for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery through the 
Multiple Pump Alternative. In contrast, the Dam/Bypass Channel unlawfully prioritizes 
the private needs over the Agencies’ ESA mandates. 

The Lower Yellowstone Project is a federal project (32 Stat. 388 and 33 Stat. 1045). The diversion and delivery 
features are owned by the United States and are operated and maintained under agreement by the LYIP as 
required under the Reclamation Act of 1902 (32 Stat. 388 § 6).   There are three elements to the purpose and 
need, these can be found in Section 1.2. 
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32 Nonetheless, regardless of the Purpose and Need statement, the Intake Project will 
have direct and indirect effects on pallid sturgeon survival and recovery. These effects 
will be compounded by the Corps’ attempt to abandon the required habitat 
modifications on the Missouri River as well. Thus, even if the purpose of the Project 
had nothing to do with the Agencies’ ESA obligations (which is not the case), the 
Agencies must complete the analysis described above in order to comply with NEPA. 

Revised text has been provided in section 1.2.3 Need - Improving Fish Passage and additional information and 
clarification has been provided in section 1.2.1. 
As noted by commenters, the Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 
context of the federal action. The underlying purposes and needs for Reclamation and the Corps are to 
manage and operate the LYP and Fort Peck Dam in accordance with Project laws, authorities, and purposes. 
The Agencies recognize the importance of the pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River Basin and support pallid 
sturgeon recovery activities throughout their known range. Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources 
Development Act (WRDA) authorizes the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to assist Reclamation with 
funding from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program for the design and construction of 
Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana for the purposes of ecosystem restoration.  
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33 IV. The Agencies’ No-Action Alternative Violates NEPA.  The Agencies’ definition of the 
no-action alternative violates NEPA because this alternative assumes the continued 
operation of an unlawful project. See Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne, 520 
F.3d 1024, 1038 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that agency “did not set forth a true ‘no-
action’ alternative because” the alternative assumed the existence of a plan that the 
court has already found to be invalid). As the Ninth Circuit has explained, an agency 
“cannot properly include elements from [an illegal] plan in the no action alternative as 
the status quo….” Id. 

The finding in Yosemite Valley v. Kemphthorne is that the No Action alternative should not have “assume[d] 
the existence of the very plan being proposed.” By emphasizing the “illegal” nature of the plan in Yosemite 
Valley v. Kemphthorne, however, this comment misses the point made by the court—that the same action 
cannot be both the No-action and Action alternatives. 
The existing weir is part of a Congressionally authorized project (Reclamation Act of 1902 (32 Stat. 388 § 6.). 
Additional information and clarification has been provided in section 2.3.3 No Action. 
 
 

OR-10 
 

34 Reclamation is precluded by the ESA from continuing the current operation of Intake 
Dam. It is uncontested that Intake Dam, as it is currently operated, poses a near total 
barrier to pallid sturgeon migration to spawning areas that would be sufficiently far 
upstream to allow juvenile survival through the larval drift stage. Draft EIS at 2-22. 
Present operations allow the re-construction of the dam each year, which violates 
sections 7 and 9 of the ESA, as Defenders and NRDC described in our scoping letter. 
The 2015 long as the existing dam was re-built each year. 2015 BiOp at 30-32. The 
2015 BiOp also conceded that the existing dam operations “take” 32 adult sturgeon 
per year. Id. at 33. Further, the Draft EIS acknowledges that under the no-action 
alternative, the wild pallid sturgeon population will continue to decline. See Draft EIS 
at 4-164 (estimating that there will be fewer than 50 wild adults by 2023). The Draft 
EIS also acknowledges that a population based entirely on hatchery-born fish may not 
be able to create a “sustaining, naturally spawning population.” Id. In other words, if 
no action is taken, the wild population will certainly go extinct, and the hatchery-born 
population may never be able to sustain itself without perpetual stocking of hatchery-
born fish. This outcome – extinction of a wild population in an isolated river basin with 
no chance of becoming a self-sustaining population again – indisputably violates 
section 7 and 9 of the ESA. 

Additional information and clarification has been provided in section 2.3.3 No Action. 
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OR-10 
 

35 Because the current operations are illegal, a proper “no-action” alternative must 
include the likely consequences of taking no action. The Draft EIS fails to do so. 
Instead, while acknowledging that Reclamation would have to reinitiate ESA 
consultation for the operation and management of the Dam and Lower Yellowstone 
Project (LYP), the Agencies feign ignorance in several places within the Draft EIS about 
the likely result of 
that consultation. Draft EIS at 4-164 (the biological opinion resulting from a 
consultation “would likely require other future activities to reduce the effect on listed 
species, but these effects are unknown at this time”); Draft EIS at 2-38 (“[a]ny specific 
outcomes of future consultation for the No Action Alternative are not reasonably 
foreseeable at this time”). However, in the executive summary, the Agencies conceded 
what Reclamation has known since at least 1992 – that “fish passage” would be “an 
ultimate requirement at Intake Diversion Dam.” Draft EIS at xxviii; see BOR-5068-5069. 
Moreover, the Agencies explicitly determined that there was no need to propose 
adaptive management actions for the “no-action” alternative because “it is presumed 
that no action is not a viable alternative as it would not improve fish passage.” 
Appendix E at 1 (emphasis added). 

Additional information and clarification has been provided in section 2.3.3 No Action. 
 
 

OR-10 
 

36 Indeed, more than 20 years after FWS first suggested Reclamation needed to provide 
fish passage, the only reasonable, predictable outcome of a new consultation would be 
that the continued rocking of the Dam would be prohibited because it is illegal and the 
dam would eventually naturally erode away, or that Reclamation would finally comply 
with the law and actively remove the barrier to provide fish passage. To the extent 
that allowing the rock to naturally erode away would not provide passage, as the Draft 
EIS suggests (Draft EIS at 2-38), Reclamation would have to actively provide passage. 
The Agencies must analyze the consequences of those realistic, predictable scenarios. 

Additional information and clarification has been provided in section 2.3.3 No Action. 
 
 

OR-10 
 

37 As a result, continuation of present Intake Dam operations as the “no-action” 
alternative is unrealistic and cannot serve as the baseline comparison for the EIS. 
Indeed, Reclamation has recognized in another context that a No Action Alternative 
cannot analyze a set of dam operations that have been found to violate the ESA. See 
“Coordinated Long-Term Operation of the Central Valley Project and State Water 
Project,” Final EIS, November 2015 at ES-9. 

Additional information and clarification has been provided in section 2.3.3 No Action. 
Unlike the CVP, Lower Yellowstone Project operations have not been found to violate the ESA nor has it been 
determined that the operations cause jeopardy. 
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OR-10 
 

38 Here, the comparison between the action alternatives and the no-action alternative 
must compare the consequences of different means of providing passage – not 
whether the action alternatives are an “improvement,” no matter how minute, over 
the current, illegal situation where there is almost no passage at all. Such an analysis 
would acknowledge that the pallid sturgeon has been nearly extirpated as a result of 
past actions, but would assume that those past actions cannot continue under any 
scenario. 

In a NEPA analysis, alternatives are compared against the baseline condition. The existing condition (No 
Action) is a reasonable baseline condition for comparison as there is not any current proposal to otherwise 
modify Intake Diversion Dam or the Lower Yellowstone Project that could be compared against. 

OR-10 
 

39 V. The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the Impacts of the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative. The preferred alternative in the Draft EIS, the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative, is nearly identical to the alternative adopted in the 2015 EA and 
temporarily enjoined by the District Court of Montana last September. As noted above, 
the Agencies have not complied with the Court’s direction to evaluate pallid sturgeon 
recovery in order to comply with NEPA. Moreover, the analysis that the Agencies 
completed to support this alternative in the Draft EIS is based on flawed assumptions, 
is internally inconsistent, and is not supported by the best available science. At 
bottom, regardless of the legal standard for success with this Project, the fundamental 
scientific problem with the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is that there is no 
evidence that the Project will pass any more fish than already use the existing side 
channel, let alone avert extinction of the wild population or set the species on a path 
to recovery. We urge the Agencies to abandon this alternative in the Final EIS and 
Record of Decision (ROD). 

At this point, a rigorous analysis of recovery cannot be completed.  Critical pieces of information are lacking 
such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what proportion of the adult population will be 
motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream they will choose to spawn.  These 
unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  It would be unwise to spend time in developing 
an EIS to take the many years that it would take to develop this information. The FEIS does make assumptions 
on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and other alternative could help 
towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding jeopardy, although it is 
admittedly a “best guess” at this point. The FEIS has been edited to provide additional information with regard 
to the Corps efforts to develop a comprehensive AM Plan (MRRP AM Plan) which identifies key unknowns, lays 
out the science actions needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this work into the ongoing, 
funded, MRRP Integrated Science Program.  The MRRP AM Plan utilizes models to better predict outcomes of 
management scenarios and provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed process for 
determining future management direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very important but the 
only way to answer them in a meaningful way and ensure that the information informs future management is 
through development and implementation of a comprehensive AM Plan which incorporates knowledge and 
potential management options on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  One step in quickly addressing 
many of these uncertainties is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through the proposed bypass. 
 
The agencies feel the bypass has a good likelihood to work. Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon 
all highlight that promising approaches include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building 
a channel with similar geometry, facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a 
broad range of hydraulic criteria that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully 
negotiated by targeted migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon 
have been shown to use natural side-channels in the upper Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and 
constructed side-channels in the lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et 
al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  In the upper Missouri River, pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed 
through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 
2015).  The constructed side channels in the lower Missouri River, even though not constructed with adult 
sturgeon migration in mind, have demonstrated that sturgeon will use constructed channels and at times will 
choose to use them even when the main channel is unobstructed. The physical and resulting hydraulic features 
of the proposed bypass channel at Intake were modeled according to the features within known migratory 
pathways (main channel and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River and Yellowstone 
River.  The final geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within the range of all parameters, including 
length, width, sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In addition, this bypass channel has been 
engineered with expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon by optimal location and orientation of 
the downstream entrance, a flow split which is higher than side channels which have been used by pallid 
sturgeon, and water velocities and depths suitable for passage at a wide range of flows.  Because pallid 
sturgeon have been observed to use side channels (both constructed and natural) on the Missouri River and 
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Yellowstone River, even when the main channel is unobstructed, and because the designs mimic physical 
parameters of natural sidechannels actually shown to be used by pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we 
believe that construction of the preferred bypass alternative will result in a high likelihood that the 
constructed bypass will effectively provide passage opportunity under a variety of flows. Lastly, the design of 
the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather than located some 
distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the base of the obstructions because a fishes natural 
tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located significant distances downstream of 
the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to swim 
upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016).  
Success of the intake fish passage project will be determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be 
judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of 
sturgeon life history. There are no assurances that any type of bypass system or even complete dam removal 
will lead to a self-sustaining population of pallid sturgeon.  However, it is widely acknowledged by basin 
scientists and the Service (USFWS 2014) that a lack of time (distance) sufficient for development of free 
embryos prior to settling is limiting natural recruitment of pallid sturgeon in RPMA 2.  If this is true, providing 
access to habitats above Intake Dam will give drifting free embryos additional time for development and may 
ultimately provide natural recruitment.  As with any bypass option AND dam removal, it is unknown how many 
pallid sturgeon will be motivated to pass, how far upstream they may choose to spawn, and what level of 
recruitment may result.  These unknowns are just as high for the dam removal option.  As a result, the MRRP 
AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a comprehensive strategy to 
learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both the Missouri and 
Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 

OR-10 
 

40 The Draft EIS Concedes that the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Will Not Meet the 
Biological Review Team’s Own Standards for Biological Success. The Draft EIS lists four 
reasons to support choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative. Draft EIS at xlii. Of 
these four reasons, only one prioritizes the fate of the pallid sturgeon – that the 
Agencies believe this alternative “could be constructed, operated, and maintained to 
meet the physical and biological criteria identified by the Service’s Biological Review 
Team (BRT), and therefore would provide passage for pallid sturgeon.” This rationale 
fails both scientifically and legally. 

See Section 2.5 and 4.9 for additional discussion on the design of the proposed bypass channel and selection of 
the preferred plan. 

OR-10 
 

41 As an initial matter, “provid[ing] passage” of some unknown amount, as described 
above, does not necessarily meet the ESA standards for survival or recovery of this 
population and arbitrarily lowers the bar for success of the Intake Project. 

This language pertaining to adaptive management has been updated and is in Section 2.3.2 Elements Common 
to All Alternatives.                                                                                                                                                                                                
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OR-10 
 

42 Further, even if providing passage was sufficient, the Draft EIS makes clear that the 
Dam/Bypass Channel will likely fail the standards set out by the BRT, directly 
contradicting this rationale. The Draft EIS recites the following biological criteria for 
success, set by the BRT, for adult passage: “[a] passage alternative would be 
considered successful if greater than or equal to 85 percent of motivate[d] adult pallid 
sturgeon (i.e. fish that move upstream to the entrance of the passage alternative) 
annual[ly] pass upstream of Intake Diversion Dam during the spawning migration 
period (April 1 – June 15).” Draft EIS at 4-152; Appendix E at 2. However, the Agencies’ 
sole method of modeling potential success – the Fish Passage Connectivity Index (FPCI) 
– predicts that the Dam/Bypass Channel will be 67% as successful for all fish species as 
the Multiple Pump Alternative (which is predicted to have a 100% success rate). 
Appendix D at 16.7 As described in more detail below, the FPCI is not a rational basis 
on which to base any scientific conclusions about pallid sturgeon passage. Even if it 
was a rational basis, the actual passage rate (67% overall, 60% for pallid sturgeon) is 
far less than the BRT’s standard (85%). The Draft EIS never acknowledges or explains 
why the facts within the Draft EIS directly contradict the Agencies’ primary rationale 
for choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative. 

The FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index score 
does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a statistical probability 
of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of 
passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. See 
further discussion in Section 2.5 on the selection of the preferred plan that included a consideration of several 
factors. 
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43 The Draft EIS Fails to Take a “Hard Look” at the Uncertainties Surrounding Pallid 
Sturgeon Use of the Proposed Bypass Channel. The Draft EIS vaguely and repeatedly 
concedes that the Agencies do not know if the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in 
passing pallid sturgeon at all, in part because such an effort has never succeeded. See, 
e.g., Draft EIS at 4-162 (“There are still many uncertainties over whether a majority of 
pallid sturgeon would actually pass through the bypass channel as there are no other 
examples of similar natural-type channels designed for non-jumping benthic fish.”); 
Appendix E at 11 (“Existing modeling indicates that the 
bypass channel would meet BRT criteria under all flow conditions, but it remains to be 
seen if the channel maintains these characteristics over the long term and if these 
physical criteria result in biological  performance”). Such uncertainty cannot form the 
basis for choosing the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative over the Multiple Pumps 
Alternative, which will provide near-natural conditions for pallid sturgeon and other 
native fish. 

Additional information has been added to the FEIS to better convey information regarding the potential 
success of a bypass. Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising approaches 
include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar geometry, 
facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic criteria 
that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted migratory 
fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use natural 
side-channels in the upper Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the lower 
Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning migration.  
In the upper Missouri River, pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short (0.4-km long; 
0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed side channels in 
the lower Missouri River, even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, have 
demonstrated that sturgeon will use constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even when the 
main channel is unobstructed. The physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass channel at 
Intake were modeled according to the features within known migratory pathways (main channel and side 
channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final geometry of the 
proposed bypass channel falls within the range of all parameters, including length, width, sinuosity, bend 
radius, and meander wavelength.  In addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with expert input to 
increase the odds of use by sturgeon by optimal location and orientation of the downstream entrance, a flow 
split which is higher than side channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water velocities and 
depths suitable for passage at a wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been observed to use side 
channels (both constructed and natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, even when the main 
channel is unobstructed, and because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural sidechannels actually 
shown to be used by pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of the preferred bypass 
alternative will result in a high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively provide passage 
opportunity under a variety of flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the 
base of the obstruction, rather than located some distance downstream. The best entrance locations are at the 
base of the obstructions because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. 
Entrances located significant distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past and become 
trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016).  
 
Success of the intake fish passage project will be determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be 
judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of 
sturgeon life history. There are no assurances that any type of bypass system or even complete dam removal 
will lead to a self-sustaining population of pallid sturgeon.  However, it is widely acknowledged by basin 
scientists and the Service (USFWS 2014) that a lack of time (distance) sufficient for development of free 
embryos prior to settling is limiting natural recruitment of pallid sturgeon in RPMA 2.  If this is true, providing 
access to habitats above Intake Dam will give drifting free embryos additional time for development and may 
ultimately provide natural recruitment.  As with any bypass option AND dam removal, it is unknown how many 
pallid sturgeon will be motivated to pass, how far upstream they may choose to spawn, and what level of 
recruitment may result.  These unknowns are just as high for the dam removal option.  As a result, the MRRP 
AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a comprehensive strategy to 
learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both the Missouri and 
Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 
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44 Although the Draft EIS does not acknowledge it, the Independent External Peer Review 
that was performed on the bypass channel proposal in 2013 also highlights the high 
level of uncertainty associated with this Project. At that time, the peer review 
concluded that “the probability that the [bypass channel] will perform as proposed is 
very low.” BOR-11188. The peer review also characterized the uncertainties associated 
with the bypass channel as having “high” significance, meaning that they implicated a 
“showstopper” issue. BOR-11154, 11169. In addition, as we described in our scoping 
comments, Braaten et al. noted that there was little information about pallid sturgeon 
use of natural side channels prior to their own study and that pallid sturgeon use of 
these channels is inconsistent and not well understood. See Defenders and NRDC 
scoping letter at 25. The Braaten study “identified that pallid sturgeon will use side 
channels as a component of the migration pathways. However, side channel use was 
not consistent among migrating pallid sturgeon to suggest that a by-pass channel 
might be used by some but not all individuals.” Id. at 193. 

Uncertainties are discussed in the FEIS in Sections 4.9.4.   Also, additional discussion has been provided in 
Section 4.9.8 regarding how the best available science regarding pallid sturgeon use of side channels has been 
incorporated into the design. P. Braaten and other researchers are part of the BRT that has had extensive input 
into the design process. 

OR-10 
 

45 Despite these uncertainties, the Draft EIS also concludes, without supporting analysis, 
that it is “reasonable to assume that a majority of fish would find and use the 
channel.” Draft EIS at 4-169. However, as with the 2015 EA, the Draft EIS only analyzes 
the technical suitability of the channel for upstream migration, not whether or how 
well the bypass channel will work biologically. 

See additional discussion in Section 4.9 regarding upstream and downstream passage and uncertainties for 
each alternative and the revised Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan in Appendix E. 

OR-10 
 

46 The Court has already recognized this distinction. In the preliminary injunction order, 
the Court acknowledged that the “Federal Defendants note that they conducted 
physical and computer modeling to ensure that the entrance of the bypass channel 
would mimic natural river flows and encourage pallid sturgeon to use it.” Defenders of 
Wildlife, 15-cv-14, GF-BMM, Dkt. #73 at 8. Nonetheless, the Court found this analysis 
insufficient because “[t]he EA fails to analyze, however, whether the pallid sturgeon 
actually would be likely to use the bypass channel.” Id. 

See additional discussion in Section 4.9 regarding upstream and downstream passage and uncertainties for 
each alternative and the revised Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan in Appendix E. 

OR-10 
 

47 The Agencies’ Reliance on the Fish Passage Connectivity Index as the Basis for 
Determining the Likelihood of Fish Passage is Arbitrary. However, despite the fact that 
the Draft EIS elsewhere concedes that the concept of successful “fish passage” is highly 
uncertain, the cost/benefit analysis rests on a very specific determination that fish 
passage will be 67% successful. The Draft EIS arrives at that number by using a “Fish 
Passage Connectivity Index” (FPCI). The FPCI’s methodology is flawed in numerous and 
fundamental ways and does not constitute the required “hard look” at the likelihood 
that the Dam/Bypass Channel will succeed in passing pallid sturgeon. 

The FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index score 
does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a statistical probability 
of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of 
passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 
Nonetheless, additional discussion has been included in Sections 2.5 and 4.9 regarding the design of the bypass 
channel and the selection of the preferred plan. 
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48 The FPCI purportedly measures the likelihood of pallid sturgeon passing upstream. 
However, the FPCI’s methodology is flawed in numerous and fundamental ways. The 
Agencies have, at best, failed to disclose the sensitivity and uncertainty of the model 
used to justify the value of incremental fish passage benefits assigned to the various 
alternatives, and at worst, have manipulated the model to arrive at the conclusion that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative is superior on a cost/habitat unit improvement 
basis. The FPCI varies by alternative, from 1.0 (100%) for the no-dam alternatives to a 
minimal 0.08 for the No Action Alternative. See Draft EIS at 2-99, Table 2-27; Appendix 
D, Table 1-11 at 16. The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative is given a FPCI of .674 (67%) 
passage rate. Id. However, the numbers used in the model are arbitrary and 
unexplained. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost 
analysis to identify whether slightly higher or lower index values would result in a different list of cost effective 
or best buy plans. There is no difference in the listing of cost-effective and best buy plans. Of note, per Corps 
planning guidance ER 1105-2-100, any of the cost-effective or best buy plans could potentially be selected as a 
preferred alternative; however, other considerations including total cost, impacts to other elements of the 
environment (including social and economic conditions), constructability concerns, long-term O&M, and a 
variety of other factors weigh into the decision to select a preferred alternative. This evaluation is described in 
Section 2.4. The preferred alternative has been selected due to several factors, of which cost-effectiveness and 
incremental cost analysis is only one factor. 

OR-10 
 

49 As an initial matter, the FPCI modeling is based on the needs of 14 different fish 
species with varying migration behaviors and various swimming abilities, and an 
average of the results. Appendix D at 3-4. Thus, the 67% average success rate says 
nothing about the predicted success rate for the pallid sturgeon, the only endangered 
fish at issue with respect to the Project. In fact, the pallid sturgeon passage rate could 
be zero or 
anything in between. Using an average of different fish species to predict success for 
one species has no rational basis. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. Of note, in the 2015 EA, pallid sturgeon was not included in the list of 13 native species and 
shovelnose sturgeon was used to represent both species. The agencies think including pallid sturgeon in the 
model is very important and thus it is included in this 2016 version. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted to identify if only using pallid sturgeon to calculate the index results in any change in the 
identification of best buy or cost effective plans. It does not. 

OR-10 
 

50 Although the Draft EIS does not offer a pallid sturgeon-specific FPCI for any of the 
alternatives, our expert consultant, Mr. David Marcus, calculated what the number 
would be, from the Agencies’ perspective, based on information found within the Draft 
EIS. See Attachment 1 at 3-6 (formulas for calculating FPCI at Appendix D at 2, 10; 
pallid sturgeon-specific values for the inputs into the FPCI formula calculated from 
figures in Appendix D at 11-12 and 13-14). Using the Draft EIS’s numbers, Mr. Marcus 
concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon passage would be 60% – lower than the 14-
species rating of 67%. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. Of note, in the 2015 EA, pallid sturgeon was not included in the list of 13 native species and 
shovelnose sturgeon was used to represent both species. The agencies think including pallid sturgeon in the 
model is very important and thus it is included in this 2016 version. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted to identify if only using pallid sturgeon to calculate the index results in any change in the 
identification of best buy or cost effective plans. It does not. 

OR-10 
 

51 However, the problems with the Agencies’ reliance on the FPCI calculations run much 
deeper. In 2015, the EA concluded that the FPCI for pallid sturgeon for the preferred 
Dam/Bypass Channel alternative was only 0.5, or only half of the FPCI in the Draft EIS 
for the Multiple Pump Alternative. Compare 2015 EA, Appendix E Attachment 1, “Fish 
Passage benefits Analysis,” at 23, Table 10 with Attachment 2 to these comments 
(“Cost per AAHU” tab, line 3). This is the same value assigned in a 2012 analysis by 
Reclamation. See BOR 12003. The Draft EIS offers no explanation for this discrepancy, 
which results in a 20% higher FPCI for pallid sturgeon in the 2016 Draft EIS as opposed 
to the 2015 EA. In fact, the Draft EIS does not even acknowledge it. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. 
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52 As Mr. Marcus explains in more detail in his report (Attachment 1), the discrepancy 
appears to be based on an apparently arbitrary change in one of the inputs to the FPCI 
model: F1. Fl represents the probability of pallid sturgeon finding the proposed bypass 
on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the lowest. See Appendix D at 10. In the 2015 EA and 
the 2012 analysis in the administrative record (BOR 11996, Table 6), Fl was given a 
value of 3, while in the Draft EIS, that value has been changed to a 4 – an increase of 
33%. Appendix D at 11, Table 1-7. Changing the value of F1, in turn, raises the FPCI 
from .5 to .6. The Draft EIS does not acknowledge or explain the change in F1. The 
Draft EIS simply states that “the Corps (2014) used the best professional judgment of 
federal and state biologists working on the Yellowstone River (Table 16).” Appendix D 
at 10. If this citation refers to a document, it does not appear to be in the 
administrative record for the existing litigation. Further, the 2014 date pre-dates the 
2015 EA, which used a different F1 value. Because the Draft EIS provides no analysis or 
support for its assignment of an F1 value, and because this document is not readily 
identifiable and may not be publicly available, the public has no ability to determine 
the basis for this 
change. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected, including additional literature citations. 

OR-10 
 

53 Moreover, the actual results are most likely even lower. As noted above, the Draft EIS 
concedes that pallid sturgeon passage through the artificial bypass channel is highly 
uncertain. This uncertainty is illustrated by the fact that there are no examples of 
successful bypass channels for either pallid sturgeon or shovelnose sturgeon. Draft EIS 
at 2-105 (“to date, no successful upstream fish passage facility of any type has been 
built for shovelnose or pallid sturgeon”); Draft EIS at 2-107 (noting that bypass channel 
built for shovelnose at T&Y dam on Tongue River has failed to pass any shovelnose 
sturgeon). Thus, the potential range of results for the FPCI are highly variable. 

See Section 4.9 for discussion on how the proposed Bypass Channel has been designed specifically to provide 
conditions similar to side channels that pallid sturgeon have been documented to migrate through in both the 
Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. Lessons learned from the T&Y channel have been used to design the 
proposed bypass channel differently. 

OR-10 
 

54 However, despite this uncertainty, the FPCI assigns a specific prediction to fish passage 
benefits for each alternative. As a result, the inputs to the model are each highly 
subjective, translating uncertain predictions into (arbitrarily) precise numerical values. 
Not surprisingly, the results are unsupported by scientific evidence in the Draft EIS, and 
the Draft EIS offers no basis for its choice of any of those numbers. Thus, the 
methodology underlying the FPCI is so susceptible to manipulation and sensitive to 
arbitrary selection of variables that the results are meaningless – and potentially highly 
misleading. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. 

OR-10 
 

55 The Draft EIS Fails to Adequately Analyze and Disclose the Impacts of the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative on Larval Mortality. the Draft EIS simply speculates about larval 
mortality rates, without providing a meaningful supporting analysis 

Additional discussion has been included in Section 4.9 discussing downstream passage for free embryos, 
larvae, juveniles, and adult pallid sturgeon and other fish species. Of note, the proposed concrete weir would 
be at the same elevation as the average rock elevation on the existing weir, so would not increase the water 
elevation or impound water. 
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OR-10 
 

56 Perhaps most importantly, the Draft EIS never evaluates why, given that the handful of 
pallid sturgeon that are currently using the existing side channel have never 
successfully reproduced, the pallid sturgeon that may use an artificial bypass channel 
would change this pattern and succeed where the prior spawning attempts have 
failed. ... To conduct that analysis, the Agencies would have to analyze the factors that 
have precluded the pallid sturgeon from successfully reproducing so far, and how and 
whether the new Dam/Bypass Channel would change those conditions. The reasons 
for the recruitment failure could be related to many factors, including, but not limited 
to, the fact that the numbers of individuals successfully migrating upstream are too 
few, that larvae cannot survive the journey downstream with a dam at Intake and/or 
due to other hazards, or that the drift distance is too short from the point at which the 
pallid sturgeon have spawned so far. 

At this point, a rigorous analysis of recovery cannot be completed.  Critical pieces of information are lacking 
such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what proportion of the adult population will be 
motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream they will choose to spawn.  These 
unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  It would be unwise to spend time in developing 
an EIS to take the many years that it would take to develop this information. The FEIS does make assumptions 
on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and other alternative could help 
towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding jeopardy, although it is 
admittedly a “best guess” at this point. The FEIS has been edited to provide additional information with regard 
to the Corps efforts to develop a comprehensive AM Plan (MRRP AM Plan) which identifies key unknowns, lays 
out the science actions needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this work into the ongoing, 
funded, MRRP Integrated Science Program.  The AM Plan utilizes models to better predict outcomes of 
management scenarios and provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed process for 
determining future management direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very important but the 
only way to answer them in a meaningful way and ensure that the information informs future management is 
through development and implementation of a comprehensive AM Plan which incorporates knowledge and 
potential management options on both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  One step in quickly addressing 
many of these uncertainties is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through the proposed bypass. 
 
Only one spawning event has been documented above Intake and insufficient time has elapsed to conclude 
that recruitment did not occur.  However, passage through the existing channel is extremely rare and there has 
been little opportunity for a successful spawning events to occur above Intake as a result. Two main facts make 
the agencies believe that the constructed bypass will more effectively provide passage than the existing side 
channel. First, the opportunity to pass will be provided for a much larger variety of flows. Secondly, the design 
of the bypass is constructed with the entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather than located some 
distance downstream. The best entrance locations, based on current literature, are at the base of the 
obstructions because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at the obstruction. Entrances located 
significant distances downstream of the barrier (such as the existing side channel) may cause fish to swim past 
and become trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 

OR-10 
 

57 Further, the Draft EIS completely discounts the possibility of any larval mortality 
caused by traveling over the new concrete dam or striking the boulder field below the 
new concrete dam without any analysis or scientific citation. Draft EIS at 4-170. The 
Draft EIS concludes in one sentence that larvae “would be able to drift downstream of 
the weir with no difficulty as they would typically be drifting in the deepest part of the 
channel and would pass through the low-flow notch without injury.” Id. This single 
sentence, with no scientific basis, does not constitute a “hard look” at larval mortality 
caused by the new dam and existing boulder field. The new concrete dam and existing 
boulder field will cause changes in water velocities, gradients, and other river 
conditions that must be analyzed to determine how they will affect the downstream 
drift. 

Additional discussion has been included in Section 4.9 discussing downstream passage for free embryos, 
larvae, juveniles, and adult pallid sturgeon and other fish species. 
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58 The Draft EIS also discounts larval mortalities caused by entrainment. Draft EIS at 4-
169 – 4-170. As Defenders and NRDC previously explained, larvae are expected to be 
entrained in the main irrigation canal at Intake because the fish screens cannot block 
pallid sturgeon larvae. See 2015 Biological Opinion on “Interim and Future 
Maintenance of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project and Construction of Fish 
Passage” at 26. They may also be killed on the screens themselves. Id. at 26, 30. In 
addition, the upstream, neighboring Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District has an 
unscreened canal that could entrain pallid sturgeon larvae. Some number of larvae will 
also be killed on the dam in the river. See id. The Draft EIS ignores the impacts of the 
Buffalo Rapids Irrigation District, and assumes a maximum 5% entrainment rate at the 
headworks, but describes these deaths as having “negligible effects” on recruitment 
because age-0 pallid sturgeon typically suffer mortality rates of 99.9% anyway. Draft 
EIS at 4-169. The Draft EIS also assumes that there will be no mortality at the new dam 
because larvae will drift through the low-flow notch. The opposite conclusion is just as 
likely – that with such high rates of mortality, there is no margin for error. Moreover, 
the Draft EIS does not analyze the various sources of larval mortality together, to 
determine how they may affect the species cumulatively 

Additional discussion has been added to Section 4.9.7 discussing downstream migration and possible 
entrainment of free embryos/larval pallid sturgeon. 

OR-10 
 

59 The Draft EIS’s Economic Rationales for the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Are Not 
Supportable. As noted above, one of the primary rationales for identifying the 
Dam/Bypass Channel as the preferred alternative is the Agencies’ conclusion that this 
alternative is the most “cost-effective means of providing fish passage.” Draft EIS at 
xlii. However, the Agencies’ reliance on the “cost-effectiveness” of the various 
alternatives is unsupportable in this context. The fact that a project may be “cost-
effective” is irrelevant – and not an appropriate basis to choose an alternative – if it 
does not comply with the law. Here, as described above, the Draft EIS fails to even 
analyze the impacts that would indicate whether the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
will fulfill the Intake Project’s purpose or comply with the ESA, let alone describe how 
this alternative will comply with that law. Further, all available evidence indicates that 
the Dam/Bypass Channel will, in fact, violate the ESA. Thus, the Agencies’ reliance on 
the cost/benefit analysis in support of an unlawful alternative is arbitrary. 

Section 2.5 discusses why the agencies believe the bypass channel will work. 

OR-10 
 

60 Even if the Agencies’ reliance on cost/benefit analysis to identify the preferred 
alternative was appropriate, Mr. Marcus’s attached report demonstrates that the 
calculations underlying the Agencies’ cost/benefit analysis are unsupported and fatally 
flawed. 

As noted in Appendix D Section 2.4, the CE/ICA analysis does not conclude that the Multiple Pump alternative 
is impracticable, it provides information about the cost of realizing the habitat benefits associated with each 
alternative for consideration within the context of the rest of the FEIS evaluation.  
 
Based on the cost estimates developed for the alternatives, the Bypass Channel has a lower average cost per 
unit output than the Multiple Pump alternative.  
 
As noted in Appendix D, both of these alternatives were identified as Cost Effective and Best Buy plans (see 
Appendix D and IWR 95-R-01 for definitions). Because the Bypass Channel had a lower cost per unit, the first 
Best Buy was the Bypass Channel. For the extra ~4000 AAHUs that could be provided by the Multiple Pump 
alternatives, the incremental cost per unit is greater. From the perspective of the CE/ICA, the additional 
investment required to implement the Multiple Pump alternative would only be worth it if the extra habitat 
output were deemed worth the extra cost. Whether an investment is "worth it" is not determined only based 
upon the CE/ICA, it is determined based upon the overall evaluation and comparison provided in the FEIS.  
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61 For example, one key calculation underlying the cost/benefit analysis is the FPCI, 
which, as described above, is a planning tool subject to arbitrary and unexplained 
inputs. As Mr. Marcus describes, had the Agencies continued to use a “3” as the “F1” 
value – as they did in the 2015 EA – the Multiple Pumps Alternative would be most 
cost-effective per habitat unit gained, according to the Agencies’ own methodologies. 
See Attachment 1 at 5-7. The cost per habitat unit grows even greater if the “F1” value 
is assigned a lower value, consistent with a more realistic biological perspective. Id. at 
7-8. At the very least, the high level of uncertainty suggests that, if the “F1” value was 
modeled statistically, it would result in a higher cost per habitat unit for the Bypass 
Channel in nearly every scenario. 

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost 
analysis to identify whether slightly higher or lower index values would result in a different list of cost effective 
or best buy plans. There is no difference in the listing of cost-effective and best buy plans. Of note, per Corps 
planning guidance (ER 1105-2-100), any of the cost-effective or best buy plans could potentially be selected as 
a preferred alternative; however, other considerations including total cost, impacts to other elements of the 
environment (including social and economic conditions), constructability concerns, long-term O&M, and a 
variety of other factors weigh into the decision to select a preferred alternative. This evaluation is described in 
Section 2.4. The preferred alternative has been selected due to several factors, of which cost-effectiveness and 
incremental cost analysis is only one factor. 

OR-10 
 

62 The Adaptive Management Provisions are Unfunded and Uncertain The Draft EIS also 
fails to adequately disclose and analyze the future ramifications of choosing the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative with respect to necessary adaptive management 
funding and actions. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to better describe Agencies 
roles and responsibilities moving forward.  A narrative describing Agency authorities and potential funding 
sources has also been added. 

OR-10 
 

63 As an initial matter, the Draft EIS notes that the Corps will not be accountable or 
responsible for addressing any needed changes to the Intake Project if the Project fails. 
See Appendix E at 12 (“Once the one year warranty period [for the Corps] is complete, 
Reclamation through the LYP will be responsible for maintaining the new weir and 
bypass channel for the life of the project.”). This means that if the Project fails to 
provide for survival and recovery of pallid sturgeon, as required by the ESA, the Corps 
will not necessarily be on the hook to fund any changes to the Project, large or small. 
In the event any changes are needed, the Draft EIS does not identify funding sources. 
Indeed, there does not appear to be any dedicated funding for monitoring or 
alterations to the plan even if Reclamation concludes that the Project has failed. 
Instead, the Draft EIS notes that implementation of adaptive management measures 
“would [] depend on funding availability.” Appendix E at 16. Given that the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is essentially an experiment, with the fate of a highly imperiled 
endangered species at stake, funding should be in place prior to proceeding with such 
an uncertain project. 

Within the upper basin, the Intake Dam has been identified by the Service (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis that has been conducted as part of the Management Plan process as one of the 
best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by being one of the only projects that can reestablish 
a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that may provide adequate drift distance for drifting 
free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the success of the intake fish passage project will be 
determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it 
passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of sturgeon life history.  
 
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. 

OR-10 
 

64 Nonetheless, the Draft EIS’s adaptive management plan does not even contemplate 
the idea that the Project will fail – even though the Agencies admit that “it remains to 
be seen” if the bypass channel will succeed biologically. Appendix E at 11. The 
potential adaptive management actions for the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
involve making modifications to the bypass channel, removing fill from the existing 
natural channel, removing the existing boulder field, modifying the notch in the new 
dam, or modifying the headworks. Id. at 15-16. None of these measures involve 
removing the new dam and installing a pump system – the one action that would 
indisputably provide pallid sturgeon with the opportunity to naturally reproduce in the 
Yellowstone River. This is also the action that will be required of Reclamation if the 
Dam/Bypass Channel fails to provide for pallid sturgeon survival and recovery. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan in Appendix E has been updated; including the addition of 
other adaptive management measures that have been identified. 
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65 The EIS Does Not Adequately Disclose and Analyze Impacts to the Entire Ecosystem. 
According to the Draft EIS, there are 54 fish species in the Yellowstone River, 7 of 
which are listed as Montana Species of Concern. Draft EIS at 3-50 and 3-85. The Draft 
EIS recognizes the differences in preferred habitat conditions between these species 
by classifying them as “Main Channel Species” or “Backwater Species.” Draft EIS at 3-
52 to 3-54 and 3-85. Yet the Draft EIS does not differentiate between these sets of 
species in addressing the impacts of each alternative. With respect to at least the 
seven species of concern, the Draft EIS concludes, in one sentence, that under the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative, all “sensitive fish species” will be allowed to move 
upstream, “including both stronger and weaker swimming fish, providing a major 
benefit to these species.” Draft EIS at 4-168. A single sentence is not sufficient to 
analyze the impacts of the Draft/Bypass Channel Alternative on the species of concern 
in the Yellowstone River. 

Section 4.9 has been revised to break out effects to listed or sensitive species in more detail. 

OR-10 
 

66 The Draft EIS’s discussion of the impacts of climate change are also cursory and 
insufficient. The Draft EIS notes that the artificial bypass channel planned for the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative may not be enough for fish passage for some species 
during drought years, and that floods may cause structural problems to the channel. 
Draft EIS at 4-11. Yet the Draft EIS concludes that the risk is “minor” without providing 
any detail to support that conclusion. Absent more analysis, there is no way for the 
public to understand or respond to the Draft EIS’s discussion of climate change. 

Climate change considerations have been reorganized and are discussed in more detail in Sections 3.1 and as 
part of cumulative effects pertaining to several disciplines including Surface Water (Section 4.3) 

OR-10 
 

67 The Draft EIS and the Best Available Science Demonstrate That Dam Removal Provides 
the Best Opportunity for Pallid Sturgeon Spawning and Recruitment in the Yellowstone 
River. ... Restoring this habitat is essential to the survival and recovery of the pallid 
sturgeon. Compared to other alternatives, this alternative also presents less of a risk 
for fish during droughts, which are expected to increase as a result of climate change. 
Id. at 4-12. In addition, given that the Agencies intend to abandon the efforts at Fort 
Peck Dam, there is no room for error with respect to the Intake Project – the fate of 
the species may rest entirely on this decision and therefore must be the best possible 
project for the pallid sturgeon. As a result, we urge the Agencies to adopt the Multiple 
Pump Alternative in the Final EIS and ROD. 

Comment noted. 
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68 The Draft EIS’s Cost Analysis Does Not Support Rejection of the Multiple Pump 
Alternative. ... However, costs are only relevant if the chosen alternative complies with 
all applicable laws, including the ESA – which the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will 
not. Even if the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative complied with all applicable laws, the 
cost analysis in the Draft EIS does not comply with NEPA and does not support 
rejection of the Multiple Pump Alternative. 

A discussion on why the Agencies believe the project will work has been incorporated into the FEIS in Section 
2.5. Compliance with ESA is determined through consultation with the Service and will be documented in the 
BO, which will be provided prior to a ROD being signed. As noted in Appendix D Section 2.4, the CE/ICA analysis 
does not itself conclude that the Multiple Pump alternative is impracticable. Rather, the CE/ICA provides 
information about the incremental cost of habitat outputs among the horizon of optimal plans. As noted in the 
comment letter and report, both the Bypass Channel and the Multiple Pump alternatives were found to be 
Cost Effective and Best Buy plans (in the parlance of the USACE guidance IWR 95-R-01).  
The CE/ICA does not identify a preferred plan. The CE/ICA illustrates the horizon of efficient plans from which a 
recommend plan might be selected. As noted in the report, “For Corps ecosystem restoration projects, the 
selected plan should be the alternative having the maximum excess of non-monetary benefits (habitat output) 
over costs. This plan occurs where the incremental beneficial effects just equal the incremental costs, or 
alternatively stated, the recommended plan is selected by identifying the largest plan for which the extra 
habitat output is still worth the extra costs. Definition of the level of output that is “worth it” is a concern for 
the study team that will consider specific project factors and information.” – Appendix D Section 2.4 

OR-10 
 

69 The “cost-effectiveness” analysis in the Draft EIS evaluates construction costs. The 
Draft EIS’s analysis of these costs is unsupportable, as described above and in Mr. 
Marcus’s report 

See explanation of the CE/ICA in response to OR-10, # 68 above.  Per Mr. Marcus's report, there are several 
responses found in OR-7, #15 and #16.  The agencies believe that the costs are supportable.   

OR-10 
 

70 The arbitrary nature of the cost/benefit analysis is illustrated by the fact that the Draft 
EIS assigns an annual cost for monitoring and adaptive management requirements for 
the Multiple Pump Alternative that is more than two times as high as the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative. See Appendix D at 19, Table 2-2. The Draft EIS did so by applying a 
1% fee for adaptive management to each alternative. DEIS at 2-98, Appendix B at 22. 
This 1% addition has no logical basis. While monitoring costs should be equal, adaptive 
management costs should be significantly lower for the Multiple Pump mentioned by 
the Draft EIS is the potential for modifications to the headworks and pump stations to 
reduce entrainment. Appendix E at 28. In contrast, under the best case scenario, the 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will likely require constant maintenance to maintain 
the bypass channel at its current specifications in the face of floods, ice flows, and 
other natural river processes. Those minimum measures will be required if the bypass 
channel succeeds – far greater costs should be assumed if it fails. Thus, there is no 
reasonable basis to assign a higher cost to such measures in the Multiple Pump 
Alternative. 

As described in Section 2.4.2, monitoring is assumed to occur for the first eight years and for comparison 
purposes it was assumed that adaptive management is 1% of construction cost for all of the alternatives.  
Adaptive management actions would include modifications both as a result of biological monitoring as well as 
the performance of the irrigation (or water supply from the pumping).  This was not clear in the DEIS but has 
been explained in the FEIS.   For planning purposes and alternative comparison it was assumed reasonable to 
use a 1% of first costs to estimate possible adaptive management across alternatives.  As stated in Section 2.7 
a more detailed plan is being developed and would be developed for any alternative selected.     
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71 The second kind of costs, for operations and maintenance (O&M), are generally paid 
for by the irrigation districts. The administrative record for the 2015 EA makes clear 
that the focus of this Project has long been on minimizing or eliminating any additional 
costs for the irrigators, regardless of the biological outcome for pallid sturgeon. See 
FWS-4960-4961 (FWS official noting that “the irrigators have enlisted congressional 
inquiry to ensure full implementation of the project does not result in any added costs 
to the irrigators”) (emphasis in original). As Mr. Marcus’s report describes, the Draft 
EIS overestimates the O&M costs associated with the Multiple Pump Alternative and 
underestimates those for the Bypass Channel Alternative. See Attachment 1 at 42-43. 
For example, although the Draft EIS acknowledges that reduced power rates may be 
available, the Agencies did not apply those lower rates to the Multiple Pump 
Alternative. See, e.g., Draft EIS at 2-75. The Draft EIS also fails to adequately describe 
the framework and limitations the Agencies relied on to determine whether a 
particular alternative would allow for the LYP to remain viable. 

Section 2.3.2.2 has been corrected to clarify that the term O&M includes anticipated replacement costs.  
 
The document has been revised to include Pick-Sloan power rates in the cost estimates for the Multiple Pump 
Alternative and the Multiple Pump with Conservation Measures Alternative.   
 
The OM&R of the LYP is the responsibility of the Lower Yellowstone District which is funded through 
assessments on farms within the LYP.  The ability of the farms to pay assessments is dependent upon income 
from crop production, which is affected by water deliveries sufficient to meet crop requirements.  The purpose 
and need for the proposed action is a dual purpose in that it recognizes the needs of the fish and the needs of 
the LYP.  Each alternative evaluated include estimated costs for what the assessment per acre would need to 
be to OM&R the alternative.  In all cases, the assessment is higher (ranging from 5.9% to 90.5% greater than 
the calculated No Action Alternative assessment) than what each farm pays now showing that the alternatives 
were developed without bias.  The option for a trust fund to pay increased OM&R costs is evaluated in the FEIS 
in response to public comment.  OM&R cost is just one of several considerations being made as the agencies 
work through the decision-making process. 
 

OR-10 
 

72 Finally, to the extent that construction or O&M costs are a prohibitive factor, the 
Agencies must explore alternative funding, as Defenders and NRDC highlighted in our 
scoping comments. While the Draft EIS concludes that requiring Reclamation to fund 
the Project will require the irrigation district to reimburse the agency, it does not 
otherwise offer any potential funding sources or resolutions. This analysis is 
insufficient to meet NEPA’s requirements, especially given that available funding is a 
primary rationale for choosing particular alternatives. 

The agencies are open to discussing potential alternative sources of funds.  
 
The Draft EIS was clear that additional Congressional Authorization would be necessary to establish such a 
trust and provide instruction for: 

o Who would establish and maintain the trust. 
o Where the funds for the trust would come from (agency appropriations or other source). 
o Purpose of the trust and what activities would be funded. 
o How long would the trust be authorized and conditions for when the trust would cease (i.e., 

where would the remaining funds go upon the expiration of the authority?). 
To address this comment, the EIS was revised to: 

o Provide additional discussion related to Congressional Authorization (See Chapter 2). 
o Describe assumptions associated with a conceptual trust (See Chapter 4). 
o Estimate the initial investment that would be necessary to off-set the additional OM&R costs 

associated with each pumping alternative which exceed the OM&R costs associated with the No 
Action Alternative (See Chapter 4). 

o Present potential effects of OM&R Expenditures on Individual and LYP Net Farm Income (See 
Chapter 4). 

 

OR-10 
 

73 THE CORPS’ SECTION 404 ANALYSIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE CLEAN WATER ACT. 
(followed by regulatory citings) 

See below 

OR-10 
 

74 Appendix C to the Draft EIS does not appear to make an explicit finding regarding 
whether the Dam/Bypass Channel is in the public interest, as required by the Corps’ 
regulations. 

The FEIS identifies the bypass alternative as the preferred alternative. When evaluating Civil Works activities, 
the Corps follows all procedural steps identified in Engineer Regulation (ER) 1105-2-100 and other pertinent 
planning regulations. And applies the Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and 
Related Land Resources Implementation Studies (P&G). These guidelines lay out methodologies, such as 
CE/ICA to help in determining cost and benefits and environmental factors which play an equal role in 
determining how alternatives are formulated and which alternatives are both practicable and feasible federal 
investments.  CE/ICA does not make the decision, it informs the decision which also includes other factors.   
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75 Because the Corps’ Section 404(b)(1) Analysis Relies on the Inadequate Analysis in the 
Draft EIS, the Corps Cannot Demonstrate Compliance with the Clean Water Act. … the 
Draft EIS does not provide sufficient information or analyses to support the selection 
of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as the preferred alternative. The Corps’ 
404(b)(1) Analysis perpetuates this failure by: (1) assuming the Dam/Bypass Channel’s 
success, despite the limited scope of analysis and all evidence to the contrary; and (2) 
ignoring the Multiple Pump Alternative and other alternatives altogether, such that 
the Corps fails to weigh the benefits and costs of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative 
to the Multiple Pump Alternative as required by the CWA. 

The Corps and Bureau of Reclamation believe that the analysis in the FEIS is adequate to demonstrate a clear 
comparison of the alternatives, as required by NEPA, and provide a basis for the identification of the bypass as 
the preferred alternative. Cost was considered in selection of the preferred alternative, and in fact was very 
important factor in identifying the preferred alternative. Considering the steep increase in incremental costs 
between the Bypass Channel and Multiple Pumping Alternatives, as well as the fact that total first costs of 
construction pumping alternative is much higher, the agencies have clearly shown consideration for cost and 
benefit. Considering the very steep increase in incremental cost and the biological uncertainties related to all 
alternatives (proportion of adult motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn if provided the opportunity, 
how far upstream they will choose to spawn, etc), the Bypass Channel was considered to be the best overall 
federal investment and was selected as the preferred alternative. However, in addition, more discussion on 
the practicability of each alternative has been included in Appendix C, Section 10. Practicability considerations 
include acquisition of land, construction difficulty, complications to the operation of the irrigation system, 
long-term reliability, and uncertainties regarding water availability.  
 

OR-10 
 

76 The Corps Failed to Evaluate Whether the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Will 
Jeopardize the Endangered Pallid Sturgeon. ... As described in detail in our scoping 
comments and noted above, Reclamation and the Corps are currently violating section 
7 of the ESA and jeopardizing the continued existence of the pallid sturgeon at Intake 
Dam and Fort Peck Dam, respectively. 

The ESA charges the Service with determining whether federal actions jeopardize the continued existence of 
endangered species through a biological opinion. The ESA consultation will be complete prior to signing of the 
ROD. 

OR-10 
 

77 The Section 404(b)(1) analysis relies on Appendix D to conclude that the Dam/Bypass 
Channel Alternative will not result in jeopardy to any listed species. Appendix C at 67. 
However, the reference to Appendix D appears to be an error. Neither Appendix D nor 
the Draft EIS contain any analysis of the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative’s effects on 
survival and recovery of the species (essential elements of a “jeopardy” analysis) or 
reach a conclusion regarding whether it will cause jeopardy. The Draft EIS also contains 
no analysis of the effects of the intended “swap” of Fort Peck Dam operational 
modifications on survival and recovery of the species. As a result, the Section 404(b)(1) 
analysis’s conclusion that the preferred alternative will not cause jeopardy to pallid 
sturgeon on the Yellowstone River is unfounded and arbitrary. 

References to Appendix D have been removed and instead reference to section 4.9 where analysis of effects 
on listed species is contained has been provided. 
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OR-10 
 

78 Even with respect to upstream passage, just one component of the pallid sturgeon’s 
life cycle relevant to the jeopardy analysis, the 404(b)(1) Analysis is insufficient. 
Instead, the Corps perpetuates the assumption of success that permeates the Draft 
EIS. “It is anticipated that a majority of pallid sturgeon that swim up to the weir would 
encounter the bypass channel as its entrance will be located close to the weir, thus a 
likely majority of pallid sturgeon [will] use the channel.” Appendix C at 38. As with the 
conclusions in the main body of the Draft EIS, there is no analysis to support the 
conclusion that simply “encountering” the bypass channel will mean that pallid 
sturgeon will use it, and the Draft EIS concedes that the likelihood that pallid sturgeon 
will use the bypass channel is highly uncertain. Neither the Draft EIS nor the 404(b)(1) 
Analysis provide sufficient data or analysis to determine whether pallid sturgeon will 
use the channel at all. They certainly fail to demonstrate that adult pallid sturgeon will 
use the channel in sufficient numbers to provide for natural reproduction at a survival 
or recovery level. 

Additional discussion has been included in Section 4.9 on uncertainties related to each alternative and the 
design criteria and analyses for the proposed bypass channel that maximize the potential for fish to encounter 
it.  There is also additional discussion related to why the agencies believe that the alternative will work in 
Section 2.5. 

OR-10 
 

79 Further, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis repeats the Agencies’ conclusion that the 
Dam/Bypass Channel will be a success if 85% or more of the telemetered pallid 
sturgeon use the bypass channel. Appendix C at 60. Yet, as described above, the Draft 
EIS estimates that only 67% of pallid sturgeon will utilize the bypass channel, and that 
estimate is deeply flawed and likely vastly overstated. Appendix D at 16. Thus, even 
under the Draft EIS’s own analysis and their own (unlawful) metric for success, the 
Dam/Bypass Channel is predicted to fail. The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis offers no 
rationale for concluding that a Project that will fail the Agencies’ own metric for 
success will somehow also avoid causing “jeopardy” to pallid sturgeon. 

The FPCI model is a planning tool to compare the relative effectiveness of each alternative. The index score 
does not represent either the specific number of fish that will pass nor does it calculate a statistical probability 
of fish passage, thus any comparison of the index value to the Biological Review Team’s (BRT) criteria of 
passing 85% of the fish that approach within 1 mile downstream of Intake Diversion Dam is not valid. 

OR-10 
 

80 Even if the Agencies’ conclusion regarding the anticipated passage of pallid sturgeon 
upstream was supportable, the Agencies failed to analyze how or whether the pallid 
sturgeon will be able to complete their life cycle and successfully naturally reproduce. 

The current key hypothesis for lack of recruitment of pallid sturgeon in the Upper Missouri River basin (based 
on the best available science) is that the drift distance is insufficient on either the Yellowstone River or the 
Missouri River for larvae to survive (Delonay et al. 2016). Regardless of the passage alternative chosen for 
Intake Diversion Dam, drift distance could still be a limiting factor as it is not known how far upstream of Intake 
the pallid sturgeon may migrate or spawn. Additional discussion on uncertainties is included in Section 4.9. 

OR-10 
 

81 The Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative is to Remove the Dam and 
Adopt the Multiple Pump Alternative. As noted above, in order to comply with CWA 
Section 404, the Corps must choose the alternative that is the least damaging 
alternative unless it is proven to be impracticable. See Utahns, 305 F.3d at 1186-87; 
Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. Supp. 2d at 128; 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a). The Corps 
is required to deny the application “if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed 
discharge which would have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as 
the alternative does not have other significant adverse environmental consequences.” 
40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a). The Clean Water Act “compels that the [least-damaging] 
alternative be considered and selected unless proven impracticable.” Utahns, 305 F.3d 
at 1189; Alliance to Save the Mattaponi, 606 F. Supp. 2d at 130. 

The FEIS identifies the bypass alternative as the preferred alternative. When evaluating Civil Works activities, 
the Corps follows all procedural steps identified in Engineer Regulation (ER) 1105-2-100 and other pertinent 
planning regulations and applies the Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and 
Related Land Resources Implementation Studies (P&G). These guidelines lay out methodologies, such as 
CE/ICA to help in determining cost and benefits and environmental factors which play an equal role in 
determining how alternatives are formulated and which alternatives are both practicable and feasible federal 
investments. 
 
The Corps and Bureau of Reclamation believe that the analysis in the FEIS is adequate to demonstrate a clear 
comparison of the alternatives, and provide a basis for the selection of the bypass as the preferred alternative. 
Cost was considered in selection of the preferred alternative, and in fact was very important factor in 
identifying the preferred alternative. Considering the steep increase in incremental costs, as well as the fact 
that total first costs of construction for the pumping alternative is much higher than the bypass channel, the 
agencies have clearly shown consideration for cost and benefit. Considering the very steep increase in 
incremental cost and the biological uncertainties related to all alternatives (proportion of adult motivated to 
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migrate above Intake and spawn if provided the opportunity, how far upstream they will choose to spawn, 
etc), the Bypass Channel was considered to be the best overall federal investment and was selected as the 
preferred alternative. 
 
However, in addition, more discussion on the practicability of each alternative has been included in Appendix 
C, Section 10. Practicability considerations include acquisition of land, construction difficulty, complications to 
the operation of the irrigation system, long-term reliability, and uncertainties regarding water availability. 
 

OR-10 
 

82 Notably, although one factor of the practicability test involves the cost of a particular 
alternative, the fact that one alternative may cost more than another is not, by itself, 
sufficient to reject it. Instead, the Corps must weigh the relative benefits and impacts 
of all of the potential alternatives. See Alameda Water & Sanitation District v. Reilly, 
930 F. Supp. 486, 489, 492 (D. Colo. 1996) ...; Friends of the Earth v. Hall, 693 F. Supp. 
904, 946-47 (W.D. Wash. 1988) ...  Hough v. Marsh, 557 F. Supp. 74, 83-84 (D. Mass. 
1982) ...  Accordingly, the Agencies must fully evaluate the relative benefits of all of 
these costs and benefits for public information and comment. 

See above response in OR-10, 81. This comment is a continuation of the previous. 

OR-10 
 

83 It is indisputable that the least environmentally damaging alternative is removing the 
dam and installing a pumping system for irrigation, as contemplated by the Multiple 
Pump Alternative. The Section 404(b)(1) Analysis in Appendix C ignores this alternative 
in its effects analysis, and therefore fails to weigh the relative benefits of this 
alternative to the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative as required by the statute. 

See above response in line OR-10, 81. This comment is a continuation of the previous. 

OR-10 
 

84 Balancing the relative benefits – and not just the costs – is essential here because the 
Dam/Bypass Channel does not comply with all legal standards or provide for pallid 
sturgeon survival and recovery, the fundamental purpose of the Project. Costs may 
only be used as the determining factor for a Section 404 analysis if the benefits “can 
reasonably be viewed as equivalent with respect to other factors.” Friends of the 
Earth, 693 F. Supp. at 946-47. Here, there is no scientific evidence to support the idea 
that the Dam/Bypass Channel is “equivalent” to the Multiple Pump Alternative in 
terms of benefits to the pallid sturgeon, and, in fact, the available scientific evidence 
indicates that the Dam/Bypass Channel will permanently close the door on pallid 
sturgeon recovery. 

See above response in OR-10, 81. This comment is a continuation of the previous. 
 
Any proposed discharges of fill would be in compliance with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The impacts, 
as well as efforts to offset impacts were considered as integral parts to each plan when developing overall 
benefits and costs. Each alternative also considers that the results will benefit endangered species, specifically 
pallid sturgeon, an Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI).  
 
Considering the very steep increase in incremental cost and the biological uncertainties related to all 
alternatives (proportion of adult motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn if provided the opportunity, 
how far upstream they will choose to spawn, etc), the Bypass Channel was considered to be the best overall 
federal investment and was selected as the preferred alternative. 
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OR-10 
 

85 Further, as described above, the Draft EIS does not support the conclusion that the 
Multiple Pump Alternative is impracticable. The cost/benefit analysis concluding that 
the Multiple Pump Alternative is less cost-effective than the Bypass Channel 
Alternative is built on numerous unsupportable and arbitrary assumptions that make 
its conclusions essentially meaningless. However, even using the Agencies’ 
assumptions, the Multiple Pump Alternative was deemed “cost-effective” in the Draft 
EIS and the Agencies offer no evidence to demonstrate that it is “impracticable.” See 
Appendix C at 12. Moreover, if realistic numbers are applied, the Multiple Pump 
Alternative would cost even less per habitat unit gained than the Bypass Channel 
Alternative, making it even more “costeffective” (under the Agencies’ metric) than the 
Bypass Channel Alternative. 

See responses to OR-7, #15 and 16. 

OR-10 
 

86 Moreover, the Section 404(b)(1) Analysis failed to include the costs that are likely to 
occur if the Dam/Bypass Channel fails to provide for survival and recovery of pallid 
sturgeon. For example, if an alternative is chosen that will not recover the species, 
there will be additional costs associated with: (1) the costs of evaluating and 
implementing a new alternative to comply with the ESA if the initial plan fails to 
provide for recovery of the species; (2) the adaptive management activities required to 
tear down any construction and implement a new solution; and (3) the maintenance, 
in perpetuity, of a hatchery program for pallid sturgeon if the species continues to be 
unable to be self-sustaining. 

Within the FEIS, costs are included for adaptive management. Implementing a new alternative in the future 
would require a new study, which would be informed by adaptive management results. Uncertainties with 
regard to spawning and recruitment exist equally across all passage options including dam removal.   Most of 
the questions with successful reproduction go beyond the physical ability to pass fish, but to the uncertainties 
as to what pallid sturgeon will actually do after given the ability to pass. 

OR-10 
 

87 The Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative Will Cause or Contribute to Significant 
Degradation of the Yellowstone River.  The Corps may not permit a dredge and fill 
activity that “cause[s] or contribute[s] to significant degradation of the waters of the 
United States,” which includes the Yellowstone River. 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(c). ... First and 
foremost, the Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative violates this standard because it will 
contribute to the extirpation of an endangered species, which indisputably “causes or 
contributes” to significant degradation to the Yellowstone River. 

The Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation do not believe that there will be significant degradation 
to waters of the United States. Any proposed discharges of fill would be in compliance with Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act. The impacts, as well as efforts to offset impacts were considered as integral parts to each 
plan when developing overall benefits and costs. Each alternative also considers that the results will benefit 
endangered species, specifically pallid sturgeon, an Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI). Impacts 
to various resources are described in Chapter 4.   
 
Considering the very steep increase in incremental cost, and considering the biological uncertainties related to 
all alternatives (proportion of adult motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn if provided the opportunity, 
how far upstream they will choose to spawn, etc), the Bypass Channel was considered to be the best overall 
federal investment and was selected as the preferred alternative. 
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OR-10 
 

88 Moreover, as described in our scoping comments and above, the Dam/Bypass Channel 
Alternative will significantly degrade the entire aquatic ecosystem of the Yellowstone, 
a river regarded by the Environmental Protection Agency as an aquatic resource of 
national importance. See Greater Yellowstone Coalition v. Flowers, 321 F.3d 1250, 
1257-1258 (10th Cir. 2003) (“adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem” under the 
Guidelines does not require showing jeopardy; harm to individuals can suffice). The 
Dam/Bypass Channel Alternative will require extensive bank stabilization or river 
modifications, and will significantly alter and degrade the Yellowstone River’s fishery 
and riparian habitat. This Alternative is also inconsistent with the Yellowstone River 
Conservation District Council’s plan to protect and encourage channel migration 
easements within channel migration zones on the Yellowstone River as well as the 
Agencies’ acknowledgment that dam building, bank stabilization, and other river 
modification efforts throughout the Missouri and Mississippi River basins are the 
primary reason that the pallid sturgeon is nearing extinction. 

See above OR-10, #87. This is a continuation of the same comment. 
 
Evaluation of channel migration zone impacts is discussed in Section 4.5. The bypass channel includes some 
bank stabilization on outside bends within the channel but does not require more than minor bank 
stabilization on the main river channel. 

OR-10 
 

89 Author included Appendix with comments from David Marcus that are not reflected 
here. (Also included  in letter OR-16) 

See response to OR-7, #15 and #16 

OR-10 
 

90 Author also included extensive spreadsheets not reflected here. See response to OR-7, #15 and #16 

OR-11 B. Farling, Montana 
Trout Unlimited 

1 We strongly urge the Corps and BoR to refine the technical, biological and economic 
effects analysis for the “Multiple Pump Alternative,” and to adopt this option as the 
best solution for accommodating fish passage, recovery of pallid sturgeon and the 
interests of water users in the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project (“the project”). 
This analysis could include a re-evaluation, or not, of incrementally implementing 
some of the conservation measures for irrigation infrastructure that the DEIS says is 
already occurring or planned (DEIS 2-36), and which could potentially reduce pumping 
costs.  

The conservation measures identified under the Multiple Pump With Conservation Measures Alternative have 
been evaluated and can be incorporated into any of the alternatives if desired by decision-makers.  All 
conservation measures would need to be installed first, prior to dam removal, to ensure water supply to the 
irrigation district.    

OR-11 
 

2 The analysis in the DEIS, the best available science, and certain legal requirements 
under the National Environmental Policy Act and Endangered Species Act, as well as 
the congressional authorization under the Water Resource Development Act of 2007 
(WRDA 2007), do not support selection of the Dam/Bypass Channel option as the 
preferred alternative for the Intake Project.  

Comment noted. 
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OR-11 
 

3 The DEIS provides no evidence that the preferred alternative will meet the objective of 
helping recover endangered pallid sturgeon, nor does it demonstrate that it will 
improve fish passage for all fish or contribute to ecosystem restoration. 

The FEIS is clear that pallid sturgeon passage is the objective at Intake.  A fish passage design that can 
accommodate pallid sturgeon is likely to provide added passage benefits to other species because sturgeon 
species are less able to negotiate rapids and steps and other features that many native fish species can pass. 
Improving passage for most native species will contribute to ecosystem restoration, especially as it regards 
connectivity of stream habitat. Current literature on bypass designs for sturgeon all highlight that promising 
approaches include those that mimic natural channels. This would include building a channel with similar 
geometry, facilitate passage under a range of discharge conditions, and incorporate a broad range of hydraulic 
criteria that emulate the range and depths and velocities that have been successfully negotiated by targeted 
migratory fish. (Braaten et al. 2015, Aadland 2010, Jager et al. 2016). Pallid sturgeon have been shown to use 
natural side-channels in the upper Missouri River (Braaten et al. 2015) and constructed side-channels in the 
lower Missouri River (DeLonay et al. 2014, DeLonay et al. 2016a; DeLonay et al. 2016b) during spawning 
migration.  In the upper Missouri River, pallid sturgeon migrating upriver passed through a variety of short 
(0.4-km long; 0.25 mi) and long (3.9-km long; 2.42 mi) side channels (Braaten et al. 2015).  The constructed 
side channels in the lower Missouri River, even though not constructed with adult sturgeon migration in mind, 
have demonstrated that sturgeon will use constructed channels and at times will choose to use them even 
when the main channel is unobstructed. The physical and resulting hydraulic features of the proposed bypass 
channel at Intake were modeled according to the features within known migratory pathways (main channel 
and side channel) used by pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River and Yellowstone River.  The final 
geometry of the proposed bypass channel falls within the range of all parameters, including length, width, 
sinuosity, bend radius, and meander wavelength.  In addition, this bypass channel has been engineered with 
expert input to increase the odds of use by sturgeon by optimal location and orientation of the downstream 
entrance, a flow split which is higher than side channels which have been used by pallid sturgeon, and water 
velocities and depths suitable for passage at a wide range of flows.  Because pallid sturgeon have been 
observed to use side channels (both constructed and natural) on the Missouri River and Yellowstone River, 
even when the main channel is unobstructed, and because the designs mimic physical parameters of natural 
side channels actually shown to be used by pallid sturgeon on the Yellowstone, we believe that construction of 
the preferred bypass alternative will result in a high likelihood that the constructed bypass will effectively 
provide passage opportunity under a variety of flows. Lastly, the design of the bypass is constructed with the 
entrance near the base of the obstruction, rather than located some distance downstream. The best entrance 
locations are at the base of the obstructions because a fishes natural tendency to seek upstream passage at 
the obstruction. Entrances located significant distances downstream of the barrier may cause fish to swim past 
and become trapped below the dam by their natural instinct to swim upstream (Aadland et al. 2010). 
Fish passage attempts which have often failed for sturgeon or are not suitable for sturgeon typically involve 
ladders, lifts, fishways with baffles, sharp turns, passage through large reservoirs, and dams with turbines 
(Jager et al. 2016). 
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OR-11 
 

4 The DEIS deliberately ignores the stated purpose and need of the project: recovery of 
pallid sturgeon in the upper Missouri River Basin. The agencies mistakenly limit the 
purpose and need to: 1.) improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other fish; 2.) 
continue viable and effective operation of the LYP; and, 3.) contribute to ecosystem 
restoration (DEIS xxxvi). The agencies claim that their obligation is to “not jeopardize” 
a species, and that “pallid sturgeon recovery is not within the scope of this project 
(DEIS xxvi).” That is incorrect.  

Revised text has been provided in section 1.2.3 Need - Improving Fish Passage and additional information and 
clarification has been provided in section 1.2.1. 

 
As noted by commenters, the Purpose and Need Statement of an EIS must be informed by the statutory 
context of the federal action. The underlying purposes and needs for Reclamation and the Corps are to 
manage and operate the LYP and Fort Peck Dam in accordance with Project laws, authorities, and purposes. 
The Agencies recognize the importance of the pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River Basin and support pallid 
sturgeon recovery activities throughout their known range. Section 3109 of the 2007 Water Resources 
Development Act (WRDA) authorizes the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to assist Reclamation with 
funding from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation Program for the design and construction of 
Reclamation's Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana for the purposes of ecosystem restoration.  
 

OR-11 
 

5 Because the Corps is investing in a BoR project with the expectation the U.S Fish and 
Wildlife Service will then relieve it of its recovery obligations in the upper Missouri 
River Basin, the agency must see this investment as a “recovery” action. In a 2003 
Biological Opinion, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) concluded that both the 
Corps’ and the BoR’s activities, including at Fort Peck and at Intake, are already 
contributing to jeopardy and deemed to be taking pallid sturgeon. That has not 
changed. The agencies’ obligations go beyond not jeopardizing the species – that is 
already occurring -- but instead to instigate activities that lead to recovery. 

The Corps of Engineers is developing a Missouri River Management Plan and EIS that assesses (1) major federal 
actions arising from a Biological Opinion (BiOp) prepared in accordance with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
of 1973, as amended to avoid jeopardy to three federally listed threatened and endangered species that use 
the Missouri River and (2) the creation of habitat for those species. The relative need and effectiveness of 
actions on both the Yellowstone and Missouri River systems will be evaluated through a well-planned, 
systematic AM process which has been developed as part of the MRRP Management Plan.  This AM approach 
has received a tremendous amount of independent scrutiny of AM and sturgeon experts and has been 
developed transparently with unprecedented stakeholder involvement through MRRIC and associated 
Independent Science Advisory Panel.  The focus of the plan is in meeting pallid sturgeon objectives provided by 
the USFWS to avoid jeopardy. 
 
Within the upper basin, the intake dam has been identified by the Service (Service, 2013), and confirmed 
through the Effects Analysis that has been conducted as part of the Management Plan process as one of the 
best possibilities for restoring self-sustaining populations by being one of the only projects that can reestablish 
a linkage to potential pallid sturgeon spawning habitat that may provide adequate drift distance for drifting 
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free embryos/larvae. However, it should be noted that the success of the intake fish passage project will be 
determined by its ability to successfully pass fish. It will not be judged on what the pallid sturgeon does after it 
passes, as the project has no control over that aspect of sturgeon life history.  
 
If passage is shown not to lead to spawning, and subsequent recruitment that can avoid jeopardy to the 
species in the upper basin, the Corps of Engineers will still be required to identify other potential management 
measures within its authority that could reasonably be implemented to accommodate avoidance of jeopardy. 
This is why the MRRP AM Plan does not assume success for any of these options but instead sets up a 
comprehensive strategy to learn from the bypass at Intake as well as decrease relevant uncertainties on both 
the Missouri and Yellowstone River so that subsequent actions on either system will be informed. However, it 
is unlikely that options at Fort Peck would be pursued based on current science. Available data indicate that 
hatchery released free embryos, five days post-hatch or older, are able to survive to age-1 in the Missouri River 
between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, when released 170 miles upstream of the lake.  Because natural 
recruitment has not occurred in this reach, the conclusion is that mortality is limiting at very early stages, days 
0-5 post hatch, although adequacy of dispersal distance is also dependent on spawning location (Braaten et al., 
2008, 2010, 2012b). These observations support the hypothesis by Kynard et al. (2007) which implicates total 
drift distance as a limitation on natural recruitment. Hydraulic drift modeling predicts that alteration of Fort 
Peck flows, temperature modifications at Fort Peck are all likely to not result in recruitment (Fischenich, 2014). 

OR-11 
 

6 The USFWS amplifies the importance of recovery when it states in the DEIS that “the 
value of restoring the Yellowstone River as a natural migratory route for sturgeon and 
making the middle Yellowstone function as the spawning and nursery grounds for 
pallids cannot be overstated (pg xxvii).”  Further, the congressional authorization for 
the Corps relative to this project, the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 
(WRDA 2007) authorized spending from the Missouri River Recovery and Mitigation 
Program, which the Corps’ website for the program says involves “actions being taken 
pursuant to the 2000 biological opinion, amended in 2003…” In order to avoid 
jeopardy, which the USFS has deemed has been occurring for years, and which was the 
purpose of the original EIS for this project, expenditures of this program need to lead 
to recovery, not simply “improve fish passage for pallid sturgeon and other native 
fish.”  

The WRDA language authorizing the Corps to spend funds from the MRRP says "for the purpose of ecosystem 
restoration". Regardless of the purpose of MRRP, the Corps' authorization for the Intake project is for the 
purpose of ecosystem restoration. 

OR-11 
 

7 It is also worth noting that the court in Defenders of Wildlife, 15-cv-GF-BMM, docket 
#73 at 12 directed the agencies to include an analysis of the potential effects of the 
Intake Project on recovery of pallid sturgeon. Simply avoiding jeopardy, when it is 
already occurring, is not sufficient. 

Additional discussion has been added regarding the state of the science regarding recruitment and recovery. 
See Section 4.9. At this point, a rigorous analysis of recruitment and recovery cannot be completed.  Critical 
pieces of information are lacking such as transitional survival probabilities from egg to age-1 and what 
proportion of the adult population will be motivated to migrate above Intake and spawn and how far upstream 
they will choose to spawn.  These unknowns exist for all passage options including dam removal.  The FEIS 
does make assumptions on these unknowns in order to give some idea of how we believe this project and 
other alternative could help towards developing a naturally viable pallid sturgeon population for avoiding 
jeopardy.  The FEIS has been edited to provide additional information with regard to the Corps commitment 
and efforts to continue trying to identify key unknowns for the pallid sturgeon throughout the entire Missouri 
River basin, develop management actions needed to address these unknowns, and incorporate this work into 
the ongoing, funded, MRRP Integrated Science Program.   These efforts include developing models to better 
predict outcomes of management scenarios and provide a more defendable and highly scientifically-reviewed 
process for determining future management direction.  The questions laid out in this comment are very 
important, and it is the agencies' best judgement that the only way to answer them in a meaningful and 
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scientific manner is to ensure a systematic approach that informs future management actions on both the 
Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers.  One immediate step the agencies have identified to address a leading 
hypothesis and reduce uncertainty is to provide sturgeon passage at Intake through the proposed bypass. 

OR-11 
 

8 The DEIS is heavily biased in favor of the preferred alternative.  Descriptions of the 
Dam/Bypass Channel option are subjectively positive and/or assume that that 
alternative will be selected. Descriptions of the other alternatives, especially the open 
river alternatives, are presented as subjectively negative.  This bias was also evident 
during public meetings when the agencies displayed PowerPoint presentations on the 
alternatives that implied landowners within the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project 
would be liable for all O&M costs associated with the proposed alternatives on a per 
acre basis.  These displays showed huge expenses for landowners.  The DEIS, however, 
does not state that increased O and M or construction costs would have to be borne 
by water users. In fact, the DEIS portrays those costs as part of the overall project 
alternative costs to be borne by the agencies. 

It is a fact that O&M of the Lower Yellowstone Irrigation Project is borne by the landowners within the district 
and O&M funded by the LYIP, not the federal agencies.  The FEIS describes the O&M as it will be borne by the 
irrigators,  please see section 2.3.2.2 Operation, Maintenance and Replacement (OM&R) of Certain Facilities, 
specifically the last paragraph of that section states "The LYIP is responsible for Intake Diversion Dam, 
headworks and canal OM&R costs consistent with the authorizing legislation (Reclamation Act of June 17, 
1902, as amended; Water Conservation and Utilization Act of August 11, 1939, as amended); the current O&M 
transfer agreement between Reclamation and the LYIP, and Reclamation policy."  O&M is consistently 
referenced in this manner throughout the FEIS.   

OR-11 
 

9 The proposed post-project monitoring and assessment are inadequate.  MTU criticized 
the monitoring proposed in the previous EIS for being conducted for only eight years, 
which in terms of producing a subsequent population of reproducing individuals is 
insufficient for determining successful spawning and recruitment. The current DEIS still 
commits to only an eight-year monitoring effort. Furthermore, the DEIS acknowledges 
that monitoring of the preferred alternative might show that the bypass channel fails 
to pass fish sufficiently.  “The design of the bypass channel is based on the best 
available science, but as there is not a similar precedent, there are still uncertainties 
about the ultimate effectiveness in providing pallid sturgeon passage. Therefore, the 
recommended reasonable and prudent measure (RPA) to minimize effects was to 
implement a monitoring and adaptive management plan that would document the 
performance of the replacement weir and bypass channel and take measures to 
improve its success if the performance did not meet desired criteria (5-4).” 

The Agencies acknowledge there will be uncertainties associated with any alternative that is implemented at 
the Intake Diversion Dam.  These uncertainties are discussed in Section 4.9.  Because of the uncertainties with 
the Project, the Agencies are committed to implementing a Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan 
(Appendix E).  
 
Also, the ultimate timeline for monitoring activities will be determined through the ESA Section 7 consultation 
process and the ultimate success of the alternative that gets implemented. 

OR-11 
 

10 The agencies admit in many places in the DEIS that the Dam/Bypass Channel 
alternative could very well not work for fish passage. But the DEIS also indicates that if 
this occurs the agencies can adaptively manage the bypass system to improve it. 
However, the DEIS doesn’t identify exactly what criteria they will use to determine 
success, what the adaptive management steps would be, who would implement them, 
and at what cost. If there are improvements that could help later, why not simply 
employ them at inception?  

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include a better discussion 
of timelines, success criteria and the process for making decisions. 
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OR-11 
 

11 The Dam/Bypass Channel will require regular maintenance, including costs associated 
with channel stabilization, repairing the inlet and outlet, debris removal, the possible 
rebuilding of the trolley system or vehicular access atop the new concrete dam, etc. 
But the DEIS is silent on who will be responsible for these obligations, who will pay for 
them, and what they could cost over the projected life of the dam and bypass. These 
future costs are not included in the O&M budget for this alternative. They should be 
identified.  

See response to comment OR-11, 8 above.  O&M costs are identified as summarized in tables for each 
alternative in chapter 2.  More detailed assumptions pertaining to those estimates can be found in Appendix B, 
Attachment B.8.   

OR-11 
 

12 Further, determination of costs for the open river and pumping alternatives should, as 
with all alternatives, be subjected to an independent peer review. The results of that 
review should be made available to the public before an alternative is selected. It is 
unclear to us, for example, how some of the costs of the pumping options were 
determined and whether they are reasonable. For example, it is not clear that all the 
pumps will be needed. Curiously, the cost of the Dam/Bypass Channel option does not 
include a cost for design. Though this has apparently already been paid for, it is still a 
cost that should be attributed to this alternative, much as it is for the open-river 
alternatives.  

The project has undergone an Agency Technical Review which included a review of the cost estimates by the 
Corps of Engineers Cost Center of Expertise in Walla Walla, Washington. Costs presented in the FEIS were 
deemed to have been developed following Corps policy.  

OR-11 
 

13 The determination that the Dam/Bypass Channel alternative will pass pallid sturgeon is 
based solely on scant lab studies of pallid sturgeon (mostly juveniles) and their ability 
to maintain upstream swimming velocities in 9-11’ long flumes. The DEIS admits there 
is no real-world evidence of pallid sturgeon or related shovelnose sturgeon using 
engineered bypass structures: “There are still many uncertainties over whether a 
majority of pallid sturgeon would actually pass through the bypass channel as there 
are no other examples of similar natural-type channels designed for non-jumping 
benthic fish (4-169).”   

Additional information and citations pertaining to sturgeon use of side channels, design criteria, and the 
potential for passage have been added to the FEIS.  See Section 4.9.8.  

OR-11 
 

14 There are real world indications, however, that point to how risky the assumptions for 
success are. If the agencies believe this 2-mile long engineered channel, which will 
carry only 15 percent or less of the discharge of the Yellowstone River, will be 
sufficient for passing enough sturgeon (and other species) upstream with enough 
frequency to enable recovery (or avoid jeopardy), then it would seem that more 
sturgeon would have used the existing natural high-water channel more frequently 
over the years. However, upstream passage at Intake in the natural high-water channel 
has been documented only in a single recent year, when flows exceeded 45,000 cfs, an 
uncommon event. This is a pretty good indication that sturgeon species, though they 
might occasionally use a natural side channel under conditions with above average 
flows, they don’t, however, have a strong proclivity for navigating side channels.  

The existing side channel has no flow at all until Yellowstone River flows exceed 20,000 cfs, thus limiting the 
potential for fish passage to an average of 7 days in 5 out of 10 years. Other studies demonstrate that pallid 
sturgeon migrate through side channels in both the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers, including constructed side 
channels. The proposed bypass channel will provide sufficient depth and velocities and attraction flows for fish 
at all flows at or above 7,000 cfs, thus providing a passable route in every year throughout the migration 
season. 
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OR-11 
 

15 Further, discharge velocity and depth are only two of the many nuanced values that 
contribute to successful upstream movement. Also important are overhead cover, 
turbidity, temperature, chemistry, time of day, channel geometry, substrate (especially 
for benthic species), presence of predators, human disturbance, ability to locate 
entrances (and be comfortable with them), and other values. None of these have been 
evaluated in determining the probability of success 

See Section 4.9 for discussion of the design of the proposed bypass channel. 

OR-11 
 

16 Given the admitted high degree of uncertainty for upstream movement of pallids 
under the Dam/Bypass Channel Option, this alternative should only be implemented if 
it doesn’t include the new, concrete-capped diversion dam. This would save money for 
investment in an open-river alternative if the bypass proves inadequate. Building the 
new dam before it has been established that the bypass passes sturgeon and other 
species in adequate numbers and in the appropriate frequency could be unnecessarily 
costly. If the agencies ultimately select the Dam/ Bypass Channel Option, they should 
first produce a binding agreement that ensures they will adhere to biologically sound 
monitoring and assessment that is developed by an independent biological review 
team -- as well as commit to being responsible for implementing an alternative that is 
based on the best science available and with the highest degree of scientific certainty.  
The agencies must remain accountable if the preferred alternative is selected and fails 
to contribute to pallid sturgeon recovery in the upper Missouri River basin. 

The concrete weir is proposed under the Bypass Channel Alternative for the following reasons: 
 
1.)  The new weir would not require the annual placement of rock on the weir crest like the existing structure..  
If the existing weir structure was maintained there would be continued risk of rock migrating downstream in 
front of the bypass channel, which would likely have a negative effect on passage success. 
 
2.)  The new weir provides better reliability for continued diversions of 1,374 cfs into the Main Canal down to 
3,000 cfs in the Yellowstone River.   
 
3.)  The new weir would provide a smoother transition through the area for downstream migrating adult pallid 
sturgeon and downstream drifting free embryos and larvae. 

OR-11 
 

17 According to the DEIS the Dam/Bypass Channel Option would transform the lower 
reach of the natural side channel into a “backwater channel,” with potential for 
providing false attraction to upstream migrating fish. Left undisclosed in the DEIS are 
other biological implications of this significant modification, as well as how it affects 
recreational usage of John’s Island (4-43). The DEIS admits to significant modifications: 
“The filling of the upper section of the existing side channel would result in the loss of 
the existing riverine habitat in that area, including woody riparian and wetland, as well 
as adjacent terrestrial habitats reliant on existing hydrology. The lower section of the 
existing side channel would become a backwater with a largely reduced frequency of 
inundation relative to current conditions. This would cause changes to vegetation, and 
the conversion and degradation of existing habitat in and adjacent to the channel (4-
145).” However, the document does not thoroughly disclose what the impacts of this 
would be on fish, wildlife and recreation.  

See evaluation of fish, wildlife, and recreation impacts in Sections 4.7, 4.8, and 4.11. 
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OR-11 
 

18 The DEIS states that, “Fish passage would be 100% during all flows for the bypass 
channel, modified side channel, and dam removal alternatives because suitable depths 
and velocities are available across a wide range of flows (pg. 6, Appendix D).” The DEIS, 
however, does not disclose a complete analysis of the expected discharges in the 
modified side channel or bypass channel at different river stage when coupled with 
irrigation demands. It is not apparent therefore that the bypass channel or modified 
side channel would indeed have adequate depth for fish passage. Left unstated is what 
occurs during extreme drought years when limited water is available to accommodate 
both fish passage and irrigation. It is reasonable to presume that the senior water right 
of irrigators will trump any water right for instream flows, such as FWP’s instream flow 
reservation. It cannot be concluded then that flows will be available at all times for fish 
passage.  

The migration season for pallid sturgeon and many of the other native fish species occurs during the runoff 
season (generally April - July) and does not occur during the lowest river flows – depth and velocity criteria are 
for flows ranging from 7,000 to 63,000 cfs (as measured at Sidney). See the hydrology discussion in Section 4.3.  
All modeling conducted for this study accounted for flow splits into the channel(s) and irrigation diversions. 
Even at a flow of 3,000 cfs (as measured at Sidney), the bypass channel and modified side channel convey over 
300 cfs, which could provide passage for other species motivated to migrate during low flows. 

OR-11 
 

19 Finally, the DEIS includes limited consideration of how the project affects recruitment 
of pallid sturgeon and other species. Simply providing for passage is only part of the 
puzzle. Without reliable information on survival of larvae, it will be difficult to 
determine recruitment. Without recruitment, there is no recovery. Without 
recruitment, The Intake Diversion Project could still be deemed as taking pallid 
sturgeon. Therefore, the project must not lead to additional harm to free-drifting eggs 
and larvae. The DEIS assumes the notched dam will allow for safe downstream passage 
of eggs and larvae. However, no empirical evidence is provided demonstrating this. It is 
a guess. Eggs and larvae could get stuck behind the dam, or damaged in the hydraulics 
on the downstream side. Further, some impingement and entrainment will continue to 
occur at the Intake headworks, and, as the DEIS recognizes, if pallid sturgeon (and 
other species) succeed in getting above Intake their eggs/larvae, as well as adults, 
juveniles and young-of-the-year fish of other species could be trapped in the next 
major diversion upstream at the unscreened Buffalo Rapids diversion. Any 
determination of potential successful downstream movement needs to be informed by 
empirical evidence. 

Additional discussion of downstream passage of free embryos, larvae, juveniles, and adult pallid sturgeon is 
included in Section 4.9. A NEPA analysis requires the evaluation of the best available science, but does not 
compel new and lengthy or costly studies that cannot reasonably be accomplished (40 CFR 1502.22). The 
updated Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan in Appendix E includes monitoring downstream passage. 

OR-11 
 

20 The current project on the Missouri wherein 76,000 hatchery-produced embryos were 
released and are being tracked to determine speed and dispersal downstream, and 
employing mapping of 3-D hydraulics bathymetry and substrate condition, is one such 
study that could inform the potential recruitment on the Yellowstone, should 
upstream passage be achieved. The DEIS states in several places that approximately 
99.9 percent of all larval sturgeon currently perish, and so a few percent more of the 
remaining won’t be harmful. This is counter-intuitive when mortality is already 
significant.  

Additional discussion has been added to Section 4.9.7 regarding downstream free embryo/larval passage and 
potential entrainment or mortality at Intake. 
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OR-11 
 

21 This DEIS states that, “Water conservation measures would be implemented under all 
alternatives (pg. 2-36).”  Although the DEIS acknowledges that such measures would 
happen under all alternatives, indeed they are occurring now, it charges conservation 
measure costs only against the Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures 
Alternative because such measures would be implemented at an accelerated pace 
under that alternative.  Conversely, because the other alternatives, including No 
Action, would implement conservation measures such as ditch lining/piping, control 
structures, flow monitoring, etc., more slowly, they are not accounted for in the price 
tags for the bypass option.  And, if additional conservation measures are expected to 
be implemented eventually for the LYIP, then they should be accounted for in all 
options. 

In the past, conservation measures have been funded by grants secured by the LYIP from the State, Natural 
Resources Conservation Service and Reclamation. LYIP has, in large part, only implemented conservation 
measures when they have been successful at securing a grant. It is reasonable to assume that this funding 
practice will continue in the future, and as such costs for conservation measures are not reflected in future 
O&M estimates under each of the alternatives, with the exception of the Multiple Pumping with Conservation 
Measures Alternative. Under that alternative, a much more aggressive, in terms of funding and scope, 
implementation of conservation measures is proposed. There would need to be certainty in implementing the 
conservation measures, which would require identifying specific funding for implementation. This would be a 
departure from the opportunistic approach anticipated under the other alternatives.   

OR-11 
 

22 The open river alternatives could include cost savings, including removing only a 
portion (or portions) of the existing diversion dam and allowing the river to degrade 
the rest of the structure during high water and ice floe events. This already happens 
most years, necessitating annual maintenance of the Intake diversion.   

See response to SA-01, 56.  Removal of the existing weir structure is a small percentage of the overall 
alternative costs.  Letting the dam degrade on its own including timber and steel portions carries risks and is 
not likely consistent with existing laws and regulations.  In addition it may take many years for the structure to 
degrade.   

OR-11 
 

23 Currently, the power demands of the LYIP, including multiple pumps within the 
system, are met, in part, with subsidized Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program funds (pg. 
2-24).  The DEIS acknowledges that pumps and energy costs for the open river 
alternatives would likely qualify for similar Pick-Sloan funding, yet the cost estimates 
for the open river alternatives with pumps does not show those reduced costs, except 
in the text where it’s estimated that for the Multiple Pumps alternative the estimated 
power cost at current rates (by Montana-Dakota Utilities) is $500,000/year.  With Pick 
Sloan power those costs would drop to $167,000 to $294,000 per annum (pg. 2-75).  
For the Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures alternatives, estimated power is 
$240,000/yr., which drops to $67,000-$178,000/yr. with Pick-Sloan (pg. 2-95). The 
analysis of potential power costs, how they can be reduced, needed further evaluation 
and disclosure than was treated in the DEIS.  

The cost of power used in the analysis in the DEIS assumed that power would be purchased from the local 
utility (MDU) and used those rates in energy calculations.  Since it is not certain that Pick-Sloan power can be 
acquired by the LYID for the new pumps this seemed the prudent assumption to make.  We have updated the 
power cost calculations in the FEIS to display Pick-Sloan power rates, although we must reiterate that there is a 
process to apply for that power.  If it were shown to not be available the costs would increase to those shown 
in the DEIS.   

 
Note that the commenter’s savings calculations for use of Pick-Sloan power are missing a major component of 
the power costs.  The savings presented on Page 40 of Appendix A do not account for the capacity charge of 
$1,047.47 per kW.  Capacity charge has been made clear in the FEIS in the description of Pick Sloan Power.  

OR-11 
 

24 In general, it appears that the costs associated with both open river alternatives are 
highly biased to make these alternatives seem economically unviable.  One 
outstanding example is the estimate that it would cost $583,000/year for “Additional 
Ditch Riders” in the Multiple Pumps with Conservation Measures Alternative (pg. 2-
95). That seems highly inflated. Though the systems are different, Montana TU at one 
time paid a ditch rider to cover more than 100,000 acres in the upper Big Hole 
watershed that includes hundreds of points of diversion $5,000 for about 2 ½ months 
of work.  

The backup assumptions pertaining to the O&M costs are found in Appendix B, Attachment B.8.  In those 
details it explains the assumption that this is for 12 additional ditch riders and cites the current pay annually 
per ditch rider.  These values were obtained from the LYIP and based on working knowledge of the system 
including current number and workload of ditchriders employed by the project. One of those assumptions is 
that the labor requirements would be increased due to extreme water rationing.   
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OR-11 
 

25 There is no evidence in the scientific literature that the Corps’ Fish Passage 
Connectivity Index (FPCI), the probability that fish of different species would encounter 
and use a constructed passage entrance, has ever been subject to scientific peer 
review. DEIS states that it is based on “best professional judgment of federal and state 
biologists working on the Yellowstone River (pg. 10-13, Appendix D).” FPCI is simply an 
internal planning methodology. Confidence in any findings based on the FPCI should be 
taken with a large grain of salt. Findings based on the application of FPCI in the DEIS 
are especially suspect because the agencies jiggered inputs in several unexplained 
ways.  

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost 
analysis to identify whether differing input values would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy 
plans. There is no difference in the listing of cost-effective and best buy plans. While it is true that the FPCI is a 
planning tool used as one factor in making a decision, it is not the only factor. See Section 2.5 for a discussion 
of the factors used in the selection of the preferred plan. All planning models are required to be reviewed by 
the Corps Ecosystem Restoration Center of Expertise, which is currently in progress, and any revisions required 
by that review will be incorporated before a final decision is made 

OR-11 
 

26 The FPCI formula is Ei=(Fs+Fl)/2, where Ei is the probability that fish encounter the fish 
passage; Fs is the fishway size; and Fl is the ability of fish to encounter the fishway 
entrance.  For the Bypass Channel, Fs = 2 and Fl = 4.  Therefore Ei = 3, which produces 
an estimate that fish are 50% likely to encounter the bypass channel.  Yet, the agencies 
assign a score of 0.67 for Fish Passage Connectivity for the Bypass Channel (pg. 16, 
Appendix D).  This inflated FPCI value of 0.67 results from the agencies determining a 
value based on the probability of 13 different species using the channel. It is not the 
value assigned for pallid sturgeon, which is significantly lower. The presentation of the 
FPCI value of .67 is misleading and the agencies should have more clearly 
acknowledged that the estimate for pallid sturgeon to use the Bypass is only .50.  

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. Of note, in the 2015 EA, pallid sturgeon was not included in the list of 13 native species and 
shovelnose sturgeon was used to represent both species. The agencies think including pallid sturgeon in the 
model is very important and thus it is included in this 2016 version. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost analysis to identify whether differing input values 
would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy plans. There is no difference in the listing of cost-
effective and best buy plans. 

OR-11 
 

27 In addition, the agencies increased the the F1 score of 4 for the Bypass Channel from 
the previous score of F1=3 in the 2015 EA.  It appears then, that the agencies in the 
period between the 2015 EA and the 2016 DEIS decided to assign a faster swim speed 
to pallid sturgeon (3.2 as opposed to 2.7). The DEIS provides no explanation for why 
this occurred, though it produces a result that appears to increase the probability of 
pallid sturgeon successfully using the bypass channel, thereby increasing bias towards 
selecting the Dam/Bypass Channel option.   

Additional text has been added to Appendix D to explain in more detail how each number in the FPCI was 
selected. Pallid sturgeon were not included in the 2015 version of the model (the 2.7 ft/sec swim speed was 
for shovelnose sturgeon). Evaluation of data on actual swimming rates of wild adult pallid sturgeon in the 
Yellowstone River has been used to develop a conservative Ucrit for pallid sturgeon of 3.3 feet/sec. In addition, 
a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost analysis to identify 
whether differing input values would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy plans. It does not. 

OR-11 
 

28 If the number of Habitat Units provided by the bypass channel is recalculated using 
only the FPCI for pallid sturgeon (.50 instead of .67), the cost of each Habitat Unit for 
that alternative becomes greater than the Habitat Unit cost of an open river Multiple 
Pumps alternative, which guarantees 100% fish passage. 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted for the cost effectiveness and incremental cost analysis to identify 
whether differing input values would result in a different list of cost effective or best buy plans. There is no 
difference in the listing of cost-effective and best buy plans (see final Appendix D). Of note, per Corps planning 
guidance (ER 1105-2-100), any of the cost-effective or best buy plans could potentially be selected as a 
preferred alternative; however, other considerations including total cost, impacts to other elements of the 
environment (including socioeconomics), constructability concerns, long-term O&M, and a variety of other 
factors weigh into the decision to select a preferred alternative. This evaluation is described in Section 2.5. The 
preferred alternative has been selected due to several factors, of which cost-effectiveness and incremental 
cost analysis is only one factor. 

OR-11 
 

29 When its limits are respected, FPCI can be a helpful planning tool, but because of the 
subjectivity inherent in its numeric inputs, it should not be a primary determining 
factor for estimating costs, success of upstream passage or selection of a final 
alternative.  

Per Corps planning guidance (ER 1105-2-100), any of the cost-effective or best buy plans could potentially be 
selected as a preferred alternative; however, other considerations including total cost, impacts to other 
elements of the environment (including social and economic conditions), constructability concerns, long-term 
O&M, and a variety of other factors weigh into the decision to select a preferred alternative. This evaluation is 
described in Section 2.5. The preferred alternative has been selected due to several factors, of which cost-
effectiveness and incremental cost analysis is only one factor. 
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OR-11 
 

30 The monitoring objective in the DEIS for downstream passage of free-embryo, larval, 
and young-of-year sturgeon is simply to “assess impingement and entrainment.”  The 
DEIS does not specify the response that would occur should survival of young sturgeon 
be deemed inadequate. And yet, as stated earlier, the alternatives that do not include 
an open river pose significant risk for entraining or otherwise harming sturgeon 
embryos, larvae or young, as well as other young fish moving downriver (pg. 2-3, 
Appendix E). 

Additional discussion on the potential for entrainment has been included in section4.9.7. Since installation of 
the screens at the headworks, there has been a marked shift in the number of fish entrained to generally only 
the smallest larvae (<10 mm; (Horn and Trimpe 2012; BOR unpublished raw data). Regardless of the 
alternative selected, it is intended to continue allowing water to gravity flow through the headworks/screens 
when flows are above 3,000 cfs for alternatives that maintain a weir and 12,000 cfs for alternatives that 
remove the weir. Thus, potential entrainment and impingement are not significantly different between the 
alternatives as free embryo drift typically occurs during late June and July when flows are typically above 
15,000 cfs 

OR-11 
 

31 Yet despite the admission that maintaining the integrity of the bypass channel will be 
problematic, the Corps will assume monitoring of physical criteria of the selected 
alternative for just one year, after which the BOR and LYIP will apparently be 
responsible for maintaining the alternative for life. It is unclear who will monitor 
biological criteria for the first year and beyond. Identification of these responsibilities 
is a significant shortcoming in the DEIS.   

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include Agency roles and 
responsibilities. 

OR-11 
 

32 Adaptive management measures could entail huge costs if the selected alternative 
fails. Yet the DEIS does not specify the measures, nor what are likely to be significant 
costs associated with them. If the bypass fails, and an open river alternative 
implemented – which would be the logical step -- the costs of removing the 
constructed channel and new dam, and possibly restoring the 4-mile-long, natural 
high-water channel could be exorbitant and incurred by the Bureau and irrigation 
districts. The monitoring and adaptive management plans for this project should 
include a commitment from both agencies assuring that in the end biological criteria – 
upstream passage of most sturgeon in most years, as well as successful recruitment, 
will be used to determine the project’s performance. 

The Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan (Appendix E) has been updated to include Agency roles and 
responsibilities.  The biological criteria section has also been updated. 

OR-12 R. Anderson, 
Garrison Diversion 
Conservancy District 

1 We are in support of the Bypass Channel Alternative, which includes constructing a 
new bypass channel and concrete weir. The new bypass channel alternative allows the 
Lower Yellowstone Project (LYP) to continue 
operating as a gravity feed system. Utilizing gravity flow for the LYP rather than using 
pumps is a more efficient and economically feasible way of transporting water for the 
project. Irrigation already has higher annual cost inputs than dry land farming. Adding 
pumps to the system would add unnecessary annual costs to an already expensive 
farming practice. 

Comment noted. 

OR-12 
 

2 Utilizing pumps over using gravity for the project almost doubles the annual O&M 
costs for project. The annual savings for O&M costs for the Bypass Channel Alternative 
as compared to the Multiple Pump Alternative is $2,400,000. Over the course of a 30 
year span that savings equals $67,000,000. Also, the Bypass Channel Alternative is 
typically cheaper in estimated construction costs as compared to the other 
alternatives. This alternative saves $35,000,000 in construction costs when compared 
to the Multiple Pump Alternative. Over a 30-year life span going with the Bypass 
Channel Alternative would save over an estimated $100,000,000. 

Comment noted. 
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OR-13 M. Penfold, Our 
Montana, Inc. 

1 We have commented on the need for safe recreation boat passage in past letters to 
you. Needless to say the Yellowstone is a national treasure because of it place in the 
history of our country and the future opportunities it presents. The River is part of the 
Lewis and Clark National Trail system. 

Comment noted.  Recreation, including boating, and the impacts of each alternative on recreational 
opportunities, have been considered in section 4.11. 

OR-13 
 

2 We have reviewed the attached comments to you on the above subject by the 
Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society dated 28 July, 2016. We are entirely in agreement 
with those comments and recommendations so will not repeat them here. We ask that 
you consider those comments as those of Our Montana. 

See comments/responses under OR-9 above. 

OR-13 
 

3 We recommend that the irrigation facilities of the Lower Yellowstone Project are in 
critical need to be modernized but the costs of modernization should not be included 
in the impact analysis of the Lower Yellowstone Intake Diversion Dam Fish Passage 
Project. 

In order to compare alternatives against the No Action, we must account for the costs of the No Action in the 
future without project condition. Per policy, we consider life cycle costs of the No Action and Action 
Alternatives for a 50 year planning period. Any rehabilitation that would need to take place within the next 50 
years for the irrigation district to remain functional would needs to be included in the life cycle costs for No 
Action. That is the only way for decision makers to understand the true differences in annual costs (both 
capital and OM&R) between the No Action and Action Alternatives.  

OR-13 
 

4 Studies indicate that the Yellowstone River and it economic and ecological values are 
at risk. The Cumulative Effects Study sponsored by your agency identifies the future 
problems. … “4.3.2.5 Consideration of Climate On a state-wide basis, virtually all model 
simulations developed in support of the state water plan project predict earlier runoff 
and reduced summer flows (Montana DNRC, 2014). Median daily hydrographs 
compiled for pre- and post- 1990 data on the Yellowstone River at Livingston 
corroborate this general pattern; over the past 15 years, runoff has typically started 
about a week earlier and peaked 10 days earlier than it typically did between 1896 and 
1990. Previously published literature (Leppi et al. 2012) shows that reduced late 
August streamflow can be associated with climatic trends. Low flow analysis from a 
largely pristine gage at the Yellowstone Lake outlet indicates low August flows have 
been associated with increased air temperature. Tree-ring analyses of the basin show 
that the twentieth century was a wet period relative to the several centuries prior, and 
that droughts have historically been substantially longer and more intense than those 
recently experienced in the basin. Table 4-3 shows a summary of specific human 
influences described in this section, along with the associated impact, spatial extent of 
that impact, and relative magnitude of the impact. Although there are additional 
factors that will affect the system hydrology such as storm water management, these 
other influences are either considered to be relatively small or lacking in data. 4.3.3 
Primary Human Influences on Yellowstone River Hydrology The results of the 
hydrologic analyses indicate that the historical hydrology of the Yellowstone River was 
markedly different than it is today. The influences causing those changes include both 
consumptive and non-consumptive water uses, which collectively alter both the 
amount and timing of water delivery in the system. Although there are multiple types 
of both consumptive and non-consumptive water use, the main alterations to the 
hydrology of the Yellowstone River are due to irrigation and flood control. Climate 
trends have been identified as influencing low flow hydrology, and those influences 
are predicted to become stronger in the future.” 

Comment noted.  Climate change and hydrology discussed in Sections 3.1, 3.3, and 4.3. 
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LETTER  
TYPE/# 

COMMENTER COMMENT 
# 

COMMENT RESPONSE 

OR-13 
 

5 Analysis of the water right claims against the flows of the Yellowstone River are 
identified by the Thesis of Mr. Trevor M. Watson. His study illuminates further the 
impending future problems with water quantity availability in the Yellowstone. [NOTE: 
Website references to this and following statements are included in the letter.] 

Comment noted. 

OR-13 
 

6 Also, water rights of Crow and Northern Cheyenne Indians, now established, provide 
for additional water withdrawals from the Yellowstone basin. This will further stress 
River environments and sustainability of existing economic uses of the River. The 
Tribe’s water compact and legislation provide for modernizing their irrigation systems. 

Tribal water rights was referenced and considered in cumulative effects.  See section 4.1.4.2. 

OR-13 
 

7 The Yellowstone River Conservation District Council has recognized the need to 
modernize irrigation systems along the Yellowstone River in their Watercraft paper on 
management practices. 

Comment noted. 

OR-13 
 

8 The State of Montana policies, as well, identifies the need to update and modernize 
irrigation facilities and practices in the Montana State Water Plan. 

Comment noted. 

OR-13 
 

9 The Federal Government through programs of the Natural Resource Conservation 
Service has funded major programs (Agricultural Water Enhancement Program) to 
farmers with the intent of improving and modernizing irrigation and water delivery 
systems for agriculture. It is the policy of the Federal Government to encourage, as 
well as provide some funding, to improve and modernize irrigation systems. 

Comment noted. 

OR-13 
 

10 We recommend that the Board of Control of the Lower Yellowstone Project give high 
priority to modernizing their irrigation system. We recommend that the Board of 
Control, the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers include modernization 
of the irrigation system as part of the Intake project but as a separate funding 
category. Irrigation improvement is a separate critical need for funding and is 
irrespective of the Intake Project focused on Sturgeon. The calculation of cost of 
irrigation improvements should not be charged in the COE’s cost analysis against the 
project needed for Sturgeon habitat. 

See response to OR-11, #21 OR-13, #3.   
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Distribution List 

Denis Adams 

HPD 

2150 N. 10th Road 

Wooden, MT 59254 

dadams@nemont.net 

 

McCrystie Adams 

Defenders of Wildlife, Natural Resources 

Defense Council 

535 16th Street, Suite 310 

Denver, CO 80202 

madams@defenders.org 

 

Steve Ags 

Northern Broadcasting 

PO Box 1742 

Billings, MT 59270 

augi3@northernbroadcasting.com 

 

Jon Agssleo  

996 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Joel Albert 

102 14th Ave NW 

Mandan, ND 58554 

 

Scott Albin 

12281 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Richard Albin 

1321 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Richard Albin 

1371 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Richard Albin 

1372 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert & Sheree Albin 

33791 CR 131 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Scott Albin 

33792 Co Rd 131 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert Albin 

624 10th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ralph Allard 

408 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David Allen 

Patagonia 

899 Two Rivers Drive 

Tellride, CO 81435 

dgallen2@gmail.com 

 

John Almond 

4918 162nd NE 

Redmond, WA 98052 

 

David Andersen 

724 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Greg Anderson 

City of Sidney 

115 2nd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sidneyutilities@midrivers.com 

 

Orin E Anderson 

11939 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jody Anderson 

PO Box 4122 

Billings, MT 59102 

jgahrco@aol.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sandra Angel 

PO Box 937 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boston Anglesey 

309 3rd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

boston+parfay@gmail.com 
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Pat Aobeck 

35464 CR 132 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Sean Appelberg 

410 7th Avenue SW 

Sidney, MT  59270 

seanappelberg@yahoo.com 

 

Melissa Appelberg 

410 7th Avenue SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mra7173@gmail.com] 

 

Alan Artim 

8700 Pershing Drive #5301 

Playa del Rey, CA 90293 

alan.artim@gmail.com 

 

Mary Beth Artz 

1708 E Bryan Ave 

Salt Lake City, UT 84108 

 

Patrick Asbeck 

13048 Highway 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Hugo Asbeck 

Dist 1 LYIP 

13048 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Glen Asbeck 

1398 11th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Harvey Asbeck 

2792 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Gene & Tanya Asbeck 

35339 County Road 130 

Sidney, MT 59270-4239 

 

James Asbeck 

PO Box 195 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Scott Aspenlieler 

7100 Commercial Ave 

Billings, MT 59101 

scott@performance-cc.com 

 

Robert A Atchison 

PO Box 288 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Donna R Ault 

34705 County Road 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

William Ault 

34707 County Road 120 

Sidney, MT 59270-6367 

 

Tim Aveett 

PO Box 885 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kathy Averett 

11991 Highway 16 So 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Craig Averett 

Big Sky Siding & Windows 

609 South Central - PO Box 885 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kenneth Backes 

PO Box 1630 

Miles City, MT 59301 

 

Mike Backes 

PO Box 1630 

Miles City, MT 59201 

mbackes@midrivers.com 

 

Mike Backes 

PO Box 1630 

Miles City, MT 59301 

mibackes@mt.gov 

 

Robert J Badt 

2452 Red River Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert J Badt 

P.O. Box 209 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Gary Bahn 

Sunrise Equipment 

35537 CR 133 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Trent Baker 

Brennan's Wave 

201 W. Main, Ste. 201 

Missoula, MT 59802 

 

Marty Bakken 

2289 Green Briar Rd 

Billings, MT 59105 

 

Thomas A Ball 

Missouri River Grass Roots  

Network-Sierra Club 

1477 Crossbrook Dr 

Webster Groves, MO 63119 

thomas.ball@sbcglobal.net 

 

Elaine Barone 

708 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tony Barone 

708 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Perry Bartel 

402 35th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gary Basso 

641 O'Malley Drive 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Jim & Cathy Basta 

33630 CR 103 

Savage, MT 59262 

bastaranch@midrivers.com 

 

Todd Basta 

33649 CR 104 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Max Baucus 

United States Congress 

222 N. 32nd Street 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Nancy Baue 

13781 Co Rd 340 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Mark Baumler 

Montana Historical Society 

P.O. Box 201201 

Helena, MT 59620-1201 

 

Gene Baxcel 

34494 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Dirk Baxter 

19339 Citation Road 

Eagle River, AK 99577-8487 

 

Eric Behnken 

530 5th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

imnotagolfer@yahoo.com 

 

James Beiber 

3221 Highway 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Devin Bell 

1101 11th ST SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Raymond Bell 

Sidney Water Users  

Irrigation District 

1101 11th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rayb@midrivers.com 

 

Rod Bell 

1111 Cedar 

Sidney, MT 59210 

 

Robert Bell 

203 14th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ryan Bell 

35056 Hwy 23 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Raymond & Patricia Bell   

Bell Ridge Farms 

1101 11th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Randy & Carla  Bell Family Trust 

7225 Jellison Road 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Brenda Bellar 

PO Box 40 

Billings, MT 59103 
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Gerald Benock 

Bureau of Reclamation 

2900 4th Ave 

Billings, MT 59101 

gbenock@usbr.gov 

 

Libby Beradt 

105 9th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

libbyberadt66@gmail.com 

 

Jeff Berger 

13309 65th St NW 

Williston, ND 58801 

 

James Bergeron 

507 6th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

cochise@midrivers.com 

 

Clifton Berglee 

PO Box 578 

Laurel, MT 59044 

cberglee@montavyowest.com 

 

Jerald Bergman 

Williston Research Extension  

Center, ND State University 

14120 Highway 2 

Williston, ND 58801 

jerald.bergman@ndsu.edu 

 

Jerry Bergman 

14418 Hwy 2 

Williston, ND 58801 

 

Hank Berry 

12267 CR 349 R 

Sidney, MT 59270 

bberry@vrystalsugar.com 

 

Emily  Berry 

15624 Hwy 200 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

emilyberry22@aol.com 

 

Shawn Berry 

2901 Cheney Cr Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Ron Berry 

2942 Cheney Cr Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Mavis Berry 

2942 Pheney Crk Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Cole Beyer 

411 2nd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

beyer_06@hotmail.com 

 

Linda Bieber 

103 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeff Bieber 

16071 33rd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Harlow Bieber 

3591 159th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Brian Bieber 

BB Electric 

PO Box 246 

Fairview, MT 59221 

bbe@midrivers.com  

 

Diane Binder 

1697 Crocus Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Rick Blanksma 

833 Lewis Ave 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Randell Blel 

7225 Jellison Rd 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Janet Bloesser 

33632 CR 103 

Savage, MT 59262 

jbloesser@yahoo.com 

 
Trey Bloesser 

Basta Ranches 

33632 CR 103 

Savage, MT 59262 

tjbloesser@hotmail.com 

 

Trey Bloesser 

3632 CR 103 

Savage, MT 59262 

tibloesser@hotmail.com 

 

Caleb Bollman 

1018 S Cale 

Miles City, MT 59301 
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Larry Bond 

35140 Co Rd 125 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Larry & Brenda Bond 

35463 Co Rd 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Rodney M. Bordeaux 

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 430 

Rosebud, SD 57570-0430 

 

Lars Borg 

1398 15th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

borglD@hotmail.com 

 

Vickie Borg 

1398 15th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

missvickie@midrivers.com 

 

Scott Bosse 

321 E. Main Street, Suite 408 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

sbosse@americanrivers.corg 

 

Keith Bostran 

Eagle County Ford 

5227 7th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ansedch@midrivers.com 

 

Evah Bouchard 

12754 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Bud Bouchard 

34234 Co Rd 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Arthur Bouchard 

PO Box 217 

Lambert, MT 59243 

 

Ron Bowchard 

Box 21 

Lambert, MT 59243 

 

George & Shirley Boyce 

34901 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

William Boyer 

12843 Co Rd 355 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Bruce Boyer 

814 6th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert Bramblet 

Montana State University 

113 E Lewis Hall 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

bbram@montana.edu 

 

Richard Brannon 

Northern Arapaho Tribe 

P.O. Box 396 

Fort Washakie, WY  82514 

 

Butch Bratsky 

Stockman Bank 

4381 Hi Line Drive 

Billings, MT  59106 

bbratsky@stockmanbank.com 

 

Melody Braun 

1400 N River 

Glendive, MT 59330 

melsbaun@hotmail.com 

 

Amanda Breitbach 

Glendive Ranger-Review 

119 W. Bell 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Toni Breslean 

Land owner 

13318 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Pauline Bresso 

641 O'Malley Drive 

Billings, MT 59102 

pfb414@gmail.com 
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Kelly Brester 

1638 Shay Rd 

Laurel, MT 59044 

 

Greg Breuer 

35330 CR 147 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Greg Breuer 

Crop Production Servives 

PO Box 405 

Fairview, MT 59221 

gregory.breuer@cpsagu.com 

 

Rob   Brewer 

123 N. Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David Brien 

Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa 

P.O. Box 900 

Belcourt, ND 58316 

 

Kent Briggs 

1203 Locke Elms, Apt  

Billings, MT 59105 

 

Joe Brings Plenty 

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 590 

Eagle Butte, SD 57625 

 

Julie Brodhead 

Richland County Health Department 

1201 W Holly, Suite 1 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jbrodhead@richland.org 

 

Julie Brodhead 

12291 Goss Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jabhealth@hotmail.com 

 

Mark A Brodhead 

12291 Goss Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

markallan1983@gmail.com 

 

Pauline Bromenshenk 

4715 Grand Ave 

Billings, MT 59106 

b.bromenshenk@bresnan.net 

 

David Brooks 

Montana Trout Unlimited 

PO Box 7186 

Missoula, MT 59807 

david@montanatu.org 

 

Kenneth Brose 

793 Hwy 16 

Glendive, MT 59330 

kbroser@midrivers.com 

 

Jason Brothen 

Lower Yellowstone Rural Electric 

Cooperative 

3200 West Holly Street, P.O. Box 1047 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jasonb@lyrec.coop 

 

JoAnn Brower 

148 S. Maple 

Inglewood, CA 90362 

 

James Brower 

2327 Lincoln Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jbrower@midrivers.com 

 

James  Brower 

LYIP 

2327 Lincoln Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lyip@midreivers.com 

 

Stacey & Mindy Brower 

34515 CR 115 

Savage, MT 59262 

irrigation4u@gmail.com 
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Taylor Brown 

Senate Dist 28 

775 Squaw Creek Rd 

Huntley, MT 59037 

taylor@northernbroadcasting.com 

 

Steve Brown 

Helena Chemical 

904 E. Mian St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sen. Taylor Brown 

Senate District 28 - Montanta 

PO Box 200500 

Helena, MT 59620-0500 

 

Bruce Browne 

16122 33rd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Lance Brunsvold 

1452 11th Ave SW #5 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tierani Brusett 

2700 King Ave 

Billings, MT 59102 

tbrusett@stockmanbank.com 

 

Ken Buckles 

402 7th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ken Buckly 

402 71st Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Scott Burger 

612 S. Laurel Street 

Richmond, VA 23220 

scottburger@mac.com 

 

Pam Burman 

Stockman Bank 

301 W. Holly Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Donna Burnett 

14446 SE Bonnie Way 

Portland, OR 97230 

 

Robert Burnison 

620 9th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Valerie Burnison 

620 9th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

bbarn@midivers.com 

 

Bob & Beth Buxbaum 

13318 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Brian Buxbaum 

13595 CR 356 

Fairview,  MT 59221 

 

Scott Buxbaum 

16041 34th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Anita Buxbaum 

16041 34th St. NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Scott Buxbaum 

160431 34th St. NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

4bfarms1@gmail.com 
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Doug Buxbaum 

Dawson County Commission 

207 West Bell Street 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Edward Buxbaum 

34256 Co Rd 107 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Donald & Roger Byer 

108 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Donald Byer 

318 W Main St. 

SIDNEY, MT 59270-4038 

 

Steve Cadue 

Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas 

P.O. Box 2890 

Horton, KS 66439 

 

Leon Campbell 

Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 

3345 Thunder Road, No. B 

White Cloud, KS 66094-04028 

 

James Campbell 

34852 Co Rd 121B 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lee Candee 

1851 Sage Lily Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lee@h2oagri.com 

 

Lee Candee 

Agri Industries 

1834 Sage Lily Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ice@h20agri.com 

 

Justin Candee 

1854 Sage Lily Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

just205@outlook.com 

 

Garey Candee 

35296 Co Rd 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Russell & Harriett Carico 

PO Box 232 

Fairview, MT 59221 

rhcarico@midrivers.com 

 

Mike Carlson 

112 1st Street 

Glendive, MT 59330 

mcarlson@midrivers.com 

 

Raymond   Carlson 

2338 3rd Street NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

raymond-carlson@hotmail.com 

 

Richard Carlson 

Sidney Sugars 

308 5th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Raymond Carlson 

35140 CR 125 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rcarlson@crystalsugar.com 

 

Barry Carpenter 

115 2nd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Barry Carpenter 

201 W Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Vance Carsten 

LYIP 

12993 Highway 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Garrick Carter 

10398 CR 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Jennifer Cartile 

PO Box 550 

Sidney, MT 59270 

Cuttingedgedancestudio 

@gmail.com 

 

Edmundo Castro Castro 

16091 36th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Francis Cayko 

1015 7th Ave SW Apt 207 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Terry Cayko 

15852 36th St. NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

tcayko@midrivers.com 

 

Adam Cayko 

4c Sons, Inc 

15882 32nd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

4csonslivestock@gmail.com 

 

Anna Cayko 

15882 32nd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

annamcayko@gmail.com 

 

Andrew Cayko 

15891 32nd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Rhonda Cayko 

4 C Sons, Inc. 

15951 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

rhonda.cayko@gmail.com 

 

Tim Cayko 

15951 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Richard Cayko 

McKenzie Co. Board of  

Commissioners 

201 5th Street, NW 

Watford City, ND 58854 

 

Todd Cayko 

3252 159th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Todd Cayko 

LYIP 

3252 59 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Catherine Cayko 

Farmers wife 

3691 158th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Richard Cayko 

LYIP 

3691 158th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Richard Cayko 

McKenzie County Commissioner 

3691 158th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Nickie Cayko 

375 Fire Ln 

Anaconda, MT 59711 
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Daniel Cayko 

PO Box 53 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Marissa Chamberlain 

1364 14th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ethan Chamberlain 

1364 14th St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wendi Chamberlain 

1364 14th St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

wendi@midrivers.com 

 

Rance Chamberlain 

409 3rd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tony Chamberlain 

PO Box 887 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jacob Chetrit 

243 2nd St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Melissa Chevalier 

744 Lambrecht Lane 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Tami Christensen 

Tri County Implement Inc.,  

& City of Sidney 

2429 W Holley 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Marion Christensen 

34948 Co Rd 140 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Larry Christensen 

Tri County Implement Inc. 

417 25th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

trientyadm@midrivers.com 

 

Tami Christensen 

417 25th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

trichtyadmin@midrivers.com 

 

Ernie Clifton 

601 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jacqueline Cloidt 

154 Amber Valley Drive 

Orinda, CA 94563 

 

Janet Cole 

PO BOX 1030 

Caliente,  NV 89008-1030 

 

Harlan Conradsen 

10757 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Conrad & Linda Conradsen 

10761 CR 344 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Troy Conradsen 

Triple C Farms, Inc. 

34127 CR 107 

Savage, MT 59262 

htconradsen26@hotmail.com 
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Shawn Conradsen 

34187 CR 107 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Donna Conwell 

810 3rd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Luann Cooley 

2085 Crocus Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

luann7284@hotmail.com 

 

Luann Cooley 

2085 Crocus Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sidneyservice@stockmanbank.com  

 

Albert Cooley 

Rt 1 Box 173 

Grand Forks, ND 58201 

 

Brent Coon 

410 4th St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Heather Cotler 

219 3rd Avenue NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Curt Cotton 

35 Althoff Road 

Bridger, MT 59014 

 

Pete Council 

12775 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert Cournoyer 

Yankton Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 248 

Marty, SD 57361 

 

Lyle Courtnage 

Magic City Fly Fishers 

PO Box 21693 

Billings  , MT 59104 

lyle.courtnage@gmail.com 

 

Robert Crandall 

35001 Co. Rd 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Stacy Creek 

Stockman Bank 

101 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

screek@stockmanbank.com 

 

Howe Crockett 

16004 NE 43rd Street 

Vancouver, WA 98682 

taycro5@comcast.net 

 

Dan Crockett 

7015 Siesta Drive 

Missoula, MT 59802 

dancrockett63@gmail.com 

 

Dana & Kay Crosby 

315 8th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brady Cullen 

The Nature Conservancy 

821 SE 14th Avenue 

Portland, OR 97219 

 

Ross Cumin 

Big Ditch Co. 

1555 Campus Way 

Billings, MT 59017 
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Bill Cundiff 

35058 LR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tom Curran 

603 8th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Mike Currey 

35338 CR 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

currey_2cold@hotmail.com 

 

Buck G Dabill 

10362 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Phyllis Dahl 

Victor Buxbaum, Inc. 

12295 Highway 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jacklyn Damm 

Richland County Health  

Department 

1201 W Holly, Suite 1 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jdamm@richland.org 

 

Jaclyn Damm 

15891 30th Street NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

damfamle@gmail.com 

 

Jacob Damm 

15891 30th Street NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Merle Daniel  

805 4th St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Duane Danielson 

15951 32nd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Kory Danielson 

15951 32nd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Doug & Bev Danielson 

16071 30th ST NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

dougdan@rocketmail.com 

 

Dale Danielson 

Danielson Farms 

16081 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

daled53333@yahoo.com 

 

Diane Danielson 

16081 30th ST NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Dot Danielson 

16881 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59270 

aaled5333@yahoo.com 

 

Mary Ann Danielson 

Danielson Farms 

3051 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

thieedz@gmail.com 

 

Barb Dankosky 

623 161st St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Virginia Dardis 

11292 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 
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Gary Dardis 

11294 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

gpd@midrivers.com 

 

Gary Dardis 

11294 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

gpdardis@midrivers.com 

 

Sherri Dardis 

11294 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

ssdardis@gmail.com 

 

Katie Dasinger 

Richland Eco Development 

1060 S. Central Ave, Ste 3 

Sidney, MT 59270 

redc@midrivers.com 

 

Katie Dasinger 

2328 3rd St NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

katiedasinger@gmail.com 

 

Steve Davies 

Bureau of Reclamation 

PO Box 30137 

Billings, MT 59105 

sdavies@usbr.gov 

 

Chris Davis 

206 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

christoph.davis56@gmail.com 

 

Arne Degn 

1830 Westwood Dr 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

James Deherrera 

1300 Pleasant Street 

Poplar, MT 59255 

mrdeherrera@yahoo.com 

 

James  Deherrera 

PO Box 1413 

Poplar, MT 59255 

mrdeherrera@yahoo.com 

 

Paul Denowh 

GDAR 

12637 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wayne Denowh 

2563 Clearwater Way 

Billings, MT 59105 

wdenowh@gmail.com 

 

Tim Denowh 

3244 155th Ave NW 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Nick Denowh 

34750 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Michael Denowh 

34753 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

James Deherrera 

PO Box 1413 

Poplar, MT 59255 

deherres@yahoo.com 

 

Arnold Dige 

1013 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Albert Dige 

102 Bonaventure Ave 

Billings, MT 59102 
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Russell Dige 

996 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Melody Dobson 

1436 Parkhill Drive 

Billings, MT 59103 

melodydobson@bresnar.net 

 

Dale Dombrowsky 

623 14th Street RE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Julia Doney 

Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribe of Ft. 

Belknap 

Rural Route 1, Box 66 

Harlem, MT 59526-9705 

 

Gordon Donohoe 

624 S Berry Pine Rd 

Rapid City, SD 57702 

 

Dann Donuls 

3051 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

hreed2@bymark.com 

 

Ryan Dore 

12905 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Richard Dore 

2693 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dede  Draper 

3618 Hwy 32 

Ashton, ID 83420 

dedemdraper@aol.com 

 

Janet Duda 

PO Box 467 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Chad Dunn 

925 3rd Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

chad_3030@msn.com 

 

Mike Dunn 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

925 3rd Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mdunn@gmail.com 

 

Chris & Walter Durfey 

11303 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

walter_durvey@ntm.org 

 

Sherman Dynneson 

12784 HIGHWAY 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Keith Dynneson 

13102 CR 342 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Keith Dynneson 

13115 CR 342 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Dynneson 

Richland County RCL&JC 

300 12th Ave NW, Suite 1 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jdynneson@richland.org 

 

Alexis Dynneson 

35157 CR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Kaelyn Dynneson 

Dynneson Ranch 

35157CR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

katelyn.dynneson@gmail.com 

 

Loren Ebner 

PO Box 7953 

Missoula, MT 59807 

sebnerx@gmail.com 

 

Kayla Eckert Uptmon 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, NE 68102 

 

Christopher & Joyce Eckhoff 

11463 HIGHWAY 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Joyce Eckhoff 

1501 N. Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

joyc.eckhoff@montana.edu 

 

Joan Eldridge 

16111 37th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

ironworks.eldridge@gmail.com 

 

Paul Eldridge 

16111 37th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Joan Eldridge 

3702 HIGHWAY 58 

FAIRVIEW, MT 59221 

 

Broc Ellis 

Helena Chemical 

1000 Dale Ave 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Broc Ellis 

11375 Cr 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Paul Ellis 

8345 Camp Creek Road 

Manhattan, MT 59741 

ellispaul4@aol.com 

 

Archer Ellweing 

PO Box 333 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Roger S Emery 

2144 S CENTRAL AVE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Harold & Elaine Emly 

34992 Highway 23 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Geraldine Entzel 

2333 S. Central Ave. 

Sidney, MT 59270 

gentzel@richlandfcu.com 

 

George Entzel 

2333 S. Central Avenue 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Garland Erbele 

North Dakota State Water Commission 

900 E Boulevard Ave, Dept 770 

Bismarck, ND 58505-0850 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Kenny & Renee Erickson 

12300 COUNTY ROAD 351 

Sidney, MT 59270-6305 
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Wes Erickson 

13345 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Connie Erickson 

205 S. Pleasant 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Todd Erickson 

2097 Bitterroot Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Teresa Erickson 

Northern Plains Resource Council 

220 South 27th Street, Suite A 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Jonetta Erickson 

546 35th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jmdahl13@gmail.com 

 

Margaret Erickson 

790 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wes Erickson 

Box 301 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Torbin Erikstrup 

35216 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Deb Errington 

1111 Bay Road 

Amherst, MA 01002 

dbgewertz@amherst.edu 

 

Fred Errington 

1111 Bay Road 

Amherst, MA 01002 

 

Thomas M. Erskine 

Interstate Engineering, Inc. 

1211 Grand Avenue - PO Box 20953 

Billings, MT 59104 

tom.erskine@interstateeng.com 

 

Tom Erskine 

2811 Treasure Drive 

Billings, MT 59102 

tom.erskine@interstateeng.com 

 

Donn Eskridge 

PO Box 45 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Scott Estergard 

Tetra Tech 

3030 N 3rd St., #200 

Phoenix, AZ 85012 

 

Ron Etzel 

Box 102 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Diane Etzel 

Stockman Bank 

PO Box 716 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dketzel@midrivers.com 

 

Erika Euston 

35167 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Erika Euston 

35167 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Kirk Evenson 

Marra, Evenson & Bell, P.C. 

2 Railroad Square, Suite C,  P.O. Box 

1525 

Great Falls, MT 59043-1525 

kevenson@marralawfirm.com 

 

Burton Exzel 

7 Lonesome Pine Road 

Park City, MT 59063 

etzels@hotmail.com 

 

City of Fairview 

PO Box 426 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Edward Falkenhagen 

2992 160th Ave. N.W. #536 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Buxbaum Family Trust 

PO Box 433 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Bruce Farling 

Montana Trout Unlimited 

PO Box 7186 

Missoula, MT 59807 

 

Payette Farms 

104 Interstate Ave. N 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Daniel T. Farr 

Sidney Public Schools 

1107 11th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dfarr@sidneyk12.mt.us 

 

Dean Faulkner 

35133 Co Rd 124 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gary Fee 

1101 Terrace View Drive 

Alberton, MT 59820 

gjfee@blackfoot.net 

 

Rick Fehrs 

1728 Orange Ave E 

St. Paul, MN 55106 

 

Edward Fergurson 

3118 Ramada Dr 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Collyn Ferris 

451 Grant Way 

Yuba City, CA 95125 

collynferris@gmail.com 

 

Clinton Filler 

16101 38th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

fillertracking@msn.com 

 

Tim Fine 

412 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

tfine8@gmail.com 

 

Tim Fine 

701 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Marvelle Fink 

35009 Co Rd 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Darrell Finsaas 

15925 36th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

dfinsaas@gmail.com 
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Orvin Finsaas 

15952 28th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Devin Finsaas 

LYIP 

15952 298th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Darrell Finsaas 

16112 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Gabriel Fischer 

11338 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Gabriel Fischer 

34314 COUNTY ROAD 111 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Cindy Fischer 

42 Prince Charles Drive 

Billings, MT 59105 

svheol@gmail.com 

 

Donna Fisser 

1072 Duna Dr 

Laramie, WY 82072 

 

Charles Flynn 

15962 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Scott  Flynn 

2601 Cheney Creek Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

flynnfarm@hotmail.com 

 

Elden Flynn 

Flynn Farms 

2641 Cheney Creek Road 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Steve Forrest 

4040 Ravlli Hwy 68 

Bozeman, MT 59718 

sforrest@defenders.org 

 

Steve Forrest 

4040 Rocky St 

Bloomfield, MT 59718 

 

Nick Frandsen 

12282 1st Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

nickfrandsen@hotmail.com 

 

Peter Frandsen 

P & C Trucking, Inc. 

12282 1st Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Connie Frandsen 

12613 CR 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David Frandsen 

12645 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John M Franklin 

34611 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brad Franklin 

449 12 Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Ray  Franz 

Franz Ranch 

13221 CR 330 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jon Franz 

Franz Ranch 

13221 CR 339 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Don Franz 

Franz Construction Inc 

PO Box 1046 

Sidney, MT 59270 

franz@midrivers.com 

 

Don Franz   

Box 787 

Sidney, MT 59270 

franz@midrivers.com 

 

David Frazdeen 

12613 CR 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kayla M Freeman 

Quinnell Electric 

PO Box 131 

Savage, MT 59262 

dodgecountygal13@hotmail.com 

 

Brett French 

Billings Gazette 

401 North Broadway 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Christopher Fryer 

10 Country Lane 

Cornwall, NY 12518-1021 

Mofry.512@hotmail.com 

 

Brandon Fuhrman 

11710 351 R 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brandon Fuhrman 

Box 124 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gary Fuhrman 

Box 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Braden Fuhrmann 

4336 Murdny Ave 

Billings, MT 59101 

fuhrmannation@gmail.com 

 

Brian Fullerton 

7510 Monad Road 

Billings, MT 59106 

 

Cody Fulton 

1775 S. Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

cody@h20agri.com 

 

Thomas Gable 

13249 Co Rd 356 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

John Gable 

PO Box 854 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brian Galik 

Gallik and Bremer, P.C. 

777 East Main Stree, Suite 203 

Bozeman , MT 59771-0070 

 

Lisa Garder 

Garder Trenching 

11685 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

garder@midrivers.com 
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William Gardner 

624 NE Washington Street 

Lewistown, MT 59457 

billanne@midrivers.com 

 

David Garland 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

35140 CR 125 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dgarland@crystalsugar.com 

 

Tracy Garland 

611 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dtginent@midrivers.com 

 

David   Garland 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

611 2nd St. Ne 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dgarland@crystalsugars.com 

 

Colin Gartner 

34631 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

colin_gartner@outlook.com 

 

Colin Gartner 

34631 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

colingartner@outlook.com 

 

Bryan Gartner 

702 11th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Gaskin 

820 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59770 

jfgasking@midrivers.com 

 

Lisse Gebel 

Farm wife 

1862 N 3rd Rd 

Huntley, MT 59037 

 

Arthur Gehnert 

108 2nd Cottonwood Grove 

Glendive, MT 59330 

artgo@midrivers.com 

 

Jerry  Geiffer 

807 Kendrick 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Jim Gentry 

Gentry Land & Livestock, Inc. 

1077 Road 303 

Glendive, MT 54330 

eatbeef@midrivers.com 

 

Alice A Gifford 

1010 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

johnsonh@midrivers.com 

 

Blaine Gifford 

1010 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

johnsonh@midrivers.com 

 

Kristine Gifford 

1010 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

johnsonh@midrivers.com 

 

Chip Gifford 

Johnson Hardware 

PO Box 1006 

Sidney, MT 59270 

johnsonh@midrivers.com 

 

Steve Gil 

136 Eager Ct 

Evansville, WI 53536 

stevegil3@gmail.com 

 

Debra Gilbert 

121 3rd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

des@richland.org 
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Debra Gilbert 

Richland County DES 

123 West Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dgilbert@richland.org 

 

Debra Gilbert 

221 3rd Avenue SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

tikasmom.debra@gmail.com 

 

Bob Gilbert 

Montana Walleyes Unlimited 

PO Box 1228 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Bob Gilbert 

Walleyes Unlimited of Montana 

PO Box 1228 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Susan Gilbertz 

2606 Longfellow Pl 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

May Gireard 

611 2nd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dtg_inmt@midrivers.com 

 

Jake Godfrey 

12218 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jonathan Goetz 

Agri Industries 

1775 South Central Ave 

sidney, MT 59270 

goetz.agri@gmail.com 

 

Shane Gorder 

11685 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Shane Gorder 

Richland County Commissioner 

201 West Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sgorder@richland.org 

 

Martha Gorder 

PO Box 1268 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Julie Goss 

Richland County  

Conservation District 

2745 West Holly St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

julie.goss@mt.naednet.net 

 

Patty  Graham 

Po Box 713 

Terry, MT 59349 

pgraham@stockuarbark.com 

 

Thomas Graves 

Mid-West Electric Consumers Association 

4350 Wadsworth Blvd, Suite 330 

Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 

 

Bob Gregoire 

1105 Woodland Drive 

Bozeman, MT 59718 

rob.gregoire@gmail.com 

 

Chris P Griffith 

Stockman Bank 

35090  CR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

cgriffith@stockmanbank.com 

 

Anne & Bud Groskinsky 

34851 C R 1202 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ronald Gross 

15882 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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Linda Grosskopt 

Western Ag Reporter 

PO Box 85 

Billings, MT 59103 

editor@westernagreporter.com 

 

Douglas Gullikson 

12441 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Doug Gullikson 

15592 30th St NW 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

James Gullikson 

3492 157th Ave NW 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Rachel Gunderson 

Sidney Sugars 

399 12th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Russell Gurney 

11457 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Ronald Gurney 

12533 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Joe Gutkoski 

Montana River Action Network 

304 N. 18th Ave 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

 

Blake  Haakenson 

PO Box 988 

Dickinson, ND 58602 

 

Tom Hafele 

PO Box 121 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Philip Hafemann 

33465 CR 114 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Jeff Hagener 

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

1420 East Sixth Avenue 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 

 

Jeff & Keri Hagener 

Montana Fish Wildlie & Parks 

PO Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59320 

 

Brent Hagler 

10896 Co Rd 344 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Joanne Hagler 

10898 Co Rd 344 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Wade Hagler 

10924 Co Rd 344 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Barbara Hagler 

2830 Providence Pl 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Sarah Haines 

11553 Hwy 16 

Crane, MT 59270 
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Roger Hall 

PO BOX 17082 

Missoula, MT 59808-7082 

 

John F. Haller 

345 Blaine Street 

Missoula, MT 59801 

john@hallerweb.com 

 

Daniel & Teresa Halley 

PO Box 558 

Sidney, MT 59270-0558 

 

Quenten Hallonguisi 

Agri Industries 

2022 O Wyoming 

Glendive, MT 59330 

hallonguisifam@gmail.com 

 

Greg Hallsten 

MT Department of Environmental Quality 

1520 East 6th Ave 

Helena, MT 59620-0901 

 

David Halvorson 

704 3RD ST SE 

Sidney, MT 59270-4721 

 

Marcy Hamburg 

PO Box 84 

Savage, MT 59262 

mhamburg58@gmail.com 

 

Bill Hamburg 

PO Box 84 

Savage, MT 59262 

bhamburg@midrivers.com 

 

Bill & Marcy Hamburg 

PO Box 84 

Savage, MT 59262 

mhamburg@midrivers.com 

 

Arnold Hamer 

Hansen Ranch 

207 2nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lola@midrivers.com 

 

Ray Hamer 

Hansen Ranch 

207 2nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lola@midrivers.com 

 

Lou Hanebury 

656 Oasis Drive 

Billings, MT 59105 

lbhanebury@msn.com 

 

Lou  Hanebury 

Yellowstone Audubon Society 

9873 US Highway 212 

Joliet, MT 59041 

sregele@juno.com 

 

Jim Hanks, Jr 

3162 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ken Hanna 

Walleyes Forever 

PO Box 21852 

Billings, MT 59104 

 

Lola Hansen 

207 2nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ray Hansen 

82 Dry Creek Road 

Wibaux, MT 59353 

 

Robert & Betty Hansen 

835 Amethyst Dr 

Santa Maria, CA 93455 
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Linda Hanson 

402 7th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Mary Hanson 

Montana Land Reliance 

P.O. Box 171 

Billings, MT 59103-0171 

 

Rick Haraldson 

216 14th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Timothy & Alexandria Hardey 

333 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Boyd Hardy 

13265 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

shirleyh@midrivers.com 

 

Shirley Hardy 

13265 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

shirleyh@midrivers.com 

 

Hannah  Hardy 

3131 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

hannahjhardy@gmail.com 

 

Scarlett Hardy 

3131 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

David Hardy 

3131 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Jack  Hardy 

Plainview Farms LLP 

3162 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

JW Hardy 

3162 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Linda Hardy 

Plainview Farms LLP 

3162 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

jklin@midrivers.com 

 

Jack Hardy 

Larmer 

3162 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Jim Hardy 

3164 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Mary Hardy 

3164 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Mark Hardy 

818 9TH ST SW 

Sidney, MT 59270-4812 

 

Howard Harmon 

11297 COUNTY ROAD 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Wagner Harmon 

Horizon Resources 

209 Washington Ave 

Williston, NT 58801 
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Howard Harmon 

PO Box 41 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Alex Harrington 

Sidney Sugar 

PO Box 225 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David & Kathleen Harris 

PO Box 1 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

John Hart 

Montana Environmental  

Information Center 

P.O. Box 1184 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

Clarence Hartle 

12076 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Randi Hass 

PO Bo 172 

Sidney, MT 59270 

reni1@hotmail.com 

 

Randi  Hass 

PO Box 172 

Sidney, MT 59270 

renii1@hotmail.com 

 

Dave Haverkamp 

34719 Co Rd 119 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Chanele Hayden 

PO Box 424,  

1116 W. 8th Street 

Fairview, MT 59221 

cfhopeful21@aol.com 

 

John Heath 

PO Box 816  

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Gina Heckey 

209 3rd Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Arvin Heinle 

16032 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Vernon C. Heinrich 

502 Fir Street 

Glendive, MT 59330 

dvhein@idrivers.com 

 

Harold Helland 

13359 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Dale Helm 

10898 W 30th Place 

Lake Wood, CO 80215 

 

Don Helm 

15942 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Jill Helmuth 

Bartlett & West, Inc. 

Box 250 

Watford City, ND 58854 

jill.helmuth@bartwest.com 

 

John Helvey 

567 Cayuse Trail 

Bozeman, MT 59718 
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Curtis Helvey 

6220 Elkhorn Road 

Helena, MT 59602 

 

Patricia Helvey 

6220 Elkhorn Road 

Helena, MT 59602 

 

Bill Henderson 

PO Box 1050 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Thomas Henderson 

PO Box 62 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Heather Herrman 

Triple C Farms, Inc. 

34127 CR 107 

Sacage, MT 59262 

htconradsen26@hotmail.com 

 

Sashua Hier 

12920 CR Rd 333 

Lambert, MT 59270 

sashuabeen14@hotmail.com 

 

William Hier 

LYIP 

12920 CR 233 

Lambert, MT 59243 

hier333@hotmail.com 

 

Michaela Hier 

12921 CR 333 

Lambert, MT 59243 

 

Mike Hier 

12921 CR 333 

Lambert, MT 59243 

 

Shawn  Higley, PE 

WWC Engineering 

1275 Maple Street, Suite F 

Helena, MT 59601 

shigley@wwcengineering.com 

 

Doug Hill 

Walleyes Unlimited (Mon-Dak) Chapter 

304 4th Street SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Chester Hill 

34752 CR 119 

Sidney, MT 59270 

chet.hill@hephyseed.com 

 

Howard Hill 

35554 CR 133 

Fairview, MT 59221 

howeird1976@hotmail.com 

 

Howard Hill 

818 5th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Chris Hillesland 

1517 6th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Donald Hillman 

35362 COUNTY ROAD 129 

Sidney, MT 59270-4256 

 

Charles Hillman 

35362 CR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Molly Hilton 

5052 Christy Court 

Troy, MI 48098 

mollyehilton@yahoo.com 
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Cathy Hintz 

2405 W. Holly St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

hintzinsur@midwest.com 

 

Ron His Horse Is Thunder 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 

Admin. Service Center, Bldg #1, North 

Standing Rock Avenue 

Fort Yates, ND 58538 

 

Jeff Hiutz 

812 7th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sidneydpw@midrivers.com 

 

Rita Hoch 

35448 County Road 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

darihoch@yahoo.com 

 

FRED D Hoeger 

PO Box 480 

Terry, MT 59349 

 

Melvin N Hoferer 

4721 US Hwy 310 

Juliet, MT 59041 

mhoferercows@gmail.com 

 

Kenneth Hoff 

12675 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Steve Hoffman 

Montana Audubon 

P.O. Box 595 

Helena, MT 59624 

 

Venture Holding Company 

409 14th St SW 

Great Falls, MT 59404 

 

Rankin Holmes 

Montana Water Trust 

140 S. 4th St. West, Unit 1 

Missoula, MT 59801 

 

Maci Holst 

1201 W. Holly, Ste 1 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mholst@gmail.com 

 

James Holst 

803 14th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John C. Hoon 

270 5th Ave S 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Jessica Hoon 

City of Sidney 

720 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John   Hoon 

PO Box 183 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Travis Horton 

Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Recovery 

Workgroup 

1420 East Sixth Avenue P.O. Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 

 

Tom Hougen 

Box 127 

Melstone, MT 59059 

 

John Houle 

Chippewa Cree Tribe of the  

Rocky Boys' Reservation 

Rural Route 1, Box 544 

Box Elder, MT 59521-9724 
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Sandy  Houston 

Richland County 

117 8th Street SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

shouston@richland.org 

 

Jami Howell 

1825 Milan Road 

Huntley, Mt 59037 

jhowell@northernbroadcasting.com 

 

Allen Hrubes 

1320 Cootest 

Glendive, MT 59330 

metalal@midrivers.com 

 

Amber Hrubes 

320 Cooke St 

Glendive, MT 59330 

ahrubes@mt.com 

 

Layton Hrubes 

820 Coche St 

Glendive, MT 59330 

rideshowwin1995@hotmail.com 

 

Rhonda Hunter 

13988 CR 347 

FAIRVIEW, MT 59221 

 

Rodney Hurley 

14479 COUNTY ROAD 355 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Dale Hurley 

15852 33rd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Timothy Hurley 

3137 160th Ave  

Fairview, MT 59221 

hurley_41@icloud.com 

 

Philip Hurley 

3291 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ty Hurley 

35531 CR 147 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Vess E Hurley 

PO BOX 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Patty Hurst 

118 11th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Hutter 

3152 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Hugh Hutton 

12794 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Peggy Iba 

1 Sussex Ct 

Glendive, MT 59330 

peggy.iba@gmail.com 

 

Kat Imhoff 

The Nature Conservancy of Montana 

32 S. Ewing, Suite 215 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

Mark Iszler 

505 Lincoln Ave S 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mi1302@iszler.net 
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Dick Iversen 

13749 CR 332 

Culbertson, MT 59218 

rsi@midrivers.com 

 

Ruth Iversen 

35177 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Mark Iversen 

35193 Co Rd 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kathy  Iversen 

35193 CR 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mkinc@midrivers.com 

 

Dale & Mark Iversen 

35201 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dale & Char Iversen 

35201 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

iversen@midrivers.com 

 

Bill Iversen 

35205 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

bpns@midrivers.com 

 

Neil Iversen 

PO Box 1166 

Williston, ND 58802 

 

Marlow Iversen 

PO Box 158 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Ken Iverson 

Farmer & Bucher 

35188 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Theresa Iverson 

35188 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kathleen A Iverson 

35193 C R 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mkinc@midrivers.com 

 

Albert Jackson 

907 14th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Michael Jandreau 

Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 

187 Oyate Circle 

Lower Brule, SD 57548-0187 

 

Harry & Lucille Jensen 

735 6th St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Michael Jepsen 

11110 Co Rd 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

JH Farms LLC 

4653 E Iona Rd 

Idaho Falls, ID 83401 

 

JLDM, LLC 

13705 Co Rd 351 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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Kirk Johhnson 

3041 Cheney Creek Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Cassey Johnson 

1045 15th St SW - Apt D 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sam Johnson 

Montana DNRC 

1371 Rimtop Dr 

Billings, MT 59105 

sam.johnson@mt.gov 

 

Theresa Johnson 

Country Lane Farms 

15932 29th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Richard Johnson 

16112 36th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Henry Johnson 

Richland County Commission 

201 West Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Paul Johnson 

2426 3rd St. NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ray Johnson 

2700 Red River Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rayjohnson@midrivers.com 

 

Heather Johnson 

2700 Red River Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Anita Johnson 

3041 Cheny Creek Rd 

Cartwright, ND 58838 

 

Hubert Johnson 

319 3rd Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Calvin Johnson 

34172 CR 131 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Irene Johnson 

429 3rd Street, SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Russell Johnson 

510 10th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Warren Johnson 

P.O. Box 354 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Terry Johnson 

PO Box 249 

Mission,  SD 57555-0249 

 

Hubert Johnson 

PO Box 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Collins Johnson 

PO Box 354 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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Carol Johnson 

PO Box 51224 

Billings, MT 59105 

 

Josh Johnson 

Interstate Engineering, Inc. 

PO Box 648 - 425 E. Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

josh.johnson@interstateeng.com 

 

April Johnston 

American Wildlands 

321 East Main, Suite 418 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

 

Randy Jones 

1101 Sunflower Ln 

Sidney, MT 59270 

phesant@007.com 

 

Justin Jones 

Mon-Dak Walleyes Unltd 

2502 3rd St. NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

www.justin@nickjonesre.com 

 

Rob Jones 

Lyons Communications, LLC 

P.O. Box 1403 

Lyons, CO 80540 

lyonstv@gmail.com 

 

Clifford Jones 

PO Box 1489 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Justin Jones 

PO Box 767 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dara Jonsson 

34379 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Kjeld Jonsson 

34379 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 

jonsson@midrivers.com 

 

Char Jonsson 

34494 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 

charj@midrivers.com 

 

George Jordan 

United States Fish and  

Wildlife Service 

2900 4th Ave N Suite 301 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

R Jorensen 

Box 117 

Crane, MT 59214 

 

Dave Jorgensen 

10986 Co Rd 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lanette Jorgensen 

10986 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Bryce Jorgensen 

11012 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

brycejorgensen@gmail.com 

 

Suzy Jorgensen 

11012 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Ken Jorgensen 

11297 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 
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Keri D Jorgensen 

AJNK, Inc. 

11297 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

jnkinc5@gmail.com 

 

Dee Jorgensen 

John & Dee Farming, INC 

11375 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Jeff Jorgensen 

2248 S. Safflower Lane 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeff Jorgenson 

11297 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Jonathan Jorgenson 

Farmer 

11375 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Don & Christine Josephson 

1998 BITTEROOT DR 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Steve Joslin 

12751 County Rd 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Annette Joslin 

12751 CR 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sage Joyce 

PO Box 2256 

Billings, MT 59103 

sage.l.youce@usace.army.mil 

 

Cathy Juhas 

US Army Corps of Engineers 

P.O  Box 2256 

Billings, MT 59103 

 

Garth N. Kallevig 

Stockman Bank 

101 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Garth Kallevig 

2098 Sagelily Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brent Kallevig 

Box 55 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Garth & Joyce Kallevig 

Stockman Bank 

PO Box 1123 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ted Karst 

16022 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

tedkarst@hotmail.com 

 

Jim Karst 

16032 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Arlene Karst 

16052 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Virgil Karst 

16082 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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Richard Karst 

3171 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Justin Karst 

3211 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Donald Karst 

PO Box 225 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Taylor Kasperick 

51 N. 15th Street, Ste. 1 

Billings, MT 59101 

tkasperic@gmail.com 

 

Scott R Keibel 

806 2nd St. SW #4 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Scot R Keig 

806 2nd St SW, #4 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lloyd Keller 

34743 Co Rd 119N 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dave Kelsey 

1902 Molt Rapelje Rd 

Molt, MI 59057 

dkelsey@yvec.com 

 

Brian Kendsforth 

618 27th Avenue 

Laurel, MT 59044 

 

Aaron Kessel 

35010 HIGHWAY 23 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Allen Kessler 

316 Valley Rd 

Fairfield, AL 35064 

 

Key Rocky Mtn 

TAX DEPARTMENT 

Houston, TX 77010 

 

Roger Kimble 

1370 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rkimble@gmail.com 

 

Rae Jean Kimble 

1370 22nd Ave. NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rkimble43@gmail.com 

 

Gary Kindopp 

140 Orchard Lane 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Ken  Kios 

Box 27 

Trenton, ND 58853 

 

Cathy Kirkpatrick 

Senator Walsh office 

112 W. Towne St 

Glendive, MT 59330 

cathy_kirkpatick@walsh.senate.gov 

 

Cathy Kirkpatrul 

300 College Dr 

Glendive, MT 59330 

dcedc@midrivers.com 
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William R Kirschner 

PO Box 79 

Sidney, MT 59270 

thekirsch44@mgak.com 

 

Dennis Kittleson 

33993 CR 146 

Culbertson, MT 59218 

 

Kent Klein 

15981 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Jeff Klempel 

34984 Co Rd 122E 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeremy Klempel 

35146 Co Rd 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kevin D Klose 

13072 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Kent Klose 

15981 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

klosera@yahoo.com 

 

Vernon Klose 

3031 1th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Kent Klose 

3032 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Vernon Klose 

Klose Farms Inc 

3032 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Vernon C. Klose 

Klose Lands, LLP 

3032 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ken Klose 

Klose Farms 

3072 Hwy 160 NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Kim Klose 

Klose Farms 

3072 Hwy 160 NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Joseph Knapp 

14405 CR 355 

Fairview, MT 59221 

brotherjosephk@yahoo.com 

 

Ken Knels 

Farmer 

16061 33rd St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Larry Knels 

555 EL PASO ST 

Billings, MT  59101-6868 

 

Rep. Austin Knudsen 

MT House of Representatives 

PO Box 624 

Culbertson, MT 59218 

austinforhouse@yahoo.com 

 

Stacy Kober 

Agri Industries, Inc. 

941 14th St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

stacy@h20agri.com 
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Stacy Kober 

941 14th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sskober@gmail.com 

 

Gene Koch 

12776 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tim Koffkey 

LYIP 

PO Box 36 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Tom Koffkey 

LYIP 

PO Box 36 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Don Kopecky 

PO Box 90 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lenny Kortes 

1000 Dale Ave 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Lenny Kortes 

Helena Chemical 

904 E. Main Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

kortesl@helenachemical.com 

 

Lenny  Kortes 

Helena Chemical 

PO Box 532 

Fairview, MT 59221 

kortesl@helenachemical.com 

 

Chad Kostelecky 

34575 CR 117 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gordon Kotherge 

207 Prospect Dr 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Rick Kraft 

7590 Neiland Road 

Billings, MT 59106 

randrkraft@gmail.com 

 

Douglas Kramer 

3134 South 56th W 

Billings , MT 59106 

 

Joel Krautter 

City of Sidney 

703 6th St SE 

Sidney, MT 57270 

JoelKrautternlo@midrivers.com 

 

Betty Kringen 

12118 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Randy & Suzie Kringen 

2508 LINCOLN AVE S 

Sidney, MT  59270 

 

Randal Kringen 

2700 Lincoln Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

James Krivec 

5320 Sandalwood Dr 

Billings , MT 59106 

jlkrivec@gmail.com 

 

Lauren Krives 

5931 Sandalwood Dr 

Billings, MT 59106 
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Curtis Kruer 

PO Box 753 

Sheridan, MT 59749 

kruer@3rivers.net 

 

Justin Kucera 

226 Ave D 

Billings, MT 59101 

jfkucera@gmail.com 

 

Gary Kuelsforth 

608 27th Ave W 

Laurel, MT 59044 

 

Loren Kutzler 

Reynolds Market 

401 N. Central 

Sidney, MT 59270 

loren.kutzler@reynoldmarket.com 

 

Jessica Kwasney 

P.O. Box 582 

Circle, MT 59215 

 

Gary L LaCasse 

PO Box 67 

Plentywood, MT 59254-0067 

 

Susan Lake 

Lake Farms, Inc. 

59969 Hwy 93 

Ronan, MT 59864 

jlake@ronan.net 

 

Justin E Lander 

1837 Sage Lily Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

just1205@outlook.com 

 

Denise Lang 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

312 2nd Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dlangel5@gmail.com 

 

Doug Lang 

629 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dougl@midrivers.com 

 

Robert Lange 

33649 CR 109 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Nesha Lange 

33649 CR 109 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Howard Langeveld 

1912 8th Avenue West  

Seattle, WA 98119 

hlangeveld@comcast.net 

 

Lucy Langwald 

2892 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Tim Langwald 

3781 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Judy LaPam 

517 4th Street SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

m3jlapan@gmail.com 

 

Lowell Larson 

316 44th Ave So 

Moorhead, MN 56560 

 

Alan Larson 

32589 CR 137 

Lambert,  MT 58243 
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Lowell Larson 

PO Box 423 

Sidney, MT 59270 

llarson@cord.edu 

 

Ben Larson 

Safflower Tech Int. 

PO Box 485 

Fairview, MT 59221 

blarson@safflowertech.com 

 

Dennis Latka 

34954 Hwy 23 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Eric Laux 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, NE  68102 

eric.a.laux@usace.army.mil 

 

Dereke Lawrance 

12755 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dennis LeDoux 

47 Rd 240 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Jackyln Lee 

15051 58th St. NW 

Williston, ND 58801 

jlee@horizon resources.coop 

 

John Leintz 

412 25th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Leintz 

416 35th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Leintz 

Sidney Sugars 

419 35th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dalton Lemburg 

Shepherd, FFA 

5230 Equestrian Road 

Shepherd, MT 59079 

dalton.lemburg@gmail.com 

 

Dale Lentz 

4224 David Mark Trail 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Bert Lepel 

34994 CR 122 E 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lepel@midrviers.com 

 

Mavirda Lepel 

34994 CR 122 E 

Sidney, MT 59270 

blegal@juno.com 

 

Paul Lepisto 

Izaak Walton League  

of America 

1115 S Cleveland Avenue 

Pierre, SD 57501-4456 

plepisto@iwla.org 

 

David Ler 

10727 CR 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

dc ranch@yahoo.com 

 

Matt Ler 

10743 COUNTY ROAD 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lloyd Lester 

3752 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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William Lewis 

34134 Hwy 201 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Nate Linde 

3023 Western Bluffs Blvd 

Billings, MT 59106 

 

David G. Linde 

34880 CR 132 

Fairview, MT 59221 

davidlinde250@hotmail.com 

 

Sierra Linde 

4330 Dobrinka Drive #4 

Billings, MT 59106 

slinde3@hotmail.com 

 

Bill D Lindsay, Sr 

Agri Industries 

311 21st Ave NW, Lot 10 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lindsman2425@yahoo.com 

 

John Little 

Montana Fish,  

Wildlife and Parks 

Industrial Site West 

Miles City, MT 59301 

 

Dennis  Lokken 

12283 Sidney Circle 

Sidney, MT 59270 

led2491@gmail.com 

 

Cara Lokken-Frandsen 

12282 1st Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

caralokken@hotmail.com 

 

Tim Lorenz 

12113 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Joel Lorenz 

Lorenz Concrete 

13346 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Dennis Lorenz 

Sidney Rental 

2508 S. Lincoln Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dl@sidneyrental.com 

 

Tom Lorenz 

34839 Co Rd 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Rick Lovec 

121 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Red Lovec 

121 7th Avenue SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Linda Lovgren 

Lovgren Marketing Group 

809 N 96 St, #2 

Omaha, NE 68114 

lovgren@lovgren.com 

 

Dennis Lowery 

Sidney Rental 

12108 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dl@sidneyrental.com 

 

Charles Lowman 

12749 CR 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

clowman@midrivers.com 

 

Marleen Lowman 

12749 CR 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Scott Ludwig 

117 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

scottludwig247@yahoo.com 

 

Steve Lunderby 

Lunderby Feedlots 

12314 CR 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert Lunderby 

12348 Co Rd 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lance M 

10677 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

jbellady@yahoo.com 

 

Andy Madison 

LYIP 

306 Washington St 

Crane, MT 53217 

 

Sheri Madison 

621 5th St. SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gary Malsam 

13329 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Gary Malsam 

PO Box 393 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Tami Maltese 

113 West Main St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Patti Mann 

309 3rd Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

pmann@midrivers.com 

 

Forrest Markle 

35361 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Randy Marmon 

16061 39th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Matt Marsh 

WAPA 

2900 4th Ave N 

Billings, MT 59101 

mmarsh@wapa.gov 

 

Marion Martin 

15942 34th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Monte Martin 

3621 160 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ken Martin 

Retired - US Army Corps of Engineers 

PO Box 117 

Chinook, MT 59523 

km12724@yahoo.com 

 

Sheridan Martin 

PO Box 632 

Culbertson, MT 59218 

roundupreporter@gmail.com 

 

Randy  Matsue 

5083 Bennett Industial 

Williston, ND 58801 
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Nicole McClain 

Yellowstone River Conservation District 

Council 

1371 Rimtop Dr 

Billings, MT 59105 

yellowstonerivercouncil.org 

 

Nicole McClain 

Yellowstone River Conservation  

District Council 

P.O. Box 148 

Livingston, MT 59047 

 

Brian McDanold 

Glendive Walleyes Unltd 

407 Chestnut 

Glendive, MT 59330 

brian.mcdanold@wbip.com 

 

Dorene & Jim McDonald 

319 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rose84mcdonald@hotmail.com 

 

David McDonald 

PO Box 265 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lisa McFarlands 

8201 Molt Road 

Billings, MT 59106 

mtbluedogs@gmail.com 

 

Robert McGinnis 

1515 Sunflower Ln 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brian McGinnis 

814 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kathy McLane 

377 FAS 254 

Glendive, MT 59330 

kathleen.mclane@midrivers.com 

 

Kathy Newton McLane 

377 FAS 254 

Glendive, MT 59330 

kmacinmt@hotmail.com 

 

Kathy McLane 

Mid Rivers Communications 

377 FAS254 

Glendive, MT 59330 

kathleenmclane@midrivers.coop 

 

Jerry McMillen 

10090 Hwy 261 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David McMillen 

1675 W. Holly St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Norma McNiven 

3512 Boothill Rd 

Huntley, MT 59037 

 

Walter McNutt 

110 12th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

walt@midrivers.com 

 

William McNutt 

304 Yellowstone Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

Wpmcnutt@yahoo.com 

 

Alexis McPherson 

82 CR 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Carly McPherson 

82 CR 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 
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Alex McPherson 

McPherson Farms, Inc. 

82 CR 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

alexmcp@hotmail.com 

 

Craig McPherson 

82 Road 555 

GLENDIVE, MT  59330-1937 

 

Zach McPherson 

86 Road 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

z-mcpherson@hotmail.com 

 

 MDU 

PO Box 5650 

Bismarck, ND 58501 

 

Davis Meehan 

1420 W Holly 

Sidney, MT 59270 

meehan@midrivers.com 

 

Alan Mehl 

11361 Hwy 16 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Roy Melroy 

12581 CR 349R 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Mercer 

11807 Highway 261 

Sidney, MT 59270 

john@mercerfarm.com 

 

Leslie Meson 

1060 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lmredo@midrivers.com 

 

Leslie Messer 

1060 S. Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lmredc@midivers.com 

 

Pat Micheletto 

33878 CR 101 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Patty  Micheletto 

33878 CR 101 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Daniel Miller 

122 Glenwood Ave 

Glendive, MT  59330 

 

Kris & Kirk Miller 

12218 CR 349 N 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Curtis Miller 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, NE 68102 

curtis.j.miller@usace.army.mil 

 

Carl Miller 

2902 161 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Toby Miller 

2912 161 St Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Greg Miller 

323 23rd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Daniel Miller 

3765 HIGHWAY 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Tatum Miller 

7205 S. 56th ST W 

Billings, MT 59106 

gotmiller@gmail.com 

 

Thomas Miller 

8700 SILA PL 

Rapid City, SD 57702-9084 

 

Diane Miller 

PO Box 550 

Fairview, MT 59221 

dynamo@midrivers.com 

 

Gary Mindt 

13128 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Henry Mischel 

312 Cooke Street 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Dorothy Mitchell 

11843 Highway 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Clyde & Duane Mitchell 

11843 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Duane Mitchell 

Richland Co. Commissioner 

201 W Main St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dmitchell@richland.org 

 

Duane Mitchell 

221 S. Lincoln Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wayde & Lisa Mitchell 

Highground Services 

P.O. Box 963 

Baker, MT 59313 

wayde398@gmail.com 

 

Everett Mitchell 

PO Box 338 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Robert & Renee Mitzner 

517 N. 10th St. PO Box 662 

Livingston, MT 59047 

wingandfin@gmail.com 

 

Stefanie & Craig Moen 

TriCounty Implement 

616 9th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

stefsev@ymail.com 

 

Gregory Mohr 

1809 14th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

GMohr@mt.gov 

 

Julie Montes 

PO Box 335 

Lambert, MT 59243 

jmontes63@aol.com 

 

Andy Moore 

306 Washington Street 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Matthew Moore 

PO Box 542 

Baker, MT 59313-0542 
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Lee Moore 

PO Box 604 

Baker, MT 59313 

 

Jeremy Morgret 

Stockman Bank 

1040 Strawberry Ave 

Billings, MT 59105 

jmorgret@stockmanbank.com 

 

Bud Morrill 

13179 Hwy 2 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dale Mortenson 

446 Caravan 

Billings, MT 59101 

PLM644@bresnan.net 

 

Desly Movius 

10 Country Lane 

Cornwall, NY 12518-1021 

Mofry.512@hotmail.com 

 

Cheryl Murphy 

295 Bitterroot Rd 

Miles City, MT 59301 

 

Michael E Murphy 

Montana Water Resources Assn. 

PO Box 4927 

Helena, MT 59604 

mwra-h20@msn.com 

 

Mike Murphy 

PO Box 4927 

Helena, MT 59604 

 

Leslie  Mved 

1060 S. Central Avenue 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lmved@midrivers.com 

 

William Nankivel 

35338 Co Rd 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Philip S Naro 

21 Crescent Point Rd 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

pnaro21@gmail.com 

 

Gerald & Mary Ellen Navratil 

12026 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Pat Neiss 

803 3rd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

flipside@midrivers.com 

 

Gary Nelsen 

187 North 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Larry Nelson 

187 North 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

John M Nelson 

210 4th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jmn@midrivers.com 

 

John M Nelson 

210 4th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

reford@midrivers.com 

 

Keith Nelson 

34469 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 
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Gary  Nelson 

PO Box 177 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Linda Nelson 

Valley Garage, Inc. 

PO Box 177 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Charlene Netzer 

12127 County Road 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Don Netzer 

12127 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sheila Neu 

PO Box 123 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Fe Neumann 

883 3RD AVE SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Donna L. Nevins 

Nevins Farms, Inc. 

12689 CR 336 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Peggy Newton 

Dawson County Conservation District 

102 Fir Street 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Mike Newton 

Montana Walleyes Unlimited 

316 Chesnut Ave 

Glendive, MT 59330 

mnewton@fisherind.com 

 

Phyllis Newton 

377 FAS 254 

Glendive, MT 59330 

kmacinmt@hotmail.com 

 

Robert D. Niehart 

Performance Engineering & Consulting 

7100 Commercial Ave, Ste 4 

Billings, MT 59101 

rob@performance-ec.com 

 

Rex A Niles 

329 Jib Ct 

Lakeside, MT 59922 

rexniles@hotmail.com 

 

Del Nollmeyer 

34461 CR 112 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Kim Nollmeyer 

34461 CR  112 

Savage, MT 59262 

kim_nollmeyer@hotmail.com 

 

Palmer Norby 

12255 Co Rd 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Marlin Norby 

15932 29th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Rocky Norby 

35244 CR 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

pnorby@hotmail.com 

 

Rick Norby 

903 14th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

richard.norby@yahoo.com 
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Harvey Noteboom 

16037 West Sandia Park Dr 

Surprise, AZ 85374 

 

John Notebuum 

1163 Moon Valley Rd 

Billings, MT 59105 

j.notebuum@bresnan.net 

 

Lisa Notebuum 

1163 Moon Valley Rd 

Billings, MT 59105 

l.notebuum@bresnan.net 

 

Cindy & David Nygaard 

LYIP 

1998 Goldenroad LN 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jerry Nypen 

Lower Yellowstone Irrigation District 

2327 Lincoln Avenue Southeast 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ryan Obergfell 

11497 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Katie O'Clair 

Richland County Treasurer's Office 

201 West Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

koclair@richland.org 

 

Leonard Odenbach 

11051 CR 44 

Savage, MT 59261 

 

Leonard Odenbach 

604 Rock Spring Rd 

Naperville, IL 60565 

 

Will O'Laughlin 

160 Brayton Road 

Boston, MA 02135 

wbol314@gmail.com 

 

Joel Olson 

12924 Co. Rd. 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Randy  Olson 

2025 Sage Lily Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John K Olson 

2025 Sage Lily Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Adam M. Olson 

306 Washington Street 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Barb Olson 

3503 Briarwood Blvd 

Billings, MT 59101 

baolson46@yahoo.com 

 

Andy Olson 

Box 33 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Highland Operating LLC 

PO Box 5103 

Enid, OK 73702-5103 

 

Zoe Opie 

Big Horn Alliance 

PO Box 7884 

Fort Smith, MT 59305 

absaraka@bhwi.net 
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Steve Ortiz 

Prairie Band of Potawatomi Nation 

16281 Q Road 

Mayetta, KS 66509 

 

Mike Otterstetter 

Horizon Resources 

605 South Ellery Ave 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Larry Paitsel 

PO Box 4  

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Mike Pannell 

12985 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Naomi Pannell 

12985 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Skyla Paplia 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

516 26th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Pepe Paquin 

3495 Racquet Plave 

Billings, MT 59102 

pepe@nutralix.com 

 

Grant Parker 

Parker LawFirm 

655 East Beckwith 

Missoula, MT 59801 

grant.parker.parkerlaw@gmail.com 

 

Mitchell Parker 

Omaha Tribe of Nebraska 

P.O. Box 368 

Macy, NE 68039-0368 

 

David Parsheill 

224 Mitchell St 

Deerlodge, MT 59722 

 

Lyle E. Partin 

Montana Dakota Utilities 

35184 County Road 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Allyn Partin 

35190 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Anita Paschke 

425 Merrin St 

Billings, MT 59105 

 

Ted Paschke 

425 Mervin St. 

Billings, MT 59102 

tedpaschke@hotmail.com 

 

Katherine Paschke 

Sweetwater Retirement  

Apt 206;  

3140 Sweet Water Drive 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Tom Pavek 

1911 14th ST SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Charlotte Payette 

104 Interstate Ave. N 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Myra Pearson 

Spirit Lake Dakotah Nation 

P.O. Box 359 

Fort Totten, ND 58335 
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Raleigh Peck 

1575 10th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rgpeck@electriclanding.com 

 

Raleigh G. Peck 

Electric Land, Inc 

1575 10th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

elcland@midrivers.com 

 

Deb Peck 

410 N Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Raleigh Peck 

410 N Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

elcland@midrivers.com 

 

Kent Pedersen 

McKenzie County SCD 

1952 136th Ave NW 

Arnegard, ND 58835 

 

Mike Penfold 

3552 Prostuck Rd 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Michael Pepsin 

110 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

James Pesek 

14514 Hwy 200 

Alexander, ND 58831 

 

Lyle Peters 

Horizon Resources 

11390 CR 345 

Savage, MT 59262 

peters@horizonresources.coop 

 

Maria Peters 

1148 Safflower Lane 

Sidney, MT 59270 

peters5@midrivers.com 

 

Duane Peters  

Sidney Sugar 

1148 Safflower Lane 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dpeters@crystalsugar.com 

 

J Petersen 

1411 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kermit Petersen 

1411 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kagney Petersen 

34959 CR 126 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gail Petersen 

Sidney Redi-Mix 

PO Box 788 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Vernon Peterson 

11196 Co Rd 344 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lyle Peterson 

1600 S EAGLE RIDGE DR #112 

Renton,  WA 98055 

 

Roger Peterson 

1707 14th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Lynn Peterson 

2822 3rd St NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

us56639295@midrivers.com 

 

GAIL PETERSON 

35052 COUNTY ROAD 123 

Sidney,  MT 59270-6307 

 

Lynne Peterson 

Savage Public Schools 

368 Mesa 

Savage, MT 59262 

lynn&pete@gmail.com 

 

Darren & Jeffry Peterson 

57 Franklin Pl 

Montclair, NJ 07042 

 

Mark  Peterson 

621 N. 17th Ave. 

Bozeme, MT 59715 

mdandib@qwestoffice.net 

 

Lynne Peterson 

Savage School 

PO Box 110 

Savage, MT 59267 

 

Gene Peterson 

PO Box 93 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Nancy Petula 

Lovgren Marketing Group 

809 N. 96 Street 

Omaha, NE 68114 

petula@lovgren.com 

 

Warren Pierce 

1917 W Towne 

Glendive, MT 59330 

wing@midrivers.com 

 

Mathew Pilcher 

Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 

P.O. 687 

Winnegabo, NE  68071-0687 

 

 Plainview Farms LLP 

3164 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Bing Poff 

101 7th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Vanessa Pooch 

Sidney Sugar 

321 W Mail St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

vpooch@crystalsugar.com 

 

Ivan D. Posey 

Eastern Shoshone Tribe 

P.O. Box 538 

Fort Washakie, WY  82514 

 

Stephen Potts 

United States Environmental  

Protection Agency 

10 West 15th St., Suite 3200 

Helena, MT 59626 

 

Bob Prepp 

516 9th St W 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Fred Prevost 

26 Rd 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

GEORGE PREVOST 

33161 COUNTY ROAD 128 

Lambert, MT 59243 
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Walter Prevost 

33713 Co Rd 100 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Elwin Prevost 

33862 Co Rd 101 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Wilma Prevost 

PO Box 32 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Rodney Prewitt 

815 3rd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Arlen & Lonnie PRICE 

2397 S CENTRAL AVE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Grace Price 

3104 Gregory Court 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Robert Price 

3104 Gregory Dr 

Billings, MT 59102 

bericend@gmail.com 

 

Robert Price 

3104 Gregory Drive 

Billings, MT 59102 

bprie@gmail.com 

 

Dale Price 

34373 Co Rd 111 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Susan Price 

34373 CR 111 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Craig Price 

915 11th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mtlioncp@midrier.com 

 

Donald Provost 

Lower Yellowstone Electric 

3200 W Holly St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

donp@lyrec.com 

 

Dan Pust 

11 CR 240 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Arline Pust 

11151 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Marilyn Pust 

Steve Pust Farms Inc 

11153 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

Pustvarm@midrivers.com 

 

Steve Pust 

11153 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Doug Pust 

11199 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Wayne Quinnel 

Quinnel Electric 

15012 Mesa Street 

Savage, MT 59262 
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Wasu Quinnell 

130 N Mesa St 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Kayla Quinnell 

150 Mesa St 

Savage, MT 59262 

Dodgecountygal3@hotmail.com 

 

Emagene Quinnell 

Quinnell Electric 

PO Box 114 

Savage, MT 59262 

quinnell@midrivers.com 

 

Barry Rahn 

Buffalo Rapid Dist II 

Box 183 

Fallon, MT 59326 

 

Barry Rakes 

Rakes Famrs 

Box 183 

Fallon, MT 59326 

rakesfarms@midrivers.com 

 

Gordan Rambur 

Montana Turf N Wheels 

1055 Red River 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mtturf@midrivers.com 

 

Howard Rambur 

34790 Co Rd 118 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dale Rambur 

Route 1 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rootsbyreamur@gmail.com 

 

Cheryl Rankin 

Sidney Millwork Co 

34451 CR 112 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Kerry Rasmussen 

34539 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ellen Rasmussen 

35390 Co Rd 147 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Greg Rauschendorfer 

31256 CR 143 

Poplar, MT 59255 

gregr@lyrec.com 

 

Robert Rauschendorfer 

PO Box 4 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jessica Redfield 

City of Sidney   

409 3rd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sidneycity@midrivers.com 

 

 Redfren 

Billings Walleyes Unltd 

PO Box 1891 

Billings, MT 59103 

 

Beth Redlin 

1128 8th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rem@midrivers.com 

 

Beth Redlin 

1500 N Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John R Redman 

11733 Hwy 261 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Holly Redman 

PO Box 115 

Crane, MT 59217 

holly_redman@yahoo.com 

 

Patte Redmond 

PO Box 985 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Alex Reese 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, NE 68102 

 

Arlo Reese 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, Ne 68102 

 

Steve Regele 

Yellowstone Audubon Society 

9872 US Highway 212 

Joliet, MT 59041 

sregele@juno.com 

 

Deb  Regele 

Yellowstone Audubon Society 

9874 US Highway 212 

Joliet, MT 59041 

sregele@juno.com 

 

Kim Rehbein 

11800 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rehbeink@midrivers.com 

 

Denny Rehberg 

United States House of Representatives 

1201 Grande Avenue, Suite 1 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Kim Rehbein 

1180 CR 347 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gerhard Reichenbach 

2772 162 Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Walter & Pearl Reichenbach 

35184 Co Rd 124 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Greg Reid 

51 N. 15th St. 

Billings, MT 59101 

greid@wweengineering.com 

 

David & Becky Reidle 

Reidle Farms 

1013 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dbreidle@midrivers.com 

 

Shelby Reidle 

1013 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

shelbyreidle@gmail.com 

 

Nina Reidle 

2121 E Echo Dr 

Billings, MT 59105 

ninareidle@gmail.com 

 

Richard Reidle 

3242 Hwy 58E 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Barbara Reidle 

3341 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

oasis@midrivers.com 

 

Earl Reidle 

3341 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 
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Jay E Reidle 

341 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ruth Reidle 

923 12th St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rreidle@midrivers.com 

 

Arlene Reidle 

Box 64 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Linda Reisig 

311 11th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lreisig@crystalsugar.com 

 

Lincoln Reisig 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

311 11th Street SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lreisig@crystalsugar.com 

 

Tom Reiter 

Montana Pike Masters 

3827 River Rd 

Laurel, MT 59044 

 

Ted Reitz 

35284 CR 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Seth Rekdal 

Shepherd, FFA 

7280 Horseman Way 

Shepherd, MT 59079 

seth.rekdal@gmail.com 

 

William (Butch) Renders 

1311 S. Central Avenue 

Sidney, MT 59270 

butchr13@gmail.com 

 

Lynn  Rettig 

15 Main 

Musselshell, MT 59059 

rettig@midrivers.com 

 

John   Reynolds 

1204 14th St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Samree Reynolds 

Sidney Sugars 

265 S 1st Ave 

Savage, MT 59262 

islandgirl59262@yahoo.com 

 

Samree Reynolds 

PO Box 111 

Savage, MT 59262 

islandgirl 59262@yahoo.com 

 

George & Jenny Rice 

122 RD 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Jenny  Rice 

127 Rd 555 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Dave  Rice 

2324 Hwy 16 

Glendive, MT 59330 

rcakes@midrivers.com 

 

Delneta Rice 

2324 Hwy 16 

Glendive, MT 59330 

reake@midrivers.com 

 

Jim Rice 

3503 Briarwood Blvd 

Billings, MT 59101 

lort10@aol.com 
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Taylor Richter 

322 3rd Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Beth Ridlin 

112 8th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

rem@midrivers.com 

 

Cheryl Riedel 

16032 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Lillian Riedel 

16042 HIGHWAY 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

CT Ripley 

PO Box 186 

Huntley, MT 59037 

cthatranch77@hotmail.com 

 

Sam Ritter 

35269 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dave & Bobbie Roberts 

201 Dry Creek Rd 

Wibaux, MT 59353 

 

Pat Roberts 

713 9th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

marketa@midrivers.com 

 

JB Roberts 

919 13th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Pat Roberts 

Mon-Kota Fertilizer & Irrigation 

Box 487 

Fairview, MT 59921 

monkota@midrivers.com 

 

Jim Robinson 

Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation 

P.O. Box 201601 

Helena, MT 59620-1601 

 

Jay Rosaaen 

12601 COUNTY ROAD 333 

Lambert, MT 59243-9403 

 

Melissa Rosaaen 

Richland County Justice Court/Sidney City 

Court 

300 12th Ave NW, Suite 6 

Sidney, MT 59270 

mrosaaen@mt.gov 

 

Stan Rosaaen 

Niehenke Welding 

312 N. Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

niehenkewleding@gmail.com 

 

Ross Rosaaen 

312 North Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

niehenkewelding@gmail.com 

 

JEAN Rosendale 

1954 HIGHWAY 16 

GLENDIVE, MT 59330-9218 

 

Matt Rosendale 

Intake Irrigation Project 

1954 Highway 16 

Glendive, MT 59330 

linden@midrivers.com 

 

Matt Rosendale 

Montana State Senate 

1954 Hwy 16 

Glendive, MT 59330 

mattrosendale@midrivers.com 
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Marty Ross 

610 5th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

marty.ross13@gmail.com 

 

Kevin Roth 

1634 Alter CT 

Sidney, MT 59270 

kroth@crystalsugar.com 

 

Kevin D Roth 

1634 Aser Ct 

Sidney, MT 59270 

kevin@crystalsugars.com 

 

Kevin D Roth 

Sidney Sugars, Inc. 

35140 CR 125 

Sidney, MT 59270 

kroth@crystalsugar.com 

 

Deb Rowe 

12107 Christina Ct 

Fredrickson, VA 22407 

 

Margaret Rowley 

826 Pine Forest Trail 

Port Orange, FL 32127 

 

Mike Ruddy 

1212 N Meade 

Glendive, MT 59330 

mikedavidruddy@gmail.com 

 

LeRoy Rudle 

PO Box 64 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Wendy Ruggles 

225 Feldor Way 

Billings, MT 59106 

emeralds26@hotmail.com 

 

Ashley Russell 

12145 CR 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

anrr08@gmail.com 

 

Joe Russell 

48 Spring Tree Rd 

Great Falls, MT 59404 

 

Fred Rykman 

North Dakota Fish & Game 

100 N Bismarck Expressway 

Bismarck, ND 58501 

fryckman@nd.gov 

 

Clarence Sanders 

4416 Morning Sun Dr 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

sandora99@msn.com 

 

Andrew Sanders 

PO Box 98 

Sidney, MT 59270 

andrewsanders33@gmail.com 

 

Matt Sar 

10725 CR 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

dunranch@midrivers.com 

 

Janet Sargeant 

City of Sidney Federal Credit Union 

PO Box 235 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

JERRY SATRA 

216 15th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Bob Sazama 

2035 Rd 261 

Glendive, MT 59330 

blsazama@midrivers.com 
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Dennis Scarnecchia 

University of Idaho 

P.O. Box 3192 

Moscow, ID 83843-1907 

 

Dennis Scarnecchia 

University of Idaho - Department of Fish 

& Wildlife Resources 

PO Bo 441136 

Moscow , ID 83844 

scar@uidaho.edu 

 

Charlie Schaubel 

12922 Hwy 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wayne E Scherbacher 

11235 Highway 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lonnie Schipman 

12335 Co Rd 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Racquel Schipman 

709 5th St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

racquelschipman@hotmail.com 

 

Dirk Schlothaner 

HD Farms, Inc. 

15942 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

dirkschlothaner@hotmail.com 

 

Don Schlothauer 

13351 Hwy 200 

Fairview, MT 59221 

leedon@yahoo.com 

 

Harold Schlothauer 

15922 30th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

hdfarms@gmail.com 

 

Casey Schlothauer 

2851 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ken Schlothauer 

2891 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Stephanie Schlothauer 

2891 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Rob Schlothauer 

409 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kim Schlothauer 

Blue Carriage Farm 

7851 160th Ave NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Don Schlothauer 

PO Box 474 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Lee Schmierer 

1 Mile S of Savage 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Charity Schmierer 

10598 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lee Schmierer 

10598 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 
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Karen Schmierer 

34071 DR 106 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Justin Schmierer 

Box 13 

Savage, MT 59262 

jschmierer@horizonresources.coop 

 

Dennis Schmierer 

PO Box 124 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Charity Schmierer 

PO Box 92 

Savage, MT 59262 

schmier@midrivers.com 

 

Charity Schmierer 

PO Box 92 

Savage, MT 59262 

schmier@midrivers.com 

 

LeeRoy Schmierer 

PO Box 92 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Fred Schmitt 

35241 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Marissa Schoepp 

1008 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ecfmarissa@midrivers.com 

 

Gary Schoepp 

1399 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

action@midrivers.com 

 

Karen Schoepp 

1399 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Chris Schoepp 

920 11th Street SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

Chris.Schoepp@yahoo.com 

 

Hallie Schofill 

PO Box 98 

Sidney, MT 59270 

hallienicolesanders89 

@yahoo.com 

 

Luella Schow 

Security Abstract Co 

106 2nd St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lschow@thetitleteam.com 

 

Gary Schow 

11065 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Luella Schow 

Stockman Bank 

11365 Hwy 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Marion Schow 

Box 215 

Savage, MT 59262 

Mlshow@outlook.com 

 

Dennis Schroeder 

Miles City Walleyes Unltd 

817 S Custer 

Miles City, MT 59301 

denfishon@midrivers.com 

 

Vernon Schroeder 

PO Box 25 

Crane, MT 59217 
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Charlote Schroeder 

PO Box 52 

CRANE, MT  59217-0052 

 

Claire Schultz 

318 11th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

cschultz@sidneyhealth.org 

 

Dan Schumacker 

35173 Co Rd 129W 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Max Schwart 

11553 Hwy 16 

Crane, MT 59270 

 

Max Schwartz 

Box 4 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Max  Schwartz 

Box 8 

Crane, MT 54217 

 

Bernard Schwartzenberger 

710 8th Street, SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tom Scott 

4340 Mariental Dr #1 

Billings, MT 59106 

 

Randall & Patti Jo Searer 

34518 COUNTY ROAD 115 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Gary Sedlacek 

16042 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Ben Sedlacek 

16072 35th St NW 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Pat  Sedu 

2476 South 27 R 

Ballanturo, MT 59006 

 

Craig Seeve 

10837 Co Rd 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Donna Seeve 

10837 CR 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Chris Seeve 

91 Morgan Creek Lane 

Bozeman, MT 59718 

chris@cvasinc.com 

 

Alan Seigfreid 

PO Box 387 

Sidney, MT 59270 

seigfreidagency@midrivers.com 

 

Dave & John Seitz 

114 2nd Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

John Seitz 

Seitz Insurance 

1204 2nd Ave NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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William J & Philip Seitz 

PO Box 326 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Steve Seldow 

603 8th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

steveseldow@rocket.com 

 

Jamie Selting 

35501 CR 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Michael I. Selvage 

Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 509 

Agency Village, SD 57262-0509 

 

Janet Sergent 

301 14th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Linda Severson 

12908 Co Rd 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kami Sevier 

204 W Bell 

Glendive, MT 59330 

ksevier@stockmanbank.com 

 

Craig Sharpe 

Montana Wildlife Federation 

P.O. Box 1175 

Helena, MT 59624 

 

Willie Sharpe 

Blackfeet Nation 

P.O. Box 850 

Browning, MT  59417 

 

Zachary Shattuck 

Upper Basin Pallid Sturgeon Workgroup 

1420 East 6th Avenue, P.O. Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620-0701 

ZShattuck@mt.gov 

 

B.B. Shepard 

65 9th St. Island Drive 

Livingston, MT 59047 

 

Ned Shinniel 

11499 Highway 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Olivia Sifwentes 

806 2nd St. SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Harold Simard 

PO Box 787 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Edward Simmons 

PO Box 211 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Cindy Singer 

113 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

H. Jay Sisel 

3213 3rd Ave NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Steve Skaalure 

3613 Corbin Drive 

Billings  , MT 59102 

sskaalure@betasped.com 
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Camilla Skinner 

Seitz Insurance Agency 

PO Box 326 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ccs.skinner@gmail.com 

 

Matt Skosland 

NRDC 

317 Mendenhall 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

mskosland@nrdc.org 

 

Henning Skov 

35167 CR 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

hskov@midrivers.com 

 

Thomas Sluiter 

11650 N FORK RD 

Polebridge, MT 59928-9791 

 

Geri Small 

Northern Cheyenne Tribe 

P.O. Box 128 

Lame Deer, MT 59043 

 

Adam Smith 

Richland County Public Works 

2140 West Holly Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

asmith@richland.org 

 

Lindsay  Smith 

242 Red Wisng Road 

Sidney, MT 59270 

lindsayholum@hotmail.com 

 

Doug Smith 

DS Farms 

6047 CR 1011 

Bainville, MT 59212 

 

Joe   Solf 

409 3rd St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

joe.solf@gmail.com 

 

Eugene Sondeno 

13695 Co Rd 356 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Eugene Sondeno 

PO BoX 321 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Matt Sondero 

34693 R 117 

Sidney, MT 59270 

msondero@hotmail.com 

 

Nate Sorensen 

10459 Co Rd 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Harold Sorensen 

11199 HIGHWAY 16 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Harold Sorensen 

117 10th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gary Sorensen 

506 3rd St NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Lyle Sponheim 

3651 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Jim Squires 

110 Janiper Ave 

Glendive, MT 59330 

csquires@midrivers.com 
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Mike Staff 

35117  CR 125 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gail Staffanson 

3404 CR 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

gailamiller@hotmail.com 

 

Scott  Staffanson 

Montana HD 35 Representative 

34704 CR 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

scottstaffanson@gmail.com 

 

A. T. Stafne 

Assiniboine and Sioux  

Tribes of  Fort Peck 

P.O. Box 1027 

Poplar, MT 59255 

 

LaVondra Stanley 

Sidney Chamber of Commerce & 

Agriculture 

909 S. Central Avenue 

Sidney, MT 59270 

schamber2@midrivers.com 

 

Teresa Stedman 

Norby Inc. 

715 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sabrina K Steer 

252 77th 

Delano, MN 55328 

 

Mike Steffan 

12550 Co Rd 351 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Chadd Steffec 

321 W. Main Street 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

James F Steffen 

10203 Co Rd 340 

Savage, MT 59262-9455 

 

Andrew Steiger 

37020 State Avenue 

Billings, MT 59101 

apsteiger@westernsugar.com 

 

Craig Steinbeisser 

11812 Co Rd 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Don Steinbeisser 

11812 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

donjr@midrivers.com 

 

Dan  Steinbeisser 

11918 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Don Steinbeisser 

Lower Yellowstone Irrigation  

Commission 

11918 CT 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Craig Steinbeisser 

12246 Country Road 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

craigs@midrivers.com 

 

Karen Steinbeisser 

12246 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ryan Steinbeisser 

12246 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59220 

ryanstein96@hotmail.com 
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John Steinbeisser 

1599 9TH AVE SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jim Steinbeisser 

33974 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jamesse@midrivers.com 

 

Jim Steinbeisser 

33974 CR 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jamese@midrivers.com 

 

Russel Steinbeisser 

34629 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ristein@midrivers.com 

 

Shay Steinbeisser 

Sidney Sugars 

34629 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

shay_steinbeisser@hotmail.com 

 

Bill Steinbeisser 

35154 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

David Steinbeisser 

35166 Co Rd 128 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Larry & Paula Steinbeisser 

35258 CR 130 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Janet Steinbeisser 

5931 Sandalwood Dr 

Billings, MT 59106 

 

Joe G. Steinbeisser 

690 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jmstein@midrivers.com 

 

Joe Jr Steinbeisser 

690 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Mary Ann Steinbeisser 

690 22nd Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

jmstein@midrivers.com 

 

Craig Steinbeisser 

PO Box 1315 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Shay Steinbeisser   

34629 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

shay.steinbeisser@hotmail.com 

 

Don Steinbeisser Jr 

11812 CR 348 

Sidney, MT 59270 

donr@midrivers.com 

 

Cole Steinberger 

1599 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

c.steinberger 2011@yahoo.com 

 

Cody Steinbussen 

1599 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Cole Steinbussen 

1599 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

csteinbussen@yahoo.com 
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Johnny Steinbussen 

1599 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Larry Steinbussen 

1599 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Garry Steinley 

12838 Co Rd 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robbie Stepan 

3213 Hwy 58 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Louis Stepan 

PO Box 376 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

Michael Steppe 

12706 Co Rd 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Mark Stermitz 

Crowley Fleck 

305 South 4th Street 

Missoula, MT 59801-2701 

 

Sharon Stevens  

1901 Bitteroot Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Leonard Stevenson 

34705 CR 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sandy Stimson 

209 Soth B Street 

Livingston, MT 59047 

 

Henry Stip 

808 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeri Stone 

721 3rd St. NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Russell Stotts 

35081 CR 123T 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tami Stotts 

35081 CR 123T 

Sidney, MT 59270 

dealer1@midrivers.com 

 

Jane Strasheim 

109 Lincoln Ave So 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Marvin & Toni Strasheim 

12520 CR 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Matt  Strecker 

Stoecker Ecological 

PO Box 2067 

Santa Barbara, CA 93120 

matt@stoeckerecological.com 

 

Philip S Strobel 

US Environmental  

Protection Agency 

1595 Wynkoop Street 

Denver, CO 80202-1129 
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Rick Strohmyer 

Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation 

321 Main Street 

Miles City, MT 59301 

 

Billy Struckman 

Struckman Corp. 

11217 CR 344 

Savage, MT 59261 

 

Bradley Strupp 

PO Box 22 

Crane, MT 59217 

 

Tim Stubstad 

35223 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Floyd Sullivan 

1003 Spirit Avenue 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Linda Sullivan 

103 S. Pleasant Avenue 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Mark Summerville 

PO Box 1666 

Sidney, qMT 59270 

 

Lora Sundheim 

2811 Niehenke Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Robert & Renee Sundheim 

35194 Hwy 201 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Donna Sundsted 

3205 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Byron Sunwall 

PO Box 83 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Diane Swanson 

Box 1207 

Sidney, MT 59270 

adsales@esidney.com 

 

Joyce Sweley 

35178 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

George B Swenson 

954 Lincoln Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Brett Swift 

American Rivers –  

Northwest Regional Office 

320 SW Stark St.,  Suite 412 

Portland, OR 97204 

 

Jim Taylor 

Yellowstone Bank 

PO Box 7 

Laurel, MT 59044 

 

Gene Terland 

Bureau of Land Management 

5001 Southgate Drive 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Jon Tester 

United States Congress 

122 West Towne 

Glendive, MT 59330 
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Kathleen Teter 

1994 RD 3 N 

Huntley, MT 59037 

kteter@yecomt.com 

 

Casey Thiel 

1807 S. Central 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dexter Thiel 

Agricultural Enterprises 

807 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

thielbro@midrivers.com 

 

Dwitht Thiessen 

33503 CR 116 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Lester Thompson 

Crow Creek Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 50 

Fort Thompson, SD 57339-0050 

 

George Thurman 

Sac and Fox Nation of  

Missouri in Kansas & Nebraska 

305 North Main Street 

Reserve, KS 66434 

 

Jeff Tiberi 

Montana Association of  

Conservation Districts 

501 North Sanders 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

Don Tiffany 

201 Georgetown Dr 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Patricia Tjelde 

35359 Co Rd 129 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jim Todd 

R35 Green Mt. Drive 

Ryegate, MT 59074 

gmar@midrivers.com 

 

Tyler Tombie 

6480 CR 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

tctombie@gmail.com 

 

Mark Tombre 

10477 Co Rd 342 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Mark Tombre 

34185 CR 105 

Savage, MT 59262 

tombre@midrivers.com 

 

Joe Topp 

12281 Cr 347c 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Colleen Topp 

Sidney Job Service 

211N Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ctopp@mt.gov 

 

Joe Topp 

34790 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

diamond-t@yahoo.com 

 

Mandi Tows 

251 Wind Cave Cr 

Billings  , MT 59103 

mandi-jo40@hotmail.com 

 

Kim Trangmoe 

Glendive Chamber of  

Commerce and Agriculture 

808 North Merrill 

Glendive, MT 59330 
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David Trimpe 

Bureau of Reclamation 

2021 4th Avenue N 

Billings, MT 59102 

 

Kevin D Tripp 

12281 CR 347 

Sidney, MT 59270 

k5tjk@yahoo.com 

 

Roger Trudell 

Santee Sioux Nation 

108 Spirit Lake Avenue, West 

Niobrara, NE 68760 

 

Brittany Trushel 

717 N Montana Ave 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

 

Long Family Trust 

5928 S VAN GORDON ST 

Littleton, CO 80127 

 

John Tubbs 

Montana Natural Rescoure & 

Conservation 

PO Box 200701 

Helena, MT 59620 

 

Larry Tveit 

2075 Sage Lily Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Wyatt Uecker 

509 8th Ave Sw 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Michelle Ueruaga 

Law Office of Michelle  

Uberuaga Z 

PO Box 711 

Livingston, MT 59047 

 

Michael Ulrich 

212 Interstate Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Doug Unruh 

431 Rd 523 

Bloomfield, MT 59315 

unruh@midrivers.com 

 

Ron Utgaard 

805 6th St SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

utgrwg@midrivers.com 

 

Lori Utter 

1602 Bitterroot Dr 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeff Van den Noort 

Montana Chapter of the Sierra Club 

P.O. Box 231 

Missoula, MT 59806 

 

Cheryl Van Every 

12877 CR 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

cvanevery@stockmanbank.com 

 

Wade & Cheryl Van Every 

12877 CR 353 

Sidney, MT 59270 

vanevery@midrivers.com 

 

Kenny Vannatta 

724 2nd St. NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tiffany Vanosdall 

USACE 

1616 Capitol Ave 

Omaha, NE  68102 

tiffany.k.vanosdall 

@usace.army.mil 
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Carl Venne 

Crow Nation 

P.O. Box 159 

Crow Agency, MT 59022 

 

Richard Verhasselt 

10814 Co Rd 340 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

Stephanie Verhasselt 

Richland County Clerk & 

Recorder/Election  

Administrator 

201 West Main 

Sidney, MT 59270 

sverhasselt@richland.org 

 
Terry Verhasselt 

35019 Co Rd 122 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Nancy Verschot 

Box 96 

Lambert, MT 59243 

nverschot@richlandfair.com 

 

High Plains Veterinary  

Clinic, Inc. 

1010 10th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kaitlyn Vitt 

1116 W Main St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Matt Vitt 

1116 W Main St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kurt Voight 

Box 543 Buffalo Jump Ranch 

Nye, MT 59061 

kvoight@nemont.net 

 

Daniel G. Voolkann III 

3925 Fox Farm Road 

Missoula, MT 59802 

sandyvolkmann@bresnan.net 

 

William Voss 

35379 Co Rd 131 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Gary  Wachechek 

PO Box 488 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Jeffrey W. Waddell 

12282 Western St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Craig Wagner 

1 Fairgrounds Road 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Barbara & Steve Walla 

416 35th Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Kathleen Waller 

Box 203  

Medraine Lake, MT 59247 

kaw71952@gmail.com 

 

John Wardell 

EPA Region 8 Montana Office 

Federal Building, 10 W 15th St, Ste 3200 

Helena, MT 59626 

 

Jackie Washecheck 

PO Box 488 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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James Watts 

13209 Co Rd 354F 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

George Watts 

712 7th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Sravy Wayra 

1 Fairgrounds Road 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

Mike Weber 

PO Box 447 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Marcus Wells 

Three Affiliated Tribes 

404 Frontage Road 

New Town, ND 58763 

 

Jody Wells 

The Roundup 

PO Box 1207 

Sidney, MT 59270 

publisher@esidney.com 

 

Joshua Weston 

Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 283 

Flandreau, SD 57028 

 

Brandi Wevley 

1171 Hwy 16 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Ron Whited 

10745 CR 355 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Tracy Whitehead 

1 Bus Lane  

Laurel, MT 59044 

dtjwg2@msn.com 

 

Wade Whiteman 

2109 Bitteroot Drive 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Dennis Wick 

35252 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 WILDCAT MINERALS LLC 

Wildcat Minerals LLC 

Box 18311 

Golden, CO 80402 

 

Lynda Williams 

1202 Cedar 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Burt Williams 

The Nature Conservancy 

2721 2nd Ave North 

Billings, MT 59101 

 

Neil Williams 

516 9th Ave SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Gordon  Wind, P.E. 

Wind Engineering, LLC 

38246 Pinewood Drive 

Polson, MT 59860 

windengineeringllc@gmail.com 

 

Terry Wink 

3026 Morledge St 

Billings, MT 59102 
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Keith Winter 

2162 High Creek Road 

Williston, ND 58834 

 

Kevin D Winter 

8791 Silverberry Ave 

Elk Grove, CA 95624 

 

Rebecca Wodder 

American Rivers –  

National Office 

1101 14th Street NW,  

Suite 1400 

Washington, DC 20005 

 

Shelley Wold 

1251 Wold Rd 

Laurel, MT 59044 

ashlawn22@gmail.com 

 

Larry Wright 

Ponca Tribe of Nebraska 

P.O. Box 288 

Niobrara, NE 68760 

 

Judy Wyman 

305 8th Ave NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Larry Wyman 

814 6th Ave SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Danny Wyruas 

Box 81705 

Billings, MT 59108 

dwyruas@gmail.com 

 

Ellen Wznick 

Sidney Herald 

310 2nd Avenue NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

heraldsales@sidneyherald.com 

 

Anne Yates 

Montana Department of  

Natural Resources and Conservation 

1625 11th Ave 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

John Yellow Bird Steele 

Oglala Sioux Tribe 

P.O. Box 2070 

Pine Ridge, SD 57770 

 

Mike Yinger 

PO Box 307 

Bigfork, MT 59911 

earmountain@gmail.com 

 

Dan Young 

Richald Co Conservation District 

13689 CR 352 

Fairview, MT 59221 

 

Loren H Young 

Loren Young Inc 

13705 CT 351 

Fairview, MT 59221 

lyoung@richland.org 

 

Danny Young 

Richland Co.  

Conservation District 

2745 W Holly St 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

James Young 

PO Box 588 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Hugh Zackheim 

315 Ming Place 

Helena, MT 59601 

montanazac@mac.com 

 

Gregory Zadow 

35201 Co Rd 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Andrea Zelinsky 

34982 Highway 23 

Sidney, MT 59270 

andzelin@midrivers.com 

 

 Zenergy Inc 

1600 S Yale Ave 

Tulsa, OK 74131 

 

Lisa Ziler 

12647 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

ziler@midrivers.com 

 

Scott Ziler 

12647 CR 350 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Penny  Zimmerman 

Senator Testee 

121 W Towne 

Glendive, MT 59330 

penny.zimmerman@testee.senate.gov 

 

Clyde Zimmerman 

340 21st Ave NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Bill Zimmerman 

903 11th St Sw 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Clyde Zimmerman 

PO Box 317 

Sidney, MT 59270 

clyde7130@gmail.com 

 

 

Anaconda Sportsmens Club 

#2 Cherry 

Anaconda, MT 59711 

 

Oneok 

BAKKEN PIPELINE LLC 

100 W 5th St 

Tulsa,  OK 74103-4279 

 

 

Riverbed Engineering, LLC 

102 Third St - PO Box 2979 

Pagosa Springs, CO 81147 

cphilips@riverrestoration.com 

 

 

Hubert Fisheries  

Consulting, LLC 

1063 Colina Drive 

Laramie, WY 82702-5014 

hubertfisheries@gmail.com 

 

 

Art Gehnert 

1089 2nd Cottonwood Grove 

Glendive, MT 59330 

artge@midrivers.com 

 

 

Montana Association of Conservation 

Districts 

1101 11th Ave 

Helena, MT 59601 

macdnet.org 

 

 

Gavilon Grain LLC 

11th Con Agra Drive 

Omaha, NE 68102 

 

 

J & S Farms, LLC 

12 Stoney Acres Ln 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

 

Green Gable Inc 

12026 HIGHWAY 16 

Sidney, MT 59270-6334 

 

 

Sidney Public Schools 

121 5th St SW 

Sidney, MT 59270 
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Exploration Drilling 

12653 Co Rd 352 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

A&M Structuring 7 LLC 

13819 60TH ST NW 

Williston, ND 58801 

 

 

Williston Herald 

14 West 4th Street 

Williston, ND 58802 

 

 

Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks 

1420 E 6th Ave 

Helena, MT 59601 

 

 

Pheasant Run Apartments LLC 

151 LOWER LUTHER RD 

Red Lodge, MT 59068-9534 

 

 

Oakland Fischer LLC 

15341 31ST ST NW 

Cartwright, ND 58838-9641 

 

 

Ridgeview 20 LLC 

1801 TIBURON BLVD, 

Tiburon, CA 94920 

 

 

Meridian Pacific 

1801 Tiburon Blvd, Ste 800 

Tiburon, CA 94920 

 

 

Richland County 

201 W MAIN ST 

Sidney, MT  59270-4035 

 

 

Great Falls Tribune 

205 River Drive South 

Great Falls, MT 59405 

 

 

Applied Geomorphology, Inc. 

211 N. Grand - Suite C 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

kboyd@appliedgeomorph.com 

 

 

Miller Ecological  

Consultants, Inc. 

2111 S. College Ave, Unit D 

Fort Collins, CO 80525 

wjmiller@millereco.com 

 

 

Northern Plains Reource Council 

220 South 27th Street, Ste A 

Billings, MT 59101 

info@northernplains.org 

 

 

Eagle Oilfield Services, LLC 

225 14TH ST SE 

Sidney, MT  59270-6310 

 

 

Montana Convention of  

7th Day Adventist 

2475 S CENTRAL AVE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

MPEG Land Development LLC 

2825 3RD AVE N STE 600 

Billings, MT  59101-1961 

 

 

Yellowstone Farms LLC 

2901 CHENEY CREEK RD 

Cartwright, ND 58838-9742 

 

Josh 

Coffee Commercial LLC 

2944 GREGORY DR S 

Billings, MT 59102-0500 
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Sidney Herald 

310 2nd Avenue NE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

Dawson County Economic Development 

Council 

313 West Valentine 

Glendive, MT 59330 

 

 

Watco Companies, LLC 

315 West 3rd St 

Pittsburg, KS 66762 

 

 

Northwest Pipe Fittings INC 

33 S 8TH ST W 

Billings,  MT 59102-5840 

 

 

Western Outfield Supply Co 

3404 STATE RD 

Bakersfield, CA  93308-4538 

 

 

KDN Farms, Inc. 

34469 CR 110 

Savage, MT 59262 

 

 

Custom Fencing & Welding, Inc. 

34609 HIGHWAY 200 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

Taylor 

34705 CR 120 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

KC Transport LLC 

35212 COUNTY ROAD 127 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

Big Blackfoot Riverkeeper 

35701 Nine Mile Prairie Road 

Greenough, MT 59823 

joconnell@blackfoot.net 

 

 

NST IP LLC 

527 MARQUETTE AVE, SUITE 500 

Minneapolis, MN 55402 

 

 

Western Catering Service. Inc. 

600 S MAIN ST 

Butte, MT 59701-2534 

 

 

Mongoose Trucking & Hot Shot LLC 

727 N Waco Suite 400 

Wichita, KS 67203 

 

 

Prewitt & Company LLC 

756 10TH AVE SE 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

Glendive Chamber of Commerce 

808 N. Merrill 

Glendive, MT 59330 

chamber@midrivers.com 

  

XTO Engery, Inc. 

810 HOUSTON ST 

Fort Worth, TX 76102-6203 

 

 

Sidney Chamber of Commerce 

909 S Central Ave 

Sidney, MT 59270 

schamber@midrivers.com 

 

 

Buffalo Rapids #2 

Terry, MT 59349 

 

 

Craig Wagner 

Fairgrounds Road 

Glendive, MT 59330 

craigwagner@midrivers.com 

 

 

Minot Daily News 

P.O. Box 1150 

Minot, ND 58702 

 

 

Miles City Star 

P.O. Box 1216 

Miles City, MT 59301 

 

 

Banner Transportation Company 

P.O. Box 3866 

Enid, OK 73702 

 

 

Bismarck Tribune 

P.O. Box 5516 

Bismarck, ND 58506 

 

Randy 

Blackfoot Challenge 

PO Box 103 

Ovando, MT 59854 
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Sierra Club 

PO Box 1290 

Bozeman, MT 59771 

montana.sierraclub.org 

 

Shannon 

PO Box 1401 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

Savage Farm LLC 

PO BOX 1408 

Hamilton, MT 59840 

 

 

C & M Oilfield Service LLC 

PO BOX 164 

Baker, MT 59313-0164 

 

 

Parks  & Fish Wildlife 

PO BOX 200701 

Helena, MT  59620-0701 

 

 

Ravalli Co. Fish &  

Game Assoc. 

PO Box 238 

Hamilton, MT 59840 

 
 

Rosebud-Treasure Wildlife Assoc. 

PO Box 262 

Forsyth, MT 59327 

 

 

Custer Rod & Gun Club 

PO Box 303 

Miles City, MT 59301 

custerrodandgun@gmail.com 

 

 

Western Area Power  

Administration 

PO Box 35800 

Billings, MT 59107 

hanebury@wapa.gov 

  

Montana Partners for Fish & Wildlife 

PO Box 66 

Ovando, MT 59854 

greg_neudecker@fws.gov 

 

 

Red Rock Power Inc 

PO Box 725 

Havre, MT  59501-0725 

 

 

Clark Fork River Coalition 

PO Box 7593 

Missoula, MT 59807 

 

 

Nature Conservancy 

PO Box 8316 

Missoula, MT 59807 

 

 

Headington Oil LP 

PO Box 870849 

Mesquite, TX 75187 

 

 

Trout Headwaters Inc. 

PO Box 222 

Livingston, MT 59047 

troutheadwaters.com 

 
 

Comradsen Brothers, Inc. 

RR 2 

Savage, MT 59252 

 

 

 

 

Diahn Ruffatto 

Yellowstone Bank 

120 2nd Street NW 

Sidney, MT 59270 

 

 

Barbara Reidle 

3341 Hwy 58 

Fairview, Mt 59221-9357 
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Name Email Address 

A Adams mailndp-gop@yahoo.com 

A Bonvouloir ra3ajw@sbcglobal.net 

a c anthonyhelps@gmail.com 

a c aries200@optonline.net 

a f elaan2@yahoo.com 

A Frey Aefrey03@gmail.com 

A Haley soleil2k2@yahoo.com 

A Keller AKeller@KeltekTool.com 

A L Aalisbin@gmail.com 

A Mueller afogarty8@hotmail.com 

A S marzallie@msn.com 

A Stavros coyotebreath09@gmail.com 

A Thebeau thebeau@sccoast.net 

A Titelman Concordegp@aol.com 

A. Joan Gravel ajgravel29@yahoo.com 

A. Kathleen PANCAKE akpancake33@gmail.com 

A. Marbro Rush-Osborn glendos@earthlink.net 

A. Titelman Concordegp@aol.com 

A. Todd Todd87701@gmail.com 

A. Zamudio akzamudio@yahoo.com 

A.B. Gunn magunn@centurytel.net 

A.G. Hansen rustyrange@aol.com 

A.J. Rosenbohm ajrosenbohm@att.net 

A.L. Hern Originalthinkr@sbcglobal.net 

A.L. Steiner asteinerny@gmail.com 

A.M. Volz ellaminnowpeas@hotmail.com 

Aaeron Robb antigonemydear@gmail.com 

Aaron Bland aaronnbland@gmail.com 

Aaron Gayken agayken75@yahoo.com 
 

Aaron Honore aaron_honore_@hotmail.com 

Aaron Hopkins aborialis1@aol.com 

Aaron Infante-Levy aaronil@yahoo.com 

Aaron LaMont Ajlamont7@gmail.com 

Aaron Libson aali4919@aol.com 

Aaron Marr aaronbaron01@hotmail.com 

Aaron Moore a1ronmore@aim.com 

Aaron Ucko amu@alum.mit.edu 

Abby Bateman Ajb422@gmail.com 

abby miller abikmiller@gmail.com 

Abdallah Al-Khataybeh pink_flyer@hotmail.com 

Abigail Ann Fanestil abbiesroad@gmail.com 

Abigail Bates abbiebates@hotmail.com 

Abigail Gindele agindele@gmail.com 

Abigail Howes abigail_howes@yahoo.com 

Abigail Lang langlang8@gmail.com 

Abigail Robinson chornco@aol.com 

Abigail Rome abirome2@gmail.com 

Abigail van Alstyne avanalstyne@qcwdr.com 

Acadia Cutschall acadia.experiment@gmail.com 

Achmad Chadran dunia.deeds@gmail.com 

Ada Khoury inthemoment007@yahoo.com 

Adam Blumenthal graphicspot@yahoo.com 

adam cole adam@clipper.net 

Adam Cornford adamfcornford@yahoo.com 

Adam Elson advancleave@yahoo.com 

Adam Haas Adamhaas@mac.com 

Adam Savett asavett@gmail.com 

Adam Sullivan asulliva79@hotmail.com 

Adam Trauger AdamT9@gmail.com 
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Adama Hamilton eshyouhod@earthlink.net 

Addie Lucas Ajjlucas@aol.com 

Addie Smock addiesmock@yahoo.com 

Adele Gamble adelegam@pacbell.net 

Adele True True.adele@yahoo.com 

Adeline Wong catailynn@yahoo.com.sg 

Adella Albiani aka3@proev.us 

Adina Parsley dickandpat3@gmail.com 

Adria Siraco Asiraco25@aol.com 

Adrian Bergeron adrianbergeron@yahoo.com 

Adrian Smith adsmith57@charter.net 

Adriana Bryan searoad2@msn.com 

Adriano Janezic adriano.janezic@gmail.com 

Adrienne Altman laconda@sbcglobal.net 

Adrienne Bortree ablariel@yahoo.com 

Adrienne Ross Ahlight@gmail.com 

Adrienne Simmons ajs89@humboldt.edu 

Adrienne Tucker atucker2573@gmail.com 

Aerie Youn Teamgoodkarma@yahoo.com 

agneta lambert meuller elsaagneta@hotmail.com 

Agnetha Broecker agnethabroecker@yahoo.de 

Ah-li Monahan ahlimonahan@yahoo.com 

ahmad abdul rahmaan muhammad305@yahoo.com 

Ai McCarthy aym73@hotmail.com 

Aida Sheets aida@tampabay.rr.com 

Aimee Coogan aimeecoogan@verizon.net 

Aimee Had aimeehad101@hotmail.com 

Aimee Morein photochk1@aol.com 

Aisling Eller ae226@nau.edu 

Aixa Fielder aixa1@sbcglobal.net 

Akankha Perkins akankhap@gmail.com 

Akila Mosier soulhunter379@gmail.com 

Al Ainsworth chewah@teleport.com 

Al Brockway apbrockway@aol.com 

al chazin allen.chazin@verizon.net 

al ezell ezell777@comcast.net 

Al McCullough mmc@hiwaay.net 

Al Monroe al_monroe@veyance.com 

Alan Bundy laandy1@yahoo.com 

Alan Canfield canfield.alan@gmail.com 

Alan Christianson almchri@aol.com 

Alan Dahl Macfrugel@gmail.com 

Alan Fraser afraser@ix.netcom.com 

Alan Goodrich bigal7491@yahoo.com 

Alan Haggard quantumcipher@gmail.com 

Alan Hild enahilden@bresnan.net 

Alan J Nishman jodypenny@crocker.com 

Alan Jasper alj2727@gmail.com 

alan johnson alanjohn@hawaii.edu 

Alan Lambert lechefgerard@yahoo.com 

Alan Leavitt Lionofzion477@cs.com 

Alan McAfee alm@loylangebox.com 

Alan Michels ammichels@fsu.edu 

Alan Olander aolander@arvig.net 

alan papscun alan@papscun.com 

Alan Reynolds alrey@cox.net 

Alan Shute ahshute@msn.com 

Alan Strauss ajlex@rcn.com 

Alan Wojtalik alan_wojtalik@hotmail.com 

Alana Paul alanaNpaul@yahoo.com 
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ALBA MORILLO albitamorillo@gmail.com 

Albert Bechtel bigjbechtel4711@msn.com 

Albert Marra tonytke@yahoo.com 

albert rogat arsailman1@yahoo.com 

Albert Ward aldw40@yahoo.com 

Alberto Agirre aagirre@anbiotek.com 

Alberto Vazquez avazquez2334@gmail.com 

Alec Hendrickson alechendrickson@mac.com 

Alec Mento amento8@gmail.com 

Alek Hyra 886426@gmail.com 

Aleks Kosowicz guerillawordfare@yahoo.com 

alena jorgensen aj.1156@yahoo.com 

alessa lanning alessalanning@yahoo.com 

Alex Almeida Apogee711@gmail.com 

Alex Barnes alexbarnes1234@gmail.com 

Alex Benjamin alex@homesurgery.com 

Alex Borichevsky audi4cs@yahoo.com 

Alex Boucher thebooch@gmail.com 

Alex Escott alexbescott@gmail.com 

Alex Graas alexgraas@hotmail.com 

Alex Harris alex.harris@mcckc.edu 

Alex Keir alexkeir01@yahoo.com 

Alex Kosnett alex.kosnett@gmail.com 

Alex Kuhl alexrkuhl@hotmail.com 

Alex MacCollom alexmacc@juno.com 

Alex Overton alexoverton7@gmail.com 

Alex Par petisa57@yahoo.com 

Alex Posey AHPosey@gmail.com 

alex robbi amarcrobbi@gmail.com 

Alex Stone ralexstone@gmail.com 

Alex Vollmer abv5@cornell.edu 

Alex Vuorinen avuorinen1698@gmail.com 

alexa kasper RN alexaoct@hotmail.com 

Alexander Dolowitz adolowitz@yahoo.com 

Alexander Flemmer a2flemmer@gmail.com 

Alexander Knopf alexander.knopf@ssa.gov 

Alexander Yeung alexyeung2009@hotmail.com 

Alexandr Yantselovskiy yalexandr@ukr.net 

Alexandra Charney sashatrvl@yahoo.com 

Alexandra Denman alexandradenman@aol.com 

Alexandra Eaton herbqueen1@aol.com 

Alexandra Sale alexandra42@q.com 

Alexandra Tumarkin msatduck@verizon.net 

Alexandre Kaluzhski kaluzhski@att.net 

Alexey Korzuchin alexey525@yahoo.com 

Alexis Fernandez alexisfernandez1978@yahoo.com 

Alexis Morris amorris@gate.net 

Alexis Nazario Anazario83@yahoo.com 

ALEYNE LARNER aleyne00@gmail.com 

Alfred Ackerknecht al.ackerknecht@sbcglobal.net 

Alfred Andersen a_andersen@live.com 

Alfred Burk Jr Alburkjr@msn.com 

Alfred Mancini alfredmancini@verizon.net 

alfred staab astaab@sbcglobal.net 

Ali Van Zee yourali747@gmail.com 

Alice & Robert Stevenson alicejeanstevenson@gmail.com 

Alice Bartholomew aiw777@yahoo.com 

Alice Bowron lupinsgalore@gmail.com 

Alice D Gray ia23.wing@gmail.com 

Alice Goss allie@whidbey.com 
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Alice Green alice_green@msn.com 

Alice Henneberg alicehenneberg@gmail.com 

Alice Kinser aliceandrew@hotmail.com 

Alice McGough wind333life@live.com 

Alice Naegele acn727@yahoo.com 

Alice Parra alice.e.parra@gmail.com 

Alice Polesky askalice@pacbell.net 

Alice Ross-Smith arsilvermtn@gmail.com 

Alice Shields afshields@earthlink.net 

Alice Stehle astehle@zoominternet.net 

Alice Thigpen alicediving@yahoo.com 

Alice WILLIAMS mamaleo1224@gmail.com 

Alicia Jackson Lametreza@yahoo.com 

Alicia Kern aliciajkern@yahoo.com 

Alicia Ricketts alricketts2013@gmail.com 

Alicia Rues aarues@att.net 

Alicia Snow alicia_snow@sbcglobal.net 

Alisa Battaglia innerdiamond@gmail.com 

Alisa Dunn dunn_alisa@yahoo.com 

Alisha BeGell abegell@yahoo.com 

Alison Anderson anderaa@upenn.edu 

Alison Horn alisonbhorn@gmail.com 

Alison Kellom alison.kellom@verifiedbeef.net 

Alison Massa massa_alison@yahoo.com 

alison merkel peepsandbaby@gmail.com 

alison sebesta alyakm80908@yahoo.com 

alison van dusen alisonvandusen@yahoo.com 

Alison Vergenont alison-vergenont@daines.senate.gov 

Alison Wasielewski alisonwas@aol.com 

Alix Keast Alixk3@gmail.com 

Allain Hale allainhale@hotmail.com 

Allan Peterson apeterson71@mchsi.com 

Allen Aronson aronsonad@yahoo.com 

Allen Olson tctcdaboyz@gmail.com 

Allen Royer algroyer@yahoo.com 

Allen Terrill aterrill@flash.net 

Allie Tennant allietennant@gmail.com 

allison alberts aaalberts@hotmail.com 

Allison Anderson alliesw@yahoo.com 

Allison Bartlett bartlett.ae@gmail.com 

Allison Bening abening1186@yahoo.com 

Allison Matthews apaige071703@att.net 

Allison Ostrer aostrer@hotmail.com 

Allison Petroccia allisonrmp@gmail.com 

Allyn Talg allyn.talg@gmail.com 

Aloysius Wald ajwaldtwo@yahoo.com 

Alva Pingel AFPing3@charter.net 

Alvin Goldman goldmanalvin@me.com 

Alyce Long loviepete@aol.com 

Alycen Ozawa atruevessel@live.con 

Alyss Sanner nevada01@aol.com 

amado nunez necrowraith9@yahoo.com 

Amalia Ramirez Garcia marihinita@gmail.com 

Amanda Clark 939aclark@gmail.com 

Amanda Collins Amandachasecollins@yahoo.com 

Amanda Davis kethry212@gmail.com 

Amanda Dickinson bettyyakima@aol.com 

Amanda Fenick amandafenick@gmail.com 

Amanda Hardesty tomoamha@evcohs.com 

Amanda Hayes hope_247@hotmail.com 
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Amanda Jungkuntz ajjungkuntz@yahoo.com 

Amanda McLaughlin mcla603@gmail.com 

Amanda McNeill amcneill@dinecollege.edu 

Amanda Scuder mandy375@yahoo.com 

amanda seissian chubby8@aol.com 

Amanda Sue Rudisill stapleton23@q.com 

amanda taylor amandahipschman@hotmail.com 

Amanda Tenney Chillout8@hotmail.com 

Amanda Zangara amandarosy@yahoo.com 

Amber Angel amber.angel@mcgarrybowen.com 

Amber Coverdale Sumrall acsumrall@cruzio.com 

Amber Gilchrist amber.gilchrist@yahoo.com 

Amber Haseltine amhaseltine@gmail.com 

Amber Lancaster ambermwpt@yahoo.com 

Amber MacPherson amacpher@gmail.com 

Amelia Fusaro afusaro@pobox.com 

Amelie Shadout Asamura9@hotmail.com 

Amitav Dash adash@dubsanddash.com 

amrit khalsa amritemt@khalsa.com 

Amy Biggs abiggs66219@yahoo.com 

Amy Bueno a.bueno85@hotmail.com 

Amy Daugherty adaugherty@davidedward.com 

Amy Dombek amy.dombek@gmail.com 

Amy Hansen pittle.r.us@gmail.com 

Amy Harlib aharlib@earthlink.net 

Amy Henry Aries4455@gmail.com 

Amy Heyneman amyheyneman@gmail.com 

Amy Hiley achiley@yahoo.com 

Amy Holt amylou313@hotmail.com 

Amy Hopkins hopkinsus@cs.com 

Amy Kazary amyk136@gmail.com 

Amy Kazary kazary@msn.com 

Amy Lashinski amlashinski@stcloudstate.edu 

Amy Lippert amy_lippert@hotmail.com 

Amy McClintock amy.cindiman@gmail.com 

Amy McCoy amyrealmccoy@gmail.com 

Amy Roberts homerjim82@gmail.com 

Amy Robinson sail4days2@yahoo.com 

Amy Robison renaeme@yahoo.com 

amy s asm617@aol.com 

amy Schumacher amyschu37@yahoo.com 

Amy Shepard a.shepard30@yahoo.com 

Amy Smereck apsmereck@att.net 

Amy Spude amy.spude@gmail.com 

Amy St. Clair amy@woodsprite.org 

Amy Stoddard atoz7978@yahoo.com 

Amy Tajdari a.tajdari@hotmail.com 

Amy Tidd actidd@yahoo.com 

Amy Wolfe amy17@me.com 

Ana Alvarez aairis@aol.com 

Ana Chou 88anazhou@gmail.com 

Ana Ferrus-Garcia anafg@aol.com 

Ana Herold anarudolph@gmail.com 

Ana Herrero aherrero1@hotmail.com 

Ana Miller anamiller2@gmail.com 

ana n anabelnunez4321@gmail.com 

Ana Perkins Anajones@live.com 

ana ramirez melilla68@gmail.com 

AnaLisa Crandall analisa_duran@yahoo.com 

Ana-Paula Martins-Fernandes Anapaulamfernandes@gmail.com 
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Anastasia Hanifan staciehanifan@gmail.com 

Anastasia Vvedenskaya nastiav2@gmail.com 

Anatoliy Pavelko anatoliy_pavelko@yahoo.com 

Anca Vlasopolos vlasopolos@sbcglobal.net 

Anddrew Sellman sellmana@verizon.net 

Andi Shotwell andreia_shotwell@hotmail.com 

Andra Dillard Andradillard@hotmail.com 

Andre West andregwest@yahoo.com 

Andrea Alexander andidalex@gmail.com 

Andrea Beltran blastedqueen@gmail.com 

Andrea Bonnett aesabet11@yahoo.com 

Andrea Cain lygiamarie@gmail.com 

ANDREA DONOHOE adonohoe47@yahoo.com 

Andrea Estrella andrea_estrella1@yahoo.com 

andrea f. and9930@yahoo.com 

Andrea Kanter akanter53@comcast.net 

Andrea Lewis alewis@copper.net 

Andrea Lieberman anlieberman@verizon.net 

Andrea Mercier mercier.andrea2@gmail.com 

Andrea Nutley handrea@turtle.com 

Andrea Silverman yellowstone15@hotmail.com 

Andrea Smith andreasmith1985@aim.com 

Andrea Snyder Asnyder_hky@yahoo.com 

Andrea Turner windanser27@yahoo.com 

Andrea Valenzuela avalenzuela321@yahoo.com 

andrea vazquez draavc@hotmail.com 

Andrea Zinn andreazinn050@aol.com 

andreas vlasiadis avl5787@gmail.com 

Andrew Bell andrew@twintown.com 

Andrew Benson etatch@aol.com 

Andrew Cadot aacaac73@gmail.com 

Andrew Calderella 007@consultingace.com 

Andrew Donakowski andy.donakowski@gmail.com 

Andrew Fisher fanof2012@gmail.com 

Andrew Foy andrewcfoy@gmail.com 

Andrew Frishman auseklis@hotmail.com 

Andrew Gresko greskoscience@aol.com 

Andrew Ireland andrewireland@mac.com 

Andrew J Krotje trout26805@aol.com 

Andrew Lucia andrewlucia3@gmail.com 

Andrew Mumford galacticempire63006@yahoo.com 
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